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TO THE SEVENTEENTH VOLUME OF THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER.

A<idre5» before Concord Agricultural Society, 113 ;
of

llunry Stevcin biifori- Caledonia Agnculuirnl Socie-

ty, I'J;!; of Josiah T. Marshall, 201; of Leonard

VVilhinirton at Topsfit-ld, UW; Hon. Lester Filley at

PittsfiBKl, 305; of H. VV. Uishop Berkshire Agricul-

tural Society, 321); C.il. C. S. Kentucky Agricultural

Society, 315; Rev. H. Colman, 273—3til.

Account current willi a pig, 35.

Advice lo parents, 1!*5,

Alpine Mulberry, 157.

Agricola and answer to, 317.

Agricultural education, 25.

Agriculiural school at Templemoyle, 3fi.

Agricultural meetings at llio Stale House, 231, 254,270,

27d, 28C, 294, 302, 318, 342, 350.

Agriculiural geology, 25H, 262.

Agricultural statistics, 325,333.

Agrii ullural inte.ligence, I'JO, StJG.

Agriculiural improvemenU, 78, 86, 94, 110.

Airrirullural Hocietics, cattle shows, &c , by H, C, 134,

ll2, 150, 15'', 166, 174.

Agricullur^il fair and show at Berkshire, 137, 14u.

Agricultural, SHddlesex, Society's reports, 15li.

Agricultural, Worcester, .Society's report, 101.

Agriculiural, Essex, Society s address, by H. C ,
361.

Agricultural, Massachusetts, Society's Premiums, 134.

Agricultural, Massanhuse'.ls, Exhibition, butter and

chee.se, 182.

Agricultiiial, .Massachusetts, Society's report on vcge-

laliles and grain ciops, 26"'.

A"riciiliiual, Massacliusettfl, Society's report on farms,

290.

A"ricultural,.Massachusetts, Society's report on inven-

tions, 322.

Aericultnral convention at Albany, 324.

Agriculture in Long Island, 47; in Maine, 65

Agriculture, cxpenmenlal, 70.

Agricii'turu of Dunili-ieshire, 122.

Ai'riculture, what have the States done to encourage it,

Agriculture, practicability and means of improTing, ISO.

Agriculture, practical elements of.284.

Agriculture, Siatr patronM^e of, 262.

Agriculture in Canada, 3ri7

Agriculture, board of, minoritv report, 300.

Agriculture and the clergy, 414.

American Agriculture, opinions abrfiad on, 19

Ancients on agriculture, opinions of, 19.

Arlifiiial showers. 208.

Apple Molasses, 197.

Apples, preserving through winter, 112.

Always behind hand, 176

Arhoretiiim, Loudon's review of, 266.

Ashe.-), 2.59, 349.

Ashes, lime, iVc. 321.

B

Barre, rural Icslival at, 126

Bees, longevity, 51.

Bees, cure of the sting, 51

Becsjdescripliiui of, 189; multiplying swarms of, 333.

Berk-hire Agrii ultural Society's cattle show, 137, 143.

Bear storv, boy taken by one, 184.

ISennett, Mr N. S., answers to .Massachusetts .•\gricultii-

ral Society, 357.

Beet su;iar, important iniprovemiints in iMaking, 221 ;

by II. C.,230.
Beet sugar, in France, 192,293.

Better days coming, 308.

Beiirre C.ipiauuiont and Fro'lorick d'VVurtemburg Pear,

121.

Birds 'in fnrms, 404.

Biler Kit, 176.

Binn's, .Mr, remarks at Ajricullural Society's i\lecting,

Lancisier, Ki.g., .385, 393.

Bloody Murrain, 283.

Bone manure, 98, 233.

Books on agriculture, for schools, 12.

Book farming, 123.

Botanir; Conservatory, exhibition of roses at the, 411.

Bots in horses, 82.

Bowditch, Dr Nathaniel, 24.

Bohan Upas. 180.

Boston Cultivator, noticed, 200,222.
Board ot Agriculture, minority report of, 301.

Bounty on silk, 3U2.

British Queen steamer, 403.

British corn market, 169.

Bridgwater cattle show, 128.

Bridgewaler, list of premiums proposed by, '394.

Blown, Mr S. H., statement, 347.

Budding, inoculation or, 409.

Butter, making of, 29 ; inukingand salting, 201.

Buffalo berry, 62.

Bulbous roots, cultivation of, 131.

Bush cow, 200.

Cattle show, Worcester County committee of arrange-

ments notice, 82 , at Concord, 110 ; at Bridgewaler,

129; at Plymouth, 117; at Worcester, 118; at Pitts-

field, 122; Northampton, 120; at Patu.xet, 340

Cattle, Devonshire, 42; ni.irks of good, 6} ; choked,

how to relieve, 325; feed fcr, 93.

Calves, wintering of, 251.

Canada, agriculture in, 387.

Capons, 30.

Capiaumontpear, by Hon. J. Lowell, 81, 85.

Cabbage nnilasses, 211.

Cabhaiie cultivation of, 315.

Cauliflower, cultivation of, 252.

Carrot crop. John .'Vlnorhead's account of, 285.

Chilblains, cure of, 195.

Chittendon, Mrs, and her workmen, 248.

Cheever's letters, 328.

Charcoal for diseased lungs in bogs, 122.

Cide', preventing from becoming sour, 43.

Chiggeit, W., on miinuies, 1

(^lay soils, best means of improving, 196.

Clergymen, their influence, 405.

Close of the year, 20(1.

CIcse of the Seventeenth Volume, 414.

Clover hay, curing of, 22.

Conversalion between two emigrants, 35.

Cooper, Sir Aslley, 72
Ctdman's, II. C , aildress, Worcester Society, 273.

Coluian s, H. C, address before Essex Agricultural So-

ciety. 361.

Conventiiin, agriculiural, at New York, 349.

Corn, great product in Montreal, 310 ; sample of early,

69; account of early, 85; large yield from a kernel,

99; disease of,21 ; sowing broad cast, 53 ; experiment

in harvesting, 179; crop of. by B. Slack, 278.

Corn stalk fodder, 26G
Cow, a Durham, 403 ; a good, 405-.

Cows, disease in, 18 ; working, 390.

Crops in Pennsylvania. 340.

Onelly to Animal , 149.

Crow and Wire Worms, 317.

Cuttings, 404

n.

Dalilias, preservation of, 245; culture of, in France,

2.'<2.

Dana, S L., on ashes, liine,&c,, 321.

Dairy stock G2
Darbv and the ram, 192.

Dearborn, H. A. S., on the culture of Tropical plants,

5; flowers, fruits, .Vc ,9 ; on Van^Mons' experiment,

226, reply to J. Herrick fin forest trees, 265 ; ou J.

H. Mey, letter to Captain Hunt, 297; on diseases on

silk worms, 316.

Decomposition or putrefaction of vegetables, 13.

Deaf, dumb, and blind, 2ti0.

Dennis Silk Manual, notice of, 350.

Diet, plain, 3,')o.

Disputed territory in Maine, 293.

Dictionary of agricultural terras, 243, 263, 275.

Diseased hogs, 122.

Diseases in horses, 44; among animals, 83; of Decem-
ber, 224.

Domestic economy, items, 243.

Doctoring trees, 266.

Draining, eft'ects of thorough, 403.

Drainages, sewer, 402.

Drink (or warm weather, 30.

Dry rot, 4.

Dress for fanners, 13.

Duties performed by a good farmer, 100, 224.

Durham cuttle, 192.

Duration, probable, of human life, 408.

Eastern railroad, 405.

Education, necessitv of, 2 ; new system of, 58 ; self,

205 ; of farmers, 409.

Electricity, power of, 70.

Election week, 3c'2.

Ellsworth, H. L , on sugar beet, 221.

Encourage one another, 205.

English, Irish, and Scotch, 312.

Eggs and pouliiy, 196.

Ebsex Agricultural Society's report on crops, .379 ; oi»

mulberry trees, 377 ; on manure, 363, 370 ; on reclaim-

ed me.idows, 347, 348.

Errors, 310.

E.taiuple, good, in clergymen and men of influence and

taste, 405.

Extravagance in the United States, 104.

Experimental agriculture, 70.

Experiment in maniiriii!; turnips, 115; planting potatoes,

195; on manures, 363, 370.

Exiiibiliun of fruit and flowers, Massachusetts Horticul-

ral Society's annual, 105, 107.

Famine in India, 88.

Farming tools, care of, 245.

Faro.ers' work for Julv, 413.

Farms, size of, 46 ; subdividing it, 162 ;
profit of, 397

Farmers' garden, 3; employment, 43.

Farming, 170.

Fanners, education of, 409.

Farmer, a king, 171.

Farms, pn'oiiiims on, 306, 331, 339, 356, 357.

Farrier, the pocket, 416.

Fat mutton. 411.

Feeding milch cows, 412.

Fertilitv of lands, means of increasing of, 89.

FinanceB of Maine, 277.

Flowers, fruits and trees, by H. A. S., 9.

Flowers, propeities of, 244.

Flour, to test good, 229.

Fleischmann s memorial, 233.

Flax seed meal, 34.

Flemish Husbandry, 74, 172, 177.

Forest tiees. bints on pruning, 45; review of Loudon'i

work 011,206.

Frozen ground, 325.

French, B. V., I'U-q., visit to his farm by J. B. 109.

Frenc-h, Moses, statement on cultivation of crops, 379.

Fruit trees, protected from spring fros-is, 412.

Frying pork, 413.

G.

Garden, farmer's. 3.

(Jeol.igy of Massachusetts, .58, 69, 84, 92, 100.

Goodrich, Levi, statement of farm. 300.

Good wili', 256.

Gooseberries large ones, 163.

(irain Worm, essay on. 41, 49, 73, 161 ; curing of, 57.

Grain fly, to destroy, 68.
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/ Green's straw culler, 65, 266.

Gnis!,li.)|,|)er9, A:c.,69 ; Hi«lit of, 69.

Grass ami gras.i sm-d, 162.

Great discotery, 206.

Grund Duke and llio Jew, 210.

Grape and sirawberry, 165.

txruuihling, l"i.

Grub worm, 268.

Grubs, 412.

M.

Haying and hay, 38.

Harvesiing corn, experiment in, 179.

Hawthurn li.-dgK, 238.

Hazen, N. VV., report, 347.

Hall's letiers, 228.

Herrick, J., on liiresl trees, 265.

Hedge fence, 246.

Hints for July, 13.

Hogs, manageiuent and diseases of, 52; better cua.^ed

than driven, 147 ; Berkshire, China, and other breeds,

277.

Ht»rse rake, ('-6.

Horses, direclions fur purchasing, 29; hots in, 82; ra-

cing, strong facts in rejard to, 3.5 ; diseases of, 171 ;

hin s for preventing disorders, 44 ; feeding with grain.

219; treatment of wounds on, 77; singular opera-

tions upon.3d9.

Holt, Joseph S., on mulberry trees, 377.

Holbrook, J letter on edui ition, 398.

How, Joseph on m mure, 370.

Horticultural Society's exhibitions, 14, 30, 38, 40, 54,

62, 67. 77, 85, 94, 102; annual exhibition, 105, 117;

123, 131, 158, 170, 179, 198, 211, 219, 229, 237,

251, 254,267,283, 307, 366, 374, 390, 399,403,411.

Human life, probable duration of, 408,

Hydrophobia, cure of, 88.

I.

Ice and ice hou.ies, 171, 293.

Illinois. 296.

Illinois and the West, 320.

Improvement, 374.

Imprirtant to fanners, 155.

Indian corn, suckering of, ifec, 22 ; more than a hun-

dred fold, 90 ; early varieties of, 115 ; H. C, remarks

on, 190.

Industry and economy, rewards of. 8; effects on Mich-

igan soil, 37; and indolence, 67 ; and promptness,

204.

Iniellisence, effecls of, 405.

Inoculation or budding, 409.

Invention, useful, 62.

Indolenre and industry, 67.

Instinct nf animals, 72.

Irrigaion,98,388,398.
logersol's piggery, 201.

J.

Johnson, Cuthbert William, on manures, 395, 401.

July, hinis ti.r, 13; farmer's work for, 413.

Jickson, L)r C T. on influence of lime, 313.

Judaon, Mrs., notice of, 384.

Kenrick, William, on Buerre Capiaumont, Arc, 121,

220.

Keep, Dr N. C, on manures, 358.

King, Daniel P. on irrigation, 389.

L.

Lambs, early, 189.

Land sales at the west, 398.

Lake fisheries, 152.

Letters from the east, 352, 368, 376.

Live fences, 246.

Life in the. Prairies. 304.

Little's, Tristam, statement on cultivation ofcrops, 379 ;

on manure, 307.

Lillies, 24.'>.

Lime, theory of the action on soils, &c. 'J3.

Lime, influence in amending soils, by Dr Jackson, 313
Lime and Ashes, by S. L. Uina, M. D , 321.

Locusts, 59.

Lowell, Hon. John, on the Capiaumont Pear, 81, 85.

on Lucerne grass, 80.

I
Lowell, Hun. John, comparison of the geasins, 371.

I Lu(;erne grass, 90.

Lucerne anil saintfoin, 141.

1
Lucerne, on sowing, 228.

M.

Marrow squash, 309.

Manures, by VV. Claggeti, 1 ; materials and sources of,

6; materials for, 17; ciicuUr, 323 ; liquid, 386; farm
yard and proper management, 50, 116, 147, 386 ; what
quantity sLiould be applied to the acre, 124 ; N. C.
Keep on, 358; D. rutnam's statement on, 36o ; ex-
periment on by Joseph How, 370 ; their Use and ap-
plication, 395, 401.

Marshall's, Josiah T., address, 210.

Massai-husetls Agricultural Society's premiums, 134.

Massachusetts Agricultural Society's report on vegeta-
ble and gram crops, 285.

Massachusetts Agricultural Society's exiiibilion of but-
ter and cheese, 2S3.

Massachusetts Agiicultiiral Society's report on farms,
290; on inventions, 322.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society, 403.
Mexican corn, 90.

Meadows rechiinied^:"47, 348.

Midillesex Agricultural Society's report, 150.

Milk, pnseiving of, 5.

Millet, '221.

.Vlilch cows, feeding, 442 ; soiling, 413.

Mines at I'iclou, 400
Mildew or rust, causes and pievention.of, 124.

Moon, influence on limber, 35.

Moorhead, John, ac<;ount of carrot crop, 285.

Morus Multicaulis speculation, 178.

Moius expansa, 314.

Mount Vernon Farmer, 169.

.Moiilague coal, 349.

iMolasses from cabbage, 211 ; from apples, 1.97.

Mowing, 404.

Murrain, cure or prevention of, 124.

Mutual improvement, 172.

Mulberry tree culture, 26.

Mulberry and sugar beet, report on, 10.

Miilbeiry tree, Essex Agricultural Society's report on,
377.

Mulberry^new variety, 57.

Mulberry trees for sale, 175.

Mulberry trees, .Vc , 181.

Mulberiy fever, 182.

Mulberry fanta-ies, 239.

Mutton, fai, 4J1.

N.

Newspapers, 90.

New England Farmer, remarks upon its course and iii-

I

fluoiice, 406, 414.
I Neat cattle, ileansing of, 147.

New year, 214.

New Engl.ind Farmer Seed Store, 222.

Ntwhills Bl.itemeni, 348.

New York Agricultural Convention, 349
Nobility of labor, 128.

Odessa wheat, 355.

Old maid's first offer, 336.

Onio, valley of, 359
Onions, culiivation of, 165.

Osborn, William, statement;. 347.
Ornamintal trees, 163.

Ox, lliRgreat .American, 413.

Oxen, Spanish, 390.

Parley's Cyclopedia of liotany, notice of, 33.

Painting roofs, 102,414.
Patronage to agriculture, 149.

P.Twtuxet Cattle show, 346.

Pear trees, wasli not to he used, 162.

Pelletier, J., on soils, 241.

Peas, early 338; to raise early, 325.

Penobscot farming, 251.

Perry, llev. Mr, statement, mulberry trees, 377.
Pine trees, summer traiis{dantinff, 37.

Pig, every family should keep one, 168.

Pig and piggery, 188.

Piggery, lii^jersMls, 201.

Planting trees, 268.

Pleasacits, J. S., on silk culture, 153.

Plums, 37, 86.

Ploughs, trial of, at Hoboken,54.
Phillip, R. J , statement, 348.
Potato, preservation of, 118 ; climates adapted to, 219;

Pliiiitingearlysort8,283; Quaddy blues, 229 ; Bago^a,
245; Dillingham, 318; Rohan, 8,3, 132, 133, 163;
lar^e return from, 317; blo.ssunif, 133.

Pocket Farrier, 416.

Poultry, 196,226.
Pommy, V\ illiam, answers to Agricultural Society, 341.
Poetry. Spring and Summer, 8 ; Lines to Poveily, 16;
Home of the Farmer, 24 ; Child at Prayer, 48; the
Confession, 56; Pudding and Beans, 88; the First
Y.llow Leaf, 104; the Summer bloom is pust, 112;
Vaduis Harvest Hymn, 120; New England, 128;
Autumn Sonnet, 136; to my Wife, 144 ; American
Boy, 152; our Yankee Girls. 184: the Ivy, 192; La-
menl,-00; Thanksgiving day, 208 ; my Father's half
bushel, 224; Try, try again, 232; .Massachusetts, 248;
Receipt for making cakes, 2.56 ; What a good Farmer
hates, 256; Farmer, 264 ; what a Farmer wants, 272;
Nonh Wind, 280; Washing Day, 296; Grease, 212;
Evergreen, 376 ; Nature, 384.

Profit of fanning, 397.

Provisions, high price of, 366.

Prince and Sons, on Mulberry, 157.

Preserving winter apples, 122; pear and plums, 93.

Pruning forest trees, 45.

Prospectus of the N. E. Farmer, 198.
Probable duration of human life, 408.
Private coriespondence,203.
Premium crops. Timothy Robert's statement, corn

crop, 299 ; John Moorhead, carrot crop, 301
;

Levi Goodrich, farm, 306; Trist.im Little, com-
post manuie, 307; Peter Fay, farm, 314; Wil-
liam Buikniinsler, 331 ; Caleb W etherbee, 339 ;

J. r. Southwick, 333; Tristam Little, 338; William
Pomrnv, 341 ; J. Lawton, 356; N. S. Bennett, 357;
Willlain Wells, 364; William Salisbury, 365.

Pudding made of green corn, 73.

Pumpkins, on their culture, 91.

Putnam, D. on manures, 363 ; public health, 94.

R.

Rats in grain, to prevent their ravages, 37.

Railroad steamers, 10.

Railroad and farmers, 245.

Receipts, to cure wounds, bruises, sores, &c.,22; ma*^
king good bolter, 30; for I.iking hives without de-
stroying bees, 45 ; curing sting of bees, 51; liniment
for rheumatism, 72 ; sores and wounds, 72; bone
ointments, 72 ; syruji for coughs and cold, 72; m.'ikin^

green corn pudding, 73 ; preserving fruit, 92 ; for spiced
tomatoes. 93; lor curing hams, 163: for curing chil-

blains, 195 ; for buck wheat cakes, 229; for Indian
cake, 240; for making cakes, 256; to cuie sore throat,

357; to cuie sting of a wasp or bee, 365; frying
pork, 413; to diive bugs from vines, 413.

Report on premium crops, 299, 301,306,307,331,338,
339.341; on farms, fur the premium and obtained,

356, 357, 364, 365 ; on farms, for the premium and not
obtained, 371, 373 ; on mulberry trees, Es<ex Agricul-
tural Society, 377; manure, 303, 370; on reclaimed'

meadows, 347, 348.

Revolving horse rake, 60.

Reroluliooary anecdote, 200.

Red oak shingles, 333.

Reclaimed meadows, 347, 348.

Remarks on the season, crops, &c. of 1839, 410.

Richards, E. M. on Rohan potatoes, 163.

Rohan potato,b3, 132, 1.33, 163,317.
Robbery, mysterious and happy discovery of, 168.

Root culture, S06.

Roots, their use in making fat mutton, 411.

Roses, exhibition of, at the Botanic Conservaloiy, 411,

Rotation of crops, !s83.

Rust or mildew, causes and prevention of, 124.

Rural festival at Barre,126.

Rural fesiival at Petersham, 142.

Russian forests, 325.

Ruia Baga, premium crops, 338.

R

Salt mines at Norwich, 2.

Saintfoin and Lucerne, 141.

Salisbnrv, William, farm report, 365.

Schools in Maine, 309 ; school houses, 96 ; patting a boy
to, 32.

Science, adTaotages of, 18.
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Keasonsand crops. July, 22.

SeHsons. rpniarks i.. August, 54; April, 334; June, 382.

Seed, iliffVrt^iicc between plants raised frum, and cut-

tingii, 4114.

Sermons lur r.rmors.'JOO, 232.

Seric rultiirp,'J!l7.

Semitiol.. ar.erdntP, 381.

Self eduralion,2ll3.

Shepardi.i eli'agnoides, 51.

8)iort crnpa, remedy for, 123.

Sheep, cure for pi)isoned,323.

Sheep, grind luck in raising, 348.

Sheep wurk, 83.

Silk worms, 5!) ; new variety, 297 ; diseases on, by H.

A S. Dearborn, 310 ; new process <if managing, 316
;

Ireatnihnt 0', 120.

Silk culiuie,iiitii;il st.ileof, 153.

Silk businensand Mulberry trees, 181.

Silk .Mulberry trees, &c.. 181.

Silk, notire of books, 278.

Silk, bounty, .302.

Silk factory, 99; culture in Vermont, 342

Sickness in tlie west, 132.

Sister years, 209.

Slack. Benjamin, on corn crop, 278.

Slut, 61
Smiihsonian legacy, 202.

Sniokini; with sulphur, 147.

Smitl.field market, 288.

Snakes, war among, 180.

Smut in corn, 29.

Soiling caul.-, 53, 97,104.

Soiling milcli cows, 413.

Soils, west, mentis ol improving clay, 196.

Sour kroiit, 109.

Soil, the part which it acts in the process of vegetation,

241.

Steamboat law, 40.

Strawberry, 44.

Strawberry and grape, 165,

Steam plough, 404.

Stevens, Henry, address, 193 ; notice of, 198.

Slate chemists, minority report, 309.

S|ianisb oxen, 390.

S|ning frosts, fruit trees protected from, 412.

Sprains and bruises, remedy fur, 251.

[

Summer's gone, 120.

Summary r.l news, 190, 198, 215, 822, 254.

! Sugar biet and Mulberry, report on, 10.

I

Sugar beet, important improvements in making, 221.

Sugar beel, Kleischman's memorial to Congress, 133.

[

Sugar, manufacture of, at Singapore, 387.

1 Swine, 99, 170.

I

Swine, improved breeds of, 276.

j
Swine, raw and cooked food lor, 286.

Taste, men of, their influence, 405.

Things to be remembered, 169.

Things a farmer should do, lb9.

Thames tunnel, 272.

Timber, best time for cutting, 93.

Toads, 21, 7G.

Travelling as it was and is, 324.

Transplanting piae trees in the summer, 37.

Tropical plants, culture of, by Hon. H. A. S. Deai-

born, 5.

Tomato, pies and spiced, 93.

Tomato, cultivation and varieties, 283.

Turnip fly, 187.

u.

Under bed, 144.

Vaughat Charles, Esq., obituary notice, 3~&

Van Mon's communication, 228.
Vegetable mould, formation of, 285.

Vermont, bee hives, 148.

Vegetable field crops, 23.

Vegetation, 403.

Vaccine matter, 299.

Volume Seventeenth, commencement of, 6.

VV.

Watering places, 197.

Watering cattle in winter, 221.

Washington anecdote of, 229.
Way to settle dilHculties, 256.
War in Maine, 278.

War breeze, 270.

Warming houses, 97.

Weather, October, 16(i.

West, great danger in, 19.

Weeds, 68.

Wealth of a country, 120.
Wells, William, larin report, ,363.

Wheat culture in the tropins, 1 1 ; steeping the seed, 6G.
worm, 100 ; failure of a crop, 132 ; inclination of the
ear, 180 ; comparative profits between wheat and
corn, 189; bounty on, 28<i; crop, John L. Cooper's
account of, 338 ; Odessa, 355.

Winter work, 157.

Winter calves, 251

.

W. B., Oseola, on the season, &c.,.334, 410 ; on the in-

fluence of clergymen, &c., 413.

Withington, Leonard, address, 249.
Wife at home, 240.

Woodlands, 66.

Worcester Agricultural Society's reports, 161-

Working cows, 390.

Wool, 99, 397.

Young mechanics, 136.
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AGRICULTURAL.

For the New Englanrt Farmer.

MANURES.
To tlie friends of our country's prosperity, it is a

matter of gratulation, tliat our farmers are begin-

ning to turn their attention to tlie all-impcrtant

subject of making manures. As is tlie blood wliich

circulates in our veins, to the human body, so is

manure to our farms. Manure is the grand desid-

eratum—the one thing needful—and wholly indis-

pensable to agricultural production. It would be

just as irrational to expect to have fat cattle with-

out giving them food, as to hope for good crops

without first supplying the peculiar kind of nutri-

ment which each kind of plants or vegetables re-

quires. Although this is a position too self-evident

to be doubted by any intelligent farmer, yet it can-

not be too strongly impressed upon the minds of

all. The first object, therefore, in farming, is to

make manure enough, richly to fertilize the soil.

Until this is effected, the profits of the farmer must

be very small. It is true, that in tlie first settle

ment of a country like ours, after the forest has fal-

len before the axe, the soil, having been enriched

by the decomposition of leaves and other vegetable

matter in the course of ages, and also by the ashes

after burning over the cleared fields, may for many

years continue to bf" fertile. But experience huf

proved, that such soils, by not being replenished

after long cropping, have become exhausted. Veg-

etable matter in its rotted or decomposed state con-

stitutes the whole or nearly the whole food of

plants. In the economy of nature nothing is lost

The process of vegetation and decay keep equal

pace. The simple material elements, although es-

sential to the growth of plants, serve but as canals

to conduct, in a mysterious manner, the soluble or

liquid vegetable food to the plant. Each kind of

plant receives from the earth, water and air, the pe-

culiar nutriment which its constitution requires.

Soil is a compound of vegetable substance, and the

simple elements of matter. Should the vegetable

part be abstracted, vegetation would entirely cease.

As our population increases we gradually (but too

slowly) turn our attention to improvement in Agri-

culture, which, it must be confessed, is the great

supporter of human life. It admits of no doubt,

that the soil of New England, by being put in a

high state of cultivation, is capable of supporting

more than double her present population. This

can be done only by devoting the requisite atten-

tion to the important art of making manure. This

art very few seem to understand. But if understood

it is certainly much neglected by nearly all the til-

lers of the ground. In travelling through the

country, how few barn-yards or pig-yards do we

find properly located ? How few compost heaps

do we see ? How few barns have vaults construct-

ed under the cattle's stall ? But we often find the

barn-yard on some elevated spot, so high and with

a descent every way from it, that tlie most nutri-

tious part of tlie manure, which the rains in the wet

season do not wash away, is dried up, or evaporated

in the warm seasons. Farmers thus negligent, or

so grossly ignorant, must live very economically;

in order to live at all—they never can "go ahead."

Every farmer ought to have a properly constructed

vault under the cattle's stall, so that the liquid part

of the manure may be retained. This is the most

valuable part. Farmers, upon reflection, will be

convinced that the liquid part only, or that which

is soluble in water, is taken up in the mysterious

process of vegetation, or is the pabulum of plants.

The other parts serve only to render the soil more

loose or porous. Experience as well as theory has

convinced us, that one cord of manure from the

vault is worth as much as a cord and an half taken

from the yard or an open exposure.

It has been supposed by some in past times, that

" rotted manure " is better than fresh stable ma-

nure, especially to "put in the hill" in planting.

But it is certain that by laying a long time under-

going the fermenting, decomposing process in the

heap, it loses half or a great portion of its nutri-

ment It is a great loss, as well as an unwise

practice to suffer it to decompose, while subject to

the action of heat and the atmosphere. Those who

prefer to manure in the hole, will find that half the

usual quantity of fresh manure, thoroughly mixed in

the soil, would be equal to double the quantity of

rotted manure.

To save the whole substance of manure, it should

be ploughed under, or covered several inches in

depth some other way, in its unfermented state.

Considerable loss attends the practice of " harrow-

ing it in," in the spring, where the greensward has

been turned up the previous fall. But this cannot

be avoided when long manure is applied. Could it

be proved that harrowing in the manure would give

a larger product than ploughing under, the first

year, yet as ploughing under will more enrich the

soil for crops in future years, the latter ought to

have, as a general rule the decided preference.

For several reasons, which will readily occur to

farmers, it is a judicious practice to " break up " and

plough deep, stiff, clayey, as well ae some other

soils in the fall.

After much reflection upon the subject, we are

fully convinced, that the best method to enrich a

farm is to make Compost Manure. By the mix-

ture of stable and mineral manures with the vari-

ous kinds of vegetable substances within the far-

mers reach which can be decomposed, we can have

not only a much larger quantity of manure, but the

whole substance of the stable manure is thereby

saved. Lime, gypsum, ashes, &c. acting as sol-

vents, added to the compound, are found to be of

great benefit Compost thus made is better to

spread and harrow in, in the spring, on land plough-

ed in the fall or at any other time, than fresh or

long manure. Every fanner can find materials for

die compost on his own farm, although some have

advantages superior to others. A due regard to

future profits will prompt liim to deposit in his cat-

tle and pig-yards or in heaps in the field all kinds

of vegetable or other substances within his reach,

which will decompose. Much may be obtained

from the shores of rivers, bays, or the sea ; from

the forest, such as leaves and the decayed sub-

stance of trees; from the scrapings of the roads

and house-yards; but especially from the swamps,

bogs, and lowest places of the farm. The turf

and peat should not be neglected. The grasses

and weeds, which grow in water or on dry land,

will yield more food by being gathered, in their

green state, into heaps to undergo fermentation.

For this purpose in some places, sea weeds are

drawn up by a well contrived machine into boats

to be conveyed to the heaps. Most farmers can

obtain an ample supply of the black, rich fresh

mud or loam. Converting large quantities of such

mud into compost, and thoroughly mixing it in the

soil of the rising grounds, will ultimately render

any farm fertile. Such mud is composed chiefly

of decomposed vegetable matter, washed from tlie

hills or conveyed by water courses to the swamps

and bog-holes. It is much preferable to salt mud.

But salt mud taken from the heads of creeks, &c.

is better than such as is taken from the main shore.

Salt mud must undergo a change and art with a

portion of its saltness, before it can be fit to nour-

ishment to such plants or grasses as will not vege-

tate in salt marshes. That from the muscle beds

is valuable. Oyster and clam shells pulverized,

and perhaps all marine shells, lime being the chief

ingredient, are highly useful spread upon high or

sandy lamis. But salt mud should remain in the

compost heap, about a year previous to being ap-

plied to the soil. Of all kinds, the Bon'E manure,

ground or pulverized, doubtless affords the greatest

nutriment This is well understood in Europe

whither several cargoes of bones have been export-

ed from the U. States. V»"e are glad to learn that

mills are constructed here to prepare bones for our

own soil. Night soil is the next best manure,

which no farmer ought to neglect to mix with a

large portion of sand or earthy materials and convey

to his fields.

The diligent husbandman, who uses his best ef-

forts to fertilize his lands by procuring an abun-

dant supply of compost or other manures, cannot

fail, in the end, to have a rich reward for his la-

bors. To enrich the exhausted soil of a large

farm may require from six to ten years—but that

length of time should be no discouragement to per-

severing efforts.

No situation in life is attended with a greater

share of happiness and real independence, than that

of the industrious farmer enjoying the luxuries and

blessings of a farm in a high state of cultivation.

On the other hand, miserable is the condition of

the man who may labor hard upon a poor, exhaust-

ed and barren tract of land, and who is ignorant of,

or neglects the means for its improvement.

It is also highly important that barn-yards should

be properly excavated to prevent the richest portion

of the manure from being washed away. And to

preserve moisture in dry seasons, and also to water

the cattle at all seasons, water should be conducted

by pipes or otherwise to the yard.
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Another method to promote vegetation is to mix

coarse sand or gravel with a clay -soil, to render it

porous, and prevent its bakinfr hard like a brick in

the warm drvintf seasons. On such a soil, a cart

load of sand is worth as much as an equal quantity

of manure. And clay, marl, or black mud, con-

veyed on to sandy land, and mixed in, is equally

beneficial. The fact is well established, that the

mi.vture of different soils of all kinds, promotes the

vegetable growth.

In connection with this subject, it was our in-

tention to make a few remarks going to show the

utility of deep, as well as frequent ploughing, in

order to derive the most advantage from manures,

and obtain the largest product.^. But our sugges-

tions are already extended beyond our prescribed

limits. It is hoped, hoivever, that in this enlight-

ened age, every intelligent farmer gives the pre-

ference to a 'deep, rich, and mellow soil, as being

most favorable to imbibe and retain moisture, and

as affording more space for the roots of plants,

often extending several feet from the stalk, and the

minute and invisible fibres, projecting from the ends

of the roots in quest of food. Some of the leading

ideas now advanced, have doubtless, often before

been communicated to the public. As our object

is agricultural improvement by enforcing correct

theories, no apology is offered for advocating old

doctrines, which are founded in truth.

W. CLAGGETT.
Portsmouth-, June 2.5.

THE SALT MINES AT NORWICH.
These mines attracted a good deal of attention,

and a party of about eighty set off to visit them.

According to previous arrangement, the gentlemen

who were furnished by the President of the Geo-

logical Section witli the necessary tickets, assem-

bled at the railway station at a quarter before eight

o'clock, but owing to some mismanagement, the

train appropriated to the party did not start until

within a quarter of nine. A little after ten, the

train, after a run of thirty miles, came to a stop,

and tiie rest of the journey, a distance of about

four miles, was accomplished in vehicles which

were in waiting for the party. On their arrival at

the works, they were conveyed, in succession, to

the bottom of the mine in a basket lowered by

means of a windlass, four descending together, and

then conducted through the various parts of the

excavation. There are two beds of the rock-salt,

the lower one being exclusively worked, owing to

its superior quality. The floor of the mine is 3.30

feet below tlie surface, and tlie portion of the sa-

line mass removed is about 40 feet in height and

extends over an area of 30 statute acres. A great

number of successive strata of clay, more or less

indurated, occur between the upper stratum of salt

and the surface, and the two saline deposits are

separated by analogous formations, the portions of

those next the salt being intersected with little

veins of Sal gem, exhibiting a beautiful scarlet co-

lor, no doubt due to the presence of a small quan-

tity of sesqui-chloride of iron. After having tra-

versed the whole of the excavation, which was lit

up in a most magnificent manner—several thousand

candles having been employed for the piirpose—
the visitors were regaled within this subterranean

palace with a very (.'legant dejeune. We have

seldom seen a company sit down in higher spirits,

or to abetter entertainment; and it is scarcely ne-

cessary to say, tliat when the health of the propri-

etors—particularly of Mr. Worthington, who had

conducted the party from Liverpool, and also

through the mine, was given, it was drunk with the

utmost enthusiasm. The entertainment being con-

cluded, some fireworks were exhibited, which light-

ing up the excavation with various sliades of colors,

produced effects which it is no exaggeration to de-

scribe as at once grand and terrific. " God save

the Queen," and, at the suggestion of Mr Porter, a

psalm, liaving been sung immediately beneath the

shaft, tlie whole party ascended, and returning by

the same method of conveyance, reached the rail-

road station in Lime street, at five o'clock. While

the party was below, Dr. Crook took occasion to

make some geological remarks applicable to sali-

ferous deposits, and drew attention to a peculiar,

appearance in several parts of the roof of the mine,

from which he concluded that the salt originally

solidified in globular masses, the crystallization

proceeding from a centre. The temperature of the

mine, which we sliould conjecture to be about 48'^,

was understood to be very equable throughout the

whole year,—and not a particle of moisture was

any where to be seen.

—

Proceedings of British As-

sociation for tlie Advancement of Science.

NECESSITY OF EDUCATION.
To every individual, education is important and

valuable. It was once tliought, and said, educa-

tion makes rogues—obsen-ation has shown directly

the contrary. We find in the State Prisons a large

number that caimot read—many read very imper-

fectly— some read and write badly; none of them

have ever employed the little they knew of letters

to any purpose. There are very few who have a

good education.

It is known that education promotes industry in-

stead of idleness. Let the farmer be well edu-

cated, and his knowledge enables him to form the

judgment of soils, and the best modes of cultiva-

tion and improvement. He labors himself, and

enjoys the profits of his labors. He has, therefore,

the greatest inducement to plan machinery to facil-

itate his labors, and to give care and attention to

the means of making his farm productive. The

farmer on the Continent of Europe, has labored for

two thousand years, with the same ill-fonued and

inconvenient implements, always implying tlie

hardest labor. He has not knowledge to invent

machinery for himself. The learned regard not

his toil. He enjoys a very small portion of the

fruits of his labor, and therefore has not the sti-

mulus to exertion. The former begins to enjoy

the blessings of education. He cultivates his

own soil. He has, therefore, improved almost

every implement c.f husbandry. Labor to hun is

necessary—it is not degrading— it is honorable.

To perform labor by machines, is a skilful applica-

tion of knowledge to the practical purposes of life.

Wlioever has seen tlie shovel plough brought from

Germany by the first emigrants—sometimes now

found on Uie Mohawk River—and now in use in

many parts of Germany, must have been struck

with the inconvenient, ill-contrived machine, when

compared to tiie common patent plough.

The simple invention of a horse-rake, saves

three-fourths of the labor of gathering. The same

may be said of the improved plough, scythe and

threshing machine. A chemical knowledge of soil,

manures, and stimulants, is of great importance to

every farmer.

Knowledge awakens attention, and the reward

of attention is success. The mechanic arts are to

be improved in tlie same way. Knowledge instructs

the mechanic to facilitate his labors, and apply ma-
chinery to what was formerly accornplislied only

by the unarmed hand. Every branch of the me-
chanic arts has been improving, aided by knowl-

edge.

In every mechanic's shop we find a machine of

late invention. It even requires enlightened minds

to adopt improvements.

Chancellor Livingston, when in France, observed

that all the inhabitants of the wine countries were

stooped forward, forming a very great curve of the

spine. He observed them hoeing the vines with a
hoe, the handle of which was about two feet long.

It accounted for the deformity. He sent to Ameri-

ca for a parcel of hoes with long handles. They
used them a few days, and then threw them away,

and returned to their short handled hoes, and thus

preserved their crooked backs, and entailed them
on their posterity.

What a vast number of farmers absolutely re-

fused to use plaster of Paris, although the success

was seen in almost every field around them, cov-

ered witli rich crops, while their own were barren

wastes.

Some one painted a pail, and a very well-inform-

ed woman got her pail painted ; but very great

numbers refused, and still scoured with soap and
sand, the wood and iron.

It is knowledge that gives a man an acquaint-

ance with himself, his powers, his rights and inter-

est. He learns to judge for himself, to respect

himself. He is, therefore, unawed by the proud,

nor is he the victim of the cunning and selfish.

His knowledge and virtue are all the qualifications

he needs as a voter. His knowledge informs him
of his own interest and the public good. His vir-

tue secures his honesty and independence. The
evils of government no sooner reach him, than he

not only feels them, but looks about for a remedy,

consistent with the public peace.

There never was a well educated mob—if so,

what expense, what effort is too great to obtain so

desirable a good. The subject commends itself to

eveiy private, and every public man in the country.

The inmates of our prisons and poor-houses are

generally ignorant, and among the ignorant, in-

temperance prevails to the most fearful extent.

The question may be asked,—will not a just,

parental feeling accomplish this important object ?

Experience has proved that the work cannot safely

be left to parents, and, therefore, government has

undertaken to aid in the work. Parents have been

found even to refuse the aid of the state. When
the law was first passed to aid the school districts,

many towns refused it. It required the power of

government to establish the present valuable sys-

tem. And we have reason to fear that the great

end will never be attained until government enters

heartily into the subject.

Xenophon gives an interesting account of the

education of the Persian youth in his day. Much
of it was mistaken, but the great design of edu-

cating the youth was good.

Sparta, one of the great republics, carried edu-

cation among the free inhabitants, farther than any

other people. It is true, the great principle on

which that republic was founded, was false—be-

cause it assumed war to be tlie natural state of

man, and educated her youth accordingly. But the

effect of it was to preserve the state and form of

gvernment five hundred years.

The New England States, at an early period,

entered heartily into the subject, and they enjoy
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the advantages now, in possessing the best gener-

ally informed people of any country in the world.

And they have furnished most of the states with a

vast number of professional men, and teachers of

common schools.

The state of New York has done something,

and common school education has been extended

to almost all the youth. Still the system is exceed-

ingly imperfect, and capable of immense improve-

ment.

—

Herkimer Journal.

THE FARMER'S GARDEN.
|

Evert farmer should have a garden, for health,

for pleasure, and for profit. For health, as nothing

in the form of diet, contributes more to this bless-

inff, than a variety of choice fruits and vegetables

for his table ; while the exercise and recreation

which the cares and beauties of the garden excite,

are highly promotive of health. For pleasure—
and what can afford a more heart-felt pleasure to

to the eye, unalloyed with pain, than the various

and ever changing beauties of a well-kept garden ?

and -what a more rich and innocent enjoyment to

the palate, than a succession of fruits and vegeta-

bles tlie product of our own culture and of our

own soil. For pro/f—believing, as we verily do,

that the labor judiciously bestowed in garden cul-

ture is amply repaid, in the subsistence it iurnishes

for the family.
* " It is incredible to those who

have not had occasion to observe the fact," says

Cobbett, " how large a part of the sustenance of a

country laborer's family, in England, comes out of

his little garden." And yet the culture of the

English laborer's garden costs him vu-tually noth-

ingT His occasional hours of leisure, with the

aid afforded by the otherwise unproductive inmates

of his family, suffices to complete the work. The

rural scenery of England derives much of its in-

terest from the beauty of the farmer's and cotta-

ger's gardens which every where abound ;
and

many of the successful competitors for premiums,

on fruits and flowers, at the horticultural shows

which are there held in almost every town, are

weavers and manufacturers, who cultivate their lit-

tle patches of ground in the hours of exemption

from professional labor. Indeed so prevalent is the

taste for garden improvement and embellishment,

that a man is judged by the character of his gar-

den. " Poverty," says Cobbett, may " apologise

for a dirty dress, or an unshaven face ;
men may be

negligent of their persons ; but the sentence of the

wirole nation is, that he who is a sloven in his gar-

den, is a sloven indeed. The inside of a laborer's

house, his habits, his qualities as a workman, and

almost his morality, may be judged of from the ap-

pearance of his garden. If that be neglected, he
,

is, nine times out often, a sluggard, a drunkard, or
j

both." The great strife every wliere is to get

,

wealtli and for what ? To increase the enjoy-

ments of life. A great many of the most substan-

tial of these enjoyments are within the reach of

most men— they lie at our door— in the gar-
|

o^y but we too oflen reject or overlook them,

because tliey are not "dear bought" and "far,

fetched."

Under our impression of the great advantages

which are to be derived from the garden, to the

body and mind— as a source of health, of pleasure

and of profit, we intend, now that our sheet is en-

larged, to devote more room for its improvement

We will shortly give a plan of a garden ; and in

tlie mean time, the scientific principles of garden-

ing, of Prof. Rennie, which we are publishing, will

be found no less applicable to the farm than to the

garden. Postponing to a future occasion, our re-

marks upon the soil, and laying out of a garden,

we proceed to give some instruction for the man-

agement of gardens already located, more particu-

larly adapted to the present season, barely remark-

ing, tliat every man wlio would have a good gar-

den, must, like the late Rev. Dr Dwight, be at least

his own head-gardener— he must make himself so

far acquainted with the principles and manipula-

tions of the art, with the qualities of his soil, and

the wants of his table, as to be able to .superintend
lUe WIIIUS Ol Ilia t-aui.., uo ..^^ "r

,
,

anddirect his principal operations. He maj/ obtain ten do we hear peopl

a good substitute, but he may be assured there are —'^l^-s crnrdens ab,

more than two blanks to a prize. And the task of

qualifying one's self for this duty, is conducive

alike to bodily healtli and mental gratification. It

may become a passion, increasing with experience

and with age ; but it is a passion which bodes no

ill to any one, but, which, on the contrary, is fraught

with the best feelings of our nature.

The preparatory business in the garden, in the

spring, is to rake together the haulm of last year's

crop, and to burn it, as well for cleaning the sur-

face, as to destroy the seeds of weeds with

which the litter more or less abounds ;
to put the

fences in good order ; to take the manure to those

parts where it is likely to be wanted ;
to procure

and sharpen, if leisure permits, poles for beans, and

sticks and brush for peas ; to prune the fruit trees,

if they must be pruned in the spring; to put the

garden implements in order, and to procure a supply

of good seeds. If a hot bed is to be employed,

and we strongly recommend one, it should be pre-

pared, if not already done, in the manner recom-

mended in pages six, both in our second and third

volumes. In these may be sown early and head

lettuces, peppergrass, radishes, peppers, tomatoes,

early cabbages, cellery, and seeds of many annual

flowers. If cucumbers are designed to be raised

under glass, they should have a separate frame, or

be but little encumbered with other plants.
^

The seeds which should be first sown in the

open ground, and the warmest border or part of the

garden should be appropriated to them, are early

peas, potatoes, turnip beet, spinach, sallads, radish-

es, early cabbage, celery, &c. The second course

the ground should be well dug, or ploughed, to the

depth of eight or ten inches, to which depth the

roots of most plants run, and for the tap rooted

plants, as beets, carrots, and parsnips, it were bet-

ter to have the tilth twelve to fourteen inches.

The ground should be fresh turned or stirred when

the seeds are put in, and either trod, on the lines

where the seeds are to be deposited, before planting,

or pressed upon them after they are covered with

earth. Seeds should be planted no deeper than is

required to B|ep them moist.

This is the season for transplanting. How of-

regret, on seeing their

neighbor's gardens abound with choice fruit, that

they too had not planted in times past. Tlie sea-

son for transplanting fruit trees is unavoidably lim-

ited to the season of defoliation, when the growth

is dormant ; and the excuse of men generally is,

that they eitlier liad not time, or forgot, to put out

trees when alone the work could be done. This is

very much like the man who suffered his family to

be drenched by every rain, because he could not

patch his roof when it stormed, and because there

was no need of doing it when the weather was

fair. What short-sighted mortals, to undergo a

life of privation, of many of the richest gifts of

Providence, rather than incur the trifling outlay of

expense and labor— of a few cents and a few

hours—to secure those blessings for themselves

and families ? Mercenary considerations alone

—

the ruling passion—should prompt to the planting

of fruit trees.

But in our zeal to commend the practice of

planting, we must not forget to give some hints as

to the method of doing it. A tree is like a plant

of corn, or of any other fann crop; it will prosper

and repay for labor, according to the soil in which

it is placed, and the attention bestowed upon its

culture. The soil must be good, to aff"ord the ne-

cessary food for its sustenance and growth ;
it must

be loose, that the roots may penetrate readily in

search of food ; it should be free from habitual

wetness, as an excess of water will injure, if not

destroy it. Like farm crops, too, it depends, for its

development, and the maturation of iti fruits,

upon the unobstructed agency of light and au-.

Hence it should not be planted below its natural

es, early cabbage, celery, &c rne secona course
j
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,
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^^^^ ^ 1^^^^^^^^

When corn put in the ground very early, shoots to ^r^JJh
y

^^ ^^^^^^^ ^.^^

the surface. It is deemed early enough to V^^^%l^ZZ to vre^e^Lhe evaporation of moisture,

melons, cucumbers and other vines for a main crop
1

he-^,-"^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^ ,^^ by

All roots, to be planted for seed as turnip, beet
j

jh-h
J*^^^^ ^^^^^^ ,,,,, ,p„„ ,,3 ,„rf,ee about

carrot, parsnip, onion, tec , should be put ou as P «
^^ ^,^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^y

early as the con ition of «- g-und -U adm t :

he ^toc^^

^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

where the soil has been well prepared. They;
^^^^^^^ ^^ water, thrown in when the

should be put at sufficient distance from each othe
|

,
^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ .^^j^

to permit their seed stocks to spread, and to enjoy
| \° ^ ,f ,

'

^„^ , , „ceded mois-

the full benefit of light and air. No two kinds
, -^^"^trans, anting of evergreens should be

tlie same family of plants should be put ^nt for .^^^^- ^^^ ^^^^,^^^^^^

seedneareachother, not even the turnip and cab-: ae^y g
M^y.- Many Cultivator

bage, as the seed will thereby become adulterated. M'^""^^" '''^ '^'^ ot ii y :>

J
It is important in planting, for most crops, that /"'' -'/"' •
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ON THE DRY ROT.
BY PHINEAS RAINEY, MfnDI.ETO W.N, CO.N.N

CConliniifil.)

When I have known the period at which cer-

tain trees have been cut, ami also their locality,

I have afterwards, year after year, examined their

stunifiK, and watched their decay, and have invari-

ably found, that of tho.se of them which were cut

in the winter, the disease first made its appearance
in the heart-wood, and continued its ravages until

that was destroyed, and up to that period the albur-

num was comparatively sound. And of those that

were cut in the sunmicr, the disease first made its

appearance in the alburnum, which, in many cases,

after a few years entirely disappeared, hut the

heart-wood remained sound and dry. And here
let me observe, that in the examination of this de-

scription of timber, J have always found it sound
and dry, which leads me to believe that tliis is ow-
ing to the peculiar state of the heart-wood at the
time of the death of the tree, and therefore it is

more impervious to water, which of itself, waiving
every other ccjnsideration, would make it more du-
rable.-

Our woods afford many facts, which, if rightly
examined, would go to show that the doctrine I

have advanced is the true one. Trees may be
found uprooted and lying prostrate, from ^fhich the
alburnum has disappeared in consequence of dry
rot, and yet the heart-wood remains sound ; stumps
of dry limbs are observed projecting from rged liv-

ing trees, which from appearance have been in that
situation for ages, and from which the alburnum
has also disappeared, yet the heart-wood will be
firm and .sound

; trees are seen standing erect, on
the alburnum of which the dry rot seems to have
exhausted all its power, and caused it also to dis-

appear, but it had no power to act on the heart-
wood

;
and by their dusky and ragged appearance

such trees seem to have been in that situation for
a grent number of years, and thus it appears that
time only was slowly decomposing their outer sur-
faces, for if examined, it will be found that they
are sound and dry within, and much harder than
the same kind of timber seasoned in any other way.
Can there be any doubt as to the fact tliat these
limbs and these trees received their death in the
summer? Others also are found lying prostrate
with the heart-wood entirely destroyed by the dis-

ease, yet the alburnum is in a tolerable state of
preservation ; others present nothing but masses
of decay, and in the bodies and limbs of others,
holes will be perceived from which once projected
heallliy branches ; and to one tliat is experienced
in timber, these are sure signs that death has en.
tered into their composition, however otherwise
their appearance might indicate a healthy state.

These trees and these limbs received their death
wounds in the winter.

There are numerous facts in the most common
transactions of life that will sustain me in my po-
sition. I believe that the general practice through-
out the northern and middle states is to peel such
trees as are to be manufactured into ship plank

;

by saving the bark, this probably makes the busi-
ness more profitable than it would odierwiso be.

It is invariably the case, that by the time the
planks become thoroughly seasoned the alburnum
becomes so injured by the dry rot as to be unfit to

be used; and tor my own part I never saw any

jri>Y II. 1838.

fected at all, unless the tree had contracted tlie

disease befnre its death. Now I appeal, for the
truth of these assertions, to all the experienced
ship-carpenters who are in the least acquainted
with this kind of timber. The season of peeling
is from the third week in iMay to the second week
in June. It is not probable tliat all the timbers
required for a seventy-four, or indeed any otlier

public vessel, are cut in the compass of any one
month, but that they commence perhaps in Octo-
ber, and continue the cutting into April, and some-
times into May, and in cases of great emergencv,
into June. Then, if I am right in ray views, va-
rious periods must elapse before all the timbers
will have been attacked by the disease ; and when
the planks are taken off from any one of them
preparatory to their being repaired, do not the tim-
bers present that appearance ? Are there not those
on which the dry rot has exhausted all its power
and finished their destruction, and others which
are less decayed, others not so much ? Indeed,
the disease can be traced until you find those
which seem to defy and continue to defy its energy,
even after the vessel has undergone repeated re-
pairs, and these circumstances occur too, even af-

ter the timbers have been subjected to some artifi-

cial process to make them more durable.

The following is a case in point. In the North
American Review, No. xcv. for April, 1837, pp.
343-44, in the article on the Sylva Americana, the
following passage occurs. " The white oak was
largely employed in the frame of our favorite frig-

ate (the Constitution) which was built forty years
ago. In the course of tlie very thorough repair to

which this vessel was lately subjected, many of
the white oak timbers of her frame were found in

excellent condition ; and it is stated on the best
authority, that in several instances the timber.^ of
this description were sound, while others by their
sides, of the southern live oak, had decayed. Now
the superiority of the live oak, in point of durabil-
ity, over the oak of any other country, has never
been doubted." Why did net all the white oak
timber last forty years, if there had not been some
variation of the season of cutting them .' and so
with the live oaks.

It is a well known fact, that the building of the
Constitution commenced when we were on the eve
of a maritime war with France, or it had already
commenced, and therefore we may suppose that
the com|)letion of the ship was hurried ; and that
her frame did not all arrive from tlie south in time,
so that they were compelled to employ the white
oak in her construction

; probably the .season in

which it was cut was not much regarded, and
therefore some of her white oak timber lasted forty
years.

I saw in one of the Reviews of the day a cir-

cumstance of this kind, although I cannot now give
the reference. In a mine, I believe in one of the
German states, the timbers made use of to support
the roofs of the galleries, were in a few months
destroyed by the dry rot, and this could not be ob-
viated by every experiment that was tried, until

they made use of the locust. The effect was ac-
counted for in this way ; the dry rot, it is true, de
stroyed the alburnum immediately ; but the decay-
ed alburnum answered for a coating to defend the
heart-Wood from its influence. If tiiis be the fact,

why did not the decayed alburnum of the otlier

timber answer the same purpose .' But however,
if the histories of those locusts were reverted to, it. , ^ ,. ,

' — •'
"'•'" '"""'">-» o' i-uose locusis were reverted to, It

timber ol this sort where the heart-wood was af- would most probably be found that they were killed

some time in the summer : and it will also be found
that if the decayed alburnum be not removed it

I

will generate another disease, which in some re-
spects resembles and is very often taken for the
dry rot.

Numerous other instances can be brought to
bear in this case. Farmers cut their rails in the
summer, when tlie bark will ppak, and they last
from^ fifty to a hundred years. They account for
the fact in this way ; if they cut them in the win-
ter, the bark will stick to the rails, and after a lit-

tle while, the water gets under it and causes them
to decay sooner. On the contrary, they cut their
posts in the winter

; probably this is done for the
convenience of cutting holes in them at that sea-
son, and although their rails last so long, yet tlieir

posts begin to decay in about seven or eight years,
according to the soil in which they are placed.
When from necessity they are obligeil to cut a
few posts in the summer, (with the expectation
however that they will soon decay,) if they last
thirty or forty years, (and there are instances of
this kind,) they speak of it as a very extraordinary
circumstance, but never inquire into the natural
cause, nor alter their practice. There are other
instances of the extraordinary longevity of timber

;

wooden abutments to bridges, pumps, piles, foun-
dations of wharves, cofferdams, &c. a full notice of
which would fill a volume, all go to show that
there is a season in which to cut timber that will
cause it to last for years beyond what it now lasts

;

and that there is a season in which to cut it, when
it will not last over eight years, notwithstanding
any artificial process through which the timber may
pass.

Immersion in water was one process, that was
thought good to make timber more durable, and
which was practised by tlie British government for
a great number of years, and followed by that of
the United States, until it was exploded ; and ac-
cording to the English writers oh the subject, tlie

life of their oaks averaged only about nine years,
and that of our own favorite live oaks about the
same period. Salt is one of those substances that
in the popular opinion is good to make timber more
durable, and hence the room between the timbers
of every new vessel built by the government, is

filled with it. But notwithstanding this, they have
to undergo repairs in their hulls in about eight or
nine years. So it has been with every artificial

process, and so it will be until nature is more con-
sulted, and her dictates more regarded.

Nature no doubt was the preceptor of the an-
cients, and particularly the Romans, who, it is said,
girdled their trees, and let tlicm stand until they
were seasoned. Is not this more in accordance
witli the dictates of nature, than to place timber un-
der water, and let it lie there for eight or ten years,
to have its tubular fibres swollen and distended to
such a degree as to destroy its elasticity and its

firmness, and thereby prepare it for a more rapid
decay .^ And what was gained by that practice .'

Truly nothing ; for, eight or ten years was its life

before immersion, and it is no more than eight or
ten years, after its hnmersion ; and in what consists
the value of salt, which only cools the outside sur-
face, and therefore keeps it sound, but within, the
disease is raging with redoubled violence. The
only question is, when did the ancients girdle their
trees? Was it in the winter ? If any other proof
is wanting, to show that they did not do it at that
season, it may be found in the practice of the pion-
eers of our western hard wood forests : there, as I
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have been informed, tliey used to girdle their trees

in the winter, for the very purpose of having them

rot and fall down, and thereby save the necessity

of cutting them. I think therefore, that we may

fairly conclude that the Romans girdled their trees

in the summer; and further, that they let them

stand until the dry rot developed itself in the

alburnum.

If the timbers in ancient buildings were exam-

ined closely, the season in which the trees were

killed may be pretty correctly ascertained, for if

cut in the summer, the powder-post will invariably

be found on the alburnum, and if that ha.s disap-

peared, there will be always some appearance on

the heart-wood, that will show that the disease has

been there, but never within its siu-face, and the

same is true as regards tlie dry rot. The result

of the following experiments will prove these facts.

Cut two saplings, (no matter how small, if there be

any heart-wood in them,) one in June, and the oth-

er in December. Take one piece of a convenient

length from each, and put them into the garret,

and one from each and put them into the cellar.

In about three years it will be perceived that the

powder-post has appeared on the alburnum of the

one cut in June ; and in the heart-wood of the one

cut in December, of tliose in the garret ; and that

the dry rot has made its appearance on the albur-

num of the one cut in June, and in the heart-wood

of the one cut in December, of those in the cellar.

By these experiments it can also be seen, that the

cause which produces dry rot, under other circum-

stances will produce powder-post.

Although it is my opinion that June is the best

time to cut timber to nihke it last the longest, yet it

is probable that there would not be much difference

in its lasting, if it be cut in either of the summer
months. But there is a period in which, if timber

is cut, the dry rot, or under other circumstances

the powder-post, will appear both in the heart-wood

and the alburnum, at the same time, although I

have seen but few cases of it, and in those cases

I had no knowledge of the time of the death of the

trees ; but I judge it is either late in the fall, or

early in the spring, from the circumstance of the

bark being closely attached to the alburnum.

It would be satisfactory to know the exact pe-

riod when the tree was killed, from which the block

was taken that is now undergoing the severe ordeal

of the fungus pit at Woolwich, England ; and if

that cannot be ascertained, whether the dry rot

first made its appearance in the alburnum or the

heart-wood, of its fellow tliat was destroyed by it

;

and also to have a block taken from a perfectly

healthy tree killed in June, with the alburnum re-

moved and the surface of the heart-wood left per-

fectly smooth, and without any seasoning put into

the pit.

CULTURE OF TROPICAL PLANTS.

Having accidentally seen the manuscript of the

following letter to the Hon. Levi Lincoln from a

gentleman as well accjuainted as any otlier in the

country with every thing relating to Horticulture

and Arboriculture, we have placed it in our columns

as well for information to our readers on the matter

which it treats of, as to show to them that the esti-

mable writer has lost none of that zeal which has

always distinguished him in the pursuit of objects

likely to be useful or beneficial to his countrymen.
—JVational Intelligencer.

Hawthors Cottagb, }

Roxbvrij, April 17, iai3 J

My dear sir :—I am very much obliged to you

for the report of the Agricultural Committee on the

memorial of Dr Perrine, in relation to the culture

of tropical plants in Florida, which you were so

kind as to send me. I have read it with the deep-

est interest, instruction, and' pleasure ; and so favor-

ably do I think of his honorable and patriotic enter-

prise, that I most sincerely hope Congress will

cheerfully and promptly grant his request, and aid

him in the most liberal manner.

The introduction of a single plant, or seed, has,

in all ages and nations, frequently produced the

most important and valuable results. The mighty

influence on the agricultural industry and the gen-

eral prosperity of empires which the naturalization

and culture of the eereal grains, the olive, vine,

white mulberry, for the silkworm, the sugar cane,

coffee plant, cotton, potato, rice, and tobacco, have

produced, is well known ; and I have no doubt tliat

several of the plants which Dr Perrine has now
growing at Cape Florida and Indian Key may
speedily become staple articles of cultivation in

several of the most southern States. Besides, I do

not think so meanly of the capabilities of the soil

of Florida as most people. I well remember that

Louisiana was called a mere alligator swamp when
first, so cheaply acquired. The single fact that

East Florida is the only portion of the Union where

many of the most precious tropical plants can he ac-

climated, will, at no very distant period, bring every

acre of land into great demand for tillage. It will

be drained, diked, embanked, and converted into

various kinds of plantations.

What was Holland before its dikes and canals

were constructed ? What has made the cotton and

sugar estates of Lower Louisiana so prolific, but the

levees for restraining the overflowings of the Mis-

sissippi ? What the rice fields of South Carolina

and Georgia ? Human genius and indomitable in-

dustry. Where there is a cheering prospect of re-

ward, they will triumph over all natural physical

difficulties. We know the knights of Malta made
fertile gardens on the barren rocks of that island,

so celebrated for their chivalric deeds, and as the

site of Paul's shipwreck, by pounding up the loose

and scattered stones which covered its bleak sur-

face, and importing soil from Sicily to mix with

their dust. The Mexicans had floating gardens on

the lake Tezcuco, where their capital city was es-

tablished. The Chinese have long resorted to the

same means of rearing culinary and other plants,

and not an inch of soil, even though situated amidst

the precipitous cliffs of the mountains, is unti!lec_

so great is the demand for vegetable products by

the thronged population of the Celestial Empire.

The lemon and orange groves of Portugal and Sic-

ily are established and mamtained by an expensive

and laborious system of artificial fountains and

channels of irrigation. With us land is so abun-

dant, in comparison with the population, that we
have no just conception of its value, as estimated

in those portions of the globe where the inhabitants

are so numerous that a few roods are considered an

estate so ample that the fortunate proprietor is ac-

counted an independent man.

But, even in the vast extent of the United States,

with tlie millions of acres still in a state of nature,

how many thousands are now cultivated which, a

few generations since, ay, in our day, were deemed
worthless .' In England, what extensive morasses

have been reclaimed, and added to the domam of

agriculture, while the heath covered mountains of

Wales and Scotland are rapidly being planted with

magnificent forests, not for embellishment merely,

but as inexhaustible sources of wealth. The olil

Duke of Athol planted on his estates in Perthshire

1.5,.')f)3 acres, which contained U7,4'i],(iOO young
trees ; and his successor set out G,500 acres of poor

mountain ground solely with larches. The land

was not then worth over 22 cents rent per acre, and
now, with the timber on it, is valued at H'2,500,OQD

dollars. The citizens of this country have, here

and there, selected the most fertile and eligible lo-

cations, and call most of the vast remainder of tte

land either refuse or worthless. Time, and the in-

crease of population, will show that nearly the

whole will become more valuable than even what

is now deemed the most choice. The embank-

ments in the vicinity of New Orleans will be ex-

tended on each bank of the Mississippi, from the

Gulf of Mexico to the Falls of St. Anthony.

If but one of the most valuable of the two hun-

dred plants introduced by Dr Perrine can be suc-

cessfully cultivated, all Florida will be drained,

and become luxuriant fields and gardens, and em-

bellished by canals, rivers, bays, harbors, and beau-

tiful lakes. It will be the Cuba of this nation.

I know your liberal disposition, and enlightened

and enlarged views in relation to subjects connect-

ed witli agriculture, and all the great branches of

national industry, and am confident you will be

disposed to do what is expedient on this occasion,

Dr Perrine, like most men of science and ardent

patriotism, has devoted much time, and expended

his resources, for a great purpose, sanguine in the

beneficial results to the Republic, and the hope of

future renmneration from his own practical exer-

tions ; and it is very desirable that he should not

bo left, as ia too often the case, to lament his la-

bors, and to find that others, hereafter, reap the

fruits of his meritorious enterprise, without having

endured any of the toils or expense of a first ex-

periment. Congress must be to him as munificent

as would have been Henry IV. and Napoleon, tD

render his indefatigable researches and intelligence

useful and honorable to himself and the country.

With assurance of the highest respect and es-

teem, your obedient servant,

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Hon. Levi Lincoln.

Preserving Milk.— A foreign Journal states

that some m.ilk was lately exhibited in Liverpool

from aboard a Swedish vessel, that was several

months old, having made two voyages from Swe-

den to West Indies and back again, and remained

pertectly sweet and fresh. The manner of pre-

paring it is as follows. The bottles are made clean

and sweet, and the milk is milked directly into

them without the intervention of a pail. As fast

as they are filled, they are closely corked, and the

corks wired down as in bottling cider. The bot.

ties are placed when filled in a boiler, a layer of

straw and a layer of bottles until the boiler is full.

Fill the boiler with cold water, kindle a fire and

let it heat gradually ; when it begins to boil, with-

draw the fire, and let tlie bottles remain till cold.

They must then be taken out, packed in hampers,

with straw or sawdust, and stowed in the coolest

part of the ship. The milk so exhibited was above

eighteen months old, and was of excellent quality.

The perpetual motion of the sea, in time improve»

milk as much as it does Madeira ; at least such

seemed tlie result in this case— Gen. Farmer.
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CO.MMENCE.MENT OF VOL. XVII.

Willi ihe commencement of a now Fiilume of tlie N.

E. Farnii:r we should do oursBlves much injustice if wo

refrained from a grateful acknowledgment of ihe kind

and liberal patronage which this paper has experienced

for a course of sixteen years; and if w« did nut express

our determination to sliuw ourselves deserving of this

liberality ; and as far un possible to elevate its character,

end extend iis usefulness

When the New Enjjlanil Farmer was commenced, and

for many succeeding years, it stood alone in New Eng-

land, and we believe in the country, as an agricultural

newspaper; and the most sanguine friends of agricultu-

ral improvement were somewhat doubtful of the practi-

cnbleness of sustaining it. The interest however, which

itB appearance excited, grailually and surely extended

itself; and the spirit of inquiry and general ability with

whijh it was edited, and iLe gentle and inuffensive

good hUDior and pleasantrv, which sparkled in its pages,

gave it a powerful hold upon public patronage and good

will, which it maintained until the death of its lamented

editor. His eulogium is best pronounced in the univer-

sal respect and affictiun, with which his memory is

cherished by all who knew him. The volumes publish-

ed under his inspection ; and many of the articles which

Bowed from his pen, contain a large measure of agricul-

tural iniclligence and instruction: have awakened

throughout the community an atla-lmient to the art, and

a zeal tor its iinproveriii*nt, which have been of immense

service ; and hive rendered a \ery high benefit in ele-

vating the character of the occupationuf a husbandman,

and the character of the husbandmen themselves ; and

rn creating a general and sincere respect for agriculture

throughout the community. No (^indid mind will deny

lis claims to having done thus much; and it is abso-

lutely impossible to estimate the amount of good which

it has thus actually effected. Since that lime a host of

other agricultural pspers have entered as lalior.ers into

fhi^ field ; and have brought to that noble service the

most liberal and valuable conlibulions of wise experi-

ence, of practical skill, and enlightened inquiry. The

field is now won, and agriculture has assumed that rank

in the community to which its incalculable importance

entities it. VVe propose however to continue our efforts

to maintain and advance these triumphs. Wo shall anx-

iously call to our aid the best talents that we can secure.

We shall suiTer no chance to escajie us of enriching our

pages, with whatever may be interesting and useful to the

Rgriciillural community. Without begrudging any law-

ful and iionorable success to other agricultural puhlica

tions in any part of our country, we cordially wish them

all the patronage to which they will show that they have

(U»t clniiiis. We look upon the great cause of an im-

proved and enlightened husbandry as the great cause of

Iiuman civilization and happiness We respectfully,

and, we hope without ofl'cnce, confidently ask the con-

tinued patronage of our agricultural fri«nds und the a/-

ricultural community at large, promising our assiduous

and devoted eiertions to make the New Kngland Far-

mer what it should be ; and us far as possible to increase

f.ls usefulness,

The (.'ommissioner of Agricultural Survey of the State

will continue to lend us all the aid in his power, com
patihle with his public engngptnents ; and from .his ex-

-.ended examinations in every part of the Slate ; and ''is

wide correspondence ihroughoul New Englu.'id and the

United Stales, he will have it in his power to enrich

the Farmer with many valuable f.icts and communica-

tions We shall do what we can likewise to secure the

contributions of other gentlemen interested in the gieat

subject in various parls of the country ; and we hope in

various ways by original and valuable m.itter, we sliall

satisfy every reader interested in the subject that the

value of his subscription before Ihe close of the year will

be returned to him more than five-fcdd.

It will be perceived that our printers have given us

new type, which we trust will be acceptable to our sub-

scribers. We shall soon forward bills to all who have

not paid their last year's subscription with the hope that

the amount will be forwarded without delay. Wo shall

also do the same with those who have been more prompt

leaving it with them to pay when most convenient, ho-

ping however, that many of them will send the amount

by the first good conveyance. Those who live at a dis-

tance may forward their dues by mail.

The index and title page for Vid. IGlli, will be ready

and sent out next week.

Boston, July, 1838.

MATERIALS AND SOURCES OF MANURE.
We spoke in our last communication of the construc-

tion of a receptacle for manure— a place of general de-

posit for every substance, which might go to increase the

compost heap. The next inquiry is, where shall we ob-

tain thi.' means of forming this heap, from what sources

shall colleclifins he made ; what shall we throw into it

or upon it?

Every organized body, which is capable of being dis-

solved and reduced to its original elements, is by such

solution converted into manure. There is in nature an"

uninterrupted circle of life and death, of production, so-

lution, and reproduction. The process is going on per-

petually ; it has gone on ever since the creation ; and,

for au^ht we can see, must cnnlintie to go on as long as

the present system of niiture shall endure. Animals

and vegetables are sustained by the solution and decay

of other animals and vegetables ; and the former, hav-

ing accomplished their term, go to the support of anoth-

er class ; and so on in an endless succession, to be lim-

ited only at the pleasure of the Creator- 'I'he vegetable

or animal having passed into a state of decay is then pre-

pared to be taken up as food by other animals and vege-

tables : and ills humorously observed by some one, yet

with hardly more humor than truth, thai man with ex-

treme meanness seeks to witliliold his proper contribu-

tions from this general reciprocity of usefulness; and

though more than any other animal he avails himself

of the means of others, making every part of nature

tributary to his wants, selecting his food with peculiar

fastidiousness, where he will, and as he will, he then

carefully and meanly provides that his own body, though

sustained always by the labors and contributions of oth-

ers, should after he has done with it be buried so deeply

in the earth, that its materials cannot be availed of for

any farther purposes of ut.'lity.

Every vegetable and animal substance of every kind is

convertible into the food of plants; and therefore in a

stale of solution or deciiy is to be considered as manure.

There is another class of manures, which are called min-

eral manurt-s, sonie portions of which are essential in

ve^eiaiion ; first as promoting the solution and commi-

nution of vegetable and animal substance 60 as to prepare

it to be consumed by plants; and further to assist in a

degree in the formation of the vegetable structure as

lime is necessary to form the shell of an egg : but of

these WB shall speak at another lima. The food of

plants is resolvable into a simple substance by some de-

nominated vegetable extract, by others geine ; and this

is found in all vegetable and animal subsUnces ; but it

<^an be extraceil and taken up by the living plants only

when the an:mals or plants from which it is taken are in

a state of solution or decay. Dilferent vegetable and

aaim.il substances without doubt furnish this vegetable

pabulum or food in difTerent degrees and in various com-

binations ; and different vegetables require it in different

measures and forms. These are matters as yet very

partially ascertained ; and how far the human line can

reach in sounding ihis profound depth cannot be conjec-

tured. They are matters of scientific inquiry and philo-

sophical investigation ; and treasures of wisdom are in

the course of being developed by the persevering labors

of learned inquirers. But we leave them out of the

question as we write only for plain farmers, whose ex-

perience and intelligent observation will in the main

direct them right, and save them from any great mistakes.

To them then the simple rules to be given in the caso

are, save every thing; waste nothing; and carry con-

stantly to the heap every thing within your reach, which

has answered its end and which is capable of being con-

verted into manure.

Having prepared your place of deposit, as we said, in

a saucer shape, and so formed the bottom that the fluids

will be retained, overlay it with abed of loam or of bog

mud, which will absorb whatever liquid substances may
pass down upon it.

The excrements of animals are ordinarily deemed of

the highest value as containing the elements of VBget.1-

tion in the most concentrated and active und soluble

form. A far i.er should save every thing of this sort

as scrupulously as we would save gold dust. If he has

sheep in a situation to bo brought up at night without

driving too far and without too much trouble they should

be coDitantly yarded at night in places well littered with

straw or refuse hay or leaves; and these when well

saturated with their dejiosils should be carefully removed

to the compost heap. If he has cattle, cows, oxen, or

horses, they too excepting in some cases where the oxen

have been in the yoke all day and you wish to give them

their feed and repose in an open pasture by night, should

be invariably tied in the barn at night over your manure

vault, where tlieir droppiii;;s both liquid and solid may
be easily thrown or fall into the common receptacle.

Or if your cattle for any rea.son should remain in an

open yard, that yard should be well littered; and all the

manure exposed to loss through the influence of the rain

or sun, or air, should be as regularly as the day comes

removed to the manure heap. Your hog-stves should

be so formed and placed that thoir contents should be all

saved likewise and frequently transferred to the general

deposit. We know that some m.ay boggle a little about

this constant " removal of the deposits;" but they per-

haps Hill not object to their being all placd in •ne

great bank Let your styes likewise be well littered;

and abundant supplies of bog mud or, if nothing else is

attainable, simple mould be thrown in. In the next

place look after your poultry house and your pigeon

house. The exirements of poultry ci nstitute some of

the most powerful manures that can be obtained. If

you cannot induce them to make iheir roosts directly

over your manure heap, then be sure that they make
their roosts, where nil their deposits may be saved. Next

take care of your privy Let this be so contrived by a

swing door on the back side, and by having the building

elevated and only a small excavation for the vault, that

you can daily in su.nmer and frequently at other times

cover the contents with fresh mould, a pile of v\'hich

ought always to be laid near at hand; and in this way

the place will be prevented from becoming offensive, a
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matter su highly im|iortant to health ant) comfort

the contents can be easily and without inconvenience

transferred to the common reccplable. Or else, which

is by no means a bad plan, but in many cases highly eli-

gible, let your privies be conslrucied in some corner of

your'barn or at the. side of your bain, so that the depos-

its may go at once into the barn cellar. Next carefully

save all your dish water, al 1 your s..ap suds, all the emp-

tyings of your chambers, all the water in which your

hogs°are killed; at.d indeed every thing of this sort

;

and let that go either by some tight drain directly into

your manure cellar, or else regularly and scrupulously

save it in tight barrels or tubs, and when these are full

cause them to be carefully emptied upon your manure

heap. Ne.xt go to the places in your pastures where

your cattle are accustomed to collect either for shade or

repose and carefully and frequently remove to your barn

cellar all the deposits, nhich are accumulated here.—

Then go into the roads and highways and daily collect

every thing of this sort, which may be found, as much

as you would go into the road to pick up money, if you

had known that money had been dropped there. The

amount which may be accumulated in this way you will

find at the close of the season vastly to exceed your ex-

pectations ; and most amply to compensate the trouble

or expense, which it may occasion.

U e shall reserve our f.irther observations on this sub-

ject until another number. We do not profess to offer

any thing new or to have any thin^f new to offer on this

homely subject; but we may at least hope that some

plain suggestions will at least put our farmers upon in-

quiry whether there are not sources of supply within

their r.ach, which they may have hitherto partially

overlooked; and whether the continual complaints

which we hear every where i]f the want of manure and

the difficulty of procuring it may not be in some meas-

ure attributable to their own fault or neglect.

BRIGHTON MARKiyr.—Mo.sijAT, July 9, lci:i8.

KeiOTled lor llic iN^w Englnnd Fanner
1

At Market 200 Beef Cattle, 1!)50 Sheep, 15 Cows and

calves, and 220 Swine, 40 Beef Cattle and all the swine

were reported last week. IJO Beef Cattle, and 200

Swine remain now unsold.

Pricks — Beef Cattle.— OiiW. a few sales only effected,

purchasers unwilling to pay the prices asked and the

Prover refusing t" submit to a reduction—We quote

First quality at ^-7 75 a $8 00. Second quality |~ 00

a $7 50. Third quality, $t3 25 a $6 75.

Coips and Calves.— Sales were noticed at $25, $30,

|32, §135, and $38.

SAfep.— Sales quick, lots were sold at $2 33, $2 50,

$2 C7, $2 8f^, and $3 00.

Swine.—" Dull." no lots were sold, and less than 20

were retailed, at .Tbout last week's prices. The demand
for swine has very much abated—consequently prices

must decline.

£rror.— Incur last weeks report for First quality Beef
Cattle read $8 mstead 8 25 as reported.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

MELi.-icuoLV.—The family of Mr Feriiald of Dover

N. H. were poisoned last week, by eating of the root of

the water hemlock (cicuta virosa,) which grew on the

banks of the Piscataqua, mistaking it for sweet flag.

0:ie of the children, a boy aged 7 years, died in a short

time after. .Mrs Fernald and another of the children

were violently attacked, but by the prompt aid of medi-

cine, recovered.

—

Concord Freeman.

The Report of the Horticultural Exhibition on Sat-

urday last, i-iin typi', but is omitted for want of room
;

it shall appear in our next.

THF,RMO.VlETRICAL.
Repiirted lor the .N'ew Ensland Karrnor.

[laiiieof the Pheraioineterat the Garden of the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. In a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending July 8.

JuLT,1838.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

SPRING AND SUMMER.
BY CAROLINE OBKE.

Thy steps, fair Spring, hcvc passed o'l-r the sod.

And grass springs up where thy liijht fool trod

;

Bright buds peep forth, and their petals gay
Unfold in the warmth of the nooniide ray,

While the alad bird plumes its radiant wing,
And its clear, wild notes through the woodland ring.

The squirrel has come from its hollow tree,

And runs 'long the wall full of frolic and glee;
Then darts to the ground, and peeping round sly,

Kinds 'mong the autumn leaves, withered and dry.
The brown bcechen nut that it loves right well,

Then sits and cunningly strips off the shell.

Thy breath is abroad in the fragrant breeze.
And the leaves expand on the waving trees!
Thy eye beams bright on the fisher's' home,
That rises in sight of the blue wave's foam.
And blithe of heart he unfurls the sail.

And welcomes the bland, auspicious gale.

The heavens behold the glance of thy eye,
Andjmiling put on a mellower dye

;

Chart|ed is the storm for the genial' shower,
AH balmy with breath of the leaf and the flower,
And the rainbow dressed in its l.rilliantdyes,
Its smile of promise sends warm from the skies.

Thy steps, bright Summer, have passed o'er the vale,
And the high grass waves in the welcome gale-
The fragrant strawberry lifts „p its head,
And blushing peeps forth from its verdant bed,
And where roses abroad their perfume fling,
The butterfly comes on its brilliant wing.

fn busy throngs with their joyous hum.
Where the clover waves, the merry bees come
Or nestle where over the garden bowers
The woodbine climbs with its fragrant flowers,-
Their nectar to sip in the early prime
01 the morning's fresh and dewy time.

Thnu liiigcrest where torrents hoarsely rush,
And they change to the streamlet's soothing gush

;

To the lake's serene, untroubled breast.
The lilies rise up from their cells of rest.
And sem it with stars as pure as are those,
That on the calm bosom of ether repose.

The glance of thy smile is bright on th> wave,
Where the water fowl loves its i^lumagc to lave.
On the fresh green marge, a child sits there,
Pulling flowers to wreath with her sunny hair,
Then into the wave looks slyly to see.
Her own rosy face full of laughter and glee:

The barns ate all piled with fragrant hay,
And now thou prepares! to hasten away,

'

Thou hast heard the wail of the Autumn breeze
Caught the blush of fruit on the bending trees,

'

And hast seen through the amber husk appear.
The golden gleam of the ripening ear.

Parewell
!
forthe grain is bound intosheavcs.

The rustle is heard of withering leaves :

The fair-haired child on the margin green.
Of the clear, still lake m. longer is seen,

'

And the bird that loved there its plumage to lave
Has flown to some far-away sunnier wave.

When thy parting smile, bright Summer, grew dim.
Mute was the wood bird's sweet vesper hymn,

Mournfui and sad was thy farewell tone.

As lingering it swept through tlie forest lone

;

Wild was its music upon the hill side,

Faint down the vale, its last echo died.

But look ! A trim barque is nearing the land-
Children dance merrily on the smooth sand.

With a smile on her lip the mother stands by.

The tear drops of joy glistening bright in her eye-
O dearest to her is Autumn's bleak gale.

For it homeward waits her husband's white sail.

REWARDS OF INDUSTRY AND ECONO-
MY.

As it is a r.-itioiuil desire for fanners, in coiniiion
with ilieirf,-llow citizens lollHwin;; oilier pursuits.,

to iimke a coiiiroitalile living for iheiiiselves .-iml

their fiiinilii'S, ami to iicrutnulate a reiLsonnlil.; fund
for foiuingencies, and for giving their ehildren.or
others <li-|iendent upon tlieni a start on the journey
of life

; I design to furnish some of the results of
tny own experience and ohservation on the means
niost likely to aceoinplisli those desirahle and me.
ritori.uis olijeets. I started out in life a poor t.oy,

destitute of property, being thrown on my own
resourees, as tens of thousands annually are in

ouri-oiiiitry, and hj iii(/u«(ri/ anil economy, with
the blessing of Providence on my e.\ertions, I have
now advaneed pretty well on towards the natural
period of the termination of my earthly c-ureer

;

having always lived in comf.ii-t, and it looks l.kety
that I shall be able to leave quiie enough to those
who may come after nie, to promote their best
interests.

Let young men set out in life with a Srni reli-

ance on the superintending providence of God in

all the things of this world, and resolve topiv the
linnd of industry in whatever calling they may be
engaged. Be prud«ut

; [lursiie a retinnal econo-
my

; despise not small gains; and under the or-
dinary eiiTUiiistani-es of life you will be prosper-
ous, perhaps rich.

The prospects in life of more industrious young
men are frustrated by the effort to get great gain
quickly, than by any other cause whatever. Small
accumulations, well husbanded, are the most cer-
tain and effectuiil in promoting comfort and wealth

;

the truth of this reniark you cannot fail to see
verified in every district of our country ; but
"thn.se who seek after sudden riches fail into
temptation and a snare."

I have often henid young men despise the idea
of making but 100, 200 or 300 dollars a year, think-
ing it beneath their notice; and I have lived to
see .some such persons receive charity from the
hands of the servants t f their fathers. It is by no
moans an utiusual circumstance in our country to
see those who were " hound boys" to farmersj by
industry and good conduct rise to opulence'; at
the same time that their master's sons, who were
thought to be born to wealth, for want of those
qualities, have ended their days in |ienury.

An e.\peripnce<l old gentleman, many years ago
when I was young, gave me some very judicious
hints on the subject of "small gain.s," and explain-
ed to me the manner in which they accumulatid,
and what the end would be, if followed up care-
fully

; and if you have no objection, .Mr Farmer's
Cabinet, I will give you a table that is true to a
figure, and which will sfiow the wonder workings
of money if it be let alone to accumulate ; and I

would have you observe that the same rosult will
heproduccd, only in a much more extraordinary

degree, by adding each year, not money, but addi.
•rioNAL FEKTiLiTi to ihe same nmoiint lo n farm.

One hundred dollars put to interest at 6 per
cent, and an addiiional .5100 added to it each year
successively, together with the interest accumulat-
ed for 10 years will amount to $1313 07
An annuity of 100 in 20 years am», to 3678 55

<lo 30 do 7905 81
do 40 do 15479 19
<lo 50 do 29033 59
Ho 60 do 5331-2 81
'lo 70 do 96793 21
do 80 do 174659 98
do 90 d.) 314107 51
do 100 do 5i;3836 80

Only think of it! the poor despised 100 dollars

B year ! seethe wonderful workings of iti it is

almost incredible 1 I could scarcely believe it my-
self, if I was not positively certain the calciil.'.tioo

was correct to a figure Now is there a farm of
100 acres within 30 miles of Philadelphia, that by
ordinary management would not produce 100 dol-

lars per annum, clear ; or that would not enable

its owner to add 100 ilolhirs worth of fertility to

it annually ? if there is not, then the above iniracle

almost, may be wrought out. Take courage young
men, try it! do not desert your honorable calling

for wild, uncertain speculation ; try it ! stick to

your calling, I .say, and you will not repent of it.—Farmer's Cabinet,

The march of intellect is shown in small things

as well as in great, and the grandeur of men's con-

ceptions in the nineteenth century is symbolled
forth by big words which are now so popular. In-

stead of schools, we have lyceums, seminaries, and
acadetnies. The boys do not [ilay in the yard,

they recreate themselves upon the campus. We
do not now signify dissent, by saying " we don't

think so ;" •' we repudiate the idea ;" and a re-

|ieal is a rescission. ,A ne.xt door neighbor is a con-
terminous individual, and so on lo the great fatigue

of the organs of nrtiiMiIation, and to the no little

annoyance of those who know nothing of Greek
and Latin, and seldom trouble themselves with
dictionaries.

Nothing can stay the progress of refinement.

The Baron of Hradwardine should be among us
to talk of subli^acuH when he S[)oke of slippers

and brogans ; lor we observe that a man in New-
York sells to the thirsty a drink called "Salubri-
ous Stomachic Effervescent Ginger Beverage." In

former times, this liquid compound was known by
the less euphonious and less imposing name of
" Ginger Pep." The sable Ganymede who vends
" J.un Sjirtice Beer" about the streets of Philadel-

phin, sliould now say " eheujam satis" to the lowly
title of his commodity and invest it with greater

sublimity. Although "jam" is well understood
lo be the superlative commendation, yet it is too

brief to impress the mind wiih a vast idea. When
cabbages are called splendid, and potatoes are

magnijicent, it derogates from the dignity of beer
to be no more than ''jam."

—

Penns i,f i
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AGRICULTURAL.

From the llorticnUunil Uegister.

FLOWERS, FRUITS, AND TREES.

BY H. A. S. DEARBORN.

Mr Breck—The season having been unusually

favorable for vegetation, and especially since the

15tli of May, the coiisc(|uent verdant and magnifi-

cent appearance of the country, with the blandness

and congeniality of the weather, have induced vast

numbers of persons, to visit the many highly cul-

tivated gardens in the environs of Boston, several

of which hav? attracted universal attention, either

from tlie great variety of ornamental plants they

contain, or the beauty of some favorite kinds, tliat

have been managed in the most skilfiil manner.

Mr Walker's exhibition' of Tulips became the

first chief point of attraction for nearly two weeks,

and thousands were delighted, with the superb dis-

play, of that infinitely various and gorgeous family

of flowers.

Otlier towns, it appears, have also enjoyed a like

interesting spectacle ; but a discrimination must be

made between the merit ^ne for quantity, and th; t

resulting from liie excellence of the varieties, ana

the perfection of their development The enter-

prising gentlemen of Newburyport and Salem, are

entitled to great credit, for che taste they have

evinced, in the culture of elegant plants; but it is

presumed they do not claim precedence, unless

they had also as many kinds which were as rare

and perfect in florescence, as those which Mr
Walker presented ; for the mere superiority in imm-

ber, cannot be considered as giving pre-eminence,

in any vegetable production, unless it is of some

very peculiar or notoriously useful species.

To obtain bulbs of the best kinds of Tulips from

Holland, Belgium, France, and England, is very

difficult and expensive, as every person has expe-

rienced, who has undertaken to introduce any par-

ticular plant from foreign countries. The bulbs,

generally sent to this country for sale, are the re-

jected of the large nurseries, as all the most choice

and valuable kinds are carefully reserved for tlie

European markets, where the amateur purchasers

are numerous, and willing and able to pay the high-

est price, for the remarkable varieties. Even in

our day the extravagant passion for Tulips has not

entirely subsided, and from 500 to 1500 dollars

have been given, within a few years, for a single

bulb, while those disposed of, at our auction sales,

do not average more than from five to fifleen cents,

and often not so much. Some of Mr Walkers

cost in London fifty dollars each, and many of them

from tea to twenty.

I have cultivated the tulip during a number of

years, and had five thousand in bloom at one time,

three thousand of wliicli were in a bed, and the

remainder scattered in th-^ borders of the avenues

and garden walks ; but as a show of flowers, it was,

in all respects, inferior to that of Mr Walker's bed

of only eight hundred, from the inferiority of the 1

kinds, small number of distinguished varieties'

negligent mode of cultivation, and imperfect flor-

escence.

To give this superb flower an opportunity of dis-

playing all its charming attributes, tlie soil must

be deeply trenched, and enriched by a peculiar

compost of thoroughly decomposed barn-yard ma-

nure, river sand, and decayed leaves or other vege-

table matter, while a screen is indispensable to

protect the plants, from the cold, night air, the ili-

rect rays of the sun, and violent winds, when burst-

ing into flower and during the period of their

bloom. This Mr Walker provided, at an bxpense

of several hundred dollars, in a neat and complete

manner, in the foi-m of a beautiful pavilion, which

was covered with stout white cotton cloth, so arrang-

ed, as to be easily rolled up, and let dov/n, by means

of puUies.

Tulips have been a favorite florist's flower for

centuries, not only in Holland, but in England and

other European nations ; and as early as 1630,

Parkiuson, after enumerating one hundred and for-

ty sorts, observes in his quaint manner, that " to

tell of all the kinds which are the pride of delight,

they are so many, as to pass my ability, and, as I

believe, the skill of any other." He was a cele-

brated herbist and botanist, and acted i;i that capa-

city to James I, and Charles I. His book on gar-

dening is the first which was published in Great

Britain, worthy of consideration. It is entitled

" Paradisi Insole Paradisus Terrestres ; or a gar-

den of all sorts of pleasant flowers, which our

English ayre will admit to be nursed up ; with a

kitchen garden of all manner of herbes, roots and

fruits for meate, and sause used with us ; and an

orchard of all sorts of fruit bearing trees and

shrubbes, fit for our land, together with the right

ordering, planting and preparing of them, and their

use and virtues."

In Parkin.^on's time tulips were divided into prct-

cocts, or early blowers, and scrolina, or late blow-

ers, witli an intermediate class of duhi/R medite,

doubtful or middle blowers, as they flowered be-

tween the two others. The early blowers, hive

short stems and the Due Van Throll is almost the

only variety in repute, among modern florists. The
great number of distinguished and admired varie-

ties are all produced from the late blowers, which

having tall steins and much finer colors, engross

nearly tlie whole attention of the cultiv.ators of tu-

lips. The modern mode of classing the late blow-

ers by the Dutch florists is as follows.

Prime Briguits, from the French word baguette,

a rod, or wand ; they are very tall, witli handsome

cups and white bottoms, well broken with fine

brown, and all from the same breeder.

Riffaxit's BagiuUn.—This variety is supposed to

have received their distinctive appellation from

some individual by the n'lme of Rigiut, wlio was

eminent in this branch of floriculture. They are

not quite so till as t'.ie former, but have strong steins,

and very large well formed cups, with white bot-

tom «, handsomely brolien with rich brown color,

and all from the sime breeder.

Incomparable Verports.— A particular kind of

Bybloemens. Cups very perfect, cherry-red and

rose color and white bottoms, well broken with

shining brown. Some of these are from ten to

twentyfive dollars a root.

B'/bloemens, or next flowers, called by the French

Flatiumk. They have white ground, or nearly so,

and are beautifully broken, with shades of purple

and a variety of colors. They are from different

breeders.

Bizarres, from the French odd, or irregular.

Ground yellow, from diiferent breeders, and broken

with a variety of colors.

Pftroqiietx, or Parrot Tulips.—The edges of the

petals are fringed, colors brilliant crimson andyel

low, with shades of bright green ; but still they arc

held in no sort of esteem among florists.

Djuble.— Thesf are of various, brilliant rod,

yellow and mLxed colors; but, like many other

double flowers, are deemed monsters, and not ap-

preciated by flower fanciers, although they have

an elegant appearance, from their upright, tall, and

firm stems, and crowns of large pseony shaped

flowers, and when scattered with the Parrot, among

the small shrubs and other plants in the borders of

avenues and walk':, or planted out in separate beds,

they have a pb <iing effect.

In the catalogue of Mosan for 1820, there are

six sorts of early tulips, four of Paroquets, twenty-

two double, and upward of six hundred late kinds.

Breeders are such as have been procured from

the seed, and consist of one color, which is red,

purple, violet, gray, brown, black, yellow, or some

other individual color, without any sort of varia-

tion. These are cultivated in a rather poor and

dry soil, and become broken, or variegated, in from

one to twenty years, and produce new varieties ;

bui so uncertiin is the prospect of a favorable re-

sult, that but few persons have been willing to

make experiments, for after many years of patient

and unremitted attention, there may not be one re-

markable and choice variety, out of a thousand

seedling bulbs. It is from this circumstance, tKat

a new and superb tulip commands the high prices

in Europe which have been named, and actually

paid, within a few years.

When the Tulip has broken, the colors are un-

changeable, and are perpetuated by offsets from the

parent bulb.

The tulips which are deemed worthy of special

attention, by amateurs, belong chiefly to the classes

of Bizarres and Bybloemens: aild the properties of

a fine variegated late variety, according to the best

modern florists, are as follows.

Petals of a graceful form, the three exterior

ones larger at the base than those of the interior

;

colors dclic ite, yet conspicuous, from the manner

in which the tints are displayed, whether spotted,

strip-^d, feathered, blotched, splashed, pencilled,

mottled, flaked, or as the Fre.nch more significant-

ly term the breakings of this flower jianachs ;

edges entire and rounded, or bui sligiitly crenatea,

at the summit, and so symmetrically arranged, as

to form a peifect cup-sliaped corulla, with a round
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bottom,—except in some anomalous and reniarka-

hlo kinds, like tliat called the Mountain of Snow,
v/lioso petals are slighty acuminated, recurved, a

little undulate, and the flower leaning- to one s-ide.

Stem strong, upriffht, and nearly thirty inches high
;

radical foliage, long, broad, undulating, and of deep

rich green. The ground color of the bottoms of

cups should be clear white, or yellow ; the centre

of each petal should contain one or more bold

blotches or stripes, intermixed with small portions

of the original color, abruptly broken into many ir-

regular obtuse points. The colors which are ge-

nerally held in greatest estimation, in variegated

striped sorts, are black, golden yellow, purple, vio-

let, rose, and vermilion, each of which being va-

ried in diffi'rent ways; but such as are striped

with three different colors, in a distinct and un-

mixed manner, with strong regular streaks, and but

little or no tinge of the breeder, are considered

the most perfect.

An imcle of Mr Walker, who resides near Wind-
sor Castle, is celebrated for his tulips and ranun-

culuses, having produced several magnificent va-

rieties of the former and many of the latter from

the seed. His exhibitions of those universally ad-

mired flowers have been so superb, that his garden
has been annually visited by the sovereigns, nobi-

lity, and that numerous portion of the population of

Great Britain who have a taste for ornamental

plants. From him the nephew has received many
of his superior roots.

Besides the commendable exertions of Mr Walk-
er to present an interesting display of well culti-

vated and choice tulips, he has eminently succeed-

ed in raising from imported plants and seed, nu-

merous new varieties of the Viola granSJlora,—the

most admirable of that large family of charming
flowers. He has, in fact, made this large and
brilliant Pansy, known to New England, by the ex-

tensive seminaries which he has established, and
the multitude of plants which decorate his ground.
He had seven hundred varieties in bloom at the

time his tulips were in flower, and the corollas of

some of them, were more than two inches in di-

ameter. He also cultivates the ranunculus,—one
of the most delicate, beautiful, and diflicult of all

herbaceous perennial plants, to bring into a full

and peri'ect florescence. He has two beds, this

season, containing over two thousand tubers, and
one hundred and thirty kinds, which, if the weather
should not be too hot, will present an exhibition of
flowers as rare and interesting as that of his tulips.

To the above named plants and the Dahlia, Mr
Walker has devoted his sole attention, leaving to

others the vast field of floriculture, for the selec-

tion of their favorite flowers, and the distinction

they have attained, or may acquire, from the intel-

ligence, skill, and industry bestowed on their cul-

tivation, and tliat complete success, which so am-
ply rewards the ardent amateur.

The necessity of a division of attention to the

several departments of ornamental and useful plants,

is as obvious, as that of labor in the mechanical
arts; and the advantages derived therefrom are as

-certain, as they are conspicuous and satisfactory.

Colonel Wilder is unrivalled, in this country, in

the number, variety and successful cultivation of
the Camellia, the Rhododendron, Azalea, and Rose,
having over three hundred kinds of Uu; first, and
J'lpwards of four hundred of the last najned plants.

Mr .Manning, of Salem, has the largest variety

of pea.'T, he having made that delicious fruit his

avoj ite ohject qf culture, while the apple and

plum have claimed his next regard. Mr William
Kenrick is well known for his extensive and well

managed nursery of forest, fruit, and ornamental
trees, shrubs, and herbaceous flowering plants ; and
for several years he has made most honorable ef-

forts to introduce the Morus Multicaulis and other

valuable species of the mulberry, for affording the

best aliment to the silk worm. He has also the

merit of establishing the fir^t e.xtensive nursery in

New Errgland, and has published a very interest-

ing and useful work on fruit trees. He, with Mr
Manning, first succeeded in obtaining Mr Van
Mon's new kind of pears, and he has a collection

of that kind of fruit trees, of great value, from the

number of varieties.

—

(Concluded ntil week.)

REPORT
Submitted to the House of Reprtsentalives of tlie

United Sinles, on the culture of the Mulberry and
Sugar-beet, by the Committee on Jlffriculturc.

The Committee on Agriculture, who were in-

structed to inquire whether any, and, if any, what
encouragement may be given to promote the cul-

ture of the mulberry and the sugar-beet, report:

That, in order to obtain satisfactory information

of the present statfe and condition, as well as of the

importance, of the culture of the mulberry and the

sugar-beet, they" issued a circular on the subject,

shortly after it was committed to them, to which
they have received numerous answers, giving much
interesting and useful information; some of the

most important of which the committee append to

this report. The first question which naturally

suggests itself is, whether the subject-matter is of

such national importance as to merit the serious

consideration of Congress ; and in order to satisfy

themselves on this point, the committee ascertained

from public documents (the Treasury Department

not furnishing an official statement, as requested)

the amount of silk and sugar imported for the last

five years, respectively, which is as follows, viz:

Silk. Sugar.

1832 - .$9,147,812 - .$2,933,688

1833 - 9,309,547 - 4,752,343

1834 - (document imperfect) 5,537,829

1835 - 16,597,983 - 6,806,184

1836 - 25,033,200 - 12,514,551

This statement at once shows tlio immense sum
which is annually paid by the people of this coun-

try to foreign countries for these two articles only;

and, also, the very great importance of encourag-

ing their culture among ourselves, if that be prac-

ticable : for whilst your committee are far from

favoring what is termed the Chinese policy, and

are equally averse to discussing, formally, at this

time, any disputed questions of constitutional law

or political economy, they would respectfully in-

sist, that when the soil, climate, and otlier circum-

stances, will enable the people of this country to

produce, by their own labor, on their own soil, any

article which is extensively consumed amongst us,

it is the duty of the government, as far as may bo

deemed constitutional, to facilit'Jte, by all reason-

able encouragement, the production of that article.

This course has ever been pursued alike by our

own nation, rnd by every enlightened nation on the

globe. So far was the policy carried at an early

day in Great Britain, that even the winding-sheet

of the dead was required to be made of wool, by

act of parliament; and to this day, notwithstand-

ing the theories of her writers, and some of her

statesmen, no article that can be extensively pro-

duced there but is adequately protected by govern-

ment. It is true that this may, for a short time,

add sometiiing to the price ; but this will be much
more than compensated by the introduction of a

new article of industry, and its subsequent abun-

dance and cheapness ; and no nation can enjoy that

desired state of lofty independence whoso policy

will not enable its citizens to produce such articles

of prime necessity as are compatible with tlicir

habits and the soil and climate of the country, and

which will render them, as well in peace as in war,

secure from the fluctuations of trade and the poli-

cy of other nations. A government that is so

bound up by constitutional provisions that it can-

not act in a great national matter, but must stand

the powerless victim of other nations, is such a

political anomaly as no people would intentionally

select for themselves. The universal sentiment

would be, if it be too weak to protect the prime

interests of the country, it is too worthless to be

preserved. This subject commends itself to the

people of this country with peculiar interest at this

time, when, as will be seen by the following state-

ment, the foreign grain-growers have not only tak-

en possession of our market abroad, and thus great-

ly reduced our exports of grain, but have actually

usurped our market at home, and thus must even-

tually compel the grain growing states, for the want

of some exchangeable production, either to do

without such necessary articles as are the subject

of this report, or else to produce them themselves.

Bread-stuffs exported from the United States in

1832 - - $6,199,863

18a3 - - 7,009,556

1834 - - 5,677,341

]a35 - - 6,111,164

1836 - - 4,799,151

Whenever a new enterprise is projected in this

country, one argument is used which merits con-

sideration, and that is this : that, on account of the

cheapness of labor in Europe, the citizens here can

never compete with the producers there. This ob-

jection is more specious than solid, and derives its

importance from the want of a comprehensive view

of the subject. That mere mranual labor is cheaper

in Europe than in this country, is unquestionable
;

but that the specific amount of the result of labor

from a specific sum is greater there tlian here, is

denied. In Europe the excessive taxes and other

burdens imposed upon the producer are so much
deducted from the price of labor ; besides, tlie com-

parative amount produced by an ignorant people in

a state of semi-vassalage, unnerved by their de-

gradation, and uninfluenced by the many consider-

ations that stimulate tlie citizens of a free country

like ours, is vastly in favor of the latter; add to

these the fact, that the use of machinery is much
more extensive and powerful here than it is in the

pauper-ridden governments of the old world: here,

every inducement that can be suggested by enter-

prise and ambition, and wealth, is held out to en-

courage the invention and use of labor-saving and

labor-doing machines ; there, every discouragement

presents itself: here, every successful invention

enriches the country and meets with the kind feel-

ings of tlie government and the people ; there, an

improvement in machinery, the invention of a horse

rake, or the use of the cradle, throws thousands •

out of employment, greatly swells the pauper-li.st,

and is greeted with mobs and rebellion. These

reflections arc amply supported by the history of

the cotton manufacture in tliis country. Amongst
the many interests which it is the duty of govern-
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msnt to encourage, none should be pre-eminent to

those of agriculture, which, indeed, have been too

long neglected, both by government and people.

" Politioiuns," in the eloquent language of Mr Al-

len's New York report, "may speculate upon the

influence which free institutions or a partisan ad-

ministration may have upon the prosperity of a

country ; commercial men may extol the advan-

tages of an extended foreign commerce ; manufac-

tures may claim pre-eminence in conferring inde-

pendence upon their country ; and literature may
arrogate the exclusive credit of rendering a com-

munitj' enlightened and polished
; yet, after all,

agriculture constitutes the broad base upon which

the whole superstructure of society depend.? for

support. If that languishes, either for want of the

protection or patronage of the constituted autliori-

ties, or from tlie inattention and lack of intelli-

gence in its rural population, the government be-

comes embarrassed, commerce crippled, and manu-

factures paralyzed." But agriculturists are arous-

ing from their long slumber, and awakening to the

true interests of tliemselves and their country

;

science and enterpri.se are pushing tliem to select

whatever is best adapted to peculiar soils and cli-

mates, and will most benefit tlie cultivator and ele-

vate his character and standing ; and it is believed

that tlie time is not distant when agriculture will

take the first rank in character, as it is now in

usefulness, and when young men of talents and

education instead of engaging in some too-crowded

profession, will devote their mental as well as

physical energies to the cultivation of the soil, and

find in that occupation the road to wealth, to honor,

and to happiness.

Amongst the objects that may require the fo.^ter-

ing care of government, the committee are of

opinion that none are more de.;erving attention than

those now under consideration. Many important

advantages would arise from the extensive cultiva-

tion of the mulberry and sugar-beet in this coun-

try. It would introduce to the farmer new and

valuable, and, as your committee believe, profitable

productions ; which, in rotation with other crops,

would have a doubly beneficial effect on our agri-

cultural interests. It would improve our lands, in-

crease the amount of productive industry, and con-

dense, improve, and enrich our population. It

would be adding other branches to the home, the

fire-side business of every family, and thus in-

crease tlie pleasure as well as the prosperity of the

domestic circle. Your committee cannot forbeir

to notice with approbation, on this occasion, the

fact that Mr Lindsey, of Washington city, has fre-

quently conferred with them on this subject, im-

parting his valuable information, enforced by the

practical argument of his weaving a coinplete suit

of domeslic silk, cultivated and manufactured on his

own premises. There is in this, as in every coun-

try, a large class of individuals, who, so far fi'om

adding any thing to the industry and wealth of the

nation, are unable to support themselves, for want
of suitible employment ; such are indigent females

and children, the aged and infirm, to whom may be

added the long list of paupers in our poor-houses

and asylums, and of prisoners in our work-houses

and st-jte penitentiaries. To this class, the culti-

vation of silk presents a most suitable and advan-

tageous employment
The manufacture of sugar from the beet, and of

course the cultivation of the beet itself, for thit

purpose, i^ of but recent origin. It was first in-

troduced into France in 1811, under the patronage

of the imperial government ; but was, for many
years considered of but little account: lately, how-

ever, the attention of the French has been called

to the subject, and the production has greitly in-

creased ; so that last year it is stated to have

amounted to 90,000,000 lbs. of sugar—being about

one-half the quantity, consumed in the kingdom.

In this country, but little beet-sugar has as yet

been produced ; owing, as we believe, to a very

great deficiency of definite practical intelligence

on the subject, iilcssrs Ronaldson, Vaughan, and

Snider, of Philadelphia, in connection with tlie

Beet-sugar Society of Penn.5ylvania, havp taken

the load in introducing into this country the culti-

vation of the sugar-beet, and have shown a most

commendable zeal in obtaining and dissemin-.iting

information on the subject. For this purpose they

have been at the expense of sending to France

Mr .Tames Pedder, their agent, who, on his return,

made a most able and intere.sting report to the so-

ciety, which was published in August, 18.36. Mr
Edward Church, of Northampton, Maasachusetts,

has also placed his country under a heavy debt of

gratitude, by translating from the works of Du-

brunfaut, De Domballe, hud others, and the prepa-

ration of a Manual on the cultivation and. mauu-

facture of beet-sugar, which he modestly styles a

" JYotice on the Bcet-siisrar." This manual was ])ub-

lished in 18:57, at Northampton, by J. II. Butler,

Esq., and derives great value, not only from the re-

search manifested by its author, but from his prac-

tical information on the subject, acquired by a

residence of several years in the vicinity of Paris.

This little work, together with Mr Pedder's report,

imbodying as they do nearly all the information we

have on the subject, cannot be too highly commend-

ed to the attention of the American people.

The culture of silk was inti'oduced into Europe

as early as the sixth century, by two missionares,

who clandestinely conveyed from China, in a hol-

low cane, a sufficient quantity of the silk-worm

eggs to commence the business in the vicinity of

Constantinople ; from whence it has spread through

every part of Europe whose climate is adapted to

the culture. England has been at great pains and

expense to introduce the production of silk into the

kingdom ; but, finding the climate too moist, she

now confines her eflurts to the extensive manufac-

ture of the raw- silk hnported from more congenial

climes. Considerable efforts were made at an

early period to introduce into this country so val-

uable an article of industry. Connecticut, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Georgia, and per-

haps some other states, had made considerable pro-

gress prior to the revolution ; but the trying scenes

of that eventful period, so un])ropitioiis to the suc-

cess of any new enterprise, effectually prostrated

this for many years ; indeed, for a long time after

the termination of that glorious contest, our coun-

try was so peculiarly situated with Regard to the

rest of the world—being not only the carriers, but

the producers of grain and other articles of neces-

sity for the belligerent powers of Europe—that

few men felt inclined to abandon the production of

what found a ready market and a high price lor the

purpose of testing any untried experiment ia ag-

riculture. There were, perhaps, some other rea-

sons which induced the people of this country to

neglect this subject for so long a period. The
white Italian mulberry, till within a few years, was

the only variety cultivated as food for the silk-

worm, and this was unfit for use for several years

;

so tliat the cultivator was compelled to lose the Uoe

of his capital and labor for some years, before he

had any prospect of remuneration: add to this the

extreme difliculty which, till very recently, attend-

ed the process of reeling, and the want of a mar-

ket for cocoons, or even raw silk, and we have

causes sufficient to satisfy any reasonable mind

that the culture of silk was never abandoned in

this country on account of the soil or climate, or

any other supijosnd natural obstacle. The com-
mittee have the satisfaction to believe that these

difficulties no longer exist: the world is at peace ;

each nation raises its own articles of necessity

;

the fanners of this country, so far from having a

great market abroad for their grain and other pro-

duce, have really a competition at home ; the cul-

tivation of the white mulberry has been substitut-

ed by the Moms nuilticauiis and other varieties,

which may be stripped of their foliage the same

year that they are planted ; and the dull, tedious

method of reeling by hand, which required a regu

lar apprenticeship to learn, and years to acquire

iiicility in the use of, has given way to the new pa

tent reel, by which a person (even a child) may
learn in a few hours to reel, with great ease and

expedition, a much more even thread than by the

old process. It may also be added, that many silk

weavers have established themselves in the coun-

try, and opened a good imd permanent market for

all the cocoons and raw silk that can be raised

;

they being now under the necessity of importing

large quantities to keep their factories in opera-

tion.

—

(To be continued.)

CnLTURE OF Wheat in the Tropics.—It

is well know that the cultivation of wheat within

the tropics has been deemed impracticable, unless

at an elevation of from five to nine thousand feet;

niid that as a consequence the inhabitants of the

West India Islands, and the adjacent main, are

mostly dependent on the United States for their

supply of wheat flour, while the great mass live on

corn, ' Zea mayz.' From some late experiments,

however, it would seem that by selecting a proper

variety of wheat, and a proper season for sowing,

the difliculties attending the production of wheat

on those islands is not insurmountable, and several

cases have occurred within the last two years in

which wheat sown at but a few feet abov" the level

of the sea, has perfected a beautiful grain.

The wheat in these instances was sown in Jan-

uary, and was cut in April, having grown and ri-

l)uned in the .short space of ninety days. In the

Journal of the Bamalia Society for the Diffusion of

Knowledge, is the following paragraph, giving no-

tice of an example of productiveness which can be

rarely paralleled in the history of the wheat jdant.

" On tlie twelflh of March, Mr Lees stated, that

he had been informed by Mr Storr, that each grain

of the Victoria wheat which he had planted would

be likely to produce 100 ears ; counting only the

very modetate number of 50 grains to each ear,

this ivould be an increase of 5000 per cent, or five

thousand bushels for one ! Mr Storr intends, in

the coming season, planting a quantity of this

wheat, from which no doubt abundance of seed

will be obtained.''

Anecuote.—'Does the previous que.'=/!ion cut

off every thing?' inquired a member of '.lie House
of Reprseentatives the other day— • ^

t does ' was

the reply. Then,' said he, 'I sh'.ill, the first

chance, move it upon Mr Petrikin's .pieuc'

—

Alex-

andria Gii:.
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BOOKS ON AfiRICULTURE, FOR SCHOOL
BOYS.

We have tlidiisrht the cause of afrricultural im-

provement would be greatly promoted by the publi-

cation of a series of elementary books on aijricul-

ture, derii<rned for the use of the schoolboy. Why
should not our children have facilities for the ac-

quisition of knowledge applicable to this pursuit as

well as on less useful ones ? If education is de-

signed to fit us to engage in the practic il duties of
life ; why is it that the most important of all earthly

subjects, and ono which occupies the labors of a
vast majority of our people, is not the leading ob-

ject of the schoolboy's education ? . We have ele-

mentary books on every other subject ; we have
schools wherein are taught the rudiments of every
science, schools of law, medicine, divinity, of fight-

ing, dancing, and of every thing but of agriculture.

There is something wrong in the national practii-e

on this s'lbjcct. We ought to give to thf^ most im-
portant subjects the highest degree of attention

—

we must graduate various branches of education by
the standard of their relative importance, and give
to those having the nearest relation to our most im-
portant interest.-f, the greatest share of favor. We
ought to have the principles of husbandry taught
in evaly common school and a chair of agriculture
endowed in every college. And we think the first

step to t!ie introduction of this new branch of edu-
cation is, to have the necessary elementary school
books. Wo have many men in our country, emi-
nently capable of compiling such works and adapt-
ing them precisely to the capacity of the schoolboy.
And he who would prepare a set of works on agri-
culture for the use of schools, such as would give to
the boys of the country destined for tlie pursuits of
husbandry, a thorough knowledge of the principles
and the outlines of the practice, of agriculture,
would do more for the general good and for his own
literary fame, than in any otJier walk of science or
learning. Let it not be supposed that we decry
other branches of science or learning. We are in
favor of all

; and especially those which contribute
useful aids in the practical labors of life. We
would render all subservient to min's use ; and it

is only in this view that they should be appreciated.
But it is admitted on all hands, that agriculture is

the most universal, the most dignified, the most
congenial, virtuous and productive pursuit of man-
kind—the substratum of all other pursuits—the life

and soul of commerce and manufactures—the moth-
er of the arts and sciences—the basis of civiliza-
tion

; and wc insist, it is not seeking too much
when we seek to give to her own child, the hus-
bandman, a higher grade of education. Whatever
description of know ledge, relates nearly or remotely
to the multifarious labors of the agriculturist, should
be an object of his study, and constitute a poition
of his exercises at the primary school and the col-
lege, and employ his reflections in all the riper
years of after life. One of the most absurd and
mischievous errors of the day, is that of the fiither,

who gives to the son destined for a farmer an edu-
'C-ation inferior to that he bestows upon the one des-
tined for a profession. The husbandman deserves
a l-ette'f education than a lawyer or a doctor; be-

cawi'e hi's occupation requires tlie exercise of more
kaowJedg'5; but it is too generally tlie case, that

He us .only ;
allowed some snatched intervals between

1 be crops, «^'o learn to read, write and cipher"

—

a tid this is dee ^"''' education enough for a farmer

!

O). what .a wretc. ''*"'• "i'--*erable error is this—what
a foe to tl le impro "^'n*^"' =*°'' dignity of the cla.ss I

NEW ENGLAND FARMER,
jri.T IS. 1S38.

It ought, it must be banished, and the practice

which results from it abolished, and a wiser and
better one substituted. Now, however the remark
may seem to censure the general opinion and prac-

tice on this subject, and although we may be even
ridiculed by many farmers themselves, for tlie ap-

parent ultraism of the sentiment, we are bold to

declare, nevertheless, that the farmer luis need of a

better education, and he actually more often re-

quires the aid of more various branches of science

in his ramified operations, than the member of any
profession ; and we sincerely believe, that if any
discrimiijation should be made in the education of

two sons, one destined fiir a farmer and tlie other

for a profession, it should be in favor of the former.

Let us not be misunderstood—the bny destined for

a profession or trade should be thoroughly educated
in all branches pertaining to his distinct calling

;

while the boy intended for a farmer should be thor-

oughly instructed in all the principles to which the

intelligent and scientific agriculturist stands in-

debted for the successful result of his labors. Wo
could easily show, that these principles are drawn
from a wider range of sciences than are necessary

to be consulted by one destined for any of the so-

styled learned professions; and consequently it

would be shown that the husbandman needs a more
extended education. A young man preparing for

the bar is ready to enter upon his legal studies on
attaining some smattering of Latin, (or it may be

Greek;) and many do not even go thus far before

taking up Blackstone. A short course of reading

elementary works on the principles and practice of

law, and the student enters on the practical field of

his profession. The physician requires more prep-

aration to qualify him for practice. He too, learns

the dead languages, and studies the principles and
practice of his art, but those principles involve a

knowledge of various abstract sciences, and he is

constrained to invoke the aid of anatomy, physiolo-

gy, chemistry, mineralogy, botany, &c. before he
enters upon the practice of his profession. We are

speaking of those studies only as tliey relate to the

professional qualifications of the student, and of

course we are not to be understood as denying
eitlier the possession or the importance of other

branches of learning to professional men. They,
as well as agriculturists and others, in their social

and political relations to community, are equally

required to discharge the duties of ciVire^i ; and we
hold that all classes should avail themselyes of ev-

ery accomplishment which learning or science can
bestow, in aid of the performance of those high

duties. But we need not array comparisons or il-

lustrations on the subject ; our opinion? may be
piesented at one vie-r. We would give to every

one, of whatever pursuit, precisely the education

adapted to it—and it should be thorough and per-

fect in all its branches, or at least so far as any or

all the branches related to the peculiar pursuit

adopted by the student. It should thus quality him
for the intelligent prosecution of the labors of his

life and ensure his complete success. It would
render the farmer as illustrious, and certainly as

useful, in his sphere, as the profoundest statesman

or professor. But the subject is too interesting to

be treated satisfoctorily in the narrow limits to

which we are circumscribed ; and we mean to pur- I

sue it. In the meantime, we submit to the board
i

of education, and to tlie commissioners of common
schools, the propriety of early considering the i.n-

portance of adopting a series of agricultural works,
j

as text books in the school about to be putinoper-
j

ation under the excellent common school law of
the state. They may do incalculable good to the
children of Kentucky, which •mH flow to other gen-
erations, and they may render v.c system far more
u.^eful and effecti\e, by scasmiably directing their

earnest attention to tlic subject

—

Frankfort, Ky.
Fanner.

THE COMING HARVEST.
Never was tliere the jirospect of a richer fulfil-

ment of the gracious promise nj^de by the Al-
mighty, when he set his bow in the heavens, and
declared that thenceforth " seed time and harvest
should not fail." From every section of the coun-
try, and more particularly from the principal agri-

cultural districts, the accounts of the coming har-

vest are of the most cheering description ; every
where is the promise of an abundant reward fertile

labor of the husbandman. The continuance of
warm weather and the abundance of rain has brought
forward the fruits of the earth with unusual rapidity

and perfection. The grass crop, which is partially

cut and will be secured in the course of a week, is

the heaviest that has been known for years. The
pastures look nearly as well as the meadows have
the two past years. Corn, wheat, and grain of all

kinds look uncommonly well. Wheat, the great
staple of the West, it is confidently anticipated,

will be gathered in such abundance as will enable
us to export instead of importing it Not only is

there the prospect of an abundant crop, but a large

portion of the land has been devoted to its cultiva-

tion. The Spring wheat has succeeded admirably
in h\titudes where the season has been generally
considered too short for this grain. Large quanti-

ties of this species have been sown in .Vew Eng-
land. On the Eastern shore of Maryland, and in

Virginia, where the wheat crop has failed for suc-

cessive years until tlio cultivation of it has been
abandoned, the Spring wheat has been very suc-
cessful and a great deal has been planted.

The Baltimore American says :

—

" The Crops—the Harvest. An all bountiful

Providence has not only blessed our country witli

abunbant crops, but also with the most favorable

season for their ingatliering. We never recollect

to have witnessed a more genial period for the

growth and final ripening of the crops than tlie last

six or eight weeks have presented, or a more ad-

vantageous condition of the weather since the har-

vest has commenced. Each day's continuance of

such weather as we have had for tlie eight or ten

just past, secures to the country hundreds of thou-

sands of bushels of wheat.

In Maryland the husbandmen are busy, and ex-

traordinary wages are given to the best harvest

hands, in order that the crops may be secured. As
much as five to six dollars a day have been paid in

some cases to first rate cradlcrs."

Respecting the wheat crop in Virginia, the Far-

mer's Register of Juno 2.5th says:

—

"The present wheat crop throughout Virginia,

and otiier adjacent states so far as we have heard,

is the best in quantity and quality combined, that

has grown for many years—if not the best that has

ever been made. Some partial disasters, on partic-

ular farms, have been suffered, from chinch bug,

hessian tiy, or rust ; but nothing worth naming as

atfecting the general crop of Virginia. A more
considerable cause of diminution will be found in

the circumstance that there is less surface now
under wheat than a few years ago ; as the repeated
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losses and fiiilures of wheat have caused almost I vegetable a sufficient s.ipply of oxygon to convert may intervene and delay the harvest too long -J.

evory farmer to withdraw some portion of his fields
|

all the carbon into carbonic acid, and all the hy- Dead ripe grain wastes much in harvesting. S. Lar-

(the part promising the least product,) from wheat
I
drogen into water ;

hence, if there be not a suffi-

'
. , ,'..• _^_ Til,,, «,..,,^ ;o ( «:«»,* ciir»r»l,r f\? nvrtfpn to nrndtice these comnounds

ly cut grain makes the best flour. 4. When any

culture and substituting' oats or rye. ' The crop is cient supply of oxygen to produce these compounds j.ortion of the culm or straw has ripened, or become

now so' far advanced inlower Virginia, that it may
|

presented from external sources, as from^lho air, dry, there is ,"",''"'l''".^"PP'y_°^_'^""_"''™;'„",' ,°^,

be considered out of danger, except from continued

wet weather during the time for harvest, by which

cause we have known of one crop (in 1821) nearly

lost, after it was ripe enough to be reaped. The

weather now (June 35th) is very favorable.

Harvest was begun on some the most highly

improved marled land on James River on the IStli

inst with purple straw wheat—which was as early

as what is called May wheat, elsewhere was ready

for the scythe. There has been a predominance of

cold weather for the time of year through the last

(iO days or more, and the growth and ripening of

wheat were every where more bacl^ward than

usual."

The Cliarleston papers make remarks similarly

encouraging of the crops in the northern part of

South Carolina and Georgia.

A correspondent of the Journal of Commerce,

writing from Ontario county. New York, estimates

the wheat crop as the largest they have had in

twenty years.

The New York Commercial Advertiser says :

"During the course of a short ride on Long Is-

land a day or two since, we had some opportunity

to learn the prospects as to the crops in Queen's

county tills season. Never was there a fairer bid-

ding for an abundant yield than there is at the

present time. The wlieat fields in particular are

very fine. Rye and corn are also doing very well,

though the latter has suffered in some instances

from the ravages of the grub worm. The hay crop,

which the farmers are now gathering in, will be

very largo."

In fact, the accounts from all parts of tlie country

are but an echo of the same opinions. All unite in

saying that there is every prospect to believe that a

more abundant harvest will be gathered than has

blessed tlie country for many years.

—

Rhode Island

Country Journal.

the two other matters are formed, one of which
' the soil ; and the grain then gets as much food

(carbonic oxide) requires a less quantity of carbon from the cut as it could get from the standing

than the carbonic acid, wliile the other (carburetted straw. TIence, when the straw turns yellow under

hydro"'en) requires no o.xygen, consisting of carbon
; the ear, however green the rest part of it may be,

and hydrogen. the grain should be cut. And when the straw bc-

In vegetables which decay under water, carbu-
j
comes badly affected with rust or mildew, the soon-

retted hydrogen is abundantly formed ; hence ari- i er it is cut the better.

ses the gas which is found so plentiful in summer ' Do not put tlie. plough into your com, if you have,

in stao-nant waters containing quantities of putrefy-
1 as you may have for a trifle, a cultivator or horse-

ino- veo-etables. ' hoe. It severs the roots, which are the mouths of

°The spontaneous decomposition of vegetables
j

the plants, turns up and wastes the manure, which

goes on most rapidly when they are exposed to the should always be applied to this crop, and deprives

air, kept moist, and preserved at a degree of warmth
;

the plants of more than half their pasture. Hilt

higher than the usual temperature of the atmo's- i your corn 6u( .s/ig-M/i/. Hilling renders it more lia-

phere. Putrefaction is retarded or almost prevent-
j ble to suffer from drought, and induces it to throw

ed if the vegetable be dried, so that its own mois-
|
out a new set of roots, the old ones being in a man-

ture is expelled, carefiiUy excluded from air and I ner useless, by being buried too deep, and beyon(J

moisture, aud kept coli The influence of heat in
| the reach of the influence of heat and air, the in-

promoting the decay of vegetables depends upon
j

dispensable agents of nutrition and vegetable

the repulsive power it possesses, by which it dis-
, growth.

—

Cultivator.

poses the various elements to assume the gaseous

form. Animals and vegetables are frequently found

in snow or ice, in a high state of preservation.

Such are the changes which go on in the dead

WORKING DRESS FOR FARMERS.

Every person should be clad in a dress adaptecJ

to his oecupatidn or calling ; this indicates sound- -
.

1 1 1 • ' l-" "'= Ulil-UpU.l.HJli Ul .mailing ,
W..O ..,u.v,uo„,i .,,,,...«

plant. That mysterious agent, Life, is able by it^
j :„(]<,^,<3„t ^^a good taste, and enables a family to

peculiar power, to control and overcome the cbcmi-
^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^-^^^^ ^^^^^ j^jj^^^ ,„ ^^^ ^^^^.^^ „j- ^

cal attractions which tend to produce these chan- I

^^^^ j^ ^^^ country, but liUle attention has been
ges, and retains these elements in that state of

i

.^^ ^j^-^ jniportant matter, and much unneces-
combination best adapted for the performance of

j
expense is annually incurred for want of

their proper functions: at the moment however, m'^^
(;„„ ^ ^heap and simple costume for a work-

which life ceases to superintend the exercise of
, .^^ ^^^,^^^ ,^|^j^,^ ^,,g ^i^^^,,,j ^^^^ ^e afraid of having

these fiinctions, they cease and the chemical attrac-
1 ^."^.^^ ^^ j^.^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ business we are engaged

tions, no longer restrained by the vital principle,
.^^ ^^^ ^,^;^^ ^^^ j^^ ^^-^j^jy ^^^ ^^^ ^^ „g- ^^ „,..

DECOMPOSITION OR PUTREFACTION OP
VEGETABLES.

All vegetables, when the principle of life has de-

parted from them, begin spontaneously to be de-

composed (to putrefy.) The elements which enter

into the composition of plants, when left entirely

to the disposal of their chemical affinities, have a

tendency so separate from each other, and form new

compounds very different from those which com-

pose the living plant. This is termed the " spon-

taneous decomposition " of vegetables. The sub-

stances formed by the new arrangement of the ele-

ments of tlie vegetable are aerial and colourless :

hence tlie entire disappearance of the vegetable, as

if it had been totally annihilated when life ceased

to preserve its particles together in the vegetable

form.

The compounds formed, when the vegetable dies

and putrefaction goes on, are, carbonic acid, water,

carbonic oxide, and carburetted hydrogen. The two

former are the chief results of the decomposition
;

the two latter formed more sparingly, and princi-

pally when there is not a free supply of oxygen to

the substance undergoing decomposition. The
carbo.T and liydrogen of the plant have a constant

tendency to unite with oxygen, and form carbonic

.acid and water.

obtain full sway. The carbon, oxygen, and hydro-

wen, formerly existing in the state of wood, bark,

leaves, fruit, or seeds, obey the laws of chemistry,

return to the state of carbonic acid, water or inflam-

mable gas mix with the earth and atmosphere, af-

ford nutriment to new plants, again form leaves,

flowers, and all the beautiful and diversified organs

of the vegetable creation—again wither and decay,

and return to the soil to supply new generations,

and continue the same series of unceasing revolu-

tions.— Cliemistrtj of JVaiure.

casion may require. In France, where convenience

and economy has been studied by the agriculturist,

there is a particular dress worn, which contributes

much to comfort, and has a very neat and pleasing

appearance. It much resembles what is called the

'hunting shirt" in this country, is made for sum-

mer wear of unbleached linen, comes half way

down to the knees, has a breast pocket on each side

with buttons, and an open slit in the seam on each

side opposite the pantaloon pockets, to give ready

access to them'; the collar fastens witli a hook and

eye, and two buttons close the bosom slit. Around
HINTS FOR JULY.

jj^g ^,j^jgj jg ^ jjgjj. either of the same material, or

From a belief of its utility, confirmed by several of leather buckled in front,

years' practice, we earnestly recommend a trial, to This dress, whicli in France is called ' Bleuse,'

those who have not adopted the practice, of caring
]
is cheap, light, cool, convenient, tidy, good looking

their clover hay and such as abounds in clover, in
; and tasty, and consequently every way adajited to

GRASS COCKS, instead of spreading and curing it in '

the every day business of the farmer and gardener,

the old way. It will save labor, save hay, and add
, ^nd ought to be worn by men and boys when en-

much to the value of that v/hich is housed. As ! gaged in their daily work, to the exclusion of the

soon as the grass has become wilted in the swath, 1 inappropriate and inconvenient dresses with which

and the external moisture evaporated, and by all
j
many are attired.

means before any of the lea-ves become dry and
\

^

—

crutnble, put the grass in grass cocks, as small at '[ Silk Ribbon in great perfection is manufactured'

the base as possible, not to exceed a yard in diam-
,
by Messrs S. & T. Whitmarsh, at their Factory

eter, and taper them off, by adding forkfulls, to the
;

near South Street Bridge. The loom use-i was

apex, which may be four to five feet from the ' constructed by Mr F. Downing, of Enfiel;',, and a

ground. Leave them undisturbed at least 48 hours ' more perfect and beautiful piece of machinery we

and until you are pretty certain of sun or a drying have rarely seen, it is capable of we^xving four-

wind ; then open tlie cocks, and if once turned, the teen pieces of Ribbon of differc;,! widths at the

curing will be complete in three or four hours, same time, and it does weav^ their» exquisitely,

scarcely a leaf will be wasted, and the hay will be Some specimens which we h'
j^^g in 'jur possession,

bright, fragrant, and will keep well. the product of this machi'-^g^ ^^^ no.t surpassed by

' Cat small grain before it becomes dead rl^c. i'ov any Ribbon of foreigr
^

i^aiiufactvue.

—

J^ortliamp-

Now there is never present in the the following reasons : 1. If omitted, bad weather ton Courier.
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AlANbRES-Co^Tl^uEO.
\l hnie 8(inkpn ofiioiiii: of tlie resources, wliicli ev-

ery fariner liiis upiin his own prpnuses for giipplyinj

liiiimi:!/ Willi manure. We inaj- be chargi-ubl<.' « ith ^onie

rcpetiiinnrt
;
but iliu iinpurlance of the subject must be

our apology. We believe, and tbu conclusion is f. uncled

upon no small observation and experience, that aInioBt

every farmer has within hia own reach llie means of en-

richins; lii,H farm, of extending and improving his culti-

vation
; anil finally of carrying his cultivalion to as high

a pitch of proiUicliveness.iis llic nature of his soil admits
of No farmer should be willing to stop short of tiiis

;

and when this is made, as it should be, his great object

of pursuit, and he ii willing to devote to it all the atti^n.

lion and time and skiil and labor, which men, who aie

determined lo succeed, apply in other pursiiiis. success

Is equally certain. 'I'hc great rule of accnmnlalion in

«his case as in every other is, " Gaihi r up the liagmenis
ihat remain that nothing be lost."

We have spoken o( a barn cellar ; and ofscciirincf tin;

contenU ofthn stalls ,Tnd the privy. The value of ne-

ce-.sary manure or night soil is v, ry pariially appreciated

among us. There is no manure more powerful. The
farmers in the neiglihorliood of the cities are beginning
to understand it. Jl is object.d by mr.ny that its effVcts

are tr,insicnl. So is evrry thing else in this world —
Nothing earthly or human lasts long. But we lielirve

that in this matter ihe effects are much more durable

than is geneially admitled. Within a short time we
have seen a field now in grnss, which hid a good dress-

ing of it five years ago ; nnd it tells of it in pretty loud

tones to this day. The great objection to ils use is in

the difficulty of removing it. We have shown in a for-

mer nuoiber how in n private establishment this may he

entirely obviated. The fanners in the neighborhood of

<ho city, who remove the night soil Ironi the cily, are

many of them, in the fir.'t disposition which they make
of this article, sufficiently slovenly; and ou.'ht tube
<iubjected to a more severe police; fur by proper man-

agement all offensiveness might be avoided, nnd cer-

tainly no deposits near iIib highways or buibiings ought

to be in any caye permitted ; the heaps shuulrl be imine-

\Ve ha^e seen a good deal of f.ii.e modesly and a fas-
|
made water tight. Tiiey should have access to water

tidiousaifectation of delicacy in people, who, feeling that
j

freely or it should be often conveyed to them. Then
they are nude of porcelain clay aii'd not of common dirr^ i Iheir stye should be kept well filled with loam, bog mud,
are very api to be otfenHed at ihe very wnrd manure;
but who in general are much like the sensiiive nnd mod-
est lady mentioned by Addison who swooned at nieeiiiig

a man on a Klaircas.;, and poor thing was put to b>'d in

three moiilhs aflerwarils. We consider every fubject

important, which essentially concerns health, and coni-

fi.rl, and wealth ; and so far from being offended in treat-

ing of them, the spirit of true philosophy and piety will

lead lis lo adore the wonderful and bcncfiicent transfor-

mations, which ;ire constantly going on around us.

The next great source of dependence of the farmer for

manure should be his hog pen. Every careful farmer, if

he will take pains lo get the best breeds of swine, can

afToid to keep swim; for the manure they will make, ll

is a general impression among fanners that pork can be

fuited to advantage when its price in the ii arket is as

many cents as there are lens of cents in the price of

corn
; as for ex.-.mple when corn is fifty cenn you can

ifford to fat pork at five cents a pound ; when coin is a

dollar or ten times ten cents, ten cents a pound for pork

will be a saving price We believe ihat this rule is

rather matter of goess work limn the result of any care-

I

tul and exact experiments. Mankind are fond of gener-

alising; and of leaping at conclusions wilhout any care-

ful weighing of jiremises; and almost all) proverb or

short rule in matters which are in their nature indefuiite,

will gain currency, if lo the semblance of truth you will

only add a certain quainlncss of expression In times of

lawful money, and before dollars and cents came into

fashion, the rule used to be, that poik must briiio- as

many pence per lb as there were shillings in the price

of a bushel of corn. This shows that this rule cannot

bo relied on with very great confidence. Our own ex-

perience has satisfied us afler various careful trials that

liidiiin corn is worth seventy cents a bushel to give lo

fattening swine, wheii pork will bring six cents per lb,

in the market. But then we are not willing to give lliis

as any certain rule. We only say ihat in cases, where
we li:ive kept an exact account this has been the result,

and we usually calculate upon it : but thei. it is obvious

how much the result may be affected by circumstances;

by the breed of swine ; by the age and condition of the

subjects when put up ; hy the preparation of the food
;

by the mode of attendance ; by the season of the vear,

•dialely covered with bmin ; and the carls and utensils as
j

and the temperature ..f the stye
; by the nnmber in the

soon as einplied oiiglil to be tliorongMy washt d with
|

family which you feed, and their gnod temper and good

manners to each other ; and a variety of other circum-

stances. But we refer to this matter merely to say th.it

wilh good management there is little risk of lose to ihe

farmer in keeping swine ; there is often a considerable

gain ; but even if there were a loss from the poik, thtre

may be a great profit from ihe manure. Hog manure is

chloride of lime. The expense would be trifling. Th.ir

«s little doubt however that we shall soon have the French

melhod of preparing the arlii le introduced among us;

A mode by which the crude substance, by the applica-

tion of a prepared material lo be found every where in

abundance, and at small expense, and which, when ap-

plied constitutes about an eighlh part of the composition

and is in itself a valuable manure, becomes disinfected
|
lows to work in a compost li-ap, and if you will oot,lik

of all bad odor, and brought into such a dry au.l friable

<onditiun ihat it may be packed in hairnls, and trans-

ported any distance; and used upon the land wiiiioul

.inconvenience or offence. As yet no provision has been

made for saving the liquid portions of this manure ; but

we know some individual cases in which this is s ivi^d

with tlVe g.'cat'"-''! "are, and lo great advanla;;e. In ihis

•nsiance a cO'"i<l'''able pile of mould is eollecled under

<over in a enivabl" place; and all the liquid from the.

liouse is dai^y BiK,'
''"'''""y I"'""''' i'P"» if- The heap

•ibecomes thus thoroii
'''^' ''"l"'<'g"''''''' "'''' ilufcniliziiig ' to lay down with the

fjunliiies and fotma '' '""''I'' manure fir any purpose, have cniiilnrtalile, shailcd, and well littered apaitioems

We m.nke n.i ano;,i,„ f,
.» ••I'mg so lounely a subject in for sleeping rooms They sImuM h.ive a spacious, and

1>P plainest uianiiir .,p^,,' ,'« V' I'i'" ^^hoevil thinks." rememhcr, a will-pavei yard to work in, if possible

leaves, straw, sea weed, scraps of leather, some saw dust,

some spent tan, but iliese in small proportions, decayed
vegetables, weeds, and every other substance, which
you^an find, which can bo convened into manure, and
which you have no other way to dis(>ose of. Then
again, if they grow lazy, and as the Virginia negro said,

get lo be geiillemen and will not work, shorten their

allowance somewhat, and making holes with aciow-bar
among the deposits of the siye bury here and iherc a hand-
ful of corn, and ihey will soon learn the an of mining;
and will show you that ihey can find the corn though it

were buried as deeply as the antienis thought Iruih was
in a well. In this way iheir labor will be turned to the

best advantage. You will begin to get rid of your Jew-
ish prejudices and feel some respect for this despised

animal ; and your corn fields and grass fields will soon

show you ill their favor a hmg column of credits. If in

former limes some of iheir kindred were deemed fit only

for ihe possession of evil spirits, you will perceive no
occasion for continuing and extending the malediction

to the whole race ; hut you will regard them as well en-

tilled to their place in the animal community and their

share in the commou gcmd lliings of tlio caitli ; and if

you can contrivo any mode (and what Is there in this

age of improvement not to be liojied for) of softening

their temper and improving their voices and mending
their manners, you may at la>i admit tliem lo the cliarac-

ler of humble and useful friends. But we will give you
breath. We have other topics hereafter.

JMassachnsetts Uortiraltnral Society.
EXHIBITION OK FKLHTS

Saturday, July 7, 1S38.
Grapes —A basket of fine appearance from an 141)-

known souiee.

Mroieierr/fs.— Methven Castle from the Garden of
Mr J. L. L. F. Warren of B'ightim.
Apr cots —From Col. Wilder from his garden, Dor-

chester.

For the Committee,
WILLIA.M KENRICK, CA«irman.

VEGETIBLES.

Bfc(s.—Bv Mr S. Sw.eiser, of Cambridgeport.
Idluec^^y Mr 1'. Hill, ol Gioion.
Bmn*.— I'.y' James L. L. F. V^ar^en, Brighton. The

six week Bean.
For the Commiiiee,

S. POXD, Chairman.

KXIIIBITION OF FI.OWKRS.

Rnsts. By Messrs T. Lee and S. N. Johnson.
Dahlias. By Dr J. C Howard.
Hecilliaa Ocianiums. By Col. M. P. Wilder; (hose

were the best specimins we have seen of 8cedling
Geianiums. Some ol them desiTve a name and a
pl.-icc 111 every good collection. We consider Mr Don-

in ilself of the richest quality ; swine are excellent fel- aid, (Col. W's. gardener.) as being very successful, and
notice when we shall liavo

[he iCgyptian desp it, doiipel them to make bricks witli-

oul straw ; but will give them an ample supply of the

raw maferi ll, they will be sure to turn you out an nbun-

'lanco of the inauuhictun d articl - of the very best qual

ily

Now hogs lo do this mtisl be y.roperly accomniodaud,

in spacious and wi-li prepared coinpartmeiits by ihciii-

sclvrs; and not suff.-red to run at large in the highway

like many ol your cismopolitea in the city, nor as we
aclually saw one a f lajs ago, broii.ihtinto the parlor charm, and wherever you place

Idren on ihe floor. They should you destioy its beauty

his plants entitled lo furtlii

a suitable opportunity.

liouqutts. f$) Messrs \V. Kcniick; Ilovey & Co.:
Winsliip; Howard ; J. Hovey : Meller ; and S. Wal-
ker. .Among ihe specimens exhibited by Thomas Lee
Esq.. of brookline. we noticed several native plants of
gieat beauty, viz. liliododendron m.xinium; Cymbidi-
utii.''; M.iiinnli.i glaiica. iVc. Arc.

In Ihe Bouquets of Mr \V. Kenrick, wo noticed the
Ohio l.ily, and a variety of the old While I.ily wiili an
irregular purple pitch "r liiige. .\s this last variety

was pailiciilarly brought before us. we give it as our
[liiiion that the pure whiteness of the lilj is lis great

patch or spot upon it

lliir. 'Ev^

port ol t; e :50th ult. we omitted 10 noiico a
men of Liriodendrou tuliplfera, presented by Dr
u ol Raiidolpii, fnuii the only niitive fee known
isl ill the coiiiiiy of Norfolk. We shall call on Ur
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A, to know more about, and il' roiivonienl, to visit the

tree, Iho firsi time w« pass thruugli Randolph.
For thu Coiiiiniiteo,

S. WALKER, Chairman.
]

Saturday, July 14, 1838. I

TRUIT3.

Grapes.—Dr John C. Howard from Woodland in

BrooklinH, two finu buncln's of Black H-'.mburg heirips

very largf and high colored ; also a 6na large high col-

ored .Miller's Burgundy.
Gooseberries —Mr John Uovov of Roxbury,two boX'-s

very larjie and fine. While, iiblon;; and productive.

Mr John G. 'I'hurston of Lancnstor. a larjje box of
GitoseberrieSj very fine and apparently of the saine

kind.
'

Raspberries.—Mr James I,. L. F. Warren, Red Ant-
werp Raspberries and VV hile Antwerp do. good spnci- I Boston Paper.
mens. F,,i' siile at the New England Farmer flflicc, 51 & 52 !

Currants.—Mr James L. L F.Warren, While Cur- ' North Market Street. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
rants and Duicli Red do., and branches of tiie same, ~ —

"" H eOVKTRY SF. \T IN NKUT IV. P'>K S.XI/K.

i The siibpcribcr offers for sale ihe house in uhich he now
resides wilh the Barn, Sheds riard»n and about 33 aeres of

land fitualed on Nonantiim Hill, in Newton 5 1-2 miles from

the cily. The ?nrden occupies nearly two acres is storked

with a^real variety of fruit tress, anri" abont 10,000 Antwerp

j
Rasplicrrv Vines. The place mav be seen and further partic-

I ulars obtained on application at the premises.

L. A. WHEELR1GHT.
July 16th.

NEW ei.ehientary work ois hota:
Peter P.irley's Botany ; with descriptions of Trees, Shrubs

!

andPliinIs: with a large number of fine enuraviu-jt.
|

The publishers invite Teachers, and olliei-s iuteresled in
]

this subject, to examine this work, as they believe it will be :

found one of the most practically u.seful in use, being a com-
j

plete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupU.
j

Parley's Cyclopedia of Botany.—This work appears to '

be exactly what is wanteil by young persons anil in families. I

It not only .'ontalns the strictly scientific part of rhe subject, '

in an introduction and very full and cornplele genera of Pl.inls,

hut it-also contains a copious glossary of terms, and what is

most important, a Dictionary of Plants of nearly 300 pages,

ctmtaining familiar <lesci iplions of all the most interesting

trees, plants, and shrurs.—Tlic.«e are alphabeticallv arranned,

with an English index, so that the reader may Inmiediatelv

tiun to any plant he wishes lo reail about. The work is il-

luslrated by over 200 engravings, and -s sold \ery cheap.

—

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE'

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

APPLfB,
Bka>-s, 1 lite, ForcitTu,

Donustic,

;hnrre! 1

Ibushel
I

barrel

^pound
I

quintal

barrel i

of Downer
epecinicns good

Cherries—Two boxes fine specimens
Cherry, by Mr Downer.

For the Committee,
WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

FLOWERS,

Carnations.—From Messrs Johnson of Charlestowii

;

Winship of Brighton ; ;'nd Meller of Roxbuiy.
Col, Wilder of Dorchester presented specimens of

Cactus speciocissimiis ; do. Jenkinsonia ; Glnxina spc-

ciosa and Cijuibretuni purpiireum.

Bouquets.—From Messrs Howard, Hovey ^ Co. Joiin

Hovey, VV. Meller, Winship, and S. Walker.
From S. Walker Roxbury, Acunitum variegatum ; and

Vucca filaiiietitosa.

For the Committee.
S. W.\LKER, Chairman.

BRIGHTON MARK!:T.—MoKDAT, July IC, 18:38.

K^portca lortl.e .\ew Enlliind Parmer

At Market ^00 Beef Cattle, 2200 Sheep, 20 Cows and
calves, and :J0 Swine. 00 Beef Cuttle and all the swme
have been before reported. X.'5 Beef Cattle remain un-

sold

Pricks — Beef Cattle.—Prices have further declined

—

and ive reduce our quotations First quality at $7 50
a $7 75. Second quality $7 00 a $7 25. Third quali-

ty, $6 00 a $G 50.

Cotes and Calves.— Sales were effected at $26, $32
$33. .{i38, and $i5.

iihtep.— A few lots ordinary at $1 50. $1 75, and

$1 83
i

better qualities at $2 00, 2 25, 2 50, 2 62, and

$; 00,

Sfine.—A very few only were retailed. No demand
j«r lota.

NOTICE.
Massachusetts Horticultural Society's Rooms.

July 14, 1838.

The premiums for the best specimens of Carnations will be

awarded OB ^atur^av next, 21st inst. The specimens must

be on the stands before 10 o'clock.

For tlie Con

SCYTHKS A1VI> RAKES.
Just received M Ihe Agricultural Warehn

Seed .'^tore, a complete assortment of Garden an

isling in part of

ise and Seed
I Field Tools,

pound

THEii.ViO.METRICAL.
IteporteJ tortile \ew I^i)i;laii,t l-'armer.

R.iiigeof tile riiermouieterat th-r (iardenof the proprietors

uf Ihe New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending July 15.

July, 1S38. |
7 aTm. | 12, M. j 5, P.M. |

Wind.

Jlonilay,

fueaday,
Wediie.sda

Tliursday,

Friday,

Saturday,
Suiiilay,

66
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MISCELLANEOUS.

LINES TO POVERTY.
BY MRS SARAH WEKTWORTH MOi:T
Oh Poverty ! hard TeHtured d;iinc,

VV'i ence grow flie terrors of tliy name \

'T is said lliat from tliy serious eye.

The laughing train of pleafurcs fly;

That deep within lliy mansion rndc,

Lurks the black fiend, iiigraiiiuHe;

That toil, and want, and shame are known^

'J'o make thy heartless hours tli^ir own.

'Till guilt, his phrenzird eye on fire,

Bids the last famii^hcd Iwpc expire.

Thus epe^iks the world— to mammon true,

While wrongs thy pleading worth pursue;

To mc—and 1 have seen^ ihee, near.

Though harsh thy withering look appear.

Though stern the teachers of the poor.

And hard the lesson, to enilnre,

Yet many a virtue horn of thee,

Lives sundered from prosperity.

Religion that on heaven relies,

'J he moral of thy mind supplies.

—Pily, with plaintive aecent, kind

An) patience toh?r fite resigned,

Are seen thy lowly cut to share,

While temp raiicc dwells an inmate there

Love joined by truth— no rival's eje

Wakes to the wish of poverty,

B»t all the blest aflections twine

RiMmd many a rustic home of thine,

• lose circling with the nuptial tie,

Joys, whiidi a monarch could not buy,

Though bonnless, and to praise unknown.

Oft is the lustred life ihy own-

To thee the priests of (lod belong.

And thine the Poet's deathless son";

1 hee, toiling science lives to claim,

Thou lead'st his thorny step to fame!
'

Creative genius feels thy power.

Coeval with his natal hour;

On him the rays of glory shine

Toobte—his parting breath is thine

Let me thy simple g'anccs meet.

Near the green hamlet's calm retreat;

Not where the city thronged with sin,

Bills all ihe monster crimes begin.

Thence will thy timid virtues fly,

Scared by seduction's serpent eye.

Their fate, each murdered hope to see

While every suffering lives to thee;

Not that along the « intry shore

The fisher plies the wearying oarj

Not that amid the sultry plain

The peasaot piles the labored graiil,

Wilt thou with frowning brow appear,

To wring the grief-extorted tear.

But when to wrongs thy sufferings lead,

While shame and false reproach succeed;

When genius, doomed wiili ihee to,rnonri>i.

Sees bis unsheltered laurels torn
;

While ignorant malice rushing liy

Quick glances with insidious eje;

When nil thy cultured virtues move

Nor sense to feel, tior heart to hjve;

While, treachery uniler fnenilsliip's guise,

Bids the pernicious hiunor rise,

Still aiming with enveuonu'd dart,

To reach the life pulse of thy heart-

Then roverty, hard featured dame.

We feel the miseries of thy claim.

Would from thy clo.«e ejubi an s lly,

Or in their pai.<ying pressure die.

TllK R.ML-UOAD SIKAMER.
BY JA.MES JOII.NSO.V, M. D.

Were nriy of tin; Hiificnts to rife froiti tlieir

tombs, anil heholil n stetitii-nliip full of inisseiigors,

il.irtini; ti|) tli« Thaiiif.", nr a Ir.iiii of carriages,

wild a tliotis.Tiul |..o li-, flv iiij aloiij; a rail-roiid

at llio late oC ',tO miles an liDiir, lliey woulil l)e

very apt to ilouht the I'nct of their revisit lo the

same platiet they had left—sinee a thotisaiid years

hi the (i,r:iv(: may |>roliahly seem no loii(;«;r than a

short siesta after liinner. Their surprise would
not he much les.'iened, hy Ihe slj.'n of a column of

hrilliHiit (lame. Rprinuing up from the middle of a

street, or issuing from ten thousand iiietallic itilies,

mid tttrniiig the darkness of iiijrht into the glare

day ! Hi while gazing at tin se phenomena, they

saw a man, or even ti monkey, ilesceiid from the

clouds, suspendiwl aa the pendtihimof a htigu iiin-

hrella, they would no longer douhl that they had

got into " aiKiiher, if not a hetter world," than

thul of their birth unil death!

Hut 10 return to the rail-road steamer. Willioiit

rudder or rein; without tug or tow-rope; without

idiart or eompa-ss; wilhoiii linjiulse from man^ or

tr.-ielion from beast—this ma.ximum of power in

miiiiiiiiiiii of space—this iiiagie automaton, darls

forwiiril, on iron pinion, like an arrow from a bow,
along Its deytiticd course. Devised by science,

but devoted to industry ; harmless as the dove, if

mioiposed ; Imt falal as the thunderbolt, if ob-

structed in its tareer; this astonishing otfs)iriiig

of human invention ; this giant in strength, though

a ilwarf in stature, drags along, and apparently

without eflort, v%hole cargoes of commerce; Hier-

chants ami their merchaiulise, artisans and their

arts, ti-avellers and their traffic, tourists and their

tours (some of them heavy enough)— in shoit,

evety thing that can be chained to the tail t/f this

herculean velocipede!

The steam-carriage nearly annihilates distance

betwei'U the inhabitants of a .state, and thereby

converls, as it were, a whole country into a city,

securing all the good eTects of combination and
concentntlion, w ithoul the detrimental consequen-
ces of a crowded population. l{y the rail-road,

Liverpool, Manchester, Urimingham and the Me-
tropolis, tin? constituted cnnliguou.i cities, while

wide an. I fertile tracts of iimutry intervene!

Thus, steam multiplies the products of human la-

bor, by increasing their sale and diminishing their

price. Il will enable us to cimvert millions of

•s from pasturage into eornfichls, and conse-

quently the provender of horses iiiio I'oeij lor

mail.

The whole transit of a rnil-ronil steamer is n

series of miracles, which, in former days, would
have been attrihiiied to angels or demons. At

starting, the tnighly atitonialon sudflenly suppres-

ses his torrent of hi.ssing steam, and beh-hes forth

11 (h'ep and hollow eoilgh, which is reit raled at

shorter iiiid slioiier pi^rimis, like a bui;e aitimal

paniiiig fm- brealh, as tbt^ engine, with ils train,

labors up the ascent from Knstou .square. These
belchiiigs more nearly resemble the pantiiigs of a

ion or li-rer, than any other sound that I know
of. Willi liie slow motion, on any con.-iilenible

ascent, the breiilhiiig of llie ainiuated maciiiiie .ap-

pears lo berouie mure laborious, and Ihi' e.spln.

sinhs more distinct, id: at lengih the animal >e. ins

xl.ausliil, .-ind groaiis, as it were, under the trc-

iiei;diiiis efiiiit. I'.iit the engine having mastered
tilt- (liMiculiy, acquires veloi-iiy licHue it plunges

i the dark abyss of thf tuuied inider I'rimrose-

liill. There the peal of thunder; the sudden im-
mersion in Cimmerian darkness; the clash of re-

vcrherateil sounds in confiiied space ; the alnios-

plieric chill that rushes over the frame; all com-
bine to induce a nioiiientary shudder, at the
thought of some possible collision or catastrophe

in this subterranean transit, which is increased

rather than dimiiiished by the gleams of duliioiis

light that ocCHsioiialiy break in from above, or the
sp.arks of lire that issue every iiisl/int from the
chiiiiney, rendering " darkness visible." On
emerging from the gloomy and gelid cavern, every
thing appears of drizzling brightness, anil we
breathii with delight the |iure atniusphere of
heaven.

'I lie moment the highest point of elevation on
any part of the road is gained, and a descent com-
mences, the eiigitie, with its long train, starts oft"

with augmeining velocity, dashing along like

iighlning, and with an uniform growl or roar, like

a continuous dischargt of distant artillery or thun-
der. The scene is now grand— I h:id almo.st said

terrific. Alihoiigh it may be a complete calm,
the wind ap|eiirs like a litirricane ; and. while the
train is flying along the raised embankn.entg. as
near Watlonl, it is impossible not to feel .some
sense of daiigrr, or an apprehension that some
unexpected iiii] eiliment may hurl the whole ca-
valcade into the yawning gulf below.

The meetings of the trains flying in opposite
ilirections [on double tracks] are scari:ely h'.ss agi-
latiiig^ to the nerves than the transits through the
tunnels. The velocity of their course—the pro-
pinquity, or apparent identity of the iron trajets

along which these hissing meteors move, raise the
involuntary but frightful thought of a possible

collision, with all its horrible consequences. The
period of suspense, however, is hut luutneiitary.

An electrifying concussion, as it were, of sense,
sight and sound lakes place, anil, in a few se-

conds, the objict of terror is out of view behind.
But such llerculeaii labor cannot he carried on

in so small a coinjaiss, without great ex| endilure.
'ihe automaton thirsts; he knows the places of re-
freshmeni

; ullers a loud and
| iereing whistle, or

note of preparation ; ^luckells his pace ; halts at

the foiiniain, and iiigiirgiiales a deluge of water,
to quench his burning drought. In live minutes
he is able to rtuievv his giganlir task,

'Ihe steam s..ri. k is a new phinomenoii on the

rail road, and a very .startling one it is. U\ open-
ing a snii;ll valve in the boi.er, a volume of steatri

is driven, with tremendous liirct; and velocity

ihroiigh a iiariow aperture, in imiiaiioii of a
throat, caiisiiig !i shrill sliri'k, unlike the voice of
man, or idany known animal, but so loud as to

l/e heiird two miles off. It is it most untarlhly
yell, or scream; or whistle; which was compared
liy a distinguished poet, who sat by iiie, (Camp-
bell,) to the cry of some monstioiis animal w hile

being gored to death. Jt forms an e.\ccll.nt ala-

rum, to clear the roid for the traiii, and iqiprise

those at the stati-'Us, that the cng lie approaches.
—To be eontinued.
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MATERIALS FOR MANURE.
We have spoken of various sources and niMiis

of accumulation and manufacture in regard to iua-

nures ; the barn cellar, the hoij-stye, tJie privy, t!.o

compost heap, the wash tub.s, Uie sink; in respect

to all these matters we have made suggestion--,

which we hope will be taken in good part by tin"

fanners ; and which we are persuaded, if jjroperiy

attended to, will result in accumulations of valuable

manure little dreamt of, when tlie foundation of tlio

heap was laid, and the first contributions brought

to it. The sailors tell us of extensive islando,

holding a large population and feasting tliein in •

plenty, and reefs stretching themselves for miles in

the ocean, and columns of coral rising from the very

deptiis of the sea to its surface, and if the sea could

be for a time withdrawn, and their vast height and
proportions disclosed to the eye they would be seen

casting into the shade even the mighty pyramids

of Egypt and the proudest trophies of liuman art
I

and labor ; and all tlicse were the result of the

combined and unintcrmitted toil of v.ery small in-

sects, laboring constantly at these erections by the

gradual deposits of minute atoms. These mighty
|

maoses show what can be effected by persevering
j

labor even with tlic ma«t luuublc 'nstrumcnlr- i...u

means. The termites or ants of Africa erect large

cabins, which, spread out upon e.xtensive plains,

look like a vast military encampment. We see

constmtly upon our own pitch-pine plains, the heaps

whicii the common pismires accumulate ; and ob-

serve that all tliis is the product of single atoms

brought by single individuals of these minute ani-

mals, thousands of whom we destroy at" a single,

footslep. Every part of creation illustrates the ex-

ti'aordinary, immense, and triumphant results of

persevering labor. Many of tlie largest fortunes

IJiat hive ever been accunmlated have arisen from

minute savings and deposits.

We hope our illustrations of this homely subject

will not be deemed too^ ambitious. We should be
glad to make them as striking and memorable as

possible ; and we care little for the source whence
they are drawn, provided only we can induce the

farmers to gather every thing, and to save every
tiling, which comes in tlieir way, by which tlie

means of enriching their farms may be created or

extended. We reiterate the great position that al-

most every farm, certainly where its products are

consumed on tlie place, contains the means of inaiii-

taimng and extending its fertility. Every traveller

who visits China, reports tlie extraordinary condi-

tion of the Chinese cultivati,on ; and concludes by

stating that the most remarkable and particular at-

tention is paid to the saving of manure. If gold

dust, if coin itself were sprinkled in tlieir streets,

they could not be more careful in picking it up,

and collecting it together, than they are in picking

up and collecting whatever maj' go to tlie increase
]

of their manure heap. !

It is in this matter our farmers fail, perhaps more

th;in in any thing else connected with our agricul-

ture ; and this is a failure most essentially atrecting

their interests. If we would'evcrliavo an improved

agriculture, a revolution in our habits must take

place here ; and when this is effected, and all tlie

manure is provided and prepared, whicli we can
provide and prepare, we have accomplished com-
paratively iialf the work. The getting of manure
on a farm must be as much matter of study, care,

and labor as the getting of crops from that farm.

We are of opinion that on every considerable

farm tliere should be a man employed witli a cart

and horse or yoke of oxen, whose solo and exclu-

sive business it should be, excepting in some ex-

liHiordinary emergency, to collect the materials for

manure ; and to put them in tlie way of being man-
ufactured. It is not enough for the farmer to say

he will do this at his leisure ; this shall be the bu-

siness of odd times ; he will attend to this when
nothing else presses upon him. It must be a spe-

cific, constant, principal object of study and labor.

Rernember again that every vegetable substance,

and every animal substance is capable of being
converted into a manure.

Now we will look out of the window where we
are sitting and see what in a hasty glance comes
within our sight, which ought to be saved. There
:< the garden, with an abundance of weeds and de-

cayed vegetables ; vjollect all cheiii and lot Liieiii go
into the hogs' pen or the barn cellar. There is the

pasture, where bramble bushes, sweet fern, Canada
thistles, alder bushes, brakes, &c. abound. Gather
tliem, and you will at the same time clean your
pastures. There is the road lined for miles with

all sorts of weeds and coarse grasses
;
get them.

There is many a mud hole, which receives tlie

washings of the streets, and Hhere a great deal of

valuable and rich manure has been collected ; empty
that. There is a large shade tree, where the cattle

daily collect; and where their droppings are accu-

mulated ; collect these and put them into the com-
mon heap. There is many a rich spot by the side

of the roads, which without any prejudice to your

neighbor or the public you can plough up ; take off

the mould, and carry that likewise into your manure
yard. There is the refuse of the shoe shop, scraps

of leather, &c. collect them and lay them on your

land to be ploughed in. There is a clay pit ; oc-

casionally get a load or two of that and tJirow into

your barn yard. It will greatly improve the com-

position. Then you have a wood or grove at hand ;

collect the leaves from that and lay them in store

for littering your cattle-stalls and your styes. But

you have a bog meadow ; here then is an abundant

supply of the materials for enriching your fields.

Collect this mud ; it is full of tlie most enriching

substances. They may be spread with great ad-

vantage upon your grass lands ; but they are still

better placed upon your compost heap.

We have seen an excellent arrangement on the

part of two or three farmers for saving manure, and

especially the liquid portions They daily spread

the back part of their cow stables witli mould or

sand, of which both in winter and summer they

keep a suilic ••ut supply at hand under cover ; and
using this ivilhout covering, or covering^ it with
litter, a greit, amount of the most valuable manure
is saved.

We havi ihro«'n out these hints, not thinking to

treat the sv. .jCct fully, or philosophically ; but rath-

er with a v'^>v to put otlu;r minds to considering

what can a nl ought to bt^uic. In new. countries,

where the aci umulatioiis oT vegetable matter have
been gatlie; .ig for centuries, and have remained cm
the surface untouched, tlierc is no occasion at pres-

ent for th': use of any manures. The soil is al-

ready full and needs rather to be exhausted than

replenishei. But it is not so with our old soils.

V/e cannot get along without manure. The geine,

the vegetable pabulum, must be supplied. We have,

as Dr Dan:i says, the plates, but tliey require to be
filled. Wl .night sit down to a table covered witli

the richest porcelain ov burnished and embossed
gold ; but if the dishes are empty, we should starve

as certainly at such a table as at a naked board.

Dr Dima is likewise of aA opinion, in wliich Profes-

sor Hitchcock concurs that the earthy constituents

of the soil i'.rc matters of comparatively little mo-
ment, provi.lod always of course that they exist in

oommixtu;c and are sufficiently retentive of mois-

ttire. Tlvt i?, t) recur to the former illustration,

it is of '1. - 'u- !io comparative importancewhat the
i i^j.: ••ir.. made of, or whether the table at v.hich

we sit down be plain d.^al, oaken, or uiahogony ;

the irjiiu point is the food, wliich is placed upon it.

This appears constantly. In our disdained and
hard soil crops are occasionally produced, which
vie with anytliing, whicVv even the fertile alluvions

of the West display. One hundred and- thirty

bushels of corn were raised upon an acre in - Ply-

mouth county. Forty bushels of rye, ninety-six

bushels of oats, fifty-five bushels of wheat, one
thousand bushels of carrots, more than nine hun-

dred bushels of ruta baga, seven hundred bushels

of potatoes, and more than four tons of hay have
been raised upon an acre even in our granite soil.

The incredulous may sneer at this ; that does not

at all effect the facts. It neither makes nor un-

makes nor alters tliem. They are established by

full and incontrovertible evidence. This however

has been done by liberal cultivation, liberal manur-

ing, applied with sound judgment ; at proper times

and in a proper form.

The collection of this manure and its application

to the soil and crop is we admit laborious, and re-

quires incessant care and diligence. In this respect

the new countries have immense advantages over

us ; and when we compare our severe and expen-

sive cultivation with their little expense and abun-
,

dant returns we are often half disposed to jjuU u[)

our boots and put on our hat and gloves. But then

we come back to the great and established ])osition,

that agriculture in almost any part of Neiv England

having ordinary advantages, where conducted with

skill, judgment, and frugality, affords an ample re-

muneration for all tlie toil and all the expense in-

curred ; and when we recollect the multiplied so-

cial advantages which our community presents over
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pvery new cnutitry, and takfi another deep draft of

its itivinforatiii!^ mountain breezes, we tlirow aside

our gloves and put on our froclt again, and whistle

to our team to go ahead.

(Kor the New England Parmer.

1

Rochester, .V. H. July -..'I, 1838.

.Mr. Bbbck—Nine or ten cows have died with-

in a few weeks in my immediate neighborhood,

and many more in otlicr parts of the town, and

thinking it possible that you or your correspond-

ents may know the nature of the disease and the

remedy for it, I will give you all the account I can

of it. The disease appeared in tliis town two

vears ago, when several horses and cattle died.

All tlie cattle on on^^jrm died in the course of

the summer and a fe^^n the adjoining farms

ferior to that of England ; but now, he says, it is 1 tuit, are alone sufficient to stimulate tlie agricultu

manifestly superior. This is ascribed mainly to rist to extend his inquiries into the same field of in-

the inHuence of the Highland Agricultural Society, teresting and useful discovery.

to the interest which the nobility and gentlemen of
| "The diseases of plants, whether arising frorn a

wealth have taken in ditfusing agricultural science, I superabundance or deficiency of juice, from its im-

and promoting agricultural improvement, and the ! pure (pialities, or from e.xternal causes, though at

establishment of museums for the exhibition of ag- - ~- >

-j '

ricultural products, and models of agricultural im-

plements.

Among these writers is a Mr Handley, who has

addressed a very able letter to Earl Spencer, who

seems to be regarded as the pioneer in this praise-
[
them, notwithstanding the numerous nostrums quo-

worthy project. The following extracts from tliis I ted as infallible,

letter will not fail to interest the reader. " Plow they are originated or propagated is still

"Science—by which is to be understood, that matter of doubt; yet this knowledge is essential

knowledge which is tounded upon tlie principles of to the cure. The preparation and choice of seeti.

vatfious times treated of by practical and scientific

writers, are as yet very imperfectly understood.

" Mildew, rust, smut, and a variety of diseases

familiar to every farmer, continue prevalent, and

batflc all attempts to guard successfully against

nature. Illustrated by demonstration-is the pilot the manures applied their nature and quantity,

me summer anu u i.w ... ... ^.y.. ^ -, that must steer us into those hitherto unexplored Und tlie culture of the soil, are probably all, more

Last summer it prevailed again on the same farm, ^eaions, where I am well convinced a mine of wealth or '^ss, intimately connected wiUi their existence,

and in its vicinity, and this «cek one cow died on
|
i.^tjn ;'„ ,^^6 for British agriculture. Chemistry,

[

and, if carefully and scientifically considered, might

botanv, entomology, mechanics, require but to be furnish the remedy.
-' "•' - "The rotation of crops and their comparaUve

tendency to exliaust the soil on which they grow
;

their effects upon each other, in either furnishing or

extracting the nutriment requisite for their succes-

sor ; the theory of their excrementitious operation

;

the facilities they respectively afford to the propaga-

tion or destruction of noxious weeds ; the still more

important investigation as to the value of different

plants and grasses as food : the most advantageous

methods of cultivating them; their power to with-

stand seasons ; the disposition of seed grown in

southern latitudes to retain its propensity to early

vegetation and maturity, though sown in the north ;

tlie benefits derivable from change of seed under

the same farm. The past spring it appeared on a

farm more than two miles distant from the place of

its first appearance, and two oxen, one horse, and

one cair,Jbur or five months old, were lost It also

appeared in the month of June on another farm,

two mitee distant from either of the others, where

eight or ten village cows wore pastured, and five

of tliem died within twO' weelcs. The others have

been taken from the pasture, some of them have

been sick and recovered. It has also made its

appearance lately in several distant parts of the

town.

As nobody here is fartiliar with tKe dis'eases of

cattle, I can give you no very definite symptoms
j

of the disease. The animals usually die within
j

twelve hours after it is perceived tliey are sick.

Cows suddenly fail of giving milk, are seized with

trembling or violent twitchings, and soon die.

Oxen that work well pM daT are found dead tlie

next morning ; some live much longer. One was

sick a week or more, with all tlie symptoms of the

others, and got well. Several have been opened

and all that "can be discovered appears te be a dis-

ease of the melt. The melt is greatly enlarged

and mortified, and it is supposed that the cattle are

seized with a violent infiammation of tlie melt,

which runs pn to mortification, and produces death.

Last year, a man who assisted in skinning a cow

that died of this disease, had soon after a violent in-

flammation in his hand, which extended to his shoul-

der, producing severe suffering and considerable

danger, but which finally subsided. This year

similar effects have, in one instance, been produced.

invited, to yield a harvest of valuable information

to guide and to warn us.

" What has been the course adopted by our en-

terprising manufacturers .' Had they been satisfied

with the inventions which chance or the intelligence

of their artizans might have discovered, in vain

would they have struggled for the proud ascendancy

which they now hold in the scale of the manufac-

turing world. How truly has it been said, tliat a

Manchester manufacturer, who had been absent

from England for the last seven years, would be

ruined, if, on his return now, he endeavored with

his former processes, to compete with the almost

ments of his indefatigable and iiitellidaily improveiiicmo >j» ..lo u,u>.,i.o>^^«.^ -.
, •, , r- "i *• „j :™

aent rivals. How manv thousand acres of land I
all circumstances ; the rules for selecting and im-

"
mild the bleaching operations of Manchester alone proving new varieties a subject so ably treated by

require—what enormous capital would lie stretched

for weeks unproductive on the sward—and how im-

possible would it have been to have completed

the accumulated orders from foreign customers,

had not chemistry furnished a cheap and rapid sub-

stitute?"
»###»*

The writer then adverts to the still disputed and

unsettled questions^ whether it is better to apply

manure in a fermented or unfermented state ? What
are the principles upon which lime proves benefi-

cial to lands ? That nothing has been definitely

settled upon the latter point, is evidenced by the

fact, that " vast sums of money have been, not only

uselessly expended, but much labor has been-thrown

away, in anticipation of beneficial results from the

use of lime, which had the subject been belter un-

If you or any of your correspondents can aid us derstood, might have been saved, but positive injury

in curing this disease, or in guarding against, you

will greatly oblige me and others.

KespectfuUy yours,

A. S. HOWARD.

[Will some of our correspondents give their at-

tention to Mr Howard's communication, and if the

disease and its remedies arc known, inform us that

we may give it publicity in the Farmer .' By so

doin"' an important service will be rendered.

J. B.j

has resulted, which in thousands of acres has proved

irredeeiHable." The same uncertainty is then point-

ed out in regard to the operation of gypsum, of salt

;

and also in many other interesting and imix)rtant

Col. Le Coutier ; and the habits, modes of growth,

and peculiarities of weeds, which affect agriculture,

and the most effective means of extirpating them ;

with many other similar subjects which it is unne-

cessary to enumerate, come within tlie legitimate

range of the botanist's inquiries, and would render

his co-operation invaluable to the agriculturist.

" Entomology, and that branch of Zoology which

appertains to worms, furnishes another subject for

scientific research, most interesting and important to

agriculture.

" Lastly, I would refer to the benefits which would

accrue to agriculture, were tlie meclmnism of our

implements more scientifically attended to. Me-

chanical men, po.ssessed of talent competent to the

production of the highest class of machinery, can-

not be expected to draw upon their invention, unless,

as in manufacture, they are stimulated to exertion

by the assurance, that success in the improvement

! of old, or the invention of new machines, would

ensure their reward, from premiums or general de-

branches of agriculture, which can only be settled 1

Pand. Were such the ca.se, it may be safely pre-

by chemical and philosophical research. <licted, that the construction of even our snnplest

implements, which in fact constitute the inechiinisra

ADVANTAGES OP SCIENCE.

The British Farmers' Magazine abounds in com-

munications yrging the establishment of a national

agricultural institution. Scotland is particularly,

referred to as affording a striking illustration of the

utili'y of such associations. Forty years ago, says

one of these writers, Scotch husbandry w.is far in-

by chemical and philosophic

"Bo<a)ii/" continues Mr H. "by which I

would be understood to mean, not tliat branch of

the science which is confined to nomenclature and

classification, but wliich treats of the structure, the

economy, the properties, uses, and diseases of plants,

a correct knowledge of which tends to increase their

number, and improve their quality, ofiers to the

farm not less valuable truths than it imparts to the

garden. The important labors of Mr Knight, for

instance, uniting as ho does the ablest practice with

the most profound science, and who has successfully

cultivated the principles of the philosophy of vege-

tation, and thus improved the practice of horticul-

of agriculture, would not be left to the contrivance

of vUlage smiths, but would command the attention

of men whos? intelligence would lead them to cal-

culate the nature and amount of the various and

frequently conflicting* forces to be overcome, and

whose mechanical skill would give to every imple-

ment its most effective shape.

—

Cultivator.

Our farmers have begun to cut tlieir grass. There

is an abundant crop, and but little stock to eat

Hay will consequently be cheap and stock high,

Buring tlie coming fall and'winter.

—

Maine far,

.
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OPINIONS OP THE ANCIENTS ON AGRI-
CULTURE.

Moderns are in the habit of speaking very dis-

respectfully of the ancient methods of tilling- the

earth ; and it must be confessed, that in many res-

pects those modes were far inferior to modern

ones. This inferiority must, in a great measure,

however, he attributed to the defective nature of

farming implements, and not to the prevalence of

correct theoretical notions of most subjects of

practical agriculture ; and moderns need not be

ashamed to gather wisdom from the works dedi-

cated to tlie cultivation of the soil by Cato, Varro,

and Columella, some of whom lived two hundred

years before Clirist. Incidental notices scattered

through the Bible by the writers of both Testa-

ments, throw much light on tlie farming practices

of the ancients, and show tliat in some instances

at least, they had crops rarely equalled in modern

times. Isaac gathered a hundred fold from his

sowing at Gerar ; and according to the parable in

Mark, good seed sown on good ground produced

thirty, sixty or an hundred fold. Varro asserts,

that a hundred fold was reaped in some of the'

most fertile districts of Spain and Northern Africa,

and Pliny says, that from the latter place Augustus

received a plant with nearly 400 stalks, all from a

single grain.

The ma.xims relating to domestic economy and

farm management, scattered through tlie writings

of the men mentioned above, are such as are rare-

ly exceeded in justness by any writer of the pres-

ent day. " Always be sticking in a tree when ye

have nothing else to do ; it will be growing when

ye are sleeping"— was the dying advice -of the

Highland laird to his son ; and in Italy, where the

oxen and horses for a large part of tlie year were

fed with leaves and fruit, the planting of trees,

such as tlie vine, fig, and olive, was a still more

important matter. "IVIen should plant in their

youth, and not build till their fields are planted ;"

is the direction of Pliny. " Build in such a man-

ner that your villa (or farm establishment) may not

be too small for your farm ; nor your farm too small

for your villa
; " is the direction of Cato, and Pal-

ladius says, "the largeness of the house should be

so estimated, that if any thing shall happen to de-

•troy it, it may be rebuilt by one, or at most by

wo years rent or profits of the farm on which it is

laced."

There are many moderns who would do well to

profit by these hints in relation to building. Too
many of our farmers forget the continual expense

incurred by too extensive or unnecessary buildings,

and deserve to feel the point of Cato's remark, that

Lucullus had rendered himself liable to the chas-

tisement of the censors, by building so largely

"that fewer hands were required to plough his

lands than sweep his liouse."

Oxen were mostly used in the husbandrj' of the

ancients, though asses and mules were not uncom-

mon. Horses were rarely employed in the labors

of the field, their services being required for the

army or the pleasures of tiie rich. It appears

from Columella, that oxen, when laboring, had care

taken of them, which should shame the abusers of

this valuable animal in modern times. " It is thought

proper, that oxen in ploughing, should be allowed to

. Btop a little at the turning, and when they are

stopped, the ploughman should put their yoke a

little forward, that tlieir necks may cOol." He also

eives directions about rubbing them down, cooling

their necks, lifting the skin where pressed by the

yoke or harness, feeding and watering after labor,

which shows that the use and value of the ox, as

well as the best mode of treatment, was then well

understood and practiced.

Aiuong the ancients, ploughing was considered

the most important operation of agriculture.

—

"What," says Cato, "is the best culture of

laml? Good Ploughing. .What tlie next best?

Ploughing in the ordinary way. What is the

thir<l ? Laying on manure." The most deficient

'

point in ancient agriculture, was that relating to

manures ; it neither seems to have been properly

understood or valued.

The following remarks of Columella, might with

propriety stand as introductory to the best modern
works on systematic agriculture

;

-.

" Whoever would be perfect in this science, (agri-

culture,) must be well acquainted with the (pialities

of soils and plants ; must not be ignorant of the

various climates, that he may know what is agree-

able and what is repu'gnant to each ; he must know
exactly the succession of the seasons, and the na-

ture of each, lest beginning his work with wind

and showers just at hand, his labor shall be lost.

He must be capable to observe exactly the present

temper of the sky and seasons ; for these are not

always regular, nor in every year does the summer

•and winter bring the same kind of weather, nor is

the spring always rainy and the autumn wet. To
know these things before they happen, without a

very good capacity, and the greatest care to ac-

quire knowledge, is in my opinion, in the power of

no man."

—

Genesee Farmer.

THE.GREAT DANGER IN THE.WEST.
Is, that the soil is^o fertile, and so remote from

the ultimate market for its produce, that there will

not be sufficient inducements to industry, to ensure

moral and physical health to its population. Where
men can earn enough in two days to support them

seven, they are too much inclined to spend the five

in indolence, especially when the time comes, as

come it may, that the many are sellers, and the few^

only buyers, of the products of the soil. And when

a people are idle, from whatever cause, they readily,

though often imperceptibly, .slide into indulgences

and habits which are the bane of individual and

public virtue—unless their idle hours are appropri-

ated to the improvement of the mind, and to the

cultivation of a taste for rural embellishments, and

the higher intellectual pleasures which emanate

from literature and the science of agriculture. It

requires far more philosophy and fortitude to resist

the smiles of prosperity, than it docs to bear the

frowns of adversity. The latter is matter of neces-

sity—while in the first we are left to exercise our

own discretion. We have been led to these re-

marks, at this time, by the receipt of a letter from an

esteemed friend in West Wisconsin, (loway) an ex-

tract of which we subjoin.

" With us in the west," says our correspondent,

•'the lands are rich and productive, with but little

labor. A bountiful Providence has bestowed upon

us one of the most fertile and delightful regions of

the earth. Yet what are the bounties of Providence

when unemployed by the labor and science of man .'

The mind is fallow, and the " Garden of God " lies

barren and overrun with weeds, and the rose and

lily are choked by brambles, unless the assiduity

and skill of man are exerted in developing the riches

and beauties of nature.

" Until the, recent heath ful check of the ' times,''

the west was intoxicated witli tlic fell spirit of specu-

lation. Labor and industry were looki;d upon as

too slow and tame a way of making money. The
' royal way 'of making a fortune by speculation in-

fested all classes ; and, as a consequence, the main

pillar and ornament of a state was almost entirely

neglected.

" But it is to be hopod, that these times for sober

reflection may correct the delusions of the day, arid

impress upon the minds of the community this fact,

that there is no aca-etion to individual or national

wealth, without tlie exercise of tabor and skill ; and

that that which 'feeds all,' ami which can employ

all, is at once the most independent and honorable."

This mention of the mania of speculation emails

to mind the facetious relation of a brotlicr Yankee,

who made the grand tour of the " Far West" in

183(i. After describing the fertility and beauty of

the country, in glowing terms, he added, after a

pause—" but, the inluililants will starve ! their

work is altogether of the head, and not of the hands

—they are trying to live by speculation more than

by labor. Why, if you accost even a farmer in

those parts, before he returns your civilities, he

draws from his breeches pocket a lithographic city,

and asks you to take a few building lots, at half their

value, and earnestly presses you to buy as a person-

al favor conferred on you." <

. We are heartily glad to learn by our friend's let-

ter, that the times are mending beyond the Missis-

sippi, and th.at the public attention is being turned to

our parent art, and a strong evidence of the truth of

his declaration came enclosed, in the form of a

twenty dollar bill, being the subscription money for

twentytwo flopies of the Cultivator.

—

The Cultiva-

tor.

Opionions Abroad o?j American Agriccl-
TUUE.—In the first volume of the national work
called " British Husbandry, at page 32'2, under the

article Gypsum, and on the effects said to be pro-

duced in the United States by the use of the arti-

cle, the writer says

:

" Mr Parkinson, too, who resided a considerable

time in the United States, and has written upon

its fanning, denies its eftccts, except upon particu-

lar crpps ; and as to the dung, in competition with

which it was used, he says that the farm yard ma-

nure in that country is of little value ; for it is ill

managed, the straw weak, and the generality of

tlie horned cattle so poor that their dung is light

and worthless : to which he adds, that the common
American farm carts contain no more than a large

wheelbarrow."

Good!— and if he had only added, as he might

when his hand was in, that it took three American

cows to make a shadow, so thin are they ; and that

the young Jonathans lived on bean broth, so weak

that tlie ten commandments might be read in the

bowl at the depth of twenty feet, he would have

established his fame as a second Munchausen, and

D-ained an enviable rank among the cockney tou-

rists of the present day.— General Farmer.

A oreat sale of Durham cattle took place at Cin-

cinnati on the 27th and 28th of June, at the fann

of Maj. C. S. Clarkson. It was well attended, and

tlio prices indicate a spirited competition. Total

sales, $26,867 jO.
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REPORT
Snhmilled to the Ilov.se of Rtprestntalives of the

United Slate.i, on the r.ulliire of the Muiberrj and
Suf;ar-beil, li>j the Committee on .'Jgriculture.

(Concluded.)

Mr Minor, of Pennsylvania, li,-.d the honor of

first tirinsintf tliis subjei-t before the liouse of re-

presentatives, by a resolution of December '.JO,

lf25 ; by "liich the cooimittee on a agriculture «cre
instructed to inq\iire whether the cultivation of the

mulberPi- tree and the breeding of silk-woFms, for

tlie purpose of producing silk, be a subject worthy

oT legislative attention ; and if they so thought, to

obtain, as far as practicable, ail requi.<!ite and prp-

per information on tfie subject. On the 3d of May,
1620, Mr Van Rensselaer, chairman of the com-
mittee, Uiade an intercst.in|r and able report on the

Bubject, concludina; witJi a resolution authorizing

the secretary of the treasury lo have jirepired a

manual on the growth and manufacture of silk
;

which resolution was adopted. And in February,

1828, the secretary transmitted to the house of re-

presentatives a Manual or Treatise (of rising two
hundred pajres) on the frrowth and manufacture of

silk ; wliich had been ])rei)ared, inider his direc-

tion, witH great fare and labor. Six thousand ex-

tra copies of this valuable and highly useful do-

cument were ordered to be publi.shed for distribu-

tion. 'About tlie sanie time that Mr Rush reported

his manual to the house of representatives, Mr
James Mease transmitted to the speaker a treatise,

of about a hundred pages, on the rearing of silk-

worms, by Count Von Ilazzi, of Munich, who, hav-

ing seen tlie resolution on the subject of the man-
ual, prepared and sent the Treatise to the house

;

by whom it was ordered to be printed and distri-

buted. These two ei?snys contain much impor-

tant practical information, and are well worthy a re-

publication. In May, 1830, ISlr Spencer, chairman

of the committee on agrionlt.\irc, to whom the sub-

ject had been referred, mafle a report embracing

two interesting letters from Pdter S. Duponceau,

Esq., of Philadelphia, and " Essays on American

Silk, by Messrs Peter S. Duponceau and John

D'Homergue ;" of which six thousand copies were

ordered to be printed for distribution. These do-

cuments are of an interesting character, and exhi-

bit at once the valuable iiifoniiation of their authors,

their patriotism and public spirit. Tliis report pro-

posed to grant to Jlr D'Homergue the siun of

.*40,0C0 for the establishment of a normal school of

filature at Philadelphia, and the gratuitous instruc-

tion of sixty young men for two years in tlie various

branches of reeling, manufacturing, and dying silk
;

and, during the lime, Mr D'Homergue was to em-
brace every suitable opportunity to travel through

the different States, and to give gratuitous instruc-

tion to firmers and others desirous of embarking in

the silk business. This bill, though favorably re-

ceived l)y Congres.5, was not acted on at that ses-

sion, owing to the lateness of its being reported
;

and as a large [lortion of the next session was oc-

cupied with the trial of Judge Peck, tliis, with

juany other important measures, was lett unfinished.

In the mean time, however, Mr Duponceau, whose
patriotic zeal on this subject is worthy of all praise,

had established, at liis own expense, in tlie city of

Philadelphia, a filature of ten reels, and twenty

women, under the direction of Mr D'Homergue;
and, amouL'st the first fruits of his labor, had two

flags of the United States made of American silk
;

the one of which was presented to the Legislature

of Pennsylvania, and the other to the House of Rep-

resentatives, by whom it was received with great

enthusiasm, and ordered to Tie displayed in their

Hall, over the portrait of Lafayette. To prevent

Mr D'Homergue from returning to France, Mr
Spencer handed to Mr Duponceau a very fluttering

certiiicatc, signed by eighty-nine members of Con-
gress, approving of Mr D'Homergue's plan, and ex-

pressing llieir decided opinion that the bill would

have met tlie ajiprobation of the House of Repre-

sentatives had time permitted its being called op.

In January, 1833, Mr Root, from the Committee on
.\griculture, reported the same bill and re|)ort

which had been presented by Judge Spencer at the

former Congress. On the 2'ii of May this bill was
taken up, and discussed in Committee of the Whole,
ami reported to the House, when tlie discussion

was renewed the next day with increased wannth

;

and, as Blr Duponceau supposes in his very inter-

esting '•Hi.iton/ of the .SV/t Bit!," owing to the tariff"

excilcijiciit of the time, and some other cau.ses, the

bill was defeated by a small majority. Thus per-

ished the first important measure proposed by the

nation to promote the production of silk in this coun-

try ; a measure which the committee believe, with

the 'lights then in existence, was wise, prudent, and

important, but which the subsequent ingenuity and
experience of our countrymen now render uuneces-

sory ; believing, as they do, that the recent improve-

jMonts in reeling will do more in a few w'eeks than

the establishment of many normal schools upon the

old plan would do in many years. At the second

session of tJie twenty-third Congress the subject

was again referred to the Committee on Agricul-

ture ; and in February, 1835, Mr Bockee made a

report, concluding with a res:'lution adverse to any

protection or action, on constitutional grounds : and
at the last Congress the subject was referred to the

Committee on Manufactures ; from which, in Feb-
ruary, 1837, Mr Adams, the chairman, made a re-

port, embracing a very interesting and valuable let-

ter from Mr Judson, late a member of that com-
mittee. The statistical information, and present

condition of the silk business in the different States,

having been prepared with much labor, and being

more extensive than your committee have been able

to procure, they will annex the same, with other

documents, to this report; observing, that within

the last year the cultivation of the mulberry has

been much more extended tlnn ia several preceding

years, and the people and the Legislatures of sev-

eral of the States have taken up the subject with

increased spirit and vigor.

From all the information which the committee

have been able to obtain, they are induced to be-

lieve tliat no country in the world is better adapted

to the production of silk, or tiie sugar-beet, tlian

most parts of the United States, whether we con-

sider tiie soil, the climate, or the hibits of the peo-

ple. The mulberry will grow on high, stony, san-

dy, and comparatively barren land : and although

the poverty of the soil may decrease the quantity

of the foliage, it will improve the quality, and add
fineness and beauty to the silk ; whilst the climate

is so varied, that although no part is too far north

to destroy the mulberry or prevent tlio production

of a single crop of silk-worms in a season, yet, in

the southern parts of the Union from eight to ten

crops may be raised. The worn-out tobacco lands

of Virginia and North t^arolina, and the impover-

ished ^ils of other old States, may be advanta-

geously appropriated to the culture of the mulberry,

and, as is confidently stated by gentlemen well

qualilied to judge, will yield a much larger annual

profit than is now usually derived from the best

soils. Tlfp estimated profit per acre, both as to

silk and beer-sugar, appears so various that your

committee will leave the different individuals to

speak for themselves in the documents annexed to

this report ; and they will also leave, with the same
reference, the variety and mode of culture. The
•Mocks niu'ttcduiis has, for some years, been con-

sidered the most valuable variety of mulberry

;

though the Briuisa, recently introduced into this

country from Turkey, is highly spoken of as of a

superior quality. The large white six-week worm
seems to be generally admitted to be preferable

for the production of silk ; and the white Sile.sian

beet for sugar.

If, then, thene are so many inducements for th'j

production of these two important articles ; if the

market is large and yearly increasing, our soil .Tiid

climate adapted to the culture, and the prospect of
public benefit and private gain be good ; why, it

will be asked, may we not become a great silk-

growing and sugar-making people ? We can, and
the committee believe in no distant time will, so

become. It only requires that public attention

should be called and kept to the subject ; that our
agriculturists be satisfied of a fair prospect of suc-

cess ; and that the Government should lend its aid

to ensure the speedy and permanent success of the

measure. The committee havq considered the

means by which Government might afford adequate
encouragement to the production of silk «nd beet-

sugar. One important means would be, for tlie

House of Representatives to collect and dissemi-

nate valuable information on the subject ; tliis tlie

committee have endeavored to perform. Another;,

plan has been suggested : for the Government io
offer bounties for the production. But this mode
might be subject to constitutional objections, and
seems more proper to be adopted by the State

Legislatures ; and the business is not sufficiently

advanced to authorize encouragement by imposts

on silk or sugar imjiorted, The committee have,

therefore, as the best means of encouragement .

suggested to them, unanimously agreed to propose

the following resolution

:

jReso!vcd by the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives of the United States in Congress assembled.

That the President of tlio I'nited States be, and
he is hereby, authorized gratuitously to lease, for the

cultivation of the mulberry or sugar-beet, for the

term of ton years, any lot or land belonging to the

United States, and not included in the unlocated

or public lands.

Frimi llii? HorliciillurnI licgistet.

FLOWERS, FRUITS, AND TREES.
BY H. .\. S. OEARnORN.

(C'oiiclud<-d.)

Mr Pond, of Cambridgeport, has become eminent
for rearing large numbers of Plum trees of the

most choice varieties, and also for his superior

mode of raising asparagus.

The Messrs Win.ship of Brighton, have a vast

nursery, a large green-house and forcing-house, in

which arc collected a greater number and variety

of useful and ornamental trees and plants, than are

to be found in any other like establishment north

of Long Isl.ind. Tlieir iuiportations of European
forest trees, and exotic shrubs, and herbaceous

(lowers, have been extensive, and contributed in an

eminent degree, to extend a taste for rural embel-

lishment in the eastern section of the Union. Their
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collection of foreign newj^indsof Roses, rivals that

of Col. Wilder, as they have some 500 varieties.

Pseonies have al.'!o claimed their special attention,

and they exhibit nearly 40 kinds.

• Other highly commendable eftbrts have been

made to multiply tlie fruits, culinary vegetables,

and plants of all kinds, and especially by seeds.

The establishments of .Tosp])h Breck & Co., and of

Hovey & Co., are well known, for they have so fir

kept pace with the rapidly increasing demand,

and have so -fiithfully discharged their very

responsible dutie.), in either raising or collect-

ing the best varieties and of the most perfect qual-

ity, that they have merited and received the grate-

ful acknowledgments of their numerous fellow citi-

zens who "drive their team afield," or delight in the

society, or the culture of the silent, yet eloquent,

beautiful, useful, and ever interesting families of

the vegetable realm.

As proprietors and editors of three of the most

valuable agricultural and horticulturf 1 publications

in tliis country, we are under the greatest obliga-

tions to them ; and it is earnestly to be wished,

that for pII their diversified and indefatigable la-

bors, they shi.uld receive that encouragement and

reward, which will render their patriotic exertions

annually more profitable to themselves, tmd useful

to the public. Irt the diffusion of intelligence

among the farmers and gardeners, and the exten-

sion of a taste for their honorable and important

occupations, as well as for the improvement of the

aspect of the country generally, by inducing a

greater attention to all the branches of cultivation,

those periodicals have already accomplished ranch,

and if they receive that liberal patronage to which

thty are justly entitled, the beneficial results will

be as universally conspicuous as they are desira-

ble.

The new garden at Mount Washington, with its

ranges of green and forcing houses, is becoming
an object of great interest, and will soon rank

among the first, which are now the most celebrated,

as the intelligent and experienced Mr McCollough
has full}' slio«n that he is well qualified for the

station he has assumed.

The Charlestown Vineyard, with its departments

of other fruits, cinservatories, graperies, and valu-

able, as well as ornamental plants, has given a well

deserved reputation to the Messrs Mason, from tlie

successful manner in which the whole of their spa-

cious establishment is managed.

The valuab'e, new, and excellent varieties of the

strawberry, with which our market is enriched, have
rendered Mr William Mason of Charlestown, and
Mr J. L. L. F. Wirren of Brighton, celebrated for

the zealous and successful exertions tliey have
made to grow th:;f delicious fruit. The Do^vnton,

Wilmot's, Keen's Seedling, Roseberry, Mulberr}',

Methven Castle, andotlier distinguished new kinds,

are now abundant and maintain the high character

which they had aopiired in England.

Mr To«n, of Snpwhill street, in Boston, his a

neat and well conducted green-house, which may
be truly called a floral gera.

There is a humble little cottage garden on the

Dorchester road, near Grove Hall, which reflects

great credit on the unassuming and respectable old
j

man, who carefully tills it with his own hands;
and many a passer-by lias stopped to admire his

beautiful collection of choice varieties of pinks.

—

May he be made happy in his commendable efforts

to'contributeto the happiness of others, is a bles-

I
sing which every visitor must spontaneously bestow
on the venerable Meller, and at the same time, at-

I tempt to enable him to realize the" benediction, in

the purchase of a single root, or a bou(|uot of fl,ow-

! ers. How interesting and imposing is it to behold
i the aged calmly and studiously engaged in thecul-

,
ture of a garden of flowers. They appear to be

I appropriately occupied in a kind of religious rite,

I

and as if actuated by a presentiment tint their end
! was near, devoting their last moments in the prep-

I
oration of the materials of a garland for the decora-

I tion of tlieir own grave, and thus seeming to ask

j

the grateful tribute of approbation, from a life in-

I

dustriously and reputably passed, and now approach-

j

ing its close, in the anticipation of that good name
i

which all desire, and hope encourages us to believe

I may have been attained, and will bo perpetuated

I

when " we sleep in the narrow house of death."

I

There is very much wanted a large nursery of

! native forest trees, where they shall be raised in

j

such quantities, as to be aflTorded to purchasers at

I

as cheap a rate as they can import them from Eng-
' land and Scotland, So great is the demand, that

' not only our nursery-men, but many individuals,

I

have recently imported vast numbers. Two gen-

j

tlemen, one residing in Watertown, and the other

I in Salem, have received ten thousand each, this

i season, which cost only a few cents apiece. The
\

quantities which might be sold, if furnislied at even

I

a liberal price, would be enormous ; but the exr

pense of obtaining trees from the forest, the muti-

lated manner in which they are taken up, and the

consequent difficulty of making them flourish vig-

orously, deters those who would be glad to embel-
lish tlieir estates, or plant out woodlots, or groves
for timber, from making the experiment.

The rapidity of the growth of seedling treesj

reared in nurseries, compared with such as are se-

lected from the forest, is well known to those who
have attempted the culture of both kinds.

A pleasing illustration may bo seen on the mag-
nificent ground of Col. Th. H. Perkins, who import-

ed about thirteen years since, 15,000 plants, which
were not more than two feet high, and now tliey

are large, healthy and beautiful trees.

Very respectfully,

Your obt. ser\'ant,

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Hawthorn Cottas^e.,

Roxburji, June 20, 1838.

TOADS.
Mr Holmes :—I have seen it recommended

some paper that we should cultivate the society of

Toads, and domesticate tliem as much as possible.

To the minds of some tliis would appear ridicu-

lous in the extreme. There is a very strong preju-

dice against those useful, innocent animals—thev
are looked upon as dronish and evil, by some ; but

not by those who know their usefulness.

I will venture to say that not one of your readers

can imb a moutliful of any thing with half the dex-

terity tliat a to id can,— on'y give him a clianoe.

Should any one wish to see the thing done, take

and lay before a toad any kind of a worm or bug
that will stir, and if he does not go into " Davv
Jones' Locker," in the v,ay of a caution, then I am
no judge.

Give them a good she'ier, and not abnse them,

and you can keep the:n in one place for years.

There is one now in sight that has made his place

of residence some five or six years under the steps

of my door ; and if he does not look as fnt and
cheerful as any of Uncle Sam's office holders, then

I am much mistiikeu.

As I had much rather see one toad in the gai-

den than two dogs in the front door-way, I would
recommend to every farmer who can, (and there are

none who cannot,) find time to hunt up a few dozens
of them and put in liis garden, and on his coru

ground.

And do you ask where they are most likely to

be found ? Look into your old potato holes, and
there you will find them imprisoned, if not relieved

by some kind hand? perhaps for life,— not for debt

or "opinion's sake," but probably for a m\s-jump

before setlllng their accounts. But a few days ago
I released more than fitly in a very short time, and
conveyed them to my corn ground, and I find that

it was not only doing as I would be done by, under

like circumstances, hut I have the satisfaction of

doing a deed of harniinity. E. G. B.

July 7, 1838. [:l/at)ie Fur.

Disease of Corn—"TuF. French."—There
is a disease of corn, popularly called "tte French,"'

the cause and remedy of which, seem to have been
satisfactorily discovered. The plants attiicked by
this disease, exhibit a yellowish feeble appearance,

the blades arc wilted, the stalks never attain the

usual size and rarely mature jiny grain. Spota

thus afiected, are sometimes found in the fields

embracing a hundred plants, where, the soil is aa

good as elsewhere. The injury is caused by the

black ant depositing its larvie in the joint just be-

low the ground connecting the radical or root wiiJi

the stock. From the punctures thus made, exudes
the juipe pf the plant, which on its discharge forms
into a j«lly. An excellent remedy is found in the

application of slaked lime or leached ashes to the

hills when planting tlie seed, the alkaline or caus-

tic effects of which serve to destroy the ants. We
know a case, where, for several years, a colony of

ants having destroyed almost every description «f
vegetation, the land was treated with decided suc-

cess, the injury remedied, and a good crop obtain-

ed, by the application of leached ashes. The
same farmer, also, in making an experiment on the

value of the hydrate of fime applied to the hills of

corn, had the satisfaction to find, not only that the

growth of the plants was greatly stimulated, but

th&'i, none of them were affected by "Uie French"
as were others in the same field, to the hills of

which no lime had been applied. These experi-

ments seem to us decisive ; and we invite attention

to them the more confidently, as it is certain, that

the proposed remedy, in its action as a stimulating

manure, will increase the jjroduction of the plants

to which it is applied, even beyond that of those

not aflfected by the disease.

—

Franklin Farmer.

Regulation of Steam Boats.—The Senate

on tlie (ith instant disagreed to tlte amendment of the

House of Representatives to its bill for regulating

the navigation of steaui boats, by which it was pro-

posed to hiflict a fine of five thousand dollars on

owners for any loss of life or lives by e.vplosion of

boilers, &c. and substituted for it a provision that,

in all prosecutions at law for damages in such case,

the fact of such explosion shall be considered

primu facie evidence of wilful intent, &c. Thus
amended, the bill has passed both Houses, and may
be considered the law of the land.

—

.Maine Far.
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CURING CLOVF.R HAY.
Tliere prevails with iniiny furiuers a strong prejudice

.ngainst cioicr hay T and iDili-ed in the conji jon in which

it usuiiUy is founj it is a very cnurse niisptahid f"dder,

and hiirilly better than si> much brush Our Northern

clover enwii on lichly manured land, and with the small

quantity •of seed commonly applied, makes a rough pro.

duct; and, as the flowers and seeds ;ire generally shaken

INDIAN COKN.
tCKERlNOjTOrPINO STALKS, llABVKKTltlO

The inquiry is often made ; whether it is best to take I off in the making, it contains Utile nutriment, and is

careely fit for other purposes than litterofF the suckers from Indian Corn, or to allow ihe

remain. We have not at haiid-lhe means of refeiring to

Home facts in this case, which have been staled, and \vc

can therefore only speak <.f them from memory, which

after all may not prove entirely correct. The Rev. Dr

Lyman of Hatfield, Mass. some yiars since made a ( are-

fiil experiment, the result of wliieli was to prove that it

was best for the crop to remove the suckers. The crop

or those parts of tlie field, from which the suckers were

removed, proved larger than that on which lliey were

»<u(Tered to remain ; but the advantage was nol deemed

n sulficient compensation for the extra labor. In our

own experience we have found cerlainly no injury to

the crop from removing the suckeis, those on which it

was evident no ear was likely to be fi)rmed ; and we

Jiave obiaiped from this source a considerable amount of

valuable fodder. Where the growth is luxuriant how-

ever, and the field closely planted, there i.s risk, unless

extraordinary care is used, of much being broken down

and considerable injury being done to the standing crop.

We have however the testimony of an experienced and

most careful far.nor in this case, who states that he has

been in llie habit of suekering his corn now for more

than ten years. He lakes off the suckers as soon as the

tassel in his corn begins to show iiself; and he says

alwnjs with much advantage, the ears of corn so far as

his experience goes in consequence of this operation be-

ing larger and better filled out. Gobig among his corn

thus early, there is less danger of injury to the field. It

13 quite desirable that this matler should be fully tested

by experiment ; and we hope that any of our correspon-

dents who are possessed of well authenticated fiicts in

Ihe case will be kind enough to communicate them. In

the southern states the blades or leaves of the corn plant

are always stripped for fodder for their horses, instead

of hay of which comparatively liltle is raised. A- Vhat

parlicuiar st^ige this is done we are not apprisfld ; but it

certainly should nut be done too early, as the lifTice of

llie leaves is highly important to Ihe perfection of the

fruit. The aoiount of fodde.r, afforded by a well culti-

vated acre of corn, is .vory considerable ; in the opinion

of most judicious farmers fully equal when well cured to

a ton of the best Engligli hay. Every pains iherefure

vhould be taken to secure it in the best possible manniT.

In regard to lopping the slaljis <if corn, the experi-

ments of John Lorain of I'cnnsylvania, and the Hon.

Wm. Clark, of Northampton, and others, eslablish the

point, that, if cut early, the crop of corn will be dimin-

jshed many busheU to the acre. Alter the grain is per-

i'oclly formed and has become glazed the injury accru

i8g from culling then) will be much less, but probably i

.will be something. We are satisfied that taking all

things into consideration the best mode of harvesting in

that, which is almost universally practised throughout

New York and Vermont and many parts of New Hamp-
shire ; that of cutting up the whole plant at the boltom

.^at a certain stage of its growth, and allowing it to fin-

ish its ripening in the shock. We have managed in

this way repeatedly; and proceed from our own cxpe-

.rience and trials of diflereiit modi s to describe vvh it we
consider the best mode of performing it.

(To be conlinuei.)

The southern

clover is of smaller growth ; and on that account makes

a much better fi)rage. Indeed clover hay, when well

cured, is very much liked by cattle, whom we n>ust al-

low to be pretty fair judges in the case of what is good

for them : and no long feed, that can he given to cows,

will make more or belter milk. One of the best milk-men

in ihe neighborhood of Boston speak< of it in the highest

'ernis ; and, in his mode of curing, prefers it to any oili-

er hay. Clover when mixed with other bay even in a

small proportion injures the sale of the hay in market,

for the reason only we believe that horses taken in at

'he livery slables, will eat more of it than of the Herds

grass, cut after it is dead ripe, and so coarse and hard

that the mastication of even a small quantity is likely to

employ- all the lime the poor tired horse has to spaie

from his sleep; and a rack full of it, like the show

pickles and pound cake at taverns, is liable to stand by

for some time and to serve many a guest. We consider

clover hay, when well saved as some of the best hay

which can ho grown ; highly palatable and conliiining

an abundant nutriment ; but its value greatly depends

on the mode of curing.

Some farmers have cut it in the morning, and after a

warm day have carried it in in the afternoon of the same

day, and by a very liberal sailing have sived it well

But Ihe practice of other farmers ts we believe a much
preferable mode. We know several cases in which it

has proved enlinOy satisfactory; and we shall proceed

to describe it. They cut it in good weather, imil when

it is dry. They scarcely spread or slir it at all. At

night of the day on which it is cut they put it into cocks

of a good size, and there let it remain two or three days

rain or shine. When well made in this way, which is

easily determined by a practised hand, on a pleasant day

in the morning they turn over the cocks and open them

slightly, and ihen carry it in, giving it a very little sprink-

liiig of salt. One great object is to avoid by much stir-

ring the shaking off of the heads. 'I bus cured they re-

gard it among the most valuable hay which tiny get.

We have known the same plan puisiied by one of the

best farmers in weslerrf New Ywrk w ith aM his hay crop-

The Decrfield farmers of lal'; yiars dry their hay in Ihe

sun much less than formerly, and they believe to iheir

great benefit. In all casi s however the most scrupulous

care must be observed to rid iha hay fiom ail weiness of

dew or rain.

THE SEASON AND CROl'S.

The season, we believe, has not, within the memory

of any man living, been sujpas.sed for the fineness of iis

wcaihcr and the luxuriance of its vegetation The sun-

shines and rains have come in such regular and beauiifui

succession -, and the temperature has been so precisely

what it seemed desirable that it should be that even ha-

oittial discontent has found no r<)oin lor complaint; and

the most fastidious imagination has not been able to say

how inaiters should be improved. Hay is coining i

abundantly ; and the season has been as fiivorable as it

ever was for securing it. Rye and wheal, and barley

and oals, are looking extremely well. I'olatoes prom

profusion, and Indian corn, the be.it treasure of i\

ICngland, i over presented a more he:ilthy and hrilliani

appearance. There is really U'lthing lo be done ; but to

shake our heads with sorrow, and cry ;
" it is too much

trouble to gather all these good things." We shall never

get through with harvesting and huiikiug. O sad ! our

neighbors' crops are as good as ours. We have got too

much, too much
;
prices mu>t come down

;
prices will

be low ; the poor will have enough this time ;" »nd

other complaints as grateful and as benevolent, of which

there is always in our community quantum suffu it

.

VEGETABLE FIELD CROPS.
We have great pleasure in announcing the fact that

esculent vegetables beyond whai have hiiherto been cul-

tivated, such as luta baga and sugar beet, aie entering

c*»nsideiahiy as field crops into the cultivation of our far-

mers. Having once begun ihey are sure to keep on
This will lead to a most important revolution and im-
provement in our husbandry. It will inerease to a great
exient the power of the farmer to rai-e and keep live

stock ; it will greatly increase his manure heap, the
vuitcriid of agrieultuie, and enlarge his cultivation and
the productiveness of Ins soil. It will lead to a much
more care'ul and neat husbandry, which will prove in

various respects a great gain. iis effects upon our
dairy pniduce in qinnlity aiii) quality will be mo>t favor-

able. Ii is calculaied by many observing fanners that
ihree tons of sugar beels or of ruta baga are equal to one

of the best of English Hay for neat caltle. We do
nol pretend to aive a decided opinion on this subject.

But i\edo know that twi-nty ions of Sugar Beet, of Ru-
ta Bag, I, of Parsnips or of Carrots can be raiseil U[ion an
acre , and il in this way an amount of caltle feed equal
to SIX tons of bay can be procured from an acre of culti-

vated laml, what extensi\ k advantages must the fanner
derive from such husbandry.

I'oTATo Bi.osso.MS.— Repealed experiments in England,
t is coiifideiilly asserted, have demonstrated thai the

plucking iff the blossoms of the potato before any balls

are formed, have coniriboted very much to increase the
produce. We have no personal knowledge of any fadts

in thrs mailer, which would serve to determine it. We
do not pretend to understand the philosophy of il, even
ifil be true. But it is so often and confidently stated,

and upon such respertable aulhority, that we hope some
(aieful observers will make tho experiment with exact-
ness ; and do \\<, or ralhei the agricultural public, the
kindness to report the result.

To CUHK WOUSUS, BKDISES, SORKS, SPRAINS, HINO

woRnts, iVc —Take two ounces of the Tincture of Hel-

lebore, and put it into a junk or porter bottle, fiP up the

boltle with alcohol— tho cost of all which is .30 cenis—

and a family should never be without it. Apply the

mixture to the wounded part, by means of a linen cloth

or rag, and which you may leave on the flesh— wet it

frequently, and you will find it lo have a most soothing

and healing efi'ect. Applied to wounds or sores on hor-

ses or catlle will elhct a speedy cure, Il has been known

lo cure ihe ring-worm, and fingers when so mashed as to

endanger loosing iheni.

Having /;er5«?i'///7/ I'xperienced the good efFecis of the

mixlure, I consider it invaluable and recommend its

use. A. U.

JVftc York, July 17, 1838.

JMasBachusetts Horticultoral Society.

KxiiiaiioN OK fi.owi;ks.

' The • faireit Jimea's of tlic aiuson arc inir Carnallons."

fialurday. JuUj2\, 1838.

This was the day appointed ftir the exhibition of. and
to awaid the premiums on ("aroatiiuis. The compelilors

were .Messis Winslop, Ma.«on, Melli.r,and Johnson. A
coininitlee of three n as appointed to examine the speci-

mens and lo award the prizes.

A fine specimen of Asclepias tuberusa, TuLrovs Ureal-
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loic-wiirt, was prpsenled by Dr 10 Alden of Rardolpl).

Mr S R Jolinsoii of CliinlestHWii pxliibiied some

choice specimens of the Puniia gian;iluMi j)len(i ; and

some fine Hollyhocks.
From the Messrs Winsliip of Urigliton, syinpliora

varie^!it:i, Ai:cr Neguiido, very ornamenliil.

noTiqriets by Messrs Garter, Hovey &. Co Jlio, Hovey,

Meller, and VVulUer.

[•'or ihn Coininilleo.

S. W.4LKER, Chairman.

The Commiltee on Carnntions award to the Messis

VVinship of liriihton, ihe prize of five doll.irs for the best

di'iplny. To Mr Thomas Mason, of Cliurleslown, the

prlz.^ nf three dollars for the best six varieties. To Mr
W. .Meller, of Ruxhury, the prize of three dollar* for the

best seedling.

J. \V. RUSSF.I.L, i

Joseph BKiiCK, > Committee.

\Vm. v.. Caktf.k, J

KXHlBIrlON OF FRUITS.

Bv Jacob Tidd, Esq. Roxbu y, several very large clus-

ters of BlacU Hninbiirg .' and while Chasselus Grapes.

By Ehtnezer Breed, E-q. Charlestown, a beautiful

clusier of French pears, grown uiifler glass.

Ry Dr J C. Howard, Woodland, BrooUline, Black

Hamburg (the berrii:s very large,; Millers BuriUiidy and

Wliiie (ifia^ielas (Jr.ipes : red and while Anlwerii rasp-

berries and Hutrli while currants

Bv Mr John D. W. Wilhams, a quantity of Spitz.on-

burj; i" apples, growth "f 18;i7, very handsome an<l in a

fine slate o( pieservaiioii ; also two vaiirties of Gooseber-

ries, and Dutch red and while curr ints.

Bv Mr Aaron D. Weld, West Roxbury, Dutch red and

white currants, very fine S|ieciinens.

By Samuel Walker, Esq Roxbury, Hopely's Globe

Green, Giscoin, Laneasier Lid Gooseberries, and bran-

ches loaded with fruit of the Red Sei'dliiig currants.

For the (Sinniiliee,

E. M. RICHARDS, Chairman.

URIGH rO.\ MARKET.—MosoAV, July 23, lSi8.

Itepi.rted Ion he i\ew Englnnil Fanner.

At .M irket Ib.j Beef Cattle, 15 Cows and calves, 2300

Sheep, and 140 Swine.

Puitis—Bee/Cn«/e.—We quote to correspond with

last week. First quality at .f? 50 a $7 75. Second

quality .§" 00 a $7 25. Third quality, $tj 00 a $6 50.

Cuios and Calves.—We noticed sales at $25, .'$27 50,

$31, §3.5 and $45.

Skee/i.— Prices a little reduced. We noticed sales at

$15J, HSl 67, $1 88, $1 92 and $2 00. Wetl.era at

$2 25. $ 00, .$3 25 and $3 50.

S,pI,i':.—No lots were sol.l to peddle. A lot of old

qua'ity, at 8 1-2 ; a few small pigs were retailed

lit the prices of the two List week.s.
Pf

NEU' ELEMKNTAUY M'ORK ON DOTA\Y.
Peier Parley's Botanv ; with descriptions' of Trees, Shrubs

and Plains ; wiili a large niuiiber of fine engravings.
The publishers invite 'I'eachers, and others iiiteresled in

this subject, to eKainine this work, as they Ijotieve it will be
found one of the most practically useful in use, being u com-
pete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupil.

Parley's Cyclopedia q/' Botany.—This work apjiears to

be exatuly what is wanted by young persons and in families.

It not only .oatains the strictly scientific part of the subject,

in' an introiluetion and very full and complete genera of Pl.uits,

hilt it also contains a copious glos.saiy of terms, and what is

most Inipurlaiit, a Dictionary of Pl-.inis, of nearly 300 pages,

containing familiar desci iptiniis of all the most ialei'e.sting

trees, plants, and shrubs.—These are alphabetically arranged,

with an English index, so that the reader may imniedialely

turn to any plant he wishes lo read about. The work is il-

lustraled by over 200 engravings, and -s sold very cheap.

—

Boston Paper.
For sale at the New England Fanner Office, 51 & 52

North Market Street. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Apples,
Be.ins, white, Foreign,

" '' Donieslit
Beef, mess.

No. 1

.

COIIKTRY SEAT IN NEVVT.»N, FOR SALE.
The subscriber offers for sale the hou^e in which he now

resides, wilh ilie Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 acres of
land situaleil on Nonantnin Hill, in Newton, 5 1-2 miles from
ihe city. The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked
with a great variety of fruit tress, and' abont 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines. The place may be seen and further partic-

ulars obtained on application at the premises. ^
L. A. WHEELRIGHT.

July 16th.

SCYTHES ANO RAKES.
Just received at the Agricultural Warehouse and Seed

Seed Store, a complete assortment of Garden and Field Tools,
consisting in part of

100 do/en Hall's Rakes, superior.

100 do. Wilder & Eirdy's, do.

200 do. Common do.

25 do. English Cast Steel Grass Scytlies.

10 do. ilo. do. Cradle do.

JO do. do. do. Border do.

100 do. Round Scythe Stones.

100 do. Square do.

100 liu. Cast Steel Garden Hoes,
ion pair Grass Shears.
100 do. Pi'uning do.

100 do. Fruit do.

50 dozen Patent ?heep Shears.

20 do. Pruning do.

20 do. do. Saws.
25 do. Pudding Knives.

25 do. Pruning do.

[ up cattle.

20
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE HOME OF THE FARMER.

Still let nie live among the hills.

The rocks, the trees, the flowers,

Where I have passed my earliest years,

My childhood's happiest hours.

How oft beneath an a?cd oak.
Near by my father's dwelling.

Have I reposed with liindred youlh,
Some playfuLstory telling.

The tiirds above would plume their wings.
And raise their happy voices

;

Oh sure it is a pleasant pl.ice.

Where every thing rejoices.

Surrounded bv the friends I love,

And freed from every letter

;

lam an independent man.
And wish for nothing better.

My little children round ine sp<irl,

So blooming, bright, and healthy,

I often t.iink that nature's gifts

Have made me very wealthy.

My wife is all that she sh >uld be.

Kind, gentle, prepossessing;
I 'm sure if ever man was blest,

Mio^S the greater blessing.

THK R.'VIL-RO.AD STE.AMEK.
(Concluded from page 16.)

Tlie niiVoiid travHiliti^' possesses intiny pecu-

liarities, ns well its advaiitnjfKS, over tlie coinmoii

modi!? of conveyance. 'J'Ik; velocity witli which
the train moves through the air i.s vwry refre.shini;

even in the hottest weather, where the run is for

«omo miles. The vibratory, or rather oscillatory

molioii communicated to theliudian frame, is very

difTereiit from the swiiigiiifj and jolting motions

of the stage coach, and is productive of nitvre saln-

tiiry t'ffects. It equalizes the circulation, promotes

digrstion, traiiqiiiilizes the nerves (after the open

country is {jaineil,) anil o(ten causes souiul sleep

during the succeeding night, the exercise of thi.s

kind of travelling being unaecoiupanied hy tli.it

lassitude, aching and fatigue, which, in weakly
eonsiiiiitions, prevents the uightlj' repose. The
rail-road hids fair to he a powerful remedial agent,

in many ailments to which the nielrqpolitan and
civic inhahitaiits are subject.

To those wlio'are curious, and not very timid,

the open carriages are far preferable to the closed

ones, especially in fine weather. In bad weather,

and particularly at first, invalids may travel with

more advantage under cover. I have no doubt,

that to thousands and tens of lliousaiuls of valeln-

dioari ins in this overgrown Baliylon, the rim to

Boxinoor, or Triiig and back, twice or thrice a

week, will prove a incnns of preserving health and
prolonging lifo, more powtrl'ul than all the drugs
in Apothecaries' Mall.

in tine, a man may travel from the pole to the

equator

—

"A Giidibus nsijue ad Gangein "

—

vvithont seeing any thing half so astonishing as the

yvonders of the railroad. The pangs of ^tna, and
the ciinvtilsions of the eli'ineiits, exciti; iVeiings of

horror and terror, without any thitig of pride.

—

The magic—the miracles of the railroad, eiigen-

Jler an exulting consciou.sness of superiority in

tlie genius of man, more intense ami conclusive

than any effort of poet, painter, or phiiosoplier.

The railroad journey, however, is not without

its iiicoiivetiiences, maiiy of wliicli may be proven-

led by a little ingenuity. The greatest is the dis-

charge of cinders, some of ihetn ignited, from the

chimney, which arc not only disagreeable, but oc-

casionally dangeroMs to the eyes of those in the

open carriages. This might be prevented by an

awnitig—a |)rotectioii which is adopted on some
railroads, and one that must ultimately be a<lo|>led

on all. It is a protection from the elements of
fire and water, which every company is bound to

afford to the pa.sseiigeis, and is atteniled with tri-

fling expense, 'fill then, glasses or a veil are

necessary guards for the eyes.

'Ihe transits of the tunnels, in hot weather,

cau.sing a sudden vicissitude of temperature, to

the < xtent of 20 degrees of the thermoiiieter, or

tlierraboiits, require some precaution on the pan
of sensitive invalids. A shawl, or large haiidker-

chii'f, thrown ovtr the head, is a sufficient protec-

tion, and those who do not take this tnensiire,

should keep their eyes shut, during the passage,

since sparks and cinder.-! are, unavoidably, thrown

in closer showers over the passengers here-t'ian in

the open space.

To specnh'te on the normal, physical, political

and econnmical effects and consequences of rail-

roads and steam navigation, when carried to their

full extent, is beyond my province—perhaps be-

yond the bounds of hninan foresight. If the semi-

civilized peasants of the remotest isles of tife He-

brides, of Orkney, and of Shetland, can even now,
tran.smii, in a few hoiir.s, the produce of their huts,

their tiionntains, their rnoors, and th^ir farm. yards,

to the markets of Glasgow aiid Edinbiu'gh, so as,

in three or four days, to jiay the annual rents of

their tenements ar.d wi;dernegses, what may we
not expect ftoin the extension and iierfactiou of

this (iicility of interconiinunication .' In days of
yore, the imponderable products of thu iiitell«ct

travelled as slowly as the material merchandise of

mankind. They will now be diffused, fr.)m the

centre to the periphery—from the remotest out-

lines N the foci of society, with a rapidity little

less than that of tlioiight it.self ! The ultimate cjh-

sequences cannnt be appreciated at (iresent; bin

we may safely conclude, that the lienevolent au-

thor of our existence did rot endow the mind of

man with such e.xtraordinary powers of invention,

without the ciesif(n of final advantage to his physi-

cal waiif-i, his .soci.ll relations, and his spiritual

nature.

—

Medico- Chirurs-ical Review.

DR. ROWDIiCH.
'I'he character and life of the late lamented Na-

thaniel Uowditch presents such » striking and
iKiuiiiful example of devoted and siiceessliil in-

dustry in the employment of time, in the husband-

ing of small portions and turning them all to some
good account ; and likewise of systematic attention

and punctuality in business, that we gladly avail

ourselves of an opportunity to tnuisfer to our col-

umns the following extracts from Judge While's

Kulogy recently delivered in Salem. Such an

example is far more powerfid than many eloquent

discoiirses.

.After Dr Bowditch removed to Boston, as well

as liefore, " he was always ii|) as euriy as sunrise,

and long before it in winter. He had formerly

been in the habit of walking before lireakfast, but

during nearly the whole period of his residence in

•Boston, he lu'eukfiisted immediately afier rising.

lie always brea1<lasled alone, as none of the family

were ready till long afterwards. He then applied

himself to nnithematics, getting from two and a

half to three hours study before (lie time arrived

for going to his ofKce. He then took a walk of
about a mile or a mile ami a half, ivith one of his

sons, and was iti State street at a few tniiinles after

nine o'clock. There also he had bis malheniHti.
cal books beside him, and when not rngiiged with
the business ofjiis office, or with visitors or t'lienda,

he ilevoted himself to his .studies. He freipiently

took a wadi home in the forenoon for a few ndn-
iites, as he found his eyes strengthened ami re-

freshed by being at intervals dining the forenoon
in the open air lor a short time. Every tiny, a
li'tle before two o'clock, he balanced the cash ac-
count of the office, so that every tiutisaction which
had been completed was duly entered and exam-
ined, and the right balance of ca.sh found to be in

the bank before he went home. HetlM^n look the
same walk again, usiiady with one ol bis friends,

and dined anout a quarter before three o'clock.

.Vfter dinner he took a short nap or "siesta," as

he called it, varying from fifteen minutes to an
hour, sometimes even longer. He always awoka
bright and prepared for recommenciiig bis studies,

which he pur.sued for about an hour ami a half to

two h)urs. The regular hours of business at his

office ended at twn o'clock ; but he always, to-

wards the close of the ufternoon, went tiiere again
for it Uiw minutes, to see if any thing needed his

attention or explanation ; and, toward the end of
the year, he was frequently detained there a con-
-siderable time. He then took the same walk a
third time, and returned to tea. During the even-
ing he continued his studies, atid from time to

time joined in conversation with his family, or
threw aside his books to devote himself to his visi-

tors and friends. ' He always expected ail the

members of his household to return by ten o'clock
;

the house was then closed, and he usually retired

between ten and cieven. During the sinnnier, he
was ill the habit of taking a horse ami chaise and
riding eight or ten miles in the aftermjoii. 1 here
is no doubt that, taking the whole year togelher,

he got as much as six, and perhaps as much as
eight hours a day b)r his mathematics, besides the
time devoted to bis business and other pnistiits.

In his habit.s of busjnes.s, he was most exact and
methodical. He made it a rule to do but one thing
at a lime, and hardly u day passed which did not
witness the a. plication and enfortemtnt of' this

rule, lie was very rapid and exact in all liiscal-

culations, c.oiijpiiting interest, &,c. ; and each one's

business was, in succession, finished wiih the ut-

most desjiatcb ; so that it was vvondei lul how
much he was able to accomplish. He disliked

being obliged to leave any thing unlinisbed, and
recommended as a motto, "end what yon begin."

Only the day before his deatl.', havitig a week be-

fore he foinid himself loo feeble toiiinkean endoisc-

nient U|)on a promissory note of half the principal;

and to look over and execute a deed of release of
half the mortgaged premises, lie sent to Mr Hale,
the Secretary, to bring him tlie j.apers again, say-

ing, "You know I never like to leave any thing

unfinished." He made the endorsenieiit and exe-

cuted the reiiase in question, only (brty-seven

hours before he died.
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AN AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
FOR THE SONS OP LANDED PROPRIETORS.

[Our attention of late has been frequently called

to the importance of the establishment of an Agri-

cultural School for the education of farmers. We
have had a number of applications from gentlemen

ivishincr to obtain places for their sons, who having

finished their collegiate course of studies, desire a

situation where they may obtain a practical and

scientific knowledge of farmin-. We find an arti-

cle in the quaiiciiij Journal of Agriculture which

we recommend to the notice o^ our readers ; it con-

tains some suggestions respecting the importance

of "an agricultural education for the sons of landed

proprietors " which although it may not be exactly

suited to our country, yet contains some hints of

importance. Will not some of our able correspon-

dents take the subjectinto serious consideration and

give us their views upon the expediency of an es-

tablishment of this kind for the benefit of tlie farm-

ing interest. '• "•'

The ordinary education of the landed proprietors

of this country is as complete as it can be eg"ected

by private tutelage and at public schools and uni-

versities. Accomplished in classical learning, lit-

erature, or the physical sciences, as eacli depart-

ment of study may suit particular tastes, not a few

of tliem have enhanced the literary and scientific

character of the country, and some have even con-

ferred lustre on it in the learned professions of

medicine, law, or theology ; and not to be outdone

in the race of honorable distinction by their English

compeers, many have participated in the academic

honors of Oxford and Cambridge. Yet, strange to

remark, anxious as landed proprietors certainly are

to bestow a liberal education on their families,

which is the best legacy they can leave to their

younger sons, agriculture, which most materially

aftects tlie interests of tliemselves and their eldest

sons, tlie very profession by which they are upheld

in the high status of society they occupy, tliey al-

most entirely neglect, as if, after the acquirement

of a superior education, a man should be ashamed

of attending to the means of his subsistence. Is it

not "passing strange," that any country gentleman

should be unacquainted with farming, the very

source of his livelihood, when all other classes of

people, in learning their respective professions,

whether learned or vulgar, serve apprenticesliips

and toil through life thereafter ? It seems to be

forffotten that landownership is a profession, that it

is in the manner in which it is conducted, that the

best interests of the country may be injured or pro

moted, and that it is a profession which requires

as o-reat capacity of mind to practice it aright as to

conduct those large commercial and manufacturing

establisliments, whose importance is so much laud-

ed. The comparison between them can in truth

be pursued no farther ; for, whilst commercialists

conduct their business jn person assiduously, land-

owners consign the guidance of their valuable es-

tates to persons who, in too many instances, are

ignorant of agriculture, and who, at any rate, can-

not feel t!ie same interest in their prosperity as the

proprietors themselves. This allegation is made

against landowners generally, though not indiscrim-

inately sweeping ; for we have the satisfaction of

personally knowing landowners, members of the

nobility as well as the gentry, who have made it a

duty to acquire a knowledge of agriculture, and

who, in consequence, manage their estates of them-

selves, or through competent factors, on the princi-

ples of the most approved practice. Those pro-

prietors who entrust their estates to factors of

known practical ability, adopt the best safeguard

against the evils arising from their own want of

knowledge.

There are many evils attending the neglect of

farming by land owners. When called upon to

take a'share in the discussions or business of those

interesting agricultural meetings which of late

years have excited so much notice over the king-

dom, the remarks or speeches of the land owners

consist, with few exceptions, of apologies for not

having attended sulficiently to agricultural subjects,

and of excuses for want of practical knowledge ;

and, when it is their lot or ambition to become

meinbers of the legislature, how lamentable it is to

find that, beyond every other class of representi-

tives in Parliament, the landed interest know the

least of what concerns themselves. They should

know much more upon every subject connected

with agriculture as an art, as being the most inSu-

ential Interest in the state, or the laws affecting the

different branches of it, than mere tenants, whose

education and means of observation must be com-

paratively limited. Yet the tenantry are frequently

left to fight their own battles on ])ablic questions.

A greater evil exists in consigning the manage-

ment of their valuable estates to the care of men

who have perhaps acquired an intimacy with the

quill, and the blandishments of their own tables,

but who have neglected the guidance of the plough,

and the unwearying attention required at the fced-

iug-in board. Want of knowledge in proprietors

may o^jly personally affect themselves, but the ap-

pointment of incompetent factors cannot fail to af-

fect the fortunes and happiness of numerous fami-

lies. The nature of the legal profession, in which

too many factors are brought up, predisposes their

minds to carping at quibbles am "utigiousness
;

which, whenever a farmer discovers, or thinks he

discovers, in the factor, he withdraws his confidence

from him, and places liimself in a position of self-

defence. Both are ever atler prepared for disputi-

tion, and disputes inevitably ensue. And how can

any other result be anticipated ? How can a for-

mer hold " sweet converse " with a man who can-

not understand his discourse, and it is only 8S a

farmer that a tenant has occasion to converse with

the factor at all ? In these circumstances, when

disputes do arise between the factor and the ten-

ants, the proprietor, who is unwilling, or what is

worse, and more likely to be the case, unable to

interfere, leaves their settlement to him who com-

menced them ; and who, to gain his point over tlie

tenant, persuades his master, by flattering his pre-

judices, to refrain from interference ; and, in the

end, contrives to place the proprietor in the most

disagreeable position with his tenants. The prob-

able result of this cunning policy is the degrada-

tion of the proprietor into a scape-goat for the sins

of the factor. Or, stopping short of actual litiga-

tion, the factor may refer the settlement of the dis-

pute to expensive arbitration. In either case, the

weaker party, the tenants, are sure to be most in-

jured, and, it may be, eventually ruined. The pro-

prietor, instead of being the natural protector of

his tenants, is thus converted into their opprersos.

By this train of argument, we do not maintain

that factors should be ignorant of law, of business,

or any other species of knowledge ; but what we

assert is, tiiat they should be thoroughly versant in

ao-riculture. Without that essential knowledge,

w'e would not entrust a factor with the manage-

ment of an estate, although he possessed the most

amiable disi^osition. That linowledge, and no other

imparts the' faculty of looking at all agricultural

matters in the right light. By it he will know

what covenants of the lease are applicable to the

peculiarities of every farm, or the circumstances

of the tenant to wliom it is let. No disputes will

then arise about miscropping. He will easily dis-

cover whether the progressive or retrograde con-

dition of the tenants arises from their own industry

or neo-lio-ence, or from circumstances connected

with tlie^state or situation of the farms themselves.

He will regulate his conduct accordingly, by en-

couraging the industrious and skilful, reproving the

indole°nt,°or amending the unfavorable circumstan-

ces of the farms. Such a man's opinion will greatly

influence that of the tenantry, and community of

sentiment will produce mutual kindliness of inter-

course between them.
'

Every land oivner, who resides in his mansion-

house in the country, must have as much land in

his own possession as to make what is familiarly

termed a " home fami." Corn, hay, and straw will

be required for the horses ;
green food throughout

all the seasons must be provided for the dairy

cows ; fowls and dogs must be supported ; butch-

er's meat must be regularly supplied in the best

condition ; and the whole domestic establishment

must be maintained. To effect all this, two hun-

dred acres of arable land, besides lawns and pad-

docks, are required. A manager for all this estab-

lishment nmst be procured. Another evil arises

from the appointment of this functionary, He be-

comes proud in his new place, because he is in the

service of a laird ; overbearing, because he knows

he is the only one acquainted with the management

of land ; important, because he finds himself pur-

veyor for the whole establisliment, and could starve

the garrison at any ti.me to a surrender ; haughty,

because disposing of a few unnecessary articles

from the farm, he becomes the bearer, for a time,

of a little loose casli. The temptations of his office

become too strong for his virtue, he aggrandizes
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,

Iiimsclf aiifl distributes hush-money liberally ; at

length his peccadillos are discovered, and he for

ever after becomes unfit for a farm steward to any
other proprietor or farmer.

When landlords have no knowledge of farming,

their taste for the country usually declines. The
sports of the field may detain them on their estates

for the season, but are too rough and fatiguing to

entice them to remain throughout the year. With-
out the excitement of field sports, their life is noth-

ing but a monotonous scene, and the same society

at length becomes irksome to them. They leave

their demesnes with partial disgust, and wander
about in foreign lands, or settle down somewjiere
far removed from tlieir patrimonial inheritance.

This we consider an evil ; for we do not agree
with Mr M'Culloch, that it is of no importance to

a country where the income derived from its land

is spent. We are quite sure the small tradesmen
of every class derive sensible benefits from the ex-

penditure of the contiguous proprietors, and when
the latter are absent, they soon feel that source of
profit dried up. But, on the other hand, we do not
bewail the absence of proprietors so lamentably
as our Irish neighbors. Good farming proceeds,

and laborers are employed, by the enterprisin;; ten-

antry in their absence ; and, in as far as regards
the substantial improvement of the country, the

claims of the landowners in the participation of tlie

honor is little, compared with those of tiie ten-

antry.

Now the effects of all these evils, we venture to

assert, may be most effectually remedied by the

sons of landed proprietors, who will themselves
become landowners, acquiring a thorouo-h knowl-
edge of firming in their youl}!, as a necessary
branch of practical education, ant? the management
of their estates will then be felt a' desirable gratifi-

cation, not a task. Proprietors would then be qual-
ified to select and appoint competent factors,—to

judge of the fulfilment of the factor's duty of im-
partial superintendence,—and to ' convince them-
selves, by personal observation, th&t their tenantry
receive substantial justice and protection. They
would then be competent to select farm-stewards
to manage the liome farm under their own direc-

tions, and to keep them in check by commandins;
them to render an account of their intromissions at

tiie moment, and not at the protracted periods of
terms. They would tlien discover there is not a
more rational, pleasing, or interesting study than
the science of agriculture, and its practical appli-

cation, nor one wliich can be so well combined
with those manly sports and amusements in which
it is the pride of our country gentlemen to excel.

They would then have no temptation to reside
abroad, but would discover that a knowledge of
the minutifE of farming creates a daily increasing
interest in field operations, and the cultivation of
stock. A personal acquaintance with their tenants
would then open a wide field of human nature for

their observation
; and this ample field to glean

from, in connexion with the facts acquired in their
own practice, would supply them with cogent argu-
ments and illustrations on all subjects connected
with agriculture, whereby their sentiments would
command respect in every public assembly.

Where is all this important knowledge to be ac-
quired ? It is to be acquired like every other spe-
cies of knowledge, by observation ; in the opera-
tions of nature, as displayed in the field of art. Is

this question asked in a country, whose proud boast
is to possess more enterprising, educated, and well

ArcrsT 1. is:?8.

informed farmers, than perhaps any other country
I geology, that the substrata or subsoils, on which

in the world ? In all the best managed districts,
j

soils rest, may obtain due regard. Meteorolo^ry
where we mean the mixed husbandry is practised, should be studied, in order to be able to anticipate
or the culture of stock and crop are combined,

|
the changes of the weather. The anatomy and
physiology of animals are also requisite for him to

there are farmers well qualified to impart instruc

tion in their profession, as well as possessing such
cultivated minds as to render them valuable com-
panions. A two years' residence with an agreea-
ble and intelligent farmer, who practises the rais-

ing of corn with the breeding and management of
cattle and sheep, and putting the hand to every
kind of work, could not fail to impart to young men
of ordinary capacity, a competent knowledge of
farming. Such a tuition we consider absolutely
necessary for the eldest sons of our lancled propri-

etors, who mean to reside in their own country, and
enact the part of landowners ; but it may be also

profitably extended to those younger sons, who may
turn their thoughts to the New World, as the sur-

est means of success in any undertaking connected
with the culture of the soil, or the rearing of the
domesticated animals, in which they may embark.
Their interests will be promoted by studying agri-

culture effectually, before the^' embark in their

migratory undertakings. No proprietors' sons need
be ashamed to receive instruction from, or sit down
at the tables of, Such men.
We are entitled to speakconfidently on this sub-

ject ; for the foundation of our practical knowledge
of agriculture was laid by an intelligent farmer,

and most agreeable companion, in perhaps the best

county for farming in (Scotland ; and never since

have we had cause to consider the time misspent.

The facilities are evidently greater in Scotland
than in any country we know, for young gentlemen
acquiring a practical knowledge of agriculture, al-

most under the eye of their friends antl relations.

Should these remarks attract the attention of
those country gentlemen who may feel inclined to

profit by them, we can furnish them with the names
of«ome of the most eminent farmers who have been
in the habit of taking pupils ; and leave it to

their own discretion to choose the most eligible sit-

uation.

But we think the system of tuition might be ben-
eficially extended. Most farmers, we apprehend,

j

are not quite competent to teach the science of
agriculture in connexion with its practice. Sup-
pose, then, an extensive farmer has a large house,

capable of containing a number of pupils, not ex-

ceeding twenty. That number, we conceive, to be
enough for successful and comfortable tuition. Let
tliis house be subdivided into comfortable sleeping

apartments, a large dining-room, a large drawing-
room, and a large class-room, fitted up pa*ly as a

library, and useful, also, as a reading and writing

apartment. Let a tutor of competent acquirements
be appointed to take the immediate charge of the

pupils, both within and without doors. He should
be competent to teach the application of chemistry,

although we arc not so sanguine as most people of

the utility of this science to agriculture. He should

teach the application of the principles of mechan-
ics, in order that the principle on which any im-
plement operates may be comprehended—the ap-

plication of the principles of hydraulics, that the

principles of draining, embanking, and constructing

reservoirs for water, may be easily understood.

He should teach botany, to enable young farmers

to distinguish soils by their natural vegetation
;

and particularly the physiology of plants, that the

culture of plants of whatever kind may be in con-
formity with appropriate soil and situation. Also

teach, that the good points of live stock may be
duly appreciated. .\nd, above all, he ought to be
acquainted with the practice of agriculture: for,

although the farmer himself will no doubt under-
take to teach this department of the system, yet
unless tlie tutor also understands it, he cannot so
successfully demonstrate tlie application of science
to the operations of practice. It may, at first, be
difficult to find a tutor so amply qualified for the
task; but as tlie practice of agriculture would
most likely be the only department in wliich he
would be deficient, he could, in the course of two
years, acquire that knowledge as easily as any of
tlie pupils.

Witli colloquial prelections and discussions in
the house, at stated hours, so as not to interfere
with the hours of labor in the fields, and with dem-
onstrations in the fields, whilst the labor was in pro-
gress, a vast mass of useful information would, in
a short time, be conveyed to, and acquired by, the
pupils. It is presumed the pupils had already ac-
quired, at school, or college, the elementary princi-

ples of all these sciences, besides mathematics.
Such a house should be situate on a large farm of
not less than six hundred acres, on which the mixed
husbandry is practised ; that is, the growing corn
with the breeding and rearing of cattle and sheep.
The system might be extended still farther. It

will scarcely be possible to find a sufficient number
of large farms on which such establishments could
be founded, or of intelligent farmers to conduct
them ; as the mixed system of husbandry cannot
be successfully carried on, on a very small farm,

or by small farmers. This difficulty might be ob-
viated by the erection of a large house in a con-

venient village, in the neigliborhood of which, in-

telligent farmers held farms. The tutor himself
could engage the house, and draw the emoluments,
and give premiums to the farmers, for permission

to the pupils to inspect and witness all the opera-

tions.

We think such establishments would be con-

ducted much more satisfactorily on private specula-

tion, than under the guidance of any society, or pub-

lic commission. Both the farmer and tutor would
be stimulated by their own interests for their suc-

cess, and competition would in time sharpen the

stimulus still more keenly. Let any farmer, who
has the requiste accommodation and qualification,

begin the experiment with adequate appliances,

and he will soon find customers. Like a coach or

a steamboat starting on a new line of communica-
tion, his establishment will attract pupils ; whereas,

if he wait until the demand for such establishments

rouse him into action, he may have to wait as long

as tlie wagoner had for the assistance of Her-

cules.

CULTURE OF THE MULBERRY TREE AND
THE TREATMENT OF SILKWORMS.

Not very many years have elapsed since the

project of introducing the silkworm into this coun-

try was seriously taken up by several scientific

persons ; and the probability of its becoming even-

tually a source of wealth was warmly discussed, j

Gradually, however, the ardor of these projectors - i

was found to cool, and the matter fell to tlie
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ground ; and was soon as little spoken of, as if an

enterprise h:id been meditated which sensible men

ouglit to disavow. Notwithstanding this implioJ

reflection on tiie good sense of the supporters of

the plan, a few gentlemen shortly after might be

foiinil scattered through England, who still cher-

islied tlie conviction that the introd'.iction of this

insect was perfectly feasible. They planted mul-

berry trees and bred silkworms as an innocent

source of amusement; and to this day they con-

tinue to occupy their spare time in trying exper-

iments on a limited scale, on the best modes of

bringing up their favorites ; but if the project was

eafferly received here, in Ireland it was hailed with

enthusiasm as a certain mode of realizing a fortune.

The ardent imagination of the Irish easily over-

leaped the barriers which inexperience or want of

capital tlirew in the way ; and for any one not to

have implicit faitli in the silkworm speculation, was

looked on as a mark of meanness of spirit, or of to-

tal disregard to personal advancement. A joint-

stock company was even proposed, and a vast num-

ber of names were marked down for shares ; but

when the day of paying the first instalment came

round, the absentees were found to be so abundant,

"that the company dissolved itself," as a wag af-

terwards remarked, "even before it was formed."

The zeal of individuals was but little manifested in

mulberry plantations or silkworm nurseries. One
person only showed that he had been perfectly se-

rious in his enthusiastic advocacy of the enter-

prise ; he planted some thousands of the trees, and

when we passed through some dozen or fifteen

years ago, we saw the plantations in a most flour-

ishing condition. The Earl of Kingston it was who
had given this proof of his being serious in the

silkworm project ; and even to the last, we believe

he spoke witli every appearance of being thor-

oughly persuaded of the possibility of the plan.

Both in this country and in Ireland, the great ob-

jection was that the climate was too severe for so

delicate an insect as the silkwonn. The slightest

variations of cold and heat were known to affect it

;

and sudden changes were frequently found to cause

its destruction ; modern discoveries have proved

this notion to be hastily assumed, and perfectly ei'-

roneous. The insect is noAV known to be capable,

with proper management and due precaution, of

supporting our climate ; and it is with the inten-

tion of showing tJie truth of this important fact to

our readers, that we have determined to lay before

them some valuable information which has but

lately come to light.

The source from which we derive this informa-

tion, is a treatise by the Chinese themselves, which

has been lately translated and given to the public

in France. When we consider the acknowledged
advancement of the Chinese in the arts and scien-

ces, evidenced by their knowledge of printing—of

the mariner's compa.ss—of gunpowder, and many
other curious discoveries, long before tlie inhabi-

tants of Europe, it is a matter of wonder that tlieir

literature has not been more carefully studied, and

the results of such studies made public. All that

we have until lately known of tlie Chinese, and

their habits, manners, customs, and knowledge, has

come at first through the early missionaries, and

next through the embassies sent over from tliis

country. A third spring of information has now
been opened ; and we are not over sanguine, in

predicting that a most important stream of curious

knowledge will be found to flow from it Should

it be asked, how it happens that this particular

juncture has had the merit of making public the

contents of a Chinese work, we answer, that it is

the same cause which, in^ the days of Perseus,

caused the Roman parrots, when hungry, to salute

their mistresses in the Greek words they had been

taught, namely, self-interest, a most prolific source

of researcli and invention. Thus it was tliat the

work was translated.

The production of silk, at the present day, in

France, amounts to a value of more than 00,000,000

francs a year; which is, however, quite insufficient

for the consumption, as the foreign trade alone

reaches 50,000,000 francs a year. Silk is one of

the principal products of China : for not only is it

used to a great extent in the fabrication of their

clothes, but a vast quantity is exported in tlie raw

state, as well as in the shape of fabricated articles.

For forty centuries have they devoted their attention

to study, in its minutest details, tlie rearing of the

worm wliich furnishes them with this source of their

national wealth ; and as a natural consequence, this

long experience, always stimulated by the sense of

self-interest, has caused them to discover a crowd

of attentions, of proceedings, and of practices, most

likely to procure for them certain and advanta-

ous produce.

The missionaries were at once struck with the

importance of these practices to the European cul-

tivator of tlie silkwonn ; and tliey determined to

mark down some of their modes of treatment, for

the benefit of their countrymen. Two treatises

were drawn up, and afterwards published in France.

One of them, by Father d'Entrecolles, gives the

extract of au old Chinese work respecting tlie treat-

ment of silkworms ; and the other, composed by

Father d'Incarville (or rather, from notes left by

hin^,) describes the treatment given to three other

species of worms, which the natives designate

" wild silkworms," because their nature requires

that they should be permitted to live at full liberty

on the trees from whence they take their food.

Some of the methods of treatment described by

d'Entrecolles, were not long ago put in practice

by M. Camille Beauvais, a large breeder of silk-

worms at Senart. He found them to be most ser-

viceable, and most certain and faithful in their re-

sults ; but above all, he found that tlie adoption of

the Chinese treatment was of wonderful efficiency

in preventing accidents, which before had dread-

fully puzzled and annoyed hini.

As the abridgment of a work is always incom-

plete in details, M. Beauvais thought that it would

be important to have the original Chinese work

translated. He applied to the Minister of Com-
merce on the subject, and laid before him the im-

portance of the case. M. Passy was at the time

minister ; and he applied, in his turn, to M. Stan-

islas Julion, as the first Chinese scholar in France,

or perhaps in Europe. He directotL this eminent

savant to undertake tlie task ; and Mi Martin (du

Nord,) wiio succeeded to the Ministry of Commerce,

made tlie work complete, by desiring M. Julien

also to translate the Chinese work on tlie culture

of the mulberry tree, which is always annexed to

the work on the treatment of sUkworms. M. Ju-

lien undertook this arduous task ; and has just given

to the public a translation of the two treatises, of

rare precision and clearness. To this has been

added. Father d'Incarville's treatise on the wild

silkworms ; and the whole has been published at

the royal printing office. The French scientific

men speak of the work as containing a vast quan-

tity of useful details ; and they declare that it will

bo tlie means of greatly increasing the wealth of

France. Without going the whole length of their

sanguine anticipations, we can see that the infor-

mation thus given is highly important, and that it

may be of great value to this country as well as to

France. Oue peculiarity of the work is, that the

Chinese have followed no fixed plan ; there is no

succession of ideas in natural logical order in the

Chinese writings. Down they put whatever thought

occurs to them ; satisfied, apparently, like the sybil

of old, with having marked it down, but totally re-

gardless of its fate afterwards. It might be a cu-

rious question to discuss the reason of this want of

order ; whether it arose from habit, or from some

defect of organization : this, however, is beside

our present purpose ; we only desire to speak of

the works before us. In considering them, it will

not be found an easy task to place all in proper

order. The little treatise by Father d'Entrecolles

will be found of use as a sort of guide ; but as it

may not be practicable to obtain this work, we pur-

pose culling from the translations some of the facts

which strike us as useful and singular.

The silkworm, when it has just burst into life, is

at first a little black caterpillar, about the length

and thickness of an ant. In this state, its growth

is so rapid, that after twentyfive or thirty days it

has arrived at a size some hundreds of times more

considerable. It then spins its cocoon, and is

transformed into the chrysalid form ; it emerges

from thence a gay butterfly, engages in the work

of generation, lays its eggs, and dies. The care

of the Chinese follows the insect in all the phases

of its short existence, without losing sight of it a

single instant. The rapidity of its development

as caterpillar, requires that it Should several times

get rid of its skin, and replace it by a larger cov-

ering. Every one of these changes constitutes a

perilous crisis in the insect's existence ; because

it then remains without movement, and as if be-

numbed, during the period that nature Urges on her

handiwork.

It is easy to conceive, that the temperature, the

food, and treatment, ought to be different for the

insect when approaching its state of torpidity, from

those which are most beneficial to it when in its

time of health and vigor. The first and grand pro-

vision, therefore, for successfully rearing a season's

insects, oujht to be, to obtain a collection which,

born at the same time, and under tlie same circum-

stances, shall be endowed with constitutions of like

vigor, in order that the changes of tlieir activity, of

their torpidity, and of their final transformation,

shall arrive simultaneously or nearly so. It is al-

most impossible to picture to one's self the multi-

tude of cares which the Chinese devote to this fun-

damental condition. They commence their atten-

tion in the very choice of the butterflies destined

to produce the eggs, rejecting such members of

the two sexes as are born amongst the first or the

last, and making use only of the intermediate ones
;

and even using their discretion in putting together,

for the work of generation, those insects which

their experience shows them are best suited to

each other. Ne.xt the eggs become the objects of

their solicitude. Here also they cast away the

first and the last which are produced; and they pay

great attention to having tlie batch equ-illy distrib-

uted over the paper on which they contrive that the

laying should take place. They thus avoid all

heaping of the eggs, which would, when the hatch-

ing wa# concluded, place the insects in unequal

circumstances ; or if the eggs should, notwithstand-
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ing their precautions, be heaped on each other, they

reject the mass altogether as ineligible for their

purpose. Afterwards, they preserve tliese ejgs

with a thousand precautions, causing the.n to un-

dergo various washings and other preparations, be-

fore the moment when tlie insect is about to burst

into life.

So great is their ability in managing the educa-

tion (if we may so term it) of the silkworm, that

they generally contrive that all the insects should

come from the eggs in the same day. Here again

they reject the precocious and the tardy ones, in

order to retain and bring up only those of the mid-

dle class. Having procured the fulfilment of this

principle of original simultaneousness, they make

every exertion to maintain all the phases attendant

on the insect's existence. The cleverness of the

Chinese is such, as to enable them to reduce the

period of these changes, at most, to twentyfive, or

even twentythree days : whilst our unskilfulness

obliges us to prolong the period to thirty or thirty-

five days, to the serious detriment of the silk pro-

duced ; for the Chinese have ascertained this im-

portant fact to be true, that tlie quantity of silk

produced by the worm, is less in proportion to the

length of time that it remains in the caterpillar

form—the longer it remains, the less is the pro-

duce ; and the rapidity of the reduction is enor-

mous. To make tliis position clear, let us suppose

that a number of worms, which have been devel-

oped in twentyfive days, have given twentyfive

ounces of silk ; if they remain, through any want

of nourishment or necessary care, in the caterpillar

state for twentyeight days, the amount of silk pro-

duced will not be more than twenty ounces : and

should they delay to the thirtieth day, not more

than ten ounces will be given. This is not only

a very curious fact, but of great importance in a

commercial point of view, and well worthy our se-

rious attention. The Chinese have been long

aware of it ; and hence they deem no care too

great which will hasten the birth of the insect.

We must also look with admiration on the minijte

and delicate attentions with which they regulate

the insect throughout. They are particularly cau-

tious never to detach the eggs from the papers on

which tliey have been deposited, to place them in

heaps, as is so unreasonably practised in Franco,

[but they leave them tlieir separate station and their

hold on the surface, both which are found to be

•favorable to a speedy hatching. They also take

care never to handle, or even to touch with the

end of a pair of pincers, the little worms when they

are born, in order to place them on the mulberry

leaves : they would fear to run the risk of tainting

them. How different is the practice in Europe,

where it is quite a matter of daily occurrence to

detach the eggs from the paper and place them in

heaps : afterwards they are tied up in linen and

transported to a distance. May nal this be the

cause of those frequent mal-fonnations which appear

in the European silk-nurseries, and which occasion

such tremendous losses afterwards ? a circumstance

be it observed, never seen amongst the Chinese.

Their practice is, to gently place on the leaves tlie

papers on whicli the worms have come into exist-

ence, in order tliat they may of tiiemselves descend

and take their food ; nor do they place within their

reach entire leaves at first, but little morsels, cut

very neatly and scattered through a small sieve,

in order that they may be distributed uniformly

and in proportion to the number and the age of the

worms. The quantity given at each repast is ex-

ceedingly small ; and the increase is made in the I

number of repasts, but never in the mass of food I

given at each. The practice, we may remark, is

founded on just principles ; and the proofs of its

efficiency are soen every day in our farms in this

country, where cattle are found to thrive best on

small and frequent repasts ; not only because such
'

arc most easy of digestion, but because the ani-

mals eat more eagerly, and with a better relish,

their food, when fresh, than trampled on, or tainted

by their breatli, when given in large quantities.

It would be an endless task to follow the Chi-

nese through all their minute details, tlie influence

of which, however, must be exceedingly great on

the silk produced. Their treatment of the cocoons

their proceedings with regard to their silk crop

—

and their mode of winding the thread, are exceed-

ingly curious. Our limits will not permit us to de-

lay much longer ; we shall, therefore, only add an

interesting fivct or two before we close. The Chi-

nese use two sorts of artificial food for their silk-

worm ; one of these is the leaf of a tree called tctie,

and a plant which hears the title of Ouo-ktn : these

are employed when the mulberry tree has not yet

pushed forth its leaves, or when there is a scarcity

of them. What these two productions are we have

no means of ascertaining ; that they are used

throughout China for silkworms is certain, for men-

tion is made of them in an old Chinese almanac,

apparently intended for the working classes. The

iclie tree is also noticed by d'Entrecolles, who de-

scribes it as a prickly tree, wluch grew on exposed

and lofty situations, and had a fruit like pepper.

In the work translated by M. Julien, a rude sketch

is given of the tree ; but so vag-ue is the outline,

that we are unable to assign it to any particular

class. The same incertitude exists as to the Ouo-

kin. Rernusat identified it with the wild chicorry

;

wliile in the Amanitaies Exotic/B of Kcempler, it is

suggested that it resembles our lettuce ; it surely

will be worth while to try both plants, and judge

by the manner in which the silkworms receive'

them. The Chinese also employ, in feeding the

worms, mulberry leaves gathered towards the end

of the preceding season ; these they dry and re-

duce to powder ; and having lightly sprinkled the

fresh leaves, they scatter it gently over them. The

worms are always found eager to feed on it; and

one advantage of it is, that it can be used at all

times. Rice is also found to answer. It is first

husked and then boiled by steam ; tliis is then

ffround, and the flour is given to the worms. A
small sort of pea, after being first allowed to ger-

minate a little, is also employed ; and all these

preparations are said to render the silk stronger

and more abundant All these expedients are fa-

vorable to the introduction of the silkworm into

England, which the Chinese mode of treatment

proves to be perfectly practicable.

The long experience of the Chinese has made

them aware of the fact, that the artificial education

of silkworms requires a succession of different tem-

peratures, suited to the difl'erent changes of tlieir

existence ; and that, at the same time, the air which

they inhale ought to be constantly purified of their

perspiration, their evacuation and the bed of leaves

on which they are placed. To effect this, they

have found it necessary to erect close buildings,

where an artificial increase or diminution of heat

can be given when required, ami where fresh air

is constantly admitted. They have also discovered

that these transitions of temperature must be al-

most insensible ; and all their skill and ingenuity

are taxed to accomplish this desirable object

The Chinese author enters into a most minute

doscrijition of the structure, materials, and situation

of a silkworm nursery. He gives an account of

the mode of heating it ; and at great length details

the form and use of the different instruments and

utensils required in the concern. We do not in-

tend following him in these details, curious as they

certainly are ; we shall only mention one circum-

stance connected with the heating of the nursery,

which will show to what extent their cares are

given. In addition to their scientific modes of

maintaining the exact temperature beneficial to

the worms, they employ what tliey deem the best

indicator of a proper equilibrium, and even superior

to a thermometer—tliis is the woman who takes

care of the worms, and who is called their mother.

This personage is clad in a single thin vestment,

in Older that her sensibility to cold or heat may be

constantly awakened. These women are consid-

ered persons of importance ; and whether from or-

ganization or habit, can at once detect the slightest

change of temperature.

It is owing to this judicious use of air and light

(which we should have mentioned is particularly

dwelt on,) that the Chinese are quite ignorant of

those dreadful epidemics caused by mould, which

in France makes its appearance on the bodies of

the worms, in even the best regulated nurseries. In

Italy also it is a matter of notoriety, that a vast

quantity of worms perish every year trcra a similar

disease : it is to be hoped, that from the present

time the evil will be materially diminished. The

best plan of a nursery yet tried in France, is one

designed and erected by M. Darcet for M. Beau-

vais, of whom we have already spoken. This plan

is considered, by some cultivators of silkworms, as

most efficient; while others declare that it is little

superior to a common workshop. The Chinese

treatise shows that in many respects it is founded

on wrons principles ; and we may soon expect t,o

hear that some modifications in its structure have

taken place.

From what we have stated of the contents of the

Chinese treatise, it maybe seen that the cultivation

of the silkworm is perfectly easy in tliis country.

The difference of clunate has been deemed by some

scientinc men as an insuperable bar; but this ob-

jection is taken away by the work, which estab-

lishes the fiict, that the greatest produce of silk in

China takes place in the central provinces, lying

between 2.5 deg. and 35 deg. of nortli latitude.

Thermometrical observations have also proved that

the mean temperature of the northern and southern

provinces of China diff'ers but little from that of

Provence in France, the winters being somewhat

more severe, and the summers a little hotter. The

work also shows, that Uie cultivation of the silk

worm was carried on to an enormous extent in the

most northern provinces of China, and we have no

reason to suppose thr-t the cultivation has been dis-

continued. Nor is it at all necessary that these

silkworms should be reared in vast quantities or in

large buildings ; if this was necessary, how could

the Chinese peasants pay tlieir taxes, which are ge-

nerally given in silk? The population of the

country being exceedingly great, the land has been

for ages divided into very small holdings ;
indeed,

to this cause only can we attribute the declaration

of Barrow and other travellers, that the appearance

of.tlie count.y is rather that of a vast collection of

ffardens, than that of an agricultural district Tho
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philosopher Menj-Tsu, who lived in the fourth cen

tury before the Christian era, says "that of the per-

J^ote. It is not meant tliat exactly at the peri-

ods above mentioned these changes take place in

tion of land allotted to each family, it is sufficient to tlie horse; much depends upon his constitution

plant tlie twentieth part with mulbnry trees, to en-

able the family to clothe themselves ;" and since

then, the lax imposed on each peasant's family

is generally paid by a certain number of bushels of

grain, a fixed quantity of silk stuffs, and some

ounces of silk thread. This pioves incontestably

tliat each family rears worms to clothe themselves,

as they cultivate the fields with their hands to feed

themselviij. Hence we may reasonably infer, that

the methods prescribed in the Chinese treatise

are eqiinlly applicable to private nurseries on a

small scale
;
indeed, we might go much farther and

say, that the great establishments are the excep-

tions, ra tlier than the cottage of the husbandman

;

for as the work wks drawn up for the general in-

struction of the nation, can we suppose that the

writers had not in view the circumstances and con-

dition of those for whom the_ work was intended ?

And as the vast majority of the inhabitants are of

moderate means, ought we not to believe that the

work was chiefly written for them, rather than for

rich capitalists possessing large establishments ?

We feel convinced that this branch of industry

can easily be introduced into this country ;
and we

do not deem the day far distant, when it will prove

a source of wealth to thousands. Should our re-

marks lead to this desirable result, it will certainly

be a source of great gratification to us ;
should we

fail to excite public interest, we shall still have the

consolation of tliinl<ing that we have faitlifully dis-

charged onr duty.

—

English publication.

REMARKS ON PURCHASING A HORSE.

My neighbor Tyson, having occasion to purchase

a horse for hard and immediate work, I advised him

not to buy under five years of age. He yesterday

took me to see a horse, for which he had partly

agreed, warranted sound and five years old. On
examining the mouth, I inquired of the owner if

he would warrant him five years old ? He an-

swered, " he is coming five." " Yes," I replied,

"and will be so, for nearly two years to come ;
the

fact is, he is a three year old colt." This common

trick reminds me of a butcher I once knew, who,

when he had old beef for sale would spread his

hand upon it, and declare it was under five, mean-

ing it was under font- fingers and a thwnh.

Few persons, even amongst those to whom the

knowledge ought to be indispensable, are acquaint-

ed with the mode of judging of the age of a horse

by tlie teeth. As the lesson can be committed to

memory in five minutes, I copy it from my mem-

orandum book, asking for it an insertion in your

valuable Cabinet.

How to form a judgment of the age of a Iwrsc hijhis

teeth.

At two years old, the horse sheds the two mid-

dle teeth of the under jaw. At three years old, he

sheds two other teeth, one on each side of those

he shed the year before. At four years old, he

sheds the two remaining, or corner teeth. At five

years old, the two middle teeth are full, no longer

hollow, as all the others are ; and the teeth have

penetrated the gums. At six years old, the four

middle teeth are full, the corner teeth only remain-

ing hollow : the tusks are sliarp, with the sides

fluted. At seven years old, the corner teeth are

full, the tusks longer and thicker, and the horse is

said to be aged.

whether he be a late or early foal ; alsc upon the

manner in which he has been reared, as to food and

shelter, &c. The corner tooth too, might remain

a littl; hollow after the age of seven, but the ap-

pearance is still very unlike the mere shells, which

they are, at the age of six. An old Faumkr.
[Far. Cabinet.

ON SMUT IN CORN, WHEAT, &e.

In The Cidtivateur of last year, there is a curious

article on " Smut in Corn," from the pen of M.

Philippar, Professor of Agriculture in the Normal

School of Versailles. He declares that smut is a

" parasite plant, belonging to the mushroom tribe,

of the genus Uredo.'' The article is neatly writ-

ten, and does honor to the talents of the young pro-

fessor. The opinion adopted and propagated by

M. Philippar has been generally received as cor-

rect by the writers who have preceded him. The

works of MM. Tillet and Tessier on this subject

are well known to agriculturalists in France. M.

Benedict Prevost, and M. de Candolle, have also

written on " Smut in Corn ;" and they have all as-

serted that it was a kind of mushroom ; tliis opin-

ion is now controverted by M. Poiteau, who has

lately written in opposition to the views of the

above-named authors. Pie addresses himself par-

ticularly to M. Philippar ; not because there was

any thing to blame in that gentleman's work more

than the other writers, but because, being the last

who tocdv pen in hand, he may be supposed to have

illuminated the subject with the latest rays of sci-

ence, and to have collected and detailed all that

was known which had reference to his work.

M. Poiteau declares " Smut " to be " a local dis-

ease, contagious by touch, and not a parasite

pl.int." His arguments for and against his opinion

are given at great length. We shall, in a concise

manner, bring them before our readers ; and, first,

his reasons for deciding against the "mushroom"

theory. When Smut was first declared to be a

plant, the labors of the microscope, applied to bot-

any, were very imperfect ; matters were declared

to be uredos, erinees, and erijsiphes, which have

since been discovered to be insects' nests, or tissu-

lar maladies to which the plant was subject. Hence

it followed, that as microscopic botany became bet-

ter known, these pretended plants gradually disap-

peared from the following editions of botanical

works. Now these plants have been generally

classed in the category as the Smut ; and as these

have been proved not to be of the mushroom race,

so may Smut also. The opinions of some living

agriculturists are cited by M. Poiteau, who con-

sider Smut to be " an irritating humor, placed in

the plant by the puncture of an insect, invisible on

account of its smallness ;" but he gives no proof

that this can be the case ; he only asserts that such

is the opinion of men worthy of being listened to,

from their experience and habits of obser\'ation.

He brings forward the fact mentioned by Bose,

who says, " a most remarkable thing is, that if the

thick oil, which is taken from Smut by distilling it,

by holding it over a hot fire, is placed in contact

with sound corn, nearly a third of the ear will be

affected with Smut." M. Poiteau maintains, that

this is altogether inexplicable, unless Smut be con-

tagious by touch ; but even allowing this, it is no

proof that the former opinions may not still be well-

founded. M. Poiteau says, that every experiment

tried by M. Philippar proves as much for the opin-

ion tliat Smut is a disease, as that it is a parasite

plant ; but admitting this, M. Poiteau does not

prove what he desires, namely, that his theory is

correct He also attacks M. Pliilappar's declara-

tion, that Smut is propagated by seed; but we can-

not find that he gives proofs that such is not the

case. M. Poiteau very fairly cites against himself

the Memoire of M. Benedict Prevost, at the Insti-

tute in 180(5— in that paper he distinctly states,

that he saw the Smut change its ajjpearance and

germinate. M. Poiteau asks, if that can be called

germination wliicli is nothing more than a change

of form from round to oblong. " If," he goes on to

say, " all changes which are seen in plants are

taken for germination, every vegetable thing in

nature should be deemed susceptible of germina-

tion." ]VL Poiteau gives M. Philippar great praise

for his zeal and ability ; but not the loss insists

that he is in error. We do not profess to give any

opinion on the nature of Smut ; we merely are

anxious to lay before our readers the facts of the

controversy. We must, however, declare, that we

think M. Poiteau altogether fails to prove his posi-

tion, that " Smut is a malady contagious by touch."

He asserts boldly, and finds fault unhesitatingly
;

but he does not give proofs. We sliould much

have preferred to see some hints given which might

tend to remedy the evil. Smut does confessedly

exist ; and to be able to guard against its ravages

would be a great blessing to the husbandman ; but

to enter into discussion as to the origin of the evil,

without considering what are the best means of re-

moving it, seems to us but of little practical utility.

Any inquiry into the cause of Smut, or into its na-

ture, can be profitable only inasmuch as we may,

in our researches, discover the means of guarding

against the devastation with which agriculture is

so often cursed from it. If our neighbors, on the

other side of the channel, would give us some hints

bearing on this point, we should be more indebted

to them than for their discussions on the origin of

Smut. We conceive, however, that some good

may arise from making known in this country what

takes places respecting agricultural subjects in

France ; and for that reason have we referred to

the above controversy. Perhaps, some of the ex-

perienced agriculturists of this country may be ex-

cited bv it to give their view of the matter to the

public. Should they do so, our article will not

have been written in vain.

—

Lond. Hort. Jour.

BUTTER.
The business of making butter, for sale in tlie

market, is a primary concern with a very large pro-

portion of farmers who reside within a reasonable

distance of towns or cities, and to obtain the best

price for it, is, of course, an object of much impor-

tance in this money-making age of the world. Yet

it is not a little surprising that notwithstanding ev-

ery body knows how to make butter, so small a pro-

portion of what is taken to market commands the

price of a first rate article. I think it rnay safely

be said, that not one-fourth part of it can be as-

sumed as first rate in quality, and, of course, much

the larger part of it is sold at inferior prices. This,

in many cases, must be ascribed to carelessness,

inattention to neatness and cleanliness, and, per-

haps, in many cases, to the impurities of tlie cellar

or milk-house in which the milk or cream is kept.

The atmosphere of the apartment where milk is

kept, should be entirely pure and free from all con-

tamination. No decaying vegetables, barrels of
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fish, saurkraut, musty casks, or other articles which

tend to render the air impure, ought to be permit-

tek to remain in the same apartment with milk or

cream. Fluids absorb the noxious vapors of the

air in a remarkable degree. A pitcher of water

being permitted to stand over night in a room where

a. eegar has been smoked, in the morning will be

found to be strongly impregnated with it.

It will be found to be impossible to make butter

of good flavor, and of first rate quality, if the apart-

ment in which the milk is set is not kept entirely

free from all smell of what kind soever. It will

receive a taint from foul air, of which it can never

be divested, by any process whatever ; therefore, if

you desire to obtain the hishest market price for

your butter, keep your milk-houses and cellars as

sweet and clean as your parlors, and let the e.vhi-

bition of it in the market place be so perfectly neat

and tidy as to attract the admiration of purchasers,

and be sure never attempt to sell a pound of butter

with a segar in vour mouth.

—

Far. Cabinet.

AND gardener's JOURNAL.

Boston, Wbdsesday, Adgdst 1,

INDIAN CORN.
• DCKERING, TOPPING STA 7. KS, HARVESTING.

(continued.)

When tlie corn throughout the field is complotely

glazed, so thai from partial examination you cannot find

an ear that is fit to be roasted and the kernels seem all

to be touched, then proceed into the field with several

hands to cut up the plants at the bottom. A sickle will

answer for this purpose
; or a knife made from the end

of an old scythe attached to u short wooden handle. As
the corn is cut keep it in your arms and do not allow it

to be laid on the ground until sufficient is collected by
yourself and those at work with you to form a good
sized shock. Bring it next round a strong standing hill

or if necessary form a support for the shock by bringing
the lops of two standing liills together; anil around'this
support make your shock ; bring the tops of the corn
which you have cut round it, and spread the bottoms
widely for the free admission ami circulation of the air

:

then with a band of rye straw tie the tops of all firmly
together round these hills which are left standing. The
corn must not be first tied in bundles as is frequently
done, as in this case ii is not likely to dry so well ; and
the ears frequently become mouldy, especiallv if damp
weather follows; besides thai when they are thus tied
in small bundles the ears cannot be well rt^ached in the
husking and are liable to be missed, unless the bundle
is untied, which is a great trouble. The hills which
are lefl standing form a very useful support for the corn
that IS placed against them, and the shocks otherwise are
liable to fall or be blown down. When the corn is suffi
ciently dry to be harvested proceed then to cut off the
Btand.ng hill

;
the shock or stook then rem.iin. firmlv

bound by the band of straw at the top
; a„d i„ this forrn

.8 easily pitched upon the cart When the corn is husked
It is only for the husker to place the top of a shock or
stook in his lap. and everu «-.r i^ c .

t j-n, /' ''*">^ "•" 's founu at once and
w.lhout difficulty. When this whole operation is well
and properly performed we are satisfied that there is a
considerable saving of labor in curing the fodder that
the whole f,dder is saved in a much better condi'tion •

and that the grain itself becomes equally ripe sound'
and heavy, as If suflcrcd to remain until it is '"dead'

ripe '• in the field. The fodder it-elf is more succulent

and much better; and in truth, in respect to all parts of
it, which are eatable, is as nutritious a food as can be

given to live stock, either neat cattle, horses, or sheep.

Ill the evrflil of the prospect of an early Irost the crop

in this way would often be saved, when otherwise it

might be ruined ; as there is no danger from frost after

the corn has been cut and shocked twentyfour hours.

Another advantage from this management is that it en-

ables you to remove your corn much earlier from your
field so as to have opportunity to prepare the ground for

another crop, as where this is desirable the shocks of

corn can be placed at the sides of the ploughed land.

There is liowever an impoitant suggestion to be made
here. Where the shocks are placed at the sides of the

field upon grass ground, there is danger that the grass

will check the circulation of air umler the shocks, and

neilher the grain nor the stalks will ripen well. The
stalks too are liable to become mouldy at the bottom.

There is every prospect, let us be thankful to a kind

Providence, of an abundant ciop of corn the presentsea-

son. The fields were never more lu.turiant and beauti-

ful. With the exception of some particular articles in

particular situations, and what may at present be called

fancy articles, such as beets for sugar and the silk cul-

tivation, Indian Corn must be set down as the great

crop for New England. We are fast departing to our
very great injury from the good old fashions of Indian
bread and Johnny cake. It is hoped we shall presently

learn what is for our health and interest, and come back
again. There is no more nutritious or healthy bread
than that which is furnished by this rich gift of Heaven.
Massachusetts alone can, and we have no hesitation in

saying, ought to raise her three milliou bushels per
year.

Wholesome drink for warsi weather.—Take a

two gallon stone jug and fill it with cold water. Put
into this water a quart of oat meal ; and shake it well.

In half an hour it will furnish a pleasant, nutritious and
excellent beverage. We know a farmer, who cuts ordi-

narily one hundred tons of hay. This is the only drink
in the field for himself and his hands. He says he de-
sires nothing better and he can find nothing more accep-
table and useful to his laborers. Molasses and water
and small beer are liable to be drank in too large quan-
titles and have ^ tendency to disorder the stomach. Cold
water is excellent, but may be l<iki-ii loo cold and in too

great quantities; and laboreis in general want some-
thing diflerent. Cider is iuflammntory and iritatin" and
stupefying. Ardent spirit is almost done with among
respectable and decent people. Who wishes to be pos"

sessed of a devil ?

For the New England Farmer.

Mr EoiroR—It has been a subject of surprise to me,
for some time past, that with all the ingenuity for which
the Yankees are so celebrated especially when a profit

may be expected, no one has as yet in this pan of the
country (nor I believe in any part of the United States)
ever introduced to our tables an article common in va-
rious parts of the world, viz ; Capons. It may not be
known to the great mass of your readers that in the
West Indies and several parts of the old countries, a
Capon is considered a great luxury and readily com-
mands a much higher price than a chicken of the same
age. They are apparently easily raised, grow to a
large size, (say from H to 10 lbs.) and range together in

flocks, never showing any disposition to fight eacli oth-

er. The writer sees no reason why they cannot be in-

troduced here, with profit to the raiser, and regreis his
inability to furnish the information necessary to perform
the required operation. The annexed from the Albany
Cultivator of this month, is all that lie can find any
where on the subject, and as it does not go so fully into
the " Modus Operandi," as could be desired, the writer
is induced to request the insertion of this communica-
tion in your valuable journal, in the hope that it may
meet the eye of some one of your intelligent correspon-
dents, who will give througli your columns, a full ac-
count, as to how this matter should be done, when the
proper age, how the animal should be fed, &c. and
thereby oblige at least one young farmer. Norfolk

July, 1838.

Capons—"To C.-ipon Cocks make an incision with
a sharp knife under the lowest rib ; with your fin-rers
lay hold of the pans to be extirpated, and cut them away
with sharp scissors.

Put a stitch or two into the wuum\.-.ma?iy Cultivator
for July, 1S38.

For the New England Farmer.

The way to make good Butter in August.-Salt
the milk before you strain it, at the rate of a heaped
spoon of ..alt to a pail-full. Let it siarid 24 or at most
3fi hours. The first pan of milk you skim, put another
heaped spoon of salt to the cream ; add cream from day
to day as you skim your milk. Churn three tunes a
week or at least twice. Use a stone churn if you can
conveniently obtain one. fet your churn in a pail of
the coldest water, and change it as it grows warm by
standing while you churn. Keep your cream in white
earthen or a wooden bowl. It is injurious to health to
use brown earthen ware for any thing salt or acid
These directions are for a small dairy of one or two

A Hocsekeeper.

Massachusetts Horticnltnral Soeiet^.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Sulurdai/, July 28, 1S38.
/"cac/iei.- Beautiful specimens by M. P. Wilder of

this city, from his garden id Portland, raised under glass.

Gooseberries.~3os. T. Buckingham, 2 boxes good
William Mellerof Roxbury,2 boxes. Jolly Prin'ter

Champagne, &c. all of fine kinds.
'

George Newhall of Dorchester, 4 boxes of large and
fine.

William Kenrick, 3 boxes do.

Raspherries.—Dr. J. C. Howard from his garden at the
Woodlands, Brookline

; Franconia and°While Ant-
werp ; line specimens.

Curranls.-A. D, Williams from his garden in Rox-
bury, 4 boxes Dutch White and 4 boxes of Dutch Red
all of the finest quality.

'

William Meller, aboxof Red and a box of White
Dutch Currants, fine.

//oncy.—Andrew P. Young, offered for exhibition a
globular glass vessel, quite filled with pure honey, du-
ring 4 weeks from his yard in Hanover street' and
weighing IG lbs.

For the Commiliee,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

Singular Event.—As two men were cradlinirwheat
near Milford, Del. during a thunder storm, a portion of
the electric fluid struck the scythe of one, and glancing
off, killed his companion.
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BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MoNDAT, July 30, I83S.

Hi'i'i.rteil lortllf iNVw Enclinil Farmer.

Al Market 250 Beef Catile, 100 Stores, 20 Tows and
calve.s, 2050 Sheep, and 130 Swine. About 50 Swino
were reported last week. 60 Boef Cattle remain un-

sold.

Pricks — Reef CiUtle.—Sales were dull and prices de-

clineii considerable We quote. First quality ^7 25 a

$7 oO. Second quality $(i 75 a $7 00, Third quality,

$1) 00 a $0 2o.

Stares —A very few sales only effected, purchasers

refusing to pay the prices asked.

Cows ami Culves.—Sales were noticed at $24, $2S,

$32, §35 and $40.
Sheep.— Dull, .mid sales something less than last week

for n like quality. Lots were taknn at f 1 50, $1 67,

$1 75, .11 i)2 and $2 12. Wethers at $2 25, $2 50,

and $2 75.

Swine.—We noticed tlie sale of one lot to peddle, but

did not learn the price.

THEII.MO.METRICAI-.

Repiirleil for the New Gngtaiid Farmer.

R.iiigeof the Thennometerat the Garden of the proprietors

of the i\ew England Fanner, BrigUtoa, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly cxposine, week ending July 29.

PRVIT .\ND ORXAJIEJiTAL TRKES, MULBER-
RIES, &c.

yurscry of William Kenrick.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees for 183S is now ready, and will be sent

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-

sive selection of the superior varieties oi Pears,

Apples, Plums, Peaclies, Cherries, Quinces,

Gooseberries. Ilaspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape
Vines, &,c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles ; Pceonies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

OO'' OOn MoROS MuLTicAuLis are now offer-

^^fy^XjXJxJ ed for sale; the trees genuine and

fine, will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October nest, at fair prices, and

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, lasj. WILLIAM KENRICK.

FOR SALE.

A two years old Bull of the Cream pot breed; from Mr
Jaqueth's stock at Ten Hill Farm, Charlestown. Cows of

the above breed make the most butter of any stock in this

country Inquire of the subscriber near the factories in

Waltham. ISAAC PARKER.

NEW ELEMENTARY WORK ON BOTAXY.
Peter Parley's Botany ; with descriptions of Trees, Shrubs

and Plants ; with a large number of fine engravings.
The publishers invite Teachers, and o-hers interested in

this subject, to examine this work, as they believe it will be
found one of the most practically useful in use, being a com-
plete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupil.

Parley's Cyclopedia of Botany.—TMa work appears to
be exacllv what is wanted hy young persons and in families.
It not only contains the strictly scientific part of tiie subject,

in an introduction and very full and complete genera of Plants,
but it also contain.i a copious glossary of terms, and what is

most important, a Dictionary of Plants, of nearly 300 pages,
containing familiar descriptions of all the most interesting
trees, plants, and shrubs.—These are alphabetically arranged,
with an English index, so that the reader may immediately
turn to any plant he wishes lo read about. The work is if-

lustrated by over 200 engravings, and is sold \-ei-y cheap.—
Boston Paper.

For sale at the New England Farmer Oftice, 51 & 52
North Market Street. JOSEPH BRECK & CO

COUNTRY SEAT IN NEVVTOJV, FOR SALE.
The subscriber offers for sale the house in which he now

resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 acres of
land, situated on Nonantum Hill, in Newton 5 1-2 miles from
the city. The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked
with a great variety of fruit tress, and abont 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines. The place may be seen and linther partic-
ulars obtained on application at the premises.

L. A. WHEELRIGHT.
July 16th.

SCYTHES AND RAKKS.
Just received at the Agricultural Warehouse and Seed

Seed Store, a complete assortment of Garden and Field Tools,
consisting in part of
100 d(

100
200
25
10
10

100
100
100
100
100 do
100 do

Hall's Rakes, superior.

do. Wilder & Eddys, do.
do. Common do.

do. English Cast Steel Grass Scythes,
do. do. do. Cradle do.
do. do. do. Border do.
do. Round Scythe Stones,
do. Square do.

do. Cast Steel Garden Hoes.
Grass Shears.

Pinning do.

Fruit do.

50 dozen Patent Sheep Shears.

20 do. Prunin
20 do.

25 do.

25 do.

20 do.

do.

Budding Knives.

25
100

50
20
10

50

.4 Ram and Ewe fn

this office.

FOR SAiE.
ni the Cape Good Hope. Inquire al

REVOLVING HORSE RAKE.

The Revolving Rake, which has been in general use in most

parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, is found to be one of

the most useful and lalwr saving machines now in use. One
man an J horse will rake on an average, (rom fifteen m twenty

acres per day, with ease, and do the work well, it not being

necessary to stop the horse to unload. They are coming into

very treneral use in all parts of the country, and will, no

doubt, in .a few years, supercede the use of the common hand

rake. For sale at the New England Agriruknral Warehouse

and Seed Store. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

The Rooms of the Masarhusetts Horticultmal Society, 23
Tieinoiit Row, are open for the public every Saturday morn-
ing, from 10 till 12 o'clock.

Edging do.

Breaking up Hoes.
Garden do.

Dutch do.

Bill and Brier Hooks.
Grass do.

'

Garden Rakes.
500 pair Chains, for tying up cattle.

500 do. Trace Chains.

25 dozen Halter do.

—ALSO—
300 dozen Patent Scythe Snatths, superior.

100 do. Cast Steel and other Sliovels.

1000 do. Rides, 600 do. Scythe Stones.

June 27, 1837.

ALDERNJEY STOCK FOR SALE.
For sale a full blooded Bull, 3 years old the first of July

imxt—one Cow, five years old—and a Heifer three years old.

The Cows are said lo be the richest Milkers of any imported.

For further particulars address L. M. WHEATON, Norton,
Mass., or a liae left at this office, will meet,with prompt
attention. iJune 27

PRICES OFCOUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Apples,
Beans, white. Foreign, .

" " Domestic,
Beef, mess,

No. 1.

'barrel

.bushel
I

-barrel

prime
Beeswax, (.American)
Chefpe, new milk.
Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese.
Flax, (American)
Fish, Cod
Flour, Genoessee, cash, .

Baltimore, Howard street,

Baltimore, wharf,
Alexandria,
Rye,

Meal, Indian, in hogsheads,
" barrels,

GaAiN: Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,
white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oats, northern, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs,

Eastern screwed, .

Honey, Cuba. ....
Hops, 1st quality, ....

2d quality,

Lahd, Boston, 1st sort, .

southern, 1st sort.

Leather, Philadelphia city tannaeo,
do. country do.

Baltimore city tannage,
do. dry hides, .

New York red, li^ht,

Boston, do. slaughter,
Boston dry hides,

Lime, best sort, ....
Mackerel, No. 1, new.
Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess, ....

Seeds; Herd's Grass,
Red Top, southern,

northern,
Hemp, ....
Red Clover, northern,
Southern Clover, .

Soap, American, No. i, .

" No. 2,
Tallow, tried, ....
Teazles, 1st sort.

Wool, prime, or Saxony Fleeces, .

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.
do. 1-2 do.
do. 1-4 and common,

£_ I' Pulled superfine,

JiJNo. 1, ^ . .

= -3 1 No. 2

'pound

quintal

barrel

• [ No. 3,

gallon

pound

cask
barrel

cask
barrel

pound

pr M,
pound

00 12 25
10 00 II 00

34

80

2 37

23 00

22 00

20 0(1

2 63

80

PROVISION MARKET.
retail prices.

FOR S ALE OR TO LET.
A pleasant and convenient hou^e in complete repair situated

on the Worcester Turnj.ike, 5 1-2 miles from Boston and 2
miles from Brighton market. The iiouee contain contains 9
large rooms, and has a barn, chaise house and sheds attached.

Also, with the same, 3 acres of mowing and tillage land and
1 1-2 acres wood land. An adjoining lot of 5 acres can be

had, if desired. Three quarters of the purchase money can
remain upon a mortgage. If not sold, the house will be let

to a good tenant. Enquire of D. HOLBROOK
No. 51 Conn St. Boston, or on the premises.

June 13, 183S,

Hams, northern, ....
, pound

southern and western, .

i

Pork, whole hogs,

Poultry, per pair, .

Butter, tub, . , . •

lump,
Eggs,
Potatoes, chenango,
ClOER,

pound
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MISCELLANEOUS,

PUTTING A BOY TO SCHOOL.
The following sketch, drawn as il is lo tiie life, we coin-

menil to our reailt-rs for its dry and snl.cr liuiiior.

Mr Squcers was standing in a box by one of the

coffee-room fire-places, fitted with one such table

aa is usually seen in coffee-rooms, and two of ex-

traordinary shai)Os and dimensions made to suit the

angles of the partition. In a corner of the seat

was a very small deal trunk, tied round with a

scanty piece of cord ; and on the trunk was perched

—his lace-up half-boots and corduroy trowsers

dangling in the air—a diminuitive boy, with his

shoulders drawn up to his cars, and his hands plant-

ed on his knees, who glanced timidly at the school-

master from time to time with evident dread and

apprehension.

' Half past three,' muttered Mr Squeers, turning

from the window, and looking sulkily at the coffee-

room clock. 'There will be nobody Iiere to-day.'

Here the little boy on tlic top of the trunk gave

a violent sneeze.

' Halloo, sir !' grov/led the school-master, turning

rounfl. ' What's that, Sir ?'

' Nothing, please Sir,' replied the little boy.

'Nothing, Sir I' replied Mr Squeers.

' Please Sir, I sneezed,' rejoined the boy, trem-

bling till the little trunk shook under him.

' Oh ! sneezed, did you ?' retorted Mr Squeers.

'Then wliat did you say ' nothing, for, Sir .''

In default of a better answertothis question, the

little boy screwed a couple of knuckles into each

of hie eyes and began to cry, wherefore, Mr Squeers

knocked him off the trunk with a blow on one side

of his face, and knocked him on again with a blow

on the other.

'Wait till I get you down into Yorkshire, my
young gentleman,' said Mr Squeers, 'and then I'll

give you tlie rest. ' Will you hold that noise. Sir ?

'Ye—ye—yes,' sobbed the little boy, rubbing

his face very hard with the Beggar's Petition in

printed calico.

'Then do so at once, Sir,' said Squeers. 'Do

you hear.''

' Mr Squeer.s,' said the waiter, looking in at this

juncture ;
' here's a gentleman asking for you at

the bar.'

' Show the gentleman in, Richard,' replied Mr
Squeers, in a soft voice. ' Put your handkerchief in

your i)ocket, you little scoundrel, or I'll murder you

when the gentleman goes.'

Tht schoolmaster had scarcely uttered these

words in a fierce whisper, when the stranger en-

tered. Affecting not to see him, Mr Squeers

feigned to be intent upon mending a pen, and of-

fering benevolent advice to his youthful pupil.

< My dear child,' said Mr Squcers, ' all people

have their trials. Tliis early trial of yours that is

fit to make your little heart burst, and your very

eyes come out of your head with crying, what is it ?

Nothing; less than nothing. You are leaving your

friends, but you will have a father in me, my dear,

and a mother in Mrs Squeors. At the delightful

village of Dothcboys, near Greta Bridge, in Y'ork-

shire, where youth are boarded, clothed, booked,

washed, furnished with pocket-money, provided

with all necessaries
'

' Iti»the gentleman,' observed the stranger, stop-

ping the schoolmaster in the rehearsal of his adver-

tisement. 'Mr Squeers, I believe. Sir r'

'The same. Sir,' said Mr Squeers, with an as-

sumption of extreme surprise.

' I am in the oil and color way. My name is

Snawley, Sir,' said the stranger.

Squeers inclined his head as intich as to say,

'And a remarkable pretty name, too.'

The stranger continued. ' I have been thinking,

Mr Squeers, of placing my two boys at your

school.'

' It is not for me to say so. Sir,' replied Mr
Squeers, 'but Idon't think you could possibly do a

better thing.'

'Hem!' said the other. 'Twenty pounds per

annewum, I believe, Mr Squeers ?'

' Guineas,' rejoined the schoolmaster, with a per-

suasive smile.

' Pounds for two, I think, Mr Squeers,' said Mr
Snawley solemnly.

' I don't think it could be done. Sir,' replied

Squeers, as if he had never considered the propo-

sition before. ' Let me see : four fives is twenty,

double that, and deduct the—well, a pound either

way shall not stand betwixt us. Y'ou must recom-

mend me to your connection, Sir, and make it up

that way.'

' They are not great eaters,' said Mr Snawley.

' Oh ! that doesii't matter at all,' replied Squeers.

'We don't consider the boys' appetites at our

establishment.' This was strictly true
;

they did

not.

'I should wish their morals to be particularly

attended to,' said Mr Snawley.
' I am glad of that. Sir,' replied the schoolmaster,

drawing himself up. ' They have come to the right

shop for morals, Sir.'

' You are a moral man yourself,' said Mr Snaw-

ley.

' I rather believe I am, Sir,' replied Squeers.

' I have the satisfaction to know you are. Sir,'

said Mr Snawley. 'I asked one of your referen-

ces, and he said you were pious.'

' Well, Sir, I hope I am a little in tliat way,' re-

plied Squeers.

' I hope I am also,' rejoined the otlier. ' Could I

say a few words with you in the next box .''

' By all means,' rejoined Squeers, with a grin.

'My dears, will you speak to your new playfellow

a minute or two ? That is one of my boys. Sir.

—

Belling his name is,—a Taunton boy that. Sir.'

'Is he indeed?' replied Mr Snawley, looking at

the poor little urchin as if he were some extraordi-

nary natural curiosity.

' He goes down with me to-morrow. Sir,' said

Squeers. ' That's his luggage that he is sitting

upon now. Each boy is required to bring, vSir, two

suits of clothes, sLx shirts, six pair of stockings,

two night-caps, two pocket-handkerchiefs, two pair

of shoes, two hats, and a rrzor.'

'A razor!' exclaimed Mr Snawley, as they

walked in the ne.xt box. 'What for ?'

' To shave M-ilh,' replied Squeers, in a slow and

measured tone.

There was not much in these three words, hut

there must have been something in the manner in

which they were said, to attract attention, for the

schoolmaster and his companion looked steadily at

each other for a few seconds, liiid then exchanged

a very meaning smile.

' Up to what age do you keep boys at your school

then ?' he asked at length.

' Just as long as their friends make the quarterly

payments to my agent in town, or until such time

as they run away,' replied Squeers, 'Let us un-

derstand each other ; I see we may safely do so.

What are these boys ;—natural children ?'

' No,' rejoined Snawley, meeting tiie gaze of the

schoolmaster's one eye. ' They an't.'

'I thought they might be,' said Squeers coolly.-

' We have a good many of them ; that boy's one,

' Him in the next box,' said Snawley.

Squeers nodded in the affirmative, and his com-

panion took another peep at the boy on the trunk,

and turning round again, looked as if he were'quite

disappointed to see him so much like other boys,

and said he should hardly have thought it

'He is,' cried Squeers. ' But about those boys

of yours
;
you wanted to speak to me ?'

'Yes,' replied Snawley. 'The fact is, I am not

their father, Mr Squeers. I'm only their father-in-

law.'

' Oh !' is that it ?' said the schoolmaster. ' That

explains it at once. I was wondering what the

devil you were going to send tliem to Y'orkshire

for. Ha ! ha ! Oh, I understand now.'

' You see I have married the mother,' pursued

Snawley ; ' it's expensive keeping boys at home,

and as she has a little immey in her own right, I

am afraid (women are so very foolish, Mr Squeers)

that she might be led to squander it on them, which

would be their ruin, you know.'

' I see' returned Squeers, throwing himself back

in his chair, and waving his hand.

'And this,' returned Snawley, 'has made me
anxious to put them to some school a good distance

off, where there are no holidays—none of tliose

ill-judged comings home twice a year tliat unsettle

children's minds so—and where they may rough it

a little—you comprehend .-"

' The payments regular, and no questions asked,'

said Squeers, nodding his head.

' That's it, exactly,' rejoined the other. ' Morals

strictly attended to, though.'

'Strictly,' said Squeers.

' Not too much writing home allowed, I suppose ?'

said the father-in-law, hesitating.

' None, except a circular at Christmas, to say

that they never were so happy, and hope they may

never be sent for,' rejoined Squeers.

' Nothing could be better,' said tlic father-in-law,

rubbing his hands.

Names of well known physicians in different

parts of the country.

Dr Graves,

Dr Coffin,

Dr Pilsbury,

Dr Physic,

Dr Toothaker,

Dr Slaughter,

Dr Kilham, pronounced Kill 'em.

These titles are enough to frighten a hyjiochon-

driac out of life.

Improved Prospects of Gold Mini.no.—Va-

rious accounts havelately been published of an im-'

proved smelting process, discovered in Europe, by

which not only a saving of expense, but a great in-

crease in the amount of metal produced, is effected,

(fthere is no mistake in these accounts, an important

change is about to be effected in the productive-

ness of the mines of this precious metal.
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ARLEi's Cyclopedia of Botany. Boston:

ks, Jordan & Co.

his is a liandsome book of 400 pages, and il-

ated by about 300 engravings. In several re-

ts it possesses advantages over any other work

lave seen on Botany. It is calculated at once

rvo the purpose of the scientific student, and

uninitiated enquirer. The general principles

e science are laid down in an extensive intro-

ion, which will be found interesting to every

5r. But the most original portion of the work,

Dictionary of plants, containing, as we think,

scientific and familiar descriptions of several

sands of trees, shrubs and plants. These are

rally brief, but many of Uism, relating to tlie

table productions of our own country, are mi-

and interesting. The descriptions are fre-

tly spiced with queer extracts from old botani-

ivriters, and frequent references to manners,

)ms and opinions, which relate to the vegeta-

diigdorj. It is, on the wliole, a work wnich

Iculated to throw down the barriers of hard

s, and knotty technicalities, which have hith-

environed the science of botany. If placed in

nily or a school, it wUl entice persons to read

id thus lead them on to a knowledge of the sub-

It ought to be in the library of evei-y fam-

md of aU our schools and academies. Botany

study which easily sticks its roots into the

10- mind, and when once established, will not

e to grow. It is of all the sciences the most

.nating, and in its tendency, is more than any

r, fitted to impart pure moral influences. Noth-

can better train tlie heart than the sweet com-

onship of flowers. The roaming over field and

3t, hill and valley, in search of nature's most

itiful productions, is alike healthful to the body

the soul. We are therefore interested to see

lany young botanists in this country as possible,

therefore commend this volume to all friends

jcial improvement We give an extract showing

of the descriptions referred to above.

LEX. Holly. 4-3. Calyx inferior, one-leav-

four-tootlied, permanent ; corolla wheel-shaped,

'our elliptical segments or petals, much larger

I the calyx ; filaments awl-shaped, shorter than

corolla ; anthers small, two-lobed
;

germen

idish ; styles none ; stigmas four, obtuse, per-

cent ; berry globular, four celled, each cell one-

led ; seeds oblong, pointed.

I. opa'ca, Ainericun Holly : leaves ovate, acute,

spiny, smootli, tough, shining, of a rich green above,

lighter beneath ; fascicles of flowers lax, peduncles

compound ; calyxes acute, smooth ; fruit ovate
;

flowers numerous, scattered, small, greenish, white
;

June. A small tree, but one of the most interest-

ing in tiic American forests. In favorable situa-

tions it grows to the height of forty feet, with a

diameter of twelve or fifteen inches. The foliage

is singular, and rarely equalled in the richness of

its color. It is an evergreen, and on that account

doubly interesting, as we have few that are not of

the cone-bearing species. Its flowers, which are

scattered about the base of the older branches, are

sr.ccoeded by ro-.l berries, ivlucl. roinaiu until late

in tlie autumn.

This tree is not very abundant, but it is pretty

generally disseminated, being found in all parts of

the United States, excepting, perhaps, the nortliern

parts of Maine, Vermont, and New Hampshire. The

wood is fine-grained, heavy and compact ; the al-

burnum very white, from which it is sometimes

called White Holly. It is used for the keys of piano

fortes, and a variety of other purposes.

I. CANABEjy'sis, Canadian Holly ; leaves oblong,

acuminate, entire, or subserrated at the end
;
pe-

duncles long, s'ender, axillary, one-flowered ; flow-

ers small, light green ; corolla four-cleft, the seg-

ments acute, spreading ; stamens long as the co-

rollo ; berries scarlet. Flowers in May ;
height

six feet
;
grows in swamps.

I. cassi'ne, Brnwn-leaved Dahoon : leaves al-

ternate, distant, evergreen, lanceolate, attenuated

both ways, serrated at the end. Flowers white
;

August ; height twelve feet. This and another

I. vomito'ria. South Sea Tea, have bitter leaves, of

which the Indians make a tea for an emetic. At a

certain time of the year they visit the coast where

these shrubs abound, and lighting their fires on

the ground, boil a large quantity of the leaves, and

drink about a pint each of the decoction, which in

a short time induces a free and easy vomit. After

pursuing this course, drinking and vomiting, for

two or three days, they find themselves about right,

and every one taking a large bundle of the branches,

they return to tlieir homes.

Italian Sprins: Wheat.—The crops of the Italian

spring wheat now harvesting, are represented as

very fine.

—

Baltimore Chronicle.

THEORY OF THE ACTION OF LIME ON
SOILS, MANURE, &c.

The action of lime is threefold ; each distinct.

J. It is a JVevtralizer : 2. A Decomposer: 3. A
Converter. 1. I have already alluded to some acid

soils : free phosphoric acid, geic, acetic, and malic

acids, also occasionally exist in a free state in soils.

Here lime acts as a neutralizer. 2. Soils may
contain abundant geates

;
particularly geate of

alumina, the least of all demanded by plants. Long
formed and sun-baked, they are scarcely acted on

by rain or dew, and are almost useless. Here
lime, by decomposing these metallic and earthy

geates, forms a combination, which, in its nascent

state, is readily dissolved. If the carbonate of lime

acts better than the hydrate, it is because, follow-

ing a well-known law, double decomposition is

easier than single. If any acid geine exists in the

soil, or any free acids, carbonic acid is then liber-

ated ; it acts on the geate of lime, supergeates re-

sult, and these are easily soluble.

3. The great use of lipie is as a converter ; turn-

ing solid and insoluble, nay, I go further, solid veg-

etable fibre, into soluble vegetable food. Here is

the great puzzle, the point where our philosophy

seems to leave us
;
giving us our choice, to refer

this action to one of the numerous cases of myste-

rious 'catalytic' change, with which we are becom-

ing every uay more and more fiiniiliai-, or to explain

the process by referring the whole to saponification.

I use this word as conveying to you at once what

I mean ;—but I do not mean to say that the pro-

duct of lime and vegetable matter is soap; but I

cannot make myself more intelligible to a farmer

than by saying, tliis lime makes compounds of veg-

etable matter, just as it makes soapy compounds of

oil and fat. The action of lime on geine I take to

be of the same nature, as its action on oils and fat.

It is well established that animal and vegetable

oils and fats are converted into acids by the action

of alkalies, earths, oxides, and even by vegetable

fibre itself. The general law is, that whenever a

substance, capable of uniting with the acid of fat

or oil, is placed in contact with fat or oil, it deter-

mines the production of acid. Now we have seen

that alkali produces a similar change on geine ; it

develops acid properties. I go further, if alkali

has converted vegetable oil and geine into acids, I

see no reason why a similar action may not be pro-

duced by all those substances which act thus on

oil. Hence lime, earths, and metallic oxides, con-

vert geine into acid : as fast as this takes place, so

fast it becomes soluble. Then too the long action

of air on insoluble geine, rendering it soluble, is i',

not analogous to the action of air on oils ? Both

evolve in this case, vast volumes of carbonic acid,

tlie oil becomes gelatinous and soluble in alkali

;

does not a similar change occur in geine ? It is

possible that during the action of lime on geine, a

soluble substance may be produced, bearing the

same relation to this process tliat glycerme does to

saponification. These views you will see need to

be followed out experimentally. If found tenable,

the most signal benefit will result. We place ma-
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nures on a new foundation, on which great practi-

cal results may be erected.

Practical applicaliun of the tkconj of the action of

lime.

Taking the preceding principles as our guide,

we may lay down a few general principles. for the

application of marls.

1. Enough ought to be applied to neutralize all

the free acids in a soil ; which may be known by

its ceasing to produce acid plants, such as sorrel

and pine. Generally, however, the amount requir-

ed for this purpose is small.

2. It will be serviceable to add enough to con-

vert the earthy geates of a soil into geate of lime.

The richer a soil is, tlie greater we may conclude

is the (piantity of geates which it contains.

3. It will be seniceable to add enough to con-

vert all tlic insoluble geine and vegetable fibre in a

soil into soluble geine. Hence tlie richer a soil is,

and tlie more manure is added, the more marl will

it bear with benefit. Indeed, there appears to be

no dan^-er of adding too much marl, provided a snjji-

cient quantity of manure be also added. Ignorance

of tliis principle, I apprehend, is the source of most

of tlic failures that have occurred in tlie use of

lifac upon soils. Farmers have supposed that its

action was like that of conunon manur% viz. to

serve as direct nourishment to the plant ; whereas

it only coolis the food, if I may be allowed the ex-

pression, which exists in the soil, or is added along

with the lime. In nearly ail cases of over marling

which I have read of, a fresh supply of manure has

been found to be tlie remedy ; which shows the

truth of the above principle. Agriculturalists have

spread marl alone, or with very little manure, upon

land that has been worn out, tliat is, whose geine

lir.s been exhausted; and because such soils have

not thereby been recruited, they have infeiTed that

1 irne was injurious. Without acids, or geine, or

geates, or vegetable fibre, to act upon, much excess

of lime appears to operate injuriously, so as to di-

minish, instead of increasing the crop. They have

also e.xpected a sudden and surprising increase of

fertility : whereas in some cases the chief benefit

seems to consist in causing the land to produce for

a greater number of years, by preventing the ulti-

mate decomposition and escape of the organic

matter. In general, however, it will add also to

the yearly product: but those who employ marl or

lime in any form, ought to moderate their expecta-

tions that they may not be disappointed, and to be

satisfied if they can slowly and surely improve

their lands, as they most assuredly can do, by this

substance, provided they do not expect to accom-

plish it by the use of lime alone.

—

Hitchcock's Re-

Examination of the Geology of Mass.

From the New York Observer.

FLAX-SEED MEAL.
Mr Editor 1 observe a communication in

your paper of last week, on the subject of feeding

cows on still-liouse slops. On the immorality of

encouraging sucli a practice, your readers would
probably so generally concur, that I need say noth-

ing on that point ; and the unhealthiness of the

flesh of cows so fed, as an article of diet, or the in-

humanity of condemning an animal to which we
are so mucli indebted to such fare, need not be in-

sisted on. My immediate object is, to direct the

attention of your readers to a kind of feed for cows
and other cattle, as healthful to tliem and profitable

to tlie owner, as the slops are pernicious and waste-

ful. I allude to the flax-seed meal, after the oil

has been expressed from it ; the value of which, as

a feed for cattle, appears to be but little known in

this part of our country. The superiority of the

cattle raised in those parts of the country where

flax-seed mills are established, has long been a

matter of notoriety ; though few, excepting those

residing in such localities, are aware that it is

chiefly owing to the kind of feed supplied by them.

I have been informed by a farmer of Pennsylvania,

who has used tiie flax-seed meal for years, that,

mixed with other feed, it is the best thing that can

be given to cows for increasing the quantity and

enriching tlie quality of their milk ; and at tiie

same time getting them into good condition for the

butcher. He says that they will give, ou an aver-

age, at least one third more milk than if fed on

otlier food ; and a little given to horses, also, very

much improves their appearance, making their skin

sleek and glossy. An experiment I have just

made will, I think, justify me in endorsing his opin-

ion. I have a cow which a few weeks since might

well have claimed affinity to Pharaoh's lean kine,

and she gave so little milk, that I began to consider

her a " cumberer of the ground." As no butcher

would look at her, it occurred to me that I would

try tlie flax-seed meal which had been so highly

commended ; and the eifect exceeded by most

sanguine hopes. Within the space of a few weeks,

her milk has increased to nearly three times the

quantity, whilst her flesh has increased so much
and her general appearance has so much improved,

that her former keeper did not know her when
shown to him a few days since. I need only add,

that she has been called one of the best looking

cows in the neighborhood, and I have been offered

a handsome advance upon her cost. Although liv-

ing at some distance from the city, the meal I used

was procured there ; and your readers may bo in-

formed that there is an establishment there, which

grinds as much, perhaps, as would supply all the

milkmen of the city. I have been informed that it

is so much prized as feed by the agriculturists of

Europe, that it is exported from this coimtry

;

while its value is comparatively unknown here. If

so, you will doiibtless render a service to the ag-

ricultural community by directing their attention

to it. Yours, RusTicns.

P. S. The manner of feeding generally practised

is, to give two or three quarts in the morning be-

fore the cows are turned out to pasture, and as much
in the evening after their return, mixed with other

feed. It may be given dry, but it is better for

them and more tasteful, if put to soak in water for

some hours previous. The common mode, I believe,

is, to put that in water in the evening, which is in-

tended for the morning, and then to put to soak

that for the evening. Some cattle will at first re-

ject it ; but they almost invariably become so fond

of it in a few days, that they prefer it to almost any
other feed. If given in very large quantity, it is

thought by some to impart an unpleasant flavor to

the milk, I cannot say whether this is fancy or

fact ; but can testify that moderately given, it im-

proves it. In large quantities it is said to be de-

cidedly injurious to horses. I have not tried it

upon hogs, but propose to do so.

[The bad effects here mentioned, are only such

as result from over-feeding with any highly nutri-

tious substance. We understand that the meal may
be procured in any quantity along tlie Great West-

ern Canal, by over-bidding the farmers in that r

gion,—wliich dairj'men in this vicinity can wi

afford to do.— £</. Obs.
]

From the New V'ork 01)server.

Having read the communications which have a
peared in the Observer by R. M. H. on " Milk Di

ries and Distilleries," I have felt both surprise i

regret tliat the attention of our citizens has not I

fore been called to so important a subject Whj
ever concerns health and morals, should deei
interest us all, and I think, your correspondent h(

clearly shown, that both, to the extent the systil

complained of is patronised, will be sufferers by i

But my object is, to state very briefly a few fa(

on the use of impure milk, corroborative of the vie'

of R. M. H. as they occurred in my own family, w:
the hope that others may be benefited by my e

perience. A fine healtliy child, aged about t|

montlis, was on account of his motlier's healtli taki

from her ; and his diet, prepared by the direction

a physician, was co«-'s milk, and the precaution c

served to use the milk of one dairy. But the hea
of the child presently began to fail, and in defiani

of the most tender and assiduous care, continued
do so for many months. Medical skill did not av
to restore its iiealth, or even to alleviate its sufl^i

ings ; and at length its wasted and diseased con
tion destroyed all hope of rearing it. At this tii

a friend, conjecturing that the kind of milk on whi
the child was fed might have some influence on 1

health, desired the writer to ascertain its quali

which he did not fail to do, and was grieved to le;

that it was produced from distillery slush. On ;

quainting a physician with the circumstance, t

milk diet was continued, but by his advice was <

tained from a dairy kept on natural food. Tl
he believes, was the means, in the hand of Pro
dence, of saving the child's life. The advanta;
of the change were almost immediate. But thou
life was saved and health mended apace, dises

was probably too firmly seated in the constituti

to be ever entirely removed. He still lives, a

may be spared many years ; but his health, compar
with that enjoyed by other children of the sa:

family, is feeble. He is often sick, and throu
life will doubtless suffer from the consequences
pernicious diet.

The writer of this article would not attach und
importance to a single fact, unsustained by otk

evidence. But subsequent observation convinc
him that he did not misjudge in the case of his chi

Other cases very similar have come to his knov
edge, and he cannot doubt, that the same cause
now destroying not only tlie health, but also t

lives of great numbers of children in this city.

Senex.

From the Fariner'j Cabinet.

CONVERSATION BETWEEN TWO EM
GRANTS.

Sir,—Permit me to narrate a conversation whi
passed a few days ago between two emigrants frt

the old country. Although the subject might r

strictly come under the head of either agricultu

or horticulture, yet as it embraces that of mentici

ture (if you will allow me to coin a term) which
nearly allied to both

;
perhaps the lesson which

teaches will procure for it a place in your interef

ing pages.

John D. " Do you know wliy I left the o
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ntry and came to this ? I am sure I do not, for

as well to do at home, and had plenty of work

all that I wanted ; to be sure, at first sight tlie

res that are given here appear higher than they

'e with us, but if you put this and that together,

3 not tliink tliere is much in favor of this coun-

xeors;e W. " I am sure you do not wish me to

you why you emigrated; but if you had gone

he English island of Jersey, perhaps you would

e had tlie question put to you, as they sometimes

uire of emigrants, ' do you fly from justice or

ir creditors)' I think it extremely unwise in

sons coming to this country to pretend that they

I all tliey could wish for at home ;
and have

1, sometimes, to remind such of the Quack Doc-

's address, 'Gentlemen, you must not suppose

I I came here for want—* * * I had enough

that at home ?' But to be serious, you and I

ne from the same parish in England where we

re farming servants, and I wonder you should

soon forget the hardships which we were driven

every winter, when our masters used to turn

their out-door servants, who were tlien com-

led to labor upon the roods as paupers, dragging

ivel carts like horses, and at wages which were

t sufficient to keep body and soul together. I

open to have in my possession one of the printed

pers issued by the Guardians of the Poor to the

rveyor of the roads, which I will read to you
;

states the rates of wages which he was to pay,

d which yon will have too much reason to know

correct. The original paper is in the hands of

3 editor.

RATE OF WAGES TO BE PAID PER WEEK.

ngle Man, not exceeding

married Man, with a wife, but no child liv-

ing widi him,

married Man, with a wife and one child,

married Man, with a wife and two children,

married Man, with a wife and three chil-

dren.

Widower, with one child,

Widower with two children,

Widower, with three children,

married Man or Widower, with more than

three children,

s.d

50

cc
73
80

8G
6

80
86

90

it is to expend a man's wages for one week, and

see what can be obtained for the same. I get a dol-

lar and a quarter a day, and you do the same
;

to

be sure we work hard for it, but that is no hardship

as we are able
—

'tis a great mistake to suppose it

is wrong to obtain one's bread by the sweat of one's

brow, and so the magistrates think, for when they

determine to punish a rnan most severely they send

him to the Penitentiary and keep him williout per-

mitting him to work—well then, for i;7,50, a (week's

watfes,) may be bought

A new liat, $'' ''

New pair of shoes, 1 00

New pair of trowsers, 1 00

New umbrella, /5

2.5 lbs. of meat, 1 25

1 lb. of tobacco, 10

lib. of tea, 25

1 lb. of coffee, 13

3 lbs. of sugar, 21

New gown for wife, 5(i

An acre of free land, 1 50

$7 50

Now tell me, is there any other country in the

world where this can be done ? Why don't you

speak ?

I will leave you to lay out the wages for a week,

such as we used to receive in the old country, for

they are so small that I fear if I were to attempt to

handle them, they would slip throrigh my fingers"

John D. was struck speechless, but when he re-

covers his senses he will be the better for the con-

versation so long as he lives.

I am, sir,

An Emigrant, and

Your Subscriber.

ACCOUNT CURRENT WITH A PIG.

Mr Holmes :—I write that farmers and pork

raisers may learn whether it is profitable to go

larirely into the business in this State or not. I

have to this end opened an account current with a

pig, for which I gave on the first of October, at a

But if potatoes cost only ten cents per

bushel, (whicli, in fact, is all they cost in

raising,) then deduct from my charges

against it 10,.50

Making the profit .$14,70.

Twelve sucli would give a profit of S17(),40—

a

pretty item and plenty of manure.

Some may suppose the pig was not so expensive

as I have made it—that it would not cat a peck of

potatoes a day, &c. &c. If potatoes are worth

more than I liave put them at, pork should be too.

I write, hoping to hear from others. No doubt Sep-

tember pigs are most profitable—they eat much less

than earlier ones in winter,' whereas early pigs

eat, the first summer, what the later ones should

have,—and on New Year's day, when the Septem-

ber pigs are 16 months old, there will be very little

difference- in their size, if the late ones are kept

warm the first winter. Some have supposed an

early spring pig on the whole most profitable to kill

on the first of January following ; respecting which,

I hope some farmer will communicate his views

through the Maine Farmer. Pen and Ink.

Maine Farmer.l

Influence of the Moon on Timber.—A very

intelligent gentleman, named Edmonstone, who was

nearly 30 years engaged in cutting timber in Dem-

arara and who made a number of observations on

trees during tliat period, says that the moon's in-

fluence on trees is very great. So observable is

this, tliat if a tree be cut down at full moon it will

immediately split as if torn asunder by the influ-

ence of great external force. They are likewise

attacked much earlier by the rot than if allowed

to remain to another period of the moon's age.

Trees, therefore, which are intended to be applied

I to durable purposes, are cut only during the first

and last quarters of the moon, for the sap rises to

the top of tlie tree at full moon, and falls in propor-

tion to the moon's decrease.

The number of children, in all cases, to be un-

erstood as of children who can earn nothing thera-

jlves, but are supported solely by their parents.

No hoy to be employed on the Roads where the

umber of children does not exceed three.

No boy living with his parents to be employed

n the Roads, who is under seventeen years of

ge.

Only one boy of a family to be employed, and

ds wages in no case to exceed the above men-

ioned.

The wages of the boy in all cases to be paid to

he parents.

AVhere there are more tlian three children in the

'amily, all beyond three will be taken in the House

)f Industry if the parenU wish it.

Single men out of service to have 5 shillings

per week only in those cases where they are not

maintained by the parent.

And now let us put this and that together, as you

proposed, and see if tliere is not some difference

in favor of the wages in this country. I have hit

upon a very simple plan of deciding this question

;

month old,

Kept it until it was 16 months old, and

then slaughtered it. 14 months of which

time I kept it on raw and boiled potatoes

—

allowing it a peck a day ; soon after wean-

ing it did not need that amount, but it had

milk or something as expensive ;
which re-

sults in his consuming, in the 14 months,

105 bushels, at 20 cents the bushel,

amounts to

The month on its dam, and 14 months

on potatoes, as above, brags it to 15 months

old ; the other month (for it was not slaught-

ered until 16 months old,J I kept him on

Barley meal, at 67 cents the bushel, and it

eat a half peck per day,—^^which amounts,

for the last month, to

Tax,

I charge nothing for attendance, risk,

&c., being more than paid in offal and ma-

nure.

$1,50

When slaughtered, it weighed three hun-

dred jiounds, which, at 8 cents the pound,

brought mc
" $24,00

Loss,

Strong facts in regard to Horce Racing.—A wri-

ter in the Louisville city Gazette, thus tersely pre-

sents this matter:

" Races, it is said, improve the breed of horses.

And what if they did, if they degrade the breed

of men. But I doubt the truth of the position.

Some few startling or stubborn facts are on the

other side. I never heard of races in Arabia, yet

the best horses and the best blood in the world are

tliere. The great racing stock of England and

America came from the blood of the Godolphin

Arabian. There are no races in New England,

yet the New England horses in this country are

worth from fifty to a hundred per cent, more than

southern horses. The horses for the plough, dray,

saddle, stage, coach, or gig, in New England,

would bring under tlie hammer far higher prices in

racing sections of the country, than their own hor-

ses. Racing only improves the breed of race hor-

ses. I was told in Virginia, by the stage drivers,

that their best horses were brought from Vermont

and New Hampshire, the Green Mountain horses are

the best in the country for symmetry, strength,

fleetness and endurance. Yet there is no racing

in New England. Racing, then, is surely not es-

sential to make good horses."

The operation of the new Banking la\v in New
York, seems to be preparing the way for another

blow-up, on a more; extensive scale than has been

known before. Fifty-Million Banks are talked of

1 20 at every corner.

—

Salem Gaz.

21,00

2,40

30

25,20
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TEiMPLEMOYLE AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL.
The Agricultural Seminary of Templemoylc

originate<l at a very numerous meeting of tJie North
west of Ireland FiirminjT Society at Londonderry,

and it was at first intended that it should consist

of two establishments, takintr Mons. Fellenberg's

Institution at Iloffivyll in Switzerland in some de-

gree as the model : the first to be a school afford-

ing instruction in every science and accomplish-

ment aimed at by the children of the higher orders
;

tlie second for the education of the sons of respec-

table farmers and tradesmen, in the hope of dissem-

inating the advantages of an improved system of

farming with greater certainty, by combining the

practice and tlieory of it in the instruction of those

who were afterwards to make agriculture their

pursuit. It was hoped that the extended scale of

the institution would have allowed of a greater va-

riety of masters and lecturers, and that the profit

derived from the superior school would have con-

tributed towards the maintenance of the secondary
one ; but a short experience convinced the subscri-

bers that such a scheme was impracticable with-

out much larger and more certain funds than tlioy

could rely on ; they then gave their undivided at-

tention to the agricultural seminary, which through
their increasing exertion has attained such emi-
nence as may justly entitle them to look forward
with confidence to its increasing usefulness, and to

its becoming a model for establishments of a smii-

lar nature in other parts of Ireland.

The school and farm of Templemoyle are situa-

ted about six miles from Londonderry; about a

mile distant from the mail-coach road leading from
Londonderry to Newtowlimavady. The house,

placed on an eminence, commands an extensive

and beautiful view over a rich and highly cultivated

country, terminated by Lough Foyle. The base of
the hill is occupied by a kitchen and ornamental
garden, cultivated by the youths of the establish-

ment, under an experienced gardener. The ground
between the garden and house is laid out in beds
in which all the different grasses, clovers, &c., are

cultivated with the greatest care. The house is in

the form an ||^||, with range of farming offices be-

hind, containing spacious, lofty and well ventilated

school rooms, refectory, dormitories, apartments for

the masters, matron, ser\-ants, &c.
Each pupil occupies a separate bed ; the house

can accommodate seventysix, and the number of

pupils amounts to sixty. They receive an excel-

lent education in reading, writing, and arithmetic
;

book-keeping, mathematics, land-surveying, and
geography. This department is managed by an
excellent head master and assistant master, both

resident in the house. The pupils are so classed

that one half are receiving their education in the

house, while the remainder are engaged in the cul-

tivation of a farm of 130 Cunningham or 1(15 statute

acres, in the management of which they are direct-

ed by the head farmer, an experienced and clever

man, a native of Scotland, who has a skilful plough-
man under him. The pupils who are employed one
part of the day on the farm, are replaced by those

in the school, so that the education always advan-

ces in aiul out of doors pari passti.

The pupils are thus instructed in all the practi-

cal parts of farming, and .ire also several times a

week on the theory of agriculture. They are

made acquainted with all the properties of differ-

ent soils, the manures most applicable, and the

crops best adapted to each
; points in frhich most

of our practical farmers displayed great ignorance.

They are also made acquainted with all the nu-
merous varieties of cattle, and their qualities, such
as early maturity in some breeds, hardihood in

others, and have strongly impressed on them that

one of the most essential points in farming, is to

select the cattle and the crops best adapted to the

situation, soil, &c.
The stables, harness-rooms, cow-houses, winter-

feeding houses,^iggeries, barn, tool-houses, are ar-

ranged in the best manner, and the pupils are re-

quired to keep them and their contents in the high-

est order. A respectable and intelligent matron
has the superintendence of the dairy, cooking, and
cleaning the house, and the charge of the domestic
servants.

In sending a pupil to Templemoyle, it is neces-

sary to have a nomination from one of the share

holders, or from a subscriber of 2/. aimually. The
annual payment for pupils is 10/. a year; and for

this trifling sum they are found in board, lodging,

and washing, and are educated so as to fittliem for

land-stewards, directing agents, practical farmers,

surveyors, schoolmasters, or clerks.

From fifteen to seventeen is the age best suited

for entrance at Templemoyle, as three years are

quite sufficient to qualify a student possessed of

ordinary talents and a knowledge of the rudiments

of reading and writing, to occupy any of the above

situations.

N. B.—Upwards of two hundred young men,
natives of sixteen different counties in Ireland,

have passed through or remain in the school. Of
these between forty and fifty have been placed in

different situations, such as land-stewards, agents,

schoolmasters and clerks, or employed on the ord-

nance survey. Nearly one hundred are now con-

ducting their own or their fathers' farms in a man-
ner very superior to that of olden time ; and the

accounts of those who have been placed from the

seminary are such as to gratify the gentlemen who
have its interest at heart, and to convince them
that the good seed sown is producing an ample
and valuable harvest.

Templemoyle, Oct. 14, 1837.

[It gives us unqualified pleasure to lay before

our readers the above gratifying account of an in-

stitution so eminently calculated to confer lasting

benefits upon the country. We have been long

strenuous advocates for the establishment of agri-

cultural schools in all parts of Ireland, feeling as-

sured that they would ultimately be the means of

breaking down those absurb prejudices which have

been hitherto the most insurmountable obstacles

with which agriciiltiiral unprovement had to con-

tend.]

—

Editors Britkh Farmer's Magazine.

NOTICE OF AN EXPERIMENTAL FARM LN
FRANCE. BT COL. LE COUTEUR.

It is situated in a beautiful and fertile country,

well wooded and watered, but cultivated by the

Breton fanners just as their fatliors tilled it '200

years since. The college or experimental farm

appears like a garden in a smiling wilderness, so

far as culture goes. I rose at four in the morning,

in order to witness the whole course of labor in

this interesting institution.

There were from 80 to !I0 students under the su-

perintendence and tuition of a director, a professor

of agriculture and agricultural chemistry, a veteri-

nary surgeon, and an agricultural implement maker.

At half past four they took a slight repast, and as

the clock struck five, all were employed ; some in

harnessing the horses and oxen, others in cart
out and properly disposing the implements in
field, others set to hoeing, others weeding, so
ploughing, some hay making, in a word to all

various labors of the season.

The school is divided into working parties

ten
; at the head of each is a steady younor n

of experience, called the ' decurion,' who dire

the work of his party. In all difficult operatio

a regular farming laborer is at hand to perfc

them ; but such is the ardor and perseverance

tlie youths, tliat they rarely allow any difficulty

arrest their progress. The duty of one ' decui

or ten, is to dress, litter and feed tlie cattle, w
as much regularity a; a cavalry corps dress th

horses ; also to keep the farm-yard in order. Tl
all, in turn, are made acquainted with every thi

counected with a farm, whetlier in regard to h
ses, oxen, cows, pigs, or manures. These last i

made and husbanded with the greatest care, 1

mi-xons being formed of sweepings, leaves, a

weeds that had not seeded, in alternate layers w
stable manure.

The drainings of the stables and straw-yard, I

into a tank, to be pumped out when required

liquid manure, which is the best, most portab

but least known in this country.

The learned professor M. Donku, who is an f

mirable practical farmer, as polite and communic
tive as he is learned, complained that he had no'

sufficient quantity of manure. I urged him to bi

the underwood and decaying timber of the lar

adjacent forests, through which wide roads we
cut, which would enable him to obtain an inexhai

tible supply of ashes the best of all manures eith

for turnips and wheat ; tlie cartage of ashes bei

easy, and the quantity required to dress the la

not being great ; in which he entirely coincided

At nine all come into their studies, when th

write remarks on the various operations of t

morning. From eleven to twelve is the breakfa

hour. From twelve to three is the time forrecre

tion and study, which embraces for the first cla

questions of tlie following nature:—"His farm

GOO acres, one eighth of which is always to be
beet-root, is to be divided into the most elio-ible r

tation of crops ; show the most profitable cours

and describe the nature and the chemical props

ties of tlie soil in each field, the proper manures
be applied to tliem, the quantity of seed requiri

for the crop, its culture by previous ploughings, I

after-hoeing or weeding, and the cost and labc

and the probable return I"

The plans of farming given by some of tl

youths, would have done credit to an experience

farmer, and demonstrated clearly that thougli thi

ory alone in farming is an absurdity, the combini

tion of the practice witli scientific acquirement

will soon operate great melioration in the agricu

tural world. ' From three till seven they prosecul

their labor in the fields, being eight hours work i

the day. They then come in for dinner. At eigl

the director receives the report, from every deci

rion, of the day's work of his party of- ten. H
then orders the work for the ensuing day, giving

concise lecture on the subje<;t when necessary t

the culture of any unusual crop. A library of ag

ricultural works is open to the students till be

time, quarter past nine. * » * The crop ths

appeared to me to be most carefully cultivated, wa

beet-root in drills, which produced per acre aboi

750 pounds of sugar, selling at ton pence per lb. i

fast as it could be manufactured.— Cultivator.
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THE MORUS MULTICAULIS.

It is known to the public a considerable distance

round Burlington, that large quantities of this most
invaluable tree are now growing in the vicinity of

this city. A larger quantity would have been raised

the present year, but for the cold wet spell of

weather whicli occurred at the planting season,

causing numbers to rot in tlie ground ; this was
succeeded by a drought of three weeks duration,

accompanied by intensely hot weather, producing
effects decidedly more injurious to the young
sprouts, than the cold damp which preceded it.

From these causes the crop of trees is very far

short of what was expected. The plants which
survived these disasters, are now growing with a

luxuriance of foliage that realizes to tlie mind by
a single glance of the eye, the sterling value of

the Multicaulis for tlie production of silk. It is

true that different modes of planting, and a differ-

ent course of cultivation, have produced different

quantities as well as different qualities of trees,

some having succeeded better than others. But
from the stock of trees now growing, it is certain

that the short supply will be more than compensa-
ted by the high prices they will command. There
can be no doubt that trees will sell higher the com-
ing fall and spring tlian they have ever done yet.

The character of tlie Multicaulis is now well es-

tablished in the middle states, from practical ac-

quaintance with it, and it has lived uninjured, in

the open fields of Burlington during the whole of
the past winter. As its value becomes better known,
the demand for it increases from all parts of the U.
States. The high bounties on the production of
silk which are given by tlie States of New Jersey
and Pennsylvania, have been found sufficient to

pay all the expense of producing tlie cocoons and
of reeling the silk, making the whole produce clear

profit. This fact, when added to that of an acre of
ground planted with trees two years old, producing
a nett profit of 8300 to $400 per annum, has stim-

ulated the farmers in various sections of the middle
states to embark largely in the business of plantino-

trees for the sole purpose of raising silk.

From notices we have read in our exchange
papers, of nurseries in various places, an impres-

sion appears to exist that all the trees now grow-
ing throughout the country are for sale. Notliing
could be more contrary to the fact ; and those-per-

sons who expect to make large purchases of trees

this fall, will find themselves greatly mistaken.

Some growers in our neighborhood could not be in-

duced to sell at ant/ reasonable price. We know
one instance of a company which intended goino-

into the business last spring, with a stock of 30,000
trees, being compelled to begici with about 5000
only, such was the impossibility of getting trees.

Of all the trees now growing, probably but one
third are raised for sale—full two thirds being
grown to feed the worms. So far as the business
has progressed in Burlington, it has answered ev-

ery expectation that Wiis formed of it. Very great
profits have been realized from small lots of ground,
and there is every prospect of our ancient city be-
coming the emporium of American silk.

—

Buding-
ton Gazette.

are few fruit gardens of any note in the vicinity of for I am well aware there are manv persons ac-
our city, which do not contain a number of the

|

quainted with planting evergreens iii this season
trees. But a certain insect, whose nature and hab- but I hope if it is practised which I have reason to'

its seem now to be somewhat better known tlian believe it will be by many, it will be found to answer
formerly, has destroyed tlie fruit, soon after the

flowering season. The operation-s of this insect

are performed on the fruit, which soon after drops

from the tree. The young brood then emerges
from the fruit, and takes up its home in the ground,
till another spring gives it life in another form,

when it again ascends the tree, and commits its

ravages on the fruit as before. A more detailed

history of this pest of the Plum tree, and its opera-

tions, is to be found in W. Kenrick's Orchardist

—

a work, which every horticulturist ought to keep in

his library.

But we began this article chiefly for the purpose
of saying, in a very brief style, that the lovers of
Plums may this year have a feast. Mr Pond of

Cambridge is the fortunate individual who has suc-

ceeded, in spite of the Curculio and the Canker-
worm, in preserving the fruit upon the tree, till its

arrival at maturity is undoubted. He will have
at least thirty bushels. His trees are laden beyond
any thing we have ever before seen, or could have
believed without seeing. Some of them are sup-

ported by eight or ten props. Altogether they pre-

sent a spectacle that is rich beyond description.

They are of superior kinds, but chiefly of tlie

White Gage.

Mr Pond has also been quite successful in some
other horticultural experiments. His giant Aspar-
agus, and his superior Rhubard, are already well-

known and celebrated. A sight of his garden is

good for eyes that take pleasure in beholding the
luxuriant effects of skilful horticulture.

—

Boston
Courier.

PLUMS.
This delicious fruit has never been very plenti-

ful in our market ; not because it has not been es-

teemed as a luxury, nor because pains have not
been taken to produce it. We presume that there

For the New England Farmer.

ON SUMMER TRANSPLANTING WHITE
PINE.

Mr Editor:—I herewith forward you some ac-

count of transplanting of the White Pine (in the
cemetery now forming at Worcester, Mass.) in the
months of June and July, which perhaps may be
useful and interesting to some of your readers and
more especially to those who are desirous of plant-

ing Pine around their dwellings, &c. as ornamental
trees.

The latter end of June, I removed several trees

from 10 to 12 or 15 feet in height, and I have re-

moved several on the 3ame principle, and shall con-
tinue so to do perhaps for some time.

The process I follow is simply to cut around the

tree with a spade at some distance in such a man-
ner that the top surface can be taken up witli the
roots entire^; holes are then dug larger than the

circumference' of the roots and soil taken with the

tree ; the tree is easily taken up with the soil ad-

hering to it, especially if on a pasture or upon soil

where there is a plenty of leaves, &c. to cover the
roots ; the tree is easily taken up with the earth by
nmning a spade underneath the root, when it may
be lifted into a wheelbarrow and conveyed to the

hole and carefully planted, giving a plenty of water
;

if very dry weather succeed it will he proper to

water occasionally, and by this process I have s ic-

ceeded admirably, and believe others may do the

same in planting the pine in summer. It will be
best if possible to plant after a shower uf rain, as

the earth is better prepared then for the tree, &c.
I do not pretend to point this system out as tteir,

a. good purpose in removing the Pine, Hemlock,
Spruce, and many kinds of evergreens.

Yours, E. Savers.

To prevent the ravages of rats in grain
How to prevent tlie ravages of rats in grain after
it is housed, has been an enquiry of long standing.
We can never exterminate them to such a degree
as not to appreliend their incursions, for a horde of
these troublesome visitors will often make their
appearance when we least expect them. Instinct
points the way to where that provision best suited
to their nature is found most plentiful. We have
often found when we went to thrash, onr oats cut
and cleaned by them, and tlie straw rendered unfit

for any purpose whatever, even the subservient one
of litter.

But every evil has a cure ; and I have found
eommon elder to be a preventive, and have tested
its properties as an anti-rat application. When
the grain is to be packed away, I scatter a few of
the young branches over every layer of bundles,
being mindful to have them in greatest abundance
on the edges of the pile. The drying of tlie twigs
will give the grain an odor not relished by the ver-
min—which scent in no wise detracts from the
quality of the straw for horses, as it makes no dif-

ference witli tliem. I have tried it successfully, a
number of years, in wheat, oats and corn.

—

Hant-
higton Gazette.

Effects of Lxdhstrv on Michigan soil.—
One of our citizens commenced ploughing on a
tract of land which he had recently purcliased,

within two or three miles of this place, on the 16th
of April, previous to which there had been no im-
provement upon it. He has now one hundred and
twenty acres sowed and planted to crops, including

the various kinds of grain, as wheat, oats, corn,

millet and buckwheat, potatoes, ruta baga, &c. He
intends to get off the crops in time to sow the

whole to wheat this fall, and one hundred acres

beside which he has yet to break up. A few more
such men would very much relieve us from the

withering effect we feel from the fact that so much
of our valuable lands are owned by cold-hearted

grasping, selfish speculators, who will not sell them
to the farmers except at exorbitant prices.

—

Grand
River Times.

The Richmond Enquirer has some particulars

respecting a little insect called the Chinch Bug,
which threatens some injury to tlie crops. A cor-

respondent says—
" This formidable little insect is now threaten-

ing destruction to our growing crops of corn. Since

the commencement of harvest, they are here seen

by millions of millions marching in almost solid

bodies to our oat and corn fields. Several fields of

corn are already visited by them to an alarming'

extent, the stalk literally blackened from the ground
to the Ir St blade. What extent of mischief they

will do none can say."

Three cargoes of new wheat, from North Caro-

lina, have been sold at New York, two at .$1,60

and the other at 1,.52. The quality is uncommonly
fine. Sales of new wheat at Richmond, Va. have
been made at $1,20 a 1,2.5: at Fredericksburg, at

$1,10 to 1,25, delivered '" store.
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HAYING AND HAY.

Tlie h.iyingsi:nson in Ihe lower part of Massacliusells

18 now over ; and in llio western part of llie stale It is

fast progressing towards a conclusion. On highly cul-

tivated and new lands, or lands recently laid down to

grass, the ciops have hcen large; in oiher situations

not so large, bi:t about one lliird less than the last year.

We hope some of our intelligent farmers have exper-

imented upon the moiles of making hay and other mat-

ters ; and will give us the results of their observation

First, as to the tiine of cutting the cro|). in Mas-

sachusetls, Herds Grass or Tiniotliy is the [irincipal

grass grown. What now is the best lime fur mowing

this grass .> The general answer given by the farmers

is to eut this grass when it is in the flower ; or when

ihu bl^>^som begins to fall. Cy some it is maintained,

and this loo upon l.igli autiiority, that Herds Grass is

most nutritious, when it has become completely ripe

;

and the su^ is in that state that it would vegetate per-

fectly if planted. We deem it a matter of considerable

importance to determine this point. In Sinclair's tables

of the nutritive properties ot different grasses, between

Timothy cut in the flower or cut when perfectly ripe,

the diflerence in favor of lis perfect ripeness is very

considerable ; the precise ditJerence we are at this mo-

ment without tlie nieanit of ascertaining. We do nut

expect from our farmers & critical exactness; hut we

have no doubt that many of our experienced and intel-

ligent farmers have made careful observations of this

matter, and their opinions are what we want. Let the

farmers, if they can, say then what trials they have

made, or what they have observed in this mailer Some

persons insist that the appetite of the cattle is the best

criterion ; and that what ihey like best must be best lor

them. We have not the same implicit confidence in the

wisdom of this bench of judges, though so much given

to sage reflection in their ruminating hours. It is cer-

tain that if loft to them they would much prefer lo eat

Indian Corn for example in a green and halfformi.d

stale ; but will any farmer say that corn in this coiidilion

would yield as much nutriment as when jierfectly ripe .'

We have great respect for animal instinct : but we

have much more respect for the reason and experience,

and sound judgment, based upon careful observations, of

intelligent men.

A second matter ot important inquiry respects the

curing of clover hay. Some years since an ex|)eriment

was made by the Rev. Mr I'ackard of MarlhiMo'—and

another by Samuel W. Pomeroy, Esij. then uf Biighlon,

a gentleman possessed of one of the most observing and

acute minds that are to be met with, ofcuring clover hay

by sailing it, the details of which experiments were

given in the Massachusetts Agricultuial Repository. In

these cases llie clover was cut in llie morning and ear-

ned in in the afiernoon and when packed away abun-

dantly salted. It is said that this hny came out green,

fair, and in fine condition. But there is a prejudice

against this mode from a notion, perhaps not without

foundation, ihat the quantity of salt necessary to be em-

ployed in such cases destroys in some measure the nu-

tritive properties of the hay.

Be this however as it may, ano'hor inculp has bMpn

adopted lo some extent in this and neighboring stales
;

that of cutting the clover wliile dry or free from wet-

ness, and after a few hours sun upon it without shaking

or spreading it abroad much, putting it in a cirk
; al-

lowing it to remain until it becomes well made in the

cock, and merely turning it over the day of its being

carried in that the bottom of the cock may become dry
;

then taking it into the barn. We are not certain, that

we have described this nicthoj inlelligibly and properly ;

but we hope that some of the farmers, who have cured

their clover hay in iliis mode will set us right both as lo

the mode and the results.

There are other points in regard to hay, which we

wish could be determined. For example is bay injured

by sweating in the mow or not? Many of the farmers

on Connecticut river, who were in the habit of " ma-

king their hay a great deal," have altered their course

and now get it in, in a much shorter time and in a com-

paratively green condition. They say much labor is

saved and the hay spends better for their cattle. It

does not come out so bright ; the top of the mow will

appear even discolored and injured ; and it would

scarcely pass for merchantable hay in Boston, but the

stall-fed cattle cat it better and thrive as well upon it;

and therefore they consider it more succulent and nu-

tritious, than if it was as thoroughly sun dried as possi-

ble. An experienced English farmer, upon whose au-

thority we place some reliance, was accustomed to say

that hay was always better louse 111.5 expression, for

" sweating well in the mow." It will certainly not do

to get hay into ihe barn with any wetness upon it from

dew or rain ; but with how much of the natural mois-

ture or sap remaining in it, it may be safe to put il

away, is the point on which we solicit information.

Anolher point of importance respec Is the spreading of

hay. Should it be given in a long slate, or should it

be cut; and if cut should it he cut tinely or coarsely.

Wc have many facts on the mailer of cutting all feed for

stock ; but we want more facts from the careful and ob-

serving. One of the Agents of the Eastern Stage Com-

pany, who had under his charge a large uuniber of hor-

ses, said that he preferred to give them hay cut about

four inches long rather than shorter. It compelled the

horses he said to chew their feed, whereas when cut

short, an inch or three quarters of an inch in length,

mastication was imperfectly performed Men in all

such cases are seldom without a reason ; but perhapg

the true reason was that bis machine was not adapted to

cut his feed shorter than four inches in length.

Another matter which we wish could be ascertained

relates lo the shrinkage of hay. How much will a quan-

tity of hay weighing one ton when put into the barn at

haymaking, weigh in the month of March ensuing; or

how soon docs it arrive at a condition, where it may be

expected to hold its own. We have generally heard it

estimated at one fifth loss in that time. We have no

facts in the case ; but it is obviously a point of much

imjiortance in determining the farmers, who sell hay,

and tlia persons, who buy hay, how the price should be

made up; and at what rate tliey can afford to sell hay

from the field compared with what ihoy may expect tu

obtain for it in the spring.

Counlerfeit two dollar bills of the Stale Dank, stere-

otyped •Id plate, signed K. A. Bourne, Presl. and Geo.

Homer, Cash, are in circulation, well executed. The

genuine bills have " Massachusetts " over the rentre of

the bill, the spurious have " Massachusetts" on the end

of the bill, and not over the centic. By attention to this,

they may be easily distinguished from the genuine.

MassachDsetts Uorticnltural Society.

Saturday, Julxj SI, 1838.

The President and several genllemen were present

at this meeting. The principal business before them

related to the arrangement fur the annual exhihition.

On motion of Mr Grosveuor, it was voted,—That the

society have an exhibition of Fruits and Flowers, in the

month of Seplcraber fol'owing, between the 10th and

25ih of the same, at such lime and place, wilhin the

above limitation as a committee iiereafler to be chosen, '

shall, consid*Ting the progress of the season, deem most

expedient.

A general Committee of Arrangemenls was then cho-

sen, viz :

Committee of Arrangements —Samuel Walker, Isaac

P. Davis, Thomas Lee, Lemuel P. Grosvenor, Marshall

P. Wilder, Ebenezer Putnam, E. Weston, Jr , Jacob

Tidd, Renj. V. French, Samuel Downer, David Hag-

gerslon, Wm. McLennan, Charles M. Hovey, M. P.

Sawyer, Joseph Breck, J. E. Teschemacher, Cheever

Newhall, Wm. Kenrick, Robert Treat Paine, Henry

Sheaf, Samuel R. Johnson, S, Sweetser, Robert Man-

ning, J. M. Ives, Dr J. C. Howard, P. B. Hovey, V.. M.

Richards, John A. Kenrick, Wm E. Caiter,J.L. L. F.

Warren, J. W. Cowan, J. W. Bus^ell, Jona. Winship.

On motion of Mr Grovesnor this committee was or-

dered to fill vac.incies, and add to its number if found

desirable—and the same was voted unanimously.

On motion of Mr Richards, a decorating ronimiltee

was raised, with authority to add to their number. The
genllemen of this commitiee are the following.

Special Committee to decorate the Hall and take charge

of the Fruits and Flowers—Samuel Walker, L. P.

Grosvenor, Col. M. P. Wilder, J. E. Teschmaclier, Wm.
Keniick, E. M. Richards, S. R. Johnson, C. M. Horey,

D. Haggerston, W. C. Cowan, J. W. Russell, li. Sheaf,

Mr McLennan

.

EXHIBITION OF FRDlTS.

Saturday, August 4, 1833.

JlppUs.—Good specimens of the following kinds from

Mr E. M. Richards; Early Hardest, Curtis' Striped,

William's Favorite.

.Apricots.—Good specimens from Mr Wales of Dor-

chester.

From Mr Rundle, from his garden in Warren street,

Apricots of good size and appearance.

From Mrs C. H. Jones, from hergarden Nn. 14 Friend

street, specimens of Apricots large and hands iine.

Grapes.— I!e.uitiful specimens of the following kinds

were in exhibition by Dr J. C. Howard from Oakland in

Brookline; Black Hamburg, Sweetwater, and Miller's

Burgundy, all grown under glass. The berries of the

laller very large for the kind, the fruit having been

thinned while young and small.

Patches.—The beautiful Peaches which were exhib-

ited on Saturday, July 28, were from M. P. Sawyer,

Esq. of ihis cily, from his garden in Portland.

For the Commillec,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

The public are cautioned against receiving counter-

feit .$•")() of the U. S. Bank, new plate, which have been

recently put in circulation.

Exhibition of Floweks.

Notwithstanding the extreme heat of the weather and

the want of rain, which together have almost burnt up

vcetation, our friends decorated our tables with some

fine bouquets and choice flowers.

J. C. Howard, Esq Woodlands, Brookline, exhibited

a verv splendid Bouquet. The specimens of the Dahlia

in this collection were extra fine for the season. His

gardener deserves great praise for the taste displayed in

the arrangement of the various flowers, and for the gen-

eral eSiect.
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The Messrs Winsliip, of Brighton, presented two very

large Itouqiiets, containing some choice and very pretty

flowers. Our friend Story will permit us to state that

these were, in our opiniim, the best bouquets he has

placed on our tables this seasun. Tliey did him credit.

Mr S. R. Johnson of Charlestown, presented Roses

and Carnations with other choice flower.*. Mr Johnson's

specimens are always clean and finu. He arranges his

specimens with taste, and to great advantiige. Feeling

as we do, that as a cultivator, Mr Johnson has but lew

equals and no superior, we cannot let the present oppor-

luniiy pass without saying that we at all times turn from

his stand pleased and delighted.

Messrs Jno. Hovey ofRo.'ibnry, and Hovcy & Co. of

Boston, presented Bouquets.

Mr Jno. Hovey also presented a plant of Kerium

carneum, plenum.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

On Saturday, 28th ult. Mr \Vm. E. Carte^r, of the Bo-

tanical Garden, Cambridge, presented a seedling Phlox,

(white) which we believe to be superior to any of our

present varieties. We understand it is now under cul-

tivation by Mr C who we know can make the most

of it. S. W.

BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MoNUAr, August 6, 1838.

Kciioned lurlhf .\pw England Farmer.

At Market 310 Beef Cattle, 25 Cows and calves, 3520

Sheep, and 200 Swine.

Prices —Beef Cattle.— Virst quality $7 50. Second

quality, $7 00 a $7 2.5. Third quality, $G 00 a $0 50.

Cojcs and Calves.—Sales were noticed at $30, $33,

$38, $45 and f58.

Sheep.—Da]\. We noliced sales at $1 50, $1 75,

$1 87 1-2 and $2 00,ar.d one lot at $2 83.

Sicine.—Sales about the sarne as last week.

N. B. 20 Cattle remain unsold.

TH ER.MO.METRICAL.

UeporteU for the New England Farmer.

R.inguof the Thermometer at the Garden of the proprietors

of the !Vew England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending August 5.

July. 1838.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

STEAMBOAT LAW.
At the last session of congress, the following

important act was passed, providing for the better

security of the lives of passengers on board of ves-

sels propelled in whole or in part by steam.

Be it enacted, &(C. That it shall be tlie duty of all

owners of steamboats, or vessels propelled in whole
or in part by steam, on or before tlie first day of

October, one thousand eight hundred and thirtyeight,

to make a new enrolment of the same, under the

existing laws of the United States, and take out

from the collector or surveyor of the port, as the

case may be, where such vessel is enrolled, a new
license, under such conditions as are now imposed
by law, and as shall be imposed by this act.

Sec. y. ,1nd be it further enacted, That it shall

not be lawful tor the owner, master, or captain of

any steamboat or vessel propelled in whole or in

part by steam, to transport any goods, wares, and
mercliandise, or passengers, in or upon the bays,

lakes, rivers, or other navigable waters of the

United States, from and after the said first day of

October, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-

eight, ithout having first obtained, from the proper

officer, a license under the exi.sting laws, and
without having complied with the conditions im-

posed by this act; and for each and every violation

of this section, the owner or owners of said vessel

shall forfeit and pay to the United States the sum
of five hundred dollars, one half for the use of the

informer; and for which sum or sums the steam-

boat or vessel so engeged shall be liable, and may
be seized and proceeded against summarily, by
way of libel, in any district court of tlie United
States ha-ving jurisdiction of the offence.

Sec. 3. Jlndbe it further enacted. That it shall

be tiie duty of the district judge of the United

States, within whose district any ports of entry or

delivery may be, on the navigable w-aters, bavs,

lakes, and rivers of the United States, upon the ap-

plication of tlie muster ©r owner of any steamboat

or vessel propelled in whole of in part by steam, to

appoint, from time to time, one or more persons

skilled and competent to make inspections ofsuch

boats and vessels, and of the boilers and machinery
employed in tlie same, who shall not be interested

in the manufacture of steam engines, steamboat

boilers, or other macliinery belonging to steam ves-

sels, whose duty it shall be to make such inspec-

tion when called upon for that purpose, and to give

to the owner or master of sucli boat or vessel du-

plicate certificates of sucli inspection ; such per-

sons, before entering upon the duties enjoined by

this act, shall make and subscribe an oath or affir-

mation before said district judge or other officer

duly authorised to administer oaths, well, faithfully,

and impartially to execute and perform the services

herein required of tliem.

Sec. 4. ^'Jnd be it further enacted. That tlie person

or persons who shall be called upon to inspect the

hull of any steamboat or vessel, under the provisions

of this act, shall, after a thorough examination of

the same, give to the owner or master, as tlie case

may be, a certificate, in which shall be stated tlie

ago of the said boat or vessel, when and where
originally built, and the length of time the same
has been running. And he or they shall also

state whether, in his or their opinion, the said boat

or vessel is sound, and in al! respects seaworthy,

and fit to be used for the tfausportation of freight

or |)assengers
; for which service, so performed upon

each and every boat or vessel, the inspectors shall

be paid and allowed by said master or owner apply-

ing for such inspection, the sum of five dollars.

Sec. .5. .Ind be itfurther enacted. That the person
or persons who shall be called upon to inspect the

boilers and machinery of any steamboat or vessel,

under the provisions of this act, shall, after a
thorough examination of the same, make a certifi-

cate, in which he or they shall state his or their

opinion whether said boilers are sound and fit for use,

together with the age of the boilers ; and duplicates

thereof shall be delivered to tlie owner or master
of such vessel, one of which it shall be the duty of
the said master and owner to deliver to tlie col

lector or surveyor of the port whenever he shall

apply for a license, or for a renewal of a license;

the other he shall cause to be posted up, and kept
in some conspicuous part of said boat, for the infor-

mation of the public ; and, for each and every in-

spection so made, each of the said inspectors shall

be paid by the said master or owner applying,

tlie sum of five dollars.

Sec. ('). AM be it further enacted. That it shall

be the duty of the owners and masters of steam-

boats to cause the inspection provided under the

fourth section of this act to be made at least once
in every twelve months ; and the examination re-

quired by tlie fifth section, at least once in every

six months ; and deliver to the collector or surveyor

of the port where his boat or vessel has been en-

rolled or licensed, the certificate of such inspec-

tion
; and, on a failure thereof, he or they shall for-

feit the license granted to such boat or vessel, and
be subject to the same penalty as though he had run

said boat or vessel without having obtained such
license, to be recovered in like manner. And it

shall be the duty of the owners and masters of
the steamboats licensed in pursuance of the provis-

ions of this act to employ on board of their respect-

ive boats a competent number of experienced and
skilful engineers, and, in case of neglect to do so,

the said owners and masters shall be held re-

sponsible for all damages to the property or any
passenger on board of any boat occasioned by an ex-

plosion of tlie boiler, or any derangement of the en-

gine or machinery of any boat.

Sec. 7. And be it further enacted. That when-
ever the master of any boat or vessel, or the per-

son or persons charged with navigating said boat

or vessel, which is propelled in whole or in part by
steam, shall stop the motion or headway of said

boat or vessel, or when the said boat or vessel shall

be stopped for the purpose of discharging or taking

in a cargo, fuel or passengers, he or they shall

open the safety-valve, so as to keep the steam down
in said boiler as near as practicable to what it is

when the said boat or vessel is under headway,
under the penalty of two hundred dollars for each
and every ofl'ence.

Sec. 8. And be it further enacted. That it shall

be the duty of the owner and master of every

steam vessel engaged in the transportation of

freight or passengers, at sea or on the Lakes,

Champlain, Ontario, Erie, Huron, Superior, and
Michigan, the tonnage of which vessel shall not ex-

ceed two hundred tons, to provide and carry with

the said boat or vessel, upon each and every voyage,

two long-boats or yawls, each of which shall be

competent to carry at least twenty persons ; and
where tlie timnage of said vessel shall exceed two
hundred tons, it sliall be the duty of tlie owner
and master to carry, and provide as aforesaid, not

less than three long-boats or yawls, of the same

or larger dimensions ; and for every failure in these

particulars, the said master and owner shall forfeit

and pay tliree hundred dollars.

Sec. 9. And be it further enacted. That it shall

be the duty of the master and owner of every
steam vessel employed on either of the lakes men-
tioned in the last section, or on the sea, to provide,
as a part of the necessary furniture, a suction
hose and fire engine and hose suitable to be work-
ed on said boat in case of fire, and carry the same
upon each and every voyage, in good order; and
that iron rods or chains shall be employed and
used in the navigation of all steamboats, instead
of wheel or tiller ropes; and for a failure to do
which, they, and each of them, shall forfeit and pay
the sum of three hundred dollars.

Sec. 10. And be it further enacted. That it shall

be the duty of the master and owner of every steam-
boat, running between sunset and sunrise, to carry
one or more signal lights, that may be seen by
other boats navigating the same waters, under the
penalty of two hundred dollars.

Sec. 11. And be it further enacted. That the
penalties imposed by this act may be sued for and
recovered in the name of the United States, in

the district or circuit court of such district or cir-

cuit where the offence shall have been committed,
or forfeiture incurred, or in which the owner or
master of said vessel may reside, one half to tlie

use of the informer, and the other to the use of
United States ; or the said penalty may be pros-

ecuted for by indictment in either of the said

courts.

Sec. 12. And be it further enacted. That every
captain, engineer, pilot, or other person employed
on board of any steamboat or vessel propelled in

whole or in part by steam, by whose misconduct,
negligence, or inattention to his or their respective
duties, the life or lives of any person or persons
on board said vessel may be destroyed, shall be

'

deemed guilty of manslaughter, and upon convic-
tion thereof before any circuit court in the United
States, shall be sentenced to confinement at hard
labor for a period not more than ten years.

Sec. 1.3. And be it further enacted. That in all

suits and actions against proprietors of steamboats,
for injuries arising to persons or property from the

bursting of the boiler of any steamboat, or the col-

lapse of a flue, or other injurious escape of steam,
the fact of such bursting, collapse, or injurious

escape of steam, shall be taken as full prima facie

evidence, sufficient to charge the defendant or
those in his employment, with negligence, until he
shall show that no negligence has been committed
by him or those in his employment.

Approved, July 7th, 1838.

Co.NvicTio^ OF Steamboat Captains. Six
masters of steamboats have been convicted and
fined at the Thames police office, for having ille-

gally navigated their vessels at a greater speed
than five miles an hour, between London bridge
and Limestone reach.
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AGRICULTURAL

From the Maine Farmer.

ESSAYS ON THE GRAIN WORM.
It will be recollected that the Trustees of the

Kennebec County Agricultural Society last year
offered a premium for the best mode of destroyin.?

the Grain Worm, &c. Three essays only were
handed in. We have recently received them from
the hands of the Trustees, and have not learned
what decision they have made in regard to them.
We commence their publication, and doubt not tliat

Buch facts as may be brought forward, will be in-

teresting- to farmers generally.

Mr Holmes :—In a former number of the Far-
mer, I made a few remarks on the Wheat Fly.
Since tliat time I have found by observation that

the grub that this fly originates from, is very differ-

ent from what I then took it to be. I find that
what I then took to be eggs, are grubs in a dor-

mant state—inclosed in a tough shell or skin which
they leave behind them when they undergo trans-

formation. I also find that the greater part of those

piece of wheat a sufficient number of heads that

contained large numbers of the grubs to till a com-
mon flower box. These heads were in quite a
green state. The box was filled with- earth, and
wet, quite wet. The straw was cut off about six

inches below the lieads ; and with a wire set them
into the wet earth quite down to the under part of
the heads, to prevent them from drying up. The
earth in the box was kept (juite wet, and a coverino-

of gauze was placed over the box to prevent the
flies from escaping, should they take wing. The
result was, that in tlie course of five weeks I found
tiiat the greater part of those grubs had taken wing
and had escaped through the covering—in conse-
quence of the flies being so very small when they
first leave their shells, and the gauze being of rath-
er a poor texture. Quite a number, however, were
retained in the bo.x, till they gained nearly or quite
their full size. The fly is a very shy and sprightly

insect,—not much larger tiian tlie grub that they
originate from. The body and legs are changea-
ble, tinged with a yellowish cast; the wings are
also changeable, tinged witli a hue similar to a
rainbow.

These flies can be seen on the wheat at night
in calm weather, as soon as the dew beo-ins to' fall,

to them.

nits or grubs are deposited in the heads of the
^ ^..

wheat at the time it is in its blossoming state
;

j

and in the morning as Ion"o^ as"th7 dew re'makis
arge_ numbers, however, are deposited at a later] the wheat. In damp, cloudy weather, they can be

sop.n during the whole day. They pan also be
period.

These grubs can be distinctly seen in the heads'
)f tlie wheat with a glass when they are not larg-

3r than the points of pins, and are of an orange
color

; their bodies appear in a moving posture

—

»id covered with small knobs. They are deposited
in the heads of the wheat between the husk and
Jie kernel, and appear to be deposited at various
itages of the growth of the wheat— those that are
ieposited at the time that the wheat is in its blos-

loming state prevent the kernel filling out, and it

-emains in the same state tliat it is in when they
ire deposited. Those that are deposited at a little

ater stage of the growth of the wheat cause the
ternel to be pinched, and very small ; and so on
hrougli the various stages of its growtli.

Those that are. dej)osited about the time that the
cernels begin to harden, do not injure it but very
ittle

; and as the wheat all becomes hard their

avages cease ; and should the weather be dry, and
lot much dew, the grubs will remain in a dormant
tate, so long as they are kept dry ; but should the
feather be warm and damp, with heavy dews, they
fill undergo transformation, and take wing from
he heads of the wheat, and will, I suppose, com-
lence tlie work of destruction on all wheat that
J in a green state that they may then have access

It does not appear that they eat the kernel or
ny part of the grain ; but to all appearance they
Jbsist on the sap or juice of the wheat, and there-
)re entirely prevent its filling out after tliey are de-
osited in it.

I tried an experiment to demonstrate tlie cer-
iinty that those grubs would undergo transforma-
on from the heads of the wheat I took from a

'

seen on the wheat stubble, after the wheat is har-
vested.

These flies do not sting through the husk of the
wheat, as many people imagine they do. I cannot
discover any sting to them, any more than to the
common house fly. There is a fly, the parent of
what has heretofore been called the Wheat Worm,
which stings quite through the husk of the wheat,
and which causes a proper worm, that devours the
kernel, in the husk. This worm can be seen in

the wheat heads after it is ripe. The form of this

fly is similar to the bot fly, which is so troublesome
to horses. This fly, I should think, was not over
one sixth part as large as the bot fly. They curl
up their stings dfc'setly under the abdomen when
they are on the wing, the same as the bot fly

does. The ravages of this fly the last season was
something more than it has been for some years
past.

I find that the fly which has committed such dep-
redations on the wheat crops, for the last two years,
is the most singular insect that has ever come un-
der my observation. I find that as soon as they
can be seen on the wheat heads with a glass, they
are living insects, and continue to increase in size

till they gain their full growth,—and should the
wheat heads continue, with sufficient moisture, and
the weather should prove warm, it will cause them
to undergo transformation and take wing from the
head in a veiy sliort period of time after they have
attained their full size. Should the wheat ripen
off before thoy gain their full size, and the weather
should prove to be dry, they will stop short of their

full size, and go into a dormant state,—and I think
will remain until moisture and warmth again comes

They will then assume their moving pos-
ture and increase to their full size,—and sli.mld
this process continue a suflicient length of time,
it will in my opinion cause them to take wino- at
any season of the year.

"

I placed some of these grubs in a dry place in
April last. I viewed some of theui with the glass
the first of September and found that the fly was
in part formed, and was not able to escape from the
shell for want of moisture,—they appeared to be
so dry and thin that I thought they must be dead.
I applied moisture and warmth to a number of them,
and found, the third day after, that they were quite
plump and lively, and in quite a forward state to
take wing. How long they will live in this situa-
tion, I am not able to say : but I am quite certain
that they never can escape from their shell unless
moisture gets to them.

I am of the opinion that the greater part of the
damage that these flies do to the wheat crop, is
done in the night time, or between sun set and sun
rise.

I found that the hot sun was very offensive to
them

;
so much so, that they were not to be seen

on the wheat in hot days. They appeared to be
lodged on or near the ground ; so that I am inclined
to think that it would be almost impossible to dis-
lodge them entirely from a large field of wheat,
where 'hov .-ire very numerou-s,—unless thev could
be entirely exposed to the hot rays of the sun.
This, I think, would prove very injurious to them,
if it does not put a final stop to their ravages. On
finding that the sun was so offensive to t.he flies, I
tried an experiment on the grubs that they origin-
ate from. I applied moisture and warmth to a num-
ber of thera, till they were in quite a forward state
to take wing. I then exjiosed them to the hot rays
of the sun, and they appeared to be qualmish, and
in a few minutes would swell up and die ; so that
I found that the sun had a powerful effect on both
the grubs and flies.

I have found, as far as my information has ex-
tended, that the ravages of the fly has been in this
vicinity from one tenth part down to the total de-
struction of the crop. In some instances their dep-
redations appeared to be more extensive in low
places and on low lands, than on high lands, where
there was more air and wind. ' My wheat crop, the
past season, was injured about one-fourth part
taking the whole crop togetlier. I perceived tliat

the ravages of the fly were more confined to the
edges of the pieces of wheat, than elsewhere ; and
more especially on the edges of those pieces that
were sown nearest to where the wlieat grew the
year before. This, I suppose, is in consequence
of the flies that originated from the grubs that were
on the old wheat stubble. I noticed that the flies

were most to be seen on the leeward sides of the
pieces of wheat, and appeared to shift their posi-
tion as often as the wind shifted. This, I think
will account for their doing more damage to the
edges of tlie pieces of wheat, than they did else-
where.

I observed that the lieavy north winds that we
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had in August shelled out millions of these grubs

on the ground, sometime before the wheat was fit

to harvest. I observed also that large numbers fel

out in haiTCGling the wheat, so that the ground

then appeared to be seeded with a sufficient number

of grubs to destroy the whole wheat crop, should
i

thev all remain in the ground and take wing. But

,

according to the best observations I have been able

to make on the subject, I have come to the conclu-

Bion that nature has done more, from the last ot

July to t!ie first of October, to destroy these flies,

than all that human art could devise. To corrob-

orate this sf.tement, I observed tliat by tlie muldle

of July these grubs began to take wmg from the

heads of the early sown wheat in large numbers;

and about tlie time tliat the wheat was fit to harvest,

I noticed in some fields large numbers of heads

that were totally destroyed by the ily, and did not

contain a single grub in them. Those licads were

full of the shells or skins of tho-^e grubs trom which

the flies had escaped. Some of these heads con-

Uined from one up to seven shells in each husk,
j

throMThout the whole head. I observed also tliat

,

when'these grubs fell out of the wheat in August,

that the earth was quite moist, and remained so till

after the wheat was harvested,—the weather being I

quite warm, with heavy dews, for son.e time,—these
j

circumstances were very favorable for the grubs to '

take wing. This, together with the large number ,

of flies that I observed after the wheat was harvest-

ed, led me to the belief that they had taken wing .

from the ground. Sliould this prove to be the case,

I am inclined to tliink that their ravages will not

be so extensive the next season as it has been the

past season. In my opinion the grubs that took

wing the past season will not injure tlie wheat crop

the next season.

It will undoubtedly be recollected that a year

ago last fall it was extremely dry, and remained so

till the ground was frozen, and tlie snow fell on it.

This, in my opinion, entirely prevented the grubs

from taking wing. It. will also be recollected that

the last spring was very wet, and continued to be

through the month of June. This, in my opinion,

caused all the grubs that were in the ground, and

all that were sown with the seed wheat to take

wing ; and at the very time that they couUl do the

most injury to the wheat crop. These circumstan-

ces may account in part for the extensive ravages

of the tlv the past season.

I have observed that tlie fly has been more inju- .

rious to the bearded wlieat, than they have been to

the beardless wheat. I am somewhat at a loss to

ascertain the real cause of this. It may be that the

husk of tlie beardless wheat is more compact and

snug than the bearded kinds are, so that tlie fly •

cannot, perhaps, penetrate it so easily as they can

the bearded varieties. Some people think that the
j

beardless wheat is inferior in quality to the bearded

varieties, and think that is the only reason why the

fly does not injure it as much. I have not had an

opportunity to satisfy myself on this point—having

always cultivated the bearded varieties in prefer-

ence to the other, on account of its being earlier ;

and it is said to bo less subject to blight.

J will here state another instance which has come

under my observation. In the latter part of August,

1836, I sowed a small piece of winter wheat, which

was winter-killed quite down to the ground, except

a few small patches. In the spring following I

' sowed a piece of Malaga wheat, adjoining the win-

ter wheat. That part of the winter wheat which

was winter-killed sprung up late in the season, and

^-Tabout the sanie sta^7of for:;ar;ine^^ha^^

snrinff wheat was in ; so that both headed and was i head. Its neck is well adaptco lo j

rZ^aroneand'the same time. The
-"4°""V':n'^lo':k'inT^ik: p. las' to^ uSolt'a

was that the part of the winter wheat which was are w.de apart, looking 1
ik

_
p II

^.^_^^
^PP^^^^^^

winter-killed, was totally destroyed; while the

spring wheat that adjoined it was about one-fourth

part destroyed by the fly-

Those patches of winter wheat that were not

water-killed, were not in the least injured by the fly

—and the wheat was first rate. The kernel had

becun to harden about the time that tlie other part

of die piece and the spring wheat was in bloom.

This I suppose was the only reason why it was in-

jured by the fly.

;
The above instance seems to prove two things.

j

First, that the fly cannot injure the wheat after the

' kernel begins to harden. Second, it proves to dem-

onstration''that the ravages of the fly are more ex-

'

tensive on the best varieties of wheat, when those

', varieties are within roach of them, than on the oth-

;
ers.

! Tu he continued.

! I'roni the Gensee Farmor.

I
CATTLE.—DEVONSHIRE.

While it may be affirmed with great truth, that

the present beautiful and superior breed of Improved

Short Horns are strictly artificial, and while some

fears may be justly entertained lest tlie valuable

qualities "for which they are so distinguished, have

not become so fully constitutional as to be beyond

the possibility of lapse,—we here bring to the no-

tice of the farmer, a breed of cattle, scarcely mfe-

rior in quality to the Short Horns, and of which no

apprehensions can be entertained that the type of ear

oreat weight Angular bony projections are never

found in a beast that carries much flesh and at.

A narrow chested animal can never be usetul either

for working or grazing.

The skin of the Devon of the pure breed, not-

withstanding his curly hair, is very mellow, fine and

elastic. Graziers know there is not a more impor-

tant point tlian this. When tlie skin can be easily

raised from the hips it shows that there is room to

set fat below. The favorite color of the Devons

is a blood red. The hair in some is curicd, tlie

curls runuing like ripples on water, and wnen dark

triviucT a Mahouany appearance. If the hair is

smooth it should be fine and glossy. Few ol good

blood have any white upon them, and the pure

Devon is as uniformly red, as is the pure Short Horn

red and white.

The comparative smallness of tl.e Devon cow, is

one of the most remarkable traits of their character.

The bull is much smaller than the ox, and the cow

proportionally smaller than eitlier. This is consid-

ered somewhat of a disadvantage, as it is almost

mipossible to procure large and serviceablg oxen,

except from a roomy cow. Owing to their peculiar

build, however, the Devon cow is more roomy than

most otlier breeds of cattle of the same size, wl_^ch

in a great measure obviates the objection. The

Devon cow is particularly distinguished for her full,

round, clear eye, the gold colored circle around .t

and the same color prevailing on the inside of the

The muzzle orange or yellow, but the rest o

these distinguishing qualities are evanescent, and

not durably inaorporated in the constitution and

The north of Devon has long been celebrated for

a beautiful breed of cattle, in activity of work, and

aptitude to fatten, unrivalled. The place where

they are found in the greatest perfection, is m the

vicinity of Portlock and Biddleford, along the Bris-

tol channel in the county of Devon. From the ear-

liest records the breed has here remained the same,

i
or if not quite as perfect in general as at the present

I

moment, yet altered in no essential point until the

last thirty years. No persevering successful at

the face having nothing of black, or even of white
|

about it.
, „ L- !

The peculiar excellence ef the Devonshire ox
|

Is a quickness of action in working, which few hors

es exceed, and no other cattle can equal. Ihe;

have also a degree of docility and goodness ol tern

per, and stoutness and honesty of work, to whicl

many teams of horses cannot pretend. Mr louatt

wlio is trreat authority on the subject of cattle, Uiu

describes their usual mode of treatment and apti

tude to fatten.
, ^ .

The Devon steer is taken into work at about tw i

vears old; and they are worked until they are foul

last thirty years. No persevering successtul at-
-^tjj jhey are then grazed, or kept on hay, an

tempts to improve the general character of British to '^'
^ey "^ t -, ,

^.^^^^^

cattle were made until within some fifty "--^^ "^^'^^^^l .re
^

fi^^^^^^^
If ^- S^-

years; and the Devonshire farmers ^-^^^ ^° "?" T"",
"'

f
'^ '

J, ^ake or turnips are requned fc

Ltisfied with their herds that they were about the ^^1^^°]^^^ I,,,, I a second wint.

these must be added. The grazier likes this bree

best, at five years old, and they will usually, ^^he

taken from tlie plough, fetch as much money as

:

six Lord SomerviUe .states, tliat after having beei

worked lightly on hill land for two years, at fov

years old they are brought into the heavy land .

the vales, and used in hard work till six ;
and wh,

deserves consideration is, an ox must be thus workc

to attain his largest size. If he is kept idle unl

he is five or six, he will invariably be stinted nib

growth. Mr Youatt, adds-In their disposition

fatten very few cattle can rival them. 1 hey (

not indeed, attain the groat weight ofsome breed

but in a given time acquire more flesh and with

less consumption of lood, and their flesh is beau'

ftd in its kind. It is of that mottled, marble cha

actor so pleasing to the eye, and to the taste.

As to the value of the Devon cow for the dau

difteicnt and somewhat conflicting opmions a

entertained in England. Mr Youatt says :

,ast to dream that their beautiful red cattle could

be improved, and they did not bestir themselves m
earnest until the high prices and improved forms of

the Collings Short Horns, convinced tliem that m
estimating their advantages they were behind the

age.

The most perfect specimens of the Devonshire

cattle are found among tlie North Devons, and it is

of tliese we shall speak. As the breed is of the

middle horns, the horns should be neither too high

or too low, those of the hull tapering to the points,

not very thick at the base, and of a yellow or wax-

en color. The eye should be clear, bright and

prominent, showing much of the wliite, and ought

to have a circle of a variable color, but usually ot a

dark <u-ange around it. The forehead should be

flat, indented and small, for by the smallness ot the

forehead the purity of the blood is much estimated.

The check should be small and the muzzle fine, and

the nose should bo of a clear yellow. The ox has

a small head, singulariy so relatively to the bulk
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" For tlio dairy, the North Devon must be ac-

kiiotvledsrerl to be inferior to several other breeds.

The milk is good, and yields more than an averasre

proportion of cream and butt'^r; bnt it is deficient

in quantity. There arc those, however, and no

mean judges, who deny this, and select the North

Devons even for tiio dairy."

Perhaps one of the mo3t valuable crosses that has

yet been made, is the one described by tlie celebra-

ted breeder, Mr Bolton, in a letter to the Farmer's

Magazine.
" I have known many excellent beasts bred from

improved Shoit Horn bulls and long horn cows

;

indeed I never knew one of tliese bulls put to any

cow where the produce was not superior to the dam
;

but the cross which I advocate, and with wliich I

am best acquainted, is that with the Devon cow. I

have uniformly remarked that a cross here was at-

tended with a proportionate improvement in size,

quality of flesh, and aptitude to fatten. In every

instance tliey have shown themselves superior milk-

ers, and stand to the pail till within si.K or eiglit

weeks of calving; and several instances havecome

under my knowledge, where they have never been

dry since they first calved. So highly are they

prized as milkers, that a friend of mine who hires

out dairies, informs me, that the dairymen give Iiim

nearly '21. per cow per year more for tlie half and

three-fourtli breeds, than they would for cows of

any other breed."

Judging from the expressions of opinion given by

cattle breeders in England, by the course of the

agricultural periodicals of tliat country, and by tlie

fact, th-it at tlie late Smitliland cattle show, open

to the whole Kingdom, the first prizes were taken

by Devon cattle, we should imagine that since the

demise of some of the most celebrated Short Horn

breeders, such as Collings, Berry, and others, tlie

Devons were treading close on the heels ol'the

Short Horns in public estimation. The first pre-

mium was given at the late Smithfield fair, to a

pure Devon, the property of Mr Coke of Holkliam,

and the second to a steer only 19 montlis old, of the

improved Devon, or the Devon crossed with the

Somersetshire breed. The ox weighed wliende.ad,

1122 pounds ; and the steer when dead, weighed

1332 pounds. The steer was a most remarkable

one, and was owned by Mr Giblett.

The Devonshire breed of cattle have been more

extensively introduced into the United States than

any other breed of foreign cattle, and they form a

large portion, in different grades, of the cattle of

New England and the middle states. Some fine

stock of this breed were sent from Mr Coke to Mr
Patterson of Baltimore, and two oxen from this im-

portation, raised and fattened by the Messrs. Hurl-

but of Winchester, Connecticut, weighed when

killed as follows :

First Ox. Second Ox.

Carcass 1438 Carcass 1.528

Hide 117 Hide ll.'i

Tallow 175 Tallow 213

1730 lbs. 1856 lbs.

Mr Fisher of New York, addressed a letter to

Mr Coke giving an accoimt of tliese cattle, and re-

ceived the following reply from tliat veteran agri-

culturist, which we insert as showing his opinion

of the Devons.

HoLKHAM, April 21, 1831.

Sir,—I am this moment favored with your kind

letter, and most flattering account of the Devon

oxen. It is a pleasing reflection to me, that I was

the first person that introduced them into America,

through rny friend Mr Patterson. I thought them

at tliat tune, and I still more confirmed in my opin-

ion now, tliat they are the most superior breed of

cattle in tlie Island, if well selected. But I beg to

be understood, when I speak of tiie Devonshire red

cattle, it is in praise of the jVorth Devon cuttle, witli

yellow noses and indented foreheads, and yellow

around their eves, which mark their character be-

yond that of the South Devons, which have black

noses, or intermixed with black. These I beg to

be distinctly understood not to recommend as a su-

perior breed of cattle. Be so kind as to express

my acknowledgments to Mr Hurlbut, when you see

him, and to assure him that I shall be at all limes

most happy to show him, or any of his American

friends, should they come to England, every atten-

tion in my power, in the Agricultural line.

Tho. Wm. Coke.

Preventing cider from becoming souR.-There

are several modes adopted by farmers, to prevent

thoir cider from becoming sour. One is, the put-

ting in of mustard seed—about a gill to the barrel.

For some reason or other, this prevents the acetic

fermentation, and tlie cider remains free from that

sourness, or hardness, as it is sometimes called,

which it otherwise would have. The different

modes of refining cider, adopted by some who follow

the business, depends undoubtedly on separating all

unnecessary vegetable matter from the liquor, and

checking th? fermentation at the right time.

Farmers generally, have neither the time nor the

skill to follow out all the operations required to do

this ; and hence the most of their cider becomes

hard, by the next summer after it is made.

We have been informed that the addition of

Sa!t Petre, in the proportion of one quarter of a

pound to a barrel, would not only prevent the cider

from becoming hard or sour, but even if added after

it had changed, would restore it to a pleasant state

again.

We cannot voncli for the truth of this from any

experience which we had onrself with it, but can

see no good reason wliy it should not succeed; nor

can we discover any harm wliich it could do by any of

the combinations which it would make with the ci-

der, to which it may be added.

—

Maine Farmer.

The harvest.—It s feared the corn crop will

not be so good, unless rain should come to its aid

in a few days. In this section of country corn is

now suffering very much from tlie long continued

dry, hot, weather ; and we notice the same is said

in other parts.

In Kentucky tlie crop is said to be very abun^

dant, and it is thought wheat will be down to 50

cents per bushel.

The oats and grass crop will be more abundant

than usual.

Our exchange papers from all quarters concur in

saying that the harvest which has just been gath-

ei^ed is one of the best that our country has been

blessed with for several years. Aflcr two weeks

arduous toil in the hottest weather we liave iiad for

a number ofyears, the rich and waving mantles that

a few days ago covered the fields of our farmers

have been taken off by the sinewy arm of the reap-

er, but not without costing him much " sweat of

tlie brow" and many palpitations of the heart. The

prospects every where are of the most cheering

kind. In Virginia, where the failures of crops have

been truly discouraging for several seasons in suc-

cession, the scene is described as quite sliock-'wg,

and tlie most sanguine hopes of the faimcr will be

realized in his wheat cmp. A contemporary says,

" seldom have we seen before, so many sheafy mon-
uments to the Author of all our " good and perfect

gifts." Unlike several previous years, the " shocks"

are not now like angels visits, few and far between,

but stand in thick and profusf clusters,—blessings

scattered all around.

—

ZancsvUle (O.) Gazette.

Indian wheat or Tartarian buckwheat.—
This is from Tnrtary or Siberia, via Germany. It

is proposed where our buckwheat is killed by frost

or heat, to substitute thi.s. It is cultured in Penn-

sylvania, Vermont, and Western New York. It is

heavier in the grain and more palatable than com-

mon buckwheat, and if properly milled, will give

thirtyfive pounds of flour to the bushel. It does

well on the poorest soil, and is not affected by the

cold—does not require so much seed per acre, as

it branches low and spreads much. It produces

30 or 40 bushels to the acre on ordinary land, and

on good land is said to produce from 75 to 100.

From 12 to 16 quarts of seed are sown to an acre,

tiiough many sow more, and the usual time of sow-

ing is about the middle of .lune. The land should

not be rich, and poor sandy soils that are not worth

cultivating for other crops, are said to produce fair

crops of this grain. It is used for various kinds of

breadstuffs, as well as for feeding hogs, horses,

cows, &c. It makes good bread when new, whether

eaten warm or cold, having this advantage over

common buckwheat, and it mixes well with other

grains—J^eiv York Star.

No avocation in life is more respectable and use-

ful than that of tlie farmer. The time has gone by

when " oontempt is cast upon the husbandman."

Agriculture, as a science, is becoming more im-

portant, and more honorable. It is the noblest for

it is " the natural employment of man." The in-

telligent and independent farmer is ever respected

;

he holds an important and responsible place in so-

ciety. Upon him devolve tmny duties : upon him

rest many obligations. In him we look for exam-

ples in patiiotism., virtue and intelligence. Living,

not in the " hum of human cities," where he would

be continually in the whirlpool ofpoliti'cal and other

excitement, he can examine questions of a moral,

religious and political nature, with a cool head, a

calm mind, and an unbiassed judgment. To him

we look for correct opinion, and in him we should

ever find a safe counsellor, and a correct adviser.

Our farmers should cultivate their minds and

their hearts, as well as their fields. They can gain

as rich rewards in the mental, as they can reap

profitable harvests in tJie- natural world. Witliout

learning, a man cannot be a first rate farmer With-

out intelligence he cannot discharge in proper man-

ner, the duiifis of a citizen. Agriculture is a sci-

ence that requires experience and study. Men
must be educated to be farmers, as well as to be

lawyers, or doctors. And there are thousands of

younff men who are in stores and offices, who should

go into agricultural piu-suits. It would be better

for tliem, better for the country. And who would

not rather be an independent farmer, than a small

sliop keeper, or a fourth rate lawyer or doctor .'

Who would not rather be first in a useful employ-

ment, than to be tituian in one which the world

calls honorable ? Let young men seek for land,

rather than for situations, " in the cotton trade and

sugar-line."

—

Buclccye Ploughhoy.
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THE STRAWBERRY.
As the present month and the beginning of Sep-

tember, is the best season for making strawberry

beds, some remarks as to varieties and tlie mode of

culture may not be unacceptable.

The fruit of the strawberry is almost universally

esteemed ; and is prized as well for its delicious

• flavor, as for its tendency to promote health, and

for its efficacy in mitigating or curing certain dis-

eases. The berries are almost wholly soluble in

the stomach, and neither there or elsewhere do

they undergo the acetous fermentation. They dis-

solve the tartareous incrustations of the teeth.

They promote perspiration. When used largely,

they have given relief to those afflicted with the

gout ; and Hoffman states, tliat he has known con-

sumptive people cured by them. The principal

species and varieties are

—

1. Wood, with oval serrated leaves ; the fruit

round and small, and white and green. Native of

Britain.

2. Scarlet, with leaves like the preceding, round-

ish and scarlet colored. Native of North America.

Varieties ; early scarlet, Wilmot's late, common

late, Wilmot's scarlet

3. Roseheny. A Scotch seedling. The plants

have few roundish leaves, larger fruit than the scar-

let, and are very prolific. Continues bearing till

August.

4. Downlon. Fruit large, irregular and coxcomb-

like ; leaves large
;

plants hardy ; and although

prolific in Eng'and, has not proved so with us.

—

We have grown a berry that measured 5 3-4 in-

ches.

5. Carolina, or Bostock.

6. Miisky or Hautboy ; with oval, rough, javelin

edged leaves, the fruit large, of a pale red.

7. Chili; -with large oval, tliick hairy leaves and

large flowers ; the fruit large and veiy firm. A
native of Chili.

8. Keen's Imperial, or JVeic Chili ; a large showy

fruit, of great repute in England, but not so much

esteemed here.

9. Pine ; the leaves small and delicate. There

are two sorts, the red and the white, or greenish-

tinted, of the most rich flavored fruit The Meth-

ven Castle belongs to tliis class. South America.

10. Alpine, or prolific, or monthly ; commonly

lasts from June to October; two sorts, white and

red. The Alps.

11. One leaved ; the pulp of the fruit pink col-

ored. South America.

We received twelve kinds of select fruit from

the London Horticultural Society in 18'25 ; but con-

tinue to cultivate in our garden only the Methven

and scarlet,—the latter coming in use ten or four-

teen days before the former,—both abinidantly pro-

lific. Some of our beds are six years old) and they

have produced as abundantly this as in any former

year. We ascribe this continued productiveness to

our pointing in horn shavings annually between the

beds, and strewing upon the latter in autumn tan

from the morocco leather factory. The Methven is

in bearing about two weeks ; we have had 47 ber-

ries that weighed a pound, many that measured

over four, and one that measured five and one-quar-

ter inches in diameter. Our practice is to clean

the alleys and beds before the blossoms show, to

leave the runners till the fruiting season is over,

and after that to take oft" those that intrude upon

the alleys, and to dung and dig these.

leaves have grown at the joints, although the roots

are but imperfectly formed. If planted out in this

month, they will give a partial crop the next sea-

son, and will be in high perfection tlie second

year.

Mr Keen, near London, who appropriates acres

to the growth of this fruit, reconuiiends that the

pine be grown in a light loam, though no kind will

grow belter in a stiff one. The imperial and scar-

lets like a similar soil. The hautboys like a light

soil. The wood strawberry is generally raised

from seed, and the alpine always. The seed is best

sown as soon as the fruit ripens ; the plants to be

set in fruit beds the spring following. Our own

experience leads us to recommend, that the pines

and scarlets be planted in a loose, rich, and pretty

moist soil, our climate being dryer than that of

Britain, and the strawberry demanding a great sup-

ply of moisture when fruiting.

The mode of planting is generally in beds con-

taining two, three, or four rows, with alleys of two

feet between them. The soil should be well dug

and pulverized, and the situations open and e.xposed

to the sun. The larger growing kinds may have

intervals of two feet between the rows, and of 18

inches between the plants in the rows ; the smaller

growing kinds may be planted closer. Keen cuts

the runners three times in a season—we cut them

but once, and leave then the new plants that take

root in the beds, mostly to grow. His culture ijiay

be the most perfect, but ours is attended with the

least labor, the cost of which is there trivial to

what it is here. Keen plants the pines and haut-

boys 2 feet by 18 inches apart, and the scarlets 20

by 18 inches. He found among the many dift'erent

kinds of hautboys, one which had the male blossom

on one plant and tlie i>male on another ; and ex-

perience soon taught him, that to render them fruit-

ful, it was necessary to mix the two kmds in his

beds, in the proportion of one male to eight females.

Mr Langworthy, of Cincinnati, and Mr Downing, of

Newburgh, tliink that the male and female blossoms

grow on different plants, in other kinds of straw-

berry ; but our limited experience has not enabled

us yet to confirm their opin'ons. The duration of

most Idnds with Mr Keen, is three years,—the

wood strawberry and alpine, two years. The latter

bears fruit the first year r.fter sowing.

The general dependence, in the country, for the

strawberry, has been upon those growing wild in

the fields ; but independent of the fact, tliat this

fruit cannot grow where the farm is well managed,

the extra trouble of gathering them in meadows, is

more than equivalent to the labor of taking care of

them in the garden.

With regard to manures for strawberry beds,

such are to be preferred as are cool, and free from

the seeds of weeds. Cow manure is preferable to

that of horses. Bone dust and horn shavings are

excellent if not applied in too large quantity. A
bushel and a half of either should go as far as a

load of long dung. For top-dressing the beds in

autunm there is nothing better than tan, that from

the morocco leather factory being preferable. The

tan smothers weeds, keeps the soil moist, the ber-

ries clean, and seems, withal, to afford the specific

food of the plant It is recnnunended to cover

strawberry beds ligMly with straw, in the spring,

and burn it off, which destroys the seeds of weeds,

&c. We have been cruelly censured for this re-

commendation, by one who unwittingly burnt piles

The strawberry mnftiplies rapidly by suckers or of straw upon his beds, and consequently destroyed

Btolens, and may be transplanted as soon aa tlie
|
his plants.

—

Cidtivator.

HINTS FOR THE PREVENTION OF DISOR-
DERS IN HORSES.

Chiefiy taken from Messrs Clarke and JVhite's valua-

ble Treatise on Horses.

STABLES.

Stables should be lofty, light and airy, and should

never contain more than six or eight horses. They

are in general kept too close and hot

Too much clothing also is usually put upon the

horses, which thus become so tender, that they catch

cold upon every sliglit exposure to a cool air.

The doors and windows of stables should be

thrown open when the horses are out, but care must

be taken that a cold current of air does not imme-

diately blow upon them when in the stable, partic-

ularly if they are heated.

It is a bad practice to allow horses to stand upon

litter in the day time, except they are unwell or

fatigued.

FOOD.

The quantity and quality of a horse's food should

invariably be regulated by tlie exercise and fatigue

he has to undergo ; high feeding, with proportionate

work, produces half the disorders to which horses

are subject.

Good hay is of much consequence to horses en-

gaged in active exercises ; but it should be given

in small quantities during the day ; and when ow-

ino- to bad weather, the horses cannot be exercised,

they sliould be stinted both in their hay and corn;

and a bundle or two of clean wheat straw may be

put before them. All grain given to horses, would

be more nutritive if bruised in a mill and mixed

occasionally with chopped straw. Carrots are a

most wholesome food, and of all roots, rank next

to corn in point of nourishment They are par-

ticularly serviceable when a horse's wind is af-

fected.

When liorses are first taken from grass they

should be gradually brought to a dry diet by giving

them carrots, lucerne, bran mashes, &c. with their

hay. After a few days a small quantity of oats

may be given, and the feed increased by degrees

till they come to their full allowance. They should

likewise be p it into a cool stable, and have plenty

of walking exercise. If such precautions were at-

tended to, a great saving might be made, both of

physic, and the horse's constitution.

WATEH.

Pond water, if it lie on a clay bottom and be

sweet agrees best with horses ; hard water may

be improved by tlirowing some chalk or clay into

it and exposing it in cisterns to the open air.

It is proper to let the water, intended for the

horses, stand for some hours in pails in the stables

before it is used.

Water should be offered to horses frequently
;

they would then never drink large quantities of it

at a time, which is particularly hurtful to them

when heated by exercise. It is a good and safe

plan when travelling, &c. always to mix hot water

enough with their cold to take off the chill.

EXERCISE.

A horse's exercise should be proportioned to his

strength, manner of feeding, and the labor required

of him. He ought, however, to have at least two

hours of daily exercise.

Horses should not be ridden fast after having

been newly fed and watered. A fiit horse requires

a long course of moderate exercise, before he can

safely be put to trot, which is violent

It should be a general rule to ride a horse slowly
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at the beginning of a stage ; afterwards increase

the paco, and slacken it again a mile or two before

the end of it, so as to bring liim tolerably cool into

the stable.

If horses come in very warm, thoy should bo

walked about gradually til! cool, their feet should

then be picked, and all dirt and gravel carefully

washed out. In hot weather, washing their legs

is proper, but they should always be well rubbed

afterwards. In winter, cold water is injuriAus to

the heels, and apt to bring on swelling and the

grease.

Horses should on no account be permitted to

stand uncovered in the stable, much less at the

stable doors after being much heated, except the

weather be very warm. Road horses .should in the

midd'.e of a long stage have half a pail of water

mixed with a little oatmeal ; and on a journey, if

no other corn but what is soft and new can be pro-

cured, oatmeal just moistened with water or some
coarse bread, should be given in preference to such

corn, which is extremely unwholesome. If a horse

grow costive, let him have some niashes of scalded

bran or malt. If he have any difficulty in staleing

only, an ounce of nitre may be given in his food

for a few niohts.

Should he be seized with a violent fit of the

gripes, let him be bled, back-raked, and have a

Oyster of three or four quarts of wafer gruel mixed
with eight ounces of glauber or common salt.

The best instrument for giving a glyster is a^

ox bladder, that will hold two or three quarts, tied

to the end of a wooden pipe about fourteen inches

long, one inch and a half diameter where the bag

is tied, and of a gradual taper to the extremity,,

where the thickness should suddenly iiicrease, and
be rounded off at the point, and made as snioc'b as

possible. The hole through the pipe may be made
sulKciently large to admit the end of a common
funnel for pouring the liquor into the bag ; no other

force is requisite to throw it up, than the holding

the bag a little higher than the \evei of the pipe.

If in consequence of violent inflammation and pain,

and opiates should be necessary, a table spoonful

of laudanum may be given in a pint of water.

Should a horse be touched in his wind, be very

careful that he has only moderate quantities of

food and water at a time. Two spoonfuls of tar

mixed with the yolk of an egg given in a morning

fasting will be of great service to him when trav-

elling. In hot dry weather, it is useful to stop

horse's feet at night with a mixture of soft clay

and cow dung, and to njoisten them frequently with

water.

FRICTION.

The currying, brushing, and rubbing down.hor-
ses is of great importance, not only to their coats,

but also to their general health ; when these opera-

tions are neglected, or slightly performed, an ob-

struction takes place in the pores of the skin pro-

ducing mange, &c. and the hair instead of Joeing

smooth and shining, stares, and stands on end.

Nothing tends so much to prevent grease and swel-

ling of the legs, as frequent hard rubbing and care-

fully cleaning the heels.

TRIMMING.

The ears of horses are covered with a short down
in the inside, mixed with larger hairs, to prevent

cold air, rain, dust and flies from hurting the inter-

nal ear. The trimming therefore this part, is very

prejudicial to the horse.

HINTS ON PRUNING FOREST TREES.
• There were five competitors for the Highland
Society's ten guinea premium, offered for the best

essay on the pruning of forest trees,—a business

which, to be sure, is not yet much practised among
us ; but as many of the principles which govern in

the oper.ation, apply in the pruning of fruit and or-

namental trees, we shall state some of them. The
essays are not published entire, but a digest of

them is given by William Scott, one of the direc-

tors, who states, that on aU the leading points, ex-

cept as to the time of priming, there is almost a

perfect coincidence of opinion expressed in them
all.

Is pruning benefciul ? " Although pruning in

ordinary cases does not ultimately increase the

weight or bulk of wood, yet trees which are early

a.ni judiciously pruned, will be improved in quality,

increased in their useful dimensions and ultimate

value, and a great number can be grown on a given

space."

2. TViiiming the plants,tis they advance ii: growth,

is deemed indispensable.

4. Pruning should be begun early, and the direc-

tions for pruning, coming as they mostly do fi-om

professional nurserymen, are worth remembering :

—

" When trees in the plantation have produced three

or very thriving two years growth, pruning should

be commenced. At this period the knife is the most
suitable instrument, and the top is the principal

part of the plant which requires attention. In order

that only one shoot may be allowed to remain as a

leader, the others next in size, if not very inferior,

should be headed down, generally to about one half

the length, and all the stout lateral ^branches of the

tree headed in the same manner. No such bran-

ches need be cut close to the stem at the first,

second, or third pruning." "All suckers or bran-

ches that spring from the roots, which tend to make
the plant more like a bush than a tree, should be
taken away."

4. Error to be avoided. The practice of cutting

away the side branches to a certain height, at the

first pruning, and afterwards to operate only on the

under branches of the tree, is reprobated as tending

to produce a small trunk, an irregular top, and side

branches more vigorous than the leader. Under
this management, in " exposed places, not one in a

hundred ever becomes a large and valuable tree."

" Such an excess of amputation destroys the health

of the tree, by depriving it of the organs by which
a sufficiency of sap is secured [elaborated] to be af-

terwards converted into wood."

5. The leading shoot should be preserved, and
all others checked which have a tendency to com-
pete with it, so as to divide the stem into forks or

clefts.

6. " The writers agree in opinion," says Mr Scott,

" that young trees should not be* pruned at once
close to the stem, but that the larger branches

which it may be necessary to cut away, should be
shortened first, and cut close afterwards." As de-

ciduous trees give out an irregular tier of branches

yearly, any branch should be shortened which is of

greater length than the majority of those on the

same tier; or, if the whole of them be too long,

they must be shortened. By the concentration of

tht sap, which the shortening effects, a much great-

er quantity 'is thrown into the main stem," the

leaves are much larger, the foliage healthier, and
the tree shoots up much fiister, and at the same
time maintains a proportional circumference of

stem.

The objects of the pruner should be " to give, in

trees of advanced size, twice the length of the trunh

to that of the top, in good soil ; and in poor soil to

leave the top as long as the trunk ; and 2d. to have
one inch in circumference to 1.5 feet of height ; and
if the circumference is proportioniibly gro.iter, so

much the better."

With regard to coniferous trees, as the silver fir,

spruce, pine.s, &c. it is objected to their being
pruned, in any soU or situation.

The opinions of the writers as to the best season
of pruning are variant. One recommends April to

June ; another before the buds swell ; another in

autumn, &c. and Mr Scott, to reconcile the con-

tradictory opinions, proposes to prune "a little be-

fore the buds begin to swell,—or a little while af-

ter the leaves havi' expanded." We repeat—lat«

in June.

—

Cultivator.

RfTCIPE FOR TAKI.»iG HIVES WITHOUT DE3TR0T-
ING THE BFEs.—Having always thought that there

was great inhumanity in the old plan of destroying

the bees, in order to take the honey, we determined

to try the more humane plan practised by the French
of robbing them of their sweets without depriving

them of life, and we have put the plan twice into

operation the present season with entire success.

And as, besides the humanity of the process, it has

economy to recommend it, we deem it our duty to

lay the method before our readers, in the hope that

we may be instrumental in saving many lives of

those industrious workmen, and of securing their

labors to tlieir owners for numbers of years. The
method, which is easy, is as follows:

In the dusk of the evening, when the bees are

quietly lodged, place a tub near the hive, tlien turn

the hive over with Ws bottom upwards into the tub,

Cover the hive with t\ clean one, which must be pre-

viously prepared by washing its inside with salt and
water, and rubbing it with hickory leaves, thyme,

or some other aromatic leaves or herbs. Having
carefully adjusted the mouth of each hive to the

other, so that no aperture remains between them,

take a small stick and gently beat round the sides

of the full hive for about 15 minutes, in which time

the bees will leave their cells in the lower hive, as-

cend and adhere to the upper one. Then gently

lift the new hive with all its little tenants, and

place it on tlie stand from which the other hive was
taken.

This should be done about midsummer, so as to

allow the bees time to provide a new stock of hon-

ey for winter's use. If care be observed no danger

need be apprehended.

—

Baltimore Farmer.

Corn.—The growth of corn for a propitious sea-

son has been so rapid, it is to be regretted that our

farming friends have not planted larger quantities

of this valuable grain. A friend at our elbow in-

forms us that he measured corn, which had been

in the ground but six weeks, and it had tlien grown
a fraction over six feet He also informs us that a

gentleman measured a patch of corn, which had

been planted fiftyseven days, and found it sixty in-

ches in height. This is tolerably well ior Penob-

scot, it does not come up to some planted by our

friend Harlow of the Herald, which grew one foot

in 48 hours!

—

Bangor Mechanic.

Sir Humphrey Davy says, that the refuse salt in

Cornwall wliich contains some of the oil and exupia

of Jish, has long been known as an admirable ma-
nure.
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generous meal

tliere is a kind

Boston, Wedsesday, Aogost 15, 1838.

torniciiting desire of accumulation ;
and

and aillltlive dread of want ; there is a

for the wandering and friendless beggar

;

shelter for the respeotabic and way-worn traveller ;
and

there is always a hearty welcome for the honored friend

and guest. There is little labor and no anxiety. If one

THE SIZE OF FARMS. 1 crop is cut ofl' anotlier succeeds. Some little improve-

The size of farms is often matter of conversation and '; ment is made on the farm ; some little comfort is yearly

of considerable diversity of opinion. The subject dc-
; added in the house; and the stream of life flows calmly

I

on to its close, without any violent agnations and distur-

! bances other than lliose which are incidental lo all human

I affairs. In such cases one hundred acres are equally suffi-

I cient with live hundred. Tlie great object in such cases is

I a good deal of reflection ; and the proper ar.swe

to the question, what size is to be preferred must depend

on such a variety of circumstances that no general rule,

applicable to all cases, can be laid down. For example,

it is first to be determined what is the object of fanning ;

is it a mere subsistence for yourself and family that you

re seeking from the eartlx, or do you propose to pursue

agriculture with a \iew to pecuniary profit, and accumu-

lation, as any other commercial business or mamitactu-

ring or mechanical trade is pursued ? Next what kind

of farming is proposed to be pursued; is it tillage hus-

bandry ; or the keeping of a dairy, or a wool farm, or a

grazing farm and the raising of live stock ; or is it a sort

of mixed husbandry, vvliich comprehends a little of many

{hings, and much of nothing. Or is it a market garden-

er's ^m like those in the neighborhood of a city, where

like the shop of a retail trader there must be a variety of

little and great matters, suited to the season, the peculiar

demand, or the caprice of the community. Then again

the capital which can be commanded ; and the facilities

for procuring labor and manure, must be taken into the

account before the size of the farm most eligible can be

determined.

The size of farms in Massachusetts varies greatly from

t«n acres to five hundred ; we mean cases where five

hundred acres are liolden in one body, but we know no

case in which any number of cases approaching this can

be said to be used for agricultural purposes by one indi-

vidual. Ill most instances where tracts exceeding one

hundred acres arc holden, a large portion remains in for-

est ;
perhaps not even enclosed ; and from which merelj

the fuel for the family is from year to year obtained. We
know a few farmers in New England who mow from

fifty to scvcntyfive acres in grass ; and we know one ex-

traordinary ease, where fifty acres of wheat have been

sown in a single season, and two hundred acres in all

have been under cultivation at the same time. In gen-

eral however the farms in New England average from

acventy to one hundred acres ; and it is not common on

any farm to find more than twentyfive acres under til-

lage. The kind of farming pursued is altogether of a

mixed character, combining a variety of crops and pro-

ductions, with the exception of some few farms where

wool or liny are the principal and almost exclusive ob-

culture, and especially a prevalent opinion that agricul-

ture among us can never be made profitable in a pecu-

niary view, and the universal disposition to try readier

and quicker modes of pecuniary acquisition and gain,

rather than wait for what in the best cases are considered

its slow returns.

to ascertain with how little labor and tiitiguc the common

wants ofthe year can be supplied ; and so long as this

is accomplished the number of acres, which compose

wliat is called the farm, is of no consideration, be it more

or bo it less.

But it is a difierent use when farrajng is pursued as

matter of pecuniary profit; and here the only proper

measure of the size of the farm is in the capacity and

means of its owner to manage it to advantage. Farming

cannot be pursued to advantage without the requisite

skill, a skill founded upon intelligent observation and

mature judgment; and that observation and judgment

enlightened and improved by inquiry and practical ex-

perience. Fanning cannot be pursued to advantage

without exact, assiduous, and diligent personal superin-

tendence. We know no position better established than

the old adage,

" He that hy the plough would thrive

HiinseU'must either hold or drive."

Human machinery is of all other the most difficult to

manage ; the most easily disturbed and put out of place,

and requiring, in order that it may go right, unremitted

care and vigilance. Common laborers are liable to be

ignorant, obstinate, conceited, or unfaithful, and think lit-

tle of their employers' interest compared with their own

ease and pleasure. They require constant direction and

superintendence, and the master's eye is as ijnportant as

the laborer's hands. Farming to be prosecuted to advan-

tage requires capital. The farmer in every case must

wait a rear for his returns. Seed, manure, labor, all in

advance, require capital ; and then likewise he should

not be compelled to sell at once immediately upon gath-

ering the crops, in perhaps an unfavorable condition of

the market, and when his necessities and not the value

of the article must determine the price. It will he far-

ther necessary to the farmer's success that he should be

able to command what labor may be necessary to culti-

vate or to secure his crops seasonably and perfectly. Now

LONG ISL.'i^ND AGRICULTURE.

\Vc have just met with an intelligent Long Island

farmer, and we choose to fasten while it is fresh upon our

minds the information he has given us.

He states that leeched ashes are greatly used upon the

Island both for wheat and rye ; and are as important to

the latter crop as to the former ; that it is usually spread

upon the land at the time of sowing the seed at the rate

of !)0 to 100 bushels per acre ; and usually harrowed in
;

that their crops of rye vary much ; of wheat the average

is about 20 bushels ; and are seldom subject to blight

;

that winter wheat succeeds much better with them than

spring wheat ; and that it is all essential to manure their

land the same season when the wheat is sowed ; and for

this purpose stable manure is considered much the most

valuable ; and that this is applied as brought directly

from the stable. Of lime they have made little or no use

;

but from experiments within his knowledge they are led

to a strong belief of its utility. Vie are entire believers

in its utility and always have been ; but of it.s indispcn-

sableness in the production of wheat we are not so fully

persuaded. He further stated that ashes were by no

means sufficient without manure. This accords with the

best doctrines of vegetable nutritions. They are not a

manure properly so speaking. Tliey are not the food, of

plants ; but like lime in its various forms are a mere

condiment or preparer of the vegetable food.

if we suppose a case in which all these advantages are

If a iiiaii chooses to limit his agriculture to the mere

supply of the wants of himself and family, with some lit-

tle gradually accumulating balance in his favor at the

dose of the year ; and will at the stime lime limit the

wants of his family hy rules of the strictest frugality, a

few acres well managed will alToril not only a comforta-

ble subsistence, but ample means of reasonable luxury

and kind hospitality. So many examples of this indus-

trious and frugal management and simple independence

have come within our own observation, that wc have no

hesitation in saying that a few acres well occupied and

improved will ^ustaiu in plenty and conif irt even com-

paratively numerous families. There are beautiful speci-

mens of New England comfort which arc scattered over

our whole territory. They are cases where there is indeed

nothing which may he called wealtli and there is no pov-

erty , (here is food enough, clothing enough and fuel en-

ougli ; th«re is no ambition of display ; no harassing and

combined, where there is skill, industry, labor, capital in

ample abundance, and where the farmer is determined to

make agriculture as exclusively his business as the mer-

chant or manufacturer make their trade or manufiicturc

the object of their pursuit, then the size of the farm may

be limited only by the capacity of the superintendent to

take charge of it, and the amount of attention he is wil-

ling to devote lo it. It is impossible in this case to say

wilh any precision how many acres can be successfully

managed, any more than we can determine, without an

exact knowledge of all the circumstances of the case,

how many ships a merchant may have under his charge,

or how many spindles a manufacturer may superintend
;

this can only be safely determined by the particular cir-

cumstances of each case. We have few examples of

such farming in New England. For the most part the

small subdivisions of our territory forbid it ; add to this

the difficulty of procuring and managing labor, the want

of capital or the unwiUingness to invest capital in agri

For the Now England Farmer.

A-eu:ton,JuIy27, 1838.

Miv*Editor—I am so much engaged in the various

industrious duties that I cannot find time to read your

useful journal, and had concluded to stop it ; but in the

last number I read " Materials for Manure." This single

piece, induces me to pursue your very plan of making

manure. I have adopted the same plan for more than a

vear. And yet, I am frequently told that I don't know

how to farm it, yet I practise just as you lay it down.

The reason is, that those who say I don't know, don't

know themselves, and not one of them read your journal.

The way I farm it is, I put practice and common sense

tooether, and " go ahead." Please to give me credit for

one voar's subscription which is enclosed.

Yours, A Subscriber.

P. S. I have cut this seas^, 50 tons of Hay, gathered

io bushels of Wlicat, 100 bushels of Rye ; Corn and Po-

tatoes look finely.

Massachusetts Horticultnral Society.

Exhibition of Flowers.

Saturday, Avg-ust 11, 1838.

By Marshall I*. Wilder Esq. of Grove Hall, Dorches-

ter, by his gardener Mr J. Donald, two superb specimens

of Hibiscus fulgens. These flowers were very large.

They were much admired for their elegant shaped, pink

colored cups. We hope Col. Wilder will fiivor us with

other specimens of his new Capetown beaulij.

Bouquets.—By Messrs Hovey, Winsliip, Sweetser,

Howard, and Walker.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.
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BRIGHTON MARKlOT.—MoNUAT, August 13, 18:J8.

Kf-('(.rtfd iiirtiie .\fw Kttglanil Parmer.

At Market 3(10 lieef Citile, 150 Stores, 20 Cows and
calves, 2800 Sheep, anil 40 Swine.

Pricks — Eetf Cattle.— Sales were quick and last

weeks prires fully supported. We quote about t!ie

eanie, First quality .I:? 50 fecund (|Unlity, $7 00 a

$7 25. TIdrd quality, $G 00 a §0 75

Stores —A sufficient number liaie not been sold to

establish prices.

Coics and Calves.—Sales uete made at $25, $31,

$35, $42, $45 and $50.

SAeep.— Lots were lali.iint $1(17, .«!l 75, $1 92, $2 17,

$2 33, $2 42 and $2 75

Swhie.—One small lot oulv was sold. Price not pub-

AVINTER nVE.
Just received at the New Entrland Seed Store and Farmer

Office, a few bushels of prime Winter Rve.
JOSlil'HBRECK & CO.

Aug. 13, 183S.

THLR.MO.VIETRICAL.

Reported fur the Mew I'^iigijiiiil Farmer.

Range of the riienunineterat the Ganieuof the proprietors

of the New England I''armer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending .August 12,

APcnsT, 1838. | 7 A.M.
| 12, iM. | 5, P.M. |

Wind

lyuai

order

6
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THE CHILD AT PRAYER.

'T was summer's eve— llie rosy li^'hl

Had faded from ihc sky,

And stars came twinkling pure and bright,

Thruuyli the blue arch on higli

;

And the western breezes softly >io!e,

To kiss the weeping flower.

And nature wore her sweetest sniiie,

To liless the twilight hour.

There sal within a curtained room,

A mother young an i lair—

What voice com-;5 softly through the gloom

'J' is chiUhoud's voice m prayer !

A cherub boy is kneeling now,

Ueside ihu'l mother's knee-
She who had taught him when to bow

Before tlic Ocily.

A father on the distant deep,

A sister slumbering near,

A babe upon the molher's breast,

Anil tbtit kind mother dear :

For cv'ry living ihing he loves,

His pniv'r ascends to heaven,

And for liimseU he humbly asks

Each sin may be forgiven.

And in after years, when grief

Shall bow his spirit dowa,

And the world, the cold and bitter world,

Shall meet him with a frown—
And when allured from virtue's path

He treads a dangerous way—
Oh ! he will Inrn to the blest hour

When he first knell to pray.

And the kind hand which then was laid

Upon his silken hair

—

AnI the soft voice which taught him first

His simple words of prayer-

Will coine again witli thrilling power

To still his pulses wild.

And lure him back in that dark hour

As sinless as a child.

The prayer is o'er—the last fond kiss

By thai kind mother given ;

Bat rises not from scene like this

That childish prayer to heaven .'

It does, it does—au angel's wing

Has borne its lone whh joy,

And the earnest blessing which it sought

Comes on the sleeping boy.

STATE OF MAINE.
LiNll Ofkic

and em out from the military road leading from Bangor frontier of Canada. It will be at once perceived, that

to Houlton, near .Mattavvanihea" Point to the Aroostook the country which we have explored is a most valu.able

river, a distance of about 75 uiihs.
I territory, possessing every advantage required by settlers.

About $17,UO0 will he e.xpeiidod this year, upon this
|
Heavy timber offers a reward to the enterprising lumber

road by tlie Land Agents uf Maine and Massachusetts, dealer. A rich soil capable of producing an average crop

and with the part already finished the road will be com- of ilO bushels of wheat to the acre, and in some cases

[

pleted about one half of the distance. The whole dis- producing from oO to M) bushels, offers an ample reward

I

taiice will probably be completed next year. All the land '

to the hiisbaiulinan. Inexhaustible supplies of limestone,

! on this road has been sold for about two thirds of the dis-
j
valuable both for building materials and for agriculture,

1 tance, and in several townships all the lots upon the road vast and inexhaustible mines of rich iron ore, amid iii-

have been taken up by actual settlers. The remaining terminable forests which will furnish an abund;

Bangor, April 30, 183S. 5

The twelfth section of " an act additional to promote

the sale and settlement of the public lands," passed March

24 A.D. Ib;i5, making it the duty of the Land .\gent "to

adVertisc the settling lands in market, once a year, for

tffO months, in one paper in the city of Boston, one in

Obncord, N. H. and tn one paper in each county m the

State, di-scribing tho quality and situation of said land

and the terms of sale," the Land Agent here'oy gives

public notice that Township number 4, in the fifth range

of Townships west fiom the east line of the State, ha.s

beon lotted tor settlers, and is now in the market for sale

«ind uettlcmi^nt under the provisions of the following law

paaged at the last session of the Legislature. The [irice

wm bo from fifty to seventyfive cents per acre, accordii

to the quality and situation of the lots. Tlio lots avcra-u

160 acres each. The soil in this township is good, being

ramai-kably free from stones, and the land lying in mod-

erate swells. The location of this township is favorable

lai Bettlement, as the Aroostook road passes within one

mile of the western lino of the township. There are be-

tween 40 and 00 settlers in the adjoinin" township No.

in the Bth Range, and a good saw mill and grist mill

have recently been built there by Ira Fish, Esq. only one

milo distanl 'from this township.
. , . ,

Townships No. '.! in the Ith Range, No 7 in the fith

Range, and No. H in the 7tb Range have been surveyed

and lotted into mile sections. Lots of IGO acres will be

run out from anv of these sections to actual settle

whore the land is'more suitable for fanning than for tim-

ber. Townships Nos. S, ID and 12 in tho ."ith Range have

been ordered to be surveyed, by the Surveyor General,

forthwith, and will be open for settlers as soon as the lots

can be run out. The .Vroostook road passes directly

through these townships and the soil is represented to be

exooilent for t'uming. The Aroostook road is laid out

part of the land upon "this road, owned by this State is

now oli'ered for sale to settlers. The ])rice of lots in these

townships under the condition of the new land law will 1

be from fifly cents to one dollar per acre, according to

their situation and quality. Should any company of set-

tlers select any unsurveyed township in this part of the

State on which they should wish to erect mills under the

provisions of the new land law, the Surveyor General

would proceed as soon as practicable in the survey of

such township.
The settling duties required by law, are " thai the pur-

chaser of each lot shall clear in a proper manner, fifteen

acres thereof, ten or more of which shall be well laid

down to grass, and build a house thereon, within four

years from the time of the purchase."

The board of Internal Improvement for this State have

just ordered an exploration and survey of all the lands

situated in the Aroostook country in reference to their

settlement and agricultural capabilities. This survey will

be commenced forthwith under the charge of Ur Ezckiel

Holmes, of VVinthrop. His report of the situation, qual-

ity and value of the public land in this part of the State

may be expected in the course of the season, and will

give all needful information, to those persons who may
feel desirous of making a settlement upon them.

The Ibllowing extracts from the second report of Dr.

Jackson on the Geology of the public lands, made to the

Legislature, and now tn the liaiuls of the printer for pub-

lication, show the value of these lands tor cultivation.

Speaking of the Aroostook country the Doctor says, "the

average width of the alluvial region on the Aroostook

river cannot he less than six or eight miles, and in some

places it is much wider. It is a well wooded region and

is the best settling land in the State, equalling in fertility

the famed regions of the Western States, and capable

even under a less genial clime, of producing crops of

wheat and other grain, fully equal in abundance with any

soils of which we have any records.

" We here found a yellow loam of a fine kind, derived

from the limestone rocks and luxuriant in its produce,

and in some places covered to the depth of 4 or 5 inches

by a black vegetable mould.
This yellow loam is remarkable for the tall rank grass

called blue joint, which skirts the margin of the river

and from 4 to r> feet high and extremely luxuriant. The
forest trees are of a mixed growth, hut the sugar maples

are most abundant, and are of gigantic size. Elms, white

birch, black and white ash also abound. The soft wood
gi-ows mostly on the low lands, while the uplands in the

rear are densely crowded with bard wood trees, among
which are scattered magnificent pines. In the course of

two years, there will be a free communication between

Bangor and tho Aroostook and a groat number of enter-

ii-ising settlers will take up their residence in this fertile

alley, and by farming, they will obtain an ample reward,

nd that region will become as it is destined by nature to

be the granary of the north."

In another place Doctor .Tacksoii says—" On the Aroos-

took it will be remarked, that very few if any hemlock

trees exist, and the predominating growth is of a mixture

of various hard wood trees, the sugar maple, ash and yel-

low birch abounding, while occur scattering, some of the

most lofty pine trees ever beheld. There are evident

reasons why this should be the case, for the richest soils

are always most crowded with a mixed growth, and the

Aroostook soils are mostly of limestone alluvion, and are

exceedingly rich and good settling lands reniarkable for

their heavy crops of wheat, rye and other grains, and are

certainly richer as an agricultural district, than any other

portion "of Maine. The present population on this river

IS estimated between 400 and 500 persons, chiefly cmi-

grniits from Maine."
Tovvarils the conclusion, Dr Jackson says : " the re-

ttlers, i searches of the present season have brought to light many
ini|iorlant resources in the public domain which were

helore unknown. Beds of iron ore ofimmense magnitude

favorably situated for advantageous operations occur on

the .\roostook, and all the marked characteristics of the

regular coal formation exhibit themselves over a great

belt of country from tho Schools to the Aroostook and

St. John, and "extend to tho TemmiBCOuta lake near the

pri.

barcoal, required for the manufacture of the finest kind

of iron and steel—the country presents every natural ad-

vantage that might be required to call forth the enterprise

and industry of the farmer and manufacturer."

By an inspection of the map of Maine, it will be seen

that'there are nearly one hundred townships of land sit-

uate on the Aroostook river and its tributaries, one half

of which belongs to the State of Maine and is now open

for sale and settlement under the new land law. Con-

sidering the remarkable fertility of the soil in this region,

and the high price of produce, and the ready market

which it finds among the lumbering people on the Pen-

obscot and St. John rivers, and the advantages of the

road now making by Maine and Massachusetts into this

region, it is believed that an uncommon opportunity is

nov\- ofi'ered to persons who may feel desirous of obtain-

ing good farms at a low price.

The field notes of the surveys of all these townships

are in the Land Ofiice, open to the iuspeetiori of every

person, and all information that may be received here,

fi^m time to time, from the progress of surveys, and the

reports of Agents, will be cheerfully given to all inquir-

ers, and every facility m-anted within the means of this

office, to secure to individuals and companies, all the

benefits and privileges intended by the Lemslature, for

actual settlers under the provisions of the following law.

ELIJ.AH L. HAMLIN,
Land Agent of Maine.

State ok M.iiNE.

In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and

thirty-eight. An act additional to promote the sale and

settlement of the Public Lands.

Section 1. Be it enacted by the Senate iind House of

Reprcsentiilircs in Legislature assembled, That all lands

lotted to settlers shall' he sold to tliose only who will per-

form settling duties on the same as prescribed by law, the

prire to be fixed by the Land Agent, having reference ti>

the field notes, not however at a less price than fifty

cents per acre ; three fourth parts of said price to be paid

within three j'ears from the time of said sale in labor h>

be laid out in making roads in such township where said

lands so sold are situated, under the direction of the Land

Agent ; and the remaining fourth part to be paid in easli

within four years from the time of said sale.

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That whenever twenty

or a less number of individuals, shall each select a lot of

one hundred and sixty acres of land in any tovviisliip lul-

led for settlers, the sa'me having no mill within its limits

and shall give bonds satisfactory to the Land .\gent, that

they will within the term of three years from the time of

said selection, erect in a proper and substantial manner,

a saw mill and grist mill, on such lot within said tow ii-

ship, as shall be designated by the Board of Internal Im-

provement, the same shall b"e entitled to a deed_ of such

lot ; and each individual shall receive a deed from the

Land Agent for his respective lot, without any further

consideration, conditioned however, for the performance

of the settling duties required by law.

Sec. 3. Beit further cmictr.d. That from and after the

passage of this act, all a<ts and parts of acts inconsis-

tent with the provisions of this act, be and the same are

hereby repealed.

In the House of Representatives, March 23, 1838.^

This bill, having had three several readings passed to

be enacted. ELISHA H, ALLEN, Speaker.

In Senate, March 23, 1838. This bill having had two

several readings, passed to be enacted.

N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.

March 23, 1838. Approved.
EDWARD KENT.

Secretary's Oifice, )

Augusta, March 2U, 1638. 5

A true copy of the original on file.

Attest,
' SAM'L. P. BENSON,

Secretary of State.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRI-NTBHS,

17 SCHOOL STREET. ...HOSTON.
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AGRICULTURAL

From the Maine Farmer.

ESSAYS ON THE GRAIN WORM.
NO. H.

DixFiELD, Dec. 13, 1837.

Messrs Trustees of the Kennebec Co. Jlgricultural

Society :—The following is subraittrd to yoiT con-

sideration, more from a hope of benefiting the

community, than from any other consideration.

If tlie history of the insects called Grain Worms,

is ever sbtained, it will be gathered in detached

frafnient-s, as it is probable no one individual has

at this time any very extensive knowledge of them.

I have taken a great interest in relation to them

from the time I first became acquainted with them

;

and have inquired into their history, as to the place

where tliey were first discovered,—the length of

time they have been known,—whether they have

been known prior to their present visit, and how

extensive a portion of the country they have spread

over : but the information obtained, is quite vague

and indefinite.

I have, however, a few facts that I might com-

municate I have been informed by a gentleman

who states that " he has resided in the north-west-

erly part of New York eight years, that the fly

committed some depredations about the Lakes, six

years last season ; and he has since heard of it in

the westerly part of New York, in Venront, r^^l

along tlie St. Lawrence river, and that they still

continue to do more or less injury upon the farms

where they were first discovered in those places."

In 1832, they were in towns along the Connec-

ticut river. In 18.33, they were in Gilead, Bethel,

and towns adjacent to the White Mountains. In

1834, they were very destructive in Bethel and

Rumford, and made their appearance in Dixfield,

Canton and Livermore, and also in tow-ns along the

Saco and Sandy rivers ; and have since continued

to progress in an easterly direction at about twenty

or tliirty miles a year.

From what I have learned, I suppose the fly to

be a native of our own country, and has existed

about the great Lakes, by depositing their eggs in

some kind of wild grain that may have grown there

;

and agriculture has extended in that direction, until

it reached them, and they have found in the heads

of wheat, good receptacles for the deposit of tlieir

eggs ; and from the facilities thus afforded for the

propagation of their species, have spread till they

have assumed their present formidable aspect ; or

they may be of foreign origin, and have been

brought into the Canadas in foreign grain. I be-

lieve that this Worm is a native of cold climates.

1 am informed by an individual who has spent two

seasons in the Upper Province, that they are very

destructive to the crops ; so much so, tliat the Cath-

olic inhabitants besought their Priests to interpose

their petitions in their behalf.

As relates to the history, the origin and spread

of the Wheat fly, the few facts above, are all that

I have learned.

The first appearance of the fly in the spring,

though it may have wintered in the form of a grub,

is about tlie time the w heat heads are malung their

appearance above the leaves. And here I will

state, that there were apparently three kinds of

flies upon my grain the last season—which were

doubtless the male and female in different states of

maturity. The female is larger than the black fly,

very well known to those who visit our forests the

latter part of June; its belly and exterior parts are

of a yellowish color ; its wings nearly the length

of a musketoe's, and nearly of the color. The male

is somewhat smaller than the female, (which is the

case with all the species of flies,) and of a darker

color,—feeds upon the grain, and especially upon

rye, if there are any scattering heads among the

wheat, or near by ; and even on fields at a distance

from the wheat field. I have never seen their eggs

deposited in the ears of rye ; but they prefer to

feed upon the clevel while growing—a hundred

upon the same head. It requires about the same

degree of heat, and length of time, to hatch them

from their eggs or grubs, and bring them to a prop-

er state to deposit their eggs, that it requires to

vegetate wheat, and grow it to the blossom. The
flies commence laying their eggs a short time be-

fore the blossoms appear, and the last season were

actively engaged in depositing them from ten to

twelve days. The egg, when first deposited, is so

small as scarcely to be discovered without the aid

of a magnifying glass,—is a little elliptical, and

nearly of an orange color. It soon increases in

length, and shows some signs of life,—and when

disturbed, its motions are oscillatory. It is then a

smooth grub, about three-sixteenths of an inch in

length. I have seen them upon the top of full

grown kernels ; but they are generally by the side

of them, and sometimes several with the .same ker-

nel. They either suck the nourishment from the

kernel, or are poison to it. I have never discovered

the least incision in the kernels. The kernel

curves where they lay against it, and does not

fill. If the grain stands till fully ripe, and tlie

heads turn down, many of them drop out. After

the grain is fully ripe, their ravages are over for

that season ; and after the grain is liarvested, no

further injury is sustained—e.xcept that the grain

that is partially filled, shrinks more than that which

is fully grown.

I took about a table spoonful of the grubs, and

mixed thera with soil from the wheat field, and

have kept them there about two months. One
half of them have been exposed to the weather the

whole time ; and upon examination they do not ap-

pear to have underdone any visible change. Anoth-

er part of them was moistened and placed upon

the roof of a building, spread thin in a pan, througli

one of our early cold nights, and frozen. I then

mixed some wheat with the soil, and have kept

them in the best situation to vegetate the grain.

The grain came forward, and has grown finely
;

the grubs are also doing well. Some of them are

1-4 of an inch in length. Their external covering

seems partially transparent. There is a dark spec

near one end ; and, if I am not deceived, there is

some appearance of wings inside the covering

These results are very different from my expecta-

tions. Two years ago, I harvested my grain very

damp, and it was heated in the mow. I thrashed

two bushels, and winnowed it in the wind ; and af-

ter it had lain in the pile an hour, the top of the

pile was alive with worms or caterpillars, about 3-8

of an inch in length, with a row of bristles stick-

ing up along their backs and from their sides,

which [ su])posed were the weevils. I now give

it a,i my opinion that their metamorphose is from

the grub to a fly. One thing is certain, that they

retain the grub form through the winter, and for

two months in the spring.

I do not know that the fly deposits any eggs af-'

ter dark ; but from my observation, their most ac-

tive time is between sun set and dark, and in

cloudy weather.

To de.stroy this insect, or prevent its ravages, is

truly of almost vital importance.

The application of lime, if applied at a suitable

time, is doubtless of great utility ; notwithstanding-

its general failure the last season. Some have

supposed, that, as the grub is of animal substance,

the alkali destroys it ; but this is a mistake. The
lime does not reach the grub, nor does the mixture

after it becomes alkaline.

If the heads of wheat are white with lime, it

does not prevent the fly from depositing its eggs,

or deftr'->v the eggs after they are deposited ; and.

indeiitl it is impossible to destroy them .after they
are deposited, without destroying the grain.

The beneficial results from lime are in conse-

quence of the particles of lime falling upon the-

wings of the flies and corroding their thin and ex-
tremely delicate texture, thereby rendering tliem.

useless, and the flies fall to the ground and perish.

These being the facts, it is evident that three

things are necessary to the beneficial results of

sowing lime.

1st. That the flies are present on the grain. 2d.

That the lime be sowed before the flies deposit

their eggs. 3d. That the air be filled with a fine

mist tliat shall moisten the wings of the flies, so

that the particles of liine may adhere to them

When lime is applied under these circumstances
,

it may be considered a sure remedy. (But thi j

combination of circumstances seldom occurs.)— .

Hence the different effects of its application, an d

also the diversity of opinion. I would not, howei ,•-

er, discourage it use. Ashes applied under simil: ir

circumstances, will be beneficial in proportion to

their alkaline properties.

Early sown grain is most liable to be injured by
the grain worm, unless it be very forward. T 'he

last season, grain sowed the last week or ten di lys

of May, was not injured by them. All sown j ire-

vious to that, in the vicinity of their ravages, was
more or less damaged.

It is certain that their ravages have been gj'eat-

est upon plains and intervale lands
;
but I pre-'mme

this difference results more from the forwardness

of the grain than from any other cause. I believe
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f ,he opinion has been that this resulted from the

agitation of the grain by wind. This must be a

mistaken notion. My grain that was most injured

by tlieni, was ahiiost as airy as the top of Mount

Blanc, being situated where the air is in motion

when it cannot be perceived on the hills around.

I have hoard it recommended to burn the chaff

•and straw of our wheat This would do, if the fly

did not deposit its eggs any where except in

wheat, and all of them could be secured with the

straw and cliafl', and every farmer influenced to

come into the measure. Late ploughing tlie stub-

ble has also been recommended. Tliis will effect

niithinT ;
unless the grubs are all shaken from the

grain when cut,—and then it would be a doubtful

experiment.

I have noticed that the fly when upon the grain

•B-ill not move until a very near approach to it ; aud

when disturbed, it invariably rises to fly to another

head ; which induced me to see if they might not

be taken in netting. I therefore placed some thin

cloth upon some sticks, and passed it over tlie grain

brushing it as it passed along,—and found it to

succeed beyond my expectations ; and i'rom the

success of this simple experiment, I have thought

it ilhportant to recommend the following Machine,

for the purpose of destroying them and preventing

their ravages.

This machine is constructed as follows. 1st.

Two wheels, 5 feet diameter, made as light as pos-

sible,—ti;e felloes 2 inches deep, and one hich

thick on the concave ; the convex surface reduced

nearly to an edge.

2d. An axletree of light wood. Hi 1-2 feet long,

and two inches square.

3d. Two shives, 10 feet long, and 1 1-2 inch

square diameter ; tenoned into the axletree, four

within each wheel ; the opposite ends converging

nearly or quite together—these are to guide and

propel the car.

4th. Tliree slats, 2 1-2 feet long, 1-2 inch thick,

and 2 inches wide—pass through the axletree at

right angles with the shives, or perpendicular ; and

moveable, fastened with a thumb screw or key—one

in the centre and one near each wheel.

5th. A rod, 1 inch square, upon the upper and

lower ends of the slats— 15 feet 6 inches long.

Ctli. Place two other rods upon the ends of some

anns from the centre of the slats— the lower nne

above the thills—both equidistant from the two

first rods, forming a half circle.

7th. Cover this frame with suitable cloth, so that

it shall form something siniilar to half a bolting

cloth, when upon the re^i T»tth both ends closed

—

the upper edge of .the clotli ,ought to pass forward

of the upper rod, and elevated a little by the sup-

port of wires from the rod-^the thills will pass

through the cloth.

6th. Place several good brimstone matches

along the axletree. Light them up, and the ma-

chine is ready for operation.

Tlie macMne is f o be pushed before the operator

-«.t a brisk walk. The lower rod should brush the

grain about six inches from the top. As the ma-

chine passes over the grain, the breadths should

lap a little ; and it should be used as soon as the

fly makes its appearance, between sunset and dark,

for several nin-hts in succession ; not, however, till

tlie heads of wlie.it appear above the leaves. It

will be readily perc eived that the width of the ma-

chine is not material. I have recommended IC 1-2

feet for de.ioo.tch. Ho is probable thit large grown

straw may require larger wheels ; but I presume it

will operrate well if the lower rod is brought close

to the axletree, and the axletree brushes the grain

one foot from the tops—if the matches are situated

a little above the axletree.

After having p'.ssed over the grain, the flies will

be found, suffocated upon the canvass of the car.

Yours, &c.

LEONARD NORCROSS.

I the Former'* Cahinel.

What is the grkate
obtained from give

Mr Editor

MANURE.
quANTiTV OF Manure to be

MEANS ?

There are in agxiculture, as per-

haps in every science, some leading propositions,

calculated in a particular manner to arrest atten-

tion by their prominent importance. Such I hold

that of a " Subscriber " in your May number

—

" H'hal win an acre of land produce ?" and also the

questiim which heads this article.

Were it possible at once to afford a complete

and palpable scdution to these two propositions,

what mind can calculate the vast increase of treas-

ures that would instantly become accessible to hu-

manity ? As, then, we cannot inquire too strictly,

or know too much regarding them, I propose, after

recapitulating a few of tlie principal statements of

a " Subscriber " concerning the latter question, to

furnish my own experiments upon the former.

He informs us tliat a single acre of his land,*

unlh abimdnnt manuring and superior cultivation,

was made to produce the sum of $348,40 cents per

annum, for five successive years, besides the vege-

tables used in a small family. He further states,

in sabstance, as his present, conviction, that the

quantity of soil cultivated has nothing to do with

the secret of gathering money out of it ; that " this

altogether depends on a judicious selection of soil,

on the facility of ohtaining manure, and on the

proper application of it as food for plants," &c. ;

—

that he found, by actual experiment, made upon a

large scale, " that the profit of capital laid out in

land produced an interest of only fim per cent, per

annum, the capital laid out in manure upon the same

land produced twenty per cent."

Now, my own e.tperienee, as I shall presently

show, abundantly confirms the probable accuracy

of all these statements. Let us distinctly under-

stand, then, that it is not the great quantity of land,

but the abundance of manure upon a little, that is

alone required to give wealth and independence
;

that the man ^^"ho owns five or si.-v acres, may (ac-

cording to the above data,) ->vith the aid of manure

and good management, draw from .$1800 to $2,000

from them eacli year, while he of a hundred acres

may scarcely obtain half of it upon tlie common

plan.

But where i- the requisite manure to be obtained

that shall so suddenly and surely enrich tbe farmer ?

In reply to this, I will simply give my own expe-

rience, and by it endeavor to convince the reflecting

farmer v/hat amount can, and in fact has been

made from means incomparably more limited than

is generally imagined possible.

Previous to 1829, I had followed in Philadelphia

a sedentary occupation, which, by excessive appli-

cation iu it, had so enfeebled my con.stitution, that

I was obliged to seek in the country for that meas-

ure of health which I might no longer hope for in

"See Gon. Farmer, current Vol. p. 181.

tlie city. So I bought, with my scanty savings, a

small p'ace often and a half acres, and moved upon

it the same fall, of 1829.

Not being acquainted with farming, I hired a

man to plough two and a half acres, and sow it in

rye. The cost of seed and labor, in putting in,

gathering, and threshing the said crop, was $8 56

cents. The crop yielded five and a half bushels of

very poor black rye, fit only for hay feed—say at

forty cents per bushel, (as good rye was then sel-

ling at fifty and fifly-six cents per bushel,) was

worth $2 20 cents, and the nett loss sustained upon

farming the ground was $6 30 cents. The season

was moderately good for grain, and the two and a

half acres rather a favorable specimen of the rest

of my land ! I planted a potato patch the follow-

ing spring, (1830,) of about the fourth of an acre,

which I manured in tlie hills with one load of marl

only, and the crop yielded but three and a half

bushels !

Being a total stranger to the nature and charac-

ter of soils, but having previously, from some cause,

entertained the notion that land in general produced

about twentyfive bushels of wheat, or forty bushels

of corn, or four or five loads of hay to the acre, the

conviction I had now received of the absolute

worthlessness of my land fell upon me like the

shock of a thunder-clap. Discouraged by the great-

ness of my disappointment, but not quite confound-

ed, I determined that manure, in future, should be

every thing to me, and stand in the stead of both

land and crop. Being greatly improved in health,

by the change of situation and exercise, I plied my
avocation with increased diligence for the mainte-

nance of my family, and made it the amusement of

my leisure hours and leisure moments to collect

from every corner, and pannel of fence, every thing

that I imagined could furnish a vegetable nutriment,

and placed it in the cow yard, so combined with

the litter as to absorb and retain every thing of the

putrescent character that might be deposited there.

By such means I have gone on, every year increas-

ing the quantity of my manure, to an extent that I

believe has astonished most of my neighbors. The
following is a sketch of the means I possessed, and

the methods I took to obtain manure for the present

year.

I commenced last summer by collecting into the

outer part of my hog pen every thing of the weed
kind I could find about the place, till I had a layer

about twelve inches deep, which I covered with a

layer of earth about five inches thick, continuing

the process till the pen was filled to about two and

a half feet deep. In the fall I littered my loose

corncorbs aud the principal part of the buckwheat

straw into the pen, interspersed with layers of earth

in the same manner. The two stalls of my stables

I served also the same, taking care to save therein

all tlie chaff and refuse straw after threshing. In

these stalls I poured weekly, through the fall and

winter, (for I had no cattle in them except in bad

storms,) the soap-suds and such putrescent fluids

that might be obtained, keeping tlie corners and

outsides, and under the mangers carefully satu-

rated.

As soon as my corn was gathered in the fiill, I

cut the stubs close to the ground, and wheeled them

immediately, tohile yet lieavy, into tlie barn-yard,

where I packed them in every part of it, and also

under the shed, being an area of ground about forty

feet by twenty, and in a few days covered them

also with a layer of earth, from a fence-row, close
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by, to the depth of about eight or ten inches. Upon

this earth I foddered my three cattle during tlie

winter, occasionally depositing more earth upon the

litter as it collected tliere.

Your readers will readily judge, that the object

of all this preparation was not so much for the sake

of saving the materials collected tliere as to obtain

a menstruum, or rather sponge, if I may so call it,

calculated to absorb and retain all the urine depos-

ited in the yard during the winter. The compost

masses, however, or layers, thus collected together,

are not to be considered as manure prepared for the

soil, but only as materials that require to be thor-

oughly mUed, in order to reduce them to a state

fitted for a rapid and complete incorporation with

the soil. Accordingly, with this view, I commenced

late in April the operation of turning it, which, from

its having become closely packed to the depth of

twenty inches, with the stalks at the bottom, could

only be done with tlie aid of a grubbing hoe, turn-

ing it in strips about a foot wide, reaching across

tlie yard, and throwing the loosened manure back a

sufficient space to allow a trench between, wide

enough to work in. After removing the whole

cover from the stalks, along a strip, as before men-

tioned, they were easily grubbedup, by first cutting

them through all along the solid edge of the strip

with the lioe, it being made pretty sharp for the

purpose. In addition to this pile of yard manure,

I have also emptied tlic contents of my hog pen and

stables, extending the pile several feet, and lying

upon the ground, when first loosened, more than

two- and a half feet deep. Of this manure I have

used sixteen loads this spring, for truck and garden,

and, judging from Uie size of the pile yet remain-

ing, there cannot be less than sixty loads, which,

being turned once more, I intend ito use for wheat

next fall.

In this manner, from only three head of cattle,

and the fattening of four hogs, I have made from

seventy to eightytwo horse loads of manure, the

highly'fertilizing properties of which are abundantly

attested by my own former experience. I will not

say that it is stronger than the best barn-yard ma-

nure, but from its closer affinity to the nature of the

soil, and greater facility for being rapidly combined

and incorporated, without loss by evaporation, I

have no doubt it will be frequently found, upon

trial, more effective and more durable.

In the process of turning manure, thus prepared,

I hold it of the highest importance to mix we?ll the

earthy and vegetable parts together. Few persons

are perhaps aware how rapidly the earth facilitates

vegetable decomposition, and to what a surprising

degree it absorbs the excess of fertilizing effluvia,

which must otlisrwise be evaporated during the

process of decomposition. This circuuistance, I

believe, taken in connexion with the careful econo-

mising of all animal excretions, constitutes chiefly

the great secret (I might, perhaps, add alkgei ne-

cromancy,) tliat has added already so much verdure

to my previously exhausted soil, and been so

profitable to me, and so surprising to my neigh-

bors.

No farmer can imagine, that has not tried the

experiment, what a prodigious quantity of rich, veg-

etable, and fibious earth may be collected from

corners and bye-places which lie out of the way of

cultivation, and which, from their retired position,

have perhaps, never so much as attracted his notice.

All such refuse trash, and fibrous earths and weeds,

by being conveyed to liis barn-yard, at intervals,

during the fall and winter, and judiciously combined

w^nh~its'conrents, will be converted into a rich,

fertilizing, and durable manure, merely by absorb-

ing and retaining that excess of-putrcsccnt fluids a7id

effluvia, which is otherwise lost by filtration and

evaporation ; that is, bv soaking away and drying

up. W.II.

Piftstown, Sakm Co. .V. J., May '30(/i, 1^'3P.

Frum Smith's E^say on llie Hoiiey-Uce.

LONGEVITY OF BEES.

" The several members of a hive have very dif-

ferent periods of existence The general law

among insects is, that both male and female shall

perish soon after sexual union ; a few days or weeks

at furthest, according to the time, probably, that

the female occupies in maturing and depositing her

eggs. By retarding sexual union, the lives of some

insects may be very much prolonged ;—even ephe-

mera have been kept alive by ths means for seven

or eight days. Annual plants, if prevented from

seeding, may be rendered biennial. The ancients

were very deficient in knowledge upon this subject.

Virgil fixes 4ie term of a bee's existence at seven

years, having probably copied from Aristotle
;

though Aristotle says that bees who live to extreme

old age, may reach to nine or ten years. Columella

and Pliny have been supposed to regard their ex-

istence as extending to ten years ; Uiough the Ian-

guage of the former applies to tlie existence of the

community, and not to individual bees ; and pro-

vided the hive be never changed, nor the combs

renewed, it is not likely that any one family should

have its existence prolonged beyond that period
;

as the accumulation of silken pellicles with which

the breeding cells are successively lined, would

render them unfit for use in a very few years. In

addition to the diminution of the cells by this suc-

cession of silken linings, they are also diminished

further by the excrement of the larva;, which is

never cleaned out, but confined behind each lining :

both together, therefore, soca render the cell unfit

for use as brood cells. Mr Hunter found three of

these layers deposited in a single season, and count-

ed upwards in the cells of the old comb ;
which,

upon an average of three a year, would correspond

with the period fixed by the ancients ; though this

observation by no means proves that the hive upon

which it was made, or any other, might not have

had a much more protracted existence. Mr Es-

pinasse tells us that he once took a hive which

had stood fourteen years, havmg found it had be-

come weak ; it had, nevertlieless, sent off a swarm

the year previous. There is an instance or two on

record, of one family having continued in the same

hive for thirty years.

" One of tliese is mentioned by Reaumur, another

by Mouftet. Thorley speaks of a colony having

occupied the same domic il for one hundred and

ten years. The spot chosen was under the leads

of the study of Ludovicus Vives, in Oxford : the

original swarm settled there in 1590, and kept pos-

sesion till lUaO. Query :—may not the bees, when

the combs become very old, and the cells much

diminished in size, remove them and construct

fresh ones ? To those who may wish for their own

satisfaction to examine the linings of a brood cell,

I would observe, that Mr Hunters mode of proceed-

ing was, to soak the cell in water, till the linings

were swelled, when he had no difficulty in separa^-

ting and counting them ; he found them separate

most readily at the bottom, on account of the in,,

closed excrement.

"To common observers it might appear, that the

lives of the bees were coeval with the foundation

of the colony, presuming upon all the young bees

leaving the parent stock in swarms. But I have

already stated that all swarms consist of a mixture

of young and old bees ; the difference between,

them is very distinguishable ; those of the present,

year being brown, plump, and clothed with light

hairs, whilst the old ones have red hairs, notched

and ragged wings, and are paler and more shrunk

in their bodies. The cases which I have related,

and others of a similar kind, have led to the erro-

neous o])inion that bees are a long lived race. But

this, as Dr Evans has observed, is just as wise as

if a stranger, contemplating a populous city, and

personally unacquainted with its inhabitants, should,

on paying it a second visit, many years afterwards,

and finding it equally populous, imagine that it

was peopled by the same individuals, not one of

whoin might then be alive. ' Such strangers are

we to the honeyed hive; where, however quickly its

generations may have passed away, the same face

is presented to the beholder.'

' The race aiul realm from a^e to a?e remain,

And time but lengthens, with new liuiis, the chain.'

" The usual term of the male's existence, is two

or three montlis only : I say the usual term, for his

life is always cut off by violence, when no peculiar

circumstances arise to render his existence any

longer useful. Such circumstances having arisen,

(as has heretofore been observed,) he may be kept

alive a much longer period, for a year at least, but

how much longer has not as yet been ascertained.

Messrs Kirby and Spence, in like manner, seem to

think it not improbable, that when the workers

(females) become too old to be useful to the com-

munity, they are either killed or expelled the so-

ciety. Reaumur also throws out a hint to the

same purpose. The length of a working bee's life

I has not yet been ascertained ; but the general

opinion is tliat it is short lived. Butler says that

' the bee is but little more than a year's bird ;' and

some think the period of their existence- shorter

still. ' The bees of the present year,' says Butler,

' will retain their vigor and youthful appearance till

(Gemini) about the 21st of May in the following

year, when they begin to decline, and from (Cancer

to Leo) June 21st to August 21st, the ground in

front of the apiary may be seen strewed with them,

some dead, some dying, and a few alive, but inca-

pable of rising again, and by (Libra) 22d Septem-

ber, scarcely an old bee will be left.'
"

CuaE FOB THE STIiNG OF A WaSP OR BeE. A
Liverpool paper states as follows :

A few days ago happening to be in the country,

-^* witnessed the efficacy of the remedy for the

stino- of a wasp mentioned in one of our late papers.

A little boy was stung severely and was in great

torture, imtili an onion was applied to the part af-

fected ; when the cure was instantaneous. This

important and simple remedy cannot be too gener-

ally known, and we pledge ourselves to the facts

above stated.

Spring Wheat.—So far as we have heard at

homa und abroad, tlie experiments made witli the

sprino- wheat have proved successfiil, notwithstand-

ing the cold and otherwise unfavorable weather at

I

the time of sowing. In the neighborhood of this

town as many bushels have been raised to tlie acre,

as could reasonably have been expected on the

1 same ground from the winter wheat.— ;fin. Repub.
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From the Frankfort (Ky.) Tarmer.

MANAGEMENT AND DISEASES OF HOGS.
To Chii.to.v Ai.Li.v, President of the

Kentucky State Agricultural Society.

I have seen in a late number of the Franklin

Fanner, your circular address, calling tijion the

friends of improvement for essays upon a number

of important subjects relating to the agricultural

interests and pursuits of our state. Approving

heartily the noble objects of the State Society, I

read your address with great satisfaction ; and I can-

not but believe, that the action of the Society will

bring about the most gratifying results in improv-

ing the science of agriculture, and hence the con-

dition of the husbandmen ; for I cannot doubt, that

every one who desires improvement himself and

who would derive useful information from others,

"will hold himself bound to contribute something to

the general stock of knowledge. There are few

intelligent farmers who do not know something

unknown to others, and it is by an interchange of

sentiment and opinion as well as of experience

and practice, that the fanners of the country will

be able to see and reject the errors of their hus-

baildry and adopt those modes instead, which lead

to improvement and success. In this view, I ofler

an humble tribute, which at least has the merit of

a well meant design of benefitting others in some
respects.

The commencement of our prosperity may be

dated from the period when our agriculturists

turned their attention to the raising of stock for

export ; and as the consumption and demand have

increased in a ratio witli the increase of population

and wahts of the people of the United States, the

business has become a source of wealth to Ken-
tucky. And no where has the improvement of

stock been so great and so general, nor more zeal

and perseverance manifested to procure the breeds

of horses, asses, cattle, sheep and hogs. In enu-

merating these descriptions of stock, the last is not

the least important in bringing wealth to the State,

and should be looked to with a fostering care and

attention.

Under this belief, I humbly submit to the public

through you, the following observation on the man-
agement of hogs, with some remarks on some of

their diseases.

In giving my views on these subjects, I deem it

important to state some of the various ways of rais-

ing, feeding and fattening hogs in different sec-

tions of the country, which, according to circum-

stances, soil and climate will differ ; and conclude

Tvith my views as to the best mode to be adopted

hy the farmers of Kentucky under her peculiar cir-

cumstances. In Europe and many parts of the

United States, hogs are indispensably kept in pens

or styes, and as the numbers raised are compara-
tively small, there is no groat expense attending

the manner of feeding them ; indeed, this is the

most economical, cheap and convenient method of

fattening that could be adopted in any country

where the number fed is small. In some of the

New England Stites large buildings have been

erected for raising and fattening hogs on an exten-

sive scale, fed almost exclusively on vegetables

produced on a few acres of land, which gives a

profit of 50 per cent, more than any other way in

which the products of the land could be disposed

of. On tliis extensive scale, the business is uncon-

nected with any other, having for its object, the

raising and fattening of hogs alone, for it requires

the most strict attention which daily habit and the

most scrutinizing observation, in time reduced to a

perfect system, can give. It was ascertained to a

fraction, what each hog would eat at a meal, which

was meastired out to him three times a day, the

quantity according to age, allowing six of the same

age to occupy a sty, which was regularly littered

and cleaned out once a day. The amount of veg-
' etables required per day, and' the necessity of tjie

I

different varieties coming on in due season, would

require great attention, .^t the first view of the

subject, we would conclude that a fiiggery conduct-

ed in like manner in Kentucky, would be equally

profitable. But not so—there would be this differ-

ence :—The price of pork and lard in Boston is

more than HO per cent, higher than in Louisville

:

and the profit accruing from the superabundance

of manure, which is worth from two to three dollars

a load in the New England States, will amount to

a lar^e sum, which with us would be excluded

from the estimate, as it will bring nothing here on

sale, though useful to the land on which the hogs

are fattened. In 200 hogs annually sold, these

causes would produce a difference o^erhaps three

thousand dollars in favor of the New England

piggery.

Say 200 hogs at 200 lbs. each, 40,000 lbs.

pork at 10 cents in Boston, $4,000

For their manure, 1,000

40,000 lbs. pork at Louisville at 5 cents.

$5,000

2,000

Leaving a difference in favor of the New
England piggery, $3,000

In no way could an extensive piggery be made

profitable to us but by being connected with a dis-

tillery. The expenses would then be much les-

sened ; for it would require but a few vegetables or

a little meal added to the slop of the distillery to

make the swill highly nutritive. They might be

put to graze in the summer and swill given them

occasionally, and again put in the fall.
i

The manner of feeding and fattening hogs now

generally adopted in this State, seems to me to be

well calculated for our method of cultivation.

—

Taking into consideration the products and the

great number of hogs fatted for other markets, to-

gether with the great number of beef cattle annu-

ally grazed and fed, the system is complete. In

winter, they are amply supplied with food from

the refused corn and pudding of the cattle—two

or three hogs to each head of cattle finding thus

abundant Sustenance. In the spring, when the

cattle alt : longer fed, the hogs are put on the

exuberant clover field, which was sown for the

double purpose of enriching the land and supply-

ing rich food for their cattle and hogs. In due

time, when the clover becomes hard, and unfit for

the hogs, it is given up to the earth, and they are

removed to the rye fields there to fatten and com-

plete another system of manuring, so admirably

adapted to our lands and our wants. So soon as

the rye field is consumed, the corn field is ready

to receive them,* and in due time they are ready

• We presume our writer does not intend to be im-

derstood that the hogs arc turned into the corn field

;

for though this practice may be adopted by some, the

more general im.stoui is to put them in a large pen adjoin-

ing, into which the corn is thrown. If the corn is not

sufficiently ripe when the rye is consumed, old corn is

fed to the hogs ; and indeed, the feeders generally, we
believe, prefer beginning to feed them on old corn after

they arc put up— nitroducing the new rather cautiously

and gradually.— t'd. Franklin Farmer.

for market, leaving the fields and pastures richer

than tliey were.

Altlftnigh this arrangement is good for feeding

and fattening, yet tliere are other important mat-

ters in relation to their raising and health, which

in no wise should be neglected. Experience has

taught me, tliat no matter how many pigs a sow
has over six, they should be reduced to that num-

ber always retaining the large and healthy ones ;

for 1 can and will demonstrate tliat six pigs will

make more pork at 12 or 18 months old, than

eight would of the same litter—and eight will

make more than ten. Give to the six the food

which you would give the eight or ten, and you will

find in the result, the truth of my statemeat proven.

It is essential that pigs be kept fat awhile sucking,

and to have them so, six is a better number than

eight or ten. At weaning time or when sixty days

old, the time when the sows decline in milk, par-

ticular attention should be paid to the pigs, having

them regularly fed either with corn or swill, for at

this juncture, they are unaccustomed to root for

themselves and will rapidly lose tlieir flesh and tlteir

health, and their growth will be retarded, if left to

shifi; for themselves. If they are kept fat during

tlie fall, when provisions are plenty and cheap, they

will keep thrifty and well through the winter, on

very moderate feeding ; but I prefer liberal feeding

throughout. The food is by no means thrown away

as you will have more pork and not any more corn

consimied in the end.

Hogs should be kept free from diseases
;

partic-

ularly the disease of worms, which is very perni-

cious and a constant attendant on poor hogs. Lib-

eral feeding at all times, is the best preventive

;

but ichen it is not in the crib, brimstone, spirits of

turpentine, or tar mixed with their food will reme-

dy the evil. All hogs are more or less subject to

worms ; but some are so overcharged, that their

intestines are literally filled with them, and unless

they are extirpated, it is throwing away corn to

feed them, for in this condition it is almost impos-

sible to fatten them ; they will consume twice as

much, as a hog will not troubled with them, as the

nutritious juices are taken up by the worms, and

their fetid excrement is all that is left as a raiser-

able substitute for sustenance.

The most fatal disease of hogs is the swelled

throat or quinsy. This too, is easily prevented.

I have long been of the opinion that it proceeds

from indigestion, caused by feeding on hard grasses

or clover in their declining state ; and my suc-

cessful practice as a preventive for the last eight

years is a strong confirmation. Yet it matters not

concerning the cause, provided there is a remedy.

The disease in the last stage, is highly inflamma-

tory, but at no time infectious. It is an accumula-

tion of matter formed between the glands of the

jowl, which continues to inflame till tlie hog dies

of suffocation. The disease may be cured before

and after the matter begins to form ;
but as it may

be more satisfactory to state my experience and

knowledge on the subject, I will give an instance

as coining under my observation, and conclude

with ray practice as a cure and preventive. In 1830,

I discovered the disease among my hogs by the

death of one of my fattest. As soon as possible, I

had them removed from the clover field, and put in

a spacious pen, where they were fed with as much

corn as they would eat after it was glazed with tar

and as much ashes put on as would adhere to the

grains. They still continued to die till I lost to
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the number of fifteen. This great number dying

out of eighty, caused me to doubt the efficacy of

the remedy or that the disease was too rapid for its

effect. Shortly after, they were put up to fatten,

which tliey did very readily, and I was left in

doubts as to the etfects of the medicine, until the

day I butchered, when I found lumps of coagulated

matter, in the jowls of many, about the size of a

hazel nut or larger, without any signs of inflamma-

tion around tliem. I then came to the conclusion

that they would have died had it not been for the

remedy applied, and that the disease of those that

died had advanced too far to be cured by any

remedy. Observing that hogs kept in styes never

had the quinsy, I attributed it to the wholesome

(]uality of food they ate, and on the contrary, the

cause of their having it out of styes, to the perni-

cious qualities of hard dry grasses. Since 1830,

1

have invariably given my hogs during the spring

and summer months when grazing, slop or swill

once a week or oftener, consisting of kitchen slop

with cooked vegetables of various kinds, apples,

&c., with bran or a little meal, mashed to a paste,

salted and cooled off by adding a quantity of wa-

ter, and occasionally brimstone or saltpetre. Since

the above date, my attention has been directed to

the raising and fattening of hogs on the products of

a small farm, and have never yet lost a hog "by this

disease nor in my recollection by any other. My
opinion is still further supported as to the cause of

the swelled tliroat, by its being less frequent since

the practice lately adopted in putting the hogs to

to graze when the clover is young and tender, and

taking tfiem oft' when it is old and tough.

Every body knows that tlie young and old hogs

should be kept apart in winter ; and yet how shame-

fullv this important matter is neglected by many.

Young and old, great and small are crowded to-

gether, day and night, mashing and smothering ;

and yet many will look on with heedless regard

at the great destruction of their young stock, with-

out separating them. When young and old are

fed together, the old will always get more than

their share, thereby the young become poor and

diseased, making little or no progress in growth.

The breed of hogs best calculated for our gen-

eral purpose is yet to be ascertained. Within a

few years, great exertions have been made, at con-

siderable expense, to procure the best breeds, but

whether any of them answer our expectations, I

think very doubtful. The breeds imported here,

were improvements made to suit the purposes of

others under different circumstances, different soil

and climate, different food and management, and

under a different method of disposing of the pork
;

and according to our present mode of farming ; thus

differing from the metliods abroad, whence tliese

hogs have been brought, and our surplus pork being

chiefly driven to the south, I think ultimately they

will not do except in the event of the successful

completion of the railroad from Lexington to

Charleston. Then the smaller and earlier matured

hogs, the Byfields, the Berkshires, the Bedfords,

&c. will be more profitable than the larger breeds.

But should this all-important improvement to the

West, prove abortive, the hog that will be best

calculated for our interests, is yet to be improved

by some judicious cross from our present great

variety of breeds. The fat varieties, as the Bed-

ford, Berkshire, &c., from their early propensity to

fatten, are best for family use and home con-

sumption ; but owing to their incapability to travel.

they must measurably give way to the longer

legged hog, until the railroad from Lexington to

Charleston is complete. BIRD SMITII,

Member Ky. State Jig. Socidy.

For Ihe New England Farnii

SOWING CORN BROADCAST SUMMER
SOILING, &c.

Mr Editor—By summer soiling European wri-

ters mean tiie cutting of green food for cattle and

feeding it out without curing. And European wri-

ters frequently enlarge upon the advantages of this

practice.

Some of the advantages of summer soiling are

said to be the following :—The same ground will

furnish food for cattle, in the proportion of from 3

to 5 by summer soiling ; ^here but one would be

kept without it.

The cattle kept in well shaded yards, or well

ventilated stables will be guarded from the biting

flies, and the scorching sun, and will feed in com-

parative comfort, and of course will thrive on a

smaller amount of food. By summer soiling also

the quantity of manure may be greatly increased,

and may be used at any time and place which is

desired. The keeper will find however, that it is

somewhat more laborious to tut green food, and

to place it in the mangers before the cattle, than it

is to turn the cattle into the field and let them se-

lect and trample down for themselves. But in this

country there seemed to be a difficulty in finding

a succession of green crops for summer soiling

through the season, particularly in the latter part of

sununer. To obviate this difficulty a gentleman of

New London, Conn, sowed southern, long kernelled,

or horse tootli corn. This corn come on after the

first crops of grass were gone, and it come on too

at a time when pastures were frequently dead or

dried up. I have now been a number of years in

the practice of sowing horse tooth corn, broadcast,

for summer soiling, and the following experiment

made two years ago, was attended with results very

similar to the common results of experiments made

in other years :

—

ExPERtMENT.—On the 1.5th June 1836, about

16 square rods of ground which had been well ma-

nured, and well ploughed, were sown broadcast

with horse tooth corn, at the rate of four bushels of

seed to the acre. The seed was then lightly ploughed

in with a small horse plough, after which the ground

was harrowed and rolled.

On the 19th of August following we began to

cut upon the crop of corn stalks which grew on

the above described ground. The crop which

gTew from the 16 rods of ground before mentioned

afforded forage for a horse from the i9th of Au-

gust to the 8th of October, and also afforded the

principal part of the food for a cow from the 5th

September to the 8th of October. Making 50 days

keeping for the horse and 33 days for the cow.

On the 5th of September when this corn was

from 5 to 8 feet high, but had not eared or tasselled

out, tlie produce of one square rod was cut up, and

while green it weighed 375 lbs. This was at the

rate 30 tons to the acre. This 375 lbs. which was

cut from one square rod of grain was dried and on

the 27th October 1836 it weighed 86 1-4 lbs. which

is at the rate of 13,800 lbs. or 6 9-10 tons to the

acre.

An acre of horse tooth corn, sowed in this way

on good ground, would probably affiird green forage

for 30 cows a month, or for 8 horses the same length

of time. And we think such a crop of corn stalks,

is far superior to any crop of guinea grass, or cow

cabbage, which we could reasonably expect to grow

in this country. It is proper to remark hero how-

ever, that in order to make the horse active and

strong for business a little provender is very use-

ful.

While the horse was eating the corn stalks as

before mentioned, he was allowed two ([uarts of

shelled corn per day, and with this allowance he

was more active and strong for business than when

he had his two quarts of siielled corn, and as much

good dry hay as he would eat. I may add, that

though cows eat the green corn stalks voraciously

for the first two or three days. If kept wholly on

the green stalks they are apt to get cloyed, and af-

terwards not to eat as well. The stalks are not

easily cured into good dry fodder.

The advantages of sowing the horse tooth corn,

instead of some of the smaller sorts, are, the horse

tooth corn being a taller kind makes a much great-

er amount of fodder.

It is a later kind, and therefore keeps green, and

in a fit condition to be foddered out much larger,

than the earlier sorts.

There is considerable difference in the sweet-

ness of the stalks of different kinds of corn. And
it might be worth the attention of Agricultural

philosophers, to make experiments to decide, not

only which kind of corn stalks, yields the greatest

number of pounds to the acre, but also which yields

the greatest amount of nourishment to the acre.

For those who are apt to be short for summer

pasture, particularly in August and September, will

not the cultivation of a patch of horse tooth corn,

sown broadcast be found to be a matter of consid-

erable practical importance ?

Yours, respectfully,

ASA M. HOLT.
East Haddam, 15th August, 1838.

TncK IN TOCR RUFFLE.—"We have a few nails

to make," said a blacksmith to his son as he come

from school at 12 o'clock Thomas tucked in his

ruffle and took off his coat, and was a blacksmith

till he earned his dinner, and eat it with a good

relish. " Put out your ruflle, Thomas, it is school-

time now," said the father. This is the picture of

the day ; but it would answer just as well for a

good many others. Thomas expected it ; and was

as happy with his ruffle tucked in, as his mates at

their play.

It would be no bad notion, "in these hard

times " for many a young man to tuck in his ruffles,

and swing an axe, or hold a plough, or make a nail

—for many a young man, whose expectation of

riches from tlie gains of trade are sadly disappoint-

ed to earn a living in some calling which the world

honors less but pays better—some humble occupa-

tion, whicli while it holds out no delusive hope of

immense wealth by a single speculation, assures

him of competent food and raiment.

We would here recommend Agriculture, in a

special manner. Not such farming as consists in

first running in debt for lands and mortgaging

them back for payment ; and then borrowing mon-

ey to put up fine buildings, and then hiring men to

carry on the farm. No ! this is not the way.

—

But lay your own shoulder to the wheel—tuck in

your ruffle, and earn your bread by the sweat of

your brow. It will be the sweetest you ever ate.

—

Franklin Farmer.
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THE SEASON.

Massachusetts Ilorticnltural Society.

Exhibition of Flowers.

Saturday, .Qtinusl 18, 1838.
i

Dr J. C. Howard of Woodland, Brookline, exhibited

among

noticed Queen Adclaide,Bro\vn'sDcsdemona,Royal Wil-

j

So it is witli tlic buautiful, produelivc, and enchanting

season, which is just passing over us. The drought lias

' been in some places very severe, but it has not been uni-

I

versal, and there has been no where any suffering. If

frequent rains had been intermixed with our hot suns, ^ , r. , ,• i

.1 . Ill 111 11 . J 1, . several nne specimens of the Uahlia; among tuem we
;
then rust and mildew would have blasted our wheat, . ^ ^^ » j i j ti . rv

which has now almost every where been gathered in
. en- r r' j m ir j

In lookinv back upon the season thus far it would be excellent condition. As to our potato vines, which al-
"""" '*'' ^ "".

.
° ' „ ,

' ''
,

, ,
' ,

j/c 1. . " 1 1 1 111. . 1 1 1 •. .J- 1 • c soini oii.er s->od varieties. Dr Howard also decorated
diincult to say, how the weather could have been made ,

most every where exhibit an citraordmary luxuriance ot

better for the general productions of the earth. In some growth, having no bottoms to them, it will be time

cases tlic drought ha.s been severe ; and farmers have be- 1
enough to make that discovery, when we come to dig

gun to complain, for when was ever a lime that some of. ll'cm ; and then again if our oat crop is small, as perhaps

them did not complain, that the corn cars would have no
i

i" '""")' '^"^'^s '' seems to be, though by no means uni-

grain upon them, and the potato tops no bottoms. There !
versally so, the corn crop promises every where to be ex-

are many persons, belonging to the family of the grum- traoidinarily abundant. The season as a whole, for gcn-

blers, a family which no man can number, who never cial liealth and abundance of production, and the favora-

were and never can be suited ; who are always seeing i

ble opportunity of the early harvests, and the comfort of

apot,< upon tiie .«un, which to their perverted vision are 1
the weather, and the bean^- and glory of the skies by

continually growing larger ; and who are sure even in the
i

niglit and by day, has never been surpassed ; within the

clearest sky to predict a storm. We pity these people 1
memory of few of us has it rarely been equalled. T'

soini oii.er

our tables wilii one of his extra fine Bouquets.

There were other fiowors and Bouquets from Messrs

Ncwhall, Ilovey, Winship, and Walker, containing

some choice flowers and as a whole, making a pretty

good disjilay for the season.

For the Cominitlee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

and most sparkling cup ; and we pity the community in

which they are found, because to such a community they

are ^Bvays a miserable nuisance. Dr Franklin, in his

ingenious and striking style, wrote an essay upon what

he called, as well as we can remember, the Philosophical

Leg, which illustrates some of the leading characteristics

of different classes of mankind. He speaks of a man,

who was unfortunate enough, or perhaps we should say

fortunate enough, to have a lame or deformed leg, which

he used to say always afforded him an infallible index to

the characters of the persons with whom he associated.

If meeting with an individual, be observed that the first

thing which caught the attention of this individual was

his deformity, and he perceived him in conversation fre-

quently glancing at his lame leg, he thought him at least

uncivil and quite disposed to be censorious. If he met

with another man, who immediately upon coming into

his presence asked him what was the occasion of this

deformity or injury ; and if it did not inconvenience or

pain him, he took him for a downright savage, whose

tompcr inclined him to look only at the evils in the

world, and to make others more unhappy by reminding

them of their misfortunes. If next he met with another

man who not only took no notice of bis deformity, bu'

was evidently at some piuns to make it understood that

he did not consider it, or that he was anxious that the

sufferer himself should not be sensible to it or mortified

or embarrassed by it, to such a man he at once gave his

heart, as to a man of Hue benevolence and sound phil-

osophy.

We hope this story so full of u.seful instruction will

n<>t be deemed uuseiisonablc or misplaced ; because it

perfectly illustrates the dispositions and character ofsome
persons in regard to the weather, the season, and every

thing else. Nothing with them is just right ; and defects

or faults are the thing, which always first arrest their at-

tention. The season is never as they woiild have it. As
we have heard this very week, "the wheat looks well,

but then it has scmie blighted ears;"' or "I have obsened

that though the ear is long, and the straw large, yet it has

not so many kernels in it as it sometimes has," or " the

wheat is heavy and I shall get a good crop, but then I

have observed it dots not look of so dark a color as I like

to flee it." Now there is no suiting such people ; and

wo almost believe, if an angel from Heaven should visit

them in robes of light and glory, they would at once set

alioiit trying to find some shades upon them or some rent

in them ; or if they could not succeeil in this, tliev would

pretend that the fishi<m iif ihesc celestial garments was
" not exactly " what tli>'V would have bad tlicm.

Exhibition of Fkuits

Pears —From Mr Aaron D. Weld, of \N'est Roxbury,

English Catharine, bandsonio specimens of the kind.

From Mr Downer, specimens of Dearborn's Seedling,

and Q.ueen Catharine.

„ . ,, , ... , . , .Junto.—From Mr Simeon II. Mason of East Medway,
there has been no sutiermg lor lircau ; it now then, in ; „ ' ' , , , , _ . '

' Tond Apples, large, handsome variety of greening, not

.

^ ' '^ > -— i--i--'| ' - .
I

From Mr D
on their own account, because thev never eniov any seasons of scarcity, and of the most unpropitious weather

1 I 1
'

1 1 I 1 •Vaslungton, :

thing ; and thev see poison at the bottom of the fullest I
have just passed by ; and yet tlirougliout our whole land ., , ,.

. • . . , ..111 u- .- 1 1 c .1 • ' Jpples.—rr

the midst of this abundance any man presumes to com-

plain, what does he deserve but perpetual exile from a

christian community; for "even the ass knoweth his

owner, and the ox his master's crib."'

TRIAL OF PLOUGHS AT HOBOKEN, N. Y.

The American Institute gave notice of their intention

to have a trial of ploughs at Hoboken on the first day of

August, with a view to test the advantages of their con-

struction, their durability, their comparative cost, their

comparative ease of draft, the manner in which their

work is performed; and any other circumstances con-

nected with them, which might be deemed important.

The competition was open to ploughs from all parts of

the country, and the trial w'as had under the inspection of

experienced and practical farmers. Eight ploughs only

were entered, and the experiment was made under pecu-

liarly unfavorable circumstances. The ground was fast

locked by a severe drought. The time of year, the first

of .\ugust, could hardly have been worse chosen ; and

the weather was intensely hot. Only two teams (one

yoke of oxen and one pair of horses) were furnished for

the occasion, which were to be used in succession,

whereas each plough should have been separiitely fur-

nished with team and ploughman, and the necessary pre-

liminary arrangements for starting could not be made un-

til some time ufier the hour appointed for the trial. For

yet quite in eating ; in flavor resembling R. I. greening

so far as could be judged at this time.

From Mr Downer, Sopsavine, William's Favorite, very

beautiful.

Mr Riihards presented for exhibition the following

kinds, comprising several of the finest varieties of Early

Apples :—Early Harvest, Early Bow, Early Red Junea-

ting, and Williams Early, also Sugar Loaf, Calville, and

Spice Apples.

From Mr James Munroc of Cambridge, River Apple,

large, red, and now ripe, fine Qavored and handsome.

Apriciits.—Handsome specimens from Mr Ezra Dyer.

Plums—Tvom Mr Downer, the Bingham, and Royal

de Tours, both specimens large and very fine ; also Da-

mask or Damson.

From Mr Samuel Pond from his garden in Cambridge-

port, Apricot Plum, fine specimens ; Blue Mogul, so

called, a large, oblong, blue Plum of fine appearance

;

Pond's seedling a noble fruit, large, blue and of delicious

flavor. The tree is raised from offsets : Mr Pond has

been eminently successful in the cultivation of the Plum,

his trees produce this year by estimation from 25 to 30

bushels, the trees of several varieties being literally load-

ed with this valuable fruit.

Grayjcs.— From Dr J. C. Howard, from his garden at

the Woodlands, beautiful specimens of the White Chas-

selas. Black Hamburg, and the Meunier or Millers' Bur-

gundy. With ordinary cultivation the berries of thiswant of a suitable instrument likewise, tlie comparative

power of draft required for each plough w,is matter not
| jjist named viu-iety are small, the clusters compact but of

of certain test but of mere judgment. The committee 1 jnft.rior size ; but these specimens were of uncommon
under these circumstances felt great ditBdence in coming size, the berries large, the clusters of ample dimensions

'to a decision ; and having made it according to their best vvith large projc^cting shoulders.

judgment could hardly repose in it with the confidence
skepardta elcagnoides -From Messrs Winship, some!

desired. Their report we shall jiublish after it is obtain-
j
,„j,„(.,,gs ^f ,he Shepardia or Buffalo berry, covered pro-

ed from the Institute. \ye have pleasure in stating that
; f„gj,,y ^^.jfi, ,.,,.g^ „„d compact clusters of beautiful scarlet

'

the Howard plough from the N. E. Farmer office though
|

j-^^j. -j-^p p,.,,;, ,,,p gj^c of the currant, is very grateful

tried under several disadvanUiges was much admired for I

^^ „,g ,^g,g .,0^,- being ameliorated by the frost. It is

the excellence of it.s construction and workmanship.— s(„„etimcs though improperly called the American Olive,

The plough of .Miner and Horton of Peekskill, N. Y. ob-
\
^^^^ „„,y f„„„ ,,,c resemblance of the leaf which is small,

tained the medal
;
and is lui admirable instrument. We narrow", and wooly, having a silvery appearance. The

hope such a trial will be holdcn another year and under • „.pj. j^ from the Rocky Mountains, therefore perfectly

circumstances more favorable. If made at a proper time l,ardy. It is armed with strong thorns, hence it is be-

of year and after seasonable and careful arrangements, it
\ ijevp,) jt vvill become a most desirable plant for hedges,

must be of great public utility ; and the mechanical and - ^j Messrs Winships it is cultivated along the highway,

!igricullural community arc already much in debt to the wi,ere innumerable droves of cattle pass, but no animal

.\mcrican Institute fiir their public spirited exertions.
j, ;^ ^^jj i,;,^ gyer been known to lirowse it.

\ For the Committee,

TheVirginia mill.rs arc buying up wheat at.f 1 a bushel. WILLIAM KENRICK.
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NOTICE.

The Genn-al Commitlec of Arrangemml^ are requested

, meet a The moms of the Massachusetts Horticulturi,) So-

ieiy%3 Tremont How, on Saturday, 1st Septemher, at 10

''rhhtrMi CommUtcc are requested to meet as above, on

,J^da(,.tSeptemh.^Uc^,oc^^^l Perorde^^

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLIT.

BRIGHTON M.\llKI'.T.—M.-MiAT, August 20, IS;?8

Keimrleil lor the .New Kiisl'iml Ifanner.

At Market about 375 Beef Cattle, 300 Stores, 3,000
]

3heep, and 725 Swine.

Prices —Bee/ CiiU/e.—We quote to correspond with

last week, viz: First quality t? 50 Second quality,

*7 00 a $7 25. 'I'hird quality, fli 00 a fG 75

aores -Less than half the uun.ber at .narket were

sold. We quote the Collowini j'nces, v.z :
Yearlin?s

$9 a 12. Two Year Old $lo a 20. Thiee Year Old

*'iV,c%''_ Sales quick, lots were sold at $1 75, 1 88,

2 12 2 -25, 2 42, 2 62, and L' 75.

Swine.-Scveral lots were sold to peddle at 7^ a 7i,

more than half of whioli were Barrows — at retail Irom

8 to 10.

THERMOMETRfCAL.
Rfporled for the New England farmer.

Raujeofthe rhermnmeter at the (ianleiiof the proprietors

of tiie New England Farmer, Brishton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending .August 19.

7A3T.

IfRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TR12ES, MUtBKR- pR£CES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
Rlil^S, &.C.

Nurserij of William Kcnrii-k.

jj.jg«ffife The CataloEjue of Fruit and Ornamental

^!^^^' Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will be sent

"'T^lS^ to ah who apply. It comprises a most extcn-
*»>"^;"S* ji^e selection of the superior varieties of Pears,

j,s5;fe--~ .Ipples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces.

aoo«eherries. Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines &c. The .stock of Cherries and Peaches now reaily

is particularly larse. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles; Pteonies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

OOJC Ortn Mo'^us Mui-TicicLis are now offer

,^^O.UUv' ed for sale: the trees genuine and

fine will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in Octolier ne.tt, at prices fair, and

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Krnnssa and other varieties

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,

Commission Store, No, 132 Water Street, New York. M S

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 183^. WILLIAM KENRICK.

1 12, M.
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MISCELLANEOUS,
vill be seen
of land 1

From Blackwood's Ma^azSe.

THE CONFESSION.
There's somewhat on my hreasl I'allier.

There's souicwhal on my lireasl

!

The livelong day I sigh falher,

Al nighl 1 cannot rest;

1 cannot lake my rest, father,

Though I wonid fain do so.

A weary weight oppresseth me—
This weary weight of wo I

'Tis not the lack of gold, father,

Nor lack of worldly gear;

T.Iy lands arc liroad and fair to see.

My frie:ids are kind and dear ;

My kin are real and true, father.

They mouni to see my grief

But oh ! 'lis not a kinsman's hand

Can give my heart relief

!

'Tis not that Janet's false, father,

'Tis not that she's unkind
;

Though Imsy flatterers s-.varm aroun d

I know her constant mind.

'Tis not her coldness, falher.

That chills my laboring hreast—

It's that confounded cucumber

I've ale, and can't digest.

STATE OF MAINE.
Land Office, )

Bangor, April SO, IS3S. J
The twelfth section oi' " an act additional to promote

tiie sale and settlement of the public lands," passed March
'24, A. U. 1835, making it the duty of the Land Agent "to
advertise the settling lands in market, once a year, for
tvfo niontJis, in one paper in the city of Boston, one in
Concord, N. H. and in one paper in each county in the
State, describing the quality and situation of said land
and the terms of sale," the l,and Agent hereby gives
public notice that Township number 4, in the fifth range
of Townships west from the east line of the State, has
been lotted tor settlers, and is now in the market for sale
and settlement under the provisions of the following law
passed at the last session of the Legislature. The price
will be from fifty to seventyfive cents per acre, according
tothe quality and .situation of the lots. The lots average
160 acres each. The soil in this township is good, beiiio
remarkably free from stones, and the land lying in mod"^
erate swells. The location of this township is favorable
for settlement, as the Aroostook road passes within one
mile of the western line of the township. There are be-
tvveen 40 and 50 settlers in the adjoining township No.
4 in the 0th Range, and a good saw mill and grist mill
have recently been built there by Ira Fish, Esq. only one
mile distant from this township.'
Townships No. 3 in the -Ith Range, No 7 in the 6th

Range, and No. 8 in the 7lh Range have been surveyed
and lotted into mile sections. Lots of 160 acres wili be
run out from any of these sections to actual settlers
where the land is more suitable for farming than for tim-
ber. Townships Nos. 8, 10 and 12 in the ."ith Range have
been ordered to be surveyed, by the Surveyor GcnernI,
forthwith, and will be open for settlers as soon as the lots

can be run out. The Aroostook road passes directly
through these townships and the soil is represented to be
ftxcellent fiir fanning. The Aroostook road is laid out
and cut out from the military road leading from Bangor
to Houlton, ne;ir .'Maltavvnmkeag Point to the Aroostook
river, a distance of ;ilic)iii 7,5 miles.

About $17,000 will III' expended this year, upon this

mad by the Land Agcnis i.f M:iin,' ^jiKl'M^issmhusetts
and with the part already linislieil ihc roml will he com-
pleted about one half of ll»- distance, 'riii: wliole dis-
tance will probably lie coMiphli-d ncvtycar. All the land
on this road has Iiccm srdd liir ;ilioiit tvvo thinls of the dis-
tance, and in several townships all llie lots upon the road
have been taken n|) by actual settlers. The leuiainini;
part of the land upon this road, owned bv this Stale is

now ofl'i:red for sale to settlers. The price iif lols in tlu'se

townships under the condition of the new land law will
be from fifty cents to one doll;# per acre, aceordiii^' to

their situation and quality. Should anv comoanv of sei. rt,. „ •_ .• i- -t £• at •

.1. ,« =«!,„. „. .
• 1. " "".y coiupan} OI set- By an inspection of the map of Maine, it

tiers select anv unsurveyed township in this nart of the .!.„.. i . i u f j . i

>*....„ „„ ,.,!.;, f. .1, 1 ij u . *^
luis pan oi luc tiiat there are nearly one hundred townships

n ovisLns of he ..^w U,^d T' ,1 "T '"'"^ "»?«'
""i

"ate on the Aroostook river and its tributaries, one half

^.^ n Tn !J ' n ''.""7°^ General
I of which belongs to the State of Maine and is now open

lu^uIZu,
'"'"°"'^ practicable in the survey of

,
for sale and seftlement under the new land law. c'on-

down to grass, and build a house thereon, within four
years from the time of the pureha.<e."

The board of Internal Improvement for this State have
just ordered an exploration and survey of all the lands i„„g„od farms at a low price,
situated in the Aroostook country in reference to their I yIik field notes of the surv,
settlement and agricultural capabilities. Thissurvey will

'

be commenced forthwith under the charge of Dr Ezekiel
Holmes, of Winthrop. His report of the situation, qual-
ity and value of the public land in this part of the State
may he expected in the course of the season, and will
give all needful information, to those persons who may
feel desirous of making a settlement upon them.
The following extracts from the second report of Dr.

.Tackson on the Geology of the public lands, made to the
Legislature, and now in the hands of tlie printer for pub-
lication, show the value of these lands for cultivation.
Speaking oVthe Aroostook country the Doctorsays, "the
average width of the alluvial region on the Aroostook
river cannot be less than six or eight miles, and in some
places it is much wider. It is a well wooded region and
IS the best settling land in the State, equalling in fertility
the famed regions of the Western States, and capable
even under a less genial clime, of producing crops of
wheat and other grain, fully equal in abundance with any
soils of which we have any records.

" We here found a yellow loam of a fine kind derived
from the limestone rocks and luxuriant in its produce,
and in some places covered to the depth of 4 or 5 inches
by a black vegetable mould.
This yellow loam is remarkable for the tall rank grass

called blue joint, which skirts the margin of the river
and from 4 to 5 feet high and extremely luxuriant. The
forest trees are of a mixed growth, but the sugar maples
are most abundant, and are of gigantic size. Elms, white
birch, black and white ash also abound. The soft wood
grows mostly on the low lands, while tlie uplands in the
rear are densely crowded with hard wood trees, among
which are scattered magnificent pines. In the course of
two years, there will be a free communication between
Bangor and the Aroostook and a great number of enter-
prising settlers will take up their residence in this fertile
valley, and by farming, they will obtain an ample reward,
and that region will become as it is destined by nature to
be the granary of the north."

In another place Doctor Jackson says—" On the Aroos
took it will be remarked, that very few if any hemlock
trees exist, and the predominating growth is of a mixture
of various hard wood trees, the sugar maple, ash and yel-
low birch abounding, while occur scattering, some of the
most lofly pine trees ever beheld. "There are evident
reasons why this should be the case, for the richest soils
are always most crowded with a mixed growth, and the
Aroostook soils are mostly of limestone alluvion, and are
exceedingly rich and goo'd settling lands remarkable for
their heavy crops of wheat, rye and other grains, and are
certainly richer as an agricultural district, than any other
portion of Maine. The present population on this river
is estimated between 400 and 5oO persons, chiefly emi-
grants from Maine."
Towards the conclusion, Dr Jackson says :

" the re-
searches of the present season have brought to light many
important resources in the public domain which were
before unknown. Beds of iron ore ofimmense magnitude
favorably situ.ited for advantageous operations occur on
the Aroostook, and all the marked characteristics of the
regular coal formation exhibit themselves over a great
belt of country from the Schools to the Aroostook and
St. John, and extend to the Temmiscouta lake near the
frontier of Canada. It will bo at once perceived, that
the country which we have explored is a most valuable
territory, possessing every advantage required by settlers.
Heavy timber ofliirs a reward to the enterprising lumber
dealer. A rich soil capable of producing an average crop
of -20 bushels of wheat to the acre, and in some c.iscs
producing from 30 to 40 bushels, offers an ample reward
to till' liushandman. Inexhaustible supplies of limestone,
valuable both for building materials and for agricnilurc,
vnsl and inexhaustible mines of rich iron ore, amid in-
terinin;dile forests which will furnish an .nbiiiidance of
cliariij:]|, required for the manufacture of the finest kind
of iron and steel—the country presents every natural ad-
vantage that might be required to call forth tlie enterprise
and industry of the fiirmer and manufacturer."

road now making by Maine and Massachusetts into tliig

region, it is believed that an uncommon opportunity is

now oflered to persons who may feel desirous of obtain-

eys of all these townships
are in the Land Oflice, open to the inspection of every
person, and all infonnation that may be received hero,
from time to time, from the progress of surveys, and the
reports of Agents, will be cheerfully given to all inquir-
ers, and every facility granted within the means of this
otiicc, to secure to individuals and companies, all the
benefits and privileges intended by the Legislature, for
actual settlers under the provisions of the fiiRowing law.

ELIJAH L. H.\MLIN,
Land .'\gent of Maine.

State of Maine.

In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and
thirty-eight. An act additional to promote the sale and
settlement of the Public Lands.

Section 1. Beit enacted by the S(nate and House of
Representatices in Legislature assembled. That all lands
lotted to settlers shall be sold to those only who will per-
form settling duties on the same as prescnbed by law, the
price to be fixed by the Land Agent, having reference to

the field notes, not however at a less price than fifty

cents per acre ; three fourth parts of said price to be paid
w-ithin three years from the time of said sale in labor to

be laid out in making roads in such township where said
lands so sold are situated, under the direction of the Land
Agent ; and the remaining fourth part to be paid in cash
within four years from the time of said sale.

Sec 2. Be it further enacted. That whenever twenty
or a less number of individuals, shall each select a lot of
one hundred and sixty acres of land in any township lot-

ted for settlers, the same having no mill within its liiuits

and shall give bonds satisfactory to the Land .^gent, ihat

they will within the term of three yems from the time of
said selection, erect in a proper and substantial manner,
a saw mill and grist mill, on such lot within said town-
ship, as shall be designated by the Board of Internal Im-
provement, the same shall be entitled to a deed of such
lot ; and each individual shall receive a deed from the
Land Agent for his respective lot, without any furlher
consideration, conditioned however, for the performance
of the settling duties required by law.
Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That from and afterthe

passage of this act, all acts and parts of acts inconsis-
tent with the provisions of this act, be and the same are
hereby repealed.

In the House of Representatives, March 23, 1838.—
This bill, having had three several readings passed to

be enacted. ELISHA H. ALLEN, Speaker.
In Senate, March 23, 1838. This hill having had two

several readings, passed to be enacted.

N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.
March 23, 1838. Approved.

EDWARD KENT.
Secretary's Oflice, )

Augusta, March 2G, 1838. )

A true copy of the original on file.

-Attest, " SAML. P. BENSON,
Secretary of State.

.\1,DERNEY STOCK FOR SALK.
or sale a full blooded Bull, 3 years old the first of July

next—one Cow, five years oM—and a Heifer three years old.
The Cows are said to be the riche.^l Milkers of any imported.
For furlher particulars address L. M. WHEATOiV, Norton,
Mass., or a line lefi at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

THE NEW KNGLA.'^D PARMER.
Is publislu'd every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—^hut those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

DENNETT AMD CHISHOLM, PRINTEf
n .SCnOOL STRKKT BOSTO.N.
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THE QUEEN BEE.

To the Editor of the New England Farmer.

Having read some of the various tlieories on tlie

Honey Bee, and compared wliat I read with my
own observation on the bees themselves, I have

become satisfied, tliat notwitlistanding so much has

been written, very little is known of the govern-

ment, police, or interior arrangements of the in-

mates of a bee hive.

Writers inform us that a " swarm of hees contains

One Qinien, Five Hundred drones and .ViJiefefji

Thousand Four Hundred and JVinety-nine neuters."

Who knows any thing about this .' Could we at

pleasure examine the inside of an inhabited hive

and closely watch tlie movements therein, we might

form some opinions as to this army of neuters mar-

shalled by a queen and drones, but human ingenuity

can devise no way in which this can be done with

any degree of exactness ; we can only look around

us and see how it is with other insects and animals

who can be examined with impunity. Where
tliroughout animated nature can we find a parallel ?

Does nature usually form neuters or are bees an

exception ?

But neuters are not ray object in this communi-

cation. I am even so mucTi of an infidel as to

doubt tlie existence of a Queen Bee. My doubts

are caused in part by the following circumstances.

I have carefully examined several swarms of bees

after suffocating them with fire and brimstone,

without being able to find hir majesty of "about

eight lints and one half in length, her wings so short

as scarcely to reach past the third ri)ig and her color

a deep yellow. The present season one of my hives

swarmed and settled on the limb of a young apple

tree near the ground. In a few minutes after,

another hive swarmed and collected on the same

limb nearer its end, leaving a space of about two

inches between tlie swarms. The additional weight

of tlie last swarm brought the 1 aib so near tliat the

wind swung it against the ground so as to incom-

mode the last comers. They began to gather up

the limb nearer the first swarm and finally formed

one cluster of bees, which I put into a flour barrel.

They commenced working, and have now every ap-

pearance of prosperity. In this case where were

the two queens who "are infused with tlie most

deadly hatred and the most iiuatiable thirst for each

otli^r's life, ichich nothing hut actuid death ca7i ap-

pease f About sun set on tlie sixth of the present

month I accidentally noticed a great stir amongst

my bees, and on examination found a constant pas-

sing and repassing between an old hive and a late

swarm from the same old hive, standing some eight

or ten rods apart. The following morning at day-

light the same intercoure was continued. The
bees passed by thousands aad both hives appeared

alive with bees. Although very anxious to find

out what they were about, yet as there was every

appearance of perfect harmony in their proceed-

ings, be they what they might, I left, them to settle

their own business in their own way, and on my re-

turn after an absence of two days found that tlie

old swarm had abandoned their hive to the bee

moth and gone to reside with their children, having

removed every particle of honey to their new habi-

tation, leaving comb, bee bread, and moths in the

old hive. Where were "tlie rival queens, who al-

ways lead the swarms, and cannot dwell in the

same hive.-"'

In what ago of the world the discovery was made,

that a hive oi' bees contained but one female and
that one the ruler of the swarm, is unknown, proba-

bly when a great taste for the marvellous was in

fashion, and Huber and subsequent writers could

adopt a plausible theory with much greater safety

than to thrust their heads into a bee-hive and watch
the bees for some days. J. B. T.

.iugust 18, 1838.

NEW VARIETIES OF MULBERRY.
Extract from a letterfrom Wm. Prince and Sons of

Flushing to C. S. Pool, Esij. relative to some new
varieties of the Mulberry, dated August 8, 1838.

Dear Sir—We now answer your queries rela-

tive to the new Hybrid varieties produced by an
intermixture of the Multicaulis and Dandolo Mul-
berries. The leaves of the Hybrid Multicaulis, of
which as we stated wo have several varieties, are
nearly as la,rge as those of the original Multicaulis

and some are quite so, and the worms feed on them
with equal partiality. They are perfectly smooth
and glossy and remarkably tender, being similar 'in

this respect to their Chinese parent, and they are

rather thicker and heavier. The joints are closer,

the trees are profusely clad witli foliage as that

species and many consider them more so, and our
opinion is that the weight of foliage is rather

greater.

The silk is very beautiful and strong, assimila-

ting in this respect to that from the Multicaulis.

But the great advantage they possess is that of be-

ing far more hardy. We left above ten thousand
young trees entirely exposed the last winter in a

very bleak nortliern aspect, all of which were grown
from layers tlie last summer and on which all tlie

wood was formed after the 10th of June, which
rendered it much less mature than is usual, but the

result proved most propitious, as' not one of the trees

was injured. It may be also interesting to state that

these varieties, almost incredible as it may seem,
form roots from cuttings and layers with even great-

er rapidity than the Multicaulis itself. It will be
highly gratifying to us, to have you and all other

silkculturists call upon us and take a view of these

trees, as you will then perceive at a single glance

that their value is beyond all price, and that the

great desideratum of variety of the Mulberry with

an enormous burden of foliage, and possessing all

tlie most desirable requisites for the silk culture is

at length fully attained. Tlie whole number we
now have does not exceed 25 or 30,000 and there

are none others in the Union as we have not up to

the present period oflered any for sale.
'

The Moras crpansa has very large leaves next
in size to tlie Multicaulis and its new seedling va-
rieties. The leaves are much thicker and seem
more succulent and nutritious than any other vari-

ety we have yet seen. They are perfectly smooth,
and remarkably glossy, and greatly beloved by the
worm. The silk is of superior strength and of the
choicest quality. There is no variety that produ-
ces a greater weight of foliage than this, unless it

be the new iyrbrid varieties of the Multicaulis,
which in connexion with this will be sure to com-
mand the precedence wherever cultivated. This
tree may be deemed the very hardiest of all the
superior varieties of the Jlulberry,—and in a nur-
sery of about 17,000 trees which we left standing
the last winter in an e.xtremely cold and bleak lo-

cation, not the smallest end of any shoot was in-

jured.

LinncEan Garden and Nurseries, )

Flushing, near New York. S

Frora the Wainc Farmer.

CURING GRAIN.
The following letter was handed us for publica-

tion, by Charles Vaughan, Esq. of this town. It

contains valuable information on the subject of
curing grain, which we would commend to the at-

tentive perusal of our readefs.

•Voi-.A Dixmant, July 31, 1838.

Charles Vaugha.n, Esq.

—

Dear Sir: Yours of
the 25th inst. I have duly received, and shall with
pleasure comply with your request, to give some
account of my method of curing wheat
And first—I will state tliat I cut my wheat

when it is so green that the keniel can be easily

mashed with the fingers—for these reasons : The
grain can be bound and stooked much better, than
when the straw is dry,—the straw is worth twice
as much for fodder,—there is less waste in carting,

—the flour is whiter—and there is no diminution
of the crop, when managed in tlie following wav.

Bind on the same day that you reap, as the straw
should not dry in the " gavel." Bind with single

bands, and those not full if the grain be tall. Bind
sheaves for the caps, as you proceed in binding,

out of the longest and straightest of the grain

;

bind them near the "butt," and very tight,—and if

they are considerably larger than the others they
will cover the stock better.

Set four pairs of sheaves firmly on the ground,
bottoms apart, tops together, and one at each end
place your arms at one end of the row, extend the

arms to the otlier, and gently press the tops of the

whole towards the centre. Put on three caps—the

middle one first,—in putting on the outside caps,

drop them as low as the band of the end sheaf

then with a gentle pressure slide them up into their

place, and tie them together. By this means the

rain is covered deeper than by saddling them on
at once.

The advantages of tliis mode of securing grain

will be seen at once. It admits a free circulation

of air among the sheaves. The caps are so near a

perpendicular direction, that the water easily runs
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off—and as the tops of the sheaves incline to tlic

centre, they support •'<\rh other, and will stand till

the grain is thoroughly cured.

I am well satisfied with the ram. He has

grown well, and is fat ; his fleece weighed 5 1-4

lbs.

I have raised 20 Iambs, of good quality for *ize

and wool. At shearing time I weighed two of the

be.st of them ; one was just two months old and

weighed It lbs.—the other was five days older, and

weighed 4(5 lbs.

Just a month from that date my steelyards, which

draw GO lbs., would not swing him. By housing

time he will probably be as large as the ram was

when 1 bought him.

Yours truly,

HORACE WILDER.

(Published by Request.)

NEW SYSTEM OF EDUCATION.

In the last message from De Witt Clinton to the

Leo-islature of New York, he remarked, that with a

propay system of education, and correct njodes of

teacning, all our children might become familiar

with the physical sciences, botany, mineralogy, the

various classes of ajiimals, chemistry, natural phil-

osophy, astronomy, the fundamental principles of

agricultural and political economy, and with nnich

in history and biography, without any additional

expense of time or money for their instruction.

—

The soundness and truth of this remark has since

been fully proved by the system of education in

Prussia and other German States: as it has by

schools 'for deaf mutes and the blind in this coun-

try.

The following facts also show that the same re-

mark may be fully sustained as a j.lain deduction of

reasoning

:

^
1. Spelling books, in common use, contain from

ten to fifteen thousand words. To learn the or-

thography of each word by the dint of memory,

founded on the arrangement or relative position of

tlie letters, nmst require as much time and effort

as to learn the names, properties, and uses of ten

plants, minerals, animals, or shells ; or ten princi-

ples in chemistry, natural philosophy, astronomy,

agriculture, or political economy ; or the same num-

ber of facts in history or biography. Consequently

while a cliild is committing to memory the words

in a spelling book, he might learn a hundred thous-

and of the objects, principles, or facts above re-

ferred to.

2. The time, paper, ink and quills, ordinarily used

by children in school, in copy writing, would be

sufficient for writing the names, with brief descrip-

tions of the same objects, principles, and facts.

3. The time spent in re|)eating lessons from read-

ing books, if devoted to the reading and study of

the Bible, works on science, history, &c. would be

sufficient for e.xamining with some care, and for some

critical reudins; of, at least one author, on each of

the subject.*! above mentioned.

4. The time usually spent in memorizing gram-

mar lessons, would be sufficient for practical and

critical exercises in descriptions and narrations, re-

lating to the objects of nature and art, with scenery,

operations, and events, witnessed by children dur-

ing the period of their school days and years.

5. By this practical, rational, and consequently

interesting cource of exercises in spelling, writing,

reading and grammar, it must be evident to every

one, tliat children would become more familiarly

and thoroughly acquainted with these mechanical

parts of education, than they could possibly be by

a mere repetition of them for days, months and

years, like so many parrots, without any knowledge

of their meaning, sense, or use.

In proof of the correctness of the above state-

ments, I beg leave to mention that I have had oc-

casion to know many thousand children who have

learnt the names, and something of the properties,

of from twenty to thirty objects in one hour, many
of whom had probably spent, not only days and

weeks, but months, if not years, in learning the

twentysix letters of the alphabet ; and after all

they jirobably did not obtain one distinct rational

idea, from what was considered their instruction,

though, it is true, they must have received many
from tlieir sports, and from their walks to and from

school.

To secure the important objects specified by the

distinguished statesman and philosopher above nam-
ed, and now realized by the subjects of some ab-

solute monarchs, the following provisions are desir-

able, perhaps essential

:

1 Encouragement and aid to children in study-

ing the volume of nature, with which all are de-

lighted, and which they commence reading when
they first open their eyes upon the light of heaven.

2. Assistance in collecting, arranging, and er-

changing tcith others, specimens of minerals, plants,

shells, drawings, mechanism, needlework, &c. &c.

for the contents of Family Cabinets.

3. The formation of " School Cabinets" in all

the seventy thousand schools in our country, and

exchanges with each other in works of Nature and

Art.

4. The early and daily use of slates for drawing

objects of Nature and Art, such as the simple fig-

ures of geometry, viz ; triangles, squares, hexagons,

and cirples ; horses, dogs, birds, fishes, and insects
;

hatchets, knives, pitchers, shovels, ploughs, &c.

5. Writing words, or names of things, as dog,

cat, hat, oak, rose, mica, lime, slate, &c., in con-

nection with the things themselves, or pictures of

them drawn by the children.

Following the pictures and names of objects,

brief and familiar descriptions of them, first on

slates, and then on paper, by lead pencils, followed

by pens.

G. Simple instruments for visible illustrations,

both in families and schools, viz: a globe, geome-

trical solids, levers, pullies, screws, maps and other

drawings or prints, &c. &c.

7. Frequent walks in the fields and gardens, over

ledges or mountains, by rivulets or brooks, through

markets, on wharves, in mechanics' shops, marble

and granite yards, aided and encouraged by the

presence and instruction of a teacher, parent, older

brotJiev or sister, or some other protector.

8. Small, simple and familiar books, describing

the objects, principles or operations they have wit-

nessed by their lessons in the book of Nature. With

tiiese some of the beautiful and interesting passages

from the Bible, selected from the Gospels, tlie

Psalms, Proverbs, or the historical sketches of the

Old Testament, are peculiarly appropriate and de-

lightful to children.

!). Larger and more systematic works on the

sciences, art-s, history, biography, and the Bible

more fully, with abstracts, reflections, or drawings,

of things and incidents, learnt from first elements

of mature study.

10. Releasing children, principally or entirely,

from the incongruous, unmeaning and irksome mas-

ses, found in spelling books, reading books and

grammars, now consuming the greatest part of the

precious time of children allotted to their educa-

tion.

As a course of juvenile instruction, similar to

that here pointed out, must commend itself to the

common sense of every one, and as it is fully tried

and corroborated by experiments, both in Europe

and America, it is, at least, worthy of trial by every

parent and teacher in our Republican nation.

I remain, as ever, sincerely yours,

J. HOLBROOK.

GEOLOGY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
We have made a few extracts from Professor

Hitchcock's Geological Report, which will undoubt-

edly be read with much interest We think this

report is of much importance to the agriculturalist,

as well as to the geologist, and shall from time to

time give some extracts from it. J. B.

EXA.MINATON FOR CaI-CAREOUS MaTTER IN OUR
Soils.—A preliminary step of great importance in

this analysis, consisted in a examination of the

soils to ascertain whether they contain lime in tlie

state of a carbonate ;—that is, common limestone.

And I conducted the process in the following man-

ner. A small quantity of the soil was introduced

into a watch glass, so placed that the light from a

window would fall upon it. This soil was covered

with water to a considerable depth. The soil was

then stirred until all the light matter and every

bubble of air had risen to the top. The impurity

that floated on the surface was then removed by

drawing over it a piece of bibulous paper, so that

the water stood perfectly clear above the soil. Then
a few drops of muriatic acid were added by a drop-

ping tube, and the water was carefully watched to

see if any bubbles rose through it, as they would

have done if any carbonate were present. The
minutest quantity of gas escaping, could in tliis

manner be perceived. The result disclosed the

remarkable fact, that out of one hundred and twenty-

five specimens of soils from all parts of the State, and

severid of them from limestone trcuts, only seven of
them exhibited any effervescence ; and even these,

when analysed, yielded but a very small per cent

of carbonate of lime, viz :

No. 31. Graywacke soil Watertown, 1.3 per cent.

— 51. Limestone soil, Sheffield, 0.8 "

— 52. Do. West Stockbridge, 3.2 "

— 78. Gneiss soil, Westminster, 3.0 "

— 80. Do. Fitchburg, 2.1 "

— 113. Sienite soil, Wrentham, 0.4 "

— 125. Greenstone soil, Deerfield, 2.0 "

Even in three of tlie above cases, Nos. 78, 80

and 125, I am strongly suspicious, that tlie calcar-

eous matter might not have been natural to the

soils. For, contrary to my usual custom, in these

cases I took the specimens from small patches of

cultivated ground near villages ; and very likely

these spots might have been manured witli sea

shells, or lime in some other form. Setting these

aside, only one in thirty of our soils contains any

calcqjeotis matter. This is so different from tJie ac-

count given in the books of European soils, tliat it

will doubtless be very surprising. For some of

these contain more than 50 per cent of this sub-

stance ; and nearly all of them a large per cent.

But in our country the lack of calcareous matter is

not confined to Massachusetts. In llie able work

of Edmund Ruffin, Esq. of Virginia, on calcareous

manures, a similar statement is made respecting the
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soils of that State, and of some of the Western

States, even in limestone regions. I have, also, re-

cently examined five of some of the richest soils of

Ohio and Illinois, and although I find calcareous

matter in all but one, yet the average quantity is

not over two per cent. Hence I apprehend that we
shall find a deficiency of carbonate of lime to be

quite characteristic of a large part of the soils of

this country. This could not always have been the

case, especially in limestone regions, and hence we
learn—what indeed agricultural chemists now gen-

erally admit— that in cultivated fields, calcareous

matter is gradually changed or consumed : and

hence too we learn, what is one of the great de-

siderata of the soils of Massachusetts.

New Method ok Analysing Soils.—Without

stopping to suggest any means for supplying the

deficiencies which the preceding analyses have

shown in our soils, T proceed to the developement

of a new method of analysis, which I very unex-

pectedly received from a distinguished chemical

friend, and which he has allowed me to present in

this Report, with its application to our soils. It is

the invention of Dr Samuel L. Dana of Lowell ; to

whom, as will appear in the sequel, I am indebted

for other important assistance in the way of analy-

sis. In order to its being fully understood and

appreciated, a few prelimary statements from my-
self, in addition to those by Mr Dana, will be ne-

cessary.

Till within a few years past, the state in which

vegetable and animal matter exists in the soil, and

the changes through which it passes, before being

taken up by the roots of the plant, were almost

entirely unknown to chemists. Long ago, howe-

ver, Klaproth had discovered a peculiar substance

in the elm tree, which he denominated xdmin.

More recently it was found by Braconnet in starch,

saw-dust, and sugar ; and by the distinguished

Swedish chemist, Borzelius, in all kinds of barks.

Sprengel, and Polydore BouUay have ascertained,

also, that it constitutes a leading principle in ma-
nures and soils. Hence they call it Humin ; but

Berzelius adopts the name of Geine. When wet,

it is a gelatinous mass, which, on drying, becomes

of a deep brown or almost black color, without

taste or smell, and insoluble in water ; and, there-

fore, in this state of being absorbed by the roots

of plan s. Yet after the action of alkalis upon it,

it assumes the character of an acid, and unites

with ammonia, potassa, lime, alumina, &c., and

forms a class of bodies called Geatts, most of

which are soluble in water, and therefore capable

of being taken up by plants. And it is in the state

of geates, that this substance for the most part ex-

ists in the soil. I have thought it might at least

gratify curiosity and perhaps be of some practical

use, to add specimens of these forms of geine to

the collection of soils. No. 227 is pure geine ; No.

226 geate of pottassa : No. 525 geate of lime : No.

225 geate of alumina.

It is but justice to say, that Dr Dana derived his

knowledge of geine chiefly from his own research-

es, made with a view to improve the coloring pro-

cesses in the Calico Printing Establishment, at

Lowell : and his method of analysing soils is alto-

gether original. Tlie statements of Berzelius, in-

deed, though interesting in a theoretical point of

view, aSbrd a very little light to the practical agri-

culturist. Those of Mr Dana appear to me to be

far more important in a scientific as well aq practi-

cal point of view ; although essentially coinciding

with those European chemists, so far as they have

gone. Ilis inethi'd of analysis, derived from his

researches, I must say, after having made e.xtensive

application of it to our soils, is simple and elegant,

and taken in connection with his preliminary re-

marks, it appears to me to be a most important con-

tribution to agricultural chemistry, and promises

much for the advancement of practical agriculture.

I trust it will be favorably received by the govern-

ment, and by all intelligent men, who take an inter-

est in the subject. His preliminary remarks and

rules I shall now present in his own language.

" By geine," says he, " I mean all the decompos-

ed organic matter of the soil. It results chiefly

from vegetable decomposition : animal substances

produce a similar compound containing azote.

There may be undecomposed vegetable fibre so

minutely divided as to pass through the seive : (see

first step in the rules for analysis) but as one object

of this operation is to free the soil from vegetable

fibre, the portion will be quite inconsiderable. It

can effect only the amount of insoluble geine.

When so minutely divided, it will probably pass in-

to geine in a season's cultivation. Geine exists in

two states : soluble and insoluble : soluble both in

water and in alkali, in alcohol and acids. The im-

mediate result of recent decomposition of vegeta-

ble fibre is abundantly soluble in water. It is what

is called. Solution of Vegetable Extract. Air con-

verts this soluble into solid geine, still partially so-

luble in tvafer, wholly soluble in alkali. Insoluble

geine is the result of the decomposition of solid

geine ; but this insoluble geine, by the long con-

tinued action of air and moisture, is again so al-

tered as to become soluble. It is speedily con-

verted by the action of lime into soluble geine.

Soluble geine acts neither as acid nor alkali. It

is converted into a substance having acid properties

by the action of alkali, and in this state combines

with earths, alkalies, and oxides, forming neutral

salts, which may be termed geates. These all are

more soluble in water than solid geine ; especially

when they are first formed. Their solubility in

cold water is as follows : beginning with tlie easi-

est, magnesia lime manganese peroxide of

iron—(it does not unite with the protoxide of iron)

alumina— baryta. The geates of the alkaline earths

are decomposed by carbonated alkali. The geates

of alumina and of metallic oxides are soluble in

caustic or carbonated alkali without decomposition.

The geates of the alkaline earths, by the action of

the carbonic acid of the air, become super-geates,

always more soluble than neutral salts. Soluble

geine, therefore includes the watery solution—the

solid extract caused by the action of air on the so-

lution, and the combinations of this with alkalies,

earths, and oxides. Insoluble geine includes all

the other forms of this substance."

" Soluble geine is the food of plants. Insoluble

geine becomes food by air and moisture. Hence
the reason and result of tillage. Hence the reason

of employing pearlash to separate soluble and

insoluble geine in analysis."

" These are the facts. Will they not lead us to

a rational account of the use of lime, clay, ashes

and spent ley .' Will tliey not account for the su-

periority of unferinented over fermented dung in

some cases .'"

To be continued.

One of the best forms of exercise for adults is

gardening and light farming. Boys and girls re-

quire sports which are more active.

—

Library of

Health.

LocisTS.

—

.\ writer in the Boston Daily Ad-
vertiser, from the southern part of the Connnon-

wealth, says this is the year for the re-appearance

of the seventeen year locusts, their last visitation

in that quarter having been in 1821. Tliese in-

sects have a distinctly marked W on their backs.

Shortly before their disappearance, many of the

small twigs of the young oak appeared to be gird-

ed and cut otT, and hung suspended from the ex-

tremities ; the leaves turn red, as when touched by

the frost in autumn. On examination, these twigs

appear to be sawed about two thirds off", and girdled,

so that the circulation of sap being cut off", it soon

dies, and probably falls to the ground in the course

of the ensuing winter, by the action of wind, rain,

and snow. The general belief is, that by a curi-

ous and remarkable instinct, the insect is led to de-

posite its eggs in some mode upon these small

twigs, and there thus partially to save them from

the parent stalk, so that by their fall the eggs shall

be borne gently and safely to the ground, into

whose bosom they are in some form to be received

and cherished, to re-appear in the form of the full

grown locusts, after the lapse of seventeen years.

The emblems presented by this beautiful and bril-

liont insect, rising from the earth, after being so

long buried, full of life and activity, making the

woods vocal with its shrill and animated song, is a

beautiful one.

—

Salem Gazette.

Silk Worms.—Before the worms are hatched,

the eggs should be weighed, and the weight writ-

ten on the back of the paper to which they are at-

tached. When the silk worms are hatched, take

care not to separate them from the paper. There
are many persons who as soon as they s(.'e the

worms hatch, detach them from the paper, with a

small broom or quill ; but these little beings, as

delicate and slender as a hair, or a bit of silk, can-

not support the wounds given them with the broom
or quill. The Mulberry leaves must be cut into

extremely fine shreds, and spread in an equal

manner, upon a large sheet of paper. The side

of the paper on which the worms are hatch-

ing, must be applied to that which is covered with

bits of the mulberry leaves. The worms liking

the smell of the mulberry leaves, descend them-

selves on the paper, destined to receive them.

Then the paper, on whicli the eggs were, must
be newly weighed ; the quantity of hatched worms
will be known, and it can be calculated how many
worms will be required to feed them. It is much
better to have more leaves than are wanted for the

number of silk worms to be raised. Then an abun-

dant nourishment will be had for the silk worms,

and onRimil riot be exposed to the misfortune caus-

ed by a scarcity of leaves.

There are many persons who do not make this

calculation beforehand : but when the leaves are

about failing, they find themselves reduced to the

most painful extremities ; they pawn or sell their

effects to procure tliem. They have the grief of

seeing their silk worms tormented by hunger ; the

hurdles are strewed with worms that languish and

die. Thus by their want of forecast, they useless-

ly sacrifice the lives of a great number of these

precious insects.

—

Translatedfrom the Chinese.

Temperance in the Sandwich Islands.—
The King of Oahu h^as suppressed all the grog

shops except two, and placed them under severe re-

strictions.
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From the Genesee Farmer.

WOODLANDS.
That the woodlands of our country have de-

creased, and are decreasing to a most alarming ex-

tent, no one can doubt ; and when we remember

the great quantity of wood annually required for

fuel, fencing, and building, and see little or no ef-

fort made to supply the loss, we feel that the sub-

ject of planting trees for timber as well as for or-

nament, cannot be too earnestly pressed on the at-

tention of the owner or cultivator of the soil. The

great difficulty in any undertaking of this kind ap-

pears to lie in the time that will be required be-

fore any actual return can be realized from the

capital required to be invested. Men should, how-

ever, remember that all their thoughts and their

labors should not be for to-day, but that true great-

ness of mind takes in the future as well as the

present; contemplates the wants of posterity as

well our own ; and if money alone is the object of

exertion, finds by matter of fact calculation, that

lands planted with timber will in thirty years pay a

better interest, than the same amount expended in

state stocks.

In any arrangements respecting woodlands, the

firstcare of the farmer or land owner should be to

save what he has, and place it in the best condi-

tion for increase. No matter v/hat the kind of tim-

ber may be ; experience shows that where wood-

lands are protected, young trees will rapidly spring

up to supply the place of those taken away, and

that either from seeds, or from suckers springing

from the stump or the ro.->ts, the drain will be more

than supplied so far as number is concerned.

—

Where lands left for wmd are allowed to be a

thoroughfare for cattle and sheep, the growth of

young timber is impossible. The shoots are de-

stroyed as soon as produced, and all tiie efforts

of nature to supply the waste must be in vain.

—

When it is desirable to produce a thick growth of

young timber in a grove or wood lot, let it be thor-

oughly enclosed, and there can be no doubt as to

the result ; in a few years thinning will be requir-

ed instead of planting, and it should too be remem-

bered that in this case, the timber grown is of the

kinds adapted to the soil, stands where it is

wanted, and can be multiplied to any desirable

extent

But in many cases it is requisite to plant new

varieties, and where new woodlands are to be com-

menced, a knowledge of the kinds best adapted to

the soil, or the purposes intended, whether fuel, or

timber, should be obtained. In such cases recourse

must be had to seeds, unless nurseries of forest

trees are at hand, which can hardly be expected

where planting to any considerable extent is to Be

performed. The seeds of forest trees have been

divided into five varieties, the most of which re-

quire different soils, and different treatment in pre-

paring and planting. 1st. The farinaceous or nut

seeds ; such as the oak, chestnut, beech, walnut,

elm, maple, and basswood, sycamore and ash; with

many shru'bs, such as hazel, alder, &c. 2d. Hard

In England, where for hundreds of years great

attention has been paid to planting and growing

timber, and where there are probably more artificial

woodlands dian in any other country of the same

pean publications, as little attention has, as yet,

been paid to this method of propagation in this

country.

Basswood, Tilia Americana. Seed to be sown

extent, it has been found by experiment that the in Autumn, in moist, light soil ; but the usu

fir, the beech and the birch, succeed best on sandy

moor soils, incumbent on shale, or siliceous sand

of great depth. The pine, larch, spruce and syca-

more will succeed on an inferior sandy soil, incum-

bent on shale or coarse gravel. The sycamore

will, however, flourish in almost any place not too

cold, for its presence on our richest intervals proves

that richness of soil is no obstruction to its growth.

The oak, chestnut, whitewood, &c. grow rapidly on

a soil light siliceous, if incumbent on a damp,

clayey subsoil ; but the soil that brings these trees

to the highest state of perfection, is a clayey loam,

incumbent on a clay subsoil. Some of the finest

oaks and chestnuts in England are growing on a

soil of which the analysis is as follows:

—

Coarse gravel, partly calcareous, 40

Fine Sand, 190

Carbonate of lime.

Decomposing vegetable fibre,

Silex,

Alumina, or pure clay.

Vegetable extracts, oxides of iron, salts, &c.

16

14

90

30

20

400

The soil best adapted to the elm, maple, ash and

horn-beam, is one damp, clayey, and incumbent on

clay, or composed mostly of coarse siliceous gravel,

silica, and alumine. The maple accommodates it-

self to a greater variety of soils than most other

trees, and is found in western New York, on al-

most all kinds, excepting the most light and sandy,

or those based on shallow covered calcareous

rock.

By paying a little attention to the soils on which

any kinds of timber are growing naturally the qual-

ity of the soil on which the planting of any desired

variety of tree intended may be known at once
;

and if a soil is found on which most of our forest

trees, such as the oak, chestnut, whitewood, bass-

wood, white maple, walnut, black walnut, &c. are

growing or have grown together, it will be found

the best for almost any new variety of forest tree,

as such soils are usually deep, and made up of in-

gredients suitable, in the main, for all. In gener-

al it may be remarked that where the soil is good

for wheat, there the oak, chestnut, and tulip tree

will flourish ; where the soil is adapted to corn,

there the sycamore, locust, the walnuts, and some

of the elms will succeed; and that on all soils

where spring grains are found the most profitable,

the white elm, ash, maples, and the hardier ever-

greens will be the best. The pine, the locust, the

maple, and the oak, require diflerent soils, as die

slightest observation of their natural growth will

show ; and though trees will make great efforts to

accommodate themselves to any soil, yet where

planting is to be performed, those the most suita-

ble to the soil, and which will be of the most value

in the particular location should always be pre-

seeds, or stones enclosed in pulpy fruit Of this

class are tlte cherry tree, pear, crab, thorn, moun-

tain ash, and others. 3d. Leguminous or bean

seeds, of which the Locust (yellow and honey) and

the laburnum, are the only varieties of forest trees

or shrubs. 4th. Light seeds, under which may be

enumerated the poplar, smooth elm, and the tree

willows. 5th. The resinous seeds, or those belong-

ing to the spruce, pine, and fir trees.

ferred. X^\c surest guide in such matters is to fol-

low nature. Where it is desired to timber low

lands, the cypress, black ash, swamp pines, and

trees of this class, will be always available, ac-

cording to circumstances.

In selecting as trees for cultivation in woodlands,

a few which are valuable for fuel, timber, or me-

chanical purposes, our directions for the time of

sowing seed must be mostly derived from Euro-

mode of propagation is by layers. Basswood, like

the chestnut, throws up abundance of suckers from

the stump, and where woodlands are protected no

other means of increase are required.

W Ai.yx:T, Jugla lis ; including the common wal-

nut, hickories, black walnut butternut and pignut

' Preserve the nuts till the latter part of winter in

their outer covering after which they may be sown.'

Slightly covered in the ground, and left to freeze

through tlie winter, these nuts usually vegetate

without difficulty. We have raised several hun-

dred plants of the Juglans cathartica simply by al-

lowing the nuts to lie in the grass where they fell

from the tree, and transplanted them after one year's

growth.

Maple, Acer.—'The seeds should be preserved

in dry sand till spring, and then sowed early ; but

should the soil be dry and free from the attacks of

vermin, it is advantageous to sow as soon as tlie

seeds are ripe.' In this country transplanting from

the forest will most probably be the easiest method

of obtaining this beautiful and valuable tree, which

deserves cultivation to a great extent

Locust, Gliditschia and Rohinia.—The seeds of

the locust were formerly among the most difiScult

and uncertain of vegetation, sometimes lying in the

ground two years. But by gathering the seeds

when ripe, preser\'ing them till the spring, and then

pouring boiling water upon them, and allowing

them to remain till swelled, they will grow with

certainty. The soil for a locust nursery should be

warm and deep ; and the tree itself will flourish

best in a gravelly and moderately rich soil—cold,

wet, clayey grounds are unfit for the locust It is

a tree of rapid growth, and tlie excellence of its

timber is well known.

Ash, Fraxinus.—The time of sowing the seeds

of the white or black ash, is in autumn, or as soon

as ripe, and the plants will frequently appear the

the same season. If the seeds are kept over the

winter, it should be in dry sand ; and they should

be sown as early as the ground can be prepared

for their reception.

Whitewood, Liiiodendron, or tulip tree.—The

seed must be sown in the spring, in a light soil.

This tree grows quickly, has beautiful foliage, and

fine flowers, and its wood for many purposes is

is ranked next to pine.

Poplar, Popidus.—All the varieties of poplar

may be propagated by cuttings, suckers, or layers
;

the first mode is generally preferred. The poplars

are of rapid growth but are unfit for fuel. Were
it not for this fact some of the varieties of the

poplar would be the most valuable trees for wood-

lands that could be selected.

Birch, Betula.—The seed may be sown in au-

tumn or spring, but must be kept in dry cool sand

from the time it is ripe till sown. The black birch

is the most valuable of our varieties, being of quick

growth, excellent for fuel, and a valuable timber

tree. Russian leather owes its durability, and its

freedom from the attacks of insects, to an enipyreu-

niatic oil obtained by burning the bark of the

birch tree in kilns constructed for that purpose.

Oak, Quercus.—Sow the acorns in November,

or if kept till spring, lay them on a cool dry floor.

We have this season seen hundreds of young oaks

sprung from acorns that lay where they fell last
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autumn. Bui two kinds of oaks are ot much con-

setuence as timber trees in our latitude, the wlute

and tlio black, qnercus alba und quercus hnctona

and tliese may be grown in almost any soil though

they prefer a rich clay loam, with a clay subsoil

Beech Tree, f«ff.<..-Seeds toj be sown „. the

fall; the only danger is to be apprehended fn,rn

mice, as they sprout and grow with ranch certainty

The beech is good for fuel; and is highly pr.zea

where weight and solidity are required, particularly

the wood of young and thrifty trees

Chestnut, 0,stanea.-Seed to be sown early

in the sprin.r, in a rich, sandy loam ;
and it is in

such a soil tliat this valuable tree attains its great-

est perfection. It may, however be gi-own in any

soil where the roots can spread treely and are not

subjected to stagnant moisture. Lands covered

with chestnut timber, are very valuable, as they

can be cat everv twenty-five years for posts, rails,

&c. and require no replanting, or care to secure a

continued growth, except protection from cattle tor

a few of the first years of their growth.

Plane Tree, PManns. Sycamore or Button

Wood —Seeds to be sown as soon as ripe in a moist

shady situation ; and the tree prefers moist loam

free "from stagnant water. It is a tree of large

growth, makes a fine ornamental tree, and is good

for fuel.

Elm, !7/»««».—'Seeds to be sown as soon a.

ripe on a bed of fresh loamy earth, to be shaded

from the midday sun until the plants appear to be

well rooted. There are a number of varieties ot

elms -rowing in our forests, but the two most de-

ser^'in-of notice are the white elm, and tlie red

elm The red elm is tlie most valuable for timber

of any of our varieties, but the white elm exceeds

it in beauty and rapidity of growth. _
Michaux has

pronounced the elm the most magnifacent vegetable

of tlie temperate zone ; and the size they attain in

our forests is astonishing.

CrPRESs, Cupressii3.-Seei to be sown in spring,

in a warm situation, or in pots in light dry earth,

to be kept in the cones till the period of sowing

The wood of the cypress is very durable. Prof

Martin says 'the doors of St. Peters church, at

Rome, were made of this wood, and lasted eleven

hundred years? Worms rarely attack it. The

common American cypress attains tlie largest size

in low, damp soil, though it will grow in those that

are loose and sandy loam. In the swamps on he

Mississippi below latitude 31 deg. it grows to the

height of 120 feet, and is sometimes 40 feet m cir-

cumference near the ground.

Pine trees, are ^enerallv transplanted, or are al-

lowed to spring up spontaneously ; but where seeds

are used they should be sown immediately after

bein.^ fathered as their vegetative power cannot be

preserved for any considerable length o! time after

Teinc^ taken from the cones. The seeds must be

planred in fine light earth, and covered very lightly

The spruce, balsam fir, stone pme, and indeed

ail the resinous trees, or coniferous ones, require a

similar treatment to succeed in the vegetation.

We have thus noticed a few only of the many

,,ees that might be beneficially planted for the for-

mation of woodlands; and the cultivation ot some

Z all of them should be entered upon by the most

of our farmers witliout delay, the selection being

Ide with reference to the wants of the individual,

whether for fuel, fencing, or timber, or all com-

bined Our roads, our avenues, the borders of our

fieWs,' should be planted with trees ;
every opening

to oi existing woodlands should be filled up with

one or more of the trees best adapted to the soil

and the location ;
young trees where they spring

up sliould be carefully preserved ; and every rea-

sonable exertion made to increase the quantity ot

our woodlands, and add to their value. Where

beauty and utility are so closely combined as in

the planting of trees, the former shortld engage in

their propagation with alacrity ;
remembering that

besides adding to the beauty of his farm, every tree

he plants, and every acre of woodland he cultivates,

is money at compound interest, a permanent income,

the benefit of which will be realized by his chil-

dren as well as by himself.

From the Village Record.

MARKS OF GOOD CATTLE.

Mr Ssyder—As there is a disposition manifest-

ed by many persons to improve their stock of cat-

tle I have thought that a few observations upon the

subject might be acceptable to some of your read-

ders Iirindiana, the two principal objects in

breeding cattle appear to be beef and milk. And

as certain forms are found to possess particular

qualities, I shall proceed to describe what are the

proper forms, and what the desirable qualities gen-

erally connected with these forms ;
and m doing

this, I shall avail myself of the experience and ob-

servations of others.

The head ought to be small and the muzzle fine,

the countenance calm, the horns fine ;
the neck

lio-ht, particularly where it joins the head
;

the

br°east wide, and projecting well before the legs

;

the shoulders moderately broad at top, and the

points well in, so as to leave no hollows behind

them when the animal is moderately fat ;
the girth

behind the shoulders should be deep, so that if Uie

carcass was cut across here, it would be an oval,

blunt at both ends; the back straight, wide and

flat ; the ribs broad, and the space between them

and the hips small, the flank full and heavy ;
the

belly well kept in and not sinldng much in the mid-

dle the ribs o-lobular, wide across, and on a level

with the back; the twist should be wide and the

seam in the middle of it well filled; the thigh

should be straight, tapering well down to the hock ;

the leo-s straight, short-jointed, clean, fine bowed,

and standing wide apart; the tail broad towards

tlie top, tapering down, and the smaller towards the

bottom the better ; the body long, and jointed we 1

to the quarters before and behind ;
not barrel-

shaped, for this does not allow sugicient depth

but a section of the body should be an oval blunt

at both ends. Where the body is barrel-shaped

there will be a deficiency both before and behind

where it joins the quarters.
• , j

I shall now proceed to state the particular ad-

vantacres of the above described form. The reason

why the head should be small and the muzzle fine,

is that it facilitates birth ; and as the head is com-

posed mostly of bore, it shows fineness of bone, the

advantages of which are that the animal possessing

tliem will fatten upon half the food that coarse,

big-boned, long jointed ones will require. Calm-

ness of countenance, also, indicates a disposition to

o-et fat the restless and vicious never fatten

kindly The licrhtness of the neck is advantageous

to tlie butcher, who will get less coarse meat in

such The wideness of the breast and deep girth

give'areater room for the lungs. A straight back

shows strength, a weak animal being generally

sway of hump-backed. Poor keeping will produce

those deficiencies in a calf that was at first well

formed. The straight back also denotes an apti-

tude to fatten kindly. Much depends upon the

room the lungs have ; no animal can be good whose

lungs occupy a small space ;
and the lungs

occupy all the space within the ribs, so it is

of great importance that the space inside of tliem

should be large— for this reason the ribs should be

spread wide, and extend well back towards the

hips. The full heavy flunk in tlie cow is a most

certain indication of a good milker, and the bull

thus formed generally produces cows that milk

well. The belly being nearly straight shows

strength in the flates. Globular ribs hold much

flesh,°and it is much easier put on such than upon

those that are sharp. Wide ribs give a broader

loin and more capacity to the pelvis. From the

hips to the rump long and straight with the back,

the hind quarter that is thus formed will weigh

very heavy, the wideness of the twist, and the fill-

ino- up of the seam, gives the greater weight to the

uplier part of the thigh. Straight legs are strong-

er than crooked ones. Clean legs and small tail

show fine bones. Shorts joints in the legs is also

an excellent mark of an animal fattening easily,

for every animal requires food to fatten it in pro-

portion to the lengtli of the leg. A short-legged

animal with a large body will fatten upon less food

than a loncr-lego-ed one with a small body. When

the brisket and twist are large, the legs will be

wide apart, and it is important that both these be

f have said above that the head should be small

;

but T d,d not mean that a bull's head should look

liJie any tiring but a bull's head, for if it looks like

a steer's or cow's, he will be uncertain in propa-

o-atin<r his species. If the neck should be dispro-

^ortio^nately long and slender, it denotes a weakly

constitution. The body cannot well be too long

whilst the legs keep wide apart,, as a long body

throws much weight in the carcass ;
but in very

lono- bodies there is a tendency in the legs to get

too" close together, leaving the breast thin and

reducing the twist. Tlus I consider a serious mis-

fortune.

In breeding it is of importance that where there

is a deficiency in one, tlie other should be particu-

larly good in that part, and tlie best should always

be selected for breeders ; rejecting every thing

that is common. By always selecting the best and

breeding from them alone, any stock may be very

much improved, so that in a few generations they

will hardly look as if they had sprung from such a

^

°I have frequently heard it asked what makes suck

cattle as I have described worth more than others

equally large. There are many reasons ;
but I

will confine myself to three. And first they come

earlier to maturitv, thus saving in those thrt are

intended for beef two or three years' keeping. They

carry more fat and flesh upon the most valuable

parts It is known to persons who are in the habit

of buying beef of a butcher, that he makes a dif-

ference of four or five cents in a pound of meat ta-

ken from difl-erent parts of the same animal. Now

it must be plain to every one, that those animals

which caiTy their principal weight in those parte

that command the highest price, must be worth

the most, and of course he will give more for them.

They fatten upon half the food that others require ;

of course they are worth more to the man who fat-

tens them. Wm. T.chenor.

Mrs Wirt, widow of the late Wm. Wh-t, is about

to publish a floral dictionary, with 58 engravings.
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DAIRY STOCK.
We are daily niorc and more convinced of tlie inislali

and folly of our fanners in regard to the management of
our dairy and milking stock. If we are ihouglit to recur
too frequently to this topic, its great importance must he
our apology. We can find cows in numbers of our own
native stock which have produced for weeks in the best
of the season twelve, and in some cases fifteen pounds of
butter per week without being (breed by extraordinary
feed

;
and we have known of adairy of twentynine cows

having averaged in a season six hundred and thirty
pounds of new milk cheese ; and these too all of native
stock. Now what Slock will do better than this.' and
why need we look for any other "if we will but do our-
selves, and these beneficent animals even halfjustice >

We are perfectly convinced that for milking and dairy
purposes we need not go out of the country to find as
valuable a stock as can be brought into it. We have
heretofore asked the owners of the Improved Durham
Short Horn Stock to let us know by actual measurement
for a length of lime, a week, a month, a season, what
thpir cows will produce. We now go further. Without
th«WIightest prejudice against their stock, and with a
grateful sense of the patriotism and public spirit, which
has induced them to bring this stock at great expense into
the country, we now challenge them to show the well
authenticated and exact results of the trials of these im-
proved animals. We, on our part, promise to meet them
with time, place and person, with examples of the pro-
duce of our own native stock, and then we will compare
them together; and we engage to go heartily for the
best. The distinguished editor of the Cultivator consid-
ers the list of remarkable cows of native stock given in
our Report on Essex as liardly deserving of notice, be-
cause they were only examples of individuals under a
state of high fe-ding. Now we say with perfect respect
to our distinguished friend, pro«<i.uce if you can from all
the Improved Short Horns in the country a^ man,j and
equal examples of productiveness; under any feeding
you please to adopt ; and then we are prepared with a
longer and a brigliter list than we have yet given. But
until this is done, let us not be in a hurry to change what
we have for a race, whose claims to superiority for dairy
purposes yet remain to be established ; which can only
be procured at a considerable expense, and whose condi-
tion can be maintained only by extravagant keeping. For
the luxuriant prairies and alluvions of Ohio, Kentucky,
and the rich Western States, wliere size and early ma-
turity are matters of the first importance, we are disposed
to believe that this beautiful race of animals, the Improved
Durham Short Horns, will prove an invaluable acquisi-
tion

;
but it is not so we believe, at least we want farther

light to be convinced that it is so, for the hard hills, the
short pastures, and the long winters of New England,
where butter and cheese are the great objects of tlie far-
mer. We do most earnestly wish that the owners of
good cows of any breed would be more particular in as-
certaining the products of their cows, that we may not
be continually met with guesses, which are altogether
capricious; and which take their complexion toJ'often
wholly from the private interest, or prejudice, or self-
conce.t, or vanity of the owner. Get a lactomater and
measure your cream. Weigh your n.ilk and observe the
pounds and ounces. Measure your milk and let us know
whether the vessel you use for this purpose be a beer or
a wine quart. Try tlie whole milk of vour cow Ibr a

week, a fortnight, or a month, and see how much butter,
liow many pounds and how many ounces she will yield!
This is the proper and the only proper trial and test of
her merit.

.USEFUL INVENTION.
We were much gratified a few days since in passing

through Lee with the ingenious arrangement for obtain-
ing or rather conveying water, adopted on the farm of
Mr Cornelius Basset. His liouse and barn stand on a
side lull, and it was not easy to procure water for his cat-
tle. He iias a small stream of a permanent character and
of excellent water flowing at the bottom of the hill, 20 or
it may be 30 rods from his barn yard. He has here placed
a small water wheel in a cistern filled by the brook,
which is constantly turned by tlie stream; and, through
logs laid to the yard, by means of a forcing pump operli.
ted by this wheel the water is sent up to his barn yard
rad there flows in a constant supply. The whole is a
miniature examjile of the Fairmount Water Works in
Philadelphia; and the experiment succeeds to admira-
tion. The expense is trifling as the diameter of the
wheel is not more than four feet. The whole is enclosed
in a wooden box, so as to be easily covered in winter, and
secured from frost. The arrangement reflects honor upon
his ingenuity, and his whole farming is a beautiful exam-
pie of neat, industrious, and highly intelligent cultiva-
tion.

By Dr J. C. Howard of Woodland, Brookline, a vei
fine Bouquet, and some specimens of the followirg var
eties of the Dahlia, viz : Countess of Liverpool, Roy
William. Beauty of Cambridge, Ophelia, &c.

^
Bouquets.—By Messrs Winship, Walker, Hovey £

Co. and Jno. Hovey.

Dahlias.—]iy S. Walker, viz : Jackson's Rival Yellow
King of Dahlias, Picta forraosissima, Duchess of Hue
cleugh, andBelledonna.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

Buffalo Berrv—or Silver Leap Shepardia.—In
the p anting of trees, has it never occurred to our friends
who have small or large gardens in the rear of their hou-
ses, that a tree bearing fruit in the winter would be an
acquisition ? Such a tree can be had. Nature has placed
ruminating animals in high latitudes, where for a lar^e
portion of the year vegetation generally is sealed to them,
lo remedy this deficiency, there are trees and plants
winch are accessible and nutritious in the winter season
Among these, one of the most beautiful and useful is the
silver leaf Shepardia, which is indigenous to our Rocky
Mountains. When in foliage, the tree is beautiful in-
deed. Its leaves on the upper side are of a deep green
and beneath are silver. As the winds lift them a beauti-
lul ettect IS produced by the shifting colors ; the li^ht
silver green glancing in relief against the darker olive
bometlung similar may be noticed in one of the trees in
the Park, between the site of the old Bridewell and the
Sessions Court. In the winter the fruit of the Shepardia
comes to maturity. It is a red berrv, growing in thick
clusters. Slightly acid, it is very agreeable in taste, and
capable of sustaining life, as many explorers and trappers
have proved. It makes too, most capital conserves and

•'t- t>
^'"^^ '"^y ^^ obtained ot the Messrs Win-

ship in Brighton, Mass. Now, or soon is the season for
setting out, and transplanting trees, and whoever orders
this, or any other, of the Messrs Winship, will be prompt-
ly answered, and faithfully.—J\". Y. Sun.

Massachusetts Horticnltnral Society.

I'j-XHIEITION OF Vegetables.

Saturday, August 18, 1838.
Mr Dana Parks of Roxbury, exhibited a fine large Au-

tumnal Marrow Squash of the true sort weighing :i7 1-2

lbs.

Mr Rogers of Watertown a basket of large late Lim
Beans, extra fine. Also, without name, a basket of Tii

matoes of unusually large size.

For the Committee,

SAMUEL POND, Chairman.

Flowers.

Fruits.

There was quite a display of Plums, and the exhibirion
was greatly indebted to Messrs Pond and Johnson for its

attractions.

By Mr Pond, Smith's Orleans, Duane's Purple, Pond's
Seedling, Ureen Gage or Reine Claude, Washington
White Gage, and Corse's Nota Bene Plums. William'
Bon Chretien or Bartlett, Andrews, Julienne and Cush
ing Pears.

By Mr Johnson, Washington, Green Gage, and White
Gage Plums.

By Thomais Lee, Esq., Early Ann Peaches; this va-
riety has proved with him, hardy and productive for a
number of years past.

Melons.—The Napoleon Melon-very fine appearance
and most delicious flavor.

By Dr J. C. Howard, from his garden Woodland, Brook-
line, Netted Cantaleupe, Melon de Roche de Careire, or
Queen's pocket, and Napoleon Musk Melons, the two
latter new kinds, and Red Siberian Crab Apples.
By M. P. Sawyer, Esq. from his garden at Portland,

two varieties of Peaches (grown under glass) of extraor-
dinary size and beauty.

By S. Walker, Esq., Plums, and Green Chissel Pears.
By S. Downer, Esq., Washington, Frederic of Wur-

temburg, (Capeaumont) and Julienne Pears. William's
Favorite Apples, very handsome.
From Mrs C. H. Jones garden. Friend street. Smith's

Orleans Plums, very large and fine.

For the Committee,

E. M. RICHARDS, Chairman.

Vegetables.

Tomatoes, or love j^ple, from J. L. L. F Warren
Brighton.

'

A vegetable curiosity brought from Asia, by the Rev.
Mr Malcolm, exhibited for a name by C. W. Green, Esq.

For the Committee,

SAMUEL POND, Chairman.

Saturday August 25, 1838.

By Thomas Lee, Esq. of Brookline, Hibiscus, Manihot,
Poitul ica pilosa, Gerardia flava, do. purpurea, a variety
of Altheas, (one of which was new to us) and many otlier

specimens of choice flowers.

Mr Luman Bartlett of this town has reaped sixtynine
shocks of Flint Wheat from one acre and five rods of up-
land. The farm on which this was raised was formerly
owned by Mr H. G. Bowers of this town, who, by in-
telligent and scientific experiments, put the soil in the
finest order. Mr B. is now cultivating one of the best
farms in Illinois, and doubtless his taste and fondness for
the pursuit will do much there to elevate and improve
the noble calling of Agriculture

—

Korthampton Cour.

(Connecticut River is lower than it was ever known to
be before. The small factory streams that flow into it

are nearly dried up.

NOTICE.

The General Committee of Arrangements, are requested
10 meet at the rooms ot^ llie Massachusetts Horlicultural So-
ciety, i'S Tremonl Row, on Saturday, 1st Seplembcr, at 10

o'clock, A. M.
77ic Special Committee are requested to meet as above, on

Saturdav, 1st September, at 11 o'clock, A M l\>r order,

SAMUEL WALKER, Chairman.
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lUilirON MAllKKT.—MoNDAT, August 27, 1838.

Keimrleci lor the New England Fnnnfr.

At JI.ir:<pt Hhout 475 Beef Catlle, 500 Stores, 5,000
eep, Biiil 500 Swine.

A lariri! niiinher of Beef Cattle, several lots of Stores,

lep and Swine unsold.

Pkicks — Reef Caltle.— Several lots of cattle were
rchnsc'H on ^laluril.ty. at a higher price probably than
as to dny for a like qnality. We reduce our quola-
msalrifl.. First quality ,i:7 37 1 2 8erond quality,

; 75 a |$7 00. 'I'liird quality, $5 ,50 a .fG 50

Stores —Yearlings, $9 a %\2. Two Year Old, $13 a

10. 'I'hree Year Old, $20 a $25.

Shtep.—" Dull." Lots were sold at $1 42, $1 62.

8c!, $2 00, $2 25, and $2 75.

Swine—\ lot of selected Old Bnrrowsat 7, and a lot

selrcted Barrow Shoals at a trifle over 8. A lot to

ddic at (> 1-2 for Sows and 7 1-2 for Barrows- At re-

il from 7 to 9.

MUI-BERRY- TREES.
200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

ly be wanted, of the most approved kinds—consisting of

best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding

•ms. iin<l making silk;—being acclimated to this country,

1 adapted to either warm or cold climates, affording a

c opportunity for companies or individuals to he supplied,

m the most extensive collection of mulbcrrry trees ever

'n ill any village within the United .States,

iutuinn is decidedly the best time for removal, and orders

; with Messrs. I. 15. Colt, Secretar}- of the Connecticut

k Manufacturing Company, Hartford; Alonzo Wakeman,
:he office of the American Institute, No. 187 Broadway,
Y. ; Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. j3G Filbert street, Philadel-

a, Pa. ; Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snider, &
. Savannah, Ga. ; Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, Al ; James
man, St. Louis, ,Mo. ; Case and Judd, Columbus, O. ; G.
Twood, Rochester, N. Y.\ and the publishers of this ad-

tiseinent, or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass.
)rdcrs left with the above gentlemen will be promptly ai-

ded to, and each will be furnished with samples of the

iagc.

several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul-
ry Pbintations.

Lpply at the otfice of D. STEBBINS.
Jorlhampton, Aug 22, 1S33.

RE.tlEDY FOR CANKER WORMS.
I'he subscriber having obtained letters patent for his cir-

ar metallic trough and roof for preventing canker worms
ilher insects from ascending fruit or other trees, now offers

services to apply the same to any extent that may be

nted. They were put on to three orchards belonging to

lathan Dennis in Portsmouth, R. L, in the autumn of

7, and exterminated the canker worms so completely
t some of the trees hang so full of apples as to render it

essary to prop them, although they have been eaten by
worms for a number of years previous, notwithstanding
application of tar. The public are invited to examine
orchards above referred to- The trough and roof is

de of lead and bent to conform to the shape of the tree,

I the ends soldered together and made enough larger than

tree to allow the trees to grow ten years before it will fill

: space Ttie space between the trough and the tree is

|ed with hay, straw, seaweed, or any substance that is easily

Inpresseil by the growth of the tree ; the trough is kept in

I place by three nails driven into the tree below it ; when
; tree has grown so as to fill the space, the trough may be

arged by putting in a short piece so as to answer ten years

re. A little cheap oil is sufficient to fill the troughs and
iog them three limes has been found to answer for one

jr, by stirring the oil once sometime after they are filled,

lose who wish to have their trees fitted, would do well to

ike early application to the suiiscriber, postage paid. For
lC, State, Town and County rights bv

JONATHAN Dennis, Patentee.

Portsmouth, R. I., August 22, 1837. 4w

Hli)DL.ESE:X AGRICCLTURAl. SOCIETV.
The Committee on Farms, Fruit, Mulberry, Forest Trees

d Shrubs, will meet at the Middlesex Hotel in Concord, on

onday, the third day of September next, at nine o'clock,

M., and will then proceed to view such farms, >tc. as have

en entered for premiums.

NAHUMHENDY, Waltham, 1

JOH.V H. LORING, Groton,
I

ELI RICE, :\Iarlboroush, ^Committee.
WM BUCKMINSTER, Framiugham, I

CYRUS WAKREN, Concord, J

All ajiplicaiions must he made to some one of said com-
itlee, or to the secretary of the society, on or before the

lOve tirae.

TIMOTHY PRESCOTT, Secretary.

Concord, August 13, 1833.

IVurscry of WilUavi Keiirick.

^^^k. The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

J^^^^ff Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will be sent

^^W^^ 'o all who applv. It comprises a most exten-^
(i

• sive selection of the superior varieties ol Pears,

^.rfR:*>—^ Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherrie**. Quinces,

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape
Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now ready

is particularly lar"e. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrnbs,

Roses, Honi'vsurUles ; Paeonies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

OO^ OOO '^'"""^ MoLTicAOLis are now' offer

/^^ty^\j\J\f ed for sale ; the trees genuine and

fine, will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and
varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, anil all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the .subscriber, Nohaiitum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 183^. WILLIAM KENRICK.

II ARM FOR SALE,
That large and beautiful farm, late residence of the Hon.

Judae Dame, situated in Rochester, N. H. six miles from

the village of Dover, and four miles from Great Falls. Said

farm contains upwards of 300 acres of land and a large ami

well finished two story house, ivith hams and other out-

buildings in good repair. About 150 acres are covered with

hard and pine wond, besides a good portion of heavy timber.

There are also on the premises large quarries of ihe most
desirable granite. .4ny person desirous of purchasing may
learn further particulars on application to .Joseph Bbeck &
Co., No 51 and 52 North Market Street, Boston.

August IS, 133S.

NEW EI.BMENTARY WORK ON BOTAXY.
Peter Parley's Botany ; with descriptions of Trees, Shrubs

and Plants ; with a large number of fine engravings.

The publishers invite Teachers, and others interested in

this subject, to examine this work, as they believe it will be

found one of the most practically useful in use, being a com-

plete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupil.

Parley^! Cyclopedia of Botany.—This work appears to

be exactly what is wanted by young persons and in families.

It not only contains the strictly scientific part of the subject,

in an introduction and very full and complete genera of Plants,

but it also contains a copious glossary of terms, and what is

most important, a Dictionary of Plants, of nearly 300 pages,

containing farailiar descriptions of all the most interesting

trees, plants, and shrubs.—These are alphabetically arranged,

with an English index, so that the reader may immediately

turn to any plant he wishes to read about. The work is il-

lustrated by over 200 engravings, and is sold very cheap.

—

Boston Paper.

For sale at the New England Farmer Office, 51 & 52

North Market Street. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

COUNTRY SEAT IN NEWT >N, FOR S.\I.E.

The subscriber offers for sale the bouse in which lie now
resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 acres of

land situated on Nonantum Hill, in Newton 5 1-2 miles from

the city. The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked

with a great variety of fruit tress, and abont 10,000 Antwerp
R.Tspbcrry Vines. The place may he seen and further partic-

ulars obtained on application at the premises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16th.

WINTER RYE.
Just received at the New Ensland Seed Store and Farm

Office, a few bushels of prime Winter Rve.
JOSEPH 'BRECJC.&. CO.

Aug. 13, 1838.

FOR SAIiE.

A two years old Bull of the Cream pot breed ; from Mr
Jaqueth's stock at Ten Hill Farm, Charlestown. Cows of

the above breed make the most butter of any stock in this

country Inquire of the subsfrilier near the factories in

Waltham. ISAAC PARKER.

PUR S.\LE.

A Ram and Ewe from the Cape Good Hope
tfiis office.

Inquire at

SITUATION W.ANTED,
)f practical knrAs Gardener, by a young n

he well recommended. A situation West or South would be

preferred. Address R. B. through the office of this paper.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Apples,
Beass, white. Foreign, .

" " Domestic,
Beef, mess, ....

No. 1

prime. .- . . . '

Beeswax, (.American)
Chefse, new milk,

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese,

Flax, (American)
Fish, Cod
Flour, Genaessee, cash, .

Baltimore, Howard street,

Baltimore, wharf,
Alexandria,
Rye, ....

M£AL, Indian, ....
" " " barrels,

GaAi.v : Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yelloi

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oats, northern, (prime)
Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs.

Eastern screwed, .

HosEY, Cuba. .

Hops, 1st quality, .

2d quality.

Lard, Boston, 1st sort,

southern, 1st sort,

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage
do. c'uniry do.

Baltimore city tannage,
do. dry hides, ,

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides,

Lime, best sort,

Macxerel, No. 1,

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs

Pork, extra clear,

cle

Mess,
Seeds; Herd's Grass,

Red Top, southern,

northern,

Hemp, .

Red Clover, northern,

Southern Clover, .

Soap, American, No. 1, .

" No. 2,
Tallow, tried,

Teazles, 1st sort,

W^ooL, prime, or Saxony Fleeces,

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
£ • f Pulled superfine,

^^JNo. 1,

"^

. .

C-3 1N0.2, .

2 »•
I No. 3,

1

barrel
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE U I B L K .

Lnmp of our feet ! whereliy wo irace,

Otir path when worn to ^l^:u

;

Stream from Ihp fount of (leavcnly ijrace

Brook bj- the traveller's way ;

Bread of our souls! wiipreon we feed,

True manna from on high !

Our euidc and chart ! wherein we read

Of realms lieyond the sky!

Pillar of fire—lliroush watches ;lark !

Or radiant cloud hy day

!

When waves would whelm our tossing hark

Our anchor and our stay

!

Pole-star of life's tempestuous deep

!

Beacon ! when douhts surround.

Compass ! hy which our course we keep !

Our deep-sea lead—to sound.

Riches iti povertv I Our aid

In every needful hour !

Unshaken rock ! the pilsfrim's shade,

The soldier's fortress tower!

Our shield and huckler in the fight!

Victory's triumphant halm I

Comfort in grief! in weakness, might

!

In sickness— Gilead's halm

!

Childhood's preceptor ! manhood's trust

!

Old ase's hrm ally !

Our hope—when we go down to dust

—

Of immortality

!

Pure oracle of Truth Divine!

Unlike each fahled dream.

Given forth from D^-lphi's mystic shrine,

Or grove of Academe

!

Word of the ever-living Gor!

!

Will of His Glorious Son !

Without thee how could earth be trod.

Or heaven itself he won .'

STATE OF MAINE.
Land Office, >

Bangor, April 30, 1838. 5

The twcU'lli section of " an act additional to promote

the sale and settlement of the publiclands," passed March

24, A. D. 1835, making it the duty of the Land Agent "to

advertise the settling lands in market, once a year, for

two months, in one paper in the city of Boston, one in

Concord, N. H. and in one paper in each county in the

titate, describing the quality and situation of ssiid land

and t'lic terms of sale," the Land Agent hereby gives

public notice that Township number 4, in the fifth range

of Townships west from the cast line of the State, has

been lotted for settlers, and is now in the market for sale

and settlement under the provisions of the following law

passed at the last session of the Legislature. The price

will be from fifty to seventyfive cents per acre, according

to the quality and situation of the lots. The lots average

IGO acres each. The soil in this township is good, being

remarkably free from stones, and the land lying in mod-

erate swells. The location of this township is favorable

for settlement, as the Aroostook road passes within one

mile of the western line of the township. There are be-

tween 40 and 50 settlers in the adjoining township No.

4 in the fitli Range, and a good saw mill and grist mill

have recently been built there by Ira Fish, Esq. only one

mile distant from this township. „ „ . , .. ,

Townships No. 3 in the 4i!i Range, No 7 in the Oth

Range, and No. 8 in the 7lli Range have been surveyed

and fotted into mile sections. Lots of IGO acres will be

run out from any "f tl'fse sections to actual settlers,

where the land is'inore suitable for ftinning than for tim-

ber. Townships Nos. 8, 10 and 12 in the Tith Range have

been ordered to be surveyed, by the Surveyor General,

forthwith, and will he open for settlers as soon as the lots

can be run out. The Aroostook road passes directly

tlirou"h these townships and the soil is represented to be

excclfcnt for farming. The Aroostook road is laid out

and cut out from the military road leading from Bangor

to Houlton, near Mattawamfccag Point to the Aroostook

river a distance of about 75 miles.

About $17,000 will be expended this year, upon this

road by the Land Agents of Maine and Miussachusetts,

and with the part already finished the road will be com-

pleted about one half of the distanci;. The whole dis-

tance will probably be completed nest year. All the land

on this road has been sold for about two thirds of the dis-

tance, and in several townshijis all the lots upon the road

have been taken up by actual settlers. The remaining
part of tht' land upon this road, owned by this StJite is

now ollcred for sale to settlers. The price of lots in these

townships under the condition of the new land law will

be from fifty cents to one dollar per acre, according to

their situation and quality. Should any company of set-

tlers select any unsurveyed township in this part of the

Stale on wliich they should wish to erect mills under the

provisions of the new land law, the Surveyor General
would proceed as soon as practicable in the sur^•ey of
such townsliip.

The settling duties required by law, are " that the pur-

chaser of each lot shall clcai' in a proper manner, fifteen

acres thereof, ten or more of which shall be well laid

down to grass, and build a house thereon, within four

years fi-oin the time of the purchase.''

The board of Internal Iniprovenient for this State have
just ordered an exploration and survey of all the lands

situated in the Aroostook country in reference to their

settlement and agricultural capabilities. This survey will

be commenced forthwith under the charge of Dr Ezekicl
Holmes, of Winlhrop. His report of the situation, qual-

ity and value of the public land in this part of the State

may be expected in the course of the season, and will

give all needful information, to those persons who may
feel desirous of making a settlement upon them.

The following extracts from the second report of Dr.

Jackson on the Gcologv of the public lands, made to the

Legislature, and now in the hands of the printer lor pub-

lication, show the value of these lands for cultivation.

Speaking of the Aroostook country the Doctorsays, "the
average width of the alluvial region on the Aroostook
river cannot be less than six or eight miles, and in some
places it is much wider. It is a well wooded region and
IS the best settling land in the State, equalling in fertility

the famed regions of the Western States, and capable

even under a less genial clime, of producing crops of

wheat and other gram, fully equal in abundance with any
soils of which we have any records.

" We here found a yellow loam of a fine kind derived

from the limestone rocks and luxuriant in its produce,

and in some places covered to the depth of 4 or 5 inches

by a black vegetable mould.
This yellow loam is remarkable for the tall rank grass

called blue joint, which skirts the margin of the river

and from 4 to 5 feet high and extremely luxuri;uit. The
forest trees are of a mixed growth, but the sugar ^naples

are most abundant, and are of gigantic size. Elms, white

birch, black and white ash also abound. The soft wood
grows mostly on the low lands, while the uplands in the

rear are densely crowded \vith hard wood trees, among
which are scattered magnificent pines. In the course of

two years, there will be a free communication between
Bangor and the Aroostook and a great number of enter-

prising settlers will take up their residence in this fertile

valley, and by farming, they will obtain an ample reward,

and that region will become as it is destined by nature to

be the trTiinnry of the north.''

In another place Doctor Jackson says—" On the Aroos-

took it will be remarked, that very few if any hemlock
trees exist, and the predominating growth is of a mixture

of various hiu'd wood trees, the sugar maple, ash and yel-

low birch abounding, while occur scattering, some ot'the

most lofty pine trees ever beheld. Tiiere are evident

reasons why this should be the case, for the richest soils

are always most crowded with a mixed growth, and tlie

Aroostook soils are mostly of limestone alluviun, and are

exceedingly rich and "ood settling lands remarkable for

their heavy crops of wTicat, rye and other grains, and are

certainlyjriclier as an agricultural district, than any other

portion of Maine. The present population on this river

is estiiiiatid between 400 and 500 persons, chiefly emi-

graiil.'^ from Maine."
Towards the conclusion, Dr Jai'kson says :

" the re-

searches of the present season li.ive lirouglit to light many
important resources in the piildic ilomain which were

before unknown. Bcilsof iron ore ofimmense magnitude

favorably situated for advantageous operations occur on

the Aroostook, and all the marked characteristics of the

regular coal formation exhibit themselves over a great

belt of country from the Schools to the Aroostook and

St. John, and extend to the Temmiscouta lake near the

frontier of Canada. It will be at once perceived, that

the country which we have explored is a mo.st valuable

territory, possessing every advantage retpiired by settlers.

ileavy limber ofl^-rs a reward to the enterprising lumber

dcaliT. A rich soil capable of producing an average crop

of yO bushels of wheat to the acre, and in some cases

producing from 30 to 40 bushels, offers an ample reward

to the husbandman. Inexhaustible supplies of liuiestoi

valuable both for building materials and for agricultu

vast and inexhaustible mines of rich iron ore, amid
terminable forests which will furnish an abundaiK
charcoal, required for tlic manufacture of the finest ki

of iron and steel— the country presents every natural :

vantage that might be required to call forth the enterpr

and industry of the farmer and manufacturer."
By au inspection of the map of Maine, it will be se

that there are nearly one hundred townships of land :

uatc on the Aroostook river and its tributaries, one h
of which belongs to the State of Maine and is now o

for sale and settlement under the new land law. (

sidering the remarkable fertility of the soil in thisreg
and the high price of produce, and the ready marl
which it finds among the lumbering people on the Vt

obscot and St. John rivers, and the advantages c

road now making bv Maine and Massachusetts into tl

region, it is believed that an uncommon opportunity
now ofi'ered to persons who may feel desirous of obtai

ing good farms at a low price.

The field notes of the surveys of all these townsbi
are in the Land Othce, open to the inspection of eve
person, and all information that may be received he
from time to time, from the progress of surveys, and t

reports of Agents, will be cheerfully given to all inqu
ers, and every facility granted witfiin the means of tl

otiicc, to secure to individuals and companies, all t

benefits and privileges intended by the Legislatiue,

actual settlers under the provisions of the fijllowiug la

ELIJAH L. HAMLIN,
Land Agent of Maine.

State of Maine.

In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred a
thirty-eight. An act additional to promote the sale a
settlement of the Public Lands.

Section 1. Beit enacted hj the Senate and House
Representatlres in Legislature assevibted. That all lai

lotted to settlers shall be. sold to those only who will p
form settling duties on the same as prescribed by law, t

price to be fixed by the Land Agent, having reference

the field notes, not however at a less price than fi

cents per aero ; three fourth parts of said price to be p;

wiihin three years from the time of said sale in labor

be laid out in making roads in such township where s:

lands so sold are situated, under the direction of the La
Agent ; and the remaining fourth part to be paid in ca

within four years from the time of said side.

Sec. 2. Be it further enacted, That whenever twer
or a less number of individuals, shall each select a lot

one hundred and sixty acres of land in any township 1

ted for settlers, the same having no mill within its lira

and shall give bonds satisfactory to the Land Agent, tl

they will within the term of three years from the time

said selection, erect in a proper and substantial manm
a saw mill and grist mill, on such lot within said tow
ship, as shall be designated by the Board of Internal li

firovement, the same shall be entitled to a deed of su

ot ; and each individual shall receive a deed from t

Land Agent for his respective lot, without any furth

consideration, conditioned however, for the perlorman
of the settling duties required by law.

Sec. 3. Be it further enacted, That from and aftert

passage of this act, all acts and parts of acts incons

tent with the provisions of this act, be and the same a

hereby repealed.

In the House of Representatives, March 23, 1838.-

This bill, having had three several readings passed

be enacted. ELISHA H. ALLEN, Speaker.

In Senate, March 23, 1838. This bill having had tv

several readings, passed to be enacted.

N. S. LITTLEFIELD, President.

March 23, ISSS. Approved.
EDWARD KENT.

Secretary's Office, )

Augusta, Blarch 26, 1838. )

A true copy of the original on file.

Attest,
~ SAM'L. P. BENSON,

Secretary of State.
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AGRICULTURE IN MAINE.

The capiibilitics and resources of Maine as an

agricultural country have been much underrated, not

only by strangers but by a great majority of its

own inhabitants. It has been looked upon as a

place fit only for lumbering, fi.shing and specula-

tion, and it was supposed, generally, that she must

be dependent upon the fertile fields and prairies of

the West for a supply of bread stuffs to support her

population while engaged in tliese vocations. Maine

has been thrown upon her true resources of wealth

in consequence of the great depression in tiie com-

mercial world, the failure in part of its trade, and

the reaction of the speculations, which so infatuated

tnany of her own citizens as well as of the neigh-

boring States. Aided by the liberal patronage of

the State, and encouraged by the splendid success

of two successive seasons, it remains no longer a

matter of doubt, but a certainty, that Maine can,

not only raise her own bread stuffs, but soon have

a surplus for exportation. We have recently re-

turned from an excursion in Maine, New Brunswicli

and Nova Scotia, of four weeks, having travelled

five hundred miles in the former place in various

directions, giving us an opportunity to visit many

farms and to fall in company with many intelligent

men, who are largel}' engaged in agricultural pur-

suits, and from what we have seen and heard, have

come to the conclusion that were we possessed of

tlie spirit of emigration, ive would look eastward,

rather than turn our faces to the "far West."

Some portions of the State are equal in fertility to

any part of our country which will bo seen by the

facts which are given below. There are large

tracts of it for sale, yet untooiched by the wood-

man's axe, which may be purchased for $1.50 to

.$2..50 per acre, a short distance from navigable

streams, and in one of the most healthy climates

in tlie world.

It appears that the grain worm, so injurious to

the wheat crop has not crossed the Penobscot ; but

between that river and the Kennebec we found it

had been somewhat injurious in many places. Im-

mense quantities of wheat are raised this year,

exceeding by far the amount raised last season,

although it is said not to be quite so plump and

heavy; but the quantity sowed was much larger.

Mr S. C. Clark, of Springfield, gave us the follow-

ing statement of the quantity of produce raised upon

his farm last season, viz

:

1100 bushels of wheat on 31 1-2 acres from 31 1-2

bushels sown.

589 bushels of wheat and oats mixed ; two fifths of

which was wheat on about 13 acres, from 13 1-2

bushels sown.

86 1-2 bushels of rye from 2 bushels sown on short

of two acres of land.

1500 bushels of potatoes on six acres.

160 " ruta baga on one fourth an acre.

7 " white beans.

50 tons hay on forty acres.

400 lbs. maple sugar.

12 bushels beets and carrot^ beside what were used

in the family.

The land way taken from the stump, or -.vas in a

wilderness state eight years since. Mr Clark also

stated that the poorest man in the town, who by the

way, is deaf and dumb, raised eighty bushels of

wheat. This town is about sixty miles' from Ban-

gor, near the military road from that place to Houl-

ton, and was " from the stump," about the same

time Mr Clark commenced his operations.

The Hon. Ira Fisk, of Lincoln, infonned us that

he raised last year in township No. 4, adjoining

Springfield, 1200 buahels of wlieat, at the rate of 30

to 35 bushels per acre : 500 bushels of oats, CO

bushels to the acre : 1000 bushels potatoes, 700 of

which were rai>-ed on 1 3-4 acres without manure

:

1100 bushels ruta baga, at the rate of 400 busliels

per acre, and 85 tons of hay at the rate of 1 1-4 tons

per acre. The produce of his farm was sold on the

place to timber-men at tlie following prices. Wheat

$1..50 per bushel: oats 42- to 50 cents per bushel:

hay $15 per ton : potatoes, 33 cents per bushel.

The price this year will probably be somewhat

reduced. The cost of clearing wild land, viz. cut-

ting, burning, rolling the logs and sowing the seed,

is estimated from 12 to .$15 per acre : at these

prices it is generally taken on contract. The ave-

rage crop is estimated from 25 to 30 bushels of

wheat to the acre in tliis section of the country
;

and crops of 35 bushels and even more not unfre-

quent, which will pay the cost of the land, clearing

rnd harvesting, and leave a handsome profit. The

land on the seacoast is generally much inferior to

many tracts back in the country ; but the adv.anta-

ges that are, or may be derived from the muscle

beds and other maritime manure will make up the

deficiency so far as the raising of potatoes, hay,

oats and barley are concerned. As to, wheat, tlie

seacoast is not so favorable for its production.

A farm in Ellsworth, on which arc 90 acres of

mowing, produced tliis season by estimation 140

tons of hay. It has been mowed fifteen years in

succession, and the hay sold, no stock of any con-

sequence having been kept upon it, and has not

deteriorated. Its productiveness has been retained

by suffering the aftercrop to remain on the ground,

and by an annual dressing of muscle manure. It

was remarked that the shells were somewhat in the

way of the scythe, but a heavy roller passed over it

in the spring would remedy that evil. A muscle

bed attached to a farm is a valuable appendage not

often appreciated as it sliould be.

Indian corn is not much cultivated east of the

Penobscot, and in comparison with other grain,

very little between that river and the Kennebec.

This species of grain is an uncertain crop, and

even where favored with tlie best season, does not

give so profitable a -return as wheat. We noticed

many fields which looked well and to all appearan-

ces out of the way of frost, the last week in August.

Hay has come in bountifully throughout the State,

and tlie prospect for potatoes is generally good, and

we see no reason why Maine should not thank God
and take courage. J. B.

GREEN'S STRAW CUTTER.
Our ingenious countryman, Mr Green, has re-

ceived a high compliment, in the encomium which

has been passed upon his macliine by the Highland

Agricultm-al Society of Scotland. A description of

this machine was sent from Canada to the secretary,

by Mr Ferguson, who pronounced it " the easiest

and the mo.st effective cutter he ever met with—

a

real first rate machine." The communication was

laid before the committee on machinery, who, after

making a machine according to the description,

and sufficiently testing it, reported that they found

it " to bear out all that was reported of it by Mr
Ferguson ;" that " it is now ascertained, that it will

cut three times more tliaii the best of the common
sort, and with less force ;" ani that " one person

driving the machine will cut with ease five hundred

weight of hay or straw in an hour." This is a

high, but deserved commendation. The notice,

with a cut of this machine, is published in the

society's papers for June Cultivator.

Green's Straw Cutter, may be had at the office

of the New England Farmer. In the next number
we shall have an engraving of the machine. How-
ever high the commendation of the 'H. A. S. of

Scotland may, it is not overrated.

—

Pub. JV. E.
Farmer,

STEEPING SEED WHEAT.
We have two communications from Mr J. Hath

away, persisting in his notion, that the germinating

power of Italian wheat is destroyed by slcepir>^ ,i

a few hours in brine ; though Mr H. admits, that

his results might in some measure have been pro-

duced by the grain having been passed through a

smut machine. On tj;e other hand, Mr Hathaway's

neighbor, B. P. Johnston writes us, that he soaked

tlie seed for six acres, in a pickle as strong as he

could make it, to which he added saltpetre, for

fourteen hours, and that he never lias known wheat

come finer and better. In another case his wheat

was soaked twentyfour hours, in brine, that would

bear an egg—and afterwards remained in a barrel

ten or twelve days, was then sown, and gave a

product of twentyfour bushels to the acre. We
have other notices to the same effect, which it is

hardly necessai-y to detail, as we feel a perfect

confidence, from the ten, nay, hundreds of thousands

of trials that have successfully been made, that

steeping seed grain in brine, and liming it, does not

destroy its vegetating principle. Yet there is one

other case we may quote, which, if there were

doubts remaining, would seem to set the matter at

rest. Mr Medary, editor of the Ohio Farmer,

steeped the Italian wheat eighty/our liours, in a

warm temperature, in a pickle so strongly saturated

with salt as to coat tlie grain—and yet every seed-

grew. In another instance, tlie seed remained in

the liquid, or brine, three weeks ; and of tliis, too,

every seed appeared to grow.

Wliile on this subject of steeps, we will detail a

fact communicated to us by Mr. B. V. French, of

Braintree, Mass. He steeped seed corn in a solu-
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tion of saltpetre, and planted some of it upon dry,

and some upon wet gfround ; not more than a tenth

of the latter crew, while seed not soaked, planted

upon wet ground, came well. The steeped seed

plantod upon dry ground, came up almost without

a failure. Wo leave to naturalists the solution of

the questions, why Mr French's soiked corn, plant-

ed in wet ground, and Mr. Hathaway's brined

wheat, did not grow. They seem both to be ex-

ceptions to a general law.

—

Cull'.valnr.

THE REVOLVING HORSE RAKE IN ENG-
LAND.

JVewbj Iixtroduned Jhn*.rican Hay Rake A now
hay rake of American invention lias been intro-

duced into this countrj', and promises to be of ma-
terial benefit to the f:irmer durinsf the hay-making
season. The implement ha? a light beam or stock,

nine feet in length, to which are attached rows of

teeth, both before and behind. It is drawn over

the sward by a horse ; and as soon as the inter-

stices between the teeth are filled, the workman in

attendance moves a handle, which turns tlie rake

right over, and presents the side whicli has hitherto

been empty. In this manner the hay is deposited

in little heaps throughout the field, and the prin-

ciple advantages of the implement are, that it vast-

ly economizes labor in a very busy season, and at

the same tune sweeps the field with the greatest

nicety.

Thus it is thit the inventions of civilized

countries may benefit each other ; and though oc-

casional importations are made, still they are not

to the extent that is desirable. Prejudice may
have something to do with this. We may fancy

that we have arrived at the highest point of perfec-

tion in the invention and manufacture of all sorts

of tools and implements : if so, ihe sooner such

notions are discarded the better it will be for our-

selves. 'Tis true that America is only a newly
civilized country, but for all that she can boast of

her intelligent farmers. The able papers of Mr
Ruffin, which appeared some time ago in the

British Farmer's Magazine-, and the address of Dr
Beekman, in our present number, need no com-
menL Our farmers will peTceive tliat the sound

sentiments embodied theE?.vii are worthy of the

oldest of civilized nations: if.hey show an intimate

acquaintance with the su)/ject3 of wliich they

treat, and their writers will be regarded with the

veneration tlrat ever haUows the memories of tal-

ented men. If, however we would have agricul-

ture advance in the same ratio as manufactures,

wo must take similar measures to effect it. We
must banish prejudice, and avail ourselves of all

the foreign aid that may bo had for seeking, and

by thus increasing our resources, we shall simplify

the operations on the firm, and secure increased

produce.

—

British Farmer's Magazine.

(Selected for the iVew England Farmer.)

HOGS.

Section 1. "Ilogs are most extraordinary ani-

mals ; but, tliough in many respects rather disa-

greeable, they are of very considerable importance

to the community at large, and to the fatmers in

particular. There is no animal aft'ords so much
human sustenance in flesh, in proportion to tlie time

in which it is raised : and in no instance has Na-

ture shown her economy more than in this race, the

stomachs seeming to be intended as a receptable

for many things that other creatures refuse, and

which, but for them, would be entirely wasted ; for

they industriously gather up, and greedily devour,
what would otherwise be trodden under foot—the

refuse of the fields, the gardens, the bams, and the

scullery."

The Boar.—"In describing the boar, I mean to

give the form, and every good property a hog ought
to possess. Be rinning at the head—the mouth
should be small ; the snout, or nose end, fine ; the

fore ])art of the face, from the nose to the crown,
rather short, thin, and straight; the eyes quick, and
shining like that of a ferr(!t ; the ears short and
thin, sharp at the end, turning up, standing near
together, and put forwards so as nearly to meet at

the ends
; the crown, or forehead, should be nar-

row and the cheeks full ; the upper part of the

neck very full, so as wlien fat, to be nearly as

broad at the top as the shoulders and back, viz.

from the ears to the shoulders, that part where the

head is cut otf, being nearly as round as the body

;

the shouldcfs should be very broad above, and con-
tinue of that regular breadtli all along tlie back to

the tail ; the tail should stand low down ; the back
from the neck to tlie part above where the tail is

set on sliould be straight, and the tail fixed in such
a manner as for the upper part of it to be invisible

when fat ; the ribs well extended, and rather round-

ing, but not required to be so much so as some
other animals ; from the part where the lail stands,

down to the cameril, between the thighs, what is

called the twist, should be very much cloven; the

thighs very thick, both inside and out ; the belly

part, when fat, should nearly touch the ground, from
the hind legs to the fore, and continuing to the

chops ; tlie slioulders should be well e.xtended, so

as to form a complete, deep, round side, from head
to tail ; tlie tail small and short, with little hair

;

the bone of the legs rather small in proportion to

the size ; the leg, from the cameril to the ground,

short ; the fore legs the same ; the hoofs short and
round, to tread very straight on all the legs ; the

hair long, fine, and thin, having few bristles, or if

none the better; if the hair shed along the back,

like a long-wooled sheep, it is a recommendation

;

and the skin, or rind, sliould be thin, witliout any
being loose or superfluous."

Section 2. "The inoutli being small, will pre-

vent its taking in much food at once, and the ani-

mal is therefore more likely to masticate it prop-

erly ; a fine snout indicates fine symmetry in other

parts ; the crown being formed narrow, with a quick

eye, looking smart, is almost a certain indication

of quick aptitude to fatten ; the ears short, and

sharp, hair long and thin, without bristles—if a pig

have these properties, let the other shape be what
they may, he is sure to be a good feeder. A hog
that lias short, mossy hair, thickly set, generally has

a thick, coarse skin, loose and wrinkled, wliich is

one of the worst faults a pig can possess. There
is little waste or otfal about liogs ; therefore, a large

long ear, hanging down on each side of the head,

with long, large legs, &.C., would not he so great a

fault in them as in other animals, if tlioy were not

a certain indication of hard thrivers, and that they

will on a certainty cost more feeding than they are

worth. I have remarked that the upper part of the

neck should be thick, whicli is one of the very best

properties in regard to being well covered with

flesh, and that of a good quality ; for when a hog

in a store state is thick on the upper part of the

neck, that sort of flesh, which is lean, or rather in

a fattening state, is sure to continue all along the

back, on both sides the chime, inside and out, ma-

king very heavy griskins, and prime roasting parts

when killed as pork pigs ; and if kept to tlie age of
bacon hogs, (which ought not to be less than two
years, as there is not the requisite solidity in the

fat or flesh of young pigs.) that sort of flesh natu-
'

rally descends to the shoulders, and along the fat

parts of the sides, producing tlie bacon flitches

agreeable layers of lean in every part, and by bei^g
so mixed or layered, the fat will be rendered more
firm, not so soft and greiLsy. Hogs that are not so

properly made are, some of them, all fat, and in

every stage, either as pork or bacon, they have no
more flavor than hogs-lard."

Sectio.-* 3. Hogs are of various kinds, therefore

the choice of the sort should be regulated by the

treatment they are to receive. I shall describe the

several species that have fallen under my observa-

tion."

" The Berkshire pigs are distinguishable by their

color and shape. Their color is a spotted white,

and some are sandy, with small black spots regu-

larly all over them ; a few are entirely sandy. The
hair is long, and thinly set, but much curled, look-

ing very rough, and the real true breed feather-

ered, having long hair growing round the outward
edge, which looks rather unseemly, but is found
not to be an imperfection. The hair indicates a

coarseness, as if the skins were thick, but they are

quite the reverse ; the best sort, although very large,

being remarkably thin in tlie rind, and equally fine

in the flesh ; they are, with very few, if any excep-
tion, better known by their hair than any other ap-

pearance, and the best of these pigs have no bris-

tles ; indeed, so remarkable are they in that respect,

that those I took into America received the name
of Parkinson's no bristle pigs. The Americans
were so partial to this breed that I sold sucking
pigs weighing 20 to 32 lbs. each, at 20 dollars a

sow, and 23 dollars a boar. I knew a pig, of this

breed, killed at the age of 1.5 months, which weigh-
ed 574 lbs.* When choice is made of even the
best kinds, tlaey require very attentive nursing, and
and good support when sucking the sow. The sow
should be well kept, in a clean warm dry sty, well

littered with clean dry straw, changed once a week
at least ; every place should b6 made thoroughly
clean, even the bottom must be swept, and the

trough they are fed in washed daily. The young
pigs should be learnt to cat as soon as possible.

"Along with the sheep, Mr Barney brought a hog,
two years old last fall, of General Ridgely's Pju'kinson'
stock, wliich weighed :

Nett weight, 751
Leaf fat, 88

American Farmer Vol. 5th p. 40.

The following is an extrart of a letter from the Hon.
Oliver Fisk (see New England Farmer Vol. 3, page 222.)
He says—"1 have obtained the following account of the
introduction of this breed of swine from the Hon. T.
Pickering. He .saw them first on a farm of General
Ridgely, at Hampton, 14 miles from Philadelphia. Gen-
eral RiJgely, informed him that they were brought to

this country, as a present to General VV^ashington, from
the Duke of Bedford, (liencc, the name, by which they
are now known,) who committrd them to the care of aii

English farmer by the name of Parkinson. This man
look a farm in the neighborhiiod of Baltimore; but in-

stead of sending the swine to Geu. Washington, Parkin-
son »o\d them. General Ricfgely esteemed them very
liiehly^ and sent Col. Pickering a pair of tliein, in a ves-
sel bound to Salem. Mr John Keed of Roxbuiy obtained
the breed from Col. Pickering's stock ; from Mr Reed 1
obtained the offspring from se])aratc litters, and transfer-

red them to Worcester, where by avoiding the breeding
directly in nnd in, 1 have preserved Ihem without their

degenerating."
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and never suffered to remain with tlie sow longer

tlian from seven to eiglit weeks."

"Tlie Sussex pig is anotlier very good kind, dis-

tinguisiied by being black and white but not .spot-

ted ; frequently black at both ends, and white in

tlie middle. These pigs are of smaller size, but

very handsome in their form : the skin, or rind, is

superior to that of most other kinds ; the hair very

thinly set, fine and long ; their general size, when

full grown, is about 280 lbs. They arc quick grow-

ers, and ^^ith proper care attain perfection more

early than any other breed."

" The Suffolk white j)ig stands high, is narrow

in the back, and tlie forehead is rather broad ; the

ears stand pretty well ; the hair is short with many

b ristles. The weight when full grown is about

260 lbs."

"The Lincolnshire white pigs are distinguished

as being of superior form to all otiiers, except the

Berkshire. Their ears are neither long nor short,

stand rather near together, pointing forwards ; are

sharp at the extremity, rather flat, and turn up a

little at the ends. They are of very fair size and

can be made to weigh over 400 lbs. when full

grown.
" Cheshire pigs are distinguishable by their gi-

gantic size : in color tliey are tlack and white, blue

and white, and some all white. Their heads are

large, with very long ears hanging down on botli

sides of the face, so that they can scarcely see their

way ; they are from head to tail remarkably long,

as is the tail likewise ; very narrow according to

their size, and many have an elevated or cur\'ed

back ; tliey are very flat on the sides and deep, with

large bones, long legs and much loose skin."

—

Parkinson on.Live Slock.

JMassachusctts Ilorticaltnral Society.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Sept. 1, 1838.

From Hon. E. Vose of Dorchester, Melons of the

Greenflesh variety, viz. Persian, Minorca and Can-

taloupe. (The contributor very politely placed this

fruit upon the Committee's table for the proof of its

quality : upon dissection it was found to be of very

delicious flavor, finely ripened and of the genuine

varieties.)

From Joshua Gardner, Esq. of Dorchester.

Fine River Apples.

From Mr J. Wiggin of Portsmouth, a beautiful

summer apple (name unknown.)

A fine Apple from Manchester, Virginia, gather-

ed by a traveller.

From Capt. John De Wolf, Brighton, a basket of

Julian Pears, very fine.

From Mr John B. Barstow, Hanover. A basket

of .Summer Pippin, apparently a fine fruit, but hav-

ing been too long kept the flavor was lost.

From Sam'l Walker, Esq. Roxbury, a dish of fine

Plums, variety, Bolmar's Washington, Princes

White Gage and Italian Damask.
From Sam'l R. Johnson, Esq. Charlestown.

Three baskets magnificent Plums, two of Bolmar's

Washington and one of Green Gage ; also, a branch,

from the tree very full and of large size fruit.

From Robert Manning, Esq. Salem, was received

a large basket containing the following Pears.

Variety, Summer Frankreal, Red Juneating, Harel

or Hessel, and Dearborn's Seedling. Apples,

variety, White Astracan, Nonsuch, (English,) and

Putnam's Harvey. Plums, variety, Dana, Eyfield,

and Red Canada, (the latter planted for stock,) it

was unfortunate that the liberal contribution was

not received till at the close of the exhibition, as it

contained many very valuable and handsome speci-

mens.

From Mr Pond of Cambridgeport. His usual

large and handsome display of Plums for which he

is so much distinguished ; his varieties were.

Smith's Orleans, Duane's Purple, Bingham, Green

Gage, White Gage, Corses Field Marshal and

Bolmar's Washington.

From Hon. John Lowell, a specimen of Cuba

Tomato, very beautiful, they were distributed for

the seed, agreeable to the wish of the contributor,

as expressed in the following letter received by the

Committee.

For the Committee of Fruits and Vegetables.

JAMES L. L. F. WARREN.
Roxbury, Sept. 1, 1838.

To ll:c Commilteeof the H. Souiely for VV-gelaMes.

Gk.nts.—I send you the Tomatoes of Cuba, which

are much preferred by the Spaniards to those we raise.

Indeed, for a preserve for the dessert, they are much
more beautiful. I was fearful, they would not ripen

in our climate ; but I found tliey were eight days

earlii'r than our own raised near them in tlie open

ground.

I thought some cultivators might like to try them,

and therefore send some ripe ones. They are

abundant bearers.

1 am very respectfully, your ob't servant.

JOHN LOWELL.

FLOWERS.

Dahlias.—By Messrs Hovey & Co., a fine speci-

men of variety, Mrs Rushton. The form, color

and size of tliis variety are good ; it will rank

among the number ones.

By S. Walker, varieties, Jackson's Rival Yellow,

King of Dahlias, Dutchess of Buccleugh, Dennis-

sii, Widnall's Perfection and Lady Ann.

Bouquets.—By Dr J. C. Howard, Woodlands,

Brookline ; Messrs Winsliip, Brighton ; Messrs

Hovey & Co., of Cambridgeport ; Mr John Hovey,

and S. Walker of Roxbury. For the Committee

S. WALKER, Chairman.

The Committee of Arrangements at their meet-

ing this day, voted that the annual exhibition shall

take place on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,

19th, 20th and 21st days of the present month.

The Special Committee to decorate the Hall and to

take charge of the fruits and Jlowers, viz. : Me-ssra

L. P. Grosvenor, M. P. Wilder, J. E. Teschenijicher,

Wm. Kenrick, E. M. Richards, J. R. Johnson, C.

M. Hovey, D. Haggerston, W. H. Cowan, J. W.
Russell, H. Sheafe, Alexander McLennan, J. Brcck

and J. L. L. F. Warren, "'ill meet at the room of

the Society on Saturday morning 8th and 15th inst

at 11 o'clock. Per order,

.1. WALKER, Chairman.

\ tlie .\lli:iny CullivalDr.

INDUSTRY vs. INDOLENCE.

J. BuEL, Esq.—Sir—Industry produces a stream

that flows slowly on to elevate the inquiring mind,

which forms a sure foundation and great barrier

against every vice. It is a granary to the mind,

where every virtue will be stored : it lends a sweet

tincture to every action, which is gratefully cher-

ished.

Tlie man who has no occupation must be quite

unliappy ; toil is the price of sleep and appetite, of

health and enjoyment. How nobly every order is

displayed ! The very necessity which overcomes
our natural sloth is a blessing. Every briar and
thorn which is strewed in our path ; every annoy-

ing insect which appears to surround us, by divine

mercy, could not have been spared.

We are happier with the sterility which we can
overcome, by our united exertion, than we could

have been by spontaneous bounty, and unbounded
profusion.

No way can the body and mind be so morally

and effectually improved, as by the toil that fatigues

them. That toil receives its manifold rewards

daily, by the pleasure it bestows. The enjoyments

are so varied and peculiar, that no wealth can pur-

chase tlieiii, no honor can win them, no indolence

can taste them.

Many people imagine themselves in pleasures,

provided they are neither in business nor study.

Nothing like' it ; they leave not one trace of their

laborious and intellectual exertion behind them,

no more than if they were asleep.

By contracting habits from laziness they frequent

only those places where they are free from all

those restraints, attractions and demands, which do

justly surround them.

This sinks the indolent into contemptible obscu-

rity all the days of his life. lie only lives to die

in a thousand errors, and rather adopt the pre-

judices of others than give himself the trouble of

acquiring true knowledge, which tends to form cor-

rect opinions of his own.

Idleness leaves a man in the lowest state ; his

pleasures are all sensual, no wants are sought after

but those of appetite. The man of industrious

habits is looking forward, with a degree of supe-

riority, to more noble and higher attainments in in-

tellectual enterprise. He discovers that the hap-

piness of individuals and security of society are

formed by the industrious habits which elevate the

mind, and is carried forward in search of some-

thing more excellent, and obtains a proper degree

of superiority over the common senses of life by

learning Jo feel himself capable of higher aims

and nobler enjoyments. That which abstracts the

thoughts from sensual gratifications, and exerts us

to look for happiness within ourselves, will surely

advance, in a measure, the dignity of our nature

:

therefore all good pursuits reward theriiselves ; one

truth constantly presents anotlier to view, and

while our store of knowledge and enjoyments are

constantly increasing, kind nature can never be ex-

harated.

Industry,, properly applied, will most assuredly

advance our prosperity : the advantages of which

are two-fold ; it will, in a measure, be estimated

by the pecuniary profit produced, but more by the

superior tone of industry and economy which the

possessor unconsciously acquires.

That which tlie industrious has obtained by his

own proper ana' well directed exertion at once

causes him to feel' raised in the scale of being,

and endows him witl) tlie cajiacity of enlarging the

stock of his possessions!

When property is accumulated by the indus-

trious peasantry, it never fails to produce impres-

sions on their minds, very lasting and unavoided.

In such instances it renders them more industrious.

They also strive to better educate their children,

that tliey may be better fitted for some good and

useful attainment and station in life.

S. W. JEWETT.
Ifeybridge, Ft. .iug. 8, 1838.
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WEEDS. .

The astonishing increase of weeds,—and by this

name we moan all noxious plant.*! th.it infest soils,

especially cultivated ones,—such as tlie thistle,

redruot, charlic, Jolmswort, daisy, and a multitude
of others with which our farmers are but too well

acquainted, would seem to demand that more at-

tention should be paid to the best methods of cx-
terminatintr tliem, or at least preventina; their in-

crease, before the cultivation of our richest fields

becomes impossible or unprofitable.

Many weeds spread rapidly by the root, as the

lliistlo, Johnswort, &c.; others are propagated only
by seeds, .as the redroot and charlic ; but, as there

is scarce a plant that cannot be propagated by the

seeds, and those first named it is evident spread

extensively that way as well as by the roots, it is

clear the preventing the formation ami ripening of
seed should be the first object with the farmer, to

prevent their being scattered by sowing, or by the

spreading of manures, the second thing to be aimed
at.

Farmers who allow the weeds named, or indeed
any ojjiers, to ripen and distribute their seed un-
molested, are preparing a rich harvest of losses in

tiie actual value of their farms, and of toil and
trouble in their management; and those who sow,
or allow to be sown on their farms, seed of any
kind containing these pestiferous germs—we say

nothing here of those who knowingly dispose of
them, as the cons-jience of a man who would spread
his neighbor's fields with the thistle, steincrout, or

charlic must be proof against all ordinary appeals

to a moral sense—must we think entirely overlook
the fearful consequences, if not to themselves, to

their posterity. There are many farms within our
knowledge the profits of which are already most
materially lessened from the operation of these
causes, and tlie evil instead of diminishing is yearly

increasing.

In the cultivation of grain, to which so much of

our country is, and must be devoted, the farmer is

exposed to this increasing evil in at least three dif-

ferent ways to which the owner of a grazing farm
is not liable ; first from ploughing in seed scattered

by the winds or tlie birds ; second, from that mixed
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therefore, where circumstances admit should always
be ploughed under, to undergo the process of de-

composition. But we are also prepared to forego
part of these advantages, if they cannot be secured,
{and where foul stuffiias been grown in tlie hay or

straw that constitutes the principal part of long
manure, we are confident they cannot,) without run-
ning the great risk, or encountering the absolute

certainty of stocking our fields with the justly

dreaded weeds. In this case the gain from the

unrotted manure, is far more than counterbalanced
by the loss on the crop occasioned by the presence
of the weeds; to say nothing of ^he more serious

injury resulting from their, obtaining a foothold in

our fields yet free from them, an injury which half

a dozen ordinary crops would hardly compensate.
It, therefore, seems plain that a method that shall

destroy the seeds in the dung, before it shall be
applied to the soil must eventually be preferable

to one that leaves them free to vegetate, even
should some part of its efiiciency be lost in the

process.

This destruction of all seeds in manure can be
effected by the great heat produced in dung by fer-

mentation, when that process is conducted under
circumstances favorable to its development; and to

do this it is only necessary that the decomposition
of the manure sliould bo carried on in tlie piles. It

is well known that the degree of heat. produced in

an ordinary hot bed, in which the manure is not

disturbed, would become destructive to all vegeta-

tion were the seeds planted upon it while the fer-

mentation was most active, or the heat not mitiga-

ted, and that it actually is so to all seeds that are

in the manure when placed in the bed. So certain

is tliis eflTect, that some have deemed it cheaper in

the end, to be at the expense of constructing hot

beds, for the sake of the maimre, rather than to use

common barnyard manure with its infinity of seeds

on the garden. All manure ferments in decompo-
sition, and consequently heats more or less ; but it

is only when made into piles, that the heat is sufli-

cient to destroy the vitality of the seeds it may
contain. If, therefore, farmers would adopt the

practice generally of heaping their manure eitlier

in the yard, or the field, and allowing the heat to

rise and remain sufficiently long to destroy the

would be still better, from the yard as that always
contains a large quantity of salts in solution, and
would prove an effective ag well as valuable agent
in the process. Our farms are too valuable to be
surrendered to the dominion of these weeds witli-

out an effort to check or destroy them. The weed-
ing system as pract*,ed in England to keep their

grain and farms clean cannot be adopted here where
labor is so high ; but we can endeavor to prevent
these weeds going to seed, and we can prevent
their extension in the manure by destroying their

germination ; and there is no one who knows the
loss they would occasion, but will admit the object
is at least worth an effort.

TO DESTROY THE GRAIN FLY.

A gentleman has just communicated to us a
method of destroying the grain fly which will cost
but a very little, and which he thinks will not only
be effectual in saving a crop of grain, but if gen-
erally practised by farmers, will rid the country, in

a great measure, of this enemy. He observes that

he was lately e.Kamining a piece of wheat and was
surprised in finding only now and then a grain worm
in the hull, as they were generally very plenty

;

he inquired of the farmer the pause, who told him
that he had destroyed the flies by carrying pitch-

wood torches through his grain, commencing in the

evening as soon as it began to grow dark, and as

early in the season as the flies made their appear-

ance, and continuing the operation till the flies

were all destroyed or had fled, which was about six

or seven nights. As he passed through the grain,

he carried a pole that struck against the tops of
the grain, which caused them to fly up into the fire,

as is the general practice, with insects, when tliey

were either destroyed, or disabled by having their

wings burnt off so as to prevent their doing mis-

chief. This farmer said he was induced to try this

method as his neighbor last year saved his grain in

this manner, while others in the vicinity had theirs

greatly injured by the grain worm.

A cheap apparatus can be made for destroying

flies in this manner, by which the business can be
done with great expedition. Take two long, light

poles, and commencing two or three feet fiom the

seeds of weeds, &c., that might be in it, they would butt ends, cut them away so as to bring the butt
with the grain or grass seeds sown by him ; and i be certain of being freed from one of the most nearly to a point, then splice them together, lap-

thirdly, from that carried from the yard in maimres
|

prominent causes of the propagation of worthless ping about as far as they are cut away, and fasten

and spread upon the soil; and it is unquestionably

owing to this last cause tliat we witness such a

rapid spread of some of thes; weeds on cultivated

land. The foul stuff grown with the hay or grain,

principally the hitter, ripens its seeds in the field,

is carted to the st.ick or the barn, fed outer thresh-

ed out and thrown into the yard, the seeds lie un-

hurt in the manure preparing for vegetation until

carted upon the ploughed fields for fallow or spring

crops, and ready to spring with vigor the moment
they come in contact with the earth. The weeds
may in a great measure be prevented by proper

precautions from ripening their seeds in the fields
;

the grain or grass seeds sown may be, and should

be, thoroughly cleaned or never put into the earth

;

but if the bad seeds get into the manure, there is

scarcely a possibility that they will not spread as

far, and into as many fields, as the manure is car-

ried.

We are the advocates of the application of long
manure, unless some pressing reason forbids. It

clearly afibrds greater nourishment to crops than if

allowed to ferment and rot above the surface, and,

plants. If the heaps were formed of alternate lay- 1 them with nails. In this manner a great length of

ers of vegetable mould, or swamp mud, and manure, pole may be had with but little weight, as it is to

the mould or mud woiild absorb much of the ferti

lizing gases that without such precautions will es-

cape during the fermentation, and the whole mass
be rendered more valuable than without such mix-
ture.

It is true the system here recommended would
add something at first to the labor necessary on the

farm ; but when the work required for keeping
down weeds in the field, or the ga,rden, or separa-

ting foul seeds from grain, is taken into considera-

tion, a very great saving in labor would undoubt-

edly be eftectcd, independent of the pleasure in

woridng a farm, and the additional value given to a

farm, free from the nuisances to which we have al-

luded. The only precaution tliat would seem ne-

cessary in this preparation of manure would be to

occasionally examine the heap of dung or compost,

and if the heat was like to be so great as to injure

the mass to open it to the air a little ; and if on

^the contrary the fermentation should not be brisk

enough to add a little water to the pile, or what

be carried by the middle. One pole may be used,

but it will not be on so good a principle for light-

ne.ss. We will give another method of making
this part of the apparatus, as it may be more con-

venient for fixing the fires. Take a very long

piece of board, straight on one edge, four or five

inches wide in the middle, with the other edge cut

away straight from the centre to about one inch

in width at the ends ; let the straight edge of this

board be up, and nail on to it another piece, lying

flat wise, of the same lenght, three or four inches

wide in the middle, and about one and a half inch

wide at the ends. This will be light and strong.

These boards or poles are to be carried so as to

strike the tops of the grain and start the flies, and
the fires should be a little above the boards so as

not to burn the grain. When pitchwood can be

had it will be good for fires
;
pieces can be fitted to

small holes bored into the poles or boards ; they

should be of sufficient length to bring the fire above

the wheat. Where pitchwood cannot conveniently
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be obtained, tar, which is very cheap, may be fixed

with tow so as to burn long, and if the light be not
|

brio-lit enoush, spirits of turpentine may be added.

The lights should be within two or tliree feet ot

each other. A thin piece of board tnight be eleva-

ted ten or twelve inches above the flat piece, be-

fore named, and on this might be fastened light

vessels for the tar. By proper care m fixing poles

or boards, a breadth could be taken through a piece

of grain of twenty or thirty feet.

These suggestions as to an apparatus for destroy-

incr tliis grea°pest of the former may be of advan-

tage to some ; others may fix a better contrivance.

\Ve reo-ret that we did not hear of this method ear-

lier thst It might have been tried when the flies

first made then- appearance. Though the season

in which the flies usually do mischief may be pas-

sed, yet farmers may judge, in a measure, of the

utility of this method by carrying lights through

their wheat as soon as it is dark, as there may be

some flics remaining. We think that it- appears

reasonable that the grain fly may be destroyed as

here recommended, and the experiments that have

been made, so far as we have heard, have been suc-

cessful. The vast amount of grain destroyed by

these insects, should induce every farmer in tlie

countrv to exert himself to discover a remedy

ao-ainst their ravages, and every method recom-

niended that has any reason to support it, should

be fairly tested ; and those who make experiments

should comnmnicate the result to Uie public that

others may benefit from their experience.— ii.
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GEOLOGY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
BY PROFESSOR HITCHCOCK.

New method of analtsing soils.—Continued.

Dr Dana's remarks in answer to these inquiries I

shall omit for the present, and qupte the remainder

of his remarks preliminary to his rules for analysis.

If any sentences seem to be somewhat repetitious

of those already quoted, it is sufiicient to say, that

they were communicated at difierent times, m pri-

vate letters in answer to inquiries which I had

made, that I might be sure not to mistake his mean-

ing. On a subject so new, some repetitions are not

undesirable. . ,

"Geine forms the basis of all the nourishing

part of all vegetable manures. The relations of

soils to heat and moisture depend chiefly on geine.

It is in fact, under its three states of ' vegetable

extract, geine, and carbonaceous mould,' the prin-

ciple which gives fertility to soils long after the

action of common manures has ceased. In these

tiiree states it is essentially the same. The ex-

periments of Saussure have long ago proved that

air and moisture convert insoluble into soluble

geine. Of all the problems to be solved by agri-

cultural chemistry, none is of so great practical

importance as the determination of the quantity ot

soluble and insoluble geine in soils. This is a

question of much higher importance than the na

ture and proportions of the earthy constituents and

soluble salts of soils. It lies at tlie foundation of

all successful cultivation. Its importance has been

not so much overlooked as undervalued. Hence,

on this point the least light has been leflected trom

the labors of Davy and Chaptal. It needs but a»

glance at any analysis of soils, published m the

books, to see that fertility depends not on tlie pro-

portion of the eartliv ingredients. Among the tew

facts best establislicd in chemical agriculture, are

these : that a soil, whose earthy part is composed

wholly, or chiefly, of one earth ; or any soil, with

excess of salts, is always barren ; and that plants

.xrow equally well in all soils, destitute ot geine,

i]p to the period of fructification,—tailing of goine,

the fruit fails, the plants die. Earths, and salts,

and geine, constitute, then, all that is essential

;

and soils will be fertile, in proportion as the last is

mixed with the first. The earths are the plates,

the salts the seasoning, the geine the food of plants.

The salts can be varied but very little in their pro-

portions, without injury. The earths admit of wide

variety in their nature and proportions. 1 would

resolve all into ' granitic sand ;' by which I rnean

the finely divided, almost impalpable mixture of the

detritus of granite, gneiss, mica slate, sienite, and

aro-illite ; the last, giving by analysis, a compound

very similar to the former. When we look at the

analysis of vegetables, we find these inorganic

principles constant constituents— silica, lime, mag-

nesia, oxide of iron, potash, soda, and sulphuric and

phosphoric acids. Hence these will be found con-

stituents of all soils. The phosphats have been
j

overlooked from the known dilBculty of detecting
j

phosphoric acid. Phosphate of lime is so easily

soluble when combined with mucilage or gelatine,

that it is among the first principles of soils exhaust-

ed. Doubtless the good effects, the lasting effects,

of bone manure, depend more on the phosphat of

lime, than on its animal portion. Though the
|

s-ame plants growing in difierent soils are found to
|

yield variable quantities of the salts and earthy

compounds ;
yet I believe that accurate analysis

will show, that similar parts of the same species, at

the same acre, always contain the inorganic princi-

ples above named, when grown in soils arising from

the natural decomposition of granite ,rocks. These

inoro-anic substances will be found not only m con-

stant quantity, but always in definite proportion to

the veo-etable portion of each plant. The effect of

cultivation may depend, therefore, much more on

the introduction of salts than has been generally

supposed. The salts introduce new breeds. So

lono- as the salts and earths exist in the soil, so

lon^ will they form voltaic batteries with the roots

of Rowing plants ; by which, the ' granitic sand '

is decomposed and the nascent earths, in this state

readily soluble, are taken up by the absorbents of

the roots, always a living, never a mechanical Oper-

ation. Hence so long as the soil is granitic, using

the term as above defined, so long is it as good as

on the day of its deposition ; salts and geme may

vary, and must be modified by cultivation. The

universal diffusion of granitic diluvium will always

afford enough of the earthy ingredients. The fer-

tile character of soils, I presume, will not be found

dependent on any particular rock formation on

which it reposes. Modified they may be, to a cer-

tain extent, by pecul-ar formations ; but all our

granitic rocks aff^ord, when decomposed, all those

inorcfanic principles which plants demand. This

is so true, that on this point the farmer already

knows all that chemistry can teach him. Clay and

sand, every one knows : a soil too sandy, too clayey,

may be modified by mixture, but the best possible

mixture does not give fertility. That depends on

salts and geine. If these views are correct, the

few properties of geine whicli I have mentioned,

will lead us at once to a simple and accurate mode

of analysing soils,—a mode, which determines at

once die value of a soil, from its quantity of solu-

ble and insoluble vegetable nutriment,- a mode,

requirim'- no array of apparatus, nor delicate exper-

imentaltact,—one, which the country gentleman

may apply with very great accuracy ;
and, with a

little modification, perfectly within the rciich of

any man who can drive a team or hold a plough."

To Ix; continued.

THE CROPS—(iRASSHOPPERS—THE
DROUTH.

Columlnis, August 1, 1838.

We are> cheered from every quarter with infor-

mation of the abundant harvests which have been

made this year in all parts of the country. The

wlieat harvest has been particularly fine and abun-

dant ; and husbandmen in all the wheat growing

states, h-ave been blessed with unusu-al plenty.—

The hay harvests have also been'good, and if the

yield of clover and timoUiy and other grasses has

not been as great this season as has been known,

the weather has been of the finest for making and

spcurino- the crops. The oat crop where it has

been gathered is of excellent quality and yield, but

I we have noticed many fields of late and unripe oats

1 much damaged by grasshoppers. Corn, which m

I the early part of the season, was backward and un-

I promising, is now looking unusu-ally fine, and gives

I promise of great plenty.

The heat and dryness of June and .Tuly, seem to

have been peculiarly favorable to all the insect

tribes. We find our meadows and fields swarming

I with innumerable hosts of grasshoppers and other

' insects, which are doing much damage. Oats, as

before observed, are suff^ering much from this cause,

and even corn has been attacked by them. We
are beginning too to feel the want of ram very

much, it being now several weeks smce we have

had even a shower. We trust, however, that these

causes will operate only as slight drawbacks to a

season of unusual plenty and rejoicing.— Ohio

Farmer.

To the Editor of the New England Farmer.

Respected Sir—Enclosed in a package is a

sample of seed corn taken from the field on the 18th

inst. to all appearance fully ripe, being just ninety

days from the time it was planted, which was 14th

to 22d May. The original seed was what is gen-

erally termed the small size Canada corn which I

beo-an to plant about four years ago, occasionally

mLxin<r some of a little diff-erent and larger sort in

some part of the field, and selecting the earliest

and laro-est for planting tlie ensuing year, a bushel

was o-a'thered and ground at the mill 22d of this

montlt, bei'ng 25 days earlier than I was able to

obtain any from the same field fit for grinding the

last year. The land on which it grew is rather

hi<rh, inclining to a sandy appearance, formerly used

for a pasture. Should the above be worth accepting

you will please distribute to any who may wish to

try the same, or more if wanted.

Yours, most respectfully, &.C.

JOHN S. CHAMPNEY.
Abinglon, August 24, 1838.

Great crop of oats.—It will be seen by a

communication in this paper, that our correspon-

dent, A Livington Co. Farmer, raised tlie last year

nine hundred bushels of oats on nine acres of land.

i
The land had been many years under the plough,

I and without manure. The Genesee Flatts have, we

1 believe, produced the largest wheat crop on record,

(68 43-(i(lth3 bushels per acre,) and we shall be glad

'

to hear where a greater crop of oats than the one

i
here recorded has been raised.— Gen. Farmer.
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ON experi.mentAl aguicultuke.
What is called cxperiiiKTiliil Carniiiig lias been ahvav.,

matter of derision and ridicule with a certain portion of
the conimunity, who have not sense enough to fiirm a
just judgment on any important subject ; nor pulilic spirit

enough to conceive of any clVort or enterprise the solo
object of whicli is general utility; nor industry enough to
attempt any good themselves; nor honor enough t°o do
justice to any man's intelligence, patriotism, or disinter-

estedness. Whenever therefore any individual steps out
of the beaten track with a view to render a public service
or make a useful discovery, if he indulges, in their view,
the idle and vain conception that any thing more is to be
learnt than what is already known, or that lie can pene-
trate further ioto the mysterious depths of knowledge
than their short line has reached, he is at once assailed
with opprobrium and sneers: if he succeeds they will im-
mediately attempt to rob him of the honor of the discov-
er)- or in some way to tarnish its lustre ; ;md if lie fails,

as in most cases from the very nature of things a failure
IS to M expected, they will then sing songs of triumph
over him

; and inflated with their o\\-n self-complacency
they will wrap themselves the more closely in their own
ignorjince and pride.

It is piunful and vexatious to encounter these sharp
points inhuman nature; but the mind, which is con-
scious of nght purposes, and bent upon the pursuit and
dilVusion of tiuth, should regard such meanness only with
the indifference and contempt, which it deserves. Phil-
osophy in its literal signification means the love of wis-
dom

; the knowledge of truth is the only foundation of
wisdom

;
and the first and great dictate of all philosophy

to every man is, seek the truth; in relation to every
thing make it your great aim and study to find out what
IS true.

All the practical and useful arts are founded upon facts.

Agriculture is pre-eminently so. All true science in ag-
riculture is the process of induction ; consists in inferences
drawn from well ascertained and established facts. The-
ories in this case, however elaborate and fine spun, are of
little, or of no value excepting as the application or proof
of them may lead to the e.iciting and multiplying of
f^icts, which themselves will lead to important practical
rules. As the great orator of antiquity said in regard to
the importance of action to the public spealter, so we say
of the importance of facts to the farmer. If he would
excel in his art, if he would extend the knowledge of his
art, if he would advance its power and productions, let

him remember that fads, fads, facts, must be the great
object of his inquiry.

To a gentleman then who has tlie means and the op-
portunity of pursuing a course of experimental agriculture,
and who at the same time h.as the carefulness and thein-
ti.'lligeiicc and the disposition to make these experiments
fiirly and fully, and patience and acuteness and impar-
tiality to Dole the results; and at the same time the cour-
age and mauliness to publish them whether successful or
unsuccessful, whether they make for or against himself,
the highest meed of praise is due; and he is every where
to be rccogJiised as the benefactor of the community and
a-s the true friend of humanity. We have known several
such men. Tlicy are among us. We are justly proud
ot them. A fear of wounding their delicate sense of pro-
priety and that modesty which has induced them to keep
themselves out of sight in all their attempts to serve the
public welfare and the great cause of agricultural im-
lirovomcnt, prevents the communication of their names

They are well known however and justly appreciated,
j

which plaster was not applied, and with which the plas
1 hey have been blessed with amjile fortunes; and they tered part might be directly and fairly compared
cheerfullv ffive their liinn^.v tliiiir llnir. «..,] tl.,.:. ...I— .- A- _... : - _ . .. . . ....hecrfully give their money, their lime, and their talents
to the improvement of agricultural skill and knowledge

;

to the advancement of this great art, whicli lies at the
foundation of national wealth, and of social comfort and
improvement.

Now experiments are so valuable in agriculture that
we do not fear to be thought by the intelligent too impor-
tunate in continually urging them upon the farmers. It

does not require a large farm or a great capital to make
experiments which might prove liighly instructive and
useful. The smallest farmer may make on his premises
experiments (rom which the greatest benefits may flow
to the whole community ; and in respect to some of the
most important experiments yet to he made in agriculture,

on which the eojution of gr^:at questions in relation to
crops, seeds, manures, modes of planting and cultivation,
modes of harvesting, saving, and use, a farm often acres
or even less may be as sufiicient as a farm of a hundred
or a thousand acres; Indeed an intelligent farmer upon
reflection will perceive at once that every agricultural

operation, which he performs, is in itself an experiment.
In preparing, uianuring, and sowing his fields with any
crop and in any season he is making an agricultural ex-
periment

;
and if he will carefully observe and note ev-

ery step in the process of bultivation, and the progress of
vegetable growth, ths facts which he observes may prove
highly useful and may elicit some most valuable truths.

The discovery of the sublime and universal law of grav-
itation, on which all astronomical calculations are found-
ed

;
and which regulates and binds together the infinite

universe, is said to have sprung from observing an apple
falling from a tree.

But experiments to be useful and instructive, require

peculiar habits of observation and inquiry, in which many
men, otherwise intelligent, are deficient. A large part
of mankind seem to be travelling through the world with
their eyes shut; and may almost be said to see nothing,
while others see so imperfectly, that little or no reliance
is to be placed upon their observations ; while others from
a difficulty of conveying their ideas, or a vi\id imagina-
tion, which leads to too much embellishment, are inca-

pable of malving a just representation of any thing„which
comes under their notice.

Much discredit has been brought upon what is called

experimental agriculture from circuiustances,which ought
to be avoided, or should be more considered. In niakin<'

an experiment, the first point of importance is to attend
to all the circumstances in^the case by which the result

can possibly be affected. In the application of plaster

for example, we want to know the quantity, the condi-
ticm of the plaster, the mode of its aj)plication ; for exmn-
ple, whether applied on the surface, under the surface,
or top of the plant, at the roots of the plant, alone, or
mixed

; with ashes, if so, crude or spent a-shes ; or with
manure, and if so what kind of manure ; what the kind
of soil

;
what the condition of the soil, wet or dry ; what

the season of the year; what the state of the weather;
what the condition of the plant to which applied ; what
the kind of plant; what the effects observed; much or
little

; immediate or late ; what the character of the ef-

fect; increasing the growth of stalk ; increasing the
amount of grain

; forwarding or delaying the ripening

;

cost of plaster; quantity used ; expense of its application
;

and other inquiries which will at once suggest them-
selves. Then again wc wish to know whether the ex-
periment has or has not been repeated ; and if so, wheth-
er the same or difl'erent effects have resulted ; and wc
wish to know, whether the eflects represented to have
resulted from its application have been tested by leaving
a part of the field and crop in the same circumstances, to

An enterprising farmer took us into his wheat field

this Season to show the powerful and beneficial effects of
lime, which he had spread upon it, and wished us to

compare his wheat with a neighbor's field near at hand-
But now what were the circumstances of the e.xperimcnt,

and how far were they conclusive .' Here was a mag-
nificent grow th of Italian Wheat ; this could not be de-
nied

; and the field of his neighbor was clearly much in-

jerior to it ; but this did not decide the efficacy of the
lime. Was his field manured the previous year ? yes,
abundantly with barn manure; was the lime applied
alone.' no, mixed well with wood ashes; was there any
part of the field, which was not so dressed .' no, it waa
all served alike ; was his neighbor's field manured for the
present or the preceding crop ? not known ; was the same
quantity and the same kind of wheat sowed by his neigh-,

bor as himself.' the same kind, but judged only half the

quantity to the acre. We pursued the inquiry no farther.

The experiment though deemed so decisive in fact proved
nothing

; and the important questions whether the supe-
riority of the product to that of his neighbor was owing
to the manuring of the previous crop, or to the lime, or to

the ashes with which the lime was mixed, or to the

greater quantity of seed, were entirely unsettled. We
give this example by way of illustrating the subject.

Another matter which has brought much discredit upon
what, is called experimental agriculture is in the sudden-
ness and rapidity and confidence, with which persons

come to their conclusions. They make a trial, with a
view perhaps to decide a point, which has puzzled expe-

rienced cultivators for years, and a single experiment de-

cides them. The result is immediately and confidently

given to the public and a general rule of practice deduced.

Under such circumstances intelligent minds often become
disgusted; modest minds are deterred from presenting

the lesults of their experiments cither from a fear of rid-

icule or of being tjrow beaten by the more confident

;

and the credulous and inexperienced are led to practices,

which result in disappointment ; and too often bring the

whole matter of agricultural experiments into discredit

and disgrace. It should not be so.

A CcniosiTv.—AVe have been shown a cucumber
which is really a great curiosity. It is a complete and
excellent representation of a Parrot with the exception of

the legs and tail. The head is perfect—the back, the

eyes, the ears, being minutely preserved. The head too

is thrown to one side in the somewhat ' quizzical ' man-
ner in which that bird is wont to observe you while

speaking to you. The color of the vegetable very nearly

resembles the plumage of the bird; and, indeed so nearly

does it appear like it that many persons have really taken
it for the carcass of the true bird, when seen at a short

distance. This vegetable is now hanging up in the bar-

room of the Franklin House.— Columbia Pa. Spy.

PowEK OF i;i,K( TRiciTV.—A Salad of mustard or water
cress may be produced in a few minutes by the assistance
of electricity. The process is to immerse the seed for a
few days previously, in diluted oxymuriatic acid, then
sow it in a very light soil, letting it be covered with a
metallic coyer, and then bring it in contact with an elec-
trical machine. By the agent employed in this process,
eggs, which require from nin( teen to twenty days appli-
cation of animal heat to hatch them—may bo hatched in
a few hours. Rain water, apparently free from any nox-
ious anim.-dcula, in an hour may be rendered full of liv-
ing insects !

—

Mcr. Journal.

O' For Horticultural Proceedings see 3d page.
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Rpimrtpd lor the New England Fanner.

At Market 525 Beef Cattle, 480 Stores, 3,300 Sheep,

and 750 Swine.

Prices —Beef Cattle.— Vie quote to correspond with

last week. First quality *7 37 1-2 Second quality,

fG .50 a f? 00. Third quality, $3 50 a iJO oO

3(orej, -Yearlings, $5 50 a $6 ,",0. T«u Year Old,

$10 a $24. Throe Year Old, $22 a'.fSO.

Sheep.-Lo\i were sold at f 1 42, $1 6% $1 88, $2 00,

$2 25, $2 37, and ^i 8S.

Swine—Lots 10 peddle were sold at G, G 1-4 and 61-2

for sows, and 7,714 and 7 1-2 (nr Harrows. One en-

tire lot to close, at G 1-4. At retail, 7 a 7 1-2 and 6 a 8

1-2.

THEil.MO.METRICAL.
Iloii.irleil for the New Kiii!laiid Farmer.

Range of th!! I'li'^rininneter al the fJardenof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mas- '- - -^'^-^

Northerly exposnre, week ending Septemher 2

in a shaded

A0G03T,183S. 17 A.M.
I
12, M.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday, 31

Saturday, Sept. 1

Sund.ay, 2

30

5, P. M.
I

Wind.

E.

Iiam,

"1

1

^Committee.

I

J

MUbBERRT TREES.
200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds—co.isislin" of

the best selected varieties now in use, fo- cultivation, feeding

worms, and makinar'silk ;—being acclinnled to this country,

and adapted to either warm or cold climates, affording a

rare opportunity for companies or individuals to be supplied,

from the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees ever

seen in any village wilhm the United Slates.

Autumn is decidedly the best lime for removal, and orders

left with Messrs. I. B. Colt, Secretary of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford; Alonzo Wakeman,

at the office of the American Institute, No. 187 Broadway,

N Y • Thomas Lloyd, .Tr. No. 236 Filbert street, Philadel-

phia Pa • Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snider, &
Co. Savannah, Ga.; Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, Al ;

James

Lyman, St. Louis. Mo. ; Case and Judd,- Columbus, O.
;
G.

Harwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement, or with the subscriber, m Northampton, Mass.

Orders left with the above gentlemen will be promptly at-

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples of the

Several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul-

''17;ra"tth:officeof D.STEBBINS.
Northampton, Aug 22, 1833.

MItlULESEX AGRICtJI.TURAl. SOCIETY.

The Committee on Farms, Fruit, Mulberry, Forest Trees

and Shrubs, will meet at the Middlesex Hotel in Concord, on

Miinilay, the third day of September next, at nine o'clock,

A. M.,'and will then proceed to view such farms, ^:c. as have

been entered for premiums.

N.\HUM HE^DV, Waltham,
JOHN H. LDRINO, Grolon,

ELI RR;E. Jlarlborou^h,

WM KUCKMINSTER, Fram
CVRUS WAKREN, Concord,

.Ml applicaiions must be made to some one of said com-

mittee, or to the secretary of the society, on or before the

above time. „ „
TIMOTHY PRESCOTT, Secretary.

Concord, August 13, 1838.

PRVIT AND ORiVANEMTAr. TREES. MUL,BER-
RIES. ac.

Nurser-jof Willmm Kcnrkk.

;^«^!S^ The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
Tf:S:^r<^i/i T^rooc fnr iQ.^ftU now rpaHv. and will he sent

most exten-

„ superior varieties o( Pears,

.„.._^-^ Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles; Pajonies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

Oi)Cr ArtA -'Clonus MuLTicAHLis are now offer

/itiiOJ\)\j\} ed for sale ; the trees genuine and

line, will be ready lor delivery at the cilies of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and

varying with the size, and the quantity winch may be de-

sire'd. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and oiher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to 'distant places, and all

oVders prompllv executed, on application to B. D. Beeck
Commi-vsion Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber. Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1,133,. WILLI.iM KENRICK

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

.M'fiffi^ 1 ne ijaiaiogue oi rruu auu

^gfeKlfe Trees for 1838 is now ready, and \

'MW$^ to all who applv. It comprises a i

'*"'
i^' sive selection of the superior varieti

*'AR*I FOR SAIjE,

That large and beautiful farm, late residence of the Hon.

Judge Dame, situated in Rochester, N. H. six miles from

the village of Dover, and four miles from Great Falls. Said

farm contains upwards of 300 acres of land and a large and

well finished two story house, with barns and other out-

buildings in good repair. About 150 acres are covered with

hard and pine wood, besides a good portion of heavy timber.

There are also on the premises large quarries of the most

desirable granite. Any person desirous of purchasing may
learn further particulars on application to Joseph Breck &
Co., No. 51 and 52 North Market Street, Boston.

August 15, 1838.

RE-tlEDY FOR CANKER WORMS.
The subscriber having obtained letters patent for his cir-

cular metallic trough and roof for preventing canker worms

or other insects from ascending fruit or other trees, now offers

his services to apply the same to any extent that may he

wanted. They were put on to three orchards belonging to

Jonathan Dennis in Portsmouth, R. I., in the autumn of

1837, and exterminated the canker worms so completely

that some of tho trees hang so full of anples as to render it

necessary to prop them, although 1 hey have been eaten by

the worms for a number of years previous, notwithstanding

the application of tar. The public are invited to examine

the orchards above referred to. The trough and roof is

made of lead and bent to conform to the shape of the tree,

and the ends soldered together and made enough larger than

the tree to allow the trees lo grow ten years belore it wdl hll

the space. The space between the trough and the tree is

» filled with hay, straw, seaweed, or anv substance that is easily

compressed bv the growth of the tree ; the trough is kept in

its place by three nails driven into the tree below it ;
when

the tree has grown so as to fill the space, the trough may be

enlarged by putting in a short piece so as to answer ten years

merer .K little cheap oil is sufficient to fill the troughs and

filling them three times has been found to answer for one

year,°by stirring the oil once sometime after they are filled.

Those who wish to have their trees fitted, would do well to

make early application lo the subscriber, postage paid. For

sale, State, Town and County rights by
JONATHAN DEN\IS, Patentee,

Portsmouth, R. I., August 22, 1S37. 4w

F.»R S.4.i E.

A Ram and Ewe from the Cajie Good Hope,

this office.

Inquire at

NEW ELEMENTARY W^ORK ON BOTANY, .

Peter Parley's Botany ; with descriptions of Trees, Shrubs

and Plants ; with a large number of fine engravings.

The publishers invite Teachers, and others interested in

this subject, to examine this work, as they believe it will be

found one of the most pr.aetically useful in use, being a com-

plete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupil.

Parley's Cyclopedia of Botany.—This work appears to

be exacllywhat is wanted by young persons and in families.

It not only contains the strictly scientific part of the subject,

in an introduction and very full and complete genera of Plants,

but it also contains a copious glossary of terras, and what is

most important, a Dictionary of Pl.ants, of nearly 300 pages,

containing fiirailiar descriptions of all the most interesting

trees, plants, and shrubs.-These are alphabetically arranged,

with an English index, so that the reader may immediately

turn to any plant he wishes io read about. The work is il-

lustrated by over 200 engravings, and is sold very cheap.—

Boston Paper.
For sale at the New England Farmer Office, 51 & 52

North Market Street. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

... . LES,

Beans, white, Foreign
" " Domestic,

Beef, mess
No. 1

prime
Beesw.ix, (.American)

CiiEfsE, new milk,

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese,

FtAx, (American)
FisH, Cod
Flour, Genfiessee, cash, .

I'.allimnre, Howard sireet,

Balliniore, wharf,

Alexandria,

Rye, . . . .

Meal, Indian, ....
" " " barrels,

Gbain : Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, southern, .

Barley,

Oats, northern, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs

Eastern screwed, .

Honey, Cuba
Hops, Isl quality, ....

2d quality,

Laud, Boston, I'st sort, .

southern, 1st sort,

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,

do, country do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort

Mackerel, No. 1,

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, . . . . •

Mess, ....
Seeds: Herd's Grass, .

Red Top, southern,

northern.

Hemp, ....
Red Clover, northern.

Southern Clover, .

Soap, American, No. 1, .

No. 2,

Tallow, tried

Teazles, 1st sort,

Wool, prime, or Saxonv Fleeces, .

American, full blood, washed,

do. 3-4lhs do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
£ .

f
Pulled superfine.

So J No. 1,

£='1 No.2, . .

^ " [ No. 3,

' " 2-25

'barrel I 15 00

"
I 12 00

pound
I

28

quintal 3 37

barrel 7 50

.bushel

gallon

^pouud

WINTER RYE.
Just received at the New England Seed Store and Farmer

Office, a few bushels of prime Winter Rye.
JOSEPH BRECK Si CO.

Aug. 13, 1838.

FOR SAliE.

A two years old Bull of the Cream pot breed"; from Mr
Jaqueth's stock at Ten Hill Farm, Charlestowii. Cows of

the above breed make the most butter of any stock m this

countrv Inauire of tho subscriber near the lactones in

Waltham. ^ ISAAC PARKER.

WANTED TO HIRE
A 'iino'le Man, who is capable of taking charge of a small

Farm. Inquire of JOSEPH "BRECK & CO.

Sept. 5_.

3 00
1 50
2 50

16 00

12

3 50

7 00
5 50

16 00

14 00

,

cask
barrel

cask
barrel

bushel

pound

pr M.
pound

II 00
2 50

26 00

24 00

22 00
2 63

U 50
2 62

28 00

PROVISION MARKET

RETAIL PRICES.

Hams, northern, .

southern and western.

Pork, whole hogs.

Poultry, per pair, .

Butter, tub,

lump.
Eggs,
Potatoes, new.
Cider, ....

,
pound
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Sl^PTEMtoFR 5, ISar.

SIR ASTLEV COOPER.
In Pcttijrrow'a Modictil Portrait Gallery, part V.

lutely piiblisljed in London, are the following amu-
sing anecdotes of tlie celebrated Surgeon, Sir Ast-
Icy Cooper :

" He received, perhaps, the largest fee ever given
at one time for an operation. It was upon an old
gentleman named Hyatt, who was a resident in the
West Indies, and, when arrived at the age of sev-
enty, being alllictod with stone in the bladder, de-
termined on going to England, to undergo an oper-
ation for its removal. He selected Sir Astley for
the occa.sion. It was peifonneil witli his accus-
tomed ability : and upon visiting iiim one day when
aide to (iiiit his bed, he observed to his surgeon
that he had /tcV his physician, but that he had not
yet remunerated his surgeon. He desired to know
the amount of his debt ; and Sir Astley stated " two
hundred guineas!" "Pooh, pooh!" exclaimed the
old gentleman, " I sjian't give you two hundred
guineas—there—that is what I shall give you," ta-

king off his night cap and tossing it to Sir Astley.
" Thank you, sir," said Sir Astley, " any thing from
you is acceptable," and he put the cap into his
pocka» Ujjon examination it was found to contain
a check for one thousand guineas !"

" One other anecdote must be related as singu-
larly illustrative of character. Mr Steer consulted
Sir Astley at his own residence, and having re-
ceived his advice, departed without giving the usu-
al fee. Sir A. took no notice of this, but gave his

assistance to him cheerfully, under a feeling, that
he was a gentleman who had seen better days, and
v/as now in indifferent circumstances. Shortly
after, however. Sir A. received a note, acquainting
him that in going into the Stock Exchange, he
found he had some omnium, which he had not dis-

posed of, and that he had taken the liberty to put
£0000 of it in his name ; and finding that it had
soon after risen he took the further liberty of sell-

ing it for him, and now sent the ditference, which
was £63,10.

Sir Astley's annual amount of fees, far exceeds
that of any member of the profession. In one year
ho received no less a sum tlian £21,000, and for

many years from 15,000 upwards. His' patients
have comprised all classes of society, and his at-

tention was equally bestowed on the wealtliy and
the indigent.

INSTINCT OP ANIMALS.
The following is from a new work on Natural

History, published in England :

A lady residing in Glasgow, liad a handsome
cat sent to her from Kdinburg ; it was conveyed to

her in a close basket, and in a carriage. She was
carefully watched for two mr<!ths, but having pro-
duced a pair of young ones at the end of that time,
she was left at her own discretion, which she very
soon employed in disappearing with both kittens.

The lady at Glasgow wrote to her friend in Edin-
burg, deploring her loss, and the cat was supposed
to have formed some new attachment, with as little

reflection as men and women sometimes do. About

I

one kitten a time. The distance from Glasgow to
jEdinburg is forty iniles, so that if she brought one

I

kitten part of the way, and then went back for the

j

other, and thus conveyed them alternately, she
,

must have travelled one hundred and twenty miles
at least. Ilcr prudence must likewise have suir-

gested the necessity of journeying in the night,
with many other precautions for the safety of her
young.

We extract the following veiy excellent article
from the Peoria (Illinois) Register.

' Cmcs vs. Mcohol.—Col. J3. has one of the best
farms on the Illinois river. About one hundred
acres of it are now covered with wavinsr corn.
When it first came up in the spring, the crows
seemed determined on its entire destruction. When
one was killed it seemed as though a dozen came
to its funeral. And though the siiarp crack of the
rifle oflen drove them away, they always returned
with its echo.

The colonel at length became weary of throwimr
grass, and resolved on trying the virtue of stoned
He sent to the druggist for a gallon of alcohol, in
which he soaked a few quarts of corn and scattered
it over )iis field. The Uack-legs came and partook
with their usual relish ; and as usual they were
pretty well corned; and such a cooing and cackling—such a strutting and staggering! The scene
was like—but I will make no invidious comparison
— yet it was very much like—
When the boys attempted to catch them, they

were not a little amused at their staggering gait,

and their zigzag course througli the air. At length
they gained tlife edge of the woods, and there befng
joined by a new recruit, which happened to be so°
her, they united at the top of their voices in haw,
haw, hawing and shouting either the praises or the
curses of alcohol. It was difficult to tell which, as
they rattled away without rhyme or reason, so very
much like

—

But the Colonel saved his corn. As soon as
they became sober, they set their faces steadfastly
against alcohol. Not another kernel would they
touch in his field, lest it should contain the ac-
cursed thing, while they went and pulled up the
corn of his neighbors. To return like a dog to his

vomit—like a washed sow to the mire^like—not
they. They have too much respect for their char-
acter—black as they are again to be found
runk."

Taken from the cekbt;ated Dr. Kittercdge's Book.

Lineament, or Salve for the Rheumatisin.—Lin-
seed oil and Neatsfnot one pint each—Red and
White Lead one pound each. Gum Camphor and
Gum Myrrh two ounces each. Rosin and Beeswax
four oimces each—the Beeswax and Rosin to be
put into the oils, and then heated until they are dis-
solved— the Camphor and Gum Myrrh to be made
fine and then put into the oils—then add the white
and red Lead.

.1 Salve for Sores and JTowuls.—2 oz. Turpentine,
4 oz. Beeswax, 1 1-2 do. Baberry Tallow, 1 drachm
spirits Turpentine.

4 oz. Turpentine, 1 1-2 do. Olive Oil, 1 drachm
spirits Turpentine, a small |)iece Baberry Tallow
a. small piece Mutton Tallow, 1-2 oz. Verdigris
powdered fine—for healing and cleansing ulcerated
sores and removing proud flesh.

Bone Ointment.—Green Tobacco, Millelet, Night-
shade, Hemp Mallows, Yellow dock roots. Yellow
Lilly roots, Garlicks, Henbane, Green Elder, Hearts-
ease, Johnswort, Cammomile, Comfrey roots. Plain-
tain, all to be green—simmer the herbs in equal
quantities in hugs lard twenty-four hours often
stirring the herbs, then add one third part fi-esh

butter, then simmer it twelve hours after the butter
is added,—then strain the ointment fit for use

—

this ointment ought to be made in June or July
the herbs and roots must be pounded before they
are put into the lard to simmer.

J^erve Ointment.—One pint Ncatsfoot oil, 1-2
pint good Rum or Brandy, 1 gill oil of Turpentine,
1-2 oz. Rattle Snakes oil, 1 gill Beef gaul, simmer
the whole together 8 or 10 minutes when it will be
for use.

Jl Synip for Coughs and Colds Two quarts
of Burdock root, 4 oz. Elecampane root, 1-2 lb.

Spikenard, 2 table spoons full white pine Turpen-
tine, C oz. honey, 1 pint of water, spirits 4th proof 1

pint, put all in an earthern pot, cover it with dough,
then put it in an oven during the night, then strain

it, squeeze the root well in the strainer, then this

will be fit for use.

Velocity.—The planet Venus one of the near-
est and most brilliant of the celestial bodies, and
about the same size as the earth, is found to move
through the spaces of the firmament at the rate of
seventysix thousand miles an hour; and the planet
Mercury, with a velocity no less than one hundred
and fifty thousand miles an hour—a motion two
hundred times swifter than a cannon ball. These
velocities will appear more astonishing, if we con-
sider the magnitude of the bodies which are thus
impelled, and the immense forces which are required
to carry them along in their courses.

—

Wonders of
the Heavens.

COUNTRY SEAT IIV SfEWTolV, PUR SALE.
Tlie suliscrlber oflers foi- sale the house in «hichl)enow

resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and aliout 35 aeres of
land, situated on Non-intum Hill, in Newton, 5 1-a miles from
the city. The gnrden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked
with a great variety of fruit tress, and about 10,000 ArUwerp
Raspbeny Vines. The jilace njay be seen and turiher partic-
ulars obtained on application at the premises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16th.

A Round Bill—Tom presented his bill to his

^ . , ,

neighbor Joe, for services rendered. The latter
a, fortnight, however, after her disappearance at looked it over and e.xpressed much surprise at the

al,i>e:rne:y stock for sale.
For sale, a full blooded Bull, 3 years old the first of July

next—one Cow, five years old—ajid a Heifer three veais old.
The Cows are said to be fhe richest Milkers of any 'imported
For further particulars address L. M. WHEATON, Norton
Jlass., or a line lefi at this oflice, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

FARM FOR SALE.-
An excellent farm, near the centre of Framinghara is of-

fered for sale, ou liberal terms. Inquire at this office
Aug. 22, 1H33. 3m

Glasgow, her well known meto, was heard at the I amount. " Why, Tom, it strikes me that you have
,

street door of her old mistress, and there she was,
; made out a pretty round bill here, eh >" "I am

with both her kittens.; they in tlie best state, but sensible it is a round one," quoth Tom, " and I have
she very tiun. It is clear that she could carry only ' come for the purpose of getting it squared "

the new ENGLAND PARMER.
Is published .every Wednesday Evening, nt S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the lime of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TCTTTLE, DENNETT A.fD CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,
17 SCHOOL STRBtT BOSTON.
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ESSAYS ON THE GRAIN WORM.
NO. III.

WiNTHROP, Jan. 1, 1837.

Messrs Trvsfees of the Kennebec Co. As;ricuUivral

Society :—Gentlemen: The recent appearance of

tBe Grain Worm, among us, and the short time al-

lotted for persons to hand in the observations which

they may liave made for the consideration of the

Trustees, do not permit the exhibition of so many

well established facts upon the subject as it is de-

sirable should be upon one of such great importance

to the community.

The Grain Worm is the product of a slim or

slender and delicately formed liy. This fly lodges

its egg in the husk, or rather between the valves of

the wheat when in blossom. This egg hatches

into a small yellowish worm or maggot This

worm attaches itself to the growing kernel, and

sucks from it all the milk or.pulp, and prevents its

oTowth. A shrivelled and worthless grain is the

consequence.

After it has arrived to matarity, its forms a cry-

salis in the place where it has lived, from which it

ir dislodged, either by the ordinary process of

;hrashing, or by the ripening and shelling out of

.he grain. It is not certain that it invariably re-

mains in the husks of the wheat to form the crysa-

.is. On the ninth of August last, there was a

warm rain, and it was observed that immense num-

oers of these worms were crawling out of the

(vheat, and apparently seeking shelter somewhere

else. But it has not been certainly ascertained

whether they actually went down into tlie ground

to put themselves into the preparatory condition for

a change into the fly.

Yet it is certain that immense quantities of them

were in the wheat during the last harvest, and cov-

ered the thrashing floors, being blown out with the

chaff.

It has not yet been ascertained what length of

time the insect remains in the crysalis state. There

is little doubt, however, that it continues in the

dormant state during the winter, and even through

the spring, until near the time when the wheat is

in blossom. It is at this time that tlie fly is first

seen. It is soon after this that the worm is seen,

and the crysalis has been observed in the chaff late

in the fall, and it is contrary to all the laws of na-

ture as applying to most insects which undergo these

three transformations, to come into the fly state du-

rinc or at the beginning of our winters.

The insect in question, has received the name of

weevil. This is incorrect, and leads many to

wrono' opinions in regard to its nature. The wee-

vil is an insect which infests some countries, and

is exceedingly mischievous among grain after it is

put into the bin, by eating into the dry grain, and

devouring the farinaceous parts. But the Grain

Worm does all its mischief while the grain is in

the inilk state, and as its get tlirough this stage, or

grub state, by the time the grain is ripe, and be-

comes dormant previous to changing to the perfect

state, it can do no damage to the grain after it be-

comes hard.

That there is a particular time when the fly does

and must deposit the egg that produces the worm,

is certain. This is corroborated by observation,

and the fact that late sown grain was not injured

by them, while the early sown was. After the

warm rain above mentioned, on the 9th of August,

when so many of them left the heads, no new heads

were injured, or no new depredations were com-

mitted by them.

Many have supposed this insect to be identical

with the small worm that is found in the heads of

clover, and is seen spinning down from lofts or

mows where clover has been stowed away. The
cold seasons having retarded the blossoming of the

clover, the worms have taken tlie wheat as a sub-

stitute. However, this may be, we are certain that

the grain worm, or clover worm, if clover worm it

be, is not alone in its multiplication.

The cut worm has become more numerous of

late, as also the white headed worm and grasshop-

pers. The cause of this must be sought for in the

state of the weather or seasons. Ever since the

winter of 1830 and '31, the ground has been long

covered with snow. Even our January thaws have

not much reduced the covering of snow upon tlie

ground, so that tlie ground has remained in one

state, or has not often thawed and frozen during

the winter, and the worms or grubs not disturbed.

When there shall come a winter in which the

ground shall be often thawed and frozen, so that

the germ, or whatever produces the fly, shall be

disturbed, it will very probably diminish their num-

bers very much. Warm weather, it is well known,

is most congenial to insects
;
yet they do not in-

crease in exact ratio to the warmth of climate.

—

Why not ? Because the winters being more open

or freezing and tliawing, more frequently kills

them.

The present increase of the grain worm must be

a multiplication of them, for I hold that there has

been no new creation since the first six days, and

if so the causes above mentioned must have brought

it about. Having multiplied they must spread in a

corresponding ratio to previous numbers in such

situations as are congenial to them.

We fifst heard of them several years ago in Ver-

mont State, and they have travelled North and East,

ever since. Thus it seems, their first increase was

where the ground was covered early in the fall and

late in the spring, and exactly where, according to

my theory, they ought to have begun. As far as

I can learn, they are not much known on the sea

board, where the snow does not lay on long or but

a short time in the winter.

In regard to remedying the evils of this insect,

it must be pretty mucli or wholly, on the preven-

tive plan. I think that lime or ashes, put upon the

soil in suiEcient quantities to make it disagreeable

to the worm, must be a good mode of preventing its

increase.

Prom the fact that late sown grain has wholly

escaped, it must be evident, that sowing late so as

to bring the time of blossoming beyond the time of

the fly's hatching, will prevent the mischief.

Sowing also, on high or elevated, and airy situ-

ations, where the breezes will agitate the grain, will

also prevent their operations in a great degree.

Respectfully Yours, ELIJAH WOOD.

Green Corn Podding.—This is one of the few
" delicacies of the season," which are peculiar to

our townsfolk. It has been a favorite dish, from

time immemorial—a knowledge of its composition

and manufacture having been originally derived

from the tawny natives among whom our ancestors

squatted down two hundred years ago. Visitors to

this place during the corn season, are often re-

galed, of course, with this sort of fare—the mem-
ory of the flavor of which abideth with them long

after their departure hence. For this reason, much
anxious researches among city housewives, for a

correct prescription in the premises, has been

known to have occurred. "My dear lady Adams,
can you inform me how those Nantucket barbari-

ans contrive to concoct their corn-puddings ?"

—

" Pray, Mrs Clay, or Miss Van Buren, tell me the

modus operandi of the corn-pudding miracle ! I

am longing for another taste of that most savory

compound, so deliciously fabricated by those unso-

phisticated females out there in that Island of Wot-
chukoUit." And there is no end also to tlie epistles

on this subject which are annually poured in upon
us during dog-days, evidently from the very fairest

of correspondents—all imposing upon us the sweetly

grateful obligation of sending them, respectively, a

code of directions.

That we might be enabled to fulfil our whole

duty towards every applicant at the same moment,
we have procured from a sympathising friend the

annexed recipe, which may be relied on as the real

Simon-pure—the primitive, orthodox, corn-pudding

cannon

—

q. e. d. :

Rules for inakyng, cookyng, and eatyng Corn
Puddyng.—Gather ye corne in ye niilke, when
neither too younge nor too ripe. Shell, cut, or

scrape ye corn from ye cob, and pound it fine in a

big mortar, with a heavy pessle. To ye corne of

foure dozen ears, add one pint of milke, and half a

pounde of sugar—the whole to be mixt together,

and baked about two houres, till ye crust shall

showe a darke browne complexyon. It is to be

eaten with fresh butter laide thereon—to which

some adde a sprinklyng of pepper. The addition

of eggs doth not helpe ye puddynge. Boyled

corne puddyngs are softer, but not so goode.

—

JVantucket Inquirer.

The different species of trefoil always contract

their leaves at the approach of a storm : hence

these plants have been termed the Husbandman's

Barometer.
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FLEMISH HUSBANDKY.
The poor sandy heaths, which have been con-

verted into productive farms, evince the indefatiga-

ble industry and perseverance of tlie Pleminjrs.

—

They seem to want nothini; but a space to work

upon ; whatever be the quality or texture of the soil,

in time they will make it produce something. The

sand in the Campine can be compared to nothing

4>»t the sands on the sea shore, which they probably

were originally. It is highly interesting to follow,

step by step, tlie progress of iniprovemenL Here

you sec a cottage and rude cow-shed -erected on a

spot of the most unpromising aspect. The loose

white sand blown into irregular mounds is only kept

together by the roots of the heath : a small spot

only is levelled and surrounded by a ditch ; part of

this is covered with young broom, part is planted

with potatoes, and perhaps a small patch of diminu-

tive clover may show itself; but there is n heap of

dung and compost forming. The urine of the cow

i% collected in a smal' tank, or perliaps in a cask

sunk in the earth ; and this is the nucleus from

which, in a few years, a little farm will spread

arcmd.
fn another spot more extensive improvements

are going on ; a wealthy proprietor or leasee is

trenciiing and levelling the surface, sowing broom-

seed, and planting young fir trees, which are to be

cut down in a few years. In another, the process

has gone on further, the firs or the broom are al-

ready cut down : a vein of loam has been found,

and is dug out to be spread over the sandy surface :

the cart with liquid manure is preparing the sur-

face for the reception of seed, or the same, diluted

•with water, is poured over the young blade just

appearing above ground. The soil is created, and,

if the cost and labor were reckoned, ie paid for at a

dear rate ; but perseverance insures success, and

there are few instances of improvements being

abandoned, after they are fairly begun, unless they

were undertaken on too large a scale; but then the

land is soon divided into smaller portions, and im-

provements, go on from different centres, and with

more certainty.

We are here describing the labor of brinrring a

soil absolutely barren into a state of cultivation
;

but in most of the districts which have been origi-

nally waste and covered with heath, and which are

now fertilized, a less ungrateful soil was found.

Deep trenching and levelling at once presented a

surface which required only to 'be manured to pro

duce rye, (tax, and potatoes. This is what w(

should call a moderately good sand, in which a

small portion of clay and oxide of ITon produces a

certain degree of compactness, so as at least to re-

deep as the trenching i^ intended, generally two

feet, or dt least twenty inches; this ditch is filled

with the earth whicSi is taken in long thin slices

from tiie edge of the solid side of tlie ditch. Ev-

ery slice is distributed carefully, so as to mix the

whole, and keep the best soil at top, and likewise

to fill up hollows and le»el eminences. If tliere is

more than can conveniently be spread level, little

heaps are made of the superfluous earth, which are

afterwards carried, in an ingenious manner, to fill

up more distant hollows, by means of horses and an

instrument which is called a moUchart. Wherever

tliere is a pan it is carefully broken, and the loam,

which is always found under it, is mixed with the

sand du'r out. Draining is seldom required here,

except that which is ctfocted by making deep ditch-

es to carry off the superfluous rain water, which, in

a Country almost as level as a lake, is no great dif-

ficulty. A canal near at hand is, however, an es-

sential condition of extensive improvement, to bring

manure, and carry off the produce of the land, us

well as to be an outlet for the water in the ditches.

When Count Chaptal traversed a barren part of

Flanders, accompanying the Emperor N.ipoleon, the

latter expressed his surprise, at a meeting of the

Council of the Department, that so great a tract of

land remained uncultivated in so industrious a na-

tion. The answer was, 'If your majesty will order

i canal to be made through this district, we pledge

ourselves that in five years it will be all converted

into fertile fields. The canal was ordered to be

made without delay, and in less time than they

promised not an unproductive spot remained.—(See

Chaptal, ' Chimie Appliquee a I'Agriculture,' vol. i.

p. ;347.]— One great cause of the agricultural pros-

perity of Flanders is tlie ready transportation of

manure and produce by canals. But to return to

the newly trenclied land. If there is no manure at

hand, the only thing that can be sown on poor sand,

at first, is broom ; this grows in the most barren

soils ; in three years it is fit to cut, and produces

some return in fagots for the bakers and brick-

makers. The leaves which have fallen have some-

what enriched the soil, and the fibres of the roots

have given a certain degree of compactness. It

may now be ploughed and sown with buckwheat,

or even with rye without manure. By the time

this is reaped some manure may have been collect-

ed, and a regular course of cropping may begin.

—

As soon as clover and potatoes enable the fanner

to keep cows and make manure, the improvement

goes on rapidly ; in a few years the soil undergoes

a completi^ change : it becomes mellow and reten-

tive of moisture, and enriched by the vegetiihle

matter afforded by the decomposition of the roots

of clover and other plants. It is surprising that so

few ehe'ep should be kept on these new farms.—

=

tain moisture : under this kind of sand a stratum of ,Shoep foldcu would do good by tlieir tread, as well

loam is usually found at the depth of two or throe

feet, and, almost invariably between the sand and

the loam, an indurated crust of earth cemented by

carbonate of iron, which is well known to all im-

provers of poor sands by the naine of the iron pan ;

this pan must be broken up and the loam under it

mixed with the sandy surface, before any cultiva

re, but tlie management and feeding

of sheep is a part of husbandry in which the Flem-

ings, with very few exceptions, are decidedly as

much behind our light land farmers, as they are be-

fore us in the feeding of their cows, and prepara-

tion and economy of manure.

If about twenty small cart-loads of dung can be

tion can succeed ; and in this operation the Flein-

1

brouirht on each acre of the newly trenched ground,

ings are very dexterous. The instrument they use the progress is much more rapid. Potatoes are then

is a light wooden trenching spade, the end of the the first crop, and generally give a good return.

—

blade only being shod with iron : tlie handle of this The same quantity of dung is required for the next

spade is about two feet long, the blade from twelve crop, which is ryn, in which clover is sown in the

to fifteen inches. A light pick-axe is used to break succeeding spring; and a small portion is sown
the pan where it appears. A ditch is dug with with carrots, of which they have a w/liite sort, which

the trenching spado, two or three feet wide, and as is very productive and large in good ground, and

which, even in this poor soil, gives a tolerable

supply of food to the cows in winter. Should the

clover fail, which sometimes happens, the ground is

ploughed in spring and sown with oats and clover

again. But if the clover comes up well amongst

the rye stubble, it is cut twice, after having been

dressed with Dutch ashes early in spring. It is

mostly consumed in the green state. The clpver-

ley is manured with ten cartloads of dung to the

acre, and rye sown again, but not clover. Afler

the rye conies buckwheat without any manure

;

then potatoes again, manured as at first, and the

same rotation of crops follows. It is found that the

poor land gradually improves at each rotation from

the quantity of dung used ; and, as this is essen-

tial, it will be easily seen that without water car-

riage the improvement could not go on ; for the

necessary quantity of dung could never be brought

to the ground by land carriage through tlie deep

sandy roads, which are mere tracks.

For want of sufiicient manure, broom-seed is

sometimes sown with the rye after tlie clover. The
rye is heaped and the broom continues in the ground

two years longer. It is then cut for fuel. The green

tops are sometimes us'jd for litter for the cows, and

thus converted into manure. It is also occasionally

ploughed in, when young and green, to e'nrich the

land. Oats, clover, and broom are occasionally

sown together. Tlie oats are reaped the first year j

the clover and young broom tops the next, and the

broom cut in the third. This is a curious practice,

and its advantage appears rather problematical. All

these various methods of bringing poor sands into

cultivation show tJiat no device is omitted, which

ingenuity can suggest, to supply the want of ma-

nure.

After the land has been gradually brought into a

good state, and is cultivated in a regular manner,

there appears much less difference between the soils

which have been originally good, and those which

have been made so by labor and industry. At least

the crops in both appear more nearly alike at har-

vest, than is the case in soils of different qualities

in other countries. This is a great proof of the

excellency of the Flemish system ; for it shows

that the land is in a constant state of improvement,

and that the deficiency of the soil is compensated

by greater attention to tillage and manuring ; es-

pecially the latter. The maxim of the Flemish

farmer is, that ' without manure there is no corn

—

without cattle there is no manure—and without

green crops and roots cattle cannot be kept' Ev-

ery farmer calculates how much manure he requires

for his land every year. If it can be bought at a

reasonable rate, he never grudges the outlay. If it

cannot be purchased, it must be made on the farm.

A portion of land must be devoted to feed stock,

which will make sufficient manure for the remain-

der : for he thinks it better to keep half the farm

only in productive crops well manured, than double

the amount of acres sown on badly prepared' land.

Hence also he does not reckon what the value

would be of the food given to the cattle, if sold in

the market, but how much labor it costs him to

raise it, and what will be t!ie increase of his crops

from the manure collected. The land is never al-

lowed to be idle, so long as tlie season will permit

any thing to grow. If it is not stirred by the plough

and harrows to clear it of weeds, some useful crop

or other is growing in it. Hence the practice of

sowing different seeds amongst growing crops,

such as clover or carrots among corn or flax ; and I

those which grow rapidly between the reaping of
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one crop and the sowing of another, such as spur-

rey or turnips, immediately after the rye is cut, to

be t ilcen off before wheat sowing. These crops

seem sometimes scarcely worth the labor of plough-

ing and sowing ; but the ploughing is useful to the

next crop, so that tlie seed and sowing are the only

expense ; and while a useful crop is growing, weeds

are kept down. These are the general principles

of Flemish husbandry.

The collection and application of manure is the

great secret of Flemish husbandry. Upon their

poor light soils nothing could be raised without an

abundance of manure. It is ctmsequently, an ob-

ject of minute attention to the Flemish farmer to

collect as much as possible, and to apply it in tlie

most advantageous manner. For this purpose the

dung of the different domestic animals is generally

kepr separate, especially that of cows, from that of

horses ; the former being thought better for dry

andy soils, the latter for colder loams and clays.

They look upon pigs' dung as being cold and in-

ferior, adopting in this respect the opinion of tlie

ancients. We think differently ; but this may be

easily accounted for. The Flemish store pigs are

fed in the most miserable manner, and are merely

kept alive on weeds taken from the fields, or by

very scanty grazing in rough pastures. We need

not be surprised, tlierefore, that their dung is poor.

The cows are better fed, and their dung is conse-

quently richer. Cow dung is thought to last long-

er in the soil, and its effects on the second crop

are more conspicuous than that of horse dung,

which stimulates more and is sooner effete. Sheep,

which are so important to the light-land farmer in

consist of many square pits like tan pits, bricked : it can be colhcled in any quantity, is highly valu-

round, and the inside covered with a cement,
|
ed. The mode of using it is cither in a dry and

which prevents loss by filtration. There is gone- • powdered state, to which it is reduced by thrash-

rally in a corner of each pit a graduated scale, by ! ing with a fluil, when it is sown with the seeds of

which the number of barrels, or tons of liquid in leguminous plants, or else dissolved in the urine

the tank may be ascertained by observing the tank, and thus spread over the land. This manure

hei<rht of the surface. These tanks are gradually is chiefly reserved for kitched gardens
;
it promotes

fille'd by boatloads brought from the large towns ; the growth of vegetables and produces no weeds,

and when the season arrives for sowing, in spring
{

The solid dung, from which the liquid has been

and autumn, the farmers coiiie with their carts and allowed to run off into the tank, must be carefully

tubs, and purchase as much as they want. The
\

attended to, that it may not be too dry and become

price varies from three to five francs (two shillings i/ony, as it is called, or burn. It is therefore, mix-

and sixpence to four shillings) per hogshead ac-
|

ed up with earth and any useless vegetable matter

cordin<' to the quality. In a small farm of thirty which can be collected into a heap or compost

;

to forty acres the tank is generally about twenty ! and when it appears too dry some of the liquid

feet long, twelve wide, and six deep, with a par-
I from the tank is poured over it, to excite fermen-

tition in° the meddle, and arched over, leaving an
[
tation and accelerate decomposition, or it is mere-

opening for the pump, and another sufficient to al-
j ly watered, when there is sufficient strength m it

low a man to go in to empty out the earthy deposit 1 to produce heat.

which falls to the bottom. A trapdoor shuts over In order to increase, as much as possible the

tills aperture to prevent accidents. Sometimes the
;

quantity of solid manure, there is m most farms a

tank is round, like a well, with a domed top, and ' place for the general reception of every kind ot

so deep in the irround, that it has a foot or two of vegetable matter which can be collected; this is a

earth over it. The situation of the tank is either shallow excavation, of a square or oblong torm, ot

in the farmyard near the entrance of the cowhouse,

or immediately behind it; sometimes it is like a

cellar under the building ; but this is apt to cause

a disagreeable smell in the cowhouse. We here

which the bottom has a gentle slope towards one

end. It is generally lined on three sides with a

wall of brick to keep the earth from falling in, and

this wall sometimes rises a foot or more abov^ the
a disacrreeable sinetl in tile cownouse. \ve neiu lius wau suiiiou.i.ioo ,,^^^ ^ —-^ „. —
describe those which we consider the most conve-

! level of the ground. In this pit are collected par

nient: the form and capacity of the tanks vary ac-
j

ings of grass sods from the sides ot roads and

cordin<r to the means and notions of the proprietors
|
ditches, weeds taken out ot the fields or canals,

of the farms : but a tank of some kind or other is
j

and every kind of refuse from the gardens
:
all this

considered as indispensible an appendage to. a farm
,
is occasionally moistened with the waslungs ot the

as a barn or cowhouse. The farmer would as soon ! stables, or any other rjch liquid ;
a small portion

• - -• • :- --1---1- :•<- '--
' of dung and urine are added, if necessary, andwhich are so important to tue ugm-iauu lamici m q^ a. ^u.,^ ^. ^.. ....„„..,. ^..^ -.

^

Encrland and Scotland, for their manure, are not I
think of dispensing with his plough as with his

kept in sufficient quantities in Flander, nor well tank: and no expense or trouble is spared to keep

enouo-h fed to do much good to the land. They this well supplied. The numerous towns and vil-

are commonly housed every night, and driven about lages in Flanders afford great help in the way ot

in the day to gam a scanty subsistence along the manure. The thrifty housewife and her active sub- oegi.mius u. . ,..aj„ ^- ;*-; -"r-r- _-
roads and sides of fields. The manure collected stitute the maid, know tlie value of what in our due time gives a very goo supply

f '^fjlS^^
[rtiep foM is earned out on the land, and its households is thrown away or wasted and lost. A ble mould, or --po^t jell^^adapte^d^^to^ev^ery^pur-

when it has been accumulating for some time, it is

taken out ; a portion of lime is added, and the

whole is well mixed together; thus it forms the

beginning of a heap, which rises gradually, and in

effects are duly appreciated. A flock is occasion

ally folded on a clover ley before it is ploughed

up, but never on turnips, which are always given

to the cows. This is owing to the small extent

of the farms, which do not allow of a considerable

flock of sheep being kept by any one farmer ;
but

a flock is made up of different lots of sheep be-

longing to several proprietors, and put under the

care of a common shepherd, or it is sometimes the

property of the shepherd, who occupies no land,

but lets out the sheep to fol-d, or sell the manure.

But the great auxiliary of tlie Flemish farmer is

the UETNE TANK, whcreiu are collected not only

the urine of cows and horses, but also tlie drain-

ings of the dunghills. The urine tanks are gene-

ratly sunk below the level of the ground, and have

tlie sides built of brick, and the bottom paved :

they are of various dimensions, according to the

number of cows and horses on the farm. Attach-

ed to the distilleries, where many beasts are con-

stantly kept to consume the refuse wash, there are

very large urine tanks of an oblong shape, divided

by partitions into different chambers, so that the

liquor may be of the proper age when it is used,

small tank, or a tub sunk in the ground in some

corner contains all the liquid which can in any way

be useful ; soapsuds, washings of ditches, &c., are

carefully kept in this reservoir, until once a week,

the farmer or contractor calls with his tub on a

cart, and this, mixeil with the contents of privies,

which are frequently emptied, he ,
keeps in large

cisterns for use or sale.

But this supply is not always adequate to the

wants of the farmer, and then he has recourse to

rape cakes dissolved in water, or in the tanl?, which

is expensive, and can only be profitable where flax

bears a good price, tliis being the crop for which

rape cakes are chiefly used as manure. Every

means, therefore, of augmenting the supply of

urine is had recourse to, and the most efficacious is

the establishment of distilleries. These answer

the double purpose of consuming produce and in-

creasing manure by the number of beasts which

are fattened on the refuse wash. It is calculated

that every beast produces at the rate of ten or

twelve tons of dung and twentysix hogsheads of

urine in the year. A moderate distillery has fifty

or sixty head of cattle constantly stalled. Here
liquor may be ot tne proper ajje wacii n, i= u=cu, ^^ ^^^-j "-- • - ---^

which some farmers thmk ought to be six months, then is a supply of manure for several hundred

Each chamber is about eight feet square and six

or eight feet deep ; these are sometimes vaulted

over, but frequently only covered with loose boards.

As urine and the emptyings of privies are sold

wholesale and retail, there are many large tanks

near the rivers and canals, where the dealers have

Bometimes great quantities in store. Some of these

acres of land every year. Formerly thure were a

great many distilleries iu Flanders, but the duty on

spirits and the interference of the government has

much reduced their number ; so that the farmers

complain of tlie loss of this manure, 'and the con-

sequent deficiency of their crops.

The dung of pigeons and domestic fowls, where

pose to which manure is applied. The place where

this accumulation is made is called in French a

croupissoir, and in Flemish or Dutch smoor hoop,

which may be translated smothering heap.

Besides the manure which is collected on the

farm, the vidanges, or emptyings of privies obtained

from the towns, and the sweepings of streets, a large

quantity of peat ashes imported from Holland are

used, principally as a dressing .for clover. These

are the ashes of the common fuel in use in Holland,

and are sold in Flanders by the bushel, as the New-

bury ashes are in Berkshire.

Wood ashes, af\er the greater part of the alkali

has been extracted for bleaching, are still consid-

ered as of great use to the land. Soapers' ashes

are in o-reat rennoft f:-: coia heavy soils
;
and su-

gar scmn from the refiners, if it could be procured

hi sufficient quantity, would be an excellent manure

for every kind of soil. Where it can be obtained,

they usually throw it into the urine tank ;
and the

mixture is then considered as almost equal to the

vidanges, which are looked upon as the ne phis ultra

of manures. Soot is used as a top-dressing for

wheat, or clover in spring, as it is with us. It u

thought to destroy insects and hasten vegetation.

The weeus, which grow abundantly in all ponds,

canals, and ditches in this level country, where the

current is never rapid, are mown in spring, and

used in the green state as manure for potatoes.

They ar.; laid in the furrows, and the sets placed

over them ; the furrow is then filled up by the plough

and the weeds decomposing very rapidly, greatly
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assist the growth of the potato plants : so rapi<Ily

do tliese weeds fennent, that nmrh of their value is

dissipated, if they are left only forty-eight hours in

heaps before they are put into the earth.

The manner in which manure is applied to the

land for difleront crops will be explained as tliese

are separati'ly treated of: but the gener.il princi-

ple, which pervades the whole system of nianuring,

is worthy of attention. Two great objects are al-

ways kept in view. The first is to obtain the most

abundant cro]' of nhatever is sown ; the next is to

impregnate the soil with an increasing power cf

production, if possible, or at least to maintain that

which has been obtaine 1. In consequence of this,

almost every crop has a certain portion of manure

applied to it, which varies according to the nature

of the crop to be raised, and thai wliich has prece-

ded ; experience having taught that some crops

exiiaust the soils more than others.

But it is not the mere surface that they desire to

manure. They well know that the deeper the soil

is fertilized, the greater will be the profit and the

/less the labor. They are not satisfied with enrich-

ing the land to receive the seed, they furnish food

for the growing plant in dil3crent stages of its

groivtb, if they tliink it necessary. Thore is in

con«jueiicc no fluctuation in the growth, no check

at aTime when the plants require support. Tlir

seed is made to vegetatj rapidly by being in con-

tact with the rich juices of the manure ; and hence

a much smaller proportion of seed is required. The
young blade is invigorated by judicious watering,

and is soon out of danger of the attacks of in-

sects.

Liquid manure is carried to the fields in common
water-carts, which consist of two wheels and shafts,

carrying a cask containing from sixty to one hun-

dred and twenty gallons of liquid. The cask has

in the under part a hole, two or three inches in

diameter, secured inside by a valve : under this

a board a little slanting, to spread the liquid as it

flows ouf of the cask. A man usually rides on the

horae which draws the cart, and holds in his hand

a string, wliich passes through a hole in the cask,

and opens the valve when required. There is an

advantage in tiding on the horse, as it does not

add to the weight of the load on the wheels, which

in light soils would be apt to sink deep. In a mo-

mentary exertion it assists the horse by the weight

on his back ; and the heavy Flanders horses are

well able to carry a man and draw a light load at

the same time. When the cask is empty trots

ho.me for another load, and no time is lost It is

astonishing what advantage there is in accustoming

horses to trot when they have no load ; it actually

fatigues them less than the continued sleepy walk.

Who would suppose that tlie Flemish and Dutch
larmers surpassed us in activity ? but whoever has

been in the Nedierlands in hay-time or harvest

must acknowledge iL

The dung which is carried in a solid state, is

generally used at a time when it is in a state of

active fermentation, as it is then supposed to have

the best efiect. To ensure this in some districts,

as the Wales country, where the minutest attention

is paid to every circumstance which can increase

fertility, the dung is laid on the field in moderate
heaps, and on each heap a certain quantity of urine

is poured to excite and renew the fermentation

:

whcnit becomes sensibly heated, the dung is spread

out and immediately ploughed in. After ploughing

in the manure the land is left for some time, and

then a second deep ploughin j is given to incor-

ate tjie decomposed dung witli the soil, but so
as not to bring any to the surface. A short time
before sowing, the liquid manure is poured over

;

and this enriches the surface to make the seed ger-

nate sooner.

Lime is not much used in the light soils, but
commonly in the cold and stiff. As it is gener-
ally broiiglit from a distance, it is dear: and this

prevents any exten?ive application of it. Marl is

found in a few spots, and serves to improve Uie

poorer lands within reach of it

rmiii the Genesee r'axmer.

TOADS.
There are few animals so universally disagreea-

ble, or which are so generally considered an incar-

nation of every thing vile, as the toad, hiifo vulga-

ris of the naturalist Milton understood the amount
of the prejudice against the toad, when he placed

tlr arcli fiend in the disguise of tliis reptile close

to the ear of sleeping Eve, in Paradise ; for we
may be sure Lucifer would not have been guilty of

the indiscretion of approaching her in that form
when she was waking. But though the toad seems
to have been marked out for the hate and aversion

of mankind, there are few reptiles whose habits are

more worthy of notice, none that are more harm-
less, and few that render more actual service to

man. It is true, neither the frog or the toad, par-

ticularly tl'e latter, would be an agreeable inmate

of the "kni^eding trough," or a pleasant companion
in the "bed chamber," but in the field or in the

'farden, they devour multitudes of insects that prey

on the labors of man, while they meddle with none
of the plants or fruits that require his protection or

cultivation.

With the approach of cold tlie toad retires into

the earth, and in a torpid state awaits the return of

the spring. If surprised in this state by any
change in the face of the earth, that could have
the effect of placing him beyond the influence ef the

seasons, the toad, it is supposed, can remain unin-

jured in this state for an indefinite length of time
;

and in this way the discovery of frogs and toads,

in deep excavations, and even in solid blocks of

stone, has been attempted to be accounted for. The
celebrated geologist Buckland, however, seems to

doubt whether the evidence in proof of such dis-

coveries, is such as to warrant implicit confidence

in the details. We should im-igine that if correct-

ly represented, the discovery of the one at Lock-
port, while excavating the limestone of the moun-
tain ridge, was as little liable to deception or doubt,

as such matters usually can be; arid we know of

no philosophical reason, why, if a toad can lie tor-

pid for one year, as has been proved by burying

them in pots, they might not as well exist one hun-

dred or a thousand, if the proper temperature for

ensuring torpidity was preserved.

SoiiK- writers have denied that the toad, under
any circumstances, was poisonous; but this is a

mistake. When in danger, or when irritated, the

tubercular elevations on tlie backs and sides, have
tlie power of secreting a milky fluid, as every one

may readily ascertain, and every school-boy who
is in the habit of pelting them witli stones well

knows. This fluid, given for defence, as we sup-

pose, is decidedly poisonous, as its effects on cats,

and other animals, fully prove. This is the only

power of injuring it possesses : and this secretory

and offensive power appears to reside in the skin,

as the animal is frequently skinned and sold with

the frog in the markets o1 European cities, for food,

and eaten with impunity.

Toads after the time of breeding is over, forsake

the pools of water where they assemble in the

spring, and in or near which, they usually pass the

winter, and scatter themselves over the land; and
when once they have chosen a favorable position,

if not disturbed, they rarely quit it for the season,

and some have been known to retain possession for

several years. From these retreats the^ emerge
towards nightfall, or in the evening, and feast on
snails, flies, bugs, or any living insect that falls in

their way.- In a garden their services are thus in-

valuable ; and some gardeners introduce and pro-

tect them through the summer, for the aid they rea-

der in the destruction of woniis, &c.
Notwithstanding his clumsy and ungainly ap-

pearance, there are few anima s so quick of motion
as the toad, and this is shown most distinctly in

taking his insect food. It will not unfrequently, in

a warm summer evening, when doors are open,

make its entrance into the house, where it feeds on
flies that approach. Seated on its haunches, it sur-

veys the floor with great gravity, but if an unwary
fly alights within four or five inches, it disappears

witli incredible quickness. Tlicre can be a slight

motion of the toad discovered, a quick snap as of

the jaws is heard, but the position of the animal is

unchanged, while his prey vanishes with the veloc-

ity of liglit. A close examination shows, howev-
er, that there is a slight motion of the body for-

ward, without moving the feet ; and the snap is pro-

duced by the shutting of the mouth after tlie tongue

has seized and secured the insect though so quick

is the operation performed, that the tongue is nev-

er distinctly seen. We have often seen this feat

performed by placing a fly or a bug, on the end of

a grass stalk, and pushing it gradually towards the

toad, when he first makes his appearance at dusk.

The lightning's flash is hardly more quick or fa-

tal, than the snap of this reptile to the insect he

aims at

To enable the toad, frog, chameleon, and some
other reptiles to seize their prey, the tongue has a

curious conformation; "it is of great length, its

root is attached close to the fore part of the lower

jaw, while its point, which is cloven, is turned

backwards, extending into the throat, and acting

like a valve in closing the air passage into ths

lungs. If, when this animal has approached with-

in a certain distance of the insect it is about to

seize, we watch it with attention, we are surprised

to observe the insect suddenly disappear, without

our being able to determine what has become of

it. This arises from the frog (or toad) having dart-

ed out its tongue upon its victim with such extreme

quickness, and withdrawing it with the insect ad-

hering to it, so rapidly that it is scarcely possible

for the eye to follow its motion."— (Roget's Physi-

ology.)

A fact which was related to us a few days since

by a gentleman, will furnish a curious illustration of

the habits of this animal. He was mowing in a

field, when he disturbed a nest of the common
bumblebee. As they were quite numerous, and

appeared very pugnacious withal, he concluded to

let them alone until they became more quiet, when
he determined to visit tlie nest again, and appro-

priate their stores to himself. In the course of a

fi;w hours he repaired to the spot, when to his sur-

j)rise he saw a large toad had planted himself di-

rectly before the place of egress for the bees ; and
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he seemed so satisfied with his position that the
gentleman determined to ascertain if possible, his
business in that place. He soon saw tliat every
bee that sliowed himself disappeared in some mys-
terious manner, and that a slight snap, invariably
connected with their disappearance, convinced him
it was in some way owing to the toad, and that in
this way the animal was doing him a good service.
It was but a short time before every working bee
was despatclied, not one escaping ; and then, by
slightly disturbing the nest, tlie queen bee or drones
that generally are found to the number of three or
four among bumblebees, were induced to venture
out, and instantly share the fate of their compan-
ions. The honey fell to the share of my informant

;

the toad appearing perfectly satislied with his al-
lotment of the " spoils."
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and subsequently be removed by the slow progress
of absorption, to accomplish the same ultimate ob-
ject. The first process is nature's own spontane-
ous effort to effect a cure, and the course which
she would always pursue undei* favorable circum-

TREATMENT OF WOUNDS ON HORSES, l^l :̂:t '^t^Z''::^:^^^^:!^
Mr Tocker—In thejifth number of the current |

''^'^"'"'^ ''"°'n necessity, and wlien interrupted in her

cure is often protracted, interrupted in its progress,
I From Col M P VViMnr n Po, r ,u r,

rrr^ri'""^^''^, '"'^^P^--^ .*°—*
the parts, Prom S. D^vis, Esq. of Newton, Hawthorndean.

volume of the Monthly Farmer, I noticed some re-
^^'"'^ry process, by the rude and ill-timed interfer-

marhs upon the " Treatment of wounds on Horses,"
^"<=e of art—the first result therefore, should always

and although the treatment there recommended, ' ^^ ^'""^'^ ^'' ^^ ""' °"'y ^^ most favorable, but
would, undoubtedly, under certain circumstances,
pnive highly beneficial, yet, as that article seems
to direct it as generally applicable in every case
and in every condition of wounds, while in manv'
and indeed in most cases, it could not fail to prove
injurious, I beg leave to offer for your considera-
tion, a few observations upon the same subject.

It is truly painful to see an animal possessing
iuch claims to our kindness and care, as the horse"
50 often subjected to empirical and cruel treatment,'
vhen laboring under disease. This arises from'
he prescription not being directed by any rational
)hysiological and pathological principles; every
•ne feeling at liberty to prescribe whatever remedy
.e may have heard of, or can invent, and the more
old and novel, the greater the merit of suggesting
;. Attention to a few well established principles'
'ould prevent the fatal errors into which many are
nwarily led, and preserve many a noble and valua
le animal from ruin.

Experience has abundantly proved that those
eneral principles of physiology and pathology,
hich are applicable to the human subject in health
id in disease, are also applicable to those animals
lat are taken from the hand of nature, and sub-
itted to our care and nurture, and that similar
seases require in both, similar treatment. The
inciples, therefore, that would guide a skilful
irgeon in the treatment of a surgical disease in
an, should also direct the veterinary surgeon or
rrier, in similar diseases in a horse, or other ani-
al. In relation to this subject, the surgeon may
3ll adopt, as his motto, lines that are perfectly
apted to every other, of whicii your paper pre-
sses to treat.

only
also as attended by the least risk and trouble. To
attain which, the principles just referred to, dictate
the following course.

As nearly as may be, free the wound from all
foreign substances, as dirt, grave], hair, &c. &c.,
in the most gentle manner, by means of a soft
sponge and simple warm water, then bring the
sides of the wound into perfect contact, if possible,
and retain them there by means of adhesive plaster,
or stiches, or both, according to circumstances, and
over the whole, apply a pledget of soft lint, which
should remain until the cure is effected. Nothing
more is required, unless inflammation should run
too high, when keeping the parts constantly wet in
cold loater is the best application. Indeed, the nu-
merous cleansing and healing nostrums so fre-
quently resorted to, never fail of being hurtful by
disturbing the salutary operations of nature.
With this mild and simple treatment, nature

always produces that degree of inflamation which
IS necessary to effect a cure, in the best possible
manner

;
but by the officious application ofplasters,

blue stone, detergent oils, &c. &c., her salutary
operations are disturbed, too much inflammation is
e.xcited, and she is compelled to resort to the slow-
er, more laborious, and im|)erfect process, of heal-
ing by granulation.— Genesee Farmer.

" Take Nature's path and mad opinions leave."

le two processes by which nature accomplishes
! healing of wounds, are, 1st, union by the first

.ention, as it is technically called, or in other
rds, the union of the divided parts immediately,
thout the formation of matter ; and 2d, by oran-
.tion, in which the immediate union of the parts
not effected

; but by accident or improper inter-
ence, are kept asunder, and the chasm has to be
ed up, by the formation of new flesh. By the
t process the cure is soon accomplished, with
le trouble, with little or no pain, and little risk
leaving an unsightly scar. By the second, the

-Wassachnsctts Horticaltmal Society.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Sept. 8, 1838.
Peara.—From Mr Ives of Salem, Francreal D'

Ete, a very superior and productive fruit. Roi de
Wertemberg (formerly miscalled Capiaumont) and
old Catharine.

I

From Mr Vose, President of the Society, Juli-
enne, Cushing and Dearborn's seedling.
From Mr S. Phipps of Ro.xbury, a Pear without

same.

From Mr Manning,Chair a dame, Vallee Franche,
Julienne, Golden Beurre of Bilboa, Passans de Por-
tugal, and a round sweet Pear from France, also
Summer Rose of Coxe, a small round, breakina-
fruit, of an aromatic flavor.

From Dr T r H„„. 1 f iir 11 J „ I

-'^'""'"'•—^' ram iviessrs Howard, Wilder, Hovev

line Rer^L;^; l
Woodland in Brook- and Walker, among them we noticedJPruice GeorgeIme, Bergamotte Rouge, so called, a fruit which Dennisii (fine) O^hilia, Desdemona, Cedo NiTli

mIT T :"'
''t f'""''' ^"^'^ "'

^^M'^"''
^"''^- of Wertemb'urg by Dr Howard

; W il'Manning, but much more highly colored with red.
I nail's Juliet (superb) Brown's Beauty, Buis 's Mrs

From Mr S. Bigelow, of Medford, a large "red
French striped Apple.

Peaches.—From Mr T. Bigelow of Medford,
handsome yellow malacatunes.

From Mr W. T. Eustis of Brighton, specimens
of Peaches of great beauty.
Mr E. M. Richards offered for exhibition, ninety

seedling Peaches, of as mmy different varieties,
raised by Mr Otis Pettee of Newton, all of them
appeared fair and handsome, and some portion fine.

Plums.—Mr Manning oifered specimens for ex-
hibition of the Red Apricot Plum ; a dark purple
round fruit of rather large size and handsome- Also
Hulings superb, a remarkably large fine fruit, but a
shy bearer.

From Mr S. R. Johnson of Charlestown, Reine
Claude or Green Gage, Princes Imperial Gage, both
specimens fine; also Bolmer's Washington, very
large and beautiful. This superb variety produces
large crops of delicious fruit in the garden of Mr
Johnson

;
and appears to differ from the fine Bol-

mer Washington of Mr Cruft of the city, the one
being a clingstone and the other a freestone. The
vari.^ty of Mr Cruft confirming more exactly to the
description which authors have given of the Bol-
mer's Washington, is yet deemed a shy bearer.
From Messrs. Mason of the Charlestown Vine-

yard, a small, round, white seedling fruit, of a sweet
flavor.

,

From Mr Henry Van Dyne of Cambridgeport,
a seedling, very handsome Blue Plum, for a name

;which we venture to name Fan Dyne Plum. We
may speak further of the merits of this fruit on a
future occasion.

Grapes.—Ur Josiah Bradlee of the city, offered
specimens of the Black Hamburg from the Grape
House of Aaron Mitchell Esq. of Nantucket ; clus-
ters very large and beautiful. The soil and climate
of that Island prove admirably adapted to the vine.
From Dr J. C. Howard, specimens of the Black

Hamburg, White Chasselas, and the Meunier or
Miller's Burgundy, corresponding in size and beauty
to those of tills gentleman's former exhibitions.

From Mr Otis Johnson of Lynn, splendid clusters
of Black Hamburg.
From Mr Jacob Tidd of Roxbury, specimens of

White Chasselas and Black Hamburg correspond-
ing in beauty to those of his e.xhibitions in former
years.

From Mr Davis of Newton, Black native grapes.
For the Committee.

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Saturday, Sept. 8, T838.
Dahlias.—From Messrs Howard, V/ilder, Hovev
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^ 'Za.o Bank] duct for market, all those are useful, and properly speak-

^ ^' ,
, 7;:.~:;;;or of l

resource than in tl>eir own labor and enterprise, bank
i„,provements on a farm, but which cannot

RuBhton, Miadlesex Rival (fine) ^^"^^^ ,_, „, ,„ general too ^hort and -P"""- '° ';''4^;^ ,e ,a-<l alng productive in>provements. They »ve

Europe, by Hovey & Co. ;
Fowler s ^"<'«."

J
"-\? ^^_ ^^ convenient for farmers ; besides that banks "ever were

„„„,.r otherwise be lost, or injured, or pensh;

(very .^no form) from Col. Wilder,
f-""-

' ^^ I' ,,, f„,„ers ; they are only for n.erchants and --^
^^,^_^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^^,,„„ ,„ p„„,

Ll' IWecUon, Lady Ann Napolc^^^^^^^

li.val Yellow, Cleopatra, and Desdemona, trom
^^

^^^^^ ^^ ^,^^_.^. ,„dustr>ous ccmmumtj ^ .^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ „^^ ^,^„g „,„,„„,

able husbandry when his crops are lost or wasted for the

Richard's proverb, that a penny saved is two pence earn-

,
- .

,.
-

,, ,.., d „arn- 1 ed." A farmer may, as is often said, get along without

Walker
Winship,(very gamblers and speculators who live upon .a>

^^^^^ conveniences and facilities ; but it is miser-

Bouquets-By Messrs W.Kenr.ck VVinsmp,(V ry g
^^^^^ ^^^^^^ circumstances the .^rmcr

|

_y
_ ^ _ ^^^ ^^,_^^ ,_.^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ,^^^ „ „^j,d for the

fine),lHoward, (extra fine), Mason and V\ alker. 1

mg

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

AN© gardener's journal.

Boston, Wednesday, Septembee 12, 1838.

ings of labor.
„ „,.iri i

auic "=,—.--j 1

finds his task difficult. An unfortunate Xf' °^
;^"''" L^„„t ^f convenient store-houses and barns; when he

cious market gives him a severe check, and perhaps p |

^^^ ^^^ ^^^^.^^^^ ^^^^ ^,^,^^j^j^ products, because he

,

duces entire discouragement. All thoughts ol impr
.

^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ of securing them from the wet or the frost

;

„,cnt then are at an end. He drags along from > ear
^^^^^ ^^,^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^__^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^„, ^f

year continually embarrassed by a
^°l\

°^ '^''^\~\
rnod.om shelter; and when especially he is without

he can hardly stand under and which he cannot throw
| _^ ^^^ „f.,„,,„in^ and manufacturing manure, that

inecan naru.y ... -
^ . ,. ^,, . , ample means ofsecuring and manufacturing manure, that

off; until at last when he can get on no farther. In. n ort-

^J^^ ._^^ ^^^^„^ ^^^ essenUal basis ofsuccessful husbandry,

gage is foreclosed, his prenUses pass
""l^f/T- If m Improvements of this kind are to be considered as so

the auctioneer, and he is left again to shift for himsell, to
| J-^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ _^^^.^^,_ ^ necessary as the store-
1
much fixed and dead capital, as necessary as the store-

find what employment he can or to subsist his family as
^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^^ ^^^^^^ .nerchant, or the tools of the me-

he may; or gathering the fragments of the wreck he I

^^^^.^^ ^^ ^1^^^^^,^.^^^^ ^_,jf,^^^^^,„(- the manufacturer.

''" '
r

•

..Itnr-il exneri- leaves the home of his fathers to pitch his tent where
^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^i,,^^j ^^ .,„ a..se matters is to

We spoke in a preceding paper of agrcutura^p^^^^^^
^.^^^^ ^.^ .^ ^,_^ ^^,„,,i,c and 1- "-

I ^„./„.,„iplying these things beyond his necessities;

ments. We mean now to say something

"^
J '^''

^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^J^ ,f p„mise, and to encounter all the diffi-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^,^ ^,^^^ ,„ ,„,j,c them as plain and as little

improvements. In essays for a weekly journal it s plain w
^^^1^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ ^_^^^.^^ ^ d

^_^^.^.^ ^^ ^^„^i^,^„t „i,h durability and their

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS
No. L

We spoke in a preceding paper of _agricujtu^^e.pen

n western land of promise, and to .

improvements. In essays lor a wecKiy jou...». .. .- r--"
hardships of a new and untried country and

Jt no subject can be treated but inaverypartiaman-^e^u^^^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^ .^„^^^^^„, ,,^,,.

ner. ^A" ^ve propose is to suggest hints, by which others
|

chmate.
^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ f,,„aencv of these cases, we

Hiayte excited to reflection and experiment; and h-om

which tlicy may gather some practical rules for the amend.

ment and advantage of their husbandry. We shall aim

merely to throw out some ore from, the quarry in its

crude state ; and leave to others to reduce and mould and

fashion, and use it as they will.

Improvement implies making athin&better ;
and there

is nothing which more concerns our farmers; there is

nothing in which they could more directly or more effec-

tually advance their own interest; and yet there is noth

aduals among us. The frequency of these case we

•onfess, throws a damper upon our hopes of agricultural

improvement, unless some remedy or preventive can be

pointed out. Let us then go a little tarther into this

matter.

Agricultural improvements may be properly divided

into three classes ; those which are mere embellishments

;

expensive as possible consistent with durability and their

exact adaptation to the purposes designed. The mulu-

plication of conveniences beyond a certain point is often

itself a great inconvenience. A machine for example,

which performs a great many operations at the same

time, is of necessity complicated, requiring therefore a

much more careful superintendence in its management;

and being much more liable to get out of repair. Anoth-

er matter of importance is to avoid all needless expense
;nt,>thrPP classes- those which are mere eniDeiiisnmeM.= , ^r matter ol imporia.ice ,= ... ...^ - .

Cs which are necessary or useful but not immediately ,„ ,he construction of farming implements and buildings

tliose which are necessa y
„oducllve. tu. fi.«t nhiect of everv farmer, who depends on his farn

"odure" Id'ThoTr^hic'h'are directly productive. I T,.e first object of every farmer, who depends on his farn

nothing in which tney couiu u.u,„ u........ - -
,

F
j,^^^ ^^ hnprove the ex- f„ i,is subsistence should be utility. 1 he great point

tually advance their own interest; and yet there is noth- ^ th"-
our'premises, paint, piazzas, colon-

(.e aimed at in the construction o any andevery mac i

ing in which they are more deficient; there is nothing e-a appc J ,^,^^ and faced stone „,e„3il, building or fixture should be to ---P -'> '

at which taken as a body, our farmer* labor so little. In
I

nade., blinds, _ ,| , ^__ ..,,,^,., „ ,^ ,^„„„,d. i„ „,o>

saying this we mean to except those men of property.

who farm for their own pleasure ; and professional men.

tradesmen, mechanics, or manufacturers, who app.y some

portion of the proceeds of their profession, trade or busi-

ness to agricultural embellishment, and improvement.-

Wo speak of those, who .are exclusively farmers; and ot

this class within our observation and knowledge there

are certainly few, who make it a business to improve

their farms ; or who attempt and eflect important exten

sive, substantial, and permanent betterments ~"™ '-

UB inquire wliat improvements are dcsirablr

ternil anncarance of our premises, paint, piazza., c........ heaimed at in me cuu..,...-...'.. -. -
y

lade blind olamental fences, pointed and faced stone „,e„3il, building or fixture should be to accomplish th

1 • a 1 witrn doors likewise that is mere matter of ^^jects and purposes for which it is designed. In moi

walls all withm doo s

and LI. laste and fancy may be consulted in consistenc
11,. „11 within doors ikewise that is mere luai.c, „. objects ana purposes i.ji «u..,.. .. .- o-

-

rnbdlislrr^ r uxury, papered walls, carpets, audi les taste and fancy may be consulted in consistenc

tsatnoik wise .ravel walks, and arbors, and sum- Liu. cheapness and utility; but where they interfe.

'

bles aidTnainental shade trees; and also all Luh each other, every thing should be sacrificed to th

"' "
veh cles and quipments, all chaises, and pleas- e, objects of the work. Shall a farmer tor examp

::r;Tn^ P^^^^^^^^^^

I„genera,wehavenodoubtn.niatt,

^^i^fvin.. to the taste and pride, and very rcasona- of sound economy. The next question is, of w hat col

very gratifying to the an p , j _^^^^ ^^^.^^ furnishes tl

ble'fuxurics and indulgences in smne circumstances, can

t exten- I

not be brought into the class of productive Improvements

;

Now Tet and should not be thought of by the farmer or the far-

haTcan Ue- wife, -ho are in debt to the smallest amount,

us inquire wliat improvements are desirable ;
what can ,

^^^^^^ resources than in their own

be done, .and then what are the alleged reasons, andwhat
'^^J^^u^-M^^ ^^^ ,e,,,e labor. Vet expenses like

the true reasons, why these improvements are not made nd str^

^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^_^^ ^^,^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

We write for common farmers in this case who dep nd ti,
-^ ^^^^^ ^^.^^ ^,^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ „^^^i„g ^.

on their farms for their own and the subsistence ot th fann an

^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ .^^ ^^^^^^^^^^

families; -d our object is to inqu^ewa^^^^^^^^^^^^
^ _^^^,^^ ^„^^,. „^^.

can they make, lor which e fiir ^^^ ^^ J^^^ „^^,^_^ and useful. The farm must in the

f
too high a -'-

"P°^"J^; ;;:
"

, ,0 trade 'u'pon, first place be well divided and fenced. This is necessary

by persons who have "^"^'^^^^''P
,___.,.,,,; J^,,^,, I in order to the safe keeping of the live stock ; and to th

protection of the crops. The division of a farm into en-

closures of a proper size renders the cultivation more
where there is not a moral certainty of remuneration and

profit.
. .

The condition of most of our farmers is in many re

shall it be ? Whhe is the most neat ; white furnishes tl

most agreeable contrast with green. But white is lea

durable ; white is most liable to be defaced ;
white do

not contrast in general very agreeably with the manu

heaps usually in its vicinity. Red lead or yellow och

are much cheaper, more lasting, and not so easily d

faced. So likewise in regard to implements. A tarm

can alwajs afford to pay liberally for good materials a

careful and faitliful workmanship ; but he can afford

pay nothing for any ornamental apparatus. It is but •

eently that we saw two very fine ploughs brought n

competition. The c.mstruction of each was excelle

In point of strength of workmanship, and durability, a

ea/c of handling, and power required for draft, there p

haps could be no choice between them ;
or if any,

means- often with no means; or with the small earn

in-n, of two or three years' labor at service. Tlicy pur

cirasc farms and at once involve themselves in debt. Th

first purchase usually absorbs all their lo-se capital; they

sock to get along solely by their own labor, hiring -

easy , ucimn-o c-

-

crops; ajvd the appropriation to dillerent objects, as it

I may be necessary, the different portions of the farm.-
„,ay be necessary, the different portions o. the .arm - scve

difference of ten dollars and tw

Then likewise by poor or insufficient fences "ops - -ts and
^^^ ^^^ ^__^^^^^^^^^ ^^

oftentimes seriously injured or destroyed ;
q"-^«l^'":<i ^yfi^^

Jflt/l,;^,, ,vm. and beauty of workmane

iible.

extraordinary polish, skill, and beauty of workmane

solely by their own labor, luring as i
neari-um.u..63u..... -, „ "

c-ntle are destroyed. I bestowed upon one of them, without a single pract

himself, if he is dependent upon his farm for his supp

if I p is in debt to the amount of a single dollar bey

hat he has the means of paying at once ;
or if I

itbout ample means of indulging his taste and fane

little as |ioso --»

slow They find it pel haps at first difficult to pay pu

tnally the interest upon their debt. Too often they hav

not tlie courage, and perhaps more often, if they had the

I

heart-burnings and law-suits are engendered among neigh-

1 morals of your cattle are destroyed.

The preparing also of cellars for receiving your crops, of

1
vaults under your stables for the manufacture and pres-

ervation of your manure ; and also the building of con-

often, if they had the crvauo
.
oi y^'—--^^^

^^^ ,,^„,^ f,,, ,he storage of

courage, they"would not have the power or opportunity venient «ty«^.
.'

„f cattle ; and the

;bor'rowmoncy. Individuals, who are capitalists, think
|

your prodi.e^andt^^^
to borrow money. Individuals, who are capitalists, thinK

yi"^^'^-- J^j labor-saving machines and im- without amp
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We shall pursue our subject in a future paper. H. C.
P. S. It has been requested that I sliould affix my

initials to my communications. In a matter of so little

importance it would be uncivil to refuse, especially as it

may sometimes save the reputation of others, who mi"ht
suffer under uncomfortable charges. My good friend-,

^

J. B., likewise, though a sound believer in the doctrine of
imputation, thinks, I dare say, that he has sins enough lo

answer for without incurring any responsibility for^me.
Until further advised I will thereforo usoally, but not
always, affix my initials. I say not always, for when
ever for example, I propose to attack any man's private
character and perhaps ruin his reputation, or wish to cir-
culate some vile story, which I know to be utterly false,

because perhaps I have made it out of the whole cloth,'
why then I shall remember that the " soundest part of
valor is discretion .:" and give only the general and con-
vement authority with many editors in such cases, and
remark, " T^ey say so.'' It would be ridiculous to pre-
tend to any literary ambition in the case. The farmer
would hardly understand the term. My sole object is to
be useful

;
and to be therefore as plain and practical as

possible. ij p

HORTICrL,TrR.\L EXHIBITION

Sn!?i^f/°Tl"'h
Exhihition of ihe Massachusetts Hoiticultural

Society w^l he held at the Society's new Rooms, Nn 23

i''':';'."Th
"' 1*""''^ ^' "PP"^''" 'he Savings Bank,) on Wed^

T,;sd:,)
,
Thursday aud Fnday, 19lh, 20th and 2lst September

.nl.'h ."IfT
"' "' '^'; '^'^"'"^^"-'"ts Horticultural Society,and the p.dMc generally, are respectlally invred to coulnb

ute choice and rare specimens of Fruits and Flowers for the

Mondny or Tuesday, 17th and 18th inst., where Committees
will he m attendance to receive them, and will retam thesame subject to the order of the co.itributots.
Mem,,ers of the Society will receive their Tickets on anphcatK,,, to the Chairma,, of the Com. of Arrangement

^

hJ^-'^K "f^"!,'
"" ' "!'""' '"' " ^'"S's admittance, maybeaad at the door during the exhibition

By order. S.^MUEL WALKER.
Sept. 10, 1S3S.

^''^'™^° of l^°m- of Arrangements.

BRIGHTON MARKET.-MoKDAT, Sept. loT^
Kepnrleii (or the Mew England Farmer.

At Market 560 Beef Cattle, 750 Stores, 4,G00 Sheen

Prices -Betf CaltU.-Tbe market to day was quite
initnatedand the pri.es for the best cattle were sun-
lor ed. yVe quote, First quality $7 37 I 2. Second
iaalily,f(, .50 a $7 00. Third quality, $5 00 a $6 25.
Store^—Pi.rchasers were plenty and a lartre number

.ere sold. Ye.riin.s^ $9 a ^,2. Vwo Yea?Or$lG"
Ui- Three Year Old, $22 a f30.

S/,«p Ab.ut the usual prices were obtained. We
•d yf i!'-«^''" °Il:'!-%'f

'°"""'- $' 42, $1 ea, $200,

Swine.-Lnts to peddle were sold at 6 for sows, and
for barrows. Selecied lot of burrows at 7 1-2 and 8

t retail, 7 a 7 1-2 and 8 a 8 1-2

FRVir AND OR.\A»ll.,NTAr- TBBES, MVLBER-
11I^<".S, Jtc.

iViirscnj of IVMlitm Kmrkk.

i-^j/^-iS^
The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental—'Sisif V'u ^'7 "^''^'^ "™ '"'"'y- =""' «i" I'e sent^ l'^ •'! "" wiin. applv. It comprises a mo«t exlen-

j sive seiec-lion of the superior varieties of Pears,

CoCh^. K'''"i'
P""»>, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces

V^s r Vh f ."'r.-^iP""'-'''''''''
Strawberries, Grapevints, (tc. The slock of Cherries and Peaches now reartv

R„.K f7
''^

'YP- n^'^"'.
"^"™<^nt«l Trees, Shrubs^

cco;^F&g'"/;|':,U^.
="™"'' ^"'^'"^ ""^ other Herbal

22.'^ 000 '^j°?™ '"'"-T'CAOLis are now offer

fi
'r"•,-'> y^'-' cd for sale; the trees genuine and

Yn'rW 1 nh7' V?' ^^li™,^^" 'he cities of Boston, New
v-,rvint ti^h fh

'"^- '". '{'^"''"='-»«'. 'I prices fai^ and

^fr? "j R
size, and the quantity which maybe de-sired. Also, Broiissa and other varieties.

Iv ml L'7-r f^ ?";" '"''' '"!"'" 'o ordered, will be secure-
1} piked (or safe transportation to distant places, and allorders promptly executed, on application to B. D BreckCommission Store, Na 132 Water Street, New York, M s'

,h»c,
'•

r'' fr'"'"'
'^''' ' '^'^h ^"<^<". Philadelphia, or tothe suhscriher. Nonantum ilill, Newton, near Boston

August 1, 183.. WILLIAM KENRICK
mn.BKRRY TREES.

200.000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as
nriay be waiited^of the most approved kiuds-consisiincr of
the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding,
vwrms. and making silk ;-being acclimated to this country'
and adapted to either warm or cold climates, affording a
rare opportunity for companies or individuals to be supolied
Inim the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees ever
seen in any village wilh'n the United Slates

ff "''JL" m' ''"''^^'"y
"J?

^"'^' ''me for removal, and orders

•^illTli! rT'- '-r.*^-
^""^ ,S^"«,'''ry of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartlord; Alonzo Wakeman,
^ the office of the American Institute, No. 1S7 Broadway
-^. \ .

;
Thomas Lloyd Jr. No. -SB Filbert street, Philadel-

phia Pa.
; Luther I Co.>; Bahimore, Md. ; B. Snider, &

<.o.Savaii.,ah,Ga.;Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, Al ; JaiesLyman, -^t Louis. Mo.
; Case and Judil, Columbus, O GHarwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass
Orders leit with the above gentlemen will be promptly at-

tended to, and each wdl be furnished with samples of the

Several vafuahle farms maybe had with or without Mul-
berry Plantations
Apply at the office of D. STEBEINS
^orthampton, Aug 22, 1S38.

FARM FOR SALE,
That large and beautiful farm, late residence of the Hon

;b''p5flh;""'f n""^"'^
m Rochester N. H, six miles fromhe village of Dover, andlour miles from Great Falls. Saidfarm contains upwards ol 300 acres of land and a lar^e andwe 1 finished tyvo story house, with barns and other out-

buildings m good repair. About 150 acres are covered withhard and pine wood, besides a good portion of heavy timber
1 here are also on the premises large quarries of the mostdesn able granite. Any person desirous of purchasing maylearn further particulars on application to Joskph Breck &C« No 51 and d2 North Market Street, Boston
August 15, 1838.

PRICES OFCOUNTRY PRODUCE

Apples,
Beans, white. Foreign,

" Domestic,
Beef, mess,

No. I. .

THEilMO.VIETRlCAL.
Repnrreil (or the New England Farmer

•^he^Netv'F'nri'rnT'r"'"'.!"' r""'^'"^^
"'« P'-op'iet'.rs

tlie i>ew England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded
ortherly exposure, week ending September 9.

SPTEMBER
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MISCELLANEOUS.
net, and in scviral townships all the lots upon "'«/"••"

;
,7;' ;'"",,i;"forests wl.icli will furnish an abundance of

with Indian meal, is excellent food for t.rkics. The ,ow„Blnps under the conda.on of the " -'^^^^ ^-^
, „„, i„^,.„„y „f1,,e farmer and -a';^"^-';-'^;,,

j,, ,,,„

turkies raised by this process are more hardy,J^ess
|

he^f^-^f^y
-;„'^ ^^^^

'
sLoufd anTcon.puny offset-

\

.
By an i-P-non of .he map of M-ne, .t w.U be^se

.

liable to perish from the cold storms

er, anil acquire their growth at an _ _

than tliose that are reared ujion the ordinary iood.

Pedagogical Wrx.—A class was reciting a

lesson in Metaphysics—the chapter on motives op-

erating on the human will—a mackerel vender went

by, vociferatinfT senatorically. " Mackeral, fine fat

Mackerel I" Snd'dcnly disturbed by the noise, the

t tne map oi ..lumc, ....••••-- -----

y one hunurcd townships ot land si -

ook river and its tributaries, one halt

nore hardy, loss be from fifty eenls to one
''"J " Pf^ ""^J," „„. „r^et- i

By an inspection o

..r-A wPt wpath- tl'eir siwation and quality. Should any '^°" P" ^ ^ , Oial there are nearly
aiid wet «eat!i

unsurveyed township '"»'"• P'^''^
l,^e <^n the Aroostoo. .

,

earlier period, g „„ ^^^J, ,hey should wish to erect '""^
""^f""^ TlZh belongs to the State of Maine and is now open

" ^ provisions of the new land law, the
^"'^f.y"^^,^^^.''"*^ ^'^'i'e ^nd seulement under the new land law. Con-

Luld proceed as soon as practicable m the «"'^ «y "M'^^^^f^VL remarkable ^^

such township. . .i,„. .,.„„„•,. ,mdthl hiL'h price of produce, and the ready nujrket
uch township.

. ,. , .,.„..tl,attheDur- and the high price of produce, and the ready nujrKC

The settling duties required by law, are «•«'"''«J"' •^',°,.,^
^^ g.^js among the lumbering people on the Pen

chaser ofeach lot shall clear in a proper
{"^^"^XVn laid Ubscot a^^ St. John rivers, and the advantages of the

acres thereof, ten or more of which shall ''^^«"
'^f I "^^j now making by Maine and Massachusetts into this

down to grass, and build a house thereon, withm f°'"^
I

^^^fj;"];
™

,,elieve^ that an uncommon opportunity is

vears from the time of the purchase. J ;,. j ,„ „^ „i,o may feel desirous of obtain-
•

The board of Internal I„iprove„em for thStat^^^ ,

^^^__^^
P^

^
DV, vociierac nir stMttioiicii.j'. ^.^uv,... , ,ca.o i.^... ....-...-.- - , „„„„ont fnr thi« State have now ouereu .ij 1^^.=""' •••. -j

l^lckerell" Suddenly disturbed by the noi^.e, the ,
Tl.ebo^^^^^

master inquired of the class what moiilie the man J^^st^d
in the Aroostook country in reference to their ^J^e hUd^notes^ot^ U.e

J^^^ inspection of every

had for making such a noise? No answer being r^.jj,^„,^„,^„di,ulu,ral capabilities. Thissurvey wii ' ^ ^|, infonnation that may be received here,

_^_ , :j .1 „ .f h^ .Unf «s hnMncks and i,„ .n,„mpnred forthwith under the charge ot Ur l,zeKiei per
, uroffress of surveys, and the

Realities.—A person being asked what was

meant by the " realities of life" answered—real

estaja, real money, and a real good dinner, none of

wh^ could be realized without real hard work.

iriiion hp Slid tliPV inust be (leaf as haddocks and i i,e commenccu lor.iiwii.. u.iu>,. .... -•— o-
,

ir:^ ):i;;:o( t: perceive ^as a ,.^.. mo- Uhnes,o^^^^

tive. „fav be expected in the course of the season, and will

.rive all needful information, to those persons who may

feel desirous of making a settlement upon them.

The following extracts from the second report"/
J^

Jackson on the "Geology of the public lands, ™ad« ° >?«

Legislature, and now in the hands of the P""t«^,f°J Pub-

lication, show the value of these lands for cultivation.

Speaking of the Aroostook country the Doctor says, "the

average width of the alluvial region on the Aroostook

river cannot be less than six or eight miles and m some

it is much wider. It is a well wooded region andCertain CURE for the Diarrhiea.—Parch

a half a pint of rice until it is Perfectly brown- places^t is mucnw^^^^^

boil it down, as rice is usually done—eat it slowly,
'^^^f^^^'^'^^ggi^.^^ of the Western States, and capable

Dorson, and all inform'ation that may be received here,

From "i^ne to time, from the progress of ^--ys and the

reports of Agents, will be cheertully given to all inquir-

errand eve?y fu'cility granted withm the n.eans c, this

office to secure to ndividuals and companies, all tne

bfnefitl and privileges intended by the Leg^lature for

acmal settlers under the P^-^ fj{i;:,^,'l!iX'
'^

Land Agent of Maine.

. State of Maine.

In the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and

• thirty-eight. An act additional to promote the sale and

settlement of the Public Lands.

Section 1. Be it enucM by the Senate and f/o«5e 5J

and it will stop the most alarmin

few hours.

famed regions of the Western States, and capable
*^^^7;,^,,;„, ^^ Legislature asserahlcd That all andi

«v„.i under a less genial clime, of producing crops ot nj
^^^^^^^ ^^,^ ^^ ^,,„^^ „„ , Up,,

wheat and other grain, fully equal in abundance with any ^ «
^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ,1^^ ^^„,^ ^^ prescribed by law, ll

.

soils of which we have any records.
, . , , j nrice to be Sxed by the Land Agent, having reference t.

"We here found a yellow loam of a fine kind derived P^'^^^'^j"^;,;. J, however at^ a less price than fifl;

from the limestone roks -^ luxuriant in its produce the hel^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^ °^

^^^/T i'" ,'LTt'
and in some places covered to the depth of 4 or 5 inches

^^j^j^jj;" ^^^^^ y^^^s from the ume of said sale in labor t

hv a black vegetable mould. ho l.iid out in making roads in such township wliere sai

^This vellow loam is remarkable for the tall rank grass
^^dtto "old are situated, under the direction of the Lan

called blue joint, which skirts the margin of the river una
^^^^ ^maining fourth part to be paid m cas

and from 4 to .5 feet high and extremely luxuriant. 1 he ^S^ .

'f. from the time ofsaid sale.

?orest trees are of a mixed growth, but the sugar maples wi|h.n hnir j^e

^^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^
are most abundant, and are of gigantic *y^«- ,1^''"*' ^'"'^

„, a less number of individuals, shall each select a lo
.

birch, black and white ash also abound. The soft wood or a ess
^^^^^ ^^,^^^ .^ any township lo

grow; mostly on the low lands whi e 'he "P'and^ '" ' H ^ '|/^^",^[,l,,s, the same having no mill within its . in.

advertise the settling lands in marKet, .mce a year^i.
'^^I^^^^^;:^^^^^^^^-" --"1?' i^ :Z i^'^^^.'-l^.t^l^^or^ inX ttarrthrwill ^Z a *Vee ,

Limumcation between ^^^^^J- :!:r 1""^o^er an^ substantia, manne

saw mill and grist mill, on such lot within said tow

Soot.—As a top dressing for turnips or grass

land there is nothing superior to it.

STATE OF aiA^INE.

LaSP OfFICE, \
Bangor, April 30, 1838. 5

The twelfth section of " an act additional to promote

the sale andsettlementof the public lands," passed March

24 A. D. 1835, making it the duty of the Land Agent "to

advertise the settling lands in market, once a year, for

.. . :„ ,1... ^:»»f nf Rr»«ton. one in
iwu ii..^..i..o, ... r~r- -

. -I
f"='""i :","

I

;""
;;„„,, ,|,„,.„ will be a free communication between

Concord, N: II. and fn one paper in each county in the two year-- 'heie
^"^ '

« ^^''^j ^ ^ „„„,l,er of enter-

ftate, describing the quality and simat.on of said land Bangor """^^'he AroostooK .
_^ this fertile

"ndtlie terms "of sale," the Land Agent hereby S'^'^H P"^'»S f"'^b^^ f^ ii^ t,^
^^^^^^^^^

public notice that Township number 4, in the httli range ^^''''y'^""^"^;''™;
"become as it is destined bynamre to

if Townships west from the east line of the btatc, has and that region ^ O"™'"^,?"

been lotted fir settlers and is now in the market for sale ^e the^™ oH^^^
On the Aroos-

and settlement under the provisions of the follovving law '"
.=l"°."/fhrremarked that very few if any hemlock

passed at the bust session of the Legislature. The price took ''"''' hy~^°^^'^^^/^^ is of a mixture

will be from fifty to seventyfive cents per acre, according 1
trees exist, and the preuommau „_fe

^_^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^_

shin as shall be'designated by the Board of Internal 1.

provement, the same ^I'all be entitled to a deed of su.

lot ; and each individual shall receive a deed from t^

Lai^d Agent for his respective lot, without any turth

consideration, conditionell however, for the performan

of the settling duties rcqmred by law.

Sec 3 Be it further enacted, That from and after t
trees exist, anu tne preuo.i.i.iai...6 fe.- - -",

, , gj.^. 3. Be itturiner eTUicieu, x nai .i>^u. ..— -

will ue i.o". '".J w ..^.....j". - —-- !--_ . „"
I „f„.,r;™,s IvirH wood trees, the sugar maple, ash ana vei-

„f ,|,;„ .Lt nil -icts and parts of acts mcons

^it;i;r!^r' T;:^::;:;^ t;^::t;;:ns,;tS^M^: 1
1:-^:^^:Z„ whU; occuri^uerl^g, some ofjthe

| ^^^^^^l^^ll, T^K. j, be and the same .

remarkably free from stones, and the land lyn.g in moil

orate swells; The location of this township is iavorable

for settlement, as the Aroostook road pa.ss.^s within one

mile of the western line of the township. 1 here are be-

tween 40 and r.O settlers in the adjoining township !\o

4 in the 6th Range, and a good saw mill and grist mill

have recently been built there by Ira Fish, Lsq. only one

mile distant 'from this township. „ _. , a.i

Townships No. 3 in the 4th Range, No 7 in the 6th

Range, and No. 8 in the 7tli Range have been surveyed

and lotted into mile sectioiiij. Lots of UiO acres will be

run out from any of these sections to actual settlers,

where the land is more suitable lor farming than for tim-

ber. Townships Nos. 8, 10 and 12 in the r>th Raii«c have

been ordered to be surveyed, by tlw. Surveyor Oenoral.

forthwith, and will be open for settlers as soon as the loti

low birch abounding, wnne ^-'v-.-i.. ^,...^...-(57

most bfty pine tree^ ever beheld. There are eviden

Reasons why this shoul.l be the case, for the "ches so s

are always most crowded with a mixed -rowth, and the

Aroostoo-k soils a,e mostly of limestone |^l»v.on and are

exceedingly rich and good settling lands remarkable lor

their heav/ crops of wLat, rye and other grams, and are

enainly rlcher'^as an agricultural district, than any o he

portion of Maine. The present populaUon on this river

fs estimated betwe.j_n 400 and 500 persons, chiefly emi-

grants from Maine." „ , , t. .1,0 «
Towards the conclusion, Dr .Tackson says •' the re-

searches of the present season have brought to light man)

important resources in the public domain which were

hXreunknown. Beds of iron ore ofimmense magu.wde

favorably situated for advantageous 0P''™"°P''.
"'='"',?"

the Aroostook, and all the marked characteristics of the
U .... uir, in.*...^.-

." , •••••"
-i-v

,
, „ 'j;';:;!";

l regular coal formation exhibit themselves over a great

can b.. r.in out. The Aroostook road passes directh
[f
?

''''J J™' J""?; ,^ the Schools to the Aroostook and

Uirough these townships and the soil i.s represented to be
^f

"^ ^"""^ j-^^^^^^ t^tbe Temmiscouta lake near the

--"-'•^^^-i^S- :;^''L^^fr J!t'::'t, ^iml^y^/cli^r'u will be at once perceive.!, t at

and cut out from the'' military roarl loading from Bangor

to Houlton, near Mattawanjkcag I'.^int to the Aroostook

river, a distance of about li) miles.

About $17,000 will be expended this year, upon this

raa<l by the Land Agents of Maine and Ma.ssachusetts,

And with the part already finished the road will be om-
joleted about one half of the dislui^a. Ihe whole dis-

;yl;mh;rof"c;nX"u willl«> at once P"eeive.i, that

the coimtry which we have explored is a most ^al able

territory, possessing every advantage required by sottl,^rs

Heavy tinber ofiers a reward to the enterprising lumber

dealer. A rich soil capable of produping an average crop

of -20 bushels of wheat to the acre, and in s<jme cases

producing from 30 to 40 bushels, offers an ample reward

l^^^th'tirpr^^l^io;;; o? this ..{, be and the same :

ln"thl 'jFouse of Representatives, Mar<;h 23, 1838.

This bill having had three several readings passed

be enacted ELISIIA H. ALLEN, Speaker

In Senate, March 23, 1838. This bill having had t

several readings, I^^-^d to^be, enactod^^^
^^^,^^^

March 23, 1.38. Approved.
^.^,^^^,0 j^ENT

Secretary's Office, }

Augusta; March 26, 1638.
Ji

A tnip cony of the original on file. ,,„„
A test

SAM'L. P. BENSON,.
^"'''''

Secretary of Stat.

'

TH1S^«EW KNGI.A:\D PARNEK.

Is pahlishcd every Wcdnesilay Evening, at S3 per am

payable at the end of the ycar-but those who pay wi

sixty days from the lime of subscribiii? are enlilled W a

auction of 50 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTER:

n SCHOOL STREtT BOSTON.
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For tlie N'ew England Farmer.

RosBURY, Sept. 14, 1838.

Mr Editor :—I pejceive by your valuable pa-

per that Mr Ives of Salem presented to the Massa-

chusetts Horticultural Society, a pear which the

Chairman of the Fruit Committee, Mr Wm. Ken-

rick, calls the " Roi de Wirtemhurg, formerly mis-

calhd Capiaumoiit."

I beg to inquire by whom it was \hus miscalled'}

Was it not by the first Pomologist in Europe, the

President of the London Horticultural Society,

Thomas Andrew Knight lately deceased ? Nor is

this all, the pear he sent by that name agrees pre-

cisthj with the description of the Capiaumont in the

London Horticultural Tmnsadions. Now I am a

friend to/cee inquiry, find no fault with our Horti-

culturists in correcting the errors of Mr Kniglit

No name is so great with me, as to induce me to

prefer its authoritij to truth. But I think the term

"miscalled" ratlier too strong to use on the occa-

sion, and I therefore humbly, and respectfully beg

Mr Kenrick to lay before the Horticultural public,

his authority for deciding, that Mr Knight did " mis-

call " that pear. I beg to put to him the following

queries :

1. There was a Beurre Capiaumont in the cata-

alogues, long before uRoide Wirtemhurg appeared.

Have you got it ? Have you seen the real Beurre

Capiaumont ripe in this countn/ ?

2. Are you sure, that the Roi de Wirtemberg is

not a change of name merely, or what is called a

synonyme .'

3. Will you state the form, size, and qualities of

what yoti say is the true Beurre Capiauinont '? We
may then see in what it differs from the Capiaumont

of Mr Knight.

I cannot bring myself to believe, that gentlemen

of our Society woul(J ever distract and confuse all

our cultivators, merely on the ground, that the

" Capiaumont " is noio called Rio de Wirtemberg.

It would be puerile, to change our names every

time it pleases the sellers of fruit to give a new

name. What I want distinctly to know, is, whetlier

tliey have ripened, and tasted two distinct pears, one

called Capiaumont and the other Roi de Wirtem-

berg, and that they differ, and in wliat particulars

they differ.

I am the more particular on this point, because

the Chevalier Joseph Parmentier, who received a

gold medal for his excellent catalogue (and it de-

served it,) has the Capiaumont in his list, but has

not the Roi de Wirtemberg. I suspect, therefore,

that the charge has been made by a seller of trees,

I, who have suffered for fifty years severely, by new

names to old thino'S in pomology and floriculture

dread these novelties as a burnt child dreads the

fire. Many times have I nursed a bantling with

care and at great expense, and v.-hen it came to

flower, or give fruit, I have found that I have

nursed an old and discarded friend with a neiv name.

Hence probably my desire to protect my neighbors,

by checking the propensity to change names. I.

have often mentioned to my friends, the case of

Monzoa incisifolia, which in 20 years I have actu-

ally bought four times over under different names.

It is ratlier a severe tax on one's good humor, and

purse. JOHN LOWELL.

M)te Bene.—I beg it to be understood, that I

have a higli respect for Mr Kenrick's opinion. I

have personally known his efforts to acquire, and

transmit correct knowledge ; but there is a wide

difference, between changing names according to

honest conviction, and speaking in terms so sharp of

a man, whom no European cultivator would speak

of, but with profound respect. I have seen no ev-

idence, as yet, that Mr Knight ever "miscalled"

the Capiaumont. I am, however, perfectly open to

conviction.

There are probably now in fruit 10,000 Capiau-

mont Pear trees between Bangor in Maine, and

Cincinnati in Ohio. They have gone from me to

both those cities and to 200 towns between them.

They have been called by that name for 13 years.

Mr Kenrick's own celebrated work so calls them.

Why tlien change tlie name ? It is bringing con-

fusion into our names instead of order.

From Parkinson's Treatise on Live Stock.

SLUT.

Of this most extraordinary animal, will here be

stated a short history, to the veracity of which there

are hundreds of living witnesses.—Slut was bred

in, and was of that sort which maintain tJiemselves

in the New Forest, without regular feeding, ex-

cept when they have young, and then but for a

few weeks, and was given, when about three months

old, to be a breeding sow, by Mr Thomas to Mr
Richard Toomar, both at that time keepers in the

forest

From having no young, she was not fed, or taken

very little notice of, until about eighteen months

old; was seldom observed near the lodge, but

chanced to be seen one day when Mr Edward

Toomar was there. The brothers were concerned

together in breaking pointers and setters, some of

their own breeding, and others which were sent to

be broke by different gentlemen : of the latter, al-

though they would stand and back, many were so

indifferent, that they would neither hunt nor ex-

press any satisfaction when birds were killed and

put before them. The slackness in these dogs first

suggested tlie idea, that by the same method any

other animal might be made to stand and do as

well as one of those huntless and inactive pointers.

At this instant the sow passed by, and was remark-

ed as being handsome : R. Toomer threw ller a

piece or two of oatmeal roll, for which she appear-

ed grateful, and approached very near ; from that

time they were determined to make a sporting pig

of her. The first step v,as to give her a name, and

that of slut (given in consequence of her soiling

herself in a bog,) she acknowledged in the course

of a day, and never afterwards forgot. Within a

fortnight she would find and point patridges or rab-

bits, and her training was much forwarded by the

abundance of both, wliich were near the lodge ;

she daily improved, and in a few weeks would re-

trieve birds that had run as well as the best point-

ers, nay, her nose was superior to any pointer they

ever possessed, and no two men in England had

better. They hunted her principally on the moor's

and heath's. Slut has stood partridges, black game,

pheasants, snipes, and rabbits, in the same day ;

but was never known to point a hare. She was
seldom taken by choice more than a mile or two

from the lodge, but has frequently joined them
wh"n oi t with their pointers, and continued with

them several hours. She has sometimes stood a

jack-snipe, when all the pointers had passed by it

;

she would back the dogs when they pointed, but

the dogs refused to back her until spoken to ; their

dogs being all trained to make a general halt when
the word was given, whether any dog pointed or

not, so that she has been frequently standing in the

midst of a field of pointers. In consequence of

the dogs not liking to hunt when she was with them
(for they dropped their sterns, and shewed symp-

toms of jealousy), she did not very often accompa-

ny them, e.'fcept for the novelty, or when she ac-

cidentally joined them in the forest.

Her pafR was mostly a trot, was seldom known
to gallop, except when called to go out shooting

;

she would then come off the forest at full stretch

(for she was never shut up to prevent her being

out of the sound of the call or whistle when a

party of gentlemen had appointed to see her out

the ni-tt ilay, and which call she obeyed as readily

as a dog,) and be as much elated as a dog, upon

being shown the gun. She always expressed great

pleasure when game, 'either dead or alive, was
placed before her. She has frequently stood a sin-

gle partridge at forty yards distance, her nose in a

direct line to the bird : after standing some con-

siderable time, she would drop like a setter, still

keeping her nose in an exact line and would con-

tinue in that position until the game moved ; if it

took wing, she would come up to the place, and
draw slowly after it ; and when the bird stopped,

she would stand as before. The two Mr Toomers
lived about seven miles apart, at Rhinefield and

Broomey lodges. Slut has many times gone by

herself from one lodge to the other, as if to court

the being taken out shooting. She was about five

years old when her master died; and at the auc-

tion of his pointers, &c. was included in the sale,

and bought in at ten guineas.

Sir H. Mildmay having expressed a wish to have

her, she was sent to Dogmersfield park, where she

remained some years. She was last in the posses-

sion of Colonel Sikes, and she was then ten years

old, had become fat and slothful, but would point

game as well as before. When killed she was at

Bassilden House. Slut weighed 700 lbs. Her
death, to those who possess common feelings of

humanity, appears (if one may use the expression,)

at least animal murder : it would have cost but a

trifling sum to have fed and sheltered her in the

winter, and the park would have supplied her wants

at no expense.
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From t he A mericau Turf Register

.

BOTS IN HORSES.

BelUvUlc, III. August 14, 1838.

Deah Sir:—Upim the loth of June, one of my
carringe Jiorses was attacked with tlie grub or bots.

For the first two hours the symptoms were such as

induced many to suppose it was a fit of cholic. I

administered three table spoonfulls of spirits of tur-

pentine, in half an hour gave him a half pint of

French brandy, with lialf an ounce of laudanum,

this gave relief and he recovered. On the tenth

day afterwards, I found him after a short ride at-

tacked again in the same way. I administered a

pint of French brandy and an ounce of laudanum,

this dose was renewed in half an liour, without ef-

fect. 1 then gave a pint of molasses with a quart

of milk, and in half an hour ouc pound of salts. He
died in about eight hours.

On opening him after he died I found a quantity

of the bots had fastened themselves in the inner

coats of the stomach, and all together, with a few

bots in his stomach with tlie food. My first object

was, to ascertain what would induce the bot to

loose its hold. I c;it from the stomach a piece about

tw^ve inches square, in which were the hots at-

tacnod, closing the edges of the piece of the stom-

ach together so as to exclude air. I put into the

sack thus made, sweet milk and molasses, and tied

them up for two hours, and on opening I found them

fast to the stomach. I then tried oil, and other ex-

periments, none of which had the effect to induce

them to let go.

My next object was, to see what would kill the

bots, having heard many things recommended. I

made the following experiments :

I immersed six grubs or bots in linseed oil, a

like number in indigo pulverized and mixed with

water ; also, powder and vinegar, strong decoction

lye, strong decoction of alum, also alcohol, and ni-

tric acid ; after keeping them thus immersed for

hours, I changed them from one to the other mix-

ture or solution ; where they remained from early

in the day till evening, at which time they exhibi-

ted all the healthy appearance tliey did in the

morning.

My observations resulted in tlie confirmation of

an opinion I had previously formed, tliat the bot

could not be killed, except by tlie administering of

medicine that would destroy the life of the horse.

It satisfied me of the fact, that when tlie bots fairly

get hold, they are not induced to let go.

My opinion of the bots is as follows, that they

are produced by the knit deposited on the animal

by the Hy known as the knit-fly, and are taken into

tlie stomach of the horse. That the bot is there

formed from the egg ; that in the general way the

bot is discharged from the stomach through the

bowels. But where they do not pass off" in this

way, the attack is made to extricate themselves

from their confinement by an attempt to eat through

the stomach.

It occurs to my mind as most probable, that the

bot passes through several changes from the form

in which we have just described it. That before

this change they make a desperate effort to free

themselves, concentrating their attack to one spot;

this soon deprives the horse of life, and the bot is

extricated in a short time, and either goes into the

ground, or by the action of the atmosphere changes

its mode of existence.

I am satisfied, that upon the first discovery of

the first attack, the bot may be induced to let go.

or postpone the effort to free itself from the stom-

ach ; this is best effected, in my opinion, by mo-

lasses and milk, which sliou'd be followed with

one or two active cathartics, by which means the

bots are carried off. Slionld these views and ex-

periments be thought worthy of publication in your

valuable work, they are submitted.

Respectfully, J. Mitchell.

Remarks o.n the above.—How doctors differ!

As a comment on the above communication, we

copy from the ' History of the Horse,' published by

the society for the diffusion of useful knowledge in

England, the following description of the bot. We
do not adopt the opinions of cither side of the ques-

tion—wiietber the bot ever kills the horse, or is

beneficial to it, but we do think Mr Mitchell mista-

ken in his theory of the « desperate efforts they

make to free themselves ;' and that the writer of

tlie following article is correct in that respect.

—

Ed. Turf Register.

.

Bots.—In the spring and early part of the sum-

mer, horses are much troubled by a grub or cater-

pillar, which crawls out of the anus, fastens itself

under the tail, and seems to cause a great deal of

itching or uneasiness. Grooms are sometimes

alarmed at the appearance of these insects. Their

history is curious, and will dispel every fear with

regard to them. We are indebted to Mr Bracy

Clark for almost all we know of the bot.

A species of gad-fly, the osstrus equi, is in the

latter part of the summer exceedingly busy about

the horse. They are observed to be darting with

great rapidity towards the knees and sides of the

animal. The females are depositing their eggs on

the hair, and which adhjre to it by means of a glu-

tinous fluid with which they are surrounded. In a

few days the eggs are ready to be hatched, and

the slightest application of warmth and moisture

will liberate the little animals which they contain.

The horse in licking liimself touches the egg, it

bursts, and a small worm escapes, which adheres to

the tongue, and is conveyed with the food into the

stomach ; there it clings by means of a hook on

either side of its mouth, to the circular portion of

the stomach ; and its hold is so firm and so obsti-

nate, that it will be broken before it will be de-

tached. It remains feeding there on the mucus of

the stomach during the whole of the winter, and to

the end of the ensuing spring ; when, having at-

tained a considerable size, and being destined to

undergo a certain transformation, it disengages it-

self from the cuticular coat, is carried into the vil-

lous portion of the stomach with the food, passes

out of it with the chyme, and is at length evacuated

with the dung.

The larva or maggot being thus thrown out seeks

shelter in the ground, contracts in size, and be-

comes a chrysalis or grub ; in which state it lie

inactive for a few weeks, and then, bursting from

its confinement assumes the form of a fly. The

female becoming impregnated, quickly deposites

her eggs on those parts of the horse which he is

most likely to lick, and so the species is perpetu-

ated.

There are several plain conclusions from this

history. The bots cannot, while they inhabit the

stomach of the horse, give the animal any pain, for

they arc fastened on the cuticular and insensible

coat They cannot stimulate the stomach and in-

crease its digestive power, for tlioy are not on tlie

digestive portion of the stomach. They cannot by

their roughness, assist the trituration or rubbinj

down of the food, for no such office is performed it

that part of the stomach— tlie food is softened, no

rubbed down. They cannot be injurious to tli(

horse, for he enjoys the most perfect health wher

the cuticular part of the stomach is filled with them

and their presence is not even suspected until thej

appear at the anus. They cannot be removed bv

medicine, because they are not in that part of thf

stomach to which medicine is usually conveyed

and if they were, their mouths are too deeply burie(

in the mucus for any medicine, that can safely b(

administered, to affect them ; and last of all, in du(

course of time they detach themselves and come

away. Therefore, the wise man will leave thein ti

themselves or content hunself with picking them of

when they collect under the tail and annoy tht

animal.

CATTLE SHOW.
The undersigned, having been appointed by thi

Worcester County AgTicultural Society to make al

necessary arrangements for a Cattle Show and Ex
hibition of Manufactures, on Wednesday, the lOt

day of October next, have been attending to tli

duty assigned them, and have the pleasure of re|

porting that the annual address will be delivered b;
I

the Rev. Henry Colman, the Commissioner ap

pointed to make an agricultural survey of the Cora i

monwealth. That the high character of the Count;

in relation to its agriculture and manufactures ma;

be fully sustained on this occasion, tlie Committe'

respectfully solicit from the farmers and manufac

turers of the County, their co-operation in the en

deavor to render this Show more interesting thai

any former one—and this can readily be done, i

the owners of choice animals will place them i:

the Society's pens, and the manufacturers will de

posite specimens of their work in the exhibitio!

kvll. They would ask from the ladies a continu

ance of their kindness in aiding to adorn the hal

with their elegant work. Careful persons will b

provided to take charge of the goods and preserv

them from injury. The hall will be open for thei

receptiim on Monday, the 8th day of October, am

it is desirable that they may be entered on that day

that sufficient time may be liad to arrange tliet

propel ly and have them in readiness for the exam

ination of the Committees. Those who may findi

more convenient to forward articles previous to th'

time mentioned, may send them to the charge o

the Chairman of the Committee, who will attend fc

have them seasonably entered and taken cai'e of

The sum of $50 dollars has been reserved, to b
distributed in gratuities for articles of skijl an'

utility deserving encouragement, and for which n
particular premium has been offered.

Those disposed to compete in the Ploughin

Match are reminded tliat notice of their intentio

must be filed with Edwin Conant, Esq. the Record

ing Secretary of the Society, at his Office opposit

the Central Hotel, before the 25th day of Septem

ber instant, that suitable ground may be obtainet

the proper number of lots measured and marke

out, and the requisite arrangements made for th

occasion. The ploughs must be on tlie groun

which will be provided, in readiness to commonc

the work precisely at 9 o'clock, A. M., of the da;

of the Show, as this will be the first public busines

attended to.

Those who intend to enter for the Drawin,

Match, are informed, that to prevent uunecessar
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elay, tlie Committee will arrange their names by

Dt, and it will be required that each person be on

he sround with his team, in readiness to com-

nence tho work when his name is called by the

tfarshal.

All competitors are notified that the conditions

irescribed by the Trustees, and published in their

lill of premiums oftered, must bo strictly complied

nth. Those who have not been furnished with

hose bills, may obtain them of Edwin Conant, Esq.

ir of the Chairman of the Committee of Arrange-

nents.

The Committee have the satisfaction of stating

hat the Trustees, for the purpose of rendering the

Show more interesting, have authorized them to

)ffer a gratuity of 850 for the exhibition of a team

)f working oxen, to consist of not less than CO

^okes, befonging to the same town, and such as

ihall be approved by the Committee on working

;attle.

John W. Li-ncol>-, ~(

F. W. Paine,
|

Isaac Southgate,
|

Committee

Thos. Chamberlain, j> of

Isaac Davis, |
Arrangements.

T. W. Bancroft,
]

James Estabp.ook, j

The Beet Sugar Company in this town have

lire.l the buildings erected near the Canal House

'or an Iron Foundry, together with the Steam en-

gine.

The manufacture will be carried on upon the

aerman principle of drying, grinding and making

)f the powder a strong decoction of syrup for crys-

:alizinn-. Farmers can get five dollars a ton for

:heir beets—contracts have been made at that price

where 20 tons to the acre is expected. This is

loing well for the farmer, and if at this rate the

nanufacturer can do well too, the whole process,

.Till succeed and drive out of use the cane sugar

jntirely, which has been manufactured iu China

every since tlie days of Moses.

The following is the first European account of

the sugar manufacture of China, from which its

great antiquity may be inferred. It would indeed

be most astonishing if the sweet cane, warmed by

a tropical sun furnishing for 4000 years the only

material for sugar, should now give way to the cold

under ground watery beet.

It is singular how sugar, like cotton and tobacco,

the two first but little known to the nations of an-

cient Europe, the last not least of all, has become

a principal article of commerce throughout tlie

whole civilized world since the discovery of Ameri-

ca. The first knowledge of Sugar was carried into

Europe by the soldiers of Alexander, who returned

from the expedition to India. It is described by

one author as " honey extracted from canes or reed."

Strabo says, on the authority of Nearchus, Alex-

ander's Admiral, who sailed down the Indus to its

moudi, that "honey is obtained in India without

bees."

Pliny says it was obtained from reeds like a gum

and was light colored and hard when taken between

the teeth. It is plain that the sugar thus described

) is sugar candy, and that it was obtained by the

I

Romans and Greeks from China. It is well ascer-

, tained that the Chinese have known and practised

I
the art of making sugar candy from the highesl

j antiquity. The Saracens were the first to bring

1 sugar into Europe in large quantities, and they also

brought with them the art of manufacturing and

refining it. These people conquered some of the

islands in the Mediterranean and some extent of

coast on that sea, and among their fruits of the

conquest was the introduction of the sugar plant.

From the shores and islands of the Mediterra-

nean, the knowledge and use of sugar were spread

over Western Europe by the crusaders. Tlie plant

was afterwards carried bythe Spaniards to the Ca-

nary Islands, and thence, after the discovery of

America, to the islands and continent of the New
World. This is what the Spaniards pretend, and

it may be true ; but if we may believe Edwards's

history of the West Indies, the plant grew wild

both in the islands and in the continent long be-

fore the arrival of Columbus. Its use is now al-

most as universal as that of salt or flour, and through-

out the whole civilized world, the rich and poor,

the nabob and the day laborer, pay their daily trib-

ute to the cultivator of the sugar cane.—Hampshire

Republican.

CURE OR PREVENTION OF MURRAIN.

The Cultivator publishes a correspondence On

the subject of this fatal disease in cattle, in which

a Maryland farmer recommends tar as an efficacious

cure and more perfect preventative. As a simple,

cheap, and safe prescription, it deserves attention

and farther experiment to test its efficacy. The

mode of administering it is as follows :

" I tie my cow in the stable, then let a strong

man hold her by the nose and horn, then take the

paddle we commonly use for greasing the wagon,

dip it in the tar bucket, taking up as much as will

stick to it, say from a gill to half a pint, open the

cow's mouth, and put it as far back on her throat

as possible without hurting her ; hold the paddle in

her mouth long enough for her to work the tar off"

of it. I do the same to every cow, and repeat the

operation every two or three weeks the year through

at the same time rubbing a quantity of tar about

the cow's horns and face, forehead and nose ;
like-

wise smear plenty of tar about the mangers and

troughs. Before I commenced with the above rem-

edy, I lost a number of my best cows, but we called

the disease the horn distemper or murrain. I have

had cows taken when in fine order, I might say al-

most fat enough for beef, they would linger a few

days and die—the horns when examined would al-

ways be hollow, and mostly dry—urine sometimes

bloody. It is a distemper sometimes caused by

cows drinking impure water. I would advise you

to try it, always bearing in mind that it is neces-

sary for the cow to swallow a good portion of the

tar. Since I have used tlie tar, about two years, I

have not had one of my cows diseased in any way,

and one of ray neighbors, whose cows were for-

merly diseased, has used it for a long time with

the most complete success. I give the tar to hor-

ses, sheep and hogs, and think it good for them."

out of fifteen, and other stock i" proportion. The

disease makes its appearance on tlie breast of tlie

animal, nearly between the fore legs, commencing

at first with a slight swelling, extending finally to

the throat, and generally proves fatal in about ten

hours. No cause can be assigned for this singular

complaint, as it attacks animals in good order, that

are regularly fed and eat nothing but such feed as

is given them, indiscriminately with those that are

running at large. The disease always making its

appearance on the same part of the animal, seems

to preclude tlie belief that it can be from any poi-

sonous insect. Numbers of deer are found dead in

the neighboring wood, affected from appearances,

in the same manner. The complaint seems to be

confined to hoofed animals, as the dogs have fat-

tened on the carcasses without being affected.

Sheep Worm.—There is a fly that deposites its

egis in the nostrils of sheep, usually in August and

September, wheie it hatches, and then makes its

way up into the head and often causes death. The

frequent application of tar to the noses of sheep, is

considered tlie best preventive. Put tar on boards

and strew on salt, and the sheep will smear tiieir

noses with tar in eating the salt. The following

method is recommended by some sheep master.

—

Take a small log, dress it a little upon the upper

side, bore holes into it with a large augur at short

intervals, about two or three inches deep, fill these

holes with salt, and with a brush apply tar as often

as once a week around the holes, and give the sheep

daily access to the salt. A small quantity of tar

frequently given to'sheep is considered conducive

to their health. Alexander Reed, Esq. of Wash-

ington Co. Penn. observes, " we have long been

satisfied that the use of tar as a medicine or con-

diment for sheep has not been duly appreciated.

The cough and foul nose, I am disposed to think,

are both produced from the same disease. When
we notice them we lose no time in removing them

from the flock, and make a free xise of tar. It rarely

fails to eflect a cure in a few days, unless the ani-

mal is old or unsound."

—

Genesee Farmer.

Manchester, (Miss.) July 28.

Fatal Disease among Animals.—Within the

last two weeks a disease has prevailed among the

stock on Silver Creek, in Washington County,

which has swept off" nearly evefry horse, mule, cow

and hog in the neighborhood. The Creek is set-

tled by'extensive planters, who require large num-

bers of horses, oxen, &c. to cultivate their planta-

tions ; and we learn, that on Major Woolfolk's

plantation, out of twenty-one horses, sixteen died

in the last few davs. Mr J. J. Hughes lost twelve

Rohan Potato and Fruit Trees.—J. D. Le-

gare, of Grey Sulphur Springs, Va. wishes us to

advise him, to whom he shall apply at Paris, for

Rohan potatoes and fruit trees. All of these we

can furnish to Mr Legare, as we are growing them

all for sale in our grounds ; but if Mr L. is partic-

ularly desirous of obtaining them from France,

we recommend that he apply through Messrs. Vil-

morin, Andrieux & Co. Seedsmen, Paris. As to

the character of the Rohan potato, we have no

hesitation in saying, that, according to the seed

sown, it is far the most productive of any variety

we know. We cannot judge so well of its quality

for the table, never having tasted of but one. We
should class it second, though others class it frst,

among our good northern potatoes.

—

Cultivator.

Innate Appktitks.—Sir George McKenzie, in

his Phrenological Essays, mentions the following

curious fact, witnessed by Sir James Hall :
he had

been engaged in making some , experiments on

hatching eggs by artificial heat, and on one occa-

sion observed in one of his boxes, a chicken in the

act of breaking from his confinement. It hajipened

that just as the creature wes getting out of its shell,

a spider began to run along the box, when the chick-

en darted forward, seized and swallowed it.
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C'EOLOGY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Continued from page 59.

Gei'ne—It may be well, fo state the avrrage

quantity of geine in the different geological varie-

ties of our soils, nhich is as follows

:

Soluble Geine. InsoIuMe Geiiie.

Alluvium, 2.25 - 2.15

Tertiary argillaceous soils, .3.94 - 5.22

Sandstone do. 3.28 - 2.14

Graywacke do. .'IbO - 4.00

Argillaceous slate do. .j./T - 4..")3

Limestone, do. 3.40 - 4.04

Mica slate do. 4..34 - 4.60

Talcose slate do. 3.G7 - 4.U0

Gneiss do. 4.30 - 3.40

Granite do. 4.05 - 3.87

Sienito do. 4.40 - 4.50

Porphyry do. 5.1I7 - 4.10

Greenstone do. 4..5G - 0.10

One fact observable in the above results may
throw doubts over the fundamental principles that

have been advanced respecting geine ; viz., that

it constitutes tJie food of plants, and that they

cannot flourish without it. It appears that our

best alluvial soils contain less geine, in both its

foriM, than any other variety, e.xcept those very
sandy ones that are not noticed in the above results,

because their number is so small. Ought we hence
to infer that alluvium is a poor soil ? I apprehend
that we can infer nothing from this fact against al-

luvial soils, except that they are sooner exhausted
than others, without constant Supplies of geine.

For if a soil contain enough of this substance
abondantly to supply a crop that is growing upon
it, that crop may be large although there is not

enough geine to produce another. Now analysis

shows that our alluvial soils contain enough of
geine for any one crop : and I apprehend that their

chief e-xcellenco consists in being of such a de-

gree of fineness that they allow air, moisture, and
lime, rapidly to convert vegetable matter into so-

luble geine, and yield it up readily to the roots of

plants : but I presume that without fresh supplies

of manure, they would not continue to produce as

long as most of the other soils in the state. A
considerable part of our alluvia are yearly recruit-

ed by a fresh deposite of mud, which almost al-

ways contains a quantity of geino and of the salts

of lime, in a fine condition for being absorbed by
the rootlets of plants. And on other parts of al-

luvial tracts, our farmers, I believe, are in th*e ha-

bit of expecting but a poor crop unless they man-
ure it yearly. Ydt so finely constituted are tliese

soils, that even if exhausted, they are more easily

restored than most others ; so tliat taking all things

into tlie account, they are among the most valua-

ble of our soils ; and yet I donbt wiiether they pro-

duce as much at any one crop as many other soils
;

though the others perhaps require more labor in

cultivation.

Western Soils.— Tu addition to the arguments re-

specting the existence of phosphate of limejn the
soils, I would state that I found it in every analy-

sis which I have made of tiie Berkshire mark, the

results of which I shall soon present. I hav« also

recently analysed five specimens of soils from Ohio
and Illinois, presented to me by H. G. Bowers,
Esq., formerly of Northampton, in this state, and
now resident in Illinois. Tlioy were taken from
some of the most productive spots in those states,

and, in regard to some of them, it is certain, tliat

JIG animal or any oth«r manure has ever been ap-

plied by man, and at least one of them seems not

to have been cultivated, so far as I can judge from
its appearance. Yet all these soils contain phos-

|)hate of lime. The following are the results of
their analysis ; which I give, partly because of the

subject under consideration, and partly because I

thought it might be gratifying to compare tlie com-
position of some of the best soils at the west with

those in Massachusetts.

VlSt^W^
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to peat. Hence, as these swamps are rarely exca-

vated, the marl is not apt to be discovered ; or if

found, it is supposed to be nothing- more tlian white

clay and sand, which, indeed, it does very much re-

semble. In order to ascertain tlie presence of marl

in a swamp, I prepared an iron rod, several feet

lonjr, near the end of wliich was a groove, in fact

it formed a sort of auger. When pressed into tlie

ground and withdrawn, it would always retain in

the groove some of the matter from the bottom of

the hole, and in this way, in a few minutes, not on-

ly the existence of marl might be ascertained, but

the thickness of the bed. Yet after all, since the

swamps where it occurs are usually very wet, and

easily penetrated, a rough pole is better for dis-

covering marl and its thickness, than the iron borer

which I have described. For some of it will ad-

here to a pole plunged into it, even thougli that

pole must be drawn through several feet of vegeta-

ble mud above it. And if the pole be plunged to

the bottom of the bed, the distance along the pole

covered witli marl, will show tlie thickness of the

bed ; except tliat the lower extremity of the pole

will show beneath the layer of marl the clay or

sand as far as they were penetrated ; and this ex-

tent must be subtracted from the whole length

covered with marl. I have been thus particular in

describing the method of searching for marls, in

the confidence that if gentlemen residing in the

towns above mentioned will adopt it, many new

beds will be brought to light.

There is a substance in the central and eastern

parts of the state, in exactly the same situation as

the marl of Berkshire, which resembles it also very

precisely in external characters, and is also like

marl very light ; and yet it is not marl. It does

not contain carbonate of lime, but is composed

chiefly of silica. Specimens of it will be found

in the collection from several places. (See No.

157, which is from Spencer; No. 169, from Barre,

and No. 180, from Andover.) It is easy, notwith-

standing its general resemblance, to distinguish it

from marl by a few drops of vinegar, oil of vitroil,

aqua fortis, or any other acid. If it be -marl, the

acid will produce in it small bubbles occasioned

by the escape of gas— if not marl, no effervesence

will be produced. And this is a universal test,

which is almost infallible, for distinguishing marl

in all circumstances.

One other circumstance respecting the Berk-

shire marl, which will aid in distinguishing it. It

abounds every where with small fresh water shells,

such as now occur m the ponds of that region, and

therefore it is unquestionably true fresh water marl,

and not shell marl. The epidermis of the shell is

usually gone. Such shells are rarely found in

much quantity where lime does not exist, although

I have seen them in mud that did not effervesce.

But their presence should lead us to search care

fully for calcareous matter: for how can tliese ani

mals form their shells without lime ?

The manner in which these Berkshire marls were

fonned, is very obvious. They result from the car-

bonate of lime brought into ponds by water, and

there at length deposited. After the pond is filled

nearly up, vegetables begin to grow over the marl,

and thus at length a deposite of peaty matter cov

ers tlie marl. The process, I doubt not, is now

going on in most limestone countries, and thus a

vast amount of valuable matter for agriculture is

accumulating in spots usually regarded as waste

places.

The Berkshire marls, above described, appear to

me to be some of the richest and best that ever oc-

cur. Marls are usually valued only for the calca-

reous matter whicli they contain. But by adopting

Dr. Dana's method of analysis, we find that they

also contain no small quantity of soluble and in-

soluble geine, derived from the vegetable matter

that covers tlieni. This must make tliem still more

valuable when applied to the soil. They contain

likeiviso a small portion of phosphate of lime, in-

creasing their value still more : while the granitic

sand in them, the only part that is of no value, is

in most cases extremely small.

Massachnsetts Hortlcnltnral Society.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, Sept. 15, 1838.

Pears.—From S. Downer, Urbaniste, Dix, Gush-

ing, and Wurtemberg.

From John Richardson, Beauty of Brussels.

From John Lowell, Beurre Spence, Bergamotte,

Paysans, Beurre, Creppeaux.

From Mrs Tim. Bigelow, Bartlett

From Dr Harris, Bon Chretien.

From E. Vuse, Julienne, Dutchesse d'Angou-

leme.

From S. Sweetser, Julienne, Fulton, Beurre

d'lel.

From D. Parks, Bartlett.

Apples.—From S. Downer, Porter.

From J. Dewolf, Spice Sweeting.

From E. Vose, Summer Pearmain..

From John Warren, American Nonpareil, (so

called, but not rightly named.)

Peaches.—From S. Pliipps, Red Rareripe, Roy-

al George.

From S. Vose, a Seedling.

From Mrs Bigelow, Rareripe.

JVectairnes.—From J. C. Howard, Violet.

From Thomas Mason, Elrige, Bromfield, Brynon.

Plums.—From S. Pond, Smith's Orleans, Corses

Field Marshal, White Gage, Duane's Purple.

From Messrs Winship's, Small Plums, raised

from stones brought from beyOnd the Rocky Moun-

tains.

Grapes.—From S. Downer, Miller's Burgundy.

From J. C. Howard, Isabella, Sweetwater.

From Mrs Sarah Jones, White Sweetwater.

For the Committee,

L. P. GROSVENOR, Chairman.

RoxBURT, Sept. 15, 1838.

Sir, I send to your society specimens of Beurre

Spence, Beurre Creppeaux, and Bergamotte Paysans

pears. You will find them all mentioned as suc-

ceeding well as standards near London, (in Lou-

don's Magazine, vol. ii. p. 253.)

The Beurre Spence is mentioned by Mr Brad-

dish, March 1, 1626, in a letter to Loudon, in which

he says, that Van Mens told him that the Beurri

Spence was " inestimable, and had no competitor."

In that same letter, he mentions the " Roi de

Wurtemberg," for naming which. Van Mons re-

ceived I'rom" the king of Wurtemberg a snuft' box,

and it is ratlier singular, that Mr Braddish, who had

often seen the " Capiaumont" several years before

in England, should not have mentioned, that it was

the same pear with the Roi de Wurtemberg. Mr

Knio-ht had sent me the Capiaumont three years be

But no doubt, our experienced poinologists liave

good reasons for chargiag Mr Knight with " mis-

calling" that pear. Tliey have no doubt seen and

tasted the true Capiaumont, and know, that it dif-

fers from ours. Nothing short of this, could justify

such a change of names, and creating such con-

fusion in our nomenclature, when there are now, at

least 10,000 Capiaumonts, between Bangor and

Cincinnati to both of which cities, scions went from

me nearly fiff^cn years since.

I am, Sir, respectfully yours,

JOHN LOWELL.

J^ota Bene.—My estate suffers severely in dry

seasons, and my pears have partaken of the evils

of this uncommon season.

It is possible that Mr Van Mons may have chang-

ed the name of Capiaumont in honor of his majesty

of Wurtemberg, and in the reasonable prospect of a

gold snuff box—but that is no reason for our doing

it

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Saturday, Sept. 15, 1838.

Dahlias.—By J. C. Howard, Esq., Brookline,

viz.. Lady Furdwich, Prince George, Beauty of

Cambridge, Alba Perfection, Brown's Ophelia,

Brown's Desdemona, Dennis's Beauty, Cedo Nulli,

Picta Pormosissima, Royal William, Queen of

Wirtemberg, and Duglass's Augusta.

By Jlr W. E. Carter, from the Botanic Garden,

Cambridge, Dennis's Perfection, Daniel O'Con-

nell, Duke of Bedford, Metropolitan Calypso, Beau-

ty of Caraberwell, and several others.

By Mr S. Sweetser, of Cambridgeport, Quilled

Perfection.

By S. Walker, Napoleon, Lady Ann, King of

Dahiiiis, Mrs Broadwood, Duglass's Glorj', Desde-

mona, and Urania.

From Samuel Phipps, Esq., of Dorchester, a fine

specimen of Helianthus annuus plenus.

Bouquets.—From Messrs Winship, Hovey, How-

ard, John Hovey and others.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

Smithfidd, Sept. 12tt, 1838.

To the Editor of the New England Farmer.

Gentlemen.—I saw a statement in the Farmer

of August 29th, of early corn coming to maturity,

sufiicient for grinding, in ninety days from plant-

ino-. I planted some sweet corn on the 19th of

June, and on the 2Sth of August, seventy days, it

was fully srown, suitable for cooking. Also some

beans planted the 5th of July, which on tlie 8th of

August, thirtyfour days, were in full blow. Last

spring I planted thirtytwo small potatoes in four

rows, about one foot distance, the first row con-

taining nothing but the natural soil, which was

rather light, in the second was strewed a small

quantity of ashes, the third, the same of lime, and

the fourth, of plaster ; when harvested, the weight

of the first row was four pounds four ounces, the

second, four pounds ten ounces, the third, four

pounds, and the fourth, four pounds eight ounces.

I have been an observer for 70 years, and have no

recollection of the southern or Virginia corn com-

ing to maturity here, until this season, a number of

/brclhis letter of Braddish, and though he corres- I stdks in my potatoe fields, on which the corn was

ponded with me ten years after, he never corrected fully grown and glazed in the month of August,

his alleged misnomer of the Capiaumont, though There must be some cause tor this, perhaps the

he did those of every other pear. I
severe drought. If any of your valuable corres-
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pendents can render <in explanation, it will niucli

oblige A SUBSCRIBER.

[The fine warm weather with which we have

been favored the past summer, has made a differ-

ence of about three weelis in the ripening of corn

aid seeds of various kinds, The severe drought,

lias of course accelerated the ripening ; but has

been the cause of diminishing the quantity of the

crop in many cases. _.
J. B.]

AND gardener's JOURNAL.

Boston, Wednesday, September 19,
'

AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
No. II.

In a preceding number vvc spoke of tliree different

classes of agi^cultural improvements ; tliose which are

merely for sake of appearance, for purposes of ornament

oi' embellishment ; those which are useful and necessary,

but not in the proper sense of the term productive; and

those, which come under the denomination of produc-

tive.^
We said some things about lalior-saving raacliinerj-

;

gave some cautions in regard to tiie expensiveness of its

construction; and the multiplication of implements class-

ed under that head. Mistakes in this matter are so com-

mon and often so expensive and ve-xatious, that we shall

ask indulgence for dwelling longer on this subject. We
have often been in the sheds and out-buildings of some

of our friends, who are certainly entitled to much credit

for their enterprise and their patronage of genius, where

are stowod away one upon the other, labor-saving nia-

cluncs of extraordinary variety and construction, thresh-

ing machines, fanning machines, straw-cutters, drill-bar-

rows, turnip slicers, cultivators, plooghs, hoes, barrows,

and other implements of agriculture too numerous to be

mentioned. These having been purchased at considera-

ble expense have perhaps upon the first trial been con-

demned for incompetency, and with severe chagrin and

vexation have been consigned to this general repository

of useless lumber. There they remain a source of un-

ceasing mortification, and perhaps at last, when repeated

disappointments and downright deceptions have chafed

the [spirit, they call forth an eternal and indiscriminate

anathema against all patent labor-saving machines what-

ever. Having been througli this same mill ourselves,

and not simply scratched but with the whole skin torn

off, we confess that the very name of a newly invented

patent labor-saving machine brings over us a kind of

shudder.

It would be wrong however to pronounce in such case

a sentence of indiscriminate condemnation. Improve-

ments and discoveries have been made in labor-saving

machines in agriculture of the highest utility ; and it

proves only gro.ss ignorance or prejudice or want ofjudg-

ment or a miscalculating parsimony to neglect orrefu.se

to avail ourselves of them. Improvements have been

made in ploughs, the great instrument of agricultural op-

eration, which have been of immense benefit. In the

c«nstruclion of the mould board, in the material of which

the mould board and points arc made (cast-iron when
polished occasioning less friction than wrought iron, and a

worn-out or broken point being easily supplied) in the

position of the beam, in the form of the coulter, in the

addition of a wheel to guago the depth of the furrow-

slice, in a revolving cutler, and in the form of the clavis

or hook by which the plough is diawn, the most valuable

and useful i^n)roveuients have been nuulc.

Wc might go on to particularize other improvements

n implements of agriculture by which great facility has

been given to its operations, and a large atnount of toil

and time has been saved. But there are some important

rules, which ought to govern the farmer in this matter.

Whatever labor-saving machine offers itself for his ex-

amination, let him first fully determine that it is compe-

tent to effect the object, which it proposes to accomplish

;

that it will do it in the cheapest inanner; that it will do

it in the best manner ; that it is an object of so much im-

portance that he can afford to incur the expense of the

machine for the sake of having it accomplished. Let

him weigh well its first cost ; the probable expense of

using it, and of keeping it in repair ; its strength and sub-

stance, and how long it may be expected to last. Let

him examine its construction, and inspect its liability to

get out of repair, and ascertain his means, in case of its

derangement or injury, of putting it again into repair;

and especially let him settle the point, how well, at what

expense, in what time, with how much more or how
much less difficulty the same work could be effected by

the usual process, or by means already in his possession.

We have seen so much waste of money, and so much

vexation growing out of mistakes in this matter that we
cannot too strongly urge it upon the farmers " to look be-

fore they leap ;" and to weigh the case most thoroughly

before they involve themselves in a needless expense.

Labor-saving machines are in some measure like patent

medicines. In reading the advertisements of these nos-

trums and catholicons in the public papers, what they

can do, what they have done, the cures already effected

and the threatened lives which they have saved, one is

almost induced to conclude that sickness may be banish-

ed at our pleasure, and that man need never die. So

likewise in looldng at many of the labor-saving machines

which are offered to the public, one would be led to in-

fer from what thoy profess themselves able to accomplish

that there would be scarcely any longer occasion for bend-

ing the back or soiling the hands. But while we admit

that many of these machines are of decided and aibuua-

ble utility, yet, in some other cases, it costs more time

and labor and trouble to put and keep the machine in

operation than it would do to perform the work itself

with our own hands.

Suppose that in this case, by way of illustrating these

positions, we relate the experience of an intelligent far-

mer, a friend of ours, as we received it from his own
mouth. A threshing machine of an improved construc-

tion and of great promise was offered for his purchase.

A horse-power and a thresher composed the machine.

He saw it operated, and it worked to admiration. The

other farmers, who witnessed its operation, were loud in

its praises; and promised in case he would purchase the

macbuie and the right of use for the town and vicinity,

they would hire it for their work and thiw alleviate the

expense. It was warranted to thresh one hundred bush-

els of? wh'eM and one hundred and fifty of oats per day;

and in the cleanness with which it performed the work

to make a saving of nearly one bushel in ten over the or-

dinary mode of using the flail. With these bright and

Haltering visions floating before his mind he was induced

to purchase the machine and the right of using it in his

own town and several towns in the county. Now mark

the result. The machine was heavy and difiicult of

transportation. It required ordinarily five persons and a

horse to operate and tend it to advantage. It was diffi-

cult to find a horse that would go in it ; and it was cer-

tain to injure his gait or his temper. Then it was con-

stantly getting out of order; the band would slip off ; the

chain would break ; the teeth would be bent or forced

out of their jilaces. Accidents as they were called would

happen continually, and the men employed would feel a

pleasure in such delays and misfortunes, and frequently

through their own willing or designed mismanagement

or carelessness produce them, first because there is among

the ignorant an almost universal and inflexible prejudice

against all improvements, and second because such de-

lays favored their indolence. Then again, in the best

cases, it always came out that not more than half was

done that was usually promised to be done ; the speci-

luen of an hour's work was found to be no rule for the

day. Then what was the warranty worth of a wandering

vender, wlio like a yankee pedlar was barn at sea, and

had neither fixed residence, nor character, nor responsi-

bility i To complete lus mortification not a farmer in

the vicinity, earnest as they were in recommending its

purchase, would use it afler it was purchased, unless they

could have the use of it without charge ; and then they

would show. their gratitude for the kindness of tke loan

by abusing the machine and sneering at the folly of the

purchaser. To complete the whole series of vexations

comes the agreeable discoverj- of the invention of some

new machine, which is sure to supersede it, because it

will do much more work in the same time and at half

the expense.

Now this is a faithful picture of what, we do not say

always but what often happens, a picture drawn from

real life, and fact ; and which we have been at pains to

delineate for the special benefit of whom it may concern

We are far from passing any sweeping condemnation

upon all labor-saving machinery. We know that great

improvements are yet to be made, and many are to be

desired. We believe that agriculture is as likely to be

benefited by the invention of labor-saving machinery as

any of the manufacturing or mechanic arts. But we
deem it as much for the inte.est of the inventors of ma-

chines of real value and utiliiy as of the farmers them-

selves, that we should caution the farmers, especially the

young, who are disposed to make important experiments

and improvements, to move with great deUberation and

inquiry in the purchase of expensive machinery.

See in the first place, that the object to be answered by
the machine is important ; that the machine will certainly

effect it in the best and the least expensive manner. See

that the machine is well made ; is likely to be kept in

repair at a moderate expense. See that it is simple in its

construction and does not propose to do too many things

at one time. And lastly see that it is a machine, whose

operation you can in general superintend yourself; and

the care of which you will not be compelled of necessity

ordinarily to entrust to persons, who will feel little in-

terest in its success, who will use it with carelessness,

and it may be take a mean pleasure in its failure and in

your disappointment. H. C.

PLUMS.
We have been highly gratified with a short visit to the

garden of Mr Samuel Pond of Cambridgeport, who is

well known to the horticultural community as a success-

ful cultivator of the Plum. His garden contains about
one and a half acres, and mostly filled with plum trees

from the seedling plant up to those of a large size in full

bearing. He has a goodly number of fine thrifty trees

for sale, one, two, and three years from the bud, many of
them we observed were bearing fruit. The soil of his
garden, seems to be well adapted to the culture of this
delicious fruit. Mr Pond assured us, that le had already
picked and marketed 40 bushels for which he had ob-
tiuned the high price of S to 10 dollars ;)er bushel. A
number of trees of later sorts were beouiug under the
weight of their luxurious and abundant crops. Amon""
the varieties cultivated we noticed Duane's jiurple, Bol-
mer's Washington, AVliite and Green Gage, Corse's Field
Marshal, Smith's Orleans, and other fine varieties.

The young plum trees are all worked on plum stocks,

which is of much importance to the health of the future
tree, and Successful cultivation of the fruit. It is a bar-

barous cusloni to bud the plum upon the peach slock, as

is oftcutinics the case. Disappointment will surely follow,
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if trees of tliis description are selected by the cultivator.

The plum will grow luxuriantly for a short time on the

neac-lf stock, but it never bears well, and it is known to

alllhatthe peach is not so hardy as the plum, and siib-

ieet to more diseases and consequently sooij hills, i Ho

walls and trellises of the garden, are covered witii grapes

raosllv the Isabella, witli some sweet waters, Catawbas,

Pond's seedling, &c. The vines are richly laden with

fruit and nearly ripe. We anticipate miother call and

liope to be as well satisfied in tesUng the quality of the

grape as we were of the plums.

It is a pleasure to witness the reward of Mr Pond s la-

bors It should be remarked that the cultivation ot tbc

garden i.s not his primary business ; it has been as we un-

derstand his recreation, or.in other words the odd hours

which have been devoted to this delightful employmciit.

Recipe fob Pbesesvin-g ToMATOES.-The fo lowiiij,

an easv and safe mode for preserving tomatoes, to he used

durinu'the winter. Take the tomatoes and cul them open,

and drv them in the oven, eilher upon the bottom of the

oven or in pans; and when perfectly rfn«/ pack them^ away

in some dry place, till wanted for use.—C«mmumco(f(/.

CORRECTED WITH OREAT CARE, WEEKLV.

LAYlUe OUT GARDKNS AND OKKAMKMTAI. I p g^ j q JJ g QF COUNTRY PRODUCE
PLANTATIOiVS. 1

E. Savers bess leave to inform his friends and the public

in general that he will gUend the layins; out gardens and or-

namental plantalions, and hopes by strict attention to husi-

ness lo merit the approhalion of those who may he pleased

to em))lov him _ . , , f. ^-

All orders left with J. Breck & Co. Agricultural Store, ^o.

i2 North Market Street, will he punctually attended lo.

BONE MANURE.
The subscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

that he has been in tjie Bone business more than ten years,

and has spent much time and money to ascertain how tiones

may be converted lo the best use, and is fully saiished Iliat

they form the most powerful stimulant that can be applied lo

ihe earth as a manure. He offers for sale ground hone at a

low price, and is ready to receive orders lo any amount, whicti

will be promplly attended to.

Orders may be left al my manufactory, near Trcmont road,

in Rovburr, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

and Seed Store, No. 52 North Market
S''w]vS'J''V;^, or.

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

BRlGHTOiN MARKKT.—Monday, Sept 17, 1838.

Kept.rteil li>r the W.^w Enslunl Fanner.

At Market 520 Beef Cattle, 4S0 Stores, 3,200 Sheep,

and 1,000 Swine.
_ , .

, , , ,

Prices.— Bee/ CnH/e.—Sales were brisk and ast

week's 'prices were fully supported. First quality

$7 37ll Secondqualit)',i66 50a$7 00. Third qual-

ity, ifto 00 a 3() 25 •
. , ,

5(Ls_lu demand and sales quick at an advance

We quote, Yearlinas, $9 a $i:5. Two Year Old $16 a

ft-'S Three Year Old, $22 a $33.

'^'&';.ep.-Sales were ;ffected\t $1 50, $1 62, $1 8-1,

*1 88 %l 9"^ $2 12, $-2 42, $2 50, and i^i 8>.

^S.-About alUc market were sold One entire

lot at 6 1-4 and one at 5 3-4 and 6 3-4. Lois to peddle

at 6 and 7, and 6 1-4 and 7 1-4. Selected barrows at

7 12 and 8. At retail, from 7 to 9.

THER.VIGMETRICAL.
Repiirled tor the New lin'^lan.l Farmer.

Riuffeof the riiernioineterat the (iardeuof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending September lb.

PRUIT AND OKSAMENTAI, TREES, MULBER.
RIKS, <Stc.

Nursery of VVMiam Kenrick.

wfc The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

^•i Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will be sen'
•^-

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten

sive selection of the superior varieties of Pears,

3fe^!^ Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles ; Pceonies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

Cki\lZ (\{\C\ MoRus MoLTicAULis are now otter

^^O.UUU ed for sale; the Irees genuine and

fine will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October ne.^[t, at prices fair, and

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,

Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New \ork, M. S.

PcwELi., Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 1638. WILLIAM KENRICk.

S^^T^i^^^iMiSTT 7 A.M.
I
12, M. t5.P.Mr£j>Hnd^

.Monday,

Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday

,

Sunday,

HORTICCI.TURAL, EXHIBITION.

The Annual Exhibition of the Massachusetts Hoiticultural

Society will be held at the Society's new Rooms, No 23,

Tremont Row, (nearly opposite tbeSavmgs Bank,) on VVed-

Tnsdav Thursday and Friday, 19th, 20th and 2lst September.

The members of the Massachusetts Horlicultural Society,

and the publio generally, are respectfully invued to contrib-

ute choice and rare specimens of Fruils and Flowers for the

exhibition • and to send the same to 23, Iremont street, ou

Monday or Tuesday, inh and 18th inst., where Committees

will be in attendance to receive ihem, and will retain tHe

same subject to the order of the contributors.

Members of the Society will receive iheir Tickets on ap-

plication to the Chairman of the Com. ot Arrangements.

Season tickets, and tickets hir a single admittance, may be

had at the door during the exhibition.

By order. SAMUEL WALKER,
Chairman of Com. of Arrangements.

Sept. 10, 1833^

MULBERRY TREES.
200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds—consisnng of

the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding

worms, and making silk;—being acclimated to ihis counlry,

and adapted to either warm or cold climates, afiording a

rare oprorlunity for companies or individuals to be suppbed,

from the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees ever

seen in any village within the United Stales.

Autumn is decidedly the best time for removal, and orders

leftwilh Messrs. I. B. Colt, Secretary of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford; Alonzo Wakeman,

at the office of the American Institute No. 157 '^roafway,

N Y Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. 23S Filbert street, Philadel-

nh'ia Pa. ; Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snider, &
bo. Savannah, Ga. ; Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, Al ;

James

Lyman, St. Louis, Mo. ; Case and Judd, Co umbus, O.
;
G.

Harwood, Rochester, N. Y. ;
and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement, or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass.

Orders left with the above gentlemen will be promplly at-

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples ot the

Several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul-

berry Plantations

Apply at the office of U. &lt,BBi.N&.

Northampton, Aug. 22, 1833.

Apples, ....
Beans, white. Foreign, .

" " Domestic,

Beef, mess
No. 1.

jirimc, ....
Beeswax, (.American)

CiiEfsE, new milk,

Feathers, norlhern, geese,

southern, geese,

Flax, (American)
F.SH, Cod
Flour, Genesee, cash,

Baltimore, Howard street,

Ballimoro, wharf,

Alexandria,

Rye
Meal, Indian, ....
Grain : Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oals, northern, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton 0121)00 lbs,

E,asiern screwed, .

Honey, Cuba
Hops, 1st quality

2d quality,

Lard, Boston, 1st sort, .

southern, 1st sort.

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,

do. ciunlry do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. drj' hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. .slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort, ....
Maciebel. No. 1, , . .

Plaster' Pakis, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess, ....

Seeds: Herd's Grass, .

Red Top, southern,

northern.

Hemp, . . . •

Flax, . . - .

Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover,

Soap, American, No. 1,
" No. 2,

Tallow, tried, ....
Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or Saxony Fleeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,

do. 3-4lhs do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
g .

f Pulled superfine,

^^JNo. 1,

1^1 No. 2

Z t^
[ No. 3,

barrel

bushel

barrel

])ound

1 DO
125
2 2.5

ISOU
13 30
12 OU

2.S

quintal 3 37

.barrel |
8 5U

2 50

16 00

bushel I

i 00

4 00

gallon

pound

cask
barrel

cask
barrel

bushel

pound

43
12

3 50
8 75
8 00
7 75

7 73

6 50
4 25

1 00

1 10

16 00

14 00

10 00
2 50
26 00

23 00

2 63

10 25
2 62

2S 00

3 00

I 33

11
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MISCELLANEOUS,

For the ^'?w England Firmer.

PUDDING AND BEANS.
Oh ! what is there better lliait puddinif and heans !

Nor turkey ; nor surloin ; nor inuttun and greens,

Clin vie with the honest " old Indian," well done,

Well lathered with 'lasses, as hright as the sun.

'Twas our forefathers' dish, in rough times of yore.

When first they *' tooV lodgings," on old Plymouth shore

;

The corn for their food ; and cold water to drink,

Made hearts to resolve, and cool noddles to think.

'T is the pride of their sons on Saturday night.

When winds whistle loud, and the kitchen burns bright.

All round the oak table to huddle with glee.

And flourish their trenchers in right jollity.

Ah ! what snoring succeeds among the " nlil folks,"

While the youngsters are slyly whipping the yolks

Of eggs, newly laid, and when mingled the " pop ;"

All hands on the floor, for a reel or a liop.

Oh ! pudding and beans !—the delight of my youih
;

When loved all the lovely, with ardor and truth

;

Whiglwomen were true ; and their lovers were gay

As roosters on barn-top, and hens in the hay.

FAMINE IN INDIA.

The upper provinces of tiie Bengal presidency

were (when the last desputches reached England,)

tlie scenes of the most frightful misery and inortal-

. ity. Owing to the e.xtreme poverty of die natives,

occasioned by the impolitic and ruinous system

pursued by the government of India towards the

occupiers and cultivators of the soil, tens of thou-

sands have been reduced to utter starvation. On
, the 14th of April last, 78,000 pining wretches, men,

women and children, were fed by bounty at Agra

;

and between the 1st and 1.5th of March 71,000 in-

firm and sightless creatures were relieved in a sim-

ilar manner. So great have been the ravages of

death Ihat the air for miles is tainted with the efflu-

via from the putrefying carcasses of men and cattle,

and the rivers of the Jumna and Ganges choaked

up and poisoned by the dead bodies thrown into

th^ir channels. The water and fish of these rivers

arc rejected as unfit for use, and men are kept con-

stantly employed in pushing the accumulated bod-

ies down the torrents. From the July number of

the Oriential Herald we learn that starvation, dis-

ease and death, are doing their work at Cawnpore,

Muttra, Gwalior, tmd Delhi, while the wealthier

natives look on with listlessness and unconcern

Though a famine fund has been established by tlie

European public of India, it is found impossible to

meet the necessities of tlie destitute and dying

multitudes.

A correspondent in Calcutta thus writes on the

10th of April:—"Since the despatch of the over-

land mail for Berenice, which lell Bombay at the

close of that montli, public attention in this quarter

has I been engrossed by the accounts which daily

reach the capital of the horrid ravages of famine in

tlie provinces to the west and northwest. It is im-

possible to compute the numbers who die in their

tedious progress from the desolate districts to the

towns where food is procurable. We hear almost

daily of mothers deserting their children on tlie

highways ; of infants crawling around t!ie grana-

ries to pick up the grains of rice accidentally scat-

tered during the process of distribution at the

doors ; of the roads being lined with dead bodies, a

prey to the vulture and jackall; of the courses of

small rivers actually obstructed by the masses of

bodies tlirown therein, by those who are employed

to clear the highways ; of the inhabitants of the

large towns of Agrn, Cawnpore, «Sz.c. being com-

pelled to abandon their evening drive, from the im-

possibility of encountering the clfluviafrom the pu-

trid corses around! And the worst of it is, that

two months more must ela| se before a fall rain can

be expected, and the earth yield fruit wherewith to

appease the irresistible cravings of hunger.

CnRE FOR HvDRopnoBiA. As the Hydropho-

bia season has set in, we comply with the request

of a correspondent by giving insertion to the fol-

lowing. What we happen to know of tlie extra-

ordinary property of the chloride of lime induces

us to put great faith in its properties, in the cure

of the wound inflicted by dogs, above other means.
—Edilors Mercury.

We are^indebted to M. Coster, a French phy-

sician, for the following valuable discovery, as a

preventive to hydrophobia. Take two table spoon-

fuls of fresh chloride of lime in powder, mix it

with half a pint of water, and with this wasli keep

the wound constantly bathed, and frequently re-

newed. The chlorine gas possesses the power of

decomposing this tremendous poison, and renders

mild and harmless that venom agaiist whose re-

sistless attack the artillery of medical science has

been so long directed in vain. It is necessary to

add that this wash should be applied as soon as

possible after the infliction of the bite.

Another plan which has been extensively tried

at Breslau and Zurich, and many other parts of the

continent, consists not merely in cutting out the

bitten part, (mere incision has been found too often

unavailing,) but in combining with the incision ef-

fectual means for keeping open the wound and

maintaining it in a state of suppuration during a

period of at least six weeks. Other curative means
as the exhibition of mercury, bcUa-donna, or lyltoe,

were also employed in tliese cases ; but upon these,

it is thought that but little reliance can be placed.

The following are the results of this treatment:

—

From 180] to 1824, the number of persons admit-

ted into the Breslau hospital was 184, of whom two

only died of Hydrophobia; from 1783 to 18'24 in-

clusive, there were admitted into the hospital at

Zurich 233 persons bitten by ditTerent animals,

(182 by dogs) of whom only four died,—two on

the second day of admission, and in whom the dis-

ease had probably become developed before they

were submitted to the treatment, and tlie otlier

two were bitten in parts (inside of the cheek and

eyelid) where the prescribed means could not bo

employed with the requisite exactness.

—

Liverpool

Mercury.

A writer in the Genesee Farmer says, " When
I was a school boy I had a large wart upon my
thumb. My teacher told me to rub it against my
front teeth as soon as I awoke in the morning, for

a number of mornings, and it would soon disappear.

I obeyed, and my wart disappeared in less than two

weeks, without pain, except in the act of rubbing.

I may add that I have had warts at times since, (be-

ing now 54 years of age,) and tiie same means ap-

plied for a short time always removed them."

NEW ELEMENTAKir -WORK OS BOTAXV.
Peler Parley's Botany : with descriptions of Trees, Shrubs

and Plants; with a large numl)er of fine cngi-avings.

The publishers invite Teachers, and others interested in

this subject, To examine this work, as they believe it will be
found one of the most prarticnlly useful in use, being a C(

plete manual of Botany lor the adult and the pupil.

Parley^s Cyclopedia of Bot(^y.—This work appears to

be exaclly what is wanted by young persons and in families.

It nut only ^-untains the strictly scientific part of the subject,

in an introduction and very full and cumplele genera of Plants,

but it also contains a copious glossary of terms, and what is

most important, a Dictionary of Plants, of nearly 300 page
containing faiBiliar descriptions uf all the most interesting

trees, plants, and shrubs.—These are alphabeticallv arranged

,

with an English index, so that the reader may iinnicdiaieiy

turo to any plant he wishes lo read abuut. The work is

histrated by over 200 engravings, and is sold tery cheap.

—

Boston Paper.

For sale at the New England Fanner Office, 51 & 52
North Market Street. JOSEPH BKECK & CO.

REMEnV FOR. C.IXKER WORMS
The subscriber having obtained letters patent for his cir

cular metallic trough and roof for preventing canker worms
or other insects from ascending fruu or other trees, now oilers

his services lo apply the same to any extent that maybe
wanted. They were put on to three orchards belonging to
Jonathan Dennis in Portsmouth, R. I., in the autumn of

1837, and exterminated the canker worms so completely
that some of the trees hang so full nf apples as to render it

necessary to prop them, although they have been eaten by
the worms for a number'of years jirevious, notwithstanding
the application of tar. The public are invited to examine
the orchards above referred tOy The trough and roof is

made of lead and beat to conform to the shape of the tree,

and the ends soldered together and made enough larger than
the tree to allow the trees lo grow ten years before it will fill'

,tbe space. The space between the trough and the tree is'

filled with hay,straw, seaweed, or any substance that is easily
I

compressed by the growth of the tree ; the trough is kept in

its place by three nails driven into the tree below it ; when I

the tree has grown so as to fill the space, the trough may be
'

enlarged by putting in a short piece so as to answer ten years
more.. A little cheap oil is suiiicienl to fill ibo troughs and
filling them three times has been tiiund to answer for one
year, by stirring the oil once sometime after they are filled.

Those who wish to have their trees fitted, would do well to

make early application to the subscriber, postage paid. For
sale, State, Town and County rights by

JO.X.iTHAN DENNIS, Patentee,
Porlsmnulh, R. I., August -ii, ls:i7. Iw

COUMTRY SEAT IIV NEVVT.>«, Pl>R SALE.
The subscriber offers for sale the house in which he now

resides, witii the Barn, Sheds, Garden anil about 35 aeres ol

land, situated on Nonantnm Hill, in Newton, 5 1-3 miles from

the city. The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked

with a great variety of fruit tress, and about 10,000 Anlnerp
Raspberry Vines. The place may be seen and further partic-

ulars obtained on application at the premises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16tli.

ALOERiVEV STOCK .FOR SAI.K.

For sale, a full blooded Bull, 3 jcais old the first of July

next—one Cow, five years old—and a Heifer three years old'.

The Cows are said to be the riche.-^l !\lilkeis of any imported.

For further particulars address L. M. WllEATON, ^o^ton,
Mass., or a line left at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

AMERICAN h-l-OWER G.\RDEN CO.MPANIOIir.

The American Flower Garden Compariion, adapted lo the

Northern Stales.

By Edward Savers, Landscape and Ornamental Gardenei
Published by Joseph Breck & Co., and for sale at the

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, No. 51 and 52 North
Market Street, Boston.

FUR S.\1.E.

A Ram and Ewe from the Capo Good Hope. Inquire a(

this office-

THE NEW KNGLA.M) FARMER.
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TCTTLE, DENNETT AND CUISHOLM, PRINTFRS,

i; SCUOO!. STUBET... BOSTON.
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From the Genesee Farmer.

WARMING HOUSES.
Some of our subscribers and correspondents, who

opose building houses, have requested some in-

rmation as to the best method of heating them

iring our winters, and this may serve as an apol-

ry, should one be deemed necessary, for the in-

sducing of a topic more properly belonging to

lother season of the year.

The saving of fuel is daily assuming a greater

iportance among the inhabitants of this country,

here the forests are rapidly disappearing, or

here, as in many sections of the wide west, the

juntry has always been destitute of timber. The

road fire places of our paternal mansions have

een superseded by stoves ; and to supply these

ith fuel where a number are required, as in the

3ual method of warming houses, is found to occa-

.on heavy drafts on the income of most individuals.

'he great waste of heat that takes place in all the

rdinary stoves and fire places, has turned the at-

;ntion of men of science to the providing a rem-

dy for the evil, and to efforts to provide a suitable

jmperature at a less expenditure than is usually

icurred. Various methods have been suggested

)r econimizing heat, some of which we shall no-

ce. All are on the principle of warming a house

y a single fire, and all are more or less efficient

)r that purpose.

A few years since, Mr Fessenden, late editor of

le New England Farmer, devised, and patented,

'e believe, a plan for warming rooms by hot wa-

3r, and the system has been acted upon to a con-

iderable e.xtent in some of the eastern cities and

arge manufactories. It is founded on the well

:nown fact that warm water always rises, and will

ontinue to do so until the whole mass is brought

the boiling temperature, should the heat be con-

inued to that point. A copper boiler is placed in

he lower part of the building to be warmed, and

)ipes of copper connected with the boiler rise and

)ass through the various rooms to be warmed. These

)ipes, as well as the boiler, are water tight, and

ire filled to the top with water. When the fire is

lindled, the water in the boiler being first warmed

•ises in the tubes, and displaces the cold water,

which sinks into the boiler to be heated in its turn,

rhus the circulation is kept up, and the rooms are

^adually and equally warmed by the hot water

contained in the pipes. This method has been

highly approved for heating green houses, the heat

being considered less drying and injurious to grow-

ing plants, than air heated by direct contact with

iron stoves. That it will come into general use

can hardly be expected, however, the apparatus re-

quiring a nicer adjustment than can in ordinary ca-

ses be expected. It has one great advantage to

recommend it, and that is, fires can hardly ensue

from the use of such pipes ; a difficulty which ren-

ders the ordinary stove most objectionable.

Several plans for warming rooms with heated air

have been devised, one of which was described in

the Cth vol. of the Farmer; but as our list of sub-

scribers has since that time greatly increased, we

shall for their benefit give the plan there presented,

and whicli has, where adopted, succeeded admira-

bly. The apparatus " consists of a large box stove,

surmounted with two flat cast iron drums, and these

again by two sheet iron ones. These four drums

are made to communicate with each other, and witli

the stove by short pieces of pipe, joined to their al-

ternate ends. The smoke and heated current of

air, after it leaves the stove, is thus broken in its

course eight times, and is deprived of its heat be-

fore it finally passes away. The heat is commu-

nicated to the air outside the drums, which rises in

large volumes about them, in consequence of the

increased temperature; and is retained from es-

caping by a brick wall around the whole apparatus,

except the door of the stove M-hich is left even with

the outside of tlie "wall. A chamber is thus formed,

from which the heated air (in tubes) is at once con-

ducted to any part of the house. The apparatus is

placed in a small open cellar, and renders all fires

above stairs unnecessary." Perhaps if the drums

were placed vertically, instead of horizontally, as

suggested by the inventor, the current from the

stove would be sooner and more effectually de-

prived of its heat

In Prof Silliman's Journal for April, 1838, there

is a communication on this subject from a gentle-

man in Virginia, in which tlie objections against

this mode of warming houses are pointed out and

obviated. His dwelling was warmed by such a

furnace and air chamber, and as the air was admit-

ted into the chamber of the furnace from tlie hall,

or basement room, the air ascended to the parlors

loaded with coal dust and other impurities. This

evil was at once remedied by obtaining the air in

pipes from without the house. This, besides ob-

viating the difficulty of the dust, furnished a con-

stant supply of fresh air. In rooms warmed by

heated air, (and the difficulty attends nearly in an

equal degree those warmed by a common stove,) it

is found that the thermometer indicates a higher

temperature in the upper part of the room than in

the lower part, frequently as much as sbc or eight

deo-rees, thus keeping the feet almost constantly

cold, while tlie person is comfortable in other res-

pects. This state of the air, reverses the injunc-

tion of Boerhave, to keep the feet warm and the

head cool, and as far as its influence extended was

injurious to health. As the rooms were tight, it

was evident that the warm air after parting with

its caloric settled to
' the floor, and remained there

causing the reduction shown by the thermometer.

To remedy this, a pipe was led from the floor to the

bottom of" the air chamber in the furnace, and the

cooled air passed off so rapidly, that when a sup-

ply of fresh air was admitted by a pipe into the

parlor, to keep up the purity of the air, the quanti-

ty of which could be regulated by a valve, the ther-

mometer gives a difi'erence of only a degree and a

half between the lovrer and upper part of the room.

This arrangement has been tested for five years,

and has been perfectly satisfactory.

It may be here remarked, that where it is re-

quired to give out heat, as in the case of the stove

and drums to tlic air chamber, rough and black

bodies are far preferable to bright or polished ones

;

and for the same reason, the pipes that convey the

heated air from the aircliamber to the several rooms,

should be smooth and bright, that the heat may not

be given out on its passage. That a house may be

warmed in this way from a single fire, does not ad-

mit of a doubt ; and that it is far more economical

than the usual process, is equally clear. We may,

however, be permitted to suggest to those about to

build, that a little additional expense in building,

will do much more towards making a house com-

fortable, than a greater sum after it is built ;
and

that it is better to shut out the cold air, than to de-

vise ways and means for heating it, after it is once

admitted. This is the true economy, and this our

climate demands of us.

Since writing the above, we have seen in the

London Chronicle an account of a new invention

for warming rooms, which promises to supersede all

others. A stove six inches in diameter and eigh-

teen inches high, is enclosed in a cylindrical case

of thin copper, the bottom of which, as well as that

of the stove, is perforated for the admission of air,

and the top of which is furnished with a damper or

regulator to determine tlie heat. Such an appara-

tus will warm a room 25 feet square, and 12 feet

hioh ; does not require to be fed with fuel but once

a day, and the expense of fuel daily is four pence.

The fuel is charcoal. This fireplace has the form

of a small column, is moveable, and may be made

ornamental. It is evident from the fact of there

being no flue or chimney required, that the char-

coal is prepared in such a way as to prevent the

formation, or secure the abso'rption, of carbonic

gas ; and since the patent has been secured, this

preparation is all that remains a secret in the appa-

ratus. Should it realize the benefits prophesied of

it in the English journals, we may soon expect the

method will be transplanted to our shores, and the

wonderful properties of " Joyce's Heating Appara-

tus," as it termed, be tested among ourselves.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

SOILING NEAT CATTLE.

The system of soiling has strenuous opponents,

as well as many ardent advocates. But I believe

that the system lias never been fully settled by

tliorough and long tried experiments. A system is

not to be established, nor overthrown in a day. We
do not arrive at certain results in agricultural im-

provements by jumping conclusions. All improve-

ment is the result or consequence of steady, pro-

gressive and judicious means. Those who under-

take experiments are apt to abandon them at once,

and in disgust, if success docs not attend their first

efi'ort. This is wrong. It is important for us in

establishing results to view both sides. It is alto-

gether necessary that we know the failures of at-
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tempted experiments. It is as essential as it is to

be assured of successful results. All lend to in-

crease tlie store of general knowledge. All know-
ing wherein there has been a failure, and the course

pursued, we can then enter into an investigation of

tlie causes. Let no one be discourased because a

first or second effort is not crowned with success;

A farmer has this advantage, that he can experi-

ment on a small scale. The soiling system, as I

before remarked, has not been satisfactorily settled.

Its opponents contend—
I. That the soiling of cattle m the house durinix

the whole of the year, is not only not beneficial, but

positively injurious. This position is maintained
by the fidlowing grounds:— 1. It is natural. 2^
Animals, thus kept, are deprived of air and exer-

cise, and the selection of their food. In the expe-

rience of some farmers, cattle thrive mucii better

in the fields, or open air, than when housed.

On the other hand, the advocates of this system
say

—

I. That it is a considerable saving of land, that

is, on»acre of cut grass soiled being equal to three

acres of the same field pastured. The grasses

grow much more rapidly in consequence of not be-

ing trampled upon.

II. It is a f^reat saving offond, for when, say the

compilers of the Complete Grazier, " animals are

suffered to go upon the field, many plants are nec-

essarily trodden under foot, and bruised, or partly

buried in tlie earth, in which state tliey are grently

disrelished by cattle, and are suffered to run to

waste ; a circumstance which never could occur, if

the practice of cutting were adopted." If the con-
sumption of plants is an object, that object is ob-

tained by soiling, for all who have paid attention to

the subject must have observed that cattle will

readily eat plants cut, and given to them when
housed, which they would discard in the pasture

;

yet, according to the authority above quoted, it is

known that they will feed, when thrown to them on
the ground, which they will reject when given in

the stall. Many of the grasses which are sweet
and succulent when young, and which cattle eat

with the greatest avidity, are quite offensive when
suffered to get into ear, and arc thereby lost; but
by this system of cutting, no loss can occur from
this quarter. Plants rejected by one class of ani-

mals, when presented to them, even when housed,
are not on that account less acceptable to others

;

indeed they appear to be eaten with greater avidi-

ty. "Thus grass, or other food, that has been
Mowed or breathed upon by any animal for a con-
siderable time, tjecomes unpleasant to other beasts

of tlie same species, but not so to a stock of anoth-
er class or variety ; for them, indeed, it appears to

acquire a higher relish."

III. It is contended by the friends of the cutting

system, that the balance, so far as regards the health

and comfort of cattle, is decidedly in its favor over
that of pasturing. Cattle arc not only less liable

to accidents, but do not suffer the same inconven-
iences or annoyances to which they are subject,

when exposed to the sun in the open air—they suf-

fer much less from heat, flies, &c., and it is per-

fectly reasonable to suppose that tlioy take on flesh

more readily. Tranquillity and ease are essential

;

otherwise animals cannot thrive. An instance in

point was cited by one of your correspondents, (see

Cab. Vol. ii. page 205,) from which it appears that

animals housed for fattening, and well fed, did not
take on fat, owing to the circumstance of their be-

coming lousy, in consequence of fowls roosting over

them. The reason why they did not thrive, is ob-

vious—when cleansed of the vermin they fattened

well. Heat, restlessness, the terrible annoyance
of flies, &c., when cattle are exposed, as they must
frequently be in pastures, operate against them.

IV. The Complete Grazier asserts that the pro-

portioned increase of manure obtained by soiling

and stall feeding abundantly evince their superior-

ity over pasturing. " Manure is the life and soul

of husbandry ; and when tillage is an object of at-

tention, there can be no comparison between the

two modes of consumption, especially in regard to

manure obtained by soiling live stock during sum-
mer with green food, for in consequence of the in-

creased discharge of urine during that season, the

litter, of whatever substance it may consist, is

speedily converted into dung."—p. 81.

Nicholson, in his Farmers' Assistant, refers to a

communication from Dr. Thaer, of Hanover, de-

tailing the result of the experience of Baron de
Bulow, and others : He lays down the following as

facts, which he says, are incontrovertible.

" 1. A spot of ground, which, when pastured,

will yield only sufficient food for one head, will

abundantly maintain /our when left in the stable.

" 2. Soiling affords at least double the quantity

of manure from the same number of cattle : for the

best summer manure is produced in tlie stable, and
carried to the fields at the most proper period of its

fermentation ; whereas, when dropt on tlie meadow,
and exposed to the action of the air and sun, its

power is much wasted.

" 3. Cows which are accustomed to soiling, will

yield much more milk, when kept in this manner,
and fattening cattle will increase much faster in

weight.

" 4. They are less subject to accidents and dis-

eases—they are protected from the flies which tor-

ment them in the fields during the warm weather
;

and they do not suffer from the heat of summer."
Many other advantages are enumerated. Graz-

ing also has its advantages. Experiments, how-
ever, render it certain that soiling, under favorable

circumstances, is tiie most profitable. The Hon.
Josiah Quincy, of Massachusetts, ascertained about
1820, that seventeen acres of land, under the soil-

ing system, supported as much stock, and in as

good, if not better condition, as had previously re-

quired fifty ; and Sinclair states, that tliirtythree

head of cattle were soiled from the 20th of May to

the first of October, 1835, on seventeen acres and
a half, of which fifty yvete necessary in pasture.

The saving of land ivas consequently Ihirtytwo and
a half acres. From my own experience and obser-

vation, I am fully satisfied that there is no mode
by which cultivated grasses. will pay so well as by
soiling. With us Jersey farmei-s, w-ho can so rea-

dily derive the great advantage of top dressing by
marl, lime, &c. it is nevertlieless an object to turn
all to the best account.

Burlington Co. July 23d, 1838.

BONE MANURE.
Bones possess very fertilizing powers as a ma-

nure. In an experiment of Mr VVatson, of Perth
Amboy, with bone dust, who ajiplied it to corn, at

the rate of sixteen bushels to the acre, it exceeded
in its effects the highest manuring with yard ma-
nure or with fish. It does not in general, produce
much eflect the first year, unless it has been fer-

mented before the application to the soil
; tliis pro-

ess of fermentation is effected by mixing 25 bush-

els of leached ashes with 40 bushels of bone dust,

moisten the whole with water, and at tlie end of
twentyfour hours, the heap will commence smoking,

when the whole sho ild be turned—after laying ten

days it will be fit for use. Bone dust is known to

be in fermentation by the heat, and the strong

smell ; before being fermented, it is white, or of

the color of bone ; after, it assumes a yellowish

cast.

The (juantily of bone dust applied in ordinary

cases, is about 20 bushels per acre— if the bones

are coarsely broken, 40 bushels should be applied

;

but in this the farmer must be governed by the qual-

ity of the soil
;
poorer lands requiring more, and

those in a higher state of cultivation, less.

Bone manure should be placed within about two
inches of the surface ; and owing to the small

quantity used per acre, the seed should be brought
as near to it as possible, without immediate contact,

which it is thought better to avoid. In tlie prepa-

ration, a decided preference seems to be given to

bones broken small, and tlie half inch bones are

those most generally used. Mr Birks states, that

were lie to till for early profit, he would use bones
powdered as fine as sawdust ; if ho wished to keep
his land in good heart, he would use principally

half-inch bones, and would prefer some remaining
considerably larger. The reasons for which belief

are, that by using bones of a larger size with the

dust in them, there would be sufficient of the small
part'cles of the dust to set the (turnip) crop forward,

and sufficient of the large particles of the bonelefl,

to maintain the land in good condition for the next
crop— it is the small quantity needed to produce a
given effect, that renders manures of^ this class so

remarkable.
,

The soils to which they are best adapted, are

those of a light and warm nature, for upon wet or

cold ground, they have rarely been found to pro-

duce any sensible effect. On hea\7 loams and
clay, the accounts of their operations have been
almost invariably unfavorable, and it may be laid

down as a necessary qualification, in a soil fit for

the application of bones, that it should be dry.

—

Salem Observer.

Irrigation.—Irrigation is a pr-.ctice which has
not yet been introduced, to hardly any extent, into

agriculture in tliis country; but which would, in

most seasons and situations, abundantly repay the

husbandman for all tlie expense and labor attendant

on the practice. What an immense value in crops

might have been saved during the late drought,

had the watering of fields by artificial means been
in use to the extent to which it is susceptible !

—

There is always water enough in tlie bowels of the

earth ; and the drawing of it forth and diffusion of

it are not so difficult and expensive matters as might
at first be imagined. A common well sunk in a
favorable spot, with simple horse power applied to

a common pump, would in a dry time, be found of

great saving benefit even to acres. Many fields

are so situated tliat the springs in the neighboring
hills, with little ingenuity and not much expense,
might be made to difiuse their animating contents

over them, greatly to the advantage of any kind of

cro[). Artificial means of Avatering would be found
beneficial in most ordinary seasons ; but in times

of great drought, of incalculable benefit The most
flattering promises of abundant crops, have in many
cases, been destroyed by the recent hot and dry

time which has been experienced in this State and

elsewhere.

I
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We speak not from self experienced knowledge

in this matter : but from the dictates of common

sense, from what we hn.ve read upon the subject

We believe that a method, which might be turned

to much good, is hardly thouglit of among our ag-

riculturists. Irrigation is much employed in many

countries in Europe, and with great advantage. In

Italy tlicre is scarcely a field or garden which is

not furnished with the means of artificial watering.

The Milanese territory exhibits the greatest ex-

pense of irrigation known in Europe. In that coun-

try are to be seen noble canals, running in every

direction for this purpose. They are under the au-

thority and protection of the government, which lets

out the water to the various occupiers of meadows,

at a fixed rate, according to tlie quantity supplied.

Sometimes these canals are farmed out, by putting

up the several sluices at auction; in other instan-

ces tlie canals go with the lands.

We contemplate nothing in this way o» a public

or so extensive a scale ; but believe that much might

be done in cheap way by individual enterprise.

These few thoughts upon this subject are the sug-

gestion of a. dry time ; and we believe that there is as

much reason and utility in them as in most of the

political essays and paragraphs, which meet us on

every side.

—

Salem Observer.
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SWINE,

The following observations respecting this ugly,

uncouth, but useful animal, are mostly condensed

from a number of authors on both sides of the At-

lantic :

—

. It is best to begin to fatten hogs the latter part

of August or the beginning of September, so that

they niay be fit for the butcher before 'the weather

becomes very cold, as it is veiy difficult to put

.flesh on tliem in cold weather.

When you commence fatting swine, care should

be used not to give them more than they will eat

with appetite. If they become cloyed, their thriv-

ing is retarded, and tliere is danger from staggers

and other diseases. Their troughs should be re-

plenished with a small quantity of food at a time,

and kept always clean and well seasoned with salt.

An English farmer fattened eight pigs in the fol-

lowing manner, which may be recommended in

cases where a constant and regular attention can-

not be given to feeding the animals. He placed

two troughs in the stye ; one he filled with raw

potatoes, the other with peas^ and gave no water.

When the pigs were thirsty they ate the potatoes.

In this way it is probable that the animal would

not only thrive without water, but need no antimo-

ny, brimstone, nor other medical substances ;
for

raw potatoes being cooling and loosing, might

serve at once for food and physic. Instead of

peas, perhaps dry Indian corn, or what would be

better, Indian meal might be substituted. This

mode of management with swine, was first recom-

mended in the New England Farmer of Aug. 16,

1824, and we are glad to see that it has been

adopted by a writer for the Northern Farmer.

Cunningham, in his Two Years in New South

Wales, relates— ' I had often heard it said among

sailors, that pigs would fatten on coals, and al-

though I had observed them very fond of mushing

up the coals and cinders that came in their way,

still I conceived that they might relish them more

as a condiment or medicine than as food, till I was

assured by a worthy friend of mine, long in com-

mand of a ship, that he once knew of a pig's being

lost for several weeks in a vessel he commanded,

and it was at last found tumbled into the coal hole,

and there lived all that period without a morsel of

any th ng to feed on but coals : on being dragged

out, it wa°s found as plump and fat as if it had been

feasting on the most nutritious food. Another

friend told me of a similar case which came under

his oliservation, and although these may be solitary

instances, yet they serve at least to show the won-

derful facility which the stomachs of certain ani-

mals possess of adapting their digestive powers to

such an extraordinary species of food, and extract-

ing wholesome nourishment therefrom. When we

consider coal, however, to be a vegetable produc-

tion, containing the constituent principles of fat,

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, our surprise ceases.

I always cause as many peas as I want for

feeding my hogs, which are not a few in a year, to

be regularly malted in the same manner, nearly, as

my barley ; this management has succeeded very

well with me. Young pigs require warm meat to

make them grow. Corn and cold water will make

them sleek and healthy; but warm beverage is

considered requisite to a quick growth.

Every Stte should havk a Rubbing-Post.

Having occasion to shift two hogs out of a stye

without one, into another with a post, accidentally

put up to support the roof, I liad a full opportunity

of observing its use. The animals when they went

in were dirty, with broken ragged coats, and with

dull heavy countenances. In • a few days they

cleared away their coats, cleaned their skins, and

became sleekly haired ; the enjoyment of the post

was discernable even in their looks ; in their live-

liness and apparent contentment.

From experience, I have found that swine prefer

lucerne to clover. A small quantity of corn, peas,

or beans, is certainly necessary to be given to

them. Potatoes, either whole or mushed in the

water in which they are boiled, or mixed in the

trough with barley meal scalded, is very good feed

for swine. When rearing, a small quantity of food

given once or twice a day, with lucerne, clover,

grass and offals, is sufficient. When fattening, a

constant supply is essentially necessary, so as not

to leave the troughs encumbered with stale food,

which should be cleaned out and given to store

swine. An iron kettle is best to boil potatoes

in, as copper, brass, and lead, are extremely

dangerous and generate poison, if allowed to be

left"with any water in them, therefore it is neces-

sary they should be immediately emptied and

cleaned out. Swine while fattening should be

kept as clean as possible and well supplied with

dry litter. Two or three times in a week add

about three table spoonfuls of salt to each bushel

of their food, which assists digestion and promotes

appetite.

—

Essex Gazette.

proved to such a degree, that it now presents onp

of the must tasteful country seats that adorn our

country, and has erected a fine cottage, after the

Corintliian order, not unlike in appearance the Hall

of Record, in the Park. The grounds are laid out

with a taste that would do credit to an English no-

bleman. The great objects of attraction, however,

are his mulberry grounds, his cocoonery, and his

foctory. In the first are fields of the plant
:
they

are placed in hedges, about four feet high and

about eight feet apart, and men are constantly emr

ployed fn hoeing them and keeping the ground

perfectly clear of weeds and grass. He has every

variety of plant, and is making valuable experi-

ments as to which species will best suit tlie cli-

mate, and yield the finest and best silk. Many of

these plants he brought from the villas of Italy.

His cocoonery is a building of two stories, about

thirty feet wide and a hundred and fifty feet long

;

here are different shelves or tables, on which are

myi-iads of worms in all their different stages, from

that of hatching from tlie egg, to that of winding

up tlieir balls. The whole labor of feeding and

attending to these myriads of 'manufacturers' is

done by a few females, and is neither arduous nor

unpleasant. There are two manufactories, and a

third now building. The smallest is the one I

examined. It is beyond my power to detail the

progress of the manufacture. Every thing ap-

peared neat, and the girls cheerful and happy.

The silk, from the raw to the manufactured state,

is here perfected, and sells much higher than the

imported.—JV. Y. Express.

Town House, Hartford, Sep. 26, 1838.

Mr Boswell : Sir—We present you with three

stalks of corn, the product of one kernel ;
the main

stalk measures from the root to the top 13 feet 8

inches, the longest sucker 12 feet 10 inches, and

the shortest one 11 feet 11 inches—total 38 feet 5

inches—having three full ears of corn. The cir-

cumference of the largest ear is 11 inches; the

circumference of the three stalks in the thickest

part is 13 1-4 inches: it grew in the midst of a

field of broom corn, 80 full-grown stalks of which

growing within an inch of four feet from it. Now

we do not exhibit this stalk of corn for the purpose

of shewing our superior skill in farming, but hav-

ing noticed in your paper that several exhibitions

of^the kind have been made the present season, it

is to show that we have something that goes a lit-

tle beyond any thing of the kind yet produced

;

but most of all it is that you may see that kind

Providence in rewarding the rich with an abund-

ant harvest, has not been unmindful of the poor.—
Con. Courant. V. CobxNish.

SILK FACTORY.
JVorthampton, July 27«i, 1838.

Yesterday I visited Mr. Whitmarsh's establish-

ment, and although I had heard much of his facto-

ry, I was most agreeably disappointed. Few men in

this country deserve more credit for enterprise and

industry. But a few years since he was a successful

merchant in Broadway, He retired to this place,

since which, he has visited various parts of Eu-

rope, to obtain information relating to the Mulber-

ry, the worm, and the manufacture of silk ;
and,

unlike nearly all his travelling countrymen, he has

brought his knowledge into practical usefulness.

He purchased a neglected spot, which he has im-

WooL.-The vast quantities of this article which

have been transported from this wool-growing sec-

tion to Boston and other markets, during the few

past weeks are astonishing. Almost daily, eight-

horse teams pass through our village, groaning be-

neath their loads of this commodity. We under-

stand from a gentleman who is acquainted with the

matter, that but little remains unsold in this vicini-

ty. This circumstance, together with the over-

whelming amount of every article of production,

which our agriculturists are gathering to their

garners, with joyful hearts,—must of necessity,

cause business to revive, and bring our farmers that

ample return, which should ever be the just meed

of honest industry and the " sweat of the brow."

—Mivport, .V. H. Argus.
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GEOLOGY OF MASSACHUSETTS.
[Concluiled from page 93.]

Clay in JlgricuUure.—There is abundant evi-

dence that our cominon clays are of great value

whou spread upon land. I find that tliey have been

used to a considerable extent in the sltite ; so com-
monly, indeed, that I abandoned tlie idea I had

formed of giving a detailed accotuit of particular

instances. So far as my inquiries liave extended,

the testimony is decided that our blue clays exert

a very favorable effect upon the soil. When
spread upon sandy ground we might expect that

they would render it a better rescvoir for salts and
geine. JJut thoroughly to ameliorate our sandy
soils in this lyay, requires far more clay tlian is

usually employed, ami I am perfectly convinced

that they exert other than a mechanical influence
;

that in fact, their effect is analogous to that of lime.

I refer here to the blue clays which are far the

most common. As to the white clay I have not

learnt its effect upon the soil ; but from the fertility

of some of the soils in Kingston, Plymouth, and
Barnateblc, where white clay is mi.xed naturally

with sand, I presume this sort is equally valuable

with the blue.

In view of the wide extent of our beds of clay,

and the use that might be made of it upon land, I

felt desirous to ascertain to what principle it owes

its fertilizing powers ; and therefore subjected a

few specimens to analysis in the ordinary way by

solution in alkali. The following are ttie results.

I omit however certain white clays, which I found

destitute of iron, and therefore probably not very

likely to be of much value upon land. But for

other purposes, of which I shall speak shortly, they

are of a good deal of importance.

Analysis in the Dry way by Alkali.

139 Northfield,

blue.

HOiSunderland,
light blue.

142 Kineslon,

I

wnite.
143 Lowell,

I
white.

tl
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varieties of our peat, and especially upon the best

mode of converting it into soluble geine. Since

by the old methods "of analysis the difterent varie-

ties of peat would be found to differ from one

another only in tlie quantity of organic matter

which they contain, I supposed it would be useless

to analyze them, and therefore did not collect speci-

mens of the peat and other vegetable matters that

occur in our swamps. The doctrines respecting

geine put a new aspect upon the case, and lead me

to regret that such a collection was not made. The

labor of doing it now, however, is small ; and when

it is considered what an immense mass of organic

matter now lies useless in our swamps, while the

fields around them yield but a scanty crop, and

that the chief reason why our farmers make so lim-

ited a use of this manure, is, that they lind it diffi-

cult to convert it into soluble nutriment, I sincerely

hope that the government will do all in its power

to bring into use this important part of our fossil

resources.

Marsh Mud.—Every intelligent farmer probably

knows, that this substance forms an excellent ma-

nure ; although I apprehend it is employed far less

than its value demands. Ait intelligent farmer in

Maryland states, that he " deems it more valuable

than barn-yard manure ;" and that "it never failed

in any application he had made of it." He also

prefers it to marl, because " it is more accessible,

its effects are quicker and much more can be done

in tlie way of improvement for the same money."

At the same time he confesses, that the permanent

advantages of marl are much greater ; and thinks

tliat marl and marsh mud will both be improved by

combination." This last remark appears still more

important, when we ascertain what it is that gives

an agricultural value to this substance. The fact

is, it sometimes contains a large quantity of geine,

and sometimes but little, while the quantity of the

salts of lime, soda, and magnesia, is rather large
;

so that sometimes a mixture of marl will be of ser-

vice, and sometimes not.

Concluding remarks upon Soils.—Though I have

dwelt «o long upon the analysis and improvement

of our soils, it will be seen that I have touched

only a few of its more important features, and that

even these are but imperfectly considered. Many

minor points, of no small importance, however, have

been wholly passed over, or only alluded to ; and

sensible that I cannot do them justice at present, I

shall not attempt to discuss them. My great ob-

ject has been, after ascertaining the greatest defi-

ciencies in our soils, to satisfy tlie Government that

we have the means of remedying them and of ma-

king great improvements in them, by the aid of

chemistry. If I may hope that I have accomplished

this object, then I take the liberty to inquire,

whether it be not important enough, and whether

there is not enough still letl to accomplish respect-,

ing it, to make the appointment of a State Chemist,

desirable ? We ought to have still further experi-

ments made on the subject of geine, and the salts,

which the soils contain ; also accurate analyses of

the crops grown on soils with different manures

;

and investigations as to the manner in which cal-

careous matter act3_ upon vegetable and animal

substances ; as also experiments directed by an able

and experienced chemist, on the best mode of

bringing into use the vast deposites of geine and

vegetable fibre which our state contains. And

since we have chemists of this character among us,

why should not the services of at least one of tliem

be secured for this object ? The ideological sur-

veyor might often collect substances for analysis ;

but if obliged to go as thoroughly into the chemis-

try of the subject as is necessary to valuable re-

sults, he cannot within any reasonable time accom-

plish the more appropriate objects of his appoint-

ment. In at least one state of the Union, where

geological surveys are in progress, one gentleman

is appointed, whose time and attention are exclu-

sively devoted to the chemical examination of the

soils, ores, &c., collected. And I would fondly

believe, that Massachusetts will not rest satisfied,

till this work is done at least as thoroughly as in

any other state. I believe there is abundant labor,

for an experienced chemist upon our soils alone ;

but many other substances, found in the state, ought

to be analysed, that "their real value may be known.

I do not doubt but the Government and every

intelligent reflecting citizen will feel the vast im-

portance of energetic efforts to improve our soils so

that they may sustain a larger population. This

is the only way to check the tide of emigration

that sets so strongly to the great West. For if

our sons can be made to see the soil of New En-

gland doubling its increase, as I verily believe they

might in one or two decades of years, the rich al-

luvia and prairies of the West will not be able to

draw them away from the graves of their fathers

;

especially if they learn that those fertile regions

will at length become exhausted of their geine and

salts, and then will probably require as much labor

to cultivate as the soils of Massachusetts.

Some, however, may contend, that it is more im-

portant, to transfer the New England character to

the unsettled West, than to multiply our numbers

and wealth at home. But the history of the world

leads us to fear, that New England character can-

not long be preserved except upon New England

soil ; or upon a soil that requires equal industry

for its cultivation. Place New England men where

the earth yields spontaneously, and the locks of

their strength will soon be shorn. If we look over

the map ofthe world, and the history of the past,

we shall find as a general fact, that the brightJst

exhibitions of human character have been made, in

regions where nature has done less, but art and in-

dustry more. If, therefore, we wish to increase the

moral power of New England, it must be done by

improving her soil, and increasing her resources

and her "population. If these views are correct,

which I acknowledge do not fall in with the pre-

vailing notions, they furnish a new stimulus for

vigorous effort in the improvement of our soils.

Frnm the Genesee Farmer.

WHEAT WORM.
No apology can be necessary for introducing this

subject so frequently into the columns of the Far-

mer. The extent of the interest involved in the

progress of the wheat worm can only be estimated

by those who have traversed Western New York,

and witnessed the quantity of wheat annually sown

in this district. We make the following extract

from the Seneca Observer, for the purpose of call-

ing the attention of farmers to the statements made

in^it, and particularly the one that tlie worm con-

tinues its ravages after the wheat is ripe and put in

the barn.

We have had the impression, in common with

most others, that after the berry had become hard,

the ravages of the worm ceased, or was only con-

tinued on sucli kernels as were attacked before the

wheat had become ripened. We have within a few

days examined wheat in which worms were found

in abundance, and could find no kernels injured,

except such as from their shrunken and pale ap-

pearance had evidently suffered when in the milk,

or before the berry had become ripe. That the

weevil, the product of a bug, destroys the grain in

th(; mow or the granai-y, is well known ; bnt that

the worm, the product of a fly, does the same, we

think requires further examination and proof before

it is fully admitted. Should such prove to be the

fact, it would indeed prove to be an alarming fea-

ture in the history of tlie wheat worm. At the

east, where its ravages have been the most exten-

sive and longest continued, we have never heard .

any apprehensions of injury after the wheat had

ripened and was gathered. We have instituted

some experiments having a bearing on this matter,

and we hope farmers generally will lend their aid

in elucidating this point. Is not the noise spoken

of occasioned by the crawling of the worm and the

rustling of the chaff, rather than by its feeding .=

and does not the pressure in a mow of wheat

cause the speedy death of far the greater part of

tJie worms in the gathered grain? It is well known

that when wheat is threshed immediately after

gathering, the worms will be many times more nu-

merous than in the same wheat, if left in the barn

for one or two months before threshing.

"It is curious as well as alarming to observe the

operations of this destructive worm. It commences

its work early, and continues it late. When in the

field, it can be heard making a noise much resem-

bling that of the silk worm while eating. After it

commences, it devours with all greediness, until

the crop is gathered ; and, what is still worse, and

perhaps^pot generally known, it continues its work

of destruction, after the crop is gathered. Of this

fact there can now be no doubt. It has been wit-

nessed, by many of the most observing farmers of

our neighborhood. This insect can be heard in

the moj.E and stacks, and on examining the heads

of whea., they are found to contain many of these

destroyers. This is the more alarming to the wheat

o-rower, as it is ne.xt to impossible for him to thresh

out his grain as soon as harvested, owing to the

other necessary labor that is pressing upon hun at

this season of the year—the completion of his hay-

ing, and the preparing of his fallow ground for

another crop. Yet he must thresh his wheat or

lose a goodly portion of what has been gathered."

We do not allow ourselves to indulge in the

gloomy anticipations of the concluding paragraphs

of the article in the Observer. We remember that

when the Hessian fly became so destructive, and

its ravages extended so rapidly, many were found

who fancied that wheat could never again be grown

in the United States. Such predictions have been

utterly falsified by the event ; and such we doubt

not will be the result in regard to tlie grain worm.

As yet we see no reason for deserting the fair fields

of Western New York, or abandoning the culture

of wheat. Partial failures may indeed be expected
;

but the beautiful wheat that finds its way in such

quantities to our markets affords conclusive proof

that our fields yet yield their increase, and that

Providence has not ceased its kindness and its

blessings.

A clergyman in New York advises his hearers to

subscribe and pay for a good newspaper.
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Boston, Wednesdat, Octobeb 3,

1

ACiRICULTURAL DEPOSITORY.
A Card.—Tlie Commissioner of Agricultural Survey

reepectfuUy policils of the furmers in Massacfiusetts, or

his correspondents in other places, small samples of any

of tlieir agricultural products, which they may regard as

possessing any peculiar excellence. Corn in the oar, of

any variety ; Wheat ; Rye ; Barley ; Oats ; Buckwheat

;

Broom Corn ; Cocoons ; Silk ; Wool ; and valuable grass-

es, lie would likewise be pleased to receive specimens or

models of any valuable implement or invention connect-

ed with husbandry or the rural arts ; or models or draw-
ings of any improved farm buildings ; or pictures of any
valuable domestic animals. His objects are whollv pub-

lic. His intention is to place such things in a situation

where they may bo exammed by the farmers of the

State ; and to lay the foundation of an Agricultural Mu-
seum solely for the public benefit. He hopes so much
public sgirit will be fill in this case by his agricultural

brethren, that their liberal contributions will soon render
the collection worthy of public attention. The begin-

nings must he small; but in time the collection may be

of great utility. It is important in respect to any article

sent that a written account should accompany it.

He particularly solicits likewise the attention of intel-

ligent shipmasters and others visiting foreign countries,

to the collection of valuable agricultural socds in places

where they may go ; and 'pledges himself, that if they

will do him the favor to place them under his caie, he

will gratefully receive them and di.<pose of them in a

manner to test their value and difl"us» their benefits.

Any such donations may he forwarded for the present

to the store of Messrs James K. Mills &. Co. Kilby street,

Boston ; to his address. The expenses of freight or

transportation will he cheerfully paid.

HENRY COLMAN,
Commissioner of Agr. Survey in Massachusetts.

Oct. I, 1838.

Printers in Massachusetts, in town and country, favora-

bly disposed to this object, are respectfully requested to

•ivo the above card one or two insertions.

ON PAINTING ROOFS.
MitfoTd, Sept. 2S, 1838.

Mb Editor -.—Sir,— I wish to make enquirv through
your paper respecting the painting of roofs, and the best
paint or composition for preserving tficni.

A Subscriber.

Reimakks.—We have seen different preparations ap-

plied for the preservation of roofs, and been acquainted

with many recipes for composition for the same purpose

;

yet from our own observation and experience, we believe

there is no great economy in expending much U])on a

roof fiir paint. The object of the greatest importance is

to get good shingles and then have them well laid. There
are those, however, who think differently. A mixture

of black lead and linseed oil is perhaps as good a mixture

as can be used if it is thought expedient to paint ; but it

is very difficult with any paint, to fill every crevice so

that water will not find its way between the joints to the

unpainted shingle, and here is the trouble ; the wet gets

under the shingle, and in consequencs of tlieir bein"-

painted do not dry so quick, and of course will decay
sooner for being painted. It is sometimes Ijie case when
a man undertakes to build sub.stantially he paints the

shingles as they are laid, which no doubt adds much to

the durability of the roof, but then does not the expense

of paint and additional labor and interest on the same,
amount to as much, or more, than another shingling .>

We were much struck with tho appearance of a noble
barn, which was built two years since by our friends the

Shakers at Shirley. They never do anything by the

halves, but whatever they undertake is done in the very

best style. The barn was finished in the most substan-

tial manner, from the foundation to the ridge-pole, but we
were forcibly reminded by it of Noah's Ark, for it was
" pitched within and without." Our friends informed us

that the shingles were laid in hot pitch, or a mi.xture of

pitch and tar, and the building coated over with the

same. This mode of laying shingles, has one advahtiige

certainly; if fire should take hold of it, it would burn

without much trouble.

Since writing the above, a gentleman of some experi-

ence has informed us that if shingles are dipped in strong

alum water, they will last much longer, and it is also a

security against fire. We find in Vol. 12, page 283 of

the N. E. Farmer the following receipt and remarks,

which we copy, as many of our present subscribers have
not taken the work so far back.

" For painting the roofs of buildings, Mr Patterson of

New Jersey, has, some years since, given the following

directions, which have been highly approved, as the best

composition known for preserving the roofs of houses
;

as it is found that it hardens by time, and is an effectual

preservative against the roof taking fire from the sparks

the chimney.

" Take three parts of air slacked lime, two of wood
ashes, and one of fine sand, and add as much linseed oil

as will bring it to a consistence for working it with a

painter's brush. Great care must be taken to mix it per-

fectly.

" We believe grinding it as a paint would be an im-

provement. Two coats are necessary ; the first rather

thin ; the second as thick as can be conveniently laid

on."

We have not seen an application of the above compo-
sition, and therefore, give it as we find it. It is no doubt

a good composition if it could be applied to every part of

the shingle. We have answered our friend " A Subscri-

ber " as well as we are able ; if any of our correspondents

who have more experience, can add anything which will

meet his case or benefit the public, we shall be much
obliged. J. B.

Massachusetts Horticnitnral Society.

Exhibition of Fruits.

Saturday, Sept. 29, 1838.

From R. Manning, Esq. Salem, fine specimens of tlie

following Pears: Bergamotte d'Autumnal, Green Sugar,

Styrian, Louise, Bonne of Jersey, Autumn Superb, Belle

St. Bonne, and Webber's Yellow Autumnal. (Mr Man-
ning is entitled to the thanks of every lover of Good
Fruits for his exertions to introduce new varieties and to

sustain the exhibitions of the Society.)

From Samuel S. Lewis, Esq. Brinley Place, Roxburj,
(the late residence of Hon. H. A. S. Dearborn, a zealous

friend and promoter of the best interests of this Society,)

the following Pears : Autumn Berg'miolte, Passe Col-

mar, Napoleon Doyenne Gris, Newton Vergaleau, Brown
Beurre Capiamont, Lewis and Moorfowls Egg, and five

other specimens not named. These specimens were all

fine.

From E. M. Richards, Esq., fine seedling Clingstone

Peach.

From Mr Eustis of Soutli Reading, Isabella Grapes.

From Mr S. R, Johnson, Charlestown, very fine Black
Hamburg and Sweetwater Grapes.

From M. P. Sawyer, Escj. Portland. Pluvts, variety

Imperatricc and Magnum Bonum ; the latter were very
beautiful the finest exhibited this season.

From Mr Pond, Cambridgeport ; Semiana Plums, very
large and fine ; also Isabella Grapes, and a new seedhitg

Grape called Pond's Seedling. This fruit was proved to

be a very fine variety and far superior to the Isabella,

worthy of cultivation.

From James L. L. F. Warren, fine specimens of Lnpe-
rial Lemon Clingstone Peach.

The following letter, with the specimens of Fruits

were received from the Hon. John Lowell of Roxhury.

Roxbury, Sept. 29, 1838.

To the President of the Massachusetts Hort. Society:

Sir— I send specimens of " Beurre Spence " nearly or

quite ripe. It should be understood, that for 50 years I

have thought the soil at my place, not adapted to pro-

duce the lest pears, except certain kinds which come to

high perfection in it. I send an unripe sample of Beurre
Bronze, which Parmentier highly commends. Also, a
bunch of Grapes,* sent ncitlicr for its size nor quality,

but novelty. It is one of tue grapes sent by the Ameri-
can Consul at Ferrol, to fllr Cook, late Vice President
of your Society. It is to me wholly new in foliage, wood,
bunches, berries and taste. It is a prolific grape, and
can be made to produce immSnse bunches for those who
desire it ; of its value, as a fruit, it is not for me to de-

cide.

I have added Beurre Crappeau and IVIilanaise or Great
Britjiin ; a crisp pear when ripe.

I am, dear sir, very respectfully.

Your humble servant,

JOHN LOWELL.
For the Committee,

JAMES L. L. F. WARREN.
* The Grape was new to the Committee, but was found to

be of very fine flavor.

The reports of the Horticultural Society are necessarily

deferred until next week, as the committee have not

fully completed them. We shall publish the whole in

one paper, wliich will make it necessary for us to issue

an extra.

Thanksgiving in Massachusetts.—The governor of

this State has appointed Thursday, the 29th day of No-
vember next, as a day of Public Thanksgiving and
Praise.

The heaviest Wheat and Rye crop, perhaps ever taken
in this county, has been gat&ered within the last fort-
night—in good order—plump and well filled. The "Tass
crop is also good. The Corn crop, which, at tiie outset
was very promising, has been seriouslv injured in some
parts of the county from a long prevailing drought. In
the south and southwest portion of the countv it will bo
an entire failure. Many of our farmers in Warwick the
southern part of Minisink—and in Sussex Co. N. J. are
now engaged in cutting ft up. Tlic Oat, Potato, and
Buckwheat crops have suffered severely from like causes.
In the other sections of the county, w'herc the drought
has not been so severely felt, the Corn crop particularly
is very promising.— 0"o«^fn .V. Y. Republican.

The Stockholders of the Eastern Railroad have re-
solved to complete their railroad as fiir as Newburyport,
and to put the rest to the East line of the State under
contract as soon as they have Satisfactory assurances that
it will be continued to Portsmouth.

The Trustees of the Maryland Agricultural Society
have postponed the Fair which was to have been held
on the 1st of November, on account of the deplorable
drought which has prevailed throughout the Eastern
Shore.
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BRIGHTON MARKET.—MoNDAT, Oct. 1, 1838.

Reported lor the NfW Enjrland Fanner.

At Market 400 Beef Catlle, 350 Stores, 2,450 Sheep,

and about 1,500 Swine.

Prices — Beef Cuttle.—Sales were brisk. First qual-

ity, $7 50. Second quality, $6 75 a $7 00. Third qual-

ity, $5 50 a $6 00.

Stores.—In good demand. Yearlings, $9 a $14.

Two Year Old, $16.« $26. Three Year Old, $22 a

$83.

SAeep.—Sales brisk. At $1 62, $1 88, $2 16, $2 50

and $3 ^5.

Smine.—Last week's prices were fully sup ported.

Lots to peddle at 6 1-2 a 7 1-2. At retail, 7 1-2 a 9.

Old hogs, 7 to 3.

THERMO.METRICAL.
lii^ported for the New England Fanner.

Range uf the Thermometer at the Garden of tile proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending September 30.

September
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE FIRST YELLOW LEAF.

Thou bring'st sad thoughts to me,

First yellow leaf;

Thou tcll'sl the change so soon to be,

Prom Summer, bright and brief,

To Autumn's sear arid sadd'ning litne,

When gladness leaves our happy clime.

But few short months have gone.

Thou fragile thing,

Since first upon the grassy lawn

So gaily drest Ijy Spring,

I watched thy beauties, one by one.

Spring forth to greet tir enliv'ning sun.

And all ibis lovely earth.

So fresh and green,

Prais'd well the pow'r thai gave it birth,

And deck'd it all unseen.

I gazed,,and joy my bosom fiU'd

;

Nor thoughts of blight, my transport still'd.

And now to see thee fall

So soon to earth,

And thus to see thy bright train all

Resign their notes of mirth.

Nor whisper to the breeze again,

'Tis sad, and well might give me pain.

But there are other tones

Than fading leaf.

That thus speak in thy dying moans :

" Thy life, like mine, is brief;

Then, too, may'st bloom but for a day,

Then fade, like Autumn leaves away."

SLEEPING CHAMBERS.
Is the philosophy of slsep enough considered ?

Are the circumstances -connected with this condi-

tion of human nature, for one quarter or one third

of human life, duly attecded to ?

While we are awake, our bodies are, as a gen-

eral rule, more or less in motion ; and the air, even

in our rooms, more or less in motion also. But

while we sleep we are quiet, the air is quiet, and

is soon contaminated. Do people consider how

fast ?

The air is spoiled fast when but one person oc-

cupies a bed, and there is but one bed in the room.

Franklin and others have supposed the air to be

rendered unfit for breathing at the rate of a gallon

a minute. But if so, how many of us breathe bad

air in our sleeping rooms 1 We seldom lie quietly

in our beds with the doors and windows closed, a

heap of feathers under us, and thick clothes over

us, more than an hour at most, before we begin to

suffer. This is the case if the sleeping room is

large ; but if small, it is much worse. It is im-

possible to liave a hogshead of poisoned air dif-

fused through a sleeping room without doing mis-

chief.

~
I kfiow it will be said that the carbonic acid

gas, produced by breathing, is heavier than atmos-

pheric air. and soon settles to the floor ; and if

the bed-room is not so small that the room, like a

culinary vessel, gets full of it up to the surface of

tlte bed, before the individual wakes, there is no

danger.

But it does not all settle to the floor. In hot

weather, it scarcely settles at all ; though in cold

weather it does so tnuch more. Nay, even in cold

weather some of it falls on the bed, and much of it

is entangled in the bed clothes. This, however, is ' are brought up right; somethin' to do at home, in-

not quite all. The same poisonous gas which is stead of racin' about to quiltin' parties, huskin'
formed by breathing, is also constantly formed by ' frolics, gossippin', talkin' scandal, and negleci.in'

the whole surface of our bodies, in greater or less their business. Tliem little matters are like tlirow-

degree ; and this, if improved tinder the bed clothes, ' in' up straws, they show which way the wind is.

—

between them and a thick bed of feathers, is not When galls attend to them are things, it shews
only injuring us by its contact with our skins, but that they are what our minister used to call, "right
still more by our breathing it. For notliing is more minded." It keeps them busy, and when fo)ks are

common than for a small quantity of tliis impure busy, they ha'n't time to get into mischief; and it

air to escape from the bed by the side of our bod- ' airiuses them too, and keeps thdidear little critters

ies, especially upon the least motion ; thus giving
;
healthy and cheerful.

—

Sam Slick, second series.

an opportunity—nay, a certainty—of inhaling a| Extr.wagasce i.v the United States
part of it.

1 Do you see them are country galls there, said Mr
To all these evils we are subjected, I have said, ' Slick, how they are tricked out in silks, and touch-

when under the most favorable circumstances

;

'ed off with lace and riband to the nine's, a mincin'

that is, when our sleeping rooms are large, and along with parasols in their hands, as if they were
when only one person occupies a bed, and one bed afear'd the sun would melt them like wax, or take

in an apartment. But when two persons, or even the color out of their faces, like a printed cotton

more, sleep in the same bed, when the room is blind .' Well, that's gist the ruin of this country.

small, or has several beds in it, and when the beds It ain't poverty the blue noses have to fear, for

are of feathers or down, the evil and the danger that they needn't know without they choose to

are very greatly increased. make acquaintances with it ; but it's gentility.

—

I wish sleeping rooms were generally much lar- They go the whole hog in this country, you may
ger than they are. Then I wish they were al- 1 depend. They ain't content to appear what they
ways freed as liiuch as possible from unnecessary be, but want to be what they aint ; they live too

clothing, and every thing which could retain bad extravigant, and dre.ss too extravagant, and won't

air. The bedstead should be rather high, and only
|
do what's the only thing that will support this ex-

broad enough to accommodate freely and fully one ! travagance; that is, be industriou.s. Gist go into

person. The bed should bo of some material which one of the meeting houses, back here in the woods,

is light and porous, as oat or wheat straw, corn where there ought to be Hothin' but homespun cloth,

litisks split finely, grass, hay, &c. ; and the cloth- and home made stuffs and bonnets, kni see the leg-

ing should he adapted to the season, but should horn and palmettors, and silks and shalleys, mere-
never be so constructed as to prevent entirely tlie nos, gauzes, and blonds, assembled there, enough
passage of the air through it. No dogs, or cats, to buy tlie best farm in tiie settlement. There's

or lamps, or fires without Hues, should be found
|
somethin' not altogether gist right in this.

—

Sainu-

in the room. A window or door which will admit

fresh air should be, in all seasons, but especially

in hot weatlier, left open in such a direction from

the bed as will not e.xpose the occupant to have

currents of air fall directly upon him;—to prevent

the possibility of which, however, a screen might

be placed before the window. Then, in the last

place, and as I have already intimated, the bed

should contain but one person, and unless the room
is exceedingly large, there should be but one bod

in it.

Perhaps it will be said that I require too much.

Most persons, I shall be told, cannot have all this.

No, they cannot. Sin is in the world, and has

long been in it ; and it will be long before we can

get it out entirely. But sin has brought with it

among other evils, that of poverty ; and poverty

does not always permit every thing which is best

for health. But one thing at least we can do ;

which is, to come as near what we know to be

truth as Tposs'Me.— Uirarij of Health for September.

StGNs OF PROSPERITY.— Do you See that are

house on that risin' hummock to the right there ?

—Well, gist look al it, that's what I call about

right. Flanked on both sides by an orchard of

best grafted fruit, a tidy little clever flower garden

in front, that tlie galls see to, and a'most a grand

sarce garden over the road there sheltered by tliem

are willows. At the back side see them everlastin'

big barns ; and, by gosh ! there goes the dairy

cows ; and a pretty sight too; that fourteen of 'em

marchin' Indgian file arler milkmin', down to that

are medder. Whenever you see a place snugged

up and lookin' like that are, depend on it the folks

are of the right kind. Thom flowers too, and that

are honeysuckle, and rose bushes, show the family

el Slick, second series.

Original Anecdotf—A drunken fellow, not

long since, staggered into one of our most respect-

able victualling cellers, and greeted the attendant

with a familiar ' how are you ?' ' Who are you,'

said the host, ' are you drunk ?' 'Aye,' said the

bacchanalian, ' drunk enough ! and have been ev-

ery day for two years ! My brother Josh and I

am engaged in the temperance cause ; he goes
about delivering lectures, and I give samples of in-

temperance. Now shaiit we get up a reformation.'

COUNTRY SE:AT IX JlEVVTiHV, FOR SA1.B.
The subscriber offers for sale the bouse in »liichbenow

resliies, with the Bain, Sheds, fj^irden and about 35 acres of
land, situated on fi'onantinn Hill, in i\ewton, 5 1-'.' miles from
the city. The gnrden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked
with a great \aiiety of fruit tress, and abont 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines, 'i'lic place may be seen and liiiiher partic-

ulars obtained on application at the |}remises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16th.

AliDERNEY STOCK FOR SAIiK.

For sale a full blooded Bull, 3 years old the first of July
next—one Cow, five years old—and a Heifer three years old.

Tlie Cows are said to be the richest Milkers uf any imported.
For further particulars address L. M. WHEATON, Norton,
Mass., or aline left at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

F..FOR S.\

A Ram and Ewe from the Cape G od Hope. Inquire at

THE NEW ENGLA.M) FARMER.
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at £3 per annum

payable at the end uf the year— but those who pay within
si.\tydays from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTFBS,
n SCUOOL BTREKT BOSTO.N.
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AGRICULTURAL

ON THE MEANS OF INCREASING THE
FERTILITY OF LAND.

The productivene.s3 of any soil, we think, de-

pends entirely on its natural or artificial capnbility

of retaining and transmitting its moisture, the

vehicle at least by which nourishment is conveyed

to plants. This productive power may therefore

not only be continued in its greatest vigor, but

greatly increased by proper management. When
we by any means give to the soil a permanently

increased vegetative power, we also increase the

yearly produce wliich it yields.

Some soils produce large crops often repeated

without manure, five crops of corn and a fallow are

the conditions entered in some leases in the neigli-

hood of Wisbeach in Lincolnshire, while other

land will produce nothing without great expense of

culture and manure, nor will an e.vcess of manure
make such land permanently productive ; but if we
change its constituent parts by the addition of those

earthy materials of whicit it is deficient, so as to

bring it nearer to the nature of those soils which

we know to be fertile, then we shall permanently

increase its productive powers.

Water being the vehicle by which nourishment

is conveyed to plants, the soil, whoee con5t'"uent

parts is best adapted for retaining a sufScient sup.

ply and transmitting a proper portion in very dry

weather to the plants growing in it without holding

it in injurious quantities in the time of very wet
weather, is possessed of the principle of vegeta-

tion and will be found to be of the most produc-

tive nature. Such a soil will give not only firm-

ness to support the plants, but will facilitate the

growth of their roots in search of moisture and
nourishment to the greatest depth.

There is not an individual who cultivates a gar

den and who e.xercises his judgment in its culture,

but knows that the addition of clay gives cohesion

to san iy or gravelly soils, and that sand and grave

when mixed with a clayey soil diminislies its tena-

cious property ; and that these changes thus effected

permanently increase the productive powers of

both.

In our endeavor to improve barren soils, we
should examine them in connection with fertile

soils in their neighborhood, on the same geological

formation, and the difference of their constituent

parts may lead us to the means of their improve-

ment. If the cause of sterility be owing to some
defects in their composition, these defects should

be supplied. An excess of silicious sand is im-

proved by the application of clay, peat earth, or

calcareous matter, cold well rotten manure, and

rolling or trampling with sheep or other stock, to

consolidate its texture.

When clay is in excess, it is remedied by the

application of sand, chalk marl, or burned clay,

light unferniented manures, and perfect pulveriza-

tion, to make the soil friable. An excess of vege-

table matter as in peaty soils, in a dormant state

is corrected by burning, by the application of clay,

sand, calcareous matter, gravel, rubble, or anything

heavy, to give firmness to the soil. Lime not only

1 estroys the injurious effects produced by sulphate

of iron which abounds in some soils, particularly

in those of a peaty and silicious gravelly nature,

but is said to convert the sulphate of iron into a

manure. None of these applications however, will

have tlie desired efiect, unless there be first a per-

fect subsoil drainage of all superfluous moisture

conjoined with a perfect tillage. To alter the

nature and properties of the constituents of any

soils may be more expensive than to manure it

;

but the effect of th'i former will be lasting, while

that of the latter is transitory; the one permanent-

ly improves the nature and quality of the soil, the

other only imparts a temporary excitement to force

a crop for a year or two.

The materials necessary for the permanent im-

provement of the soil are seldom far off, and the

e-xpense, though in some instances considerable,

is soon repaid by the permanency of its increased

fertility; the manure applied afterwards has a much
greater effect, the expense of cultivation is greatly

diminished, and the capital laid out is soon restored

by its yearly increased produce. By these altera-

tions we store the earth with hidden and inex-

haustible treasures, wliich invisible to the eye put

forth their strength and give us the evidence of

their presence by the effects produced oiuvegeta-

tion.

In the process of vegetation, nature supplies

soil, water, light, and he.it ; but the matter compos-

ing the soil may not be in such a state as to re-

ceive, and transmit these in such quantities as will

produce a healthy vegetation.

Man may regulate the supply by cultivation, and

by altering tl.\e te.\ture of the soils.

When the materials of which the soil is com-

posed are in projier proportion, the soil is most pro-

ductive ; when any one of the ingredients is in too

great a proportion, the soil is unproductive.

Pure clay, sile.x or lime, we have before stated,

are barren, if they are fofind alone ; but if they are

mixed together, having a due portion of water, the

influence of the sun, and a proper admission of

air, (which are the prime movers in vegetable life)

a fermentation amongst the materials is created
;

and if vegetable and animal manure in a state of

decomposition be combined with these, the soil

whicli was sterile when separate will become pro-

ductive when combined, and this mixture of mate-

rials and mechanical alteration will change the te.\-

ture, and improve the quality of the soiL

Neither the clay, the silex, nor the lime are de-

composed by this process, but the soil composed of

these materials in proper proportions has the power

of combining with, and decomposing the vegeta-

ble and animal matter, the water, and air which it

contains, and produce results which afford the ne-

cessary food for the growth of plants.
i

When the pai tides of earth which compose the

soil are separate from each other, or well pulver-

ized, it holds the greatest quantity of free or avai'-

ble moisture, and readily transmits it to the plants

which are growing in it ; but when the particles of
the e;irth are closely packed togetlier, like new
made bricks, it neither can receive moisture, nor
will it give out tliat which it already possesses.

Good soils are naturally possessed of certain

powers!, with which, bj^ the aid of husbandry, we
caji produce certain effects ; on poor sterile soils,

these powers may be conferred by artificially alter-

ing their te.'cture.

When the fluid in the soil is so connected with

the fluid in the plant, and gives out to it a con-

stant and healthy supply, then we say the soil is

in goiad condition.

Manure applied to the soil increases its vegeta-
tive powers, but the way in which it acts is not
well understood. The processes of the small root-

lets are so very minute, that no crude substance
can pass through them ; it can therefore, only be
taken up by them in the form of water or gas, and
be absorbed by the leaves.

Well rotten manure gives an unctuous or cohe-
sive property ; but when in a loose or strawy state,

it gives a porousness or looseness to the soil.

All mineral manures, as lime, chalk, marl, sand,

gravel, ditch mould, road scrapings, and earthy mat-
ter, act on tbe soil merely as an alterative, by
changing the -constituents of the soil and improv-

ift^ its texture, and by giving it an increasing

pV|W>'r of imbibing and decomposing water, air, and
organic matter.

The most abundant ingredients in soil are sand
and clay, and as a mixture of the one with the

other tends to improve both, nature has so ordered

it, that those are generally found in great abun-
dance near to each other.

In the plastic clay formation, e.xtensive tracts of
sandy soil are found lying upon the brick clay

;

the soil of which is greatly improved by lifting up
the clay, and spreading it over tlie sand at the rate

of 100 cubic yards to the acre.

There is also a considerable extent of this for-

mation covered with flinty gravel, mixed with clay

and sand, with a thin covering of black mould or

peat earth for its surface, which produces heatli

and furze.

This lies near the clay, and the whole of this

may be greatly improved by trenching, or other-

wise mixing the sand and gravel with the clay be-

low. The most of this is near the chalk, and

would be greatly improved by an admixture of 80

or 100 cubic yards of it per acre. Chalk or lime

destroys the pernicious effects of the sulphate of

iron in the gravelly soil, and makes the soil which

was worthless, so productive as to pay the whole

of the expense in a year or two.

Soil that is chielly composed of finely divided

or impalpable matter, is greatly improved by the

application of small stones, gravel or coarse sand

;

as this prevents the soil from collapsing or consoli-

dating during continual rain.

All alteratives should be put on the land in

small quantities at a time, or if in large quantities

it should be when the land is in fallow ;'and these
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fliould be well mixed by repeated ploughui^s, or not do hunur to the best. It will reward the culti-
j

any of its leaves, as it stood in the garden. The

by Finlayson's harrow, which is an excellent im-
j

vator in the best soils.
j

heiglit was ascertained by setting up a pole by it,

plon.ent for loosening and breaking the fallow What then have been the causes of its failure
j

and measuring the pole. The reader will not be

slice. The best way°of putting on small quanti- ' with many cultivators ? I will endeavor to state likely to realize the great height to which the cum

ties of materials for altering the texture of the I my opinion on that subject The lucerne will not above mentioned had arrived, unless he measures

soil is to make a mixture of them with the manure
[

grow in most meadow land.i at all. It cannot 1 1(> foct up the side of a house, a tree, &c., and

bear low lands. It will die, if water rests upon it
' then looks at it. The frost cut off this corn before

in winter. On uplands, it has failed from an in- !
it had made any seed. Would not this kind of

sufficiency of seed. It requires 20 pounds to the
j

Mexican corn make a prodigious burden of green

acre and the price of the seed has been so high that I corn fodder if sowed broad cast on good ground .-

you intend to apply to the field ; and these ought

to be well mixed By laying them loose together,

turning them several times, and fermenting them

in the mass. When this is properly done, it should

be carted and spread on the soil when in fallow,

and be ploughed in and well mixed, so as to be

completely incorporated with the soil.

—

Morton on

Soils.

Roibunj, Sept. 24</i, 1838.

To llie Eilitor of the New England Farmer.

Sib, The inclosed letter was written three

years since, (as its date imports) but withheld from

a fear, that I had annoyed the public with lucerne

grass, and tliat people would begin to call me the

" man with one idea," My late success has in-

duced me to publish it,and I invite all farmers who
may have opportunity to visit my iliird crop this dry

year. It will not be cut before the Oth of October.

It is a beautiful sight in such a season.

JOHN LOWELL.

For tbe Now England Farmer.

LUCERNE GRASS,

Mr Pessenden: I recur once more, in spite of

the ill success of my former efforts, to the subject

of this invaluable grass. I feel a full conviction

that it will be, sooner or later, the favorite grass of

the New England States, for whoso soil and cli-

mate, it is peculiarly adapted. It will finally take

the place of the Dutch clover throughout New En-

gland. It is better adapted to our soil. It bears

our severe droughts much better than any grass we
have hitherto cultivated.

I begin by stating my own experience. It is of

fifteen years duration. That is no trifling trial. I

go on regularly in the extension of its culture and

upon dry, sandy, and gravelly lands, it will forever

be for me, tlie favorite grass. It may be asked,

what are the peculiar advantages which you have

experienced from this grass ? I answer, first, dou-

ble crops in weiglit at least, from the same extant

of ground. The Lucerne will give in this state,

two good crops, the Jirst season in icldch it is sown.

Is there any grrass, which will do this ? It will

endure in good heart for five years.? 'Will clover

do this ? It will endure the sevetp.st droughts

when all other grasses fail. What yrass will do

this ? It is the favorite grass of the horse and the

cow. It will fatten them faster than any other

grass. It will do as much for a horse as an ample
supply of grass, and four quarts of grain a day, in

keeping him in flesh and strength.

But many persons have failed in attempts to raise

it. And what then ? Does it follow that it is not

worthy of culture ? By no means. If one man
uniformly succeeds for fifteen years, there must be

some good reasons who others do not succeed. Let

lis try to seek out the causes of their ill success.

It is not the climate, because it stands our severest

winters unlinrt, when clover fails. It stands our

severe droughts, when clover dies.

It has been intimated, that my success is owing

to peculiar care, and high culture. This is not so.

It is treated exactly like the red clover, and I give

to it, purposely, my worst lands. Not that it does

our farmers would not buy it or in too small quan

titles, but it can be afforded from Europe at l-l

cents per pound, though our seedsmen cannot aflford

to sell it at lhat^]mce on account of the limited de-

mand. It is like every thing else, if the demand

is small, the supply will be small and high. My
object is, to recommend its culture, and when it

becomes general, the seed will be abundant and

cheap, but no man must expect a crop without 20

Yours, Respectfully,

.SA M. HOLT.

rnr the .NVw Enslniul Fan

ff'eston, Sept. 21, 1838.

Frii ND Breck: The following is worthy a

place in your useful and valuable paper.

Messrs Stearns & Crehore, merchants of Wal-
pounds to the acre of seed, but as it endures five

^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ji^^ ^^^ ^^^j ^^.^^ Boston, planted

gQ j^.jj^ ^j. ^1^^ Marrow Squash from which theyyears at least, and pays for its cost the first season,

it is a miserable and wretched economy, which,

witholding the seed, decries the plant as unproduc-

tive.

It is with me, the richest treasure. My farm is

small, it is true, but it is a grazing farm, and my
produce is 20 tons of hay. Surely the experience

of such a farmer for 15 years, is worth some-

thing. JOHN LOWELL.
August 6, 1835.

I have already cut two crops from lucerne, sown

in April last; and two crops from lucerne two

years old, and two crops of hay from lucerne three

years old, at the rate of three tons per acre. I

expect two crops more from each. These are /acts,

notorious to them, who pass by ray grounds.

What ftai'e we like it? Lucerne must be, and

will be the grass of the south shore of this state,

and other light lands of New England.

Let farmers, who pass this way visit my lands,

let them see the grass, and the hay produced from

it, and inquire of those who feed my stock, and they

will be satisfied, that the lucerne is yet to be a

blessing to their (arms.

For the New England Farmer.

INDIAN CORN.

More than a hundred fold ! .'— Old Connecticut

yet— Connecticut forever .'.'

Mr Editor: In the year 1837, in the garden of

Ellas TuUy, of Saybrook, Connecticut, there grew

two kernels of corn. One of these kernels pro-

duced 5 stalks—11 ears and 2147 kernels. The
other produced 6 stalks—15 ears and 2270 kernels !

gathered over three tons of Squashes, which they

sold from their store at 1 1-2 cents per pound,

amounting to one hundred and about twelve dollars,

making one dollar and twentytwo cents per hill.

Who, who, can beat this?

JONATHAN WARREN.

From the Genesee Farmer,

FLIGHT OF GRASSHOPPERS.
The warm, dry weatlier of the present seasor

has been favorable to the propagation and growtl

of these depredators, and in some sections of th(

country they have been productive of much injury

In their general habits they are much assimilatei

to the locust of Asia and Africa, and the presen

season has developed their migratory powers in at

unprecedented degree. It seems from the Lancas-

ter (Pa.) and Frederick (Md.) papers, tliat the

grasshoppers, af\cr having devoured the pastures

those, sections, have taken wing in immense num
bers for otlier as yet unvisited places. The Lan
Jour, says :

—" About noon on Wednesday (Aug

8th) a cloud of grasshoppers passed over tlie cit)

of Lancaster. Their course was from the nortli

east to the south-west. As we did not see the

whole of the procession, we cannot say how
they were in passing, or what were the objects o

their journey. The appearance of these insect;

was singular and beautiful. Their glossy transpa

rent wings shone in the sunlight like stars, anc

and tlieir twinkling completed the illusion." A
Frederick, the greatest appearance of their fiigh

was on Thursday Uie Oth. The number floatinj,

was immense, and though the fact was not knowiLet the rich prairies, the fertile river bottoms, and

other parts of the great West beat this if they can.
j

at the time, it seems very probable that the cloud;

Yours, as ever.

An Observer.

For ihe New England Farmer.

MEXICAN CORN.

Mr Editor : A variety of corn, said to be from

Mexico, and said to be a very large, and a very

productive kind, was planted in several places in

1834. But one kernel, however, of this variety

was known to vegetable. TVmt one stalk stood a

towering giant in the garden of Elisha Tully, of

Saybrook Conn., and on the 13th of Sept 1834,

though it had neither tassalled out, or fared out, it

measured 16 feet in height, without stretching up

of them observed at Lancaster, were the same seei

at Frederick making a very respectable fligl)t foi

twentyfour hours. The Frederick paper says

' birds were hovering around tliem picking ui

stragglers, and some came as low as the iiouse tops

Their appearance was very splendid, and attractec

the notice of all.'

The migration of grasshoppers we have observec

several times, and it appears to be governed by the

same causes that impel the locusts of the Easterr

world in their devastating movements. When ho)

and dry weather succeeds their hatching from eggs

deposited in the ground the previous year, they

quickly obtain a size and strength that enables

them to set the ordinary chances of the snmmej
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season at defiance, but which, in less favorable cir-

cumstances, would prove fatal to many, or the

most of therii. The dry weather that hastens their

growth operates to prevent a proper supply of food,

and thus causes or hastens their migrations.

About noon or a little before on a hot dry day

with little wind, the observer will see now and

then one rising from the earth, and in a kind ot

circlins flight, rising liigh into the air. The num-

ber will rapidly increase, until the whole atmos-

phere seems filled with them, or until all that are

capable of a sustained (light have floated away.

Many will fall to the eivth, and tlie heavy gravid

females with their clijlped wings, are, of course,

left to deposite their eggs for the continuance of

the race.

The fliglit is with llie current of the air, and

when the sky is of a deep blue, and tlie s in is

shining bright, the millions of them glancing in

the sunbeiims at an. immense height, gives to the

part of the heavens occupied by the sun an appear-

ance the most brilliant imaginable. They seem

like shining spangles laid on the deep blue, and

glitter and glance in every direction. We do not

recollect that we have ever seen a flight of them

descend, repeatedly as we have seen them rise ;

and hence we conclude that in this country at least,

they disperse in different bodies, or gradually waste

away by the weaker ones falling to the earth. Be

this as it may, wherever they appear they are a

formidable scourge. Our ruta baga field this year

is by tlie side of a meadow, and since that was

mown, they have commenced feeding on the tur-

nep, and the bare ribs and stems of the leaves

on the plants most e.xposed, show plainly their

ravenous appetites, and powers of feeding. To
xhat extent they will injure the turneps remains to

be seen. We have known them greatly damage

corn fields, by eating off the silks before the corn

was impregnated, and we once had a field of beans

entirely destroyed by an irruption of grasshoppers

from an adjoining meadow. We have, therefore,

always hailed the beginning of their flights into

the air as a proof that we were soon to be rid of

their presence, and freed from their depredations

The Chops in Penksylvania.—An intelligent

correspondent of Bicknell's Reporter, writing from

Pittsburg, gives the following valuable information

respecting the crops in Pennsylvania, west of the

AUeganies.

"It affords me pleasure to inform you that the

crops in this vicinity are by no means as bad as I

understand they are in the agricultural counties

east of the mountains. Indeed, I never remember

a nmch better wheat and rye harvest than that of

the present year. Wheat has been remarkably

productive, and rye has shown a fair average crop.

At that time, however, the drought had not been

severely felt. We were only in the beginning of

that calamity, and I regret to add that we have since

suffered considerably from it.

In the counties of Westmoreland, Allegany,

Armstrong, part of Indiana, Fayette, and Greene,

the corn will perhaps turn out better than in any

other districts of Pennsylvania ; than that east, f

should say, that in most instances, the crop will

not fall short of a very fair average. But then it

should bo remembered tliat this is by no means a

great corn country—the farmers chiefly growing

wheat, rye, and potatoes ; while for a supply of

corn in the cities, to^^'ns and populous villages, we

chiefly depend upon Ohio and Virginia. A few

days since, a miller near Pittsburg, purchased .a

large quantity of wheat as low as 75 cents per

bushel, and it no where exceeds a dollar at the

present time.

The chief loss occasioned to farmers by drought,

will be in potatoes, the plantations this year posi-

tively promising to produce next to nothing

!

In the counties north of this—Butler, Mercer,

Venango, Crawlord and Erie, the same remarks

that I have made in reference to the better inhab-

ited western counties, will also apply, with the sin-

gle exception of the sandy districts, where nearly

all the crops are lost. Population in those counties

is yet but thin, and the loss, therefore, by no means

considerable to the community at large, though it

will fall heavily on individual farmers and cultiva-

tors.

The crops of Western Pennsylvania may be re-

capitulated :

In the rich lands,

Wheat— an excellent crop.

Rye—a very fair average.

Corn —almost an average crop.

Hay—the jirst crop abundant.

Hay—the second crop a total failure.

Oats— about two thirds.

In the mountain districts, nearly all the crops

have failed.

It will be remembered, however, that the wheat

and rye harvests were excellent and abundant.

(For the Xew Englaiul Farmer.)

Mr. Editor : Can yoti inform ine why I cannot

raise pumpkins ? I have taken pains not only to get

good seed, but also seed from abroad, and planted

it apparently on good ground, and yet on account

of the moon or the season, or the seed, or some

other cause, I have not got half a dozen pumpkins

fit for pies on my whole farm. It has been sug-

gested to me of late by a friend, that it was for the

want of old seed. An old farmer of his acquain-

tance tells him that he plants seed that is from 2

to 3 years old, and sometimes -1 >ears old. I asked

a neighbor of mine the other day, if he erer heard

of the thing ? he said he had, and this neighbor,

although not a farmer by profession, but a black-

smith, nevertheless has some good ideas about

farming, and withal raises some large pumpkins,

and has one now in his garden, which he and some

others think will weigh fifty pounds. And now,

Mr. Editor, seeing that pumpkins are of so much

value, especially in this section of country, that we

can hardly keep Thanksgiving without pumpkin pie,

would it not be well to give the above consid-

erations to the public, through the columns of your

agricultural Journal. If you think so, you would

oblige at least one agriculturist, if I may be per-

mitted to use that term, by so doing, but if you

have other matter of more importance or more in-

teresting, please to lay this aside and take that.

When I get a little more experienced in farming,

perhaps you will hear from me again ; for although

I like your journal very well, yet it does not exact-

ly coincide with all my views and experience about

farming, but, at present, I shall read, examine and

practise in silence.

Yours, &c.

J. MITCHELL.
Chester, Ct., Sept. 21, 1838.

REMAP. KS.

We are truly sorry that our correspondent has

been so unsuccessful in his attempt to raise pump-

kins. The thought of keeping thanksgiving with-

out a pumpkin pie is surely almost insupportable

and especially for a Connecticut man. Should he

fail in obtaining a supply in his immediate neigh-

borhood for that important day, we shall be very

happy to forward him one, if he will say in what

way it shall be sent, as we have been more for-

tunate in our farming operations. The culture

of the pumjikin is so simple, that we supposed

every farmer raised them in abundance, without

difficulty. The most common method is to plant

them among corn. Sticking a seed in every other

hill at the first hoeing, but the better way is to

plant them by themselves, when fine pumpkins are

wanted. The land ahould be made very rich in

tlie first place. The hills sliould in this case stand

7 or 8 feet apart every way, or even ten feet if the

ground is in first rate order. It is generally sup-

posed that the seed, of all vinos, is belter for being

4 or .') years old. Mr. Marshall, an Englishman,

who published a book on gardening some years since

when speaking of melon seed, observes, that, " if

new seed only can be had, it should be carried a

week or two in the breeches pocket, to dry away

some of the more watery particles !"

To which Mr. Cobbett in his treatise on garden-

ing exclaims, " What should we do here, where no

breeches are worn." We are of opinion tliat old

seed is preferable to neiv, and perhaps new seed

may be improved as Mr. Marshall directs by car-

rying it in tlie breeches pockets ! we have never

tried the experiment, but ive know those who do

prepare their melon seed by filling their pockets

with it a few weeks before they wish to plant it,

and who helieve the quality of the seed is improved

thereby. We^ have a few hills of pumpkins, which

were planted by themselves that have given us a

great quantity.. One was picked a few days since

which weighed 47 lb. and there are many others

of nearly the same size. A vine accidentally came

up in a rich part of our garden, and in consequence

of a partial destruction of the young crop around it

by worms, it was suffered to remain ; it spread out

in every direction 10 or 15 feet, giving a good sup-

ply of fine yellow pumpkins. J. B.

Milk ! Milk !
!—We have never visitsd any

place where the milk was so bad as that used in

the city of New York. We used to think its infe-

rior quality arose from its being adulterated by a

mixture of chalk and water. But our New York

city exchanges tell us differently. There are

18,000 cows in the immediate vicinity of the city,

from whose milk the inhabitants are supplied ;

—

these cows are fed with 200,000 bushels of annually

distilled grains in the city and neighborhood.

—

These grains are corrupt and unhealthy ; so much
so, that they consume t!ie flosli avound the cow's

teeth, also rotting the teeth, so that all these cows

becoming sickly in one year, are sent to the market

to serve tho people as a miserable substitute for

beef, and 18,000 new and healthy cows are substi-

i tuted in their place in one year, to share the fate

of their predecessors. So poisonous is this milk,

th.at out of 100 children fed with it, 49 die yearly.

Thus 2,000,000 bushels of grain distilled, scatters

disease among men and beasts. Our bread is de-

stroyed, and a distilled destroyer sent into all the

land. When will enlightened public sentiment put

down the growing evil ?

—

Olive Branch.
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GEOLOGV OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Continued Trom page 85,

Tlieoi-1/ of the nrtion ofLime on Soils, Manure, and
Vegetation.—"The action of limo is threefold ; cacli

distinct. 1. It is a jYeutralizer : 2. a Decomposer : \.

a Converter. 1. I have alreaily alluded to some
acid soils : free phos])horlc acid, geic, acetic, and
malic acids, also occasionally exist in a free state

in soils. Here lime acts as a neiitralizer, 2,

Soils may contain abundant geates
;

particularly

geate of alumina, the least of all demanded by

plants, Lonff formed and sun-baked, they are

scarcely acted on by rain or dew, and arc almost

useless. Here lime, by decomposing these motallic

and earthy jreates, forms a combination, vhich, in

its nascent state, is rPadily dissolved. If the car-

bonate of lime acts better than the hydrate, it is

because, following a well known l;\w, double de-

composition is easier than single. If any acid

geine exists in the soil, or any free acids, carbonic

acid is then liberated ; it acts on the geate of lime,

eupergeates result, and these are easily soluble,"

" 3. The great use of lime is as a converter ;

turning solid and insoluble geine, nay, I go further,

solid vegetable fibre, into soluble vegetable food.

Here is the great puzzle, the point where our phi-

losophy seems to leave us
; giving us our choice,

to refer this action to one of the numei*iip ^ases

of mysterious ' catalytic ' change, with *^hich we
are becoming every day more and more familiar, or

to explain the process by referring the whole to

saponification. I use this word as conveying to

you at once what I mean ;—but I do not mean to

say tliat the product of liuie and vegetable matter

is soap ; but I cannot make myself more intelligi-

ble to a farmer than by saying, this lime makes
compounds of vegetable matter, just as it makes
soapy compounds of oil and fat. The action of

lime on geine I take to be of the same nature,

as its action on oils and fat. It is well

established that animal and vegetable oils and fats

are converted into acids by the action of alkalies,

earths, oxides, and even by vegetable fibre itself.

The genera] law is, tliat whenever a substance, ca-

pable of uniting with the acid of fat or oil, is

placed in contact with fat or oil, it determines the

production of acid. Now we have seen that alkali

produces a similar change on geine ; it developes
acid properties. I go further, if alkali has con-
verted vegetable oil and o-ef.ne into acids, I see no
reason wliy a similar action i.nay .lot be produced

^J all those substances whiciV act th'is on oil.

Hence Ihne, earths, and melVllic oxi des, convert

•'eu!"'
*"'° ^'^''' '> ^ '^^t a-' t'"s t'<'"p^' pl.we, so fast

ft becomJ' ^"'"ble. Then too tht" 'rf-ng action of

air on insoluu.'f- geine, rendering it so lub.'e, is it

not ttu?il°g""'^ *° ^^^ action of air 6\i oi'ls- ^°'^''

.evolve in'uus pase, vast volumes ofcarboiUc ^cid,

the oil becomes geiutiwus and soluble in alfcMi ;

does not, a similar cl'iange occur in geine ?
_
" '«

possible that during the action of liuie on geiL'p, a

soluble substance may be produced, bearing tie

same relation to this process that glycerine does .to

saponification. These views you will see need to

be followed out experimentally. If found tenable,

the most signal benefit will result.- We place

manures on a new foundation, on which great prac-

tical results may be erected.

Practical ytplication of the Theory of the action

of Jytmc—Taking the preceding principles as our

guide, we may lay down a few general principles

Jbr the application of marls.

1. Enough ought to be applied to neutralise all

the free acids in a soil ; which may be known by
its ceasing to produce acid plants, such as sorrel

and pine. Generally, however, the amount requir-

ed for this purpose is small.

2. It will be serviceable to add enough to con-

vert the earthy geates of a soil into geate of lime.

The richer a soil is, the greater we may conclude

is the quantity of geates which it contains.

3. It will be serviceable to add enough to con-

vert all the insoluble geine and vegetable fibre in

a soil into soluble geine. Hence the richer a soil

is, and the more manure is added, the more marl

will it bear with benefit Indeed, there appears to

be no danger of adding too much marl, provided

a sufficient quantity of manure he also added. Ig-

norance of this principle, I apprehend, is the

source of most of the failures that have occurred

in the use of lime upon soils. Farmers have sup-

posed that its action was like that of common
manure, viz., to serve as direct nourishment to the

plant ; whereas it only cooks the food, if I may be

allowed the expression, which exists in the soil, or

is added along with the lime. In nearly all cases

of over marling which I have read of, a fresh sup-

ply of manure has been found to be the remedy

;

which shows the ti'uth of the above principle.

Agriculturalists have spread marl alone, or with

very little manure, upon land that has been worn
out, that is, whose geine has been exhausted ; and

because such soils have not thereby been recruited,

they have inferred that lime was injurious. Without
acids, or geine, or geates, or vegetable fibre, to act

upon, much excess of lime appears to operate injuri-

ously,so as to diuijnish,instead of increasing the crop.

They have also expected a sudden and surprising

increase of fertility ; whereas in some cases the

chief benefit seems to consist in causing the land

to produce for a greater number of years, by pre-

venting the ultimate decomposition and escape of

the organic matter. In general, however, it will

add also to the yearly product: but those who em-

ploy marl or lime in any form, ouglit to moderate

their expectations, that they may not be disappoint-

ed, and to be satisfied if they can slowly and

surely improve their lands as they most assuredly

can do, by this substance, provided they do not

expect to accomplish it by the use of lime alone.

These general rules can afford only a general

guidance as to the quantity of marl proper to be

used. Both marls and soils vary so much in their

composition, that probably direct experiments will

always be necessary to ascertain the quantity of

any new variety of marl that will be most service-

able. And should any of the agriculturists of

Berkshire county be disposed, as I doubt not they

will be, to try the marls above described, I beg

leave to recommend to tliem, as the best practical

treatise that has been published in this country, on

this subject, " An Essay on Calcareou-s Manures,"

by Edward Huffin, Esq. of Virginia, Shellbanks,

183.5. Tills gentleman has tried a vast number of

experiments on the subject, and the perusal of his

work is almost indispensable to anyone wlio would

successfully prosecute it. He says, " if tJie nature

of the soil, its condition and treatment, and the

strength of the marl were all known, it would be

eat^y to direct the amount of a suitable dressing :

but without knowing these circumstances, it would

be safest to give 250 or 300 bushels to the acre of

worn acid soils, and at least twice as much to new-

ly cleared, or well manured land." (Essay pp.

.y.) The marl which Mr. Ruffin used was the

slielj marl ; a large part of which has no action on
the soil for several years ; nor does it contain any
geine. On both these accounts probably, the

Berkshire marls should be used at first in a smaller

quantity ; and I suspect that great care will bo
necessary to avoid using too much.

As to the best mode of ap])lying marl, theory

would lead us in general to prefer the method usu-

ally adopted, viz: to mix it with compost brlore

spreading it on the soil And I would here ex-

press a hope, that if experiments are made on the

Berkshire marls, a portion of the black veget.ibie

matter that lies above them, may sometimes bo

mixed with them, to see whether it may not be-

come converted into a geate, and thus increase the

value of the marl. It would, indeed, be an im-

portant discovery, if from the same swamp both

the geine and the lime could be obtained, in a

state proper to sustain vegetation.

Marly Clay.— Most of the clay in Massachu-
setts contain a very small proportion of carbonate

of lime, the greater part of which, however, is

converted into those curious concretions called

claystones, which usually contain more than 50 per

cent, of carbonate of lime. But it was only in

the north part of Berkshire county that I found

enough calcareous matter in the clay beds to be of

any consequence in agriculture. In other parts of

the county, I met with but few clay beds; though
I doubt not thut others, besides those described

below, may be found. The following analysis

gives tlie composition of one specimen from Nortlv

Adams and another from Williamstown, a littlo

southeast from tiie college. Botli were taken from

excavations for making brick.

VVilliamslown,

North Adams

«" of

11.7

28.0
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nd forms a eompoimd more soluble in water than spring- of tlie year he was making fence. " My
geate of lime, there is reason to believe that mag-

j

fences,' said lie, " are all of cedar, but falling

nesia, properly applied, may be of service in agri- i short of cedar rails, and having none from the

culture. It would be very desirable that some ex- swamp, I was induced to cut down a pine tree and

periments should be made upon this subji^ct; for
^

convert it into rails to finish out my fence; tliey

it will be seen by the analjsis of our limestones
|

were the only pine rails I ever made use of. Ten

that has been given, that many of them are ma;;'- or twelve years after tliis, when resetting my fence,

nesian. In the .soutliern part of Berkshire c )unty, I found the pine rnis so sound that I let them re-

the real dolomite, which contains 40 per cent, of main; since then I have not seen them having left

magnesia, is common ; and it occurs in smaller my farm." I proposed taking a ride and look if

quantity in many of the limestones of that country.
I

any of them were remaining. We did so, and

Nor is it easy by the eye to determine whether a found a number in the fence perfectly sound. I

limestone be magnesian. The dolomite, however,
| asked how long they liad been there. He replied,

is very liable to disintegration, and hence it is easi-

ly reduced to powder ; and from the principles

above suggested, I infer that this is the proper way

to prepare magnesian limestone for agricultural

purposes. Indeed, I would extend the remark to

all limestones where fuel is not abundant. For

the great object of burning lime, so far as its ap-

plication to soils is concerned, is to reduce it to

powder. Indeed, when applied in the state of

quicklime it is very apt to prove injurious, like

magnesia, until it has absorbed carbonic acid from

from the atmosphere : tliat is, until it is brought

back to the state in which it was before burning.

The inhabitants of Berkshire coimty will probably

never need to use magnesian limestone for agri-

culture, or any other purimso, because they have

enough tliat is free from magnesia. But nmch of

their dolomite might be more easily reduced to

powder than any limestone could be burnt. And
if this suggestion about pounding and grinding

limestone be of no importance in respect to that

which contains magnesia, it may be of consequence

in regard to that great quantity of fragments of

pure white limestone, which are necessarily accu-

mulated at the quarries, and which are now entire-

ly wasted. How little additional labor would it

require, by means of water power, to bring these

into the state of powder admirably fitted for agri-

culture ! and who can doubt, but this might become
an article of exportation, when tlie contemplated

rail-roads are completed, and the value of lime

upon land shall be as much appreciated in this

country as it is in Europe !

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

BEST TIME FOR CUTTING TIMBER.

between '28 to 30 years.

An old friend related the following :
—" I served

my apprenticeship to a carpenter.—During my ap-

prenticeship my employer «as sent for to build a

barn for a farmer in the neighborhood, who was

very particular to have everything done in the best

manner. In the old of the moon in the month of

February, he cut down and hauled all the logs

necessary for the frame. In the spring my employ-

er was sent for, and when he came to hew the sills,

one was so defective we were compelled to get

another from the woods to supply its place. Whilst

we were building the barn he would frequently la-

ment the loss of the sill he cut in the winter, say-

ing, ' in a few years I shall have to put in a new
sill, for this one will rot,' pointing to the one cut

in the spring. But, said this old friend, I lived to

see the same barn moved, and before it could be

effected, they were compelled to put three new sills

under it ; they were all rotten except the one cut

in the spring." This satisfied me that the spring

was the proper time to fall timber to insure its

lasting well.

Being at Egg Harbor, fitting out a vessel and

in company with several persons, the conversation

turned us to the proper time to cut timber for ship

building—an old man related the following :—

I

well remember a gentleman coming from Phila-

delphia to Egg Harbor, and sending for a ship-

carpenter to build him a schoonjr. When they

entered into a contract, the gentleman bound him

up to cut down all the timber when I he sap run,

and then take his own time to build her, provided

he would get her round to Philadelphia before the

winter set in. We all thought he knew but little

about cutting timber, and would soon have a rotten

vessel. Eighteen vears after, said he, I saw the

they are frequently very grateful, particularly in

pulmonary complaints, and most people who are

well, like occasionally to taste of good preserves.

We have before published the follo\ying direc-

tions, but in this place tlie information may be of

value, as it will lessen the expense of making pre-

serves. Take 8 lbs. molasses—bright New Or-

leans or sugar house—8 lbs. pure water, 1 lb.

coarsely powdered charcoal ; boil for twenry min-

utes, then strain tlirough fine flannel, double
;
put

it again in a kettle with the v/hite »f an egg, and

boil gently till it forms a .syrup of the proper con-

sistence, and strain again. This syrup is said to

be better for preserving fruit, &c. than a syrup

prepared from the best of loaf sugar, as it is not

so liable to candy, nor to ferment,

—

Hilli/arXs

Prac. Farmins:.

Spicfd Tomatoes.—As this is the season for

securing a supply of this healthful vegetable, we
commend to all housekeepers to put up some after

the following receipe. By so doing they may pre-

serve them perfectly good until tomatoes come

again

:

Recipe for a bushel of Tomatoes.—Take your

tomatoes and pour boiling water over them', skin

them, then boil them well, after which add a tea-

spoonful of salt, a tablespoonful of black pepper,

one tablespoonful of cayenne, an ounce of cloves,

an ounce of mace, mix well, and put the tomatoes

in jars, run mutton suet over them and tie them in

jars, either with stone blue paper or buckskin.

Prepared in this way they will keep a year.

[We had Tomatoes preserved in this manner,

during the whole of the last winter. The quanti-

ty of cloves, however, in this recipe, is greater

than is required. Half an ounce to the bushel is

sufficient

—

Al. Ev. Joui:]

For many years my attention lias been turned
j
same vessel opened. Her timbers were then

to ascertain the proper time to cut timber to insure

its greatest durability. I am satisfied that the

spring, when the sap flows freely, is the best time

to fall timber. I am borne out in this opinion by

the following statements that I have collected.

J C informed me tlrat a detachment of

British troops crossed from Philadelphia the 1st day

of May, in 1777, and on the 2d commenced cutting

down his woods for the supply of the army, and at

the same time to burn up his fencing, which they

completely accomplished. " But," said he, " they

taught me the proper time to cut timber to make it

last. After they marched off, I found many trees

that were not cut into cord wood ; those I split in-

to rails, believing, at the same time, they would

soon decay, from their being cut in the spring

—

but I have been agreeably disappointed,—most of

them are as sound now as when made into fence."

This he related five-and-twenty or thirty years af-

ter the peace of '83.

Conversing with an old gentleman in the neigh-

liorhood of Haddonfield, he told me that in the

sound, and in good condition.

Yours, &c..

An Old Man.

To Preserve Pears, Plu.ms, &c., for Tarts
AND Pies.—Gather them when full grown and

just as they begin to turn. Pick one third of the

largest out and put to them as much water as will

cover them, boil and skin them.—When the fruit is

boiied soft, strain it tlirough a coarse sieve, and to

every quart of this liquor put a pound and a half

of sugar: boil and skim it, and then throw in your

fruit; just give them a scald, take them off the fire,

and vhen cold put them into bottles with wide

mouths, pour your syrup over them, lay a piece of

white paper dipped in sweet oil over them, and

cover tight.

Economical people will not, of course, think of

either making or using many preserves, on account

of the expense, and the rigid adherence to the

teachings of experience will generally avoid them
because they are unhealtliy. In sicksess, however,

Tomato Pies equal to the fine English

Gooseberry Pies.—The other day we partook,

for the first time, of a Tomato Pie, and were so

much pleased with the treat, tliat we enquired into

the mode of making them. The tomatoes are

skinned, sliced, and after being mixed with sugar,

are prepared in the same manner as other pies.

The tomato is likely to become one of the most

useful of plants.

—

Springfield Pioneer.

Cattle F^eep.—To the people of the Eastern

States, it may appear incredible, that cattle actual-

ly thrive as well or better here in the woods, than

in the best clover and timothy of any state ; such

we believe is the unvarnished truth. This fact is

mainly to be attributed to the vast abundance of

the wild pea that starts early, grows large and

luxuriantly, and furnishes cattle with excellent feed

until about the first of July ; when the wild bean

succeeds it and supplies succulent food in great

profusion until late in the fall. Besides these,

there are some kinds of grasses that flourish to

some degree, and the greatest variety of other

herbage we have ever observed in any country.

Here the lover of the science of botany has a

grand field for the exercise of his patience, and de-

lightful, as well as useful investigations. Here

the votary of Flora can procure from nature's own

gard»ns, varieties to compose the richest bouquets,

and can for months in succession gratify his taste

with flowers, worthy of a place in the most splen-

did gardens.— Wisconsin Culturist.
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AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENTS.
No. UI.

Wc come now to speak of the t)iird class of agricultu-

ral improvcmenLs, those which are directly productive.

These consist in the reclaiming of waste or unproductive

lands, in rendering them productive; and in increasing

tlie number, and value, and quantity of the products of

the farm. We maintain that the great object of all agri-

culture ought to be production—the obtaining from the

earth .is large an amount of the means of human subsis-

tence and comfort in the form of food, clothing, shelter,

and fuel as it can be made to yield. In doing this we
are to bo restrained but by a single condition, and that is

not so to cultivate it as to impoverish the soil; and for a
long [and indefinite period of time afterwards render it

barren and unproductive. The earth is a liberal benefac-
tor. There are few cases in which she refuses to answer
fully tlu claims of industry and good management. But
it is not reasonable t^ expect, it is not in the order of
Providence, that she should expend continually without
being replenished. There can be little donbt that the
earth can be made to furnish from its own stores the
means of miintaining its own fertility. By the applica-
tion of all decayed substances vegetable and animal, by
an exchange and intermixture of soils, by the occasional
use of mineral substances, by the direct return to the
earth of its own productions in the turntng in of green
crops, divine Providence has afforded the means of secu-
ring forever the productiveness of the earth. It is man's
province and duty to Uise and apply these means; and it

is thus in his power not only to secure but to increase its

productiveness. Under these reasonable conditions man
need not fear to tax the earth to the fullest extent of its

powers, and to kce|) them in constant requisition. Tlie
limit of its capacities has perhaps in no case as yet been
reached; in most ua.ses it has not even been approached.
Tlie object of intelligent agriculture should be then to
obtain from the earth all that it can be made to yield with-
out impoverishment

; to cultivate such crops and products
.!.< are most needed and consequently most valuable ; and
to put it into an advancing and improving condition.

If we try now the agricultural state of our farms by
this standard of what it should be, it will be found greatly
inferior and deficient. In respect to Massicliuset's itself
we have no hesitation in sayi.ig that even with present
prices of labor, on the supposition that the prices of agri-
cultural produce should maintain the same relation to the
prices of labor, which they now do, the agricultural pro-
ducts of the state might be profitably .juadj-Hpled

; and we
think we might even double this measure. Wc have no
doubt that the .ngricultural resources of Massaclmsetts, if
pioperly brought out, would lie ample to the support'of
four times the population, wiiich now belong to her.—
Where she now produces one bushel of grain, and of es-
culent vegetables and one ton of hay, she might he made
to produce four times that amount, Her beef, pork, wool,
butter, cheese, are very small compared with what they
might be. Her broom-corn, teasles, and tobacco are
crops, which were never seen by n large portion of her
inhabitants. Her maple sugar which is now in some
parts of the state a considerable product, amounting in one
town to several thousands of pounds yearly, mtglil be
vastly increased. Her apples, which, to say nothing of
the value of the fruit for market or exportation, yet for
feeding neat cattle and swine, are beginning to be appre-
ciated at more 'Inn half the value of potatoes, are never-

theless comparatively a very small product. Hemp and |
distinguished improvements of such soils in Hamilton,

flax are articles scarcely cultivated among us
; yet in

!
Wcnham, Lynn, Fraiiiiiigham, Lexington, Groton, Con-

many cases would furnish an ample remuneration to ' cord, and many other jjlaces, show what may be done.

labor. The cultivation of madder has not yet wc believe

been even tried among us. The cultivation of beets for

sugar and of silk give a fair promise of the most abun-

dant returns ; but as yet can scarcely be said to be com-

menced. Now the question is not whether other coun-

tries can produce these articles in much greater abun-

dance and at much less cost than we can ; but whetliet

Massachusetts can produce these articles in sufiicicncy

for the supply of her own wants ; and at such cost as to

afford a full and profitable compensation fc)r the labor

necessary to their production. Without speculating on

future contingences we can only say that at present she

could do it to advantage and an ample profit; that an in-

creased production would jjroniote an increase of popula-

tion and consequently increase the demand ; and that an

increased production would be followed by an increased

use of the products ; and that this likewise would stimu-

late the demand. The great and often vexed question

whether a stale for example should under all circumstan-

ces be advised to raise its own bread, when the same

labor applied to other products or purposes would furnish

the means of purchasing this br,.ad at less cost, we shall

reserve for discussion on another occasion. At present

we rest upon the great position that agriculture in Mas-

sachusetts may be made to afford an ample and liberal

compensation to well-directed labor, and to any amount
of labor, which is available or can be brought to bear

upon it; and therefore we feel at liberty to urge the sub-

ject of agricultural improvement, and the extension of

our cultivation.

In New England in the common use or rather misuse
of the term improve it means simply to use or to occupy.

A man is said to improve a farm or a piece of land, when
he merely uses or occupies it ; and although under his

management it should be in a course of impoverisliment.

It is a very different sense in wh ch we employ the term.

We understand a farm to be improved only when under
the course of husbandry pursued it is continually becom-
ing more fertile and productive. With this understand-

ing what is the condition of agricultural improvement.'

In looking then at the farms in Massachusetts, of
which we feel more at liberty to speak than of other
parts of the country, we are struck at once with the fact

that a considerable portion of most of them is compara-
tively neglected and unproductive. There are large por-
tions, which require draining. Perhaps in their present
state they are overrun with bushes, and saturated w:.h
water, so as to be wholly inaccessible excepting when
hard frozen. There are other portions so filled with wa-
ter, that although containing a soil, which little more
than the removal of the water would render eminently
productive, they now yield nothing e.xceptinga few cran-
berries, flags, and water-grasses, which will not compen-
sate for the trouble of collecting them. Our peat mead-
ows, of which we have a large extent in the Common-
wealth, are among the best glass-lands, which can be
found, yielding when properly subdued and managed in
many cases two and even three tons of hav to the acre
and a large amount of after feed ; and having proved in
many cuses highly productive in potatoes, wheat, and
rye. There are other extensive tracts of meadow land of
an alluvial character, of a soil of black mu.l, decayed
vegetable matter, resting upon a gravelly subsoil, whose
product in its present condition is comparatively worth-
less, which at a reasonable expense of draining and ma-
nurins, might be converted into the best of English mow-
ing. Of these two descriptions of land there are thou-
sands and thousands of acres in the state, which remain
untouched. The many highly creditable examples of

and to the highest advantage and profit. We shall here-

after refer to them. H. C.

PUBLIC HEALTH.
There seems to be a strong impression prevailing with

many intelligent and observing persons, that the health

of our young people, young men and young women, is

much less perfect than formerly ; they are more feeble ;

there prevails a general debility ; they aie more subject

to disease ; and there are more deaths among the young
than formerly ; and especially the capacity for labor is

greatly reduced. The younger part of the community
are not only less disposed, but much less able for physi-

cal e.scrlion than formerly. We do not state this as a

determined fact ; but as a strong, and, to a considerable

extent, a general impiession. Others can judge as well

as ourselves how far it is confirmed by their own obser-

vation. For ourselves we believe the fact ; and that

muscular energ)-, activity, and power the race is degen-

erating. We are aware that it is a fact of rather difficult

proof; and that the judgment may be fairly made up it

would require such a variety of slatislicat returns as are

not easily obtained. But we not only have come to the

melancholy conviction of the fact in the case but wc
think we see many reason.s, why such a result should be

certainly expected. What these reasons are we cannot

enter upon at present ; but we may do it hereafter if op-

portunity should admit; and if the discussion be likelvto

prove useful. From the number of patent nostrums, the

advertisements of which crowd the columns of our news-
papers, there would seem to be no necessity that man-
kind should ever be sick, much less that they should ever

die. It may be that this wholesale quackery is one of

tJie principal reasons of the evil, which we deplore. W<
have nothing farther however to add on this subject than

to remark that there exists an intimate and inviolable

syinpathy between the mind and the body ; that any
general decline of the latter must he followed by a cor-

responding imbecility of the former; that considering the

subject in a general view, intellectual health and energy

must es.sentially depend on pbysicirf health and energv
;

and that any attempt to purchase the former at the sacri-

fice of the latter is commonly idle and vain ; and in cases

of the most brilliant success is but a miserable b.ir-

gnin. H. C.

Fi..\x.—A patent has been taken out for a mode of so

priparing flax that it may be spun by machinery like cot-

ton. It is not water or dew-rotted and all the original

strength of the fibre is preserved. We are not at all op-
prized of the mode by which it is prepared. We have
seen the article. It is very beautiful and has the appear-
ance of silk. We are comforted with the hope, therefore

of being able to wear linen shirts and sleep in lir

sheets still longer; a luxury of which tlie increasing

manufacture and the extraordinary cheapness of cotton
cloth threatened to deprive us.

The Plymouth County Agricultural Society will hold their
'

Annual Exhibition at liridgewaler, on Wednesday, October
lOlh. We have not learnt who is to deliver the address
the occasion. The Worcester County Cattle Show is to be
held on the same day.

A man in Alhanv bouulit 7000 melons forS.10(i, and having
a boat he took them doivn the canal, and sold them as he
went down, at an average of iwciily coins, thus realising
about SIOOD in less than i week.

A frost was experienced in the northern part of New
York slate, on the 10th, which did some damage to com,
potatoes, etc.
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Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

The annual exhibition at the Society's Hall took place

ist week much to tlic satisfaction of the numerous visi-

ts who crowded the rooms for three successive days.—

-he display of fruits was never excelled, but on account

f the failure of the Dahlia, the show of flowers was not

o brilliant as that of last year. We shall devote the

rreater part of t)ie next paper to the dei-iled report ot the

'"—imitfee on fruits and Howers.

l,AYiNG OUT GARDEKS AKIJ OKNAMEKTAl.
Ft..VNTATIOKS.

E. SiYERS boss leave to inform his friends and the public

in general tliat he will attend the Isyins out gardens and or.

naroeiual planlaiions, and hopes by strict allention to busi

ness to merit the approbation of those who may be pleased

to employ him
All orders left with.

32 Norih Market Stre

NOTICE.

Those gentlemen who forwarded fruits for the late ex-

hibition of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, and

did not leave minutes of the same with the Committee,

ire respectfully requested to forward lists of the same,

directed to Mr Manning, to the care of Messrs Breck &
Co. New England Farmer oiBce, Boston, that there may

be no omissions in the report.

For the Committee,

Sept. 22. WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

Floijr. It is said that a few days since, 23 Stores in

New York on the North River, were filled with flour

;

and that there were 30,000 barrels stored in Albany and

Trov. If this is a fact, why is it that we at the North

have to pay 8 and 9 dollars per barrel, when we ought to

have it for $5,00. We are inclined to think that the

New York dealers have missed a figure, when they say

that the price tlie present season will be 8, 9, and $10

per barrel, for so long as we can raise such crops of corn

as we shall the present season, and get wheat from

Maine, for a decent price, we will not encourage, nor had

the northern people ought to encourage, such monopoli-

sers of bread stutfs, as those merchants who deal in the

article— as there is no question but they are keeping it for

the purpose of raising the price.

Mr Samuel Lewis, of Great Barrington, has raised 220

bushels of rye on five acres of land, be^ng 46 bushels to the

acre.

Ereck & Co Agricultural Store, No.

t. V I be punciually attended to.

BUXB ItlANlKE.

The subscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

that he has been in the Bone busincs.; more than ten years,

and has spent much time and money to ascertain how bones

may be converted lo the best use, and is fully satisfied that

they form the most powerful stimulant that can be applied to

ihe'earlh as a manure. He offers for sale ground bone at a

low price, and is ready to receive orders to any amount, which

'ill be promptly attended to

Orders maybe left at mvmanufactorv. near Tremont road,

in Roxbury, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

and Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Apple!
Beans

BRIGHTON MARKi'/r.—MoNHAT, Sept 21, 1838.

Rrporied liirllie Nfiw Enghnil Farmer.

At Market 525 Beef Cattle, 570 Stores, 4,000 Sheep,

and 630 Swine.
Prices— Bcf/ Caitle.—We quote, First quality,

$7 37 1-2. Second quality $6 50 a .$7 00. Third qual-

ity, §5 00 a $G 25.

S(orM.—Yearlings, $9 a .^13. Two Year Old $17 a

$28 Three Year Old, .<$24 a $35.

Sheep.—Lnts were sold at $1 50, $1 58, $1 75, $1 92,

$2 12, $2 33, $2 58, and $-' 88.
„ , . ,.

Sicine.—Lots to peddle were sold at 6 a 6 1-4 tor

sows, and 7 a 7 1 4 for barrows Tsvo lots of selected

harrows at 7 1-2 a 8. At retAil, from 7 to 9.

IVOTICK.

The subscriber offers for sale his real estate in Westford

and Groinn; consisting of his homestead, So acres, his

farm, 1 17, one pasture, 17 acres, one do. 33 acres, one wood-

lot, 13 acres, one do. 5 acres, and one do. 10 acres. For

further particulars see his advertisement in the Lowell Jour-

nal, or inquire of the subscriber at his house, near the meet-

ing houses and academy in Westfonl^.^^^^^^
^^^^^.^

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAI- TREES, MULBER-
RIICS. <&c.

Nursery of William Kenrick.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will be sent

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-

sive selection of the superior varieties oi Pears,

Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles; Pffionies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.
-( f\f\ f\f\(\ Monus MuLTicAULis are now ofler-

lUU.UUU ed for sale; the trees genuine and

tine will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sire'd. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and oiher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders Promptly executed, on application to B. D. Bheck,

Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.

PcwELi., Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantnm Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 183^^
WILLIAM KENRtCK.

MUI.BERRY TREES.
200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds—consisting oi

the'best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding

worms and making silk;—being acclimated to this country,
|

Soap

and adapted to either warm or cold climates, affbrding a

rare opportunity for companies or individuals to be supplied, i am.

from the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees ever

seen in any village withm the Untied States.

Autumn is decidedly the best time for removal, and orders

left with Messrs. I. B. Colt, Secretary of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford ;
Alonzo Wakeman,

at the ofiice of the American Institute No. 167 l'£oadw>iy.

N Y • Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. i36 Filbert street, Philadel-

phia 'Pa. ; Luther 1. Cox, BaUimore, Md. ; B. Smder, &
James

FAK9I FOR SALE,

In Cambridge, about one mile from Murdock's Hotel on

the West Camt.ridge road with a valuable stone ledge on the

same • containin" forty acres of good land with the build-

ings on the same. It will be sold at a bargain if applied for

soon, as the. present owner is about removing to the West.

^SLpt"^'""'""'"' "^'''""""am.mi c. teel.

FOR SAIiG.

A two years old Bull of the Cream pot breed; from Mr

Jaqueth's stock at Ten Hill Farm, Charlestown. Cows ol

the above breed make the most butter of any stock in this

country. Inquire of the subscriber
"|,Y,''^VfnS'i?l

'"

Waltham. ISAAC PARKER.

WANTED TO HIRE
A single Man, who is capable of taking charge of a small

Farm Inquire of JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Sept. 5.

'Savannah Ga. ; Bliss .Icnkins, &Co. Mobile, Al

Lyman, St. Louis, iVlo. ; Case and Judd, Columbus, O. ; U.

Harwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement, or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass.

Orders left with the above gentlemen will be promptly at-

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples of the

Several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul-

'''k'^p'^^^t'throkeof D.STEBBINS.
Northampton, Aug 22, 1833.

bite. Foreign, .

o " Domestic, *.

Beef, mess.
No. I.

prime, .

Beeswax, (American)
Chefse, new milk.

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese.

Flax, (American)
Fish, Cod,
Flocb, Genesee, cash,

Baltimore, Howard street,

Ballunore, wharf,

Alexandria,
Rye, ....

Meal, Indian,

Grain: Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,
Oats, northern, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs.

Eastern screwed, .

HosEY, Cuba
Hops, Isl quality, ....

2ri quality.

Lard, Boston, 1st sort,

southern, 1st sort,

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,

do. country do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides,

Lime, best sort, ....
Mackerel, No. I,

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess, ....
: Herd's Grass,

Red Top, southern,
northern.

Hemp, ....
Flax,
Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover,

American, No. 1,

No. 2,

Tallow, tried, . . . •

Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or Saxony Fleeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,

do. 3-4ths do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
= .

f Pulled superfine,

^JlNo. 1, . . .

i:-g^No.2, . . . .

z ^
I No. 3,

barrel

ibushel 1 25
2 25

.barrel
!
15 00
13 60
1200

pound

quintal

barrel

bushel

gallon

pound

cask
barrel

cask
barrel

bushel

pound

pr M.
pound

2 50
i 50
2 60
16 00

9 87
9 25

9 25

5 50
4 50

1 10

1 05

1 20

16 00

14 00

2 50

26 00

23 00
2 63

20
86

11 00
2 62

28 00
25 00
24 00
2 75

1 00

3 00
1 33

PROVISION MARKET-
RETAIL PRICES.

FAR.tl FOR SAL,E,

That lar"e and beautiful farm, late residence of the Hon.

Jud<'e Dame, situated in Rochester, N. H. six miles from

the village of Dover, and four miles from Great Falls. Said

farm con'tains upwards of 300 acres of land and a large and

well finished two story house, with barns and other out-

buildings in good repair. About 160 acres are covered with

hard and pine wood, besides a good portion of heavy timber.

There are also on the premises large quarries of the most

desirable granite. Any person desirous ol purchasing may

learn further particulars on application to Joseph Breck &
Co., No 51 and 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Ausust 15, 183S.

FARM FOR SALE.

An excellent farm, near the centre of Framingham is of-

fered for sale, on liberal terms. Inquire at this ofllce.

Aug. 22, 1833. 3m

FOR SA1.E.

Five acres of good Salt Marsh, in Quincy, or (Squantum

so called.) , , ti • ,

Also, Four acres of Salt Marsh in Brighton.

Also Several full blood animals, cows and calves. Apply

to A. Greenwood, on the Welles Farm, Dorchester, near Dr

Codman's meeting house.

Sept. 12, 1838.

Hasis, northern, .

southern and

Pork, whole hogs.

Poultry, per pair, .

Butter, tub,

lump.
Eggs, .

Potatoes, new,
CiDEB,

pound
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MISCELLANEOUS,

SCHOOL HOUSES.
To the miserable condition of some of our school-

houses, many can bear witness. In truth, there are

but few, who have not seen an old-fashioned one.

The floor nbounding in hills and vallies, seems to

have been laid for the purpose of excluding the

blind, or to learn the pupils to " look before they "

step. Every board is a "cave ne lituhe.i" to

the careless scholar; every nail a stumblinif block.

The benches are hacked as if they were so many
Agags, who had been iiiidor the fatal instrument of

Samuel. The cobwebs are so numerous and dense,
tliat they resemble so m.iny oaks spread out to en-

tangle the bushy hair of the young Absaloms. The
dust is so closely matted to the walls and ceiling,

that one would sup])03e himself in an old, worn-out
coal-pen. Then the stove, placed in the centre for

heating the room, draws half and quarter hurri-

canes through every crevice in the sides of the

building
; and tliese enter like the sounds of innu-

merable musical instruments, abstracting the pu-
pils' attention from their studies by their charming
melody. This probably suggested the idea of
teaching singing in some of our district schools.
The shivering urchins, clattering windows and
roaring draught defy all attempts to learn. Some
of the most breezy apertures are now sought, and
their tunes stopped by the insertion of rags. Thus
the process advances till every avenue is blocked
up ; and though the stove seemed to send invita-

tions to all the winds to aid it, these stubborn rags
execute their veto. Now the breaths of seventy or
eighty gain the ascendency. The room is tight :

and in fifteen minutes the oxygen is consumed, or
the air is poisoned. Instead of the most beneficial,

the most deleterious gas, carbonic acid, pervades
it. One after another yawns— then drops upon his

elbow—becomes drowsy— is roused up for a few
moments, and if the Argus-eyed monarch remits
his vigilance, he is fast locked in the arms of Som-
nus. The whole grow restless. Even the teacher
begins to open his mouth for a gape ; and the con-
fined air, confusion, sleepy sounds and laborious
exertions, monotonous in the extreme, commence
their operation. His eyes grow heavy ; his limbs
lose their elasticity ; his head aches ; and he hangs
to the back of his turned-up chair in drowsy silence

till the long expected minute arrives.

Such is the effect of a deficiency in ventilation.

The pupils are compelled to misapply a great part

of their time, and hence do not make the intended
progress. The energies of the teacher become
partially paralyzed, and he is in a measure incapa-

citated to perform his duty ; hence he is unable to

do so much as under other circumstances. But
where rests this item of fault ? With the overseers
of the schools. Yet, to whose neglect and respon-

sibility is a want of progress, arising from this, at-

tributed .' To the teacher's
; and he nuist be dis-

cluirged.

The public calculate the teacher's ability to in-

struct, without taking into consideration any of the

very disadvantages they know to be in his way, and
which some of them even purposely throw in his

way. They suppose him to be put into a perfectly

convenient house, with regularly attending schol-

ars, exactly qualified to be taught in the studies of
the school, all of an age, with equal talents, unwa-
vering habits, industrious inclinations, faultless self-

command, and every other quality to exceed perfec-

tion. He is stationed in a building similar to that

described ; and if he does not answer the expecta-
tions of the cold calculating world, they heap all

the blame upon his innocent head.

These accusations effect another injury. They
draw away the attention from a groat evil. The
health of seventy or eighty children in every such
school house is undermined by the inhalation and
absorption of the carbonic acid. Their lives are

shortened ; and more so, as they are in a very pre-

carious and critical period of existence, whicli is to

govern their future years. A partial absence of
oxygen would be hurtful ; but a supply of carbonic

in its stead is destructive. Now what an immense
amount of mischief is done to all the children of
the United States, if cooped up as above stated !

And what must be the loss of time and usefulness

in the havoc committed against the whole human
race !

—

Essex Banner.

NEW ELEMENTARY IVORK ON BOTASV.
Peter Piirley's Botany ; with descriptions uf Trees, Slirulw

jiikI IManls; with a large niiint>er of tine engravings.

Tlie puMi^hers invite Teaclieis, anil oiliers interested

this subject, to examine this work, as they believe it will Iw
found one of the most practically useful in use, heing a com-
plete manual of Botany lor the adult nnd the piipil.

Parley's Cyclopedia of Botany.—This work appears to
l)e exactly what is wantcil liy young persons and in familii

It not only lonlains llic strictly 6cieiili(ic part of the sulije

in an introduction and very full and complete genera of Plants,
but it also contains a copious glo.ssaly of terms, and « ha
most important, a Dictionaiy of Plants, of nearly 300 paj

containing familiar descriptions of all the most interesi

Irece, plants, and sliruhs.—These are alphahetically arranged",
with an English index, so that the leadcr m.iy iinmediaiel\
turn to any plant he wishes lo rea<l about. The work is

lustrated liy over 200 engravings, and cs sohl very cheap.

—

Boston Paper.

For sale ai the New England Fanner Office, 51 & 52
North Market Street. JOSEPH BUECK & CO.

Newspapers.—The following is an extract from
Rev. Mr Winslow's Fourth of July Oration :

"As ready vehicles of public intelligence and
instruction, newspapers are of indispensable ser-

vice ; they are eminently republican. They are

the most constant companion and teachers of the

people. In tlieir daily visits, they are at the doors
of their patrons to give them the news, first in the

morning and first in the evening ; frequently they

breakfast and dine and sup with them ; they enter-

tain them in the parlor, and advise them in the

counting-room; they travel with them in all the

coaches, cars and steamboats, upon the public, ways
;

there is not an athenffium, nor reading room, nor
iiouse of entertainment, nor any place of .public

daily resort, where their forms are not seen, and
their voices heard. They are in truth the omni-
present geniuses and tutelary goddesses of the peo-
ple,—and if there be any truth in the proverb, that

they who perpetually have our ears, have at last

our fiiith, their influence must be great and decisive

upon the destinies of this republic. Considering
their immense power over the public mind, every
good citizen must see the importance of endeavor-
ing to save them from perversion, of elevating their

character, and disseminating them as widely as

possible. Every family that can afford it, should
take at least one paper, and should exercise the

most wise discrimination in the selection. Few
men confer more benefit upon the community than

good editors, and few do more harm than bad
ones."

REMEDY FO;i CANKER WORMS
The suhscrilier havms; obtained letters |)atenl for his

cular metallic trough an.i roof for preventing canker worms
or other ijiseuts from ascending fruit or other trees, now oilers
his services to apply the same to any extent that mav be
wanted. They were put on to ihree orchards belonging m
Jonathan Dennis in Portsmouth, 11. I., in the autumn of
1637, and exterminated the canker worms so completely
that some of the trees han? so full of apples as to render I't

necessary to prop ihcm, although they have been eaten by
the worms for a number of years previous, notwithstanding
the application of tar. The public arc invited to examine
the orchards above referred to. The trough and roof is

made of lead and bent to conform to the shajie of the tree,

and the ends soldered together and made enough larger Ihaii
llie tree to allow ihe trees to grow ten years before it will fill

the space The space between the trough and the tree is

filled with hay, straw, seaweed, or any s'ibslance that is easily
compressed by the growth of the tree ; the trough is kept in
its place by three nails driven into the tree below it ; when
the tree has grown so as to fill the space, the trough may be
enlarged by putting in a short piece so as to answer ten years
more. A little cheap oil is sufticient to fill tho troughs and
filling them three limes has been iound to answer for one
year, by stirring the oil once sometime after they are filled.

Those who wish to have their trees fitted, wouW do well to
make early application to the siibs.'riher, postage paid. For
sale, .State, Town and County rii;his by

JONATHAN Dennis, Patentee,
Portsmouth, R. I., August 22, 1837. 4w

COUNTRY' SEAT IN NEWT »N, PitR SALE.
The subscriber offers for sale the Iiouse in which he no\

resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 aeies o

land, situated on Nonaiitnin Hill, in Newton. 5 1-2 miles fron

the city. The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked
with a great variety of fruit tress, and about 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines. The jdace may be seen and further paitic-
iilars obtained on apjilication at the premises.

LOT VVHEELRlGflT.
July 16th.

A thrifty old dame, in by-gone years, built a

pudding for a family dinner. Extravagant as she

thought she had been, she was rather mortified to

find that her boarders were too hogs^.ih to appre-

ciate her kind attentions to their wants, and in re-

lating lier trials to a neighbor, she pathetically ex-

claimed : ' I made a pudding to-day, and put a whole

eprg in it ; but after all our folks would eat hutler

on it
!'

A Stove has boen invented in New York, called

the " poor man's stove," which the patentee offers

to furnish together with the pipe, and coal enough
to burn through the winter, for fifteen dollars. We
shall order one immediately.

By driving your business before you, and not per-

mitting your business to drive you, you will have

opportunities to indulge in innocent diversions.

ALDBKNEY STOCK FOR SALE.
i'Wsale a full blooded Bull, 3 u-ais old the first of Jldy

next—one Cow, five years old—and a Heifer three years old*.

The Cows are said to be the richest Milkcis of any imported.
For further paiticularsadilress L. M. WHEATON, Norton,
Mass., or a line left at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

AMEKICAN FLOWER GARDEN CO.UPANION.
The American Flower Garden Companion, adapted to the

Northern States.

By Edwaril Savers, Landscape and Ornninentnl Gardenei
Published by Joseph Bkeck & Co., and (gr sale at the
Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, No. 51 and 52 Noith
INIarket Street, Boston.

FOR SAlE.
.^. Ram and Ewe from the Cape Good Hope. Inquire at

this office-

THE NEW ENGLAND PARMER.
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

l>ayable at the ond of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TCTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,

t? SCHOOL ernr.F.T boston.
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From the Genesee Farmer.

WARMING HOUSES.
Some of our subscribers and correspondents, who

propose building houses, have requested some in-

formation as to the best method of heating them

during our winters, and this may serve as an apol-

ogy, should one be deemed necessary, for the in-

troducing of a topic more properly belonging to

anotlier season of the year.

The saving of fuel is daily assuming a gi-eater

importance among the inhabitants of this country,

where the forests are rapidly disappearing, or

where, as in many sections of the wide west, the

country has always been destitute of timber. The
broad fire places of our paternal mansions have

been superseded by stoves ; and to supply these

with fuel where a number are required, as in the

usual method of warming houses, is found to occa-

sion heavy drafts on the income of most individuals.

The great waste of heat that takes place in all the

ordinary stoves and fire places, has turned the at-

tention of men of science to the providing a rem-

edy for the evil, and to efforts to provide a suitable

temperature at a less expenditure than is usually

incurred. Various methods have been suggested

for econimizing heat, some of which we shall no-

tice. All are on the principle of warming a house

by a single fire, and all are more or less efficient

for that purpose.

A few years since, Mr Fessenden, late editor of

the New England Farmer, devised, and patented,

we believe, a plan for warming rooms by hot wa-

ter, and the system has been acted upon to a con-

siderable e.xtent in some of the eastern cities and

large manufactories. It is founded on the well

known fact that warm water always rises, and will

continue to do so until the whole mass is brought

to the boiling temperature, should tlie lieat be con-

tinued to that point. A copper boiler is placed in

the lower part of the building to be warmed, and

pipes of copper connected with the boiler rise and

pass through the various rooms to be warmed. These
pipes, as well as the boiler, are water tight, and

are filled to the top with water. When the fire is

kindled, the water in the boiler being first warmed
rises in the tubes, and displaces the cold water,

which sinks into the boiler to be heated in its turn.

Thus the circulation is kept up, and the rooms are

gradually and equally warmed by the hot water

contained in the pipes. This method has been

highly approved for heating green houses, the heat

being considered less drying and injurious to grow-

ing plants, than air heated by direct contact with

iron stoves. Tliat it will come into general use

can hardly be e.xpected, however, the apparatus re-

quiring a nicer adjustment than can in ordinary ca-

ses be expected. It has one great advantage to

recommend it, and that is, fires can hardly ensue

from the use of such pipes; a difficulty which ren-

ders the ordinary stove moat objectionable.

Several plans for warming rooms with heated air

have been devised, one of which was described in

the Gth vol. of the Fanner ; but as our list of sub-

scribers has since that time greatly increased, we
sliall for their benefit give the plan there presented,

and which has, where adopted, succeeded admira-

bly. The apparatus " consists of a large box stove,

surmounted with two flatcast iron drums, and these

again by two sheet iron ones. These four drums

are made to communicate with each other, and with

the stove by short pieces of pipe, joined to their al-

ternate ends. The smoke and heated current of

air, after it leaves the stove, is thus broken in its

course eight times, and is deprived of its heat be-

fore it finally passes away. The heat is coumui-

nicated to the air outside the drums, which rises in

large volumes about them, in consequence of the

increased temperature ; and is retained from es-

caping by a brick wall around the whole apparatus,

except the door of the stove which is left even with

tlie outside of the wall. A chamber is thus formed,

from which tlie heated air (in tubes) is at once con-

ducted to any part of the house. The apparatus is

placed in a small open cellar, and renders all fires

above stairs unnecessary." Perhaps if the drums

were placed vertically, instead of horizontally, as

suggested by the inventor, the current from the

stove would be sooner and more efiectually de-

prived of its heat

In Prof Silliman's Journal for April, 1838, there

is a communication on this subject from a gentle-

man in Virginia, in which the objections against

this mode of warming houses are pointed out and

obviated. His dwelling was warmed by such a

furnace and air chamber, and as the air was admit-

ted into the chamber of the furnace from tlie hall,

or basement room, the air ascended to the parlors

loaded with coal dust and other impurities. This

evil was at once remedied by obtaining the air in

pipes from without the house. This, besides ob-

viating the difficulty of the dust, furnished a con-

stant supply of fresh air. In rooms warmed by

heated air, (and the difficulty attends nearly in an

equal degree those warmed by a common stove,) it

is found that the thermometer indicates a higher

temperature in the upper part of the room than in

the lower part, frequently as much as six or eight

degrees, thus keeping the feet almost constantly

cold, while tlie person is comfortable in other res-

pects. This state of the air, reverses the injunc-

tion of Boerhave, to keep the feet warm and the

head cool, and as far as its influence extended was

injurious to health. As the rooms were tight, it

was evident that the warm air after parting with

its caloric settled to the floor, and remained there

causing the reduction shown by the thermometer.

To remedy this, a pipe was led from the floor to the

bottom of the air chamber in the furnace, and the

cooled air passed off so rapidly, that when a sup-

ply of fresh air was admitted by a pipe into the

parlor, to keep up the purity of the air, the quanti-

ty of which could be regulated by a valve, the ther-

mometer gives a diflfercnce of only a degree and a

half between the lower and upper part of the room.

This arrangement has been tested for five years,

and has been perfectly satisfactory.

It may be here remarked, that where it is re-

quired to give out heat, as in the case of the stove

and drums to the air chamber, rough and black

bodies are far preferable to bright or polished ones ;

and for the same reason, the pipes that convey the

heated air from the air chamber to the several rooms,

should be smooth and briglit, that the heat may not

be given out on its passage. That a house may be

warmed in this way from a single fire, does not ad-

mit of a doubt; and tliat it is far more economical

than the usual process, is equally clear. We may,

however, be permitted to suggest to those about to

build, that a little additional expense in building,

will do much more towards making a house com-

fortable, than a greater sum after it is built ; and

that it is better to shut out the cold air, than to de-

vise ways and means for heating it, after it is once

admitted. This is the true economy, and this our

climate demands of us.

Since writing the above, we have seen in the

London Chronicle an account of a new invention

for wanning rooms, which promises to supersede all

others. A stove six inches in diameter and eigh-

teen inches high, is enclosed in a cylindrical case

of thin copper, the bottom of which, as well as that

of the stove, is perforated for the admission of air,

and the top of which is furnished with a damper or

regulator to determine the heat. Such an appara-

tus will warm a room 25 feet square, and 12 feet

high ; does not require to be fed with fuel but once

a day, and the expense of fuel daily is four pence.

The fuel is charcoal. This fireplace has the form

of a small column, is moveable, and may be made

ornamental. It is evident from the fact of there

being no flue or chimney required, that the char-

coal is prepared in such a way as to prevent the

formation, or secure the absorption, of carbonic

gas ; and since the patent has been secured, this

preparation is all that remains a secret in the appa-

ratus. Should it realize the benefits prophesied of

it in the English journals, we may soon expect the

method will be transplanted to our shores, and the

wonderful properties of " Joyce's Heating Appara-

tus," as it termed, be tested amoBg ourselves.

From the Farmer's Cabinet.

SOILING NEAT CATTLE.

The system of soiling has strenuous opponents,

as well as many ardent advocates. But I believe

that the system has never been fully settled by

thorough and long tried experiments. A system is

not to be established, nor overthrown in a day. We
do not arrive at certain results in agricultural im-

provements by jumping conclusions. Ali improve-

ment is the result or consequence of steady, pro-

gressive and judicious means. Those who under-

take experiments are apt to abandou Iheni at once,

and in disgust, if success does not attend their first

eg"ort. This is wrong. It is important for us in

establishing results to view both sides. It is alto-

gether necessary that we know the failures of at-.
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tempted experimrnts. It is as essentiiil as it is to

be iissiired of successful results. All lend to in-

crease the store of general knowledge. All know-

ing wherein there has been a failure, and the course

pursued, wo can then enter into an investif^ation of

the causes. Let no one be discouraged because a

first or second efTort is not crowned with success.

A farmer lias this advantage, that he can experi-

ment on a smalt scale. The soilino^ sy.stem, as I

before remarked, has not been satisfactorily settled.

Its opponents contend—
I. That the soiling of cattle in the house during

the ii'hole of the year, is not only not beneficial, but

positively injurious. This position is maintained

by the following grounds:— 1. It is natural. 2.

Animals, thus kept, are deprived of air and exer-

cise, and the selection of their food. In the expe-

rience of some farmers, cattle thrive much better

in the fields, or open air, than when housed.

On the other hand, thrf advocates of tliis system

say

—

I. TTiat it is a considerable saving of land, that

is, one ifere of cut grass soiled being equal to three

acres of the same field pastured. The grasses

grow much more rapidly in consequence of not be-

ing trampled upon.

II. It is a great saving offood, for when, say the

compilers of the Complete Grazier, " animals are

suffered to go upon the field, many plants are nec-

essarily trodden under foot, and bruised, or partly

buried in the earth, in which state tiiey are greatly

disrelished by cattle, and are sufl'ered to run to

waste ; a circumstance which never could occur, if

the practice of cutting were adopted." If the con-

sumption of plants is an object, that object is ob-

tained by soiling, for all who have paid attention to

the subject must have observed that cattle will

readily eat plants cut, and given to them when
housed, which they would discard in the pasture

;

yet, according to the authority above quoted, it is

l;nown that they will feed, when thrown to them on

the ground, which they will reject when given in

the stall. Many of the grasses which are sweet
and succulent when young, and which cattle eat

with tlie greatest avidity, are quite offensive when
suffered to get into ear, and are thereby lost ; but

by this system of cutting, no loss can occur from

this quarter. Plants rejected by one class of ani-

mals, when presented to them, even when housed,

are not on that account less acceptable to others
;

indeed they appear to be eaten with greater avidi-

ty. " Thus grass, or other food, that has been
blowed or breathed upon by aiiy animal for a con-

siderable time, becomes unpleasant to other beasts

of tiio same species, but not so to a stock of anoth-

er class or variety ; for them, indeed, it appears to

acquire a higher relish."

III. It is contended by the friends of the cutting

system, that the balance, so far as regards the health

and comfort of cattle, is decidedly in its favor over

that of pasturing. Cattle are not only less liable

to accidents, but do not suffer the same inconven-
iences or annoyances to which they are subject,

when exposed to the sun in the open air—they suf-

fer much less from heat, flies, &c., and it is per-

fectly reasonable to suppose that they take on flesh

more readily. Tranquillity and ease are e.ssential
;

otherwise animals cannot thrive. An instance in

point was cited by one of your correspondents, (see

('ab. Vol. ii. page 29.5,) from which it appears that

animals housed for fattening, and well fed, did not
take on fat, owing to the circumstance of their be-

coming lousy, in consecjuence of fowls roosting over

them. The reason why they did not thrive, is ob-

vious—when cleansed of the vermin they fattened
I

well. Heat, restlessness, tlie terrible annoyance
of flics, &c., when cattle are exposed, as they must

.

frequently be in pastures, operate against tliein. ]

IV. The Complete Grazier asserts that the pro-

1

portioned increase of manure obtained by soiling

and stall feeding abundiintly evince tBeir superior-

ity over pasturing. " Manure is tlie life and soul

of husbandry ; and when tillage is an object of at-

tention, there can be no comparison between the

two modes of consumption, especially in regard to

manure obtained by soiling live stock during sum-

mer with green food, for in consequence of the in-

creased discharge of urine during that season, the

litter, of whatever substance it may consist, is

speedily converted into dung."—p. 81.

Nicholson, in his Farmers' Assistant, refers to a

communication from Dr. Thaer, of Hanover, de-

tailing the result of the experience of Baron de

Bulow, and others : He lays down the following as

facts, which ho says, are incontrovertible.

" 1. A spot of ground, which, when pastured,

will yield only sufficient food for one head, will

abundantly maintain /our when lefl in the stable.

" 2. Soiling affords at least double the qnantity

of manure from the same number of cattle : for the

best summer manure is produced in the stable, and

carried to the fields at the most proper period of its

fermentation ; whereas, when dropt on the meadow,
and exposed to the action of the air and sun, its

power is much wasted.

"3. Cows which are accustomed to soiling, will

yi^ much more milk, when kept in tliis manner,

and fattening cattle will increase much faster in

weight.

" 4. They are less subject to accidents and dis-

eases—they are protected from the flies which tor-

ment them in the fields during the warm weather

;

and they do not suffer from the heat of summer."
Many other advantages are enumerated. Graz-

ing also has its advantages. Experiments, how-
ever, render it certain that soiling, under favorable

circumstances, is the most profitable. The Hon.
Josiah Q,uiiicy, of Massachusetts, ascertained about

1820, that seventeen acres of land, under the soil-

ing system, supported as much stock, and in as

good, if not better condition, as had previously re-

quired fifty ; and Sinclair states, that thirtytliree

head of cattle were soiled from the 20th of May to

the first of October, 1835, on seventeen acres and
a half, of which fifty were necessary in pasture.

The saving of land teas consequently thirlytwo and
a half acres. From my own experience and obser-

vation, I am fully satisfied that there is no mode
by which cultivated grasses will pay so well as by
soiling. With us Jersey farmers, who can so rea-

dily derive the great advantage of top dressing by

marl, lime, &c. it is nevertheless an object to turn

all to the best account.

Burlington Co. July 23rf, 1838.

els of leached ashes with 40 bushels of bone dust,

moisten the whole with water, and at the end of

twentyfour hours, the heap will commence smoking,

when the whole sho dd be turned—after laying ten

days it will be fit for use. Bone dust is known to

be in fermentation by the heat, and the strong

smell ; before being fermented, it is white, or of

the color of bone ; afler, it assumes a yellowish

cast.

The quantity of bone dust applied in ordinary

cases, is about 20 bushels per acre— if the bones

are coarsely broken, 40 bushels should be applied

;

but in this the farmer must be governed by the qual-

ity of the soil
;
poorer lands requiring more, and

those in a higher state of cultivation, less.

Bone manure should be placed w ithin about two

inches of the surface ; and owing to the small

quantity used per acre, the seed should be brought

as near to it as possible, without immediate contact,

which it is thought better to avoid. In the prepa-

ration, a decided preference seems to be given to

bones broken small, and the half inch bones are

those most generally used. Mr Birks states, that

were he to till for early profit, he would use bones

powdered as fine as sawdust; if he wished to keep

his land in good heart, he would use principally

half-inch bones, and would prefer some remaining

considerably larger. The reasons for which belief

are, that by using bones of a larger size with the

dust in them, there would he sufficient of the small

part cles of the dust to set tlie (turnip) crop forward,

and sufficient of the large particles of the bone left,

to maintain tlie land in good condition for the next

crop— it is tlie small quantity needed to produce a

given effect, that renders manures of this class so

remarkable.

The soUs to which tliey are best adapted, are

those of a light and warm nature, for upon wet or

cold ground, they have rarely been found to pro-

duce any sensible effect. On heavy loams and

clay, the accounts of their operations have been
almost invariably unfavorable, and it may be laid

down as a necessary qualification, in a soil fit for

the application of bones, that it should be dry.—
Salem Observer.

BONE MANURE.
Bones possess very fertilizing powers as a ma-

nure. In an experiment of Mr VVatson, of Perth

Amboy, with bone dust, who applied it to corn, at

the rate of sixteen bushels to the acre, it exceeded
in its effects the highest manuring with yard ma-
nure or with fisli. It does not in general, produce
much effect tlie first year, unless it has been fer-

mented before the application to the soil ; tliis pro-

ess of fermentation is effected bv mixing 25 bush-

Irrigation.—Irrigation is a prr.ctice which has

not yet been introduced, to hardly any extent, into

agriculture in this country ; but which would, in

most seasons and situations, abundantly repay the

husbandman for all tlie expense and labor attendant

on the practice. What an immense value in crops

might have been saved during the late drought,

had the watering of fields by artificial means been

in use to the extent to which it is susceptible !
—

There is always water enough in the bowels of the

earth ; and the drawing of it forth and diffusion of

it are not so difficult and expensive matters as might

at first be imagined. A common well sunk in a

favorable spot, with simple horse power applied to

a common pump, would in a dry time, be found of

great saving benefit even to acre.s. Many fields

are so situated that the springs in the neighboring

hills, with little ingenuity and not much expense,

might be made to diffuse their animating contents

over them, greatly to the advantage of any kind of

crop. Artificial means of watering would be found

beneficial in most ordinary seasons ; but in times

of great drought, of incalculable benefit The most

flattering promises of abundant crops, have in many
cases, been destroyed by the recent hot and dry

time which has been experienced in this State and

elsewhere. l
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We speak not from self experienced knowledge

in this matter : but from the dictates of common
sense, from what we have read upon the subject.

We believe tliat a metliod, which might be turned

to much good, is hardly thought of among our ag-

riculturists. Irrigation is much employed in many
countries in Europe, and with great advantage. In

Italy there is scarcely a field or garden which is

not furnished with t!ie means of artificial watering.

The Milanese territory e.xhibits the greatest e,\-

pense of irrigation known in Europe. In that coun-

try are to be seen noble canals, running in every

direction for this purpose. They are under the au-

thority and protection of the government, which lets

out the water to the various occupiers of meadows,

at a fixed rate, according to the quantity supplied.

Sometimes these canals are farmed out, by putting

up the several sluices at auction ; in other instan-

ces the canals go with the lands.

We contemplate nothing in this way on a public

or so extensive a scale
; but believe that much might

be done in cheap way by individual enterprise.

These few thoughts upon this subject are tlie sug-

gestion of a. dry time ; and we believe that there is as

much reason and utility in them as in most of the

political essays and paragraphs, which meet us on

every side.

—

Salem Obseri^er.

SWINE.
The following observations respecting this ugly,

uncouth, but useful animal, are mostly condensed

from a number of autliors on both sides of the At-

lantic :—

-

It is best to begin to fatten hogs the latter part

of August or the beginning of September, so that

tliey may be fit for the butcher before the weather

becomes very cold, as it is very difficult to put

flesh on them in cold weather.

When you commence fatting swine, care should

be used not to give them more than they will eat

with appetite. If they become cloyed, their thriv-

ing is retarded, and there is danger from staggers

and other diseases. Their troughs should be re-

plenished witli a small quantity of food at a time,

and kept always clean and well seasoned with salt.

An English farmer fattened eight pigs in the fol-

lowing manner, which may be recommended in

cases where a constant and regular attention can-

not be given to feeding the animals. He placed

two troughs in the stye ; one he filled with raw-

potatoes, the other with peas, and gave no water.

When the pigs were thirsty they ate the potatoes.

In this way it is probable that the animal would

not only thrive without water, but need no antimo-

ny, brimstone, nor other medical substances ; for

raw potatoes being cooling and loosing, might

serve at once for food and physic. Instead of

peas, perhaps dry Indian corn, or what would be

better, Indian meal might be substituted. This

mode of management with swine, was first recom-

mended in the New England Farmer of Aug. 16,

1824, and we are glad to see that it has been

adopted by a writer for the Northern Farmer.

Cunningham, in his Two Years in New South

Wales, relates—' I had often heard it said among
sailors, that pigs would fatten on coals, and al-

though I had observed them very fond of mushing
up the coals and cinders that came in their way,

still I conceived that they might relish them more
as a condiment or medicine than as food, till I was

assured by a worthy friend of mine, long in com-

mand of a iNip, that he once knew of a pig's being

lost for several weeks in a vessel he commanded,
and it was at last found tumbled into the coal hole,

and there lived all that period without a morsel of

any th ng to feed on but coals: on being dragged
out, it was found as plump and fat as if it had been

feasting on the most nutritious food. Another

friend told me of a similar case which came under

his observation, and although these may be solitary

instances, yet they serve at least to show the won-
derful facility which the stomachs of certain ani-

mals possess of adapting their digestive powers to

such an extraordinary species of food, and e.xtract-

ing wholesome nourishment therefrom. When we
consider coal, however, to be a vegetable produc-

tion, containing the constituent principles of fat,

carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, our surprise ceases.

I always cause as many peas as I want for

feeding my hogs, which are not a few in a year, to

be regularly malted in the same manner, nearly, as

my barley ; this management has succeeded very

well with me. Young pigs require warm meat to

make them grow. Corn and cold water will make
them sleek and healthy ; but warm beverage is

considered requisite to a quick growth.

Every Stye should have a Rubbing-Post.
Having occasion to shift two hogs out of a stye

without one, into anotlier with a post, accidentally

put up to support the roof, I had a full opportunity

of observing its use. The animals when they went
in were dirty, with broken ragged coats, and with

dull heavy countenances. In a few days they

cleared away their coats, cleaned tlieir skins, and
became sleekly haired ; the enjoyment of the post

was discernable even in their looks ; in their live-

liness and apparent contentment

Prom experience, I have found tliat swine prefer

lucerne to clover, A small quantity of corn, peas,

or beans, is certainly necessary to be given to

them. Potatoes, either whole or mushed in the

water in which they are boiled, or mixed in the

trough with barley meal scalded, is very good feed

for swine. When rearing, a small quantity of food

given once or twice a day, with lucerne, clover,

grass and offals, is sufficient. When fattening, a

constant supply is essentially necessary, so as not

to leave the troughs encumbered with stale food,

which should be cleaned out and given to store

swine. An iron kettle is best to boil potatoes

in, as copper, brass, and lead, are extremely

dangerous and generate poison, if allowed to be

left with any water in them, therefore it is neces-

sary they should be immediately emptied and

cleaned out. Swine while fattening should be

kept as clean as possible and well supplied with

dry litter. Two or three times in a week add

about three table spoonfuls of salt to each bushel

of their food, which assists digestion and promotes

appetite,

—

Essex Gazette.

SILK FACTORY.
J\torthampton, July 27th, 1838.

Yesterday I visited Mr. VVhitmarsh's establish-

ment, and although I had heard much of his facto-

ry, I was most agreeably disappointed. Few men in

this country deserve more credit for enterprise and

industry. But a few years since he was a successful

merchant in Broadway. He retired to this place,

since which, he has visited various parts of Eu-
rope, to obtain information relating to the Mulber-
ry, the worm, and the manufacture of silk ; and,

unlike nearly all his travelling countrymen, he has

brought his knowledge into practical usefulness.

He purchased a neglected spot, which he has im-

proved to such a degree, that it now presents one
of the most tasteful country seats that adorn our

country, and has erected a fine cottage, after the

Corinthian order, not unlike in appearance the Ilall

of Record, in the Park. The grounds are laid out

with a taste that would do credit to an English no-

bleman. The great objects of attraction, however,
are his nmlbcrry grounds, his cocoonery, and his

factory. In the first are fields of the i)lant : they

are placed in hedges, about four feet high and
about eight feet apart, and men are constantly em-
ployed in hoeing them and keeping the ground
perfectly clear of weeds and grass. He has every

variety of plant, and is making valuable experi-

ments as to which species will best suit the cli-

mate, and yield the finest and best silk. Many of

these plants he brought from the villas of Italy.

His cocoonery is a building of two stories, about

thirty feet wide and a hundred and fifty feet long

;

here are different shelves or tables, on which are

myriads of worms in all their diflferent stages, from

that of hatching from the egg, to that of winding

up their balls. The whole labor of feeding and

attending to these myriads of ' manvfacturers ' is

done by a few females, and is neither arduous nor

unpleasant. There are two manufactories, and a

third now building. The smallest is the one I

examined. It is beyond my power to detail the

progress of the manufacture. Every thing ap-

peared neat, and the girls cheerful and happy.

The silk, from the raw to the manufactured state,

is here perfected, and sells much higher than the

imported.

—

JW Y. Express.

Town House, Hartford, Sep. 2G, 1838.

Mr Boswell : Sir—We present you with three

stalks of corn, the product of one kernel ; the main

stalk measures from the root to the top 13 feet 8

inches, the longest sucker 12 feet 10 inches, and

the shortest one 11 feet 11 inches—total 38 feet 5

laches—having three full ears of corn. The cir-

cumference of the largest ear is 11 inches; the

sJECumference of the three stalks in the thickest

part is 13 1-4 inches: it grew in tlie midst of a

field of broom corn, 80 full-grown stalks of which

growing within an inch of four feet from it. Now
we do not exhibit this stalk of corn for the purpose

of shewing our superior skill in farming, but hav-

ing noticed in your paper that several exhibitions

of the kind have been made the present season, it

is to show that we have something that goes a lit-

tle beyond any thing of the kind yet produced
;

but most of all it is that you may see that kind

Providence in rewarding the rich with an abund-

ant harvest, has not been unmindful of the poor.—
Con. Courant. V. Cornish.

Wool.—The vast quantities of this article which

have been transported from this wool-growing sec-

tion to Boston and other markets, during the few

past weeks are astonishing. Almost daily, eight-

horse teams pass through our village, groaning be-

neath their loads of this conmiodity. We under-

stand from a gentleman who is acquainted with the

matter, that but little remains unsold in this vicini-

ty. This circumstance, together with the over-

whelming amount of e\'ery article of production,

which our agriculturists are gathering to their

garners, wiih joyful hearts,—must of necessity,

cause business to revive, and bring our farmers that

ample return, which should ever be the just meed
of honest industry and the " sweat of the brow."

—A'eioport, .\". H. Argus.
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GEOLOGY OF MASSACHUSETTS.

[Concluded from page 93.)

Clay m Jgricnlture.—There la abiHul:.i.t evi-
^

(lonco tint our common clays are of great value i

when spread upon land. I find thai thoy have been

used to a considerable extent in the -state ;
so com-

|

rnonly, indeed, that I abandoned the idea I had
j

formed of giving a detailed account of particular

instances. So far as my inquiries have extended,

the testimony is decided that our blue clay.f exert

a very favorable effect upon the soil. When

spread upon sandy ground we might expect that

they would render it a better resevoir for salts and

geine. But thoroughly to atiieliorato our sandy

soils in this way, requires fur ninrc clay than is

usually employed, and I am perfectly convinced

that they exert other than a mechanical influence ;

that in fact, their effect is analogous to that of lime.

I refer here to the blue clays which are far the

most common. As to the white clay I have not

learnt its effect upon the soil ; but from the fertility

of son* of the soils in Kingston, Plymouth, and

Barnstable, where white clay is mixed naturally

with sand, I presume this sort is equally valuable

with the blue.

In view of the wide extent of our beds of clay,

and the use that might be made of it upon land, I

felt desirous to ascertain to what princi]de it owes

its fertilizing powers ; and therefore subjected a

few specimens to analysis in the ordinary way by

S(dution in alkali. The following are the results.

I omit however certain white clays, which I found

destitute of iron, and therefore probably not very

likely to be of much value upon land. But for

other purposes, of which I shall speak shortly, they

are of a good deal of importance.

.Analysis in the Dry ivay hy Alkali.

in.S 46.93 28 97

8.2 49.00 29.15 13.1 0.15 s'.i?h

III v'^'^'

3.5 71.00 16 30, 7.3,0.30 do.

' I

I

4 01 62 20 50! 9 2 O.CSl 0.56

0,3 1.3

0.44 3.22

I tried some of our blue clays also, for geine
;

but in general they yiclde 1 only very little, and

perhaps none. For so strongly do they retain

water, that not improbably all the loss, especially

of soluble geine, might have been imputed to this

substance, which had not been all expelled by a

heat of 30^= V. ; and then the peroxidation of the

iron by ignition, renders this method of analysis

quite unc'ertain. I, therefore, omit the results
;

only observing, that the amount of sulphate and

phosphate of lime obtained, was about the same as

in good soils. I therefore suspect that we must

impute most of the good effects of clay as a manure

to the large quantity of iron which it contains. On

this point, however, I will present some sugges-

tions of Dr Dana, with which he has kindly favored

"If we attempt," says he, "to account for the

action of d \y, independent of its amending a sandy

soil, we should bear in mind that all our common

clays contain more or less of sulphurel of iron.—

The conversion of this into the persulphate of iron

is the natural consequence oi exposure ; free sul-

phuric acid then results, which acU on any lime in

the soil, forming sulphate of lime : (the Gay Head

crystals of sulphate of lime are so formed ;) so that

by spreading clay, we spiead plaster. The iron in

clay also plays its part thus. It is evident from

Chaptal's experiments, that protoxide of iron is not

beneficial in agriculture. He attributes tiiis to the

' oxidation of the iron, depriving the plant of its in-

tended oxygen. Nature is no ni'.'gard ;
nor is the

reason of Chaptal very philosophical. We have

seen above that protoxide of iron does not act on

.i-eine. Now by exposure, the protoxide becomes

peroxide ; and then, I conceive begins an action

similar to that of lime. If the free sulphuric acid,

produced as we have supposed, finds not lime

enough, it will decompose all earthy geates, and

thus a fresh portion of nutriment is set at liberty.

Both the effects of clay—the production of plaster

I

and the formation of peroxide of iron, are speedily

produced by burning the clay, as is often prac- ,

tised."* . I

Still more recently, Dr Dana adds the following :

j

" Some facts have lately come under my eye, and
]

have recalled others to mind, which I have follow-

1

ed up experimentally ; all tending to show, that if
^

iron peroxidates itself in contact with vegetable fibre,
j

the textjtre of the vegdahle fibre is iveakened, and
|

geine is produced, and that in a fcto hours. It is
j

duriiig the passage from protoxide to peroxide that

the ''saponifijing' action takes place, geine is pro-

duced, and then combines with peroxide."

In the few analyses which I have given above of

our clays; I have considered all the iron in them as

existing iu the state of protoxide ;
although I made

no attempt to ascertain whether some of it might

not be a peroxide. Very probably this may to

some extent be the case: especially where the

clay has a yellowish tin re. Yet for the most part,

I doubt not it is a protoxide. A slight error here

cannot affect the reasoning above presented.

I hope our farmers will make more numerous

and accurate experiments upon the use of clay as

a manure ; not merely upon sandy land, but fol-

lowing the suggestions of Dr Dana, upon other

soils, In the expectation that its action will be an-

alogous to that of lime. Probably, the best clay

for "this purpose occurs in the valley of the Connec-

ticut river ; but it abou.ids in almost every part of

the state, and perhaps it may in a good measure

supply the deficiency of lime. It will of course

require to be laid on in much greater quantity than

marl, and probably, as in the case of marl, too

much may be used. How much ought to be used

is a fair subject for experiment.

• The agency of geine in the fermentation of manure
|

is thus explained by Dr Dana with his usual clearness
j

°""
By'"ermenting dung vast volumes of ammonia are I

liberated. I do not think that it is the action of gases as
]

such, which we want or which nature intends as food ot
i

plants to be derived from the soil. The air is always full
,

of all which this fermenting manure can supply m a

easeous form. The true actions of ammonia and carbonic

teid resolve into their effects on geinc. The ammonia

combines as alkali with that, and thus it becomes very

soluble, and the carbonic acid produces sur-salts ot the

earthy geates of lime and magnesia. It is these, liberated

the moment the plant demands them, w uch cause all

tlie geine of the manure to become alkaline soluble

"''"How wide is the influence of geine ! It not only

enters by itself into the food of vegetables but becomes

the very solvent which nature has proposed to act on the

alkaline earths and oxides, dissolving them as they arc

liberated from decomposing gtanitic sand.

Peat Swamps.—The peat swamps of New En-

gland have become a vast repository of organic

matter, which is, and has been, for ages increasing.

In addition to the larger vegetables, which, as. they

die, fall and are enveloped in the soft matter on

which they grew, there is a thick mat of moss,

which cspe°cially the sphagnum continues to

flourish at the upper part while the lower part dies

and decays. In favorable circumstances as to wet

and temperature, this mass of vegetable matter be-

comes converted into peat Only a small part,

however, of what is thus accumulated, becomes

peat of such a character that it answers well for

fuel. Often it is too much mixed with mud to be

easily burnt, and sometimes the vegetable fibre is

i scarcely changed. Yet the whole of it is capable

' of being converted into vegetable nutriment. And

i

I am convinced, from all that I have seen and

I
heard, that Massachusetts contains enough of this

geine and vegetable fibre in her swamps, to ren-

der all her fields fertile for centuries. In other

words, here is an exhaustless source of geine. Some

of it is already in a soluble state ; and therefore

the black matter from swamps, is rarely spread

upon soils without producing some benefit Yet

for the most part the geine is in such a state as to

require some chemical change before it will be-

t come soluble nutriment fit to be absorbed by roots.

I

It is an important inquiry then, what is the best

' mode of accomplishing this change. This has

1 been attempted, first, by mixing the peaty matter

1 with good manure in alternating layers, and suffer-

ing them to ferment for a long time, the peat being

in much the greatest quantity. Secondly, by mix-

ing it in a similar manner with lime ;
and thirdly

by mixing it with alkali, or some compound con-

taining alkali. The principles respecting geim

which" have been advanced in tliis Report, wil

probably enable us to decide as to the preferenc.

to be given to any one of these methods. Am
here Thave it in my power to give the opinion o

Dr Dana, whose remarks I am always happy tc

substitute for my own, on a subject with which hi

is so familiar, and which he has done so much t.

elucidate.

" The fact," says he, " that peat or turf is vor

soluble, in alkali, seems not to be known amon;

our farmers. The usual practice of mixing lim

with peat or turf is decidedly the worst which ca

be followed. The geine which constitutes a larg

part of peat bogs, tbrms witli lime a compound littl

soluble in water, requiring at least 2000 parts (

water to one of geate of lime ; and if the coinpoun

has been dried and sun-baked, a still larger poi

jtion of water is required; it becomes, in truth, a

most insoluble. With alumina, geine forms a con

pound still more insoluble than with lime: ar

' though the vegetable matter in combination wil

I

these earthy b "ses, is actually absorbed by the roo

I

of growing"plaiits, still the geine is inastatemut

less favorable that when in combination with alka

Mix ley of wood ashes with peat, and we form

dark browu vegetable solution: the alkaline pro

erties are completely neutralized by the geine, ai

very often ammonia escapes from turf when treat(

by caustic alkali. When we add, that this geii

absorbs and retains nearly its own weight of wat

without seeming moist, it is evident, that with tl

use of ley or wood ashes, the value of peat as

manure will be very much increased."

i I will only add, that in my opinion, it would

'

very desirable to have a series of experiments pe

formed by a practical chemist upon the differe
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varietios of our peat, and especially upon the best

mode of converting it into soluble geine. Since

by the old methods of analysis the ditTerent varie-

ties of peat would be found to differ from one

another only in the quantity of organic matter

which they "contain, I supposed it would be useless

to analyze them, and therefore did not collect speci-

mens of the peat r.nd other vegetable matters that

occur in our swamps. The doctrines respecting

geine put a new aspect upon the case, and lead me

to regret that such a collection was not made. The

labor of doing it now, however, is small ; and when

it is considered what an immense mass of organic

matter now lies useless in our swamps, while the

fields around them yield but a scanty crop, and

that the chief reason why our farmers make so Um-

ited a use of this manure, is, that they find it diffi-

cult to convert it into soluble nutriment, I sincerely

hope that the government will do all in its power

to bring into use this important part of our fossil

resources.

Marsh Mud.—Every intelligent farmer probably

knows, that this substance forms an excellent ma-

nure ; although I apprehend it is employed far less

than its value demands. An intelligent farmer in

Maryland states, that he " deems it more valuable

than barn-yard manure';" and that "it never failed

in any application he had made of it." lie also

prefers it to marl, because " it is more accessible,

its effects are quicker and much more can be done

in the way of improvement for the same money."

At the same time he confesses, that the permanent

advantages of marl are much greater ; and thinks

tUat marl and marsh mud will both be improved by

combination." This last remark appears still more

important, when we ascertain what it is that gives

an agricultural value to this substance. The fact

is, it sometimes contains a large quantity of geine,

and sometimes but little, while the quantity of the

salts of lime, soda, and magnesia, is rather large ;

so that sometimes a mixture of marl will be of ser-

vice, and sometimes net.

Concluding remarks upon Soils.—Though I have

dwelt so long upon the analysis and improvement

of our soils, it will be seen that I have touched

only a few of its more important features, and that

even these are but imperfectly considered. Many

minor points, of no small importance, however, have

been wholly passed over, or only alluded to ; and

sensible that I cannot do them justice at present, I

shall not attempt to discuss them. My great ob-

ject has been, after ascertaining the greatest defi-

ciencies in our soils, to satisfy the Government that

we have the.means of remedying them and of ma-

king great improvements in them, by the aid of

chemistry. If I may hope that I have accomplished

this object, then I take the liberty to inquire,

whether it be not important enough, and whether

there is not enough still left to accomplish respect-

ing it, to make the appointment of a State Chemist,

desirable ? We ought to have still further experi-

ments made on the subject of geine, and the salts,

which the soils contain ; also accurate analyses of

tJie crops grown on soils with different manures

;

and investigations as to the manner in which cal-

careous matter acts upon vegetable and animal

substances ; as also experiments directed by an able

and experienced chemist, on the best mode of

bringing into use the vast deposites of geine and

vegetable fibre which our state contains. And

since we have chemists of this character among us,

why should not the services of at least one of them

be secured for this object ? The geological sur-

veyor might often collect substances for analysis ;

but if obliged to go as thoroughly into the chemis-

try of the subject as is necessary to valuable re-

sults, he cannot within any reasonable time accom-

plish the more appropriate objects of his appoint-

ment. In at least one state of the Union, where

geological surveys are in progress, one gentleman

is appointed, whose time and attention are e.xclu-

sively devoted to the chemical examination of the

soils, ores, &c., collected And I would fondly

believe, that Massachusetts will not rest satisfied,

till this work is done at least as thoroughly as in

any other state. I believe there is abundant labor,

for an experienced chemist upon our soils alone ;

but many other substances, found in the state, ought

to be analysed, that their real value maybe known.

I do not doubt but the Government and every

intelligent reflecting citizen will feel the vast im-

portan°ce of energetic efforts to improve our soils so

that they may sustain a larger population. This

is the only way to check the tide of emigration

that sets so strongly to the great West. For if

our sons can be made to see the soil of New En-

gland doubling its increase, as I verily believe they

might in one or two decades of years, the rich al-

luvia and prairies of the West will not be able to

draw them away from the graves of their fathers

;

especially if they learn that those fertile regions

will at length become exhausted of their geine and

salts, and then will probably require as much labor

to cultivate as the soils of Massachusetts.

Some, hov/ever, may contend, that it is rnoie im-

portant, to transfer the New England character to

the unsettled West, than to multiply our numbers ,

and wealth at home. But the history of the world

leads us to fear, that New England character can-

not long be preserved except upon New England

soil ; or upon a soil that requires equal industry

for its cultivation. Place New England men where

the earth yields spontaneously, and the locks of

their strength will soon be shorn. If we look over

the map of°the world, and the history of the past,

we shall find as a general fact, that the brightest

exhibitions of human character have been made, in

regions where nature has done less, but art and in-

du°stry more. If, therefore, we wish to increase the

moral power of New England, it must be done by

improving her soil, and increasing her resources

and her "population. If these views are correct,

which I acknowledge do not fall in with the pre-

vailing notions, they furnish a new stimulus for

vigorous effort in the improvement of our soils.

From the Ge

WHEAT WORM.
No apology can be necessary for introducing this

subject so frequently into the columns of the Far-

mer. The extent of the interest involved in the

progress of the wheat worm can only be estimated

by those who have traversed Western New York,

akd witnessed the quantity of wheat annually sown

in this district. We make the following extract

from the Seneca Observer, for the purpose of call-

inn- the attention of farmers to the statements made

in^it, and particularly the one that the worm con-

tinues its ravages after the wheat is ripe and put in

the barn.

We have had the impression, in common with

most others, that after the berry had become hard,

the ravages of the worm ceased, or was only con-

tinued on such kernels as were attacked before the

wheat had become ripened. We have within a few

days examined wheat in which worms were found

in abundance, and could find no kernels injured,

except such as from their shrunken and pale ap-

pearance had evidently suffered when in the milk,

or before the berry had hecnmo ripe. That the

weevil, the product of a bug, destroys the grain in

the mow or the granary, is well known ; but that

the tvorm, the product of a fly, does the same, we

think requires further examination and proof before

it is fully admitted. Should such prove to be the

fact, it would indeed prove to be an alarming fea-

ture in the history of the wheat worm. At the

east, where its ravages have been the most exten-

sive and longest continued, we have never heard

any apprehensions of injury after the wheat had

ripened and was gathered. We have instituted

some experiments having a bearing on this matter,

and we hope farmers generally will lend their aid

in elucidating this point. Is not the noise spoken

of occasioned by the crawling of the worm and the

rustling of the chaff, rather than by its feeding ?

and does not the pressnre in a mow of wheat

cause the speedy death of far the greater part of

the worms in the gathered grain? It is well known '

that when wheat is threshed immediately after

gathering, the worms will be many times more nu-

merous than in the same wheat, if left in the barn

for one or two months befoie threshing.

"It is curious as well as alarming to observe the

operations of this destructive worm. It commences

its work early, and continues it late. Wlien in the

field, it can be heard making a noise much resem-

bling that of the silk worm while eating. After it

commences, it devours with all greediness, until

the crop is gathered ; and, what is still worse, and

perhaps not generally known, it continues its work

of destruction, after the crop is gathered. Of this

fact there can now be no doubt. It has been wit-

nessed by many of the most observing farmers of

our neighborhood. This insect can be heard in

the mows and stacks, a^i^.d on examining the heads

of wheat, they are fouiid to contain many of those

destroyers. This is the more alarming to the wheat

o-rower, as it is next to impossible for him to thresh

out his grain as soon as harvested, owing to the

otiicr necessary labor that is pressing upon him at

this season of the year—the completion of his hay-

ing, and the preparing of his fallow ground for

another crop. Yet he must thresh his wheat or

lose a goodly portion of what has been gathered."

We do not allow ourselves to indulge in the

gloomy anticipations of the concluding paragraphs

of the article in the Obser^'er. We remember that

when the Hessian fly became so destructive, and

its ravages extended so rapidly, many were found

who fancied that wheat could never again be grown

in the United States. Such predictions have been

utterly falsified by the event ; and such we doubt

not will be the result in regard to the grain worm.

As yet we see no reason for deserting the fair fields

of Western New York, or abandoning the culture

of wheat. Partial failures may indeed be expected
;

but the beautiful wheat that finds its way in such

quantities to our markets affords conclusive proof

that our fields yet yield their increase, and that

Providence has not ceased its kindness and its

blessings.

A clergyman in New York advises his hearers to

subscribe and pay for a good newspaper.
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AGRICULTURAL DEPO.SITORY.
A Card.—The Commissioner of Agricultural Survey

|

reopcctfully solirils of the furiners in Massachusetts, or
bis correspondents in other places, small samples of any
of their agricultural products, which they may regard as
possessing any peculiar excellence. Corn in the ear, of
any variety; Wheat; Rye; Barley; Oats; Buckwheat;
Broom Corn

; Cocoons; Silk ; Wool ; and valuable grass-
es. He would likewise be pleased to receive specimens or
models of any valuable implement or invention connect-
ed with husl.aiulry or the rural arts; or models or draw-
ings of any improved farm buildings; or pictures of any
valuable doniistic animals. His objt^cts are wholly pub-
lic. His intention is to place such things in a situation I

where they may be exannned by the farmers of the
State

;
and to lay the fbundation of an Agricultural Mu-

seum solely for the public benefit. He hopes so much
public spirit will be felt in this case by his agricultural
brethren, timt their liberal contributions will soon render
the collection worthy of public attention. The begin-
nings must be small; but in time the collection may be
of great utility. It is imporlaiit in respect to any article
sent that a written account should accompany it.

He particularly solicits likewise the attention of intel-
ligent .shipmasters and others visiting foreign countries,
to the collection of valuable agricultural s^eds in placed
where they may go ; an.' pledges himself, that if they
will do him the. favor to place them under his caie, he
will gratefully receive them and dispose of them in a
n)anner to test their value and diffuse their benefits.
Any such donations may be forwarded for the present

to the store of Messrs James K. Mills & Co. Kilby street,
Boston

; to his address. The expenses of frciglit or
tran.sportation will be cheerfully paid.

HENRY COLMAN,
Commissioner of Agr. Survey in Massachusetts

Oct. I, 18:i8.

Printers in Mas.sachusetts, in town and country, favora-
bly disposed to this object, are respectfully requested to
give the above card one or two insertions.

ON PAINTING ROOFS.
Milfnrd, Sept. 28, 1633.

Mr Editor :_Sir,—I wish to make enquiry through
your paper respecting the painting of roofs, and the best
paint or composition for prcseiving them.

A St;BSCRIBER.

Remarks.—We have seen diflerent preparations ap-
plied for the preservation of roofs, and been acquainted
with many recipes for composition for the same purpose

;

yet from our own observation and experience, we believe
there is no great economy in exi)ending much upon a
roof for paint. The object of the greatest importance is

to get good shingles and then have them well laid. There
arc those, however, who think diHerently. A mixture
of black lead and linseed oil is perhaps as good a mixture
:iii can be used if it is thought expedient to puint ; but it

is very difficult with any paint, to fill every crevice so
that water will not find its way between the joints to tlie

unpainted shingle, and here is the trouble
; the wet gets

under the shingle, and in consequence of their boin"
painted do not dry so quick, and of course will decay
sooner for being painted. It is sometimes the case when
a man undertakes to build snb.stantially he paints the
shingles as they are laid, which no doubt adds much to
the durability of the roof, but then does not the expense

of paint and additional labor and interest on the same,
amount to as much, or more, than another shingling.'
We were much struck with the appearance of a noble
barn, which was built two years since by our friends the
Shakers at Shirley. They never do anything by the
halves, but whatever they undertake is done in the very
best style. The barn was finished in the most substan-
tial manner, from the foundation to the ridge-pole, but we
were forcibly reminded by it of Noahs Ark, for it was
" pitched within and without." Our friends informed us
that the shingles were laid in hot jiitch, or a mixture of

j

pitch and tar, and the building coated over with the

I

same. This modq of laying shingles, has one advantage
:
certainly; if fire should take hold of it, it would burn
without much trouble.

I

Since writing the above, a gentleman of some experi-

I

enee has informed us that if shingles are dipped in strong

,

alum water, they will last much longer, and it is also a
security again.st fire. We find in Vol. 12, page 283 of
the N. E. Farmer the following receipt and remarks,
which we copy, as many of our present subscribers have
not taken the work so far back.

" For painting the roofs of buildings, Mr Patterson of
New Jersey, has, some years since, given the following
directions, which have been highly approved, as the best
composition known for preserving the roofs of houses

;

as it is found that it hardens by time, and is an effectual
preservative against the roof taking fire from the sparks
the chimney.

" Take three parts of air slacked lime, two of wood
ashes, and one of fine sand, and add as much linseed oil

as will bring it to a consistence for working it with a
painter's brush. Great care must be taken to mix it per-
fectly.

" We believe grinding it as a paint would be art im-
provement. Two coats are necessary ; the first rather
thin

;
the second as thick as can be conveniently laid

We have not seen an application of the above compo-
sition, and therefore, give it as we find it. It is no doubt
a good composition if it could be applied to every part of
the shingle. We have answered our friend " A Subscri-
ber " as well as we are able ; if any of our correspondents
who have more experience, can add anything which will
meet his case or benefit the public, we shall be much
obliged. r n

Massachusetts Horticnltnral Society.

Exhibition of Fkiits.

SntuTiiuij, Sept. 2!), 1838.
From R. Manning, Esq. Salem, fine specimens of the

following Pears
: Bergamottc d'Autumnal, Green Sugar,

Styrian, Louise, Bonne of Jersey, Autumn Superb, Belle
St. Bonne, and Webber's Yellow Autumnal. (Mr Man-
ning is entitled to the thanks of every lover of Good
Fruits for his exertions to introduce new varieties and to
sustain the exhibitions of the Society.)

From Samuel S. Lewis, Esq. Brinley Place, Roxbury,
(the late residence of Hon. H. A. S. Dearborn, a zealous
friend and promoter of the best interests of this Society,)
the following Pears : Autumn Bcrgimotte, P;Lsse Col-
mar, NapoPeon Doyenne Gris, Newton Vergaleau, Brown
Beurre Capiamont, Lewis and Moorfowln Egg, and five
other specimens not named. These .specimens were all
fise.

From E. M. Rl.hards, Esq., fine seedling Clinkstone
Peach.

From Mr Eustis of South Reading, Isabella Grapes.
From Mr S. R. Johnson, Charlestown, very fine Black

Hamburg and Sweetwater Grapes.
From M. P. Sawyer, Esq. Porllan.l. Plums, variety

Imperatrice and Magnum Bonum ; the latter were very
beautiful the finest exhibited this season.

From Mr Pond, Cambridgeport ; Semiana Plums, very
large and fine

; also Isabella Grajies, and a new seedling
Grape called Pond's Seedling. This fruit was proved to
be a very fine variety and far su]>erior to the Isabella,
worthy of cultivation.

From James L. L. F. Warren, fine specimens of Impe-
rial Lemon Clingstone Peach.

The following letter, with the specimens of Fruits
were received from the Hon. John Lowell of Roxbury.

RoTbury, Sept 29, 1838.
To the President of the Alassaclmselts Hori. Society:
Sir—I send specimens of " Jieurre Spence " nearly or

quite ripe. It should be understood, that for 50 years I

have thought the soil at my place, not adapted "to pro-
duce the best pears, except certain kinds which come to
high perfection in it. 1 send an unripe sample of Beurre
Bionze, which Parmentier highly commends. Also, a
bunch of Grapes,* sent neither for its size nor quah'ty,
but novelty. It is one of tne grapes sent by the Ameri-
can Consul at Ferrol, to Mr Cook, late Vice President
of your Society. It is to me wholly new in foliage, wood,
bunches, berries and taste. It is a prolific grape, and'
can be made to produce immense bunches for those who
desire it

;
of its value, as a fruit, it is not for me to de-

cide.

I have added Beurre Crappeau and Alilanaise or Great
Britain ; a crisp pear when ripe.

I am, dear sir, very respectfully.

Your Iniinble servant,

JOHN LOWELL.
For the Committee,

JAMES L. L. F. WARREN.
* 'The Grape was new to the Committee, but was found tobe ol verj- fine flavor.

The reports of the Horticultural Society are necessarily
deferred until next week, as the committee have not
fully completed them. We shall publish the whole in
one paper, which will make it necessary for us to issue
an extra.

Thanksgiving in Massachusetts.—The governor of
this State has appointed Thlrsdav, the 29th day of No-
vember next, as a day of Public Thanksgiving and
Praise.

The heaviest \\ heat and Rye crop, perhaps ever taken
in this county, has been gathered within tlie last fort-
night—in good order—plump and well filled. The grass
crop is also good. The Corn croj), which, ut the outset
wa.s very promising, has been seriously injured in some
parts of the county from a long prevailing drought In
the south and southwest portion of the county it will be
an entire failure. Many of ourfarmersin Wa'rwick-the
southern part of Minisink—and in Sussex Co. N J arenow engaged in cutting it up. The Oat, Potato, andBuckwheat crops have suffbred severely from like causes
In the other sections of the county, where the drought
has not been so severely felt, the Corn crop particuli^ly
IS very promising.- GosKen .V. Y. Republican.

The Stockholders of the Eastern Railroad have re-
solved to complete their railroad as far as Newburvnort
and to put the rest to the East line of the State under
contract as soon as they have satisfactory assurances that
It will be continued to Portsmouth.

The Trustees of the Maryland Agricultural Society
have postponed the Fair which was to have been heldon the 1st of November, on account of the deplorable
ilrought which has prevailed throughout the Eastern
^hore.
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BRIGHTON MARKKT.—Monday, Oct I, 1838.

K>-p(irlecl liir llie .\«w Engl;inii Farjnpr.

At Market 400 Ueef Cattle, 350 Stores, 2,450 Sheep,

and iibout 1,500 Swine.

Pricks — Br.tf Cattle.— Sales were brisk. First qual-

ity, $7 50. Second quality, $6 75 a $7 00. Third qual-

ity, $5 50 a $C 00.

Stures—hi good demand. Yearling.-i, $9 n $14.

Two Tear Old, $16 a $28. Three Year Old, $22 a

$33.

S/»«ep.—Sales brisk. At $1 G2, $1 86, $2 16, $2 50

and $3 :-5.

Swine.— Last week's prices were fully sup ported.

Lots to peddle at t> 1-2 a 7 1-2. At retail, 7 1-2 a 9.

Old hogs, 7 to 8.

THEK.MO.VIETRICAL.
Iteiiorled lor the New England Farmer.

(Lingeoftlie rhermoineter at the (Janleiiof tli<

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass.

Northerly exposure, week ending September 30.

proprietors

n a shaded

S E FT E M BEK,1838. |7A.M. |12,M. |5,P.M.
I

Wind.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Weilnesday,
Tlmrs.l.iy,

Friday,
Salurd.ay,

Sunday,

24
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE FIRST YELLOW LEAF.

Thou bring'st sad llioughls to ine,

First yellow leaf;

Thou tell'sl the change so soon to he,

From Summer, hriijht and brief,

To Autumn's sear and sadd'ning time.

When gladness leaves our happy clime.

But few short months have gone,

Thou fragile thing.

Since first upon the grassy lawn

So gaily drest by Spring,

I watched thy beaulie-;, nue by one.

Spring forth to grcoi lb' cjiliviiin,' sun.

And all this lovely lanh,

So fresh and g.r.-n,

Prais'd well the pow'r that gave it binh.

And deck'd it all unseen.

I gazed, and joy my bosom fill'd
;

Nor thoughts of blight, my transport still'd.

^
And now to see tliec fall

So soon to earth.

And thus to see thy bright train all

Resign their notes of mirth.

Nor whisper to the breeze again,

'Tis sad, and well might give me pain.

But there are other tones

Than fading leaf,

That thus speak in thy ilying moans :

" Thy life, like mine, is brief;

Thou, too, may'st bloom but for a day.

Then fade, like Autumn leaves away."

SLEEPING CHAMBERS.
Is tlie philosophy of sleep enough considered ?

Are the circumstances connected with 'lis condi-

tion of human nature, for one quarter or one third

of htnnan life, duly attended to .'

While we are awake, our bodies are, as a gen-

eral rule, more or less in motion ; and the air, even

in our rooms, more or less in motion also. But

while we sleep we are quiet, the air is quiet, and

is soon contaminated. Do people consider how

fast?

The air is spoiled fast when but one person oc-

cupies a bed, and there is but one bed in the room.

Franklin and others have supposed the air to be

rendered unfit for breathing at the rate of a gallon

a mintite. But if so, how many of us breathe bad

air in our sleeping rooms ! We seldom lie quietly

in our beds widi the doors and windows closed, a

heap of feathers under us, and thick clothes over

us, more than an hour at most, before we begin to

sutler. This is the case if the sleeping room is

large; but if small, it is much worse. It is im-

possible to have a liogshead of poisoned air dif-

fused through a sleeping room without doing mis-

chief

I know it will bo said that the carbonic acid

o-as, produ'-ed by breathing, is heavier than atmos-

pheric air, and soon settles to the door ; and if

the bed-room is not s<i small that the room, like a

culinary vessel, gets full of it up to the surface of

the bed, before the individual wakes, there is no

danger.

But it does not all settle to the floor. In hot

weather, it scarcely settles at all ; though in cold

weather it does so much more. Nay, even in cold

weather some of it falls on the bed, and much of it

is entangled in the bed clotlie.s. This, however, is
\ are brought up right; somethin' to do at home, in-

not quite all. The same poisonous gas which is
' stead of racin' about to quiltin' parties, buskin'

formed by breathing, is also constantly formed by
;
frolics, gossippin', talkin' scandal, and neglectin'

the wliole surface of our bodies, in greater or less tlieir business. Tlie.n little matters are like throw-
degree; and this, if improved under the bedclothes, in' up straws, they show which way the wind is.

—

between the^ji and a thick bed of feathers, is not When galls attend to them are things, it shews
only injuring us by its contact with our skins, but that they are what our minister used to call, "right

still more by our breathing it. For nothing is more minded." It keeps them busy, and when folks are

common than for a small quantity of this impure busy, they ha'n't time to get into mischief; and it

air to escape from the bed by the side of our bod- amuses them too, :ind keeps the dear little critters

ies, especially upon the least motion; thus giving healthy and cheerful.

—

Sam Slick, second series.

an opportunity—nay, a certainty—of inhaling a| E.tTRAv.iOA.NCE i.v the U.mted States.—
part of it

i Do you see them are country galls there, said Mr
To all these evils we are subjected, I have said, Slick, how they are tricked out in silks, and touch-

when under tlie most favorable circumstances; ed off with lace and riband to the nine's, a mincin'

that is, when our sleeping rooms are large, and i along with parasols in tlieir hands, as if they were
when only one person occupies a bed, and one bed afear'd the sun would melt them like wax, or take

in an apartment. But when two persons, or even the color out of their faces, like a printed cotton

more, sleep in the same bed, when the room is

small, or has several beds in it, and when the beds

are of feathers or down, the evil and the danger

are v.?ry greatly increased.

I wish sleeping rooms were generally much lar-

ger than they are. Then I wish they were al-

ways freed as mucli as possible from unnecessary

clothingj and every thing which could retain bad

air. The bedstead should be rather high, and only

blind? Well, that's gist the ruin of this country.

It ain't poverty the blue noses have to fear, for

that they needn't know without they choose to

make acquaintances witli it ; but it's gentility.

—

They go the whole hog in this country, you may
depend. They ain't content to appear what they

be, but want to be what they aint ; they live too

extravigant, and dress too extravagant, and won't

do what's the only thing that will support this ex-

broad enougli to accommodate freely and fully one
J

travagance; that is, be industrious. Gist go into

person. The bed should be of some material which
,
one of the meeting houses, back here in the woods,

is light and porous, as oat or wheat straw, corn

husks split finely, grass, hay, &c. ; and the cloth-

ing should be adapted to the season, but should

lere there ought to be nothin' but homespun cloth,

and home made stuflTs and bonnets, and see the leg-

horn and palmettors, and silks and shalleys, mere-

never be so constructed as to prevent entirely the ,
nos, gauzes, and blonds, assembled there, enough

passage of the air tlirough it. No dogs, or cats,
I
to buy the best farm in the settlement. There's

or lamps, or fires witliout Hues, should be found

in the room. A window or door which will admit

fresh air should be, in all seasons, but especially

iii hot weather, left open in such a direction from

the bed as will not expose the occupant to have

currents of air fall directly upon him;—to prevent

the possibility of which, however, a screen might

be placed before the window. Then, in the last

place, and as I have already intimated, the bed

should contain but one person, and unless the room

is exceedingly large, there should be but one bed

in it

Perhaps it will be said that I require too much.

Most persons, I shall be told, cannot have all this.

No, they cannot Sin is in the world, and has

long been in it ; and it will be long before we can

get it out entirely. But sin has brought with it

among other evils, that of poverty ; and poverty

does not always permit every thing which is best

fur health. But one thing at least we can do ;

which is, to come as near what we know to be

truth as possible hibrary of Health for September.

somethin' not altogether gist right in this.

—

Samu-
el Slick, second series.

Signs of prosperity.— Do you sec that are

house on that risin' hummock to the right there ?

—Well, gist look at it, that's what I call about

right Flanked on botli sides by an orchard of

best grafted fruit, a tidy little clever flower garden

in front, that the galls see to, and a'niost a grand

sarce garden over the road there sheltered by them

are willows. At the back side see tliein everlastin'

big barns ; and, by gosh ! there goes the dairy

cows ; and a pretty sight too ; that fourteen of 'em

marcliin' Indgian rile arter milkmin', down to that

are niedder. Whenever you see a place snugged

up and lookin' like that are, depend on it the folks

arc of the right kind. Them flowers too, and that

are honeysuckle, and rose bushes, sliow the family

Original Anecdotf—A drunken fellow, not

long since, staggered into one of our most respect-

able victualling cellers, and greeted the attendant

with a familiar ' how are you .'' ' Who are you,'

said the host, ' are you drunk ?' 'Aye,' said the

bacchanalian, ' drunk enough ! and have been ev-

ery day for two years ! My brother Josh and I

am engaged in the temperance cause ; he goes

about delivering lectures, and I give samples of in-

temperance. Now shaiit we get up a reformation.'

COUNTRY SEAT IIV NBWTiiIV, Pi)R SALE.
Tlie subscriber offers for sale the house in which he now

resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 acres of
land.situaleil on Nonantuin Hill, in Newton 5 1-2 miles from
the city. The garden occupies nearly mo acres, is stocked
with a great variety of fruit tress, and about 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines. The place may be seen and further partic-

ulars obtained on application at the premises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16di.

ALDCRNBY STUCK FOR SAI.K.

For sale a full blooded Bull, 3 years old llie first of July
next—one Cow, five years old—and a fleifer three years old".

The Cows are said to be the richest Milkers ofany imported.
For further particulars address L. M. WHKATON, Nortou,
Mass., or a line left at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

FOR SAl K.

A Ram and Ewe from ihe Cape Good Hope, hiquire at
this office.

THIS NE^V ENGLA.M) FARRIER.
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the lime of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents-

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRIKTFRS,
IT SCHOOL STHEKT.. UOSTON.
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MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SO-
CIETY'S ANNUAL MEETLNG.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.

Let one great day
To celebrated sports aud Moral play
Be set aside !" ^ i- j

The annual exhibition of Flowers and Fruits by
the Massachdsetts Horticultural Society
took place at their Rooms, 23 Tremont Row, on
JFednesdmj, Thursday, and Friday, 19th, 20th, and
21st of September.

The specimens of Fruit (the particulars of which
are here withgiven by the Chairman of the Fruit Com-
mittee) were very fine, and exceeded, both in quan-
tity and quality those of any former season.

Owing- to the extreme heat of the weather, and

genus," says Loudon, " are beyond comparison the
most delightful productions of the vegetable world."
This specimen was very beautiful, and was greatly
admired. Maranta zebrina, Acacia, (four varieties, i

Ardisia crenulata, Mannettia glabra, Erythrin'a
Cnsta-galli, Nerine Fothergilli, &c.

From John Lemist, Esq. of Roxbury.
Citrus myrtifolia, (two plants,) Erica omenta,

(two plants,) Cycas revoluta, Ilex aureo-marginata
and a very splendid Bouquet.

'

From Mrs Bigelow, of Medford, t«-o very fine
specimens of Cupressus stricta. These plants
were placed at the entrance of the rooms and
made a handsome appearance.

Prom John C. Gray, Esq.
Two very fine specimens of Cockscomb.
From the Botanic Garden Cambridge, by Mr W.

E. Carter.

Ficus elastica, Ficus australis, Diosmaericoides

CNO, 14.

the continued drought in Julv and Auo-nst
'

An
tumn's Queen, the gorgeous Dahlia di^noappea;

I T.x'"rr""''' ^"r
""""'"' »'°^'"=^«"°oides

at the exhibition in- all her <.1or7 Xrn 'twith T

''''

^''T^^^^^^^
'"^'""' ^igonia Evan-

standing the altnost total faiCe' of e SLl Ba^i^R^, 'rf^^
f" '"'^''T'

''°- '"^''==''

bloom, the floral part of the show was m::h^:«:r ^^ t^ a^.S stIX:: h^^^Erta S'Tthan our triends or ourse ves fint;r.ir,=to^ ^iru„„ _
' „ . '

ai^umiaij, x^iica i^anra, dthan our friends or ourselves anticipated. When
it was made known to the cultivators, and to the
lovers of flowers, that the place of the Dahlia must
be filled up, by such cut flowers as could be pro-
cured, the disposition to contribute beca";° -ener-
al, and the supply was equal to our wants. Before
the appointed hour had arrived to open the Rooms

concinna, Erica empetroides, Myrtus flora pl'eno,
do. narrow leaved, three seedling Camellia japonica,'
Metrosideros saligna, Eriobotrya japonica, Bauera
rubisefolia, Acacia divaracata, Magnolia grandiflora,
Eucalyp'ui perfoliato, Ilex crassifolin, iV5?Bs rnu-
cronata, Melastoma nepalensis. Acacia '{?) do. sa-
ligna, Hakea, Double flowering Myrtle, Acacia

.nd w. t,„„ ™.iiic.ii„.. „f ,1,. ,_;?';!"• '""" '=»"" M. .l™. l.n„iHi.,C.l„.h„.and we trust gratification, of the lovers of Flora'
and Pomona.
The contributors will pleasa accept our thanks

and acknowledgments, for their liberal contribu-
tions, and their kind aid. If we liave omitted, in
our annexed statement, the name of any contributor,
or an account of any specimens sent for exhibition,'

I we solicit the favor of a communication giving us a
list of the plants or flowers omitted, that they may
be added to our report.

From the Hon. John Lowell of Roxbury.
Pandanus utilis, Eugenia myrtifolia, Araucaria

excelsa, (rare and valuable.) This is a most superb
plant. The inhabitants of Chili call this noble or-
nament of their forests araucanos. "This crenus "

Sweet observes "maybe termed the handsomest
genus of plants with which we are acquainted."
Bignonia discolor, Acrostichum alcicorne, Asple-

(

nium (?) Casuarina equisetifolia.

From J. P. Cusliing, Esq. Watertown.
,

Astrapapa Wallichii, Epipliyllim Ackermanni, Ma-
•ranta rebrina, Amaryllis Belladonna, (several pots
:in bloom,) Hippeastrums, (seedlings in bloom,) Erica
glauca, Alpinia mutans, Rochea falcata, Trevirana
coccinea, Phienia daclylifera, Hippeastrums, (seed-
lings in bloom,) Mespilus (?) and a fine cut blossom
of Crinum amabile.

From Marshall P. Wilder, Esq. of Hawthorn
Grove, Dorchester.

Stanhopea quadricornis, (.Vir plant from South
America in fine bloom.) " The true species of this

nus pubescens, do. quadrifida, Menziesia globularis,
Bouvardia coccinea, Beaufortea decussata.

From Messrs Winship of Brighton.
Cassia sophorse, Citrus nobilis minor, in fine fruit,

Eugenia Australis, Agave Americana variegata'
Sparmannia africania, 2 varieties of Cyclamen persi-

,-/'°fJ^"''"''
Lee, Esq. Brookline, several beau-

tiful little plants in bloom and a great variety of
cut flowers, Roses, &c.

From J. D. H. Williams, Esq. Roxbury, Taxus
communis, Callistenum lanceolatum.

From Mr T. Rundle, Fig and Dwarf apple tree,
both in fruit.

'

From Mr John Arnold, Boston, Camellia japonica
aJba pleno, in fine bloom.

Dahlias.—From Col. Wilder, var. Suffolk Hero
Elphinstones Diana, do. purple Perfection, Marquis
ot Northampton, Conqueror of Europe, Brown's
quilled Perfection, &c.

From E. Breed, Esq. Charlestown.
Widnall's Triumphant.

From Messrs Hovey, var. Mrs Rushton, Liberty
Juliet, Rival Yellow, Middlesex Rival, Conqueror
of Europe; Rosa Superba, Ruby, Diadero of Flora
cfec.

'

From Dr J. C. Howard, var. Prince George
Ophelia, Royal William, Countess of Liverpool,'
Dennisii, Beauty of Cambridge, Desdemona, Alba
purpurea, Picta formosissima. Lady Pordwich, &c.
From Messrs Winship, var. Countess of Liverpool,

Royal William, I5arrett's Susanna, Prince Georo-e
of Cumberland, Dutchess of Buccleugh, &c. °

^i'rom the Botanic Garden, Cambridge, by Mr
W. E. Carter, Dennis's Perfection, Lord°Liverpool,
Dennisii, Countess of Liverpool, Prince George',
Ophelia, Mrs Broadwood, Desdemona, Augusta,'
Picta formosissima.

From Mr Jno Richardson, Dorchester, var. Lord
Liveipool, Countess of Mansfield, Dennisii.

From W. Phipps, Esq. and W. Parnsworth, Esq.
of Roxbury, each a few fine flowers.

From Messrs O. and W. Wales of Dorchester,„ ,,. , ', — ".,--."...v.u jjcisi- i luii. luessrs w. ana vv. wales ot Dorchestei
cum,\inearosea,Aucubajaponica,Gloxiniaspeciosa, var. Red Rover, Lady Pordwich, Widnall's PerfecEunatorium odnratTim. Marantn vohi-ivo !?',.,•„„ »;— n • :• . t^ , , ^LEupatorium odoratum, Maranta zebrina. Erica gra-
cilis, and spuria, rallota purpurea, Merpilus japonica,
Atriplex halimus, Asclepias persicifolia, Begonia
argyrostigma, Ficus elasticus, Daphne variegata,
Laurus, communis fol : variegata, Ruscus, racemo-
sus in fruit, Melaleuca diosmefolia.

From Mr H. Bowditch, Boston.
Pine specimens of Myrtles and Orange trees in

fruit, Aloysia citriodora, Fuchsia, Erica, Acacia, &c.
From Messrs Hovey, Oxalis Boweii,

Prom Jno. Hovey, Roxbury.
Yellow tea rose, Verbena melindre, Passiflora

racemosa.

From Mr Mason of Chariestown.
Phylica ericoides. Acacia armata, and two other

varieties. Verbena melindre, great variety of double
ten week stocks, Viburnum tinus, three varieties of

tion, Dennisii, and Dutchess of Buccleugh.

On the second and third days of exhibition, tliero
was a basket of choice specimens handed to the
committee, with a request tliat they should be placed
in the stands incog. The request was complied
with. All that we feel permitted to say in our re-
port is, tliat the flowers were mucli admired ; we
classed them among the fairest of the /air.

By Samuel Walker of Roxbury, var. Napoleon,
Desdemona, Dennisii, King of Dahlias, Metropo-
litan, Calypso, Widnall's Perfection, Mrs Broad-
wood, Dutcliess of Buccleugh, Jackson's Rival Yel-
low, Lady Ann, Douglass Glory, Belledonna, Autro
purpurea, Granta, Well's wliite, Harding's bride,
Ophelia, lieauty of Cambridge, Urania, Barrett's
Susanna, and Beauty of Bedford.

BouQUF.TS.—From Mrs. J. H. Gardner, of Rox-Erica, Rhododendron arboreum, Orange tree with burv^T^PTwd fM .r''"'r[' f
"""

fruit, and Diosma ericoides. "j"^ ' ?'/ ?• ^^"'"''^ °^ Brookline
;
John Lemist,

„ ., „,.,,. ,, ,, „ Esq. of Roxbury; W. E.Carter of Cambridge;
From Mr William Meller, Ro.xbury, four plants Aiessrs Hovey, and S. Sn-eetser, Esq. of Cam-

Citrus Decumana. bridgcport ; Messrs Winship, Brighton, W. Kenrick,
From Dr J. C. Howard, Woodland, Brookline. Newton, and S. Walker.
A fine specimen of Yucca and other plants. ' A small bouquet, presented by Mrs. E. Breed,
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of Charlrstnwn, containing- specimens of Stapclia

pulchella, and Bignonia Evansiana, was mucli ad-

mired.

Cut flowers of various descriptions from T. Lee,

Esq. Col. Wilder, E. Breed, Esq. Hon. E. Vose,

Messrs Richardson, Phipps, Fariisnorth, Gardener,

Sweet-ier, Breck, Warren, Winship, flovey and Co.

Jno. Ilovcy, Mason, Miller, and Carter.

From Josej)!! Breck & Co., a superb collection

of German Asters of every variety. Tliirtei-n dis-

tinct varieties of Zinnia elogan-^, of the following

colors:— white, blush, pink, violet, light purple,

dark purple, salmon, yellow, orange, light scarlet,

dark scarlet, light crimson, and deep crimson.

—

Specimens of Euphorbia variogata, Centauris of

sorts ; improved variegated, and other Marigolds,

together witli great a variety of other annuals, and

cut flowers.

The wreaths were made and presented by Messrs

D. Haggerston, J. W. Russell, and E. Sayers.

We shall close our report with a few brief re-

marks, and some quotations from various authors on

the love, and use made of flowers by the inhabi-

tants of several parts of the world.

" Flowers !" says Mr Bowring, " what a hundred

associations the word brings to my mind ! Of

what countless songs, sweet and sacred, delicate

and divine, are they the subject ! A flower in

England, [and we will add America,] is some-

thing to the botanist,—but only if it be rare ; to

the florist,—but only if it be beautiful : even the

poet and tlie moralizer seldom bend down to its

eloquent silence. The peasant never utters to it

an ejaculation—the ploughman (all but one) care-

lessly tears it up with his share—no niaistsn thinks

of wreathing it—no youth aspires to wotr it : but

in Spain ten to one but it becomes a minister of

love, that it hears the voice of poetry, that it

crowns tlie brow of beauty. Thus how sweetly

an anonymous cancionero sings :

" Pill on your lirigluosl richest drc5s,

Wear all your gems, blest vale of ours

!

My fair one comes in her loveliness,

She comes to gather flowers.

" Garland me wreaths, llinu fertile vale
;

Woods of green your coronets bring
;

Pinks of red, and lilies pale,

Come with your fragrant offering.

Mingle your charms of hue and smell,

Which Flora wakes in her spring-tide hoursi

My fair one comes across the dell,

She comes to gather flowers.

" Twilight of morn ! from thy misty tower

Scalier the trembling pearls around,

Hang up thy gems on fruit and flower,

Bespangle the dewy ground !

Phoebus, rest on thy ruby wheels

—

Look, and envy this world of ours;

For my fair one now descends the hills,

She comes to gather flowers.

" List ! for the breeze on wings serene

Through the light foliage snils
;

Hidden amidst the forest g een

Warble the nightingales

!

Hailing the glorious birth of day

With music's best, diviuest powers,

Hither my fair one bends her way,

She comes to gather flowers."

London Magazine, Spanish liomanccn, No. 3.

It was, perhaps, the general power of sympathy

upon the subject of plants, which caused them to dressed with festoons of Arabian Jessamine and

be connected with some of the earliest events that

history records. The mythologies of all nations

are full of them ; and in all times they have been

associated with the soldiery, the government, and

the arts. Thus the patriot was crowned with oak ;

the hero and the poet with bay ; and beauty with

the myrtle. Peace had her olive; liacchus his

ivy ; and whole groves of oak-trees were thought

to send out oracular voices in the winds. One of

the most pleasing parts of state-splendor has been

associated with flowers, as Shakspeare seems to

have had in his mind when he wrote that beautiful

line respecting the accomplished prince, Hamlet

:

" The expectancy and rose of the fair state "

It was this that brought the gentle family of

roso^ into such unnatural broils in the civil wars :

and still the united countries of Great Britain have

each a floral emblem : Scotland has its thistle, Ire-

land its shamrock, and England the rose. France,

under the Hourbons, had the golden lily.

The different festivals in England, have each

their own peculiar plant or plants, to be used in

their celebration ; at Easter the willow as a sub-

stitute for the palm ; at Christmas, the holly and

the mistletoe ; on May-day every flower in bloom,

but particularly the hawthorn or May-bush. In

Persia they have a festival called the Feast of

Roses, which lasts the whole time they are in

bloom. Formerly, it was the custom, and still is

in some parts of 'tlie country, to scatter flowers on

the celebration of a wedding, a christening, or

even of a funeral.

It was formerly the custom also, to carry gar-

lands before the bier of a maiden, and to hang

them, and scatter flowers over her grave :

The Queen scattering flowers :

" Sweets to the sweet. Farewell

!

I hoped thy hride-bed to have decked, sweet maid,

And not have strewed thy grave."

Hamlet, Act v. Scene 1.

In Tripoli, on the celebration of a wedding, the

baskets of sweetmeats, &c. sent as wedding pres-

ents, are covered with flowers ; and although it is

well known that they frequently communicate the

plague, the inhabitants will even prefer running the

risk, when that dreadful disease is abroad, ratlier

than lose the enjoyment they have in their love of

flowers. When a woman in Tripoli dies, a large

bouquet of fresh flowers, if they can be procured, if

not, of artificial, is fastened at the head of her

coffin. Upon the death of a Moorish lady of qual-

ity, every place is filled with fresh flowers and

burning perfumes : at the head of the body is placed

a large bouquet, of part artificial, and part natural,

and richly ornamented with silver : and additions

are continually made to it. The author who de-

scribes these customs also mentions a lady of high

rank, who regularly attended the tomb of her

daughter, who had been three years dead ; she al-

ways kept it in repair, and, with the e.Kception of

the great mosque, it was one of the grandest in

TripolL From the time of the young lady's death,

the tomb had always been supplied with the most

expensive flowers, placed in beautiful vases ; and,

in addition to these, a great quantity of fresh Ara-

bian Jessamines, threaded on thin slips of the palm-

leaf, were hung in festoons and tassels about this

revered sepulchre. The mausoleum of the royal

family, which is called the Turbnr, is of the purest

white marble, and is filled with an immense quan-

tity of fresh flowers ; most of the tombs being

large bunches of variegated flowers, consisting of

Orange, Myrtle, Red and \\ hite Roses, &c. They

afford a perfume which those who are not habitua-

ted to such choice flowers can scarcely conceive.

The tombs are mostly of white, a few inlaid with

colored marble. A manuscript Bible, which was

presented by a Jew to the Synagogue, was adorned

with flowers ; and silver vases filled with flowers

were placed upon the ark which contained the sa-

cred XiS.*

The ancients u.-sed wreaths of flowers in their

entertainments, not only for pleasure, but also from

a notion that their odour prevented the wine from

intoxicating them ; they used other perfumes on

the same account. Beds of flowers are not merely

fictitious. The Highlanders of Scotland conunonly

sleep on heath, which is said to make a delicious

bed ; and beds are, in Italy, oflen filled with the

leaves of trees, instead of down or feathers. It is

an old joke against the effeminate Sybarites, that

one of them complaining he had not sle|)t all night,

and being asked tlie reason why, said that a rose-

leaf had got folded under him.

In Naples, and in the vale of Cachemere (I have

been told also that it sometimes occurs in Chester,)

gardens are formed on the roofs of houses : " On a

standing roof of wood is laid a covering of fine

earth, which shelters the building from the great

quantity of snow that falls in the winter season.

This fence communicates an equal warmth in win-

ter, as a refreshing coolness in summer, when the

tops of the houses, which are planted with a vari-

ety of flowers, exhibit at a distance the spacious

view of a beautiful chequered parterre." The fa-

mous hangins: gardens of IJabylon were on the

enormous walls of that city.

A garden usually makes a part of every Paradise,

even of Mahomet's, from which women are exclu-

ded,—women, whom gallantry has so associated

with flowers, that we are told, in the .'Malay lan-

guage, one word serves for both.f In Milton's Par-

adise, the occupation of Adam and Eve was to tend

the flowers, to prune the luxuriant branches, and

support the roses, heavy with beauty. Poets have

taken pleasure in painting gardens in all the bril-

liancy of imagination. See the garden of Alci-

nous in Homer's Odyssey; those of Morgana, Al-

cina, and Armida, in the Italian poets : the gar-

dons fair

" Of Hesperus and his daughters three.

Who sing about the golden tree ,"

and Proserpina's garden, and the Bower of Bliss

in Spenser's Fairie Queene. The very mention of

their name seems to embower one in leaves and

blossoms.

It is a matter of some taste to arrange a bouquet

of flowers judiciously ; even in language, we have a

finer idea of colours, when such are placed together

as look well togetht^r in substance Do we read

of white, purple, red, and yellow flowers, they do

not present to us so exquisite a picture, as if we

read of yellow and purple, white and red. Their

arrangement has been happily touched upon by

some of our poets :

" Th' Azon-s send

Their jessamine ; her jessamine, remote

Calfraia : foreigners from many lands,

They form one social shade, as if convened

By magic summons of lb' Orphean lyre

* See Tally's Narrative of a Residence in Tripoli.

t See Lalla Rookh, page 303. Sixth edition.
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Yet just arrangement, rarely brought to pass
But by a master's hand, disposins; well

The gay diversities of leaf and flower,

Must lend its aid t' illustrate all their charms,
And dress the regular, yet various scene.

Plant behind plant aspiring, in the van
The dwarfish

; in the rear retired, but still

Sublime above the rest, the statelier stand."

CoWPEU.

Wliat is here suid on the subject of arrange-
ment is of course addressed to those who are un-
acqtiainted with botatiy ; those who study that de-
lightful science will, most probably, prefer a botan-
ical arrangement, observing however to place the
smaller plants of each division ue.xt the spectator,
and thus proceeding gradually to the tallest and
most distant; so tliat the several divisions will

form strips irregular in their width.

A friend has obliged me, says a celebrated wri-
ter, with the following lines, paraphrased from the
Greek of Meleager. "This delicious little Greek
poem," says he, "is one of tliose which I always
seem to scent the very odor of, as if I held a bunch
of flowers to my face.

" A flowery crown will I compose

—

I'll weave the crocus, weave the rose
;

I'll weave narcissus, newly wet,

The hyacinth, and violet

;

And myrtle shall supply me green,

.\nd lilies laugh in light between :

That the rich tendrils of my beauty's hair

May burst into their crowning flowers, and light the painted
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Peaches.—Grosse Mignoime, George IV., Red

and Yellow Rareripe.

Grapes.—Chasselas ; and an ornamented basket
of fruit.

Melons.—A fine large yellow variety of the Rock
Melon from Paris.

Presented by S. Walker, from the garden of
Madam Eustis, Roxbury, a fine specimen of Sweet-
water Grapes, of out-door culture. Also a 1 .rge
basket of fine Peaches.

From J. L. Moffat, Esq. Roxbury, a basket of
yellow Tomatoes.

From Enoch Barlett, Esq. Vice President of the
Society.

Pfm-s.— Bartlett or Williams Bon Chretien, Syl-
vanche Vert, Wertemberg, formerly received as
Capiaumont, Dix.

Jipples—Ribston Pippin.

Lemon Peach.

From Mr Downer, a variety of fine fruits as fol-

lows. -

Per order, S. WALKER,
Chairman of the Committee of Arrangements.

EXHIBITION Of FRUITS.

The exhibition of the fruits, of all kinds, far sur-

passed that of all former years, not only in the

variety, but also in the increased proportion of the

new "and finest kinds which never yet have been
seen or known at any former exhibition. Gener-
ally speaking, all the fruits which were on these

days exhibited, were fine. The fruits offered by
Messrs Manning and Ives, whose gardens are con-
tiguous, occupi.?d nearly t!ie whole of the Western
table, and amongst those especially of Mr Manning
were many of the new kinds of Pears, so lately in-

troduced, and which are now fast coming into bear-

ing. These above constituted the finest selection

of the kind, which has ever yet been witnessed in

the country.

The following is the account of the exhibition.

Prom the Hon. John Lowell, specimens of two
varieties of Pears ; one the Beurre Spence, which
M. Van Mons had once designated as the finest

pear he had ever raised ; the specimen an oblong
good sized fruit, contracted near the summit, of a

yellow russety color, the flavor delicious. Also
the Beurre Crappeaux, another variety sent to Mr
Lowell by the Chevalier Parmentier of Enghien ; a

fruit of medium size and turbinate form, bright

scarlet next the sun and yellow in the shade, beurre

and of delicious flavor.

From the Hon. Jlr Vose, President of the So-
ciety.

Pears.—Williams Bon Chretien, Andrews, Passe
Colmar, Lewis, Napoleon, Duchesse D'Angouleme,

! basket^ contain
Urbaniste, Brocaus Bergamotto, Julienne, Mouille ; other fruits.
Bouche.

Apples.—Hawthorndean, English Codlin, Large
Red Sweeting.

Pears Heathcot, Beurre d'Aremberg, Passe
Colmar, Dix, Knight's seedling, Bezi Vaet, Forelle,
Iron, Lewis, Catillac, Beurre Diel, Roi de Wur-
temborg, Williams Bon Chretien, Andrews Moor-
fowl Egg, and U ilkinson.

Apples.— Pumpkin sweeting, Siberian Crab, Pom-
me d'api. Pound, Porter, Seaver sweet. Hales, Lys-
cora, None such, Gardener's sweeting, Spice and
^^ler varieties.

Grapes—Isabella, Catawba, Miller's Burgundy,
white t.'hasselas, and another variety, all from the
open air.

Peaches.—Rareripe.

From Mr Richards, numerous fine specimens as
follows.

Pears.—Howard.
Apples—Ribstone pippin, and Fall Sops of wine.
Peaches.—Two varieties, one a seedling.

From Mes3r.-5 Winship of Brighton, beautiful
specimens of the Shepardia Eleagnoides, consisting
of branches loaded witli fruit ; the fruit fine for jel-

lies and preserves, and highly grateful to the taste

when ameliorated by frost.

From William Oliver, Esq. of Dorchester.

Pears.—Dix, Wurtemberg, Broca's Bergamotte,
St. Ghislain, Duchesse D'Angouleme.

Peaches.— President, Petite Mignonne.
Grapes.— Chasselas, very fine, open culture.

From Mrs Bourne of Boston, Clingstone peach.
From Mr John Arnold of Milton.

Grapes.—Black Hamburg, t\vo fine clusters, one
weighing 2 3-4 lbs., and the other 3 3-4 lbs. ; also

fine clusters of Uie Muscat of Lunel.

From Mr George Newhall of Dorchester.

Pears.—Wurtemberg and Fulton, Williams Bon
Chretien, and Broca's Bergamotte.

Apples.— Porter and Pearuiain.

Peaches.—Jacques Rareripe, Moore's Rareripe,
Yellow Red Rareripe, a seedling variety, also

another large Yellow Seedling Rareripe, very fine.

From E. Breed, Esq. of Charlestown.

Pears. Orange, Julienne, Seckel, Duchesse
D'Angouleme, and Williams Bon Chretien.

Plums.—Green Gage.
Grapes.—White, Muscat of Alexandria, and a

fine peaches and a variety of

From Mr Wm. Meller of Roxbury.
Grapes.—Black Hamburg, and Sweet Water.
Peaches.—Seedling varieties.

From Mr Joseph Balch of Roxbury.
Pears. Blanquette, Williams Bon Chretien, and

a variety from Prance.
Apples.~A variety from England.
Grapes.—A basket of Black Hamburg, and Black

Prince, &c. all fine.

From Messrs Mason of the Charlestown vine-
yard.

Grapes—Purple Cimstantia, Lombardy, Black
Hamburg, and White Chasselas. All affording
ample evidence of the most skilful cultivation.

From Isaac P. Davis, Esq. of the city. A su-
perb Black Apple, resembling polished ebony. A
most beautiful fruit from the garden of Mr Gushing
at Belmont, from a dwarf tree received from France,
and said to be of American origin, name un-
known.

From Dr J. C. Howard, Woodland, in Brookline,
Pears.—Golden Beurre, Cambridge, St. Michael,

Beurre Rouge, and Bergamotte.
Apples. Maiden's Blush or Hawthorndean,

Greening, and Ruddy Greening.
Grapes.—MiUefs Burgundy, White Chasselas,

and Black Hamburg, two splendid bunches of the
latter on one lateral shoot, weighing together 5 lbs.

and 4 oz. ; also, from out of door culture, Sweet-
water, and Isabella.

Col. M. P. Wilder, sent for exhibition the fol-

lowing kinds of fruit.

Pears.—-D'Aremberg, Belle et Bonne, Alpha,
Gloux, Mdrceau, Buerre Thouin, St. Michael,
Archangel,. D'Amaulis, Beurre Von Marura, Ber-
gamotte de Paques, Bourgomestrc of Boston, Passe
Colmar, Sageret Easter Buerre, Heathcot, Wurtem-
berg, Beurre Diel,Bleeckers Meadow, a pear impor-
ted for Urbaniste, and a pear name unknown from
France. Fortune, a new and celebrated pear, but
not yet at maturity : also Keiu-ick Pear from Van
Mons, but may be wrong.

Plums—Goes Golden Drop. Also the Black
Rock musk melon.

From Mr B. V. French from his estate in Brain-
tree, the following kinds.

Pears.—Gushing, Harvard, \\ ilkinson, Roman
i?euiTe, Long Green, Saint Lezain, Old winter, Roi
de Wurtemberg, Williams Bon Chretien, Tilling-

ton, Spanish Bon Chretien, King's Bon Chretien.

Apples.—Monstrous Pippin, Yellow BellMower
Ortley Pippin, Mela Carla, Fameuse, Duke of Wei
lington, Hawthorndean, Fall Sopsavine, Garden
Royal, Devonshire Quarendon, Porter, Dutch Cod-
lin, Garden Striped, Yellow Newton Pippin, Sweet
Greening, Nonsuch, Sour sweet, Black Apple,
Courtpendu Plat, Well's pippin. Royal do.. Scarlet
nonpareil, English do., Danvers sweet, Red Doctor,
High top sweeting, Esopus Spitzenberg, Green's
everlasting. Bun, Newark King, Snow, King of the

Pipps, Fearns pippin, Conway, Osgood, Ribstone
pippin, Alexander, Vandavere, Jonathan,, Siirprise,,

Priestley, iMoor's red winter, Cumbeiiajtd spice.

Pumpkin spice, .Mela de Rosemarino, French Bell-

flower, Golden Reinett, Reinet de Autom, Tem-
pleton winter sweet, Russett, Long Nonsuch, Old
Pearmain, Side hill. Lady finger. Greening, Lewis,
French's sweet, Seaver sweet, York russett, Down-
ton pippin, Pomme d'api, Siberian Crab, Murphy,
Burraove, Virginia, Rock, Adam's sweeting, Red
Calville.

Melons.—hong Carolina v.ater, Pine, Green Flesh.

Plums.—Red Queen's Mother, a fine fruit.

From Mr Ebenezer Holden of Dorchester, Porter

apples, a beautiful specimen.
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From I)r J. Gronne of Groton, tlie Foundling

apple, a line looking large red fruit.

From Dr Joel Burnett of Soutliboro', specimens

of Burnet pear

Frora'Mr Samuel Pond, from his garden at Cam- I
.^/^pks.-Pickman, Swaar, Michael He^^y PiP"

I b d 'report. P'"' ^^'^^^ Carla, but not that kind which has been

"p!„„._Beiirre Did, Gushing, Wurtemberg, and BO lately received from the London Horticultural

Andrews.

Plums.—White Gage, and a variety sopposed toijurnei pt-ar. ylums.—wnite uage, anu a vunci-jr ouj/i^^/.^^^. u.

From William Kcnrick, Duchesse D'Angouleme
j
^^ Rulings superb, Corse's Field Marshal, Blue £m

pear. I
peratrice, a fine fruit which sometimes has been

From Mr John Rayner, Brown's lUierre, Broca's ^^^^^n Semiana ; also Duane's Purple Plum. All

Bercramotte, and St. Mibhael pears. tlie Plums exhibited by Mr Pond wore exceedingly

,, ,, . fine ; and Duano's Purple was very large and su-

perfect cultivation.

From Dr Z B. Adams from his garden in Pearl

street. Fine specimens of the old St. Michael

which is still generally fine in cities. Also beckel.

From Mr Richard Ward of Roxbury.

Pears—Seckel, Williams Bon Chretien or Bart-

lett, Andrews, and PondliUy, Wurtemberg, and

Bergainotte.

Ptachcs.—OU Mixon, Red Rareripe, Sweetwa-

ter, Yellow Rareripe, White do., Cooledges Favor-

ite, Jacques, Franklin Seedling.

From Mr A. D. Williams.

Pea„.—Williams Bon Chretien, Summer Thorn,

Ilai-vard; also a seedling pear, small, turbinate in

form, and handsome, fine scarlet ne.xt the sun.

.<;^^,/es.—Fall, Sopsavinc, Porter, and Horn Ap-

ple, a large red beautiful fruit.

G'-TfCJ Sev«aT ver l^r"; and beautiful clus- Porter, Lady apple Siberian Crab

Society ; Wellington, Rambo or Romanite, Car-

house or Gilpin, Bullocks Pippin.

From Mr Manning from his garden. Dearborn

street, Salem, the following specimens, many of

them new and rare and such as have never yet been

produced in this country.

Pears. Andrews, Green Catherine of Coxe,

Jackman's Melting, large and handsome. Autumn,

superb. Belle Lucrative, Belle et Bonne, Beurre

fruit during tnc pasi seasuii. iii= =ii...o„,„.. .- —!,-j Diel, Easter Beurre, Brown Beurre large and hand-

protected, the soil low, flat, moist, and but recently s„,„e, from SUndard Tree, Bezi Montigny, Bishop's

reclaimed from a salt marsh. Though very bad U-i^u,,^^,^ gieeckers Meadow, Bon Chretien Fondante,

and not at all suited to the Peach it proves fine for Williams' Bon Chretien, Spanisli Bon Chretien,

the Plum. Fondante d'Brest, Catillac, Cumberland, Gushing,

From L Baldwin, Esq. of Brighton. Doynne Gris, D'Angouleme, Glout Morceau, Green

.'?p«/<'s.—specimens of very large Red, of fine Sugar, Hason's Incomparable, Harvard, Hem7
'^'

j^pg
Quatre, Jalousie, Johonnot, Lewis, Mane Louise,

'''' From Mr John Hill of West Cambridge, Lemon Messin Jean, Long Green of Coxe, Long Green of
1 rom Mr Jonn niu oi

Yellow Red Autumn of new edition of Duhamel, Naumkeag,
Rareripe so called, a ^y"°".V' «jf Thisis one Newtown Vergaleau, Winter Orange, Passe Col-
Rarenpe, the specimens very superb. This ,s one

^ ^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^_^^^.^^ ^^^^^^_
of the finest of all Peaches.

lette de Rheims, Rousselette Panache, new, Win-
From Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, from his garden

^^^ ^^ ^^ Ghislain, Sieulle, Stevens'^Genesee,

at Brighton, an ornamented basket of fruit as tol- .._._„.,
lows.

Pears.—Seckel.

flpples. Baldwin, Greening, Autumn superb.

ters of Black Hamburg.

From Mr Sweetser of Cambridgeport.

Pcors.—Fulton, Andrews, Chelmsford, Julienne,

Seckel, and Williams Bon Chretien.

From Mr John Barnard of Dorchester, a pear for

a new variety.

From Mr Fames of Framingham, specimens of

an apple from Detroit, a large, splendid red fruit

From Mr Rufus Howe of Dorchester, Urbaniste

Pears.

From Mr Joshua Gardner, Dorchester.

Pears.—Cushin

Penc/ifs.—Royal George, George IV. Melacaton,

Royal Kensington, Warren's Favorite.

Plums.—Damson.

Meloni;.—Cantaloupe, and Green Citron.

Grapes. Chasselas, Black Hamburg, Purple,

Malaga, and Isabella.

Mr Cooledge, from his garden in Cambridge

street, Boston.

Pltnns.—A fine looking yellow, oblong, and ex-

cellent fruit.

From Messrs S. & G. Hyde of Newton, a large

collection of fine fruit of varieties as follows.

Pea,-.,._Forelle, Seckel, Cofiins Virgalieu, Ur-

jjj,„te.<, Gravenstein, and Pomme D'Api or baniste, Tucker's Bon Chretien

Lady Apple, beautiful specimens.

From Mr George Brown, Beverly.

Pears— a. variety without name from France,

said to be fine ; a variety from Holland a winter

fruit, Seckel, and Brown Beurre.

,i)pples. A large fine Sweeting, a superior

fruit, Pomme D'Api, and the Drap D'Or of France.

From Mr J. Hovey, a basket of Grapes of out of

door cultivation.

From C. F. W. of Charlestown, Isabella Grapes,
j

From Mr Alexander McLennan, from Oaklands

in Watertown, Pomme D'Api and a variety of fine

Peaches, «Sic.

From Mr Charles Johnson of Weston, and froin

the farm formerly owned by Capt. John Mackay of

ihe city, Hawthorndean apples, very beautiful.

From Mrs T. Bigelow of Medford.

^pp/es.—Monstrous Pippin, and beautiful speci-

mens of Red apples from France.

Peaches.—some fine specimens.

Grapes.—Fine Chasselas, and Black Hamburg,

Shaddocks very large, from her green-house, a va-

riety of the citrus or orange tribe.

From the garden of Mr Lemist of Roxbury, fine

Black Hamburg grapes ; also a tree of the lime in

fruit.

.%)/es.— Doctor Sweeting, HigliTop Sweeting,

Winter Pumpkin Sweeting, Fall Sopsavine, Pound

apple, Hubbardston Nonsuch, Greening from South

Reading, Dutch Codlin, Flanders Pippin, Graven-

stein, Smith's Gilliflower, Berlin apple, Ben apple,

Pa;ony apple, Vandevere, July llower. Bough Har-

vest, Feurler Sapsons, Coggswell, Grand Sachem,

Red Calville, Washington Pearmain, Lyscom, Scal-

loped Gilliflower. This last with many others were

very beautiful.

1 Also Watermelons, of extraordinary size, one

weighing 39 3-4 lbs. and one 44 3-4 lbs.

From Mr Philip P. Spaulding of Chelmsford.

jipples.—A seedling Green apple, and another

seedling fruit, also a new French fruit called Mons

le Cure" and another, De Marseilles, a noble large

red fruit of fine flavor.

From Jlr Ives from his garden in Dearborn street,

Salem.

Peors.—Beurre Capiaumont of Van Mons, Fred-

eric of Wurtemberg, Raymond, Beurre Bosc, An-

drews, Bleeckers Meadow, Bourgomestre of Boston,

Napoleon, St. Germain Panache or striped St. Ger-

main, a new and curious striped fruit, similar in

form to St. Germain, but the specimens were not

quite so large. Passe Colmar, Gushing, Lewis, and

a new Flemish variety, name lost.

new, Styrian, Surpass St. Germain, Swans Egg of

Coxe, Egg Pear of Duhamel, Urbaniste, Washing-

ton, Beu'rre Bolhviller, Beurre Comto du Fresnel,

Beurre Duval, Hooper's Bilboa, large and beauti-

ful, new, Figue de Naples, Frederic of Prussia,

Fulton, Garnstone, Green Pear of Vair, Josephine,

Jamenette, Austrasia, Sabine of the French, Louise

Bonne of Jersey, fine, large, great bearer, new, Roi

de Wurtemberg, Present Royal of Naples, Reine

des Poires, Surpass Vergouleuse, Beurre Van Ma-

rum, Webber's Yellow Autumnal, Alplia, Brug-

mansbirne, English Autumn Bergainotte, French

Autumn Bergamotte, Bezi do Chaumontelle, Cras-

sane. Knight's seedling, Coftin's Vergouleuse, Petre,

very superior, great bearer. Striped Long Green,

Wilkinson, Renville, Cassolette, Summer Thorn of

Thoulouse, Doyenne Blanc.—84.

Jlppks.—Cambuthnethan Pippin, Crowninshield

Sweet, new seedling fine, two sorts new seedling

Crabs, Rambour d'ete, Orttley Pippin, Ribstone

Pippin, Fall Harvey, Swaar, Yellow Bellflower,

Blue Pearmain, Murphy new, fine, large, Putnam's

Harvey.—13.

From Mr J. Clapp, South Reading ; 3 fine Mel-

ons, beautiful Peaches, Siberian Crabs and Lady

Apples, York Russet, basket containing Apples,

Grapes and Peaches, Platts Bergamotte.

From Jacob Dean, Mansfield, Mass. ; Pine apple

Peaches, Hay Boy's, Golden Sweet, Golden Russet

Apples, large Earlj Peaches.

From Thomas Banks, Roxbury ; seedling Pear,

Beurre du Roi, Andrews, Burgomaster, St. Michael's,

Hunt's Connecticut Pears, and Red Calville Ap-

ples.

From John A. Kenrick, Newton ; Pumpkin

Sweet Apples, Kenrick's Heatli Peaches, and fina

Orange Quinces.

From Dr Howard, Cambridge ; 2 baskets con-

taining variety of Pears, Apples, Nectarines, &.C.

Large basket of Sweetwater Grapes, raised in

the open ground by Win. Oliver, Esq.

For the Committee,

WILLIAM KENRICK,
Chairtnan.

Sept. 28, 1838.
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VISIT TO THE FARM OF B. V. FRENCH, Esq.

MOUNT MONATIQUOT, BRAINTREE.

We have had the pleasure of a call at the farm

of li. V. French, Esq. of ISraintree, who is well

known to the horticultural community as a gentle-

man who has devoted much time to the cultivation

of fine fruits, especially the pear and apple. His

farm contains about 100 acres, naturally a cold

unpromising soil, hut by good management has

been brought into a higlily productive state. The
improvements made upon it since it came into his

possession, about 14 years, have been very great,

and consist of clearing the ground of stones, drain-

ing, walls, gates, barns and other out buildings, and

cellars for fruit, vegetables, manure, &c., and

above all in the extensive collection of choice fruits.

These improvements have been accomplished by a

steady system of operations, giving evidence of the

perseverance and skill of tlie operator. His or-

chards cover an extent of 23 acres ; most of the

trees have been planted by his own hand. Not
only have tlie principal nurseries of the United

States, been laid under contribution for their

choicest varieties, but those of France, Germany, and

England have also contributed to make his assort-

ment complete. In one field we were shown 140

standard pear trees of various sorts, many of them

in a bearing state. Some of the apple trees we
should judge, would produce the present year, four

or five barrels each. Some of the Baldwins pre-

sented as beautiful a sight as any thing of the sort

we have ever seen, loaded with their showy fruit

so heavily, that it had been necessary to prop them
up, to prevent the destruction of the trees ; even

the sight itself, richly repays all the pains that

have been taken to rear the trees. In looking

over his orchard, and calculating the probable in-

creasing annual profits, which may reasonably be

expected for an age to come, we could not help

wondering at the indolence and want of foresight

in many of our farmers, in suflfering fruit of a worth-

less character to remain to encuurber the ground,

when every healthy tree, however unpalatable its

fruit, may be transformed by engi-afting, in three

years time, into any desirable variety ; or if neces-

sary to set out young trees they may lay the foun-

dation for a handsome income in their old age, or

at least do much to benefit those who succeed them.

Although pears and apples have received the prin-

cipal attention, his place is well stocked with

cherries, peaches, plums, quinces, &c. We were

pleased also to observe, that while he has bestowed

much attention upon fruit, the kitchen garden has

not been neglected ; but every vegetable desirable

for the table had its appropriate place.

Mr French does not pretend to have much taste

for flowers, yet he has set olf a generous portion of

ground which is devoted to their culture, well laid

out, and well stocked with plants ; but over this he

holds no dominion ; this he leaves to the manage-
ment of the ladies. This is all right, every intelli-

gent farmer, will encourage floriculture, and esteem

it a pleasure to gratify and encourage a taste so

pure and pkui.*! . as the culture of flowers; and

if he takes no deli;;ht himself in ornamenting his

grounds, he will not prevent his wife and daughters

from performing the pleasant task, by withholding

the necessary funds and labor.

In the garden we noticed a neat apiary, but were

sorry to learn that the bee inotli had been very de-

structive to his bees. We were shown a board,

the top of a hive, or some part of it, which had

been pierced like a riddle by these voracious ver-

min.

Tlie poultry are well accommodated witli a ca-

pacious yard, which appears to us nnich more eco-

nomical than to let them run at large, destroying

twice their value in the garden, besides the vexa-

tion it occasions a man to see them scratching up
his plants.

His whole farm is enclosed with a substantial

stone wall, and some portions upon the road are

handsome faced. All his mowing lands and or-

chards are accommodated with gates, hung upon
stone posts, and built in the nicest manner and so

fixed that there is no danger of having any trouble

from their swagging. With Mr French's permission

we design to give a more particular description of
his gates illustrated by plates in some future num-
ber, as we do not often see them that open and
shut, so easy, and secure after they are shut a.s his.

The main pasture is divided in the centre by a

stone wall, and each of the divisions is subdivided

into three equal portions. The cattle are turned

into each in succession, tliereby making the most
of tlie pasturing. In every department we witness-

ed the great advantage of system. A small river

runs through this farm, known by the name of

Monatiquot river—affording him a good mill privi-

lege, plenty of water for cattle, accommodations
for ducks, geese, &c. and adding much to the inter-

est of his place.

In his eftbrts to raise wheat the present season

he has had a complete failure, although a liberal

application of lime and other manure was made,
and the best variety of seed procured, yet he has

had the mortification, after his field has exhibited

the most flattering appearance, to see the whole of

it blight, and totally fail ; but having sowed a lib-

eral allowance of clover seed, (at the rate of 22 lbs.

to the acre,) he will not have occasion to say that

his labor has been wholly in vain.

Our farmers do not generally allow sufficient

clover seed to the acre, and are thereby great

losers. The English sow from 20 to 28 lbs. where
clover alone is sowed. In this case no other seed
was sown. We have never seen a more promising

field of clover.

The unfavorable season for the last two years

and the failure of the corn crop in consequence,

has led the agriculturalists to seek for an earlier

variety. There was a great enquiry in a particular

manner the last spring for seed corn. Mr French
among others turned his attention to the subject,

and fancied if he could procure the genuine golden

Sioux from the north it would prove the variety

wanted ; tliis ho procured with some difficulty

;

but not fancying it, he rejected it, with the excep-

tion of enough to plant one i-ow. It is probably

the samo as the Button, but tha specimen he ob-

tained was much inferior to what is grown among
us. He procured also some of the Parker corn so

called, a beautiful variety to look at, with long

ears, eight rows, and very large kernel. He planted

about one half his field with the Parker corn and
one half with the Dutton, with the exception of the

one row of Sioux. Part of the Dutton corn was
soaked in saltpetre water, the other was not ; tliere

was a striking difference in favor of that which had

not been soaked. After examining critically the

Sioux and Dutton, we do not hesitate to pronounce

them to be the same originally ; our Dutton is an

improvement upon the Sioux, and we believe that

after all that has been said, the Dutton is the most
desirable variety, and shall recommend it before the

Parker or any other sort we are acquainted with,

for our country.

We noticed an abundant supply of agricultural

implements and tools of every description. The
order in which they are kept is worthy of imitation.

Even when there is a house for tools, as there is,

or should be on every farm, we often see the im-
plements and tools, thrown in promiscuously, with-

out order, and to get at some particular tool, the

wliole must be overhauled ; but liore, wo saw a
room of ample dimensions, with a place for every
thing—all arranged in order ; the shoveKs, hoes,

forks, rakes, &c. in separate racks ; the ploughs,

well cleaned, by themselves, and every article

ready for service ; a person acquainted with the

place might place his hand upon any thing that

was needed in the darkest night, if desirable.

As we were about to leave, Mr French introdu-

ced us into his library, and here we sav/ the secret

spring which moved the operations without. We
had the evidence before us that he is guilty of
book-farming. ' We saw the place where his long

winter evenings are passed, and now we were al-

most moved to envy. We noticed upon his table all

the prominent agricultural periodicals of the day,

and on his shelves were displayed a rare collection

of agricultural books ; tlie most conspicuous was
the N. E. Farmer, in 16 volumes. After giving

the library a hasty glance we were compelled to

leave, regretting that we Iiad no more time, as we
might have spent lialf a day with much pleasure in

looking over his books, and various curiosities with

which his room is enriched.

As we returned home, we could not but reflect

upon the importance of a steady, well directed sys-

tem of efforts on the part of the husbandman, and

how much may be accomplished by patience and

perseverance guided by knowledge, in the course

of a few years. J. B.

The Claremont Eagle chronicles a squasli which

grew in the garden of N. Whittlesey, in that town,

and weighs one hundred and one pounds, and

measures six feet in circumference ! A squash

was exhibited at the Horticultural Rooms, Boston,

this week, which grew in Cambridge, weighing one

hundred and thirty pounds !

Messrs Faulkner and Colony of this town, have

raised this season eight winter squashes from one

hill, only two seeds being planted, weight as fol-

lows:

—

Four middling sized ones

—

One weighing, 1.34

i' 115
« 114

» " 111

Total weight of the four,

Four small ones

—

One weighing.

Total weiglit of the four,

Weight of the first four.

474

58
52
47

47

204

474

Weight of the whole, G78

Now for Pumpkins. Mr Daniel Thompson of

this town, has laised this season from o?ie seed /AtV-

ty-nine Pumpkins, nineteen of which were ripe and

sound, weighing altogether, /ve hundred and thirty-

one pounds.

—

Keene Museum.
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AGRICULTURAL IMPROVEMENT.
No. IV.

In speaking of productive improvements we mention-

ed first the reclaiming or recovery of lands now laying

waste, saturated with water, unenclosed, or in forest. Of

land in this condition there is a very great amount in

the State, as every considerable farmer may easily satisfy

himself, if he will take the trouble of looking over his

own premises. The facts in the case, the actual amount

of land <m almost every place, even of moderate extent,

susceptible of being brought under cultivation and im-

provement, and rendered productive, would surjirise al-

most any one, wlio would be at the pains to examine the

subject ; to go over every field and pasture, every wet

meadow and woodland, and see how many pieces now

make no return ; and in how many instances the returns

made are nothing compared with what they might be.

We should in most cases do wrong to speak of them as

returns f'a return implies something first given ; that is

labor done or expense incurred in order to obtain it.

Much of the land of which we arc speaking, has never

felt the hand of improvement ; nor even so inuch as the

liftin" of a finger upon it. Men are fond of extending

their territories ; and of looking round upon a wide en-

closure, whether cultivated or improved or not, and feel-

iu" like Alexander Selkirk on his island, that they are

monarclis of all they survey. The rapacious propensity

is not uncommon, which was ascribed to one man, who

was determined, if possible, to possess all the land

which joined his. It is often said, that it is better to

cultivate a little land, and cultivate it well, than to culti-

vate a good deal poorly. We certainly agree to this

;

but we have another axiom, which we think quite as

sound. In situations where farming is made a profession,

where agriculture yields a fair compensation to labor,

and labor and capital can be procured, it is best to culti-

vate a good deal of land, and cultivate it well. If agri-

culture is oidy a losing concern, then abandon it ; for why

should von expend time and care and money to no pur-

pose ; but if, like the other business pursuits of life, to

persevering industry, a commendable and proper frugali-

ty, and the intelligent application of all available means

to its successful prosecution, it yields a fair and liberal re-

turn, then pursue it with the industry, frugality and ex-

ertion and development of your powers and means,

which are the indispensable elements of su«cesfi in all

other departments of active life.

We hold in the case of the farmer and the possessor of

lands, as in all cases of other wealth, learning, or talent,

that a serious moral responsibleness rests upon him to use

all these means for good. Among the Romans, six acres

were the apportionment for a family, and deemed ample

for their support. In our condition of society sixty will

seldom suffice, and the nature of our institutions admits

of no arbitrary division or restriction under the form of

an agrarian law. We despair of a condition of society

in which any improvement shall take place in the pres-

ent form;: of holding and dividing the land, rejoicing most

thankfully in the great advance made by a constitution of

things, where the rights of primogeniture are not admit-

ted, .and no lengthened entailments are practicable. But

this wo hold as a high moral duty, that the pos-'-ssor of

land shouki, in all favorable circumstances, seek to ren-

der that land as productive aa |)Ossible ; and we hold it

likewise matter of just regret, when large possessions,

susceptible of improvement and of being made highly pro-

ductive, are held by persons, who, like the dog in the man-

ger, will neither use nor sutler them to be used. In our

country, where wild and unoccupied land is so abundant,

and where there exists so great a disparity between the

quantity of land and the labor available to make it pro-

ductive, this is a point of far less importance than in

countricswhere the population is redundant ; but it would

be well not to lose sight of the great principle that the

possession of land rests upon a different basis from that

of other property. Wealth, which a man creates by his

labor, as bread is the prot'uct of his own cultivation, the

fruit and clothing raised and framed by his own industiy

it would seem might, as much as his own person, be

claimed as legitimately his own ; and so too the money,

which represents the accunnilations of former labor.

But property in the land itself, which he in no sense cre-

ates, and which is given to man as a common field of la-

bor, and a common source of subsistence, is appropriated

and enclosed on grounds of a different character and by

no means so obvious.

Without entangling ourselves, however, in these ques-

tions of political economy, or of moral duly, we should

be glad, if we could see every farmer in the State exam-

ining into his possessions; and seeking to make every

rood of his farm productive in some form or another to

its utmost capacity. But how totally diiferent the case is

among us may be best illustrated by an example, which

came under our own observation. Some few years since,

as a part of a committee of an agricultural society for

awarding premiums on the most productive and best cul-

tivated farms which should be presented, we were invited

to visit the farm of a respectable gentleman, when as

near as we can remember, something like the following

dialogue occurred. Of how much land does your farm

consist .' Three hundred acres. (A very large portion

of this was susceptible of cultivation.) How much have

you under tillage .' Four acres of corn ; two of potatoes
;

and three or four in oats. (These were all the crops.)

How many laborers do you employ and how much team

do you keep ? I keep one yoke of oxen ; and employ one

man seven months in the year; and he "works out

enough upon hire with the team to p.iy his own wages."

This the man called specimen farming, and entered the

list of competitors for the highest honors of the Societv.

He was disposed to show at how little expense a farm

could, as he termed it, be carried on. The farm in truth

was not cuTvird on at all ; and, if it could be said to go,

it must be said also that it " went of itself !
" Situated

as he was in the immediate neighborhood of a quick

market, instead of four acres of corn, he ought to have

had forty ; men and teams enough to perform the neces-

sary labor ; and other products and crops in propoition.

But it probably never occurred to this man to look over

his farm, and ascertain how ever)' acre, susceptible of

being made productive, should have been brought into

profitable use. This is most certainly what every intel-

ligent and enterpri.sing farmer should do. But at present

it seems to be a cardinal point with a great majority of

farmers to bring themselves down in their agricultural

operations to the lowest quantum possible of labor and

expense ; we say possible, in many cases, consistent with

the supply of the first necessities of their family, and the

humblest claims to the character of practical farmers. To
this point we wish to call particularly the attention of tl:

farming community ; to the actual condition of their

farms ; to the great number of acres, which lay neglected,

w;iste, and unproductive, from which under proper man-
agement a liberal return might be obtained. VVe iiope,

that if considerations of duty, of self respect, and ht nest

pride, are without power to move them to put their

farms in better condition, they will, by our farther in-

quiries and tlieir own patient consideration, be at last

aroused by the strongest convictions of interest.

We shall solicit their farther indulgence. H. C.

CATTLE SHOW AT CONCORD, MASS.
The Annual Cattle Show and Exhibition of Domestic

Manufactures was holden at Concord on Wednesday, 3d
of October inst. It was very fully attended, and went
off with great success.

The show of Cattle was respeclable. Some valuable
milch cows, several fine pairs of steers, and some prom-
ising calves were in the pens. A capital cow (being a
cross of the improved Durham Short Horns, and a bull
of native stock,) was sent by Mr Sleriam of Lowell.
Some valuable short horns were exhibited by Mr Wriolit
of Lowell, and .Mr Morse of Marlboro'. The latter gen-
tleman is engaged in raising this stock of the pure
blood ; and is entitled to much credit for his enterprise.
As the Committees will undoubtedly give a full account

of the exhibition in their reports, which we shall publish
as soon as received, we shall forbear further discriujina-
tioii ; other than to add, that we do not believe a finer
exhibition of swine was ever seen at any show in our
country. Every one remarked too how clean they were.
It would almost seem as though they had all put on clean
linen for the occasion ; and whole shirts too, none of your
dickies and false bosoms and collars. Then too the
owners or superintendents were all careful to spealt well
of their good temper and good manners. They were
quiet, gentle, easily satisfied, bland in their temper as a
June zephyr. Only think of this. The swinish mul-
titude are rising iii.the scale of civilization. What are we
coming to in these halcyon days of the glorious march
of mind !

A large and merry company sat down to a good dinner
at Shephard's Hotel. The display of fruit at table, especial-
ly througli the kindness of Mr Clapp, and Mr Eustis of
Soulh Reading, and other gentlemen, whose names we
could not catch in their hasty annunciation, was most
liberal and beautiful. Most of the toasts were of the
highest order of wit and sentiment ; and the occasion
was enlivened by the addresses of several gentlemen.
We came near omitting a notice of the ploughing

match. Thirteen teams were entered ; and the work
taken together, was executed in a first rate manner.
The sensible and practical address of William Buck-

minster, Esq. on the occasion, we had prepared to offer
to our readers this week, but the crowded state of our
columns, on account of the Horticultural Reports, forbid

Seedling Dahlias.—Mr Gardener Parker of Billeri-
ca, has presented us with a box containing eighteen va-
rieties of Seedling Dahlias, of which six varieties are
very good and two of them extra fine. One he has
named the Village Belle, is a fine white flower, very
delicately tipped with purple. Another variety we
named the Billerica Rival, which will pass for a superb
dower. It is large, fine shape, cupped petals, and of a
fine rosy crimson. A third flower resembles Newick
Rival, is named Beauty of Middlesex. Some of the
others were fair, but, as we have so many stars of the
first magnitude, thev were not worthy of a name."

J. B.

(!"or the New England Farmer.)

Mr Editor— I take the liberty to address to you a fevir

inquiries respecting the Tomato, and require the favor
that you or some of your correspondents will give some
information through the N. E. Earmer how to preserve
this vegetable, which is pronounced by some of the most
learned M. D.'s to be "one of the most wholesome and
valuable esculents that belong to the vegetable kingdom."

I have a large quantity of Tomatoes on hand, and
have heard a good deal said about Tomato Catsup, but
am ignorant as to the mode of making it. By furnishing
a receipt for making the same, you will doubtless oblige
some of your numerous readers as well as myself.

Sherburne, Sept. 2(1, 1838. A Reader.
Remarks by J. B.—Wt presume "A Reader" has

not taken the farmer many years back, as a recipe was
published in Vol. U), page lUI, which we republish for
his benefit, as well as others, who may not have access
to the back volumes.

" To make Tomato Cutsup.—Take one gallon skinned
Tomatoes, four table spoons salt, four of black pepper,
two of alspice, eight pods red pepper, eight table spoons
of mustard seed. Bruise all these fine, and simmer them
slowly in a pint of vinegar three hours : then strain them
through a hair sieve—to be stewed down to half a gallon
of catsup—put the catsup into the bottles and cork it

tight."

We have tried catsup made from the above receipt and
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find it good. Tills wholesome vegetable is getting much
into use ; where one bushel was sold in our market three

years since, ten are sold now. There is such a thing as pufF-

ing a good article a little too much, and we are not sure

but it will be so with the Tomato ; it bids fair to be blown

as high as Brandreth's pills, and a hundred other hum-
bugs, for the quacks are beginning to get the " concen-

trated extract of Tomatoes " as a panacea for a long list

of "aches and ails."

It will probably be a very safe medicine, and may be

taken without endangering life. We have found the To-

mato to have a fine effect upon tile system, especially

when taken in a moderate quantity of two or three, well

cooked and seasoned, accompanied by a good cut of roast

beef and other et ceteras.

Rohan Pot.\to.—Mr O. Holmes of Bedford, has shown
us a Rohan Potato, weighing 25 ounces. He stated

that he purchased of us in the spring one and a half

pounds, from which he has obtained Hn pounds, making
a yield at the rate of 66 bushgls from one planted.

There is no doubt but that this is a valuable potato

for stock on accoimt of its extraordinary productive pro-

fierties ; but as a pota'o for the table we do not think

ii"hly of it. It cannot be called more than second rate.

J. B.

We are frequently asked, when is the most suitable

time for transplanting fruit trees. We would notify those

who intend to set out trees, that now is the time. After

a heavy autumnal frost, of all seasons, it is the best for

apples, pears, plums, and all other hardy fruit trees and

shrubs.

The Report of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

for last week, is unavoidably omitted. It shall appear in

our next.

BRIGIlTOiN MARKKT.—Monday, Oct. 8, 1838.

Uir'iirleil l..rlhi' .New EnBliiiil Farmer.

At Market 050 lieol Cattle, 475 Stores, 2,800 Sheep,

and 4-'5 Swine.
Pricks — Beef Cattle.—The market today was quite

spirited, nearly all the best cattle were purchased be-

fore they arrived at Brighton. We quote first quality,

$7 50. Second quality, $6 75 a $7 00. Third quality,

$5 75 a $6 -25.

BarTeUing Cattle.—We are not able to give prices lo-

iay, several lots were sold on the last without weighing.

Stores—YearUngs, $9 a $11. Two Year Old, $18
a $28 Three Year Old, $22 a $38.

Skcep.—Sales quick at advanced prices We quote

lots at $1 7.'->, $1 92, $2 12, ^2 25, $2 42, $2 62, $3 00,

and $3 50.

Swine.—Sales quick, several prime lots were sold to

peddle at 6 1-2 a 7 1-2. Atretail,7 l-2a9. Old 7a8 1-2.

Error.—In our last week's report old hogs were re-

ported half a cent loo high.

THEK.MO.METRICAL.
Reiiorled (or the New England Farmer.

R.iiis;eof the Tliennoineter at the Garden of tlie proprietors

if the New England Farmer, BrigUton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending October 7.

DcTOBV.K,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

From llie Spriugflcld Republican.

THE SUMMER BLOOM IS PAST.

The summer bloom is past and dead,

And Might on leaf and flower is shed,

Ami silent groves ami forest dnor.

Are dad in rohes of fading year.

But late, and Spring, with liounteuus hand.

Spread joy around the smiling land,

And o'er the ground like carpet thrown.

The gaudy flowers were mix'd and strown.

In forest deep. Iiy fount unseen,

On sunny lianks, on meadows green,

The silent flowers were hlooniing there

To deck the earth, and lade the air.

And smiling morn with dewy tread,

Or eve, like holy calmness shed.

And sights of love, and sounds of mirth

—

All came to cheer the gladden'd earth.

Where'er our steps we turned the while.

The earth was clad in boundless smile
;

The hills in sunny robes were seen.

And trees were drest in living green.

But colder winds from northern zone.

Have o'er the blooming landscape blown,

And faded leaves, 'all brown artd sere.

Proclaim that winter's gloom is near.

The early flowers lie wither'd and dead

On many a cold and leafy bed
;

Their light no more shall deck the plain,

Till summer comes again to reign.

But few anil lone the blossoms stand.

Pale sisters of that lovely band
;

As oft, when earthly hopes are torn,

The spirit lingers but to mourn.

We grieve to see the verdant bough.

And tender grass, all faded now

;

And fragrant herb and flowers in bloom>,

All gathered to Iheir silent tomb J

But frail as these, life's transient ray.

That shines an hour and melts away;

Fit emblems of our beiii^ brief

—

The fading flower and (ailing leaf! C.

PRESERVING WINTER APPLES.

Winter apples should be gathered as soon as the

mature ones begin to fall from the trees ; they

should be carefully picked by tlie hand, and never

shaken from the trees. If intended to be carried

to market this fall, they may be packed in chaff or

sofl straw to pruvent bruising. But it would doubt-

less, in most instances, be more profitablo to keep
apples till spring, on account of their high prices

at that time. The same apples that arc sold in

autumn for 25 cents, often, when kept till spring,

bring 75 cents or a dollar per bushel : while the

loss by rotting, when proper precautions are taken

to preserve them, is but comparatively trifling.

An excellent mode of preserving tliem, is to pack

them away in dry sand. The sand should be pre-

viously well dried in the sun. This inode prevents

them from rotting one another by contact ; the

sand absorbs all unnecessary inoisture from the

fruit and thus lessens the liability of rotting ; ajid

partially excludes the air. Well dried saw dust

would probably be still better, providing it is pre-

vented from absorbing moisture by being excludetl

from the air : but it should be of a kind of wood
which will not injure the flavor of the apples.

Where this method cannot be adopted, a good
way to keep them is to spread them in shallow

bins, (say 5 or (i inches in depth,) in a dry, cool

place, where the temperature should be kept as

nearly as possible a little .ibove freezing.

The following, according to Kenrick, is a mode
of preserving apples, altnost universally adopted by

the most experienced in the vicinity of Boston,

where large quantities of winter fruit are cultivated

and put up for use. By this mode, we are assured,

apples under very favorable circutiistances, are fre-

quently preserved in a sound state, or not one in

fift}l. defective, for a period of seven or eight months.
" The fruit is suffered to hang on the tree to as

late a period as possible in October, or till hard

frosts have loosened the stalk, and they are in im-

minent danger of being blown down by high

winds ; such as have already fallen are carefully

gathered and inspected, and the best put up for

early winter use. They are carefully gathered

from the tree by hand, and as carefully laid in bas-

kets. New, tight, well seasoned flour barrels from

the bakers, are usually preferred ; the baskets

being filled, are cautiously lowered into the bar-

rels, and reversed. The barrels being quite filled,

are gently shaken, and the head is gently pressed

down to its place and secured. It is observed that

this pressure never causes them to rot next the

head, and is necessary, as they are never allowed

to rattle in removing.—No soft straw or shavings

are admitted at tlie ends, it causes mustiness and

decay.—They are next carefully placed in wagons
and removed on the hulge, and laid in courses in a

cool, airy situation on the north side of buildings

near the cellar, protected by a covering on the top

of boards, so placed as to defend them from the

sun and rain, while the air is not excluded at the

sides. A chill does not injure them, it is no dis-

service ;— but when extremely cold weather comes
on, and they are in imminent danger of being fro-

zen, whetlior by night or day, they are carefully

rolled into a cool, airy, dry cellar, with openings

on the north side, that the cold air may have free

access ; tliey are laid in tiers, and the cellar is, in

due time closed and rendered secure froin frost

The barrels are never tumbled or placed on the

head. If fruit is gathered late, and according to

the above directions, re-packing is unnecessary, it

is even ruinous, and should on no account be prac-

tised till the barrel is opened for use. It has been

fully tried."

A Pi.EA IN Aeatemknt.—In one of the Quarter

Session courts in Tennessee, one Joe Phillips was
indicted for an assault and battery. The solicitor

called him to the bar and addressed him thus :
" You

are indicted for a misdemeanor, and stand charged

in these words : 'The jurors, upon their oaths, pre-

sent that Joe Phillips, late of the county of
,

on the 10th day of August 18— , with force and

arms, in and upon the body of one John Scroggins

an assault did make, witli guns, pistols, swords,

dirks, and clubs, with malice aforethought'"' —
" Stop, Mr Lawyer," says Joe, " there was some-

thing of it, but you're making it a deal worse

than it was."

" Well, how was it Joe .'" says the solicitor.

' Why, I and John tnct o-.;o day on the road, and

says I to John, ' this is a bad day for snakin.'

—

Then says he to me, ' Not very bad neither, for I

killed one near upon a rod long.' Then says I,

'That's a lie, for there's nary snake in this country
half so long.' Then, after a good many such com-
pliments passed between us, says John to me, says
he, ' I doesn't milk my neighbors' cows as some
folks do.' And then I hit him a lick with my fist

on the side of his head, and then we had a real
scuffle

; a fair fight ; tlien just so. And we hadn't
no gun, nor pistol, nor club, nor dirk, ncitlier ; so
you need'nt be talking all that nonsense over to

tlie Court when there's no such thing ; and John
says he's willing to fight again, if I'll let him strike
first"

Apprentices—When serving your apprentice-
ship you will have time and opportunity to stock
your minds with useful knowledge. The only
way for a young man to prepare himself for future
usefulness, is to devote himself to study during his

leisure hours. First, be industrious in your busi-
ness— never complain that you have to work

; go
to it witli alacrity and cheerfulness and it will
become a liabit which will make you respected
and beloved by your master and employer, make
it your business to see and promote his interest

;

by taking care of his you will learn to take care
of your own.

Young men at the present day are too fond of get-
ting rid of Work, they seek for easy and lazy em-
ployment, and frequently turn out to be miserable
vagabonds. You must avoid all wishes to live

without labor ; labor is a blessing instead of a
curse— it makes men healthy, it procures them
food, clothing, and every other blessing, and frees

them from temptation to be dishonest.

—

American
Presbyterian.

Pat Astomshed.—An unfortunate Hibernian,
ruminating upon the bank of a southern creek, es-

pied a terrapin pluming itself " Och, honey !"

he exclaimed, solemnly, "that iver I should come
to Americy to sa a snufi" box walk !"—" Whist,"
said his wife, " don't ye be arter making fun of

the birds 1"

COUNTRY SEAT IN NEWTlJK, FOR SALE.
The subscriber ofters for sale the house in uiiich he nowi

resides, with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 35 acres ol

land siuialed on Nonanlinn liill.in Newton, 5 1-2 miles from
the city. Tlie garden occupies neai-ly two acres, is stocked
with a grciit variety of fruit tress, and abonl 10,000 Antwerp
Raspberry Vines. The jilace may be seen and furilici- panic-
ulars obtained on application at the premises.

LOT WHEELRIGHT.
July 16th.

AI.DERMEY STOCK FOR SALE.
For sale, a full blooded Bull, 3 years old the first of Jul?

next—one Cow, five years old—and a Heifer three years old.

The Cows are said to be the richest Milkers of any 'imported.
For further particulars address L. M. WHEATON, Nortou,
Mass., or a line left at this office, will meet with prompt
attention. June 27

FUR SALE.
A Ram ami Ewe from tli,' Cape Good Hope. Inquire »1

this oflice.

THE NEW ENGLAND FAliKIER.

Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum
payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,

17 SCHOOL BTRELT... BOSTOS.
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AGRICULTURAL

From tlie Genesee farmer.

CARBON IN PLANTS.
At the late meeting of tlic British Association

It Liverpool, Dr Dalton communicated a paper

'on tlie Non.decomposition of carbonic acid gas by

3lant3."

" He calculates that in 5000 years the animals

supposed to live upon the earth would produce but

X)l of carbonic gas, so tliat the assistance of plants

,0 purify our atmosphere is not necessary. By ex-

periments he found that a hot house does not con-

.ain more or less carbonic acid by night or by day

Jian the e.xternal air, and the results were the same

irhen the e.xperiments were a number of times re-

)eated."*

Dr Dalton is a great name in chemical philoso-

)hy, but we think the present system of vegetable

)hysiology is too well established to be shaken by

sxperiments so liable to fallacy as those menti.-'ned

ibove. To account for what is called the Aeration

if sap in plants, long exercised the skill and in^e-

luity of philoso;))<pro. The first step ti its solio'.' n

Tas made by Dr Priestly, the founder of pneutnatic

;hemistry ; to Sennebier we are indebted for the

jbservation, that the presence of carbonic acid is

•equired for the disengagement of o.xygen gas du-

ring the day by the leaves of plants and that the

)xygen is derived from the decomposition of car-

jonic acid by plants has been fully established by

;he researches of Woodhouse of Pennsylvania,

Saussure and Palmer. The most satisfactory de-

nonstration of this fact, however, was the following

sxperimeut by De Candolle :

"Two glass jars were inverted over the same

water bath ; the one filled with carbonic acid gas,

he other with water, containing a thrifty sprig of

nint ; the jars communicating below by means of

the water bath, on the surface of which oil was

poured, so as to intercept all communication be-

tween the water and tlie atmosphere. The sprig

of mint was exposed to the light of the sun for

twelve days consecutively ; at the end of each day

the carbonic acid was seen to diminish in quantity,

the water rising in the jar to supply the place of

what was lost, and at the same time the plant ex-

haled a quantity of oxygen exactly equal to that of

the carbonic acid that had disappeared. A similar

sprig of mint, placed in a jar of the same size full

of distilled water, but without having access as

before to carbonic acid, gave out no oxygen, and

soon perished. In another experiment witli the

same apparatus as at first, o.xygen gas was substi-

tuted in tlie first jar instead of carbonic acid gas,

and no gas w^s disengaged in the jar, which con-

tained the sprig of mint It is evident, therefore,

that the oxygen gas obtained from the mint in (jc

first experiment, was derived from the decomp:isi-

tion, by the leaves of the mint, of the carbonic

*Loadoa Alheneum, No. 519.

acid, which the plant had absorbed from the wa-

ter."*

This experiment, which has been repeated fre-

quently since and with every variation, is conclu-

sive as to the decomposition of carbonic gas, and

directly opposed to tlie conclusion of Dr Dalton.

—

Dr D. may be riglit as to tlie quantity of this

gas produced by animals, though it is evidently

ouly an approximation to tlie truth in such a case

can be made by calculation: but that plants do

decompose carbonic gas we think does not admit

of a doubt, and we further believe that in this way
most of the carbon appropriated by plants, and

which constitutes so large a portion of their struc-

ture is obtained in this way. When one considers

the structure of a hot house, the manner in which

it is supplied with external air, and the consequent

continual change of the atmosphere in such a build-

ing, it would have been more surprising had a dif-

ference existed between the internal and external

air, than that no such difference was discovered by

Dr Dalton.

That the carbon obtained by the decomposition

of carbonic gas is retained by the plant is proved

by a beautiful series of experiments conducted by

Sau.'jure the younger, who found that this process

is attended with a sensible increase in the qaautity

of carbon, which the plant had previously contained.

He further discovered that it is in the green sub-

stances of the leaves alone that this process is

conducted ; a process which from its strong analo-

gy to a similar function in animals, may be con-

sidered as the respiration of vegetables. It takes

place only in the living plants, for if a leaf be

bruised so as to destroy its organization, and injure

its vitality, its substance is no longer capable of

decomposing carbonic acid under the influence of

the sun, or of absorbing oxygen in the dark.

The respiration of man and animals appears to

be for the purpose of obtaining oxygen ; and this is

accomplished by the decomposition of the air in

the lungs, the oxygen being retained, while the

carbonic gas is rejected. In plants, however, the

food of which consists mostly of carbon, the object

of respiration appears to be, to retain the caibon

gained by decomposition, while the oxygen is

mostly rejected. It is clear therefore, that the

atmosphere is continually receivi.ig from the vege-

table kingdom a large accession of oxygen, and is

at the sauie time freed from an equal portion of

carbonic acid gas, both of which effects tend to its

purification, and its remaining adapted to the re-

spiration of animals. Nearly the whole of the car-

bon accumulated by vegetables, is so much taken

from the atmosphere, which is the primary source

from which they derive that essential aliment.

The power of absorbing and retaining carbon

possessed by plants, depends on their vital power

or irritability ; hence the advantage of manures, of

lime, gyp.sum, &c. The quantity of these substan-

ces taken up by the plants themselves is small, but

Roget's Bridgcwatcr Treatise, Animal and Vegetable

Physiolo^'.

the quantity of carbon appropriated is rapidly in-

creased, and hence the vigorou» growth r>f the'

plant. This eflfect may be as clearly seen where'

gypsum is applied to clover, as perhaps in any other

case ; and here the growth is not because the gyp-
sum itself goes into the eircBlation and substance
of the plant in any considerable quantity, but be-
cause the p.iwer of appropriating carbon is in-

creased by the additional circulation or irritable-

energy of die plant When it is remembered that

carbon is the base of most nutritive substances,

and that this is in most cases, in the first place

drawn from tlie air by plants, the decomposition of
carbonic gas by vegetables cannot be viewed oth-

erwise than as a most wonderful proof of divine

wisdom and design in providing for the health and
nourishment of plants and animals.

DEMONSTRABLE FACTS.
V.'EIGHT OF CREAM AND HILK.

In No. 24 of the Farmer, we published a com-
munication from "Truth " in which he thinks we
must have been mistaken in the experiment pub-

lished in a former paper, with regard to the spe-

cific giavity of cream and milk, and requested a

new e;.,.- haed should be made. We have not

had an opportunity to coiavily with his reqijcst i>i'-

til recently, but iiave now done it with a great deal

of care and accuracy. Our cow goes upon tlie

common, and usually we give her a few potato tops

or corn stalks, night and morning. She gives about

ten quarts of milk per day. The milk with which

the experiment was made, was milked at night and

strained into a tin pan. It was set in a cool situa-

tion and the cover but partially laid over it, in or-

der to let it cool. The next morning the cover

was placed entirely over it and in this condition it

set .37 hours. The cover was then removed and

tlie cream taken off as carefully as possible into a

glass tumbler. Then all remaining particles of

cream, which could not be so perfectly separated

from the milk, were taken off and a portion of the

milk put into another tumbler, and both were taken

to an accurate balance and weighed verj' carefully,

and a vial which will hold 1000 grains of distilled

water, when filled with the cream, weighed 978

grains and when filled with skimmed milk it

weished 1,03'2 grains. A portion of new milk from

the same cow was found to weigh 1,025 grains,

showing a difference of 54 grains in the specific

gravity of cream and skimmed milk, and a differ-

ence of 47 grains between cream and new milk.

Or that cream is 5 per cent, lighter than milk.

This experiment was made with more accuracy

and care than the former, and shows a greater dif-

ference, which proves most conclusively the posi-

tion taken, that cream is lighter than milk. Altho'

there is a difference in the weight of milk from

different cows, and there will probably be a dlftor-

ence in the specific gravity of different parcels of

milk and cream ; but the principle we hold to and

have proved, is no new one. It has been estab-

lished by the best Chemists for years, and when
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we advanced it, we did not suppose ami did not

even presume, that any one else would think we
were advancing any new theory.

Turner, in his elements of Chemistry says, milk

carefully deprived of its cream, has a specific grav-

ity of 1,033 and 1,000 parts of it are thus constitu-

ted water 948,75 caceous matter with a trace of

butter 28 ; sugar of milk 35 ; nmriatc and phos-

phate 1,95; lactic acid, acetate of jiotassa, and a

trace of lactate of iron G, and eartliy phosphates

0,3. Subtracting the caceous matter, the remain-

ing substance constitutes whey.

He states the specific gravity of cream to be

1024 and 100 parts of it to consist of butter 4.5, ca-

ceous matter 3..5, and whey 92. Hy agitation, as

in tlic process of churning, the butter assumes a

solid form and is thus obtained in a separate state.

During the operation there is an increase of tem-

perature amounting to about 3 or 4 degrees, oxygen

gas is absorbed, and an acid is generated ; but the

absorpfion of o.xygen cannot be an essential part

of the process, since butter may be obtained by

churning, even when atmospheric air is entirely ex-

cluded.

—

Maine Farmer.

From the M.tilie F.inner.

UP EAST versus DOWN EAST.

We never yet understood the reason why the re-

gion hereabouts should bo called " down East."

Is it because it is nearer to sunrise that the regions

farther west ? Certainly that should not give it

the cognomen by which it is so commonly known.

When the sun is setting, it is usually^aid the sun

is going down. Surely, then, it would be more

proper to say down Jf'est, than down East.

We therefore contend that the term should be

changed, and Up East be used instead of Down
East—There are divers other reasons why that

appellation should be used by our sister New-Eng-
land States, a few of which we will mention. And
first—we are the largest in point of extent of ter-

ritory. If examined in that point of view, the

others must look up to us, something as the mouse

looks up to the elephant, and surely it would sound

rather odd to hear Mr Mouse say, I am going down
upon the Elephant. In tlie next place, we have

more lumber tlian all the rest of New England.

There is no mistake but Uiat they must look up to

us in that line of business. We are certainly up

East in that respect Again, we have more gran-

ite than all New England besides, so that here

again we must be looked up to for a supply of that

valuable article. Again we have more lime than

all the rest of New England, and they have long

been in the habit, especially in the maritime ports,

of looking up to us for that article. Again, we
have more slate thnn all the rest of New England

—and the day is not far distant when those who
want this article, will look k/j to us for it, with the

same solicitude that they do for the others. We
have also long been in the habit of sending out

immense herds of beef cattle and howes—and it

is well known tliat Old Massachusetts, at least, lias

habitually looked up to us for this kind of stock :

and that her drovers come xip to us for their sup-

ply of cattle every fall, as regularly as the falls

come round. .Vnother reason is, we are beginning

to " look up" ourselves.

Our agriculture is improving. Our farmers are

rousing up their energies and intellects ; they are

brushing up tlieir farms ; they are clearing tip the

forest ; they are breaking up tlicir fallow ground,

tiiey are putting up new houses ; they are filling

up their store liouses and granaries with bread

;

tliey are bringing up their children to take a pride

in the calling of a Farmf.r. Every thing is up-

ward ; it is no longer down East. The Mechan-
ics, too, are looking up. They have got up a splen-

did Fair, which was hold last week. They, too,

are waking each other up and doing. They are

calling upon one another to be up and doing. They
are every year introducing new inventions, and giv-

ing up old ones for better. Every thing begins to

be UPWARD, and no longer downward. Why, then,

should the old phrase " down East" be used ? We
move. Sir, that it be changed to Up East, and call

for the yeas and nays.

ON COWS.
Mr Editor,—Permit me to intimate that I be-

lieve that we farmers have not paid attention

enough to the properties of our cows.

I, for one, have noticed the following failings or

bad properties in cows.

1. One gives poor, or skimmed milk, or what is

little better.

2. Another gives very little of it

3. So hard to milk, that the milk is worth little

if any more than the labor of milking.

4. So easy to part with her milk, that she scat-

ters it wherever she is found, in a few hours after

milking.

5. The milk comes from one side of the end of

the teat, and spatters all around.

C. Gives milk from less tlian four teats.

7. Often gargetty and unhealthy.

8. A miserable feeder—will eat nothing but

the best.

9. Breachy—jumps and breaks down fences.

10. She will kick one over when near her or

attempting to milk her.

11. So cross to other stock as to render it dan-

gerous to leave her with them.

12. A great rawny built cr'feature ; made, it

would seem, to eat much more than she earns—or

more than her milk is worth.

13. Teats so small that it is difficult to milk

her.

14. Goes dry nearly half the time while with

calf.

15. Fails to discharge what is necessary after

calving.

Hence, if we wish to purchase a cow, we should

always do it of a person of trutli,—one who will

charge a fair price for a cow ivhicb he says has

none of the before-named failings. Such a cow,

of suitable age, we need not fear of giving too

high a price for ; instead of this, most cows are

sold because they have some of the failings I have
named, and of course are only fit for beef; and
the sooner they are in the beef barrel, tlie better,

—as beef now bears a good price.

Some of the fellings I have mentioned, may, it

is true, be borne with for a time, until we can get

a cow as clear of them as may be.

I only add that we keep cows witli some of the

worst failings named,—such as giving poor milk,

—and do not even know it, having never placed

the milk by itself, to test it

Size is not to be regarded much, merely for a

milch cow ; although a large one may be better to

breed oxen from. C.—Maine Far.

IMPORTANCE OF AGRICULTURAL IMr

I

PROVE.MENT.
I

From ijie Indiana Farmer.

j

It is by comparison that we estimate the va,liie

' and qualities of things. If our stock of cattle,

horses, sheep and hogs are as good as those in our

neighborhood or as any that may have been no-

ticed, we call them good. We have good crops of
jcorn, and grain of all kinds, if we see no better

;

(

and a good or poor farm by the same comparison.
' But when we extend our researches a little beyond

j

our own precincts, we often find that what we have
been accustomed to c.;ll good or poor, will not be
applicable in the same sense that we have hereto-

fore viewed the terms, and a different standard is

necessary. Some, after visiting Rocky river, or

Black Hawk country, come home with difiercnt

ideas of the quality of soils and look upon tlieir

heretofore good farms, with an eye of indifference,

and naught will do but to sell off and commence
anew in the wilds of tlie farthest west. They are
highly delighted with the rich prairie country, and
dwell largely on the advantages untold. They are

too often partial in their comparisons, and forget

that the soil of their farms is susceptible of great

improvement, and that they possess many comforts
and privileges at iiome, that they must for a long
time be deprived of in their new location. Such
perhaps had better migrate, and leave tlieir im-

provements to be occupied by those better able to

appreciate their value, and with minds imbued with
the spirit necessary to a further improvement.

f-'ch persons extend their comparisons for a
diner€tat object. They see and hear of a land

more productive than their own, without tliat itch-

ing desire to pull up stakes and make many sacri

fices for the purpose of occupying it ; knowing full

well that all cannot abide in one place, they feel

satisfied with their location, put themselves about
improving their own soil with the means they pos-

sess—and they will soo i find they need not go
from home to look for tlie standard of excellence,

for they have it on their own premises.

Because a man has a farm inferior to his neigh-

bors, or that some distant place is better than the

land in his vicinity, w-e conceive to be no reason

for him to change his location, if he is otherwise

suited. Various motives and causes often make it

proper to cliange, but when a man is fully deter-

termined to make the best of his situation, and set

about improving his soil, improving his crops, im-

proving his stock: he at the same time is improv-

ing his mind ; and his children are not forgotten

;

for improvement is his motto, and is adhered to, ia

all the various departments of ills ho.isehold—he
will generally find it as profitable to remain at

home, and enjoy the comforts of an older settle-

ment
We hardly thought of lecturing on emigration

when we commenced this article, but wished to

impress on the minds of our farmers the importance
of improving their farms, and their system of farm-

ing.

A pretty uniform system is adopted in new set-

tlements and for aught we know as good as any,

but after a considerable portion of the farm becomes
cleared it is linie to look toward the introduction

of the improvements of older settlements. We are

favored with varieties of soil, adapted to the raising

of different articles of produce, and in order to farm

it profitably, we must as far as possible suit the

crop to the soil. Wherever the soil will admit of
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't, a rotation of crops is desirable, and on almost

every farm a portion of tlie land can be profitably

occupied in this way ; but much of the land through

the central parts of our state is much better adapted

to growinsj wrass than grain ; and on such land it

would be improper to make the raising of corn and

fattening of hogs the main business. Here the

raising and keeping of cattle will be more profita-

ble. Again on the dry and rich soil of the river

bottoms, corn is the most appropriate crop with a

rotation of other grains. By a little observation, a

farmer will discover the most profitable course of

culture, and on lands adapted to the purpose he

ought not to remain contented with smaller crops

tlian are obtained in older settlements on inferior

soil. " What has been done can be done again"

is k remark frequently made, and we see no reason

why a farmer who has good corn land should be

satisfied with fitly bushels to tlie acre when one

hundred can be obtained. We have seen the land

and the stalks, from which one hundred and twen-

tyseven and a half bushels of shelled corn were

taken from the acre, and in several instances over

one hundred and fifty have been obtained, in the

state of New York. It was by manuring and su-

perior cultivation that it was done. Let us bestow

the same care and much larger crops tlian we now
get, will be the result. Just so with stock, and

every production of the farm.

Much land tliat is now unfit for grain by proper

draining may be made excellent for the purpose.

When a farmer is fully resolved to make every

improvement in his power, he will find many %vays

of doing it he had not before thought of. One of

the most important considerations will be Die sav-

ing of manual labor, for which purpose machines

of various kinds are in use in the east ; some of

which will soon be introduced among us."

When one or more individuals in a neighborhood

are fully impressed with the necessity, and a desire

for improving their farms, their example will have

a very beneficial influence. The standard of ex-

cellence will be raised, and others will follow their

example. Many who are trudging along in their half

measures, would not rest satisfied with tlieir imper-

fect and unprofitable system, when they saw their

neighbors enjoying superior comfort, and realizing

greater profits, in consequence of the improvements

tliey have adopted. Much good will result from

the spirit of improvement when it becomes general.

Roads will be viistly improved. Schools will be

better supported, and the minds of the people bet-

ter informed ; and may we not reasonably suppose

their morals will be improved.

EGGS AND POULTRY.
Among all nations, and throughout all grades of

society, eggs have been a favorite food. But in all

our cities and particularly in winter, they are held

at such prices that few families can afford to use

them at all ; and even those who are in easy cir-

cumstances, consider tliem too expensive for com-
mon food.

There is no need of this. Every family or

nearly every family, can, with very little trouble,

have eggs in plenty during the whole year ; and of

ail the animals domesticated for the use of man,

the common dungliill fowl is capable of yielding

the greatest possible profit to the owner.

In the month ot November, I put apart eleven

hens and cock, gave them a small chamber in a

wood-house, defended from storms, and with an

opening to the south. Their food, water and lime

were placed on shelves convenient for them, with

warm nests and chalk nest-eggs in plenty. These
hens continued to lay eggs through the winter.

From these eleven hens I received an average of

six eggs daily during the winter ; and whenever
any of theta was disposed to set, viz. as soon as

slie began to cluck, she was separated from the

others by a grated partition, and her apartment

darkened ; these cluckers were well attended and

well fed ; they could see and partially associate

through their grates with the other fowls, and as

soon as any one of these prisoners began to sing,

she was liberated, and would very soon lay eggs.

It is a pleasant recreation to feed and tend a bevy

of laying hens ; they may be tamed so as to follow

tlie children, and will lay in any bo.x.

Egg shells contain lime, and in winter, when the

earth is bound with frost or covered with snow, if

lime is not provided for them, they will not lay, or,

if they do, the eggs must of necessity be without

shells. Old rubbish lime, from old chimneys and

old buildings, is proper, and only needs to be brok-

en for them. They will often attempt to swallow

pieces of lime plaster as large as walnuts.

I have often heard it said that wheat is the best

grain for them, but I doubt it; they will sing over

Indian corn with more animation tlian over any

otlier grain. The singing hen will certainly lay

eggs, if she finds all things agreeable to her; but

the hen is mucli a prude, as watchful as a weasel,

and as fastidious as a hypocrite ; she must, she

will have secrecy and mystery about her nest ; all

_-^G3 but her own must be averted ; follow her or

watch her, and she will forsake her nest, and stop

laying ; she is best pleased witli a box covered at

top, with a backside aperture for light, and a side

door by which she can escape unseen.

A farmer may keep an hundred fowls in his barn,

may suffer them to trample upon and destroy his

mows of wheat and other grains, and still have

fewer eggs than the cottager who keeps a single

dozen, who provides secret nests, chalk eggs,

pounded brick, plenty of Indian corn, lime, water

and gravel, for them ; and who takes care that his

hens are not disturbed about their nests. Three
chalk eggs in a nest are better than a single nest

egg, and large eggs please them ; I have often

smiled to see them fondle round and lay into a

nest of geese eggs. Pullets will commence laying

earlier in life where nests and eggs are plenty, and
where other hens are cackling around them.

A dozen dunghill fowls, shut up away from other

means of obtaining food, will require something

more than a quart of Indian corn a day ; I think

fifteen bushels a year a fair provision for them.

But more or less, let them always have enough by
them ; and after they have become habituated to

find enough at all times a plenty in "their little

manger, they take but a few kernels at a time,

except just before retiring to roo.'t, when they will

take nearly a spoon-full into their crops ; but just

so sure as their provision comes to thorn scanted or

irregularly, so surely tliey will raven up a whole

crop full at a time, and will stop laying.

A single dozen fowls, properly attended, will

furnish a family with more than 2,000 eggs in a

year, and 100 full grown chickens for fall and win-

ter stores. The expense of feeding the dozen
fowls will not amount to eighteen bushels of Indian

corn. They may be kept in cities as well as in

the country, and will do as well shut up 'the year

round as to run at large ; and a grated room, well

lighted, ten feet by five, partitioned from any stable

or other out-house, is sufficient for the dozen fowls,

with their roosting place, nests and feeding troughs.

At the proper season, viz. in the spring of the

year, five or six hens will hatch at the same time,

and the fifty or sixty chickens given to one lien.

Two hens will take care of 100 chickens well

enough, until they begin to climb their little stick

roosts ; they should tlien be separated from the

hens entirely ; they will wander less, and do better

away from the fowls. I have often kept the chick-

ens in my garden ; they keep the May bugs and

other insects away from the vines, &c.

In cases of confining fowls in summer, it should

be remembered that a ground room should be chos-

en : or it will do just as well to set into their pen

boxes of dried sand or kilndried, well pulverized

earth, for them to wallow in, in warm weather.

—

Con. Courant.

APPROVED METHOD OF MAKING GOOD
CIDER.

i\Ir Anderson, a gentleman in England, famed

for good cider, gives the following account of his

method of making it:

" I should first tell yon that my orchards are

upon a clay soil, which I think conduces much to

the goodness of my cider. I will be short in my
practical account, making but few observations, and

leave the curious to draw speculative reflections on

it. I permit my fruit to remain on the trees till a

great part falls by ripeness ; then gently shaking

the trees, take in the apples in dry weather, laying

them in heaps of equal ripeness in a loft over my
press. There *'->,' icmain until they have perspired,

and that perspiration ceases. As soon as conveni-

ent afterward, I grind my apples and press out the

juice ; if it casts a pale color, I suffer the pulp to

stand twelve or twentyfour hours, which will height-

en the color of the juice. As soon as it is ex-

pressed, I pour it into va'ts through a sieve, where

it remains about two days according to the state of

the weather and the nature of the apple—the long-

est when frosty or cool weather— till a thick head

of scum rises upon it. Then I draw off a little

into a glass to see if it is fine, and as soon as I catch

it so, I rack it off without delay into open vats, or

into hogsheads. If the juice is racked into vessels

larger at top than the bottom, and I rack it off as

soon as fine, I need not take off the head or scum,

as it will not mix with the cider; but if the cask

is straight, or I have neglected to draw it off until

it begins to come foul again, I find I do best to

take off the head with a wooden skimmer and then

draw off as soon as possible. Whenever the brown
head begins to open in the middle, or elsewhere,

and a witness appears at the openings, I am certain

it is time to draw off; but I find from experience,

that the surest token is to observe its state by
what is drawn off in a glass, and this method should

be closely attended to. I have drawn a glass of

cider out of a vat at eight o'clock, foul ; another at

ten, fine, almost candle bright, with(^ut any appear-

ance of the heads openinj, as above observed ; at

eleven, it was growing foul fast, without high winds,

or any extraordinary event that I could perceive, to

occasion it. !f then drawn off into open vessels, a
fresh head may arise in twentyfour hours, then it

may be racked into a close hogshead, or other re-

ceiver, where it will begin to ferment after a day
or two, according to circumstances ; I then permit

it to ferment three or four days, (never exceeding

a week for the hardest fruit,) then I fumigate a
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clean siveot hno-shead with inatchea of coarse cloth

dipped In molted brimstone, and rack off niy cider

into the cask as quick as possible. If the fermenta-

tion still goes on, I give it one more racking; in

this way, and cover the bung with a tile, until I am
sure the fermentation has ceased ; I then bung

close for the winter.

Jttmitrks.—The most important parts of this

method of makinor good cider, are,

1. The tiiuc and manner of gathering the fruit.

2. The care and attention in sorting it, in separ-

ating the hard from the mellow.

3. The rackings which separate the liquor from

the lees, or fine pomace, whicli causes the fermen-

tation."— Yankee Fanner.

PRESERVING GRAPES.

I last year made a little experiment in preserv-

ing grapes on the vine, which I am induced to make

public fropi its success, hoping it may be of service

to others who wish to have this fine fruit both in

season and out of season. To almost every one it

is known that there are many kinds of grapes tliat

will remain sound on the vine for a long time, if

tliey are not destroyed by birds or wasps. To
prevent this, I have several small bags made, of

proper size to contain one or more clusters of grapes,

(where they may be contiguous,) from some old

musquito netting, which was otherwise useless.

When the fruit was ripe, I drew them over the

finest bunches and tied them tight around the

stem. From the season being somewhat wet, I

was under the apprehension they might rot, and

from time to time gathered some : but I never

found one rotten grape. The \aA I gathered was

on the morning of the first frost, last autumn
;

which I think was on tlie 20th November. They
were all of the finest flavor possible, and almost as

tiansparent as glass.

The experiment I tried on the Warrenton grape

only. But I have no doubt it would succeed as

well with the Bland Madeira, Catawba, Isabella,

and every other variety of native grapes. Any
material will answer for bags that will admit a

circulation of air.—S. Rose.— Farmer's Manual.

A McLBERRV Fkver hr.s been raging for a few

days past with great virulence in this town and

vicinity. It is not quite local in its origin, although

premonitory symptoms have been seen here for

some months past. The immediate cause of its

outbreaking, however, was the arrival of a gentle-

man from Philadelphia, who was highly impreg-

nated witli the disease. Communicating with other

persons previously disposed to receive it, like the

contact of flint and steel, the disease, in its fierce

state, at once was struck into existence. The
symptoms, like the " Eastern Land Fever," are

much the same with each individual infected. The
tongue becomes oily and grows supple and wags

vague and unmercifully. Its lucubrations are en-

tirely of a vegetable kind, and the patient is heard

to expatiate largely on the subject of Silk Worms
and Mulberry Trees. " Morus Multicaulis," an un-

intelligible sound, is forever running, like water,

from the tip end of tlie tongue. What is curious,

tlic young, old, and middle aged of the masculine

gender, (it has not yet seized tlie tender sex) are

equally infected, and each take it easily in the na-

tural way. It operates somewhat like a certain

kind of gas when inhaled, making the head swim

and the mind visionary, and tiie imagination full of

beautiful images—at once creating a desire for

rapid locomotion about the country. Various re-

medies have been prescribed, such as soothing

drinks and cooling appliances, but they don't avail.

Extensive acquisitions in the mulberry line have
been thought geod, but tliis only aggravates rather

tlian checks tlie disease; for, like live, this epi-

demic " grows by what it feeds on."

Morus Multicaulis trees continue to be in great

demand in this vicinity. Applications from New-

York, Philadelphia, and as far South as Virginia,

arrive here daily after Morus Multicaulis trees. The
prices range from 2.5 to 50 cents the tree, in pro-

portion to its age and size. Those who have been
cultivating this mulberry, will now reap a rich re-

ward. The liberal premiums offered by the legis-

lature of Pennsylvania for Raw Silk and Cocoons,

it is said, have given this impulse to the sale of the

tree. The Canton and Alpine, in many respects,

however, is its superior. That tree is not the rage

yet, but it will enhance in value, with the Multi-

caulis A'oiihampton Courier.

When is the best time to Plough?— In

a late number of your paper you copied an article

from the " Maine Farmer" witii the above interro-

gation ; and which, as therein stated, is a question

of no small importance.—But the writer makes one
admission, which as a general rule should not be

adopted, viz. that " farmers should embrace the

opportunity when their leisure time allow." It is

true the proper time for ploughing depends in some
measure on the condition of your land. The ques-

tion will arise— is your land in sward or tillageJS

Is the soil silicious or argillaceous ? If your land

is in sward and you intend it for corn, potatoes or

any autumnal ripening crops, the best time to plough

it is in the spring, a few days before you put in

your seed. Draw out your fresh unfermented ma-
nure, spread it on the sward and immediately plough

it under ; by this process you save all your ma-
nure and much labor ; for by this time the grass

begins to sliow itself, and on good soil indicates

vigorods vegetation, which turned under at this

season of the year, the vegetable matter covered

with the soil in its green and succulent state, com-
bined with the manure readily undergoes fermen-

tation and forms a most fertilizing substance for

the crop. As a general rule (and one to which I

know of no exceptions) plough no sward lands in

the fall, but always in the spring just before you

are ready to put in your seed. But if your soil is

argillaceous and in tillage, plough in the spring,

summer, fall or winter, "when your leisure time

will allow ;" only be sure to plough in the fall, tliat

the frosts of winter may pulverize it—plough it

again in the spring that the influences of the sun

and atmosphere may warm and invigor.ate it for the

succeeding crops.— Yankee Farmer. C.

Mattakees, Plymouth Co., Jan. 1838.

F'l.ouR Every body is astonished at the high

price of wheat flour at this time—$!',.''0 in New
Vork, and .*10,25 to 10,50 here. There is no other

way to account for it, but the management of the

speculators. It is agreed on all hands, that take

the country through, there is a better crop of wheat,

rye and corn, than has been known for at least

three years. Advices from Europe, by the Great

Western, arrived at New York on Tuesday, in-

form us, that the crops there, turn out much better

tlian was expected ; tliat on the whole, the grain

crops are good. In France, the crops are the best

that have been known for some years. The prin-

cipal flour speculator in New York, is a Mr Hart,

a leader of the loco foco party in that city. If he

and his confederates in business, must speculate,

we hope they will choose the luxuries rather than

the necessaries of life. The latest New York
prices for rye was 81,12 1-2—for corn $1.

To all poor people and lovers of good lii-ing.—
One pound of well cooked white beans will go as

far to support strength of body as tliree pounds of

beef steak. The one will cost six cents, the otlier

three or four shillings.

One loaf of good home baked bread will feed

you as long as a leg of mutton, and an Irish potato

is better for you than a pound of pork. The Edi-

tor is requested to republish the following list of

aliments, that you may see the relative value and
expense of different articles of human subsistence.

It is as follows :

100 lbs. Wheat contains 85 lbs. nutritious matter.

Rice 80
" Barley 83 "

Beans 89 to 92

Peas 03 «

« Lentils 94 "

" Meat (average) 35 "

" Potatoes 26 "

" Beets 14 "

" Carrots 10 "

" Cabbage, 7 "

" Greens fi «

" Turnips 4 "

J^Teicark Daily .'Idvcrtlser.

Thorbuni's Dahlias. The most brilliant and
beautiful exhibition of nature's purest gems that

we ever beheld, was at our friend and neighbor's

seat at Hallett's cove. Some twenty-five hundred
plants of the dahlia, of every hue and shade, pre-

sented themselves to the eager gaze of the true

epicurean. We understand that Mr Thorborn will

show off a great portion, if not all, of these splen-

did flowers at his depot in .John street during this

week. If the ladies of our city would enjoy a rich

treat when it is offered them, they will run down
and see Lawrie Todd and all the young Tliorburns,

who will be ready on that occasion to pay them as

usual all respect and attention; and we can read-

ily assure them that they may live a hundred years,

and never see the like of this exhibition again.

—

A*. 1'. Sunday Morning JVetcs.

Grind tour Proveivder.—Those who have

much provender to give to their cattle, or hogs, will

find themselves to be gainers by grinding their

grain, be it oats, barley or corn. One reason of

this undoubtedly is, that as it is deprived of the ex-

ternal coating, which was given it by nature to

defend it from external operations, the gastric and
other juices, which are necessary to be incorpora-

ted with the food in digestion, can have more com-
plete and thorough access to it, and consequently

more of tlie nutritive matter will be converted into

chyle, and be more perfectly assimilated with tlic

animal system. Some who have used provender

both ways and marked carefully the results, do not

hesitate to say that the ground is twice as good, or

will produce twice tlie amount of nourishment and

fat, that the unground will.

—

Maine Fai mcr.
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We have great pleasure in laying before our

eaders the subjoined address. We listened to it

pith much interest at tlie time of its public deliv-

ery. Sonic of its doctrines may be deemed heret-

cal. Let them be fully considered. We neither

eny nor endorse them ; but we e.\press the hope

liat they will lead to a full discussion among some
f our intelligent correspondents. Mr Buckmin-

ter is entitled to great regard for his agricultural

pirit and enterprise ; for his successful and profit-

ble management of his own farm, of which we
ubiishcd an account in January last in his letter

) the Trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural

ociety ; and for the invention of several valuable

gricultural implements. His drill planting ma-
hine of which hereafter we shall give a full ac-

Dunt with a plate, is an admirable machine ; and
e have had the pleasure of witnessing the per-

ection of its operation. Notliing could be execu-

d more skilfully or exactly than the planting of

field of corn, which we inspected. It contained

ilf an acre ; and the work was executed in thirty

inutes by this macliine, held by a man and drawn
' a horse. His machine for sowing grass seeds

id grain promises to do excellent work. He has

fected likewise, what he conceives, a valuable im-

ovement in the horse rake. We thank him in

e name of the agricultural community for all his

iprovements and wish him all possible success.

The matter of renovating worn out lands, par-

jularly described in this address, deserves the

.reful attention of the farmers. Its efficiency

id multiplied advantages are not matter of ques-

}n. Experience has emphatically determined

em.

AN ADDRESS

divered before the Middlesex Society of Husband-
men and Manufacturers, at the Annual Cattle

Show in Concord, Mass. Oct. 3, 1838. By Wm.
Bdckminstek, Esq., of Framingham.

Friknds and Brothur Farmehs,—We meet
is day to compare the results of the labors of

e year.

We are members of a profession—ancient and

morable indeed—but are still imperfect masters
' the science of agriculture.

The earth is given us " To dress it and to keep
" Shall we not annually give an account of our

ewardship .'

We find its surface—a portion in which we are

incipally concerned—in total disorder; and in

i;neral not furnishing gratuitously the simplest

mts of nature.

Even fishing and fowling, the first efforts of the

de tribes of earth to cppease the calls of the

iMTiach, require efforts not precisely congenial

til the feelings of the slothful. Necessity there-

re, calls loudly on us to be diligent, and what our

nds find to do, to do with all our might. This
'jorder and barrenness of uncultivated earth, and

the pressing wants and necessities of our race sug-

gest to all, who do not choose to beg, this stern

alternative, " be not ashamed to dig."

If we examine the works of creation and study

diligently there structure, wo find that everything

beyond our reach moves in perfect harmony and

order. Those heavenly lights that assist and cheer

us on our way, which move with such velocity

through boundless space, which note how rapidly

"time rolls his ceaseless course," need not the

hand of man to point their way. Harmony—per-

fect harmony, marks their movements. The Cre-

ator of tliese distant lights, from us asks no cor-

rection—no improvement.

Not so that portion of creation with which we
come in contact. We find it in disorder—unpro-

ductive—barren. It was thus presented to us for

the wisest purposes. It was left to us in this state

that we might have employment. It was given us,

" to dress and to keep," to be improved for our use.

The necessity of exertion to supply our wants

shows the wisdom of him who imposed it; and we
discover that those portions of the earth that re-

quire least from the hand of cultivation are by no
means most favorable to our moral or intellectual

culture.

Our inquiry now is,

How sliall we "dress it ?"

How shall we " keep it ?"

Shall we not first endeavor to imitate Him, who
in his perfect works has brought order out of con-

fusi on.

Order is his first law. Farmers ! let everything

be done in order. If you regard your own peace

—tlie happiness of those around you—the comfort

of the animals entrusted to your care, regard order.

Let your fields be laid out in order. Let your
fences be kept in order, if you would have orderly

catttle, and let all be fed in order.

Your meanest vegetables must be planted in or-

der, or you fail of a full crop.

In drill-husbandry you gain much by perfect

order in the drills. Your teams can then perform

what must otherwise be done witli the hand-hoe or

the fingers.

In regard to the kinds of crops we should culti-

vate, the general rule should be,— Select the most
profitable—always taking into the account the ex-

hauslion of the soil.

Culmiferous plants, or those that have but little

leaf, are found in general to impoverish the soil

more than those that have large leaves in propor-

tion to their stalk. And plants that ripen their

seed exhaust more than those we cut while green.

All kinds of grain, therefore, impoverish the soil,

which mu.;t be often repbiiislied witli manure.

The various grasses may be continued a long

time—cutting them in a green state—provided we
can keep the soil from binding, or their roots from

choaking the circulation of sap.

Of all the root crops potatoes are believed to be

the most exhausting. They impoverish light soils

even more than corn does, and we obtain better

crops of grass after corn than after potatoes with

the same manuring for both. We pull potatoes as
wo do flax and hemp, and we leave but few roots
to be decomposed for the benefit of the followinfr

crop. After obtaining a crop of com we leave the
soil filled with sweet roots that are converted into
manure the following season.

On some accounts it would be desirable that our
own soil should furnish us with all the productions
we use. But providence has otherwise ordained,
and we mu.st depend on other climes for many of
the necessaries of life. We cannot be entirely in-

dependent. How mortifying to our ^ride ! De-
pendent on other climes for the supply of our wants !

And can we see no wisdom in this ordination ?

What else gave birth to commerce—the golden
band that unites the distant nations, brings intelli-

gence and civilization in its train—overcomes the
prejudices of man, and almost bids defiance to

famine.

Siiall -\<rb lament the evils of dependence if these
are among its- fruits ?

Ought we to desire the entire independence of

any nation,, even our own .' Nations as well as

individuals are better for being dependent.
If more fertile regions can supply our cities with

grain at a cheaper rate than we can, let us not la

ment. We shall find full employment in furnish-

ing what cannot so well be transported from a dis-

tance. Fresh meats, butter, hay, and the small
market vegetables must be supplied by the farmers
of N. England. *

lieef cattle cannot cross the North river to com-
pete with ours, and if we fail to supply all the
wants of our own markets we can furnish those

that are most to our advantage. It is believed that

the raising of grain of any kind and fitting it for

market is the most laborious and the least profit-

able employment we engage in ; and we should
bear in mind that grain is the greatest exhauster of
the soil.

The times are changed and we must change with

them. We cannot now, as formerly raise much
grain for the market.

The virgin soils of the west and the increasing

facilities of intercourse with that region render it

probable that much of our grain will be imported
thence ; and when no obstacles are thrown in the

way of commeice, this is no evil. We purchase,

not because we cannot produce the same commod-
ity, but because we can produce others to more
profit.

Let them supply our cities with grain. We will

manufacture their cloth and their shoes. Our
artists may eat bread from the west—we will sup-

ply them with what cannot be brought from a dis-

tance.

Most of our soils of easy tillage are exhausted

by cropping with grain. They have become des-

titute of vegetable substance and must again be
replenished with it

At present the various proceeds from the grass-

field are the most profitable productions, and they
will probably continue so.

Pork cannot here be made at a profit without the
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aid of thcrchh^ Tl.e fattcnin'r of beef is usually bresd. Aud thoueh we cannot afford to raise grain We think we have none to spare for those lands,

a losinff came as soon as we^be-rin to feed on to be carried to n.arket, neither can we afford to We can do better with it near home.
^ "

resort to our seaports to buy it. It may cost us If we plant any portion of a pasture we musi

^™"av usu-illv remunerates the producer. It is one eighth of its value to send it to market It fence it from the rest. If we take a crop of grain

easily prepared for market, and it does not exhaust has often cost us an eighth to purchase and bring it or potatoes from it we must manure or it is impov-

the soil \ fi'^ld that has lain twenty years in home.—By raising our own grain we avoid both ' erished by the operation.

crra<s is not thereby impoverished. It will produce these charges-these two eighths or one fourth of
j

Thousands of acres of such lands may be madf

as'much on beino- plou-rhed a<ri,in as if it had lain the value. I have known farmers to make still
^

to produce double the feed they now do merely b>

.^
= "'

greater sacrifices. They have sold themselves a proper use of the plough and a little grass seed

"The' soil has become choked and dried by a short in autumn, when bread was plenty, to pur-
|
And the plough is quite as good an instrument tc

superabundance of root'<^-roots that are stillhalf chase again in spring when it is usually more . kill the bushes with as a bush-scythe. The sill

alive and therefore not subject to decomposition. scarce. Hence the maxim that fanners should live growers cut the mulberry bush annually, and thin!

•"
- -

t

. . „ ,, . j.._»:

—

^ jj crrows the better tor it. We mow our bushes ii

When soils have b.-come thus choked, or as we
'

principally on their own productions
, ^ „ , - .

_ r- .., 11
Bay bound out. they must be moved or loosened, Our pasture lands are much neglected. We

j

pastures from age to age. Can the same kind o

aaain In low ffround this is partially effected by
[

mow the bushes in thom from age to age, in order trimming make the mulberry thrive, and be destruc

a°to,) dre=«in.rliu high grounds the process of, to kill thom. Now although this may be the best tive to the fern and the whortlebeiTy ?

plantincr and sowin- is resorted to that an opportu- mode of treating the mulberry bush, to make it If the pasture be quite too rocky for the plougl

thrive, it cannot be the best mode to destroy the
|
— if we cannot pull up halt the bushes and bur

fern and the whortleberry. .We should not mow 1 the rest with it, let the land return again to its na

bush'e.? till they are large enough for fuel. To
I
tive wildness, whence it should never have bee-

kill small bushes take the plough. If the land he
|
called.

nity may be had of manuring again.

Now instead of going through with this tedious

process of*planting, and sowing, and ciopping,

with grain, till we have reduced the soil lower, in

reality, than when we began, we may renovate

all OHK mo

It is not profitable to cut bushes before

too rouirh for this let the bushes grow, and let it '
they are tall enough for wood.

wino- lands with much less labor and less
j

return to its original wildness, from which state it

should never have been called. Pasture lands that

deserve the name may be renovated without divid-

ing them —without manuring—without planting.

Let them be ploughed, harrowed, and seeded

manure.

About the first of September plough in the grass

crop that is growing, and cover it up completely.

Then roll down the furrows close with a heavy

roller. Put on a dozen loads of compost manure down anew as in the case recommended for mow

to the acre. Harrow thoroughly, lengthwise and ing lands. Pastures are usually the most distant

diagonally but not crosswise. — Then sow grass

seed and cover it with a bush harrow.—The clover

seed should not be sown till winter.

By this process you convert, on one acre, many

tons of green grass and roots to manure, putting it

into a rapid state of decomposition for your hay

crop that is to follow. By repeating this process

anils. We cannot so easily manure them. . A lit-

tle plaster or ashes, sown on seeding down, will

give the new crop a start But if nothing is ap-

plied as a top dressing the pasture will yield the

better for ploughing, and the bushes will die. We
are often deterred from meddling with old pastures

on account of the trouble and expense of fencing

once in three or four years we can bring'-cur soils off a portion to keep out the cattle while a hoed

to any degree of fertility we please, when wff shall

need no manure

!

We can then turn to the surface a mas?' of de-

composed vegetable matter that needs do' enrich-

ing, while we turn down in its place u -new supply,

ready again to be turned to the surface when the

soil again becomes choked with abundance of roots.

This renovating process is attended with but lit-'

tie expense. We plough at the most leisure sea-

son ; when our teams are strong and cheaply fed.

They find their supper in the field they work in,

as soon as the yoke is loosed ; and in the morning

they are in the field long before their masters and

ready to renew the task.

Low land—wet land that cannot be planted or

touched in spring, may be thus managed, and its

sour, coarse grass be put to rotting, and its place be

supplied by a richer crop. Such land will not oft-

en require the plough.—A top dressing will long

continue its productive powers and keep at bay the

poorer grasses.

What valuable interest do we sacrifice by this

course of tillage? We miss no crop as in case of

a summer fallow. But we lose a part of the pro

fits arising from hoed crops and grain crops. We
forego the advantages of laboring the whole of

April on spring grain—the whole of May and June

in planting corn and potatoes and rooting out the

weeds with handhoes, and at the season when ^ .
,

,. , . , n 1 , 1^

teams are kept at the greatest expense—and tfie of leached ashes. When the wild grass begins to
j

in half an hour. \ our hired-man will be half

crop IS growing By the mode liere recommended

we need no fencing off. We can plough and seed

n again any portion of a large pasture we may

choose. If we manure such land it will not re-

quire one fourth so much to the acre as a hoed

crop requires.

Our low lands are much neglected. They are

generally our richest lands and want draining and

seeding merely to produce good crops of gras.s. I

have one acre of such land that has borne me ten

successive crops of grass and grain and potatoes,

and it has never been manured. It bore two tons

of good English hay last summer at the first cut-

ting, and the purchaser agi-eed to take it without

weighing at within a fraction of two tons. A
second crop was cut in August and gave us one

good load The cattle are now taking their turn

on it and are getting a good share. Twelve years

ago this acre produced nothing. It had produced

nothing for fifty years. It was too wet. I caused

it to be drained, then carted on about twenty loads

of loam from the road side, to render the surface

more compact that the grass seed might vegetate,

and I have had two crops of corn and one of pota- I a load of them was passing, last summer, to Bostoi

toes from it within the ten years—have fed it eve- many inquired what those sharp wooden -tint

ry autumn when in grass, and have often cut two
|

tilings were made for, and whether they were m

crops from it in a year. Nothing in the shape of to dig potatoes with .'

manure has been put on the main body of this acre
I

Intolerably smooth ground I have very ofte

for these ten years except about half a dozen loads ' seen an acre raked perfectly clean by one of tlies

Bear with me a little longer while I say- a fe^

words on the subject of farming tools.

Our ploughs have been much improved withi:

thirty years. We now turn our green sward wit

half the team we formerly employed. Thirty year

ago who attempted to plough green-sward with on

yoke of o.xen ? Three yoke were usually employe

in this service.

The moulder now fits close to the share. Th
furrow rises without any check from the uneven

ness of the inclined plane. The plough cuts as

regular, tapering, smooth wedge. But we hav

not yet brought it to perfectiom We have muc
improved upon the post, with which the north Afr

can stirs his soil—holding the top of it in h

hands and gauging its point according to tf

strength of his team. la some districts in Englan

tliey still use something not much superior to th

African model. Our grass ploughs are too sho

for even or plane ground—the furrow breaks befoi

it is put in its place. The advocates for sho

ploughs allege that they are attended with le;

friction. This is a "mistake. A long taperin

wedge raises a weight with less friction than

short one. A long plough keeps the furrow sus

pended and unbroken, and the falling sod assist

to help the rising portion, as the sinking bucket i

a well helps to draw up the rising one.

Our hay forks and our manure forks are no

made of better metal than formerly, and if we pe:

form no more labor with thom, we do it with moi

ease.

We begin to use the horse-rake in haying; bi

we are far behind Pennsylvania and New Jerse;

New Hampshire and Rhode Island in the use .

them. There are three or four kinds in the Unitf

States. Yet not a—farmer (?) shall I say in

thousand, in Massachusetts, has ever seen one. A

show itself we plough it under in September and day, with a hand rake, in performing the same,

seed down an-ain. °
I

A seed planter, or planting harrow has been ii

Our high pasture lands may be renovated in this
]

vented this season and may be seen at the store <

way without planting—without manuring—without 1
D. Prouty & Co., Boston. It will plant an acre (

w.ica>.,^v.. ^„... .. o t.
.fencing off. They^arc usually the most distant

!

corn in an hour, furrowing out, dropping, coverin

welY'managod, \vi\i usually supply a ftmily^with
[
from the barn and do not get a share of the manure.

|
and rolling down at one operation. Several fielc

whole of autumn in harvesting a scanty crop on

land half manured.

We may raise grain enough for our own supply at

small expense.

One acre of corn and another of English grain.
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yere planted liandsomely with it last spring. It

jlanted an acre of ruta baga, (4,000 hills,) in fifty-

ive minutes. The turnips look finely.

A machine for sowing grass-seed and grain. is

much wanted. I have seen at Washington and at

New York a machine for sowing plaster and grain

—the gearing seems to be more complicated than

is necessary, but it is said to perform well.

A very simple machine has been planned this

summer to sow grain, or grass-seed. It is a box

four or live feet long placed forward of a common

harrow. A sieve forms the back side of the box.

By shifting the sieve, grain of any kind may be

Bown as well as grass-seed, and the team performs

the whole w ithout extra labor. It is quite impos-

sible to sow grass-seed well by hand. We sow

some too thick and some too sparse. For this ser-

vice I feel sure " .% hands ivere never made." By

regular, methodical sowing we save much expense

in°seed. We used only half the quantity of ruta

bao-a seed that is usually sown.

We are often accused of being backward in

adopting improvements. The spinner is said to

tend, now, one hundred spindles instead of one.

The teaveller progresses four miles while he for-^

merly advanced one. And shall farmers alone re-

main stationary ? Shall we not also make inquiry

whether our pace may not be quickened ? Shall

we be skittish and fear lo examine new machinery

to facilitate the operations of husbandry, because

we have discovered that the very newest patent

churns, and washing machines will not go alone ?

Let us not fear to examine new modes of operation.

Let us ever attempt improvement.

^VARIETIES OF EARLY INDIAN CORN.

The Maine Farmer, of Aug. 21, says, "the But-

ton corn grows luxuriantly, but is much later than

many of the old varieties."

The Farmer and Gardener, of the same date,

printed at Baltimore, states two cases of the Button

corn being gathered, in a ripe state, in less than

90 days from the time of its being planted, viz. Mr

Giles planted on the l7th May, and gathered per-

fectlv ripe samples on the ].5th August; and Mr

Harrison planted, on the iGth May, and gathered

on the 14th August.
, ^ , tt-

The Franklin Farmer, printed at Frankfort, Ky.

of Auff. IS, says, "Our Button corn, planted April

30 haT been gathered more than a week. It is

perfectly ripe, hard and well cured. Though a

dwarf species, it is a generous bearer, and we are

satisfied from the experiment of this season, that an

acre of it will produce as good an average crop as

our larger eared corn."

Some of our Button corn, planted on the 19th

May, had perfectly ripe ears on the 15th Aug. and

this part of our crop was harvested, that is, cut up,

on the 28th Auo-. though it might safely have been

done on the 21st ; and most of the Button corn in

our neighborhood, was harvested either in August

or the tS-st week in September.
, . ,

We have recorded these facts, to explain their

seeming contradictions, and to make some sugges-

tions, which we tbink of importance to the farmer,

in reo-ard to seed.

We have before observed, that there is a spuri-

ous as well as a genuine, Button corn, the former

of stouter orowth, and later in ripening, tlian the

latter We would remark, that this ditFerence may

result from the seed planted—seed of the same

variety, grown at the south, giving a larger growUi

of stalk, and maturing later than seed grown at

tiie north. This is evidenced by the fact, that

southern seed always gives a comparatively large

and late growth at the nortli ;
while northern seed

gives a dwarfish growth and early maturity at the

south—and that they both become acclimated in a

few years, and take the habits of their new location.

These considerations suggest, that so far as early

maturity is sought for, it is advisable, when a

change of seed is desired, to obtain it from a more

nortirern latitude, or elevated district.

But we adopt the opinion of Joseph Cooper, so

far at least as relates to maize—which was, that a

chan"-e of seed is not necessan/, when due regard

is paFd to selecting tlie seed. We have cultivated

the Button variety of corn eighteen years—we have

always selected the earliest and fairest ears, assist-

ing in person, for seed, which we immediately

braided, and hung in an airy loft. It has ripened

as early tiiis, as it did the first year we received the

seed from the far nortli ; while we are satisfied it

has increased in productiveness—that it has larger

ears, and more of them, and taller stalks, than it

had 'when we first began its culture. The seed is

left to mature on tiielitalk, till the crop is gathered

from the field—the earliest ripened, being then

easily determined by the appearance of the shuck,

or husk, and the rich color of the corn. Hence the

importance of every farmer taking care to secure,

in person, his best seed.

There is one other fact that should not be lost

sight of—the influence of soil and location upon

vegetable growth. A moist, rich soil, will give the

largest growtli, both of foliage and fruit, and a light

and dry'one the earliest maturity, and the richest

or most concentrated product. Prof. Ives states,

that plants from the seed of the morus multicauhs,

have the foliage of the parent in a rich humid soil,

while they resemble those of the M. alba, on a tliin

light soil ; and it is believed that a pound of the

leaves of the latter are intrinsically more valuable

to the silk-worm than a pound of the former. It is

not the size that indicates superiority in the animal

or ve<retable. A very large apple is seldom a very

good one. The cider from a hilly, dry, calcareous

sod, is always superior to that from a low and rich

one. A very large beet contains much less sugar

than the same weight of small beets. Indian corn,

grown upon a light dry soil, comes to earlier matu-

rity, but is inferior in its growth, and in the size of

its ears, than when it is grown upon a highly ma-

nured loam. Indeed the difference is so great, on

our own grounds, this season, that the growth and

product in two locations, would hardly be taken for

the same variety.

We have another suggestion to make, in regard

to the influence of steeps. It will be remembered,

that in our last volume, we referred to a communi-

cation of Senator Johnson, inserted in tiie first vol-

ume of the transactions of the old agricultural so-

ciety, showing that the crop from seed wheat^

steeped in a solution of salt-petre, ripened two

weeks earlier, and gave 25 per cent, more product,

than t!ie crop from seed which was not thus steeped.

We be<TaB to plant our main crop of corn on the

l^tli May, and finished on tiie ICth. All the seed

was steeped 12 hours in a solution of mtre in

quantities sufficient for one day's planting. A tew

quarts of seed, which remained, was set m Uie

cellar where it remained, partially covered with

pickle, till the 19th, when it was planted in a va-

cant patch of thin soil, in which we also planted,

the same day, six other varieties, all reputed to be

remarkably early, and the seed of all which had

been soaked in salt-petre water. The last planted

Button corn, was decidedly the earliest of the seven

sorts in coming to maturity, and was at least two

weeks earlier than the main crop, planted from three

to six days earlier. Its maturity may have been in

some measure accelerated by the porosity of the

soil, compared with that of the main field, which

was highly manured with unfermented dung, and

to the consequent influence of the dry weatiier ;

yet ye think it not improbable that it was princi-

pally owing to the seed having remained saturated,

9G hours, in the nitrous solution.

Having referred to our specimen plat, we will

add, that^it' consists of the following varieties of

corn

:

1. Button; 2. and .3. Lake Superior and Squaw

from Lake Michigan ; 4. Early white, not recollect-

ed where from ; 5. Early Canada,- from Pough-

keepsie ; 6. Red Blaze, from Elmira; 7, Early yel-

low, from Vermont. These varieties were all

planted the same dav, two rows of each, with in-

tervals between the different kinds of 20 or 30 feet.

On examining them to day, Aug. 28, we find No. 1

mostiy ripe, the husks dry and separating from the

grain ; No. 2, Lake Superior, an 8 rowed yellow,

growing 4 1-2 feet high, but very prolific in succori

and eare, next to the Button in maturity. The

early white is an 8 rowed corn, 5 1-2 feet high,

and is third in ripeness. The Vermont is a yellow

8 rowed corn, grows 6 feet high, and is next m
ripeness to the early white. The Squaw, No. 3, is

an 8 rowed colored grain, grows 6 feet high, and is

fifth in its earliness. Tlie Red Blaze comes next,

and the early Canada- is the latest. Both are eight

rowed, and, like thff Button, they grow seven and

eio-ht feet high. As- to number of ears on a stock,

they are about alike, except the Lake Superior,

which is far the most prolific in its succors and

ears, though they are very small. As to the size

of ears, the Button has a manifest superiority ;
as

to length of ears, the early Canada and the Red

Blaze, 8 rowed, are equal, if not a little superior to

the Button. Several gentlemen, who have visited

the plat, concur in the correctness of this state-

ment. We intend to exliibit samples of each of

these varieties, at the fair of the American Insti-

tute. We omit the notice of later ripening vari-

eties— Cidthator.

Experiments in Manuring Turnips.—S. W.

Smith has given to the public, in die Farmers'

Cabinet, the result of an experiment with various

manures upon his turnip crop, which are worth re-

cording and remembering. He divided an acre of

land into four equal parts, and gave to No. 1 a

dressing of common stable dung ; to No. 2, an

extra quantity of compost manure ;
to No. 3, ten

bushels of lime and two and a half of wood ashes
;

and to No. 4, two bushels of bone dust. They all

escaped the fly, and were treated alike. They

were sown the 15th and 16th June, and harvested

the 10th November. The product was as fol-

lows :

No. 1 yielded 98 bushels = to 390 per acre.

No. 2 " 124 " = to 496

No. 3 " 185 " = to 740 "

No. 4 " 213 " = to 852

Men of limited capacities generally condemn

everything tiiat is above the level of tiieir under-

standings.

—

Rochefoucault.
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UfANURE.
The article which follows goes to prove three

facts, of primary importance to the farmet, which
we have strenuously endeavored to inculcate, viz :

First, That the resources for manure, on almost
every farm, are sufficiently ahundant, when properly
husbanded and applied, to keep up, or improve, its

fertility
;

Secondly, That felenjing unfermented dung with
earth, or the soil, accelerates its decomposition:
while,

Thirdly, A vast arnoiint of fertilizing matter is

saved by such admixture being made, before fermm-
taiion )uis taken place—the earth " absorbing and
retaining that excess of putrescent fluids and efflu-

via which is otherwise lost by filtration and evapo-
ration

; that is, by soaking away and drying up."

—

Cjultivatcr.

From tlie Farmer's Calanet.

IfTiat is the greatest qiumtity of manure to he obtained

from given means ?

Mr Editor—There are in agriculture, as per-
haps in gvery science, some leading propositions,
calculated in a particular manner to arrest attention
by their prominent importance. Such I hold that
of a "Subscriber" in your May nnmher—" ff'hat

will an acre of land produce ?" and also the question
which heads this article.

Were it possible at once to afford a complete and
palpable solution to these two propositions, what
mind can calculate the vast increase of treasures
that would instantly become accessible to humanity ?

As, then, we cannot inquire too strictly, or know
too much regarding them, I propose, after recapitu-
lating a few of the principal statements of a " Sub-
scriber," concerning the latter question, to-*t:rnish
my own experiments upon the former.
He informs us that a single acre of hre land,

with abundant manuring and superior cultivation,
was made to produce the sum of $348,40 per annum,
for five successive years, besides the vegetables
used in a small family. He further states, in sub-
stance, as his present conviction, that the quantity
of soil cultivated has nothing to do with the secret
of gathering money out of it ; that " this altogether
depends on a judiciojjs selection of soil, on the fa-
cility of obtaining manure, and on the proper appli-
cation of it as food for plants," (fcc. ;—that he fo'.ind,

by actual experiment, made upon a large scale,
"that the profit of capital laid out in land produced
an interest of only five per cent, per annum, the
capital laid out in manure upon the same land pro-
duced tioenty per cent."

Now, my own experience, as I shall presently
show, abundantly confirms the probable accuracy
of all these statements. Let us distinctly under-
stand, then, that it is not the great quantity of land,
but the abundance of manuie upon a little, that is

alone required to give wealth and independence
;

that the man who owns five or six acres, may,
(according to the above data,) with the aid of ma-
nure and good management, draw from $1,800 to

$2,000 from them each year, while he of a hundred
acres may scarcely obtain lialf of it upon the com-
mon plan.

But where is the requisite manure to be obtained
that shall so suddenly and surely enrich the far-

mer ? In reply to tiiis, I will simply give my own
experience, and by it endeavor to convince tlie

reflecting farmer what amount can, and in fact has

been made from means incomparably more limited

I

than is generally imagined possible.

I

Previous to 162<}, I had followed in Philadelphia

I

a sedentary occupation, which, by excessive applica-
tion in it, had so enfeebled my constitution, that I

j

was obliged to seek in the country for that measure
of health which 1 might no longer hope for in the

jcity. So I bought, with my scanty savings, a small
place of ten and a half acres, and moved upon it

the same fall of 182!>.

Not being acquainted with farming, I hired a
man to plough two and a half acres, and sow it in

rye. The cost of seed and labor, in putting in,

gathering and thrashing tlie said crop, was $8,50.
The crop yielded five and a half bushels of very
poor black rye, fit only for hay feed—say at forty
cents per bushel, (as good rye was then selling at
fifty and fiftysix cents per bushel,) was worth .$3,20,
and the nett loss sustained upon farming the ground
was $6,36. The season was moderately good for
grain, and the two and a hal'f acres rather a favor-
able specimen of the rest of my land ! I planted a
potato patch the following spring, (1830,) of about
the fourth of an acre, which I manured in the hills

with one load of marl only, and the crop yielded
but three and a half bushels !

Keing a total stranger to the nature and charac-
ter of soils, but having previously, from some cause,
entertained the notion that land in general produced
about twentyiive bushels of wheat, or forty bushels
of corn, or four or five loads of hay to the acre, the
conviction I had now received of the absolute worth-
lessness of my land fell upon me like the shock of
a thunder-clap. Discouraged by the greatness of
my disappointment, but not quite confounded, I

determined that manure, in future, should be every
thing to me, and stand in the stead of both land
and crop. Being greatly improved in health, by
the change of situation and exercise, I plied my
avocation with increased diligence for the mainten-
ance of my family, and made it the amusement of
my leisure hours and leisure moments to collect
from every corner, and pannel of fence, every thing
that I imagined could furnish a vegetable nutri°-

ment, and placed it in the cow yard, so combined
with the litter as to absorb and retain every thing
of the putrescent character that might be deposited
there. By such means I have gone on, every year
increasing the quantity of my manure, to an extent
that I believe astonished most of my neighbors.
The following is a sketch of the means I possessed,
and the methods I took to obtain manure for the
present year.

I commenced last summer by collecting into the
outer part of my hog pen every thing of the weed
kind I could find about the place, till I had a layer
about twelve inches deep, which I covered with a
layer of earth about five inches thick, continuing
the process till the pen was filled to about two and
a half feet deep. In the fall I littered my loose
o«rncobs and the principal part of the buckwheat
straw into the pen, interspersed with layers of earth
in the same manner. The two stalls of my stables
I served also the same, taking care to save therein
all the chafl" and refuse straw after thrashing. In
these stalls I poured weekly, through the fall and
winter, (for I had no cattle in them except in bad
storms,) the soapsuds and such putrescent fluids
that might be obtained, keeping the corners and
outsides, and under the mangers carefully saturated.

As soon as my corn was gathered in the fall, I

cut the stubs close to the ground, and wheeled
them immediately, while yet heavy, into the barn-

yard, where I packed them in every part of it, and
also under the shed, being an area of ground about
forty feet by twenty, and in a few days covered
theln also with a layer of earth, from a fence-row,
close by, to the depth of about eight or ten inches.'
Upon this earth I foddered my three cattle during
the winter, occasionally depositing more earth upon
the litter as it collected there.

Your readers will readily judge, that the object
of all this preparation was not so much for the sake
of saving the materials collected there as to obtain
a menstruum, or rather sponge, if I may so call it
calculated to absorb and retain all the urine depos-
ited in the yard during the winter. The compost
masses, however, or layers, thus collected together,
are not to be considered as manure prepared for
the soil, but only as materials that require to be
thoroughly mixed, in order to reduce them to a state
fitted for a rapid and complete incorporation with
the soil. Accordingly, with this view, I commenced
late in April the operation of turning it, which, from
its having become closely packed to the depth of
twenty inches, with tlie stalks at the bottom, could
only be done with the aid of a grubbing hoe, turn-
ing it in strips about a foot wide, reaching across
the yard, and throwing the loosened manure back a
sufficient space to allow a trench between, wide
enough to work in. After removing the whole
cover from the stalks, along a strip, as before men-
tioned, they were easily grubbed up, by first cutting
them through all along the solid edge of the strip
with the hoe, it' being made pretty sharp for the
purpose. In addition to this pile of yard manure, I
have also emptied the contents of my hog pen and
stables, extending tlie pile several feet, and lying
upon the ground, when first loosened, more than
two and a half feet deep. Of this manure I have
used sixteen loads this spring, for truck and garden,
and, judging from the size of the pile yet remaining',
there cannot be less than sixty loadsj which, bein<r
turned once more, I intend to use for wheat next
fall.

In this manner, from only three head of cattle
and the fattening of four hogs, I have made from'
seventy to eightytwo horse loads of manure, tlie
highly fertilizing properties of which are abundantly
attested by my own former experience. I will not

'

say that it is stronger than the best barn-yard ma-
nure, but from its closer affinity to the nature of the
soil, and greater facility for being rapidly combined
and incorporated, without loss by evaporation, I
have no doubt it will be frequently found, up'on
trial, more effective and more durable.

In the process of turning manure, thus prepared,
I hold it of the highest importance to mix well the
earthy and vegetable parts together. Few persons
are perhaps aware how rapidly the earth facilitates
vegetable decomposition, and to what a surprising
degree it absorb; the excess of Jertilizing effluvia,
wliich must otlierwise be evaporated during the
process of decomposition. This circumstance, I
believe, taken in connection with the careful econ-
omising of all animal excretions, constitutes chiefly '

the great secret (I might, perhaps, add alleged ne-
cromancy,) that has added already so much verdure '

to my previously exhausted soil, and been so profit-
able to me, and so surprising to my neiffhbors.
No farmer can imagine, that has not tried the

experiment, what a prodigious quantity of rich,
vegetable, and fibrous earth may be collected from
corners and by-places which lie out of the way of
cultivation, and which, from their retired position,
have perhaps, never so much as attracted his notice.
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All such rt^fiise trash, nnd fibrous earths and weeds,
;
containing Isabella, Sweetwater, and oval Malaga

by being conveyed to his barn-yard, at intervals,

during the fiill and winter, and judiciously combined
with its contents, will be converted into a rich,

fertilizing, and durable manure, merely by absorb-

ing and retaining that excess ofputrescentfaids and
effluvia which is otherwise lost by filtration and
evaporation ; that is, by soaking away and drying

up. w. n.
Pittstown, Salem Co. .V. /. May QOth, 1838.

IHassachnsctts Horticultural Society.

Exhibition of FiiuiTS.

Saturday, Oct. 6, 1838.

From Thomas Lee, Esq., Brookline, Isabella,

Pond's Seedling, and Elsinburg Grapes, the clusters

of the Elsinburg were large, the berries small,

the flavor very fine, and far e.xceeds any former

specimens of this grape which has been e.xhibited.

From George Lee, Esq., Fresh Pond, large and
handsome specimens of the Ribstone Pippin, one
of the most celebrated English dessert apples.

From Mr. John M. Ives, Salem, a Pear, name
unknown to the committee ; it was received from

France as the Beurre Bose, (a very different fruit,)

a large handsome, and delicious pear, worthy of a
place in every good collection.

From Hon. John Lowell, specimens of Great
Britain, Bezi Vaot, and Queen Caroline Pears, the

Great Britain not yet at maturity, the Queen Car-
oline is a new and beautiful fruit of medium size

and very fino, it cknnot be too extensively dissem-

inated. Mr Lowell's specimens were accompanied
by the following letter, containing the liberal offer

of some rare plants and bulbs for distribution a-

mong the members of the society.

RoxBURT, Sept. 15, 1838.

Hon. E. Vose, President of the M. IJ. S.

Sir,—I send specimens of Great Britain, Bezy
I Vaet and Queen Caroline Pears. The first and
jlast I have translated from Grand Bretagne and
Reine Caroline, because I think when foreign

' names can be rendered into English, retaining the

sense, it is better. Thus, "Roide Wirteinburg"
will in a few years bo corrupted into a barbarous,

unpronounceable word of no meaning. " King of
Wurtemberg" will be understood. Let me here
remark, that there is no such name in existence,

lawfuHy known, as Roi de Wirtemberg. The pear
which some persons call by that name was raised
by Van Mons, and called by him " Frederick of
Wurtemberg" and is so printed in his catalogues.

Some Belgian nurseryman thinking that the high
sounding title of king would sell better, corrupted
the name, and some prefer the corruption to the

/rut name. The evil is, tliat we shall soon receive

the same pear under both names.
I place, at the disposal of the society, two plants

of Muse rosacea, and twenty bulbs of Amaryllis
Equestris.* If any gentlemen wish them, tliey

will be delivered on their order.

I :un, sir, respectfully yours,

JOHN LOWELL.

j

From Hon. Judge Heard, Mario Louise, and
'Louise Bonne of Jersey (England) Pears, they are
both great bearers, and are very justly placed
among our best autumn pears.

,

From Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, Brighton, 4 baskets

Grapes

From R. Manning, Salem, Beurre Diel, Buffum,
Beurre Bose, Belle et Bonne, Fulton, Popes Qua-
ker, Jalousie, and Marie Louise Pears.

Erom E. M. Richards, Esq. Dedhani, Capsheaf
and Harrison's Fall Making Pears, yellow Ingestrie,

Red Ingestrie and Fall Sops of Wine Apples, and
one unnamed sort from a dwarf tree, imported from
France. Also Hill's Madeira Peaches.

From Miss S. Seaver, Ro.xbury, a basket of
beautiful Catawba Grapes, the clusters and berries

were large, perfectly ripe and of e.tcellont Havor.

Also a Seedling Grape, raised from the Catawba.

For the Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.

Report o.\ Vegetables
Exhibited at the ^Innual Meeting, Sept. 19, 20, '21.

Si.x very large crook neck Squashes from Samuel
Prescott, Elm Hill, Roxbury.

Tomatoes, from John Hovey, Roxbury.
Squash (six feet 4 inches circumference, weight

88 lbs) from seed received from Paris, Mrs Welles.

African Acorn Squash, from T. Thompson, Jr.

Two Drumhead Cabbages from J. D. W. Wil-
liams, Roxbury, Elm Hill: and also 2 squashes

weighing 24 lbs.

Lima Beans, (extra fine,) Richard Ward, Rox-
bury.

Crook neck squash, J. Clapp, South Reading.
Pine Apple Potatoes and Acorn, Autumnal, and

one other variety of Squashes (name unknown,)
Samuel Pond, Cambridgeport.

Love Apples, (Tomatoes,) Hon. John Lowell,

Roxbury.

Sweet Potatoes, from do.

1 Chili Squash, from James Eustes, South Read-
ing, (weight 62 lbs.)

1 Large Potato, from JonatJian Warren, Wes-
ton.

Yellow Tomatoes, J. L. Moffatt, Esq., Roxbury-
Autumnal Marrow Squash.

Smyrna or Palermo Squash. A prolific variety,

and runs very little, from John M. Ives, Salem.

Mangel Wurtzel, Samuel Hyde, Newton.

3 Valparaiso or Lima Squashes ; 1 African Blue

Skin Squash, from Rufus Howe, Dorchester.

Seven years Pumpkin, from Mrs Timothy Bige-

low, Medford. (The above, the growth of last year,

and shown at the annual exhibition of 1837.)

Weight 4*3 lbs. in perfect condition, and it is said

will remain sound for seven years.

Autumnal Marrow, from Abbott Lawrence, Jr.

Park Street.

Canada Crook Neck, a trim specimen, curious,

from Perez Smith, Weston.
Crook Neck S<|uash (weight 46 lbs.) from E.

Sparhawk, Brighton.

Lima Beans, (superior) from Richard Ward, Rox-
bury.

Squash, mammoth size, 130 lbs. weight, from
Capt Geo. Lee, West Cambridge.

2 Seven Years Pumpkins, weight 81 lbs.

2 Baskets Tomatoes.

1 Basket Horticultural Beans.

Cuba Love Appte, from James L. L. F. Warren,
Brighton.

SAMUEL POND, Chairmayi.

A gentleman and bis wife, while on a whortle-
berry e.xcursion near Sang Run, in Maryland,* mu I . 1 ». II ™ uciiv cvt^ufMuii near oaiiy^ n-un, in njarviana.* The plants ami bulhs were not received. The socictv i -n i l. , i i

'•""'"''"'"J""""'
rould take great pleasure to distribute them when they come |

'^"^'^" eighty rattlesnakes, and wounded four which
haad. S yy. escaped.

From ihe Olil Colony Memorial.

CATTLE SHOW.
The Plymouth County .Agricultural Society held

its anniversary Exhibition and Cattle Show at

Bridgewater on Wednesday last The sky looked
threatening all day, but the rain held off until

nearly night. There was as large a concourse of
people as usual, and the crowd at the hall of e.xhi-

bition was very great The articles of manufacture
were not so numerous as last year, but they failed

not in quality. The Ploughing Match was a very
interesting trial, and attracted the attention of an
unusual crowd of spectators—the number of com-
petitors was also greater than common. The of!i-

cers of the last year were generally re-elected.

The dinner was plain and plentiful, suitable to the

occasion
; but, in conformity to the temperance and

sobriety of the times, there was no wine, no toasts,

no song, no music in the hall. The address, by C.

J. Holmes, Esq. was appropriate and interesting.

Tho,.efRciency and perseverance of the Marshals
in driving from the grounds those individuals who
came there with the intention of selling rum, is

worthy of all praise. The award of premiums,
we believe, gave general satisfaction. We publish

below the Report of the Committee on Manufac-
tures.

Premiums aivaiiled by the Committee on Manufactures.

So 00

4 00

3 00

2 00

1 00

2 50

1 50

Lydia Dawes, Plymouth, piece carpeting,

Mrs Abiezer T. Hervey, Middleboro" do.

" Olive S. Pratt, Bridgewater, do.

" Abisha Stetson, E. Bridgewater, do.

" Eleanor Sampson, Pembroke, do.

" Helen Taylor, Plympton, stair carpet,

" Abiah Bassett, Bridgewater, do.

" Wilkes Wood, Middleborough, hearth rug, 3 00
" Lavina Taylor, Plympton, do. 2 50

Miss Elizabeth Briggs, Middleboro', do. 2 00
Mrs Joseph Clark, do. do. 1 50
" Louisa S. Jackson, Plymouth, do. 1 50
" Rebecca B. Allen, do do. 75
" Lodency Brett, N. Bridgewater, do. 50
" Bethiah W. Bates, Bridgewater, 2 do. of

rags, 75
" Bethiah Ilayward, do. do. 50
" Deborah Reed, East do. best piece of

cloth, 3 00
" Abigail Alden, Bridgewater, 2d do. 2 00
" Jared Alden, Middleboro', do. 1 00

Satinet Factory, Plympton, satinet, 3 00
Wm. Taylor, do. do. 2 00
Mrs Thomas Drew, Halifax, best flannel, 3 00
Ichabod R. Jacobs, Scituate, 2d do. 2 00
Catharine Bonney, Pembroke, 3d do. ' 1 00
Zeruiah Hayward, Bridgewater, 4th do. 50
Mehitable Keen, Hanson, red flannel, 1 00
Rachel H. Jacobs, Hanover, best blankets, 2 00
Abiah Bassett, Bridgewater, 2d do. 1 50
Elizabeth S. Delano, Marshfield, best woollen

hose, 1 00
Elizabetli B. Hayward, 2d do. 75
Abigail C. Witherell, Bridgewater, 3d do. 50
Ruth Alden, Duxbury, lot woollen socks, 1 50
Miss Sarah Simmons, liridgewater, linen hose, 1 00
Mrs Content Crooker, do. do. 75
Miss H. H. McLauthlin, E. Bridgewater, do. 50
Mrs Ruth B. Lewis, Marshfield, worsted hose, 1 00
Mrs Catharine Reed, do 75
.Abigail Reed, do 50
Mary J. Bisbee, Rochester, eotton hose, 1 00
H. H. McLauthlin, E. Bridg'r, do 50
Experience Thompson, Halifax, bed spread, 2 00
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Ruth Aldon, Duxbury,

Lydia Allen, Eii.st P.riilgewater,

Elizabeth UeeJ, do

H. H. McLauthlen, do

Clarissa Reed, do

do

do

qiiilt,

do

do

1 50

1 00

1 50

1 00

50

Hannah Bachus, Middleborough, counterpane, 2 00

Elizabeth B. Ilayward, do 1 50

Lucy Clap]), Scituato, do 1 00

Lucinda M. S. Keitli, E. Bridg'r do 50

Ruth Backus, Middleborough, table linen, 1 50

Lucy Clapp, Scituate, do 1 00

Cynthia Porter, Halifax, do 50

H. H. McLauthlen, E. Bridg'r do 50

William Eames, Duxbury, woollen yarn, 1 00

Mary Wood, Halilax, lot of yarn, 1 00

Catharine Bonney, Pembroke, do 75

Betsey Tillson, Halifax, do 50

Elizabeth Bates, Kingston, highland shawl, 1 00

Darius Wentworth, Bridgewater, lining leather, 50

Ruth Alden, Duxbury, pair worsted gloves, 25

Cyrus Morton, Halifax, pair dog's wool mittens, 25

Solomon Hayward, Bridg'r, bbl superfine flour, 3 00

MORTON EDDY, Chairman.

AND gardener's JOURNAL.

Boston, Wednesday, Octobee 17, 1838.

WORCESTER CATTLE SHOW.

The annual exhibition of Worcester Agricultural Soci-

ety took pl*»e at Worcester, Oct. 10th. The day was

cloudy, and rain anticipated, but it held off until evening,

giving a favorable opportunity for the display, and mul-

titudes of the hardy and intelligent yeomanry of the

county, were present to participate in the business and

festivities of the day.

Two long ranges of substantial pcn.s, 120 or 130 in

number, were filli;d to overflowing, at an early hour of

the dav, with a fine display of neat cattk, ?heep, swine.

&c., and many cattle were lied outside for V'aht of room

Among the working cattle we noticed a number of

pairs of beautiful oxen and steers, which appeared to be

the pride of their owners, aed well they may be proud of

such fine creatures, for they seemed to partake of the in-

tolli"once of their owners, and were perfectly obedient

to their voice, and quick at the word of command, to

haw and gee, to back and forward, &c. In fact we

never saw oxen belter trained tlian some of them were.

$150 per yoke were a.sked for some of this description,

and others, wc suppose could liardly be bought for money.

One pair of twin steers belonging to Mr Lovett Peters, of

Westborough, attracted much attention, being a perfect

match, large, and of good shape; iheir wciglitas marked

on the yoke was 3333 lbs., one of ihem about Sio lbs.

heavier than the other, their age about 3 1-2 years.

Wo noticed a number of lots of cows and heifers of

good symmetry of shape, but we did not see so many fine

animals of this description as we could have wi^sbed.

Of bulls there was a number of different ages and blood,

some of them fine looking creatures. There were also

good specimens of fat oxen. One of the most interesting

S)"ht3 was a family oT Sswine of the Bedford breed, from

the Insane Hospital, whose weight would average, prob-

ably, 400 lbs each when dressed. They appeared to be

an oblong mass of fat with a little short nose slicking out

at one end and a tail at the other, standing upon legs

hardly long enough to clear their bellies from the ground,

of a clean white, without striprs or spots,—we saw none

of the striped breed upon the ground. There was in an-

other pen a fine sow with a family of ten lieauliful little

spotted pigs. Utbcr pens contained a variety of boars,

breeding sows, pigs, &C. The sheep were also pretty

well represented. We noticed the Merino, Dishley and

other breeds.

The ploughing match was a scene of considerable in-

terest. It took place at 9 o'clock, about obc mile from

the hall on Union Hill, from wliich there is a bird's eye

view of the flourishing and pleasant town of Worcester,

bounded on all sides by beautiful, and highly cultivated

swells of land, presenting a landscape of indescribable

richness, which was enlivened at this time by the large

assemblage of people on ihe ground, and by the long

irregular line in scattering groups which dotted the

route from the village to the hill. The scene of action

had been markod out and prepared beforehand, and a

furrow thrown up on two sides ofthe field and stone walls

on the otlrer sides which were the boundary lines for the

numerous spectators. The plot of ground was divided

into lots of one eighth of an acre each, and each lot num-

bered. The competitors first drew lots for choice of

ground, and then with iheir respective teams took their

stations accordingly. There were 6 single and 9 double

teams engaged in the match. At the word of command

the teams started together. It was gratifying to notice

that the oxen were managed by the drivers with much

quietness, and with little use of the whip. The work

was done in an admirable manner, evincing great skill in

the ploughmen.

We thought It would require great discrimination and

good judgment on the part of the committee to know how

to decide who was entitled to the premium.

The hall was well filled with specimens of domestic

manufactures, such as hearth rugs, carpets, counterpanes,

and a hundred nameless, useful and fancy articles, the

handy work of ihe thrifty housewives and their daugh-

ters.

Here were to be seen also, fine lots of butter and

cheese, big squashes and pumpkins ; rohan potatoes and

other .vegetables ; agricultural implemenls, including a

corn planter, which attracted much attention. The op-

erator sits in a sort of gig and drives his horse over the

field, and while he is taking an airing and smoking his

pipe, (if he has a fancy for it,) he is planting his corn.

There was also in the hall a highly finished barouche,

manufactured in Worcester, and many other articles too

numerous to mention.

Al eleven o'clock a procession was formeil at the Wor-

cester House, which proceeded lo the Calvinistic church

to hear the address from the Rev. Henry Colman. The

meeting was called to order by the Hon Levi Lincoln,

the presiding officer of the day. He remarked that they

were celebrating their 20th anniversary. After giving

some account of the progress of the society and of the

present exhibition, be adverted to the state of the funds

of the society, and regretted to say, that in consequence

of losses sustained, and the e.xtra expense incurred by

the erection of new pens for the cattle, tire funds had

been reduced from an amount something over $9,000 to

a sum less than $-<,000. He called upon the young men

of the county lo come forward and sustain the society by

becoming members, and thereby increase the funds and

imparl new energy to the society. It appeared by the

remarks made, that the young men had been rather back-

ward in the performance of this duly, and were suffering

their fathers to bear the heat and burden of the day, and

as a necessary consequence, unless they came to the res-

cue, the society would soon be on the wane. We trust

the appeal was not made in vain, and hope that before

another anniversary day shall come round, every young

man in the county who is in any way connected with

agriculture will put his hand to the plough, nnd pledge

himself not only lo sus'.iiin the high reputation of the so-

ciety, but also endeavor to increase its usefulness a hun-

dred fold.

Mr Lincoln regretted the prevailing disposition on the

part of many young men, to be dissatisfied with N. Eng-

land, and their desire to emigrate lo the far west. He

remarked that he had been placed in situations to know-

full well the trials of the New England emigrant in the

west, and was well satisfied from what be had seen and

from facls which have come before bim, that in a great

majority of cases, their expectations were far from being

realized, and that numbers had awakened from their

dreams of ease and plenty, and would gladly return to

the good society, good institutions, and healthy climate

of New England if it w'ere in their power. He spoke so

eloquently and so much to the point on this subject that

we were persuaded that if any present had the emigration

fever, they would al least consider the subject a little

further before they bid adieu to the land of their pilgrim

fathers. •

The Rev. Mr May, of Leicester addressed the throne

of grace. Mr Colman's address was listened to by a

crowded audience, apparently with deep interest. As it

will probably be published we will not mangle it, by at-

tempting a sketch. From the meeting house the compa-

ny proceeded to witness the trials of the strength of work-

ing oxen, which was tested by drawing loads of stone up

rising ground, by backing and manccuvering in various

ways ; but owing to the great crowd, we did not gel a

chance to witness this part of the ceremonies.

Al three o'clock a large number of gentlemen sat down

to a bountiful dimier, which was provided in good style

at the Worcester House. The festivities of the board

were enlivened by sentiments and addresses from a num-

ber of distinguished guests.

But to conclude, we must say that we were highly

ratified with tlie various exhibitions and performances of

the day, and from what we witnessed, are well satisfied

that a body of men .so intelligent as the gentlemen who

compose the Worcester Agricultural Society, will not

suffer the cause of agriculture to languish, but that this

chief comer-stone in the foundations of our national

prosperity, will as far as they are concerned, be laid as

strong as the hills which beautify the county they in-

habit. J- B-

After the above was in type we received a belter ac-

comit of tlie cattle show at Worcester from Mr Colman

than what we have written. We are sorry it was not

received a few hours sooner, but as it is, we must omit

the greater part of it, giving some extracts.

Speakins of the ploughing match he says,—" We can-

not particularize, if we were so disposed, for we did not ;

learn a name, which we can recall ;_ but the work of the

single teams on the same field was as good, as deeply

ploughed and as well ploughed as any done bv the double ,

teams. The order of the field was perfect. Tlie specators

were not suffered lo come on to the work nor to break the

line. This is a matter of particular importance, bec.iuse

oxen, especially not being blinded, are very Uable in a

crowded field lo be disturbed as they come lo the end of

furrow by the spectators, who are apt lo press lo that

point ; and the ploughman is unable to bring out his fur-

row in a straight line, and to square his corners. Besides

this the committees are left wholly unembarrassed in the

discharge of their duties. So far as we could see, there

was scarcely a loud word spoken on the field ;
there was

no hallooing nor scolding, nor swearing, nor whippmg.

It was in no respect a race. It was not ploughing against

time ; and the work was executed in a fine manner.

The exhibition of live slock embraced 377 entries.

We should do no justice bv any attempt to give what

might be called an account of them ; that would require

much more time than was afi'orded us for the examination.

The fat cattle were respectable but not extraordinary,

with the exception of a fat cow from Barre, weighing

1560 lbs. We have rarely seen her equal. She wasa|

cross of the Durham Short Horn ; but bow fed we re.

ccived no iiifonn;Uion. There were some bulls of tbii
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same stock that were very distinguishable ; and by their LAYING OUT eARn^^^ AND ORNAHKIVTAI.

deep briskets, theii fine necks, tlieir full quarters and PLANTAiiua..

their synietrical forms, and, if we maybe allowed an E. S vve.s he-s leave to ., form h,s Ir.ends ami the pil.lc

Hibernlanism, their rounded points, rdke very high in ,
m general that he wdl atteml the aymam

comparison with our native sto^k, whielt stood near then.. '

-^t^me'' iT"he'Tppr^S .i
"^7 tfe "wh^'may l,e ^"ieared

The sheep likewise were beautitul speeniiens of the pure .
°''„' '°,";" ' '"^ approDaiK

Dishley, of the native stock, and of the fine wooled
1

'

X'l orders left with J. Breck & Co. Agricultural Store, No.

races. The flat backs and round and barrelled torms ot
^^ j^^^^j^ Market Street, will he punctually attended to.

the Diskley attracted much attention, For mutton those
, J_ —

sheep prove excellent crossed with our native breeds, in
I

BOJTE MANIRE.
this way acquiring more hardihood than belongs to them

j The suhscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

in their pure state"; and thus better recommending them
,
that he has been in the Bone business more than ten years,

to our habits, wbich are not yet such as to secure to and has spent mucn time and money to ascertam how hones

hi-rhlv improved animals .all that carefulness and liberal- may he converted lo the best use, and is lully sai.sfied that

!;;^lnVSgwhich areabsolutelyrequisitetokeep them
If;^^"™,^, -^r.^'-l^lrs-t^^re^rulu, tZ'f^t "a

"'Tr';Lrof twin steers were particularly noticeable, W^Hce,^;;^,-^^^^^^^^^^^^

—a pair from the Hospital for the Insane were among
.

y,.jers ,„ay he left at mv manufactory, near Tremont road,

the most beautiful animals in rolor, marks, condition and
j ^^^ Roxbury, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

form, which are ever seen. We certainly have never - '-' -• - -- -

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORKECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Apples, . . .

Beans, white. Foreign,
•' " Domestic,

Beef, mess,
No. t.

barrel

bushel

Be

met with their superiors ; we do not recollect their equals.

The show of swine, fat hogs and breeding animals, of

which there was a large variety and number, was pre-

eminently excellent. We have no doubt that the intel-

ligent committee on this subject will do ample justice to

their extraordinary merits."

The Report of the Massachusetts Horticultural Society,

for last week, is unavoidably omitted. It shall appearin

our next.

BRIGHTON MARKKT.—Monday, Oct. 15, 1838

Ueimrli'il lor the New Englfind Fanner.

At Market 1900 Beef Catile, 800 Stores, 4S Sheep,

and 550 Swine.
Prices —Hccf Cattle.—We quote first quality, $7 50.

Second quality, $G 75 a $7 00. Third quality, $5 75 a

Barrelling Cattle.— Vie quote, Mesa, $6 75. No. 1,

*S^ -Yearlings, $9 a $14. Two Year Old, $18

a $28. Three Year. Old, $22 a $38.

S/,e«n.—Former [.riees hardly sustained. We quote

lots at $1 62, $1 88, $2 00, $2 12, $2 .-53, $2 50, $3 00,

and $3 25.
, • ^ , . ., i o

Swine.—Lois to peddle were taken at 7 1-4 a 7 t-4

for barrows, and 6 1-4 a & 1-2 for sows. Selected old

barrows, 7 1-2, sows 7. At retail, 7 a 8 1-2.

in ivo.\uuiy, or ai luc i^cw ju.1i5i.u1.-. j.5. .v ........*.

and Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street, Bo.

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

FOR SAL.B.

Five acres of good Salt Marsh, in duincy, or (Squantum

so called.)

Also, Four acres of Salt Marsh in Brighton.

Also, Several full blood animals, cows and calves. Apply

to A. Greenwood, on the Welles Farm, Dorchester, near Dr

Codman's meeting house.

Sept. 12, 1833.

IPOR SALK.
A two years old Bull of the Cream pot breed; from Mi

Jaqueth's stock at Ten Hill Farm, Charlestown. Cows of

the above breed make the most butter of any stock in this

country Inquire of the subscriljer near llw; factories in

Waltham. ISAAC PARKER.

miTCH BULBS.

Just received at New York from Rotterdam and will

open in a few days, our annual supply of splendid Dutch

Bulbs, consisting of
, ,,t, . tt .u

Double Red, Vellow, Blue and White Hyacinths,

Single
Single and Double Tulin

Crown Imperials, Douhh^.ro»,. .u.H^i.i... V' ?'."§'« "f ^°«=>

Engli-ih, Spanish and Persian Ins,

Polyanthus Narcissus, of sorts,.

Ranunculus,
Anemones,
Frilillarias,

Crocus, of sorts.
jqsEPH BRECK & CO.

Boston, Oct. 16, 1S38. __^
R\SPBERRY BUSHES.

Forsale at the Charlestown ^^neyaTd, fine plants of the

following Rasiiberries, viz.

Red Antwerp,
White do.

Barnet,
'

Franconian, anil

Mason's Seedling.

Orders left with JOSEPH B^ECK & CO. wiU^meet

with orompt attention. i HUMAb iYiASUi>i.

Charlestown, Oct. 10, 1833.

NOTICE.
The subscriber offers for sale his real estate in Westford

ajid Groton; consisting of his homestead, 35 acres, his

farm, 117, one pasture, 17 acres, one do- 33 -acres, one wood-

lot, 13 acres, one do. 5 acres, and one do. 10 acres. For

further particulars see his advertisement in the Lowell Jour-

nal, or inquire of the subscriber -at his house, near the meet-

houses and academy in Westford.
EPHKAIM ABBOTT.

FARM FOR SALE.

In Cambridge, about one mile from Murdock's Hotel on

the WestCamhridge road with a valuable stone ledge on the

same; containing forty acres of good land with the build-

ings on the same. It will be sold at a bargain if applied ior

soon as the present owner is about removing to the West.

^tll"^
"'""''"

"sw'^
''""""

AMMI C^EEL.

FOR SALE.

The thorough bred Short Horned Durham Bull, Superior.

Superior was calved in August, 1831. He was got by

Frederick, and he by Wye Comet.

Dam, Yellow Rose, by Young Denton.

G. Dam, Arabella, (Imported,) by North Star.

G G. Dam Aurora, " " Comet.

G G. G. Dam " " " Henry.

G. G, G. G. Dam " " " Danby.
,. , „ ,

The above pedigree may be found m the English Herd

He' is a roan and perfectly gentle and docile; and his

stock which may be seen at the farm of the suhscriber, will

testify to his value. Price, 3250 Apply to C; N. Bement

Esq. near Albany, N. Y ,
or to Wm. Au

Mount Marie, Duanesburgh, N. Y.

October 3, 1.837. 4w

prime
I'A.x, (American)

Chefse, new milk,

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese,

Flax, (American)
Fish, Cod
Flouh, Genesee, cash,

Baltimore, Howard street,

Baltimore, wharf,

Alexandria,
Rye,

Meal, Indian

Grais: Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oats, northein, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs

Eastern screwed, .

Honey, Northern,
Hops, 1st quality, ....

2d quality,

L AH D, Boston, Isl sort, .

southern, 1st sort.

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,

do, cnunlry do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. shnighter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort, ....
Macjerel, No. 1, . . .

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2S0O lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, . . . - -

Mess, . . - .

Seed;*: Herd's Grass, .

Jled. Top, southern,

northern,

Hemp, ....
Flax, . . . .

Red Clover, northern, .

-Southern, Clover,

SoftJ", American, No. 1,
" No., 2,

Tallow, tried, ....
Teazles, 1st sort

Wool, prime, or Saxony l-'leeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
£ . f Pulled superfiue,

JlJNo. 1, \. . .

t:-3 1No.2, . . . .

^ f^
I
No. 3,

pound

13 50
12 UU

gallon

pound

cask
barrel

cask
barrel

pound

pr M.
pound

3 43
8 76
9 00

1 02

1 00

1 20

16 00

12 00

H 75

2 50

29 00

26 00
2 63

2 62

1 25

20
g5

11 87
2 62
30 00

27 00

2 75

1 DO

PROVISION MARKET.
RETAIL PRICES,

COUNTRY SEAT IN NKWT >N, PUR SALE.

The subscriber offers for sale the house In which he now

re ides with the Barn, Sheds, Garden and about 3o acres of

l,nd si'tualed on Nonantum Hill, In Newton, 5 1-2 miles from

ihecitv The garden occupies nearly two acres, is stocked

th a sre-.t variety of fruit tress, and abont 10,000 Antwerp

R-«pberry Vines. The place may be seen and furlber partic-

1,,,, nl.iainpd on application at the premises,
ulars obtainea on api

^1^^ WHEELRIGHT.

July 16U

MULBERRY TREES.
15C0 Morus Multicaulis.

1000 While .Mulberry.

For sale, the entire lot, or m small quantities. They are

very superior, and being raised so far north, have the advan-

tage over southern raised trees, for this State."^ JAMES STEWART,
Indian Hill Farm, near Newburyport, Mass.

October 3, 1837

.gustus North, Hams, northern, .

' southern and western,

PoBK, whole hogs.

Poultry, per pair, .

Butter, tub,

lump,

Eggs,
Potatoes, new,.

Cider, ....

PEAR TREES FOR SALE.

At the Pomological Garden, Salem, Mass., a good collec-

lionof Standard Pear Trees all of which have been proved.

They compute the choicest of the old and new varieties.

dm^'Z^r.T38.'"^''''"'"R0S'El(°T^M:^NNlNG.

IiAR.W FOIt SALE.

That lafe and beautiful farm, late residence of the Hon.

Judge Dame, situated in Rochester N. H. six miles from

the village of Dover, and lour miles from Great Falls. Said

farm contains upwards of 300 acres of lanu and a large anJ

well fi"'shed two story house, with barns and other out-

build;n"5 in good repair. About 150 acres are covered with

hard and pine wood, besides a good portion of heavy timber.

There are also on the premises large quarries of the most

desirable granite. Any person desirous of purchasing may

learn further particulars on application to Joseph Bkeck &
Co., No. 51 and 52 North Market Street, Boston.

August 15, 183S.

pound
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE VANDOIS HARVEST HYMN.
Falher of mercies ! Go! of Peace I

Being whose Kounlies never cease!

While to the Heavens, in graleful loncs,

Ascend oi.r mingled orisons,

Listen lo these, the notes of praise,

Which wc, a liappy people, raise!

Our hamlet, slieltcrcd liy Thj' care,

Aliodcs of peace and plenty are;

Our tillage hy Thy blessing yields

An hundred fold— the ripened fields

Of flowing grain—the hurthened vine

—

Are tokens of Thy Love Divine.

The cradled head of infancy

Owclh its tranquil rest to Thee

—

Youth's douliting step, man's firmer tread.

In years mature, liy Thee are led

—

Secure may trembling age, Oh Lord !

Lea'n on its staff, Thy Holy Word.

"reach us these blessings lo improve,

Teach us to serve thee, teach to love

—

Exalt our hearts, that we may see

The Giver of all Good, in Thee

;

And he Thy Word our daily food,

Thy service, God, our greatest good.

Whether in youth, like early fruit,

Or in the sere and solemn suit

Of our autumnal age, like wheat

Ripened and for the reaper fit.

Thou cut us off, O God, may we
Gathered into Thy garner be !

rrnm the Itichinond County Mirror.

SUMMER'S GONE.
Jack Frost has been to work again among t"he

forest leaves. Already his bold crimson and rus-

set hues are peeping from among the strange deep
green of summer. And—like the first gray hairs

vi-hich stray intrudingly upon our ear-locks—the

first shrunken leaves rustle past us with a sad fore-

boding story. They tell the melancholy tale of
Nature's faded loveliness. The time is near at

hand when we must stoically bow to the behest of
Nature, and bid a short adieu to the green and
sunny seasons of the year. To many this farewell

will be the last—for the last time some of us now
look out upon the green drapery of this beautiful

earth, upon the structure of which the immaeulate
Creator has displayed so much of His power, his

goodness, and ine.\haiistible benevolence. For the

last time we watch the silver mountain-streams
leaping from their unknown fastnesses, laving the

mossy banks and swathing the long grass which
dapples in their mimic eddies. The same stern

hand whose strange thraH shall lock up their en-
ergies in its icy manacles, may also lay upon us
its cold and stilly ruin ! To many there may be
sorrow in this contemplation. Bttt to him whose
ethereal mind springs naturally from mundane glo-
ries, and sees in heaven's pure arc a pleasing hope
of those pure hopes and joys immortal wliich are
to grace his future history, these beautiful changes
mark the welcome approach of that day " when this

mortal shall put on immortality, and this corruptible
shall put on incorruption." Oh, what a bright pie-
rian fount does bland Philosophy open to those
whose knowledge-yearning souls are ever ready to

drink in its rich nectar. And Poesy too— the fairy

offspring of the enchanted nymph—as she moves
majestically over the earth, unseen by all but her

worshippers, how can she swathe us with her heav-

enly spirit, and immerse us in her care-dispelling

Ecthe ! Guided by her, we look with new eyes

upon the varied panorama of Creation, and .see in

every lineament of Nature the peerless mechanism
of a Power Supreme. With her twin sister, Phi-

losophy, she floats on atrial pinions, and touches

with a magic wand the golden gates of pure and
undefiled religion. The narrow path, which but a

few may find, is lighted by her presence with a

noon-day glory, while the thousands who are de-

barred participation, are dazzled by the glowing
splendor until tlieir eyes are even darkened by the

unbroken light.

In the providential changing of the seasons, we
have the most convincing proofs of the wisdom of

that Great Original, from whose plastic hands
worlds without number mount into their spheres, as

sparks spring upward from a rustic fire. While
myriads of stars shine in the azure depths, with

brighter lustre than the golden tiles which whilom
glistened on the walls of Solomon's vain-glorious

temple. But there is an indefinable line which
prescribes the limits of philosophy, and beyond
which her step-by-step advances cannot delve.

Here it is where man's own knowledge defines its

ignorance, and where his wondrous lore makes the

dicsovery of his imbecility and weakness. At this

point his giant powers mount just high enough to

peep from the confine-walls of their enclosure be-

yond which all is inscrutable and dark. Man can-
not know how mere a worm he is, until Philosophy
holds up to him the mirror of creation, and even
then, the infinity of his Littleness shrinks to a point

which the immortal soul within him cannot descend
to contemplate. Thus it is, the divinity within

him tells plainly of that high source which he may
boast. The mighty mover of this great machine,

" Whose body Nature is—and God the soul !"

Here it is where Philosophy loses herself in her
own depths, and reclines her exhausted form upon
the altars of the "Great

First-Last ! pavilioned high, who sils

In darkness—from excessive splendor born

—

By gods unseen, unless through lustre lost!'"*

THE WEALTH OF A COUNTRY
DEPENDS UPON THE FARMERS AND MKCHANICS.

What is wealth ? These things which are con-

venient and necessary to use, and which administer

to our wants and our comforts. Money alone, can-

not therefore be considered as wealth, because if

the articles or things above mentioned are not to be
liad, or are not in e.\istence, a man would be poor
indeed, though he were loaded with gold and .sil-

ver. If he were hungry and there was no bread to

be bought, if he were shivering with cold and there

were no garments made for sale, his gold would be
but of little service. It is true, mankind, by a

common consent, have agreed that gold and silver

should be the signs or evidence of property,—or in

other words, tlie measure of property ; and he wiio

has a certain amount of it, has evidence of so much
wealtli. He can exchange it for the very things or

articles which do in fact constitute wealth.

Thus a man who has a hundred dollars in his

pocket, has the ticket, as it were, to entitle him to

enter into the possession of an hundred bushels of

com, or a hundred yards of cloth, or a hundred
acres of wild land, or a yoke of oxen, or a horse

and wagon, as the case may be. But if these

things do not exist, and he needs them, his ticket is

of no more use, than if he had a ticket to go into a
theatre, and it should ha\e been burned down before

he used it. The elements therefore of wealth con-

.sist in natural productions, brought together, chang-
ed and modified by the skill and labor of man ; of

the farmer and mechanic. Commerce, though
necessary and honorable, is nothing more than the

tnoving or changing of these productions from
place to place. It has always appeared singular to

us, that merchants should consider themselves, as

too many, far too many of tliem do, above the farm-

ers or mechanics, merely on account of their pro-

fession, when they are indeed only the teamsters to

tlie others. They are the agents to transport their

productions hither and thither, as calls may exist

for them. But to return to the subject. If we are

right in the position which we have taken, that

wealth consists in natural productions changed and
wrought upon by the labor of man, it follows that

the country which possesses the most of the ele-

ments or materials to work upon, such as good soil,

abundance of water power, forests of timber, quar-

ries of diflferent kinds of stones, mines, and beds of

different kinds of minerals, &c., must have the most
natural wealth. It then only requires the hand of

industry and skill to put these materials into shape,

and to put them together to form real substantial

wealth. This is the duty of the fiirmer and me-
chanic. They are tlie second creators of wealth.

They take the raw material as it came from the

hands of the Almighty, and change it by tlieir labor

into (he thousands and tens of thousands of different

forms, which render it useful to man, which make
it subservient to the wants and comforts of human
life. The more industrious and skilful this class

is, the more wealth will be arxumulated in the

country. Do farmers and mechanics consider these

things rightly ? Are they not too apt to think

themselves as mere plodders and servants, rather

than as second to the Great First Cause in the

production and increase of wealth.' And, indeed,

is tliere not a false standard of respectability, too

much in use in society, and are not the productive

classes apt to measure themselves by it.' This

standard appears to be idleness and a fine coat ; and
consequently, the more idle a man can be, and the

finer the dress, the more of a gentleman. Not so.

Respectability should consist in an improved mind,

and skilful and industrious hands. Moral qualifi-

cations being equal, he should have the most honor,

who by the combination of the efforts of his mind
and physical powers, has contributed more largely

to tlie increase of those things which constitute

wealth.

Such an one has done more for the amelioration

of society, tlian a thousand unproductive dandies,

who toil in the shade and wash in cologne. And
society should bestow upon such a corresponding

meed of honor.

THE JVE^V KIVGL.A1VD FAKIUER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 60 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,

n SCHOOL STREKT... .BOSTON.
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THE BEURRE CAPIAUMONT AND FRED-
ERIC DE WURTEMBERG PEARS.

Mr Editor,—^Having been absent on a journey
of some two or three weeks, to a distant State, a

notice of the remarks of your respected correspon-
dent, the Hon. Mr Lowell, on the report of the
commiltee on fruits of the Mass. Hort. Society of
tlie Sth nit. has necessarily been delayed.

In order to show the grounds on which the com-
mittee rest their opinion, that the Beurre Capiau-
mont figured in the London Poinological Magazine,
is not the true variety cultivated on the continent
of Europe under that name, but the Wurtembur'';
or ratlier the "Frederic de Wurtemberg," which is

sometimes also called, perhaps improperly, the "Roi
de Jf'urtemberg," I submit, first, the followins- ex-
tract from that work published in I8at>, and accom-
panying the figure.

" The first specimens which were seen in tliis

country, came to the Horticultural Society in 1820,
from M. Parmentier of Enghien, and ill. Dumortier
Rutteau, of Tuurnay. They e.xcited much admi-
•ation at the time, and measures were immediately
aken to secure the variety for this country. Un-
ortunately, however, the cuttings which were sent
)ver were so much mi.xed, or so carelessly labelled,
hat a very small proportion of them proved to be
>f the true kind, in their room we received the
3enrre Ranee, tlie Ctdraar Jaminette, and even the
'Japoleon. The true kind has always been sold by
tfr Richard Williams, of Turnham Green; and
rom tr^es procured from his nursery, and growino-
n the garden of the ^Horticultural Society, ou'r

drawing was made."

It will be observed that this drawing, figured
everal years after the specimens of the fruit had
een received, which e.xcited so much admiration,
'as made not from fruit produced from tlie cuttino-s

eceived from M. Parmentier and otliers, but frum
rets brought from the nursenj of Mr Richard Wil-
'ams. How Mr Williauis obtained the true kind
; is not stated, but it is evident that tlie London
forticultnral Society had no other means of test-
ig the identity of this fruit than the authority of
n English nurseryman, and we have the assertion
f Mr Knight himself that at that time, he knew
if no English nurseries to be trusted in regard to
,18 new fruits, "that he feared there was too much
onfusion in all the large nurseries, &c."
It would not therefore have been an event at all

irprising if the society had been led into an error

y Mr Williams, as it will be seen by the follow-
ig extract from the catalogue of the society pub-
shed by Mr Robert Thompson in 1831, to what
itent similar mistakes had occurred

; he says,
leaking of the omission of tlie abbreviations
hich distinguish the most important characters of
le fruit, " In these cases no certain information
13 been collected at the garden ; owing either to
le trees not having fruited, or to inaccuracies hav-

[NO. 16.

ing been discovered in the names of the plants re-

ceived at the garden. These inaccuracies have
taken place to an extent of which no one who has
not personally inspected the progress of investiga-
tion, can form ar^idea, and have caused more em-
barrassment than ail other causes whatsoever taken
together."—So much for the possibility that an
error may have been made at the garden of the
Horticultural Society ; but for this error, its late
venerable and highly distinguished president could
have been in no way responsible ; from the nature
of the case, he must have depended on others, or
on those who had received the trees from Mr Wil-
liams, and he again on some one else, and so on,
through a connection, which we have no means of
knowing how multiform it may not have been, an
error in any part of which would have been fatal
to- the truth of the variety. The conclusions ar-
rived at from what is before stated may be said
truly, to be only conjectural ; they show, however,
tkat there has been room for error, and we will
abw proceed witli the evidence we have that there
has been an error in the case of the Beurre Capi-
aumont

; and this we are the more anxious to do
because we have received a rebuke from a quarter
entitled to grave consideration, and our hiirhest
respect, and whether the rebuke be deserved or not,
yet coming, as it does, from the early and constant
patron of horticulture, and of our own society es-
pecially, we are quite sure was made in kindness
and witl) a view to its benefit Wo stand, tliere-
fore, in this matter, on our defence, only so far as
to show that we had strong evidence for adopting
the opinion expressed.

The term miscalled may certainly appear harsh,
and if it had any particular personal allusion, would
be so in fact ; but it had none, it was inadvertently
applied in the haste of a weekly report, and the
meaning intended to be conveyed was simply
^' lohat people at thi^ time miscall.'" We have no
doubt that the description of the pear in the Ponio-
logical Magazine is a true one of that fruit sent to
this country by Mr Knight, as the ISeurre Capiau-
mont

; but the question now at issue is, whether
the pear which. is there figured an J described, is

that which it was intended to be or identical with
the true Beurre Capiaumont which was then, and
now is, cultivated on the continent ; if it be so,

then indeed are we in error, but if otherwise, most
assuredly the integrity of those through whose in-

strumentality the scions were obtained and so libe-
rally distributed throughout our country, can in no
way be impugned.

Soon after the Capiaumont, sent by Mr Knio-ht
as such, came into bearing, some of the members
of our Society (including Mr Manning and myself)
received specimen trees of the Capiaumont from
other sources ; from France and from Flanders, all

bearing a like resemblance to each other, in the
young wood and the leaf, but essentially different
from the Capiaumont sent by Air Knight.

At a subsequent period, Mr Manning received
from Messrs Buel & Wilson, a tree, among others,
of the " Roi de ffurtemberg," (believed to have

been received by them from the London Horticul-
tural Society,) and being at Salem sometime after-
wards, he called my attention to this tree, and we
concluded from its appearance that it must prove
to bo identical with the Capiaumont of Mr Knight;
this tree has since produced fruit, which has been
annually exhibited, and our predictions have been
fulfilled.

In 1834 and 183.5, we received scions also, of
the " Wurtemberg," from Dr Van Mons, of Lou-
vain, the wood Wild leaf exactly oorresponding with
the tree received from Messrs Buel & V/llson

;

these have also produced fruit, which has been ex-
hibited by Mr Manning, and which proves to be
the same as the Capiaumont of J'lr Knight. Dr
Van Mons has stated the Frederic de WuHembero-
to be a fruit which was originated by himself (no^
by M. Capiaumont) and his description coincides
precisely with the Capiaumont of Mr Knight, and
also with that figured in the Pomological Magazine.
Dr Van Mons says the Wurtemberg is a twice'
bearing variety, this also is in exact accordance
with what we have seen.

In order, however, to satisfy ourselves, and to
resolve all doubts on the subject, we sent, in 1834,
to Mr Thompson of the garden of the London
Horticultural Society, for scions of the true Buerre
Capiaumont

; we also sent at the same time to Dr
Van Mons for scions of the same fruit ; they have
been received from both sources, and they ontirelv
con'cspond in appearance, both in leaf and wood,
with those which have been before received from
France and from Flanders as such,as well as with the
tree which produced the fruit e.xhibitcd by Mr Ives
as the true Capiaumont, at our late annual exhibi-
tion, the same having been received by ourselves
from France. It may also be observed, that the
fruit exhibited by Mr Ives as the true Capiaumont,
corresponds with the account given by Mr Thomp-
son in the last descriptive catalogue of the fruits

which had been produced in the garden of the
London Horticultural Society, up to the date of
that work in 1831, and is as unlike to the Capiau-
mont sent by Mr Knight, as is the tree and the
leaf.

The' Beurre de Capiaumont is thus briefly de-
scribed by Mr Thompson in the descriptive cata-
logue of 1831,—Of medium size and of ovate form,
color brownish red next the sun ; beurre and of
first rate qu.ility, a great bearer, withstands late

spring frosts better than most others. Its season
October.

We would also observe that in 1836 and 1837
we were visited by M. De Wael, from Flanders,
the Secretary of the Horticultural Society of Ant-
werp, a gentleman who brought letters from Dr
Van Mons to several members of our society, tes-

tifying to his high attainments as a naturalist, and
especially in pomological researches

;
possessing

himself a vast collection of fruit trees of diflerent

varieties ;—at first sight he pronounced the Capiau-
mont of Mr Knight to be the Wurtemberg.
We have indeed no good reasons for supposing

that any one with a right understanding of the
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business, could have an interest in multiplying

names, because they may have " trees to sell, as

none who raise trees for sale, would be likely to

recommend a new kind of fruit which has not been

satisfactorily proved with us, however highly recoiu-

mended, except onhj to amateurs and for trial
;

it is

in this way most of our new and finest varieties

have been introduced and become known
;
and I

doubt much whether twenty trees of the true Beurre

Capiaumont have ever been recommended or sold

in New England, and those only to amateurs and

for trial; while thousands of the Wurtemberg

have under another name been highly recommended

and sold. uv i .

Every friend of horticulture must be obliged to

Mr Lowell, for his friendly remarks, ««hich having

a tendency to elicit discussion have also an equal

tendency to elicit the truth, in relation to the no-

menclature of our fruits, and sh»iild error in any

case be discovered, it is believed that to avoid con-

fusion, it will be best rectified by a speedy resump-

tion of the true orignial names; in the present

case Jhere seems to be no alternative, unless we

givel new name to the fruit last received, which

would only create farther confusion, and which we

believe legitimately entitled to the name it now

^^^''^'

WILLIAM KENRICK,

.\-oifantum Hill, Xeu-lon, Oct. 19, 1S38.

W ENGLAND FARMER, OCTOBER !4*, l>-38.

Frnin the Franklin Farmc

CHARCOAL FOR DISEASED LUNGS IN

HOGS.

Mr Editor,—As the rearing and fattening of

hogs has become a b.isiness of great importance to

the west, and especially to our own corn -growing

state -, and as new and terrible diseases have made

their appearance within the last few years, among

that class of our domestic animals, I, as a common

sufferer with my brother farmers, have been trying

to ascertain the cause of, and remedy fot the one

which I have sufi^ered the most by, and which 1

shall call your attention more particularly to. It

is admitted I believe by pathologists, that diseases

may, and do change their type in the same latitude,

and become more and more malignant as the popu-

lation becomes more dense and tiie country becomes

older • thus our own intermittent has degenerated

into the more deadly typhus fever ;
thus that which

we once called quinsy or swelling of the throat

in swine, has now assumed a more malignant type,

and requires a difl^erent treatment; the cause is,

the same, but the effect is not always instantaneous
|

or accompanied by the same symptoms or results,

I think it may be safely assumed that most of the

diseases, if not all, that hogs are liable to are pro-

duced by sudden transitions from heat to cold
;
and

as they do not, like most other animals, perspire

throuo-h the pores of the skin over the whole sur-

face of the body, but through small orifices on the

legs and throat, which are constantly liable to ob-

struction, and especially in the winter season, when

the animals in large numbers bed together, produ-

cing freat heat and free perspiration for a short

time, but from the restiveness of their nature they

are often changing the position first assumed, all

tendiuT to clot the mediums of respiration and thus

lav the foundation of disease and death by alter-

natinrr between heat and cold through the winter.

Ordinarily the weak of the herd are the first to die.

This may be chargable to their inability to change

positions, subjecting them to the crushing weight

of the whole number in the bed ; or their long sub-

jection to the great heat engendered by the com-

mon mass, until they are called to partake of the

morning food. This, as we have stated, formerly

produced enlargement of the glands of the animal's

neck, which often ended in inflammation and death.

Now, the same cause produces a very different

effect, and although it is still strangulation, yet the

inflammation falls with its whole weight upon the

lungs, and if both tubes of the organ afe affected,

death instantly ensues ; if only one, the animal

may live a long time, but never recovers unless the

remedy that I shall presently suggest, or one equal-

ly potent, be applied. The symptoms where the

attack is violent, are a seeming sense of suffoca-

tion, great indisposition to move, a crimson color,

approaching to purple, all over the body, and if

forced to move a few paces, the animal will pant

as if worried by dogs in hot weather. If tlie at-

tack is less violent they will take much more exer-

cise with seemingly less pain, will throb in the

flanks in much the same way that a horse will

when exhausted by fatigue and hard usage, are

generally inattentive to their company, are inclined

to eat earth rather than their accustomed food
;

such generally live a long time but never recover.

I proceed to point out tlic way to prevent the dis-

ease and to cure if taken in time. Do not suffer

your hogs to herd together in large lots in cold

weather; never suffer them to sleep in hollow

trees; if you have sheds for them to sleep under,

let them be set so low that they cannot in great

numbers heap together; in dry hard freezing wea-

ther let them have some succulent food, such as

apples, potatoes or turnips, but especially let them

have plenty of salt and charcoal ;
this last is a

cure for the disease above described if administer-

ed before they entirely refuse to eat It is known

to almost every one, that charcoal is a powerful

antiseptic and absorbent, and that hogs will search

for and eat it with eagerness, and especially in

banks of leached ashes, and so they will unassoci-

ated with ashes, if at first you will break it up into

small lumps and pour a little salt and water over

it I have tried the various means in common use,

such as tar, antinwmy, sulphur, &c , and never had

one to recover its health until I tried the charcoal,

andl have every confidence that it will succeed

with others as it has with me, and if it does, I shall

be well paid for this communication, feeling as I

do, that no iuau ought to live for himself alone.

W.

The returns in rent are very moderate, surely,

as above ; but the gross returns ought to be very

considerable,—three times the rent of lands in

cultivation being thought by no means excessive

to cover the whole outlay, risk and interest with

moderate profits ; and twice the rent of lands in

pasturage, all as the gross returns of tlie land.

Now, as the prices of these times can hardly be

calculated above 41. for the returns per English

acre, or 5/. per Scottish acre under (^j^s, 'and the

lands in crop are not above two^fthsWthe whole

fields, or cultivated lands, the other three-fifths be-

ing in grass,

04,000 acres in white and green crops,

at 41. per acre, would give as the to-

tal of crops yearly, £250,000

And cattle, having for some time returned

little for the mere grass, and being

also rather fewer in number than in

1812 though better grazed, the grass

returns, of 30,000, at 11. 10s. each,

45,00(

Sheep are fully as numerous as in 1812,

having partly the lower pastures now

and tho returns for two or three years

have been improved, but still the mere

pasturage returns of 200,000 sheep, at

7s. Orf. each, would e.xceed the average

beyond three years, and are, '5,00

Pigs return little for mere grazing, cer-

tainly not above 1/. for each, which for

30,000 pigs would be, 30,0C

The breediug of liorses is chiefly' to keep

up the stock ; and for poultry, hees, &c.

the returns are small ; but it may be

only fair to state the whole at a sum

equal to the gross returns from pigs

being '^O'O^

And the total returns from crops and

pasturage would thus be, £430,0t

A sum fully high stated, as is believed, on reviei

ing it ; and these returns are becoming less ai

less yearly, instead of increasing, as they ought

do, so as to encourage improvement in arable lar

Dr Si/iger, in the Xcu- Statistical .Iccount

Scotland.

AGRICULTURE OF DUMFRIES-SHIRE.

The ao-riculture of Dumfries-shire may be con-

sidered a°s a natimml object. The lands which are

devoted to farming, and whose rental is about 200,-

000^, at twentyfive years' purchase, are worth five

millions sterling ; and the buildings have cost the

land proprietors at two and a half years' rents,

another half million. The farmers do not find it

safe to enter on leases with less than about 51. of

capital and credit per arable acre in course of cul-

tivation, which for 100,000 acres in the rotation

fields, added to 10s. per acre for nearly three times

as great an extent not in cultivation, would indicate

in all a farming capital of about one million ster-

4inn- for the whole of Dumfries-shire, the property

of Uie farmers themselves. Let this be added to

the value of the lands and farm buildings, and it

would seem that about six millions and a half ster

\m<T are embarked in the farming of this county.

CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.

On Wednesday and Thursday the third a

fourth davs of October, instant, the Berkshire A

ricultural" Society held its twentyeighlh anmvers;

at Pittsfield. The rain which continued until

o'clock in the morning of the first day, was 1

only unpleasant circumstance attending tlie Fa

and this did not prevent the usual collection of i

imals, even from some of the most distant tot

in the county. The field appropriated to the

hibition of cattle, sheep and swine, was the pi

cipal place of concourse ; and it was here that

good effects of this society were made again af

former years, strikingly apparent. The exhibit

of working cattle, particularly four year old o;

and Uiree year old steers, has never been equal

before, cither in number or quality. Indeed of

neat catlle generally, we have never seen so gi

a variety together before. Besides native brc(

there were the Durham, the Devonshire and

Ayrshire; with a variety of crosses. The Comt

tees were engaged most industriously during

afternoon in viewing and comparing the animi

and in the evening in preparing their repc
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The reports of the committees will give the details
j

in this department.
I

The Hall of domestic raamifactures was also a

place of great resort ; and presented an interesting

variety of the results of domestic and manufactur-

ing industry. The afternoon of the day was dp-

liglitfuUy pleasant. The whole scene was one of

exceeding interest, to all who have the interest

and honor of old Berkshire at heart The vast

concourse of our fellow citizens, all seemingly grat-

ified with this opportunity of exchanging their con-

gratulations, comparing the results of tlieir agricul-

tural experience, exhibiting their stock, viewing

the stock of others, buying, selling, and exchanging,

could not but be regarded with pleasure and patri-

otic feelings. Although this is the oldest agricul-

tural society in the United States—although this

is its twentyeighth anniversary, yet the interest of

our community in its annual Fairs, so far from flag-

ging, is constantly and steadily increasing. It is

our best; almost our only holiday; and the citizens

of Berkshire will long continue to cherish it.

—

Lenox Ensle.

What is book farming?—The editor of the

Quarterly Journal answers the question as follows:

" Book farming, we know, is not in favor with

farmers, otherwise we should find admittance into

every farmer's library, and every farmer [in Scot-

land] has a library. But although we know, and

therefore admit, that no man can be made a farmer

bv book, we cannot admit that the best farmer can-

not, may not, at times, find useful hints in a book.

The best farmer cannot know every article of prac-

tice which is followed in every part of the country
;

and as most practices are discovered by what is

called chance or accident, it is clear that the dis-

covery cannot generally be made known until it is

disseminated abroad. A fanner who travels, ap-

preciates the information which he receives in con-

versation with farmers, and by observation of field

labor. Such a farmer possesses advantages over

him who always remains at home, that is, within

the circle of his markets. Now the object of an

agricultural book, and particularly of an agricultu-

ral periodical work, is, at stated times, to carry

hints, suggestions or discoveries, important or un-

important, to the home of the farmer, that he who

loves to stay at home may possess the advantages

of him who at limes travels abroad, and that he

who travels abroad may compare what he has seen

with what he reads, and decide which practice is

best suited to his particular purpose ; or perhaps

when comparing the hints of others, he may him-

self discover a practice superior to them all. In

this manner a good agricultural work is the means

of disseminating through the country practices

which would be confined to the district which gave

them birth. Its principal aim should be to be a

good work, that is, replete with suggestions of good

sense, and with confirmations of experience. The

collection and presentation of these desiderata, is

attended with much trouble and expense, and un-

less the labor is appreciated and encouraged, it is

impossible to use the means to collect the most

valuable kind of information for presentation."

resorting to it. If so, or if the season for feeding

should be much prolonged, \\luch looks probable,

economy and good management will become neces-

sary, otherwise much suft'ering will result. In or-

der as much as possible to avert this state of things,

let every farmer cut tlie hay, straw, and cornfodder

given to his stock, and wet or moisten it before it

is fed. Much will be saved by this simple process,

as will soon be discovered by making trial of it.

An excellent farmer has been doing it for some

weeks past with manifest advantage. Let all the

grain fed to your stock be first hoited or steamed.

It is much better for having the heat applied grad-

ually, and for a long time ; eight or ten hours is

better than a shorter time; it will double the bulk

of the grain, and from experiment, it is believed

that one bushel of the cooked grain, goes as far as

a bushel of the raw ; if so, one half is saved by

the process, abating labor and expense. If your

boys should demur at the labor, or shiw by their

looks or their mutterings, that they are too lazy to

save a penny, hire a hand at once to attend to it

properly, and turn them out to hunt pasture for

themselves, and let them try the experiment of get-

ting a living by growling and complaining, and

despising industrious, economical habits. They
may do for steam doctors, but they are not the stulT

of which thriving farmers can be made.

—

Farmer^s

Cabinet.

Remedy for Short Crops. —The excessive

drought has so diminished the pasturage in some

neighborhoods, as to render it necessary to resort

to feeding stock with fodder, and if it should con-

tinue, many more will be under the necessity of

Massachusetts Ilorticnltnral Society.

Exhibition OF Fruits.

Saturday, Oct. 1.3, 1838.

Pears.—Specimens of the following fine vari-

eties were exliibited by Mr Downer. Belle et

Bonne, a noble autumn fruit of large size and fine

quality, appears identical with the Belle de Brii-

xelles ; Cumberland, a native fruit, pear shaped,

of good size and handsome, of fine flavor ; Bezi

Vaet.

From Mr Pond, Burnet Pear, and Beurre Dicl.

From Mr Manning, Pound Pear.

Prom Mr James Eustis of South Reading, a

beautiful fruit, rather large and truncated in form,

of a fine straw color, rather astiingent, an ordinary

fruit for the table, but must prove fine for baking.

^•ipples.—From Mr James Eustis of South Read-

ing, Ben Apple, a large round fruit, covered with

pale scarlet on a yellow ground ; flavor first rate,

and equal to the Bald^yin. A winter variety, said

to be a good bearer and evidently highly deserving

of cultivation. t

From Mr Manning, Sweet russet ;
also Murphy,

a noble fruit and a native, of large size, striped

with dark crimson, and covered on the tree with a

profuse blue bloom ; flavor fine relieved by a due

proportion of acid ; tree a good bearer. This fruit

much resembles in appearance the Blue Pearinain.

By Mr Downer, Gravenstein, and Lyscom.

By Mr Luther Little, a red apple of medium

size and good quality, from a tree in Marshfield

over 200 years old, which was planted by Peregrine

White, the first native white man of Massachusetts,

and born on board the Mayfower.

Grapes.—Black Hamburg from Mr Thomas Ma-

son of the Charlestown Vineyard.

From Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, Black Hamburg,

of good quality, from out of door culture.

From Mr B. Weld of Roxbury, Catawba.

From Mr Pond, Isabella.

For the Committee,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

Saturday, Oct. 20, 18138.

The Annual Meeting for the choice of officers

was held at their room agreeably to notice given.

The committee appointed to collect, sort and
count the votes, reported the following gentlemen
as chosen

:

President.

Elijah Vose, Dorchester.

J'ice Presidents—Enoch Bartlett, Roxbury, Jon-

athan Winship, Brighton, M. P. Wilder, Boston,

John Prince, Roxbury.

Treasurer—:Samuel Walker, Roxbury.

Corresponding Sccl'y—Robert Treat Paine, Boston.

Recording Secretary—Ezra Weston, Jr., Boston.

Counsellors—T. Lyman, Jr. Boston, Augustus

Aspinwall, Brookline, Thomas Brewer, Roxbury,

Henry A. Breed, Lynn, George W. Brimmer, Bos-

ton, Joseph S. Cabot, Salem, E. Hersey Derby,

Salem, N. Morton Davis, Plymouth, David Hagger-

ston, Watertown, Joseph G. Joy, Boston, William

Kenrick, Newton, John Lemist, Roxbury, William

Lincoln, Worcester, Thomas Lee, Brookline,

Charles Lawrence, Salem, Benjamin Rodman, New
Bedford, M. P. Sawyer, Boston, Charles Tappan,

Boston, Aaron D. Williams, Roxbury, Jonathan

Winship, Brighton, William Worthington, Dorches-

ter, Thomas Whitmarsh, Northampton.

Professor of Botany and Vegetable Physiology—
Rev. John L. Russell.

Professor of Entomology—T. W. Harris, M. D.

Professor of Horticultural Chemistry—J. W. Web-
ster, M; D.

STANDING COMMITTEES.

Committee on Fruits.

Wm. Kenrick, Chairman, Robert Manning, Sam'l

Downer, Benjamin V. French, E. M. Richards,

John A. Kenrick, John M. Ives, Salem, P. B.

Ilovey, Jr^ L. P. Grosvenor, J. L. L. F. Warren,

Samuel Pond, W. H. Cowen.

Committee on the Products of Kitchen Garden.

J. L. L. F. Warren, Samuel Pond, Aaron D.

Williams, Rufus Howe, Ebenezer Crafts.

Committee on Flowers, Shrubs, etc.

S. Walker, Chairman, C. M. Hovey, J. Breck, S.

Sweetser, D. Haggerston, S. R. Johnson, W. Car-

ter, John Towne.

Committee on the Library.

E. Vose, Chairman, R. T. Paine, W. Kenrick,

E. Weston, Jr., C. M. Hovey, ^1. P. Wilder, Tho-

mas Lee.

Committee on Synonyms of Fruit.

J. Lowell, Chairman, R. Manning, W. Kenrick,

S. Downer.

Executive Committee.

E. Vose, Chairman, C. Newall, B. V. French, E.

M. Richards, E. Bartlett.

Committee on Finance.

E. Vose, Chairman, B. V. French, L. P. Grosve-

nor.

Col. Wilder proposed the Abbe Berlese, of

Paris, as Honorary Member—and M. J. Rudz, Jr.

of Frankfort on Main, Germany, as corresponding

member. Then adjourned two weeks.

E. WESTON, Jr. Rec. Sec.

Sampson Washburn of East Bridgwater, Mass.

raised this season from one pumpkin seed, (spon-

taneous growth,) 37 pumpkins-—all fair. Whole

weight 743 lbs. One weighed 30 lbs. Five grew

so near together as to touch.
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WHAT QUANTITV OF MANURE SHOULD
BR APPLIED TO THE ACRE?

The answer to this question involves many con-

siderations which precliiile a definite reply, such as

the condition of the land, the quality of the manure,

and the Uind of crop. Too nuich, as well as too

little manure, may be applied. Whit would be

beneficial for an autumn-ripening, or hoed ciop,

would be prejudicial to a small grain, or summer-

ripening crop, and more particularly if the manure
is applied in an unformented state, and be withal a

waste of ferlilizinsr matter. Twenty tons to the

acre would not be too much for corn, potatoes, ruta

baga, &c., if applied broad-cast, and ploughed in
;

hut if lon!T manure, and applied in the drill, or hill,

and a dry season should ensue, it might prove an

injury ; and if this quantity of long, or'evim sliort

manure, were applied to the acre of small spring

grain, it would probably cause a flush of straw,

likely to be affected with rust, at the expense of

the nKire valuable part—the grain. Dr Coventry,

late ])rofe.<.sor of agriculture in the University of

Edinburgh, whose business and study it was to col-

lect data, arid make correct deductions in this and

other agricultural matters, was of the opinion, that

from four to five tons are yearly requisite to keep

up the fertility of a soil of the kind usually denom
inatod spit, or totally rotted dung ; and this supply

he thinks a well managed farm may be made to

produce. To show how this quantity may be ob-

tained, and how it .should be applied, we quote

from Mr Vouatt, the writer of British Husbandry.

" According to that calculation," says our author,

" it must be observed, that the course of crops is

supposed to consist—on light soils, of the alternate

plan of corn and green crops, (see New System of

Husbandry,)—on clays which do not admit of that

system, that the holding contain a proportionate

quantity of grass land ; and that the quantity of

manure should be supplied not in small quantities

annually, but in large ones, at intermediate distan-

ces of four, five, and six years. Light soils, in the

cominon course of husbandry, rarely require the

application of putrescent manure oftencr than once

in four years, and in all cases where tlie clover is

allowed to stand two seasons, it rnay be deferred

without disadvantage lor another year. Heavy
soils may rtm six years without it, provided that

the land be laid one year in fallow, and that there

be suflicient meadow to he reckoned at least one

crop in the course. It being, however, clearly un-

derstood, that—whether on light or heavy land

—

nothing but grain, seeds and live stock is to be

sold off the farm, unless replaced with an equal

portion of purchased dung ; that the whole of the

green crops, the haulm of pulse, and the straw of

corn, be used in the most economical manner ; and
that some of the live stock be eitlier soiled or fat-

tened upon oilcake, which plan, if carefully pur-

sued on good soils, with capital sufficient to secure

an abundant working and fattening stock of cattle,

plight, under fair management, to furnish an ade-

quate supply of dung for any of the usual courses

of culture."

Having thus submitted to our readei-s all that

occurs to us of importance on the subject of farm-

yard manure, we shall here recapitulate a summary
of the chief points which we deem particularly

wortliy of their consiileration :

1. To bottom the farm-yard with furze, fern, (in

Yankee dialect, brake,) dry haulm, (stubble, &c.)

or any other loose refuse tliat takes the longest

time to dissolve ; and over that to bed it deep with

straw.

9 To occasiomlly remove the cribs of store

cattle to different parts of the straw-yard, in order

that their dung miy be dropped, and their litter

trodden, equally.

3. To spread the dung of other animals, wlien

thrown into the yards, in equal layers ove;- every

part,

4. To remove the dung from the yard at least

once, or oftener, during the winter, to the mixeu.

5. To turn and mix all dung-hills, until the

woody or fibrous texture of the matter contained

in them, and the roots and seeds of weeds, be com-
])letely decomposed, and until they emit a foul

putrid smell, by which time they reach their great-

est degree of strength, and arrive at the state of

spit-dung.

6. To keep the dung in an equal state of moist-

ure, so as to prevent any portion of the heaj) from

becoming fire-fanged. If the fermentation be too

rapid, heavy watering will abate the heat ; but it

will afterwards revive with increased force, unless

the heap be either trodden firmly down or covered

with mould to exclude the air.

7. To ferment the dung, if to be laid upon ara-

ble land during the autumn, in a much less degree

than that to be applied before a spring sowing.

8. To lay a larger quantity on cold and wet

lands than on those of a lighter nature, because the

former require to be corrected by the warmth of

tlie dung, while, on dry, sandy, and gravelly soils,

the application of too much dung is apt to burn up

the plants. Stiff land will also be loosened by

the undecayed fibres of long dung, which although

its putrefaction will thus be retarded, and its fer-

tilizing power delayed, will yet ultimately afford

nourishment.

9. To form composts with dung, or other animal

and vegetable substances, and earth, for application

to light soils.

10. To spread the manure upon the land, when
carried to the field, with the least possible delay

;

and, if laid upon arable, to turn it immediately

into the soil.

11. To preserve the drainage from stables and

dung-hills in every possible way, and if not applied

in a liquid state, to throw it again upon the mixen.

12. To try experiments, during a series of years,

upon the same soils and crops, with equal quanti-

ties of dung, laid on fresh, and afterwards rotted

;

in order to ascertain the result of their application

to the land. The whole quantity to be first weigh-

ed or measured, and then divided.

The fermentation of farm-yard manure is, in fact,

a subject of far greater importance than is gene-

rally imagined, for on a due estimation of its value

mainly depends the individual success, as well as

the national prosperity of our agriculture. The
experiments to which we point, c.;nnot therefore,

fail to come home to the interests of every jnan

;

they may be made without expense, and without

any other trouble than tho mere exercise of coui-

mon observation and intelligence. Leaving, how-

ever, aside the discussion concerning the disputed

worth of fresh or fermented—of long or short dung

—let the farmer sedulously bend his attention to

the accumulation of tlie utmost quantity that it may
be in his power to procure. The manner and the

time of using it, in either state, must however be

governed by circumstances which may not always

be within his control ; and every judicious hus-

bandman will rather accommodate himself to tlie

exigency of the case than adhere strictly to his

own notions of what he conceives to be the best

practice. In fine, whether favoring tlie one or the

other side of tlie question, let Kiin collect all he
can, apjily it carefully to his crops, and then trust-

ing to events, " let the land and the muck settle it."—London Farmer's Magazine, Aug. 1838.

ON THE CAUSES AND PREVENTION OF
RUST OR MILDEW.

The Quarterly Journal of Agriculture, to which
we are indebted for much valuable matter to fill

our pages, has a lengthy article on smut, canker,

and rust or mildew. Having published in our two
last numbers, several articles on the causes and
means of preventing smut, we shall now give sti

much of the article from the Quarterly, as is dc-

scriptive of the rust or mildew, the ascertained

cause of the evil, with some suggestions for its

prevention, omitting the speculative opinions which
have prevailed on the subject, and their refutation

by Biodern writers and experience.

DESCRIPTION OP RUST OR MILDEW.

"Rust first makes its appearance on tlie upper

leaf, and then on the lower leaves and the stem, in

the form of small white spots, scattered irregularly

like spots made by rain on new cloth. These spots

gradually increase in size and number, and assume
a reddish tinge, and at length form a sort of dust-

looking powder, of an ochre or orange yellow, little

cohesive, and without smell or taste, and therefore

very different from canker or smut. It stains the

fingers yellow, as well as tlio clotlies of those who
walk among the affected corn.

" The dust-like substance of the rust originates

beneath the outer bark or epidermis of the plant,

which it raises up, renders thin, and at length cracks

and bursts through. When examined by the mi-

croscope, it presents a congeries of egg-oblong

bodies, some of which have projections almost like

tadpoles or powheads, though they are not ani-

mated.
" Wheat is attacked with the red rust at different

periods of vegetation, but more particularly when
in the ear. When the rust seizes young plants,

they are said to suffer less than when they are

more advanced, often recovering vigor before bloom-

ing ; whereas at a later period they sustain irrepar-

able damage, and crops which promise well aro

often in a short time rendered comparatively worth-

less. In this case the texture of the leaves is dis-

united, and presents only longitudinal fibres of a

brown color, while the joints and the tubes of the

straw between are blackened, as if they had been
scorched by fire, the growth ceases, a portion of

the ear becomes yellow, another portion remains

green, and the grain shrivels up in the husk with-

out attaining maturity.

" The evil, however, is rarely carried so far aa

this, and the yellow spots of rust become chocolate-

brown or black, without disorganizing the portions

of the plants where they occur; and the Abbe
Tessier says he has seen, after heavy rains, the

clothes of the reapers stained witli this black sub-

stance of the rust as if they had been dipt in ink.

But though the plants are not disorganized, the

flow of the sap is interrupted, the ripening of the

grain is prematurely hastened, and it is hence light,

containing a small proportion of farina, while the

straw is bad. Sometimes the rust only lerves a

yellow powder on the husks and upper end of the
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grains, taken by Fontana and others to be a diffe-

rent species.

" Sometimes rust prevails so e.Ktensively, that

few fields escape ; but for the most part it is ob-

served in fields slieltered from the north winds by

walls, hedges or woods, or where vegetation is very

luxuriant, on account of fresh soil or abundant

manuring. Sometimes one part of the field es-

capes while the other is attacked ; sometimes the

chief plants, and at other times the side shoots

tillering from them are affected ; and sometimes

rusty and sound plants grow from the same root."

OF THE INFLUENCE OF THE BARBERRY BUSH.

Although It is conceded, that the farmers of Eng-

land, and on the continent, generally ascribe the

r 1st, in a measure, to the infection which spreads

from the barberry bush, and that this notion is

sometimes strengthened from the rust appearing in

patches and strips among the grain, as if it had

been carried thither by the wind from the barberry

bushes—and although this opiniou was sustained

by Sir Joseph Banks,—the writer nevertheless con-

siders the theory as fallacious, and quotes an anon-

yniOHs authority in saying, that the rust which is

found on different trees and plants is altogether of

iistinct and separate species.

" Dutrochefs discnvery of the mode of grotolh in

''ungitses.— In a damp cellar where wine was kept,

M. Dutrochet, one of the most original observers

jf the day, remarked, about two or three years ago,

i white looking net-work of fibres, which previous

jotanists had described as a species of crow-silk,

Byssiis.) Being struck with its peculiar manner

)f growth, he watched it with careful attention,

ind got M. Tupin, probably the best botanical

Iraughtsman in Europe, to take drawings from it

n every stage of its growth. The general result

was, that the supposed crow-silk was not, as had

jeen supposed, of the genius Byssus at all, but the

jenuine stems, hitherto known as such, of a mush-

•oom, [agaricus crispus, Tupin) the mushroom itself

leing the fruit only, and not as hitherto believed,

he whole plant. According to this view, then, it

would be as correct to consider a bunch of grapes,

yith their fruit-stalk, a complete plant, as the fruits

ermed mushrooms, puff-balls, or puddock-slools, all

hese being but the fruits of plants generally grow-

ng under ground, in the form of small white or

jrey fibres of net-work, and termed improperly by

gardeners, spawn, indicating that it is the seed of

nushrooms, whereas it is the genuine plant.

"M. M. Dtitrochft and Tupin, further discovered

Jiat the seeds, or, as they are termed by botanists,

iporules, consisting of minute globular bodies, are

jontained in the cells of fungus fruit in prodigious

numbers, and they succeeded in observing these

germinate and produce young plants like their pa-

rent. There tlierefore cannot remain a doubt, that

funguses are produced from seeds in the same way
is all other vegetables, though these seeds or spo-

rules are exceedingly smaller than those of green

plants—being as subtle, Mr Pries remarks, some-

times as smoke.
" Contrary, then, to what takes place in regard

to the eggs of insects, which are too heavy to be

carried about by winds, and if they were lighter,

are generally, when laid, glued to the substances

destined for the, food of the young, when hatched,

the minute, light, subtle seeds of funguses and
nosses are floated about in the air with the gentlest

Dreeze, and in this way diffused over immense tracts

)f country, in numbers altogether countless. The
liscovery of M. Dutrochet is, therefore, of the

greatest interest in making us acquainted with the

economy of Providence in the propagation of fungi,

hitherto altogether mysterious.

" What we term smut, canker and- rust, are, ac-

cording to this discovery of M. Dutrochet, only the

fruit of particular funguses, the plants of which
they are the fruits being hitherto undescribed and

unknown, but which must be sought for in the form
of delicate fibres, probably transparent, and proba-

bly difficult to see in the textures of the corn af-

fected with those destructive parasites.

" It forms no objection to this view, that the

fibres of these funguses have not been seen except

partially by Bauer and Ad. Brongniart, in their

microscopal researches, for M. Dutrochet further

found, that when the fruit of the plant observed by
hiin (agaricus crispus,) sent up its foot-stalks, (stipes)

it became partially detached from the main plant,

and independent of it for its future nourishment,

the fibres of the main plant indeed becoming ex-

hausted of substance, and disappearing as in what
were previously supposed to be the roots at the

base of the fruit-stalk in the edible nuishroom,

which supposed roots are the fibres of the main
plant, partly exhausted of their substance by the

nourishment of the fruit."

The editor of the Quarterly here details some
ingenious experiments of M. Fee, to ascertain the

manner in which plants become affected by fungi,

or the mode in which the sporules are propagated.

M. Fee infers from the result of these experiments,

that the seeds or sporules of the fungi are sucked
up with the moisture of the soil, by the tips or

spongioles of the root fibres.

ASCERTAINED CAUSE OF RUST OR MILDEW.

" The rust, and i^arious sorts of what are termed

mildew, are all caused by small fungi, such as the

tuft-brand, (Peccunia gramitiis, Persoon ; or uredo

fumenti, Sowerby,) and the linedebrand, (uredo lin-

earis, Persoon ; u. largissema, Sowerby,) which do

not differ so much in the injuries which they pro-

duce as in their mode of growth and appearance,

as has been already described.

" The history of the red rust need not detain ns,

as it has been long well known from the very good

account given of it by Sir Joseph Banks, with most

admirable drawings, by M. Bauer. The opinion,

however, which Sir Joseph seems to adopt is, not

that the seeds of the rust fungus get into the corn

plants by the tips of the roots, but by the pores on

the leaves and stems, being carried there by the

winds, and caused to adhere by the moisture of

dew or rain. When once entered into the pores,

he says— 'they germinate, and push their minute

roots, no doubt, (though these have not yet

been traced,) into the cellular texture beyond the

bark, whei'e they draw their nourishment by inter-

cepting the sap that was intended by nature for the

nutriment of the grain. The corn, of course, be-

comes shrivelled, in proportion as the fungi are

more or less numerous on the plant ; arid as the

kernel only is abstracted from the grain, while the

cortical part remains undiminished, the proportion

of bran in blighted corn is always reduced to the

same degree as the corn is made light. Some
of the last year will not yield a stone of flour for

a sack of wheat.'"

—

On blight in corn.

PREVENTION OF RUST.

On this branch of the subject, we find little to

copy, that, in onr opinion, is worth the pains. The
writer adopts the opinion, that the seeds or sporules

of the fungi, smut, canker and mildew, are dissem-

inated in myriads over our fields—that these seeds

are carried into the soil by the rain, and that they

enter the plant by the tips of the roots. The pre-

vention recommended is paring and burning, or

copiously liming ; the first of which he thinks will

destroy wholly, and the other partially, tlie vital

power of the fungi.

We dissent from the opinion of Fee, adopted by
the Quarterly, that the speds of the fungi enter

the plant by the root, and are disposed to believe

with Sir Joseph Banks, that the seeds of the rust-

fungus get into the plant by the pores of the leaves

and stem. And we will offer some reasons for

this belief. 1. The prevalence of rust depends

much upon the temperature and humidity of the

season when it [irevails. If the season is moist

and hot, and the atmosphere calm, this disease

most abounds. On the contrary, if it is cool and

dry, and northern winds prevail, we see very little

of it 2. The prevalence of rust depends much
on exposure ajid luxuriance of growth. If the

field is much sheltered from drying winds, the air

in a measure stagnant, or the growth of straw lux-

uriant, as on the site of dung heaps, the rust-fun-

gus is pretty certain to ajTpear ; but it seldom shows

itself in open exposures, where the growth of the

straw is moderate, or has not been stimulated by
recent or too abundant manures, except the season

is hot and humid. Upon M. Fee's theory, all sea-

sons and all soils would produce it alike, provided

the soils were once impregnated with the seeds.

Its appearance only in certain seasons and in cer-

tain locations, can readily be explained on Sir Jo-

seph Banks' theory. In the seasons and locations

in which rust is most prevalent, the atmosphere is

comparatively light and stagnant, and the epider-

mis of the grain soft, spongy and moist. Now as-

suming what M. Fee asserts, and we have no rea-

son to doubt his correctness, that the seeds of the

rust-fungus are as subtle as smoke, they might

readily be wafted by this light atmosphere to the

leaves and stems of the grain, which would be in

an excelleiit; condition, under such circumstanceK,

to receive and nurture them. But when the atmos-

phere is dry, and the air in brisk circulation, it^

specific gravity is too heavy for these seeds to float

in it, and the leaves and stems of the grain are

less fitted for its reception. When the atmosphere

is light, smoke lingers upon the earth's surface
;

when it is dry and heavy, smoke immediately rises

to the upper regions.

If our views are correct, liming, or even paring

and burning, would effect little towards the preven-

tion of rust and mildew. The best preventives, in

our opinion, are, to apply the manure intended for

wheat, to a previous hoed crop, that the heat of fer-

mentation, which causes a strong and protracted

growth of straw, may have subsided ; and to sow

upon dry grounds, or if flat and retentive, to lay

the land in ridges, that all surplus water may read-

ily drain oflf. These precautions, added to clean

and thorough tillage, we think, will be as efficacious

as paring and burning. Liming wheat lands, we
have no doubt, is beneficial in many respects ; but

that it will prevent rust, we have no facts before ue

that will justify us in asserting.

—

Cidtivator.

Prodigious.—A cow, the property r. Mr F.

Kent, of West Springfield, during sixty days, be-

ginning June last, has given 134(5 quarts of milk !

averaging 22 1-2 quarts a day. Largest yield, 11

quarts in morning and 16 in the evening !
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RURAL FESTIVAL AT BARRE, MASS.

Tile spirited farmers at Barre have been for several years

past actuslomcd to hold a cattle show and exhibition of

manufactures for that town. It was holdcn this year on

the 17th Oct., and was numerously attended, very few of

the enterprising and intelligent farmers of that town be-

ing willing to absent themselves from so agreeable an

occasion. Many farmers from the neighboring towns

gladly availed themselves of the opportunity to cultivate

the kind and friendly sympathies, and " to see how their

neighbors were getting along."

Tlie business of the day commenced with a ploughing

match. The ground was marked out for five teams, i

One failed and four entered the list as competitors for the

honor of success. The teams were all single ; the oxen

of superior character and well traiiied, and the work

well dw^. The plough generally used here is Nourse's

plough, of Worcester; and is.designed to be an improve-

ment on WoodVs plough, which led the way in the great

improvements in the constfuction of this most important

implement, that have taken place within the last twenty

years. The improvement understood to have been made

by Nourse consists in lengthening the mould board. By

this extension of tlie mould board the friction and of

course the difficulty of draft is increased ; but the move-

ments of the plough are more steady, and the sward is

intended to be more completely inverted and laid down.

We do not believe, however, that the proper shape of

the mould board is yet commonly reiiched among us,

either .is it regards lightness of draft or goodness of work.

A good ploughman will often make good work with a

very inferior plough : but much certainly depends on the

construction of the implement. In regard to the ploughs

used on this occa.sion, in our opiuion they were too cin-

vex to work with the ease of draft which might be ob-

tained ; and their operation in such cases is to double the

furrow in a sort of spiral form rather than to lay it flat,

or phce it at such an angle of inclination as might be

desired. The workm.inship of tlie ploughs, both the

wood and iron parts are much to be commended. They

were without a cutter or coulter, which in sward land

especially, ought alw.iys to be employed. After tlie

ploughing niiitch the drawing match took place, which

from not being apprized of it, we did not witness, but

which we understood was well contested.

The show of working cattle was beautiful. They

were numerous, well trained, and in excellent condition,

though it was said that Barre might iiave produced four

times the number, of equal excellence. The show of

fat cattle was small ; but some of them were capital. A
yoke of oxen seven years old, fatted by Mr Daniel B,icon,

one of the best farmers in the county of Worcester, and

that is saying a good deal, were of remarkable excellence.

They weighed upon the hoof 4.590 lbs., and were of our

native stock. Some valuable cows were prcjsented ;

—

one owned by Mr Ayrcs, of very ordin.iry appearance

and now twelve years old, had given fifty pounds of

milk per day. Two others presented by Mr Holden

were of extraordinary beauty ; but their produce was not

stated. It was evident that the Devon blood largely pre-

dominated in them ; and there were signs of the inter-

mingling of the improved Durham in their origin. But

nothing was known with certainty. The. Barre farmer.s,

whose main object is the dairy, raise more or less stocli

yearly ; but as yet little attention has been paid to the

improvement of the breeds. Several spoke of having

had a bull from Connecticut river, purchased some time

since by a joint contribution; but his true character or

pedigree were not known by any, to whom our inquiries

were addressed. This is a deficiency among our farmers

yet to be supplied. They are not familiar with the dif-

ferent breeds which exist or have been introduced among

us ; and in almost every case of attempt at improvement

no record is kept, and the genealogy is soon los( in con-

fusion. Of swine there were no samples presented of

any note ; but if any one desires to see good swine, let

him go to the styes of some of the farmers in Barre, and

he will be gratified with the sight of some as fine as New

England can show. Let him go especially to the styes

of Mr Daniel Baccm ; rather an ominous name, which if

the poor things understood, we fear it would too much

disturb the equanimity of their spirits, for them to thrive

as they do ; but they seem in tliis case to be wrapped up

in a happy insensibility to every corroding care ; and

more extraordinary thrift and size and symmetry have

never come under our observation. It is a little singular

and shows only what may be done in the marvellous

transmutations of material things that Barre should make

such excellent beef or pork at pleasure.

After the show the farmers of Barre sat down, to the

number of one hundred and thirty, to an elegant and ex-

cellent dinner at the tavern of Mr Wheelock, a hotel

which we can cordially recommend to all travellers in

pursuit of kind attentions and most comfortable accom-

modations. The dinner was succeeded by an address

mainly on the subject of the dairy, by the commissioner of

agricultural survey. Reports of the several committees

m the various matters of exhibition were then given in a

iportive humor, intermingled with many piquant senti-

ments from several gentlemen present. Tlie occasion

was one of unmingled gratification. Such holidays

among the farmers cannot fail to excite a laudable and

powerful competition in their art ; and passed in this

rational and agreeable manner, must exalt the character

of the profession.

The association being wholly voluntaij and unincor-

porated has no premiums to bestow ; but we hope this

deficiency will another year be supplied. Nooneofthe

Barre farmers, who attended the exhibition, would find

it at all difficult to give a bushel of wheat, or two bush-

els of corn, or a good cheese to the advancement and en-

couragement of this great art, by which he lives, in his

own town. In the benefit and pleasure which would at

once be reflected back upon himself, he would find an

ample compensation. Now let the farmers there be

asked to levy annually this light tax upon themselves

either in kind or in money, and a fund is at once formed

to be distributed in premiums, which would quicken em-

ulation, and give a vastly increased interest and value to

their shows.

The exhibition of domestic or honsehold manufactures,

or dairy produce, or vegetable products, was extremely

meagre. This ousht to be otherwise ; and we may ex-

press the hope that another year there will be an ample

display of their rich domestic and household products in

every form ; and perhaps no town in the commonwealth

from their own resources, could furnish a more beautiful

or creditable exhibition. Farmers of Bane ! go on ; and

lead ofl' in the fine stvlc in which you have begun.

H. C.

quite respectable in quality, though not large in number.

The exhibition of househcid manufactures, such as pieces

of flannel and of dressed cloth blankets, quilts and coun-

terpanes, carpeting, hearth rugs, hosiery, and a great vari-

ety of fabrics of a useful as well as an ornamental charac-

ter, was beautiful and extremely creditable to the women

of the county of old Hampshire. They constitute at the

same time to the young men of industry and enterprise,

the best recommendation, which they can ask for of that

county as the place to apply for frugal, industrious, intel-

ligent, and useful wives.

The second day was occupied with a ploughing match,

an exhibition of horses, the usual siddress, and the an-

nunciation and distribution of premiums. Of these a

full account will be given in the reports of the commit-

tees, which we shall publish as soon as received.

In the ploughing match seven teams were entered, five

of which were two horse teams ; the other two ox-teams,

a single yoke each. The ploughing of six of the teams

was excellent ; and the committee, where all was so well

done, found it extremely difficult to make the necessary

discriminations. The ploughs used were of various pat-

terns,— Howard's, Nourse's and Wright's. Though with-

in twenty years, since the first ploughing match at Brigii.

ton, much has been gained in the construction of the

plough and the mode of handling, there is still great room

for improvement, before we reach that perfection of <

ecution, to which the art of ploughing has arrived in

England and Scotland. There young men are trained tc

the plough from their childhood, and no line can b{

drawn with more exactness than they strike out with tli(

plough and without a driver. The direction of the fur

row, its straightness, its width, its depth, and the mode o

laying it, whether fiat, or overlapping or at what angle i

shall be set up, are with them all matters of the greates

precision. The finishing of their lands likewise is alway.-

executed with the utmost exactness. The constructioi

of this great implement in agriculture so as to secure thi

best work with the greatest lightness of draft and th(

mode of executing this operation under all circumstances

being of the greatest importance to husbandry, canno

receive too particular attention. To ploughing matches

to the competition and inquiry there excited, we

mainly indebted for the improvements already made

Still greater than have been made are in prospect; an<

the introduction of the side hill plough with a changini

mould board may be strongly recommended to farmer;

for common use on their leTel lands as saving much tinn

in turning and the necessity of a dead furrow.

The day at Northampton, was lowery and rainy, an<

by the condition of the previous weather, the attendanci

of many farmers from the distant parts of the district wa
undoubtedly prevented. The occasion was one of mucl

enjoyment and good fellowship. II. C.

NORTHAMPTON CATTLE SHOW AND EXHI-

BITION OF DOMESTIC MANUFACTURES.

This occasion took place on the lllh aiid 1 2th of the

present month. We regretted not beingin season to see

the show of calllo, many of which were removed from

the pens before our arrival, but we were told that it was

The e<litor of the Newburyport Herald says, that " M
Colman, editor of the N. E. Farmer, has recently beei

on a tour througli Maine, New Brunswick, Novi

Scotia," &c. This will probably be news to Mr Colman

as it was to us. He verily thought himself engaged ii

the agricultural survey, in tlie western part of this Statt

and we beheve he has been thus engaged since Apr
last. The Herald has been led into an innocent mistak

which we should not perhaps notice, were it not that w
do not wish Mr Colman to be made chargeable with mor

than his own sins Mr Colman has generally given u

a weekly communication, for our editorial page, whic

have of late been signed by the initials of his name ; bt

the care and arrangement of the paper has fallen upo I

the senior proprietor, who to clear H. C.from therespoi]

sibility of any inaccuracy of language and style in h

own communications has signed his own initials. Tl
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article from wliicli extracts were republished in the Her-

ald was written by J. B., and it was he who took the

tour through tlie places menioned.

Rural Festivals.—The annual rural festival of the

farmers in Hardwicke took place on the 4th instant.

That oftlie farmers in Petersham is appointed for today.

Errata.—In Mr Buckminster's address, published in

our last, the 4,000 hills of turnips planted with the ma-

chine in 55 minutes, should be 18,000.

The repetition of the substance of the section on pas-

ture grounds was caused by sending one page to the press

that was intended to be suppressed.

We have a number of communications on hand which

are unavoidably postponed until next week.

BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MosiiAT, Oct. 22, 1838.

lifPnrtdt lor the New Enghnd Fanner.

At Market 2000 Beef Cattle, 900 Stores, 5400 Sheep,

and 750 Swine.

Prices — Bee/ Cattle.—We quote to conform to last

week, viz: First quality, $7 50. Second quality, $6 75

a $7 00. Third quality, $5 75 a $6 25.

BarreUing Cattle.—Mess, $6 75. No. 1, $5 75 a

$6 00.

Scores —Yearlin<rs, $9 a $14. Two Year Old, $18
a $28. Three Year Old, $22 a $38.

Sheep.—We quote lots at $1 62, $1 88, |2 00, $2 25,

$2 33, $2 02, $3 68, and $3 25.

Stcine.— Lots to peddle were sold at 6 1-2 for sows,

and 7 1-2 for barrows. At retail, 7 a 8 1-2.

THERMO.VIETRICAL.
Reported for the New England Farmer.

R:in?ei)f tho Pliennometer at the Gardenof the proprietors

oI'lheNew England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Nnrlherly exposnre, week ending October 21.

October, 1833. |7A.M. |12,M. |5,P.M.
|
Wind.

Monday,
Tnesday,
Wednesday,
ThnrsHay,
Friday,

Satnrday,
Sunday,

66
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MISCELLANEOUS.

iFrom the New York Wirror.i

NEW ENGLAND.

New Englanil ! dear New Eri;;laiiJ !

My birth-place proud aiid fVfe
;

A traitor's curse tie on my head,

When I am I'alse to thee!

While rolls the hrighl Uonnectii ut,

In silver to the sea—
While old Wachuselt rears its head,

I will rempniher ihce !

By every rerolleclion dear.

By friendship's hallowed tie,

By scenes engraven on the heart,

By love thai cannot die

—

And hy the sweet—the farewell kiss

Of dearest Rosalie,

New En^lanil -dear New England !

1 will rciiiend.er Ihee

!

I may not climb thy misty hills,

^ At purple eve or morn.

Nor bind among the laughing girls

The yellow sheaves of corn.

'I may not tread the crags that hear,

The thunder of the sea.

But by the bright autumnal sky,

I will remember thee !

Though in the far and sunny soutk.

The eyes of love may shine.

And music at the revel charm,

And beauty pour the wine,

I will not listen to the harp,

Nor join the revelry.

But in the fountain plunge my cup.

And drink a health to ibec .'

And when from weary wanderings,

At length I hasten back.

How blithely will I tread again,

The old familiar track.

And if my Rosalie be true
;

(And false she cannot be,)

New England ! in thy mountain streams,

I 'II drink again to thee !

THE NOBILITY OF LABOR.
BV ORVILLE DKWEV.

So material do I deem this policy—the true no-

bility of labor I mean, that I wotild dwell on it a

moment longer, and in a larger view. Why, then,

in the frreat scale of things is labor ordained for

us ? Easily, had it so pleased tJie Great Ordainer,

might it have been dispensed with. The world

itself might have been a mighty machinery for the

production of all that man wants.

The motion of the globe iijion its axis might have

been going forward without man's aid, houses

might have risen like an exhalation,

" With the sound
'

Of dulcet symphonies and voices sweet.
Built like a temple ;"

gorgeous furniture might have been placed in them,

and soft couches and luxurious banquets spread,

by hands unseen ; and inan clothed with fabrics of

nature's weaving, rather than iini)erial purple, might

have been sent to disport himself in those Elysian

palaces. "Fair scene !" I imagine you are say-

ing ;
" Fortunate for us had it been the scene or-

dained for human life !" But where, then, tell me.

had been Imman energy, perseverance, patience,

virtue, heroism ?

Cut offwitli one blow from the- world ; and man-
kind had sunk to a crowd of Asiatic voluptuaries.

No, it liad not been fortunate. Better that the

earth be given to man as a dark mass, whereupon

to labor. Better that rude and unsightly materials

be provided in the ore-bed and in the forest for him

to fashion to splendor and beauty. Better, I say,

not because of that splendor and beauty, but be-

cause the act creating them is better than the

things themselves ; because exertion is nobler than

enjoyment ; because the laborer is greater and

more worthy of honor than the idler.

I call upon those whom I address to stand up for

the nobility of labor. It is Heaven's great ordi-

nance for human improvement Let not that great

ordinance be broken down.

What do I say ? It is broken down ; and it has

been broken down—for ages. Let it then be built

up again ; here, if anywhere, on tliese shores of a

new world— of a new civilization. But how, I

may be asked, is it broken down .' Do not men
toil, it may be said ? They do indeed toil, but they

too generally do it because they must
Many submit to it, as, in some sort, a degrading

necessity ; and they desire nothing so much on

earth as escape from it. They fulfil the great law

of labor in the letter, but break it by spirit. To
some field of labor, mental or manual, every idler

should hasten as a chosen coveted field of improve-

nrent.

But so he is not impelled to do, under the teach-

ings of our imperfect civilization. On the contra-

ry, he sits down, folds his hands, and blesses him-

self in idleness. This way of thinking is the her-

itage of the absurd and unjust feudal system, under

which serfs labored, and gentlemen spent their lives

in fighting and feasting. It is time that this oppro-

brium of toil were done away.

Ashamed to toil art thou.' Ashamed of thy

dingy workshop and dusty labor-field ; of thy hard

hand, scarred with service more honorable than that

of war, of thy soiled and weather-stained garments,

on which mother nature has embroidered, mist, sun

and rain, fire and steam her own heraldic honors ?

Ashamed of those tokens and titles, and envious of

the flaunting robes of imbecile idleness and van-

ity ? It is treason to nature, it is impiety to He'nv-

en ; it is breaking heaven's great ordinance. Toil,

I repeat, toil, either of the brain, of the heart or of

the hand, is the only true manhood, the only true

nobility

!

fortune rather than not to be liberated from such

an irksome engagement " As well might the far-

mer have the original Venus de Medicis placed in

his kitchen," said the orator, "as some of the mod-
ern fashionable women. Indeed," continued he,

"it would be much better to have Lot's Wife
standing there, for she might answer one useful

purpose —she might sail his bacon .'"

—

J^'orthamp-

ton Courier.

Lot's Wife Mr Colman, in his Agricultural

Address last work, illustrated the folly of modern

fashionable female education, by an anecdote. A
young man who had for a long while remained in

that useless state, designated by " a half pair of

scissors," at last seriously determined lie would

procure him a wife. He got the " refusal" of one

who was beautiful and fashionably accomplished

and took her upon trial to his home. Soon learned

that she knew nothing either how to darn a stock-

ing or boil a potato or roast a bit of beef, he re-

turned her to her father's house, as having been

weighed in the balance asid fotind wanting. A
suit was commenced by the good lady, but the

husband alleged that she was not " up to the sam-

ple," and of course the obligation to retain the

commodity was not binding. The jury inflicted a

fine of a few dollars, but he would have given a

Beware of Lqco-Foco Matches.—A boy was
bringing into our room some parcels of these

matches, when a bunch, wrapped in a paper, slipped

froiTi his hand, and fell on the carpet ; the friction

occasioned by the fall instantly ignited the bundle.

We doubt not but many recent fires have been
caused the accidental ignition of these phosphora-

ted matches. Every house-keeper should see that

these matches are securely kept in metal or earthen,

and apart from all combustible materials. Another
modern improvement—the portable furnace—we
doubt not, has led to immense losses by fire Cul-

tivator.

Nursery of WtllUim Kenrids.

:j»-'!'^^. The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
_-j*xai.'--.^ Trees for 1835 is now ready, and will be sent

j§ to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-
sive selection of the superior varieties oi Pears,
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape
Vines, &c. The slock of Cherries and Teaches now ready
is particularly laro^e. Also, Ornnmental Trees, Shrubs,
Roses, Honeysuckles ; Pseouies, Dahlias and other Herba-
ceous Flowerfns; Plants.

1 f\f\ (\f\f\ MoBus MuLTiCAnLis are now offer

J-UvljU"" ed for sale; the trees geuuine and
tine, will be ready lor delivery at the cities of Boston, I\t

York and Philadelpliia, in October next, at prices fair, and
varj'ing with the size, and the quantity which maybe de
sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and oiher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orners promptly executed, on application to B. D. Bbeck
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S
PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 1834. WILLIAM KENRICK.

9IUI.BKRRT TREES.
200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds— consislin" ol

the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding

worms, and making silk ;—being acclimated to this country,

and adapted to either warm or cold climates, affording a

rare opportunity for companies or individuals to he supplied,

from the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees ever

seen in any village within the Uniled States.

Autumn is decidedly the best time for removal, and orders

left with Messrs. I. ii. Colt, Secretary of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford ; Alonzo Wakeman,
at the office of the American Institute, No. 167 Broadway,
N. Y. ; Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. JM Filbert street, Philadel-

phia, Pa. ; Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, i\ld. ; B. Snider, &
Co. Savannah, Ga. ; Bliss .lenkins, SiCo. Mobile, A I ; James
Lyman, St. Louis. Mo. ; Case and Jiidd,CoIunibus, O. ; G.
Harwood, Rochester, N. Y. ; and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement, or with the subscriber, in Northamplon, Mass.
Orders left wilh the above gentlemen will be promptly at-

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples ol the

foliage.

Several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul
berry Plantations.

Apply at the office of D. STEBBINS.
Northampton, Aug 22, 1S33.

THE NEW ENGLAND FARRIER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TOTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTFRS,

17 SCllOOt. STREET BOSTON.
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AGRICULTURAL.

BRIDGEWATER CATTLE SHOW.
PREMIUMS AWARDED OCT. 10, 1838.

.Articles of the Dairy.

The committee on articles of tfie Dairy, iiave

ittended to that subject and submit tlie foUowincr

eport. Contrary to their expectations, owing to

he severe drought of the past season, the quantity

if butter and cheese presented, far e.xceeded that

if former years.

The qxialitti also, as well as the quantity would

lot suffer in comparison with any heretofore pre-

ented. The butter and cheese were generally and

Iraost without e.xception, of a superior quality,

four committee regret that it was not witliin their

rovince to have di»tributed something where there

'ere so many deserving.

After the most careful examination, they recom-

lend that the premiums offered by the society be

iven as follows :

Butler.

[fs Bethiah Bates, Bridg'r, 1st prem. $.5 00

Irs Hannah Crooker, do 2d do 3 00

(r Dyer Robinson Jr. do 3d do 2 00

Cheese.

Irs Olive S. Pratt, Bridg'r, 1st prem. $6 00

(r Philip Hrewster, Hanson, 2d do 4 00
Irs Lydia Thompson, Middleboro',3d do 3 00

For the Committee,

HOLMES SPRAGUS.

.50

50

25

50

25

5 00

1 00

Charity W. Washburn, Bridg'r,- 1 linen cap,

Lucinda Keith, E. Bridg'r, 1 lamp mat,

Abigail Keith, do 1 do do

Sarah Hooker, Bridg'r 1 do do

Lois F. Dean, Middleboro', 1 pair do

Deborah P. Thompson, Halifax, 1 pair do

Baker & Lincoln, Hingham, lot of bell rope,

fringe. tassels, &c.

Susan L. Revere, Bridgewater, 1 pair wrought

cuffs,

Matilda Peterson, Duxbury, 1 stool cover,

Elizabeth Bates, Bridg'r, 1 do do

Mrs Wilkes Wood, Middleboro, 1 pair do do

Hannah Backus, Middleboro', 12 yds wrought

lace, 1 00
Louisa S. Jackson, Plymouth, 1 pair fancy

cotton hose, 50

Mrs Nathl. Reed, Middleboro', 1 do do 75
Calvin Pcttee, Middleboro', 1 11-straw bonnet, 2 00

Calvine B. Peckins, do 1 do do 1 00

Mrs Wm P. Cutter, Bridg'r, 1 drawn brown
silk do

50

Emeline Bassett,

do

Phebe Bassett,

S. S. Lovell,

do 1 Dustable straw

Coeooixs.

'live B. Gurncy, Abington, No. 1

arah S. Brooks, Scituate, No. 2

eborah Brooks, do No. 3
'homas Cushman, Bridg'r, No. 4

Wrought Silk.

epsibah S. Brooks, S. Scituate, 12 1-2 oz.

sewing silk,

tary Briggs, Plympton, 3 3-4 oz. 9d pr. oz.

$6 00

5 00

4 00

2 00

I 56

47

Fancy Articles.

I Joseph Clark, Middleboro' 1 pair covered

stools, 75

iiss Julia Ann Kingman do, 1 cricket, " 50
• Fanny D. Kingman, do, 1 do 75

enj. Hathaway, Plymouth, lot of neck stocks 3 00

ydia Kingman, Middleboro', 1 wrought mus
lin cape,

irah S. Washburn, Bridg'r, 1

eborah L. Hale, do 1

usan L. Revere, do 1

irah A. Loring, Hingham, 1

lice Whitman, E. Bridg'r I

lebe W. Thompson, Halifax, 1 lace cape,

irah Barker, Pembroke, 1 thread collar, 50

irah G. Jackson, Plymouth, 1 muslin do 25
" "do 1 do cape, 50

aria Jacobs, Hanover, 1 do do 50

annah W. Bassett, Bridg'r, 1 collar, muslin, 50

lice Whitman, E. Brdg'r, 1 wrought lace cap, 1 00

artha J. Allen, Pembroke, 1 thread cap, 50

75

do do 25

do do 50

do do 75

do double do 1 50
do do do 1 00

25

2 00

3 00

2 50

2 00

H. M. McLaughlin, E. Bridg'r, 1 fancy do do 1 00

Mary Hayward, Plympton, 1 lace scaf, 75

Mrs Albert Smith, N. P)ridg'r, sample shell work 50
" " do 1 picture wro't

artificial flowers,

Mrs Sabine, Bridg'r, 1 pair children's wio't

shoes,

Geo. H. Brown, E. Bridg'r, samples of gold

printing,

Emeline Bassett, Bridg'r, I thread reticule,

Mrs Hannah Boyd, do 1 wro't bead bag,

Sally Perkins, N. Bridg'r 1 do seed do

Mrs Diana Munro, Bridg'r, 1 child's frock,

E. M. Wilper do 1 sampler,

Sally Perkins, N. Bridg'r 1 bead chain.

All which is respectfully submitted,

NAHUM STETSON, Chainnan

1 00

25

3 00

75

1 00

50

2 00

25
75

Working Oxen.

Warren Hackett, 1st prem, $10 00

Martin Leonard, 2d, 2d do 8 00

Col. Abram Washburn, 3d do 6 00

Steers.

Thomas J. Howard, 1st prem. $6 00

Ebenezer Pratt, 2d do 4 00

You committee likewise recommend awarding

one volume New England Farmer to each of the

following gentlemen, Benjamin Hobart, Philander

Wood and Spencer Leonard.

WILLIAM DUNBAR, Chairman.

Ploughing.

The committee appointed on ploughing had four-

teen teams entered for the competition. Thirteen

appeared at the appointed hour and performed their

service to the very great satisfaction of your com-
mittee. Your committee feel sorry that tlicy are

not better enabled to satisfy them for their services
;

25
j

for certain it is, with so many competitors, and so
few premiums offered, very few can receive large
premiums. Your committee, after mature delibe-
ration, have unanimously agreed on the foUowino'
awards :

The first premium of ten dollars, they have
awarded to Martin Leonard, 2d, of Bridg'r—Labor
performed in 19 minutes.

The second premium of eight dollars they have
awarded to James Howard, of W. Bridg'r—Labor
performed in 18 minutes.

The third premium of five dollars they have
awarded to Bela Mitchell,' of Bridg'r—Labor per-
formed in 19 minutes.

The fourth premium of three dollars they have
awarded to Van R. Swift, of Bridg'r—Labor per-
formed in 20 1-2 minutes.

They also award to Theron Ames, of N. Bridg'r,

one volume of the Complete Farmer.
To Benj. Hobart, one volume of the Complete

Farmer.

To Newton Mitchell, one volume of do.

To Philander Wood, one volume of do.

All which is respectfully submitted.

ABRAM WASHBURN, 2d, Chairman.

Inventions.

Your committee on inventions have attended to

the duty assigned them and beg leave to make the
following report, viz

—

William Turner, Bridgewater, for a pair of
improved boot clamps, $1 00

Calvin Washburn, Bridgewater, velocipede, 1 00
Do do model common carriage, 50
Do do improved pannel door, 50

Asaph Holmes, Kingston, drill^B machine, 1 00
Col. Samuel Leonard, Bridge\^Her, spark ex-

tinguisher for locomotives, 3 00
Hathaway &, Tucker, Bridg'r, horse power

and thrashing machine, 2 00
George C. Elliot, East Bridgewater, highly

finished carryall, 5 00
Your committee are aware that they have award-

ed small sums for some articles of inventions and
improvements exhibited, still we endeavor to do
justice to ourselves and the society.

Wo flatter ourselves that we have awarded suf-

ficient sums to encourage further improvement.

SOLOMON HAYWARD, Chairman.

Stock.

The committee on stock have attended the duties

assigned them, and make the following report, viz
;

The pens have been filled with fine cattle of

every description although our mowing fields and

pastures wore a gloomy aspect for a part of the

past season, but their appearances have changed
and a smile is seen on the countenances of our

farmers and they have presented fat oxen, fine

milch cows, and other young thrifty and fine stock.

And we do award to our farmers the following

premiums oSbred by the society, viz:

West Bridgewater, best fat ox, 1st prem, $10 00
Joshua Bates, Bridg'r 2d do 2d do 8 00
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Van R. Swift, Bridg'r :3d fut ox 3d prem

Joshua Bates, do 4th do 4th do

Dyer Robinson, do best milch cow 1st prem. 10 00

Seth Pratt, do 2d

Zenas Crooker, do 3d

Gad Robinson, do best heifer,

David Snow, do 2d

Abm Washburn, 2d, do best bull,

Salmon Keith, do 2d
Alb. Reed, 2d, Abington,best do calf, 1st do

Horatio Keith, Bridg'r, 2d 2d do

Paul Revere, do bestheifer calf, 1st do

Joseph Copeland, do 2d 2d do

2d
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Iressed with less active manures, still deep digging
till March

; the flavor was found to be very delicous,
B the most certain road to agricultural success, equal to the best of our Summer Melons.

Als\m\ here, sir, we ask permission to remark that

he lessons given us by those who are investigating '

source.
ind analyzing the substances that compose our
;arth, showing as far as the progress, of science
ixtends the natural induence nf tlipm on plants,

ire received by some aspirants to agricultural

;nowledge with most extravagant and absurd ex-

lectations. When the cliemist directs attention

o an article which he believes forms the chief food
if plants, then all their thoughts and exertions con-
;entrate in a single point about which, like former
aoney diggers they think there is magic, and if

he instrument be once pointed in right direction

he treasure is forever secure witliout much addi-

ional labor. Science will never fulfil any such
xpectation, it would prove our curse if it should.

!'he developments of science may greatly assist

nd animate us in agricultural pursuits ; but the

lan who believes he is qualified by discoveries

lade to define accurately all that enters into the

ourishment of plants or stimulates their appetites

ught to be regarded as having embraced only a

loonshine theory. If scientific men could tell us

'ith certainty all that constitutes the food and
timulants of plants, if they could show the exact
roportions which would contribute to their great-

st vigor and perfection ; then, why could not our
hysicians tell us the precise effect of every sort

f food we take on the animal system, and direct

) such apportionment of it that we might live

ven beyond tlie age of ancient patriarchs ? The
'lysician's skill or the lessons we take from him,
juld never secure our health without observation
id the exercise of care and prudence on our part.

le can never become good practical farmers
erely by taking lessons from the philosopher and
lemist, these lessons are a good foundation on
hich to build a theory, but to the purposes of
actical success, it cannot be established without
mtinued observation, inquiry and reflection.

MORRILL ALLEN, Chairman.

specimens of Grapes from an unkno^

For the Committee,

ROBERT iMANNING.

VEGETABLES.

Saturday, Oct. 27, 1838.
Dr J. C. Howard, Woodlands, Brookline, pre-

sented some fine specimens of BiiUie's White
Giant, and Salmon colored Celery. These spec-
imens were decidedly the best we have seen the
present season. For the Committee,

S. WALKER.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Exhibition of Fruits.

Saturday, Oct. 20, 1838.

From S. Walker, Esq., Swan's Eg'f Pear (Cox
0. 36.) We believe this to be the true Swan's
gg of the English Gardens, and entirely distinct
cm the Egg Pear of Duhamel.
From Mr John .M. Ives, Salem, Cajnaumont Pear
om a tree phuiled out this spring, handsome and
ood.

Prom Mr E. M. Richards, Dedham, Orange and
sar Shaped Quinces ; also fine Peaches, name
nknown, from a tree imported from France.
From R. Manning, Salem, Fourcroy, Figs of
aples and Minot Pears, Drap d 'or Apple3°(Cox
0. 20,) also a specimen of Seedling Apples, from
garden in South Salem, beautiful and good.
From Hon. Judge Heard, Forelle, Beurre Diel,
id St Michaels Pears. The specimen of the
orelle was large and handsome, and it may yet in
is country attain the high reputation it has ac-
lired in Germany of a first rate fruit.

From E. Vose, Esq. a very fine specimen of
uchess de Angouleme Pear, weighing eighteen
inces.

From William Oliver, Esq., a Green Flesh Win-
r Melon, taken from a vine in Granada, 64 days
nee, and represented to keep in good condition

CULTURE OF BULBOUS FLOWER ROOTS,
HYACINTHS, TULIPS, NARCISSUS, ETC.

The proper soil for bulbs, in general, is a lio-ht

rich soil, mixed with a considerable portion of fine

sea sand
; and the compost generally used, is one

third fine sand, one sixth rich loam, one third cow
dung, and one sixth leaves. of trees. The two last
to be well rotted, and at 'east two years old ; with
this mixture, the beds are formed two feet deep, at
least, and raised four or six inches above the level
of the garden, to turn off" rain. The proper time
of planting in beds, is in the months of October
and November, though it may answer by the first

of December—provided the ground remains suffi-

ciently open.

HYACINTHS
May be set six inches apart from each other, and

each bulb placed in fine sea sand and covered with
it four inches deep. After the bed is thus planted,
cover the whole carefully with earth four inches.
When the winter is fairly set in, (say from the 1st

to the 10th of December,) then cover with leaves,
straw, or sea-weed, four or six inches deep, which
should be removed early ia the spring ; a part of
it, perhaps as early as the 20th of February, and
the remainder during .March. With too much pro-
tection, the bulbs draw up weak and pale, and are
materially injured. During their bloom, it will be
proper to support the bells by small sticks, and pro-
tect them from heavy rains and the sun. The
flower stems should be cut off" as soon as they have
faded, and the beds left exposed until the leaves
are nearly dried, when the bulbs should be taken
up, the leaves cut ofl^ half an inch from the top of
the bulbs, and then replaced (sideways) with the
fibres on, and covered with earth, there to dry
gradually for a month ; when they are to be taken
up, cleaned from the earth and fibres, and each
bulb wrapped in a separate paper in a dry place,

and frequently aired, or to be packed in dry sand.
When wanted for the parlor, they should be

planted in September, (if to blow early in the win-
ter) in deep narrow pots, six inches in diameter at

the top, and about one third deeper than common
Mower pots. The soil the same as before mention-
ed, and the bulb to be just covered by it. They
should not be watered from the top, but the pots
should stand, twice a week, in saucers filled with
water. Let them have as much air and sun as pos-
sible, and not suffer them to feel the direct influ-

ence of the fire—for heat forces the stem out be-
fore the bells have time to form and acquire vigor
and beauty. When the flowers begin to open, give
as mucli water as the earth will imbibe.

To preserve these bulbs, they should, as soon as
the bloom is over, be turned out of the pot with

fibres and earth, and put in a prepared bed in the
garden, to be treated afterwards as those growing
in open ground. By this mode the bulbs will not
be materially injured, and will blow well the second
year. Whereas those grown on glasses or forced,
are seldom good for anything afterwards.

Single Hyacinths are preferable to most double
ones for early flowering in winter ; being two or
three weeks sponer in blooir. Their colors are
more brilliant, and the bells more numerous than
the double.

Tulips are hardier than the hyacinth, and in
open ground may be planted four inches apart, cov-
ered two or three inches with earth.

The Polyanthus Narcissus should be planted
six inches deep, and eight inches apart, and care-
fully protected from frost, being the most tender of
the bulbs. Unless taken up after bloom, it will

grow in the autumn and suffer during winter.

Depth and distances—Hyacinths, amaryllis, mar-
tagon, and otlier lilies, and pjeonies, should be
planted at the depth of four inches ; crown impe-
rials, and polyanthus narcissus, five inches ; tulips,

double narcissus, jonquilles, colchicums and snow-
flakes, three inches ; bulbous irises, crocuses, arums,
small fritellarias, tiger flowers, gladiolus, and snow-
drops, two inches ; ranunculus, anemones, oxalis,

and dog's-teeth violets, one inch ; always measuring
from the top of the bulbs. The rows should be
about ten inches apart, and tlie roots be placed
from four to six inches apart, in the rows, according
to their size.-

Method to blot/m Hyacinths and other bulbs in the

winter season, in pots or glasses For this purpose,
single hyacinths, and such as are designated ear-

liest among the double, are to be preferred. Single
hyacinths are generally held in less estimation than
double ones ; their colors, however, are more vivid,

and their bells, though smaller, are more numerous.
Some of the finer sorts are exquisitely beautiful

;

they are preferable for flowering in winter to most
of the double ones, as they bloom two or three

weeks earlier, and are very sweet scented. Roman
narcissus, double jonquilles, polyanthus narcissus,

double narcissus, and crocuses?-also make a fine ap-

pearance in the parlor during the winter. It is a
remarkable circumstance of the crocus, that it keeps
its petals expanded during a tolerable bright candle

or lamp light, in the same way as it does during

the light of the sun. If the candle be removed,
the crocuses close their petals, as they do in the

garden when a Cloud obscures the sun ; and when
the artificial light is restored, they open again, as

they do with the return of the direct solar rays.

Hyacinths intended for glasses should be placed

in tiiem about the middle of November, the glasses

being previously filled with pure water, so that the

bottom of the bulb may just touch the water ; then

place them for the first ten days in a dark room, to

promote the shooting of the roots, after which ex-

pose them to tlie light and sun as much as possible.

They will blow, however, without any sun ; but the

colors of the flowers will be inferior. The water

should be changed as it becomes impure ; draw the

roots entirely out of the glasses, rinse off" the fibres

in clean water, and the glasses well washed inside ;

care should be taken not to suff'er the water to

freeze, as it not only bursts the glasses, but often

causes the fibres to decay. Whether the water be

hard or soft is of no great consequence ; but soft

or rain water is considered preferable, but it must

be perfectly clear. Forced bulbs are seldom good

for anything afterwards.
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SICKNESS IN THE WEST.

The editor of the Bangor Whig, now travelling

in the U est, writes

—

I cannot say I am so well pleased with what I

have seen in the western country as I anticipated,

but I am but ill qualified to judge as yet. One
thing is certain, this part of tlie country, if it ever

arrives at tlic greatness predicted, must do so

through the deprivations and sufl'erings of the pre-

sent generation. The present settlers are working

hard for posterity—will posterity reward them ?

The conmion comforts and conveniences of life are

given up,—people merely stay, dragging out an

existence ; toiling and sweating for the improve-

ment of a country which it will take years to bring

to a istate of civilizatior.i, if one may so term it,

'''be cities of the west are cop.ifortable compared

to tlie interior settlements, but even those are at

present miserable places for men to live in, but yet

they are inhabited. Chicf.go, for instance, on Lake

Michigan, is below the level of the water in some

places, and no where above it. No cellars can be

<lu<T because of water. Here lurk bilious and in-

tcrmitlBnt fevers and agues.

The past summer, throughout the whole country. State.

Indiana has established a scientific and agricul-

tural college.

Georgia passed an act at the last session of her

Legislature, to " Incorporate the Board of Agri-

cultuie and Rural Economy, of the State of Geor-

gia."

Massachusetts has undertaken an agricultural

survey of the State ; and a proposition was recently

submitted to her Legislature, to give a bounty on
wiieat.* This State has given a bounty on silk

produced by her citizens.

The Legislature of Maryland, a few weeks since,

had a proposition before it to establish a pallern

farm and agricultural schools.

Kentucky is organizing a state board of agricul-

ture, or state society.

The Legislature of Michigan lately had the sub-

ject of establishing state and county agricultural

societies before it.

Maine gives a bounty of 5 cents on each pound
of cocoons raised in the state, and 50 cents for

each pound of silk reeled in the State

Connecticut gives a bounty of $1 for each 100

mulberry trees of five years growth, and 50 cents

on each pound of reeled silk, the growth of the

as you are aware, has been remarkable for its in

tense heat, and great drought—through the west

this has been the case in a most extraordinary de-

gree. The consequences are now being experi-

enced, and they are indeed awful. A wide spread

pestilence extending from the Ohio to the Far

West, is sweeping many to their graves, and causing

an immensity of suffering. Places have been de-

serted, and the cattle turned in the unreaped fields.

Whole towns have been sick—six or eight patients

to a family—none have escaped, far and near this

disease has stricken the weak and the strong. It

is a bilious fever, not very fatal it is true, but ex-

ceedingly distressing. I have scarcely seen a good

looking countenance since I left Detroit. This

fever is natural to this new country, and always

prevails during the latter part of the summer in

some places, and to some d<'gree, but it has never

before made the sick tremble, and the well man
turn pale. The fever will undoubtedly stop as

soon as cold weather approaches.

WHAT HAVE THE STATES SEVERALLY
DONE TO ENCOURAGE AGRICULTURE?

'• Grains of sand the mountains make."

Maine, with a population less than 400,000, last

year gave .'J7(!,000 to her citizens engaged in agri-

culture, out of her public treasury, as a bounty on

wheat.

A bill was recently introduced into the Legisla-

ture of New York, appropriating $20,000 for the

promotion of agriculture and the household arts.

This bill proposes a premium of $500 for the dis-

covery of an efficient remedy for the grain worm,
an insect now doing much damage to tlie wheat
crops in the north-eastern states—the formation of

a museum containing complete sets of niineralogi-

cal and geological specimens—premiums for im-
proved agricultural implements, and superior crops

—and last, though not least, it authorizes the State

Board of Agriculture, wliich it creates, to procure

as many copies of the " Cultivator" and ''Monthly
Genesee Fanner," as there are common school dis-

tricts in the State, and furnish one copy of each
to each school district, to be used as occasional
class books.

Vermont gives a bounty on silk, of 10 cents on
each pound grown in the State.

Pennsylvania gives a bounty of 20 cents on each

pound of cocoons, and 50 cents on each pound of

reeled silk, the growth of the State.

The Congress of the United States propose to

give the President the power to lease any unap-
propriated lots in the District of Columbia, for the

term of ten years, for the encouragement of the

cultivation of the sugar beet, and the production of

silk.

Should this policy be carried out by each State,

our citizens will not long continue to eat foreign

bread, and our country will regain her usual pros-

perity. This is our remedy for the pressure—encou-

rage production.—Journal of Productive Industry.

and their scarcity and high price as yet, have pre-

vented their merits in this respect being fully test-

ed, by comparison with our other fine varieties. I

have now cultivated them for the last three seasons

and am perfectly confident they will fully sustain

the character given of them by Piince Rohan, in

every respect.

I should be much pleased to hear the result of

any experiments in the cultivation of this potato in

your part of the country. I have not learned as yet

the result of any field culture of this potato for

this season ; a few experiments in garden soil and

cultivation, (which to be sure, is not a fair test of

their field produce on a larger scale,) have been suf-

ficiently satisfactory. Two gentlemen of this

neighborhood have produced the one from 11-2 lbs.

planted the lOtli day of May, in fine garden soil,

was taken up tlie 9th of this month, and weighed

94 1-2 lbs. The other gentleman produced from

1 lb. dug up some days since, and weighed 93 1-2

lbs. I can give no accurate account of my own
production of them, having planted them in five

different locations and different soils, at different

dates of planting ; the soil nothing more than mid-

dling good soil, sward ground, and some part of it

moderately manured, planted in rows 4 feet one

way and 2 feet apart in the row, and ploughed but

one way,— I believe I should have succeeded better

to have planted 4 feet apart each way, and cross

ploughed. Yours, respectfully,

JOHN A. THOMPSON.
Catskill, .V. y., Oct. 16, 1838.

For the New England Farmer.

ROHAN POTATO.
Mr Breck,—

Dear Sir,—I intended to have written to you
some weeks since res]iecting my rohan potato, but

have been waiting to gather the crop first, that I

might state more confidently as to quantity and
quality. The very dry hot summer will greatly

curtail the quantity ; they have been growing finely

however, since the first of Sept up to the 7th of

this mouth, when the frost killed the vines. They
now bid fair to produce a middling crop and of very

fine quality. I have not yet dug them up. I was
taught at the expense of one fourth of my small

crop last year, that to prevent their loss in weight

and to develope their fine farinacious properties,

they must be left in the ground as long as the sea-

son will permit. The frost kept off a week or two
later than usual; with us, which has proved very

favorable to our late crops. This potato has fully

proved its hardiness and capacity to resist the eflfects

of our hot summers and usual droughts, much bet-

ter than six other varieties which I cultivated this

season. Their extraordinary productiveness is

now sufhciently established ; but tlie unfavorable

impression that has been given the public respect-

ing their quality as a table potato, is still prevalent.

Rohan Potato.—At the meeting of the Hamp-
shire, Hampden and Franklin Agricultural Society

the last year, the presiding ollicer of the Society

the Hon. Wra. Clark, Jr. was presented by the

Commissioner of Agricultural Survey with a Rohar

potato. From that potato Mr Clark raised a greal

amount, and sent a bushel to tlie meeting house foj

distribution after the address. Mr C. C. Nichols

formerly of Boston, but now of Northampton, anc

occupied in cultivating a small farm in this beauti-

ful town with excellent judgment and success, fron

three pecks of this potato obtained eighteen bush-

els of a large size.

Mr Roswell Hubbard of Iladley, from the plant-

ing last spring of four pounds of the Rohan potato,

obtained 1173 lbs.—that is 293 for 1. This potatc

will prove a most valuable gift to the country

The great fear is that our famiers with their negli-

gent habits in this matter will soon suffer them t(

become mixed and degenerated.

It has been supposed they were not valuable foi

the table. Some of which we ate yesterday werf

excellent. They did not quite equal a pink eye oi

a foxite raised on a mountain soil ; but they werf

among the fine third in the scale of excellence

and when placed in the most favorable locations

may be expected to be greatly improved in quality,

H. C.

* This proposition was not only submilled. but was accept-
ed, and a law passed accordingly Courier.

We receive daily the most flattering accounts

of the produce of the Rohan potato, and think ii

will prove a valuable acquisition. The Hon. Enoch

Silsby of Bradford inforuied ns a few days since

that from four pounds purchased of us last spring

consisting of nine potatoes, he has dug enough tc

fill a lime cask heajiing full. We suppose thej

will weigh at least 240 lbs., which is liO for om
planted, and this without any extra care, and whec

the potato crop is, generallv, almost a failure.

J. B.
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For the New England Fanner.

ON WHEAT.

JVorfolk, a., Oct. 15, 1838.

Messrs J. Breck & Co.

—

Sirs,—In your New England Farmer of 10th

inst. T have read a communication signed " J. B."

giving a glowing description of the farm of Mr B.

V. French, of Braintree. My object in this notice

of it, is on account of that portion of it relating to

his ill success in his wheat crop, (which would

rather lead the public to believe oitr soil or climate

was not congenial to its culture,) you state that he

gave a liberal supply of lime and other manure,

and that having given a liberal allowance of 22 lbs.

clover seed per acre on the same land, he had a great

crop of that grass. Now my good sir, is not this

very thing telling us the cause of loss of his wheat

crop ? It must have been literally smothered,

there being no possible chance for air to pass

through ; it must of course become blighted. And
from your statement also of the land being made
ven/ rich, the wheat would be inclined to produce

much straw in proportion to the head or grain.

I know many of our best farmers disapprove of

sowing much clover seed on rich lands, as the soil

hereabouts is inclined to that grass—and indeed

I have in my mind one highly qualified by practical

as well as book knowledge who only recommends
two or three pounds of clover seed per acre, with

other seeds ; my own rule has been eight pounds

with half a bushel of timothy or herds grass seed.

It is well known to those who read English pub-

lications, that their course is to sow wheat alone,

and in very many instances by drill, having the

rows S to 6 inches apart, so as to give a free circu-

lation of air through it while growing, to prevent

its rust or blighting.

As I am a strong advocate for giving wheat a

fair trial in our State, I wish all the light possible

on its culture, may be elicited, and hope to see

many statements in print of its successful cultivation

—and also where and how it has failed—fully be-

lieving tliat a liberal use of lime is very necessary.

Yours, &c. P.

Remarks.—If the failure of Mr French's wheat

crop had been a solitary case, it might, perhaps,

have been attributed to the clover; but it was not

so ; his neighbors generally, had the same ill suc-

cess. We know of one gentleman in another town

about five miles from Boston, who tried eight or

ten diflerent experiments in his wheat field of four

or five acres. Part was sowed without grass seed,

and some with, and different sections of the field

were dressed with different sorts of compost and

manure. The Siberian, Italian and Eastern spring

wheat were all tried —but in every experiment

there was a failure nearly or quite as bad as Mr
French's. Of the different varieties of wheat sow-

ed, the Eastern was decidedly the best. But to

return to French's field ; he has informed us since,

that a small pait only of his field was manured,

at the time of sowing ; the other part was in excel-

lent order, having been well manured the year pre-

vious, and that he could not perceive any difference

between the two different sections;—the ground

was well limed. At the time the wheat blasted the

clover had not made much progress, and we can

hardly believe that it was the cause of the bliglit.

We have made considerable enquiry respecting the

wheat crop, and we are sorry to state that we have

not yet heard of a good crop near Boston, although
the accounts from the interior are nuich more flat-

tering
; and we have seen within twenty or thirty

miles, fields that were good. We have do doubt,

but what wheat can be profitably cultivated through-
out our State generally, and shall be glad to be

acquainted, through tlie Farmer, of any facts which
may have a tendency to throw light upon the sub-

ject of the prevention of blight, which has the

present year disappointed the hopes of many.
Eight pounds of clover and one half bushel of

herds grass we should suppose about equal to 22
lbs. of clover seed alone. J. B.

correspondents on your side of the water, have
made the same trial, and I wait with much anxiety

to learn, through the medium of your paper, the

results in your climate. Yours, &c.

E. BROWN.
Halifax, JV. Scotia, Utk Oct. 1838.

(For the New England Farmer.)

POTATO BLOSSOMS.
Mr Breck,—I am aware you are acquainted

that the potato is the most productive and useful

vegetable in Nova Scotia ;—the climate and soil

of this province being extremely favorable to its

cultivation, much more so than our sister provinces

of New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island.

On the receipt of your valuable paper of 25th

July last, containing an article on "Potato Blos-

soms," I was induced to try the experiment, wheth-
er plucking off the flower before any balls were
formed, would increase, or diminish its productive-

ness. It may not be improper to preface my re-

marks, that for several years past, there has been a

decrease in our seed, which has subjected the po-

tato to tlio dry rot, and it has been recommended
in the report made by the Agricultural Society
lately formed here, and by the most skilfil agricul-

turalists, that the must effectual remedy that can
be adopted to eradicate it, "is to plint the potato

whole ;" but as it is impossible to persuade every

one to adhere to this principle, we shall, I fear, be
still subject to it. The potato I selected for the

experiment was the white kidney (early sort) grown
from the apple by the late John Young, Esq., and
of course planted ivhole. The following are the

particulars and the result. I selected two rows
in my field along side of each other, 39 feet long,

each planted at the same time, the same manure,
and the same seed—distance potato from potato 10

inches. When I received your paper, the blossoms

had just opened. One row 1 plucked off the blos-

soms, and on tlie otlier I suffered the flower to

exist. I dug them yesterday, and the product was
as follows

:

The row on which the blossoms remained pro-

duced 61 lbs. potatoes.

The row from which I plucked the blossoms,

produced 71 lbs. potatoes, not so numerous as the

former, but much larger, so that it appears the lat-

ter has yielded an increase of one sixth—and of

better quality.

Like yourself, I do not pretend to understand

the philosophy of it, but of the accuracy of the

foregoing statement you may rely upon, but let us

remember, thit the laws of nature are not yet, nor

ever will be thoroughly understood,—the common
place opinion however here is, that by taking off the

blossom, it throws the strength of the plant to the

root, and they justify this opinion, by reference to

the lopping off the branches of a young tree, whicli

causes it to spread, and throw out more bush at the

bottom.

If this experiment, made upon a small scale, yet

applicable to a general principle, can elicit any
useful information to the farmer I shall be much
gratified. I am not without hope some of your

From the Con. Courant.

The Ro^an Potato.—On the 1.5lh of April
last, through the kindness of a friend, Alexander
Thompson, Esq. of Catskill, the subscriber received
a few small tubers of this variety of the potato,

the average weight of which was a fraction less

than five ounces each. I carefully divided twenty
of them by cutting them into pieces so as to leave
two setts or eyes, on each piece, amounting in the
whole to 279 pieces, and weighing a little less

than half an ounce each.

These I planted on the 27th of April in hills,

four feet asunder, eacli way, placing one piece only
in each hill.

On the 9th inst the crop was gathered. The
product as measured in a half bushel, [ found to

be twenty bushels and a half, being a fraction over
a bushel to each tuber planted The average
weight of a few of the most productive hills was
eight pounds ten ounces—the largest single tuber
which I weighed, 2 lbs. 13 oz. During the past

season the extremely hot weather and severity of
the drought in this section of the county, have, in

the opinion of the farmers in my neighborhood,
lessened the potato crop from one third to one half,

on the product in ordinary seasons. It is reason-

able to suppose that the same causes have had a
like operation upon the Rohan potato.

From the small practical acquaintance I have
yet had with the cultivaticm of this variety, I feel

a diffidence in expressing an opinion on the best

mode of its cultivation. I will therefore only state

briefly the metliod in which I proceeded in this

small experiment. Long or barn-yard manure was
spread upon the surface of the ground and turned

in with the plough—furrows 10 or 12 inches deep

—

seed planted deep, covered with 4 inches of earth

— in hoeing, very little accumulation of earth upon
the hill.

On opening the hills I found the tubers thickly

clustered together—occupying little if any more
space than if placed in a half-bushel measure.

This circumstance has induced me to believe that

a space of three feet between the hills would be

amply sufficient, and would secure as great a

growth in each, as if planted four feet apart. I

should also think it advisable to plant in each hill

two pieces with two setts on each piece, placing

them six inches apart from each other.

SAMUEL WOODRUFF.
ff'indsor, Oct. 13, 1838.

Reaping Machine.—There is exhibited at the

New York Fair a mowing machine worked by
horses, which cut and clips the grain like shears,

and is really a most ingenious plan, and can mow
ten or fifteen acres per day. It is the invention of

William and Thomas Schubley, of Hagerstown,

Maryland.

The proprietors of the Liverpool lines of pack-

ets will hereafter charge twentyfive cents for each

letter sent by their ships, between New York and
Liverpool.
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AND gaiidener's journal.

Boston, Wednesday, Octoder 31, 1838.

AGRICULTUR.AL SOCIETIES AND CATTLE
SHOWS.

The cattle shows and exhibitions of manuractiires in

our State having closed for the season, we propose now
to say a few words, of their utility, and the modes of
managing them; and to suggest such measures as in

our opinion would increase the advantages of our agri-

cultural societies, and render their influence more cfl'ect-

ual to agricultural enterprise and improvement.
We have not at hand the means of ascertaining with

precision the dates in the case ; but, as well as we can
recollect, the first cattle show in the United States was
held about twentyfour years since, under the spirited ex-
ertions of some intelligent gentlemen at Pittsfield, Mass.,
at the head of whom was Elkanah Watson, Esq., then
of that town. The Berkshire Agricultural Society took
the lead in the case, and a ploughing match was connect-
ed with their cattle show. This intelligent and highly
enterprising society have continued their cattle show and
exhibitions from that time to the present, with unabated
zeal

;
and with beneficial eflects of a decided and per-

manent character upon the agriculture of that district.

Perhaps no better evidence of this can be given than in
the fact, that the interest taken in this institution by the
farmers of Berkshire universally was never stronger than
at this time

; and the exhibitions of the society, as we
have been informed, wore never more numerously at-
tended nor better su.stained than the current year.
The Massachusetts Agricultural Society, instituted as

early as the year 1791, soon followed the lead of the
Berkshire Society

; and for more than twenty years, with
the exception of three or four intermissions, held cattle
shows and exhibitions of domestic manufactures at Brigh-
ton, open to the competition of farmers from every part
of the commonwealth. Here too ploughing and drawing
matches were held, which, by the liberality of their pre"
miums, brought competitors oftentimes from a distance of
fifty miles. These shows were held and managed under
the direction and personal superintendence of gentlemen
of the highest standing in professional and political life

;

and went ofi" with spirit and eflect

These movements were soon followed by the formation
of county societies in the several counties of Essex,
Worcester, Middlesex, Hampshire, Hampden, and Frank-
lin, and Bristol and Plymouth. These societies were
enpouraged by liberal grants from the Legislature, giving
to every agricultural society, formed in a county contain-
ing not less than 2.5,000 inhabitants, for every thousand
dollars, which they should raise and permanently invest
for the benefit of that society, the interest of which
should be yearly appropriated to purposes of agricultural
improvement, the annual sum of two hundred dollars, to
be applied in premiums under the direction of the Trus-
tees of the sociaty

; provided however, that in no case
should any society receive annually more than six hun-
dred dollars. Under these provisions a sum of upwards
of four thousand dollars has been yearly given by the
State to these ditlerent societies to be disbursed in aori-

cultural premiums. This being added to the amount
fuxnislicd by their own funds had formed a considerable
aggregate : the sums actually olfercd by the Mass. Agri-
cultural Society in premiums the current year exceeding
in amount twelve hundred dollars. These county soci-

eties arc now all of them in t le practice of holding cattle

shows and exhibitions in their respective counties. We
have had the pleasure of attending as many of these as

was practicable. As far as our observation extends, the ' literary, the commercial, the manufacturing and the agri-
bounty of the State could not have been applied to a

|

cultural on common ground, and where no jarrings^of
more worthy object, nor with more success as concerns religious or political party ought to intermingle; whe..
the public wealth, and the general improvement. The I

those, who labor with the head are made to feel their
agricultural improvements in the State within the last ' depci:deme on those, who labor with the hand ; and
twentyfive years have been immense. The plough itself! tho.se who labor with the liands recognize their obliga-
has become a new instrument, in form, in lightness of

j

tions to science, to commerce, and to the mechanic arts,

draft, in eaie in handling, in ease of repairs, in the exe- and find their own profession exalted and their self-re-

cution of its work, and in the neatness of its construction.

The potato hoc, the drill seed sower, the seed harrow,

the cultivator, the roller, the cradle, the hoise rake, the

corn planter, the threshing machine, the double-mould

board plough, the side hill plough, owe their origin and
general diffusion to agricultural societies and agi'icultural

publications. The introduction of new seeds, of most
valuable fruits, of excellent esculent vegetables, of im-

proved varieties of Indian corn, wheat, barlev, and oats

this likewise is to be attributed in a great measure to the

same source. The introduction likewise and diffusion of
improved breeds of live stock, of the fine-wooled sheep
the long wooled sheep, the mutton breeds, the several

improved varieties of swine, the beef and dairv slock

the Devon, the Holderness, the Alderney, the Ayrshire
the Improved Durham Short Horns, and of horses of an
improved kind for the saddle and for draft, are all more
or less to be ascribed to the spirit of public enterprise and
improvement awakened and kept alive bv these agricul-

tural societies, exhibitions, and publications. It is indeed
impossible to estimate by any exact measure what has
been effected in the short space of a quarter of a century
but it meeti the observing and experienced eye every-

where in the improved and well furnished houses, orna-

mental fences and embellishments, smooth and well-

cultivated fields, commodious barns, substantial wagons
and carriages, which are to be found everywhere in pro-

fusion among our agricultural population. It is important

to keep this spirit of enterprise and public improvement
awake and active ; to press the steam to the utmost limits

of safely ; "to speed the plough;" and to relax no efforts

to advance the cause of agricultural improvement; to

diffuse agricultural intelligence ; to raise the character

and the profession of the farmer; and thus lo extend the

power and means, and quicken the spirit and enterprise

by which the treasures of the earth shall Le developed,

the fund of human subsistence become constantly enlarg-

ed ; and the comforts and reasonable luxuries of life dif-

fused among all without stint.

The agricultural societies hold the power of doing im-

mense good; and, as the gentlemen who have the direc-

tion of the funds of these societies have no j)rivate views

to answer, but are laboring in the most disinterested man-
ner, solely for the public good, we know them loo well to

fear giving offence by any suggestions, whi'h have no

other object than the public good ; and which will not

be submitted without a perfect respect for their public

spirit and superior judgment.

We have the highest opinion of the utility of cattle

shows, ploughing; matches and the exhibition of agricul-

tural products and household manufactures. They excite

an emulation, which engenders no bitterness of feelin"

and which prompts to the most spirited improvements.

They gratify a laudable ambition to exhibit to others

what we have accomplished. They extend the know-
ledge of what has been done fat beyond w hat it could

be by any other means. They are the only opportunities

which many farmers enjoy of seeing samples of tlie im-

proved stock in the country; and of comparing it with

what they have themselves. They bring farmers together

to interchange friendly sympathies, and to communicate
their mutual experiences. They bring men of dillerent

professions and conditions together, the professional, the

spect increased by this unrestrained and mutual inter-

course These cattle shows have been the means of in-

ducing the importation of all the valuable animals, which
have been brought into our State through the liberality

of gentlemen of large capital and large minds, in order

to improve the stock of domestic animals in our own
State. Especially, they keep the great subject of agri-

culture before the public mirwl in the light of its intrinsic,

permanent, and universal importance. The well-known
custom of the Emperor of China at the return of every

spring, to show his respect fur the cultivators of the earth

and thus honoring their great art by holding the plough
himself in the presence of the dignitaries of the realm

and of assembled thousands of his subjects, is well know n.

Its favorable influence upon the agricultural classes may
easily be inferred ; and ourcaiile shows, bringing lo"clher

as they do gentlemen of all professions, have the same
beneficial effects.

It has been therefore lo us matter of much rcret that

the -Massachusetts Society has now for two or three years

suspended its annual and accustomed show at Brighton.

We know that it is attended with gieat labor to the gen-
tlemen of the Board of Trustees, to get up and superin-

tend a matter so foreign to their accustomed ])ursuits and
habits

;
perhaps it is a labor we ought not to ask of them •

but we believe that sixty or a hundred dollars would fur-

nish tliein three or five practical men, who would gladly

take all the drudgery of the management off of their

hands and get it up and carry it through in a numner
honorable lo the board and entirely satisfactory to the

public. We know the labor is considerable, and in such

case ought to be compensated ; and we do not know how
some portion of their funds could be more properly ap-

plied. H. C.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY
PREMIUMS.

It is matter of just surprise that the magnificent pre-
miums offered by this society for the advancement of
agriculture should excite so little attention, and be so
little known throughout the State. They offer the pre-
sent year in four premiums for the best cultivated farms
in llie Commonwealth, the large amount of six hundred
doUars ; and yet we think we mav .safely say that nine
tenths of the farmers iii the State iiave never heard of it.

This must in some measure be their own fault, perhaps,
in not taking an agricultural paper ; for the prospectus
of premiums offered was published at large we know in
the l\ew England Farmer, and we believe in other agri.
cultural papers in the State; and copies of this prospectus
were distributed among the members of the Legislature,
and sent to every postmaster. The Agricultural Com-
missioner likewise, though having no agency whatever
in the proceedings of the society, has distributed a great
many in various parts of the State. Premiums are likewise
offered, one of a hundred dollars, two of fifty dollars, and
one of thirty for the best butter and cheese presented to

the society by the first of December in Boston. The
samples of cheese and butter for the highest premiums
must amount to 300 lbs.— for the lower premiums 100 lbs.

As we understand the proposals, competition for these
dairy premiums is not limited to Massachusetts. The
entries must be made with Benj. Guild, Esq , Boston

;

and auctioneers will be furnished for the sale of the pro-
duce cffcred whether successful or not in the competition
for premiums. The butter and cheese presented on such
occasions have always commanded high prices. The
premiums are certainly munificent to an excess ; and the
competition it is to be hoped will be much more extended,
than heretofore.
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1100 -Stores, 4700 Slifep,Al Murket 1050 licel C.-.tlL

nd 2550 Swine.
Pkicks— Bff/ Cattle.— Oar Inst we. k's quotations

viTc fully sust:iii;ed. We quote the same, viz : First
quality, $7 50. yecun.l qu-ility, $6 75 :i $7 00. Third

fttttlc.—Mes i\o. •fS 75 a

f»rmor quotations, viz.

Year Old, $\8 a $28

quality

Barrell.

$6 00.

Stores — We continue our
Yearlin.;.-, $9 a .>I;I4. Two
Three Venr Old, $24 a $3S.

S/iee/i.— Dull and former prices hardly sustained. We
quote lots at $1 5-1, $1 HS, f I 9a, $2 12, $2 37, $2 75,
$3 00, and $^ 25.

Swine.— Lots to peddle were sold al f, 1-4 a 6 1 2 for
lows and 7 1-1 a 7 1-2 lor barrows. Al retail, 7 a 8 1-2-

A few hundred swine unsold.

FRUIT A!\0 OKN AMENTAl, TREES.
The sul.scril ers will 1-e happy to receive orders for I^-iiit

and Unmmci.tal 'Jrcea, .Shrubs, &c. We shall he enahlcd to

furnish at Nursery Prins, and at short notice, Trees and
Shruirs of every descri|iliim, and hope to give satisfaction to

all who may he dispo.>-erl to favor us with their orders.

Oct. 2i. JOSEPH BKECK & CO-

THKliMO-METIllCAL.
Kepi.ned lor the N'avv Rii^larul Karnier-

Raugeof the FhermiHueter at the (iardeuof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending October 28.

CHINESE .llOlSrS MUl.TICAUI.IS, &c.

At the MNNiE-iN GARDEN, Flushing, N- York,
100.ono splendid trees of the genuine Chinese Moras Mulli-
caulis, for sale at modeiale prices, and also cuttings of the
same. None of the hiunhug kinds have been cultivated at

this establishment.
Also, a large supply of the Canton, Moreltior Alpine, Dan-

dolo, Expansa. Broussa. Asiatic, and cuttings in any quantity-

Priced catalogues will be sent to every applicant, but a
personal application will be found by far the most satisfacto-

ry, and purchasers can ihen see these superior trees-

Also, Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Plants and Seeds of
every kind and an imniense stock of Bulbous Roots, just
arrived from Holland. WM. PRINCE &. SON

Oct. 24. 4w

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE-
CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLT.

October,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Frran ttje Conrieclicul Currant.

AUTUMN SONNETS.

THE HABVE3T MOOS.

Mild were her lieams, and light her graceful horn,

When first her slender crescent hung on high :

—

—Now, like the l>rcakin? of another morn,

She halhes in silv.T light ihe eastern sky.

They say with hastening step at set of sun.

She Conner, the autumn harvest home, to light.

And when our woods, and hills, and streams have won

Her beaming eye, she lingers o'er the sight.

How doth her beauty sink upon Ihe heart !—

—Waking the thoughts we cannot breathe in words.

O'er which our saddened spirits brood apart,

And sigh to break their chains, and soar like birds.

Strange that the beauty of her gentle beams

Should make us sad, as when we wake from pleasant dreams !

A SUM.MEH DAY IN AUTUMN.

A warmj bright, sunny day, like one of those

That thrilled our hearts, when earth was goy with flowers,

And leaves were fresh in all the forest bowers !—

—The fragrant summer lingers, ere she goes

Krom her green haunts, beside the cooling brook.

With a sad beauty, like the last fond look

Of one we love. The melancholy sky,

The fading leaves—the withering grass— the dim.

And hazy light, have to the gazer's eye,

A mournful charm ; and hark ! the funeral hymn

Of the last summer day is on the breeze,

Mocking the briglitness of the tinted trees.

And gently o'er the earth, with dying swell.

The lingering zephyr sighs its last lareweil !

• **

YOUNG MECHANICS.
There is no class of the community \spon whom

the future welfare of the country move essentially

depends tlian upon the ri.sing- generation of young

mechanics. If they are intelligent, sober, indus-

trious, and consequently independent, able and ac-

customed to judge for themselves, and governed,

in their conduct, by an enlightened view of their

own best intere.sts ; if they are men of this sort,

the mechanics and especially the young mechanics,

will form the strongest bulwark of our free institu-

tions, and the be.st hope of the Republic.

If, on the other hand, they are ignorant, idle,

dissolute, and consequently poor, and dependent

upon those who are willing to trust them— if our

mechanics should unhappily become such a class,

(of which, thank God, there is but little danger,)

they wotild soon be converted into the mere tools

of a few rich and artful men, who, having first

stripped them of every sense of self respect, and

every feeling proper to virtuous citizens, would use

thetn as passive instruments for jiromoting their

own ambitious objects, and for the enactment of

laws which are beneficial to nobody bnt the artful

few with whom they originate.

It is as true of the mechanical arts as of any

other profession, that " knowledge is power," and

we earnestly recommend to the attention of our

friends among tlie young mechanics, the following

excellent "hints," copied from the Butfalo Journal:

—J\rationnl Intelligencer.

Hints to Young Mechanics.—The first object

of a mechanic, as it should be that of every one,

is to become thorouglily acquainted with his partic-

ular business or calling. We are too apt to learn

our trade or profession by halves—to practise it

by halves—and hence are compelled to live by

halves— die by inches.

Study and labor to excel your competitors, and

then you will not fail to command the patronage of

the most discerning and liberal paymasters. There

is a great variety of highly useful knowledge which

appertains to every branch of business, that may

be acquired by a course of judicious reading.

This knowledge, well digested and systematized,

constitutes tlie science of every occupation. Thus,

if you are a carpenter, the science of architecture

should be studied with profound attention; if a

ship-buildor, the science of navigation and hydro-

statics, and that combination of them which will

give the largest capacity to a vessel with the least

resistance from the water, and the greatest safety

in time of danger from tlie elements. If you are

a mechanist or~ mill-wright, the mechanic powers

should be well understood; and if the machinery

is to be propelled by steam or water, you should

study tlie science of hydraulics, and should have a

perfect knowledge of the chemical combination of

heat and water, both in its latent and active state,

and understand how it happens that a quart of

water converted into steam, which, by a thermom-

eter, is no hotter than boiling water, yet will bring^

a gallon of water up to the same temperature. If

you are a hatter, a dyer, a painter, or a tanner,

there is no study so useful as chemistry.

The fact was known a quarter of a century to

chemists that gum shellac was insoluble in water

before any hatter ever used it to make waterproof

hats. The whole art of giving beautiful and dura-

ble colors to different bodies depends entirely upon

the chemical artinity of such bodies for the color-

ing material, and tlie affinity of this latter for the

diflTerent colored rays of light.

We speak understandingly when we say that

the tanners and the public in the United States

lose millions annually from the lack of scientific

knowledge how best to combine vegetable tannin

with animal gelatin, which is the chemical process

of making leather—call it by what other names

you please.

There is a vast amount of knowledge which is

now completely useless that ouglit to be brought

home to the understanding of every operative in

this Republic. We love industry and respect all

who practise it. But labor without study is like a

body without a soul. Cultivate and enrich the

mind with all useful knowledge, and rest assured

that an intelligent understanding will teach the

hands how to earn dollars when the ignorant earn

only cents.

The above was raised by John Hall, (milkman,)

on the lloyle farm, in the south part of the city,

from seed brought from France, by Mr Cushman.

The seed planted nearly three weeks later than the

proper time.

Great Ccriositt.—Lieut. Comdt. Sturgis, of

tlie Revenue Cutter Hamilton, showed us, this

inorninff, a hoe, which was found completely em-

bedded in a stick of live oak timber, of Georgia

growth, intended for the ship Republic, built last

year, at \V areham, by Capt. David Nye, and now

sailing out of the port of New York. The timber

measured 15 inches square, and the hoe was dis-

covered by one of the shipbuilders cutting into it

with an axe.

—

Trans.

The editor of the Vevay Times says, unless

some of his subscribers send him some oats he

shall again have to feed his horse upon e.xchange

papers.

Extraordinary Yield—From the farm of

Abram Bennett, of Saratoga County, N. Y. has been

raised this season, a large Chinese Squash, mea-

suring in circumference, (> feet 5 in., weighing 13.")

lbs. This is one of six raised from fi single seed,

the whole weighing 714 lbs. From tivo seeds, Mr
Bennett actually has raised the weight of 1177 lbs.

Beat this who can ? This squash may be seen at

the store of Smith &, Wood, '237 River street.

L\RGE Squash, at Undkruill & Hall's.—
ft in.

Length, 2 3

Diameter, 2 .5

Circumference, (longitudinal,) 8 1-2

do (latitudinal,) 7

Weight, 236 lbs. 3 oz.

FRiriT AND ORNASIENTAI. TREES, MUL.BER-
Rli!:s, d^c.

yursery of William Kenrick.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

Trees for I83S is now ready, and will be sent

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-

sive selection ofthe superior varieties of Pears,

. Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines, &c. The slock of Cherries and reaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles ; Pa;onies, Dahlias and other Herba-

ceous Flowering Plants.

-| f\t'\ (\f\f\ MoBUS MuLTicAULis are now offer-

J.UU.UUU cd for sale; the trees genuine and

line, will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October nest, at prices fair, and

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Bronssa and other varieties.

Mulberry and olher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly piicked for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

Augustl,183S. WILLIAM KENRICK.

MU1>BERRT TREES.

200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more as

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds— consisling of

the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feeding

worms, and making silk ;—being acclimated to this country,

and adapted to either w-,rm or cidd climates, affording a

rare opportunity for companies or individuals to be supplied,

from the most extensive collection of mulberrry trees evei

seen in any village with™ the Uniied Slates,

Autumn is decidedlv the best time for removal, and orders

left with Messrs. I, B. Colt, Secretary of the Connecticut

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford ;
Alonzo Wakeman

at the office of the American Institute, No. 187 Broadway

N Y. ; Thomas Lloyd, Jr, No. -'36 Filbert street, Philadel-

phia Pa. ; Luther I. Co.>;, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snider, &
Co. Savannah, Ga,; Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, Al ;

James

Lyman, Si. Louis, Mo. ; Case and Judd, Columbus, O. ; G
Harwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad-

vertisement, or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass.

Orders left with the above gentlemen will be promptly at-

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples of thf

foliage.
.

Several valuable farms may be had Willi or without Mul

berry Plantations.

Apply at the office of

Northampton, Aug 23, 1833.

D. STEBBINS.

THE NEW ENGl.ANI> PARMER
Is published every Wednesday Eveniiig, at S3 per annun

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay withir

sixty days from the lime of subscribing are entitled to a de

ductionof 50 cents.

DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,

n SCHOOL STREET.. BOSTON.
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AGRICULTURAL.

BERKSHIRE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.

On Wednesday and Thursday, the 3d and 4th

days of October instant, the Berkshire Agricultural

Society held its 38th anniversary in Pittsfield.

The rain, which continued until 11 o'clock in the

morning of tlie first day, was the only unpleasant

circumstance attending the Fair ; and this did not

prevent the usual collection of animals, even from

some of the most distant towns in the county. The

field appropriated to the exhibition of cattle, sheep,

and swine, was one of the principal places of con-

course ; and it was here that the good effects

of this society were again as in former years,

8trikino-ly apparent. The exhibition of working

cattle,°particularly four-year-old oxen and three-

year-old steers, lias never been equalled before,

either in number or quality. Indeed, of the neat

cattle generally, we have never seen so great a va-

riety together before. Besides our own native

breeds, there were the Durham, the Devonshire and

the Ay'shire, with a variety of crosses. The com-

mittees were engaged most industriously during

the afternoon in vi'ewing and comparing tlie animals
;

and in the evening in preparing their reports. The

reports of tlie committees will give the details in

tllis department.

The hall of domestic manufactures was also a

place of o-reat resort, and presented an interesting

variety of results of the domestic and manutactu-

rino- indu,stry. The afternoon of the day was de-

liffhtfuUy pleasant. The whole scene was one of

exceedino- interest, to all who have the interests

alid honor of old Berkshire at heart. The vast

concourse of our fellow citizens, all seemingly grat-

ified with this opportunity of exchanging their con-

gratulations, comparing the results of their agri-

cultural experience ; exhibiting their stock, viewing

the "tock of others, buying, selling, and e.xchang-

incr could not but be regarded with pleasure and

patriotic feelings. Although this is the oldest ag-

ricultural society in the United States -although

this is its 28th anniversary, yet the interest ot our

community in its annual Fairs, so far from flagging,

is constantly and steadily increasing. It is our

best ; almost our only holiday ; and the citizens of

Berkshire will long continue to cherish it.

The second day was one of the most mild and

beautiful days of this remarkable reason. The

exhibition of this day opened with the Ploughing

Match, on the farm of Mr James Foot The field

prepared for the spectators, adjoining the ploughing

field was occupied by thousands of both sexes and

all ages ; all animated by the morning air
;
the

pleasant ride, and the excitement of the rural

strife.

Before 11 o'clock, the vast concourse had returned

to tlie villao-e ; and the procession, under the direc-

tion of Cof Weston, Chief Marshal, and eleven

assiBtent Marshals, escorted by the "Berkshire

Greys," under the command of Capt. West, was on

its way to the meeting house.

The prayers were ofi"ered by the Rev. Dr Shep-

hard. The sacred music was perfoimed by the

" Hastings and Mason Musical Association," led

by Mr M. S. Wilson. To those who are acquaint-

ed with the zeal, spirit and perseverance, with

which this Association has been conducted, it is

needless to speak of the character of their perform-

ance. The citizens of this county liave just reason

to be proud of this Association, and its public ex-

hibitions.

- The annual address was delivered by the Presi-

dent of the Society, the Hon. Lester Filley. It

was plain, practical, full of instruction, containing

many striking and eloquent passages. After the

address, the reports of the committees were read

by the Secretary ; and the premiums delivered to

the successful competitors by the Treasurer.

The society dined on the first day at Brown's

Coffee House, and on the second at Warriner and

Russel's Hotel ; and the entertainments on both

days, were of the most satisfactory kind.

The most perfect order and regularity was pre-

served throughout all the exercises of the second

day, and for this, much credit is due to the Marshal

and his assistants, as well as to the escort. .

The following gentlemen were chosen officers of

the society for th" ona^i^s 7'^'^ '""'

L.KSTER FILLEY. President

William Williams, ) ^^^^ President.
Clement Harrison, j

Samuel D. Colt, Treasurer.

Julius Rockwell, Cor. & Rec. Sec'y.

Grenville D. Weston \

Roderick Norton } Com. on Agriculture.

Jay Shears )

Levi Goodrich \

John M. Hulbert S Com. on Animals.

Jason Newton }

Thomas B. Strong
j

Justus T.^wer ^
Com. on Manufactures.

David Carton )

Edward A. Newton i

Calvin Martin |>
Com. on Accounts.

Thomas Twining )

Calvin Martin, x\uditor.

A resolution was inanimously adopted, present-

ing the thanks of the society to the Presid mt, for

his address, and requesting a copy for tlie press
;

and Moses A. Lee, Samuel D. Colt and Henry W.

Bishop, were appointed a committee to communicate

the same. '.

On motion of E. A. Newton, Esq., a resolution

was adopted authorizing the Executive Committee,

to offer Premiums on the 1st, 'id, and 3d best

thirty yoke of working oxen from any one town.

Mr L. Cliandler Ball, of Hoosic, N. Y., was

elected -an Honorary Meinbf r of the society. The

fine stock exhibited by this gentleman, will be found

noticed in the appropriate report.

REPORTS.

On Agriculture.

The Committee on Agriculture have performed

the duties assigned them and respectfully report

:

That the return of this anniversary furnishes

abundant reason for grateful thanks to the " Author

of all Good," for his merciful dispensations to us

in the events of this year. This section of the

country has been favored with a long and warm

season and seasonable showers, while other parts

have suffered from severe droughts, rarely if ever

experienced, and the committee would congratulate

their fellow citizens upon the bountiful harvests of

the fruits of the earth as the reward of their indus-

try. This county is at present enjoying the sun-

shine of prosperity. Not only is the hu.sbandman

blest with an abundant supply, but our mechanics

and manufacturers cease to complain of the " dis-

tress of the times." And tlie busy hum of machi-

nery again is heard— all is activity and cheerful-

ness.

The agriculture of Berkshire is rapidly advanc-

ing keeping pace with the improvements in the

best agricultural districts in the country—showing

conclusively that the spirit of inquiry is abroad

among our farmers, and carrying them to prosperity

and wealth. Although much has been done in the

way of improvement, yet it is undeniably true that

r„,„.U w._-;— t^ Xc A^np Tl -a-niild bp. iinnecpju

sary and of little avail to particularize deficiencies

—the committee rely much more on the means of

information which is within tlie reach of every

farmer, by the reading of agricultural journals, and

the opportunity afforded at the end of each agricul-

tural season by the assemblage of our most intel-

ligent and successful agriculturists, and by an in-

te'rchange of opinions and detailed accounts of the

experim'ents they have made. The committee fully

believe that the agriculture of the county has re-

ceived great 'benefit from the e^'^orts of this society,

and would be much more promoted, should the far-

mers generally give it their undivided support.

The committee believe tliat the premiums ofi"er-

ed by the society on Summer Rye and Flax do not

lead to any useful result—the former being at the

best a poor crop "and the latter will not be gene-

rally cultivated by our farmers—and they venture

to recommend that the society cease to offer pre-

miums on those crops and increase the amoiuit of-

fered for productions more in Uie spirit of improve-

ment.

The committee viewed 114 crops entered for

premium, most of which display«d good husbandry

in the cultivation. Winter Rye was unusually

large and well filled, and every field of it viewed

was good enough for a premium crop. Corn w:<j

abundant and there were a great many competitors

for tlie prizes. It required the utmost scrutiny in

fixing on the successful applicants. Without tres-

passing further on the time of the society, the com-

mittee award the premiums as follows :

To Edwin Shears of Slieffield, for the best ^

acres of winter wheat, §7
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2d best do- to Oren Curtis of Sliefficld, .*5

rid best do. to John L. Cooper of do. 3

To Eldad Post of Lenox, for tlie the best two

acres of siiinmer wheat,

2d best do. to James 1). Colt of Pittsfield,

3d best do. to George Goodrich, of do. 3

4th best do. to Chester K. I.ampliire of Lanes-

borough, 2

To Saniunl Lewis of Great Barrington, for the

best two acres of winter rye,

2d best do. to Kli Knsign of Slielficld,

.3d best do. to Phillip Merrell of Pittsfield,

To Enos Smith of Stockbridge, for a good piece

of rye, 3

To Newton Kasson of N. Marlboro', do. do. 3

To Prentice Comstock of Great Harrington, do.

The committee also viewed several other ex-

cellent pieces of rye, showing the very best

of cultivation, and regret that they could not

have extended to the owners the bounty of

the society. Several of these pieces the com-

mittee take pleasure in naming, viz: that of

Sewell Sergeant of Stockbridge; Dickinson

Graves of Lee ; Francis Whiting of Groat

Barrftgton ; J. B. Bush of SlieffieUl ; Rus-
sell Griffin of Richmond ; George Butler of

Lenox.

To Levi Hyde of Great Harrington, for the best

two acres of sprifc'g rye,

2d best do. to Nelson Shepard of Sheffield, 4

To Nathan Chapin of Richmond, for the best

two acres of oats, 6

2d best do. to Jeremiah Siiears of SheflicUl,

To Richard Coman of Pittsfield, for a good
piece of peas,

To Morgan Lewis of West Stockbridge, for the

best two acres of Barley,

2d best do. to Seymour Wilcox, Lanesborough, 5

flax, 5
To Clement J. Harrison of Adams, for the bedt

two acres of corn, . 6
2d best do. to Leonard Tuttle of Sheffield, 4

3d best do. to Jonathan Andrews, of Richmond 3
To Henry Warden of do. a reserved premium 3
To Justus Tower of Williamstown, do. do. 3
To Joseph Tucker of Lenox, do. do. 3
To Josiah A. Hulbut of G. Barrington, do. 3
To Crocker Tliatcher of Leo, for tlie best 1-2

acre of ruta bagas, 5
2d best do. to Oren J. Farnum, of liancsborough, 4

3d best do. to Wm. Weller of Pittsfield,
"

3
To Levi Goodrich of do. for tlie best acre of

potatoes, fj

2d best do. to Solomon L. Russell of do. 4
3d best do. to Moses Spur of Sheffield, 3
To Edward Sexton of Stockbridge, for the best

1-2 acre of carrots, 5
2d best do. to Samuel D. Colt of Pittsfield, 4
To Thomas H. Strong of do. for the best variety

of choice fruit trees, 6
The committee, from a sense of duty and plea-

sure, refer liie fact that Mrs Amanda Burt of
Great Harrington, widow of the late Rev.
Sylvester Burt, sowed in the mouth of May,
1838, 3-4 of an ounce of mulhury seed on 3
rods of ground in her garden, from which she
has raised >')()00 trees of uncommon orowth
being generally about six feet high, and be-
lieving that she merits the apj)robation of
the society, do award her a premium of 4

All of which is respectfully submitted.

TIIOS. F. PLUNKET, Chainwn.

•*7

On ^flnimats.

The committpe on the first division of Domestic
Animals have attended to the duty assigned them
and report as follows :

For the best stock of cattle, to Titus Parker 2d,

of Pittsfield,

2d best do. to Asa Perry of Richmond,
For the best pair of fat oxen, to Wm. A. Royce

of Lanesborough,

2d best do. to Ilezekiah Porter of Dalton, 6
3d best do. to Calvin Rood of Sheffield, 5
For the best yoke of working oxen, to Jay

Shears of Sheffield,

2d best do. to Silas Lester of G. Barrington,

3d best do. to Jonah A. Hulburt of do. '

.5

4th best do. to Luther Sears, Jr. of Lenox, 4

For the best yoke of four year old oxen, to Da-
vid Smith of Dalton, 8

2d best do. to Saml. Lewis of G. Barrington, 6
3d best do. to Frederick Jones, of Stockbridge, 5

4th best do. to Levi Laird of G. Barrington, 4
For the best pair of three year old steers, to

Isaac Avery of G. Barrington, 7

2d best do. to George O. Peck of Lenox, 6
3d best do. to Norman Loomis of Otis, 5
4th best do. to John Sears Lenox, 4

To Ethan Janes of Pittsfield, for two pair of

very fine three year old steers, a reserved

premium of 4

For the best pair of two year old steers, to Wm.
W. Ward of Pittsfield, 6

2d best do. to Erastus. Dewey of Lenox, 5
3d best do to Oren J. Farnnni, of Lanesboro',

The committee examined 21 pairs of three year

old steers ente.-ed for premium, all of which wore
superior animals, and were considered equal if not

superior to any cattle of that age ever before ex-

hibited in Berkshire. The working cattle generally,
1.UI i,.,po.;<.iij aie three and four year olds, bear
honorable testimony to the judgment and good
management of their owners.

The committee regret that the limited sum at

their disposal prevented them from awarding pre-

miums where there was real merit
Respectfully submitted.

LEVI GOODRICH, Chairman.

The committee appointed to view ahd award
premiums upon the second division of Animals
have discharged the duty assigned them, and beg
leave respectfully to submit their report

:

That the animals coming under their official no-
tice were unusually fine, in quality and condition.
That it was with difficulty that they could come to

the following determination as to the animals en-
titled to the premiums.
Upon cows the committee awarded to Crocker

Thatcher of Lee, the 1st premium, .*8

2d do, to Saml. Lewis of G. Barrington, ti

3d do. to James Foot of Pittsfield, .5
'

Upon two year old heifers, h.iving had calves,

to Edwin Shears, Sheffield, 1st p. 5
2d do. to Etiiau Janes of Pittsfield, 4
On bulls, to Asa Perry, Riclimond, 1st pr. 8
2d do. to John M. Hurlbnt, (J. Barrington,
3d do. to Henry A. Robbins of Pittsfield, 4
On two year old heifers not having had calves,

to James Foot of Pittsfield, 1st pr. 4
2d do. to Erastus Rowley of Richmond, 3
On yearling Heifers, to Erastus Rowley of do.

1st premium, 4
2d do. to Jay Shears of Sheffield, " 3
3d do. to Edward A. Newton of Pittsfield, 2

On yearling Steers, to Asa Cone of Richmond,
1st premium, r,

2d do. to Abram Race of West Stockbridge, 4

.Ml which is respectfully submitted.

JOHN M. HURLBUT, Chairman.

The committee appointed to examine and report

upon the animals comprised in the third division

—

consisting of sheep and swine— respectfully re-

port:

They have awarded the following premiums

:

For the best buck, to Walter Tracy of Hins-
dale, $0

2d best do. to Seymour Wilcox, Lanesboro',
3d best do. to Edson Sexton of Stockbridge,

For the best 5 ewes, to Thomas F. Plunkett of
Pittsfield,

2d best do. to Robert Colt of do.

3d best do. to Ellas Warden of Richmond,
For the best 5 fat weathers, to William A.

Royce of Lanesborough,

2d best do. to Silas Clark of Washington,
For the best boar, to Solomon P. Fitch of Pitts-

field, 5
2d best do. to Henry W. Bishop of Lenox, 4
For the best sow to Lyman Warriner of Pitts-

field, 5
2d best do. to Levi Childs of do. 4

The exhibition of swine undoubtedly excelled
any previous Fair. The number of swine was un-
usually large, and it was exceedingly difficult for

the committee to decide between them. This kind
of stock has very greatly improved within the last

few years in this county. The committee being
limited as to the number of their premiums were
unable to give premiums in some instances where
they were deserved—and they would particularly

notice a boar and sow of Mr Daniel Stearns, and a
sow of Mr Henry Runt, both of Pittsfield.

Thf committee also noticed with great pleasure,
some swine sent for exhibition by Mr Caleb N.
Bament of the Three Hill Farm, Albany, N. York.
They consisted of a pair of pigs, one week short
of five months old, of the genuine Berkshire breed.
Also two sows, a cross of the Neapolitan, and im-
proved China breeds, seven months old. These
are of greater length than the China or Mocho
breeds

; compact and deep bodies ; small and short
legs

;
small head and ears; very docile and quiet

;

tlieir hair and skin very thin, and no bristles. They
appear to be easy and quick feeders. The com-
mittee recommend an e.xtra premium of $5 to "Mr
B. upon these swine, as a testimony of the grateful
feelings which this society entertain toward him
for his exertions in improving the breeds of swine
and for his public spirit in sending them so great a
distance for exhibition at the Berkshire Cattle Show
and Fair.

All which is respectfullv submitted.

J. NEWTON, Chairman.

The committee on Stock exhibited, but not in-
cluded in the premium list, have attended to the
duty assigned and beg leave to subject the follow-
ing report

:

The number of calves exhibited were Unusually
large, and they were superior (in the opinion of
your committee) both in sjze and symmetry, to those
shown on .uiy former occasion. This fact furnishes
the best evidence that our farmers are awake to the
subject of improvement of their stock. Your com-
mittee regret that they are not authorized to award
premiums on this department of animals.
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Among the calves exhibited the committee can-

not refrain from expressing the admiration of the

following: —One 12 months old, ownoil by Charles

S. Thatcher of Lee—a brindled calf, 5 months old,

owned by Ehenezer Axtel, of South Adains—one

5 months old exhibited by Levi Bntler of Lenox

—

one two months old, owned by Asa Cone of Rich-

mond—another exhibited by Giistavus Dunham of

Richmond, and last though not least, a beautiful

bull calf (called The fVestminster) owned and ex-

hibited by Henry Colt of Pittsfield. This calf is

from a cow imported by E. A. Newton, Esq. and

was much admired for his size, color and beautiful

symmetry.

Mr Eldad Post of Lenox exhibited his stock of

cattle consisting of 21 head. They are mostly

selected from our native stock, but would do great

credit to any farmer in Berkshiie.

The number of animals exlubited, but not owned

in the county, was unusually large and added much

to the interest of the exhibition. Your committee

would express their warmest acknowledgments to

those gentlemen whose zeal in the good cause has

led them to make such sacrifice for our gratification,

and they deeply regret that the funds of the soci-

ety w'ill not allow them to award premiums out of

the county except in rare cases and of small amount.

Yoiir committee first examined a stock of cattle

owned by L. Chandler Ball, Esq. of Hoosic, N. Y.

The stock consisted of 3 two year old heifers and

2 calves, pure thorough bred Durham. These an-

imals need only be seen to be admired. They are

the most perfect specimens of their kind your com-

mittee have ever seen. One of the calves is 7 and

the other 5 months old, and their aggregate weight

is 1180 pounds.

Mr Ball is determined not to be outdone in the

breeding and rearing of fine cattle, and if this

society will import a few head of well- selected

stock, he offers to subscribe )i>1000 for the same

laudahle object. Your committee have awarded to

L. Chandler liall, Esq. for his stock of short horned

Durham cattle, a special premium of G dollars.

A Holderness .ind Devonshire bull was exhibited

by John Wilcox of Cannan, N. Y. This animal

was much aduiired.

Mr Dunn of Albany, whose animals have so fre-

quently added interest to our annual fairs, exhibited

to us 4 Bakewell or Leicester bucks, of superior

size and beauty. The aggregate weight of tivo of

them is 040 lbs.

Your committee are also gratified at the exhibi-

tion of a lot of Durham heifers and Berkshire

Neapolitan and China pigs, owned by C. N. Be-

ment, Esq. of Albany. Austin Harman, Jr. of

Bennington, Vt. exhibited a Durham bull, 18 months

old, of great beauty—his weight is 1390 pounds.

The conmiittee would also notice the fine Ayrshire

bull, the property of Mass. Agr'l. Society, which

has been in the care and keeping, during the past

season, of this society. Great hopes are entertain-

ed from crosses from this stock. It is also expected

that arrangements can be made by which this ani-

mal may remain in this county for another year.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

M. A. LEE, Chairman.
(To be coTilinued.)

No Mistake.—Bend the first and third fingers

of the left hand—and commencing with March at

the thumb, count on—the bent fingers will indi-

cate months which contain on'y 30 days.

(Kor Ihe New En;;laiicl Farmer.)

CAPL^UMONT AND FREDERICK DE VVUR-

TEMBERCx.

Mr Editor,—If Mr Kenrick had left his facts

to speak for Ihemselves, I should never again have

troubled the public press ; but anxious to show how
poor Mr Knight was led to commit this blunder of

sending the Frederick of Wurtemberg for the Cap-

iaumont, Mr Kenrick lias made assumptions whic!i

are erroneous, and furnished evidence to show that

Mr Knights name was the correct one, as I shall

endeavor to prove by Mr Kenrick's own evidence.

The assumption is this, that one Richard Williauis

procured the Frederick of lVuriember<r, and sold it

to the Horticultural Society of London, for the

Capiaumont. That they raised it, and ignoranUy

sent it to the Pomological Magazine, for the Capi-

aumont, though their officers had long brfore seen,

examined, and tasted the true Capiaumont from Bel-

gium—tliat Mr Knight's tree was from this corrupt-

ed source, though Mr Kenrick acquit him of blame.

Now this statement has but one defect, and that

is, that it is not true. This I shall prove from Mr
Kenrick's evidence beyond a7iy controversy. The
London Horticultural Society j?»-s( received the true

Capiaumont from two distinguished Belgians, M.

Parmatier of Eughien, and M. Dunalier of Louvain,

in the fall of 1820. I say the true Capiaumont,

because M. Parmatier, one of them, did not know

the Frederick of Wurtemberg at that time, nor four

years afterwards, when he printed his catalogue,

though he knew the Capiaumont, and M. Duthortia's

pear must have been the same, or the Society would

have noticed it.

The London Society were so pleased with the

pear, that they ordered it from Belgium. This

could not be before the following spring, which

was 1831. I assume that they could not have had

the pear in their garden from Williams at that time,

or they would not have sent for it. This requires

no argument. They received three scions (at least)

for the Capiaumont, because they produced three

different pears, all false. These trees could not all

have borne fruit under two years, and while it was

doubtful, they would not purchase of Williams, be-

cause they had better and higher authority. This

brings us to the fall of 1823, before they coidd pos-

sibly know that all their Belgian scions had proved

false. I admit then that in the spring of 1624 they

bought of Richard Williams their Capiaumont.

Now in the spring of 1824 Mr Knight's Capiau-

mont was growing on Nonantum Hill, the seat of

Wni. Kenrick, Esq., and in 1823, it was growing

on my place, nay more, it was three years old from

the graft, tvhen it came. Of course it was grafted

at Downton Castle in the spring of 1820, six months

before tlie Horticultural Society of London received

the frst specimen of the Capiaumont direct from

two eminent Belgian cultivators. This I call math-

ematical proof that Mr Knight's tree did not descend

from the Horticultural spurious one, as is impru-

dently and unwisely insinuated.

The spurious one (as Mr Kenrick deems it) was

the true one. The pair painted in the Pomological

Magazine, was the true Capiaumont, as I shall now

show. Two high authorities in Belgium sent the

fruit of the true Capiaumont to the London Soci-

ety ; their Officers, who were, then, eminent bota-

nists, pomologiits, and draughtsmen, examined these

pears, and tasted them. They then bought the

Capiaumont of Williams. It bore fruit in their

garden. They must have known, whether it was
the same pear they received from Parmentier and
Dumortia. They decided that it was, and sent it

to the editors of the I'omological Mtigazine to be
published for the light and instruction of the Brit-

ish public—was there ever so complete a chain of
proof? Suppose Col. Carr, of Philadelphia, had
sent the Petre Pear to our Society—they commit-
ted it to Messrs. Downer, Kenrick and iVIanning

—

they examined it and tasted it, and sent to Col.

Carr for scions—they come, bear fruit, and these

gentlemen examine the new fruit and decide it to

be the same—would not they smile in derision and
scorn, if a man should tell them that they had mis-

taken the Scckle for the Petre i Yet this is pre-

cisely what Mr Kenrick asks us to believe. No,

it is too absurd to reject such irresistable evidence

as this, because two, or even ten gentlemen have

been deceived, (a very common case,) in their im-

portations from Belgium.

Against such a mass of conclusive proof, that the

Capiaumont of Mr Knight and of the Pomological

Magazine are correct. Nothing but receiving

scions from M. Capiaumont himself, from the orig-

inal tree will suffice. It is next to impossible that

Tuma and Sabine, the secretaries of the Society,

should not have known whether Williams' pear was
the same tliey had received from Parmatier. One
word more, and I quit this topic never to resume

it, let what will he said. I prove that Mr Knight

had this pear in 1820, probably in 1818. Can Mr
Kenrick show that the Frederick of Wurtemberg
then existed'? I need not spend words to show that

Mr Knight could not have sent me a pear which

had no being! ! This is not a frivolous or cap-

tious objection, for M. Parmatier was requested in

1624' to make a list of all the pears be the.ti knew.

He did, and the London Society voted him their

gold medel of the value of ten guineas for it.

In that list the Roi de Wurtemberg and the

Frederick of Wurtemberg are not found. If that

pear had existed six years before, it is strange tliat

Parmatier who lives only one half a day's ride from

Brussels, Mons, and Louvain, had not seen it in

1624. I have done—and the readers will rejoice

at it. I participate their delight

JOHN LOWELL.
Broomley Vale, Oct. 29, 1838.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Exhibition of Fruits.

Saturday, Oct. 27, 1838.

Pears.—¥vom Robert Manning, Salem, Brug-

mansbimie ; middle size, skin russet brown, good

quality.

From Joel Burnett, Southboro, Burnett; large

size, excellent quality.

nipples.—Fiom Peter Fay, Southboro,. a hand-

some large red apple, name not known.

From R. Manning, black apple, beautiful spec-

imen.

quinces.—A fine sample of Portugal Quince,

weighing IG oz., from Jos. Balch, Roxbury.

For the Committee,

L. P. GROSVENOR.

ThaNksgivi.ng.—The Governors of Maine and

New Hampshire have appointed Thursday the 29th

instant to be observed as a day of Public Thanks-

giving and Prayer in their respective States.

ife
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WORCESTER AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

REPORT ON SWI.NE.

William Lincoln i)f Worcester ; Samuel Mixtor

of New Braintree ; Joseph Davis of Northboroiigh

;

Rufus liullock of Royalston ; James Draper of

Spencer.

The past, present, and possibly (?) future mem-
bers of the senate, liouse of representatives, judi-

ciary, and militia of Massachusetts, enjoying the

distin^iished, but uumeritcd honor of being ap-

pointed " Judges of Swine,'' came, this inorniiii:,

fresli from the people, to form a Supreme Court of

Hogs. Deprived of the countenance of tlie coun-

sellor of the commonwealtli, first of their body, their

records must be entered up, as the term was kept,

without his advice and consent. The vacancy oc-

casioned by his absence was too great to be sup-

plied. Lamenting the want of counsel, they pub-

lish the reports of all the cases adjudged and de-

cided by tliem, with the journal of their doings.

The commission issued under the great hand and

seal of the society, conferring their lienors, (which

ehoulikbe annexed hereunto, and marked a. ko. i)

commanded the judges to take their seats on the

bench at the room of the selectmen of Worcester,

at eight o'clock precisely. Good men are so rare

on earth, that it may bo presumed the place of their

meeting was made thus select, from regard to their

joint and several legislative, legal, aftd military ca-

pacity. It was not only select, but exclusive : al-

though "no arf»!('W((«fe" was not inscribed on the

entrance, a closed and bolted door conveyed a gen-

tle hint to that effect, and prevented the enjoyment

of the room or company of the chosen municipal

officers. Compelled to adjourn, they emigrated

eastward. Decent respect tor th'j opinions of men,

induced them to imitate the example of other tri-

bunals of the United States, by doubting of some-

thing. Having convened in the nintk instead of

the eighth part of the day, it was easy to find occa-

sion for debate on the soundness of their own con-

stitution. Eight o'clock had waived itself, and

there was satisfactory evidence of a general custom

of the country to postpone all engagements for an

hour at least ; wherefore it was considered that the

course of time must be overruled. Out of the fry-

ing pan of one difficulty, the way was clear into

the fire of another. Standing in the area, beneath

the sky, and between tlie pens, unsheltered by the

roof of tlie hall of local jurisdiction, precedents

were abundant where courts of inferior dignity

had held that one place was another, and it was
determined, the absent justice not concurring, that

the judges would be out of place nowhere. No
officer appeared to bear the sword of justice, with-

out her scales before them, and no jierson was
ready to cry for them, Unattended and in proces-

sion, they cast tliemselves, like pearls before tlie

swine.

The hogs had been in a meeting too, and one

more numerous and respectable has rarely gathered

in this age of meetings. The cold clouds of au-

tumn looked' darkly down on eightyseven of the

best swine of the county, assembled in their regu-

lar, annual convention; and eightyseven swine

looked brightly up at the heavens ready to burst

into tearF, making an exchange of cheerful for

chilling glances, without discount.

Massachusetts is a glorious Commonwealth. Her
renown heretofore has been wreathed with the valor

of her warriors, the wisdom of her statesmen, and

tiie worth of her citizens. If, hereafter, in the

vicissitudes of human affairs, patriotism shall grow
faint, and public and private virtue beoonie impaired,

the fame of our own beloved State may rest secure

on the greatness of her pigs ; and the lustre of her

people, if unhappily it grow dim, be rekindled by

the solid excellence of the inmates of the pens.

The town of Worcester has always been unri-

valled for boars. They were now, as heretofore,

more intense than in any other part of the ample

territory of a county extending between indepen-

dent States.

The boar of Messrs J. G. & D. II. Perry, speck-

led, but not striped, had proportions as exquisite as

those of a fifteen gallon jug, in which no evil spirit

had ever enteied. " Born and distinguished" at

home, to him was awarded the first premium of five

dollars. The second premium of three dollars,

was awarded to Mr Israel Whitney of Worcester,

for an animal that was entire, and was finely form-

ed as if his frame had been raised by the rule and

square in days' works, and not constructed by con-

tract. Mr Edward Curtis of Worcester, exhibited

a pig, whose sire was a native of New York, and

who traced his lineage back almost to Kinderhook.

He trod so closely in the paths of his illustrious

competitors as to be considered worthy of the re-

commendation that a gratuity of two dollars should

be bestowed, the testimonial of affectionate regard.

The' jiig of Mr Aaron Howe, unlike the western

citizen, who was not raised but grew up, was raised

by hand, and had grown into a fine specimen of

domestic industry and skill in pork manufacture.

The individual owned by Mr Samuel Harrington of

Worcester, of tender years, and less robust figure

than his neighbors, gave evidence of a genius for

future usefulness, which if cultivated and developed,

may make him the head of large families of hope-

fnl offspring through coming generations.

In approaching the pleasant society of females,

the loveliness of form and feature sometimes leads

admiration away fi'om the handsomeness of doings

to the grace e^ beings. The incorruptibleness of

the court permibed no such seduction. The sow
of Messrs. J. G. & D. H. Perry appeared before

them with ten " sweet pledges" of maternal affec-

tion, frolicking merrily, and taking the young re-

sponsibility of feeding plentifully. The venerable

matron, iitother of the decimal family of suckers,

who played over and around her, of the greatest

boar of the festival, and of another troop of chubby,

white haired children, was thrice blessed in being

worthy of the first premium of five dollars. The
second premium was awarded to Mr Aaron Howe
of Worcester, for a sow, beginuing life by acquir-

ing the rudiments of good breeding in Holden, and

subsequently gaining settlement in Worcester.

The " weaned pigs, not less than four in num-
ber," prescribed by the laws of the society, counted

twentyone. All of tlieui were very nearly best.

Six presented by Mr Nathaniel Dodge of Sutton,

round, plump, and white, of the Whiting breed,

were worthiest among the worthy of the premium

of six dollars. Close behind them came those of

Mr Aaron Goodale of West fjoylston, deserving

the premium of four dollars. In the long proces-

sion of the virtues of the pigs,.half a dozen of those

of Mr Nathaniel B. Flagg of Shre^^•sbury, weighed

in the balance with their competitors, were found

so abounding that it is recommended to bestow on

the proprietor a gratuity of two dollars. As the

mother of the nursery of J. G. & D. H. Perry had

received a premium for proficiency in the multipli-

cation table, and her son had received equal favor

for declining to study or adopt the principles ol

Maltlius and Miss Martineau, against population, it

was concluded that the swine of these gentlemen

deserved a reward in better currency tlian gold,

silver, or irredeemable paper— in the circulating

medium of praise.

Artemas Ward, Esq., who keeps the faithful his-

tory of the titles of our farms, permitted the name
of an animal to be entered on the secretary's day

hook, and suffered judgment to be rendered for de-

fault of appearance. Among all the good deeds

of the excellent register of the county, there is

but this one instance, standing solitary and alor.e,

where he ever did injustice to any living being.

Depriving his pig of an opportunity to present him-

self on such occasions, and to show his merits, is

an omission which even repentance cannot now
supply.

The excellence of the State Lunatic Hospital is

known wherever the name of the best charity of

our government has been heard. Its works in pork

were exhibited in three splendid editions ; an octavo

set which had been kept five months ; four thick

quartos, six months and ten days old, and a series

of gigantic folio volumes of fat. The swine be-

longing to the institution appeared to be perfectly

rational, and of sound sense, and clear memory.

Eight of them, in <'ne vast brood, gave examples o)

the results of good treatment, a ton and a half ir

weight They resembled independent sub-treasurj

depositaries. When they stood, they lied ; foi

they could not stand ; they could scarcely sit ; il

they endeavored to place themselves upright in on£

direction, by an easy transition, they revolved intc

another equally perpendicular. There were nc

objects bearing comparison with their huge dimen-

sions, except the vegetables transplanted from

Wethersfield, celebrated in Morse's Geography, as

the paradise of beauty and of onions, by Dr Wood-

ward, whose unrivalled skill not only restores tc

the disordered and enfeebled mind its healthful

action and vigor, but gives to the earth he culti-

vates, new powers of production. While the

mouths of one committee have watered at the pros-

pect of the living barrels of food in the pens, the

eyes of another have doubtless been moistened in

contemplating the odoriferous roots which have

graced the hall.

It is gratifying to know the patriotic spirit which

animated the vast delegation of swine from the hos-

pital. With a promptitude worthy of all approba.

tion, they took measures to reach their appointed

place the day before the fair. How the journey

was performed is not known ; to have rolled over

the distance would have been the easiest mode ol

locomotion for shapes as deep as broad, and broad

as long. Loosening the green earth around, OB

their arrival, they stretched themselves on its fea^

thery pillow to rest. The chairman, moved with

deep anxiety for their repose, viewed them by ft

lantern at midnight, when diey slept in the silvM

beams of the moon, like small mountains covered

with snow. The music of their dreams floated as

softly on the air astiie melodies of Mr Frank John-

son's celebrated band, which has poured its sweet

notes of hand on the ears of Queen Victoria.

Nothing could alloy such happiness except the sad

deprivation of the privilege of becoming members

of the Society and participating in its agreeable

exercises. It has always been difficult to conceive

how one pig could look anotlier in the face without

laughing from reflected enjoyment. These creat-

ures had no faces to look at—tlie chief extremity.
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absorbed by the body, was only distinguishable

from the termination which follows in the footsteps

of its predecessor, by a delicate, white projection,

appearing as the representative of its absent con-

stituent, the snout.

Unhappily the commonwealth is not a citizen of

the county of Worcester. Although worthy of be-

ing admitted to tlie freedom of our community, she

cannot at present claim a premium for her children.

It is recommended that the sum of two dollars,

which, if possible, would have been awarded to her,

should be presented to Mr Mirick M. Chaffin, the

attendant of her hogs, by whose care tliey have

been made to resemble elephants in miniature, with

their trunks packed up.

The race recently introduced, whereby hangs no

temperance tale, the Dcdham breed, producing by

its bite the dreadful horror of cold water, was en-

tirely invisible. Lithographic representations rode

on the rails of the pens. Whether the striped pig

would have been examined had he been present, it

is unnecessary to determine, as no opportunity was

offered to consider its form or spirit

One of the most lively writers of American

sketches, in whose hands charcoal marks white,

exclaims, " I wish I was a pig ; there's some sense

in being a pig that's fat; pigs are decent behaved

people and good citizens, though they have no

votes." No considerate spectator of the calm con-

tent and philosophical repose of the inmates of the

pens could refuse to respond with heartfelt sincer-

ity to such reasonable wish and opinions. Pigs do

not buy lands, nor build houses, nor pay taxes, nor

have bills left with an attorney for collection, nor

subject tliemselves to the caprice of any court ex-

cept that of the judges of swine. They are not

abused for owning bank shares, nor obliged to bor-

row money to stipport those who denounce them.

They never burst their boilers, nor have messen-

gers sent under an assignment process to confiscate

their estates to defray the costs of settling them.

Pigs are above being politicians. No hog of re-

spectability was ever heard to express an opinion

on the sub-treasury system, or to commit himself in

relation to the vexed question of the license laws.

Nor has it ever been known, that a pig has reserved

the aspiration for happiness already quoted, by

praying that he might be a man. There is no com-

parison between pigdom and manhood.

All which, in behalf of the pigs, and of the ab-

sent counsellor, and present senators, representa-

tives, justices, officers, and soldiers of the commit-

tee, is respectfully submitted.

WILLIAM LINCOLN, Chairman.

LUCERNE AND SAINTFOIN.

BY MR TOWERS.

Lucerne is die plant of plants ! yet its merits,

though undeniable, are but imperfectly understood.

It is a native of England, belongs to the seven-

teenth class, fourth order of Linnaeus, (Diadclphia

decandria) and the natural order Leguminosre. It is

a member of the genus or family Medkaso, medick,

distinouished by having ten stamens, one of them

distinct from the other nine. One seed vessel, a

legume or pod, spirally twisted or sickle-shaped,

(papilionaceov3.) One plant (M. Saliva) grows to

the height of two feet or more ; but the stems are

upright and firm, the foliage ternate, of a rich lively

green, the leaflets saw-cut at their edges, the flow-

ers are produced during June or July, in spikes,

and are of a full violet blue. I extract the follow-

ing from " Loudon's Encyclopedia of Gardening,"

partly to prove the great antiquity of the culture,

but particularly to show the fallacy of the conclu-

ding observations, and thereby evince the worth of

the plant.

" It is highly extolled by Roman writers ; it is

also of unknown antiquity in old Spain, Italy, and

the south of France ; is much grown in Persia and

Peru, and mown in both countries all the year

round. It is mentioned by Hart'ib, Blythe, and

other early writers, and was tried by Lisle, but it

excited little attention till after tlie publication of

Ilarte's essays in 1757."

" But though it has been so much extolled, it

has yet found no great reception in this country.

If any good reason can be given for this, it is that

lucerne is a loss hardy plant than red clover, re-

quires three or four years before it comes to its full

growth, and is for these and other reasons ill adapt-

ed to enter into general rotation."

I have grown lucerne during four or five years,

and previously I had witnessed its great success

and extensive culture in the Isle of Thanet, Kent

;

there it is a sine qua non, because it affects chalky

districts, and sends down its wiry elongated roots

deep into the interstices of the chalk. It succeeds

perfectly in sound loams, and therein appears to

me to require little manure. Hardy il is—and as

to tardiness, though the plant may acquire strength,

and improve during four years, the fact is beyond

controversy, that if sown in drills about the third

week of March, and the spaces between the rows

(from nine to twelve inches) kept clean by the hoe

for the first three or four months, the young plants,

if favored by a mild spring and genial showers,

will advancfe with so much vigor and rapidity, that

a first cutting over with the scythe can be made in

June or July, and three other cuttings will follow in

pretty regular succession, between the lattef period

and the first of November.

Seasons will of course vary ; soils and other

auxiliaries may be more or less favorable
; but that

which I have stated has occurred ; it is the result

of my own experience and practice. I have during

five seasons witnessed the abundance of green

food, which is produced by a plot of young plants,

the supply being ample for a cow, even within four

months after the sowing of the seed. I am thus

authorized to refute, upon the evidence of facts,

the charges contained in the concluding paragraph

of the quotation. In cutting for a cow it will al-

ways be advisable to take the plant when it is ten-

der and juicy, and such it will be when about a

foot high. I have thus cut my plot over six times

after the first year, but they who leave the plants

to grow two feet high will find the stems rigid,

fibrous, and less juicy ; and that wliat they gain in

bulk will be lost in time and quality.

As to the trouble in managing an established

crop, it is really nothing. Though I allow it is

good to hoe twice during the summer, as the plot

is mown, piece by piece, yet one general fork-dig-

ging at that period of early spring, when the plants

exhibit the first symptom of growth, so as to remove

every weed and loosen the surface of the soil, will

be amply sufficient to secure the safety and full

developement of the herb. Upon the whole, lu-

cerne is a plant of the utmost value ; for if .the

seed be uood, the ground rich and in heart, and

rendered deep in the first instance by a thorough

trenching, the young plants start into lively growth,

attain strength in the shortest possible time, and

yield a bulk of luxuriant herbage that cannot be

surpassed. If the plant recjuire four years to attain

its maximum of power, it is still a giant even from
its infancy, advancing from strength to strength.

Well might the writer of a recent agricultural

report (of Norfolk if I mistake not) recently ex-

claim, " What a plant lucerne !" I re-echo this

introductory " note of admiration," and vyill unhes-

itatingly assert, that if abundance, jiermanent and
unfailing, particularly in shallow soils upon chalk-

rock, be the object of the farmer, he will attain it

by the cultivation of lucerne. The rotation must
be improved by it, as in point of product it will

yield double the bulk of grass from an old sedgy
meadow.
The soil which is most favorably to the perfect

growth of lucerne is worthy of consideration.

Chalk is what it affects, and therefore we find it

most generally cultivated in Kent, those parts of

the southern coast wherein the sub-soil is a chalk-

rock. I5ut my fine plot grows in a rich, deep, and

rather sandy loam ; the subsoil is indeed chalky or

marly, but at a considerable depth. It was pre-

pared by taking off" the turf, trenching to the ex-

tent of three spits, and placing the turfs, their

grassy surface downward, at the bottom of each

trench. Upon these reversed turfs a sprinkling of

common salt was given, and the earth was returned

into the trench, with the precaution to keep the

heavier and inferior soil belor>' the fine black earth

of the surface. Due preparalion affords a rich and

permanent pasture for the wandering roots ; and

my piece of hardly one-third of an acre, has been

so undeviatingly productive, with little subsequent

manuring, that in a showery season, wo have found

in cutting over the end where we began ready for

the scythe again before the mowing was completed.

Lucerne is known to produce much milk, perhaps

more than any other of the artificial grasses [Leg-

uminosa: ;) but some complain that it communicates

an austere or bitter flavor. I doubt the fact ; but

would always recommend that it be given quite

fresh to a cow, particularly at an early period after

calving. If the required quantity be cut over night,

it will be fit for the stall by ten o'clock of the fol-

lowing morning ; and again, the afternoon meal

should be exposed to the sun for two or three

hours before it is used.

A well prepared field, if kept clean by the fork-

ing, will remain productive for more than ten years
;

but as a change of crop always promotes abun-

dance, it would be advisable to prepare a succes-

sional plot every six years.

The grass and weeds raised by the fork, and

raked up with the small quantity of earth, adhering

to the roots, if salted and sprinkled with quicklime

and placed in a heap, will form a most excellent

manure for the lucerne. The cuttings Iwe are

usually over by the end of October ; the herb then

becomes, as it were, torpid, and whatever manure

is applied should be given as a top-dressing during

the winter's state of repose. The surface must not

be disturbed at that season, nor till the herb begins

to grow, then, as I have before said, the fork-dig-

ging will effect all that is absolutely indispensable;

it will turn in the remaining manure, remove the

encroaching weeds, and open the soil, burying a

fresh surface into contact with the advancing root-

lets. The experience of one or two seasons, un-

der conmionly favorable auspices, will veryify all

that I have asserted.

Somewhat resembling lucerne in character and

habits is the French grass or Saintfoin (Hedysarum

Onohrychis,) a lovely flowering plant, rich in her-
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bage, and also a native of Britain. The grand

object of agriculture anglit to. be the renewal of

soils, and the ada))tHlion of crops ; and as science

advances, and its sons become more influential,

these objects will be attained.

—

(Quarterly Journal

of Jigriculture.

AND gardener's JOURNAL.

Boston, Wedsesday, Novembee 7, 1838.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES ANDl CATTLE
SHOWS.
NO. II.

We are of opinion, most decidedly, lliat in no case

hould less than two days be devoted to a cattle show and

ploughing match. This is as little time as can be taken

for the proper and satisfactory discharge of the duties

and business of the occasion. Everything is performed

in an inconvenient, hurried, and unsatisfactory manner

when all the business is crowded into one day. Tlie

plougmng match, the drawing match, the inspection of

the various pens, the examination of tlie household man-

ufactures, the address and services at the church, the

awards of the committees, the dinner and its accompani-

ments, the reading of the reports and the annunciation of

premiums, all compressed into one short day in October,

senders everything unsatisfactory to all who feel an in-

terest in the true objects of tlie exhibition. We have

been repeatedly engaged on committees at such times;

and we know that it has been impossible to do anything,

•r see anything excepting what was particularly submit-

ted to the committee on which we were placed; and

know how unpleasant it has been to be compelled to re-

port in a hurried manner on the subject submitted. In

such cases, likewise, we could have no comfort in hearing

the address, which indeed it often happened we could get

no time to attend ; no pleasure in the dinner because,

perhaps, our report was not made up ; and as to any con-

versation with friends from a distance, this was utterly

out of the questian. The reports in such cases are of

necessity in general extremely meager; the committees

are compelled to make up their award after the most par-

tial examination ; and the unsuccesBful competitors are

often with very good reason dissatisfiod. Indeed such

examinations and reports are many times a mere farce

rather than the performance of an important and refpon-

sible duty.

Not less than two whole days then, should bo devCted

to this occasion. If matters are properly arranged and

managed, two days cannot be better spent. Let,the cattle

be in the pens at nine o'clock of the first day ; and the

committees, who should be previously appointed, proceed

uninterruptedly to the performance of their dutiiw. l^et

the domestic manufactures and dairy produce, and agri-

cultural implcmenls be ready for inspectionj and let no

persons be admitted to the rooms vntiJ the comniitte.es

have *iade their examination. Let none of the cattle be

removed until fonro'clock in the aHernoon,so tliat every

person, desirous of doing it, may have a full opportunity

for inspection. Let the public dinner take place at two
o'clock of the first day ; and let it be the occasion for

pleasant humor and friendly intercourse; and for the ut-

terance of sentiments, which will be sufficiently exhilar-

ating without the aid of heavy potations of wine to give

them force ; and let the occasion be devoted to speechee

and discussions immediately connected with the business

of the day. If need be let gentlemen he selected for

this express purpose and subjects of address be n-iven

tbcm, for which they may come prepared. The dinner

should not be expensive. If wine is dispensed vvith,

fifty or seventyfive cents will furnish as good a dinner as

ought to be desired; and as to those who want wine, let

them call for it and pay for it. The price of the dinner

should be such that no respectable farmer should feel that

he cannot afibrd the expense. In the evening let the

fanners come together at some common place of meeting,

and organizing themselves by the choice of a moderator,

let them proceed to discuss matters of an agricultural na-

ture, or listen Ic the relation of important experiments of

those who have any such to connnunicate.

Let the second day be devoted to the ploughing match,

the public religious services, the address, the reading of

the reports of the committees, which they will then have

had ample lime to prepare in a full and satisfactory man-
ner, and to the public awarding of the premiums to the

successful candidates. Let the public services of the

second day be closed with another public dinner of the

same description as the dinner of the former day ; and

let it afibrd an occasion for the suggestion of any new
subjects of premiums, or any measures for advancing the

objects of the a.«sociation. There is no occasion for, nor

any advantage, in any sort of extravagance in such ca.se.

A gentleman may dine any day at the best hotels in our

cities, at a table furnished with the greatest elegance and

abundance and with all the luxuries of the season, for

fifty cents ; and it can be equally well done in the coun-

try. At several of the cattle show dinners which we
have attended, no wine was furnished, and none drank,

but we saw no want of good humor and hilarity. In

this matter we would leave it to every gentleman to do

as he pleased and to call, on bis own private account, for

what he desires. If the old proverb be true, that when
"wine is in wit is out," we think gentlemen who are

likely to meet on such an occasion, would have no diffi-

culty in discovering that wit raijht be in, though wine

should be out.

We wish another thing likewise, and this, in the inte-

rior, where farmers come from a considerable distance

would be particularly desirable, that suitable and com-

fortable provision should be made for such of the fanner's

wives and daughters as might see fit to avail themselves

of it. We do not mean without expense to them ; but

as things are now managed they are often most uncom-
fortably situated, and can scarcely find a resting place.

Since gentlemen have given up their bacchanalian revels

on such occasions, and tliere would be nothing to offend

their delicacy, if there were room, they might be invited

to come to the public table. They themselves ought to

be encouraged to become competitors in their line for the

premiums of the society ; and their presence in such

cases so far from being a hindrance to any rational and

manly pleasure would serve only to heighten the gratifi-

cation.

There is another circumstance, which we know from
observation, woidd add greatly to the interest of the oc-

casion. The practice prevails in the Berkshire Society

of awarding all the premiums above a dollar in some
durable form, in a spoon, a set of spoons, a ladle, a creiun-

pot of silver plate, or other useful articles, and of bestow-

ing it in public on the sec/md d,iy of the show. After

the reports are read and the awards announced, the suc-

cessful competitors are called for and the premium gained

is publicly handed to them. The premiums in this Ibrm

are spread upon the tabic in front of the pidpit, and this

passing them along by the marshals creates naturallv an

intense interest among all parties. If the successful com-

petitor be for example, some excellent dairy woman, who
has secured a proniiuiii upon her butler and cheese, her

husband finds a new motive to honor her and show him-

self deserving of !ier esteem ; and, if some young wo-
man is called up, who has shown her superiority and

cleverness in the use of the needle, or the fabrics of the

loom, in her carpeting, or her blankets, or her hosiery,

then the industrious and sober young man knows where
to apply to get a helpmeet for him.

This is not all. The article so honorably gained i;

carried home as a permanent trophy. It is brought oul

on great occasions, and is always shown to visitors with

an honest and laudable pride. It stands as a perpetuul

memorial of past success, and presents a new stimulou:;

to future exertions. It goes down as an heir-loom in the

family. Children receive it as a precious legacy, and it

inspires in them a noble ambition of like honors. Bui

when prenduins are paid in money and settled with the

Treasurer in private, they are frcfiuciitly spent as soon as

received, and, like most money which comes in the forn-

ofa gift, it is oftentimes spent for what is useless ; the sl

cessful com))etitors themselves soon forget their own su

cess ; and little good effect of the premiums come to oth-

ers compared with what might be obtaiiied from them.

In every case of premium we are of opinion that some
durable memorial should be given, though where the pre

mium exceeded a certain amount, saj- five or ten dollars

some portion of it might be gfven in money to be appliec

and used at the pleasure of the receiver. H. C.

RURAL FESTIVAL AT PETER.SHAM, MASS.
The intelligent and spirited farmers of Petersham, Wor

cester county, held a Cattle Show and Festival on th(

24th Oct. . The weather was unpropitious as the rain fel

abundantly and without cessation though the whole dav
But in spite of every inconvenience a large number o

people and cattle were assembled ; and the ploughing

match and drawing match were contested with mud
spirit and skill.

158 yoke of fine oxen and steers, all belonging to tha:

town, were exhibited ; and most of them of superioi

quality and condition. One yoke ofoxen weighed 1270 lbs

— these were of native stock—and one yoke of two yeai

old steers of the strong mixture of the Improved Durban
Short Horn, possibly of unmixed blood, %veighcd ~'.57(

lbs. One bull of mixed blood, one year old last spring,

weighed 1010 lbs. One handsome pair of steers of na-

tive stock, 4 years old, weighed 2305 lbs. One pair ol

oxen 3720 lbs. One cow 1325. One cow 1280 lbs

The ploughing match was contested by eight single yok<

ox teams.

After the surveys were made by the committees anb

the ploughing and drawing matches were closed, an abun-

dant and handsome diimer was given at Foster's Tavern
where one hundred and thirty plates were all occupied.

After dinner an address was delivered by the Commis-
sioner of Airicultural Survey, mainly on the charactci

and condition of our present breeds of neat stock, and

the introduction of the improved breeds; topics in which
the farmers of Petersham, a stock-raising town, were par

ticularly interested. The day was spent in innocent In

larity. Many good sentiments, abounding with wit and

humor were thrown out ; the reports of the coinmitin-

afli'ordcd much entertainment ; and the farmers separated

gratified by the interchange of kind feelings with each

other ; a spirit of agricultural enterprise Wiis excilct

and nourished, and a new spur was given to a^riculturai

improvement. U, C.

SMALL POTATOES AND FEW IN A HILL. I

We are receiving from day to day accounts from diffe-

rent quarters, of large productions, heavy crops, and great

yields; one man exhibits a mammoth squash of huge

dimensions, another a wonderful cabbage, a third boasts

of a pumpkin so large that two men can hardly turn it.
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Dver witli crow-bars, and a fourth raises Rolian potatoes

It the rate of 300 for 1.

We will now record a remarkable yield of potatoes,

he facts of which came under our own observation, and
iames can be given if necessary. 400 hills of potatoes

(fielded a little short of one bushel, and many of them
were nearly the size of pigeon's eggs. Beat this, who

SRlGH'l'ON MARKKT. — MoNUAT, Nov 5, )tf38.

Rfl'nripd l.prllie iNVvv Englind Fanner.

At Market 2100 Beef Cattle, 500 Stores, 4000 Sheen,
ind 1400 Swine.

'

Pricks —Beef Cattle.— The pcices obtained for a few
veeks were hardly sustaini;d We quote First quality,
57 38. Second qu-^lity, *6 60 a *7 UO. Third quality,
^5 50 a $0 00. . 1 />

Barrelling Cattle.—" Dull ' and former prices' not
uslained. We quote Mess, $6 50 a $6 75. Ho. 1,
1.5 50 a $5 To.

-, v ,

Stores — Former prices were not sustained, probably
iccasioned by the storni. We quote without much al-
eralion, viz. Two Year Old, $18 a $28. Three
fear Old, $24 a $38.
Sheep.— \.<ns were taken at $1 58, $1 71, $1 SB, $2 00,

^2 17, $2 37, $2 75, $3 00, and $3 25.
Sjcme.— l^ots to pedHle were sold at 1-4 for sows

ind 7 1-4 t;)r barrow s. At retail from 7 to 8 1-2.

RASPBEIIRV BV'SHES.
Forsale at the Charlestown Vineyard, tine plants of iLe

following Raspberries, viz.

Red Antwerp,
Wliite do.

Barnel,
Franconiaii, ami
Mason's Seedliii*;.

Orders left with JOSEPH BRECK & CO. will meet
with prompt atlciilion. THOMAS MASON.

Charlestown, Oct. 10, 1S3S.

DUTCH UIJUBS.
Just received from Rotterdam, our aiuiual supply of sple

did Dutch Bulbs, consisting of
Double Bed, Yellow, Blue and White Hvacinths,
Single " " . .1 ..

• u

Single and Double Tulips,
Crown Imperials, Double and Single, of sorts,

Engli>h, Spanish and Persian Iris,

Polyanthus Narcissus, of sorts,

Raiiunculus,
Anemones,
Frilillarias,

Crocus, of sorts.

JOSEPH BRE''K & CO.
Boston, Oct. 16, 1S38.

THER.MO.METRICAL.
RBiK.rleil lor llie New England Farmer.

Range of tiie Tbcrraonieterat the Garden of the proprietors

"the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

orllierty exposure, week ending November 4.

OVExMBEK,
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painting roofs, and nearly every one of more than One way to Empty a Cart.—An honest so

__ twenty buildings owned by him at his decease, are Lf grin lately arrived at Ballimore, was employed

TO MY WIFE.

My heart clings fondly unto tlico,

My well-beloved wife

,

Without thy smiles, liow could 1 bc;ir

The clicckercd ills ol' lite?

Thou art my sun to cheer the way

In diBappointment's hour

;

My sweet support ami gentle stay,

When storms of sorrow lower.

The cares that sink my spirits low—

The gloomy fears that rise-

Arc all forgot amid the joys

Thy constant love supplies.

When other friends forsake, I know

There's confidence in one.

Whose true, unchanging, faithful heart

^ I daily lean upon.

If sickness come, thy constant watch

Will he around my bed—

And thy soft hands will gently wipe

The cold drops from my head.

Oh, who would pass this vale of tears

Without a friend so dear .'—

Whose presence every moment cheers-

Brings peace and comfort near.

1
covered witli red paint This was not a mere no

1
tion of his, for which he gave direction, without

further care, his own hands were always engaged

in his alterations and repairs of his numerous ten-

ements, which was his principal business for the

last 20 years, even to the last day of his life—and

I

his opinion is entitled to great weight. His build-

ings were always painted after the shingles were

I
all Wid.—Havtrhill Gazette.

to drive a dirt cart. Not being an adept in the art

and mystery of hauling dirt, he was wofully per-

plexed when he wished to empty the cart, and after

as much manoeuvering to get it into proper position,

as would have sufficed to move a seventy-four, lie

marched up to the horse's head, seized the bridle

with a powerful grasp! and sang out with a hearty

good will

—

"rare up, rare up!" calculating, we

suppose, that the horse would elevate himself far

enough to empty the cart

!

Painting Roofs.—An article in the last N. E.

Farmer which gives several useful compositions for

covering the roofs of buildings, says, notwithstand-

ing, " Wo believe there is no great economy in

spending much upon roofs for paint." We beg

leave to difTcr somewhat from this opinion, havnig

no doubt that it is good economy to keep the roofs

of buildings well painted ; and if we neglect to

paint build'ing.s it is from want of time and money

to set out right, rather than from a conviction that

painting is not good economy.

The Rev. Mr Perry's meeting-house in Bradford,

was built in 1790, the shingles then laid and painted,

are on r.ow, and we should hesitate to exchange

them for those of any other public building in town,

though the others are mostly new. The roof was

painted after the shingles were laid, and lias been

painted we believe, twice since. The paint is the

common Spanish Brown, and oil ; which we are

inclined to think by this experiment, and by the

tenacity with which it adheres to many ancient farm

houses, is quite as good as any. There is not half

tlie advantage in painting shingles in courses as

they are lain, as many have imagined. Tlie shin-

gles suffer little underneath, by wliat water goes

through the joints ; it is that part of the sliingle

which is fully exposed to the sun and rain, that

•wears out first ; and that part of the shingle which

lays immediately under the joint of the next course,

is frequently sound and bright when the exposed

part is quite decayed. The late Moses Parker,

Esq. of Bradford, who died last year, at 81 years

of age, and was for at least 60 years, more engaged

in the erection and repair of buildings, than any

other person in this vicinity, and whose long life

aave him ample opportunity to make observations,

and whoso genius and habits distinguished him as

an economist, was entirely satisfied of the utility of

Home.—No man of sensibility, after battling

with the perplexities of the out door world, but

retires with a feeling of refreshment to his happy

fireside; he hoars with joy the lips of the cherub

urchin tliat climbs upon his knee, to tell him some

wonderful tale about nothing, or feels witli delight

the soft breath of some young daughter, whose

downy, peach-like cheek is glowing close to his

own. I am neither a husband nor a father, but I

can easily fancy the feeling of supreme pleasure

which either must experience. Let us survey the

world of business : "What go we out for to see?"

tlie reed of ambition shaken by the breath of the

multitude; and cold hearted traders and brokers,

traffickers and over-reachers, anxious each to cir-

cumvent, and turn to his purse the golden tide in

which all would dabble. Look at the homes of

most of those. There the wife waits for her hus-

band ; and while she feels that anxiety for his pre-

sence, which may be cal'ed the hunger of the heart,

she feeds her spirit with the memoiy of his smile,

or perhaps looks with fondness upon the pledges of

his affection as they stand like olive branches

around his table.

—

Poughkeepsie Telegraph.

The New York coroner's inquests tell another

horrid story of the miseries of intemperance. Two
children awaked at midnight, and found their mo-

ther dead and cold between then ! the result of

continued intemperate habits. There are in this

Babel daily scenes, sights, and current stories,

which make one sick at heart of city life.

All mankind are interested in promoting the

peace and advancing the intelligence of the peo-

ple. None can be interested in its disorganization

but those who seek temporary elevation on its pre-

judice and its passion. That man is the worst en-

emy -that society can have wiio seeks to array one

class against another. It matters not what his

motirj may be, the consequences must be blighting

to the best good of human society. In our land

there is no royal road to fame. The way is open

to all. The brightest intellect that ever adorned

the age, burst from the shackles of abject poverty
;

the richest man of our country was once a poor

Welsh boy who wandered from the green hills of

his father's cottage, and sought employ in a mer-

chant's counting-house. The poorest boy in our

Republic may go up to the high places by unwea-

ried industry, perseverance and economy.

—

Phitad.

Gazette.

FRVIT AND ORNAMESITAI. TREES, MVIjBER.
RIES, &c.

Nursery of miliam Kenrkk.

^,,.««!«j. The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental

>*§^^^ Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will lie seal
^

'-—^^^^ lo all who apply. It comprises a most exten-
^" ¥^^ sive selection oflhe superior varieties of Pears

^.astrs- Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces

Gooseberries, llaspherries. Currants, Strawlieiries, Gram
Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now read]

is particularly large. • Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs

Roses, Honeysuckles; Pseonies, Dahlias and other Herba

ccous Klowenna Plants.

-| f\f\ (\f\(\ Monu.s MuLTicAULis are now otTer

X\JU«'JvJi7 ed fur sale; the trees genuine am
tine, will lie ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, Nev
York and Philadelphia, in Oclolier next, at prices fair, am
varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de

sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and oilier trees, when so ordered,' will be secure

ly packed lor safe transportation to distant places, and al

orders promptly esecated, nn application to B. D. Breck
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S

PcwELi., Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or t

the subscriber, Nonantuni Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 1834. WILLIAM KENRICK.

Under Beds.—Would you have good under

beds, constituted of materials that will endure ?

Then give up the old notion of filling them with

straw, which soon becomes worn down to chaff,

and requires replenishing once or twice a year,

—

and, if you have not corn of your own, go to some

neighbor's husking, and preserve the inner husks

of the corn for this purpose. The outer husks are

a little too stiff; but the inner ones are soft and

elastic when dried, and when you have obtained

enough of them to fill the bed sack, dismiss all

trouble about that bed for years,—for it will proba-

bly last as long as you live. It is quite an object

for a family to have all their beds filled in this

manner.

MULBERRY TREES.

200,000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more i

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds— consisiing o

the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, fecdini

worms, and making silk;—being acclimated lo this country

and adapted to eilher warm or cold climates, affording

rare opportunity for companies or individuals to be supplie*

from the most extensive collection of mulbcrrry trees eve

seen in any village witlun the United Slates.

Autumn is decidedly the best time for removal, and order

left with Messrs. I. \i. Colt, Secretary of the Conneclici)

Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford; Alonzo Wakemai
at the office of the American Institute, No. lb? Broadwaj

N. Y. ; Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. i36 Filbert street, Philadel

phia. Pa.; Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snider, (

Co. Savannah, Ga. ; Bliss Jenkins, &.Co. Mobile, A I ;
.Tame

Lyman, St. Louis. Mo. ; Case and Judd, Columbus, O. ; G

Harwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad

vertisement, or with the subscriber, in Northampton, Mass.

Orders left wilh the above gentlemen will he promptly 81

tended to, and each will be furnished with samples ol ih

foliage.

Several valuable farms may be had with or without Mul

berry Plantations

Apply at the office of D. STEBBINS.
Norlhampton, Aug 22, 1833.

THE NEW ENGI.AND PAl'.MER

Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per aiinur

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay withi

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a d«

duction of 50 cents.

TCTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM PRiNTEBS,

n sciieoi. stiie;;t. uoiTort
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CATTLE SHOW AND FAIR.

(Cotilinued.)

ON THE PLOUGHING MATCH.

The committee on the Ploughing Match, having

discharged the duties assigned them, respectfully

report :

That they have had the pleasure of witnessing

the perfect work of well formed instruments in

skilful hands—all that good ploughs, held by adroit

ploughmen, could be expected to perform. The
plough is the most ancient and useful of the im-

plements of agriculture. Good ploughing is the

basis of good husbandry. Two thousand years

ago, Cato, who wrote upon agriculture, said, that

the best culture of land was good ploughing—the

second best—ploughing in the ordinary way. Ma-
nuring is set down as of less importance. Before

the time of the Grecian king Augeas,—the propri-

etor of the far-famed Augean Stables, and who, as

Pliny says, was the inventor of manure— ploughing

was regarded as the capital operation on the farm,

and the tallest and most athletic youth were select-

ed and trained for ploughmen. Less attention,

however, was anciently given to the construction

of the plough, than the important purposes of its

application would seem to require. The plough of

the ancient Egyptians, as sculptured upon the im-

age of Osiris, who first taught them agriculture,

was a simple pick like tool, an implement, wliich

might answer its purposes very well upon the light

alluvial of the Nile. It is quite uncertain whether

any part of it was iron. It is clear however, that

the Israelites, who were taught agriculture in Egypt,

used iron shares, for in the reign of Saul, it is said,

" there was no smith found throughout all the land

of Israel, but all the Israelites went to the Philis-

tines, to sharpen every man his share and his coul-

ter." In the time of the Romans the plough had

been much improved. They had several kinds

with coulters and with and without mould boards.

Varro mentions one with two mould boards, used

in ridging—and Virgil describes one with a mould

board, used both for ridging and covering seed.

It is probable, therefore, that the ploughs used by

that people in the time of the Republic were of

convenient structure. The fashion of the common
plough, now used in Castile, is as old as the time

of Cincinnatus. The ancient improvements in the

construction of this important farming utensil do

not appear to be known, even now, in all parts of

Europe. Loudon, in treating upon the present

state of agriculture in Poland, says, " We have

seen lands ploughed by one cow, tied by the horns

to the trunk of a young fir tree—one of the roots

shaped and acting as a share, and the other serving

the ploughman as a handle." In our own country,

since the introduction of cast iron ploughs, much
attention has been given to their proper construc-

tion. They are fomied upon various models, adapt-

ed to ditferent soils, and suited to different purposes.

Still ploughmen are by no means agreed which)

upon the whole, is the best—each has its advan-

tages, and each may be superior to the other in

certain soils and for certain uses. It would seem

to your committee wise enough, if it be not already

done, to ascertain the true principles of construc-

tion applicable to all ploughs, for whatever use de-

signed—having reference to the line and weight

of drauglit, tlie depth and width of furrow, and the

angle at which the furrow slice should be left.

The improved Scotch plough, not yet introduced

among us, is regarded by competent judges as em-

bracing most of the attributes of a perfect instru-

ment. Whether it will prove better upon our lands,

and for our purposes, than those now in use, expe-

riment will determine, and it is worthy of a full

and careful trial. The attention of farmers is par-

ticularly directed to the subject, because if there

can be no good husbandry without good ploughing,

there can be no good ploughing without good

ploughs. The teams as usual in the competition

of the Ploughing Blatch, were pressed beyond their

ordinary speed. To perfect execution much de-

pends upon the rate of progressive motion. It

should not be so quick that the ploughman cannot

give the necessary attention to his work, nor so slow

that no motion is imparted to the furrow slice.

Cattle move at a pace moderately active, with as

much ease as at a sluggish one. They never

should be suffered to become dull ; if they are so,

the ploughman is in fault, for they oftener conform

to his pace, than ho to theirs. There were brought

upon the field seven ox teams and five horse teams.

All have wrought well—several with great skill

and de.xterity. The committee have been perplexed

in their efibrts to determine the comparative merits

of the competitors. It is hard to say which of

several have won the prize, when all reach the

goal at the same instant. They award as follows

:

First premium on ox teams, to Titus Parker,

2d, of Pittsfield, 87

2d do. to Thomas Warner of Pittsfield, 6

3d do. to Joseph Foot of do. 5

4th do. to Justin Griswold of Lenox, 4

5th do. to VVm. A. Sears of Pittsfield, 3

First premiums on horse teams to Roswell Hub-
bard of Pittsfield, 6

•2d do. to Levi Goodrich of Pittsfield, .5

3d do. to Wm. Bradley of Lanesboro' 4

All of which is respectfully submitted.

H. W. BISHOP, Chairman.

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS, ETC.

The committee on Agricultural Implements and

specimens of machinery report:

The present is an age signally characlerized for

improvements and inventions, many of which man-

ifest much more of ingenuity than practical utility.

To combine the several qualities of strength, dura-

bility and labor saving should be the great deside-

ratum sought to be accomplished. The greatest

possible simplicity is also desirable. Many inven-

tions which at first view may be considered bene-

ficial are ultimately rendered useless, or nearly so.

by their complexity. Your committee are happy

to say that although there was not as full an exhi-

bition of improvements as has been witnessed on

former occasions, yet those presented evidently dis-

played such degree of practical utility as to render

them worthy of public attention and approbation.

Your committee award

To S. H. Buahnell of Sheffield, for the best

drill barrow, $4
2d best do. to Allen C. Metcalf of Lenox, 3

To Chauncey Sears of do. for the best grain

cradle, 3

2d best do. to Elias Parker of Pittsfield, 2

To E. W. Shepherd of Northampton, for an im-

proved fanning mill, '5

To A. Clark of Richmond, for a beautiful sam-

ple pitchfork, 1

Your committee noticed with pleasure a splendid

sett of ixench tools, exhibited by Messrs. J, & W.
Webb af Pittsfield. Also some very handsome

rail road axletrees, exhibited by the Messrs.

Wells' of Otis, which, on the morning of the

day of exhibition, were in the rough state of pig

iron, and were manufactured at their bloomery

and in the hall of exhibition before noon of the

same day. They award them 3

All of which is respectfully submitted.

THOS. F. PLUNKETT, Chairman,

ON BUTTER AND CHEESE.

The committee on butter and cheese have attend-

ed to the duty assigned them and report

:

That the quantity of each exhibited at this an-

niversary was unusually small, and the quality of

the latter, with the exception of one cheese, quite

inferior : and they had scruples as to the propriety

of awaiding any premium for this article. One
lot of old cheese might, perhaps, have been pro-

nounced good, had it not been so overcharged with

rennet as to be very distastefiil ; a fault, to some

extent, they noticed in some of the other lots. The
number of lots exhibited was only five.

The butter was very good. There were only

three lots. The one to which they have awarded

the highest premium would have been creditable to

any dairy, in any market

Tlie committee beg leave to suggest whether it

may not be advisable for the society to increase its

premiums on these two most important articles

hereafter, and require greater quantities to be ex-

hibited in order to obtain them ; the demand for

both is daily increasing, as well for home use as

for exportation, and the increasing facilities for

transportation to distant markets makes increased

attention to their production more and more desira- .

ble and necessary.

They award the society's first premium on but-

ter to Levi Childs of Pittsfield, $6
2d do. to Henry Root of do. 5,

3d do. to Wm. Bradley of Lanesboro', 3,

1st premium on cheese to Edwin Shears of
Sheffield, g
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2d do. to Erastus R. Adams of Saiidisfield, 5

3d do. to Humphrey Anthony of Adam.'', 3

EDWARD A. NEWTON, Chairman.

ON MANnFACTtJRES.

The committee on household Manufactures beg
leave to report

;

That thny have performed the duties assigned

them on this Agricultural Anniversary with great

satisfaction. iMany articles of domestic manufac-

ture, yielding proofs of industry and active inge-

nuity, have been spread before tlicm in rich arra)',

competing for that e.xcellence which is deserving

of reward. Rich products of the card and spin-

ning wheel, substantial fabrics of the loom, taste-

ful ornaments of the frame' and needle, have come
with a beauty of coloring and fineness of te.Kture

unrivalled, to show what the industry and taste of

the frugal housewife can effect. No little credit

is due to the ladies of Berkshire for having, from

the very commencement of your society, so well

sustained their parts in its public exhibitions. To
them is due here, as ever in the sphere where they

move, the meed of praise of having been unrivalled

by the other sex.

Your committee cannot but hope that this part

of the annual exhibitions of your society will ever

receive that encouragement it deserves. In this,

they believe, is to be found that germ of life which

has so long sustained it. All which encour.ages

the industry of the farmer's domestic circle must
be invaluable, for it is his home which makes him
what he is. The sound of the wheel and the vig-

orous strokes of the loom, conmiingling with tlie

cheerful song and the contented smile, have always
made his fireside the green spot of his life. The
thought of it nerves his arm, and cheers his heart

in the toils of the day. And in homes like his are

the strong holds of virtue and independence. If

our cities foster the growth of pomp or the ele-

ments of discord— if the rich prairies of the west

populate with a speculating and immoral community,
if crowds of foreign emigrants threaten to sow
broad-cast over our land the seeds of evil—from

these peaceful farm houses -will go forth a spirit,

pure as the air of our own mountains, to cherish

and preserve and invigorate the liberties we love.

The committee have awarded the following premi-

ums :

On woollen fulled cloth, to Miss Jane Farnum
of Lanesboro', 1st premium, $6

2d do. to Miss Mary D. Parks of Dalton, 4

3d do. to Mrs Sophronia C. Tillotson, 4
4th do. to Mrs Ann Coman of Cheshire, 3
On white flannel, to Miss Julia Comstock of

South Adams, 1st premium, 4

2d do. to Miss Nancy Tracy of Hinsdale, 3
3d do. to Mrs Sarah F. Bishop of Lenox, 3
4th do. to Mrs Emily Washburn of do. 2
On woollen and cotton sheeting, to Mrs Jerutha

Clark of Pittsfield, 1st premium, 3
2d do. to Mrs N. Brown of Cheshire, 2
On woollen blankets, to Mrs Lucy Buck of

Lanesboro', 1st premium, 3
2d do. to Airs Hannah Bradley of do. 2
An extra premium on a pair of plaid blankets,

very fine color, to Miss Harriet Churchill of

Pittsfield, 2
On coverlids, best, to Mrs IMary Jones of Stock-

bridge, - 2
On carpeting, to Mrs Hannah Bradley of Lanes-

borough, 1st premium, 4
2d do. to Miss Rebecca Shears of Sheffield, 3

3d do to Mrs Charlotte Callender, Pittsfield, 2
Very little stair carpeting was ofl^ered, and upon

this your committee made no award.

On hearth rug, to Miss Laura Washburn of

Lenox, 1st premium, 2
2d do. not awarded.

On linen sheeting, to Mrs Prudence Cook of

Lenox, Ist premium, 4

2d do. to Miss Sarah Sturgess, Lanesboro', 2
No linen shirting offered.

On linen diaper, to Mrs Mehitable Huntington
of Becket, 1st premium, 4

2d do. to Mrs Hannah Wilcox, Stockbridge, 3
An extra premium to Mrs Julia Carter of do. 2
On women's wollen stockings, to M iss Rowenna

Cook, Richmond, 1st premium, 2
2d do. to Miss Betsy Cook of do. 1

On a pair of plain unbleached linen stockings,

to Miss Sally Curtis of Lanesboro', 1

On tliread hose, to Miss Eliza Kendall of Rich-
mond, 1st premium, 2

2d do. to Mrs Mehitable Dewey of Lenox, 1

On men's woollen hose, to Mrs Agnes Buel of

Pittsfield, 1st premium, 2
2d do. to Mrs Almira Sears of Lenox, 1

An extra premium to Elizabeth Durant of
Hinesdale, aged 86, 1

do to Mrs Prudence Foot of Pittsfield,

aged !)0. 1

We can but speak iu recommendation of the in-

dustry of these two aged ladies. Certainly we
mean no disrespect when we say that their con-

tending so successfully for premiums at so ad-

vanced an age has reminded us strongly of the

old song

:

"She lived to the age of an hundred and ten.

And died by a fall from a cherry-tree then.
What a frisky old girl

!"

And though we would deprecate so unfortunate

an end tO" their useful lives, yet we heartily wish

they nmyattain the full age of their brisk pro-

totype.

On woollen yarn to Miss Hannah M. Tracy of

Pittsfield, 1st premium, 2

2d do. to Miss Melissa Sherwood of Williams-

town, 1

On sewing silk, to Miss Emily Sherwood of do.

1st premium, 1

2d do. to Miss Julia Ann Fitch of Lenox, 1

Silk manufacture, to Mrs Mariette Sands of

Pittsfield, 1st premium, 2

2d do. to Miss E. Sherwood, Williamstown, 1

Straw bonnet, to Miss Abigail Francis of

Hinesdale, 2

To Miss Nancy Tracy of Hinesdale and Miss

Julia Briggs of Stockbridge the committee

award $1 each for lace veils; and to Mrs
Armanda Washburn of Lenox and Mrs Sarah

Sturgess of Lanesboro', $1 each for High-

land shawls, 4

Your committee remark a great deficiency in the

selection, arrangement and firmness of colors in

almost all tlie articles presented ; in some in-

stances have declined awarding premiums to the

otherwise best articles for this reason.

Extra Premiums.

For finely finished satin«tts, to the Messrs. Ball,

Bassett & Co. of Lee, 2

For cassimeres, to the Messrs Russells' of G.

Barrington, 2

For some beautiful letter paper, of good texture

and exquisite surface, to Messrs. Sturgess,

Phillips & Allen of Lee, 2
For a bed spread, to Miss Eliza Wood of Pitts-

field, . ]

For do. to Mrs Grace P. Bliss, Stockbridge, 1

For fiannel, to .Miss Betsey D. Tracy of Hins-
dale, 2

For a white bed spread, to Mrs Rebecca Bar-

rett of Lenox, 1

For a well finished trunk, to James M. Noble
of Pittsfield, 1

For well made otter caps, to C. B. Piatt of Pitts-

field, 1

For 3 pairs linen stockings, to Mrs Hannah
Wilcox of do. 1

For stocking yarn, to Miss Melissa Sherwood
of Williamstown, 1

Several linen table cloths, e.xhibiting great taste

and industry, were presented, but not for premium,
by Mrs Franklin Root of Pittsfield.

Your committee have seldom seen more elegant

specimens of satin embroidery than were presented
by Mrs E. P. Day of Pittsfield, wrought for the

Young Ladies' Benevolent Society.

All which is respectfully submitted.

N. S.' DODGE, Chairman.

For the New England Farmer.

Mr Editor,—Perhaps there never ha» been a
season in this country that presented fairer pros-

pects to the farmer than the last sumnjer. Every-
thing of the vegetable kingdom appeared to be in

its glory ; and if the growing herbage could have
had the power of utterance and of song, we should

have literally heard the welkin ring with its music.

Plenty showed her fat and ruddy cheeks all around,

and smiles were common currency. But the severe

droughts sadly changed the scene, and there came
a fear upon us that the yielding of the earth would
scarcely repay the " labors of the workmen." It

was foolish thus to anticipate troubles ; the event

has shown that the fruits oCthe earth have not been
withheld from us, and there is plenty for our com-
fort and for our joy. The potato crop is, indeed,

considerably cut off, nevertheless, by economy we
shall be able to supply our necessities at least.

There is a growing fondness here for farming,

which I am happy to witness, and husbandmen have
increased in the country by reason of the times,

and this is one cause why the fields of grain have

been more plenteous than for years heretofore.

We are indebted to Providence for the prosperous

growth of our crops most assuredly ; but certainly

there is an increased attention to agriculture by the

people ; the old method is done away, of following'

the footsteps of our fathers ; husbandmen read and
think, as well as work, and therefore their labor is

more judiciously laid out, and comes to better ac-

count, than formerly. I think it a duty here to say,

that the N. E. Farmer, and other periodicals, have

been in a very great degree instrumental in bring-

ing about a happy change.

Permit we to ask—what has become of your
sweet melodist, Jigricola ') We iiope the minstrel

has not laid aside his pipe entirely. There is rea-

son to sing now ; no season is without its charm ;

and could he but know how he delights the country

swains and lasses with his harmonious numbers, I

am sure he would sing on. We do, verily, hope

that he will vouchsafe to resume his lute again.

The Farmer's Daughter, by the same author, I pre-
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.jie, is sung- by all our country damsels far and

jar, anil tlie litlle mimic verse of the Thrush, is

in thn Mouth of every urchin. H. Y.

H'vrtesler County, JVb». 1838.

PVom the Practical Farmer.

CLEANING NEAT CATTLE.
The following we translated, and we would in-

vite the attention of farmer.s to the subject. Our

German correspondent is the riffht kind of a man.

He gives his notions well confirmed by experience.

—E'litoi:

Xeiiia, Ohio, June 14rt, 1838.

Ma Editor,— Allow nie through the "Farmer,"

to say a word to my fellow farmers on, what seems

to me, an important subject In this country, you

will seldom find a curry-comb and hand brush in

the cow-stable ; but I consider them indispensable

in the cow-stable, as in the horse-stable. Why
farmers do not ciury and brush their cows, I know

not, unless it be that they think cleanliness is not

so necessary to llie cow as to the horse.

But if we will, for a moment, consider the evils

arising from this neglect, the importance of keep-

ing cows clean must strike every reflecting mind.

It is well known that no animal, neither horse nor

cow, can be healthy ; unless the insensible perspi-

ratiiin ^^oes on regularly, and this can never be go-

ing on if cows are kept in a dirty stable, and no

pains taken to rub off carefully the dirt or matter

which obstructs the vessels or pores of the skin.

Wherever cows are regularly curried and rubbed,

they are invariably stronger, and in a healthy con-

dition; not liable to cutaneous and other diseases
;

and from experience I know they yield more milk,

and that too of a better quality— a cleaner milk,

richer ere an and sweeter butter, necessarily fol-

lows.

I make it a practice to curry my cows once a

day very carefully—I never suffer any dung to

stick to their coats—it looks bad and injures the

cows. This useful animal does not deserve such

dirty treatment. Give them litter sufficient, and

remove the dung regularly, and this part is accom-

plished.

Many of our farmers seem to think that in order

to have healthy and good cows, you need only feed

them with a sufficiency of food ; however, I am
fully convinced from experience, that cows may be

well supplied with food, still they will not bo as

profitable as they would be if kept perfectly clean,

and free from all kind of dirt and matter obstruct-

ing peispiration, as above stated; besides this, if

cows are kept perfectly clean, they will thrive upon

a less quantity of food.

Cows are often subject to have swollen teats and

udders, as well as other excrescences. These may
be prevented if the parts be occasionally washed

with warm water. The udder and teats should be

carefully washed immediately before the cow is

milked. It has been well said by Lodon : " Go
to the cow stall—take with you cold water and a

sponge, and wash each cow's udder clean before

milking ; dowse the udder with cold water, winter

and summer, as it braces and repels heat."

Yours, DAVID HEYMACKER.

the quantity of their manure. It is the very base

of their prosperity ; without it little can be acliiev-

ed that is important or valuable ; with it, every-

thing can be accomplished that is within their reach.

By the use of lime applied to grass lands, and

great care in bringing all decomposable articles

into the dung heap, the quantity on some farms has

been doubled in seven years. After it has been

obtained it requires a little skill and judgment to

preserve its m'>st valuable parts from being drench-

ed and washed away by frequent rains ; for although

it is not best to keep it too dry, yet it is much more

frequently suffered to become so often wetted with

drenching rains as to wash away the most nutritious

portions of it. Dung that has remained under

open sheds where it was but partially exposed to

the elements, has been found to be much richer in

quality than tliat which was entirely exposed to the

rain. In some situations, much is lest by water

running through barn yards during heavy showers,

and in some cases they are perfect quagmires for

half the year, rendering it disagreeable, if not dan-

gerous to approach a stable door. This state of

things constitutes an absolute nuisance, and ought

to be provided against by every farmer who has a

pro]>er sense of propriety, and a due regard to the

female members of his family, who are obliged,

twice a day, to trudge through wet and filth to

milk the cows.

The autumn is the proper season for making
suitable footways to stable doors, and other arrange-

ments for preserving the manure to be made during

the approaching winter from loss by washing, and

to protect it from being filtered by rains till it loses

its most valuable component parts. A shrewd old

gent'eman of Montgomery county, estimates the

importance of a farmer by the number of loads of

manure he makes annually. A fifty load farmer is

rather a small article ; one of a hundred loads stands

a little stiffer ; one of one hundred and fifty loads

holds up his head pretty well and begins to be quite

respectable ; and the two hundred, two hundred

and fifty, and three hundred load farmers are enti-

tled to have the word Mr as a prefix to their names,

and the letters Esq. placed after it. These are the

solid yeomanry, in his estimation ; the men of sub-

stance and stamina, out of which, in his opinion,

any useful article can be manufactured, even up to

a Congressman or Governor. Whether he is alto-

gether right in his way of estimating farmers, we
must leave others to judgej but one thing is pretty

certain, that it is a good thing for every farmer to

have an abundance of manure to furnish nutriment

to his crops, and this he won't be likely to obtain

unless he is very industrious and manages we.l

Farmer's Cabinet.

lungs, or breathing vessels of animals or insects,

sulphurous acid is usually generated, and the lunga

refusing to act under such circumstances, suffoca-

tion is produced. Of this, any one can easily sat-

isfy himself by experiment.

Taking the hint from these facts, it was proposed

to attempt the suffocation or destruction of the

wheat fly or grain worm by fumigation on its first

appearance, and we are happy to learn it has been
tried the present season with entire success. It is

stated in the Amsterdam paper, (a Journal on the

Mohawk in Montgocnery county,) that a farmer in

Herkimer has preserved a large wheat crop from

the worm the past season, by using brimstone in

fumigation liberally, while all around him who did

not adopt tills preventive, had their crops seriously

injured or destroyed. The brimstone was prepared

by melting, and in this strips of old woollen cloth

were dipped. These fixed on sticks, and fixed in

different parts of the field, were set on fire, gene-

rally at evening. The matches were given in the

greatest numbers to the windward side of the fields,

and the offensive and destructive smoke of course

driven over every part, proving fatal to the insects

that inhale the gas. About 100 pounds of brim-

stone were used to 100 bushels of sowing, and the

preservation was complete ; thus proving, in this

instance at least, a remedy equally cheap and effi-

cacious.— Genesee Farmer.

MANURE.
Feed your plants and they tvillfeed you.

It is a subject of much regret that more vigilaifce

and care is not taken by many farmers to increase

SMOKING WITH SULPHUR.
In England the fumigation of plants with sulphur,

to destroy plant lice, aphides, the turnip fly, insects

on trees, where the top could be covered or exposed

to the suffocating fumes, has been for some time,

practised with great success. To most animals

and insects the fumes of sulphur are almost instant-

ly fatal. The rationale appears to be this. The
smoke of sulphur immediately combines with water

when brought in contact with it ; and in this way,

by combining tlie smoke of sulphur in leaden

chambers with water that covers the floor, and is

frequently agitated, the sulphuric acid of commerce

is formed. Thus when the fumes of sulphur are

brought in contact with the moist surface of the

Hogs better Coaxed than Driven.—Seve-

ral of our good cits residing about the foot of De-

lancy street, and the neighborhood, have for some

weeks past missed a great number of their pigs
;

and setting their wits to work, have ascertained

that they have been taken on board the Eastern

coasters—not by force, but by the free will and

consent of the porkers themselves. The plan was

to lay a trail of grain down the wharf, and when

at high water tlie vessel's deck was level with the

wharf, the trail was e.xtended on board across a

plank. The unsuspecting grunters of course took

the bait—but were no sooner on deck than they

were seized and thrust below the hatches. It was

ascertained, that two schooners, which sailed last

week, had on board each some seven or eight fine

hogs, which had been decoyed on board in this

manner. On Thursday, Mr George Bell of Delan-

cy street, missing several of his pigs, obtained the

aid of Officer Foster, went on board of the schooner

Eliza Ann, of Machias, and on searching the hold,

found, nicely stowed away among some flour bar-

rels, four of these animals, which he identified as

his property. The pigs were liberated, and the

matter settled, by the captain's prompt payment of

all necessary expenses incurred in the search.

—

vV. F. Express.

Henevolehce.—The late Archbishop of Bor-

deaux ivas remarkable for his tolerance and en-

lightened benevolence. The following' anecdote

will not be read williout interest. " .My lord,"

said a person to him one day, " here is a poor wo-

iiiaii come to ask diiirity ; what do joii wish to

do for her ?" '• How old is she ?" " Seventy."

" Is she in great distress ?" " She says so."

—

"She must be relieved; give her twentyfive

friiiirs." " I'wentyfive francs, my lord, is too much,

especially as she is a Jewess." '' A Jewess !"

—

"Yes my loicl." '• Oh, that makes a great differ-

eni-e. Give lu'r fitly trance, then, and thank her

for coming."
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PRESERVATION OF THE POTATO. state of a farmer's potatoes «'hen deposited in his

One can form something of an estimate how ex- cellar. For the reasons given above, and from our

tensively tiio potato enters into use as an article of i0^^n experience, we think both these modes of se-

food among tlie American people, from the com- •^'"''"g' potatoes, or preparing them, erroneous. If

plaints we hear from all parts of tlie country, or at P"* '"to bins, they should be covered as closely as

least with very few exceptions, of the partial fail- possible from light and air ; and if there is dirt

ure of tluit crop the present season. We frequently
;

enough tlirown into the bin to completely fill all

hear people when instituting a comparison between I

^'"^ interstices between them, so much the better

tliat root and broad, declare they would sooner part ^t the roots. It has been recommended by some
with their wheat bread, than with their potato; and potato growers, and the practice is founded in rea-

tliese are not the poorer classes, but respectable .
son, to line the sides of the bins with turf, the

wealthy people. Now, though we do not carry our lower sides placed inwards, and when the bin was
affection to this esculent as far as tliis, yet we are

|

f'Hed, to cover it closely in the same way, and with
" free to acknowledge" that a good potato is a good !

'''e same material.

thing, and an inferior one, the worst of bad things. Owing to the severity of our winters, potatoes

An unripe or defective potato, is one of the most cannot be allowed to remain where thoy grow ; else

indigestible and unwholesome kinds of aliments their mealiness and freshness, would be much in-

tliat can be taken into the stomacli, if indeed there i
creased by allowing those, that are to be used the

is any aliment about it all ; and f>-om the specimens coming season to remain where they are till the

we have seen at numerous tallies this year, we spring opens. Since this cannot be, the method of

have no doubt that many of the cases of illness ' preservation that approaches the nearest to this

that have been charged upon liot weather, bad wa- ^^iH be found the best, and this njethod doubtless

tor, malaria, and a variety of other things, are justly 'is pitting-, or ns most of our farmers term it, bury
due to the swallowing potatoes as hard and as

heavy, m well as about the size of ounce balls.

The potato, in its original jucultivaled state, i

decidedly poisonous ; and whenever it is used ii

an imjierfect or unripe state, the result is not widely

different now. Owing most likely to the hot dry

weather, potatoes, this year, are generally of an

inferior quality, and hence more pains and care

should be taken in selecting those intended for food,

and greater attention paid to preserving them, than

in years like the last, when among thousands of

busliels tliere was scarcely a defective one. Ire-

land, on the other side of the Atlantic, and Nova
Scotia on tliis side, are the most celebrated for the

excellence of their potatoes, and both have a tem-

perature comparatively low, and an atmosphere

moist and Immid. If such a climate and tempe-
rature is required for the perfection of this root,

will not the hot weather we have had tlie present

year, account most satisfactorily for its little value,

and also show wliy its growth is impossible in our

more southern states, or still nearer the equinox.

Potatoes almost instinctively shun the light and

air. Tlicse things so indispensable to the perfec-

tion of many other things, are most injurious to the

potato, and the grand secret of its preservation lies

in the most perfect exclusion of these iSient but

active agents. To perceive the difference between
roots exposed, and those secluded, we have only to

take one which has grown partially above ground,

and one that has ripened in its proper place. Tlie

one will be green on the exterior, hard, heavy, and

bitter in the interior, while the other will be of the

natural color, farinaceous, and fine flavored. Far-

mers should take lessons from these facts, and con-

form their practice to the teachings of nature. In

England and Scotlaud, where most serious com-
plaints have arisen from the failircs of the planted

tubers, it is acknowledged by all, that roots which

are allowed to remain in the ground during the

winter never fail of vegetating, and that those se-

cured by pitting are more likely to succeed than

those put into cellars, and thus partially exposed to

light and air.

The most common method of preserving pota-

toes is to put them into bins in the cellar, where

they are left without any covering or other prepar-

ation, and used as wanted. It is also customary

to get in as little dirt with them as possible, and

pne standard of good farming has been the clean

ing in holes in the field. In burying in this way
care should be taken not to put too many in a pit,

or in other words, not make the heaps to large.

Twenty or twontyfive bushels is quite enough ; and
some prefer even a smaller number. The cone
should be regular so as to be covered equally.
The covering of straw and earth first put on should
not be too thick, as otherwise the roots will heat
and be injured : but at the latest period allowable,
the thickness of the covering should be increased
so as eflfectually to prevent freezing. In covering
potatoes in the fall, it should be remembered that
the great object of the first covering, is simply to

exclude air and light, and preserve them from rain
or unfavorable weather, and the last coverino- is

the one to be relied on as a defence against the
frost If the roots are dug and pitted immediately
without unnecessary exposure, and if the ground
and the process of covering is properly selected
and performed, the potatoes will come out in the
spring, in excellent order, rather improved than
deteriorated by their winter's keeping.

Farmers who are in the habit of making their
pork from potatoes, or feeding them extensively to

their stock, will undoubtedly see the propriety from
the present high prices, of sorting their roots more
carefully than they have hitherto done, in order to

sell, or preserve, as many as possible. The appre-
hended scarcity of this root will also prompt to

this course ; and siiould induce all to adopt the
best and most effectual measures to preserve through
the winter uninjured, or, if possible, improved, this

root on which so many rely for sustenance.— Gen-
esee Farmer.

From the Cultivator.

THE VERMONT BEE-HIVE.
Hon. Jesse Bitei,,—

Sir—In my communication, which appeared
in the Cultivator, May last, relating to the con-
struction of a hee-house and bee management, I re-

commended my mode of growing honey, in prefer-

ence to tlie old mode of managing bees, wliere it

was designed to facilitate their cultivation among
those who would pay but little attention to them,
dislike the task of hiving, and render them more
safe from' the destruction of the moth and other

casualties, than the ordinary method by which bees
are generally kept.

In all cases where it is convenient and desirable
to the owners of bees to devote their attention,

hive them where they swarm, and those who wish
to realize a profit f'nm this insect, by forwardincr

yearly a (|uantity of honey to inarj<et, I do fieely,

and consider it no more than justice due my neigh-
bor, iMr John M. Weeks, and the community at

large, recommend the Vermont bee-hive, which is

considered the best in use by a majority of the api-

arians of this state, and is coming into general use
in most of the states in the Union.

This hive was invented and patented by John M.
Weeks, Esq. of Salisbury, Vennont, who has from
youth devoted a portion of his time studying their

nature, and most assiduously for the last eight or

ten years, in observing their habits and demonstra-
ting facts ; the result of which no doubt is opening
a new era in bee management, from which the pub-
lic must derive a great benefit.

He is considered the first apiarian in this state,

and it is a matter of doubt whether there' ia one in

these United States that has investigated the sub-

ject, and made so many discoveries respecting the

nature and habits of this instinctive little insect, as

Ml Weeks, who has been at several thousand dol-

lars expense, in time, in experimenting, publishing

books, illustrating facts, &c. &c.
Wlien on a visit at his residence, a few weeks

since, I could not but feel deeply interested in his

illustration of facts, as exhibited to us by means of
/till observing hives, (glass, covered with wood,) neat

and elegant as any parlor furniture ; the chambers
filled with the most pleasing and admirably con-

structed drawers of glass, and drawers filled and
filling with beautiful honey, without bread, or any
thing unpleasant in its appearance. These drawers

are taken out and sent to market at any season of

the year. He informed us that be usually obtained

from his old stocks, from twenty to thirty pounds
of honey in these drawers annually, and from his

earliest young swarms, thirty pounds and over,

without robbing them of their winter stores. The
Vermont hive affords an easy and safe method of

preserving the lives of tlie bees through the winter,

without destroying any. He sliowed us a feeder,

and the manner of using it. Through the means
of this, the bees may be fed on low priced or sale

hor.ey. W« noticed several healthy stocks, which
he informed us were wintered entirely on Havana
honey, and have yielded several boxes of clover

honey this summer. We were also informed that

the principal part of bee management depends on
a knowledge of the natural habits of the queen
and her influence ; and no apiarian can at all times

be sure to succeed in their cultivation, unless he
has a thorough knowledge in managing them.

He also instructed us in his art of compelling

tlie bees to make and keep on hand extra queens
;

how they may be divided into separate colonies

when they have become too nuuierous, without

swarming.

He showed us how the bees would transfer them-
selves when the age of their combs rendered it

necessary, by a little aid of their owner, and
urges, by many arguments, that bees should never
be compelled to leave one tenement and take an-
other.

We observed in one hive, that ho had killed the

queen and confined her therein. In this experi-

ment, Mr Weeks is about to demonstrate several

important facts, viz ; That there is no monarchical

government in a hive of bees, nor domineering
power in a queen; though the queen may be dead
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3 bees will continue to work as well, provided

r carcass be present ; and that no young bees

n be raised without a queen ; the old bees never

t bread, &c. These experiments Mr Weeks in-

ids to publish, and their results ; therefore 1 can

ly say, that it is an interesting system, which

brds an agreeable amusement, a comfort and

)fit. He advances his opinion, that bees are sus-

•)tiblc of a high state of cultivation ; that they

11 never flee to the woods and mountains, unless

glected by their owner, or througli a deticiency

knowing how they must be managed; and that

had not lost a swarm by flight to the woods in

^enteon years. One reason of the bees desert-

T for better quarters is, when the rays of the sun

3 direct it exhausts the air in the hive of its vi-

;ity. Mr W. sells tlie common coarse wood

awers of honey, in Boston, at from thirtyfour to

•tytwo cents per pound, by the quantity ; and for

i best glass and mahogany boxes, he receives a

iher price.

Mr Aaron Barns, of Rutland, states, that ten of

3 swarms in the Vermont hive, produced, lastsea-

n, $75 worth of extra honey.

Mr Week's last edition of books on the manage-

3nt of bees, have all been ordered, but another

ition will probably be published the ensuing win-

IIc is ever ready to congratulate all those

10 may call on hjin—such as parties of pleasure,

lusemont, and profit, and none can leave without

taste of his bread and choice lioney ; in addition

a pleasing course of lectures on tlie natures and

bits of the honey bee, and otiier insects, which

e very entertaining, instructive and useful.

Respectfully yours,

SOLOMON W. JEWETT.
Wcrjhriilge, Vt. August, 1838.

made to convey the water of the Nile to the dry

and arid tracts not usually irrigated in the an-

nual overflow of that river. Of such utility were
these improvements, combined with the fertilizing

properties of the water brought from the Nile, that

the country of Egypt, consisting of only 0,000
square miles, comprised, as we are told by Pliny, a

population of 20,000,000 souls. This amazing fer-

tility, although caused principally by the Nile,

could not have benefited the Egyptians in a very

From the Cultivator.

PATRONAGE TO AGRICULTURE.

Goshvn, August 27, 1838.

sssE BuEL, Esq.—
Dear Sir—If you think the following will

ibserve the cause of agriculture, you can give it

place in your valuable journal. It iias always

emed surprising to me, that this country, which

80 productive in the fruits of the earth, should

Lve received in its agricultural department so

ttle aid 'from its rulers. While patronage is ex-

nded with a liberal hand to the various mechani-

il art^, and improvements in machinery anxiously

lught after, the parent art, upon which all others.

;pend for their support, is neglected. T know that

le fault, in some measure, rests upon the people

lemselves ; but something should be done to ele-

ite the standard of agriculture. The ancient-;

lok much more interest in the cultivation of the

)il, tlian is manifested at the present time. The
•ts and manufactures had not attained their present

ate of perfection, and it was only by the tilling of

le soil that the greater portion of the inhabitants

ere enabled to procure a subsistence. But their

ngs and princes, orators and great men, united in

trrying the science to such a pitch of perfection

s has not been seen since. A great many excel-

mt treatises were composed upon the subject of

hich we ought much to regret the loss. The
ings of Egypt were famous for their skill in hus-

indry, and for the improvement they caused to be

ade in that country. They caused drains to be

I

great degree, without the kindly aid and instruction

I of their rulers. Cicero, also, one of the first ora-

]
tors of Rome, devoted much of his time to agri-

cultural pursuits. He composed many valuable

works. Virgil also has immortalized himself in

his Bucolics. But perhaps of all the kings re-

corded in history, Hiero, king of Syracuse, in Sic-

ily, stands first as a patron of husbandry. He
came in possession of the throne at the age of

thirty, and found the country convulsed with sedi-

tions and corrupted by luxury. He soon succeeded
in placing agriculture in honor among his subjects,

who, whether high or low, rich or poor, applied

themselves diligently to cultivating the soil. The
con-sequence was, that in a few years the inhabitants

of Sicily, a small speck in the Mediterranean; who
were in the habit of importing nearly all their grain

from the continent, had now a large surplus for e.x-

portation. This brought the wealth of the sur-

rounding country into their own, and then into the

pockets of the farmers. By means of these wise

regulations, he also kept an infinite number of

hands busy, which might otherwise have been em-
ployed to the detriment of the state. This is a

policy which should (and it cannot be too often

repeated) be the peculiar care of a wise and pru-

dent government, but it is often sadly neglected.

Hiero's laws were so excellent in this respect, as

well as others, that sometime afterwards, whan -.he

island became a Roman province, the inhabitants

were allowed to be governed by their own laws, the

Romans not being able to substitute anything bet-

ter in their room.

And why, permit me to ask, may not the exam-
ple of Hiero be imitated in this country ? It is

from the Legislatures of the several states that we
must look for encouragement, in a government con-

stituted as ours is. They have begun to awake,
and have done something, as is the case in regard

to Maine, Massachusetts, Kentucky and Pennsyl-

vania. But much still remains to be done.

The condition of agriculture at present, is some-
what analagous to that of our common schools.

Something should be done to give the usefid science

of agriculture its proper respect in the minds of

men. Education and agriculture should go hand
in hand. All improvements in the one should be

met by improvements in the other. The power
and influence of the general assembly, are acknow-
ledged by many to be necessary in advancing the

character and promoting the usefulness of common
schools. Wliy should not that power and influence

be exerted in forwarding the usefulness of agricul-

ture, upon which so much depends, and in which
so many are concerned ? That august assembly,

the senate of Rome, did not think it beneath them
to bring this art to perfection, and wliy should the

legislature of this country neglect so important a

source of revenue ? -In the hope, dear sir, that this

may not be altogether out of place, I remain your

obedient servant.

CHARLES STRONG.

From the Ualtimore Patriot.

CRUELTY TO ANIMALS.
" A righteous man," says Solomon, " regardeth

the life of his be^ist," and it may be added that he
regards his comfort also. I have often been sur-

prised and pained, at what appears to be an unmer-
ciful regardlessness of the comfort and health of
their animals

;
particularly their colts and horned

cattle ; in not providing them with shelter, in the

winter season. These animals are around a stack,

at a distance from any shelter ; or around a barn,

where there is none, except protection by the sides

of the barn, from the direct force of the wind ;

these too, night and day, through storms of rain

and snow, and whether the thermometer is above
freezing or below zero, and in severe cold weather,

standing shivering, and curling up with evident

signs of discomfort and suffering. Now I would
not ask a farmer to build a house, with parlors in

it, and stoves to warm his animals, and with floors

carpeted, and windows curtained, and feather-beds

for them to sleep upon. No such thing ; with all

my sympathy for their neglect and suflfering. But
this I would say—give them at least cow-houses,

and so far as practicable, stables, or what shall

shut them up from storms and wind.

Another thing. I often see barns and cow.
houses, which are the mere ghosts of such things

;

shingles off, boards off, or so far apart that they
,

are very little shelter from the cold ; a door lying

on the side, edgewise before the place where it

ought to be hung, bona fide, upon hinges, and ca-

pable of being shut. Now here are slovenliness

and cruelty, both together ; very fit company for

each other too.

I heard a man, telling how much his cattle suf-

fered through one of our late winters because the

winter came on suddenly, and before he had cov-

ered his barn. "Thinks I to, myself," (and I am
sorry now I did not say it, as well as think it,)—
" Why, man alive ! why did'nt you snatch every

day that came—after the first onset of winter. Go
to bed and sleep quietly night after night, with

your cattle and colts shivering under the fences,

and exposed to rain, snow, and hail, for the want of

a little enterprise and bravery of the cold ! Shame
upon you ! Has a beast no sensation of cold,

think you ?"

Cruelty of this sort, is bad economy. Animals
that shiver with cold, and tremble from weather

during winter, will be lean and feeble in the

spring.

For two reasons, ay ! three—should a man who
would be considered a good farmer, afford a good
shelter to his animajjj, in the winter ; to wit : for

economifs sake ; for mercy's sake ; and for conscience

sake.

A Friend to Horses and Cattle.

The damage to the crops, &c. on the Tar river

and its tributary streams in North Carolina by the

storm of the 28th of Sept, has been estimated at

three millions of dollars.

An idle fellow, complaining of his hard lot, said

he was born the last day of the year, the last day

of the month, the last day of the week ; and he

had always been behind hand. He believed it

would have been fifty dollars in his pocket if he had

not been born at all.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND PREMIUMS.
No. III.

The amount of money offered and disbursed in premi-

ums aimually by the different agricultural societies in the

Stale is very large. We have not at hand Iho means of

ascertaining this amount with exactness, but it considera-

bly exceeds five thousand dollars. The pteiniums offer-

ed, according to their published list, by the Massachusetts

Society amount to 2(]yi) dollars; by the Worcester Soci-

ety to (iG9 dollars ; by the Ilanipshire, Hampden, and

Franldin Society to (iJl dollars; probably the amounts

offered in premiums by the Berkshire, Middlesex, Essex,

and Plymouth Societies do not fall short of six hundred
JoUais each ;—supposing this to be the precise sum, the

Wm total would be 57ri0 dollars. It probably exceeds this

(mount; and a disbursement of this amount for this ob-

ject is in a high degree creditable both to public and pri-

vate liberality
; and ought to be productive of much and

immediate and obvious advantage. That this has been

the case we know. We have already adduced evidence

of it. That proof might easily be extended; and it

meets the intelligent and candid mind, wherever it directs

its inquiries. But we are anxious that this good should

1)e increased ; that these premiums should create more
attention ; and kindle everywhere a more spirited emula-

tion. Massachusetts v\-ith her rocky soil, and her inhos-

pitable climate, has the honor of having done more for

the'encouragement of agriculture, with the exception of

the wheat bounty paid last year in Maine, than all the

other States put together In this matter she lias acted

with a sound discretion and lias done herself honor. Her
proffered bounties on silk, boet-sugar, and wheat, will,

vre have no doubt, largely increase the debt, which her

own citizens, and the whole community owe to her mu-
nificence. She has already reaped the greatest advantages

from her liberality ; and the seed, which she has bountiful-

ly sown promises a more abundant and enduring harvest.

The Massachusetts Society has this year offered six

hundred dollars in four premiums, for the best cultivated

farms. It is now several years since such premiums
were first proposed ; but they have never until this year

been raised to so liberal an amount. The Essex Society

has offered liberal premiums for the same object for years.

The Middlesex Society has done the same. So also we
believe has the Plymouth Society. The competition for

these premiums has not been so spirited as was to have

been expected. This has in a degree arisen from the

proposals of the State Society not being so extensively

known as it should be. This has not been the fault of

that Bociety ; but of the persons to^whom the prospectus

has been sent or entrusted, not having taken pains to cir-

culate or publish them. Copies have been always dis-

tributed among the members of the General Court; and
sent to every postmaster in the Slate ; but there is a cul-

pable indifference or want of public spirit somewhere by

which the patriotic views of the soriety have failed of be-

ing seconded. In the next place there is a diffidence on the

part of m;my of our best farmers, which makes them re-

luctant to enter the competition. They are unwilling to

present their farms as pattern farms, and to come into

comparison with others Many whose ajrricultuie and

husbandry are highly creditable to them, keep no account

whatever of their e-xpenses or products, no minutes of

any agricultural experiment or operation, which they

perform ; and never know the ichcn, or the how^ or the

huw mitchj or t)ic lehcrfforr^ of anvthing in which they

are concerned. In this iiiijiortanl jiartirular we cannot

but liope for alteration and improvement. If tlie agricul-

tural survey of the Commonwealth now in progress re-

sults in no other good, we believe it will confer a benefit

vastly more than a compensation for its labor and ex-

pense, in inducing farmers to keep accounts of their hu.s-

bandry, to study exactness in all their operations and ex-

periments, and to know liow they stand and where they

stand. To this object the attention of the Commissioner
has been particularly directed ; and the blank form of a

Farm Report, which he has distributed among the far-

mers, wherever he has been, strongly attracts their atten-

tion to this subject ; and shows those, who are little ac-

customed to making up accounts, how it may be accom-
plished with ease. Another objection to entering their

farms has been in tlie fact that few or no farms in tho

State combine that universal variety of husbandry, which
the requisitions of the Society seem to imply. With the

exception of raising such variety, and in such quantity,

of articles as the immediate wants of the family render

necessary, or in the vicinity of market-towns as the de-

mands of such markets require, our husbandry is as it

should be, comparatively single in its objects, and accom-
modated to the nature or condition of the soil, and the

localities of the farm as it respects tillage, manure, cli-

mate, and market. This renders it impossible for the

generality of farmers to come into the competition under

present arrangements, with the hope of success. Should
the premiums of this character be continued by the Mas-
-sachusetts Society we would respectfully suggest for their

consideration a different form of presenting them. We
begin by saying that we think them too large, and that

no premium should exceed one hundred dollars. This is

mere matter of judgment ; and we understand well the

motive which induced the Trustees to make them as lib-

eral as they have done, in hopes, by strongly tempting

the cupidity of our farmers, to induce them to do, what
they had heretofore found it so difBcult to induce them
to do, enter their faims for premium. But we believe it

has not hitherto been that the premiums were not liberal

enough that the farmers have been kept back from the

competition. By reducing the size and enlarging the num-
ber of the premiums, competitors feeling that they had a

greater chance of success, would be more numerous. Six

hundred dollars divided into six, eight, ten or even twelve

premiums, would be deemed an ample compensation

and honor, by any successful competitor among the far-

mers, for any pains he may be at in keeping and presentini'

an exact account of his husbandry to the Trustees ; or for

any skill or industry, v\'hich he may display in the culti-

vation or management of his farm. Gentlemen accus-

tomed only to deal in thousands, tens of thousands and

hundreds of thousands can have but imperfect notions of

the estimate in which a plain working farmer would hold

the sum of fifty or a hundred dollars, to be obtained as a

gratuity or premium. Their acquisitions are usually the

result of small and minute earnings and savings ; and
the obtaining of fifty or a hundred dollars in a single sum
without actual hard labor, is a thing, which does not even
present itself in iheir golden dreams, if at any time the

poor fellows are not too tired to have any such dreams

In the next place we think it would be expedient to

distribute these premiums somewhat in this form. A
premium should be given for examjile on the best sheep

farm. The number of sheep kept should not be less

than , and the account required by the Board should

embrace their whole history and management ; their

kind; the quality of their wool ; the amount of wool to

a fleece ; their cost of keep ; their feed ; the kinds of

feed; the quantity required to any given number; the

value of hay, straw, Indian meal, oil meal, potatoes, tur-

nips, carrots, cabbages; the number pastured on an acre;

the value of pasturage ; the average number of lambs

raised to any number of ewes, or any mixed flock ; tl

number of bucks required to a flock ; the time of la

ing ; the mode of managing sheep at the lime of lainl

ing; the comparative value of ewes and wethers; th

utility of salting or withholding salt from sheep ; the ag

to which sheep may be advantageously kept ; the tin

of shearing; the mode of washing sheep; the mode
preparing the fleece for market; the loss in weight, if ani

which the fleece sufl'ers from keeping ; comparisons
profits or advantages among the different breeds ; the r«

suits of crossing with ditierent breeds; the raisina

early lambs for market ; the fatting of wethers for mai
ket ; the most eligible condition, age, modes of feeding

and kinds of feed ; the proper construction of sheep peni

racks, mangers, cots, houses ; the comparative advantage

or disadvantages of housing or exposing slieep ; the ord

nary diseases and accidents to which sheep are liablt

and the remedies or preventives ; and many other pai

ticulars, which are important, and would naturally sue

gcst themselves to any practical inquirer.

The next subject of premium might be for example
Dairy farm, whether of butter or cheese, and this like

wise should embrace its entire management. The num
ber of cows should not be less than . The compet
itor should bo required to state their number ; age ; breed
whether raised or not by himself; mode of raisin

calves; feed of cows ; pasturage; value of land for pa
turage

; number of acres required for a cow ; winte
feed

; hay ; corn-fodder ; vegetables ; such as turnip;

carrots, parsnips, pumpkins; Indian, rye, or oil meal
their quantities and comparative value from actual tri:

and observation ; cost of feed
; pounds of hay or vegeta

bles consumed in any given lime ; trials of cooked or ur
cooked feed ; of simple or mixed ; cut or long feed; tin

of milking; mode of milking; anagement of milk

setting of milk for cheese ; mode of preparing and keep
ing rennet ; of breaking and draining curd ; of pressing
best form of press ; time the cheese is kept in press

coloring cheese ; anointing cheese ; capping or coverin,

cheese with cloth
;
quantity of milk required for a poum

of cheese; mode of sending cheese to market; loss ill

weight by keeping ; value of whey for swine ; butte

from whey
;
quantity obtained and uses to which applied

number of swine kept compared with number of cows
number of bands required in milking a given number o

cows ; female help required, and cost of such help ii

making and managing the cheese. So likewise in regari

to a butter dairy, it should embrace every important par

ticular in the management of the stock or the ruanufac-i

ture of the produce—as for example, in addition to ihf

above as far as they are applicable to butter, all the par.

ticulars should be required as to the mode of salting the

milk ; the kind of pans, whether earthen, wood, for

metal ; whether the milk be scalded or not ; how Ions

allowed to stand before it is skimmed ; whether butter be

made from milk or cream, and compaiative advantaues

of using either; temperature of the cream when churned;

usual time of churning ; kind of churn ; cream how kept

;

milk room or cellar ; deep or shallow pans, and which
most eligible ; advantages of putting water in milk when
set, if any ; of freezing milk, if any ; butter, how work-1

ed when taken from the churn ; salt used
; quantity and

kind ; modes of preparing butter for market ; of packing
butter for keeping ; trials of the butter

;
qualities of the

milk of difi'erent cows, by a lactometer or by weight

;

quantities of milk or butter made by individual cows;
quantity of milk or cream required for a pound of butter;

and in all cases of application for a dairy premium sam-
ples of butter and cheese ; and of a wool premium at

least a whole fleece properly done up to be sent for the

inspection of the Board.

H C.
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UGHTON MARKKT—MoNDAT, Nov. 12, 1838.

Kfl.(.rti..l i,,r I lie N^w tiiclii'id Fanner.

At Market 1200 lieel Cattle, 300 Stores, 6000 Sheep,

d 700 Swine. ^ ..,

Prices —Beef Cattle.—Vfe quote to correspond with

It week, viz: First qiialiry, $7 38. Second quality,

,50 a.'J? 00. Third quality, $5 50 a $6 00.

Barrelling Cattle.—DnU sales, but we shall probably

t be warranted in altering- from our last quotations,

,z : Mess, $6 50 a $6 75. No. 1, $5 50 a $5 75.

'stores —Two Year Old, f 18 a $28. Three Year Old,

'4 a $38
'sheep—" Dull." lots were taken at $1 50, $1 62,

I 75, $1 92, $2 12, $2 50, $2 SO, $3 00, and $3 25.

Swine.—Lots to peddle wero sold at 6 1-4 a 6 1-2 for

ws and 7 1-4 a 7 1-2 for barrows. At retail from 7 to

1-2.

THERMOMETRICAL.
Repiirted for the New England Farmer,

iangeof the Thermometer at the Gardeuof tht

the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass.

irllierly exposure, week ending November 11.

oprictors

a shaded

5VEMBKK, 1838.
I
7 A.M.

I
12, M. | 5, P.M. |

Wind.

onday,
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THE AMERICAN BOV.
" Father, look up and sec tliat flag

How gracefully it flics
;

Those pretty stripes— tliey seem to be

A rainbow iu the skies."

Il is your country's Hajr, my son,

And proudly drinks the light.

O'er ocean's wave—in foreign climes,

A symbol of our night.

" Father—what fearful noise is that,

Like thundering of the clouds?

Why do the people wave their liats,

And rush along in crowds !"

It is the voice of cannonry.

The glad shouts of the free.

This is the day to memory dear

—

Tis Freedom's Jubilee.

" I wish that I was now a man,
I'd fire my cannon too,

And clieeras loudly as the rest

—

But, Father, why don't you .'"

I'm getting old and weak—but still

My heait is big with jny
;

I've witnessed many a day like this

—

Shout 3'e aloud, my boy.

" Hurrah ! for Freedom's Jubilee !

God bless our native land

:

And may I live to hold the sword

Of freedom in my hand !"

Well done, my boy—grow up and love

The land that gave you birth
;

A home where Freedom loves to dwell,

Is paradise on earth.

XOVr.MBEU 14, 1«38.

From the Cleveland Herald and Gazette.

THE LAKE FISHERIES.
Few persons except those engaged in or con-

nected with the business, are aware of the extent
of the Lake fisheries. They are a source of pro-
duction which ought not to be overlooked, in esti-

mating the resources of the country bordering upon
tlie Lakes. There are no publislied statistics of
this trade, so far as we know, nor any records, from
which the quantities of fish put up for market can
be accurately e.stimated. Estimates only can be
given, and these may be more or less correct, ac-
cording to the accuracy of the information on which
they are based.

Lake fish form a staple article of provisions at

all the Lake ports. The principal kinds are White
fish aiid Mackinaw trout. The latter, a delicious
fish, resembles the Salmon trout, and are possibly
tlie same. They vary in size, from five pounds or
under, to fifty or si.\ty pounds weight. Hcsides
these, there arc pike, pickerel, and difi'crent kinds
of bass : the cisqud or cisiiucvct of Lake Superior,
a fine fish, like the mackerel in appearance and
flavor, but larger ; and the muscrilonge, also a de-
licious fish, weighing sometimes fifty or sixty

pounds. The cisquet is scarcely known in market,
as they are caught only in Lake Superior, and few
have been put up. Tlie muscalonge is not, in Lake
Erie at least, caught in very large quantities, and
is generally sold fresh. There may be other kinds

Very few white fish are taken in Lake Erie, large. These two kinds usually bear about tl
and we believe no trout. Pike, pickerel, and bass same price.
are caught in abundance about the islands in the The total quantity, we should guess, was
upper part of the lake, and in the iMaumee bay over-estimated. According to the' collector's
and river. These are salted in considerable quan- turns, there were 4,082 barrels of Lake fish &»
titles. In Detroit river the same kinds are found down the Ohio canal from this place in 183tj, ai
as in Lake Erie, and white fish are caugiit to some iJ,:i4S barrels in 1837.
extent. If any contemporary upon the Lake has tl

In Lakes Huron and Michigan, and the straits of means, we shall be glad to see a fuller and moi
Mackinaw, trout, white fish, and other kinds are minute account of the fisheries than this—whic
caught in abundance. The Thunder Bay Islands,

;
is such as our imperfect information on the subje

a group near,Thunder Bay, in Lake Huron, the enables us to give.
Beaver, Fox, and Manitou islands, near the foot of i

Lake Michigan, and Twin rivers, on the western
j

s!i-re, are the principal fisheries of those two lakes
I

,

A.vecdote.—A colored servant happening

Fish are caught, however, at other places in the!
^ clergyman complaining to his master of th

lakes. They are also caught in the vicinity of
>s"ffi<^>eiicy of his salary, thought the minist

Mackinaw in abundance; about the small islands T"^ complaining of the drought and scarcity

in the strait?, and at Point St Ignace
It is supposed that these fish might be taken in

Green Bay. A year or two since, some persons
caugiit a very large quantity of trout at Sturgeon
Bay in winter, fishing with a hook tlirough the ice.

They pilud up their fish, intending to carry them,
frozen, to Navarino, to be salted ; but a sudden
thaw spoiled the speculation.

In St Mary's river, at and below the Sault, the
same kinds of fish are caught in plenty; but Lake
Superior furnishes not only the largest and finest

flavored, but the greatest abundance of fish. Until
within two or three years, the fisheries of that lake
have been unimproved, if not unknown ; and it is

supposed that they are now not half explored. Im-
mense quantities have been taken upon Lake Supe-
rior for two or three years past ; it is said that these
are mostly caught "about the group of islands
known as the " Twelve Apostles," near the head
of the lake. But little is known about tliis how-
ever, as the trade of Superior is, in fact, monopo-
lised by the American Fur Company and the Hud-
son Bay Company. There is no mode of going up
this lake except in vessels of one of these compa-

vegetables, ran to the garden and conveyed to tl

chaise of the minister a large quantity of celery, 4
After the worthy guest had gone, the negro cam
in and said, " Massa, I guess Mr "<rot

iiry enough now ; I cram his big empty box full."

PKUIT AND OKA AMENTAL TREKS. MULBEB
RIKS, &c.

Xarscry of Williiim Kenrkk.

5fi^^ii& The Catalogue of Fruit and Orname

¥Sfefi^ Trees for 1S3S is now ready, and will be
to all who apply. It comprises a most exte
sive selection ol the superior varielu-s of Peai
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quince

Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Gra
Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Peaches now
is particularly lar^e. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrut
Roses, Honeysuckles: Pjeonies, Dahlias and other Herb
ceous Flowering Plants.

1 00 OOO '^^°"'"' MuLTicACLis are now oifc-•-""j""" ed for sale; the trees genuine at
tine, will be ready for delivery at ihe cities of Boston, ^'e
York anil Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, ai
varying with the size, and the quantity which may be d
sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will he secur
ly nackcd for sale transportation to distant places, and a
orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Bee
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New '^'ork., M.

, ...,„^ ^„„.„„- PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or

nies • and the Ampi-inn Fur rnmnnr,,, Ar.^^ L J 'he subscriber, Nonaiitum Hill, Newton, near Boston,lULs
,
ana iiie Arneiican 1< ur Company does not Aiujnst l, iss-". WILLIAM KF.NRI

permit adventurura a passage in its vessels.

Two schooners have been heretofore employed
upon Lake Superior ; one belonging to each of
these companies. A new one was built the last

spring by the American Fur Company, so that there
are now three. When the canal around tlio Sault

WILLIAM KENRICK.

MULBKRRY TREES.
200.000 Genuine Mulberry Trees, and as many more »

may be wanted, of the most approved kinds— consisling
the best selected varieties now in use, for cultivation, feedii
worms, and makinsr silk ;—being acclimated to ibis countr
and adajitod to cither warm or cold climates, affording
rare opportimity for companies or individuals to be suppliei

de St Marie shall be finished, it is likely there will
*"''"'" .''''^ ""*' extensive colleciion of mulberrry trees
seen in any village with n the Uniied Stales.
Autumn is decidedlv ihc best lime for removal, and order

left with Messrs. I. B. Colt, Secretary of the Connectici
Silk Manufacturing Company, Hartford; Alonzo Waken:n
at the office of the American Institute, No. 1S7 Uroadwa'
N. Y. : Thomas Lloyd, Jr. No. ,36 Filbert street, Philadc
phia, Pa. ; Luther I. Cox, Baltimore, Md. ; B. Snid&r, .

Co. Savannah, Ga. ; Bliss Jenkins, &Co. Mobile, AI ; Jam<
Lyman, St. Louis. Mo. ; Case and Judd, Columbus, O. ; G
Harwood, Rochester, N. Y.; and the publishers of this ad
vertisement.or with the subscriber, iu Norlhamplon, Mass.

Orders left wilh the above gentlemen will be proinptiv at
tended to, and each will be furnished with samples of ih^
foliage.

Several valuable farms may be had wilh or without Mul
berry Plantations.

Apply at the office of D. STEBBINS.
Norlhan

be a rush of competition for the business of Lake
Superior. Whether the expectation of those who
are sanguine will be realized, as to the extent and
value of tiie trade thns to be opened, time will de-
termine. Furs are growing scarce upon the shore,
it is said

; fish are abundant, and whether there are
minerals upon the shore worth digging for, is dis-

puted. But when that ship canal is completed.
Lake Superior, and tlie country around it, will he
minutely explored, and its resources, ivhatever they
may be, ascertained.

'

But to return to fish ; a gentleman who has
good means of judging, estimates the quantity
put up for market upon the "lakes in 18:57 at 12,000
bane's, and of these he judges 7000 barrels were
brought from Lake Superior. At nine dollars the
barrel, which may be taken as a fair price, the
whole would amount to $108,000.

The same gentleman estimates the proportion of
trout caught in Superior at one-fourth of the whole

ihampton, Aug 22, 1838.

of fish, but those named are the chief, and the most the rest chiefly white fish. In the other lakes he'
valuable.

| thinks the proportion of trout to white fish not so

THE NEW ENGI.A.'VD PARMER
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AGRICULTURAL

(From the Farmer's Register.

)

ACTUAL STATE OF SILK C-JLTURE
IN THi NOKTH, A.ND REMARKS O.V ITS KXTENSIO.V

IJ< THK SOUTH.

To the Editor of the Fanner's Register.

Some years past, I have been endeavoring to

collect all the information that was accessible on

the subject of the silk culturo, with the view of

engaging in it as soon as opportunity should offer.

And during the past summer I made a visit to

some of the northern states, for the purpose of

more fully satisfying myself, by personal observa-

tion ; and to see with my own eyes what was doing

there, that might justify the glowing accounts that

were publised in the agricultural papers. It is now
my intention to give, in as fair and impartial a man-
ner as I am capable of doing, the resul's of my
observations ; interspersed with such remarks and

reflections as they have suggested.

In these times, when so much is done for effect,

ind when every new enterprise is ushered befoi-e

the public with so much pomp and circumstance,

it is natural that the sanguine should be easily led

astray, and come readily to indulge in all the ex-

;raragances which characterize the projectors of

lovel schemes. In regard to silk-culture, though

I am perfectly convinced tliat it will be both prac-

.icable, and prciiitable, and tiiat its iiittoduction

into this country will become, or ought to become,

1 general tiling at no very distant day
;
yet consi-

dering the progress that has been actually made,

»nd the little that has been accomplished, tlie wild-

9st calculations liave been made of its profits ; the-

)ry has run far ahead of practice ; and very few of

;hose who make such extravagant boastings have

;ested its real advantages by experiment.

Some years ago, wlien the subject was first agi-

ated v.ith so much earnestness, a number of incor-

Dorated companies with large capitals were estab-

jshed in the eastern states. The most of these

'lave now an existence only in name. Some of the

Tiost prominent of them, by attempting too much,
ind by c imbining tlie manufacture with the pro-

Juction of s'lk, have entirely sunk their means.
Dthers have failed to make any dividends, through

Jie incompetency of agents, or in consetjuence of

.he high salaries that were allowed them. Others

igain, and perhaps all, in a measure, have trans-

"erred their zeal from the legitimate object of their

jstablishment, to the tempting allurements held out

)y the high prices of mulberry trees ; and not one,

io far as my information extends, has done any-

.hing towards extending the knowledge of the silk-

;ulture amongst the people at large, or made any

ittempts to introduce improvements in the manage-
nent of the worms, and m the art of reeling and
jreparing silk. In tlie excess of their early zeal,

he natural order <if things was reversed. Lands
ivere provided, buildings and fixtures erected, be-

fore there was any food for the sustenance of the

worm. Having oegun at the wrong end, and been

then diverted by other considerations from carrying

out the iriginal object of their design, they have

failed to answer the purposes contemplated by their

formation.

Whoever therefore, depending on the ostenta-

tious parade with which- silk companies have been

introduced to the admiring gaze of the readers of

s-ilk and agricultural papers, visits New England
or elsewhere, with the expectation of seeing the

silk culture carried on by them, and of deriving

the necessary information from thftm for his own
guidance, cannot fiiil to be disappointed. He must
go to private individuals for instruction; he must
get access into families, engaged in feeding worms,

and observe their practices and management. It

is amongst them only that anything has been done,

or from whom anything can be reasonably expected.

The silk business, in its present state of infancy,

will not justify a large outlay, with a vii='w to car-

rying it on to advantage. And especially is it

necessary to consult economy in those places where
the white mulberry is depended on as food for the

worms. There is not, at present, skill enough in

the country to justify the employment of agents,

except under the immediate control of the person

interested, to superintend the fei'ding of a large

number of worms. When the business shall have

been perfected in families,'and the process of mak-
ing silk shall have become generally understood,

so that given means may be relied on to effect

given results, operations may be • ..:tended to a

larger scale with greater prospect of success.

At Northampton I expected to see greater pro-

gress made in the silk culture than at any other

place in the United States. It has claimed for it-

self the merit of being the pioneer in the great

work. For years the Northampton paper has been

applauding the efforts that have been making to

introduce and extend it. We were led to believe

that it was the head-quarters of the silk business

—the fountain from which instruction was to flow

like a stream, to gladden and enrich the whole

country. A great silk company, styled par excel-

lence, the " New York Silk Company," was estab-

lished there at an early date—a large capital was
subscribed— a farm of several hundred acres was
purchased at a great price— upwards of one hun-

dred acres were planted in mulberries of one kind

or other—a large factory was erected at considera-

ble expense—and there the work terminated. The
farm is now offered for sale ; and the operations of

the company are to be confined in future to the

factory. Not a pound of silk, as far as I was iu-

fornied, has ever been produced by the company.

Glowing accounts have also been given oi a silk

company at Norwich, in Connecticut. Before leav-

ing Virginia, I had been advised to take that place

in my route, and was informed that silk would be

produced there this year, not by pounds, or by hun-

dred.s of pounds, bu: by thousands ! During the

time I remained in New England, I made diligent

inquiries about Norwich, and could not li^arn that

anytliin,' was in progress there that would instruct

or interest a visitor. These examples are given as

a fair illustration of what has been performed by
incorporated companies. At Northauipton, how-
ever, we are promised better things for tlie future

;

and something has been done during the past sea-

son, both in th.T village and in tlie neighborhood, in

the way of feeding worms. I saw one cocoonery,

In. which perhaps fifty thoisaud worms had just

completed their labors ; and another, erected on a

large scale, in which nearly a million of eggs were
in the act of being hatched. But there was a

great scarcity of food ; and liberal prices had to be

offered to the owners of "Such plantations as were

situated in the vicinity of the village, for whatever

amount of foliage they could supply. So great

has been the. trade at Northampton, in mulberry

trees, that out of tlie hundreds of thousands of

seedlings which have been grown there within the

last few years, the number of those planted ex-

pressly for feeding worms is very inconsiderable.

Perhaps no place has dealt more largely in the

article ; and the practice of selling off so close as

to leave none for feeding worms, has been the sub-

ject of considerable censure. A reformation has

been promised in this respect ; and I was assured

by a prominent and enterprising culturist tliat he
was deteruMned hereafter to retain the greater

part of his trees for permanent plantations on his

own grounds. Should he devote his energies to

the silk culture, I know of none whose intelli-

gence and qualifications are better calculated to

iusuri, jTacceifd.

It is not my intention to charge either individu-

als or associations with a design to delude the pub-

lic. On the contrary, I have no doubt that most

of them were influenced by as eoitect motives, in

advocating the adoption of the silk-culture, as gen-

erally govern the actions of men, willing to instruct

others and promote their interests at the same time

that they can do it with advantage to themselves.

Neitlier do I believe that the silk culture is intend-

ed or expected to turn out a mere delusion. If

companies have failed, individuals have been emi-

nently successful, in a smaller way, it is true, but

on a scale large enough to prove that the culture

is both practicable and advantageous. A number
of instances might be adduced to establish the fact

that worms may be fed in this country, and carried

through their various ages in perfect health ; that

the climate is admirably adapted to their welfare
;

and that silk of the best quality may be readily

produced. The reason, therefore, that so little ac-

tual progress has been made, considering the much
tliat has been said and written, and the great degree

of public attention and even excitement tliat has

been elicited in its behalf, is to be found in causes

sufficiently obvious, and which have already been

adverted to. The wonderful demand for the morus

mullicimlis and other valuable species of the mul-

berry, lenders the cultivation of these plants the

most profitable agricultural occupation that ever

was followed in this country. A greater profit is

to be derived from a few acres of laud under this
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culture, tlian from large fields of wheat or corn, or

even cotton or tobacco. As long as men will con-

sult tlioir interests, it is not to be supposed that the

slow and tedious process of rearing silk-«oruis and

reeling silk, however profitable it may be, compared
witJi most otticr agricultural pursuits, will be pro-

secuted with full vigor, while the profit to be de-

rived from the sale of the plant which constitutes

llie food of the worm, transcends in value that of

the silk to bo derived from it. While the demand
for the mulberry continues to bo extensive, and tlie

prices high, it nill be idle to expect that silk will

be produced in large quantities. )'ut in a few

years, when the country comes to be well stocked,

and the prices decline so nmch that sales can with

difficulty be eftcctcd, a new state of things may be

anticipated. There will then be no other resource

but to ap])ropriate the mulberry to its legitimate

use ; the community at large will be compelled by
the force of circunstances to engage in the culture

of silk, and we may then expect to see the business

e.xtensively flourish. In the mean time, the ex-

periments that are making will lead to improve-

ments fe the manageiiicnt of the worm ; every

year will be adding something to the stock of

knowledge, and contributing to ultimate success.

The mulberry will shortly be in the possession of

every family, or readily accessible to all; and no
longer, as at present, capable of being monopolized
by speculators, who having no interest in the es-

tablishment of the silk culture farther than to sup-
ply the plants, and never intending to follow it as

a branch of industry, are intent only on deriving a

heavy profit from them.

I am not one of those that <.bjoct to seeing the

mulberry sell at fair prices. If there was no de-

mand tor them, all attempts to extend the silk cul-

ture would fail. But I do object to making the

mulberry culture and the silk culture two distinct

branches of business; and, above ail, to the prac-
tice which many persons follov/, of calling them-
selves siUc-ciillunsIs, when they are only specula-
tors in the phnts, or growers of them for the mar

Although the actual cost and labor of propagation

are inconsiderable, yet its intrinsic merits so far

surpass those of I'uy other mulberry, that for an

outlay of five dollars, a stock of plants may be

obtained, in four or five years, capable of sustaining

millions of worms. It would therefore be better

to give even a dollar a piece for a few plants, than

to give a dollar a thousand for the old white mul-

l)crry, which would only be fit to feed from, at six

years of age, with a scanty sujiply of foliage, and

difficult to gather, even then.

It is generally considered that the multicaulis is

the most valuable mulberry in the country. In

the southern states, and as fir north as to New
York, and even in some parts of New England, it

flourishes with great luxuriance ; and the roots, and

even branches for the most part, will withstand the

winters without material injury. But for the more
northern portions of the United Stales, it is ex-

tremely doubtful whether it can ever be cultivated

to advantage. It is certain that in the neighbor-

hoods of Albany and Nortliampton, its growth is

stunted : but local causes exist to render ttose

places colder than any others in the same parallel

of latitude. The soil for a considerable distance

round them is so light and sandy, that it parts rap

idly with its heat whenever the rays of the sun are

withdrawn or excluded. For the northern and

eastern states, however, there are other species of

the mulberry more hardy than the midticautis, of a

rapid and vigorous growth, and furnishing leaves

of a large size and in great abundance. Distin-

guished cultivators there have their particular fa-

vorites. The Alpine was introduced and is patron-

ized by Saml. Whitmarsh, the Canton by Dr Sleb-

bins, and the Brussa by some gentlemen of Alba-
ny.* At Northampton,- there is such a confusion

of names, that persons residing at a distance have

very little idea of what their mulberries really are.

Instead of being designated in such a manner as

to be readily distinguished from all others, the spe-

cific term of " multicaulis" is applied to species

entirely distinct, as well from each other as from
ket None talk more largely of the benefits of the multicaulis proper. Thus the Alpine is called
makmg this a silk-growing country-noite discourse

| the " morus multicaulis Alpinense ;" and the Canton,
more e oquently on the advantages to he derived

! the " Canton multicaulis." Both the Alpine and
trom adopting the culture—while the .main object Canton have sufficient merits of their own to enable
IS to create a demand for their trees. The press

, ti.e,,, to stand without any extrinsic aid ; and the
ecms with "siJk-growers' guides," and otlier pub-

: apjl^^hpriation of terms to which a definite idea has
lications,fro;n the fertile pens of mulberry growers,, beOn long attached, is calculated to mislead and
demonstrdting in glowing !ang lage the enormous .produce a false impression. The Alpine is only
profits of the silK culture. It would be desirable

, ^„^^^ ,,^ ,,3^i„„ ,3eg„ brought from the foot of the
If public opinion could be brought to bear upon

|

Alps, where it was called the "Chinese mulberry,"
such persons, and compel them— a reasonable com-

i a„a is the same kind for which, under this cogno-
pulsion It would be—to appropriate some of their

1 men, the gentleman that introduced it was made
profits to the construction of cocooneries, in order the object of so much obloquy a few years ago.
to prove to those whom they are persuading to pur- The .ulium that was cast on him then, was, as I

chase, that silk may be profitably produced
;
and am now convinced, very undeserved. The merits

give them ocular demonstrLition that their trees are
|
of the controversy turned on a name ; and tliat

worth what IS demanded for them. By this mode,
! n^me appears to liave been inadvertently adopted,

the sale of trees might not be diminished
; it would '

or ratlier continued in conformitv with the designa-
probably be promoted

;
but at the same time, every tion of the species in Italy, and'not with the iiaen-

person would purchase with a knowledge of what tion of passing it ofl" as tlie genuine multicaulis.
he was doing

;
and the trees would fall into the

j The effect, however, has been to impair his useful-
hands of those who would endeavor to convert a
portion of them into silk. Had this system been
pursued, and light shed amongst the people, even
the present high prices for the mulberry might not

be above their value ; at any rates, the demand
would not be a factitious one. It is in truth a
most valuable jilant, if tlie silk culture is practica- - . -

ble, and deserving of higher appreciation, from the • ri„rl,.c ni.;„ i i? r i . , n . .
-. ^ ^1 , . , " , ...'

, „ ,. ^^Iiarles Kliind, Esq., formerly minister at Constanti-
fact that It is reproduced with so much facility. I nople, introduced the Brussa mulberry.

ness ever since.

If the silk culture has not advanced with the

rapid strides, in the states where it received its first

impulse, which were predicted of it ; yet it has

made some progress in other places, where it has

been recently introduced. A much larger numbr r

of worms has been fed during the past season than

has ever been fed in one year before ; and complot.-

success, as far as I had the opportunity of ob^eiv-

ing or ascertaining, attended the management of

tliem. In New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delawoi..

and on the Easlera Shore of Maryland, much more
has been done than in any other parts o! l e coun-

try. A considerable stimulus has been given i^

the business, in some of those s'.ates, by the libe-

ral bounties upon silk produced within their respec-

tive limits. A large proportion of the late crop of

cocoons was reserved for eggs for another yea:

and even now the demand for eggs is almost

great as that for mulberries. The experience .

this year has satisfactorily proved that even from

trees, the growth of cuttings and layers planted in

the spring, worms may be advantageously fed the

en.suing summer. It is only necessary to retard

the hatching of the eggs by placing them in an

ice-house, which should be done befbre the warm
weather in the spring comes on. By this means,

they have been kept till midsummer. Under any

circumstances, the hatcliing may very properly be

delayed till the early part of June, which is proba-

bly as soon as worms should be bropght out even

in Virginia. The cold, wet weather of .May, which

is frequently a disastrous period to the young

orms, is thereby avoided ; and the natural time of

hatching is only postponed about three weeks.

Whether they can, fnr a number of years, consis-

tently with the health of the insects, be prevented

from hatching until the latter part of July, may be

regarded as doubtful. The practice is so contrary

to nature, that it will not be at all surprising if the

eft'ect should prove unfavorable. Neither would

any necessity exist for it, if the culturist would

reserve a small number of standard trees or roots,

and make use of the two-crop worm for his second

and third crops.

I have no information which would enable me
to state with precision the quantify of silk that may
be produced from an acre of ground. During the

past season, one gentleman in New Jersey obtained

from the sixteenth of an acre, a product at the rate

of 50 pounds per acre, from trees of th(! first year's

growth. Had the trees been a year older, the

([uantity of silk would no doubt have been fully

doubled ; and might have been still further increased

by successive crops. The cocoons of this year

were almost invariably firm and heavy ; and I heard

of no worms that fed longer than f.ventyeight or

twentynine days ; the usual period of tlieir lives

being thirtyfive days. This abridgment of the or-

dinary term of their existence, is to be ascribed to

the high temperature of the summer; for we know
that, under difloient circumstances, it is sometimes

prolonged to forty days. The past season, hot and

dry as it was, appears to have been very favorable

to the health of the worms. [ heard, on respecta.

ble authorit}', that a culturist in Delaware had fed

150,000 with a loss of not more than twenty,

Among all that I saw, some of which weie a good

deal crowded, I observed no symptoms of disease,

and heard of none prevailing elsewhere. One oi

two facts that came within my knowledge, showed

that much care is requisite in the treatment of eggs

when the hatching is to be postponed. It is ac

knowledged by all, that it is important to keep

them dry ; and to guard against the least admissior

of moisture, some persons put tiiem in bottles and

seal them air tight. Whenever the eggs remainec

in this condition for any length of time, their vital-
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iiy destroyed; while others of the same parcels,

but treated with less care, hatched without loss.

Without intending to make any invidious com-

parison, and promising that there were many placi's

where the silk culture was said to be thriving-,

y\t\rb T did not visit, I have no hesitation n say-

ing I hat there was more doing at Burlington, New
Jersey, considi^ring how recently the business has

been started there, than at any other place which

came under my observation. A considerable num-

ber of persons were engaged in feeding worms as

well as in raising trees. A few e.xtensive coco )n-

eries had been erected, one of which was large

ennugh to accommodate about a million of worms
;

and several others from one to two or three hun-

dred thousand. The soil in the vicinity of Bur-

lington, is light and sandy, and well adapted to the

growth of the multicaulis. Indeed the greater part

of New Jersey is admirably suited to the purpose
;

and the business is so rapidly spreading, that in a

few years, that state will probably be much in ad-

vance of any otlier. Within a few years the im-

provements in tlie construction of cocooneries,

iiave contributed greatly to the facility of feeding

worms. The plan of those at Burlington, struck

me as being rather superior to any I saw elsewhere.

The necessity of handling the worms is entirely

dispensed with by the use of hurdles of net- work
;

at the same time that the cleansing of the shelves

and the removal" of the litter are more easily effect-

ed. When it is time to change them, another

hurdle is laid on the one containing the worms, and

fresh leaves are sprinkled over it, which are always

cut up by running them through a cylindrical cut-

ting box. In a few hours, tlic worms attracted by

the fresh leaves, get on the upper hurdle, when the

lower one, containing the litter, is removed. In

this manner, a large number of worms may be

cleansed in a day, by providing e.xtra hurdles. A
better fixture for the accommodation of the worms

in spinning, has been latterly introduced. On the

lower side of the shelf immediately above, which

is not more than twelve or fourteen inches distant,

strips or lathes, about two inches wide and three

inches from each other, are fastened at right angles

to the range of shelves, to which the worii^s mount

l)y very simple ladders, and spin their halls along

the junction of the strips and floor. This mode
adds greatly to the convenience of gathering the

cocoons, and the floss is removed from them free of

the litter which attends the use of brush or dried

leaves. A room thirty feet wide, ivill admit of four

ranges of shelves, three feet wide, leaving an aisle,

between each range, and also between the outer

ranges and the walls, of three and a half feet.

The number of shelves in each range will be in

proportion to the pitch of the room; say si.x shelves

for a room, nine or ten feet high. Each hurdle is

three by four feet, and will accommodate a thou-

sand full-grown worms. On this plan, a room of

a hundred feet in length by thirty feet in width,

with a pitch of nine or ten feet, will accommodate,

without crowding, about half a million of worms
at a time. But in a cocoonery, near Frankford, in

Pennsylvania, which was not of much more than

half these dimensions, si.^; or seven hundred thou-

sand worms were fed in June last, which spun well.

They were, however, evidently too much crowded,

as was shown by the small size of the cocoons

;

and had not the season been of the most favorable

character, the whole brood would have been in

danger of being swept off" by an epidemic. In a

small room at New Haven, in a house occupied by

I

a Frenchman, which did not exxced ten feet square,

j

he had successfully fed forty thousand worms, with-

I

oiit the appearance of any disease amongst them.
I saw a number of the cocoons, which were large
and firm.

I

Many persons have amused themselves, and the

j

public too, by making calculations of tlie great

profits of the silk culture. It may be no difficult

,

matter to state with tolerable certainty how many

j

good cocoons will yield a pound of silk ; but I

think an error has been fre<iuently committed by

[
estimating the prod'ict per acre. Of mulberry

( leaves, as well as everything else, the crop will be

j

very variable, and d?pend on the quality of the land.

If worms can be preserved exempt from disease,

. and good cocoons can be obtained from them, the

number that an acre of ground will support, at the

:
usual prices of land in our country, is a matter of

:
very subordinate interest. It is only important

j

when land is worth from one hundred to three hun-
dred dollars per acre. \'\ hen the valiie does not

exceed five or ten dollars, as is the case with most
of our lands, il is better to estimate the profits of

the culture by the number of worms that may be
fed, than by the quantity of land that it will require

to supply them.

While so much is doing in some of the states to

the north of us, for the advancement of tlie silk-

culture, scarcely anything has yet been attempted

in Virginia. The attention, however, of some in-

dividuals, has been directed to the subject ; and an
interesting experiment in feeding worms has recent-

ly been detailed in the " Farmers' Register," by a

gentleman of Brunswick. A very large cocoonery

has been fitted up at Fredericksburg, which will

probably be filled with worms next year. Other
gentlemen are making arrangements to enter upon
the culture. During the ensuing season, it is

hoped tliat interesting results, may be established

by various persons. But, unfortunately, almost

every tree grown in Virginia and North Carolina,

with the exception of those retained to propagate

from another year, has been bought up, and will be

taken to Pennsylvania or New Jersey. The Vir-

ginia and Carolina trees have a decided superiority

in the northern markets, and are sought after with

avidity ; a fact of which the cultivators here are

perhaps ignorant. Southern trees arc mostly pro-

duced from cuttings, while chose of northern growth

are raised from what are called laytrs—tliat is to

say, a whole plant, both root and stein, is laid hor-

izontally in a furrow, and covered over with ea-th.

The young shoots sprout up so tliickly that they

make a spindling growth. Planis from cutting, on

the contrary, having more distance, throw out a

number of side branches, and furnisli a much great-

er supply of wood, which, besides that it is better

matured by our southern sun, adds considerably to

the market value. It would be desirable to know
what number of trees have been grown in these

two states during the present season. It will pro-

bably not fall much short of half a million ; and

next year, the number will no doubt be two or three

times as many. But as long as we send them
abroad, we are doing nothing towards the advance-

ment of the silk-culture in our own state. And if

there be any state in the union that would be more
benefited by the introduction of this culture, allow-

ing it to be, as is contended, both practicable and

profitable, or whose soil and climate are better

adapted to it, or where it can be prosecuted with

greater economy in reference to labor, I should be

at a loss to point it out. We occupy that position

in regard to climate, which is too far north to admit

of ours being a planting state ; and too much to

the south to be a first rate grain-growing or grass-

growinp-;,- country. We have extensive tracts of

impoverished land in which the mulberry will flour-

ish without difficulty, and where notliing else will

grow. Our dry and long continued summers are

eminently favorable to the health and prosperity

even of suicessive crops of the silk- worm. We
have in almost every family a number of unprofit-

; ab'e hands, either too young or too old to be put to

j

constant employment ; and the more intelligent por-

I tion of our coUred population, remarkable as they

'are for their tractableness and powers of imitation,

I would soon learn to conduct all the operations of

the cocoonery with neatness and skill.

Many of the states to the north of us have en-

couraged the introduction of the silk cult\ire by

legislative bounties ; and I am convinced the wis-

dom of this policy will be justified in due course

of time. If from causes already pointed out, but

little has yet been accomplished in the production

of the article thus encouraged, yet the ground-work

has been laid, and the superstructure will be erect-

ed upon it The seed has been sown, which will

produce, some ten, some twenty, and some possi-

bly a hundred-fold. It will, however, necessarily

be a work of time. It may be another generation,

and yet another perhaps, before, before it is estab-

lished on a duruble basis. But with a climate like

ours, and with a species of mulberry superior to

any hitherto known, the energies of the Anglo-
Saxon race will eventually command success. The
mental resources, the quickness of perception, the

determined perseverance, which constitute the dis-

tinguishing attributes of this people, will enable

them to triumph over every difficulty, and achieve

all but impossibilities.

T. S. PLEASANTS.
Goochland, Sept. 15.

From the N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.

IMPORTANT TO FARMERS.
I think, Messrs. Printers, that we have had

enough in all conscience of pufling and blow-

ing about family Ravels, Tree play actors, men
singers, and women singers, Italian fiddlers,

and rope dancers, live elephants and monkeys.

(By-the-by it is a very prevalent opinion at

Cow Bay, Cow Neck, Oyster Bay and Ilallet's

Cove, that if all those drones were turned out to

fell trees, grub up brush and hoe corn, we would

not need to import peas-meal and rye-flour from

Germany—things which feed the sense of sight

only.) Now we, some of your clod-hopping sub-

scribers, think ourselves entitled to half a column

of your paper to speak of things which feed the

taste, and give nourishment to the body corpo-

rate-

Mr Jefferson says the man who i akes three

blades of grass grow where only on? grew before,

is more the friend of man than jjti. who conquers

kingdoms. I think if Mr J. had always preached

such sound doctrine, he would have been the great-

est philosopher of the age. Seeing, then, that this

proposition about the grass is self-efident fact,

what think you should be done to the man who
makes three ears of corn grow ivhere only one

grew before .' inasmuch as grass feeds the horse,

and corn the man. But to come to the point at

once

:
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Some tliroe yRars ago a mfirchant in New York,

while emptying a box of tea, observed tlierein a

few grains of corn. Conclu'ling that <-mn from

China must be something new under our sun, he

l.ad tliem planted, so they grew and multiplied

Last spring, I recrived from a worthy friend, a por-

tion of said corn— it's a new variety- so I gave it

the name of China's fall prolific, or tree corn ; as

it strikes off in two, three, and frequently four

branches, in appearance like a small tree, and pro-

duces an ear at the head ot each branch, whereas

the common corn shoots out tlie car froui the side

of the stalk ; it grows from eight to tt'n feet high,

produces an abundance of fodder, and is a large

white flint twelve rows long, and ears from ten to

fourteen inches long. I counted six hundred and

sixty grains on the ear; it was planted on the lOtli

of May, and had ears fit to boil on the 10th of

July. Its produce was curtailed by the long

drought, but notwithstanding I counted two thousand

one hundred and twenty grains, the product of one

stalk : being an increase of two thousand and one.

The Button (which is an excellent corn) planted on

the same day, on the same field, and received liic

same (juantity of manure, c -ogs ploughed and hoe-

ing, did not produce one half. The patch about

two hundred hills, was examined by many respect-

able farmers, who all pronounced it something new,

and something superior.

The corn may be had of G. C. Thorburn, New

York, and at the store of VVm. Thorburn of Alba-

ny, price 25 cents per ear; the net profits to be

given tosouiO of the charitable institutions in New

York and Albany. Now, if there is a farmer be-

tween Maine and the Rocky Mountains who would

rather pay 25 cents for two gills of brandy, than to

buy one ear of this corn, which will plant 100 hills

—I say, if there is a man, he ought to be fed on

nothing but supaun and buttermilk as long as his

little soul and big carcass will hanf ^ gether. A
stalk, having the ears on, to show the manner of

growth, may be seen at the above stores.

05= Every printer in Kings, Queens, Duchess,

Orange, and Albany counties, who is fond of Jtnnie

cake—-(for if my informant speaks true, it took its

name from a southern lass by the name of Jennie

Dawson, who was famous for manufacturing this

delicious article ; but that at a meeting of the

Bachelor's Club, Jennie was voted out and Johnny

put in her place—I only hope that some of those

chaps who were concerned in an affair soungallant

may never taste one of those new made cakes,

. when anointed with fresh butter)—will please insert

^ as much of this long winded story as they see fit:

and every printer who has children, who ere long

may be orphans, will please insert the whole, and

place it to the credit of the widow and the father-

less—he who is their Judge will register the thing

in Heaven, as Uncle Toby says.

GRANT THORBURN.
HalMs Cove, Sept. 24, 1838.

Remabks.—We have s-rne of this corn for sale

at the New England Farmer office, but as we know

no more about it than what is contained in the

above statement, every purchaser must take it on

his own responsibility. J. B.

MIDDLESEX AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Tlie Cnmmitke on Farms, Orchards, ^-c, ask leave

to report, That they have been called on to visit

ten farms in difierent parts of the county, and that

they have visited the same. That they were much

gratified to witness the improvements made and in

l»rogress on all of them, and particularly on their low

grounds and peut swamps, many of which are easily

converted into the most valuable mowing lands,

ami wi 1 well repay the expense of reclaiming

them. On most^f these farms good stone wall is

the only fence relied on to secure the crops.

As your counnittee are restricted to four premi-

ums, and as some of the farms now offered have

already obtained prcmiimis from this Society, and

have been noticed in their reports, none will be

here particularly named, but those which we select

as best entitled to your bou.ity.

We visited the farm of Mr Zaccheus Reed, con-

taining 80 acres of improved land, and 100 acres

ef wood land, lying in the town of Westford. Mr

Reed must have toiled without ceasing, to convert

a soil by nature so rough and forbidding, into a

fruitful field. Within a few years he has turned

ten acres of useless swamp land to good English

mowing. He has 800 apple trees which he has

raised from the seed and which he has since in-

ffrafted. Sells on an average, 100 barrels of ap-

ples—keeps 25 head of cattle—30 sheep and two

)iorscs—raises tliis year by estimation, 50 bushels

of barley, .'JO do. of rye, and 800 bushels of pota-

toes. He has built 300 rods of stone wall six feet

wide on the average. It was built this width to

dispose of the surplus rocks on the farm.

We think Mr Reed is entitled to the society's

first premium of .'S~5,00

Mr Caleb Wetherboe, of Marlborough, has a

farm of 210 acres cleared land, and 100 acres of

wood land. Keeps generally 40 head of cattle.

Fatted hist year 14 hogs and ten pigs, and made

2200 wt. of butter. Sells usually 60 or 70 barrels

of apples. Mr Wetherbee sells but little hay.

Keeps a fine lot of cove's on hilly land made good

by nature for pasturage. And the refuse of his

dairy enables him to rear his swine at little expense,

and at present prices of pork he finds it profitable

business.

He carts much soil into his hog and cow yards

to absorb the liquid manure, and has made a very

good use of a part of this as a top dressing for

his low lands ^^hich he is draining and rapidly

bringing in to produce English hay. We recom-

mend hTm as entitled to the society's second pre-

mium of $20,00

\Vm. Buckminister, of Framingham, has a farm

of about 200 acres—fenced principally with stone

wall. Within two years he has built 90 rods of

wall, and has removed the former fence back, so as

to leave the highway two rods and a half and three

rods, the former width. His is a stock farm, and

he raises but little grain on old ground—has sold

500 dollars worth of hay in a year, and 400 dollars

worth of beef. This year he estimated that he has

raised 200 bushels of rye on ten acres of land

which he has newly cleared and is bringing into

pasturage. He buys no manure, but enriches his

lands by ploughing in green crops, this is done

chiefly in autumn, turning in the alter growth of

grass, and thus loses no crop by the fallow process,

ily ploughing his orchards at this season and sow-

ing them down immediately to grass he avoids

the unprofitable course of raising grain or pota-

toes among his apple trees, and leaves the soil

lighter about the roots, and improves tlie trees

much less than he would do ia planting, sowing,

&c. -

\
One orchard of five acres is now ,very full of

fair fruit and produces three fold more than it has

formerly done, in consequence of his ploughing

among his trees.

As he raises no grain on old ground for sale,

and keeps from 30 to 40 head of cattle to consume

his coarse hay, he calculates that he is annually

enrichinff his lands and bringing them to produce

larger quantities ot grass and hay—his chief ob-

ject of cultuie. He is yearly converting his poor-

est low lands into English mowing.

He has more than an acre of Ruta Baga that

was planted the last day of Juno. The plants look

finely.

We think him entitled to your third premium

of .* 15,00

.Mr Stephen Howe, of iNlarlborongh, has a farm

of 90 acres ; most of it high land. It abounds in

rocks which he has been diligently putting up

into a wall. He has subdued and brought under

good cultivation a large portion of his farm ; cuts

30 tons of hay, with which he can keep 20 cows

in winter ; he makes on an average, 70 barrels

of cider, does most of his work himself, even the

building of his large walls. His buildings appear

in good order, and his farm seems to be well culti-

vated.

We think him entitled to your fourth premium

of 812,00

Your committee have examined the orchard of

Eli Rice, Esq., President of the society. It con-

tains a large number of trees, 154 in a thrifty con-

dition ; all of them ingrafted. Some have been

standing several years, others but recently set.

The trimming of these trees has been performed

more judiciously than in most other orchards under

our notice.

We recommend this orchard as entitled to tlie

society's first premium of £15,00

Mr Moses Sweetser, of South Reading, has a

very pretty orchard of 94 trees ; they are set in

perfect rows—are of very uniform size, and have

been very carefully attended to. &"r Sweetser

mows this orchard excepting about eight feet

square about each tree which has been dug and

kept light. We think he has trimmed off rather

too much of the tops and thus retards the growth.

We recommend to him the society's second pre-

mium of §12.00

Mr Asa Parker of Acton, has an apple orchard

of 125 trees in one lot, and 47 in another lot ; the

latter in low ground and much more subject to the

frosts than those on the hill. Mr Parker has well

cultivated the land about the trees, and they are

thrifty, but he has committed an error in grafting

his trees about five feet from the ground, first

where the limbs begin to spread and there two

scions are often left to grow on one stock, and he

will find the winds will trim for him those hand-

some shoots that he was loth to cut off when small,

and will leave him by and by, only half the top of

his trees.

We recomm.end him as deserving your third pre-

mium of ^f^'OO

Mr Martin Rice, of Marlborough, has been at

tho trouble of planting 3500 or 4000 of the whitt

mulberry trees. Under your premium list, we

think he is to be considered the claimant for the

first premium of $15,00

Mr Sylvanus Howe, of Townsend, is the only

other individual who has made it known to us that

he also has planted a mulberry orchard. For his

care and trouble, without much prospect of imme-
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diate gain, we think he deserves your second pre-

mium of $10,00

By order of the committee,

JOHN 11. LORING.

WINTER WORK.

The labors of summer and of h^irvest being fin

ished, it may not be inappropriate to inquire, what
,

^^^^ ^jj ^1^^ various articles on the fire blight. P
shall be the work for Winter ?

Fall's last month, and winter's throe, with their
,

jj^g various writers knows anything about it. When

For the New England FanTn-r.

BLIGHT IN PEAR TREES,

AND REMARKS ON FI.CMS.

Joseph Breck, Esq.

—

Sir I have taken the N. E. Farmer for the

last eight years, the Albany Cultivator from its

commencement, and frequently see the Genesee

Farmer and other agricultural papers, and have

"rom

my own experience, I am satisfied that not one of

siiort days and long evenings—how shall the far

i.icr improve their moments of day and evening to

h;s best profit and entertainment ? We would say,

let him bestir himself in his business during the

day, and in the evening, cultivate the intellectual

soil, the mind. Let him enjoy the fruit of his summer

labor and industry by the social tire side, and trea-

sure up a know edge which shall guide him in his

duties as a citizeu. and direct him in a better appli-

cation of his labor so as to secure an increased

product with less expense. The firmer is truly

privileged above his co-equals of other classes, in

the particular of having his evenings to himself,

as a time of leisure from his toilsome labor, afford-

ing an opportunity of mental cultivation and social

happiness, which the envied may envy. Improve

it, we say—be glad in your abundance, and be wise

in your gladness. And permit us here, to suggest

that in this opportunity for the attainment of know-

ledge, you do not neglect the knowledge of your

own occupation—the science of agriculture. Ev-

ery one should give his chief attention to his own

calling; it should be his highest ambition, to excel

in tliat—to elevate it and render it honorable, and

thus to be honored in it. But we will leave the

merry evening, and turn to the work of the day.

The last month of Autumn, is not a month of

idleness. The farmer must be active to prepare

for winter. All the buildings intended as an asy-

lum for man or for beast from the chill- blasts of

winter, should be made tight so as to exclude his

cold breath. Cattle when kept warm, ^o not re-

quire near the quantity of food that they do if ex-

posed to the inclemencies of the season. A warm

house is half a wood-pile.

The cellar too, should be made secure from that

old thief, Jack Frost—and everything we would

wish to secure from his clutches should be season-

ably deposited there just one day before the first

freeze. Lastly, a word for the poor bawling cattle,

and we will retreat into winter quarters. Do not

let them suffer and starve and pine for want of

food. What they do not obtain from tie fields

sufficient fully to keep them in flesh, supply from

the barn. It is poor economy to pineh cattle at

any season, but the poorest to commence winter by

half starving theui.

Winter—to the slothful, who have not made pre-

paration, cold, dull, unwelcome winter ; to the dil-

igent, with their full garners, tight and convenient

buildings, and a " rousing wood-pile" of dry wood,

joyous, merry, welcome winter,— " this too, is not

a season for idleness ; a term which precludes the

idea of enjoyment, but its active hours are pleasant

and useful to the farmer ; it is peculiarly the sea

son of his intellectual culture. But we will defer

a specification of its appropriate work, as " there

is time for that yet" (a bad phrase) meanwhile sug-

gesting that the Cheshire Farmer will expect to

greet you at vour winter evening fireside.

—

Ches-

hire Farmer.

ever our medical men shall discover the cause and

cure for the Asiatic cholera, then, and not till then,

I fear, will our horticulturists learn the cause and

cure of the blight. I have whittled many limbs

into fine shavings,, dug up a number of trees, ex-

amined the roots and shavings as closely as pos-

sibly with a good dass, and am fully satisfied that

it is not caused by any insect. One of my trees,

in the fall of 1837, produced 10 bushels of fears

;

this season blossomed full ; soon after the fruit was

formed, was attacked on the body about four feet

from the ground; a strip around the body of the tree

about 10 or Vi inches wide, was entirely killed in

three or four days, whilst every limb was vigorous

and healthy. Tlie bark of the body of the tree

was coarse and-rough. Could that have been done

by an insect? I had 50 trees, 25 of which were

kil'ed, from the seedlings of two years up to those

of 30 years standing. I had the Easter Beurre,

Bartlett, Passe Colmar, St. Michael, Seckle, down

to the most worthless seedling. The disease pays

no attention to age, location or quality^of fruit.

My soil is a sandy loam ; a number of the trees

stood in tlie kitchen garden and have been culti-

vated for 25 years ; others stood in the fruit garden

which has been in sward for a number of years
;

one tree stands within a few feet of a spring strong-

ly impregnated with iron, and the soil in the imme-

diate neighborhood contains iron ore, which I should

suppose would answer as well as to hang old inm

on the limbs of the tree. A Seckle pear tree had

40 or 50 pears of a very large size ripened well
;

about two weeks before tliey were ripe the tree was

attacked within two feet of the ground ; although

the tree was apparently healthy and vigorous above

the wound, the flavor of the fruit was strongly af-

fected by it. Could this have been caused by the

eflTect of the sun upon unripened wood ? The dis-

ease has been known in this section of country about

six years ; it commenced on my trees this season,

about the 20th of May, when the trees were in full

blossom., and continued till the first of September.

The months of April and IMay were remarkably

cold and wet, the summer hot and dry.

The apple trees and the quince are affected by

the disease, but not to the extent of the pear. As

to some experiments tliat I made on plums, see N.

England Farmer, Vol. 15. No. 31. Not one of them

answered any good purpose.

Dr J. P. Kirkland, a gentleman who has liad

probably more experience than any otiior man west

of the Allegany mountains, says (in a report to the

Legislature of Ohio) he knows from experience,

that hogs, whenever they can have ready access to

the tree to eat the premature falling fruit, and root

and rub around the tree, is an effectual remedy.

A gentleman at my house a few months since,

says that he has a plum orchard which for a num-

ber of years used to be loaded with fruit, the plums

commenced falling soon after they were formed,

and continued to fall during the whole season ; that

scarce any ever ripened ; ten years ago ho convert-

ed it into a hog-pen and since has never failed to

have plums in abundance.

If any gentlemen will call at my house in Euclid

and examine my pear trees and is not fully con-

vinced that the liisease is an epidemic, I will

give Ijiui a plain farmer's dinner.

Respectfully yours, &c.
Euclid, .'Vol'. 4, 183i:'. M. L.

Since writing the above article, I saw a notice

in your paper of an e.xtraordinary cow exhibited at

tlie Worcester Cattle Show, weighing 15C0 lbs.

I had cow during the summer and fall of 1837 ;

gave a large quantity of milk, was kept witli my
otiier stock, ate nothing but grass, had been dry

only two weeks ; that weighed 1574 lbs. Had she

been fattened like some of the Connecticut River

cattle, slie must have weighed 2000 lbs. ; she is said

to be of the full blood Durham Short Horns.

(For Ihe New England Farmer.)

We send you a copy of a letter we have just

addressed to the editor of the Wisconsin Culturist,

which you are at liberty to insert in your paper.

Yours respectfully,

WM. PRINCE & SON.
Flushing, JVov. 9, 1838.

Jf'm. P. Prou'lft, Esq., Editor Wisconsin Culturist.

Dear Sir,—We have perused a letter in your

paper from Lucius B. Allyn, Esq. accompanied by

an editorial comment, whicli, without proper expla-

nation, is calculated to mislead the public. It ap-

pears that Mr Allyn received seeds from Dr Steb-

bins of Northampton, Mass. which he deems to be

the morus multicaulis, and from which he states

he has raised 30 to 40,600 trees. We have simply

to say that there never has been one ounce of gen-

uine morus multicaulis seed sold in the Union, and

that all the trees raised from seeds professedly of

the morus multicaulis have proved to be none other

than an improved variety of the white mulberry,

with much larger leaves than the white mulberry,

but possessing no resemblance or aflinity to the

genuine morus multicaulis. All such applications

of the term "Multicaulis," meaning many stalks

from one root, are totally improper, and any such

terms as Alpine Multicaulis, or Canton Multicaulis

are delusive. The Alpine is the Moretti Mulberry

of France, and was originated there from seed, and

is not known in China, and all efforts to import the

genuine multicaulis from China have as yet proved

abortive, and there exists no proof whatever that it

is to be found there, although in all probability it

is, but at some locality not yet ascertained. The

genuine multicaulis was brought from the Phillip-

pine Islands to France, and was first imported into

.\merica by ourselves. It is time these errors

should be put a stop to, as thousands of dollars

have been already lost by persons cultivating and

propagating the wrong tree. The seed from Dr

Stebbins no doubt produces valuable trees; but let

them be called by their true name, and not by one

totally distinct, and the use of which may mislead

people at a distance, although here it cannot In

the whole town of Northampton there were not

50,000 trees of the genuine morus multicaulis raised

the present season, but they have there many other

fine varieties in abundance. Yours respectfully,

WM. PRINCE & SON.
Linnaean Garden and Nurse- )

ries. Flushing, Nov. 8, 1838. 5
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AGRICL'LTURAL SOCIETIES AND TKEMIUMS.
No. IV.

In poiriling uul subjects of premium we have spoken

of tlie qualiticutions and conditions under wliicli tliey

should be presented. The objects of bestowing premi-

ums are two ;—first by the value or honor of the reward

promised to excite an ambition and attempt to ascertain

what is practicubh: ; wliat can be attained or accomplish-

ed by art, or skill, or industry, or perseverance. The
second is to ascertain how it may be done ; in what man-

ner improvements of any kind or of a particular kind

may be eflected, so that the knowledge may be diliuscd

for tiic general benefit. The second object, it is apjja-

rent, is the important point ; but then it is as obvious that

the promotion of the former object is the direct and- most

certain means of accomplishing the latter. We cannot

too frequently rerert to the great truth that in agriculture

experiment is the great teacher; and we must distrust all

thcorie^ which are not based upon, or fully confirmed by

actual facts, experience or observation. It is a j;reat

point therefore, to induce intelligent men to make exper-

iments and observations in the settlement of doubtful

points, or ihe Hscertainment of new truths; and we may
lawfully do this by appeals to their cupidity, or ambition,

or vanity. When the public, however, have paid for the

experiment, then are they entitled to know fully the

mode of operating; and an indispensable condition in all

cases of awarding the i)remium should be a full, exact,

and detailed statement of the manner in which an exper-

iment has been conducted or any truth found out.

Little advantnge, in our opinion, comes from the pre-

miums bestowed on livestock compared with what might

be derived from them. Animals, for example, are often

rewarded with premiums, whose owners have recently

purchased them ; and for the sole and express purpose of

obtaining the premium, without any regard whatever to

the great point, whether an actual improvement in the

breed has been effected ; what is the origin and history

of this improvement ; how long it has been in prnr;ress
;

and by what means it has been brought about. Milch
cows are often made the subjects of premium when n»-

thin;; is known of them excepting what appears at the

time of exhibition, unless, perhaps, you get from the

claimant some such definite replies as these :—if you ask

him, for example, how much milk his cow gives, he will

answer, " she gives a pail full froth and all,"—and if yon
inrjuire what is the quality of her milk, probably you will

gQt some such reply as that " her milk looks very yellow

and our folks sell some butter besides what we use in the

family;" and if you inquire, how s/ie is fed, " why she

goes in apasture with other cattle in summer ; andin win-

ter we give her some hay and coarse fodder, ami so much
of the wash of the house as we don't want for the pigs

;

and this 'ain't' a great deal, for sometimes we keep a

good many pigs and sometimes not so many ; and then

too she runs with the other cows, and we never keep her

milk separate." .iVud this isa fair specimen of the exact

and definite manner in which some claimants think pro-

per to conuncnd their cows for premiums ; and more than

that, this is all that is .sometimes demanded by the com-
(nittee in order to award a premium, unless it be that

they occasionally get the oral certificate of some kind
neighbor, that " he docs not know cxacllij but he has
seen neighbor such a one's cow, and she carries a jjretty

considerable bajr, and he has ' liearu ««i/,' that she "ives

a good deal of milk." Now we need not sav that when

[)remiunis arc bestowed on such giound as this or any-

thing like it, it is a mere squandering of money and the

true objects of such premiums are en'ircly lost sight of

We admit that much good comes from the mere exhi-

bition of a fine animal. It is important to show farmers

what can be done by showing them what actually has

been done. Farmers in general, it must he admitted, arc

a race of men rather slow of belief with respect to any-

thing different from that to which they have been accus-

tomed. Living oftentimes in comparatively insular situ-

ations, having litth^ intercouse with the world, and biding

little familiar with any'iing more than the daily routine

of their own circunifcrbed operations, they know little

of what is going on in other parts of the country ; and

the verbal testimony of the most intelligent and fair men,

will make but small impression on the obduracy of their

unbelief, unless the matter is demonstrated to their senses

This excessive and unreasonable incredulity is in some

degree yielding to that intelligent curiosity and spirit of

inquiry, which is so generally awakened by the wide

difi'usion of agricultural -knowledge and information

through the many periodicals with which the country

seems destined to be inundated ; and yet there are some

men who appear determined to keep their eyes and ears

hermetically sealed ; and who have not yet arrived even

at the first great truth of the Coperniean system, that the

earth revolves round the sun With respect to such men

it is impossible to convince them that any improvement

can be effected in llie laee of domestic animals beyond

their own half-fed and half-grown stock, unless you can

place them directly in the pen along side one of your

beautiful, sleek, mahogany Devons, or one of your mag-

nificent improved Durbams. Then, and then only will

truth triumph over obstinacy, ignorance and prejudice.

But this is of little importance compared w-ith inform-

ing the intelligent class of farmers, bent upon improve-

nientj and every day becoming more numerous, how such

improvements in their live stock can be eti'ected. When
therefore, a premium is proposed for live stock, unless it

be for live stock brought into tiie country from abroad,

the claimant should be the raiser of the animal ; he

should be able to give its pedigree, and the manner in

which from its birth it has been fed and kept ; its weight,

and its actual gain per year or month ; and in what par-

ticulars, if any, other than those which are obvious to

every observer, he lliiuks the animal excels, or any im-

provement has been efl'ected. If a milch cow, foi exam-

ple, is offered for premium, the claimant should be re-

quired to slate lier age, her parentage, the qualities on

the side of the dam for milk or butter, if they can be

ascertained ; the race by which she was sired ; the mode

of rearing hi'r ; the time of coming in with her first calf;

the nundier of calves she has had ; how her calves have

proved, if they have reached an age to have been tried;

her milk— its amount in anj' twentyfom- hours or week,

or month, in pounds or in cubic measure, and whether

ale or beer measure ; the amount of cheese made from

her, or the amount of butter in »ny given time or from

any given quantity of milk or cream, and precisely her

mode of being fed during this time ; and how long she

remains in milk. On these and other particulars exact

information should be sought and reqtiircd. So likewise

in regard to a bull presented for premiumi his history and

pedigree should be required ; and if of an age to be as-

certained, the character of his stock slinnld be known
;

their growth, their thriftincss, their feeding or their milk-

in:; qualities.

It may be objected that we cniinot expect such exact-

ness from our farmers ; and that the amount of premiums

ofi'ered is not snlficient to compensate for the trouble and

expense of k(!cping or of making out such .accounts.

We cannot tell what can be done until we have m;;de

the attempt. Our farmers have all of tbtm intelligence

enough to see the importance of such ex.ictne.ss, and the

great advant.ages which would result from it ; and although

it might be ditfieult or impossible to accomplish in this

matter all we could wish, we can gradually approach it
;

and every approach towards it would conduce essentially

to the general improvement. If the amount of premium
be not sufficient to indemnify the expense and troubli

,

reduce the number of premiums and make the amount
sulllcient. If neces.sary have two classes of premiums,

—one for the exhibition of valuable oi fine animals while

the premiums shall be merely sufficient to cover the ac-

tual expenses of bringing the animals to the place of ex-

hibition ; and trust to the love of approbation, or the

spirit of competition, or motives of public good to induce

farmers to bring out their fine animals ; and let there be

another class of premiums sufficiently large to reward

any intelligent and well directed, and persevering ex

tions to efi'eet a permanent and substantial improvement

in the breed, which shall be demonstrated by the exhi-

bition of the actual results of such efiorts.

This is a matter of great moment to the farming inter-

est. Improvements in the breed of animals, though to a

certain extent as practicable as improvements in anything

else are not to be efl'ected but by intelligence and exact

exertions continued for a length of time. Many years

liave been consumed and great expenses have been ii

curred by the intelligent stock raisers in Great Britain i

bringing their noble races of animals to the degree of

perfection to which they have already attained. In Mas-

sachusetts little has yet been accomplished. We have

had many fine animals among us; but few of our farmers

have with any care availed themselves of the adv.intag

which have been within their reach. Many of them

after one or "two crosses have through indolence or indif-

ference, allowed everything to run into confusion. We
have taken no pains, comparatively, in the improvement

of our own native s.cck, which is of a character, unde

careful management, to furnish a basis for distinguished

excellence. The butcher is allowed to select, at his

pleasure, our best calf or our best lamb, and our cows

and our sheep may go just where they please to get an-

other. We will indulge the confident hope that an era

of improvement will presently dawn upon us; and far-

mers at last see in this matter their true interest.

H. C.

nias!>achusctts Horticnitnral Societr*

ExiiiEiTios OF Fruits.

Xuv. \2tk and \^l/i, 1638.

Jlpjilcs.—From S. Downer, Poiumc do Neige, Brussels

Pippin, Flushing Spitzerburg, American Nonsuch.

From R. Manning, Kilham Hill; Been, Fall Harvey.

From Rev. H. Ramsdell from Thompson, Connecticut,

Chandler, Nichols' winter sweet, Pomme Royale, Ran-

dall's red sweet, Reddick, Red Pumpkin Sweet.

Pears.—From W. Kcnrick, Ntipoleon, Duchess d'

Angoulenie.

From E. Vose, Passe Colmar, Napoleon, Lewis, Wil-

kinson, Duehesse d' Angoulenie, (very large and fine,

weight of largest Iti 3-4 oz
)

From R. Manning, Bcurre Duval, Newton Vcrgalieu.

From S. Downer, Catillac, Bezi A^iet.

From N. Clapp, Lewis.

From Geo. Brown, Haslc.

6'r«;^c*.—From M. P. Sawyer, Arwigsburg, and a kind

unknown. (

For the Committee,

L. P. GROSVENOK.
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BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MoNnAT, Nov. 19, 1638.

Ucl.f.rte.l l.irtlip \fw Enchnil F^irrncr.
"

At MarkPt 10.50 P.eef Cntile, 425 Stores, 5S00 Sheep,

and 1800 Swine.
Pricks —Beef Cattle.—Sa\es were not brisk, anil the

price of the two last weeks were hardly supported. We
shall quote without much alteration. First quality,

$7 38. Second quality, $6 50 .1 .$7 00. Third quality,

$5 .=iO a $6 00.

Barrellimr Cattle.—Mess, $6 50 a $6 75. No. 1,

$? 50 a $5*5. I,

Stores —" Dull." Two Year Old, f IG a $27. Three

Year Old, .$24 a $35. „ .„ |

Sheep.—" Dull " l.ols at $1 50. SI 75, $1 88 $2 12, ,

$2 38, $2 09, $2 75, $2 92, and $3 25.

Stmne.—A large proportion of ihe sales were at 6 for
i

sows and 7 lor bai rows Several lots were sold for

somelhing less. At retail 6 1-2 a 8, Several lots un-

I

s..id.
!

PRKMIUMS POI« BUTTI5U *!VD CHF.EisK.
The 'rrustees of the Massaclnisetis Society for prnniiting

Asiricullure, give noiice, thai ihfv will award their premiums,
for Bmier and Cheese, to lie exliiljiled m Deci'inlier ne.xl, <il

the Central Hall, over the Qitincij Market, in Boston, which
has lieen kindly granted to them, for that purpose, hy Mr H
R. Kend.ivll. The premiums are as follows, viz ;

For the liest lot, in tubs, pots, or firkins, not less than
3U0 pounds, Sinn no

•
• --- '

50 00

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE

30 00

50 00

30 00

Huner, must
— ilie number

THF.RMOMETRICAL.
l!,',inrtpil (orltl^ Xew Rnclanrt Farmer,

rianje .if the Thermometer at the Canleuof the proprieto

of the New England Farmer. Bri;;ht.in, Mass. in a shadt

Northerly exposure, week ending November IS.

November,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

British Corn Market.—A late number of the

London Standard lias the following table, showing

tlie nature of the seasons in Great Britain since

1790, and che annual average prices of whe.it in

each of the sca.sons. The object of its publica-

tion by the London editor is to show that the high-

est prices of grain have generally marked tlie sea-

sons of the greatest co.niniercial jirosperity, and

also to prove tiie greatly i.iiproved condition of tl'.e

manufacturing population under the operation of

the Corn Laws.
Per Qutirler.

Years. Nature of the Sea-ions. Wheat
.s. d.

]7iX)
^

( 5:? 3

]7!(1 \ Peace, and favonble seasons, I 47 .3

17!)2J ( 4-3

1793 War, but favorable season, ^7 10

17!»4
( ri A • e .u ( .'il

,.„. > Deficiency or the crop,
l/Oo

)

' 73

179(5 -l

1797 > Seasons less unfavorable,

1798P
1799 » „ ,

isnn I
seasons.

/• 7u i.i

} .5-3 (J

( (57 (i

I

<i7 (i

\ 110 11

lorvi ( Good crop, followed by peace,
| ,,-

I
also good seasons m 180a-.3, )

1802 ( . f
07 6

1803 1
Average crops, j ^^^ ^,

1804^ r 60 5

1805 I Deficient crop, followed, how- J 87 1

1806 ( ever, by average crops 1805-6-7,1 7C 9

1807 3 [ 73 1

1808 Partial deficiency, 78 11

1809 Great deficiency, 04 5

1810 Good crops, 103 3

1811 Deficiency, 92 5

1612 > Favorable crops, but currency de- i 122 8

1813 ( predated, ) 106 H

r Nearly an average crop, but great
"J

,. I
import and decrease of charges ! ,

j
01 production 1 "

I peace,

1815 Full average crop.

1816 Great and general deficiency,

1817 ) „ ^ ,.

JNot exceeding average.

i 54 5

> 43 6

1814-^ f , .
j

01 production consequent on

I peace,

03 8

70 2

94
-Q.Q > iioi exceeuiiig average,

^ KQ K

1819 Somewhat below average crop, 72 3
1820 Exceodinij average crop, 05 10

1821 » .

182'^ (
Average crop,

1823 Scarcity, 61

1824 Average, 62

1825 Nearly an average, 66 6
1820 ) . ( 30 11

jg27 j
Average crop,

{
^, ^

1828 Scarcity, 60 5
1829 Avnrag'e, 66 3
1830 Full average, 64 3
1831 Nearly an average crop, 60 4

18.32 \

"

r 58 8

1833 ; Above an average crop, I 52 11

18.34 j I 40 2
1835 Considerably above an averao-e, 39 4

1830 Above an average, 48

1837 Under an average, 55 10

manner in which they are placed, the head appears

larger than it really is, would reasonably be sup-

posed to possess more than an ordinary degree of

sagacity ;—but, as, from the construction of I heir

eyes, they are unable to distinguish objects in the

broad daylight, and th^'ir manners and habits thus

becoming altogether nocturnal, their sagacity has

seldom been put to the tC5t. When a boy, I took

a young owi, the barn or common white owl, from

a nest, and kept it for eighteen months. Perceiv-

ing that it was anxious to hide itself from human
gaze during the day, I formed a hole for it, a yard

in length, of bricks, where it passed tlie day, but

from which as night a.pproached, it sallied forth,

displaying much activity aud fierceness. It would

come wlien called, even in the day-time; if called,

it would approach the mouth of its hole and seize

a piece of meat, with which it would instantly re-

treat, and it uniformly evinced a disposition to avoid

the broad glare of day. It was amusing in its

way ; at dusk, it would strike a mouse, a bird, or a

piece of meat, out of my hand with much dexterity
;

and I have no doubt, that it was susceptible of ed-

ucation much in the same way as a hawk, could

the requisite instruction have been imparted in the

dusk of the evening or during the night. This

bird frequently rambled to a considerable distance

in the twiliglit, but always returned to his day re-

treat. Ilis fate was melancholy ; two of ray school-

fellows, one of whom was the late earl of Hunting-

don, contrived to purloin him, and after tying him

upon the back of a duck, placed this ill-assorted

pair in a pond. T did not witness this mischievous

exhibition ; but, it seems, the duck, not liking the

involuntary companion, no sooner got into the water

than it dived, carrying the unfortunate owl under

the water with it. On coming to the surface, the

night-bird loudly testified its dislike to immersion

by that peculiarly dismal noise for which these

birds are remarkable, called hooting! Down went
the duck again, and so the cruel business was con-

tinued until the duck became completely exhausted,

when it and the owl drowned.

—

Physiological Ob-

servations.

The Owl.—The owl tribe, from the size of the

head, though owing to the superabundance of fea-

thers with wliich it is surrounded, and the peculiar

DUTIES PERFORMED BY A GOOD FAR-
MER.

Ereri/ duti/ faithfully peiformed hath its reward.

The approach of winter always induces the

thoughtful, and careful and industrious farmer to

look about him to sec that he is prepared to meet
so boisterous and inclement a season of the year

in the best possible manner. His windows, his

doors, and the roofs of his building, are all exam-

ined, and if necessary, made tight and secure. His

barn and stables are looked to and put in good or-

der. His slieep, and hogs and poultry have all

comfortable, dry lodgings prepared for them in due

season, for ho knows that no animal can thrive and

do well, that is not well housed, and well fed, and

every way made clean and comfortable. His pota-

toes, his sugar beets, his turnips and all his winter

fruits and vegetables are well secured against frost,

and placed in such positions that ready access can

be had to them when necessary, without subjecting

them to danger of injury by exposure to the wea-

ther. His fuel is so arranged and prepared for

current use that his family can procure it without

any unnecessary exposure to the rude blasts of

winter. His fields and meadows are kept closed

during the winter and early part of spring ; so that

animals may not be permitted to ramble over them

and injure his grounds. His barn yard is so ar-

ranged that his cattle never leave it during the

period of winter feeding, by which means he saves

all their manure for the nourishment of his crops.

His implements of husbandry and food are all care-

fully housed and arranged in good order, so that

they can be had when wanted for use. His garden,

in which not a weed has been permitted to perfect

and scatter its seed "during the autumn, is thrown
up into ridges about eighteen inches high, and sep-

arated only by trenches extending from end to end
of the beds ; this he knows exposes the soil to the

meliorating influence of the frost, destroys the grubs

and worms which seek refuge during the winter,

deep in the ground, and induces the ground moirs
to seek out for dryer and warmer lodgings else-

where. By this plan of ridging his garden in the

fall, as soon as the frost is out ui the spring, his

beds are dry and warm, and admit of bei:;g level-

led and worked at once, long before flat, wet ground
can with propriety be moved by the spade ; this en-
able his family to have a supply of garden vegeta-
bles several weeks earlier than those who have less

intelligence or industry; tlie deeper tilth and more
thorough pulverization of the soil, also increases

the growth of his plants, and enables them the
better to protect themselves against the contingen-
cies of either very dry or very wet seasons.

—

Far-
7ner's Calinet.

WIU'.A r FARMS FOR SAT.]!: IN WESTERNNEW YORK.
En the counties of Jlonroe, Orleans, Genesee and Erie-

Taryins in quantity from 60 to 300 acres each—under a sood
stale of cullivalion and improvemeul, witli huilahle liuildinfis,

fences, &c., watered wiiii duralile streams, and most of them
have wheat nn the ground. Five or eight years crertil can
lie given, if wantej), on the whole principal sum, with annual
interest. These farms are situated ij] ihe midst of a rich
agriculinral district, unsurpasssed in the richness and pro-
ductiveness of its soil, Iving on the hanks of the Erie canal,
and in the vicinity of Rochester, Lockport and Buflblo. al-
fording at all times a ready and sure market for all ilie arti-
cles of produce, which at present prices amply reward the
husbandman, and enables him with a few crops to pay the
first cost of his lands. A favorable opportunity is here pre-
sented to the enterprising larmtT who would wish to obtain
a good farm on liberal credit, with sufficient means to secure
the payment of one third ol the purchase money. Letters
(post paid) promptly attended to.

JOHN C. NASH.
Rochester, N. Y. Oct IS, 1S38.

BOXE niAMRE.
The subscriber desires to itiforni his friends and the public

that he has lieen in the Hone Inisincss more than len vears,
and has spent much lime and money to ascertain how bones
may be converted to the best use, and is fully satisfied that
they form the most powerful stjmulant that can be applied to

the earth as a manure. He offers for sale ground bone at a
low price, and is ready to receive orders to any amoimt, which
will be promptly attended to

Orders may be left at my manufactory, near Tremnnt road,

in Koxbury, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store, No 51; North .Market .Street, Hnslon.

Sept. 20. NA HUM WARD.

FRUIT \-yii OHNAMEXTAL TREES
The subscribers will lie happy to receive orders for PruiV\

and Oniameidal 'Jrfes, 67(n(bs, &c. We shall be enabled 10

furnish at Nursery Prices, and at short notice. Trees and
Shrubs of every description, and hope to give satisfaction to

all who may be disposed to favor us with their orders.

Oct. 22. JOSEPH 15KECIC & CO.

THE NE^V 1-flGl.AXO FAIJMER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay wilhtD

sixty days from the lime of" subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 50 cents.

TUTTIE, DENI*ETT A:»D CHISHOLM, PRIKTEBS,

15 SCHOOL STREKT-. l;OST»^
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AGRICULTURAL

WORCESTER SOCIETY.
EXTRACTS FROM REPORTS.

Tlie committee on " all other manufactures than
hose of leather and of wool, or of which wool is

component part"—Report,

That the number of articles submitted to their

xamination, as exhibited for premiums, or for the

urpose of increasing- the interest of our Fair, is

luch smaller than has been usual in past years,

ut they are not aware that the ingenuity and skill

lanifested in the manufacture, or the excellence

r the material used, is less than heretofore. The
iriety, in proportion to the number of articles, can
irdly, at any time, have been exceeded. The
)mmittee were called to estimate the worth and
;auty of many articles, better fitted for fairy fin-

;rs than theirs. There were coverlets, of such
armth and excellence, that even single blessed-

^ss might be comfortable under them ; tiny socks,

ft and warm, which fairy feet might wear when
ncing under the cold moon of our frosty nights

;

which, should the fairies not claim them, mio-ht

worn by tliose odd things call "sweet pledges,"

10 do not honestly belong to single blessedness
;

ere were hats of palm leaf and of silk, and bon-
is of grass and of straw, for the liead, a silk

;e veil, and wrought collars for the face and neck
beauty ; stockings and socks of cotton and linen,

• tlie nether limbs of those whom they might fit,

hough the shape of some of them was such that

is doubtful whether any one will confess their

aess
; there were crickets for weary feet, a screen

save the fair complexion from a fiery flush— pio-

•es of flowers—of little love birds and their nests

of little dogs looking wondrous sleepy or wise of
ughty boys robbing birds' nests—and of a forlorn

)rtal, mourning over all. There were wires to

ike cards, cards to curry cattle, beautiful and in-

nious implements of husbandry, and (though no
lecklace for a sow,") gilded hames that dumb
asts, as well as men, may be proud of as a collar,

le committee gazed, admired, wondered deci-
id, and directed such an account to be given of
l.tters as now follows.

Seven woven coverlets were offered, but as some
them were partly of wool, it was apprehended
;re might be a conlUct of jurisdiction between
i two committees on manufactures ; happily,
wever, the peace principle prevailed, and the
ler committee magnanimously relinquished their
.im. A cotton counterpane, or Marseilles quilt,

s decidedly the best, equalling the best imported,
id the committee award for it the premium of $5,
iMiss Sarah K. Shepherd, of Worcester.
Only two bonnets were offered—the one made

i Mrs Sally Leland, of Grafton, " from grass
jthered around the dwelling house," was a beau-
:il article, of which any lady might, as reason-
ly, be proud to be the maker, or the wearer, as
any bonnet whatever. The premium of $5 is

: arded to Mrs Leland.

A black lace veil of fine silk, wrought with much
taste by Mrs Roxanna Stone, of East Brookfield,

they thought deserving a gratuity of S'2.

A Highland plaid woollen shawl, made by Jliss

Ruth B. Wheeler, of Lancaster, and another by
Miss Lydia W. Estabrook, of Princeton, were each
deemed worthy of- a gratuity of $1.

Very excellent wire, Nos. 30, 31, 32, and 33,
from the manufactory of Ichabod Washburn, of
Worcester, was noticed with praise, as were copper
wire cards, bearing the stamp of " C. O. Read,
Worcester"—and iron wire cards bearing the stamp
of "No. 10, Whittemore's Patent, I. Washburn."
A barouche made by Albert Tolman, with a

harness by William Leggate, both of Worcester,
were examined and admired as excellent specimens
of mechanical skill in that branch of business.

A corn planter and seed sower, by S. Wood, if

not too complicated, will allow farmers to take
rides for pleasure while jdant ng their fields. It is

certainly an ingenious article.

Boynton's straw cutter, exhibited by Alvin Allen,
of Worcester, is said to be the best article of the
kind now known, and the committee thought it

might be so.

A cheese press, by which cheese is so cruelly

treated, as to be made to squeeze itself, was also

exhibited—the inventor or exhibitor was not known
to the committee.

Messrs. Ruggles, Nurse & Mason, deserve the
thanks of the society, for the exhibition of several

machines calculated to save the labor and more
perfectly perform the work of the farmer and the

gardener. They exhibited " a vegetable cutter,"

to prepare food for cattle, by t'le labor of one man,
at the rate of a bushel per minute, price $10—"A
seed sower," or " drill barrow," for the field, and
another for the garden, each of undoubted excel-

lence, price of the one -915, of the other §3 50
A grindstone turned by treadle and crank, with
anti-friction rollers—and a Nourse's plough, some-
n hat improved, and very perfectly made. Each
of these machines and implements deserves the

particular examination of every cultivator of the

soil. By order of the Committee,

A. D. FOSTER.
Worcester, Oct. 10, 1838.

The committee on Fat Cattle and Milch Cows
regret that they cannot speak of the stock submit-
ted to their examination, with that exultation and
liberal praise which other parts of the large and
interesting exhibition of this day will excite in

other committees. It is too obvious that the fat

oxen now adjudged to be entitled to premiums, as

the best, would be unsuccessful competitors with
the fat cattle of former years. The causes of this

comparative inferiority are the deficient supply of
beef, which has hurried into our meat market, at

uniform high prices, everything that "hath horns
and hoofs," and the shortness of the pastures, occa-
sioned by the drought of the last summer, and the
high price of corn and potatoes. I

As it is not a new predicament for Yankee far-'

mors to be obliged to do the best with the stock
which they have, the committee have had no trouble
in a-' judging the premiums among theiHiimals sub-
mitted to them, which were valuable, though not
such prodigies of fatness as we have seen.

It is stated that all the oxen oflfered for premi-
um were fed with grass and pumpkins, and had no
meal.

The committeS award _to Joshua Eveleth, of
Princeton, for his fat ox, 4 1-2 years old, weighino-
1711 lbs. the first premium of 6!20 00
To Timothy P. Moore, of Worcester, for his fat

ox, G years old, weighing 1790 lbs., the second pre-
"'•""' of .§15,00
To lienjamin N. Child, of Worcester, for his

fat ox, 7 years old, weighing 1890 lbs. the third
premium of slOOO
Mr Adam Harrington, of Shrewsbury, offered a

yoke of oxen 4 1-2 years old, weighing 1775 lbs.
and 1770 lbs. which deserve commendation for no-
ble size and beauty of form, but they lacked the
requisite of fatness.

Mr T. P. Moore, of Worcester, in addition to the
fat ox for which a premium is awarded, presented
three other fat oxen.

The committee viewed with much admiration,
a well formed and very fat cow, weighing 1560 lbs.

offered for exhibition by Mr Moses H. Felton, of
Barre.

There was no more»difficulty than in the celebrated
choice of Hobson, in selecting the Milch Cow
which should be distinguished by a premium, as
but one was offered with the requisite certificate of
merit. It is to be regretted that our farmers will
not take the trouble to prepare themselves for com-
petition in this most important department of the
show. And it may be observed that the attention
and labor of ascertaing the qualities of their cows
as to milk, will bring its own reward in the improve-
ment of their own stock, in addition to the good
resulting to the individuals and to the public at

these exhibitions. In many farm yards in the
county, cows might be discovered which give milk
that will make little or no butter, while the cows
are bought at as high prices and kept with the same
expense as the most profitable animal.

Our Commonwealth did itself honor in the exhi-

bition of six milch cows of fine figure and in ex-
cellent flesh, from the State Lunatic Hospital.
While the literature of the day and common obser-
vation prove that hunger, voluntary as well as

involuntary, will not only break down stone walls,

but commit many otljer excesses of word and deed,
the success of this noble institution demonstrates
that liberal feeding and every provision for content-

ment and satisfaction have wondrous power to give

quietness and steadiness of mind. And the lotund
forms and placid tempers of these stately animals
show, that though they confine themselves to vege-
table diet, they are no Grahamites in grazing, and
though they " wax fat" like Jeshurun of old, they
have no disposition to kick.

Respectfully submitted by order of the committee.

S. SALSBURY, Chairmmi.
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The committee on working oxen have very much of much consequence in manuring, liming, plaster-

to regret that tlierc was any misunderstanding in ing, and in sowing grain and grass seeds, and also

regard to tlie [irccise time when the drawing should in determining the amount of produce per acre, as

take place—tbey stood some time at their posts
| v,-ell as enabling a farmer to judge correctly of the

anxious for the trial of strength and docility of

that noble animal, the ox, and with patience wait-

ing the tenderness of his driver, when they were

informed " the time had not come," and they like

some other tribes were soon dispersed. On their

return they were at once struck by the appearance

of a wondrous concourse of people :

" Andjfow ev'ry Yank.'O full of ni.^ltlf

Swarm forth lik'c bees at sound of keltic

Nut Riiiiie, wlien Tarqnin rap't Lucretia

;5:iw wilder mustering of militia
"

The commitlce without further preface, would

ask leave to report their award of the society's
\

premiums as follows, namely : »

To Leonard Wbeelock of Grafton, for llio best

pair of working oxen, the first premium of .f 12,0'l

To Isaac Hathaway of Sutton, tlie 'Id premium

of $10,00

To John Newton of MiHlHiry, tlie 3d premium

of * VSfiO

To Stephen Marsh, Jr., of Sutton, 4th premium

of •*5,C0

The committee regret tlieir inability to bestow

premiums to other individuals who oifered and tried

beautiful oxen—they were cattle that will do honrr

to any farm, town, or county. But while speaking

in high commendation of the oxen, they hope to

give no offence to tbeir owners, if in the language

of the Orator of the day, they say that " whipping

is a gratuity," and if it is " received in humility,"

it is oftentimes misplaced.

A pair of oxen presented for exhibition by Henry
Putnam acquitted themselves handsomely, as also

did a fine pair which are under the care of Dr
Woodward of the State Lunatic Hospital. The
committee were much gratified with the appearance

of a team of five yokes of young cattle belonging

to Reuben Wbeelock of Sutton—they were well

matched for size and color, and under perfect com-

mand, and they recommend to him a gratuity of ten

dollars.

The chairman, on his own responsibility, will

say that the committee were able lo dec-ide all

questions of right without appealing to tlie chair.

All which is humbly submitted.

THOMAS W. WARD, Chairman.

amount of labor bestowed on a given space of

ground. All of these matters are too oft"n t^uessed

at, and sometimes the guessing is so coarse as to

lead botli the proprietor and his friends into great

errors of judgment. Fields being of equal dimen-

sions, require the same uiii'uint of labor each year,

in tilling them, produce as near as human means

can tifect it, the same amount of products, and

give the ability to distribute the manure with an

equal hand over the whole firm.

Although many farms are beautifully laid off

into fields so as to attain the objects above stated

in an admirable manner; yet theie are many oth-

ers, so cut up as not to inilicate much intelligent

design in its accomplishment, eitiier in respect to

convenience, or the due apportionment of the re-

spective inclosures. Where this is the case a sys-

tem should at once be adopted, the tendency of

which would be in a few years to regulate and cor-

rect it. There is something so incongruous in one

year cultivating a large field and the next a small

one, that it cannot be duly appreciated, except by

clay. Three years since I had several apple tree^

grafted, using the composition; the gral'ls did wen

for one season, since which almost every stock li-.^ ^

died, at least that portion which came in cont: el

with the composition—neither is mine a politary

instance ; I have known whole orchards injured or

pitliack a year or two by the use of the above

composition. X.

GRASS AND GRASS SEED.

A firmer never thrives unless he raises abundant

crops of grass ; for grass and hay feed stock, andl

stock makes manure, and with plenty of manure,

grain and every other agricultural product is easily

brought into existence, but without manure, which

is the food of all idants, farming would soon come

to a full stop ; as well might we expect a mill to

grind without water, or a watch to keep time with-

,

out a mainspring, as for grass and grain to grow

and thrive without being furnished with food. (

have never yet known a prime good farmer that did

not pay especial attention to raising the greatest

possible quantity of grass, and I have never known

one that did so, but what was more than amply re-

munerated for his expense and trouble. It is pain-

, , J . •
, r- •. f I

fill to see within twenty miles of Philadelphia,
one who has made trial of it; for one season your '"' '"

, ./, •... i" "
,

'
'

, ,. \ ;. Tnd an or wood grass still maintaining its original

(From the Farmer Caliiiiel.)

SUBDIVIDING A FARM PROPERLY, &t.

It a matter of no small importance, and it re-

quires much skill and judgment to lay oif a farm

properly into fields and inclosures so as lo realize

the greatest possible advantage by it, in regard to

convenient access, equal size of inclosures, and

convenience in watering of stock. The saving of

fencing is also a matter of considerable conse-

quence, both as it regards the expense in the first

instance, as well as that occasioned by subsequent

repairs.

Fields for cultivation sliould be rectangular, and

the nearer they approach to a square, the less fence

they require. The inclosuri^s intended for a regu-

lar rotation of crops should be as near the same

size as practicable, and the number of acres in

each field should be accurately ascertained, and a

register kept of it. The importance ot having the

fields to contain each a known number of acres, is

force is not adequate to your work, and the next it

IS superior to it. It is continual up and down hill

work, and the larger fields suffer for want of an

adequate supply of manure, and sometimes from

insufficient culture.

Thorough culture always ranks first in agricul-

ture ; manure next, and then follows good cro]is

and prosperity, which maketh the heart of the far-

mer glad, and stimulates him £o renewed exertions

in promoting the fertility of the soil, and by that

means increasing the sum total of animal existence

and enjoyment.

When fields arc elevated above neighbors'

grounds, heavy rains carry the finest, richest par-

ticles of the soil on to them, hut this kind of tres-

pass has not often been found to destroy good

neighborhood ; if it should unfortunately do so, a

small gutter made near the line fence or a ihvf

stones judiciiiiisly arranged under, near, or against

it, will generally correct the evil, and no doubt pro-

mote the interest of the more elevated farmer, by

ki^eping within his own enclosures the food which

his own crops may be the more luxuriant for parta-

king"'>f Those who have had the benefits of the

wasf!iiies of their neighbors' fields, can form some

estimate of its importance, for

" What is one friend's loss is another's gain."

Agricola.

For ihe New England Farmer.

WASH NOT TO BE USED FOR PEAR
THEES.

In conversation, a few days since, with one of

the most intelligent farmers in the Commonwealth,

in speaking of the use of potash and water as a
j
^^^f

wasii for apple trees, he cautioned me against the

using that wash for pear trees

;

—for the want of

this information, I have lost within the last few

years, several valuable pear trees, and was not

aware till now of the cause. Hoping that others

may profit by the above hint, I have communicated

it f ,r your paper.

position in some fields and meadows, when lime

that can be so easily procured would soon destroy

it and supply its place with something alike cred-

itable and profitable to the cultivaior of the soil.

Grass seed should always be sowed evenly and in

quantities to coat the surface with a sufficient num-

ber of plants to exclude weeds ; there should be no

room left for unbidden guests to seat themselves.

Red clover, which should always be one of the

Brasses sown, on account of its large prodncti tap-

root, and the fine condition in which it leaves the

soil, weighs from 60 to 64 lbs. a bushel, and a bushel

will sow from six to eight acres. The seed of

timothy being small, one peck to the acre is suffi-

cient. Orchard grass seed being chafiy and liglit,

should be applied at the rate of from one to two

bushels per acre, and herds grass or red top as it is

sometimes called, one bushel to the acre. There

should always be at least two, if not three of these

kinds of seed sown together to insure a good crop,

so that if one partially fails, the others may furnish

a supply of plants. The loss or failure of a crop

of grass is too serious an affair to run any risk

about that can possibly be avoided ; therefore sow

plenty of difterent kinds on the same ground, and

if you don't raise your own seed, be careful of

whom you buy, lest you get an impure or damaged

article, for

Cheap seed is always dearest in the end.

Agricola.

N. B. Orchard grass is said to have stood the

late severe drought the best, and timothy to have

suffered the most by it of any of the artificial

grasses ; but it is perliaps yet too early to form a

decisive opinion on this subject.

—

Farmer's Cab-

Ornamental Trees.—The time is at hand

when those who are desirous of transplanting orna-

mental trees bIiouUI be up and doing. We rejoice

','iat the public taste in relatiiui to this matter has

undergone a great improvement within a few years,

One word on tlie use of the grafting composition and that shady forest trees are now consideied a

(coiuposed of wax, rosin and tallow,) instead of I useful and ornamental addition to a beautiful vil-
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lage. We copy the following hints in relation to

transplanting trees from one of our exchange pa-

pers :

" Be careful not to transplant before the leaver

have fallen—as soon after as yon please.

'i'he trees should be taken from open ground. If

tal;en from the dense forest, they will not bear the

exposure.

Select trees of second growth ; they liave bet-

tei tops and better roots tlian the first. Transplant

tlio tree entire. The leaves are the lungs of

the tree, and affect its growth as much as the roots.

Tlic freq'.ient practice of lopping off the top is very

bad.

Be sure and get all the roots. Remember the

small fibres are what absorb nourisliment for the

tree. Strip off tiiese, and tlie main body of the

tree becoines only a contrivance to hold the tree

up. Do not expose the roots to sun and air longer

than absolutely necessary. Let them carry witli

them as much of the old soil as they can liold

on to.

In setting out the trees, be careful to make the

hole so large that the roots shall not be coiled
;

neither let them be crowded together, for then ibey

will decay.

Throw upon the roots at first fine strong mould,

never any manure ; then throw on water, and shake

the tree till the mud has filled up all the interstices

between tlie roots. After the ground is somewhat

dry, fill up the hole and tread down the earth.

Never leave a tree so that water can stand over its

roots."

—

tVorcesttr Spy.

or three hours. If there is too much salt or salt-

petre adhering to the surface of the hams, the wa-

ter will take it off. The smoke siioulJ be made of

clean gn'en hickory. A fire should bo built only

in dry woatlier And when the meat has acquired

a yellow tinge, not red or block, they are removed,

and hung up in a dark place wliore they are not

listurbcd i>v lU''S or vermin.

DAVID COMFORT.

(Krom tlie Farmer's Caliinet.)

Receipt for Ccring Pork and Hams.—As

soon as the pork becomes cool I cut and sort it

taking great care to have the tubs perfectly sweet

and clean. In cutting, I take out all the spare

ribs, and make pickled pork of all the side between

the ham and the shoulders; cutting it into pieces

of suitable size for family use. I trim the hams

and shoulders well. I cover the bottom of the tub

•with rock salt, and then put in a layer of pork,

nicely packed, then cover this layer with salt, and

so on, until the tub is filled. I use rock salt and

very bountifully. In six or eight days make a

pickle of salt and cold water, as strong as possible,

and cover the pork previously salted with it. It

B'ill then keep for use for years if your choose.

In pieparing the Irams and shoulders, I weigh

several, to come at the probable weight of the

V. hole. They are packed with care, in suitable

tubs. My process is to sprinkle some coarse salt

at the bottom ; then pack in the hams and shoul-

ders firmly, side by side, being careful not to put

the back of one fiat on the top of another. The

sp.'icrs are fil ed up with chines, bocks and jowls.

To about every 3U0 weight of meat I take thirty

pounds of rock salt, one pound of saltpetre, and

fourteen lbs. brown sugar, or half a gallon of good

molasses (generally the latter.) Take as much

pure water as will cover the meat, put in a clean

vessel, add the above articles, boil it, removing the

scum as it rises, and when no more rises set it to

cool, after which pour it on the moat until it is cov-

ered 3 or 4 inches.

If the hams are small, weighing from 12 to 15

pounds, let them remain in pickle five weeks—if

from 15 to 35, six weeks—if from 25 to 45, seven

weeks. When you remove them for the purpose

of Bmoking, put them in clean cold water for two

(l^ov ihc .\i:w EnglomI Fanner.)

ROHAN POTATO.
Ml .losiPH Brf.ck,—

Dear Sir—Asrreoably to your request, I give

you the result of my observation and experience in

regard to the Rohan potato, which I have grown

for three years. For the table 1 consider it only

second rate, compared with the Chenango; in all

other respects I think that it is destined to hold a

very conspicuous rank, and consequently to be ex-
j

tensively cultivated.

I am not aware that for productiveness it has any

competitor. In the year 18.3() I had four potatoes

sent me from France. The product from these the

present year was nineteen bushels ; the largest

weighed a pound a,nd a half; they were grown in

a field with other varieties, and no extraordinary

pains bestowed upon tliem, either in relation to the

culture or the quantity or quality of the manure.

Coarse stable manure was used, a fork full to each

hill. The land was of middling good quality, a

part of it quite dry, and the crops suffered severely

from the long drought. They should be planted

early, by the Ist of May; if not convenient to

plant by that time, I should recommend burying

them in a warm place to accelerate their sprouting,

which ivas the course I pursued the present year;

or if they could be put into a hot-bed and sprouted

it would probably be a better way ; they should,

however, be jdantod out befnre the sprouts beconie

so lonsr as to be in danger of breaking- off in re-

moving them. I have not cut them for planting

excepting the first year. In 1837 in consequence

of illness I did not have an opportunity of giving

them a fair trial, not being able to give my personal

attention to them. They were planted in rows

Remarks.—In addition to what Mr Richards

has stated respecting;- the Roh-in potato we would

state our experience and lay before our readers the

result of our own experiment this year. From the

i^tatements made by a number of individuals, who

had a few pounds of us in the spring, we were in

hopes to have given a more flattering account of

this potato than we are enabled to do. The pro-

duce has not been lio great as we expected ; but in

comparison with otiier varieties it has done vieW.

The St Helena and other varieties planted, have

not paid the expense of digging, and with the same

cultivation which was bestowed upon the Rohan.

We are of opinion that we did not get two bushels

for one planted. We jdanted 59 lbs. of the Rohan

potatoes in hills, four feet by three apart, and ma-

nured with good coarse manure. The potatoes

were cut in small pieces of two' or three eyes each

and three pieces planted in a hill. No extra pains

were t'kcn with them. The produce was 790 lbs.

Considering the comiilete failure of every other

variety of potato on the place, we think the result

upon the whole, a good one, although we fondly

anticipated a crop of 40 or 50 bushels. We have

had them cooked in a variety of ways ; we cannot

say they were very fine ; as good, perhaps, as any

other sort of om- own raising this year; but then

It should be known that we have not had even a

St Helena or asif other potato that was fit for the

table, the produce of our farm, the present season.

We believe it will prove a valuable potato for stock,

but not for the table. J. B.

GREAT GOOSEBERRIES.

We copy the following notices of great goose-

berries from that amusing and instructive work,

" The Doctor," volume fifth, or the last that has

been published

:

" Lancashire is the county in which the goose-

berry has been the most cultivated; there is a

gooseberry book annu.illy printed at Manchester;

and the Manchester newspapers in recording the

death of a person, and saying that he bore a severe

illness with Christian fortitude and resignation, and

that he was much esteemed among the class of

irooseberry growers. A harmless class they must

__ ^ ^
needs be deemed; but, even in growing goose-

and dropped three or four inches apart in the row
|

berries emulation may be carried too far. The

on the north side of a high fence without any ma- Royal Sovereign grown in 1794, by George Cook

niire excepting some ditch mud. The product was I of Ashton, weighed 17 pennyweights 18 grains.

only a bushel and a half, and none of them grew

very largo. I think it would be better to cut the

large ones especially till they become more plenty.

I have no doubt I should have raised a number of

bushels more had I adopted that method, notwith-

standing, from the causes above mentioned, die last

years produce was small.

It is said, and I believe with truth, that the large

ones are never hallow, whereas the large potatoes

of other varieties are.

They are harvested with great facility, one man

dug 12 bushels in 4 1-2 hours ; the proportion of

small ones was less than one bushel in nine, and

they would hardly have been considered snialL the

present year for any other variety.

t will mention only one more good quality wliich

entitles it to consideration, viz., its being very solid,

more so, I think, Uran any other variety which at-

tains so large size that I am acquainted with.

Respectfully yours,

E. JVI. RICHARDS.
Dedham, .Yov. 8, 1838.

and was thought a royal gooseberry at that day.

But, the growth of gooseberries has kept pace with

the march of intellect. In 1830 the largest goose-

berry was shown at Stockport. It weighed 32

pe'nnyweights, 13 grains, and was named the Teazer.

Thre largest red one was the Roaring Lion, or 31

penn'yweiglits, 13 grains, and was shown at Nant-

wich. They have been grown as large as pigeon's

eggs. iSut tlie fruit is not improved by the forced

cufture that increases its size. The gooseberry

STowers, who show for the annual jirizes offered,

Thin the fruit so as to have but two or three berries

on a br.inch; even then the prizes are not always

gained by fiir dealing ; they contrive to support a

small cup of water under each of these, so that

the fruit for .some weeks rests in water that covers

about a fourth part, a process they call sucking the

gooseberry."

The food of plants is neither more nor less

than the principle of which they themselves are

composed.
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THE GRAIN WORM.
We n-ive il up. Desirous a.s wo have bei^n to

believe, or riither to liopo, that the grain worm

ceased to injure the berry of the wheat as soon as

it became Irird, and that consequently, the idea of

its eatinu after the grain was harvested was erro-

neous, facts have convinced us that the worm does

not cease to feed on the kernel until its transform-

ation or its death. Some of these facts and our

experiments we shall mention here. V\ e have be-

fore alluded to confining some worms with wheat

in a glass vial. They were so confined a month,

when the wheat was examined and some of the

kernels had been plainly eaten, but most of the

worms were dead. The vial with its contents was

again put away for fifteen days, and then examined.

The worms were dead, but tliat tliny feed to tlie

last is evident from the kernels now lying before

us, some of them nearly half devoured, while oth-

ers have been but just commenced upon. Every

kernel was selected singly and perfectly sound, for

the experiment. The fact therefore is undeniable,

that the worm does feed on the ripened berry. NVe

have also since harvest selected ears of wheat in

the field, containing the worm, and which bore evi-

dent traces of having the kernels fed upon since

maturing ; and ears taken from the mow, contain-

ing worms, have not unfrequently kernels exhibiting

the same appearance. Some of these worms we

enclosed in a vial of flour. Afler being in it a

month, the contents were examined, and every one

was found dead ; a conclusive proof that they are

different from the weevil or the common flour worm,

with which some have conf mnded them.

We have this summer been making some obser-

vations on the fly that produces the worm, and its

method of operating ; but fortunately for us, our

opportunities for noticing the fly were not as favor-

able as last year, as they were much fewer in num-

ber on the wheat. After nmch attention to the

matter, we are inclined to the opinion that there

are at least two varieties of the fly that infest wheat,

both belonging to the genus Ceeidomi]i(i of Leter-

eille, the lipulaof Linnseus. This is not improba-

ble, when it is recollected there are a great number

of known species of this insect; upwards of thirty

having been found in England alone. One of these

species, a reddish or changeable green fly, we have

detected depositing its young on wheat, and on

some kinds of ripe berries, as' the common black-

berry. It is furnished with an ovipositor that folds

under its belly ; and is used I'or penetrating beneath

the chaft' of the wheat. The o'.her would seem

from description to be the Cecidomyin palustris of

Wilson, its %vhite halteres, and Jlesh-red abdqmeu

with a retractile ovipositor, corresponding exactly

with his delineation. This we think is the com-

mon insect, the parent of the worm most commonly

found in wheat, barley or oats, (we have seen the

fly in all) and which is so destructive at the pre-

sent time. The appearance of the worms them-

selves would indicate a parentage not in all cases

the same, and we have observed that part of them

attach themselves to any object with which they

come in contact, and if disturbed secure themselves

from falling by a thread, like the worms found in

clover heads sometimes, which indeed this kind of

the worms very much resemble.

Some difference of opinion exists among obser-

vers, whether the product of the fly is oviparous or

viviparous ; whether an e^g is deposited which

produces the worm, or whether the worm, already

vivified in the body of the parent, is placed on the

kernel. As examples of young produced in both
|

these ways, we may refer to the Genus Musci of'

Liim. of which, one species, the Musca vomitoria,

or green fly, deposlfs an egg, from which the mag-
got is produced, while the .Wiisca carnnn'a deposites

its living larva?, (the young having been hatched

in the body of the mother) on any place deemed
suitable for their residence. In the first case the

egg, after thS escape of the larvae, always remains;

in the latter case none is ever seen. In repeated

examinations with an excellent microscope, we
have never been able to detect the least appearance

of a covering from which the larvse had escaped
;

and though cars of wheat have been examined on

which the fly was caught in the act of depositing

its egg or young, the product was always living,

and though exceedingly minute, able to move and

crawl. The legitimate inference, therefore, would

seein to be, that tlie worm is viviparous, or deposit-

ed in the living state by the parent. The fact is

of some importance in determining the best means

of effecling their destruction, as lime water or the

fumes of brimstone, while they would produce no

effect on an ejg, would be fatal to the young larvEe
;

and it was regretted that the question could be de-

termined no more satisfactorily.

Some observers of the habits of the wheat or

grain worm, have contended that the young larvse

did not penetrate the kernel of the grain, but pro-

duced the injury by pressure of the grain, and an

abstraction of the juices necessary to bring it to

perfection. The latter is the case, but the abstrac-

tion is clearly made by the perforation of the ker-

nels. In e.xamining infected ears of wheat, after

carefully removing the coverings of the berry, a

small ^vllitish spot may be seen on the grain. Sub-

mitting this to the microscope, it will be seen that

the whitish mass is the small particles of exi^viaa

thrown out around the insect, in the centre of which

a small opening may be discovered most generally

occupied by the head of the larvse, which is thus

occupieii in feeding on the milk of the berry, and

deriving his subsistarice at the expense of the grain.

Those who have examined green peas, i^ien the

pod and pea was occupied by the larvae of the pea

bug, can have a good idea of the appearance of a

wheat kernel in the earliest stages of the attack of

the wheat worm. That the worm does from the

first penetrate the berry, and feed on its vital juices

cannot admit of a doubt

The propriety of threshing wheat as soon as

harvested, when infested by the worm, is obvious
;

since, as after the berry becomes hard, the worm is

at large in the chaff, and threshing and cleaning

frees the wheat or other grain from their presence

and their rapacity. Personal observation and in-

ijuiry in almost every county of the Western Dis-

trict of this state since the past harvest, has shown

us that the worm has spread over the whole of it

with the exception of a small part of the southern

tier of counties. There we were assured the worm

had not vet been seen, and the same exemption is

enjoyed in the northern counties of Pennsylvania

;

while the groat wheat growing counties of that

state, to the south, have this year been greatly in-

fested. That the grain worm is destined to over-

run the country seems clear; how seriously, or for

how long a time its presence is to be felt, time

alone can determine.

—

Genesee Farmer.

Thinking.—Those who don't think correctly

will not be likely to act well.

SOILING CATTLE.
The above is the term applied to tlie system of

feeding animals witli green feed during tlie sum-
mer ; the animals being kept in stable, and the

food cut and fed to them there, instead of allowino

them to gather it for themselves, in tlie field. V( i

Thaer, the great Prussian agriculturist, in relatiiiir

the exjierience of Baron Bulow on this subject,

lays down the following as incontrovertible facts :

" 1. A spot of ground, which when pastured,

would yield only suflicient food for one head, will

abundantly maintain four when left in the stable.

2. Soiling aftbrds at least double the quantity of

manure from the same number of cattle ; for the

best summer manure is produced in the stable, and

carried to the fields at the most proper periods of

its fermentation ; whereas when dropped on the

pasture or meadow, and exposed to the action ol

the air and sun, its power is nmch wasted. 3

Cows tliat are accustomed to soiling, will yielc

much more milk, when kept in this manner, ant

fattening cattle will increase much faster in weight

4. They are less subject to accidents and diseases

—they are protected from the flies that torment them

in the fields during the warm weather, and they dc

not suffer from the heat of summer."

Experiments in this country have been made
which in the main establish the above positions ol

Von Thaer. The only serious objection that we

have heard, is the labor required during the sunimei

season, when work is in great request in the field

and difficult to be procured at any price. Men can

however, be hired for this laoor if necessary, as

well as for any other; and the policy of doing so

rests on the mere question of profit and loss. If

as Sinclair states, 33 head of cattle were soiled or

17 1-2 acres from the 20th of May to the first o

October, when the same cattle would have requiree

at least 50 acres in pasture, it is clear that the uss

of the 33 acres saved by soiling, at the lowest rates

would have paid for far more extra labor than wouk
have been required independent of the superio

advantages of the system. One man would havf

taken care of the 33 head of cattle witliout diffi-

culty ; and the extra crops that might be grown oi

'

the 33 acres saved by the proce.ss, must be inferioi

indeed, not to compensate the labor of half a dozer

men for five months. The experience of the Hon
Josiah Quincy fully establishes these facts and in-j

ferences in regard to the benefit of soiling.

During the past years, as appears from a papei

in the N. E. Farmer, Mr Holt, a gentleman of East

Haddam in Connecticut, sensible of the advantages

of the soiling system, but experiencing some diffi-I

cnlty in finding a proper succession of food, espe-

cially the latter part of the season, followed the

example of a farmer near Now London in sowing

corn broad cast to be cut when wanted. The fol-

lowing he has given as the result of his experi-|

ment.

On the 1.5th of June, 183(i, about 1(1 square rode

of ground, which had been well manured, and well

ploughed, were sown broad cast with horse tooth

(gourd seed or southern corn) at the rate of four

bushels of seed to the acre. The seed was then

lightly ploughed in with a small horse plough, af-

'

ter which the ground was rolled and harrowed.

On the 10th of August following he began to cut

upon the green crop of corn stalks, on the above

described ground. The stalks which grew from

the 16 rods of ground, afforded forage for a horse

from the 19th of August to the 8th of October,
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.nd also tlio principal pari of the food of a cow

roin the 5th of September to the 8th of October
;

naking 50 days keepinij for tlie liorse and 33 for

he cow. On the 5th of September when this corn

vas 5 to 8 feet hig;h, biii had not eared or tasselled

lUt, the produce of one square rod was cut up, and

rhile green, it weiglied 375 lbs. This was at the

ate of 30 tons to the acre. This 375 lbs. was

Iried, and on the 27th of October weiglied 66 1-4

bs. wliich is at the rate of 13,800 lbs., or about 7

ons to the acre. The advantages of sowing the

lorse tooth corn, instead of some of the smaller

orts, are, the horse tooth being a taller kind, makes

. much greater amount of fodder. An acre of corn

owed tliis way on good ground, would probably

.fford green forage for 30 cows a moutli, or for 8

lorses for the same length of time.

Such is the substance of Mr Holt's paper, and it

eems to point out a mode in which Cobbett's pro-

3Ct of keeping a cow to an acre the year round,

an be realised. Perhaps there is no food more

Tateful or healthful to the ox, or the horse, than

iat of the leaves or stalks of corn, when secured

t the proper time, and in a careful manner. The
uantity of nutritive matter the stalks contain, even

nder the present injudicious mode of treating it,

I very great, and if cut and steamed as it should

e, would add most materially to the means of feed-

ig ; and every one who has travelled at the south

news the avidity with which the northern as well

3 tlie southern horse feeds on corn leaf fodder,

^'e would add here, that in our opinion, much of

le relief, not to say cure, experienced by horses

om the nortli subject to the heaves, when taken

> the south arises from substituting the clean

rateful corn leaf as food, in the room of the too

equently mouldy, and always dusty hay of the

orth. In a season of drouth like the past, an acre

• two of corn like Mr Holt's sown broad cast, and
' good growtli, would have been a most material

d in supplying tJie many half starved cattle and

>rses that were to be seen even in our fertile

?'estern New York with the most nourishing food
;

id if not wanted for that purpose in Uie summer,

J being cut and dried, would make a supply of

inter food far greater and more valuable than

juld be obtained in a dry state in any other way.

The system of soiling, it is evident, requires

ch lauds to grow the food ; and it is clear, there

no method so well calculated as this to keep

nds rich. We think it might be made a most

•ofitable part of our mode of farming on our rich

rain growing farms, by enabling us to keep great-

quantities of stock than we are now able to do

;

LUS securing at once, greater sources of comfort

id profit, and the most effectual means of retain-

g tlie fertility of our soiVi.

—

Genesee Farmer.

(From tie Farmer's Cabinet.)

THE STRAWBERRY AND GRAPE.

It is a matter of importance to farmers who at-

nd market regularly with butter, poultry, and other

eductions of their farms, to turn their attention

ore than most of them do, to raising fruit of the

ost valuable kinds for sale in the market, as well

i for home consumption. Attention to fruit trees,

rnishes an agreeable pastime to the younger

embers of the family, and produces home attach-

tnts which are important to be inculcated in youth

both sexes, and at the same time may become

source of considerable profit to an industriou.s, in-

lligent family. A good strawberry bed occupies

but little room, and requires but little time to keep
it in good and productive order, which the pleasure

derived from so agreeable and wholesome a fruit

would repay four fold—but if it should be extend
ed a little beyond the wants of the family circle,

and their friends, would become a source of co -

siderable income. I have seen a strawberry bed,

not half the size of a common kitchen garden,

which produced to its worthy owner more than five

hundred dollars a year clear profit ; a sum much
greater than is realized on an average from more
than half the farms in Pennsylvania, of 100 acres

and better.

The grape is also a fruit much sought after in

our markets, occupies hut little room, requires but
little labor, and meets with a ready sale at good
prices, and furnishes an agreeable, cooling, refresh-

ing relish in a family. The more delicate kinds of

foreign grapes are too uncertain to justify their cul-

tivation in our climate unless under peculiar circum-

stances ; but the Isabella and Catawba, and the

Elsenborouhg are all hardy, native grapes, and can
be raised with certainty of success in any part of
the country.

There are other valuable kinds of grapes that

stand our climate and do well, but those named are

readily procured, are well known, and the fruit

much esteemed. A gardener near the city, who
has been referred to in the last number of tlie Cab-
inet as eminently successful in the prosecution of

his profession, informed me that a few years since,

a friend gave liim a few of the Isabella vines,

which he planted on an arbor near his dwelling,

and that last season after giving away several hun-

dred weight to his friends and customers, and am-
ply supplying his family circle, he sold six hun-

dred and sixty pounds at ten cents per pound, pro-

ducing $06.

A worthy gentleman residing at Camden, New
Jersey, causes to be sent to the Philadelphia mar-

ket several thousand weight annually, of the Isa-

bella and Catawba grapes which are sold at from

10 to 12 cents per jiound. The Elsenborough

grape is small, but it is perhaps the best native

grape we have ; vast quantities of them are raised

by the gardeners and private citizens of the ancient

and honorable city of Burlitigton, and the exhibi-

tions of the Horticultural Society annually display

quantities of the finest specimens of this most de-

licious and valuable native fruit.

I bring into view the strawberry and grape only,

each of which is raised with less expense and

trouble than the potato, and is much more profitable

to the producer ; but there are many other descrip-

tions of fruit equally worthy the attention the at-

tention of farmers and perhaps equally profitable

;

the raising of which is shamefully neglected, but

which is sincerely hoped will soon claim tlie atten-

tion of all worthy cultivators of the soil, for the

profit to be derived from it, for the purpose of cul-

tivating habits of industry and home pleasures as

well as the public good.

" They shall plant vineyards, and eat the fruit of

them." West.

and this whim has no doubt discouraged many from
attempting the cultivation of this valuable root, in

other sections of the country, equally favorable to

its growth. It is true the soil of Wethersfield is

a rich gravelly and sandy loam, well adapted to

horticultural purposes; but the success of its in-

habitants in the culture of onions, is attributable

in a much greater degree, to a particular virtue in

the fingers of its females, than any peculiar proper-

ties in its soil.

The business of raising onions in Wethersfield,

is reduced to a perfect system. The following is

the method of cultivation. Early in the spring the

land is manured by ploughing in fine manue from

the stable or barn-yard, in the proportion of about

ten loads to the acre. That of neat cattle is pre-

ferred, as that of horses is considered of too heat-

ing a nature. After the manure is ploughed in,

the land is well harrowed and laid out into beds

five feet wide. The beds arc laid out by turning

a furrow towards them each way. This raises the

beds above the aisles and gives an opportunity for

the water to run off should there be occasion for it.

They are then raked with an iron-tooth, or common
hay-rake, and the aisles suffered to remain as left

by the plough. Thus prepared, the beds are ready

to receive the seeds.

As early as the season will admit, the seed is

sown in the fbjlowing manner. A rake, with teeth

a foot apart, is drawn crosswise of the beds, for the

purpose of making drills for the reception of the

seed. The seed is then sowed in the drill, with

the thumb and fingers, and covered with the hand,

from ten to twelve pounds of seed is put upon an

acre. After the plants come up they are kept free

of weeds, which generally require four weedings.

A hoe of a suitable width to pass between the rows,

is used in weeding, which saves much labor. When
ripe they are pulled and the tops cut off with a

knife. A sufficient length of top is left to tie

them to the straw in roping. They are then roped,

or bunched in ropes or bunches of 3 1-2 pounds,

as required by the law of the state. An ordinary

crop is from 6000 to 8000 ropes to the acre. The
quantity annually raised in the town, is estimated

from 1,0C0,000 to 1,500,000 ropes, which are sold

at an average price of $2 a hundred, amounting to

from ,ifi20,000 to $30,000.

MoS', of the labor in raising onions in Wethers-

field, is performed by females. The cultivation of

an acre requires from fifty to sixty days' labor of a

female, whose wages, including board, is about

fortytwo cents a day. Though many of the young

ladies of Wethersfield spend a portion of their

time in onion gardens
;

yet in personal beauty,

education and politeness, they are not excelled by

females of far less industrious habits.— Connecticut

paper.

CULTURE OF ONIONS.

The town of Wethersfield (Con.) has long been

famous for the large quantities of onions which are

annually raised and exported to the West Indies

and the southern states. It has been superstitious-

ly supposed there is something in the soil of Weth-

ersfield peculiarly adapted to the culture of onions
;

Top Dressing.—Nature always manures tlie soil

by the top dressings, the rains carrying down the

decomposed solution to the roots of plants; can

man do better than to imitate and assist in her op-

erations for his benefit ?

—

Farmer's Cabinet.

Fatnily conversation.—Sensible, judicious con-

versation in the family circle, exercises an impor-

tant and salutary influence in forming the minds,

and regulating the opinions of children and young

people, and should be resorted to as the most effi-

cient means of regulating their future movements

in life.

—

lb.
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AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND PRExMIUMS.

No. V.

Wc liiive spoken of tlie conditions, wliicli in our opin-

ion, sjiouia lie prescribed in regard to a dairy or a sliccp

farm. Anotli<!r diss of farms embraces particulary llio

raising of stock. In some parts of the slate, cold and

mountainous and wliolly inaccessible to the" plough, this

or the raisingof wool arc the only -.bjects to which the
|

farmer, with any hope of advantage can direct his atten-

tion. The towns of Mount Washington at the south

western extremity of the state, and of Florida, Clarks-

burg, Monroe and otheis at the north-western part, are of

this" description, and olheis differently situated would

come under the same description. I'erhaps it ia seldom

to be expected that farmers placed in these inhospitable

locations would become competitors for t .e premiums of

the *ciciies, yet they should have the opportunity, if they

desired to avail themselven of it ; and farmers placed in

more favorable situations, who by pursuing the same sys-

tem of husbandry succeeed in obtaining them, by giving

a full and detailed account of their success and impiovo-

ments, would confer the highest advantage upon these

mountain slock raisers by showing them, where the best

stock IS raised, and how it may be obtained and improved,

and thus enabling them to make the best use of the re-

stricted means afl'orded by their situation.

It has been questioned by many persons, whether Mas-

sachusetts can ever be with advantage, or to any extent,

a stock-raising state. Compared with the Western States,

whose boundless prairies give them an unlimited range of

pastitrage, and compared with those parts of the country,

where the ground is not locked up for any length of time

by an inexoiabic frost, nor wrapped up for four and five

months in an unbroken covering ofsnow, her advantasres

soein very limited indeed. Yet in spite of all these

hardships and restrictions Massachusetts may laise t\v eiity,

wc are almest rcidy to say fifty times as much live slock,

we speak of neat cattle particularly, to advantage ; and,

at such prices as the farmers have had to pay the pre-ent

season, to a great profit. An increase of tlie supply

would of course reduce the price ; but by putting into

requisition all the means of sustaining stock, which our

farmers aft'oid, and many of which are neglected, and by

extending our moans by the cultivation of vegetable

crops, the increased amount of stock raised without a

proportionate increase of expense wou'.d aflbrd the far-

mer a bountiful return.

It must at the same time be remembered that little

attention has been paid among us to the improvement of

our breeds by judicious selection and crossing ; and that

the introduction or rearing, or improvement of a race

adapted to our particular means and situation, would-

prove a great benefit to the agricultural community.

Wc should deem a stock-raising farm an object worthy

of a specific premium of the Massachusetts Society or of

other societies in the stale. It is not easy to slate with

great precision the conditions on which such a premium

should be granted or claimed, but the claimant should be

leqnited to produce the evidence of judicious an<l suin-

cicntly long continued attempts at iin|vrovement and' their

successful results. The number of animals should be

prescribed ; their sex and a-e; whether bulls, cows, oxen,

steers, heifers or calves; the objects attempted to be ac-

complished, whether it be the raising of an improved

stock for labor, beef, or milk; the hislory of the animals

from whom the stoek is derived; the mode of raising the

calves ; the time when the heiferg come in ; and the best

time for the purjjose ascertained by observation and expe-

rience, as far as it can be determined ; the time and mode

of breaking and training animals to the yoke; the time

of coming to maturity for beef; the mode of feeding, if

fed in tl.e .stall ; the average cost ol'raising an animal,

giving fully the quantity of hay consumed in any. given i

time by an animal, and the kind and age of the animal ; !

the numbi^r of acres required for the pasturage of an an-

imal ; and the value of hay and of land used for pastu-

rage ; and the f.omparative value of the breed or kind of

animals thus raised in reference to other known breeds.

In the same class of preminms might be included like-

wise the stall-feeding of catllc for beef; the kind of ani-

mal ; the age; the mode of feeding; the hve weight

when put up; the gain per week, or month; the feed

consumed or required per day or week ; the mode of its

preparation ; experiments upon cooked or uncooked food ;

upon grain, or meal, or esculent vegetables ; the value of

an animal when put up to be fattened ; his value when

fattened ; and in tine a full and detailed history of the

whole matter of breeding, raising, and fattening stock.

Another important subject of premium should be a

tillage farm. This should cmbiace the whole subject of

cultivation; the nature of the soils; the manures used

and how apjdicd ; the crops raised ; the mode of plough-

in- ; the plough used; a comparison of fall and spring

ploughing; the time and manner of planting ;
quantity

and preparation of seed ; the after-cultivation ; the har-

vesting ; the mode of saving and using the stover, stalks,

or straw ; the getting out of the grain and its preparation

for market ; the .whole cost of the crop, and its market-

able value.

Let another subject of preminm be that of mixed hus-

bandry, whether on a large or small scale. This is the

kind of farming on which premiums are now oflered;

and the conditions prescribed by the society are already

so full and pertinent that it might be difficult to improve

the form of them.

Another class of premiums might include particularly

marke; farms; or farms cultivated so near to a quick

market that the produce is at once disposed of in the form

of milk, or vegetables, or fruits. These farms are numer-

ous and hi 'lily productive; and it would be interesting

and useful to the agricultural community to know their

management and modes of cultivation, especially in the

ftiYWardiiig of vegetables and the cultivation of the finer

•finds of fruits. It might be diliicult to obtain this infor-

mation, as few perhaps,would be found willing to go into

a full detail of their farming. To obviate this objection,

however, it should not perhaps be required of them to

"ive an account of their actual sales and expenditures;

but only of the amounts produced ;
and the yield per

acre ; with the mrides of manuring and culture.

We liave gone thus fully into this subject of premiums

cer:,dnly not with any view of dictating to the gentle-

men to whom it properly belongs to bestow these funds;

and whose honest and earnest desire to lender them most

useful and effectual, we properly appreciate ; but in the

hope that our suggestions, if they avail to no other ends,

may at least Ica-l to the inquiry, whether tl'.e modes of

their present appropriation are the most eligible, or olhers

may be discovered of greater efficiency and utility

\s there are few thin;;s which attract more attention

or are read with more interest by the agricultural com-

munitv than a full and detailed account of an enterpri-

sinn^ and intelligent farmer's own personal experience and

operations, so there is no f .rm in which valuable infor-

mation can be communicated so intelligibly, or more

usefullv. F.very encouragement should be given the far-

mers to come forward with these details. Small experi-

ments, tried by common farmers and within the means of

the most humble, may be equally decisive in respect

many important matters as experiments on the most e

tended scale ; and, as wc have often had occasion

remark, experiments, which fail, may as often be usefi

in determining what can or cannot be done as exper

inents which succeed. What is .mainly iinp')rtant ar

the trial, the operation, and the results, patiently, exactl;

fully, and intelligibly observed and recorded. H.

THE WEATIIKil.

Since the first part of October more rain lias fallen lb;

is perhaps remembered by any one, in the same Icng

of time On the ni-ht of the first of November we h

a light snow, which fell to the depth of two inches ; b

soon disappeared. On Sunday the 16th inst. a N
snow storm commenced in the afternoon ; and in ma

parts of the country eight inches, in soiue places a lii

of snow fell ; and from present appearances is dcslin

for aught we can see, to remain until next spring stretch

its gentle wand over the land and commands it to reti

On Saturday evening thc24th iii.<t. the wind blew stroi

ly from the North West; anri brought with it a terril

blast In several places iii the city the mercury in Fr

renheit stood at S' on Suinlay morning ; and on the M
Dam it fell to zero. We should not be surprised, if

the Green Mountains it took it into its head to sink s

lower than this. This is a hard pinch for so e:irly in I

season ; and what is to become of us if the gripe is i

soon relaxed, it is not easy to predict, unless it be to

still with the flies, until we are resuscitated with the

when the dog-days come on. That would be, howe\

rather a kuig nap ; and there is not the same cerlaintj

our waking up when they do. liut then h.iw much

should save and avoid by such a suspension ; cold fing.

frozen ears, and feet of ice ; the terrible operatioi

getiing out of bed when the mercury is at zero ; all p

lie and private quarrels and contentions ; the fifteen gal

jug war, the congressional squabbles and cxcitcmei

the partisan battles in and out cf Government; all th

logical disputes and fisticuffs; all the pain of tliink

and all the plague of writing ; the printer's ^fleil, 1

imp of a thousand terrors, would not even appear to

in our dieams; we should escape too the din and clar

of Mormon wars, and Canadian wars, and Texas rev

tions, and Abolition riots, and fierce eleciions. T
also think of the ecstacy of the return—to hear the n

of by-gone days and to find piles and piles of fresh ir

lioence, fresh at least to us, at which we might sit di

day after day, before and after breakfast, with no fet

the slock failing until, in this; Esquimaux climate,

must go into winter quarters again, and with only

peril of a surfeit. This too without any " detrimet

the republic," for humbling as the reflection may bi

our selfesteem, no man is of so much importance

that the world will go on just as well without as i

him. The tides will still ebb and flow ;
the moons

and wane ; the earth roll round in its diurnal and am

circles; and the glorious and mighty orb of day s,

daily his bri^'htening and vivifying face, unruliledby

terrestrial changes or commotions, and looking d'

upon busy, buslling, anxious, conceited men, proiidl

they tread liw earth and presumptuously and haugi

!Ui they lord it over each other, as more motes flultt

and tossing in his own glorious and quenchless beam

Tkuk Pleasure.—The pleasure resulting from ha

done something useful, is withtut alloy. Who has d

observed with satisfaction, the cheerful, pleasant coi •

nances of children, beaming with delight after hai|

executed some little duty, or vrork of utility.
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riiird

t;7 50

lualitv

$7 75.

«;.-> 50 a

MOSIIAT,

H(-|.i.rl.-il l"r clip ^»^v KnclTMil F

At Market 750 Heel Cnttle,

nd 1150 Sui.ie.

Ptucvs—Prif C««/c.— Firsi

econd qinlity, J-fi 75 a ^7 25

i6 00,

BarreUing r„tl!e.-Mesf, $C, 50 n $r. 75

,5 75 n ,f
n 00.

SioTea —Two YR.-ir Old, .^Jilfi n !?;27. Tliree Year Old,

^2W n $35.

S/,rrp.—We quote loia at $i 69, $1 8.<,p 12, .*2 33,

52 4a. ;f-2 C-2, $2 S8, nxu\ $? 25.

S,r-r,e.—" Dull ' and prices havfi declined, Ne'arly

PRKMirMS FOR BUTTF.R \XD CIIRESE.
Tlie Trustees of the Ma.ssachrisetls Society for promniin

A"ricuUurc, "ive noiice. lluii llii»v will iiwnrd ihcir premium!

200 Stores, 2S0O Sheep,
|
fop Butter anrl Cheese, to he exhihiied in Decemher next, al I

the Ccv/ral Hall, nrn- thf Quinai Mavkvi, in Boston, which

..- ro ds, ^^ ' I'as heen kindly granted to them, for tliiil purpose, hy Mr H I

Apples,

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

iNn. 1,

ill the lots to peddle wen- 5

)airows One lot siivill sll

etail 6 a 7 l-"2.

Error.—In our Inst we

Jeer Cattle should have bs

ire this week.

,t 5 for

115 1-2

R. Kencvll. The preiiiiunis arc as (nil

For the host lot, in tuhs, pots, or firkins, no! less th

3110 piiunds,

For the next hest, not less than 30n pounds.

For the hest. less than 300 pounds, and nut Ie,.s th

inn pounds,
For the hest lot of Cheese, not less than one yearn

and not less in quantity than 3no pn

For the hest lot of Cheese less than i

not less in quanlity than 300 pounds.

The claimant on the several premiums on Butler, must

Slate in writing, the foliowiim ]iariicularf. viz :— ihe numher

nf cows kept on his farm; his mode of keeping; the treat

IT^E ,
white, Foreicn,

Domeslit

I and

30 on

50 00

.?n 00

Beef,

Rr.Esv

s nod li for I
ment of the milk and cream helbre churntnsj; the mode of

churniu". winter and summer ; the measures .pdopted to ex-

press the halter milk; the quantity and sort ol salt employ

ed. whether sallpctrc, or any other suhsla

ind (i 1-3 Al
heen

Kr, „n„litv „f' used in the process; the hest lime for churnin?, and kcepin
nr^i quaiiiy 01

^^^.^^^^ .^ ||„, weather, and ihe hest mode of preservin

TllERMO.METRH^AL.
I'cp.irleil lor Hie .NVvv Enjliinrt Fainiei

Rans;eof the Thermometer at the Garden of tl

if the New England Farmer, Brisht.in, Mass.

Vorlherly exposure, week ending Novemler 25.

^ _
_ n

rtcd as high as they
I rndtlirongh tlie summer and winter, and in what vessels.

I The claimants for the several premiums on Cheese, must

_____^_____„ I stale the mode of makin? the same, and the followms; par-

ticulars, vii;:— Ihe ntimier of cows kept; whether the cheese

is made Irom the proceeds of one, two or more milkiiigs;

whether any addition is maile of cream; the qui^nlity and

sort of salt used and the quantity of rennet ; the mode of

pressure, and the treatment of the Cheese afterwards

,
(.American)

Checse, new milk.

Feathers, norlhern. ac
southern, ge

Fi.Ax, f,\merican)

Fish, Cod,
Fi.ovn, Cenesce, cash

Rallimor
Fallimoi
Alexand
Rye, .

\Teal, Indian, in hhls.

GaAiN : Corn, norllier

harrel

hushel

pound

TULIPS. RANUNCULUSES, PINKS ASiD VIOLAS.

S. WALKER, of Ro.rbury. offf IS for sale in beds, or in

such quantities as mnv suit purchasers, (rom 1 10 2600 bulbs

of chnicr Tulips- The bulbs were imported from Holland,

France and Englaml, to which yearly additions have and

will continue to" he made of the newest and choicest vari-

eties. Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tulips,

will do well to make a selection for themselves when the

imlbs are In bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will

conform to the quality of the flowers selected, biit in no case

will the charge exceed the lowest market prices, in the coun

try where the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than thi

ou«/i7i/can he imported.

Tulips in beds of from 30 to 100 rows, conta

•ilO to 7U0 bulbs, or hy the dozen, lOO or 1000.

Violz g-randiflora—Pansy, or Heartsease. Upwards of

2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and offered for sale,

when the Tulips are in hlnom.

i?ajii/nci(/iiscs— fine mixlnres. at from S2 to S.5 p"r 100.

l'inks—&ne named varieties, Ironi 2.3 cents to Si each.

For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JO-SEPH
BRECK & CO. eow

like

ng from

FARM FOR SALE.
A Farm situated in the southwesterly part of Townsend,

on the road leading from Townsend west village to Worces-

ter, baid farm contains 1 in acres of land divided into mow-
ing and pasturing, and a large share of wnod and limber; a

one story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, buttery, and

two bed rooms well finished
;
parlor papered ;

wood house ;

well, mider cover, forty feet ham, and shed, a large sheep

house, fifteen by thirtv feet, a large cooper shop, and another

small house well finished, on the lower floor; a good aque-

duct which comes into the barn yard, and a good orchard.

The subscriber will sell a part or all, and give possession

this fall or winter, or nest spring. Those who wish to buy,

will do well to call on the subscriber, who lives on the prem-

ises, and look for themselves. .-AS.i H. .AD,\MS.

Nov 29, 1638.

Iters in the several States are invited to compete for

these premiums, at the exhibilion in December.

Claims for the premiums must he made in writing, ad-

dressed to Benjajhn Gfii.D, Esij. Boston, post paid, on or

before the 1st of December nest ; and the parcels deposited

before Tuesday the 4ih, at the place above designated, on

which day, al 10 o'clock, before noon, the committee will pro

ceed to examine the lots ofTered for premium, and none will

he admitted after that hour.

The premiums will he awarded at the same place on

Wednesday the 5lh.

Each lot must he numbered but not marked, and any pub-

lic or known mark must be completely concealed.^ nor must

the competitors be present; in default of cither of these re-

quisitions, ihe claimant will not be entitled to premium
It is particularly recommended to the competitors, that the

Butler lie put up in the nicest manner.

There will be a public auction after the examination by

the Committee, and those who desire to sell, will have an

opportunity without any charge for auctioneer's fees, Imt the

government duty must be paid by the owners of the butter

and cheese. After the premium has heen awarded, all the

articles submitted must be taken care of by their respective

owners, the (Committee having no further control or respon-

sibility in regard to them. The (Committee will be at liber-

ty to withhold from the auction sale, any parcels either of

iiutler or cneese, which they may have reason to suppose,

from ihe onlinary quality of the same, or other circumstances,

may have been sent merely for sale.

DUTCH BULBS.

Just received from Rotterdam, our annual supply ofsplen-

did Dutch Bulbs, consisting of

Double Red, Yellow, Blue and White Hyacinths,

Single " "
' "

Single and Double Tulips,

Crown Imperials, Double and Single, of sorts,

Engli-h. Spanish and Persian Iris,

Polyanthus Narcissus, of sorts,

R.anunculus,
Anemones,
Friiillarias,

Crocus, of sorts.

JOSEPH BRE^'K & CO.
Boston, Oct. IC, 1S3S.

NOTICE.
A person now in the Nursery business, on a limitrd scale,

who nas peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed

hy any other individual in this country, wishes ti connect

himself with some person who can furnish a small capital

sufiicienl to make the business both pleasant and profitable.

Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.

Nov. 21, 1338.

ROHAN POT.VTOES.
Orders will be received for Rohan Potatoes by Joseph

Breck & Co or communication may be directed to John .K.

Thompso.-j, CatskiU, N. Y. who has them fur sale.

Boston, Nov. 7. 183S.

PE\R, PLl'M. ORAPE \1JJES, &C.

1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds
;

1000 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds and eslra

size—niany o*" them have borne the past season
;

500 (iuince Trees ;

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from C to 15 feet

high, most of thern have borne fruit—Black Hamburg, Sweet-

water, Pond's Seedling;
30.000 Giant Asparagus Roots ;

5000 Wilmol's Early Rhubarb or Pic Plant, lately intro-

duced-,;

MsQ—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &e of

ifferent kinds.

All orders left at this office, or with the subscriber at tJam-

bridge-port, will meet with immediate attention.

SAMUEL POND,
Nov. I. Camhridge-port, Mass-

hnrf.

Rye
Barlev,

Oats

uthe

vhite

irthern.

vello

I flat.

1 50
1 35

2 00
17 00
14 50

12 00
28

rthe (prime)

y, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs

Eastern screwed, .

Honey Comis, Northern,

Hops, 1st qiinlity

2d quality.

Larb, Boston, 1st sort, .

southern, 1st sort.

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,
do. c nntry do.

Baltimore city tannage,
do. dry bides, .

New York red, liffht,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort, ....
MACivEREt., No, I,

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs.

PoDK, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess

Seeds; Herd's Grass, ,

Red Top, southern,

northern,

Hemp, . ...
Flax,
Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover,

Soap, American, No, If .

No. 2,

Tallow, tried

Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or .Saxonv fleeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4 ths

lushel
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MISCELLANEOUS.

MYSTERfOUS RORRERY AND HAPPY
DISCOVERY.

As the season of Tliaiiksi;iviiij; and |iiiiii{<Uiii

pies is approaching, as will as thai season when
the icy hand of winter with iiicrclless jrrasp seizes

upon the scanty pillanee of the po"!-, a slif;hl

Bl<etcli illtistrative of the hest iiiiide of ninkinj;

even an ordinary hrcalifast a luxnrions repast, will

not he out of lime ; and if any are disposed to hi^

caption?, lei tlietn hy way of experiment nial<e a

trial, and if it does not residt to their saiisllietiun

we will hear the hiaiiie.

It was late on one of those liitter cold ni^jhts

wliicli are not nnfreiiMcnily felt in onr eliinite in

the dead of winter, when the full moon looks down
upon the crusted snow, sparkling; and creaking as

the sleighs glide along,—that one of onr mo.';t

benevolent and wealthy citizens was aroused from

liis slumhers hy a rap at his door. VVilhoiil dis-

turliing the family, the door was opened, and he

listened to the tale of a lialf starved foreigner,

whose wants were not ail his own, for tlie partner

of his joys and sorrows as well as their offspring,

for whom he had found some poor siieller, were
waiting liis return.

JNlorning catne, and the industrious servwit girl

was lip beiinies to spread the ample hreakiast

hoard. Priding herself in the success of lier

baking the previous day, as well as congratulating

lier.self on the ease with which she should live for

the several succeeding ones her hatch would last,

she opened the closet,—hut what was her surprise

when not a drop cake could be found! In vain

every place v/as searched— nor could the surprise

of her mistress and the searching of the family

make any discovery. Robbers had been there —
hut yet not a (h)or was found unbolted, or a win-
dow raised !

Fortunately, however, n brown loaf was found

in the oven—and the smoking cone rose like the

peak of Tenneriffe from the centre of the table

when the family gathered around it. It was, how-
ever, hy the robbing idea rendered quite is impal-

atable to most of those who surrounded it as the

peak itself; while the good man who hail heen

rather silent, never seemed to eat with a heiii.'r

relish.

Well, wife, 1 have not made a better meal these

throe months—I hardly knew before the goodness

of a brown loaf— it seems to me the travellers on
whom I bestoweil your drop cakes at midnight,

have leavened this loaf with a blessing.

The mystery of the lost Inead was now explain-

ed, and the loaf was at once found hy all around
the board to possess a peculi.-n- ri<-hiiess.

The discovery thus made has doubtless heen
practiced to a greater or less extent hy ihe dis-

coverer, ever since. As he h.ts not sought a pa-

tent for his discovery, no one need fear encroach-

ing upon his right, who is desirous of knowing
ihe flavor of the leaven of benevolence ; having the

free privilege of making a trial forlh with. This
leaven works admirably in the whiter 7no7iths.—
Portsmouth Journal.

"The Bigger the Fool the Better the
Ldck."—1 have seen men, mercy^by noise and
fluency lead the conversation in companies, where
there was taste, talent, and learning, though they

possessed neither of tlie three.

I have frequently seen men take their seats in

the Legislature, because tlicy begged suffrages and
gave away wliiskey, vhile those who disdained to

sloop to such measures, were left at home.

I have seen a brainless fop marry a fine girl,

and break her heart before the first year, thougli

her hand had been solicited in vain by the wise

and honorable.

I have seen stupid creatures, wlio scarcely knew
the tip of a tobacco hill from the bottom, plod on

and get rich, while men of real intellect and indus-

try, have lived in poverty.

" Gather up the Fragments that nothing be lost."

Preparation of Food.— It is not what goes
through an animal nourishes him, but what remains
in him. Therefore prepare tlie food for animals,

so that it will be thoroughly digested, tliat it may
become a component part of their bodies, and "not
be cast out into the draught."

Husband your mnnure.—It is the stuff out of
which grass and grain is made.

Economy.—The crumbs of manure should all be
carefully swept up for preservation and use. Many
littles make much, and much wants more. Enoun'h

is more than we have.

jVecessily of good example.—Children are prone
to follow the examnle, and to fall into the habits of
those they associate with ; hence the importance of
e,xcluding them from the society of the immoral,
the ignorant, the vulgar and the lazy

; for it is as

much a duty to protect them from moral as from
physical disease, and of the two, the former is most
to be dreaded.

—

Farmer's Cabinet.

Two country lawyers, overtaking a wagoner on
the road, and thinking to be witty upon him, asked
why his fore horse was so fat and the rest so lean ?

He knowing them, answered, " The fore horse is a

lawyer, and the others are his clients."

Tulips, Ranuiicullis
uationa, Picolce

es, Aiiricii

lid Gerani

H. GROOM, of Walworth, near London, Englan.l, l,y ap-
poinlmenl Florist to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, hcgs re-
spectfully 10 call the atleution ol his friends and the admir-
ers of flowers in America generally, to his extensive collection-
of the above flowers, which from his having been very suc-
cessful in their cultivation this season he can offer at very
moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to those
persons about commencing the growth of the Tulip (which
m England is becoming very fasnionable) the under collec-
tions in beds, as it is by far the cheapest mode of purchasing
them.

Tulips arranged in beds with their names.
First Class.

A bed of SOrowscontuMuug 210 bulbs including several of
the newest varieties, - £15
A bed of 45 rows, --.--.. £^1
A bed of CO rows, ----- 25 guineas

Second Class.
A bed of 30 rows including many tine sorts, - £10
A bed of 4;j rows do - - - £14
A lied oi CO rows do - - - £17 los

Tuhps not arranged.
100 Superfine sorts with their names from £7 73 lo Xi.T
Superfine mixtures, from - - . 73 ciitoSls

Ranunculuses.
100 .Superfine sorts, with their names from £3 3s to £i 5s
Superfine mi.tturcs, from - - - 5s lo 21s per 100

100 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 lOs
Superfine double mixtures from lOs Cd to 2ls per 100

Auriculas.
25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 13s6d
Catalogues %yith the prices of the other articles may be

hail on application.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
Nov. 1. eow.

PKUIT AND ORNAMENTAI- TREES, SIUL.8ER.
RIES. &c

Nursery of WUIium Kenrick.

s%vi*^^ The Catalogue of Truit and Ornamental
*-'"- j^ Trees for 1S38 is now ready, and will be i

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-
sive selection of the superior varieties ol Pears,
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,
Uaspborries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

The stock of Cherries and Teaches now ready
is particularly lar^e. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,
Hoses, Honi-vsurkles., Paionies, Dahlias and other Herba-
ceous Floweri'ng Plants.

I f\(\ f\f\f\ MoRcs McLTiCAULis are now offer.

^''yfyytyfyj ed for sale; the trees genuine and
line, will be ready lor delivery al the pities of Boston, New
Vork id Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and
varj-ing with the size, and the quantity which may be de-
sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be seci
ly packed lor safe transportation to dislant places, and all
onlers promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.
PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or 10
the .subscriber, Nonantum Hill. Newton, near Boston.
August 1, I83>. WILLIAM KENRICK.

Oct

EASTER.\ POTATOES.
100 Barrels of first rate Eastern Potatoes, for sale by
;t. 24. JOSEPH BRECK & CCO.

BUI.B GI/.VSSES,
A good assortment, consisting ofwhite and blue plain Hya-

cynth' Glasses
;

wdiitc and blue painted do.
; plain glass of

sizes do. ; ground glass, painted and plain, d^. of various
sizes and patterns.

Crocus Glasses, plain white, for sale at the N. E. Agri-
cultural Warehouse and Seed Store.
Nov. 7. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

In the counties of Monroe, Orleans, Genesee and Erie
varying in quantity from 50 to 300 acres each—nnder a good
state ol cultivation and improvement, with suitable buildings,
fences, &c., watered with durable streams, and most of them
have wheat on the ground. Five or eight years credit can
be given, if wanted, on the whole principal sum, with annual
interest. These farms are situated in ihe midst of a rich
agricultural district, unsurpasssed in the richness and pro-
ductiveness of its soil, lying on the banks of the Erie canal,
and in the vicinity of Rochester, Lockpon and Buflalo, af-
fording at all times a ready and sure market for all the arti-
cles of produce, which at present prices amply reward the
husbandman, and enables him with a few crops to pay the
first cost of his lands. A favorable opportunity is here pre-
sented to the enterprising farmer who would wish to obtain
a good farm on liberal credit, with suffieient means to secure
the payment of one third of the purchase money. Letters
(post paid) promptly attended to.

JOHN C. NASH.
Rochester, N. Y. Oct. 18, 1333.

BONE .tlAAlRE.
The subscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

that he has been in the Bone business more than ten years
and has spent much time and money to ascertain how lioncs
may be converted to the best use, and is fully satisfied that
they form the most powerful stimulant that can be applied to
ihc earth as a manure. He offers for sale ground bone at a
low price, and is ready to receive orders lo any amount, which
will he promptly attended to.

Orders may be left at my manufactory, near Tremont road,
in Roxbury, or at Ihe New England Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store, No 52 North Market Street, Boston

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

FRUIT AMI ORNAME.XTAl, TREES
The subscribers will be happy to receive orders for Fi-\iil

and Ornamodal 'Jrecs, Sfivuhs, &c. We shall be enabled to
furnish at Nursery Prices, and at short notice. Trees and
Shrubs of every description, and hope to give satisfaction to
all who may be disposed to favor us with their order.^.

Oct. 22. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

THE 1VE^V ENGLAND PARMER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AVD CHISHOLM, PRINTFRS,

17 SCHOOL STREET DOSTU:*
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AGRICULTURAL.

THINGS TO BE REMEMBERED.

Wiiilor is coming-;—the long files of wild geese

on their way to the " sunny south," long since fore-

told its approach ; and ihe fleecy flakes have already

heralded its advent. Ready, or unready, it will

Boon be upon us ; and much of our prosperity as

farmers, and our comfort as individuals, is depend-

ing on the preparation we are making, or have

made, to meet it. The man has little pretension

to the character of a good farmer, who has not

already made ample provision for his flocks and his

herds ; and prepared indoor and out, for the wants

and comforts of his family ; suc'i will not be of-

fended if reminded of things by them already an-

ticipated, while the heedless and the negligent

need continual prompting to keep up with the

months.

It should be remembered that an animal in high

order the first of December is already half winter-

ed. The quantity of food required to keep such

an animal in good heart through the winter, and

bring hira out smart and active in the spring, is

much less than when he is poor in the fall, and the

danger of loss is reduced to the lowest possible

rate. See then that your stock is in good condi-

It should be remembered that an animal provided

with a good warm stable or bed, will, to winter

equally well, require only three fourths of the food

necessary for one that runs at large and is exposed

to the severity of the weather. Never undertake

to fat an animal, without first making it comfortable.

Much is annually lost by neglecting this precau-

tion.

It shotd^' be remembered that where grain is fed

to stock, cooking it will cause it to afford at least

one fourth more nourishment than if given raw.

Grinding aids its nutritive effect materially; but

cooking, as by steaming, still more. Thus it has

been found by actual experiment, that half a bushel

of corn, ground into meal and made into pudding,

is equal in effect to three pecks, fed to swine in

the usual way, a saving of no small moment vhere

numbers of hogs are fed. In feeding potatoes, the

saving by steaming or boiling is equal to one half.

Cobs and corn-stalks, made fine and steamed, will

keep a horse or cow in better condition than the

best hay ; and these things are usually wasted.

It should be remembered that it is miserable

policy to burn green wood
;
yet how many there

are who rarely use any other. Did you ever cal-

culate the quantity of dry wood it takes to drive

off in steam the water from a green oak or beech

stick ?—if you have, you can estimate the direct

loss there is in the use of unseasoned wood. Add

to this the vexations consequent on loss of time,

temper, and comfort, and you will hesitate before

you conclude to pass the winter by drawing and

burning one green stick at a time. Wood cut in

October will not season as well as if cut in the

early part of the year ; but the winds will carry

off some of the moisture, and the wood will be

much better than if direct fj-om the forest or

stump. No wood, however, should lie long after

being cut into fire wood, without being placed under

cover.

It should be remembered that the winter is the

farmer's time to store his mind v.'ith useful know-

ledge ; and his books and papers should be provided

accordingly. In the winter, if he has calcula-

ted his affairs aright, the farmer is prepared to en-

joy himself ajid the society of his friends ;
tq_study

books relating to his business, or those on subjects

of general interest; and to attend to the education

and welfare of his children. No farmer should be

without a shelf of well selected books, among

which should be found some of the best works on

agriculture, such as the manuals of Chaptal or

Davy; and no farmer who values his profession, or

wishes to conduct his operations understandingly

and profitajly, will fail of having at command,

one or more of the agricultural periodicals of the

country.

It should be remembered tliat ergot will produce

disease in animals, and he who, knowing this fact,

undertakes to winter Ids cattle on this substance,

or on hay that contains it in large quantities, must

e.xpect little sympathy, if he finds his stock of

catile sadly decreased in the spring by the hoof-ail.

It should be remembered that all animals require

shelter, and none p^thaps more ?o tl-.an sheep ; yet

the barbarous and irrational custom prevails of

giving them the "cold side of the barn," and al-

lowing them to endure the severest storms without

protection of any kind. Is it wonderful then that

multitudes of these valuable animals perish yearly
;

or that farmers pay dearly for their inattention in

this respect ?

It should be remembered, that care, prudence

and economy, are necessary to success in life in

any department, and in none more so than in that

of the fanner. Riches are of no value, any fj.r-

ther than they furnish the means of benefiting our-

selves and others. The greater part of the men

who have attained competence and wealth in this

country have done it by tlieir own unaided exer-

tions ; and the men who have made themselves the

most distinguished in the annals of our country,

have come up from the ranks of the people, sup-

ported only by their industry, integrity and- talents.

A farmer has no right to be ignorant, he has no

right to be idle ;—industry and intelligence take a

bond of fate, and ensure success. The favors of

fortune are open to all ; but no matter of what

nature they may be, they can only be won by intel-

ligent and well directed toil.— Genesee Farmer.

In the fall, after we have had two or three freez-

ing nights, collect as many solid heads of cabbage

as you wish to preserve, salt up, (say fifty for a

family of 6 or 8 persons,) take off all tbe green

and impLM-fect leaves, cut each head lengthwise

through the heart, and cut that clean out. A cab-

bage knife should now be procured on which the

cabbage should be cut fine, and a strong cedar or

other barrel, previously well soaked and cleaned at

hand, the bottom of which to be laid over with cab-

bage leaves ; fine salt now to be well mixed with

portions of the cabbage in the proportion of a pint

of the former to a heaped bushel of the latter, and

those gradually packed in the barrel by gently

st-imping with a suitable wooden rammer. When
the barrel is nearly full, it should be placed in a

cool dry cellar, on boards, the bottom secured from

pressing out ; a barrel head or pieces of boards

laid on the tup of the cabbage, and a heavy weight

laid on them. In a week or ten days the pickle

should cover the cabbage, or a weak brine must be

prepared and poured over when fermentation will

commence ; and from this time to the end of the

season, once a week, the froth should be skimmed

off, and the boards, weight, and sides of the barrel,

cleanly washed. At the end of two weeks it will

be fit to cook ; and as much of its savory and sal-

utary quality depends on this, I will describe the-

manner I do it. I take np at a time as much as

will mskc two mf^sses, i as, -warming up -what is left

the first day is no injury to it
:)

put it. to. a tin bi.nl'-

er with a piece of fat pork ; and, if I have it,,
*

spoonful or two of goose- or other dripping, and
just sufficient water to boit it nearly dry over a

smart fire in three hcurs. Boiled potatoes should

always be eaten along with sour krout, as alone it

is too fat, cooked in this manner, to niake a meal.

The potatoes are better boiled in a separate vessel,

but they can be boiled with fche krout; though very

apt to get heavy. Sour krout should be all used

before the approach of warm weather, as the quan-

tity of salt here recommended is too small to pre-

serve it. When it is intended to be used on ship

board in a warmer climate, more salt is necessary,

and in that case it should be rinsed or soaked in

fresh water before cooking. Winter Diet.

(From the Genesee Farmer.)

SOUR KROUT.
Ma Tdcker,—The manner of preparing this

article of food, is not as generally known as its

value entitles it to be ; and with a desire to extend

it to the benefit of your readers, I have written this

for publication in your paper.

THE MOUNT VERNON FARMER.

The fame of Gen. Washington as a soldier and

statesman is universally known and highly admired

by all who appreciate talents, worth and love of

country ; but his character as a farmer was less

known in his day, and his memory in this respect

is not venerated according to its desert. Posses-

sing ample means and the most ardent love of rural

life, he was one of the first experimental and prac-

tical farmers in Virginia. His estate at Mount

Vernon consisted of 10,000 acres of land in one

body, equal to about fifteen miles square. It was

divided into farms of convenient size, at the dis-

!

tance of two, three, four and five miles from his

mansion house. These farms he visited every day

in pleasant weather, and was constantly engaged
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in making experiments for the improvement of ag-

riciiltvire.

Sonne idea of the extent of his farming opera-

tions may be formed from the followiufj facts : in

178;! lie had 500 acres in {^rass—sowed (iOO bushels

of oats—700 acres witii wheat, and prepared as

mucli more for corn, barley, pntatnes, beans, peas,

&c_ and 150 with turnips. Hi*; stock consisted of

140 horses, 112 cows, 985 working oxen, heifers

and steers, and 500 sheep. He constantly employ-

ed 250 hands, and ktpt 24 plouirhs going during

the whole year, when the earth and the state of

the weather would permit. In 178(), he slaughter-

ed 150 hogs, weighing 18,5C0 lbs., for the use of

his family, besides provisions for his negroes.

—

iSi7/i Culturist.

(From the Pawtuckcl Gazelle.)

FARMING.
It is a source of regret to see in this country so

little attention paid to agriculture. With a climatic

of almost every variety, a soil of almost boundless

extent, iind in point of richness and fruitfulness

surpassed by none under heaven, and able men
enough to cultivate it, yet we annually import from

the populous kingdoms of the old world ship load

after ship load of grain and liay. This is a singu-

lar fact, but not less true than singular.

In these degenerate days il is considered more
fashionable by our young men to measure tape by

the yard and molasses by the gallon, to tinker in

a jeweller's shop, or stick type in a printing offlct-,

to sit behind the counter of a bank, or learn to

shave notes in a broker's office, to prescribe physic,

or practice law, than it is to cultivate the soil*

—

Hence the sons of our farmers, as soon as they'.ure

capai>le of entertaining three ideas, become restless

a.nd wish to leave the farm and paternal roof, and

Tush into some city or town, there as they fondly

imagine, to become rich and happy. They detect

not their error until it is too late to retrace their

steps ; the Rubicon is passed, and they must go

on. Hundreds of them might perhaps return

were it not for " pride, erring pride ;" but when
they are about to embark on their fortune-seeking

expedition, in their last interview with their half

iveeping sister or sympathizing cousin, with the

pomposity and consecpiential air of a corporal in

miniature, they make it known in words big with

the fate of young fortune hunters, that their coun-

tenances will not be again seen by a country lass,

till their pockets are filled with the world's wealth,

and their heads with the world's wisdom.

The consequence of all tiiis, is, that almost every

branch of business in our cities and largo towns is

crowded with practitioners, and ceases, in a great

degree, to be either honorable or profitable. Only

a very few ever rise to eminence, but how many
more drag out a wretched existence, and go down
to the grave " unwept, unhonored, and unsung !"

and not a few are followed to the tomb by the

curses and maledictions of those whom they have

injured.

Could those who are about to •inbark on the

rough sea of life be taught wisdom without expe-

rience, how difierent would they shape their

course. But they are like the child who wished to

go to the show, and was refused permission by its

parents.

" You used to go," was the plea of the child.

" Ves, my dear ; but we have seen the folly of

it"

" Well, I want to see the folly of it too." And
a young man may be told by older people the folly

of certain acts, hut, like the child, " he wants to

see the folly of them too."

Tlie life of the farmer is better calculated than

any other to secure happiness to him who performs

its duties. He is not subject to those vicissitudes

of fortune which drive slumber from the fevered

pillow of the trader, speculator and gambler. The
winter's storm disturbs not his peace, for he has

no ship at sea to be wrecked by the winds and

waves ; a fall in tlie price of merchandise affects

him not, nor is it of importance to him whether

the banks discount or not. He is elevated above

the wrangler of the city ; independence is his

shield and buckler ; in the spring be sows his seed

and if Ood prospers the labor of the husbandman,

an ample harvest will be the reward of his toil.

Nor do we think it necessary for those who live

by tilling the soil to leave their own New England.

Our land needs nothing but proper cultivation to

make it yield sufficiently to satisfy all our reasona-

ble desires. At present it is neglected. We know
that in the far west labor is less required to raise

the same amount of produce, but there are disad-

vantages to be encountered there which more than

offset this single circumstance. Besides, man is

supposed to be bound by ties creditable to his na-

ture to the scenes of his childhood and the tombs

of his fathers. These ties should not be ruthlessly

severed. The first and principal reason urged by

the savage against removing to a new place of

abode, is, that he will have to leave the ashes of

his fore-fathers -behind him. Should this noble

principles be less active in the breast of the Chris-

tian than of the savage ? There are a thousand

objects around the place of our nativity ever

dear to memory. The west niiiy possess much
to recommend it—its mountains, rivers, and

prairies

—

" No, never arched the blue sky oVr
A land more fair and free

;

But the stream around my father's door

Is dearer far to mc."

There are other considerations which should

bind us to " this our native land." The pilgrims

landed here, and consecrated tlie soil to civil and

religious liberty. If, as many think, innovations

are made on the rights of individuals, let us endea-

vor to correct the evil, but not desert the home of

our ancestors. New England will ever be cele-

brated for the part she acted in our revolutionary

struggle, and her sons may ever feel proud, under

all circumstances, to point to her as their home.

" Land of tlie forest and the rock.

Of clear blue lake and mighty river.

Of mountain reared aloft to mock
The storm's career, the ligntning's shock,

My own green land forever.

O, never may a son of thine,

'

Where'er his wandering steps incline,

Forget the sky that beamed above
His childhood like a dream of love."

SWINE.

There is a groat number of breeds of swine,

highly recomnjended before the public'; some pre-

ferring claims to favor of one kind, and some of

another. Some fat easy, are quiet, and orderly, but

are not heavy enough for the farmer, as it is said
;

as the Chinese in its pure or nearly pure state.

Another sort are large and heavy, but require a

long time to perfect their growth and get fat, are

restless and uneasy, and evidently have little or

none of the quiet eastern blood in their carcasses.

Of this kind are the large Hampshire and W oburn

breeds, from which many of the varieties of the

swine in this country are descended. There are

other kinds, such as the Berkshire, and what is

called the smaller Woburn and Bedford swine,

who unite in a great measure the quick fattening

properties of the Chinese, and the greater weight

of the heavier varieties, and are evidently fortunate

crosses of some of the English k nds with the

Chinese pig.

Of the several varieties in this country the kind

most esteemed are the Chinese, of which there are

comparatively few pure blooded animals, and these

are principally kept for the purpose of crossing
;

the Mac Kay breed from the vicinity of hoston,

and quite as favorable in that section, but evidently

a cross from the Berkshire, with souie other breed

of English derived hogs, most probably from color

and form the Cheshire white pig, a very valuable

and fortunate cross however, and the Berkshire

variety, which has been widely disseminated

through the northern states, and has proved of su-

perior value and well worthy of the notice it has

received.

That new varieties of the hog may be produced,

ad infinitum, is evident from the nature of the case,

and there can be no good reason given, why by

fortunate and skilful selections from the different

and most esteemed kinds, a breed or breeds supe-

rior to any yet known may not be produced ; com-
bining in the greatest possible degree the requi-

sites of size, quiet easy feeling, and fine flavored

meat, which it is clear all the present kinds do not

possess. In the making of pork the color of the

animal should weigh but little, still an inferior

variety of white, would meet with more favor, than

a superior one, if unluckily it was of a black or

dark color ; this has been seen in the case of the'

Berkshire, a prejudice as unworthy the farmer, as

that which still leads many to prefer the old fash-

ioned red cow or ox, be they ever so badly built, to

clean handsome formed Durham, because the latter

is spotted.

Numbers of the best Berkshire swine have within

a few years been introduced into this country
;

some by Mr. Hawes of Albany county, from which

Mr. Bement's valuable stock are derived; and still

more lately by the Messrs Brintnall of Orange

county, some of which have attained a very great

weight, two at eighteen months each weighing

.500 pounds each. Parkinson in his treatise on

live stock, after de.-cribing the Berkshire pig, as

being thin skinned, hair curled, and without bristles,

says :
—" The pigs of this kind I took to America,

received the appellation of Parkinson's no-bristle

]>igs. The Americans were so partial to this breed,

that I sold sucking pigs weighing '20 to ;{2 lbs.

each, at 20 dollars a sow, and 25 dollars a boar. I

knew a pig of this kind, killed at the a.-e of 15

months which weighed 574 lbs."

A letter *rou. the Hon. Oliver Fiske, in the 3d

volume of the Now England Fanner, gives a ver-

sion of the introduction uf these pigs by Parkinson,

rather different from the above, and which shows

the origin of the excellent breeds of swine around

Boston, such as the Mac Kay, Worcester, Bedford,

&c. By the way this same ''English farmer"

Parkinson, is the individual who on his return to

England, published a book on agriculture, in which

he asserts,—that the American cattle are kept so
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poor that their manure is o^ no value ; and that

the American cart contains no more than the Eng-

lish wheelbarrow. Mr. Fisk says :—This breed of

swine (the Berkshire) was introduced into this state

by the Hon. T. Pickering, from the farm of Gen.

Ridgely, at Hampton, 14 miles fmrn Philadelphia.

Gen. Ridgely informed him that they were brought

into this country, as a present to General Wash-

ington from tlie Duke of Bedford, (hence the nan e

Bedford, by which they are sometimes known) who

committed tliem to the care of an English farmer

by the name of Parkinson. This man took a farm

in the neighborhood of Baltimore ; but instead of

seniling the swine to Gen. Washington, Parkinson

sold them. Gen Ridgely esteemed them very

highly, andisent Col Pickering a pair of them in a

vessel bound for Salem. From thence they were

transferred to Roxbury, Worcester, &c.

When we consider the great value of swine to

the commun.ty, the imme.-se numbers that are an-

nually fed for pork, and the prodigious saving that

would result to farmers by substituting some of the

improved and easily fed kinds for the former infe-

rior sorts, we are pleased at the efforts made to

bring such varieties to the notice of the farmer, and

disposed to rank the introduction of such animals

into any place, as a signal benefit. Slow as some

farmers may be to break in on their long establish-

ed usages, seeing with theui is believing, and no

one can see the fine swine of the Messrs Allen of

Erie ; Marks of Onondaga, or Bement of Albany,

to mention no others, without being impressed with

their superiority. Spite of old prejudices, we be-

lieve the Chinese crosses in some of their varieties;

the Durham Short Horns, the Leicester and South

Downs, and the English roadster, will yet find their

way securely into public favor.

DISEASES OF HORSES.

Fever is of two kinds—First, when it is an exci-

ted state of the system without any peculiar local

affection, it is called Idiopathic. Second—when de-

pendent (i.e. symptomatic) or intiammation of any

part

First

—

Idiopathic Fever. Without paying any

regard to the question whether or not this disease

can really e.vist of itself, without being dependent

on some other lesion, I shall consider fever gener-

ally, under this head.

Si/mptoms.— It generally begins with a cold

shivering fit, the horse is dull and listless, his legs

and feet are cold, though sometimes not all of

them, but one, two or three, as it may happen,

breathing difficult, quick pulse, costiveness, no ap-

petite, and the urine high colored. After the shiv-

ering (which first ushers it in) has lasted some little

time, it is succeeded by the warm stage, which is

an excited state, the skin is hot and dry, the eyes

are suffused, pulse full and quick. This stage

usually last for a few hours, when it may end in a

slight sweating stage, or a cessation of the symp-

toms, until the time that the cold stage came on

previously, wnen the same thing again occurs as

just described. This state of fever may continue

for several days,when it terminates either in inflam-

mation of the brain or lungs, or gradually subsides.

It is not of itself dangerous, but proves so by pro-

ducing the above sequel.

Causes.—Changes of temperature from cold to

hot, Dice versa ; any means by which the horse is

much chilled or perspiration suddenly checked ; fa-

tigue, over houted stables, and peculiar states of the

atmosphere are the most frequent.

Treatment.—As fever depends on, or rather is an

excited stnto of the system, our remedial means

must be of an opposite character, i. e. depressing
;

the most powerful is bleeding and Uie quan-

tity taken and the propriety of taking any,

must be dependent on the degree of the

disease. The medical means consist of purgatives

and cooling salts, a drachm or a drachm and a lialf

of aloes should be given night and morning until

he is freely purged ; with this fever medicine,

digitalis (foxglove,) ojie drachm, tartar emetic, a

drachm and a half, and nitre three drachm mixed,

to be given night and morning. Digitalis has the

property of producing an intermittent pulse, i. e.

after every six or seven beat-^, it (the pulse) ceases,

while one, two or even more can be counted; where

this is the case the medicine should be reduced to

one half, and in a few days totally discontinued
;

but the nitre and the tartar emetic is still to be per-

severed in. If it does not produce this effect it

shows the disease has proceeded too far to be ar-

rested by it, or in all probability any thing else.

If symptoms of inflammation of the lungs should ap-

pear, hellebore should be cautiously and carefully

administered in half drachm doses, three times a

day: if it produces unpleasant effects discontinue

it. The horse should be placed in a cool and well

ventilated stable, and be kept warmly clothed.

Second

—

Symtomatic Fever is merely the system

sympathising with some local affections ; of course

by subduing this affection tlie feverish disturbance

will cease.

—

London Fanners^ Magazine.

Massaclnisctts Ilorticnltural Society.

Exhibition of Fkuits.

Saturday, Nov. 2itk, 1838.

Beautiful specimens of the Dix pear were exhib-

ited, the produce of the original tree. From the

condition of these pears, it was evident they had

been kept till the latest period they were capable

of being, in perfection.

Mr R. W ard of Roxbury exhibited pears pi'o-

duced from a tree imported from France, the nanK'2

having been lost, they have received the local name
of " Pond Lily Pears," from a very perceptible

resemblance in the smell of the fruit to that of the

common water lily.

Mr Magoon of Medford, exhibited a basket of

beautiful pears, the produce of his garden, name
unknown ; in size, shape and color, they resemble

the Bezi d' Montigny, more than any other pear,

ripening as they do at a period when good pears

are not common, they are highly deserving of cul-

tivation. The committee observe of these pears

and many others, exhibited at various times without

names, that to avoid a hasty and perhaps erroneous

conclusion respecting them, it is their intention to

procure scions at the proper season, of all those

which appear worth of a place in the fruit garden,

to engraft tlieni among ir'any others, which have

well authenticated names, and by a critical exam-

ination of the plants in the various stages of their

growth, to arrive at just conclusions respecting

their comparative merits, and also to establish the

legitimate names by which they were known in the

places where they originated.

Mr Manning e.xhibited Surpass St Germaine,

Bishop's Thumb, and Pound pears, and Reinette

du Canada apples.

For the Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.

(From tlie Farmer aiiil Gardener.)

ICE AND ICE HOUSES.

In answer to your request for imformation as to

the best plan of building ice houses, I will merely

inform you that I have an ice house that has been

used by my family for about fifty years, and has

never failed to preserve nn abundance of ice for

our supplies. It is about 16 by 12 feet and judging

from recollection, for it is now nearly half full, is

about 1() feet deep. It was probably dug down
to the sand or gravel, is walled like an ordinary

cellar, the wall extending about three feet above

the level of the adjacent ground, and earth thrown

against it nearly to the roof. This serves to pre-

serve a uniform temperature, and prevents leakage

from rain, &c. The bottom of the cellar is sup-

plied with pieces of timber, say eight by eight inch-

es thick, which are placed about six inehes apart,

and this protects the ice fi-om the influence of the

earth below. When the ice is being put in, I take

care to have the bottom and sides vrell provided

with clean rye- straw, and have the ice occasior.a.lly

broken fine, and when the lionse is full I have it

well covered up with the same material. This is

all that is necessary to be particular about, as the

straw is a non-conductor of caloric, and the ice be-

ing well embedded therein, does not melt in the

warmest weather. Many years ago this house

was; lined with boards, which was only useful as a

hrirbor for rats. The lining gradually decayed and

'has long since been removed and still the ice is

kept as well a ever. Give your ice a dry cellar

and plenty of rye straw, and rest assured, you will

require neither tan nor pulverised charcoal, nor

boards to keep it cool. ^A Phila. Co. Farmer.

The Farmer a King.—Vie city folks dou't

reflect that all rnir institutions and ourliberlies are

in the hands of the farmers. Two thirds of all the

votes given at the poMs ?re given by them. We
do not want the city folks ta mix with farmers only

to get tip this- or that candidate for office, but all

parties must wish that when they tiold so large a
share of political power, they shoat(J be well in-

formed of our situation. Again, if some of our

mfrchants, lawyers, or doctors, should fall in love

witli agriculture, and leave the city and grow grain,

we do not think it would injure city or country.

Our children would at all events be better condi-

tioned tljan by remaining here and becoming mer-

chants, if such perilous times are to follow as we
have seen.

Governor Hill states, in his address to the Mer-
rimack county Society, in New Hampshire, that of

the first farm settlers of that state, six out of ten

began tlie world with nothing—yet scarcely one in

ten of these has not succeeded in making a good
living, and in the end a handsome estate. Now
not one in ten even of our merchants, who start

with more or less capital, dies rich ; and because

one in twenty, thirty, fifty, or a hundred, becomes

immensely rich, thousands rush into trade.

Trade overdone is replete with trouble and mis-

ery. The farmer is a king, compared with a de-

pendent merchant, whose reliance is on bank favors.

—Del. State Journal.

Palmer Johnson of Claremont, says the Eagle,

sold a cow and a calf for one hundred dollars. The
sale took place some few weeks since.
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GRUMBLING.
|

hundred of potatoes, and all otlier prodnctions of

If there ever was a people, who, as a whole, !
the farm in abvindance, with plenty of money in

had the most imqnalified reasons for gratitude, it is !
the chest, and from the mere habit of grumbling at

the people of this country ; and especially the far- 1
everything, wretched and really poor. If riches

mers, who, abounding in basket and store, andjt''"^ MacAdamize the heart and render it callous

ccmmanding prices for their produce of whicl) they ,

t" the blessings ot Providence, hapjiy is the man

could a few months since have scarcely dreamed, '

"''"i lias them not, but instead thereof, tlie sun-

should be tlie very last to complain ; but, to their *^''iiie of the mind, peace and contentment.— Ce/i-

shame be it spoken, there are still those that are '-""e Farmer.

dissatisfied among them, and such is human nature,

probably would be were present crops and prices

doubled. Of all men, these eternal grumblers are

the ones we most cordially detest. Nothing is

right V ith them. With barns and granaries filled

to overflowing—witli their fields sprinkled with

flocks and herds—with orchards laden with fruit,

and abundance of the best of all things to eat

and drink, still they will gruufble and complain.

In an CNcnrsion into tlie country, a few days

since, we came across one of this class of grum-
blers, whicli may serve as a specimen of the whole
genus, and in describing whom we may read a les-

son to some, who, though not wholly given to com-
plaining as yet, have a decided leaning that way.

Our grumbler was a farmer evidentlv rich and
" well to do," a good house, and what was a more
decisive proof, several well-finished and w.>3ll filled

barns. His fields were extensive and rich, and
exhibited a goodly show of horses, cattle and sheep.
Grumbler kept a tavern, where, of course, we made
oui«elves at home, and aftar taking care of t.^e

outw.vd man we sallied out to look at the premises

and tiie country. He was in his barn, busy in

cleaninn- ^''nd depositing in his granary a larne

quantity of .'leautilul wheat which had just been

(Krom the Mechanic and Farmer
)

MUTUAL IMPROVEMENT.

One of the best improvements of the present age

is that of establishiiig Lyceums and other associa-

tions for mutual ir.provement among their mem-
bers, by bringing out, and encouraging the partic-

ular talent of each individual, and by aflbrding the

community, at a trifling costv_with popular in.-;truc-

tion, by way of lectures. Every village can well af-

ford to sustain an iHstitution of this kind, and, in

fact, if the inhabitants mean to keep up with the

general intelligence of the community, or do what

they ought to guard the rising generation from the

temptations of evil cooipany, dissolute habits, and

blunted moral sensibility, there is a necessity rest-

ing upon them to be active in sustaining a pleas-

ant and useful society, of the kind we have men-
tioned. In every village, a few men, at least, can

be found, whose education will warrant their taking

the lead in the exercises, and affording encourage-

ment to others to do what they can, and by care-

ful study, in a short time, be prepared to do better.

Tl'iere is talent lying idle, and perhaps may never

see the light of day without some such means, and
threshed, in orc'eno save stacking it, since his h.'.rns i talent too, of no ordinary cast. We are certain of

<N-ould ho'id no nu ^f^.
this, for 'we recollect, many years since, when we

'^1 inveterate ha bit of complaining liad wrwi-htLyg^g a„ apprentice, in a shop where were about
his face into deep fui?-ows in which the sunshine f.f .^ ^^^.g^ wor'„men, and while all were busily en-

,T,he cftiUilf-iwnce never rested
; and the impreneion „^^^^ -^^ ^^^.j. jjearing remarks and conversations,

-matte on yjw in seeing him, vas as if a man had Lf t], ^ ^^^^^^ -^^ practice, and the unjust inequali-

been looking at you thro-,g], the bars of a gridiron, [jg,^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ prejudices in society, that since.

Friend, said I, you ?,eoni to have a good crop of
w',,en coming from older men who were scholars, have

wheat, what v^g
t],g amount of your harvest ? L^^^j.^pj

^^^ Hj^g g[g(,|.,,i^ijy_ And yet when calmly

Only 800 oushels, at the highest, was the reply,
coi^posejjjave resulted in the same simple yet inl-

and ought to have had a thousand. Owing to the,

dry weather and the villanous worms, I shall j^et

only 25 bushels to the acre, and I ought to h.ave

had thirty. People talk about a good wheat crop

in the country, continued he, but I know it is a

miserable failure. There was a beautiful field of

corn of some 20 acres spread out before us, and I

alluded to the certainty that there could be no fail-

ure in that crop, as the yellow ears showed it was

then fit for gathering. Altogether mistaken in

your opinion, said Grumbler, not over two tliirds of

a crop 60 bushels where I should have had SO,

had it not been for the cut worm and the dry wea-

ther. There are few things I like better than a

p'ressive truth, with less natural and consequently

less forcible illustrations.

The season of the year, as the long evenings

have come upon us, has naturally led us to write

a word upon this subject, for the purpose of persua-

ding our friends, and the friends of humanity, and

good morals, and gencal intelligence in every town

to take active measures for approaching winter,

which, by a wise disposition of time, has in many

parts of New-England, been appropriated as a sea-

son of intellectual harvest-

In small towns, all classes ought to join with one

heart and one mind, in establishing a mutual im-

provement society, and give to all the benefit of

the knowledge of each. The minister, in this way,

information in the

good potato, and at that moment one of grumbler's

sons drove a wagon load of very fine ones past
, ,. , . , , ,,

the door to deposit in his cellar, and I paid him a
j

^^ould obtain much valuabl
, , .

, ,

compliment on the quality of his roots Ah, said P™<=tma afiairs ot hfe, and the wants and trials of
compiimem, i ^ . , , „,,],.' his flock; while the farmer and tlie mechanic,
he in a tone like that ot giving up the gno»t, only

, , , , '
, , , . , .. r • ic

ha^f a crop, and poor littk^ heavy things, too, after -;«ld be enabled o lay up a store of scientific

all I planted six acres and shall not get over P""c'Ples, and practica results, which would afford

, J Ik 1 oic <«cn;n,r hnw"Tiif. Innd amusement, and activity of mind, besides aiding
twelve hundred busliels. beeing now " ine lana

. , . ,
' -^ t i . .itwtive imuui u

„„,l.„u„r.>l chiorta them in their several pursuits. In short, there
lav." I touched him on most agricultural subjects

-n i,lay, X uu^
„,„,„, ..„,, f„„„/fi,nt never was, and there never will be any one man

connected with his farm and crops, and found tliat
, , '

, . , ^, \ .

. ., , , „„,; ,v„,„ Dnn tnWppr 1 who knows everything, and the nearest approach
in B-oino' over the whole ground, from JJan to iJeer-

.
'

.
,'^' ... ., , . .,

,
S""'""^^'

u „^^ hnrron P,.nr m„u YOU cau get to it, IS, by some similar metliod to the
sheba, all was wrong, all was barren, roor man, J >=

,

said I to myself, as I rode off, 800 bushels of wheat ;
one we recommend,

more than a thousand bushels of corn ; twelve 1° some villages the mechanics should form an

association, and commence in employing lecturers

occasionally, and in meetingtoread and have debates

or conversations on practical and scientific subjects.

A very good exercise for some of them, would be,

to collect the scattered scraps of the history of

their town from its earliest settlement, and to col-

lect as many specimens of its mineralogy, geolosry,

and natural history as possible.

In other places, the young farmers would find a

great deal of amusement and ultimate benefit, in

preparing plans for laying out a farm, giving the

arrangemrnts, size, and location of the several

buildings, with their different apartments ; the form

and style of the garden, shade trees, orchards, &c.
These plans could be compared, amended and
finally enlarged, to embrace, not only the form and
location, but the manner of cultivating the several

portions, and the different soils, together with the

best materials for building, the time and manner of
procuring them, &c. &.c. An effort of this kind

well begun and perseveringly pursued, would have

no limit, short of the extent of human skill and
knowledge. It would give an activity to the in-

ventive faculties, and the mind, and lead those en-

gaged in the business to examine books and other

means of information, and thus make thinking,

strong minded men, of those, who, without some
such metlud might never rise above tlie dead level

of ordinary capacities.

At the present time, it is a serious fact, and one

frequently of great annoyance and cause of com-
plaint, that a majority of the young men who offer

themselves for work as farmers, have acquired very

few correct principles of farming or much skill in

practice, except in relation to a few of the more
common duties. We have known cases of young
men who thought they understood the business of

farming, when set at work to hoe a garden would
invariably cover up half the weeds and pass so

slovenly over the beds as to do about as mnch in-

jury as good, or if employed in transplanting were
so tlioughtless or ignorant of the principles of veg-

etable life as to destroy half the plants, and gen
rally about their work' executed it in so bungling a

manner as to try the patience of a Job. We know
a man, who is now getting to be a pretty good far-

mer, who declared a while since that he should

have been the gainer, while young, had he given a
year's work to some neat and- well skilled farmer

for the information he sliould have gained. The
facts show the necessity for an increase of know-

ledge in the principles of the science of agricul-

ture, and the importance of attending to it in the

manner we have pointed out,-or srfiiie other of equal

extent

We might pursue this subject through the whole

of tJie community, and trace some of its eflTects in

every family. But we are aware that we are lim-

ited to the length of a newspaper article, and must

rest satisfied with merely throwing out a few hints,

for those who are disposed to avail themselves of

them, with the sincere hope that some measures,

active and immediate, will be taken to carry some

such plan into effect.

The responsibility rests upon the active intelli-

gent men in every town to begin, and a duty is

upon every one, however humble, to put his shoul-

der to the wheel, and lift with his whole strength.

Heave I ho ! then, altogether ! and take a mutual

interest in what will mutually benefit all.

At the late election in Texas, the number of

votes cast amounted to 5000.
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FLEMISH HUSBANDRY.

Of the cultivation of Leguminous Plants, Peas,

Beans, Tares, and Green Crops, Clover, Spurry.

Peas are cultivated on the light soils, but as is

the case with buckwheat, they are only sown when

the land is not tliought sufficiently rich for other

crops, and when there is a deficiency of manure ;

as little or none is given to the land for this pulse.

Thov are generally sown broad-cast in the month

of April, ami the seed ploughed in ; two bushels of

seed per acre is tlie usual quantity. The ground

is prepared by being ploughed once or twice in

autumn, and again in spring, but less care is be-

stowed on this crop than on any other. When the

plants are about four inches high, they are well

hand-weeded ; the produce is from twentyeiglit to

thirtytwo bushels per acre. Neither peas nor flax

are sown again on the land which has borne a crop

of peas, in less than eight or ten years. The

white pea, which is split for ship store, is preferred

as the most valuable ; but the grey pea for hogs is

also common.

The cultivation of beans on the heavy soils,

which alone are fitted for this pulse, is by no means

so perfect as in England, especially in Kent. The

broad-cast method of sowing prevents the use of

the horse-hoe ; and as a principal object in sowing

beans in Flanders is to smother the weeds, they

are sown so thick, that the hand-hoe is of little use.

The manner in which the land is prepared is as

follows: having been ploughed in autumn, and well

harrowed to destroy the weeds, it is ploughed again

very deep in March, and the stitches are reversed,

the crown being where the interval was before. It

is again well harrowed, and about three bushels of

beans per acre are sown regularly by hand and

harrowed in ; after this ten or twelve tons of ma-

nure are put on evenly, or, if the soil is very heavy

and cold, eight tons of manure and fifty bushels of

lime. This is ploughed in with a very shallow

furrow, only two or three inches deep, and then

the land is laid smooth by passing the harrows re-

versed over it. Some farmers sow the beans after

the manure is spread, and plough in both together;

others plough in die manure first, and then sow the

beans, and cover them with t!ie harrows. This

last method does not sufficiently cover them, and

if the weather should be dry soon after sowing,

j
the beans will not come up so regularly.

; A few intelligent proprietors have seen the de-

i ficiency of this method both in the crop and in the

state of die land after it, and have adopted another

practice taken from the gardeners. A man with a

strong hoe like the Devonshire hack, makes holes

in a line, at a foot or more from each otlier and

women follow and drop two or three beans in each

hole, which are covered widi the earth scooped out

of the ne.xt row of holes as the workman returns.

The distance between the rows is the same as

between the holes in the rows ; and by making die

I holes in one row opposite the intervals of the other,

the whole field is planted in a quincunx order, as

is usually done with cabbage plants. There is a

great saving of seed in this way of planting beans
;

and when the plants come up they are well hoed

, and weeded, and the earth is drawn up all around

the stems. The produce is much greater, and the

land is as clean as after a fallow. Another meth

of tlie next furrow when the plough returns, till in some places in Flanders threatened to put an

the whole field is planted. If this is done in every I
end to the cultivadon of clover. The minute seeds

second furrow only, tlie crop will be all the better, of this plant fi.x themselves to the roots of the

and the land more easily hoed. Horse-hoes have., clover and vegetate at their e.vpense. The plant

not yet been introduced into practice ; some such
i

affected becomes weak, and ultimately dies away,

instruments have been brought from England, but
|

and the Orobanche spreads so rapidly, that whole

they are mere objects of curkisity, and are despised fields of clover are soon destroyed, if the progress

by the ignorant. In heavy soils some of the best

farmers trench-plough tlie land, by means of two

ploughs following eacli other in the same furrow.

This is most advantageously done before winter,

that the frost may mellow the poorer earth brought

up. A good liming and manuring soon bring the

whole mass into a fertile state ; and in this deep

sod beans grow luxuriantly. In some districts

where the soil is lonmy, they sow peas and beans

together, and sometimes tares also ; the object is

to produce green food for the cows and pigs in

summer. In this case the closer the plants can be

made to grow, the better for the land ; as nothing

cleans it more effectually. The crop is cut at the

time when the pods are just formed, and while the

top is still in bloom ; it is used in a fresh
.
green

state, as tares are in England. If any extent of

ground is devoted to this crop, portions are sown

at different times to have a regular succession ; it

produces the heaviest crop of green food that can

well be got from the land. This practice is worthy

of imitation in our stiff soils. It seems not to ex-

haust the land, and leaves an admirable surface to

sow wheat in with a single slight ploughing ; or if

it be thought advantageous, there is ample time

thoroughly to pulverize die soil during summer and

autumn.

Tares are occasionally sown for their seed, like

peas, but they do not enter into the usual rotations,

and as the generality of soils are light, clover is

preferred. In the heavy soils they are mixed with

peas and beans for green fodder as we noticed

above. A more extensive cultivation and succes-

sion of winter tare*, and spring tares, might afford

a useful addition to the food for horses in summe''

;

especially as ctover cannot be sown with advantpfe

on die same land oftener than every seven or eight

years.

Clover is the glory of Flemish farming, and in

no country is it found in greater perfection. It

was from Flanders that the cultivation of this pro-

ductive and useful plant was introduced into Great

Britain. Sir Richard Weston, in an account of a

journey into the Netherlands in 1645, speaks with

admiration of the fields of clover he had seen there,

when clover was not known in England as a culti-

vated crop, and only found amongst natural grasses

in rich meadows. The large broad clover, com-

monly called red clover, (Trifolium Pratense,) is

that which is chiefly cultivated in Flanders. This

is son n in spring at the rate of 8 lbs. ot seed per

acre amongst the barley, oats or flax, or in the rye

or wheat which were sown in autumn. When it is

sown among flax, which is drawn without injuring

the clover, it is C'„t the same year. With barley it

is apt to become too rank and impede the drying of

that crop at harvest. In the second year the clover

comes to perfection ; it is then mown at least twice,

but often three times in the season, furnishing a

heavy green crop each time. The great use of

clover forcatde tempts farmers to repeat the crop

too often on the same ground, and the consequence

od where the land is sound and dry, is to spread is a failure, not only on account of die sml being

the manure, and rake it into the furrows as fast as [deteriorated for this plant by too frequent produc-

they are made by the plough ; beans are dien jdon of it, but also by encouraging a most destruc-

(Wfpped on the manure and covered widi die earth I live parasitical plant called die Orobanche, which

of it be not arrested in time ; the only sure remedy
is to keep the land in good tillage, and not to sow
clover in it again for at least eight or ten years

;

if it be sown sooner the Orobanche will again

make its appearance. This plant is known in Eng-

land, but its devastations liave never besn so great

as to lead to any public notice of it. It is easily

discovered, rising several inches out of the ground,

and die stem being of a peculiar scaly form.

In the spring of the next year after the clover

is sown, it is almost universally dressed with Dutch

peat-ashes, at least in the lighter soils. From

thirty to fifty bushels are spread on an acre about

the end of February ; showery weather is favorable

to their being washed to the roots of the clover.

In strong soils the top-dressing often consists of

the compost, wh^h we have described as being

collected in the croupissoir, which is rich and well

mixed with lime. When weeds appear among the

young clover, they are carefully pulled up at the

time when the top-dressing is put on ; and if the

plants seem weak and thin, a sprinkling of diluted

tank liquor invigorates the growth.

The greatest part of the clover is given to cattle

in a green state, it being then most nutritive ;
hay

is only made of any surplus quantity which could

not be consumed in the season. This is usually

made about the middle or end of June. In the

making of clover hay, there is nothing superior to

the methods used in England, excepting that small

proprietors sometimes reap it and tie it in bundles,

as is done with corn, especially if the seed be ripe
;

by this means the leaves are less scattered about,

and in them is contained the principal nourishment

of the plant. In order to have clover seed free

from admixture with the seeds of weeds, women

and children are sometimes emptoyed to gather the

heads of the clover, singly, when ripe ; diey col-

lect them in baskets and carry them to the barn

UU they can be thrashed, which is usually done in

dry frosty weather : because then the capsules are

britde, and the seed separates more easily from

them.

The Waes county is that which chiefly supplies

the market with clover seed ; and Lokeren is the

place where die greatest quantity is sold. Many

farmers from other districts prefer buying this seed

to saving their own.

The value of an acre of clover is very consid-

erable. The first crop is often sold on the ground

for 120 francs, neary HI. per acre, and the seed

from the second crop, which in die Waes county

frequently amounts to five or six cwt., may be worth

there as much more, making the whole produce

amount to 10/. with very little outlay. Taking the

dift'erence in the value of agricultural produce, this

is fully equal to 15/. per acre in England, a sum

which few crops of clover will realize here, when

the expense of making the hay is deducted. W hen

the clover-plant fails, the land is ploughed in au-

tumn, and some other crop is sown ;
or fresh clover

seed is sown in the vacant places, in the following

spring, and die bush harrow or die traineau is

drawn over to bury it ; by this means a good crop

is often secured by the end of July.

Spurry,

—

Spergula ^rvensis—ia a plant which
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grows very rapidly in lijflit sandy soils. It is

often sown iin;nediately after barley harvest to be

cut in time for the sowing of rye. The produce

is trifling, but it costs little, and cows are very fond

of it. It is said to giv; their milk and butter a

very agreeable flavor. Ten or twelve youiids of

seed are sufficient tor an acre. A variety much
larger and more productive than tliat which is a

more weed in our light soils is sometimes sown in

the end of March, and, with llie he]p of liquid ma-

nure, produces a tolerable crop in less than two,

months ; after which a crop of potatoes may still

be had, or at least, a very good crop of turnips.

This is sometimes a convenient way of bringing a

field into a regular course again, when, from some
circumstance or other, the usual rotation has been

disturbed.

Lucerne, which is so higlily prized in sojne

countries, is not cultivated to any freat extent in

Flanders. The ])oor light s-inds are not very fi-

vorable to this plant, which likes a rich deep soil.

In western Flanders there are some soils well

adapted to its growth, but it ia not so .common as

to form any marked feature in Flemish husbandry.

Barley Ss sometimes sown to be mown green in

spring ; but rye, which is chielly sown for that

purpose in England, is seldom cut green. This

arises probably from a reluctance to cut down a

plant, which, when it comes to perfection, produces

the principal food of the people. That this is no
sufficient reason the slightest reflection will con-

vince us ; for rye cut in a green state does not

exhaust or deteriorate the soil, as it would when
left to ripen its seed, and it may therefore be sown
again on the same land without waiting the usual

time allowed for its recurrence. The question is

simply as to the value of the seed sown when com-
pared with that of the green crop

Buckwheat is sometimes cut for fodder in the

light sands, and helps to make up for a deficiency

of clover.

—

Libranj of Useful Knowledge.

AND gardener's JOURNAL.

Boston, Wednesday, Decemgeb 5, 1838.

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES AND PREMIUMS.
No. VI.

Wc have already extended this subject nnicb farther

than was our first iiitcnlion ; and we shall tlirow into as

narrow a compass as wc are abb; our few reinainin" re-

marks.

The premiums of the Massacliuselts Society are pro-

posed with great judgment, and embrace a large vari(^ty

of subjects. The premiums of the county societies are

more restricted m amount and in number of objects.

We are not disposed in this place to view tliese subjects

critically. There are few subjects named which we
uliould wish to exclude ; but there are some which mi^ht
be advantageously combined with others ; and the amount
of the award might be made much more an object of am-
bition by abolishing many of the smaller premiums of,

one and two dollars, which are now ijiven in some of
tbo county societies, and bestowing the amount to be dis-

tributed in larger sums ; or as we have before remarked
in an article of usefulness and permanent value.

We should be glad likewise to see agricultural experi-

ments ofany and every description mucli more a subject of
premium than it now is. In the State society the number
of these experiments on wliich a premium is offered is

quite limited. In some of the county societies no pre-

mium is offered for these experiments. There can be no
objection to pointing out particular experiments to be

tried and the modes of conducting them ; but at the same

time we would liave premiums ofiercd upon agricultural

experiments gcner.illj leaving it open to any competitor,

who might be disposed to offer the result of his inquiries

and experience. All that should be required to ensure

success should be that the subject of the experiment

should be an inipottaiil one, and of a practical and useful

character; that it should be conducted in such a manner
as to time, continuance, and mode of management that

the results should be .is far as possible conclusive; and

that the wliole process should be exactly and fully de-

tailed. It m.iy be said t!iat all this would be necessarily

included in the management of a farm. It might be giv-

en under this head we know ; but it is not necessarily

included ; and there are many cases in which the history

of some particular experiment miffht be given, when the

individu.al would not think of entering bis farm for a pre-

mium. No conditions beyond those above alluded to

being prescribed, it should be left wholly within the dis-

cretion of the board to determine whether the premium
should or should not be awarded. There is one little

matter, not always attended to, but which we believe has

in some cases operated to deter some farmers from enter-

ing a claim, which is certainly deserving of consideration.

Unsuccessful competitors should, if so they chose, be at

lit)erty to withdraw their statements. Many individuals,

from a pride w hicb we may consider foolish or not, who
would be very willing to have their success published,

are extremely averse to having their ill-success exposed
;

and the liberty to withdraw their communications might
be properly accorded to them, especially since the right of

the society to these papers, where nothing is paid for

them on the part of the Trustees, must be considered at

least as questionable. We mention this as a difficulty,

which we have known to operate upon some minds.

We mention another regulation, which we deem rea-

sonable, and the adoplion of which would be advanta-

geous. The premiums of the State society are of course

open to any of the citizens of the Commonwealth, where-

ver they may be resident ; and successful competitors at

any of the county societies are not on that account ex-

cluded from the competition in the State society. What
we wish is that competitions for the county premiums
should be open to any citizens of the State. We would
do this as a matter of convenience fliany individuals

resident on the borders of the counties would in many
eases enter the list in a county adjoining that which thev

belong, because the place of exhibition might be much
more accessible than that of their own county society,

which ihey do not go to because of its remoteness. Tliis

often occurs, but it is not necessary to particularize in-

stances. The only point to be fixed is that no individual

should become a competitor for tile same article or animal

at two diflcrcnt county societies; and this might be c.isily

arranged. The objects of the State would be equally

well served ; and general convenience would be in some
cases essentially served.

The subject of manures ought in a particular manner
to be made a matter of premium. We are very much in

this case in the dark. The application of lime, plaster,

ashes, leached and unleached, wood, coal, peat ashes, the

application of sea manures, ofbog mud, the various forms

of application, arc all points in which wc .are very much
in want of the clear light of experience. It is difficult

to prescribe exactly the conditions under which such ex-

periment shall be made; but the societies might propose

a handsome premium to any well conducted and detailed

experiment by which some important and practical truth

might he elucidated or established.

The subject of feeding tattle is one of great importatu
to the farmers in this Cimimonwcaltli. Premiums lb

this object arc now offered by several of the societies

They might be advantageously extended. It is of little

importance to exhibit a noble yoke of cattle or a fat hog
at the show, compared with knowing liow cattle and
swine may be made fat in the shortest time and at the
least expense ; compared with knowing whether it be
more eligible to give them food raw or cooked, mixed or

plain, coarse or ground; whether soiling or pasturing

cattle on llie same land be to be preferred ; whether corn
or barley or rye or oats or buckwheat be most usel'ul

;

whether potatoes, carrots, turnips, parsnips, or beets be
the best food. We want experiments to show the com-
parative value of bay or straw, or corn-fodder. We want
to know the most economical mode, attested by satisfac-

tory experiments, of keeping our live-stock, our horses,

our working oxen. A well conducted experiment or

experiments by wiiicb these matters should be determined,
would be of great value to the agricultural community;
and a premium sufficiently large should be oHcred to

compensate for any extraordinary troulde or expense in-

curred in attempting them.

Among other useful objects of premium we should
place well written essays nn any subject of husbandry
either of a scientific or a practical character. The
says published by the Highland Agricultural Society and
induced by the handsome premiums offered by that soci-

ety are among the most valuable papers anywiiere to be

Ibund. We shall hereafter give some of these communi-
cations to the readers of the New England Farmer. The
board of Trustees might either prescribe the subjects or

leave the subject to the choice of the individual. Wbcib-
er the essays be deserving of a premium either for its

utility or ability should rest whh them to deteimine In

this way science might bo made a direct contributor to

agricultural improvement ; and increase that debt, already

large, under which agriculture is now laid to her.

We have by no means exhausted this subject. We
have indeed but partially examined it. We throw out

these suggestions- for the consideration of those intelli-

gent gentlemen to whom the disposal of the bounty of

the State and the donations of private liberality is en-

trusted. Great good has already been accomplished by

these bounties; but wc believe that much more might be

effected. The trust is a responsible one. Premiums cer-

tainly should not be given merely because they are ofier-

cd. They should not be bestowed through mere favor-

itism or caprice. The conditions on which they are

offered should be absolute as far as they can be made so; ;

and rigidly adhered to. Exceptions arc often made in

favor of individual cases, which strict right would scarcely

justify. This we admit is often done through mere kind-

ness and a willingness to give pleasure, or a reluctance

to occasion disappointment. Such cases give occasion

fbi complaints i n the part of the captious or dissatisfied,

which are not always without reason. Tlie aggregate

amount distributed is comp.arativcly large ; and we shall

deem ourselves happy, if our suggestions will in any
measure contribute to render its application more efficient

to the excellent purposes for which it is designed. We
forbear further remarks for the present ; as we never de-

sire to ride a tired horse ; but we mav resume the sub-

ject at some convenient season. H. C.

MAMMOTH CALF.

We would call the attention of farmers to the great

calf Cromwell, now exhibiting in Dock Square, which
weighs 700 lbs., and only 7 months old the 29th of

November.

He was raised by Mr Albert Reed 2d, of Abington,
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ind is probably tJie largest of his age ever seen in the

jountry. As he will remain but a short time in Boston,

those who are desirous te give him a look, should call

soon.

,i,F. OF McLBESRV Trees.— .4 lot of the Morus Multi-

:aulis ormany stalked Mulberry, was nffored for sale on

Tuesday 4ih ill's!, in Moslon, at the nflice of Messrs Cun-

linsham & Co. They were warranted to be genuine and

were neatly done np in bundles of fifty trees. The first bits

f Ivevs four to five feet in height, untrimnicd, snld for one

loUar a tree; and other lots some trimmed and others with

he lateral branches on, sold from 37 and a half cents to one

lollar per tree. The cuttinq-- with two buds on each sold for

! cents each. The buyers were not numerous nor the bid-

ling very brisk; and it vas understood that a considerable

jortidii of the trees reniained unsold; the owner not being

iatisBed to put them up for what they would bring. The

rees were of one year's growth and were a'fine lot.

38.BRIOHTON MARKKT.—MoNi.AT, Dec 3,

Kr-i.orled (or the New Enslsnil Fnuncr.

At Market 375 Boef Cattle, 75 Stores, 200 Sheep,

ind 1175 Swine.

Prices — Petf Cattle -~A small advance was effected

ind we quote to nuTespond. First quality, $1 75 a

00. Second quility, f7 00 a $7 50. Third (fliality,

|5 50 a $6 50.

Stints —We noticed only a very few sales except

vorking oxen.

Shee.ji.—All at market were of a fair quality. A few

ots were sold at $2 25, $2 50 and $2 75.

Swine.—Sales were a little better than last week-

jOts to peddle were sold at 5 a 6 for sows, and 6 a 7 for

larrows. At retail, 6 a 7 1-2.

THERMOMETRICAL.
Repurteil for the New England Farmer.

Range of tlie Thennoineter at the Garden of the proprietors

f the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

(ortlierly exposure, week ending December 2.

Jov iBER, was. |7A.M. |12,M. |5,P.M.| Wind.

lonilHV,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(From the Religions Souvenir for 1839.)

AGRICULTURE.

BY C . W . K V E K E T T

llow blect the Farmer's simple life !

How pure the joy it yields I

Far from tlie world's tempestuous strife,

Free, 'mid the scented fields !

When Morning woos, with roseate hue,

O'er the far hills away,

His footsteps brush the silvery dew,

To greet the welcoming day.

When Sol's first beam in glory glows,

And blithe the sky lark's song,

Pleased, to his toil the Farmer goes.

With cheerful steps along.

While noon broods o'er the sultry sky,

( And sunbeams fierce are cast,

Where the cool streamlet wanders by.

He shares his sweet repast.

When twilight's gentlest shadows fall

Along the darkening plain.

He lists his faithful watch dog's aall,

To warn the listening train.

Down the green lane young hurrying feet

Their eager pathway press;

His loved ones come in joy to greet.

And claim their sire's caress.

Then, when the evening prayer is said,

And Heaven with praise is blest,

How sweet reclines his weary head

On Slumber's couch of rest

!

Nor deem that fears his dreams alarm,-

Nor cares, with carking din :

Without, his dogs will guard from harm ;

And all is peace within.

Oh, ye who run in folly's race,

To win a worthless prize !

Learn, from the simple tale we trace.

Where true contentment lies '

Ho ! monarch ! flushed with Glory's pride

Thou painted, gilded thing !

Hie to the free-born Farmer's side.

And learn to be a king

!

tlie last bell tolls, iind after runnini; dmvn to the

wharf till he is out of breath, he finds the boat

utes or lialf an hour too late, and upon being re- I
Ani.cdote.—A ge"ntlenian recently stopped at a

minded that ho has obliged his associates to wait, !
tavern, and bei.ig in a hurry, ordered the ostler to

and thereby to waste their time, he charges the
[

give his liorse some oats, " as soon as he had done

delay to his wattli, which, like its owner, is al- j
breathing." He remained as long as he thought

ways invariably at least a quarter of an hour too I

necessary, and, on going out, asked the ostler if he

g\oyr_ j

had given his horse oats, according to his directions ;

If lie has made arrangements to leave town in
' " Arrah, the devil an oat I've given him," answered

a sUgo, he commonly forces the carriage to wait I Pat—" ye tould me to give them to him when ht

some lime, or, what is not very uncommon, is loft
j

got done braythin' an' I've watched him every min-

behind: If he intends to make his departure in "te, an' faitli he's braytliin' yet—.V. H. Spectator.

the steamboat, you will meet him two streets off as

The HiTER Bit.—On Sunday morning, a rail

„ , . . , , , ,,..., road man, called Jem, went into the inn at Wes
hauledoff, andithegetsaboarda all,,t.sbythe|jj^jj^^_

^_^j^ Laving his basket in the kitchen
long boat, and olten at the hazard of his life. If i

.^^^^ .^^^ ^.^^ ^^ ^^j,^,. ^ ^^^ ^j. ^^^^^ ,p,^,

he is an attendant >.|,on public worship, he "ever'
^^j^^^ ^^. ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^.^^. ^ ^^^ ^^,

reaches the church until after the services com-
^^,_^^^^^^^ .^ ^,.,_j^,_ ^^ ^^,„.,, ^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^-^^^

mence, and greatly disturbs the congregation by
| j^_^^,^ ^j^,^^^ ^^. y^^^^^^^ „, „i,„,,gd j„ g^^^t, Iv

entering in the i.udst of their devotional exer-
j

j,^^^^,,^ ,,g ^^^ ^^^ ^-^^^ ^f ^^j,,^, p^j,,;^,^ p„„,p,^i„
'''^®^'

, , , ., , , , ed of if he rung the clianges upon his guest, whic
In short, such men labor, and toil, and drudge '^ ^.^ ^ abstracting the hare and putting a dea

on through life, just as Uniterm and regular in their
| ^^^ .^ .^ ^^^^_ q^ ^^^^-^^ ,^^_^g^ j^_^ f-^^,,^ ^^

concerns half an hour too late, as punctual people L^^
(._.^^j_ ^^^j returnino- with his basket to the ini

are in season. If sucli persons could, by some ex- ^^ ,.^,,^^j _,^j,^g ^^^^ ,_^^j ,^ ^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^

ertion, redeem that half hour, and set their watches
^^j^^^,^,^^^_ ^^^^ ^^^.^,^^^ refused to draw hi,

light, they might go on with the same ease they do
^j^ ^^.^^^ ^^^^^ persuasion he induced tli

now, and always be in season.-.«,/u,r>a Farmer.
._.j ^^ j^^^^ ^^^ ^.^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ,^;^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^

There is one trait in the character of our Amer-

ican boys which, I think, deserves to be checked

;

and that is the incessent war they carry on against

familiar birds, and the lesser quadrupeds. As soon

as a boy can hurl a stone, he becomes a Nimrod,

and goes foitli as a mighty hunter against the blue-

birds, the cat-birds, swallows and robins, that

venture into our gardens, orchards, and fields. Not

even the little wren that comes with his fair offer

of a dozen beautiful songs a day for the rent of

some nook or cranny about the house, is safe from

the whizzing missile. Not even the little sparrow,

that would build beneath the window, is tolerated.

i Not even the little ground squirrel, that enlivens

I the woods, is permitted to eat his nut in safety,

j
And when tlie boy becomes a youth, the same

i

exterminating war is carried on, tliough with a

' different weapon. With the fowling piece in his

hand, he roams the orchard and the field, slaugh-

tering, wi hout discrimination, jays, wood-peckers,

I

sparrows, blackbirds, bob-o'links, and tlie rest of

the feathered family.— Fireside Education.

ALWAYS BEHIND HAND.
There is a portion of mankind who are always

either naturally or habitually behind hand. This

trait of their character is easily discovered in

everything that relates to their conduci and pur-

suits in life. Such a man goes too late to bed, and

as a necessary consequence gets up too late in the

morning. Befng out of bed too late he is too late

to breakfast, and this deranges his household all

the forenoon ; having been behind hand at break-

fast, he is of course behind hand at dinner, and

lastly at supper. If he makes an appointment, he

never gets to the place in season ; and if he is to

meet a board of directors, or a committee, or any

ather public body whatever, is always twenty min-

.Ippearance Indicative of Character.—The ap-

pearance of a farm, its buildings, and the live stock

belonging to it, indicate with surprising accuracy

the character and standing of its owner ; if they

look well, well ; if bad, bad. A judicious traveller

won't miss in summing up his opinion once in fifly

times.

Boys, tiiat have been properly reared are men in

point of usefulness at sixteen, whilst those that

liave been brought up in idle habits are nuisances

at twentyone.

Remedy.—The best remedy to prevent a failure

of crop.s, is plenty of manure and good tillage.

A good rich soil retains moisture much longer

than that which is exhausted and poor.

The power of Science The transmutation of the

baser metals into gold and silver, is a small aflFair

compared with changing darkness into light, want

into plenty, misery into happiness
;
yet science

can do all this.

—

Farmer's Cabinet,

water and in her absence he opened a large pot c

the fire, in which was a fine leg of mutton, an

very ingeniously exchanged the tabby for it, carr

ing home the prize. Jem sent his brother the;

after church time, making him fully acquainted wi

the facts, and the landlord, wanting some brot

ordered a basin out of tlie pot ; not liking eith

color or flavor, he caused an examination, and i

stantly detected the cause and its author on wi

nessing the cat's mortal remains. " Oh," said Jen

brother, " I dares for to say—that there cat first e

the mutton, and then committed suicide to avo

detection."

PRt'IT AND ORXAMENTAr. TREES, DIULiBEll

RIES dtr.

Nursery of Willinm Kenrick.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamen
Trees fcir 1838 is now ready, and will be si

^ to all who apply. It LOiiiprises a most exti

sive selection ol the superior varieties ol Pea
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinc

Gooselierries, llaspherries, Curraiils, Slrawhcrries, Gr£
Yiues, &c. The stock of Cherries ami feaclies now res

is particularly largo. Also, Orn.nmeDtal Trees, Shru
Ro5.cs, Hoiifjsurkles; Peonies, Dahlias and other Her
ccous Flowering Planis.

"I
t\i\ C\f\C\ AIoBus MuLTicArLis are now ofl

X"UjU"U ed for sale; the trees genuine i

tine, will he ready for delivery al the cilies of Boston, N
S'ork and Philadelphia, in Oclohor next, at prices fair, r

varying with the size, and the quantity which may be

sired. Also, Broussa and other varielies.

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be sect

ly packed for safe transportation to dislant places, and
orders promptly executed, nn application to B. D. Bbe
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New 'Vork, M.
PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia,

the suhscrilier, Nonantuni flill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1,1836, WILLIAM KENRICK

EASTERiV POTA FOES.
1011 Bsncls of first rate Enstern Potatoes, for sale by

Oct. 21. JOSEPH BRECK & CC
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AGRICULTURAL.

Of the

FLEMISH HUSBANDRY.
Cvltivalion of Roots, Potatoes, Turnips,

Beets, Cnirols, Parsnips, Chicory.

If we aro indebted to the Flemish for the intro-

luction of clover and turnips into our agriculture,

hey are equally so to us for the valuable potato,

rhisroot is now become a great substitute for corn

.hroughout all Europe, and its influence on the pop-

ilation cannot be denied ; when corn fails potatoes

ire o-enerally most abundant, and thus prevent that

iistress, which is so great a clieck to population.

;n Flanders potatoes form a part of every rotation,

he lio-ht soils being peculiarly adapted to the growth

5f thrs root ; and as a great part of the produce is

jonsumed by cattle, and thus gives an adequate

-eturn in manure, the objection often made to its

jxtensive cultivation, that it e.vhausts the soil and

•eturns little to it, is not -n-oll founded. Were it

not for potatoes to keep the cattle, during the latter

Dart of the winter and beginning of spring, when

;he supply of turnips fails, a much smaller number

:onld be kept; for hay is a dear fodder in most

aarls of Flanders.

Piitatoes were at first only known as an esculent

root in gardens ; and it was a long time before

their reat value was found out. In 1740 they were

for the first time soid i:i the market of Bruges, in

consequence of the zeal of an individual of that

town, Mr Verhulst, who distributed some sets gra-

tuitously to the farmers in the neighborhood. From

that tiiiie the cultivation increased rapidly, and

spread all over the country. The varieties which

are mostly sold in the towns are the earliest and

best flavored, which are chiefly raised in sheltered

crardens. The plant being a native of a warmer

climate cannot bear the least frost. It is therefore

not safe to plant it in the fields before March or

April. The sets which are planted to produce an

increase, are not seeds but buds, and as such per-

petuate the qualities, good or bad, of the parent

stock. Each variety proceeds from some, original

plantraised from seed, and is subject to age and

decay with its parent. Hence varieties continually

degenerate or w€ar out, and fresh or new varieties

mu^'st be produced by sowing the seeds ;
recent ex-

periments and observations fully bear out the truth

of this assertion. It is therefore not sufficient

merely to find a superior variety, the age of the

parent plant should also be noted. Some will last

lon^rer than others, but all old varieties sooner or

late'r show marks of decay ; and the sooner they

are exchanged for younger and more vigorous the

better. In''Flanders the principal crop of potatoes

is planted in April. Potatoes require much ma-

nure to give a great return, although those which

grow in poor soils are much pleasanter to the taste.

For cattle, however, quantity is of more conse-

quence than flavor. The soil in which potatoes

are to be planted should he well prepared by deep

and repeated ploughing, or what is still better, by

Uenching with the spade. In Flanders the sets

are planted in rows two feet wide or more, and the

same distance between the sets, so that each jdant

may have the earth drawn up to the stem, and a

small hillock made round it. Sometimes the land

is ploughed and manured as for other crops, ex-

cepting that the quantity of manure is at least

double°the quantity usually put on for corn. T!ic

sets are then dropped into holes regularly made

with a blunt dibble, and filled up with earth.
^
These

sets are either small potatoes picked out for that

purpose, or larger cut into pieces, taking care that

there shall be at least two eyes or buds left in each

piece. When potatoes arc planted to any consid-

erable extent,' the method is similar to that which

we described for beans, the furrows being propor-

tionably deeper ; the -sets are dropped upon the

dung in every second or third furrow about eigh-

teen" inches apart, and covered by the return of the

plough. In this manner nine or ten bushels of

potatoes will plant an acre. The crop averages

about three hundred bushels, if the land is well

prepared, and the potato-plants have been well

hoed and moulded up. This is not a very great

return, considering the quantity of manure. The

quality of the potatoes depends on the nature of

the soil as well as on the variety planted ;
in light

sands the polotoes are .'small, and mealy when boil-

ed ; in good loams they grow large and more juicy,

but are not so well flavored ; the latter producing

a greater bu'.St, are j)referred for cattle.

There is a potato called Schelde JVindekc potato,

from the name of a village near Alost ; they grow

in a strong soil and are remarkably mealy and

good ; but°they rapidly degenerate when planted

in a difi'erent soil. The potatoes which are pre-

ferred for cattle are called £/s«:n Molten and Katten-

hollcn, both very large. A variety was introduced

fiom England into the neighborhood of Ghent some

years ago, by a gentleman of the name of Lank-

man, which are in great repute, and goby his name.

It would be difficult to point out the variety from

which these sprung, as the soil in which they are

transplanted has, no doubt, had a great influence on

their present quality. A few small Flemish pota-

toes, which we once sent to a friend at Kenilworth,

produced in that rich soil some of the largest po-

tatoes we ever met with. None of the original

potatoes were so large as a hen's egg.

When we were on the subject of manures, we

mentioned the pond weeds as highly useful in plant-

ing potatoes. Long litter and even old thatch is

e.xl-ellent to plant the sets in, if the soil is not very

lioht. Potatoes are usually taken up in the end of

September ; this is done by means of a three-

pronged fork, which is less apt to cut the roots than

the s'liade. The ground is at the same time cleared

of the roots of coutch grass, and other perennial

weeds ; and when the harrows have gone over the

field, and all the potatoes are picked up which had

escaped the fork, no other preparation is required

to sow wheat, or winter barley. When the seed

is sown, the stitches are marked out by the plough,

the intervals dug out, and the earth is spread over

the seed, after the urine cart has deposited half the

usual quantity of liquid manure in these intervals.

This is sufficient on land which has had a double

manuring for the potatoes.

Turnips are not often cultivated as a main crop,

or a substitute for the old fallows, as it is in Eng-

land and Scotland ; but mostly as a t^^oond crop

after barley or rye, which we call eddiati turnips in

England. But as the barley and rye harvest are

early in Flanders, and not an hour is lost in getting

tlie turnip-seed sown, they are often of a very good

size before winter.* The crop liowever can bear

no comparison, in point of weight, with a turnip

crop in Norfolk, still less ini Berwickshire and

Northumberland ; but it is obtained at a small ex-

pense, and does not interfere with any other crop.

In a farm of twenty acres, if five acres were set

apart every year for turnips, the remainder would

scarcely give sufficient occupation to the fanner

and his family, and produce sufficient corn to feed

them and to pay the rent It is by the quick suc-

cession of crops- that a small farm is made 1o pro-

duce much more in proportion than a large one,

and that every member of a family is constantly

and busily employed. As soon as the corn is cut,

the portion of the field which is cleared is ploughed

and harrowed, liquid manure is poured over it, and

the seed is sown ; so that in twentyfour hours an

acre, which was but just cleared, is again producing

a fresh crop. The ploughing and sowing goes on

every day, and follows on the heels of iha reapers ;

of siich consequence may be the -delay of txo or

three days, that the seed sown first willbe -tiuit and

in the rough leaf, when that which was two or

three days later is only just coming up, and is sub-

ject to all the depredations of insects. When the

turnips are fairly up, they are watered with diluted

urine ; and their growth is rapid beyond belief.

We have seen turtiips sown in the middle of July,

after barley harvest, which in the end of August

already showed very promising bulbs. If it were

not for this acceleration of the growth, no crop of

any weight could be raised by the end of Septem-

ber, when they are usually pulled up.

The cuhivation of the beet-root had been intro-

duced into Flanders under the dominion of Bona-

parte, for the manufacture of sugar ;
it was then a

forsed cultivation, and was abandoned as soon as

peace had restored the usual supply of sugar from

tlie colonies; and although the revival of this man-

ufacture in France, where considerable fortunes

have been lately realized by it, has induced several

speculative individuals, and also a company with a

large subscribed capital to re-establish manufac-

* Mr Van Aelbrock sowed some turnips in May, 1837^

and .hey Wfire of sufficient size in August to be given to

the cows. Large turnips are not thought so sweet as the

-iiialler which do not give that disagreeable taste to the

milk, which prevents many farmers m England tr.nm giT-

in- tliem to milch cows. The introduction of early tur-

nips in Flanders mi?ht be of great advantage. II winter

tares were sown to l)e cut in May, and turnips to follow

immediately, these two crops, with the intermediate

plougliino-, would prepare the land admirably for wheat

or colza,'and not only give two useful crops but navp „,|

tlie meliorating and cle.iiising effect ol a lallow.
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torics of beet-root susrar in difTcrciit parts of Bel-

gium, tlio Flemish farmers in general are not much
disposed to raise tlie beet-root for sale. Tliey im-

agine, whether correctly or not, that the land suffers

from this crop, when there is no return of manure,

as much as it would from potatoes sold off the farm,

while the hitler are much more profitable ; and the

carrianre of this heavy produce to any distance

through roads almost impassable in autumn greatly

diminishes the return. The manufacturers of sugar

• have found, in consequence, that they cannot rely

on a regular supply from tlie farmer, and that they

must enter into the cultivation of the beet-root to

a large extent on their own account, to keep up a

proper supply. The company established near

Waterloo have purchased a 1 rge tract of land, a

great pari of which is in woods, which they are

cutting down and converting into arable land for

this purpose ; on this fresh soil, which is by no

means rich, the beet-root appears to thrive well.

A large sugar manufactory is erected at Bruges,

another near Ghent, and a smaller near Uixmude,

and various other places, which will require many
hundwds of acres for beet-root annually, apd thus

make this root an important article of cultivation.

The mode in which this root is cultivated has noth-

ing peculiar in it. The land is ploughed and well

manured ; the seed is dibbled, as in the garden, in

rows a foot or eighteen inches wide and a foot

asunder in the rows; when the plants are up they

are weeded and hoed by hand ; the seed is put into

the ground in the beginning of May, and the roots

taken up in September and October. A common
crop is from fifteen to twenty tons of roots from an

acre of land.

This cultivation has not been adopted for a suf-

ficient number of years to ascertain what rotation

is most profitable, where beet-root is the principal

object. Those who are sanguine think that alter-

nate crops of beet-root and corn may be kept up

by good tillage and manuring. Tlie old farmers

are of opinion that there will soon be a great fall-

ing-off in the crops. Time will show who are

right. In the mean time the cultivation of the

white and yellow beet, which contain most saccha-

rine matter, is extending rapidly. A small portion

only of these useful r^ots is raised for the cows.

They are not supposed to be so good for the milk

as turnips, and they take up the whole season.

Should tlie cultivation be greatly extended, it may
have a great effect in causing a variation in the

usual rotations of crops, now generally adopted.

The advantage to agriculture of the beet-root sugar

manufactory, where good land is not over-abundant,

is still problematical.

The Ruta Buga, or Swedish turnip, which is so

highly valued by the Br'tish farmer, is not gene-

rally cultivated in Flanders. If a few small

patches of it are seen, it is only as an experiment

made by some rich proprietor. It does not enter

into the regular system of cultivation, and is not

60 well suited to sandy soils as the turnip.

Carrots grow well in light soils, which have been
trenched to a good depth, and they consequently

form a part of the regular rotations in all light

soils ; when they are sown as a principal crop, it

is generally next after potatoes, buckwheat, or tur-

nips. The land, having been well stirred for these

crops, is ploughed before winter, and manured with

half the usual quantity of cow dung, or of the

sweepings of sti-eets, with which is mixed a third

part of pigs' dung, from the notion that the smell

of this dung keeps off the moles and field mice,

who otherwise would injure the crop. This is

ploughed in six or seven inches deep, and the land
is left so all winter. In tlie beginning of April a

very deep ploughing is given, two or three inches
deeper than tlie last; twenty hogsherids of liquid

manure are then poured over this, and 2 1-2 lbs. of
carrot seed are sown. The harrows reversed are

drawn over the land ; the intervals between the

stitches, are dug out with the spade, and the earth

thrown evenly over the seed. It is then slightly

I
rolled. Some put o:i no dung, but only liquid ma-

I

luire, on the land intended for carrots. If the pre-

j

ceding crop was potatoes, the ground is already
sufficiently manured, and any additional quantity
would have a tendency to produce forked carrots,

which is the consequence of over manuring ; but
if they follow buckwheat, which has had no manure,
a fresh supply is necessary to ensure a good crop
of carrots. The more the manure is decomposed
and intimately mixed with the soil, the better for

this crop. When the carrots come up, they require

to be most carefully weeded ; this is the principal

expense. It is done by women and children, who
go on their hands and knees and pull up every

weed. If carrots were sown in drills much of this

labor might be spared, by using horse-hoes be-

tween the rows, and small hand-hoes between the

plants in the rows. Should the carrots fail, turnips

or spurry are immediately sown, that no time may
be lost. In May the carrots are thinned out where
they grow too close, and those which are pulled

out are given to the cows ; they are left about six

inches apart

'There are two sorts of carrots sown in the fields
;

the one is the large Dutch orange carrot common
in England, the other is a white carrot which is

very hardy, grows to a great size, and is more pro-

ductive in light sands than the orange. It has

lately been introduced into England ; some fine

specimens of the root were exhibited at the Smith-
field show in December 1830. From a trial on a

small scale, we are inclined to think that it will be
a valuable addition to our roots for cattle in winter.

The white f arret is that which is generally pre-

ferred for sowing in another crop, as flax or barley,

which is a common practice. In this case the car-

rot seed is sown a week or two after the p'-incipal

crop. The flax or corn grows faster than the car-

rot, which is thus kept down, and only pushes its

slender root deep into the ground without making
much top, or swelling to any size. In weeding
care is taken not to pull out the carrots, which are

easily distinguished from weeds. After the flax is

pulled, the ground is gone over and weeded again
;

liquid manure is then spread over, and the carrots

soon begin to grow, and the roots to swell. If the

main crop was barley, the stubble is carefully pull-

ed up, and the carrots are then treated as before.

Thus by the middle of October a good weight of

carrots is produced on land, which had already

given a profitable crop that season ; and a great

supply of winter food is obtained for the cattle.

Carrots are occasionally sown amongst peas. The
peas ripen in July, and are pulled up; and then

the carrots arc treated as we have been describing.

If the rowcu'ture were introduced, and the carrots

and peas drilled in alternate rows, the success

would probably be more complete. This is done
in tlie .ntervals of the colza or rape with good suc-

cess. About fif.een small cart-loods of carrots, or

about ton or twelve tons per acre, is considered a

fair crop. Judging from the produce of about one-

eighth of an acre of good sand, in which the white

carrot was sown in England, in March 18.30, witt
I'Ut manure, the rows a foot apart aiid well weeds
aiid hoed, the crop would have reached twentytw
tons per acr'' ; the common orange carrot in th
same ground did not produce half that weight.

Parsnips are sown in land too heavy for carrots

and in a deep rich loam, the produce is very grea
They have the advantage of bearing the severei
frost, and therefore do not require to be house
but may be left in the ground until they are re

quired for use. They are not thought so good fc

milch cows as carrots, but superior for fatting catth
The quality of the soil must decide which of th

two may be sown to most advantage
There is another root, the cultivation of wlac

is often very profitable, although of comparative:
small use on the farm. This is chicory, of whic
the dried roots are roasted and used instead c

coffee. A considerable commerce in this root ha
sprung up lately, which has caused a duty of 20
per ton to be laid on its importation into Britaii

It is the same plant which Arthur Young so strongl

recommended for its leaves for cattle and sheep
but it has not been found to answer the expccta
tion in this point of view. The roots contain
strong bitter, which may be extracted by infusion

it is also used in the brewing of beer to save hopi

It is wholesome, and if it does not impart an UD
pleasant taste to the beer, there can be ho objec

tion to its use. At all evenis the cultivation of i

whether for beer or coffee, is a part of Flemis
agriculture, and deserves to be noticed. The see

is sown in the end of March or beginning of Apri
It is treated exactly as the carrot, whpn sown alnn(

The ground should be mellow and deep, raflie

heavy than light, and ploughed or trenched to

good depth. It is sown broad-cast in Flanders, a

everything else is ; but it would be much better i

it were sown in rows eighteen inches apart. Th
leaves may be given to sheep or pigs ; but the

give a bad taste to the milk of the cows who ea

them. The rods are taken up in September, am
are then of the size of a small carrot ; they ar'

cut into pieces, and dried in a kiln. In that stat

they are exported. The price varies much, accord

ing to produce and demand. » It is not an object o

general cultivation, but only by particular person:
|

and in particular soils ; the market is overslockec '

at one time, and a great demand exists at another

Such a produce can never nnter into a regula

course, but may be raised as circumstances niaj

afford a prospect of sale and profit.

—

Library o,

Useful Knowledge.

MORUS MULTICAULIS SPECULATION. 1

If our produce in silk is likely to increase in anj

thing like the increased demand for this species olj

the mulberry, and its ^apid multiplication, we shall
I

be able, in a few years, to clothe our entire female

population in silken fabrics, and to export largely

in the bargain. But the demand seems to origi-

nate from a hope of making money by speculating

in the buds, or trees, rather than in the sUk which

they are to produce. Individuals have for some

time been traversing the several states, from Can-

ada to Florida, buying up these trees, and the prices

have kept advancing till they have reached an ex-

travagance beyond reason, and almost beyond cre-

dibility. The Farmers' Register informs us, that

Thomas Hicks, of Virginia, laid out $'Si5, in 1830

and 1837, for trees of the multicaulit, and that he

has recently sold from their product, 20,000 trees,
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25 cents each, retaining 10,000 for liis own use

thus realizing a profit of nearly $7,500 upon tlie

tlay. In ten days, the seller might have re-

ivetl SICOO more for those disposed of. This

IS in September. In October, the fever of spec-

ition had reached, if not its clima.K, at least a

nuerous height to buyers; for the U. S. Gazette

fo'ms us, that at a great auction sale of these

;es, at Baltiuiorc, on the 4th inst. 120,000 of them

are sold, "at prices varying from 20 to 22 cents

r foot, measuring to the utmost extremity, and

lunting the roots also. This amounts to $1,21

r each tree of five feet high." At a sale at Ger-

antown the prices e.'iceedod 20 cents per foot,

t Burlington, N. J. a sale of 2430 was made by

r Greenmere, for SS500, and another of 1000

iilectcd trees for $2000, being two dollars each.
'

this is not a "JJotm's alive" business, in which

,me one will get sorely " saddle-hacktd," we are

eatly mistaken.

There is no tree more rapidly multiplied, proba-

y, than the morus uiulticaulis. Every uninjured

jd will produce a plant in a summer. The prac-

ce is, among proficients in the art of propagating,

, take off every branch and the top, or to take up

,e entire young plants, in the autumn—to bury

lem in the ground, or put them in a cellar during

inter, and to plant them in the spring, either in

uttin.^s of one or two eyes, or by covering the

ranch or young plant, laid horizontally m a furrow,

ith an inch or two of earth. Almost every bud

ill o-row from two to four feet the first season, and

Itimltely become a tree. This will explain to

le reader, -why select trees, abounding in branches

nd buds, sold'for two dollars at Burlington. They

ere clieap, if the prices can be kept up another

ear.

In regard to the culture of this mulberry in our

ititude," we have only to repeat the opinion we

ave often expressed, that the tree will not stand

ur winters, except, perhaps, upon a poor dry soil,

?hcn the growth ceases, and the wood hardens, be-

ore the occurrence of severe frosts. Indeed this

3 now virtually conceded by the growers
;

for we

jelievc it is the general practice to secure seed-

ings in the cellar, or to bury them in the ground,

,nd to cut down tlie trees, cover the stumps, and

jecure the tops and branches for propagation.

"!uttin(r down at autumn is recommended as the

3est m° de of increasing the foliage, and as facili-

tating the gathering of the leaves—as many

sprovrts spring from the stump in the spring, and

the leaves of which may be gathered without climb-

ing.

That the silk business will ultimately prosper

among us, we have nojaoubt; but that the multi-

caulis'^is to supersede all other species of the mul-

berry, or that it possesses very remarkable proper-

ties not common to the family, we must be permit-

ted to entertain doubts. Gen. Tallmadge, who

visited the silk establishments of Italy, and was

minute in his inquiries, tells us that the European

black mulberry had a preference there. In Prance

the white mulberry, it is alleged, produces the best

silk We have seen beautiful fabrics from our

I

native red species. While those who have seen, at

Constantinople, the silks produced from the Brussa,

affirm that they exceed all others for lustre and

value. Men are prone to recommend that which

they wish to sell. In our mind, it matters little

hat species of mulberry we cultivate, provided it

hardy enough for the climate. If any kind is

well managed by household industry, they will in

our opinion, become a certain source of profit to

the owner.

—

Cultivator.

EXPERIMENT IN HARVESTING CORN.

In our last November No. we gave the result of

an experiment in harvesting corn, going to show,

that it is better to cut it up than to top it. We
now give the result of another experiment of the

.same kind.

In the first week of September, we went with

two neighbors into our corn-field where our men

were cutting up corn, and caused .36 hills to be cut

up, where we found them at work, which was of

the fair average quality of the field, and stooked

separately ; adloining which 3(3 hills were topped,

in the usual way ; and a third parcel of 30 hills,

immediately adjoining the last, was left to ripen

upon the entire stock. On the 23d September we

proceeded to pick, husk and weigh the corn on the

several "parcels. The result was as follows :

No. 1. cut up,Jiad 126 ears, which weighed 56 1 -2 lbs.

No. 2, topped, " 127 « " 52 lbs. 2 oz.

No. 3, standing, 125 " " 52 lbs. 10 oz.

We found on trial, the same evening; that it le-

quired 78 lbs. of ears to give a bushel of shelled

corn. The field was planted at exactly three feet

between the rows, and at about two feet four inches

in the rows ; but assuming that the distance was

three by two and a half feet, it would give to the

acre 5,808 hills—and there probably was not 20

hills deficient in five acres. Upon these data the

product on an acre, under the diflferent modes of

harvesting, would be as follows, omitting frac-

tions :

No. 1 would give 9,274 lbs. or 119 bushels.

No. 2 " 8,409 1-2 " 108 "

No. 3 " 8,490 " 109 «

Although the parcels selected were supposed to

be similar, it was perceived, after the corn was

gathered, that an apple tree, giving a shade 6 or 7

feet brnad, stood in No. 3—the whole field being a

young orchard—which undoubtedly had an influ-

ence in lessening the product of that parcel—as it

might reasonably have been expected to have ex-

ceeded tliat of No. 1.

In regard to the condition of the grain, of the

different parcels, that of No. 1, which had been cut

up and stooked, was unquestionably best ; it was

dry, sound and bright ; while much of Nos. 2 and

3, which had been topped, or left standing entire,

had fallen upon tiie ground, was wet or mouldy,

.and some of it had actually grown. The difference

in the fodder was still more palpably in favor of

No. 1 it evidently exceeding m value either of

the otiier parcels more than one half.

Our neighbors, C. N. ISement and Sidney Chapin,

were prese^nt, and assisted, in the cutting up, top-

ping, picking, husking, weighing, and examining,

the° several parcels, and have authorized us to

say that they fully concur in the preceding state-

ment.

In our experiment of last year, the loss in top-

ping, over cutting up, was found to be about six

bushels ; in the above detailed experiment, it ap-

pears to be eleven bushels on the acre. It will

also be observed, on referring to our former exper-

iment, that the number of ears, and the product,

is less this than it was last year. This has been

caused bv the drought. None of the succors pro-

duced ears this year, though many produced them

last year.

This experiment confirms us in the opinion we

have long entertained, that there is a prodigious

waste, both in corn and forage, and we insist in la-

bor also, in the still common practice of topping

corn. And we again beg, that those who remain

incredulous in the matter, will make the experi-

ment, as we have repeatedly done, and satisfy

themselves. Say there are 300,000 acres of corn

cultivated in this state, and that the loss by topping

is only five bushels to the acre, the aggregate loss

would amount to 1,500,000 bushels, equal at least

in value to one million of dollars annually, to say

nothing of the loss in labor and forage.

The cause of the topped corn having produced

less than that which was cut up, although often

stated, is here repeated : the topped corn was de-

prived of its elaborating organs—its lungs—the

leaves above the grain, and of course received no

farther accession of growth, or but very little;

while the corn cut up retained these organs, which

continued to send down nourishment to the grain

for some days through its green succulent stocks.

Any farmer may satisfy himself readily that leaves

are indispensable to growth, by a simple and easy

experiment :—let him pluck all the leaves from a

fruit-bearing branch of the apple, plum, or other

fruit tree, at any stage of giowlh of the fruit—and

he will find that the fruit on such limb will neither

urow nor mature its flavor where there are no

feaves—though it may change its color

—

Cultt-

valor.

Massachusetts Horticultnral Society.

EiHiBiTioN OF Fruits.

Sulurday, DccA, 1838.

From S. Walker, Roxbury, Nonpariel Apples

and-Chaumontelle pears. ,

From B. V. French, Braintree, Wilkinson pears.

From James Eustis, South Reading, TrUnnell,

Spice and Ben apples; the latter a handsome and

fine flavored fruit of medium size, and the ?.nneaed

letter accompanied the specimens.

For the Committee, E. M. RICHARI*S.

To THE Committee on Fudits,—
Gentlemen—By request I send yon further

specimens of the Ben apple. The original tree

was standing till within a few years past on land

belonging to the late Doct. Hart of this place.

Said land formerly belonging to a Benjamin Smith,

therefore called the Ben apple, it is supposed to be

a native. It can be traced back for a great num-

ber of years, and probably was never grafted, as a.

person has now a tree growing which bears the

same fruit, which he pulled from the roots of the

old tree when a sucker. Yours, &c.

JAMES EUSTIS.

S. Reading, Dec. 1, 1838.

Saturday, Dec. 8, 1838.

Yellow Winter Pears, from W. S. Packar-J^

Dorchester. Dix Pears, from Mr Wm. O. Go'don,

Dorchester. Baldwin Apples, from Chever New-
hall, do. Danvers Winter Sweet, Hooper Apple, a

fine Red and Pomme Sons Pippin, of Bouman's

catalogue, from Robert Manning, Salem. Mr Wan-
ning also exhibited fine specimens of the Winter
Orange, Glout Morceau Buorgomaster, (of !?oston,)

and Princes St Permain Pears. For the committee.

HENJ. V. FRENCH,
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BEES.

Amon^all the difTercnt classes of winged insects,

the most beneficial to man, and one of the most
wonderful, are bees. Bees are common in most

countries ; but although naturalists have for ages

considered them an important subject of inquiry,

their history as yet is but imperfectly known. In

some countries, bees are an object of great atten-

tion, and their honey and wax are considerable ar-

ticles of commerce.
In every hive, bees are of lliree kinds ; viz :— 1st,

the working bee.s, or uiules ; 2d, males, or drones.

which are less numerous, aiul 3d, the female bee,

which is called the mother, or queen. The work-
era are the smallest, the males the largest, and the

females are of the middle size.

The males are nearly double the size of the

workers, but want stings. The females, or the

queens have a sting, and are linger than the males,

or the workers ; in other res^jjcls they are exactly

like them.

Bees usually collect togetTier In hives. A hive

generally contains from 15 to 20 thousand ; in oth-

ers fr^i 30 to GO thousand. In all these there is

but one queen mother, or female ; and the number
of males does not exceed two or three hundred ;

the remainder is composed of working bees, which
labor for the others, to support them. Neither the

males nor females go abroad in quest of wax or

honey. All the working bees are furnished with a

trunk for their labors, and a sling for their defence.

These little animals, whom we behold so soci-

able in their community, are ever industrious to

assist each other, and prevent their mutual neces-
sities with surprising generosity ; and shall we
leave our fellow-creatures in distress ? On the
contrary, we are convinced that the finest of all

pleasures consist in preserving persons from calam-
ity, and it is a pleasure capable of increasing in

proportion to our abilities to give.

The bees when they begin to form the different

cells in the hive, commence at the top, where they
lay a bed of glue, to which they fix the first cells

of the comb, which they continue downwards, till

they have no room left. The comb they divide
into three cantons ; one where they rear their

young, another where they store their wax for fu-

ture occasions, and the third where they preserve
their honey for the winter. The wax is a provis-
ion altogether as necessary for the bees, in one
sense, as the honey, for it is with the wax they
build their apartments, and also Vhere they trea-
sure up their honey.

A bee is first an egg ; -^lis egg, which in time
becomes a bee, is exceedingly while. The eggs
of bees are cast into the empty ceJIs, not careless-
ly into any cells, but only the middle cells, which
always are appointed for the breeding cells, whilst
those all around are reserved for tlie honey Bel-
lows Falls Guzelte.

on the approach or attack of an enerny, exhibiting are all destructive poisons. Its twigs and branclie
eveiy symptom of extreme rage, and displaying all 1

operate as a slow, malignant and incurable poison
those beauties for which its species are so remark-

j

of a peculiar quality, destructive of animals am
able when under the influimce of passion. No

|

man. It has been recently discovered, and satis

cause for its disorder was at first visible; but in a
j

factorily tested, that the browsing upon the sprou
short time a ulaok snake darted from the surround- about its root, it the cause of that mysterious dis

ing bushes across the folds of his antagonist, and
j

ease, called the milk sickecss.

disappeared on the other side. The rattle-snake
|

The fruit, when fully ripe, has an inviting ap
did not fail to strike at its darting assailant; but; ptarance, but it soon takes a dry rot, and the insidi

with wliat success the rapidity of their motion pre- j
becomes a poisonous and disagreeable dust, in ap

vented me from determininj. The rattle-snake pearance resembling Scotch Snuff. Notwithslaud
remained in his coil, prepared for another assault,

which was accordingly odered by his black foe re-

turning, and again gliding over him with almost

inconceivable rapidity, while the same attempt as

formerly was made to punish the aggression.

These movements were several times repeated with

no apparent advantage to either party. Tlie black

snake seemed once or twice struck with the fangs

of his enemy and yet returned with undiminished

celerity to his subtle assault.

The density of the wood did not pennit me to

follow with my eyes his retreat; and however great

my curiosity to ascertain how he employed the

time of his absence, I could not prevail upon my-
self to indulge it by entering on so fatal a battle

ground. At length tlie rattle-snake in one of his

a^ttempts to revenge the insolence of his assailant,

struck his fangs deep into his own body ; he extri-

cated them, stretched himself with every appear-

ance of agony on the ground ; and turning on his

back, in a short time expired. The crafty victor

once more appeared, and seizing the lifeless body
in his mouth, dragged it from the scene of action.

WAR AMONG THE SNAKES.

[Tfa7iscribed from a «Vc«i York paper, of October

12M, 1835.]

Travelling through one of the southern States,
my attention was attracted by a singular rustlino-

in the thickets which bordered on the road. I

stopped my horse to learn the cause
; and soon dis-

covered, at a few paces from the track, a rattle-
snake of rather more than ordinary size, in a coil
such as these reptiles always throw themselves into

iiig its noxious qualities, cattle and various olliei

animals are fond of frequenting it and feedinn
its leaves, and they freciuently die in its vicinity

Numerous skeletons of animals may be found
the bottom, within a mile round, but when taken
small quantities, it terminates in lingering and un-

controllable milk sickness. Since the tree has
been fenced in, no milk sickness has existed. The
wood of the tree is as solid and heavy as lin-num-

vitee or ebony, and from its similarity, some intel-

ligent persons have conjectured that it is the cele-

brated tree called the Bohan Upas in the EasI
Indies. When any part of the green tree is lace-

rated, a peculiar gum e.vudes from the wound like

white native turpentine, which is esteemed one o)

the strongest poisons, and will blister and seriously

injure and ulcerate the human body if applied ex-
ternally.

It is thought by some persons that this tree might
be advantageously used in the practice of medicine
if its powerful medical qualities were properly un-
derstood, but its poison is so destructive that every
person here is afraid to make any experiment with
it. If the citizens of those parts of Illinois, Ohio

BOHAN UPAS OF THE WEST. '"l^''"f"''^-^',
*'''' '"'' '*^"^"^'^

'"'f
'^' "?'"' «''='^-

ness. Will n;ake proper examination, I have no
The Milk Sickness.—The mysterious disease doubt that they will find somewhere in the sick

which bears this name, is peculiar to the region
! district a solitary tree similar to the one I have

west of the mountains, and prevails only in certain
j

described above, and if they will destroy or enclose
districts of that region. Many parts of Kentucky, ' the tree they will effectually prevent the disease.
Indiana, Illinois and Missouri iiave been greatly

j

Many marvellous stories are told in the neighbor-
afflicted by it, hundreds have died its victims, and hood, but respecting manv of them I am verylncre-
sonie districts of country are almost uninhabitable I dulous, but the foregoing' statement I have prepared
on its account. The Kentucky Legislature ha;

long since offered a re vard to any one who could
ascertain the cause of this terrible disease, but all

inquiries upon the subject have been hitherto un-
successful. The St Louis Bulletin, however, con.
tains a letter on the subject, said to be from the

pen of an intelligert gentleman, in which the cause
of the disease is referred to a tree, the properties
of which are described to be very similar to those
attributed to the Bohan Upas of the East Indies.

The letter, which will be found interesting, is sub-
joined :

Femme Osage Township, )

St Charles Co. Mo. Xov. 9, 1838. /
Mk Koch,—

Dear Sir—I herewith transmit to you one of

from personal observation, and from information in
which I could place implicit confidence.

(From the Bellows Falls Gazette.)

THE INCLINATION OF THE WHEAT-EAR.
How admirable are the expedients of Providence,

exclaimed I, as I observed in the bending down of
tiie full-giown wheat ear the accomplishuient of an
important purpose

; namely, that of shedding off
the rain, which otherwise must settle into the colls

of the ear and do material injury to the ripeDing
grain. . While the ear is green and growing, moist-
ure does it no harm

; but when it comes to consol-
idate and ripen, moisture would be extremely inju-

the genuine apples of Sodom. It grew on a large i

rious, if not ruinous.

Sodomite tree in Femme Osage bottom, in St I The inclining wheat ear is often alluded to as
Charles county. The tree is nine feet thick, one

,

denoting the modestv and humility of real worth
hundred and forty feet high, and straight in the If we consider the reason whv providence in its
body, there being no limbs for forty-six feet above wise arrangei„ents provided for its inclination I'
the ground. In a fruitful year it is estimated that fancy we shall find in it an illustration of prudence
It bears one thousand bushels of fruit. The leaves in taking measures to preserve our resources raen-
resemble those of a pear tree, but are much larger tal, moral, or material, from beino- frittered and
and evergreen

; the blossoms are similar to the wasted away by adverse causes oT by influences
tuhp, and when in full bloom, it is considered the that do not belong to our present means of improve-
most grand, beautiful and imposing object in Uie ment and maturitv ; and whose impact on us we
vegetable kingdom. But it is of the most poison- should therefore he seasonablv prepared for easing
ous nature

;
its roots, bark, sap, leaves and fruit, off.

"

B F
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MULBERRY TREES AND THE SILK

BUSINESS.

Extract from a Letter from Mr Chcmncey Stone of

Burlington, .V. /.

In replying to your qtiestiona it will be necessary

for me briefly to recapitulate them. Question

1. Have you been long engage. I in cultivating

the mulberry ?

2. What species of morus do you deem preter-

able, and what kind of soil suits it best?

3. What is the best mode of propagating, plant-

ino-, and managing it .-

4. Wliat is the value, expense and prout on an

acre of mulberry trees for the first five years inclu-

5. What kind of worm do you consider the

most valuable ?
• ,nn

G. What lielp does it require to raise lUU

pounds of silk ?
, u c .

pirst.—l am one of the number who first com-

menced the silk business in this vicinity, and have

devoted the two last years with close application

practically to the culture of the morus multic.iulis

and rearing the silk worm.

Second.—1 have taken much interest during the

last few years in comparing the relative qualities

of the diff-erent mulberries ; and at present I know

of none better than the morus multicaulis tor this

and the more southern latitudes for the silk busi-

ness The Alpine, the Canton, and the Brusa, are

excellent species, and may be well adapted to the

more northern latitudes. Most of the different

species 1 have seen, which are fourteen or fifteen

varieties, require four or five years' growth before

havino- much foliage to part with ;
but the multi-

caul's°will yield a large quantity the first year's

growth without injury to the tree, and is eaten

with great avidity by the silk worm. The mulber-

ry that is most productive of fruit is less produc-

tive of foliage. The multicaulis produces very

little fruit, a.id is not often grown from the seed.

It will flourish on all soils where the peach does._

To select a location on which to plant a field for

the silk business, I would prefer undulating grounds,

havin.r a deep mellow loam, and mixed with sand

and gravel sufficient to prevent the soil from baking

or crusting.

Third.— Afler having the ground made mellow,

lay out the field in rows about four feet apart, and

the surest mode, by taking one season with another,

is to lay the tree down full length and cover deep

enough to keep moist The time for planting in

this latitude, I think, will be during the first and

second weeks in April, in common seasons. By

plantino- a field of mnlbe-ries in this mode they

must bl taken up in the autumn, as they will stand

too near each other to remain in the ground. But

to plant a field of mulberries not to be taken up

in the fall, mv own views are to lay out the rows

about five feet apart, and in the autumn take up

every other tree in the rows, leaving them standing

four feet apart; the remainder to have the tops cut

off near the ground in the fall. In the following

sprin<^, many shoots from each stump will start up

with vigor, and produce an abundance of foliage,

and eas°y to be gathered. And where the field is

large, I think every fifth row may be omitted and

not^ planted, but used as a passage for a cart or

wagon in which to transport the foliage to cocoon-

cry. Our experiments made this season have proved

the feasibility, that mulberry treated in the above

manner will fulfil the most sanguine anticipations.

Fourth.—To answer this question it will require

some philosophical speculations, as the feeding of

silk worms from an acre of multicaulis of four or

five years' growth, has not been done by me, or un-

der my observation. At the rate of fifty pounds

of reeled silk to the acre has been produced from

tlie first year's growth of trees. Hut from an acre

to be planted in tlie manner I have described, ;iO

pounds the first year will be a fair production, and

by leaving the roots in the ground and pruning the

tops in the autumn, I deem it not extravagant to

estimate one hundred pounds reeled silk yearly on

an average, the four succeeding years after the first

year's growth of trees.

After tlie cocooneries and fixtures for feeding are

prepared, we can feed the silk worms and reel the

silk at an expense not over two dollars and fifty

cents per pound, and it is then worth from foar

dollar and fifty cents to six dollars a pound to the

manufacturer.

Fifth. At present I know of none I prefer to

the white mammoth worm, so called, but we have a

kind that spins a large yellow cocoon, and is a very

good kind. The silk of the white is worth most.

We have a kind called the two crop kind, that can

be reproduced the same year, but they spin a small

cocoon.

Sixth.—h requires a person having experience

to take charge of the feeding, who can manage du-

rino- the first week alone after the worms hatch,

and the second week a boy or girl will be wanted

to pick leaves, and after that another person, equal

to a full hand, will be all that will be required to

finish the crop, which will be about three hundred

thousand in number.

By this calculation I expect the cocoonery to be

convenient to the mulberry field. It requires two

hands to change the worms de.xterously, but they

can attend to that in the morning when the dew

will be upon the leaves,, and to gathering the foli-

age after the dew shall disappear. A stock of leaves

w"ill always be wanted before hand, lest there

should be "rainy weather, when they cannot gather

them.

Those who raise silk and wishing to sell it in its

raw state, had better reel it into skeins, and is then

in a merchantable condition.

I have answered your interrogatories in a man-

ner that appears most feasible to my views, but

I do not pretend to lay down any particular modes

or systems as applicable to all future generations.

first by filling the country with trees. It is only

until that is accomplished that raw silk can be cul-

tivated to advantage. The present prices of trees

are so extravagant that nobody can be induced to

use them to raise silk,—they are worth so much

more to sell or to cut up into slips for the purpose

of multiplying plants anotlier season. A little fore-

cast would teach these persons that silk i's to be

grown, and that it cannot be so long as the trees

are so expensive. The purpose, therefore, is to

reduce their price another season, by filling the

country with this species of merchandize.

Another thing must be corrected and set right.

It is stated in some papers, on the authority of Mr

Pleasants of Virginia, that the silk companies at

the north have ceased to exist, except in riaim.

The ^gis alludes, with some emphasis, to the im-

portance of disseminating correct knowledge on

this subject, and then remarks, the incorporated

company in Northampton, without producing a

pound of silk, is abandoned and its " lands are of-

fered for sale" ! The admonition adii.inistered to

other people applies with peculiar force to such

statements as these, wliich are not merely disheart-

ening, but /«/sc. Experience has taught, that the

true'way to grow silk to advantage, is on farms

connected with other agricultural operatio:is. The

incorporated Company in this town purchased two

or three hundred acres of land, much of which was

set over with young mulberry trees. The trees

had not reached a size sufficient to feed worms,

before the price became enhanced and the sale of

them yielded more profit than the growth of the

raw silk. The Silk Company here not only exists

in ,iame, but in substance, having three hundred

acres of land, 100,000 mulberry trees, and a superb

brick factory four stories high and nearly one hun-

dred feet long, which is already partially filled

with machinery in operation. It will be completed

in the spring, and the business of manufacturing

sewino- silk carried on with vigor. One of the

hindra°nces at the present time arises from being

compelled to import the raw material ;
for, with alj

the extravagant bounties ofiered by diff-erent legi-

latures, very little of the domestic article is yet

Uentto market. When the country is fil.ed with

trees and the price of them falls, then raw silk will

be produced at a great profit. The incorporated

company in this town, we ore happy to inform our

Worcester friends, still exists, and will show itself

snothei: season.—.Voritampfon Conner.

SILK, MULBERRY TREES AND SO FORTH.'

The Worcester Mgis and some otlier papers,

have attempted to draw deductions from the present

high price of mulberry trees, which will operate to

the injury of the silk business. They argue that

these exorbitant prices cannot be sustained an-

other season, but when they fall, then will come

the exploded humbug. These individuals are

wholly mistaken. No man, in his sober senses

believes, that when the tree have multiplied, the

value they now command will be sustained ;
but

we contend that the scarcity of trees keeps up pre-

sent prices. Doubtless the trees another season

will be multiplied greatly, and of course sell lower.

Yet, if a man buys one stalk this year for 50 or 75

cents, which has twenty or thirty buds, and which

another season will yield as many trees, if the price

is at sixpence a tree next fall, will he not have a

productive crop? The purpose is to grow silk,

Seven bushels of good sized potatoes were dug

iH Ciaremont, N. H. on the 1st ult., the product of

a. single poWo, of the "lady finger kind," which

was planted on th.e 15th of May last. This potato

had 72 eyes and was cut into as many pieces.

One of these was planted in a hill, and on the

eighth day after planting, the sprouts (when there

were more than two shoots springing from one eye)

were separated and transplanted. In this way 110

hills nere made. The vines measured one mile in

length, and the weight of the crop was 515 lbs.

Said a purchaser to a horse dealer, " is that an-

imal sure footed ?" "Perfectly," said the Jockey,

"when h(iputs his foot down, you'd think he never

was going to take it up."

The number of police constables on duty on

the day of the Coronation in London was 2,900.
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MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOClETy.
EXHIBITIO.V OK BITTER AND CHEESE.

We are liappy to lay before our readers the Report of

the Comniiltee of the Massachusetts Agricultur.il Society

on Butter and Cheese offered for premium on the 4th

inst, at Quiuey Hall, Boston. The premiums were most
liberal—on Butler one of a $100—one of 50 ; one of 30.

On Cheese one of $50—one of 30.

The prices at which the several jars of butter wliieh

obtained the first premium were sold were as follows,

—

17 cts., 44, 43, 42, 41.

The prices of the butter of tlic 2d premium were as

follows,—41 cts , 38, 36, 35.

The prices of the third premium butter were 37 cts.,

33 1-3.

Other lots of butter of a fine quality were sold at %'ery

good prices. Several firkins of butter containing more
than 100 lbs. each, from Horace Clapp of Homeville,
New Y«TK, were of a fine quality. Some tubs, however,
belonging to the same lot were injured, owing to some
imperfection in the manner of putting up. We have no
authority for the assertion but our own judgment, but had
it not been for this circumstalice we ean haidly doubt

that lliis lot of butter would have obtained the first pre-

REPORT.

The Committee of the Trustees of the Massaclmsetts

Society for Promoting Agriculture appointed to award
the premiums of the society for butter and cheese, exhib-

ited at Quincy Hall, December 4, 1838, Report—that

The whole amount of entries for butter was 13

for dicese, old 2
" new 9 11

24

This number is smaller than U6«:(l at these cxiiibitions,

although perhaps in point of quality the best butler and
cheese on this occasion were fully equal to tliat of former
exhibitions.

Of the butter, one lot (entry Ko. 7) was disposed of by
the owner before the hour fixed for examination, and did
not therefore become a subject of trial.

Of the remaining lots the committee found

8 of good quality.

2 partly good and part of fair or middling quality.

1 part good and part ordinary or inferior.

1 ordinary.

12

To lot No. 2, offered by Luther Chamberlain of West-
borough, Massachusetts, consisting of I'-i stone pots, the

committee had no hesitation in awarding; the first premi-
um of t)nc Hundred Dollars.

To let No. 9, oflered by L. B. Hapgood of Shrewsbury,
Mass. consisting of 10 stone pots. The committee were
unanimous in awiirdiiig the second premium of I''ifiy

Dollars.

To lot No. 1, offered by VV'illiam Bachop, of Barnet,

in Vermont, consisting of 7 tubs. The committee, after

some deliberation, awarded the third premium of Thirty

Dollars.

To lot No 3, consisting of 8 tubs oficred by Nathan

Cushing of Woodstock, Veimont; a part was so nearly

equal to the last, that the committee hesitated in award-

ing the 3d premium until they ascertained Ihat the quality

of Mr Bachop's was more uniform.

As to the origin of the various lots entered, there were

7 lots from Vermont,

4 " " Massachusetts,

1 " " N. Hampshire,

1 " " N. York.

13

Of the cheese, consisting of cloven lots the committee

pronounced 8 lots to be of good qualitv,
*'

3 lots of fiiir quality.

11

To lot No. 1 of the old cheese, consisting of 11 cheeses,

from the dairy of David Lee of Barre, Massachusetts,

the committee, (after careful comparison with a very

good lot offered by Daniel Hunter of N.Braintrec, Mass.)

awarded the premium of Fifty Dollars.

To lot No. 4. of the new -cheese, consisting of 10

cheeses, offered by Timothy Fisher of Burke, Vermont,

they awarded the premium of Thirty Dollars.

The origin of the various lots of cheese was as follows,

viz :

8 from Massachusetts,

I from New Hampshire,

1 from Connecticut,

I from Vermont.

11

The committee acknowledge with thanks the assist-

ance in performing their duty of Messrs Edmund T. Hast-

ings of Boston, and L Hurd of Charlestown, also of

Messrs. 1. P. Davis, G. T. Winlhrop, and N. A. Thomp-
son of Boston,—and they would mt omit to mention the

very prompt liberality with which the use of the central

hall over the Quincy market was placed at their disposal

by Mr H. R. Kendal).

It is matter of much regret and surprise that the com-

petition for the premiums offered by our Society is so

very limited in the numberof claimants. Unusual pains

have been taken to apprise the public. Many more than

the usual numberof the Society's premium lists have been

printed and distributed, advertisements have been repeat-

edly inserted in the N. E Fanner and in several news-

papeis; and the premiums are confessedly of the most

liberal amount.

The public sale of tlie butter and cheese exhibited,

which took place on the 5th, by the high prices given,

also amply testifies the disposition of the public to aid the

society in encouraging and rewarding excellence in the

dairies of N. England.

The documents herewith are the statements accompa-

nying the several claims and a list of the entries with the

remarks of the committee upon them.

For the Commiltee,

JOSIAH aUmCY, Jr.

Boston, Dec. 8, 1838.

MULBERRY FF.VElt.

This new disease has become quite epidemic and con-

tinues to rage violently. Wc cannot for our lives divine

any especial reason, why it should have buret out all at

once among us and so widely extend itself, excepting

that all the diseases of this character, (we moan those

brought on by speculation and avarice,) are highly conta-

gious. We trust it would not be deemed disrespectful to

the faculty, if we suggested that possibly the mulberry

doctors have themselves had some hand in creating and

aggravating the disorder with a view to their '"""*. It

is not for us to give any words of caution. Wo have not

the care of the public health ; but we think it advisable

for those, who desire to keep well to keep out of the way

of contagion. The disorder has in some parts of the

country risen to a state of raving madness, and men like

insects round a fire in the woods of a dark night, are s

dashing into the flames. We have no doubt that the silk

business is to he one of the great interests of the country,

and one of the most productive and profitable of agricul-

tural employments, but the mulberry tree business and
the raising of silk are not precisely the same. One would
think, however, from present movniuents, that everything
is to be accomplished the next year;— that the end of the

world is to come then ; and that the " wedding garment
is to be made'of silk of man's own raising. When from
a single raulticaulis tree perhajis a thousand or more buds
or cuttings can be taken in a single season, each of which
will in one season, with good luck and good care, form a

handsome tree, certainly there need be no diffii ulty ap-

prehended in the propagation of the plant. Wlien a

hundred and sixty or two hundred or four hundred dol-

lars are demanded for a pound of mulberry seed not at all

sure to come up, which can be imported for a twentieth
part of that sum with equal confidence of success, we
cannot help .isking ourselves, where does the money
come from or where has the shrewdness of our merchants
and sea-captains gone to.' When half a dollar a piece

is asked and paid for trees which were grown this season
from seed sown last spring and represented to be of equal

or superior value for feeding worms with any trees grown,
and especially because it is stated that they will "stand
our climate," we are really very curious to know what is

to be the price next year of cabbage plants ; and whether
we cannot afford to raise them ujicm a considerable scale

at somewhere about fortyninc cents a plant. When silk-

worm eggs, which were formerly thought high at ei»ht

cents per thousand are now sold for twentyfive cents per
hundred, and fifty cents per hundred are even contempla-

ted, we are strongly inclined to believe, and we encou-

rage those who are too anxious to begin at once to wait

patiently, that our Connecticut wooden-nutmeg gentle-

men before spring will have an ample supply to meet any
demand, dropped on the best hot-pres.sed letter paper and
made out of the purest yellow bees-wax. But the flame

is kindled and the furnace glows with a while heat. Let

those, whose wings are not made of asbestos, try the in-

tensity of the flames if so they choose. H. C. ^

In Pennsylvania the Legislature lias been interrupted

in its organization and driven from its Hall by a mob,
threatening violence and deatii to ils members. The
origin of the ditliculty is wholly of a party character and
arises out of a amtest for seats by individuals whose
election is disputed. The Governor has ordered out the
military to restore order and maintain the supremacy of

the law. It is a most serious emergency ; and the clouds

hang heavily over that magnificent republic. It is hoped
that the glitter of the lancet will be sufficient to subdue
the intiammation without the necessity of depletion ; but

we wait with extreme anxiety the course of events.

Civil war, especially where parties are nearly equally

divided, is the most dreadful of all public calamities. It

is a game at w liich two parties play, and success itself is

always fearfully expensive. H. 0.

At the annual meeting of the Rhode Island Society

for the Encouragement of Domestic Industry held at the

society's hall in Pawtuckct on the 17th day of October,

A. D. 18'3S, the following olBcers were chosen for the

year ensuing, viz

:

President—James Rhodes.

1'ice Presiilcnt—iahn Jenckes }st, Stephen T. North-

am 2d, Nathan F. Dixon 3d.

Treasurer—William Rhodes

Seerctarij—William W. Hoppin.

Standing Committee— Dutee Arnold, Christoph
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Rlioilrs, Albert C. Greene, Nathan Bowen, George Irisii,

Wilbur Kelly, S. H. Smith, Wm E. Richmond, Sloses

B. Ives, Bates Harris, John Foster, Stephen Waterman,

(of Coventry,) Thomas Holden, Sim A Rhodes, Joel

Aldrich, John Pitman, Jeremiah Whipple, Wm Anthony,

Stephen B Cornell, Lewis Dexter, John Brovpn Francis,

Charles Collins, Niclioliis S. Fry, Elisha OIney, Jr., Geo.

Burton, Tully IJorrance, R. W. Greene, Nathaniel

Mowry, 2d, Joseph Mauran, Christopher Smith.

NOTICE.

A meeting of tlie Standing Committee of the above

named society will bo held at the office of the Secretary,

in Mallet's Building, on Wednesday the 26lh inst. at 2

o'clock, P. M. W. W. HOPPIN, Secretary.

We hereby acknowledge the receipt of One Hundred

and Fifty Dollars, from the Rhode Island Society for the

Encouragement of Domestic Industry, to pay in advance

for the New England Farmer, to be distributed among

the members of this societv.

Agbicultur.1I. Exhibition.—At the exhibition of

dairy produce on Wednesday last there was likewise an

exhibi'ion of improved tigricultural machinery ; of which

we sli:ill give a notice in the next Farmer.

BRI'.IITON MARK.KT.—Mo.snAT, Dec. 10, 1838.

Reported Inrtlie New EngHnil Farmer.

Ar Market 425 Beef Cattle, 1400 Sheep, and 340

Svvinc.

Pricfs — Beef Cattie.—We quote to correspond with

la.-;t week. First quality, $7 75 a $6 00. Second qual-

ity, S7 00 a $7 75. Third quality, $5 50 a |6 50.

Sheep.—Lois were taken at $2 25, $2 50, $2 75, 3 00

and 350.

Swine.—An advance was effected. Lots to peddle

were sold at 6 for sows, and 7 for barrows. At retail, 7

for sows and 6 for barrows.

TCI/IPS, RAXUNCULl'SES, PINKS AND VIOtiAS.

S. WALKER, of Ru.vburi/. offers lor sale in beds, or in

such quantities as may suit purchasers, from I to 2500 bulbs

of choice Tulips. The bulbs were imported from Holland,

France and England, to which yearly addilions have and
wilt continue to he made of the newest and choicest vari-

eties- Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tulips,

will do well to make a selection for themselves when the

bulbs are in bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will

conform to the quality of the flowers selected, but in no case

will the charge e.vcee'1 the lowest market prices, in the coun-

try where the Imlhs were raised, and cheaper than the like

^ua/iVv can be imported.

Tulips ill beds of from 30 to 100 rows, containing from

910 to 700 bullis, or by the dozen, 100 or 1000.

Viola ip-iwlifi>ra— Paiisti, or Heartsease. Upwards of

2000 superb varieties will he exhibited and offered for sale,

when the Tulips are in bloom.
Ranunculuses—Sir: mixtures, at from S2 to S5 per 100.

Pinks— fine named varieties, from 2.5 cents to 31 each.

For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH
BRECK .t CO. cow

FOR SALK.

A pair of large size dark red oxen, very handsome and
well matched, and move quick; valuable to any person who
has considerable work. Also, a large size cow, white spot-

ted, with sliort horns. Apply to A. J. Allen, Newton West
Parish, or at 43 State St. Boston.

Dec. 12, 133S. 2wis

NOTICE.
A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,

who rias peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed
by any other individual in this country, wishes to connect
himself with some person who can furnish a small capital

suSicient to make the business both pleasant and profitable.

Inquire at the office of the N E. Farmer.
Nov. 21, 1838.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAAV CUTTER. PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE
CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

T ph BiecK & Co at the New Enghnd Agricullnral

Wai louse and Seed Stoie Nos 'jI and o2 North Market
Stri t have lor s^le Green's Patent Striw Hjn tnd Stalk

C^utiLi operalmg on a mechanical principle not before ap-

plied to any implement for this purpose. The most prom-
inent effects of this application, and some of the consequent
peculiarities of the machine are:

1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power reqiiisile

to use it, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufiicient

to work it very efficiently.

2. With even this moderate pow?r. it easily cuts two bush-
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimed
by any other machine even when w^orked by horse or steam
power

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which
they cut, require sharpening less often than these of any
other straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
put together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as

the complicated machines in general use, to get out of order.

Tulips, Ranunculuses, An
nntious, Picotees, Pinks,

H. GROOril, of Walworth, near London, England, by ap-

pointment Florist to Her Majesty (iueen Victoria, begs re-

spectfully to eall the attention of bis friends and the admir-
ers of flowers in America generally, to his extensive collection

of the above flowers, which from bis having been very suc-

cessful in their cultivation this season he can offer at very
moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to those

persons about commencing the growth of the Tulip (which
m t^ngland is becoming very fashionable) the under collec-

tions in beds, as it is by far the cheapest mode of purcbasiqg
them.

Tulips arranged in beds wilh their names.
^First Class.

A bed of SOrows containing 210 bulbs including several of

the newest varieties, - - -- - - £l5
A bed of 4,") rows, - - - £21
A bed of 60 rows, ----- 25 guineas

Second Class.

A bed of 30 rows including many fine sorts, - £10
A bed of 4:, rows do - - - £l4
A bed of CO rows do - - - £17 fOs

Tulips not arranged.
100 Superfine sorts with their names from £7 7s to £|3
Superfine mixlures, from . - . 75 edtoais

Ranunculuses,
too Superfine sorts, wilh theirnames from £3 3s to £5 5s
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 5s to 2is per 100

Anemones.
100 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 lOs

Superfine double mixtures from lOs 6d to 21s pet 100
Auriculas.

25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 13s 6d
Catalogues with the prices of the other articles may be

had on aiiplication.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK Sa CO.
Nov. 1. eow.

BONE MANIRE.
The subscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

that he has been in the Bone business more than ten years,

and has spent much time and money to ascertain how liones

may be converted to the best use, and is fully satisfied that

they form the most powerful stimulant that can be applied to

the earth as a manure. He offers for sale ground Itone at a
low price, and is ready to receive orders to any amount, which
will he promptly attended to.

Orders may be left at my manufactory, near Tremont road,

in Roxbury, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Streel, Boston.

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

Apples,
Beans, white. Foreign, .

" " Domestic,

Beef, mess, .....
No. 1

prime,
Beeswax, (.\merican)

Chefse, new milk.

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese,

Flax, (American)
Fish, Cod, Grand Bank,

Flour, Genesee, cash,

Baltimore, Howard street,

Bailiiiiore, wharf,

Alexandria,
Rye,

Meal, Indian, in bbls.

GaAiN : Corn, northern yellow,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Bailey, . . .

Oats, norlhein, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs

Eastern screwed, .

Honey Comb, Northern,

Hops, Isl quality

2d quality.

Lard, Boston, 1st sort, .

southern, 1st sort,

Leatheb, Philadelphia city tannage,

do. c-iunlry do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides,

Lime, best sort, ....
Macxerel, No. 1, . . .

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess

Seeds: Herd's Grass,
Red Top, southern,

northern.

Hemp .

Flax, ....
Red Clcner, northern, .

Southern Clover,

Soap, American, No. I,
" No. 2,

Tallow, tried, ....
Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or Saxony b'leeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.

do. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
£ f Pulled superfine,
^"2 j No. 1,

s-^TNo.a
Z o-

[ No. 3,

barrel

bushel

pound

quintal

barrel

pouii

cask
barrel

t

cask
barrel

bushel

pound

pr M.
pound

FRUU
1 60
1 35

2 00

1700
14 50

12 00
28

,8 00

14 00

2 60
1 75
2 25
17 60
IS 00
12 50

34
10

3 56
9 12

5 62
8 50

6 50
4 50

1 12

1 06

20 00

16 00
33

12 00 12 60

3 00 3 25

25 00 20 00

24 00 24 60

20 00 24 00

2 63 2 75
--

1 00

262 3 00

1 87

PROVISION MARKET.
RETAII. PRICES.

Hams, northern, .

southern and western,

Pork, whole hogs,

Poultry, per lb..

Butter, tub,^

lum'p,

Eggs,
Potatoes, new,

pound
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MISCELLANEOUS,

OUR YANKEE GIRLS.

BY O. W. IIOI.MKS.

Let greener lands, and bluer skies,

If such the wide earth shows,

With fhircr eheeks and brighter eyes,

Match as the star and rose
;

The winds that lift the Georgian's veil,

Or wave Circassia's curls.

Waft to their shores the Sidtan's sail ;

—

Who buys our Yankee Girls?

The gay Grissette, whose fingers touch

Love's thousand chords so well;

The dark Italian, loving much.

And more than one can tell,

And England's fair-haired, blue-eyed dainc,

Who binds her brow with pearls

—

Ye who have seen tlieui—can tliey siianic

Our own sweet Yankee Girls !

And what if court or eastle vaunt

Its children loftier born,

—

Who heeds the silken tassel's flaunt.

Beside the golden corn ?

They ask not for the courlly toil

Of jewelled knights and earls

—

The daughters of the virgin soil

—

Our free-born Yankee GirU.

By every hill, whose stately pines

Wave their dark anil above

The home where some fair being shines.

To w'arm the wilds with love
;

From barest rock to bleakest shore,

Where farthest sail unfurls.

That stars and stripes arc floating o'er

—

God bless our Yankee Girls !

(From the Bangor Whig.)

LiNNEus, Me. Nov. 19, 18.38.

Jl Boy Taken by a Bear!—Mr Editor—About 7

o'clock last evening, Mr Isaac Saunder's son James,

who is about eight years of age, was sent to the

barn to feed the cattle, and wliilo returning there-

from to the house, (the distance of about 40 rods,)

had his attention anestod by the appearance of a

huge black object directly ahead of liim. He
stood still for a moment, not knowing whether to

advance or retreat. At length he concluded to go
ahead, when the bear rose up on his hind legs, and

put himself in an attitude to receive the youngster

with his fore paws. The boy -perceiving the atti-

tude of the bear, and his ap|)air-nt determination to

maintain his ground, gave a hnid screech, and

turned and ran towards the barn. At this the bear

started in pursuit, and came up with the boy, who
was still screeching. Just as the men in the house,

who had heard the alarm, were approaching the

theatre of action, the be.ir seized the boy, with his

fore paws, raised himself again upon his hind legs,

and started with his prey with all possible dispatch

for the woods. The men hotly pursued him for

some three quarters of a mile, when the bear find-

ing himself but a few feet ahead of his pursuers,

turned around and stood face to face with them,

whenihe men, each oi" whom was armed with an

axe, made a motion to give him a gentle tap upon

the head, but his left paw was ready for a fend off,

while he held the boy tightly with his right one.

The men finding it was useless to fight with axes,

one of them started for the house after a gun,

which he loaded with buck shot, and returned to

the woods. On his arrival at the scene of battle,

the bear in attempting to turn and try leg-bail

ogain, was shot through the kit side of his body,

whicli brought him to the ground, and caused him

to relinquish his hold of the boy, who scampered

home more frightened than hurt, having received

no other harm than a most unconscionable hugging.

Mr Saunders took the hear to his house. lie

weiglied, when dressed, 3(12 pounds, and is said to

be the largest ever caught in this town.

For some time past, a number of persons have

had depradations couunilted on their stock by some
wild animal or animals. Sheep have been slaugh-

tered repeatedly, and in one or two instances, swine,

and even cows, have been attacked and killed. One
man, Mr David Rollins, for instance, has lost two

fine cows, and I have been compelled to drive my
cattle into the barn for security.

Yours, &c. J. T.

The Snow Owl.—Taking a stroll among the

market wagons that crowded our streets, on We.l-

nesday, laden with poultry and other agricultural

products, we noticed in one of them, a living spec-

imen of the Snow Owl, which was captured in

Topsfield. Every season, between the months of

November and February, several of these beauti-

ful birds are seen hovering around—always excit-

ing a considerable degree of interest ; their move-

ments are generally so closely watched, that not a

few of them are taken by the lovers of the chase

and others.

They are inhabitants of the coldest and most

dreary regions in the Northern hemisphere, being

constantly found in Iceland, Norway, Lapland, and

the country adjoining Hudson's Bay. In the At-

lantic States they are merely a winter visitor, and

in their migrations wander along the sea coast as

far as Florida, sometimes stretching interiorly, as

they are met with in Oliio and Tennessee, and have

been seen in the vicinity of the Red and Arkansas

rivers. In Massachusetts and Maine they are more

abundant than in any other part of the United

States.

To protect this bird fiom the external cold to

which it is exposed, especially in its native haunts,

nature has bountifully provided it with a complete

encasement of the most soft, warm, and elastic

plumage beneath the outer covering of feathers, and

so closely matted together that it is difficult to pen-

etrate to the skin.

Its short and curved bill is nearly hid by the

mass of feathers that cover the face ; the feet are

covered with a long, thick hair-like plumage, re-

sembling very much those of a dog, the claws,

which are ciu'ved, black and sharp, only being vis-

ible ; the eyes are deep sunk under projecting eye-

brows ; and are of a bright yellow color ; the gen-

eral color of the body is white, and usually more

or less marked with spots of pale brown, according

to the age or sex of the individual.

—

Salem Ob-

server.

A Stranger.—The New York Sun says that a

stone cutter employed in a shantee near the corner

of Seventh street and avenue C, was on Thursday

breaking the ice in a pond in a vacant lot in that

neighborhood, when he was suddenly and not very

agreeably surprised. No sooner had he made a

hole than out jumped a large alligator ! He raisec

an alarm and the animal was forthwith attackec

and despatched without mercy. He measured fron

head to tail seven feet ten inches. The Sun sayf

that one of these animals was picked up in the

East river last July. But how they came there, oi

for what purpose, no one can tell.

" I've raised a new pair of boots," said A to B,

putting one forward as a sample—" a handsome fit,

eh ?— I bought them to wear in genteel society !''

"They will be likely to last you your life time,'

rejoined B, " and be worth sometliing to youi

heirs."

A beggar who for thirty years had posted him-

self at the entrance of a celebrated Restaurant a'

Paris, said he never received aid from any goin|

in, but always from those going out. Few people

can afford to give alms on an empty stomach.

A man named Dickson recently escaped fron

the Sta.e Prison at Tiiomaston, Me. carrying off

suit of clothes from the tailor's room. The nex

night, however, he returned and gave himself up

saying that he had got better quarters at the prisoi

tlian he could find anywhere else.

Effective Preaching.—In 1104, when Henr
I. was in Normandy, a prelate named Serlo preach

ed so eloquently against the fashion of wearini

long hair, that the monarch was moved to tears

and taking advantage of the impression he hat

produced, the enthusiastic prelate whipped a pai

of scissors out of his sleeves and cropped the whoh
congregation.

FliLIT AND OR.\.\HIEXTAI. TREES, Ml'LBGR
RIKS &c.

Nurscrtj of William Kenrick.

^^!^^> '^^^ Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamenta
J^^S^^ Trees for 183S is now ready, and will I

^"f^S^c^ to all who applv. It comprises a most exten
'

i
'^ sive setectMii of the superior varieties oi Pear:

.xridirr-.. Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries. Quince!
Gooseberries, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Graii

Vines, &c. The slock of Cherries and reaches now read
is parlicularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs
Roses, Honevsuckles ; Pieouies, Dahlias and other HerLa
ccous Flowen'nt; Planls. .

1 i\i\ (\i\i\ -^'"'^I's McLTicAULis are now ofler

AUU,UUU eJ fur sale; the Irecs geiurine an
Kne, will lie ready lor delivery at ihe cities of boslon, Net
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at )>rices fair, an
varying with the size, and ihe quantity which may be de

sired. Also, Broussa and ()lher varielies.

Mulberry and oiher trees, when so ordered, will li

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and al

orifcrs promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck
Commission Slore, No. 132 Water Street, New York, fli.

PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or t

the subscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 183^. WILLIAM KENRICK.

THE NEW ENG1.A.M> FARMER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annun

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay witbii

sixty days from the time of subscribing we entitled to a de

ductionof 50 cents.
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AGRICULTURAL

>l THE PRACTICABILITY AND MEANS
OP IMPROVING OUR AGRICULTURE.

n ,'ltldress delivered be/ore the Fidlon County Agri-

cultural Society, on the occasion of its organiza-

tion, at Johnstown, Oct. 18, 1838, by J. Bum,
;

published at the request of the Society.

Gentlemen of the Society,—To those who
n carry back their recollections thirty or forty

ars, the improvements which in that time have

en made in the mechanic and manufacturing arts

11 appear surprising. Forty years ago we im-

•ted all our cotton, and most of our woollen

ads, except of household manufacture—all of

r hardware and cutlery, a great portion of our

Is, saddlery, hats, &c. and I well remember, that

latter in AlbaiTy, to give currency to his hats,

s obliged to deceive his customers, by putting

o them bills, representing them to be of Briti-sh

ric. Now most of these, and many other aiti-

s indispensable to our comfort, are not only pro-

;ed within ourselves, in quantities sufficient for

nestic use, but millions in value of them are

lually exported to foieign countries. Not only

they produced iiTabundance, but they are pro-

;ed at a far less price than formerly. East In-

hum-hums, a coarse slazy kind of cotton goods,

re once reputed cheap at twentyfive/ifents ay:i'^

e have now better goods, made at our niiils, at

and SHven cents a yard; and it is but little

re than twenty years, since the invention of

ver-looms reduced the price of weaving from

ven and twelve to one and two cents a yard.

ere is scarceiy*a manufactured article in use,

ich has not, in consequence of the improvements

mechanics and manufactures, been improved in

ility, and diminished in price.

Wlience these great and recent improvem'ents in

• sister arts ? They are not owing to the dimin-

ed price of labor; for that has increased, ratlier

n diminished ; nor to a reduction in the price of

visions^for tliese, too, are higher than formerly,

ey have been brought about by the diffusion of

tful knowledge, and the consequent development

the powers of the mind. Tlie manipulations in

arts have been greatly abridged by labor-saving

chinery, and many of the processes have been

iplified and cheapened, and the results rendered

tain, by the aid of science— by a knowledge of

se laws which Providence has ordered for the

i'ernment of matter, inorganic, as well as organic,

lad has been put in requisition, as well as physi-

!

power. And these changes have in some mea-

|e been effected by a more systematic arrangc-

Int of business—by a division of labor—and by

eneral and rapid dissemination, by means of the

'ss, of a knowledge of the improvements which

every day being made in these useful arts of

or.

jet us now turn to agriculture, the parent of all

i—the source of our purest and most substantial

enjoyments—the basis of our national prosperity

and independence. This is as susceptible of im-

provement as the other arts of labor. What pro

gress in its improvement have we made, during the

last forty years ? IJavo our labors been abridged

by the general introduction of improved labor-

saving implements of husbandry ? Have our lands

increased in fertility, and in the amount of their

products ? Has the diffusion of useful knowledge,

on the business of husbandry, been as extensive as

it has in manufacturing and mechanic arts? The
valley of the Mohawk was long ago celebrated for

its fertility and its wealth. Have enterprise, intel-

ligence and improvement in rural affairs, kept pace

with the spirit of the age ? I fear these questions

cannot be answered affirmatively. I fear that it

will be found, on an impartial investigation, that

•while all the other arts of labor have, with rapid

strides, been progressing in improvement, our far-

mers have too generally been taking a Rip Van
Winkle nap ;—that with all the natural means of

improvement, and all the common incentives to em-

ploy them, they have been listlessly treading in the

footsteps of their fathers, unmindful of ihe salu-

tary changes which are enlightening and enriching^

those engaged in other branches of labor.

I have said tliat agriculture is susceptible of im-i

provcment, and that our farmers have the power and

incentives to bring it about, if they would do as

others do, make a joi.".t stock of their knowledge,

,jind thus individually profit by the experience of>U.
Scotland, in a little more than forty years, has in-

creased her agricultural products four fol.l, and yet

but few of her. farmers are owners of the land they

till. They are tenants at a heavy rent, which

Prof Low, one of her late agricultural writers, ave-

rages at more than eight dollars an acre per annum,

while the burdens, in the form of taxes, are assum-

ed by him to be about $140 upon a farm of 500

acres. Thus the occupant of such a farm pays

annually, in rent and taxes, about 4,.j00 dollars,

which of course is a draw-back upon his nett pro-

fits, and most of which the American farmer, with

Scottish intelligence and industry might annually

add to his income. Yet the Scotch farmer prospers

under all these disadvantages.

What I have remarked of the increased profits

of Scotch agriculture, will apply with very little

abatement, to many districts of our own country,

and particularly to the county of Dutchess, in our

state. Entire farms in that county have netted the

cultivators an annual profit of fifteen and seventeen

dollars an acre. Forty years ago these farms did

not probably nett a quarter of this sum ; and if I

am able correctly to identify one to which I make
reference, it was; forty years ago, mostly old field,

a term denoting worn out land, and was lying in

commons !

One of the best farmers of the age, a man of

science and extensive practical knowledge in farm-

ing, has affirmed, that by doubling the expense, in

labor and manure, he has, upon the same land, been

enabled to treble his profits, and to quadruple his

twentyfour years been at the head of the great ag-
ricultural school in Prussia.

If I might be permitted, without being charged
with egotism, to cite my own experience in the

business cf improvement, I would point to my farm,

on the Albany barrens, which many of my hearers

have seen, I presume, in its present and former

state—as a further evidence that we can improve
our lands. Twenty years ago, my soil was poor,

—

very poor— and my farm a part of the commons—
a waste. It is now as productive, and its culture

affords as liberal a profit, as any of the lands in

yonder fertile valley- It is worth, for farm culture,

the interest of two hundred dollars per acre ; and
this year the product has been greater than I have
named, although but ordinary labor was bestowed
in the culture. It may be said that I have expend-
ed capital in my improvements. This is true. I

laid out e.itra money and labor to put it into good
condition, and I am now realizing compound inter-

est upon the amount of the outlay. For having
put it into good condition, I am enabled to keep it

so, and to cultivate it, with as little expense as I

could cultivate poor lands tliat would not yield'me

a third of the profit that I now realize. Capital is

useful to its owner in proportion to the income
which it brings him ; and if by vesting it in farm

improvements, it is made to yield as much as it

Would yield in bank stock, or loaned on bond and
mortgage, it would seem to be prudent, if not wise,

so to v«pf it . ^

I believe it will not be denied, by any one conver-

sant with the history of the times, that improvements
in our agriculture have been trivial, compared with

those wliich have been made in the other arts of

labor, or those which have been made in husbandry

in other districts and in some other counties. On
the contrary, it is but too appascnt, that, with indi-

vidual and local exceptions, our old lands have

been deteriorating in fertility without any material

improvement in the mode of their cultut'e. A bare

reference to the wheat crop in the valley of the

Mohawk, comparing it now with what it was forty

years ago, will serve to substantiate this truth-

From the examples I have cited, and from the

personal observation which ' most of you have

been enabled to make, I think it will readily be

admitted, that we are capable of greatly improving

our farming operations, and of thereby adding to

our wealth, our comforts, and to the substantial

prosperity of our country. If by means of new
farming implements—the improvement of our do-

mestic animals—and a better system of culture—
the labor which now netts us fifty dollars, can be

made to nett us one hundred dollars—which I con-

sider within the range of probabilities—we may
then double both our products and our profits ; and,

under the guidance of correct principles, double,

too, our usefulness to society.

The progress of improvem.ent in husbandrj', will

be graduated, in a measure, by the degree of intel-

ligence which directs its labors. " It appears to

be strange—and yet we see it to be true"—says

products. I allude to Von Thaer, who has for i the Rev. C. Young, " that the more ignorant a man
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13, the more obstinately is he lt^de^%Jihis own a man's improving in the business to whicli he has sort of universal agricultural society, which c

notions and ways—the more ready to sColT.oi and been brought up, and his succeeding in a new one, '

-
.

» .. ,-^

oppose everytliing tiiat is new. Self-conceit and

prejudice, tlie greatest foes to improvement, are the

legitimate olfspring of ignorance. And in propor-

tion to the degree of ignorance, in a community,

will be the hostility to improvement, and the de-

rision, and even persecution, at which all attempts

of whicli lie knows little or nothing. In the one

case he has a capital in his experience ; in the

other, he enters into competition, without this cap-

ital, with those who are far his seniors in skill and

in practice. A farmer may improve in hisoW busi-

ness, at much less risk, and with less trouble, than

at innovation and reform will be mot. The spirit
j

he can lean> a new one. lie mistakes equally his

of improvement is thus cowed, and even smothered, interests and his ha])piness, tliereforc, who quits

And if occasionally, a bold genius struggles into

r.fe, and exhibits his inventive ))owers, he hazards

his peace—sometimes even his life. When Har-

grave, less than a century ago, attempted to intro-

duce the spinning-jenny, which he liad invented,

into the cotton manufacture, he was obliged to fly

from Lancashire in England, where he lived, at the

risk^of liis life. The first saw-mill ever erected in

England was destroyed by a mob, because they

thouglit it would take bread from the families of

the sawyers." Fortunately in our day and country,

acts of violence towards innovators \ipon old modes

of farming are not to be appreliended. We can

only complain of a listless indifterence to improve-

ment, and of a conceited ignorance, which rejects

tlie useful, because it is new.

If our neighbor discovers on liis farm a valuable

mineral, and works it to great profit—we commend
him for his good 'frtune. If the like mineral

abounds on our own farms, and we can vork it to

equal advantage, what course, as prudent men,

ought we to pursue ? Should we not deem the

man highly reprehensible, who neglected such an

opportunity of adding to his wealth, by adopting

the e.xample of his fortunate neighbor ? Now what

are our farms but mines of wealth, if rightly im-

proved ? They are certainly so to. many cultiva-

tors ; and if we will follow tiieir example in work-

ing the mine, and in husbanding the wealth which

it yields, our fanus will be sucli-to us. If we lack

the knowledge which precedes improvement, let us

seek for it, by observation, by study, and a mutual

interchange of opinions and information, with our

brother farmers in associations like the one I am
addressing. We shall see and hear, at these meet-

ings, much that is new,—mucli that is instructing

and useful, and much to stimulate us to now exer-

tions in our business.

Again— if a man embarks in a speculating bus-

iness, and prospers in it, how ready are his neigh-

bors to become his rivals and competitors ? Good
farming is a speculation—with almost a certainty

of gain—without the probability of loss. In ag-

riculture, besides, competition excites no unkind

feelings, as it is apt to do in other employments, or

should not, for the improvements of every compet-

itor may prove beneficial to all. What one makes
does not lessen his neighbors' profits ; but on the

contrary, has a tendency to better the condition of

all around him. There is no monopoly in good
farming.

The propensity which has too much prevailed of

late years, to quit farming for a more lucrative, a

more genteel, or a less laborious employment, has

been a great obstacle to agricultural improvement,

and has tended nmcli to lower tlie respectability of

our yeomanry in the public estimation. How many
farmers have we seen, who were doing well upon
tlieir farms, allured by a weak ambition, into some
untried business, in which they liad everything to

learn—how many such, I say, have we seen bank-

rupted in fortune, and not unfrequently in reputa-

tion. There is a vast difference in the chance of

lis farm, or neglects to improve it, upon the untried

experiment of doing better elsewhere. There is

no employment, which promises a greater portion

of liealth and independence, the main sources of

our enjoyment, than that of agriculture ; while the

return it makes, to skill and industry, is as bounti-

ful, probably, as is useful to ourselves, our families,

or our country.

The first step to improvement, is to acquire bet-

ter knowledge in our business ;—the second, to ap-

ply this knowledge to the management of our

farms. He that- is conscious he fan improve, and

resolves that he will improve, will most surely suc-

ceed—and tiie means of improving will readily

present themselves to his mind. Agricultural jour-

nals will aftbrd him a ready and cheap means of

instruction. They chronicle and bring to him,

periodically, at trifling expense, the improvements

that are continually being made in the business by

which he lives, and expects to acquire wealth for

himself and his cliildrcn. They convey to him all

the discoveries in the science, and improvements

in the art of agriculture, which are made in Europe

or America, and that are calculated to improve him

in his business, and advance his condition in life.

They explain to him the principles upon which the

new system of husbandry is more productive, more

certain, and more profitable than the old system
;

and they demonstrate llie correctness of these

principles by the successful results they give in

practice. They explain to him the operation of

manures—as essential to the growth and perfection

of his crops, as hay, grain and pasture are to the

growth and productiveness of his cattle—and en-

lighten him in tlie means of augmenting, and of

applying them in the most economical manner.

They bring to his knowledge every improvement

and invention in the labor saving implements of

the farm. They instruct him in the principles and

most approved modes of draining—and of render-

ing salubrious and productive, those portions of his

farm which have hitherto, perhaps been a prolific

source of disease and death to his family, and

neighborhood—a highly useful branch of modern

improvement in husbandry, which we have yet to

learn. They demonstrate to him, in principle, and

by numerous illustrations in practice, the utility of

alternating crops, and instruct him in the economy

and management of root culture. They treat of

the comparative value of different breeds of farm

stock, and furnish the best examples of profitable

management. They teach useful lessons in garden-

ing and orcharding, and designate the fruits, roots

and garden productions most useful to the family,

and most profitable for market. They abound in

instructions in household economy, and show, tliat

under judicious management, the garden and the

farm may be made to produce most of the necessa-

ries, and many of the elegancies and luxuries of

life. They are in fact a sort of agricultural muse-

um, in which all that is new—all that is useful in

farming—may be found, and applied to the individ-

ual benefit of the reader. TliQy are, in effect, a

lects into a focus, and from tlience diffuses ov

the land, a knowledge of all that is useful in t

improvement of the soil. But independent of thei

and other advantages I might particularize, agric

tural journals are worth thrice their cost to t

children of the family, in inducing in them a tai

for useful knowledge, and a desire to improve th

minds, their manners and their morals. The gc

seed, sown in the spring time of life, will prodt

its fifty and its hundred fold, in the summer
manhood.

Another and very important means of impro-

ment is agricultural societies or associatio

Although these have been of long standing

Europe, and have contributed largely to agricul

nd improvement there, more new ones have b(

formed in the United States, in the last five or

years, than ever existed with us before. T)

afford a strong indication that the important bi

ness of husbandry is commanding, as it ought,

particular attention of the American people : i

that the benefits resulting from these associati

have become palpable and important. Agriculti

societies tend to bring under the eye, or to the

derstanding, of each member, and in a great deg

to the public at large, the best household and f;

products, and the best agricultural practices,

the coujitry or district in which they are establisl

and thus enable each individual to appropriati

his own use, the experience and the improvem(

of his neighbors. The example of every g
farmer produces a beneficial influence upon th

around him ; who seeing his approved modes

management, and the advantages resulting f

them, will not fail ultimately to adopt them. He
the more good farmers there are, the greater

bo the ratio of general improvement, and co!

quently of public benefit—for it is the earrii

and ptoducts of agricultural labor, that mainly i

tributes to the prosperity of the other classes

society, and to augment the aggregation of

national wealth. When the liarvest is short, ei

department of business feels the electric sh

When it is abundant, a new and happy impuls

given to every sort of business. Tliese consi

ations show, that it is the interest alike of all

patronize and encourage every effort that is n

to increase the products of tlie soil. One of

oldest societies in our country is that in Berks)

in Massachusetts. I have occasionally atter

their exhibitions, traversed the county, and ma;

its improvements in husbandry, during the

twenty years ; and I feel a perfect convictioi

my mind, that the county has been bene

tweny dollars for every dollar expended in pn

urns, in a pecuniary ])oint of view. But it is

tlio rapid improvement of the soil alone which

resulted from the establishment of her agricull

society—the improvements of the mind have

pace with, or rather preceded, the improvemen

her husbandry. -That county has probably the

schools in the country ; and the general intellig-

of her population ranks high.

Among other benefits likely to result from

establishment of agricultural societies, JJr Ar
son, in a late address, before the society, at 1

ville, Ky, enumerates the following.

" They will elevate the character of tlie fan^

'and agricultural class of society. They wil n

crease their general intelligence, their aggrciH

wealth, and give them, os they deserve to ha ,

!

control over the morals and politics of society
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"Tliey will increase the national wealth.

« They will be not only calculated to elevate the

laracter of agriculture, but the standard and spirit

' education ; for as men increase in knowledge

l;en of a useful character, aspirations to a higher

landard in everything else, are enkindled.

" They will furnish essential aid to the legisla-

ire of a state.

"Tliey will greatly increase live stock, in purity

f blood and quality.

« They will increase labor saving modes of cul-

vation, as well as labor saving machines."

As intimately connected with the improvement

engrafted instruction in agriculture upon her sys-

tem of common school education ; and even in

what wo have hitherto considered the benighted

regions of Prussia, and among the oppressed of

Ireland, we see evidences of wisdom, and the dawn

of a brighter day, in the establishment of agricul-

tural Bcliools. Our sister state, Massachusetts, has

been foremost among us to adopt a liberal and en-

lightened policy toward this her primary branch of

industry. She has disbursed large sums from her

state treasury, annually, to sustain and encourage

county agricultural societies ; and when the law

making those appropriations, was about to expire,

f husbandry, which thi^ society is specially formed by its own limitation, so well satished was her

, promote, permit me earnestly to recommend an

irly attention to the (Sstablishment of Common

chool Libraries. The improvement of the mind

,ust precede the improvement of the soil. Physi-

jl power belongs to the brute, as well as to man
;

at the application of intellect to aid and control

legislature, of its utility, that the law was renewe

with great unanimity. That state has also provided

for an agricultural survey of her territory, which

has been two years in progress, with a view of

bringing before her whole agricultural population

all that is found excellent in the business of her
at the application ot intellect to am ana coiaroi an uiai is lounu cauuuchi, wi i...

lis power, is the peculiar prerogative of man ; and farming population. How far New York will pro

requires no argument of mine to show, that in- fit by these examples of usefulness—or when she

llect is efficient and potent, in husbandry, as it is will begin to imitate them, will depend very much

[ the other business concerns of life, in proportion "-" »>"- f- .„,;„„ n„n„lntinn. What thev demand

3 it is brought under good culture ;—that a well

ultivatcd mind, like a well cultivated soil, can be

mdcrcd far more productive in usefulness, than

ne that has not received the advantages of culture,

lommon School Libraries will not only be useful

1 the particular business of farming, but in all the

lations in life in which we or our children may

e called upon to perform a part. All the grada-

ons in society, from savage life, to the highest

tate of civilization and refinement, have princi-

ally been owing to the greater or less cultivation

f the human intellect. Useful reading not only

onfers positive benefit, by the instruction and ad-

lonition which it imparts, but it often avurts posi-

ve evil, by keeping us from loose or bad company,

nd thereby preventing the formation of idle or

ad habits. The youth who finds pleasure in read-

ig, and has the opportunity of storing his mind

rit'h useful knowledge, will seldom be driven to

he haunts of vice and dissipation, to indulge his

;rosser appetites. And the mind too, like the soil,

rill o-row weeds and briars, thistles and thorns—
f not made, by good culture, to produce that which

s comely and useful. The liberal appropriation

)y the legislature, for the establishment of Common

School Libraries, if seconded, as [ trust it will be,

)y the public at large, will form a new and auspi-

:ious era in our history, and contribute essentially

;o render us, what we ought to be—a more intel-

agent and virtuous—that we may longer remain a

Tse and independent—people.

The judicious cultivation of the soil is now

Jeemed so essential to national prosperity, that it

las become the settled policy of the most enlight-

ened governments, to take a direct and efficient

interest in the improvement of its agriculture.

Schools of scientific and practical agriculture, in

which youth are taught the best modes of practice,

and instructed in the principles upon which that

practice is based, are continually multiplying un-

der governmental patronage on the old continent.

National societies have been established for re-

warding those who benefit the state by their im-

provciiients and discoveries in husbandry, and for

diffusing the useful information which is thus

brought"to a common centre—and the rewards as

welllis the service of those who are thus engaged

in promoting the common weal, are in most cases

paid from the public treasury. Prussia has wisely

potatoes necessary in order to insure the most pro-

fitable crop, and of the desirable size. This ex-

periment seems to have been conducted with un-

doubted precision, and carried to an extent that

speaks well of the zeal and patience of the culti-

vator, Mr Moore, Jr. of Trenton, near Utica, New
York.

He planted potatoes of the same kind in each

case, and the same soil, all manured exactly alike,

in eleven different methods, as exhibited in the fol-

lowing table :

No. potatoes, tbs. oz.

1st. Planted one eye in a hill. 9

14

14

12

25

34

24

upon her farming population. What they demand

will be granted. Hut little need be expected for

the promotion of agricultural improvement from our

public councils, while the farmers themselves gen-

erally manifest a reprehensible indifierence in the

matter.

In the brief remarks I have made, I have endeav-

ored to show the practicability of improving our

agriculture, and of thereby raising the character

of our agricultural population ; and have suggested

some of the means by which the desired improve-

ment may be brought about. I have already tres-

passed too far upon your patience, I fear, to go into

any of the details of improved husbandry. Let it

suffice to say, that they embrace a better economy,

and more general application of manures—a system

of thorough draining—the introduction of improved

labor saving machines and implements—the im-

provement of f\irm stock—the exclusion of impure

seeds—the extension of root culture—the alterna-

tion of crops where practicable—the improvement

of our common roads—the introduction of system

into all the departments of farm and household la-

bor—the cultivation of as much land as can he cul-

iioa^cd WELL—and the keeping of as much farm

slock as call be projitahly fed and fattened—and no

MOKE. All those improvements have been made, and

we maK)!^, elsewhere. They can be made here
;

they will be made here, by the intelligence, the en-

terprise, and the laudable competition, which this

society will diffuse and call into action, if its labors

are judiciously persevered in.

I am liappy to recognize, gentlemen, in the form-

ation of this association, a disposition in its mem-

bers to aid in the work of agricultural improve-

ment. The object is a worthy one, because it aims

to enlarge the means of human sustenance and the

measure of human enjoyment ; and by encouraging

and honoring industry, tends to advance the moral

character an"d substantial prosperity of the country.

I hope you may prosper in these public spirited

efforts, and that Fulton county, may become as

distinguished in the annals of agricultural improve-

ment,°as the individual whose name it bears, is al-

ready renowned in the history of steam navigation.

2d. " two eyes "

;3d. " three eyes "

4tli. " two sets of 2 eyes each

5th. " " 3

Gtli. ' " 4 "

7th. " 3 sets of 2 "

Sth. « " 3 " 27

9th. " " 4 » 24

10th. " " 5 " 32

11th. " whole potato, 11 eyes, 21

Tlie size of the potatoes in No. 1 was as nearly

of the same size as could well be—in No. 2 were

good size, even—in No. 3 were some very large,

and othei-s smaller—No. 4 were mostly of the same

size ; but all below were a great number of very

small size.

10

THE TURNIP FLY,

Has been uncommonly destructive this year to

the ruta baga crop. It seems now to be confidently

afiirmed, in some of the European agricultural

joutnals, that sulphur, or brimstone, may be effect-

ually employed as a preventive. One mode of

using it is, slightly to moisten the seed and roll it

in sulphur, previous to sowing. The other, to keep

tlie seed for some time in sulphur, and to sow

the sulphur with the seed. It is affirmed, that the

young plants in this way become so strongly im-

pregnated with the sulphur, that the fly will not

touch them. Sulphur is so extremely subtile, that

it is known to dift'use- itself, in a very short time,

through the vegetablS', as well as the animal sys-

tem ; and it is known to be obnoxious or destruc-

tive to the whole race of insects. The turnip seed

imbibes it, and imparts it, with the sap, to the

young plumule, or stem. Although the prescription

is now out of seasgn, it should be laid by for Uial

at the sowing season.

—

Cultivator.

Potatoes. The following experiment copied

from the New York Farmer, contains very useful

instructions to us in regard to the quantity of seed

Large Vegetables.—A correspondent at Noith

Bridgton, Maine, writes that some vegetables raised

there, beat " by a long chalk," some mammoth

productions named in the papers, and inquires how

mucli better they can do in Illinois. Mr Ithamar

Brighara raised a beet weighing thirteen pounds,

otliers were raised from six to nine pounds each.

R. S. Bailey Esq., raised a Ruta Baga Turnip

weighing twentyflve pounds. I\Ir David P. Knee-

land of Harrison, raised the following produce on

an acre : eightythree and one half bushels of corn,

ten bushels white beans, four loads pumpkins.

Two children were burned to death, a short time

since, in Bedford, Cuyahoga county, Ohio by the

house taking fire. The parents of these children

barely escaped ; they could render no assistance to

the little sufferers.
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EARLY LA.MBS.

Farmers in tliis country have, hitherto, in order

to avoid tlie care necessary to rear lambs yeaned

as early as January or February, and the loss con-

sequent on want of attention, endeavored to have

their lambs dropped at as late a period as could be,

and they attain sufficient strength and hardihood to

endure the following winter. In this way, with

the ordinary mode of treatment, more lambs are

saved than would be were they to come at tlie early

period named ; but they arc not the second year

worth as much to the butcher, and their fleece will

be lighter than if dropped early. Still, unless

more food calculated to cause ewes to p^ive a sup-

ply of milk, such as turnips, rowen hay, or other

nourishing food, be provided ; and the diflerence in

price between early and late lambs is no more con-

siderable than it now is, perhaps the present course

is the best. But from the increasing inquiries

niade in our markets for early lambs ; the more gen-

eral consumption of mutton of all kinds among the

people generally; and the better prices that heavy,

early lambs, now command, «e are induced to be-

lieve that with a little precaution, farmers who
have flocks of the liardier kinds of sheep may find

it for their interest, to make the breeding of early

lambs a part of their business. The time required,

falls at a period when it is little available as a

source of profit in any other way, and might per-

haps be made of account in this. To show how
the business is managed abroad, we make the fol-

lowing extract from the Quarterly Journal of Agri-

culture, detailing the process as it is practised ex-

tensively in the county of Wicklow, for the Dublin

market
" The flock of the lamb farmer consists almost

uniformly of 100 ewes, kept as well as his pastures

will admit of. Amongs those eight or ten rams

arc put in the beginning of June. Many of the

ewes will impregnate by the end of July, it being-

natural to this kind of sheep to take the ram at an

early period, and this tendency on their part, be-

comes periodical ; so that a much better chance bf
early lambs is had from being in the habit of breed--

ing them from those untried. If, after this month,

any ewes seem not to have been tupped, the anxi-

ety of the farmer to obtain the high prices of the

early market, suggests the expedient of hurrying

the flock about the barn or a small enclosed yard,

till they are considerably heated and fatigued, at

which crisis a number of rams are introduced, and

the ewes treated in this manner, in most instances,

present the farmer, in the month of January, with

the expected result of his experiment.

" The lambs at a fortnight old, are separated

from the dams, and placed in small pens in the

lamb house. This is by some constructed in three

apartments ; one divided into pens for lambs of dif-

ferent ages, the other two communicat^ig with this,

and also with the farm yard ; the one to receive

the dams of the lambs that are in the pens, the other

to receive the dams of those that have been sold

off.

" Into these two divisions tjie ewes, as here dis-

tinguished, are respectively driven twice a day.

The dams of the lambs sold olT; or, as they may
be termed, the nurses, are brought out separately,

and held for the lambs to suck them. They are

then put away, and the lambs are let into the ad-

joining apartment to their own dams. While the

lamb is very young, it is Incapable of using much
milk, and the ewe will it is likely afford sufficient

for its sustenance ; but as it increases in strength,

assistance from the cow becomes necessary ; and,

beginning with a quarter of a pint, each lamb, be-

fore it becomes sufficiently fat, will come to use

more than a pint of cow's milk at a meal, and that

twice a day, exclusive of the milk of the ewe.

The regular practice is to divide the twentyfour

hours by four equal periods, and to feed the lambs

with ewe's and cow's milk alternately, at intervals

of six hours. This for tlie time requires constant

attention, night and morning, and on that the suc-

cess of the feeding principally depends. This

attention must be directed to another object also,

as well as their feeding, unless great cleanliness

and regular warmth is particularly observed, the

lambs will never thrive.

" The best lamb feeders have board floors to

their pens, contrived to let all moisture pass through,

and be drained away, so that the lambs lie always

dry and warm, upon wheat straw, which is prefer-

red to any other for tnis purpose. At about six

weeks old, or sooner, they are fit for the butcher,

and produce, according to the time of sale, from

20s. to two guineas and a half a piece, (from S4 44

to §11 80). The lowest prices take place late iu

the season, when the ewes have plenty of grass,

which increases their milk, and renders the assist-

ance of the cow unnecessary ; but at the early sea-

son, when the ewe's, milk would be so valuable, it

is unaccountable that some greater exertion is not

made to supply them with turnips, or other artifi-

cial food, which would preclude the necessity of

encroaching upon the dairy, at least to the present

extent. The foregoing method, includes all the

rules observed by the chief farmers in the lamb

trade,—a practice which has caused much wonder,

and the success of which has been imputed to such

various mysteries, but, except in the contrivance

of the barn, which is certainly made use of, the

whole is comprised in regularity and cleanliness.

—

Genesee Farmer.

PIGS AND PIGGERIES.

The improvements which are annually taking

place in Agriculture, are seen and felt as much in

the attention that is now paid to the rearing and

fattening of good farm stock, as anything.

We are pleased to see that the Ilog comes in

for a share of the attention, and there seems to be

at this moment a peculiar enquiry throughout the

whole Union, what breed is the best, and how can

they be best and most profitably managed .'

The increased culture of roots, enables those

who raise large quantities of them to multiply the

tenants of the stye, inasmuch as they are enabled

to feed them and keep them in a healthy growing

state at a cheaper rate in many regions, by feeding

them with these, than they can by grain. The
hog seems to be a sort of omnivorous animal, that

is, like his friend, protector, murderer and devourer,

man, he can eat almost anything; but the food

which appears to be most congenial to him, is roots,

nuts and seeds or grain.s.

That roots were designed to enter largely into

his diet, is plainly indicated by the formation of his

snout and his habits of using it. Give him a chance

and lie will soon demonstrate to you that he not

only knows where to find them, but how to dispose

of them.

They are not so well calculated to fatten him as

they are to give him health and strength— to keep

him alive and active ; but they are a very useful

ingredient in the fattening process, and when com-

bined with grain, may enter largely into his dii

while preparing him for slaughter.

Fruits also, are very grateful to his palate, m
apples are now coming very generally into use, ;

an article of food for the swine of the farm. Cool-

ing his food, whatever it may be, has been fouu
by experience to be a great improvement. Henc
any one who may be desirous of rearing and fa

tening pork to the best advantage, should prcpar

a piggery or building, devoted exclusively for th

business. The style and fashion of this buildin

need not be very sjdendid, though every one ma
consult his own taste and moans, in regard to i

Three requisites, however, should be attended ti

viz :—It should be convenient—it should be wan
-- it should be tiglit and dry. The size should b

according to the number that you wish to kee
As a general rule in building or enclosing, a circl

will take the least stuff, and a square the next les

quantity, and a parallellogram more than eithe

For instance, a circle twenty feet in diameter, wi
require nearly sixtythree feet of fence or boards '

enclose it. A square twenty feet each way, wi
require eighty feet, this will contain a little moi
area than the circle ; but a parallellogram whic
shall contain as much area as the square (400 fee

say forty feet long and ten feet wide, will requi

one hundred, feet to enclose it.

A circle is somewhat difficult to construct, but

square is very easy. Suppose you erect a bui

ing twenty feet square and have your pens on tl

outside—three of the sides will give you spai

enough to accommodate and feed thirty swin
You can have your wood, steamers, boilers and '

in the twenty feet room and feed them all witho
going out of the room by having a lid or trap do
to lift Uf and give you a chance to the trouwl

If you can have it placed on tlie side of a h

where water can be obtained easily, and have
cellar dug into the hill, the floor of which shall 1

on a level with the floor of your boiling room,
will be very convenient, but if not, a cellar belo

may be made in the usual manner and a granary
the cTiamber above.

Some years ago there was a communication pul

lished in the American Farmer, from Mr Ingersc

of Roxbury, and subsequently in the Farmer ar

Gardener, respecting the management of a pigger
which gives the most systematic and methodic
manner of managing swine that we have anywhe
seen, and we shall publish it soon for the bene:

of some of our readers, who we know are seekir,

information on this subject Maine Farmer.

(From ttie Maine Farmer.)

EVERY FAMILY SHOULD KEEP A PIG

Mr Editor,—T am not mucli of a farmer, bi

have done something at it, and will, with your leav

through the columns of your valuable paper, gi\

your readers a statement of my success in raisir

pigs.

I believe the business of pork raising, is nt

sufficiently attended to by moBt of our farmers, ar

the principal cause is, they do not reckon the profi'

or calculate the difference, between raising pork ar

beef. Pork is not only raised in less than ha

the time that is required to raise beef; but it yiek

a much larger profit.

In July of 183(>, I purchased a sow pig, for whic

I paid $2, which I still keep. She has been prii

cipally fed on what slops and swill that has bee
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made about the house, and has had nothing else,

except while she had a litter of pigs upon her.

She run in the pasture three or four months in the

summer. The whole expense of keeping her in-

cluding taxes, interest, &c., has not exceeded 25

dollars to the present time, and the first litter of

pigs she brought, all died. The second litter of

nine, were sold in August, at 82 00 each, $18 00

The 3a litter of nine— (2 died) 7 sold in

February, 1838, at $3 21 00

The 4th litter of eleven, sold in August,

18.38, at !f2 22 00

The sow is now worth 30 00

The interest on the money received for

pigs, would be about 3 00

$!»4 00

Deduct for cost and keeping of sow, &c. 25 00

Profit, $G9 00

It should also be observed, that the last lilter

of pigs might have been sold for .$3 each, but as

that is a very high price and I was fortunate in

losing none of them, I let my neighbors have

them at two.

This, Mr Editor, I think is a fair statement of

the fiicts, and the expense of keeping is as highly

rated as it should be, for I do not think that five

dollars worth of food has been given her, except

swill from the house, that would have been other-

wise thrown away.

Now Mr Editor, should not every family keep

one pig at least, to eat up the otTal that is so fre-

quently thrown out of doors, especially by persons

who reside in villages and large towns.'

The only way to relieve hard times, is by pro-

duction or by economising what is already pro-

duced. M. M.

Bangor, Dec. 1836.

(From the Plymouth Memorial.)

WHEAT.

Mr Printer,—Your readers will recollect read-

ing in your paper some time last spring, sundry

articles in which the question was fully discussed,

« Is it best for tlie farmers of Massachusetts to sow

wheat or plant Indian corn ?" Not being satisfied

with theory, I resolved to test the question by prac-

tice ; and fiilling in with a friend of mine, who

seemed to be a little louched with thie wheat fever,

I agreed with him that he should faithfully try an

experiment by cultivating wheat, and I would as

faithfully try my luck with Indian corn. The ob-

ject of troubling you now, is to give the result of

both experiments to the public, and let each reader

make such comment as shall best suit himself.

On the 5th of May last I commenced ploughing

an eight acre field, in addition to my usual plough-

ing, that the experiment miglit not interfere witli

the rest of my farming. I paid cash for all the

labor, and gave the current price for my laborers'

services. The field had not been ploughed for

fifteen years, had never been manured, nor used for

I uny other purpose than raising corn and rye once

i in eight or ten years, and for pasture when not cul-

I tivated. I put no manure on it and planted it in

the usual way, making the rows of corn run both

ways, about four feet apart, and putting four ker-

' nels in a hill. The worms and birds troubled it

I some and I planted the missing hill with beans,

' and the result follows :

-To ploughing eight acres.

Furrowing,

Planting,

Seed corn,

Scare crows.

Cultivating both w%3.
Hoeing,

Cultivaitng 2d time,

Hoeing 2d time,

Hoeing in rye,

Cutting stalks.

Harvesting corn,

Do. stalks,

Do. pumpkins,

Do. beans,

$24,00

1,50

8,00

1,25

1,00

3,00

18,00

3,00

10,00

20,00

8,00

40,00

2,00

1,00

.*141,00

Deduct half last hoeing as belonging to

rye crop, 10,00

Cr.—By 250 bushels sound corn,

25 do small corn,

800 pumpkins,

4 tons stalks.

Husks and huts,

Beans,

»;250,00

12,.50

2.5,00

40,00

30,00

2,50

$131,00

$360,00

Deduct expenses, 131,00

Profits, $229,00

My friend selected an acre of meadow ground,

which had been planted the year before, and he

manured it heavy with good manure from his stable

and pig pen, and the whole expense of ploughing,

sowing, seed, and manuring, calling tlie manure one

dollar a load, was $53,00.

This wheat was the best of any in town ; he

harvested, and measured it witli care, and found he

had thirteen and a half bushels.

As wheat has no established price in this place,

each one must cypher out the profits for himself.

Perhaps I ought to remark that the season has

been favorable for Indian corn, and unfavorable for

wheat; but I shall continue my corn experiments

from year to year, and hope the sowers of wheat

will do the same, and give publicity to the results

it is desirable that every farmer should know

what his neighboring farmers are about. Real im-

provements should be seized upon and put in prac-

tice; but we ouglit to beware of theories until they

have been well tested by experiment. The loss

of a whole crop to a farmer is a serious matter,

therefore if any crop be doubtful he should plant

but a part of his field with it. Such as are not

able to lose should scatter their chances. My pre-

sent impression is, that upon sandy land, no crop

is so certain, upon an average of many years, as

Indian corn. If I find myself mistaken I will tell

the public of it. SYLVANUS BOURNS.
Indian jVeck Farm, ATov. 16, 1838.

THINGS A FARMER SHOULD NOT DO.

1. A farmer should never undertake to cultivate

more land than he can do thoroughly ; half-tilled

land is growing poorer; well tilled land is con-

stantly improving.

2. A farmer should never keep more cattle,

horses, sheep or hogs, than he can keep in good

order ; an animal in high order the first of Decem-

ber, is already half wintered.

3. A farmer should never depend on his neigh-

bor, for what he can by care and good management
produce on his own farm ; he should never beg
fruit while he can plant trees, or borrow tools

when he can make or buy ; a high authority has

said, the borrower is a servant to the lender.

4. The farmer should never be so immersed in

political matters as to forget to sow his wheat, dig

his potatoes and bank up his collar; nor should he

be so inattentive to them as to be ignorant of those

great questions of national and state policy which
will always agitate, more or less, a free people.

5. A farmer should shun the doors of a bank as

he would the approach of the plague or cholera
;

banks are for traders and men of speculation, and

theirs is a business with wliich farmers have little

to do.

6. A farmer should never be ashamed of his call-

ing ; we know that no man can be entirely inde-

pendent, yet tlie farmer sliould remember, that if

any one is said to possess that enviable distinction,

he is the man.

7. No farmer should allow the reproach of neg-

lecting education to lie against himself or family,

if knowledge is power, the beginning of it should

be early and deeply laid in tlie district school.

8. A farmer should never use ardent spirits as a

drink; if, while undergoing severe fatigue and the

hard labor of the summer he would enjoy robust

healtli, let liim be temperate in all things.

9. A farmer never should refuse a fair price for any-

thing lie wants to sell ; we have known a man who
had several hundred bushels of wheat to dispose of,

refuse 8s. because he wanted 8. 6d. and after keep-

ing his wheat six months, was glad to get 6s. 6d.

for it.

W- A farmer should never allow his wood house

to be emptied of wood during the summer season
;

if be does, when winter comes, in addition to cold

fingers, he must expect to encounter the chilling

looks of his wife, and perhaps bo compelled, in a

series of lectures, to learn that the man who burns

green wood has not mastered the A B C of domes-

tic economy.

1 1. A farmer should never allow a window to be

filled with red cloaks, tattered coats, and old hats ;

if he does he will most assuredly acquire the repu-

tation of a man who tarries long at the whiskey,

leaving his wife and children to starve at home.

—

Com. School Jlssist.

Cure for the Sting of a Wasp or Bee.—
A Liverpool paper states as follows ;

" A few days

ago happening to be in the country, we witness-

ed the efficacy of the remedy of a sting of a wasp

mentioned in one of our late papers.

A little boy was stung severely and was in great

torture, until an onion was applied to the part af-

fected, when the cure was instantaneous. This

important and simple remedy cannot be too gene-

rally known, and we pledge ourselves to the fact

above stated."

Endeavor to be first in thy calling, whatever it

be ; neither let any one go before thee in well

doing ; nevertheless do not envy the merits of an-

other, but improve thine own talent.

Before you give way to anger, try to find a rea-

son for not being angry.
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AGRICULTURAL INTELLIGENCE.

We had anticipated tlic pleasure tliis week of giving

lo our readers the report of the Trustees of the M;issa-

chusetts Agrioultural Society on improved machinery and

agricultural implements ; but the report has not yet been

• made, though it is believed that a decision has been had.

Any rem.irks of ours before that shall have been done

would be premature.

The committee on Farms, of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Society, have received as many as tliirtecn appli-

cations for the prcrniufiis, which they offer for the best

cultivated farms ; and others were presented, whicli did

not come within the time prescribed for their presentation.

T!ic Rev, Morrill Allen of Pembroke, Mass. one of the

hist fanners in the state, and highly competent to the

duty, was dcjiuted some time since by the Trustees to

visit every claimant and his premi.ses, with a view to ob-

tain dir^t, explicit, and full answers to the several queries

proposetl by the Board, and inquire into other matters

pertinent to the subject. Ou account of the number of

entries the matter cannot be hastily di?po.=cd of A report,

we believe, may be expected in the course of the next

month ; and wo shall have the pleasure, as soon as it can

be obtained, to lay it before our readers. The sum to be

disbursed, six hundred dollars in four premiums, is cer-

tainly for this object highly liberal ; and as these premi-

ums will in all probability be continued, we cannot but

hope they will induce a much more extended and active

competition ; and wake up the farmers in every part of

the Commonwealth. The agricuJture of Massachusetts

is improved and is improving ; but it has not yet g'Vt in

sight of the point, which wo are persuaded it may reach.

When the brave General Miller, at the battle of Loady's

Lane, in the last war, was ordered to advance and JriVe

the enemy from their post in the face of many and most

formidable difficulties, his answer was " I'll try." He

did try, and accomplish what he undertook. We recom-

mend this motto for every farmer's coat of arms ; and

where this rule is observed and this spirit is felt in its

activity and power, only use the means of success, and

success is certain, wherever success is practicable If the

load seems large and the ascent steep, then, " Farmers !

hitch on more team, put your shoulders to the wheel and

go ahead." But don't stay there, knee deep in the slough,

at the foot of the iiill, whore your great-grandfather left

the team, crying out that you never can get up. Hout

!

man, don't let the sun go down upon your sloth.

II. C.

INDIAN CORN.

We have accounts reaching us in every direction, of

the abundant and excellent crops of Indian corn raised

the last year in every part of the State. Some of our

friends we think must feel a little conscience-smitten

when they remember what they said last year in dispar-

agement of the corn crop, with what disdain they spoke

of it, and how many of them pretended that it was time

to five it up. Fifty, sixty, eighty bushels are not uncom-

mon in various parts of the State ; and si>me we believe

have reached a hundred. The season, to bo sure, was

highly favor.able to the crop ; but many other seasons

have been, and we have reason to believe and hope, will

be, as favorable. Let us review now some wholesome

truths respecting this crop.

First, then, it is as certain a crop as can bo cultivated.

It has failed among us but twice for the last twentytwo

years; and then the failure was not universal ; but innu-

merable farmers in the State in favorable locations and

with early and selected varieties, obtained their usual

ciops.

Secondly, there is no ffoduct that is more valuable
;

and that will yield more nutritious food for man and beast

than this crop. There is no product of more general use

;

none which the ofl'al itself is more valuable. There is

no one more permanent in its value. We have in our

possession an ear of coin produced in the year 1806, as

sound as on the day when it was gathered in the field.

We believe there is nothing produced, which, of equal

weight, will make more milk, bread, beef, mutton, pork;

or that can be cooked in a greater variety of agreeable

forms ; or that furnishes more healthful and nutritious

sustenance. It is said of revolutions that they never go

backward ; and therefore we despair of the return of the

blessed days of the good old Indian bannocks, on which

as fair children and as bright and healthy and happy and

intelligent men and women have been raised as were

ever made out of good Dr Alcott's cold buck-wheat flap-

jacks, orDr Graham's saw-dust spunge cakes; or your very

fine finest superfine Genesee best brand, mixed up with

as much alum as the best Parisian baker knows how to

put with it, and doubled and twisted and braided accord-

ing to the perfection of his art ; and about as substantial

as a good slice of soap suds, well beat up.

Thirdly, We believe that, excepting the fancy crops,

broom-corn, beet-sugar, silk, and small fruits, no crop can

be raised to greater profit. Pretty extended inquiries

fully satisfy us that with labor at one dollar per day, the

fodder of an acre of Indian corn well cured, and twenty-

five bushels of corn at the average price will pay for the

culdvation of an acre, including labor, manure, rent of

land and gathering, and such cultivation may be ordina-

rily expected to yield fifty to sixty bushels of corn, and

more under favorable circumstances. From twentyfive

to thirtyfive bushels of Indian corn may be ordinarily

calculated upon then as the net profit upon an acre of

corn in Massachusetts under good husbandry ; and we

believe as much as we live, that in most cases this return

mi^ht be much increased. Fifky dollars an acre for land

through the State, which would produce this would be

considered perhaps a high valuation.

We might say much more on this subject; but this we

shall reserve for another time and place. H. C.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

We propose during the sessions of Congress and the

Legislature of the Commonwealth, to give our readers

some sketch of such public measures and passing events

as are of general interest and importance. Whatever

may be our own private predilections or opinions, we

shall consider it as inconsistent with the character of the

New England Farmer to express them in any doubtful or

questionable matter through its columns; and our sole

aim will be to give a candid and authentic statement of

facts. We have been requested to do this by readers,

who were gratified with the summaries of the last winter

;

and while steering among the hos'.ile fleets of adminis-

tration and opposition, of banks and no banks, of aboli-

tionism and anti-abolitionism, and as many other isms as

can be made out of the alphabet, wc shall regard our-

selves only as a humble news-boat and sail always under

a white flag.

Congress assembled on Monday the 3d inst.; and the

message was delivered on Tuesday. It justly portrays

a condition of national prosperity, which even the most

jaundiced eye of party must look upon with grateful and

patriotic pride. Diflerences of opinion on all subjects

are to be expected. The love of power, the ambition of

distinction, and the greedy desire of the emoluments of

office are probably as strong and prevalent with one party

as another. The imputation of corrupt motives to indi-

viduals and to parties is one of the deepest of slanders
;

and always congenial to minds conscious of their own
corruption and venality. Undoubtedly the motives of

men are often corrupt and wholly venal ; but there is one

consideration, which intelligent and candid minds will

not lose sight of in making up their judgment, that it is

as much the interest of men in power to govern well as

it is of those subject to the power to be well governed
;

and that at least in all questionable cases, it is but matter

of common justice lo presume upon good rather than cor-

rupt designs. Embarked in the same ship, we must sink

or swim together ; and the engineer among the machinery

is likely to be the first victim of his own folly, or neglect,

or misconduct.

No measures of great importance will be under way

until after the appointment of the several committees.

Mr Adams has brought forward the project of a law to

prevent duelling in the District of Columbia; and a string

of resolutions censuring the conduct of the Minister at

the Court of St James, in his challenge of Mr O'Connel,

the Irish member of Parliament.

In Congress the last week little has been done excepting

the passage of resolutions on the subject of slavery and

abolition. These resolutions deny the right of Congress

to legislate on the subject in the States, Territories, or

even in the District of Columbia; and require that all

petitions, resolutions, motions, or memorials in regard to

slavery shall be laid on the table without being either

read or referred. This being " laid on the table" is a

process of inhumation somewhat like being buried alive

without benefit of clergy. It certainly does not seem to

be regular christian burial. Whether such bodies could

be vtsusfpitated, if perchance they should be exhumed,

remains to be seen. Perhaps some of the gentlemen af

the " Humane Society" may one day try their hands at

it. The resolutions in the case were passed by large

majorities.

Pennsylvania. Afl'aiis at Harrisburg remain in asnarl.

How the tangled web will be unravelled docs not appear.

The presence of the military has very much cooled the

fierceness of the belligerents ; and the adverse parties in

passing put their elbows in, and take off' theit hats to

each other. The Senate is organized, but there are two

Houses of Representatives in session ; and the Senate

seems as yet undetermined to which it shall off'er its

hand. Political bigamy, in Pennsylvania, we .suppose,

is no more lawful than in private life ; and in our next

we shall probably have the pleasure to announce the

selection, and, we hope, auspicious celebration of the'

nuptials. H. C.

Rolling Ridge, or Four and Twenty Chapters, is the

title ofa new publication of 266 duodecimo pages, which

has besn laid upon our table. "The chapters" of this

little work have been written to illustrate in an open, fa-

miliar manner, the comparative happiness of a life passed

in rural scenes and employments, and in the practice of

virtuous deeds, over that enjoyed in the scenes of high

fashionable dissipation, or in low debasing life. We
commend the work to the perusal of our juvenile readers,

believing the scenes and characters the writer has aimed

to sketch will not fail to interest them. The scenes are

principally laid in New York and Brattleboro', Vermont,

and well calculated to amuse, as well as instruct, partic

ularly those who are engaged in agriculture, and fimd of

rural life. The work is for sale by Crocker & Brewster,

the publishers, and other booksellers in Boston.
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BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MoNDAT, Dec. 17, 1838.

Itprwrteil (iirlhi- New Enghnil Farmer.

Af Market C25 Beef Catile, 1500 Sheep, and 590

Swine. About 125 Beef Cnttle unsold.

Prices —Beef Cattle— Last week's priees were not

supported, and. we reduce our quotations. First qual-

ity, $7 50 a $7 75. Second qu;i!ity, $0 75 a $7 25.

Third quality, .*5 25 a $G 50.

Skeep.—We quote lots at $2 25,!{;2 50, $2 75, $3 00

and 350.

<iirine.— Lots to peddle were sold at 6 for sows, and 7

for harrows. At r.-(nil, 7 a 8 1-2.

GREEN'S PATENT STR.\.AV CUTTER.

Tulips
iitio Ilka,

H r.ROOM, of Walworth, nenr Lou. Ion. F.n2lan.l, hy ap-

poinlmniu Florist to Her Majesty Quf.-n Victoria, hess re-

spectfully to tall the attention of Ms friends and the admir-

ers of flowers in .America eenerally. to his extrnsiye collection

of the aliove flowers, which from his havlTi? heen very suc-

cessful iu their cultivation this season he can offer at very

moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to those

persons aliout commencins; the srowth of the Tulip (which

in England is hecomin? very fashionaMe) the under collec;

tions in heds, as it is by far the cheapest mode of purchasing

Tulips arranaied in beds with their names
First Class.

A bed of SOrows containing 210 bulbs including several of

the newest varieties, .-.-.- £1,5

A bed of 45 rows, £ai

A bed of 60 rows, 25 guineas
Second Class.

A bed of 30 rows including many fine sorts, - £|0
A^bed of 45 rows do - - - £l4

A bed of 60 rows do - - - £l7 10s

Tulips not arranged.

100 Superfine sorts with their names from £7 7s to^£l3

Superfine mi.'itures, from - - - 7s 6d to 21s
Ranunculuses.

100 Superfine sorts, with their names from £3 3s to £5 5s

Superfine mixtures, from - - - 5s to 21s per 100
Anemones.

100 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 10s

Superfine double mixtures from 10s 6d to 2Is per 100

Auriculas.

25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 jas 6d

Catalogues with the prices of the other articles may be

had on application.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
Not. 1. cow.

toIjIPs, ranunculuses, pinks and violas.
S. WALKER, of Roxhiirtj, ofiers for sale in beds, or in

such quantities as may suit purchasers, i'rom 1 to 2500 bulbs

of choice Tulips. The bulbs were importeil from Holland,

France and England, to which yearly additions have and

will continue to he made of the newest and choicest vari-

eties. Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb TiiUps,

will do well to make a selection for tlicmseh'es when the

bulbs are in bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will

conform to the quality of the flowers selected, but in no case

will the charge exceed the lowest market prices, in the coun-

try where the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than the like

oua/i/i/ can be imported.

Tulips in beds of from 30 lo 100 rows, containing from

210 lo 700 bulbs, or by the dozen, 100 or 1000.

Viola g-randifora—Pansy, or Heartsease. Upwards of

2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and oflTered for sale,

when the Tulips are in bloom.
Ranunciduscs—&ae mixtures, at from S2 to S5 per 100.

Pinis—fine named varieties, from 25 cents 10 St each.

For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH
BRECK &, CO. cow

MORI'S MULTICAUIilS,
Constantly on hand in small quantities, at the lowest mar-

ket price. Orders directed to Messrs Winship, Brighton,

Mass. or left at N. E. Farmer Office, will receive immediate

attention. The plants will be safely packed and forwarded

to any part of the country.

Dec. 19.

FOR SALE.

A pair of large size dark red oxen, very handsome and

well matched, and move quick ; valuable to any person who
has considerable work. .Also, a large size cow, white spot-

ted, with short horns. Apply lo A. J. Allen, Newton West
Parish, or at 68 State St. Boston.

Dec. 12, 1S3S. 2wis

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Joseph Greek & Co. at the New England Agricultural
Warehouse and Seed Store, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market
Slrcel have lor sale. Green's Patent Straw, Hay and Stalk
Cutter, operating on a mechanical principle, not before ap-

plied to any implement for this purpose. The most prom-
inent effectsCof this applicaliou, and some of the consequent
peculiarities of the machine are :

1. So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisite

to use It, that the strength of a half grown boy is sufficient

to work it very efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bush-
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimed
by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which
they cut, require sharpening less often than those of any
other straw cutler.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and
put together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as

the complicated machines in general use, to get out of order.

FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES, MULBER-
RIES, <&c

A'urscry of MVliam Kenrich.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees for 1838 is now ready, and will be scut

to all who apply. It comprises a most exten-

sive selection of^the superior varieties of Pears,

..«=^ Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces,
berries. Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grape

Vines, &c. The stock of Cherries and Teaches now ready

is particularly large. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Roses, Honeysuckles ; PfEonies, Dahlias and other Herba-
ceous Flowering Plants.

1 f\f\ f\f\f\ Monus MuLTicAULis are now offer-

XvlUj""" ed for sale; the trees genuine and
fine, will be ready for delivery at the cities of Boston, New
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and
varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de-

sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties.

Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure,

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and all

orders promptly executed, on application to B. D. Breck,
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street, New York, M. S.

Powell, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to

the suhiscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

August 1, 1838. WILLIAM KENRICK.

BONE MANURE.
The subscriber desires to inform his friends and the public

that he has been in the Bone business more than ten years,

and has spent mucii time and money to ascertain how ijones

may be converted 10 the best use, and is fully satisfied that

Ibey form the most powerful stimulant that can be applied to

the earth as a manure. He oflTers for sale ground bone at a

low price, and is ready to receive orders to any amount, which

will lie promptly attended to.

Orders may be left at my manufactory, near Tremont road,

in Roxbury, or at the New England Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street, Boston.

Sept. 20. NAHUM WARD.

NOTICE.
A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,

who lias peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed

by any other individual in this country, wishes to connect

himself with some person who can furuish a small capital

sufficient to make the business both pleasant and profitable.

Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.

Nov. 21, 1S33.

=:
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MISCELLANEOUS,

THE IVY.

Why love ihe Ivy? liast ihoii seen,

As winters day (ell chill and drear,

lis glossy roire of richest green

Hang graceful ' mid the forest horc?

Eniblem of Hope, whioji still can bless,

When all around is comfortless.

Why love the Ivy? lake thy sland

In grandeur's desolated hall.

And o'er the work of Time's rude hand

How decently its dark wreaths fall-

Emblem of Pity's mantle laid

Over some wreck by sorrow made.

Why love the ivy ? mark yon oak,

Leafless and bleached liy rain and wind,

How Ivy lends a sheltering cloak.

Around its old limbs closely twined

—

Emblem of earthly comforts gone.

And heaven's own robe of peace put on.

Tli^star which lights life's dreariest waste,

The balm which soothes its darkest woes.

And life's dim cheerless evening graced

By the calm hope a Christian knows

—

These in their emblem joined apjirove

The Ivy's claim on human love.

DARBY AND THE RAM.
'Twas one of those days when the sun in its

perpendicular altitude looks at two sides of the

hedge at once—a lovely midsumnier day—when
nature was laughing till her sides ached, and mo-
ther earth, in her gayest mood, was lavishing her
promises and her smiles to her often ungrateful

children, the lambs were skipping to and fro within
their enclosed pastures, and the cows, with grave
and matron aspect, were lolling in the sun, and
ruminating their already gathered repast— every-

thii7g seemed happy except the Shepherd Darby.
Poor fellow ! A " green and yellow melancholy,"

had settled on his manly cheek ; liis grief he re-

vealed not, but "concealment, like a worm i' the

bud," preyed upon his spirits ; he stalked about the
field like a ghost, or leaned upon his crook in silent

despair.

Lord Applefield and Squire Buckthorn were riding

past to dinner. "I wonder," said his lordship to

the squire, what can be the matter with my shep-

herd Darby. He seems in a galloping consumption,
and were I to lose him, I would not see his like

again for many a long day. He is the most honest,

steady, careful creature in the world, and never
told a lie in his life."

" Never told a lie in his life ! GooSil Why,
my lord, do you really believe such nonsense ?"

" Decidedly I do. .1 know your opinionjis not
very favorable as to the moral characterfof our
dependents, yet there are some among them not
unworthy of trust."

They now advanced nearer, and his lordship
held up his whip as a signal, and over bounded
Darby. " Well, Darby, that shower we had last

night, served the pastures."

" It did, my lord, and the cows will give a larger
meal, and require milking earlier this evening,
through means of it."

" Dardy, bring over my favorite ram, that this

gentleman may see it."

" Yes, my lord. Hallo, Sweeper, away for Ball-

ace." In a few minutes the dog hunted the ram
up from the Hock. "That's a clever turn, my
worthy," said tlio squire, " here's half a crown to

drink."

"Thanks to your honor," said Darby, "but
the worth of that in strong drink will serve me
a year, and yet I will spend it in drink all in one
night.

" Explain this riddl?. Darby."
" Why, sir, when I feel myself merry enough

without it, Where's the use in taking it.' That
stream can slake my thirst as well. Yet, I'll not
speak for others—many a one there are, who must
have strong drink to give them false spirits. On
them will I spend it, to open tlieir hearts, and make
them forget their day's toil."

" You are a worthy fellow, and a philosopher,"

said Lord Applefield, with a look of triumph, as he
and the squire rode off. " What say you to my
shepherd now ?"

"A mighty plausible fellow, indeed! Yet proud
as you are of him, my lord, I bet a score of sheep
that before two days, I'll make him tell you a bare-
faced lie, out and out."

" Done !" said his lordship ; the wager was laid,

and the squ're set out on his lie-making expedi-

tion.

He soon ascertained tlie cause of Darby's mel-
ancholy. There had been a quarrel between him
and tlie girl of his heart, the lovely Cauthleen.
Pride prevented a reconciliation, though both would
have given the world to be in each other's arms.

To her the squire bent his steps, succeeded in

drawing out the secret that she loved Darby a

heart and a half, and tlien artfully upbraiding her
with unkindness in neglecting tlie " worthy young
ftllow," who was dying with love for her, contrived

to inveigle her, by a series of falsehoods, into a
plan to get reconciled to Darby, and while in the
lieitjht of his happiness, to coax the ram from him.
It succeeded next day to admiration—and the

laughing girl tripped home, leading the animal with
a kerchief taken from her snowy bosom.

Darby was noiw left to solitary reflection. The
hour was rapidly approaching when his lordship

usually took his round, and he would infallibly

miss his favorite ram—what was to be done ? To
tell a lie appeared to his honest mind, the very es-

sence of degradation— to equivocate was meanness
execrable—yet an excuse must be had ! A sudden
thought seized him— he resolved to see how a lie

would look before he told it ; and planting his

crook in the field, and placing his hat on it, in or-

der to personate himself, he retired to a distance,

and in the character of his lordship, hailed the
effigy as follows :

" Good morrow. Darby."
" Good morrow, ray lord."

" How are the flocks to-day, Darby ?"

" Pretty fair, my lord .'"

" Darby," I don't see my favorite ram—where is

he ?"

"Oh, my lord, he—he—he."
" He what. Darby .'"

"He was drown-ed—my—my lord !"

"Darby, if I did not know your general charac-
ter for carefulness, I should feel exceedingly an-
noyed, but I presume it was an accident. Send
the fat and hide up to the castle."

"That won't do !" murmured Darby, slowly turn-
ing away. He resolved to try it again.

" Good morrow, Darby."
" Good morrow, my lord."

" Are the flocks well to-day, Darby ?"

" Bravely, my lord
"

" .'\nd my ram. Darby, where is he ?"

" My lord, he—he—."

" Is there anything wrong ? Tell me at once."

" He was sto—len, my— lord."

" Stolen I stolen ! I saw him this morning as I

was riding past ! When was he stolen ?"

" That won't do either," exclaimed the poor shep-

herd, as he turned away tlie second time. " Cruel,

cruel Cauthleen !"

Something seemed to whisper to him, " Try if

perhaps the truth will do !" Fresh courage ani-

mated his desponding mind, and wheeling about he

recommenced the colloquy, and on coming to the

usual interrogation, " Where's the ram," he dropped

on his knees, and exclaimed, " Oh, my lord, I liad

a falling j>ut with my sweetlieart, and she would

not make it up with me unless I made a present of

your lordship's favorite ram. Discharge me, my
lord, do with me what you please, but 1 could not

bring myself to tell your lordship a lie !"

" That will do !" shouted Darby, springing from

his knees, and walking up and down with a feeling

of honest exultation. lie had scarcely time to

compose himself, when his lordship and the squire

appeared. Darby, on the usual interrogation being

put, dropped on his knees and told "the truth, tlie

whole truth, and nothing but the trulh;" and in-

stead of seeing a frown gathering on his lordship's

countenance, he beheld him turn with a look of

triumph towards the squire, while he exclaimed,
" An honest man's the noblest work of God !"

The readers are informed, in conclusion, tliat the

squire's forfeited sheep were given to Cauthleen as

a dower, and in taking the hand of her shepherd,

she promised never again to put his truth and con-

stancy to so severe a trial.

DuRHA.M Cattle.—The Lexington Intelligen-

ner of the 14th September says, there have been
two sales of short horn Durham cattle in the neigh-

borhood, being the stock of Maslin and Samuel
Smith, Esqrs. At the sale of the latter, a cow and
sucking calf sold for S"2,100. Another at !Sl,350

—others at $1,100, $1,000, &.C. The whole stock

of Samuel Smith sold for between $30,000 and
$30,000.

Beet Sugar.—Preparations are making to man-
ufacture beet sugar in Northampton, the coming
season. In Northampton, about 12 acres are under
cultivation, which will average 15 to 20 tons the

acre, but when better understood, a larger crop may
be expected. In French Flanders an average crop
is 15 tons to the acre, but 30 tons are often pro-

duced
; and in that country, it is said, that even

among the poorer classes, no other than refined

sugar is used. In Prussia the average crop is 16
tons to the acre, but in England, it is 30 tons, and
a first rate crop 50 tons to the acre.
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AGRICULTURAL.

ADDRESS
OF HENRY STEVENS,

it the Caledonia Cattle Fair, hohkn at St Johnshunj,

Vermont, Sept. 27, 1838.

Gr.NTLEMEN,—The subject which I have chosen

"or discussion on the present occasion, is sonie-

vhat (litftn-ent, and perhaps not so immediately con-

lectcd with the object of this society, as that of

earing large cattle, fine sheep, sleek horses, and

at swine, or th-it of ploughing, sowing, and har-

'esting. However, the subject which I am about

discuss, is of the utmost importance, and one

mmediately connected with the ao-ricultural inter-

ist of our State and county. I hope you will

nanifest as much patience as practicable. For a

ew weeks past, I have endeavored as far as possi-

de, in connection with my ordinary business, to

.scertain the quantity of wool produced in Ver-

nont ; tiie quantity necessary for domestic cimsump-

ion, and the cost of- woollens necessary for the in-

labitants of this State per annum.

I propose to slioiv the amount of wool and wool-

en goods, imported from foreign countries into

he United States for the year ending Sept. 30th,

830.

To show the probable amount of woollen goods

f foreign production and manufacture, consumed

y the inhabitants of this State

;

That if all the wool which was shorn from

.,16(5,234 sheep, tlie number stated by the general

ist in 1837, would have been sold for all it would

hen have sold for at our dwellings, it would but

ibout pay for that portion of imported woollen

joods consumed the past year by the inhabitants

if this State. That if the pre.sent quantity of

vool shorn in this State, could be sold for fifty

;ents per pound in cash, a further sum of 1,500,000,

vould be necossaiy to furnish with the necessary

ivoollens for tlie year to come
;

That the present quantity of wool in Vermont
sill but about supply tlie inhabitants for the coming

/ear

;

_
Tliat capital for manufacturing and mechanical

Jurposcs can be vested in the interior of a coun-

xy with a greater prospect of success than on the

seaboard
;

That it is as necessary that Vermont should pur-

sue such a policy in relation to her manufacturin'i;

ind mechanical interests a.-! to render her indepen-

dent of the sister States as is proper for the United

States to render themselves independent of foreign

governments.

It appears fro;ii the Sci-rctary of the Tioisuiy's

annual report of the commerce and navigation of

the United States for the year ending September

30th, 1836, that there were imported into the United

States from foreign countries, wool and woollen

manufactures to tlie amount of .$24,579,885, which
is the cost of the goods at the place from whence
imported. To this sum I add sLxtyfive per cent, for

duties, insurance, freight, tonnage, importers and

retailers' prolits,'which would amount to 15,970,925.

This sum added to the original cost makes 40,550,-

681. This is what the wool and woollen goods, of

foreign growth and manufacture, cost the inhabi-

tants of the United States during the past ye?a-.

Suppose there are 15,000,000 inhabitants in the

United States, the cost of woollen goods, for for-

eign manufactures would amount to more than $2,70

for every individual admitting there were 300,000 in

tills State, and that we used no more than our propor-

tion of foreign woollens, then the imported woollen

goods cost the inhabitants. of this State $810,000.

Gentlemen, be cool, be considerate, I ask how are

we to pay this enormous sum, which we must pay

this fall ?—we have had a long credit, the importer

must have liis pay. Nick Biddle has said that

every farthing of this foreign debt must be paid.

I propose tint the farmers of Vermont agree to sell

our wool at our dwellings to whomsoever this debt

is due at 33 cents per pound. By the general list

of this State for 1837, we then had 1,106,234 sheep,

allowing each sheep to produce on an average two

and half pounds, we should have had 2,915,585

pounds of wool, this at 33 cts per pound amount to

.•*tl62,]43, which on this calculation would pay the

cost of the foreign woollen goods consumed in this

State the past year, and there would remain $152,-

143, to divide among our inhabitants ; or sh.iU we
adopt another plan to pay this great debt due for

foreign woollen goods ? If you are of an opinion

thr wool is too loiv at 33 cts. per pound, at home,

and would rather keep it for your own use, I pro-

pose that we let these creditors liave one fifth of

our neat cattle of two years old and older. By
the general list of 1837, we had 219,021 cattle of

tw_o or more years old ; admitting tliat one fifth of

them are good beef and fit for market, we should

have for sale 43,804 cattle. This number at $20

a head at home, would come to $870,080, which

would pay our debt to the merchants and importers

of woollen goods consumed the past year, and leave

a balance of .$00,080. Gentlemen, with these facts

before us, I again ask what shall be done .- It

being a very hard case, suppose we ask for a credit

for a -part by way of a compromise, and offer the

merchants or importers of woollen goods, all our

horses which are entered in the list, as worth less

than $25 ; 20,000 horses at $20 a piece would pay

$400,000, and the balance we can payrat a future

day when the surplus revenue under the new law

becomes due this Stnt% wliich will nearly pay the

balance -; iO.COO. 'i"he latter would probably be

the best ba.- -ain, ard by it we could save our wool,

beef, pork and butler for other purposes, or our

own use. By the general lis': of 183;), we then

had in this State 1,000,000 sheep. By the list of

1837, we have 1,166,234 siieep, as I have before

stated, produced 2,915,585 pounds of wool. This

quantity will be about 21.5,585 pounds more than

what is absolutely necessary for the consumption

of the inhabitants of this State. Now it is my
opinion that nine pounds of wool for each person

is as little as we can do with—I mean for all pur-

poses, for which wool is used from tlie mop to the

broadcloth coat. If I am wrong, gentlemen who
have raised up families will please correct me.
There being 300,000 inhabitants in this State, each

requiring nine pounds of wool, we need 2,007,000

pounds of it a year, leaving only 215,585 of wool

for sale of the clip of 1837. Again, I proposed to

show that if we now had on hand the clip of 1837,

and could sell the saiije at 50 cts. per pound a fur-

ther sum of more than -$1 ,.500,000, besides that

Sinn to supply us with necessary woollens for the

year to come. Admitting that all the wool in Ver-

mont of the clip of 1838 could be sold at 50 cts.

per pound to the manufacturers of Massachusetts,

what sum should we be obliged to pay them for

collecting and freighting our wool to Massachusetts,

and for manufacturing and bringing back the man-
ufactured articles in the state we want them .' I

say sixty cents per pound will be no more than a

moderate compensation. We are to bs charged

with all proper e.xpenses, including the shrinkage,

and all other expenses from when it leaves in wool

till it returns manufactured goods ; according to

this calculation while we have our wool manufac-

tured out of the State, we must pay the manufac-

turers of other States $1,020,000. The quantity

of wool needed for domestic supply per year being

2,700,000, at 50 cts per pound amounts to $1,350,-

000, which two sums amount to 2,970,000—being

the actual cost of woollen goods a year for the in-

habitants of this State.

But we have the $1,457,792, the price of the

whole clip -Df 1837 to pay this sum. Pursue this

subject a step further, how are we to pay the man-

ufacturer of Massachusetts, New Hampshire or

Rhode Islaiid, for this service .' They are doing

that for us, which we ought to do for ourselves.

Hence is a debt of $1,620,000 for manufacturing

your clothing ; draw your purses. More than five

dollars are wanted from every individual to pay for

manufacturing the woollens now on your persons;

you cannot pay it. The whole bank stocks of this

State actually paid in, will not do it. If you turn

out one fifth of your cattle at $20 per head
;

amounting to $870,080 and 20,000 old horses at

$20 per head a.nounting to $400,000 there will

still remain $344,000 due to make up the sum of

$1,020,000 for manufacturing in other States ; and

tliis too every year. I repeat, gentlemen, keep

cool—can you live and prosper under this free

trade system ? Can you furnish the raw material

exchange it for'the manufactured good.s ? No, you

never can. All your banks may discount, live, ten,

twenty for every, dollar of solid coin they can keep

in their vaults, and we must still continue to be a

miserable and oppressed peop! '.

Capital for manufacturing, and mechanical pur-

poses can be vested in the interior of a country

with greater prospect of success than on the sea-

board. Time- will not permit me, at this time, to

go into detail on this proposition. I refer you to

the price paid at Lowell, Andover, Amesbury, Wal-

tham, Pawtucket, as" well as many other places in

the vicinity of the sea-board for water privileges,
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timber aiui ctJier materials to build with. Compare

the prices of water power, adjoining land for build-

ing, materials to build with, with tliosp to be had

in almost every town in this State, and you will

find there is sevontyfivc per cent, in favor of the

interior. There ia water power enough in the

county of Caledonia, and on Connecticut river ad-

joining, to turn every water wheel in tlie United

States, yi'S, and what is this unoccupied water

power now worth, except perhaps to grind a little

wheat and corn, provender, and to make some oat

savin,

paper for school books in the State. The tickets ' 1 816, says—That to be independent for the comforts

were advertised to be be sold for rags to work up, , of life, we must fabricate them for ourselves. W e,

thusthey created a market for their rags, and saved must now place the manufacturer by the side of

in the State the money that had usually gone to ! the agriculturist. The grand enquiry now ,s shall

buy school books. The General Assembly several we make our own comforts, or go without them, at

years since, I believe in the time of the non-inter- the will of foreign nations; ho therefore who is

y^ ...
course or embargo, passed a joint resolution saying,

that it should be considered ungentlemenlike, for

a member of the house, or of the council to appear

in his seat otlterwise than clad in the growth, pro-

duction and manufacture of this State. We far-

meal ; there is not only a saving in the price of |mers must keep in mind the 30th of July 184-3,

water power, and materials to build with, in favor
|
when the tariff or compromise law, so called, is to

of the interior, but the saving in the daily contingent

expenses, pertaining to a mamfacturing establish-

ment will pay the freight to and from market ; la-

borers can sustain themselves much cheaper in the

interior of a country than on tlie sea board. It is

an established principle in political economy that

the spindle and the loom can nowhere be so advan-

tageously employed as at the tail of the plough.

We tanners in the interior without manufacturers

and mechanics are like farmers without tools. We
can aOver prosper. Brother farmers it is necessary

that Vermont should pursue a policy in relation to

her agricultural manufacturing, and mechanical in-

terests to render herself independent of her sister

States, as for the United States to render themselves

independent of foreign governu.ents. From what

has been hastily said, you must have come to the

conclusion with me th.it this proposition merits a

careful consideration, but to discuss it in all its

bearings in so short a time as is now allowed me
cannot be expected. I contend that every princi-

ple, which has ever been published by writers on

political economy in favor of protecting the indus-

try of a National Government, are equally applica-

ble to protect the industry of a single State. True

the several States of the United States, form but

one community. Congress having power to pass

'such laws in relation to the general government as

tJiey may deem proper as to admitting articles from

.breign governments. The several States have

reserved to themselves the privilege mf collecting

A revenue for all State purposes. You niay as well

lax a n''an "'bo appears otherwise tlian clad in the

gro vth and manufacture of this State as to tax his

watch, chaise, or horse. Again, by the present

law of tliis State, all necessary household furniture

is exempt from attachment on debts. It ^^ould be

_well if this law was so altered that after 1840 all

household furniture, not the production and manufac-

ture of this State (except cotton,) over and above tlic

value of $50, to each family should be subject to

attachment on debts contracted after that date

remain at only 20 per cent, duties. Are we to

abide that compromise ? I for one say yes,- pro-

vided the government will be that economical as to

paying all expenses from duties received on im-

ported foreign merchandise ; the income from the

sale of ;.ublic lands had ought to be divided among

the several States. If the people of the United

States abide the compromise, it is next to adopting

the liberal system, or free trade. And if the peo-

ple continue to consume such vast quantities of

foreign production, and manufactures, ruin and

wretchedness must and will follow. I believe it

to be the best for the people of this State to abide

the compromise, and to adopt the restrictive system

so far as we can constitutionally. The General

Assembly can as well pass laws to protect the in-

dustry of the people of this State, as to protect our

deers on our mountains, or the pickerel in our

ponds, or the muskrat in our rivers, as well as to

offer bounties for the destroying the fox, the wild

cat, or crows ; as well as to prohibit the adminis-

tering of extra judicial oaths. Industry and econ-

omy, the great sources of wealth, cannot be too

much encouraged and supported. Happily for this

State, they in numerous instances, are enlisted in

the service of manufacturers and mechanics.

—

These valuable and important classes of our fellow

citizens have a just demand on the General Assem-

bly for every reasonable encouragement and sup-

port ; their pursuits are practicable patriotism, and

whilst our national, and State parchments establish

our independence of right, their measures more

solid are establishing for us an independence in-

deed. Industrious manufacturers and mechanics

when employed upon things really useful do lauda-

ble service to the public ; they are constantly add-

ing to the wealth, strength or convenience of the

great whole. We find in the .\merican Annals, an

account of the anniversary of a society for encou-

raging industry held 1753, on which occasion Bos-

ton common presented a novel sight. In the after-

noon about 300 young female spinsters, decently

Some policy of this description, if pursued by our dressed appeared on the common at their spinning

legislature, would have a tendency to encoura

the manufacturing and mechanical interest of this

State. It has thus far been the.policy of this State

(with few exceptions,) as relates to our intercourse

with the sister States, to encourage that ruinous

doctrine free trade.

This State has never done anything of any con-

sequence to encourage the manufacturing and me-

chanical interest True, the legislature passed a

law at an early period saying what should be the

length of the hand reel for reeling woollen, linen

and tow yarn ; they also granted a lottery to Alat-

thew Lyon, to enable him to raise 000 bushels of

wheat by which to enlarge his furnace, so as to

cast sugar kettles; another was granted to Haswell

and Russell to raise a sum sufficient to erect a

Paper Mill at Bennington, so as to manufacture

wheels ; the wheels were jilaced regulariy in three

rows, and a female was seated at each wheel, the

weavers also appearing cleanly dressed, in garments

of their own weaving. One of them working a

loom on a stage, was carried on men's shoulders,

attended with music ; an immense number of spec-

tators were present at this interesting spectacle.

now against domestic manufacture, must be for re-

ducing us either to dependence on that nation, or

to be clothed in skins, and to live like wild beasts

in dens and caverns.

Experience has taught me that manufactures are

now as necessary to our independence as to oui

comfort. Situated, as we are, in the interior o

our country, it is of course very expensive trans

porting our produce to m:irket from many parts o

the State, and when we arrive there we must take

and give their own prices. It must therefore,

for our interest to raise and manufacture every ar-

ticle this country will produc*, and that may be ii

value nineteen twentietlis of our necessaries, am

purchase no more foreign gooes than real necessitj

requires, until we have more articles for export thai

the value of what we want to purchase.

We farmers now furnish the manufacturer o

Massachusetts with wool at from 28 to 3G cents pe

pound, and young men nnd young women to mak

it up. And in addition to this, the banks of thi

State keep constantly deposited in the banks of ou

cities about one half of their capital paid in, o

which tlie city banks discount to the manufacturer

in their neighborhood to enable them to work u

perhaps the very wool bought of us. Firstly, w

do wrong by soiling our wool, so long as the sam

is needed ior domestic consumption. The Generi

Assembly have from the days of the old Vermoi

State Bank, permitted the banks to deposite in th

banks on the sea board, whicli deposites have at a

times been considered equal to specie in vault

By reason of the banks of this State depositing £

large a portion of their capital in the city banks,

has a direct tendency to increase the introductie

of foreign merchandize, and the manufacturers

our sister States into this State, greatly to the ii

jury of the agricultural interest of the State. Tl

people have long been accustomed to the presei

evil practices of the banks, which practices, tl

General Assembly had long since ought to ha\

corrected. I expect the only reason why our banl<

are required to keep up their deposites in the cit

banks is, the balance of trade is greatly against us

and always will be so long as we sell the raw m*

tcrial, and the General Assembly neglect to encon

rao-e the agricultural and manufacturing, and m'

chanical interests. Unquestionably, more thanfoi

fifths of the actual bank capital in this State

employed in the mercantile'business, in purchasir

merchandise. The manufactures of our sist

States or of foreign countries, brought into th

State and sold to our citizens for our beef, our bu

ter, or cheese, for our pork, for wool, as I ha'

once said, more than nineteen twentieths of sa

merchandise which you and I should consider n

cessary, we ought to manufacture and create f

The Rev Dr Cooper preached a discourse, and a I ourselves. So long as the General Assembly pe

collection was made for the benefit of the institu- mils this free trade system to continue, so ong w

tion Ladies of Boston whiriing three hundred our banks keep their deposites m the city ban^

sninnino- wheels ! These were afterwards the ma- And so long there never will be a time that tl

trons who refused British tea, and who never saw holders of their bills can convert them into tl

a piano Wonder, if a tliousand delicate ladies solid coin at their counters. Nothing but that ca

could now be seen in the city, at their piano's, ital called confidence, has thus far sustained o

where one old fashioned rosy damsel could be found banks without specie in their vaults 1 here is :

at the healthy exercise of the spinning wheel? principle laid down by writers on political econot

T Jefferson, in his letter to Benjamin Austin, Jan 9, that give any assurance to a community of rotaj
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w anv amount of specie, wl.o create tlie raw raa- half in one row, whole, along side of the others,

.rial and e.chan-e it for the nmnnfactnred arti- then c.it the other half into three or four pieces

ies Hamilton stys ;
" manufacturing establish-

|

each, and planted in two rows
;
the land and culti-

nenls not only occasion a positive augmentation of vation all the sanae.

he produce of a community, but contribute essen- The extren.e drought tlia we have suffered ren-

iallv to render it greater than it would possibly be
|
ders it unnecessary to speak of the amount of the

vitbout them." Again, " tlie substitution of for

iio-n for domestic manufactures is a transfer to for-

;ign nations [or our sister States] of the advantage

.ccruing from the employment of machinery in the

..odes Tn which it is capable of being employed

vith the most utility and the greatest interests."

Said Jefferson : "(fa manufacfory be established

n any rich and fertile country, by convening a

mmber of people in one place who must all be fed

jy the farmer, withimt interfering with any of his

lecessary operations ; they establish a ready mar-

tet for the productions of his farm, and thus throw

noney into his hands and add a spirit of energy to

lis ci'iLures." Says Hamilton : " The uniform ap-

pearance of an abundance of specie, as the con-

jomitant of a flourishing state of manufactures,

mi of the reverse, where they do not prevail, afford

1 strong presumption of their favorable operation

apon th"e wealth of a country. Russia made the

pernicious experiment of the liberal system. In

two years it overspread the empire with distress

and bankruptcy, and she was obliged to abandon it.

The Emperor Alexander's description of the effects

of the innovation, ought to operate in terrorem on

other nations and states. He says that the nation

that adopts the liberal system affords a continual

encouragement to the manufacturers of other coun-

tries [or°States] and its own manufactures perish

in the struggle which they are not able to main-

tain." Again he says : " It is with the most lively

feelings of regret we acknowledge, that it is our

propc°e.\-perielice which enables us to trace this

picture. The evils it details have been realized

in Russia and Poland since the act of the seventh

and nineteenth of December, 1818. Agriculture

without a market, industry without protection, lan-

guish and decline. Specie exported, and the most

solid commercial houses are shaken. Again, it is

only after these losses have come to their height,

after events have proved that our agriculture and

commerce, as well as our manufacturing industry,

are not only paralyzed, but brought to the brink of

ruin."

Many more extracts I might make, but time will

not permit.

Can it be possible, tliat the farmers of this State

will continue to pursue so ruinous a policy as they

have heretofore pursued—sell their kxioI and buy

the manufactured article ? I wish that the guar-

dian angel of our country would write, in great

capital letters on the outer door of every husband-

man—The woman who manufactures for her own

household and one piece of goods to sell, doth more

to retain the solid coin in our State than all the

banks or the greatest financiers.

yield, except comparatively,

The two rows of cut seed produced three bas-

kets full the one row of uncut produced two and

a half baskets full, and the seven rows of small

seed produced fourteen baskets full. But mark,

like the seed, was the crop. The vines of the

small seed were ever small spindling vines, and the

tubors were likewise. The vines of the uncut

showed the rankest growth, but the difference in

the creneral size of the tubers in the cut or uncut

rows, was not much in favor of the uncut. Call

the basket a bushel, and the result is easier stated.

One bushel of small seed, produced fourteen bush-

els of small potatoes—half a bushel of large seed,

planted upon one-seventh quantity of ground, pro-

duced two and half bushels of large ones—and

half a bushel of large seed, cut, planted upon two-

seventlis of the quantity of ground, produced three

bushels of large ones.

The seed, when I planted it, was worth 75 cents

a bushel—the crop, when dug, was worth .37 1-2 to

50 cents a bushel—the cost of seed in each row of

small seed, 10 1-3 cents—the worth of the product

75—just seven fold in money and 14 in measure.

The cost of the uncut seed 37 1-2 cents to one

row the worth of the product #1,2.5, being worth

12 1-2 cents more per bushel than the small ones,

making three and one-third fold in money,' and

five in measure. The cut seed cost 18 3-4 cents

to the row, and the product worth 75 cents, making

four fold in money, and six-fold in measure.

If the experiment is a fair criterion to base an

opinion upon, tiie result shows to my mind, the fol-

fowing data.

If seed is high, ground plenty, and the crop

wanted for stock, plant small seed.

If seed is plenty, ground scarce, and the crop

wanted for family use, and future seed, plant large

seed, without cutting.

If seed is scarce, ground plenty, and the crop

wanted for family use, and future seed, plant large

seed, and cut them. Am I right in my conclu-

sions ?

These rows as above stated, 11 rods long, are at

the rate of 78 to the acre, 3 feet apart. The large

uncut potatoes were planted at the rate of 39 bush-

els to the acre ; the product 19.5. The large cut,

were planted at the rate of 19 1-2 bushels to the

acre; the product 317. The small ones were

planted at the rate of 14 bushels to the acre ; th«

product 156. For my own part, I shall in future

plant large potatoes whole. I should like yours

and your correspondents' opinions and experi-

ments. Your friend, SOLON ROBINSON.

Lake C. H. la. Oct. 15, 1838.

necessarily be small, both for want of food and

want of room. In this case, we venture to say,

if the tuber was cut into 20 sets, and each planted

separate, the value of the product would be twenty

fold greater than if the whole potato was planted

in a single hill. We have chosen this strong case,

the better to illustrate the distinction we w-ould

make. Small seed almo?t invariably produces small

stalks, and small stalks are a pretty sure indication

of small tubers.

ADVICE TO PARENTS.

There is nothing so destructive to the morals

and we may add, to the peace of any community as

the neglect of parents, rich or poor, to teach their

sons the importance of being early engaged in

some active employment. Too many of the citizens

of every place, under the influence of a. false pride,

suffer their sons, after quitting their academical

studies, to lounge about the public offices and tav-

erns of their place of residence, rather than cause

them to engage in some important branch of the

mechanical art, or force them by the dint of their

own industry and energies, to seek their fortune in

some other pursuit. Nothing]_is more detestable in

our eye than to see a healthy good looking youth

breaking loose from the restraints of honorable in-

dustry, returning to his father's domicil for support,

and loafing it about, rather than be pursuing some

occupation which will not only support himself, but

give gratification to his worthy parents. W e would

say to eveuj"- father who has such a son, be he rich

or poor,T—rather drive him to " cut his cord of wood

a day," than suffer him to spend his time in idleness.

" An idle head is the devil's workshop." That

youth, therefore, who has nothing to do, is very apt

to become- a tattler, a slanderer, and a liar, or^some-

thing worse, and make himself the pest of the com-

munity in which he may reside.

—

Frederick Times

and Dem. Adv.

(From the Cultivator)

EXPERIMENT IN pIaNTING POTATOES.

Editor Cultivator,—
Bear Sir I have made a small experiment on

potatoes this season, that may be useful. 1 select-

ed a bushel of very small ones, and planted them

in seven drilled rows, eleven rods long, the ground

in fine order, ridged, and well cultivated during the

growth.

Anotlier bushel of largest size, I planted, one

Remakks.—The Conductor will at present only

remark, that the choice between cut and uncut po-

tatoes, should depend somewhat, he thinks, upon

the kind of potato planted. Some' kinds, having

but few eyes, may advantageously be planted whole
;

while other kinds, having many eyes, asthe Rohan,

fortyfold, &c. are best planted in sets, or pieces.

We have counted 47 eyes in a Rohan, all of which

it is presumed, would grow, and give 47 stalks to a

hill. It will at once be perceived, that instead of

producing in size like the seed, the progeny mu»t

CHILBLAINS.

Many people are troubled during the cold wea-

ther, with a kind of inflammation of the feet called

chilblains.

They are caused by getting the the feet or cer-

tain parts of them cliilled by cold or wet, which

deranges the action of the small capillary vessels,

and brings on a passive inllammation, as it is called,

accompanied with sliglit swelling, and severe burn-

ino- and itching. In order to remedy the trouble,

some application should be made that will stimulate

the vessels and rouse them up to healthy action.

—

Anything that will do this will generally effect a

cure.

Tincture of Iodine has been used,—very weak

aquafortis or oil of vitriol,—weak spirits of ammo-

nia—tincture of cantharides in liquid opodildoc—

and such like stimulating washes will be found use-

ful, and relieve this uncomfortable complaint.

—

Maine Farnier.

A tremendous rattlesnake was lately killed in

Huntsville, Alabama. It measured 11 feet, 9 in-

ches—19 inches round the body in the largest place.

It had 83 rattle ! the rattles forming 3 feet 8 inches

of the tail. The snake weighed 37 1-2 lbs. and

yielded 5 quarts of oil. So says the account,

which is hardly creditable.
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ON THE BEST MEANS OF PERMANENTLY
j

IMPROVING THE CLASS OF CLAY
SOILS.

Clay soils are distinguished by their adh.'sive-

nes3. They stick to the feet when dainp, they im-

bibe moisture slowly, but do not transmit it freely

for the use of plants, and when stroni,' clay soils

are brought quickly from a wet to n dry state, they

approacli to the state of bricks previous to their

being burned. Clay soils are tilled with difficulty

when too dry, and when too wet this operation has

the same effect as the tempering of clay has, in the

art of brick making.

The tillage of such land in a proper state is

therefore of the j^reatest importance, and this is

best performed when it is neither too wet nor too

dry.

Poor thin claya upon a retentive subsoil are the

most unprofitable ; the expense of their cuitivatio.n,

under the present system is great, being frequently

equal to the value of the produce and sometimes

far a^vc it. Their natural produce is coarse grass

of very light value, fit only for young beasts.

Clay soils are best calculated for the production

of plants that have fibrous roots, particularly

wheat, beans, oats, vetches, clover, cabbage, grass,

&o.

While tlie liglit sandy soils liave been greatly

improved by the adoption of a new system of cul-

ture,- the poor clays remain in the same state they

were in a century ago, without cny, increase to

their productiveness; indeed they are rather in a

worse state than formerly. It is therefore supposed

•by some agriculturists, that as there ha^=? been no

improvements in the clay soils, while there has

bgen so great an increase in the productiveness of

^andy soils that the clays are not susceptible of

improvement with tlie least chance of a proper re-

turn.

There is no doubt but a belter system couJJ bo

adopted for the cultivation of such strong clay

soils than that which is pursued in the common

fields, ar.U on the clays of Bedford, Huntington,

Cambridge, and other counties on tlie malm, gault,

oak-tree, clunch, O.xford and blue lias clays.

The course of cropping adopted in the common

cfields and on thin clay, is simuner fallow, if dunged,

wheat, and then beans ; or without dung, barley,

then oats, then fallow again, and this is the same

as it was 100 years ago.

The chief cause of thus neglecting tlie clay

soils is the difficulty and expense of cultivating

them and of converting them into pasture, after

having been long kept under this system of arable

cultivation. It is difficult to convert such land into

good pasture, but it has been overcome and the

best and most profitable results have followed.

There is a much greater difficulty in getting a

poor, cold, clay farm lot, than on'.; consisting of a

poor sandy soil. The' capital and ability required

for the former being not only much greater, and of

a higher order, but the risk is also much more in

cultivating the clay, than the sand, as .the mode of

improving the land and securing good crops on

sandy soils by claying is easy and certain, and the

turnip and sheep husbandry cannot be adopted on

clays,

Besides, the system of cultivating light sand or

loamy soils has been so long established, and the

Norfolk or four-field system has now become so

much the beaten track, that it would be difficult

for the farmers who have been brought up to it,

to leave off, altliough a better one were shown

them.

The turnip, and sheep system, however, cannot

be adopted on clay soils, till they are completely

drained and subsoil ploughed, and till sand or

light and porous matter be added to alter their

texture.

Some new impulse must be given to agricultural

speculations before the cold wet clay soil will ever

attain tiiat degree of improvement which they are

capable of, and which has been effected in the

sandy and peaty soils.

The landlords should encourage tenants with

capital and talent, by letting farms at low rents

under improving leases, similar to the building

leases granted in great towns ; and binding them

by certiin covenants to improve the land by com-

plete subsoil drainage and the application of alter-

natives ; and by a projjer mode of culture, to con-

vert a certain portion of the arable land into pasture

under a particular mode found to be tiie best and

surest for effecting its amelioration. Permanent

improvement undertaken by an intelligent and in-

dustrious farmer under tlie security of an improving

lease is the best and most profitable mode of perma-

nently improving land.

Perhaps Lord Karnes's mode of letting land for

this object is the best, with additional covenants

binding the tenant to improve, by altering the tex-

ture of such soils as would be improved by it. It

ought ever to be kept in mind, that the only true

and systematic stimulus to improvement of any

kind, is the certainty of profit in the outlay of cap-

ital. This is the main spring to all our exertion^;

without the certainty of occupying his improve-

ments for such a length of time as will enable

him to reap the advantage of his outlay, wo may

be assured that no man will either invest his own

capital, or be inclined to borrow money to be laid

out in the improvement of another man's estate.

There is no doubt, however, but thin clay soils

could be easily improved, and, perhaps, in a much

greater degree than the sandy soils have been du-

ring the last -10 years : and the surface may yet be

seen clotlied with a rich herbage which shall vie

with that of other soils in producing tlie best cheese,

beef, and mutton.

Clay soils will produce pasture just in propor-

tion to the quantity of decaying active vegetable

matter in their composition. If this be abundant,

the crop will be ricli and luxuriant; and the decay-

ing fibrous roots will form a dry, porous soil, giving

a sufficient depth for the rain to sink through the

subsoil, where it will run off by the furrow drains.

If there be little vegetable matter in the soil, the

the moisture will make the earthy matter in it col-

lapse and adhere together ; and it will form a cold,

wet, sterile clay, producing little else but carnation

grass of little value.

t
Pasture on clay soils should never be converted

into arable culture, unless the application of skill

i
and capital, will not only repay the additional cx-

1 pense of the culture, but also tend to increase the

' permanent productiveness of the soil. Without a

proper application of skill, capital, and industry on

,
such land, the converting it into arable culture will

only tend t.) diminish the produce, if the free pro-

i duce under the artificial culture falls short of that

which nature itself afforded.

I

Much may be learned from the practice of mar-

ket gardeners, in the neighborhood of London and

elsewhere. They have two methods of trenching

their land. When the soil and subsoil are gooi

to a great depth, they turn the surface under anc

fetch up a fre-h spit from below to constitute th«

surface for so many years ; but when the subsoi

is poor or strong clay, they bastard trench it, as

they call it ; that is, they throw the surface spit for

ward, always keeping it uppermost, and dig th«

subsoil by turning it over in the trench withou

moving it from its place.

Their object in thus trenching their clay soils is

to get depth for the rain-water to descend, and tf

give a greater depth of moisture to the roots «,

plants in dry weather, and for the superabund ui'

moisture in weather to descend below the roots ol

plants, and run off to the drain.

If we perfectly drain thin clay soil by furrow

draining, and deepen the subsoil by trenching witl

the .'j.ade or the subsoil plough, making it pervious

to the moisture which falls on it, that it may imme-

diately sink to a depth below the reach of the rootf

of the plants, the cultivated surface will be dry

and if we rtduce the tenacity of the soil by apply-

ing to it those light or sandy substances, which

when well incorporated with it, will make and keef

the soil permanently porous and friable, then the;

land which before produced only a poor crop o:

carnation grass, or if arable, of oats, will now pro

duce an abundant crop of wheat, beans, oats, do
ver, and even turnips ; and if properly laid down

|

and full of manure will form a rich pasturage fo:l

any kind of stock.

When clay soils have dry per^'ious subsoils, the)

become durker in color from the repeated applica

tion of manures, and under a proper system of cul-

tivation they lose their adhesiveness, and become !

loamy soil, producing the most fruitful crops c

wheat, beans, clover, vetches, cabbage, and natu-

rally produce the best and richest herbage foi

dairy cows. The milk from cows fed on such pas-

ture produces more cheese and butter than the mill

from cows fed on a sandy soil, and of a bettei

quality.

Anything which '"ill produce permanent fria-

bility in clay soils, such as sand, lime, burnt clay

loose light vegetable matter, or long unfermentec

manure, will alter its texture and improve its qual-

ify-

When tenacious soils are completely subset

drained, and a system of deep or subsoil ploughing

is adopted, every time when the land is in summei

fallow, if the soil be deepened and the subsoil

made more porous ; and if never ploughed whei

too wet, and a full portion of vegetable manure b(

given to the soil, and well mixed with it, a mechan-

ical effect will be produced, which will change the

nature and texture of the soil, and give to it that

friability which is so e.ssential in all productive

soils. The rain that falls on it will now percolate

through it to the depth of the new formed subsoil

and thence to the furrow drains.

The soil now receives the circulation of the air

which is carried on by the rains filling up the in.

terstices which the air previously occui)iod, and the

complete drainage draws off all the superabundant

water as it falls. By this operation the earth again

receives a fresh supply of air from the atmosphere,

which promotes a chemical as well as mechanica:

action in the soil, and hastens the decomposition ot

the air and water, as well as the vegetable and an-

imal manure it contains, and thus a liberal supply

of the nourishment necessary for the growth of

plants is obtained.

Soil that is principally composed of calcareous
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natter, in minute divisions, becomes a most tena-

ious stubborn soil ; and, under certain circum-

tances, as sterile as the most worthless clay.

»careous matter, tlierefore, although reckoned a

. valuable constituent in a soil, becomes an evil

Then it composes tlie greater part of it.

Calcareous clay, when thoroughly dried, falls to

)ieces like burnt lime, whenever it is again wetted,

[very poor clay soil may be muc!i improved by

)ariug and bunimg the surface, after it has been

.ompletely drained.

This is the first step that ought to be taken to-

vards ameliorating such a soil, and the more clayey

he soil is, the deeper ought the soil to be burnt.

iVhen tlie burnt surface is mixed with the soil to

lie depth of the furrow, it acts as a coarse sand,

md unices it more fri.-ible and porous, by convert-

nw the matter, which was before damp and adhe-

iivc, into a dry, friabh', warm soil, permanently im-

proved and capable of producing luxuriant crops of

3very kind.

If W3 can get depth and friability to the subsoil

)f strong adhesive clay, we thereby prevent stag-

lant water from injuring the roots, and give to the

Dlants the liberl y of sending their roots to a greater

lepth in search of nourishment.

In all rich soib there is vegetable matter in ev-

sry state of decay, and the greater this portion of

decaying vegetable matter is in strong clay soils,

che greater is its productive pov.-ers. Besides this,

iecouiposing vegetable matter will tend to keep

5trono' clay land loose, friable, and piu-ous.

EGGS AND POULTRY. more than a quart of Indian corn a day; I think

, ,1 J r fifteen bushels a year a fair provision for them.
Among all nations, and throughout all grades of

g^_^ ^^^^ ^^ j^^^^ ,^^ ^,_^_^ ^ ,^^^^ ^^^,,^^ ^y
society, eggs have been a favorite food. But in

^,^^^ ^^a ^fter they have become habituated to

all our cities, and particularly in winter, they are
^.^^^ ^^ ^^ ^.^_^^^ ^ plenty in their little

held at such prices that few families can afford to
^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^^ ,^^^,_^^|^ ^^ ^ ^-^^^^ ^^_

use them at all ; and even those who are in easy
f -^ ^^j^^^ ^g,.„ ^^ ^^^^^^ „,,,g„ n.^y ,,01

circuuistanoes, consider them too e.xpen.s,ve ^r
^

^^^^ _^^^^j^ ^ ^p^^^,.^, .^ ^,_^j^ ^^^^^ , ^^^ -^^^^ ^^

^ ^ ., ' sure as their provision comes to them scanted or
iivery lamily or . , , .^ -n i i „„„

111 irreo-ularly, so sure they will raven up a whole crop

, . , , , , !. full ai. a time, and will stop laying,
have eggs in plenty during the whole year; and of ^ ^,^^^^ ^^ ^^, attended, will

all the animals aomesUcated for the use ot man,
^^_^^.^,^

^-
^^.^^^ ^^^^^^ ^,^^_^ ^q^q ^^^^ ;„ ^

the common dunghill fowl is capable of yielding
^^^ ^^^ ,,

^jj ^^^^ chickens for fall and win-
the greatest possible profit to the owner.

| ^^^ ^^^^,^^_
,,

j^^ ^^ of feeding the dozen
In the month of November, I ; nt apart eleven

,

^^^^^ ^.j^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ eighteen bushels of Indian
hens and cocks, gave them a small chamber lu the

| ^^^^_ ^^ .^ ^.^.^^ ^^ ^^.^,,j ^^ -^

woodhouse, defended from storms, and with an
^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^.^ ^^ ^^ ^^^j, ^^,^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^

:)mmou food.

There is no need of this.

WATERING PLACES.

Every fanner should endeavor to have a good

waterintJ- place for his stock. Some indeed have

o-reat inconveniences to contend with in this respect

;

but in most cases where the watering place is bad,

it is owing to sheer negligence. Stock of every

kind need a good supply of pure water, and if they

do not have it they cannot thrive, nor be kept in

-rood condition. In order for creatures to drink

conveniently, the water should be in a trough ele-

vated a little from the surface of the ground.

When the water is in a brook, pond or spring, the

ice and snow generally accumulates around it to a

great depth, and if it is shovelled out, it is liable

to be blown in again in a short time. When ani-

mals have to stoop down and then with difficulty

reach the water, they frequently get much less than

they want, as it is attended with great e.xertion.

Some young or weak ones are often driven away

by the stronger, so that sometimes they do not get

any water.

In most all cases the watering place, even when

it is a poor one, is where the water descends, and

by carrying it in a spout a short distance, it will

attain a sufficient elevation, and m.ay then be dis-

charged into a trough ; that will be a convenient

place to accommodate the poor thirsty beasts, who

will amply reward their owners for the trifling e.x-

pense. In many cases water can be conducted in

a spout from a spring or brook in the side of the

bank, so as to prevent its freezing in the winter,

until it is high enough to go into a trough. Now

is tlie time for farmers to attend to this business

who have not already done it.

—

Yankee Farmer.

Two hundred of the sons of New England in

Louisville, Ky. have formed a Pilgrim Society ;
in-

tending each year to celebrate the landing of the

fathers on Plymouth rock.

opening to the south.

Their food, water and lime were placed on

shelves convenient for them, with warm nests and

chalk nest eggs in plenty. These hens continued

to lay eggs through the winter. From these elev-

en hens I received an average of six eggs daily

during the winter ; and whenever any one of them

was disposed to set, viz. as soon as she began to

cluck, she was separated from the others by a gra-

ted partition, and her apartment darkened ; these

cluckers were well attended and well fed ; they

could see and partially associate through their

grates with the other fowls, and as soon as any one

of these prisoners began to sing, she was liberated,

and would very soon lay eggs. It is a pleasant

recreation to feed and tend a bevy of laying hens
;

they may be tamed so as to follow the children

and will lay in any box.

Egg shells contain lime, and in winter, when the

earth is bound with frost or covered with snow, if

lime is not provided for them, they will not lay, or

if they do, the eggs must of necessity be without

shells. Old rubbish lime, from chimnies and old

buildings is proper, and only needs to be broken

for them. They will often attempt to swallow

pieces of lime plaster as large as walnuts..

I have often heard it said that wheat is tluJ best

grain for them, but 1 doubt it; they will sing over

Indian corn with more animation than over any

other grain. The singing hen will certainly lay

eggs, if she finds all things agreeable to her; but

the" hen is much a prude, as watchful as a weasel,

and as fastidious as a hypocrite ; she rau.st, she will

have secrecy and mystery about her nest ;
all eyes

but her own must be averted ; follow her or watch

her and she will forsake her nest, and stop laying

;

she is best pleased with a box covered at the top,

with a backside aperture for light, and a side door

by which she can escape unseen.

A farmer may keep an hundred fowls in his barn,

may suffer them to trample upon and destroy his

mows of wheat and other grains, and still have few-

er eggs than the cottager wl.o keeps a single dozen,

who provides secret nests, chalk eggs, pounded

brick, plenty of pounded limo, plenty of Indian

corn, water and gravel for them ; and who takes

care that his hens are not disturbed about their

nests. Three chalk eggs in a nest are better than

a single nest egg, and large eggs please them. I

have often smiled to see them fondle round and lay

into a nest of geese eggs. Pullets commence lay-

ing earlier rn life wliere nests and eggs are plenty

and when others are chuckling around them.

A dozen dungill fowls, shut up away from other

means of obtaining food, will require something

round as to run at large; and a grated room well

lighted, 10 feet by 5, partitioned from any stable

or other out-house, is sufficier.tfor the dozen fowls,

with their roosting places, nests and feeding

troughs.

At the proper season, viz. in the spring of the

year, five or six hens will hatch at the same time,

and fifty or sixty chickens given to one hen. Two
hens will take care of 100 chickens well enough,

until they begin to climb their little stick roosts ;

they should then be separated from the hens entire-

ly, they will wander less, and do better away from

the fowls. I have often kept the chickens on my
garden ; they keep the May bugs and other insects

away from vines, &c.

In cases of confining fowls in summer, it should

be remembered that a ground room should he cho-

sen: or it will do just as well to set into their pen,

boxes of dried sand or kiln-dried, well pulverized

earth, for them to wallow in, in warm weather.

—

Indiana Farmer.

(From the Genesee Farmer.)

MOLASSES FROM APPLES BY STEAMING.

The following excellent method of making use

of apples, for the two-fold purpose of obtaining

molasses from them and converting the remainder

into excellent food for farm stock, has just been

described to us by a friend. The apples are placed

in a hogshead made tight for the purpose, and sub-

jected to tlie operation of the steam. The saccha-

rine juice soon begins to ooze from them, and drops

down to the bottom of the hogshead into a vessel,

covering the bottom, placed there for that purpose,

from which it passes off to proper receivers. This

juice is subsequently evaporated by boiling. Sour

apples only have been experimented on in this way.

The quantity of molasses obtained from them is

ten gallons for every fifteen bushels of apples, or a

gallon from a bushel and a half. This molasses

differs from sweet apple molasses in possessing a

peculiar tart flavor.

The apples, remaining in the hogshead, being

soflened and well cooked, are mixed with bran or

meal, and thus constitute an excellent article of

food for hogs and cattle. J- J. T.

Dr Poyen was making converts, at the last

dates, in Ware village, to Animal Magnetism.

He pulled an ugly tooth from the jaws of a fac-

tory girl, without even awakening her. The ac-

count is certified by Dr Goodrich and other citi-

zens.
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To THE Public,—
Tlie propriclora and publishers of the New England

Farmer ask leave respectfully to present llieir claims up-

on the continued patron-ige of the agricultural community.
"Shall auld acquaintance be forgot?" TheNcwEng-

and Farmer was commenced sixteen years a^o by the

late lamented Mr Fessenden. The project of a newspa-
1' .exclusively to the concerns .and interests of

agriculture was at that time a project entirely novel in

New England ; the success of which was altogether ques-

tionable. He brought to it the treasures of his practical

knowledge ; his careful observation ; his varied experi-

ence
; and his persevering ,ind exact inquiry. It soon

rose into public esteem, and continued a favorite of the

public until his death. The v.-ist amount of learned,

practical, and useful information contained in itsvoluuics

fully justify the patronage, which it has received ; as it

is confidently believed that in this respect no work has
been more distinguished; and the same number of vol-

umes is not to be found, which are richer in varied, sound,
useful, .and practical knowledge.

No pains or labor have been spared since the death of
this excellent friend of the farming interest, this friend of

every social interest, and every useful enterprise, to

maintain the high char<-icter of Ibis journal and to extend
its usefulness. These efforts, from the approbation gen-
erally expressed, have no', been without success ; and,

this success is an encouragement to persevere and to re-

double these efforts. This we promise ; and respectfully

ask therefore the continued patronage of a reading, a

working, and intelligent public.

The proprietors of the N. E. Farmer would scrupu-
lously avoid any invidious comparisons with other agri-

cultural p,ipors, and desire to enter into no competition or

rivalry
; but they confidently believe that no paper of the

same number of pages, within the last year, has present-

ed a l.irger amount of origin.il matter or of interesiiug

practical intelligence
; and their seleciions have fciien

made from extensive facilities, both at home and abroad;

with as much judgment as they can exercise

They will continue to do their best. The Commis-
sioner of .\gricultural Survey will render all the aid con-
sistent with his public engagements, and make it the ve-

hicle of all his conununications with the public. The
various agricultural and horticultural societies in the state

will present all their reports through its pages; and some
of the best farmers in New England will continue to en-
rich its columns with their valuable contributions.

The proprietors hold in utter disdain all mean arts, in-

trigues or misrepresentations, or fallacious promises with
a view to obtain patronage. These would be wholly in-

consistent with the principles and character which the
Farmer lias always maintained.

The Farmer hitherto has been eminently a (itmily pa-

per. Its pacjes have never been stained with a statement,

sentiment, or expression, which would raise a blush of
shame on the cheek of modesty, or infuse a poison in the
uncorrupted mind. We pledge ourselves that in all these

respects it shall not forfeit its high reputation.

lla\ing been the pioneer of agricultural improvement

and intelligence in the State and conntry, and, without

the inclin.ition if it had the power, to diive others from

the field, it respectfully asks only a reasonable portion of

the harvest of which it sowed the seed, and in regard to

which has performed its full share in the cultivation of

the crop.

The New England larmtr and Gardener's Journal is

published weekly, in quario form, making a h.indsouie

volume of 11(3 [wgcs with an index, at two dollars and

fifty cents, in advance, or three dollars at the close of the

year.

Editors of papers with whom we exchange will do us

a favor to publish this communication.

Boston, Dec. 126, 18:JS.

MR STEVENS' ADDRESS.
We have the pleasure of presenting in this week's

Farmer the address of Henry Stevens, Esq. of Barnet,

Vt , delivered before an agricultural society in that part

of the country. We have the pleasure of knc\yin" Mr
Stevens. Few men are more competent to give sound

practical instruction on practical subjects. He has taken

a strong interest in all enterprises, for the public improve-

ment in his vicinity. He discusses in this address the

important subject of wool-growing ; and shows the mag-
nitude of this interest in his own State. He shows like-

wise the benefits yet in prospect for the wool-growing

interest by demonstrating that Vermont is as yet far from

meeting her own home demands. He shows hkewise the

importance of establishing manufactories in Vermont,
where living and labor are comparatively cheap ; the raw
material at hand ; and an ample and inexhaustible water
power directly at hand. Such plain, useful, statistical

addresses as these, so full of valuable facts and important

and well-founded calculations cannot fail to arrest the

attention of reflectino; and practical men.

Vermont is eminently a growing State ; and its main
dependence in an agricultural view, must be en its raisino

of live stock, its wool, and its dairy produce. It should

not neglect to raise what of bread its immediate wants
m.iy require ; but grain-growing, from its climate and the

broken character of its land, must be a small interest

compared with the former objects. The population of

Vermont in enterprise, general intelligence, good conduct

and good manners, is excellent. The early population

of this Commonwealth, was not of the best description.

While in a state of outlawry, it was a kind of city of

refuge aud for a time the shelter of those, whose profli-

gacy and crimes compelled them to flee from the neioh-

borini; States. At this period it is said, that a clergyman
in his parochial rounds one day inquired of a small Ver-

montese boy, "into vviiat state the fall of man brought
mankind ?" to which the child replied with as much
truth as simplicity, "into the State of Vermont." But
these times have long since passed away and these gene-
rations have gone with them. Vermont at the present

time it is believed in the general ch.iracter and improve-

ment of its population is behind no State in the I'nion.

H. C.

(For the New England Farmer.)

Il'cston, Dec. 18, 1833.
Mil Brkck,—

1 send you some of the African Prince, and .Scotch
Apples, which I wish you to try the goodness of, and
give their merits to the public, if you think they deserve
it. I received the tree of the Scotch apple of Mr Allen,
a Scotchman, who Robert B. Thomas sneaks of boarding
with in his journal published in his alm.anack of I8oa
There is no other tree in this vicinity of this variety.
.Mr Allen alw.iys called it his apple, and gave it the above
name; it i» a good bearer and thrifty growing tree. I

grafted several trees from the old one last year. Tl
truit will keep until .\pril.

\ ours, with respect,

J. WARREN.

Rkmarks —Wc have tested the quality of .'^Ir Warren
apples and find them to be superior varieties. The tin

of the Scotch apple is decidedly the best—we recogi:!?.

it as the Nonesuch, or a variety very much like it, w iiic

is deservedly ranked among the best of winter fruits

not much cultivated ; it is of fair size and handsome ,t[

pearance, and well suited for the dessert ; the coIj

dark and light red, finely variegated, excepting when ej

posed to the shade, which is a greenish yellow.

The African Prince is a beautiful fruit to look at, (

large size and good shape, and where exposed to the snr

a very dark red. It is juicy, sprightly, good flavor, In

for our own taste a little too tart; it would be well like'

by many for the dessert, and it must be highly prized b

all for cooking.

We find it rather difficult to describe flavors, not bcin

much in the way of discus'sing the merits of a "real v;

riety of fruits. But if any of our readers will follow tli

liberal example of our friend Warren, we will dt

best, these long winter evenings, by the way of provin

their fruits, and be much obliged in the bargain. J. 1!.

SUiVIMARY OF THE WEEK.
Pf.s.vsvlvania.—The Harrisburg difficulties are

adjusted. There are two houses of representatives sti

in session, both pressing their claims to a legal recogn
tion. It does not yet appear how these difficulties wi
be settled. Heaven preserve the Slate from a civil wai
but the sky is cloudy. The milit.iry has been withdraw
from Harrisburg; and the short days aud cold wcailit
favor a cool and dispassionate adjustment of difficuliia

Fires in a city are not likely to spend rapidly orextensiv.
ly when the roofs are covered with snow.

Canada.—.-VlTairs in Upper Canada are in a most ur
happy condition. Another unsucce.«sful invasion ha
been made from Detroit, and the beautiful village of Sane
wich opposite Detroit laid waste by fire. The invasio
was abortive, and many lives have been lost. In sue
cases if those who undertake them are successful the
are called patriots; if they fail, rebels. The latterseun.
likely to he the established cognomen of the party. Th
prisons are crowded with the criminal and the suspected
The prisoners are tried by Courts Martial, because jurie
would not agree to convict; and the hangman is doing
fe:irful work.

PubUc improvements arc everywhere advancing will
great rapidity. Steamboats and railroads bring distan
places into the immediate vicinity of each other. Th.
British government are proposing to establish a stean
communication with the bay of J'anama, and propose .

railroad over the isthmus of Darien. Formerly when i

grave citizen of Boston proposed to make a journey U
New York he deemed it necessary to make his will ant
" put up a note at church" for his safe return. Now h<
goes to New York and returns ; and he does little mon
than tell his family they need not wait for him at dinner

ftlassachnsctts Horticaltural Society.

Exhibition of Frdits.

Salurday, Dec. 15, 1838.
M. P. Sawyer, Esq. exhibited the " Hooper Apple,'

produced on the farm of Mr Aloses Little at Turkey Hill,

in Newbury, a beautiful and good fruit, of a red color
and medium size, origin unknown. ,
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Mr Jonathan Warren of Weston, exhibited the AlVicftn

ince, ParUs, and American Nonsuch apples, or more

jperly the Nonsuch of Boston and vicinity. The com-

ttee be- leave to observe that this is decidedly distinct

,m lhe°English Nonsuch described by Forsyth and

,nald, .-.Iso different from many apples of the same

me cultivated in various parts of our own country.

Mr Manning exhibited the following apples, Danvers

'inter Sweet, Pennock Red Winter (Cox No. 78) Bell-

)Wor (Cox No. 3;i,) and Chaumontell pears.

E. M. Richards, Esq. exhibited the Wine apple (Cox

0. 3-1,) and the Bicknell or Quince pear for baking.

Iso another apple, name unknown.

Mr Aspinwall of Brookline, exhibited a pear, the pro-

ice of a tree received from France as the " Monsieur,"

„..= .mmediately recognized as the Burgomaster de-

.ribed in Kenrick's New American Orchardist, page 134.

iTe remark of this pear th.tt although as regards taste it

only second rate, yet its large size, healthy appearance,

nd abundant bearing, render it very desirable either for

,e fruit garden or orchard. We further remark, in or-

er to remove erroneous impressions, that notwithstand-
|

,» this pear was received from Europe, under the name

now bears, it is entirely distinct from the true Burgo-

aaster of Bauman's catalogue, and of the London Hor-
j

icultural Society.

For the Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.
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GRBEIV'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER. PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY^

Apples,
Beans, white, Foreign,

" " Domestic,

Beef, mess.
No. 1

Rees
pnr

-i/

NOTICE.

A meetin» of the Committee of the Mass. Hort. Soc'y

,n Fruits, will be holden at the Hall of the Society, on

Saturday, 29th inst. at 10 o'clock, A. M. for the purpose

jf awarding the premiums on fruits, for the present year.

A punctual attendance is requested.

For the Committee,

Dec. 20 WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

THER.MO.METKICAL.
Reported for the .\ew England Farmer.

Rinire.if the Thennomeler at the Garden of the proprietors

of"^ 'N;w'Englancl Farmer Bri»Ut,.n Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week_en,hng Decen.ber 23

Dec
MUnday,
Tuesday,
Werhiesday,

Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

FARM IN BROOK I.IIVE.

Vnr sale a farm situated in Brookline, ahoiit four miles

from Boston! contaiuine forty acres of first rate Tillage Land

«nd thirtv acres of Woodland and paslure-with a good

House in eompleie repair; Barn, Chaise-hnuse, Corn-barn,

^
The^Farm will be sold low, together with the .Stock, Hay,

Tools &cTf applied for soon, at No. 30 North Market St.
loois,oi,c. " pi' Boston line.

^°A'™'„"/ ?«« ^ JOHN HUNT.
Dec. 26, loJo- ^

1
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M I S C E L L A M E U S,

(From the Maine Farmer.)

An emigrant who went from New England to the
^^Far H'cst," and there lost his wife, liis child, and his

own health, by complaints incident to the climate, sends
us the following

LAMENT.
I sigh for the land I have li,ft far behind.

The land of my fathers, my hirlh, and my childhood.
For relatives dear, and for friends that were kind,

Tor the hills and the dales, and the New England wild-
wood,

—

The cool spring that gushed from the side of the hill.

The old oaken tree that o'er-shadowed the same,
Where the pitcher of stone so often was filled

To gladden our palates, when from labor we came.
The hand, too, that bore it— the Jovcd one of carlh,—
The joy of my life, my Emily dear I

No feelings impeded the pleasure and mirth.
That reigned in our cottage while contentment was there

These scenes now to nie, like the shadow that's gone.
Are tl^ themes of my thoughts by night and by dav,
Whil^n the far west, now drear and alone
For thee, sweet New England, I ard-^ntly pray.

Could I once more enjoy the vigor and health'

Thy bounty can give and thy climate bestow,
I never again should sigh for the wealth
That from the famed prairies abundantly flow.

DECE.MBJSn «6, 1838.

cultivation
;

w.l'i the intenii.xturo and improvement ' Potomac, that a negro woman was arraigned inof plants and animals
;

witli the profound my.st"rie9
|

court of Virginia for killing one of iier°own «of procreation giouth, and the endless succession and color; she had been co,im,itted for murder, b,o ,fe
;
with the various grades and forms of a„i- the evidence went clearly to eatablisli the deed ;mated existenen • »vifb the nr,,.. a^r, «,..,i« <•„. »i._ i , > . .

'

.

SHORT SERMONS TOR FARMERS.
No. I.

The Heavens ckclare the glory of God; the firma-
ment showeth forth his handy work. Bay unto
day vttereth speech. Might unto night showeth
knowledge of God.

It has been said of an undevout astronomer that
he is mad. If, in the familiar contemplation of the
heavenly orbs, their countless numbers, their eter-
nal brilliancy, their arrangement, magnitude, and
distances, their mutual relations, and dependence

;

and above all their sublime harmony, all actinn-

upon, and acted upon by, each other, and perform-
ing their various revolutions witli an c.\actncs6 so
perfect, that the variation of evrn a second oflsme
would throw everything into confusion; and all

subject to that mighty and unceasing and univcr-
-lal law of gravitation, which holds in its place the
largest planet and balances tlie minutest atom float-

ing in a sunbeam, if, I say, a mind familiar with
these objects and laws can fail to acknowledge
their divine Author and look up with profound
veneration to the great mind which contrived and
the mighty energy, which upholds and directs all

things, it may justly be pronounced insane and dis-
eased

; overclouded by a darkness, which is impen-
etrable

; perverted by prejudices, upon which truth
is powerless; perhaps corru; ted by a moral obli-
quity, which is incurable.

The farmer stands in a relation to nature similar
to that, which the astronomer holds to the heavenly
orbs. His daily occup;: lion ma'vos him co.-.ve.-^ant

with the vegetable and animal world ; with the in-
finite variety of their productions, and their multi-
form and important uses ; with their artificial and
spontaneous creations ; with the laws, which regu-
late their germination, progress, and maturity ; with
the various influences of times and seasons, sun
and air, rain and snow, dews and frosts ; with the
miraculous operation and effects of manures and

mated existence
; with the provision made for the

subsistence and tlie happiness of all ; with the
universal and inexorable laws of progress, change,
and decay, as propitious and necessary as those of
life and growth

; a.id above all with the universal
capacity of happiness, and the infinite prodigality
of beauty, which pervades every part of creation
from the most minute to the largest and most sub-
lime.

There is everything in nature to lead the intelli-

gent and reflecting mind up to the Creator
; to that

august and profound intellect which fa.shioned, and
that mighty power which created, and that nover-
ceasi'ig Providence, which controls and sustains
all things. The creation has been rightly denom-
inated God's earliest revelation of himself. Tlio
pages of this divine volume are everywhere radiant
with instruction. Before the eye of the farmer
this book stands always open. It speaks to his un-
derstanding and to his affections. He that hath
ears to hear, let him hear. He that hath eyes to
see let him open them to this wonderful and uni-
versal revelation. Cultivating a spirit of habitual
devotion, and l.ioking upon the whole creation
around him as the great theatre of the divine pow-
er and beneficence, every object will wear a new
aspect. Every employment will become sanctified.
Every bounty and blessing will be received with a
new and more grateful relish. His heart will ex-
pand with a higher devotion to God and a wider
benevolence to n,an. Pie will then understand and
appreciate the elevated rank assigned him in tlie

creation
;
and the privileged and blessed ministry,

which devolves on himself in the beneficent ad-
ministration of the di'-ine Providence. H. C.

be manslaughter, inasmuch as it was done in sui
den heat, and without malice afore-thought. Tl
attorney for the commonwealth waived the pros«
cntiim for murder, but quoted British authorities 1

show that she might be convicted of manslauThte
though committed for murder. The counsel ft

the accused rose, and in a most solemn mannt
asked the court if it wag a tliiing ever heard
tiiat an individual, accused of one crime and ac
(piitted, should be arraigned immediately foranothei
under the same prosecution ? At intervals— boon
boom, boom, went the British cannon—" Britis
authorities!" exclaimed the counsel ; "British au
thoritics, gentlemen ! Is there anyone upon th
bench so dead to the feelings of patriotism, as a
such a moment to listen to llritish authorities
when the ' British cannon is shaking tlie very wall
of your courthouse to their foundation." Thi
appeal was too cogent to be resisted ! Up jumpe
one of the justices, and protested that " it wa
not to be borne ; let the prisoner go; away witl
your British authorities !" Tiie counsel for th.

accused rubbed his liands and winked at the attor
ney

;
the attorney stood aghast ; his astonishinen

was too great for utterance, and the negress was
half way home before he recovered from his amaze
ment.

Revolutic^art Anecdote.—We have gleaned
from the publications of the day, the following an-
ecdotes of former times. The first relates to the
battle of Bunker's Hill—and is from the pen of
A. H. Everett, Esq. :

"The veteran Pomeroy, to whom I have already
particularly adverted, and who at this t»me held no
commission in the line, when he heard the pealing
artillery, felt it as a summons to action, and could
not resist the inclination to repair to tlie field.

He accordingly requested Gen. Ward to lend him
a horse, and taking his musket, set oft" at full speed
for Charlestown. On reaching the nock, and find-
ing it enfiladed by a hot and heavy fire of round,
bar and chain shot from the l?riti.«li batteries, he
began to be alarmed, not, fellow citizen.^ as you
might well suppose, for his own safety, but for that
of General Ward's horse ! Horses, fellow citizens,
rs I have already remarked, were at this time al-
most as rare and precious as the noble animals that
rode them. Too honest to expose his borrowed
horse to tiie "-pelliag oT this pitiless storm," and
to dream for a moment- of s';rinking from it "him-
self, the conqueror of Baron Oieskieu dismounted,
and delivering Gen. Ward's horse to a. sentry,
shouldered his musket and marched very coollv on
foot across the neck. On reaching the hill', he
took his place at the rail-fence. His person was
known to the soldiers, and the name of Pomeroy
rang with enthusiastic shouts along the line !"

It was during the last war, when the vessels of
Admirald Gordon were .making their way up the

The Bdsh Cow—A remarkably curious ani-
mal has just arrived in this country from Sierrf!
Leone, which is attracting a good deal of attentior
among naturalists. It resembles in form a commor
cow, but is thinly covered with coarse hair of o

dirty yellow color with tufts of the same hanging
lown at equal distances over her broad pendulous
ears, and has altogether a most singular appearance.
It comes from the interior of Western Africa, and
is but little known even to tlie nativej:, who call it

the Bush Cow. No other specimen has ever been
brouglit to Europe, nor the colonists of Sierra
Leone at all acquainted with it, and it is believed
to be quite undescribed. It has been deposited for
the present at the Surrey Zoological Gardens
London Farmer''s Magazine.

Fast Driving—" Coachman," said an outside
passenger, to one who was driving at a'furi.ms rate
over one of the most mountainous roads in the
nortli of England, " have you no consideration for
our lives and limh^ ?" " What are your lives and
limbs to me ?" Wiis the reply ;

" I am behind my
time!" '

Sunday, Nov. t.'.'ith, wa.> the
vcmber for 20 years.
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AGRICULTURAL

MR TNGERSOLL'S PIGGERY.
V ...
',' "Honor and shame from no condition rjse,

Act well your part, there all the honor lies
"

.[We have the satisfuction to publish the follow-

ng account of the most perfect system of breeding

wine, that has fallen under our observation. We
lavc visited the establishment which it describes,

ind heard with pleasure the explanations of its in-

ellio-ent owner, u^on the different parts of his plan.

\nd from our desire to profit by his experience,

ve subsequently requested him to give us a written

lescription of his Piggery, and the management

hereof, which he promptly furnished, in a letter

hat invited us to pursue our inquiries, and these

irocured for us the more ample details contained

n his second letter. It was our wish to publish

.hese communications so»n after they were receiv-

id, but we could not obtain his express permission

,0 make that use of them ;
therefore, we have

vithheld his letters from the press until the present

noin.-nt, when we arc assured tliat the cause of his

eluctance has ceased to exist ; and that his plan

nay now be made public, without any prejudice

his intere.sts, or violation of his v/ishes. This

ivstem challenges our admiration, and we cheer-

ully vender it to his head and heart. How few of

IS take equal care of superior animals ! And there

ire not many who carry equal method into their

nost important avocations— errors, which may justly

)e ascribed to defective education. It is easy_ to

)erceive in every part of Mr Ingcrsoll's proceeding,

.hat confidence whicit merchants feel in the em-

)loyu;ent of capital at some risk-, and heavy char-

ges, tor the production of a probable and fair, al-

.liough remote profit, through a definite channel.

iVitii such hopes and calcu>?ions, education had

Inade him familiar, whilst it gave him habits of

i:ritical investigation that must ever secure to their

bossessor eventual success in any occupation to

Lhich he may devote himself. As a farmer, we

laerccive that he has derived a handsome livelihood

ironi the cultivation of a few acres of land, and the

employment of a small capital, in connexion there-

.'with; whilst there are many proprietors of princely

'estates, who can scarcely contrive to banish want

from their domains. We have pointed to the chief

cause of such painful deficiencies—it remains for

parents to diminish their number in future times,

by taking present and suitable means to qualify

their children to pursue their respective occupations

with benefit to their families, and advantage to

society. And whilst we are zealously laboring to

amass property for our offspring, let us not bo un-

mindful of their intellectual treasures, but remem-

ber always that the improvement of these can alone

teach them how to enjoy and augment the wealth

that we may give.]

—

Edit. Am. Far.

Brookline, Oct. 30th, 1821.

Dear Sir,—
I have this evening, received your favor,

dated 1st inst., inclosing some valuable seeds, and

two numbers of your publication, for which I beg

you to accept my acknowledgments. I sliould feel

mortifie'i that your interesting journal should have

been published near three years, without my avail-

ing myself of its information—the fact i.s, I have

been a subscriber through our mutual friends,

i\!essrs. AVel!.« and Lilley, from the beginning.

1 am happy to hear of the safe arrival of the

pigs, a-.Ml more gratified that you are pleased with

them. Tt will give me great pleasure to semi the

boars you wish in the spring ; and llify shall, as

you desire, he of different p.irentage from those

you already have. I am fully sjitisfied, from re-

peated trials, that a fine race of animals cannot be

kept up by breeding in and in ; and I have both in

my sheep and swine, two distinct families, wliich

are crossed with each other. And except to sup-

ply the number of each kind I want to bree 1 from,

the individuals of the same family are never allow-

ed to coine together. By attention and strict ad-

herence to this plan of crossing, where both kinds

are good, I have a fine healthy stock. The an''-

ma^i aio ii.iproved, both in size and symmetry, and

their disposition to get very fat, at an early age,

has been increased. At twelve month old, the pigs

you saw in my viijious pens, averaged 280 lbs.

;

and many of them exceeded 300 lbs. each. This

weight as they were fed almost entirely upon veg-

etal' , ^^,' i very satisfactory. A larger race has

been often recommended to me by^ my <ieighbors.

But a large race would not only require more food,

but it must also be of tnucli richer, and of more

expensive quality. Boiled cabbages, turnips, and

other vegetables, whose ar.rcable produce is large,

and which constitute the principal sustenance of my
own breed, would make but poor returns when giv-

en to a larger framed animal. - My establishment

consists of twelve breeding sows and two boars,

that are kept as long as they bring fine litters of

pigs—tailing in this, they are fatted, and their

places supplied by others of one year old, before

they are put to the male. The ^ws are put with

the boars the 1st of April, and^the 1st, of October,

and farrou' twice a year. Tlieir inside pens are

eight feet by five, and their outside pens are three

by four feet. About the time they are expected to

bring forth, the styes are littered with straw cut

into chaff, very fine, that the little pigs may be dry

and warm, without being entangled with long straw,

anS thus destroyed. The litters are always regu-

lated, so as to leave not more than eight pigs to

any one sow, either by changing their mothers^

when necessary, soon after their birth, or by re-

moving supernumeraries. I have always found a

family of eight pigs at a month old, worth more

than one of twelve ; their growth being so much
greater. From each outside pen the pigs liave ac-

cess through a small hole, to a common yard, which

is always kept well littered ; in which they play

—

and where dry corn is placed in shallow troughs

to induce them to eat as early as possible. Each

party knows their mother, and they find their re-

spective pens without difficulty. These pigs are

always weaned the 1st of October, at six or eight

weeks old, that the sows may be again in the way
of their duty, and my system progress. From these

p:gs I select seventy -two, ar.d dispose of the rest.

They are put into twelve pens, containing six each,,

and are fed with the he.-'l food my swill trough-

afiords, six times per day, for the first month, and

threa times per day afterwards. The inside pens

are si.v feet square, and the outside four feet by six,

both planked, with a quick descent for the dirt, &-c.

to be carried off. ?t\nc\i, indeed, everything depends

upon their sleeping dry and'^warm, and being well

littered, and kept perfectly clean. In these pens

they remain six months, or until October and April,

when they are all transferred to the fatting [lens,

and their places supjiliod by the newly weaned pigs.

The fatting pens are planked—there is a cellar

under them, and each pig is allowed an area of

about twelve square feet to live in ; for these there

are no oiitrtide pens. The fatting pens are cleaned

out every morning, and fresh litter given. For

tliree months the pigs in them are fed from the

swill trough as store pigs; at the end of which

time, say January and July, their fatting commences,

which consists in adding, for each of them three

quarts of cracked corn to their daily allowance of

vegetables, for three months, when they are killed

as near tlie first of October and the first of A-ril

as may be. Thus you will observe the 1st of

October, and the 1st of April are busy days in my
Picgery, o? the littjw >.gs are Ih'-n weaned, the

sows again put to the boars, the fat hog.s sold off,

the Ffore pigs removed to the fattening pens and my
systi'tn completed.

To fe{;d this stock, consisting of

72 pigs from one to six months old, and

72 pigs from six to twelve months old, and

12 old sows, and

2 boars ; in all

153 mouths—we boil a ];ettle of vegetables, con-

taining six bushels, to which is added one bushel

of cracked corn three limes a day, and after putting

this mass into the swill trough and mixirig it inti-

mately, we add as much water as will make 112

gallons, or for each bushel of vegetables and corn

sixteen gallons. This swill is then distributed

sweet and warm to the stock, morning, noon and

night, with great regularity, in the following pro-

portions, viz

:

In October, November, and December—to each

of 72 pigs, from one to three months old, one gal-

lon ; and to each of 72 pigs, from six to nine

months old, three gallons.

In July, February and March—-to each of 72

pigs, from three to six months old, two gallons

;

and to each of 72 pigs, from nine to twelvemonths

old, 2 gallons, with 3 quarts of corn.

In April, May and June — to each of 72 pigs,

from six to nine months old, 3 gallons ; and to

each of 72 pigs, from one to three months old, one

gallon.

In July, August and September—to each of 72

pigs, from 9 to 12 montlis old, 2 gallons ; and to
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each of 72 pigs, from 3 to G months old, 3 gallons

with 3 quarts of corn.

8 galls. 6 galls.

And these eight gallons, divided by their terms, or

four, sliow that on an average, througlunit the year,

two galliins are required daily per head for the 144

pigs ; or equal to 288 gallons; and to our twelve

breeding sows, and two boars, we give per day,

three gallons each, or equal to 42 gallons, making,

altogether, an aggregate of -330 gallons ; thus quite

consuming our throe mes-ses of 112 gallons each.

By the different ages of the pigs, as above com-
bined, wo have a constant and daily call for the

same quantity of swill through the year, so that

our business proceeds with perfect regularity.

Ballimore, .Vou. 2I«<, 1835.

Dear Sir,—
Your detailed account of the management of

your Piggery, hus afforded me great ])leasure and
instruction. And your very oblijTJng offer to send

me a list of the vegetables raised for your miuithly

supplv, tempts nie, not only to ask for it, but for

some other e.vplanations which you I ike wisjp; proffer.

I am anxious to have a summary view of the total

quantity of each and every kind of food used in

your Piggery per annum—the cost of raising or

purchasing the food—the extent of land on which
it is, or might be raised—the labor of feeding and
attending at other times—the annual weight and
value of the pork killed—the usual number and
value of supernumerary pigs—the probable value

of your farm, of the food consumed—and the

quantity and quality of the manure saved or pro-

duced, as well as the cost of an equivalent in ma-
nure, if otherwise obtainable. I have, you see,

some curiosity ; but I persuade myself, that it can-

not give one so systematic as yourself, any trouble

to answer me on each of tliose points, and in a way
to show me by a glance of the eve, that it is better

for you to convert your vegetables and corn into

pork and manure and sell vegetables ; whilst I shall,

at the same time, be taught economy and method
by your precept and example, which I will endeav-
or to observe, and imitate at my breeding establish-
ment. I feel somewhat at a loss as to the manner
of building my pens; and on the inclosed paper,
you will see doubts exemplified in rough diagrams

;

jour correction on these would particiilsrly oblige

fne. It is my desire to btiild them in a long nar-

row .shed ; on one side of my barn yard ; and to

have at one end, cooking and vegetable apart-

ments.

At your request, I am induced to ask whether it

rwould not be better, that is to s;iy, cheaper, to

steam than to boil your vegetables ? I have seen

it stated in the explanations of Scotch implements,

published by their Board of Agriculture, in the

year 1814, that one person by a simple apparatus,

may steam in an hour, food enough, say of pota-

toes, to feed fifty horses a day, at 32 lbs. for each

horse. And I had quite concluded to procure a

boiler and steaming box from Scotland, on the

strength of that statement.

I have been led to make some inquiries of you

in this letter, from an attempt to push your pro-

ceedings to their results ; as you will see by the

enclosed estimates, which will best define the most

of my inquiries.

Do you give die swill warm in summer as well

as in winter ? Do you spay your sow pigs, or put

fattening sows to the boar, shortly previous to kill-

ing .' Have you used the mangel wurtzel and ob-
served its comparative value or relish ? I think
highly of it, and wish that it may be fairly tried
by every farmer in this country. In our climate it

is more certain and productive than any other root.

On this head I beg leave, however, to refer you,
for my opinions, to No. 5, Vol. iii. of the American
Farmer, in the notes on Mr Cooper's account of
his several crops. And I remain truly, sir, your
obliged and obedient servant,

JOHN SKINNER.
N.\THANIEL IngERSOLL, Esq.

Estimate of Food, Fuel, Labor, S,-c. employed at Mr
IngersoWs Piggery, per amium.

G bushels of vegetables, roots, &c. three

times per day=18 bushels per diem,

for .3G.5 days^to (J.570 bushels per annum,
which at 25 cts. per bushel, $1542 50

1 bushel of corn 3 times a day
added to the above for 365 days,

equals 1095 bu.

13 1-2 bushels or 3 quarts per

day, given to each of 144 fat-

tening hogs, for three months
or 90 days 1215

Corn per annum 2310 .50 c. 1 155 00

Fuel 1 1-2 cords per month, sawing, &c.
18 cords, 100 00

Labor one man and one boy, wages and
board, 250 00

Yearly value bestowed on Piggery, Dr. $3147 50

Cr. by Pork and Pigs sold.

142 hogs at 280 lbs. 39, 7G0
lbs. at G cts. .$2385 GO

24 pigs, one by each sow, at

each farrow, over and above
9 suckled, $1, 24 00

$737 90

Showing a difference lost by using the food in

the piggery, instead of marketing it
;
provided the

corn and vegetables are valued at a price at which
they could be marketed free of expense, and also

return manure enough to keep up the fertility of

the soil, which I presume might be done near this

city, if not near Boston.

And if this is practicable near Boston would not

the sale of vegetables and purchase of manure, be

attended with less care than the piggery, and be

more certain ? At what price is the manure of

stables to be had at Boston, say per load, of given

cubic feet, when unrotted ? And do your owners

of market farms, who have been successful and

long established, buy manure, and at what rate ?

An elucidation of my attempt to estimate your op-

erations, will give me the marketable value of your

vegetables at home and in Boston, as well as an

idea of the expense of converting them into money
by direct sale, all which will be very acceptable

and useful to me personally, if you can find time

conveniently to furnish it.

Estimate of Land and Labor, required for the Pig-

gery, S,-c. ifc.

For 2310 bushels corn for piggery, at 40 bush-

els per acre, 68 acres.

For 6600 bushels vegetables, 500 bushels

per acre, 14 acres

.^cres for piggery, 72
For the farm purpose to support 2 horses

and two oxen, say grain and grass, IG acres.

Pasturing, orchards, lots, &c. 12 acres.

Acres, 100

Labor required to cultivate 100 acres as

above, say 2 hands, 12 months wages
and board, .$300 OC

For additional labor, spring, summer and
fall, suppose to be equal to the ex-

pense of 6 hands for si.x months, or 3
for a year, .*450 OC

Annual labor, say .$750 OC

A farm of 100 acres of first rate charac-

ter might be worth .slOO per acre, .*10,000 OC

And tlie increase of value, attributable to aug-

menting population, would be more than equiva.

lent to the wear and tear of utensils and stock em-
ployed.

Tiie interest might therefore be considered
as rent, $600 OC

Add for taxes, 25 OC

And for labor as above, 750 OC

$1375 OC

Then the farmer for his time may be con-

sidered as earning on a permanent
scale, over and above interest, on his

capital, by his piggery, for his own
support, provided the manure keeps up
the fertility of his soil, about 1034 6C

*$2409 (3C

*Mr IngersoU's reply is omitted this week for want
room.

SMITHSONIAN LEGACY.
We give below a highly interesting extract from

a letter of a correspondent of the New York Her-
ald on the subject of establishing an Agricultural

School.

W e have likewise received a circular from al

gentleman at Washington, which we herewith sub-

join, and who we presume is the gentleman referred i

to by the correspondent of the Herald.

Washington City, Dec. \Ath, 1838.

TO THE EDITOR OF THE N. E. FARMER,
Sir—The bequest of the late Mr Smithson,

of London, for the establishment of an institution:

for the diffusion of useful knowledge, in which

Congress have been appointed as executors in the

application of said fund, induced me to submit a

memorial accompanied with drawings and estimates

for the necessary buildings, live-stock, apparatus,

&c. &c., to that honorable body ; detailing a com-

plete plan for tlie organization of an Agricultural

School, combining theoretical as well as practical

exercise for youth intended to pursue this useful

science.

My motive of addressing you is, to solicit your

favor and influence in this object, knowing the

interest you take in promoting the science of agri-

culture.

Very respectfally yours &c.
CHARLES LEWIS FLEISCHMAN.
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Tlie history of the Smithsonian legacy is pro- leguminous field plants, roots, vines, mulberry trees,

ably well known to our readers. Mr Smithson of fruit trees, &c. 4th, The Animals used and raised

lOndon, an Englishra:ui, who is not known, it is by the agriculturalists, &c. 5th, Economj/, or the

elieved, ever to have been in this country, dying manner of arranging and conducting a farm. In

few ycar.s since, left by will a very large property the secondiry compartment, the ioUowing branches

) the United States for the diffusion of useful are to be taught, viz: Veterinary, Technological

nowledge and the e.\tehsion of the means and agriculture, culture of forest trees, agricultural ar-

dvantao'es of a practical education. Mr Rush chitecture, and civil engineering as connected with

ras sent to England by the government to get agriculture. The an.xiliary sciences to be taughl,

ossession of the' property, which he succeeded in, are Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, Mineralogy,

oing The property is stated to amount to half a ;
and Geology, Botany, and Physiology, Zoology and

lillion of dollars. The application of the income Meteorology ; the Mathematical Sciences, Drawing

f the fund is now the great question presented ]
of macliines, animals, plants and landscapes. For

) Congress. This qiiertion is matter of much the purpose of illustrating all these sciences, there

lore difficulty than merely receiving the money. !
must be an e.xtensive farm, with a field for e.vperi-

Ve shall wait with some impatience to see the ments, work-shops, beet sugar manufactory, mills.

Ian submitted to Congress and reported on by the

opimittee ; and on soLne future occasion, we shall

prepared to give our own notions, hmnble and

nperfect as they may be. The plan proposed and

le outlines of which are given in the letter of the

(erald appears very well on paper ; but we appre-

end the difficulty of executing it will be very

reat. Perhaps it will prove too cumbrous, and

toposes too nmch. We will not, however, decide

rematurely. The danger to be feared is that the

loney will fall into the hands of theoretical instead

f practical men, and prove in the end of little

tility. If the offices connected with any such

istitution should under any circumstances come

J be matters of mere political favoritism, there

an b(? little hojje of its utility, let the party in

ower be who they may.

(From Ihe New Yoik Ht-iald.)

PRIVATE CORRESPONDENCE.
THE SMITHSO?(IAr« BEQUEST.

Jl'ashington, Dec. I7tli, 1838.

The best method of executing the benevolent

esign of Smithson, who bequeathed half a million

f dollars lo the United States to be expended in

he diffusion of knowledge, begins to excite a

;ood deal of interi?st, and has claimed the attention

f several intelligent and scientific men in our

ountry.

The communication? received by the Secretary

f State in answer to interrogatories sent by that

•fficer to a number of scientific men in the United

States, have been referred to a select committee,

if which Mr J. Q. Adams is the chairman, and who,

presume, will be.-<tow upon it much of his atten-

ion. A friend has communicated to me the outline

)f the plan recommended by a German, which I

nentioned in my last ; but whether it will be adopt-

d or not, I am not prepared to say. It was presen-

.ed to-day by Mr Adams.

This plan contemplates the establishment of an

nstitute in this city to serve as a nursery of scien-

ific agriculturalists fcrthe U. S.—to consist of one

unidrcd pupils at a time, to be gradually increased

rom the profits of tlie farm ; the lectures to be

'ree, and the price of board moderate, as half the

lumber of pupils are to be practically employed

iaily on the farm. In the first or principal com-

lartment of this Institute will be taught, 1st, Jigro-

lomy, which treats of the different primitive earths,

ind other elements of which the soil is composed.

Jd, Agriculture, which teaches the cultivation of

ie respective soils in such a manner as to produce

&c.—a botanical garden, a collection of the best

implements, or models of them; a library ; a cab-

inet of minerals properly arranged according to

their chemical character—an apparatus for mathe-

matical and physical instruction ; a collection of

skeletons of domestic animals for the study of com-

parative anatomy ; a collection of seeds and insects

and a laboratory. The farm which is to serve for

the practinal illustration of the theory is to consist

of 640 acres in cultivation, to be divided into two

equal portions, to show tlie systems of rotations.

One hundred acres of meadow, to show how natu-

ral meadows can be improved by draining, irriga-

tion, manuring, &c. Eighty acres of pasturage, to

show the difference between natural and artificial

pasture, and the manner of improving it—four acres

for a vineyard—four acres for a hop yard—forty

acres for experimental fields, to show how to culti-

vate plants useful in agriculture, to try new ones,

and for experiments on manures, rotations of crops,

and new agricultural implements—a vegetable gar-

don of six acres—a mulberry plantation of six

acres—an orchard and nursery of twenty acres

—

five luindred acres of woodland, to show the cul-

tivation of forest trees, the mode of preparing

charcoal, &c., and a botanical garden of three

acres.

Tlie pupils admitted into this establishment are

to be taught to forge, to shoe a horse, to make a

wheel and wagon, to stock a plough, to build out-

houses, &c. The number of pupils at the com-

mencement is not to exceed 100—to be at least

14 years of age at the time of admission— of good

moral habits—to possess an ordinary English edu-

cation, and be capable of comprehending a popular

course of lectures. They are to be divided into

three classes. The third or free class is not to ex-

ceed 20 in number—must stay two years—perform

the work of the farm, and receive their tuition,

boarding and lodging free. The second class is

not to exceed 60—must also stay two years, to

acquire the theory and practice of agriculture, and

all the auxiliary sciences. The first class is to

consist of 20 pupils, who have been two years in

the third class, and who desire to perfect themselves

for professors of similar establishments. This

class is to have the superintendence of the other

pupils. The officers of the institute are a director,

who has tlie entire direction and control of the es-

tablishment ; a treasurer and two clerks, five pro-

fessors and a teacher of tlie lower branches. The

practical manipulations are to be illustrated -by a

superintendent of the farm, a superintendent of the

lands, erecting the building, buying stock, &c. are

estimated at $150,000, and 8140,000 are to be in-

vested at six per cent, and out of the proceeds the

salaries of the Professors and officers are to be

paid. If this should be adopted, it will be the only

institution of the kind in the United States, and

the first attempt ever made by Congress to promote

the most valuable and important branch of our na-

tional industry and wealth. The other plans con-

sist, I believe, of the old fasliioned-univeirsities, &c.

and systems of free lectures. The great difficulty

will be so to arrange any institution as to prevent

it from being filled with mere partisats^, and used

for mere parly purposes, as every public institution

under the control of the Government now is. 1

understand there are even now party menials from

abroad looking out for piofessorships in this insti-

tution ; but I trust, it these poor tools of party are

to be paid at all, they will be paid not out of the

money of a benevolent Englishman, but out of the

public Treasury, which those now in power seem

to think belongs to them and their supporters exclu-

sively, and which they are permitted to steal, pilfer,

and squander as they please.

stable, who teaches riding and breaking horses ; a

Ie'Zos^veriel7ccoi^'Thi^^^^xU^^^^ °f the sugar beet manufactory, a

:hemical and mechanical agriculture. 3d, Vcge-
1

machinist, gardener, shepherd, &c.

ahh Productions, teaching the culture of grasses, ' The total cost and expense of purchasing the

Anecdote of Doss.—We find in the Belfast

(Me.) Republican. Journal the following interesting

anecdote, illustrating the wonderful sa-acity of

dogs. It is cortainly equal to anything of the kind

which we have seen for some time—and bears

away the palin from Jesse the Gleaner

:

" My uncle was the owner of a very fine dog of

the mongrel kind, which was remarkable for his

domestic habits and quiet disposition. One after-

noon in summer, the family 'vere sitting near the

open door when on a sudden the dog sprang out of

the house, and without any apparent provocation,

seized a boy who was at that moment passing the

house, threw him down, tore and bit him very se-

verely in many places. Medical aid was called,

—

the physician assured the lad that his wounds were

dangerous—this with other inducements made for

this" purpose, prevailed upon the lad to disclose

whether he had ever abused or injured the dog in

any way. He related that some days previous, he,

in company with three other lads, had, out of pure

mischief, caught tlie dog, whipped him, and other-

wise maltreated and abused him rather unmercifully
;

and that the dog as soon as he was released, made

off without any attempt to revenge the injuries

which they had inflicted upon him. Before these

facts were known and the time the dog assaulted

the lad, tl^e gentleman who related the anecdote

was requested by his uncle to take down the gun

and shoot the cog who had then returned to the

house and was very quietly reposing himself after

the conflict. No sooner was this direction given,

than tlie dog arose and stealthily leaving the house,

was not seen near the premises for a fortnight en-

suing, at the end of which, when all supposed that

poor "Lion" had been sacrificed for his castigation

of the boy, he returned ; the boy having recovered

from his injuries, and the anger of his master and

others interested had abated— the lad certainly

havinu' learned a good lesson, and the dog dis-

playing no small share of shrewdness and cunning

throughout the whole transaction. The foregoing

facts will be readily recognized at Union (Lincoln

Co.) where they transpired some years since.

The average weight of cotton this year produced

to an acre is estimated at 64 lbs.
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(From Ihe Cullivator.)

A LOOKING-GLASS.

J. BiEi., Esq.—
Dear Sir—When I was a boy, I can well re-

member how I used to be induced to wash my
amulty face, by having a looking-glass held before

my eyes. For the same purpose, I have extracted

the following picture of " a farmer," from the wri-

tings of that most eccentric and excellent writer,

" Samuel Slick," in the hopea that if any of your

readers should happen to see any part of himself

therein, that he will improve by the view. Here
it is.

" * * * That critter, when ho built that wrack of

a house, (they call 'cm a half liouse here,) intended

to add as much more to it some of these days, and

accordingly put his chimbley outside, to sarve the

new part as well as the old. He has been too

"busy" ever since, you see, to remove the hanking

put there the first fall, to keep the frost out of the

cellar, and consequently it has rotted the sills off,

and the house has fell away from the chimbley,

and he has had to prop it up with great sticks of

timber, to keep it from coining down on its knees

altogether. All the winders are boarded up, but

one, and that might as well be, for Tittle light can

penetrate them old hat;? and red flannel petticoats.

Look at the barn ; its broken back roof has let the

garble eends fall in, where they stand staring at

each other, as if they would like to come closer

together {and no doubt they soon will,) to consult

what was best to be done Ui gain tlieir standins; in

the world. Now look at the stock ; there's your
" improved short horns." Them dirty looking, half

starved geese, and them draggle-tiiled fowls that

are so poor the foxes would be ashamed to steal

them—thai, little lantern jawed, long leg'ed, rabbit

eared runt of a pig, that's so weak it can't curl its

tail up—that old cow frame standing tliere with

her eyes shut, and looking for all the world as tho'

she's contemplating her latter eend—(and with

good reason too,) and that other reddish yellow,

long wooled varmint, with his hocks higher than

his belly, that looks as if he had come to lier fune-

ral, and which by way of distinction, his owner
calls a horse— is all "the stock," I guess, that this

farmer supports upon a hundred acres of as good
natural soil as ever laid out door. Now there's a

specii.ien of "Native Stock." I reckoon he'l imi-

grate to a wanner climate soon, for you see while

he was waiting to finish that thing you see the hen's

roosting on, that he calls a sled, he's had to burn
up all the fence round the house, but there's no
danger of cattle breaking into his fields, and his

old muley has larnt how to sneak round among the

neighbors' fields o' nights, looking for an open gate

or bars, to snatch a mouthful now and then. For
if you was to mow that meadow with a razor and
rake it with a fine tootli comb, you could'nt get

enough to winter a grasshopper. 'Spose we drive

up to the door and have a word of chat with Nick
Bradshaw, and see if he is as promising as outside

appearances indicate.

Observing us from the only light of glass remain-

ing in the window, Nick lifted the door and laying

it aside, emerged from his kitchen parlor and
smoke house, to reconnoitre. He was a tall, well

built, athletic man, of great personal strength and
surprising activity, who looked like a careless good
natured fellow, fond of talking, and from the ap-

pearance of the little black pipe which stuck in

one corner of his mouth, equally so of smoking
;

and as he appeared to fancy us to be candidates,

1
no doubt ho was already enjoying in prospective

the comforts of a neighboring tap room. Just look

j

at em—Happy critter —his hat crown has lost the

Ltop out, and the rim hangs like the bail of a bucket
His trowsers and jacket show clearly that he h.s

I

had clothes o other colors in other days. The
untan'd inocasin on one foot, which contrasts with

the old shoe on the other, shows him a friend to

domestic manufactures ; and his beard is no bad
match for the wooly horse yonder. See the wag-
gish independ'.nt sort of a look the crit.er h-is, with

his hat on i.ne side and hands in his breeches pock-
ets, contemplating the beauties of his (arm. Vou
may talk about patie.ice and fortitude, philosophy

and chrisiian resignation, and all that sort of thing

till your tired, but—ah, here he comes. 'Morning
Mr Bradshaw—how's all home to-day ? Right
comfortable, (mark that—comfort in such a place,)

I give thanks—coino, light and come in. I'm sorry

can't feed your ho<s—but the fact is, tan't bin no
use to try to raise no cro])S, late years, for body
don't git half paid for their labor, these hard times.

1 raised a nice bunch of potatoes last year, and as

I could'nt get nothing worth while for 'em in the

fall, I tho't I'de keep 'e:T) till spring. But as frost

set in, while I was down town 'lection time, the

boys did'nt fix up the old eel ar door, and this in-

farnal cold winter Iroze 'em all. It's them what
you smell now, and I've just been telling the old

woman that we must turn too and carry them out

of the cellar, 'fore long they'll make some of us

sick like enough—fir there's no telling what may
happen to a body late years. And if the next leg-

islator don't do something for us, the Lord knows
but the whole country will starve, for it seems as

tho' the land now a days won't raise nothing. It's

actually run out. Why, I should tliink by tho look

of things round your neighbor Horton's that his

land produced pretty well. Why, yes—and it's a

miricle too, how he gets it—for every body round
here said, when he took up that tract, it was the

poorest in the town. There are some folks that

thinks he has dealings with the "black art," for't

does seem as tho' the more he work'd his land, the

better it got.

Now, here was a mystery—but an easy explana-

tion of Mr Slick soon solved the matter, at least to

my mind. The fact is, says Mr Slick, agieatdeal
of this country is run out. And if it warnt for the

lime, marsh-mud, sea weed, salt sand, and what not,

they've got here in such quantities, and a few Hor-
ton's toNipply it, the whole country would run out

and dwindle away to just such great, good natured,

good-for-nothing, do-nothing fellows as this Nick
liradshaw, and his wooly horse, andwoolless sheep,

and croplcss farm, and comfortless house, if indeed
such a great wind rack of loose lumber, is worthy
the name of a house.

Now, by way of contrast to all this, do you see

that nout little cottage looking house on yonder
hummock, away to the right there, where you see
those beautiful shade trees. The house is small,

but it is a whole house. That's what I call about
right—flanked on both sides by an orchard of best

grafted fruit—a tidy flower garden in front, that

the galls see to, and a most grand sarce garden
jist over there, where it takes the wash of the

buildings, nicely sheltered by that bunch of shrub-
bery. Then see them everlasting big barns—and
by gosh, there goes fourteen dairy cows—as sleek
as moles. Them flowers, honeysuckles and rose
bushes, shows what sort of a lamily lives there.

jist as plain as straws show which way the win
blows.

Them galls, an't 'tarnally racing round to quilti

and husking frolics, their feet exposed in thin slip

to the mud, and their honor to a thinner protcctioi

No, no— take my word for 't—when you see gall

busy about such things to home, they are what ot
<dd minister used to call " right minded." Sue
things keep them busy, and when folks are bu.'s

about their own business, they've no time to tr(

into mischief. It keeps them healthy, too, and a
cheerful as larks. I've a mind w'll 'light here, an
view thi.s citizen's improvements, and we shall b
welcomed to a neat substantial breakfiist, that woul
be worthy to be taken as a pattern by any farmer"
wife in America.

We were met at the door by .Mr Horton, wh
greeted my friend Slick with the warm salutatio!

of an old acquaintance, and expressed the satis
faction natural to one habitually hospitable, for th'

honor of my visit. He was a plain, healthy, intel

ligent looking man, about fifty, dressed as a farme
should be, with the stamp of " Homespu.n," Icgibl
upon every garment, not forgetting a very hand
some silk handkerchief, the work throughout of hi

oldest daughter. The room into which we wen
ushered, bore the same stamp of neatness and com
fort that the outside appearance indicated. A sub
stantial homemade carpet covered the floor, and
well filled book-case and writing desk, were in th

right place, among the contents of which, I ob
served several Agricultural periodicals. I wa
particiilarly struck with the scrupulously neat am
appropriate attire of the wife and two intelligent

interesting daughters, tbat were busily engaged ii

the morning operations of the dairy. After par
taking of en excellent substantial breakfast, M
Horton invited us to walk over his farm, which the
small, was every part in such a fine state of culti

vation, that he did not even express a fear of " starv
ing, unless the legislature did something, to kee)

the land from running out"
We bade adie'u to this happy family, and pro

ceeded on our journey fully impressed with thi

contrast between a good and bad farmer, and for mi
own part, perfectly satisfied with the manner iha

Mr Slick had taken to impress it indelibly upon m'
own mind.

Mr Slick seemed wrapped in contemplation o

the scenes of the morning for a long time. A
length he broke forth in one of his happy stranij

" The bane of this country, 'Squire, and indeec

of all America, is having too much la.nd—the}

run over more ground than they can cultivate

—

and crop the land year after year, without manure
till it is no wonder that ' iV's run out." A verj

large portion of land in America has been"rur,
out," by repeated grain crops, and bad husbandry
until a great portion of this great country is in f

fair way to be ruined. The two Carolinas am
Varginny are covered with places that are " rur

out," and are given up as ruined, and there are a

plagcy site too many such places all over New Eng-
land, and a great many other states. We hav'nl

the surplus of wheat that we used to have, in the

United States, and it '11 never be so plenty while

there are .so many Nick Bradshaw's in the coun-
try.

The fact is this, 'Squire, edecation is duccdly
neglected. True, we liave a site of schools anc
and colleges, but they an't the right kind. The
same Nick Bradshaw has been clean through one
on 'em, and 'twas there that he larnt that infarnal
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izy habit of drinking and smoking, that has been

le ruin of him ever since. I would'nt give an old

ishi'ined swing tail clock, to have my son go to

ollege where he coiild'nt work enough to arn his

iwn living and lam how to work it right tu.

It aitilly frightens me, when J think how the

md is worked and skinned, till they take the giz-

Td out on't, when it might be growing better every

ay. Thousands of acres every year are turned

Qto barrens, while an everlasting stream of our

oiks are streaking it off '-to the new country,"

^hero about half on 'em after wading about among

he tadpoles, to catch cat fish enough to live on a

ear or two, actilly shake themselves to death with

hat iM-urlasting cuss of all new countrys, the fever

ind 'gur. It's a melancholy fact, 'Squire, tho' our

jicople don't seem to be sensible of it, and you nor

I
may not live to see it, but if this awful robbin'

if pf sierity goes on for another hundred years, as

t has for the last, among the farmers, we'll be a

lation of paupers. Talk about the legislature do-

ng something, I'll tell you what I'd have them do.

'aint a great parcel of guide boards, and, nail 'em

ip liver every legislature, church, and school-house

loor in America, with these words on 'em in great

alters, "Thk best lanb in America, bt con-

ITANT CROPPING, WITHOUl' MANURK, WILL RDN

lUT." And I'd havj 'em, also, piovide means to

arn every child how to read it, cause it's no use to

ry to Urn the old ones—they're tu sot in their

vays. They are on the constant stretch with the

and they have, and all the time trying to git more,

vithout improving any on't. Yes, yes, yes, too much

and is the ruin of us all.

Althouffh you will find a thousand more good

hings among the writings of "The Clockmaker,"

: hope you will not look for a litend copy of the

brea-oing. And if ever this meets the eye cf the

vriter of the '• Saying and doings of Samuel Slick,"

; beg him to excuse nie forthj liberty I have taken

(TJth'his own language. I remain your agricultu-

•al friend. SOLON ROBINSON.
Lake C. H. la. Oct. \% 1838.

SELF iilDUCATION.

The subjoined account of a most extraordinary

and successful instance of self-education under

great difficulties deserves to be inserted in every

paper in the country. It shows what may be ac-

complished by industry and perseverance united

with a strong determination and a passionate at-

tachment to a good object. The learned Gilford,

one of tlie best classical scholars in I']ngland, was

an apprentice to the shoemaker's trade; and in his

passionate study of mathematics shut himself up

in hours stolen from sleep, in a garret, and worked

out his problems with an awl on some of the waste

leather of the shop. We design to revert to this

subject again, but have at present only time for the

annexed letter.

" It is a great mistake to suppose that it is neces-

sary to be a professional man in order to have leis-

ure to indulge a taste for reading. Far otherwise.

I believe the mechanic, engineer, the husbandman,

the trader, have quite as much leisure as the ave-

rage of men in the learned profession. I know

some men busily engaged in the different callings

of active life, whose minds are well stored with

various useful knowledge acquired from books.

There would be more such men, if education in

, our common schools were, as it well might be, of

a higher order ; and if Common School Libraries,

.. ell furnished, were introduced into every district,

as I trust in due time they will be. It is surprising,

sir, how much may be efiected, even under the

most unfavorable circumstances, for the improve-

ment of the mind, by a person resolutely bent on

acquisition of knowledge. A letter has lately been

put into my hands, bearing date the 0th of Septem-

ber, so interesting in itself, and so strongly illustra-

tive of this point, that I .will read a portion

of it ; though it was written, I am sure, without

the least view to publicity :

' I ani the youngest (says the writer) of many

brethren, and my parents were poor. My means of

education were limited to the advantages of a dis-

trict scliool, and those again were circumscribed

by my father's death, which deprived me at the age

of fifteen of these scanty opportunities which I

had previously enjoyed. A few months after his

decease, I apprenticed myself to a blacksmith in

my native village. Thither I carried an indomita-

ble taste for reading, which I liad previously ac-

quired through the medium of the society library

—all the historical works in which I had at that

time perused. At the expiration of a little more

than half my apprenticeship, I suddenly conceived

the idea of studying Latin. Through the assis-

tance of an elder brother, who had himself obtained

acohegiate education by his own-exertions, I com-

plet'--d my Virgil during the evenings of one winter.

After some time devoted to Cicero, and a few other

Latin authors, I commenced the Greek ;
at this

time it was necessary that I should devote every

hour of daylight, and a part of the evening, to do

the duties of my apprenticeship. Still I carried

my Greek grammar in my hat, often found a mo-

ment, when I was heating some large iron, when I

could place my book open before me against the

chimney of my forge, and go through with tupto,

tuptds, tiiptei, and, unperceived by my fellow ap-

prentices, and to my confusion of face, with the

detrimental effect to the charge in my fire. At

evenino- I sat down unassisted, to the Iliad of Ho-

mer, tw°enty books of which measured my progress

in that language during the evenings of another

winter. I next turned to the modern languages,

and was much gratified to learn that my knowledge

of Latin furnished me with a key to the literature

of most of the languages of Europe. This cir-

cumstance gave a new impulse to the desire of

acquainting myself with the philosophy, derivation,

and afSnity of the different European tongues. I

could not be reconciled to limit myself in these

investigations to a few hours after the arduous labors

of the day. I therefore laid down my hammer and

went to New Haven, where I recited to native

teachers in French, Spanish, German and Italian.

I returned at the expiration of two years to the

foro-e, bringing with me such books in those lan-

guages as I co°uld procure. When I had read these

books through, I commenced the Hebrew, wi'.h an

awakened desire of exayaining another field
;
and

by assiduous application, I was enabled in a few

weeks to read this language with such facility that

I allotted it to myself as a task to read two cnap-

ters in the Hebrew Bible before breakfast each

mornino- ; this and an hour at noon being all the

time thlt I could devote to myself during the day.

After becoming somewhat familiar with this lan-

gua-re, I looked around me for the means of initia-

tino-" mvself into the fields of oriental literature,

and to my deep regret and concern I found my pro-

gress in this direction hedged in by the want of

requisire books. I began immediately 1o devise

means of ob^-iating this obstacle ; and after many

plans, I concluded to seek a place as a sailor on

board some ship bound to Europe, thinking in this

way to have opportunities of collecting at different

ports such works in tlie modern and oriental lan-

guages as I found necessary for this object. I left

the forge at my native place to carry this plan into

execution.

I travelled on foot to Boston, a distance of more

than a hundred miles, to find some vessel bound to

Europe. In thi.5 I was disappointed, and while re-

volving in my mind what steps ne,<it to take, I acci-

dentally heard of the American Antiquarian Society

in Worcester. I immediately bent my steps to-

wards this place. I visited the hall of the Amer-

ican Antiquarian Society, and found there, to my

infinite gratification, such a collection of ancient,

modern and orientan languages, as I never before

conceived to be collected in one place ; and, sir,

you may imagine with what sentiments of gratitude

I was afl^ected, when upon evincing a desire to ex-

amine some of these rich and rare works, I was

kindly invited to unlimited participation in all the

benefits of this noble institution. Availing myself

of the kindness of the directors, I spent three hours

daily at the hall, which, with an hour at noon and

about three in the evening, make up the portion of

the day which I appropriate to my studies, the rest

being occupied in arduous manual labor. Through

the facilities afforded by this institution, I have

added so much to my previous acquaintance wilh

the ancient, modern, and oriential languages, as to

be able to read upwards of fifty of them with

more or less facility."

I trust, Mr President, I shall be pardoned by the

ingenious author of this letter, and the gentleman

to whom it is addressed, (W. Lincoln, Esq. of Wor-

cester,) for the liberty which I have taken, unex-

pected I am sure by both of them, in thus making

it public-.. It discloses a resolute purpose of im-

provement under obsticles and difficulties of no

ordinary kind, which e.xcites my admiration, I may

say my veneration. It is enough to make one who

has had good opportunities for education, hang his

head in shame."

JVtivton, Dec. -28th, 1838.

To THE EdTTOR of THE N. E. FARMER,

Sir I have read wilh much pleasure the ad-

dress of Mr Henry Stevens, delivered at the Cattle

Fair in Vermont. It contains a good share of

sound sense. It ought to bo read by every man,

woman and child in the U. S. A. It convinces me

that it is full lime for the people in America to be

a little more patriotic by wearing American manu-

factured articles. Let us at once form societies in

every town for the purpose of pledging each and

all to appear on the 4th of July next in garments

of American manufactures. Let the ladies in New

England set the example, and I will be bound that

the^gcnt.emen will soon follow and join the same

society. And on that .day let the tables be spread

in every town with domestic fruit and wine. Then

may it be truly said that we can live independent

from all nations.

Encourage One Another.

CoR-J Crop.—John Plaisted of Gardiner, Me.

raised last summer, upon an acre and a quarter of

ground, one hundred and sixty bushels of corn in

the eai"—equivalent to eighty bushels of shelled

corn. So says the Maine Fnrmer.
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Boston, Wednesday, Jandabt 2, 1839.

NOTrCE.

Tlic subscriber, Coinniissionur of Agricultural Survey,

has taken, for tlie winter, an office at IVo. 32 North Mar-
ket street, over the office of the New England Fanner
and Agricultural Seed store, where he will be happy to

see his agricultural friends on the business of his appoint-

ment. HENRY COI.MAN.
Jan. 1, 1839.

Thi

THE CLOSE OF THE YEAR.
1 number, though it does not complete our volume,

yet closes our labors for the year eighteen hundred and

thirty eight. We beg leave to offer to our readers our

cordial congratulations that Divine Providence has hith-

erto spared their lives, and gives them the prospect of en-

tering upon a now period of active duty and sanguine

enterprise.

We,are not disposed to moralize on this occasion far

tiler than to remind our readers of the great truth that

experience should serve as the guide of the future ; and

that to the sagacious and intelligent mind the lessons of

memory arc great and certain sources of discretion and
wisdom. He is blind to his highest interests, he has yet

to look for the substantial elements of future happiness

and progressive improvement, who does not make the

teachings of his experience the beacons to warn him of

dangers which surround his path ; stimulants to increased

activity in duty ; mementoes of the rapidprogressof time,

and familiar instructors as to the true and best ends of

life.

The inquisitive and reflecting mind, becomes early im-

pressed with the great truth that this world is not under

the dominion of a blind and capricious chance, as though

every man's fate or fortune were placed in a sealed paper

in a ioltcry wheel promiscuously with the fortunes nf all

other men; and to bo selected from ihence in the form

of a blank or a prize as some boy with his eyes bandaged

may happen to draw this or the other number. TIktc
are fixed laws and principles active in the constitution of

external n-iture, and in man's own phyoc^d, mental, and
moral constitution, whose operation is determined, inex-

orable, and irresistible ; which cannot be transcended, or

violated, or neglected by man with impunity ; and a con-

formity to which is ultimately and always certain of its

compensation.

The highest wisdom of man is to eonform his purposes
and actions to these laws ; and thus make them available

and subservient to his honorable and just designs. The
greatest folly and madness is to act iio defiance of them,
a struggle in which man is sure of defeat and loss and
ruin. The courtiers of king Canute in their debasing
sycophancy assured him that even the ocean would bow
to his command. To demonstrate their folly and mean-
ness he ordered them to place his chair on the beach
when the tide was at the ebli ; and seating himself in it

comrnandeil his flatterers to stand by and see if at his

edict the flood tide would refuse to come back at the pro-

per hour. But it is not in any earthly despot, let him be
ever so strongly entrenched in power, to put aside the

course of nature, or with barriers mountain high to check
the gentlest risin,, of the returninn wave.
The Creator in his beneficence has given us sagacity

and experience to reveal to ns those great laws of our
constitution. Eet us bo thankful that we can avail our-
selves of their aid and power.

The most remarkable feature in the prospectus is tl

announcement that " the Boston Cultivator will conta

a quarter more matter than the New England Fan
We sincerely hope that the matter which it v^ill contai

will be three quarters better ; and that of course wi
make tlie Boston Cultivator twice as good as the Ne
England Farmer. Now as we mean to do our best wil

the N. E. Farmer, we hope we do not presume too muc
in predicting that the Boston Cultivator will be highl

deserving of public patronage. We trust, however, w
We have been favored by a friend with the following shall be pardoned for saying that this announceinei

beautiful epitome of a sermon to which we had the plea- sounds a little too much like the cracking of the whip (

sure of listening on Sunday afternoon. It was at the an opposition st:ige driver. The respectable Editor <

close of the year, and the preacher urged upon his hearers i the Boston Cultivator may be assured that we drive n

"There is a tide in the affairs of men,

If taken at the flood, leads on to fortune,

But if omitted, all our life is bound in shallows

And in miseries."

" Let's take the instant by the forward top

For we are old and our quick'st decrees

The fnaudible and noiseless foot of lime

Steals, ere we can effect them." H. C.

like Paul on his arrival near Rome, " to thank God and

take courage," to look back with gratitude for the good-

ness, which has brought t'lem thus far on their journey ;

and to enter upon a new year with courage and hope j a

courage resting upon a consciousness of their own strength

to do what Gid requires of them, and a hopeful and firm

trust in his beneficent providence to order the future with

a wise and merciful regard to their highest good.

SERMON FOR THE NEW YEAR.

" Take courage"—and the onward road

—

Nor cast one lingering look behind
;

Let hope be with thee—" trust in God,"

And thou that onward path shalt find

A way of happiness and peace,

Of present good—of future bliss.

Oh ! think how many perils thou

Hast vanquished by thine energy.

And say if thou wilt meet them now
Determined they shall bend to thee.

Or if thou wilt prefer to live

Despondency's unpitied slave.

What though misfortune's heavy hand
Hath struck thee with unerring aim,

"Take courage"—for thou still dost stand
j

As rich, in all, but in the name,
As ere thy wealth—so long thy st.ay.

By one rude breath was swept avvav.

And what tliough sickness—ay, and death

Have o'er thy threshold wildly trod.

Hear what the great apostle saith,

" Take courage—place thy trust in God,"
Press omcard- though thy heart be riven

With pain and woe—press on to Heaven !

Thy home is Heuven!—then why should earth.

And earth-born cares, molest thy peace ':

Let buoyant Hope, and gentle Mirth,

Thy soul sustain—thy joys increase.

From doubt and error, still keep free,

Nor listen to Despondency.

THE BOSTON CULTIVATOR
We see announced a new agricultural paper to be is-

sued weekly; to be called the Boston Cultivator, and to
be edited by the veteran farmer, Wm. Buckminsler,Esq.
of Framingham. Mr Buckminstcr is the inventor of a
corn planter, which performs its work admirably ; and of
a grass-eed sower, which bids fair to prove useful. Time
will show what it is worth. He now proposes to sow
the seeds of agricultural knowledge and improvement in

the public mind. We sincerely wish him an abundant
harvest; but whether he has any improved machinery
for doing this is matter of inquiry for the Board of Edu-
cation.

opposition line ; and shall not race with him ; nor cros

his path ; nor steal the names from liis passenger book,

gentlemanly trick, which some persons may possibi

have heard of; nor carry for less than he docs for Ih

sake of underbidding him. This stepping upon anotho

man's shoulder, when a crowd are pressing into a dooi

with a view of getting in advance, certainly marks apr<

ficient in gymnastics; and is doubtless to be receive

with all due gratitude by the individual whose shouldt

is used for a stepping stone to another man's cnierprisi

We take this occasion to inform the public that the Nev
England Farmer does not contain as much by one quarte

as a week's numbers of the New York E.\press or th

New York Courier and Inquirer.

NOTICE.

An adjourned meeting of the Committee of the Mass
Hort. Society on Fruits, will be holdcn at the hall of th

Society on Satuiday, the 5th inst. at 10 o'clock A. M
for the purpose of awarding the premiums on fruits foj

the present year. A punctual attendance is requested.

For the Committee,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.
Jan. 1, 1S39.

THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER AND GARDEN
ERS JOURNAL.

Volume Seventetnth,—commencing July 11, 1838*1

Back numbers can hefw-iiished. Published h.
Joseph Breck & Co., Xo. 52, Xorih Market
Street, Boston.

To TiiK Public,—
'I'he proprietors and publishers of the New England

Farmer ask leave respectfully to present their claims up-
on the continued patronage of the agricultural community.

" Sliall auld acquaintance be forgot.'" The New Eiig.
land Farmer was commenced sixteen years ago by the
late lamented Mr Fessenden. The project of a newspa-
per devoted exclusively to the concerns and interests ol
agriculture was at that time a project entirely novel in
New England; the success of which was altogether ques-
tionable. He brought to it the treasures of his practical
knowledge

; his careful observation ; his varied experi-
ence

; and his persevering and exact inquirv. It soon
rose into public esteem, and continued a tiivorite of the
public until his death. The vast amount of learned,
practical, and useful information contained in its volumes
fully justify the patronage, which it has received; as it

is confidently believed tliat in this respect no work has
been iiiore distinguished; and the same number of vol-
umes is not to be found, which are richer in varied, sound,
useful, and practical knowledge.
No pains or labor have been spared since the death of

this excellent friend of the farming interest, this friend of
every social interest, and every useful enterprise, to
inaintain the high character of this journal and to extend
its usefulness. These efforts, from the approbation gen-
erally exprejssed, have not been without success ;°and
this success is an encouragement to persevere and to re-
double these efforts. This we promise ; and respectfully
ask therefore the continued patronage of a rcadin", a
working, and intelligent public.

"'

The proprietors of the N. E. Farmer would scrupu-
lously avoid any invidious comparisons with other agri-
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ilturiil papers, and ilfsirc! to enter into no competition or

valry ; hut thry conlidontly lulievc that no paper of llic

ime luinilii-T ol''p,ii;i's, willi'in llie last year, has prescnt-

d a larj^cr amount' of original matter or of interesting

•actical inlilligencc ; and their selections have been

adc iVoin ixtcnsive facilities, both at home and abroad;

ith as iiiuili judgment as Ihcy can exercise

Tlicy will continue to do their best. The Commis-
oner of .Agricultural Survey will render all the aid con-

stent with his public engagements, and make it tlue ve-

cle of all his communications with the public. The
irious agricultural and iioiticnltural societies in the state

111 present all their reports through its pages; and some
"the best farmers in New England will continue to cn-

ch its columns with their valuable contributions.

The proprietors hold in utter disdain all mean arts, in-

igues or misrepresentations, or fallacious promises with

view to obtain patronage These would be wholly in-

insistent with tlie principles and character which the

armcr lias always maintained.

The F''armer hitherto has been eminently a family pa-

ir. Its pages have never been stained with a statement,

ntimcnt, or expression, which would raise a blush of

lame on the cheek of modesty, or infuse a poison in the

icorrupted mind. We pledge ourselves thatin all these

spects it shall not forfeit its high reputation.

Having been the pioneer of agricultural improvement
id intelligence in the State and country, and, without

le inclination if it had the power, to drive others from

e fii'ld, it respectfully asks only a reasonable portion of

e harvest of which it sowed the seed, and in regard to

hicli has performed its full share in the cultivation of

e cro]*.

The New England Farmer and Gardener's Journal is

ib!lsli(Ml weekly, in quarto f<:>rm, making a handsome
)hinie of 41(i pages with an index, at two dollars and
ty cents, in advance, or three dollars at the close of the

;ar.

Editors of papers with whom we exchange will do us

favor to publish this communication.
Boston, Dec. 26, 1838.

RIG 11 ION MARIvKT.—MoNDAT, Dec. 24, 1838.

lUpeiieil lorllie ,\ew Enghnd Fanner.

At Market 570 Bee( Cattle, 75 Stores, 3S0O Sheep,
id SCO Swine. About 130 Beef Cattle unsold.

Pricks —Beef Callle.— Lasi week's prices were hard-

supported for a like quality. A few better , cattle

ere at market, and brought about our highest qiiota-

ons of last week. We quote. First qualiiy, $7 50.

econd quality, $(3 T5 a $7 25. Third quality, $5 S5 a

6 50.

Sheep.—" Dull " We notice the sale of lots at f2 50,
2 62, !i!2 67, $2 84, $2 9J, $3 12, $3 33 and $3 50.

Swine.— No lots to peddle were sold and there is no
emand. One entire lot was la«t week sold for 5 1-4

irsows, and 6 for barrows. At retail, 6 1-2 a 8.

Monday, Dec. 31, 1838.

At Market, 530 Beef Cattle, (inchiding 130 unsold
ist week,) 100 Stores, 40(10 Sheep, and 200 Swine; all

le Swine were reported last week. About 150 Beef
laltle unsold.

Prices — Reef Cuttle.— Last iveek's prices were for

lost of the qualities not supported. We quote, First
uality, $7 25 a $7 50. Second quality, |6 50 a $7 00.
'bird quality, |5 25 a $0 50.

Sheep —" Dull." We notice the sale of hils at $2 50,
;2 75, .$2 80, $2 00, $3 25 and $3 33.

Swine.—No lots were sold to peddle and there appeai-
d to be no demand for lots. A few were retailed at
to 8.

Statenuni of Brighton Market, for 1836.

35,830 BeefCattle, sales estimated at $1,317,330
9,573 Stores " " 315,909

104,040 Sheep, " " 261.600
26,164 Swine, " "

163,165

1837.

$2,058,004

32,664 BeefCattle,
16,2L6 stores,

110,206 sheep,

17,062 ewine,

Sales estimated at 62,449.231

1836.

33,501 Bee! Cattle, ]

32;830 Sl'i°ep? [
Sales estimated SI ,8.M,2D2.

15,677 Swilie, J

1835.

31,096 Beef Gallic,
)

i^?J,^ S,'"""^- i Sales estimated at Si ,878,032.
9S,160 hheep,

|

'

23,142 Swilie, J

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.
CORRECTKD WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLT.

THER..MO.VIET11ICAL.

Itepiirled (orihe Ni'w EnjiLind Farmer.

R.iiigeof the Thennoineter at the (iardeiiof the proprietors

>l the New England Farmer, Brishlon, Mass. In a shaded

\urtlierly exposure, week eliding December 30.

Dkcbmhkk,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(From the Salem Kegisler.)

We have been requested to publ sh tliis morning the

following lines^ written by a young sailor, some yeara

ago, who lias since found a watery grave :

TllANK:<(iIVIi\(i DAY.

The fire burns briglit in my father's liall,

And the family circle draw round at his call,

Uis table is loaded with luxury's store.

His wine cup and flagon are both running o'ei.

My table's a cotton bale ; wine I have none,

My heat I derive from the rays of the sun

;

On salt beef and biscuit my hunger I stay,

For I'm on the wide ocean on Tkunks^iviJig Day.

The young and the gay have met in the hall,

And manhood and beauty both vie ut the ball
;

They merrily dance to the brisk viol's sound.

While the bright beams of health are gleaming around.

No music have 1 hut the ^iorth-wostern gale.

No dance, save the dance of the waves as I sail

;

Froi^flbe smiles of the fair I am far, far awa}'.

On the broad bosomed ocean, on Thanksgiving Day.

The priest in the temple has opened the book.

And oflered thanksgivings and prayers for his flock ;

Loud anthems ascend, and sweet songs of praise,

As the full choir their voices in harmony rise.

But 1 have a temple more splendid by far.

Its ceiling bespangled with many a star
;

With its azure girt wreath, and its sea-girt floor,

A place for a creature his God to adore
;

For the voice of his children is heard when they pray.

In tli(j midst of the Ocean, on 'riuinhsgimng Day.

the prepared flax. The texture resembles cotton

sosnewiiat, and looks to be what it professes, pre-

paredfor spinninf^. It would greatly astonish our

kind oUl grandmother spinsters, whose greatest de-

liglit is to he seated by their little " flax wheels,"

with the lump of flax wound upon bowed sticks at

its head, resembling the old fashioned Dutch cap.

They would no doubt heave an involuntary si;:;h at

the prospect of the abolishment of that important

macliine in the economy of the homestead, the lit-

tle buzzing flax wheel.

This invention is to the North what the cotton gin

was to the South. Our v.illie.') too are great for

raising flax, and we may congratulate Virginia up-

on this interesting di.scnvery. Revolutions are

taking place daily—not of blood— but in the arts,

the sciences and in morals. A few years may per-

haps set aside all our discoveries and customs as

antiquarian, and inutile.— Richmond Compiler.

tains, besides the information furnished by almanac
generally, a large amount of information 'lit'lil-

interesting to all. The labor and care of collect

ing such an amount of information must be immense
and we hope tiie public will duly appreciate it

usefulness.

A GREAT DISCOVERY.
One of the greatest inventions of the age, is

that, of recent date, of machinery for the prepara-

tion of flax for spinning, after tiu; manner in which

cotton is spun. We have been favored with a cir-

cular from the "Delaware Manufacturing Company,"
setting forth the prospects and designs tif tliat com-

pany. It is engaged in the manufacture at tliis

time of the lint or '-short .-staple," which is the pre-

pared state of the flax lor the spinner or manu-
facturer. The advantages of the " sliort staple"

system for manufacturing flax are stated as fol-

lows :

1. There is no loss of fibre, as no tow id requir-

ed to be taken out— all the lint is converted to lin-

en of tlie finest quality, [by the old mode, of brack-

ling, spinning with the fingers, &c., there was a

loss of from (hrce quarters to seven-eighths of the

original weight.]

2. The expense of labor required to convert

it into cloth, is reduced to oiij-tenth the former

cost.

3. The expense of bleaching in the flax [as it

is done on the now system,] is much less than

n the cloth, [according to the old,] and is not so

liable to be injured in the process.

4. The operation of bleaching in tlie cloth

takes from it a considerable weight of glutinous

matter, and consequently loaves the goods open,

and the thread soft twisted. On the other hand,

by the short system, the glutinous matter is extract-

ed before it is spun, and the thread will of course

; in nincli inoix solid.

\V ith the circular wc received a specimen of

AiiTiFiciAL Showers.—Stand back Animal
Magnetism, and all the rest of tlie train of hum-
bugs, and give precedence to Mr Espy, who has

petitioned Congress to bo appointed Commissioner

of the Storms. With all tlie gravity of a genius

seeking a patent for a new washing machine, Mr
Espy, of Philadelphia, has sent a memorial to the

Senate, representing that he is the inventor of a

machine with which he can raise a thunder cloud

at a moment's notice ; aye, and tup it too ; and
then extract from it such a plentiful rain as slrall

not oii'j moisten the dry and parched earth, but

swell the Ohio river to such a magnitude that it

shall be navigable for steamboats at all seasons of

the year, liut the mortal who has such a tremen-

dous power in his hands, is a fool to beg patronage

froiTi any body. Let him station his machine at

the door of the Capitol some day, and, just as the

members of Congress are passing out after an ad-

journment, " pelt them heartily" with rain, and thi-y

will soon l(g of him to accept any favors they may
have to give. But he needs no aid from govern-

ment. So great is the number of people who are

dissatisfied with the laws and operations of nature,

that he would never lack employment, if he can

only perform what he promises. A friend of ours

has got on his premises a beautiful site for a mill

;

a large basin seams to have been scooped out pur-

posely for a pond'; and he often laments that it is

not furnished with even a small stream of water.

The manufiicturers, too, will be ready to contract

with him for a constant supply of water at all sea-

sons of the year. Then, again, there are country

towns that wish to he converted into sea-ports.

Why thp man who can construct a good navigable

river from Worcester to Long Island Sound, or

Narraganset liay, so that steamboats can come
from the ocean up into the Heart of the Common-
wealth, is terribly beside himself to be caught lay-

ing at the doors of the Capitol, Gulliver among
Lilliputians, begffing like a sick girl for a cup of

water. Out on such an arrant impostor ; his own
actions belie his professions !— M'orceslcr Palladium.

Hard Labor and Lo>g Life.—A youn'j
at the age of eighteen years in 1714, wa.-^

demned to the galleys in France, on account
high crime, for the long period of one huuire
years, which was probably intended by the Judg
to confine him for lile. Remarkable as it may ap
pear, in 1814, the man being in perfect health, at

ter an unremitting series of hardships of an entir

century, was discharged, being exactly one hundre
and eighteen years old. On visiting Lyons, h
laid claim to an estate which belonged to his fan-

ily. M. Bertholm, the possessor, who considore
his title undoubted, by the advice of his own law
>er, paid the old heir 4,^001. to S(!ttle the biisinee

and free his property from embarrassment.

Liberty on both sides.—A ragged milit.ar

officer, and a still more bandy legged negro, uu
at the bar of a public house, where tlie followin

conversation took place :
" Cuff, you're a cood hoi

est fellow, and I like to compliment a man wjiat

lived an honest life if he is black
;
you shall tak

a glass of drink with me Cuff." " Well, captin;

I's berry dry, so I won't be ugly 'bout it ; eon
niggers is too proud to drink with militia office!

but when he's sober he jis as good as nigger-
'epecially when de nigger's dry."

The Boston Almanac for I83!>.—This ster-

ling little volume, edited by S. N. Dickinson, and

published by Thomas (iroom—is just issued from

the press and for sale at the bookstores in this city.

It is a very servicable pocket Companion to a citi-

zen in the country as well as a citizen in Boston.

As an annual, it is inferior to none in it.-i usefulness,

as well as its typographical appearance. It con-

Tulipa. ItRnnncnIiiseii, Aurinane!<. Aurlrnlas, Co:
liilioiis, Picoiccs, PiiiUa, nnci Giraiiiiiiiit

H GHOO-M, of WiiUvorlh, near Lomlon, Englan.I, !.y a
pnintmeril Florist tn Her Majesty Qneen Victoria, heg'
spcctftilly i« iall the alicnJioa ol hi^ friends and the lidm.

ers ol fioivirs in .tmerica generally, to hisexleiisivecolUcli.

of the atiove flowers, which iVoin his haviiijr been very
cessful in ihcir cuhivoiion this season he can offer ai

moderate prices. He would parliculaily reconiuienci toiho
persons ohout commencing the growth of the Tulip (whi.
in (injlantl is hecoming very rashionalile) the under coile

tions in beds, as it is hy far the cheapest mode of purchash
ihem.

Tulips arranged in beds n ith their names.
First Class.

A lied of 30rowscoMlauiiug 2t0 bulbs including several
the newest varieties, £

.\ hcd of 4.-. rows, £
A heil of 60 rows, ----- 25 guiiie

Second Class.

A bed of 30 rows including maiiv tine sorts, - £
A bed of l.T rows du '

- - - £
A bed of 60 rows do - - - £t7 1

Tulips not arranged.
100 Superfine sorts with their names from £' 7s to £
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 7s 6d to 2

Raiiuncnhisps.
100 Superfine sorts, with their names from £3 3s to £5
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 5s to 21s per I

Anemones.
1 no Superfine sorts with their names, - - £s
Superline double mixtures from lUs Cd to 2ts per 1

Auriculas.
25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 I3s
Catalogues with the prices of the other articles may

had on applicaliou.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
Not. I. cow.

THE NEW KNGI>A\D PAtiBIEH
Is published every WednesJaj Evcni-.g, at 4? per ann:'

payable at the end of the year—but tho.sc who pay will

sixty days from the time of subscriliing are entitled to a t

ductioDof M cents-

TUTTLE, DEJIITETT AWD CHISHOLM, PRinTERIj

n SCltilOI, STRNBT... BOSTll.N
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various sizes, containing a complete assortment of

Seed, mostly used in a kitchen garden, neatly put

up in small papers, labelled and sealed, ready ib.r

retail, with printed directions on each package, for

its management ; and every sort warranted to be

of the very best quality.

(ty" Grass Seeds at wholesale and retail at

the lowest market prices-.

05^ Fruit, and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs,

Grape Vines, and all Nursery productions, fur-

nished at one day's notice, and when requested can

be packed in mats or boxes so as to be safely sent

to Europe or any part of America.

We take tli£ liberty to forward to the subscribers of

the .V. E. Farmer, this sheet, containing extracts from

our Annual Catalogue of Garden Seeds and Imple-

ments, which we trust will prove acceptable to all

Tlie calalo'^ue in question has been published with

considerable expense and trouble, and we desire to

give every farmer an opportunity to possess it. It

contains 80 pages. Those loho icish for it in Jull,

can have a copy by applying to the JVew England

Seed Store and Agricultural Warehouse.

Q^In connexion with our Seed and Implement,

Store, we have a garden of twenty acres, where

we raise, under our own inspection, Garden, Flow-

er Seeds, and Herbaceous Plants. From the long

experience the senior partner of the house has had

in this department, we flatter ourselves that we

shall be able to furnish seeds of genuine sorts, un-

mixed by other varieties. As it would be impos-

sible to raise every variety of seed pure, in the

same garden, part of our supplies are raised by re-

sponsible growers, in whom we have perfect con-

fidence, and whose grounds are open at all times

for our inspection.

Such Seeds as cannot be raised successfully in

our own country, we import from the best European

houses.

We are thus enabled to furnish a full assortment,

and of the best quality. Seeds of every descrip-

tion.

We shall be able, at all times, to execute orders

from the British Provinces, West Indies, or South-

ern States, with promptness and at satisfactory

prices. Dealers in Seeds, and Country traders,

Biippliod, at wholesale and retail, on the best terms.

Oy" Persons who wish fur seeds to sell again

can be supplied at a liaeral discount, with boxea of

VEGETABLE SEEDS.
ARTICHOKE.
ASPARAGUS. Large Early Dutch—Large White Read-

ing—Gravesead—Battersea.

BEANS.
English Dwarfs. Broad Windsor—Early Mazagan—
Green Nonpareil—Horse—Sword Long pod.

Kidney Dwarf, ob String. Early China Dwarf—Early
Quaker—Early Mohawk—Early Yellow Cranberry-
Early Yellow Six Weeks—Large White Kidney Dwarf
—Red Cranberry Dwarf- Marrow, or Thousand to One
—White Cranberry Dwarf.

Pole or Running. Large While Lima—Small While
Lima, or Saba— Large Scarlet Runnprs—Large White

Dutch Runners—While Dutch Case Knife—Red Cran-

berry—While Cranberry—Yellow Cranberry—London
Horticultural, (very fine.)

BEET Early Blood Turnip Rooted—Early White Scarci-

ty—Long Blood Red— Yellow Turnip Rooted—Mangel
Wurlzel—French Sugar, or Amber Beet.

BORECOLE.

GARDEN BURNET.

GARLICK SETTS.

INDIAN CORN. Early Canadian—Early Jefferson—
Tuscarora—Golden Sioux—Large Flint While—Sweet,
or Sugar, Rareripe, (best lor boiling)—Nonpareil, or

Pearl, (curious and beautiful.)

KALE.

LEEK.

Green curled Scotch—Sea.

Large Scotch—London.

-Early White—Large Purple
Cauliflower—Brimstone, or

BROCCOLI Early Purple-

Cape—White Cape, or

Portsmouth.

BRUSSELS SPROUTS.

CABBAGES. Early York-Early Low Dutch—Early Lon-

don Baltersea— Early Sugar Loaf—Yellow Savoy—
Large Cape Savoy— Green Globe Savoy- Large Late

Drumhead—Large Bergen, or Great American— Large

Scotch—Large Green Glazed—Red Dalch (for picklinff)

—Turnip rooted, (below ground)—Tamip rooted, or

Arabian, (above ground)

CARAWAY.
CARROT. Early Horn—AUringham~Purple--Long Or-

ange.

CAULIFLOWER. Early Dutch—Large Late.

CELERY. Large White Solid—Large White Hollow-
Rose colored Solid-New Silver Giant- Celeriac, or

Turnip rooted.

CHERVIL.

CHIVES, or GIVES.

CITRON.

CORN SALAD, or VETTIKOST.

CRESS. Curled, or Peppergrass—Broad-leaved Garden-
Water.

CUCUMBER. Early Frame—Early Short Prickly—Early
Green Cluster—Long Whhe Spined—Long Green Tur
key— Long White Turkey — Long Green Prickly—
Ghirkin, or West India, ( for pickling.)

EGG PLANT. Purple, (best for culinary purposes)—

White, (ornamental )

ENDIVE, or SUCCORY. Green Curled--White Curled-
Broad-leaved Batavian.

LETTUCE. Early curled Silesia—(early)—Royal Cape,
(very finest, large tender heads)— Tennisball. or Rose,
(early, small heads,)— Large Drumhead—Magnum Bo-
num Cos—Green Head, or Saxony Cabbage—Large Im-
perial-Brown Dutch- Ice Cos—White Cos, or Loaf-
Green Cos—Hammersmith.

MARTYNIA.
MELON.
Musk Melons.

Persian. Greenflesh—Nutmeg, do.—Green Citron, do.

—

Pine Apple, do—Pomegranate, or Musk, (small)—Mi-
norco—Large Cantaloupe.

Wateb Melons. Long Carolina.—Large Round—Apple-
seeded, (early.)

MUSTARD. White or English—Brown.

NASTURTHJM.

OKRA.

ONION. White Portugal- Large Red—Yellow—Silver
Skinned.

PARSLEY. Curled, or double-Dwarf Curled, (very much
curled,)—Hamburgh, or Large rooted.

PARSNEP. Large Dutch swelling—Guernsey.

PEAS. Earliest Dwarf Peas. (/;ies( eoWi/.)— Early Wash-
ington, or True May, 2 feet—Early Double-blossomed
Frame, 3 feet high—Early Frame, 2^ feet—Early Golden
Hotspur, 3 leet—Early Carlton, 3 feet—Cedo Nullis, 2

feet, (extra variety,)—Dwarf Blue Imperial, Ij feet

—

Dwarf Scymetar, (new uoririi/)-Knight's Dwarf Mar-
row, 24 feet—Bishop's Early Dwarf, 1 foot—Dwarf
Spanish, or Fan, 1 fo<;*—Dwarf Blue Prussian, 3^ feet

—

Dwarf Sugar, (caiabic poils) 3 feet—Tall Crooked-pod
Sugar, (eatable pods) 4 feet—Matchless, or True Tall

Marrowfat, 6 feet—Marrowfat, 3^ feet— knight's Tall

Marrow, 6 feet—Woodford's New Tall Prolific, 5 feet.

PEPPER. Long, or Cayenne—Squash, (thick skin)—Cherrj
or West India.

PUMPKINS. Large Cheese—Connecticut Field—Finest
Family—Mammoth.

RADISH. Early Frame—Early Short-top Scarlet, (Jinest)

—Early Long Salmon—Purple Short-top—Cherry, or

Scarlet Turnip rooted—Violet-colored Turnip-rooted

—

White Turni|i-rooled— Long White Summer, or Naples,

—Fack Fall, or Spanish, (for winlervse).

RHUBARB.
SALSIFY, or VEGETABLE OYSTER,

SKIRRET.

SCORZONERA.

SPINACH, or SPINAGE- Round-leaved, or Summer-
Prickly- leaved, or Fall—-New Zealand.

SQUASH. Fj>rly Orange—Early Scollop Bush— Early Long-
Warted— Canada Crook-ileck -- Commodore Porter's
Valparaiso—Long Vellow Crook-uect—Acorn—Early
Lemon.

TOMATO.
TURNIP. [Those di.stinguished with a *are best for fam-

ily use.] Early while Duich'^-Early Garden Stone*-
White Flat, or Globe—Grt-en Round, or Green Top

—

Red Round ,' or Red Top— Swan's Egg*—Large English
Norfolk—Long Tankard, or Hanover'*'—Long Yellow
French=*—Yellow Maltese,'* concave at bottom—Yellow
Aberdeen—Yellow Stone,'* or Orange—Yellow Swedish,
Russia, or Rata Baga— Dale's New Hybrid.



d SUPPLEMENT

AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
The Agricultural Wurchouae li.is been esiablished

in Boston about seventeen ycurs, and has become so ex.

tensive and of so tnucli irniiorlance to the community, hs

to induce the proprielors to continue anil extend it in all

its various branches for the aiconimodation of experi-

mental and scientific Farmers, by the inlrodtiction of

new and useful im|jlements of Husbandry, and lo fur-

nish the practical firitier wilh IIjc best tools for his busi-

ness. An cslablislmientof this kind not only serves the

above purpose but as a dcposite fur the iuvi:Mtive artisan

to place his articles f<ir sale. 'J'he proprietors do not hes-

itate to ^^ay, that among the great variety if articles on

hand at this establislimeul, many are found far superior

in form and r.iinstruciion and belter ad.iplrd to the pur-

pose for which they are intended llian any which liave

been in use in this country.

It was remarked by Sir Jrdin Sinclair that '.he intro-

duction of new Agricultural implements Into a disltict

is often a matter of the greatest difficully, nwing to the

ignorance, the prejudice and obstinacy of farm laborers ,

many farmers, therefore, very absurdly retain their old

implements though convinced of their inferiority, rather

than sour the temper of their laborers by atiempting to

introduce new ones.

In many cases, however, ihey liave succeeded ; by

attention and perseverance, and by rewarding their la-

borers, many new implements li.ive been brought into

general use.

WILLIS'S STATIONARY HOKST, 1''nVVER, AND
CORN CRACKER ATTACHKD.

farniiam's imf'kovf.n patent gratlr
ciui:;r mill.

The improvement in this mill is in grinding, or rath-

er grating the apples very fine, so ihat all the juice is

pressed out; and produces a greater ipi.intity of liquor

iroin tiie simo ipianliiy of |)Oinace The above fuills are

in exlensive op<Tatinn, and very muf-h approved of.

—

'I'hey v\ill griml two bushels of appbs per luinuie, and
no way liable to get out of iirdor.

With liitle alleiition it ran be made one of the best

vegetable grinders for grinilin^ or culling food f.ir ani-

Cini'^R SCREWS.
Patent Cast Ir'n Cider Screw. This is a new article

and far surpas^^es any thing of the kind ever introduced
;

they are much more powerful llrin the wooden screws.

llALE'ri IMPROVED HORSE POWER.

Tbis Horse power is calculated lo propel any kind

of machinery, or Agricultural implement, such as

Threslung'Maciiines, Cider Mills, (^orii Sheller, Grind-

stones, iicc. *!t*. ; IS very simple in its construction, oc-

cupies but the small space of nine feet by two, and can
easily be traiispurled (rum one place to another, the iiii-

provemenrs made on this Hurse Power, render it tho

most superior article, for the purpose, now in use.

HALE'S PATEINT THRESHING MACHJNE.
The best macliine now in use, will thresh from 75

to IOC bushels per day, in the best possible manner.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.

Willis's Improved Horse Power, for driving all kinds
of machinery such as Cider Mills, VViniiovviri» Mill,
Straw and Hay Cu'ters, Tlin.sliiug J\Iachinc's, Corn
Shelleis, Grinditonca, «.Vc,

Patent Straw, Hay and Stalk Cutler, oper-
ating on a mechanical principle not before applied lo any
unplernent lor this purpose. The most prominent effects

"f this application, and some of the consequent peculiar-
ities of the machine are :

1. So £rreat n rednrtion of tho quantum of power
requisite to use it. that the strength of a halfgrown boy
IS sufTirii-n' to work it very efficiently.

2. With even liiis inudnrate power, it e.isily cuts two
bushels a minute, which is full twice as fast as h.is

been claimed by any other machine even when worked
by horse or steam power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which
they cut, require sharpening less often than those of
any other straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its eonslriictiun, made

and put together very strongly. It is therefore not Sf

liable as the complicated machines in general use, ti

gel out of order.

BOYNTON'S PATENT DOUBLE CYLINDEB
STRAW CUTIER.

This is a new and usi-ful article for culting bidder fo
liorses or cattle. The a.lvanti.L'e of this machine is th
ease and expedition with which it cuts li.iv, siraw, o
corn stalks; doing the work at the rate of iwu bushel
per minute, wilh the greatest ease.

WILLIS'S IMPROVED PATENT VERTICAI
HAY AND STRAW CUTTER.

This Straw and Hay Cutler which has been in iis(

or several years, is found from experience to ho th(

"St Machine, for the purpose that has been invented

riiey are made of the best materials and workmanship
constructed on the best mechanical principles. TIi<

knives being placed in such n manner, as to operate as

a drawing stroke ; cuts very free and easy, and not lia-

ble to gel out of nrdtr ; will readily cut ihirly bushel*

per hour; ii is fed and worked by one man, which ie

nut the case with many other machines.
The Straw Cntter is a machine well worth the atten-

tion of every farmer, arid should be in common use

wilh every person feeding stock, and from the great im-

provement anil simplicity of the machines now in use

ihe work is done with great ease and liicilily. It is «

subject of great regret lo eveiy I'm nd ol Ihe agricuUural

interest, that these mneliines' aie noi in mure gineral

use. Every farmer who is dispo.-cd to use his fodder lo

the best possible advaniage, und preserve his aniniids in

the best heallh, in all cases cuts iheir fodder. For far-

liier exphuintirm of tlie |irufils and advantages arising

from culling fi.dder, the following stalenient is given :—

Mr Benjamin Hale's accuvnt vf the saping^ made hy the

vfc of Strate Ciittrrs, emploijid lo cut Ha>/ and Straw at

Fodderfor Hotscs.

? Mr Hale is proprietor of a line i-f stages running be-

tween New^buryporl and Boston. He says

—

Tho whole amount of hay purchased
from April I, to Oct. f, ISli"., (six

months,) and used at the stage stable, Tons. or/, qn. Ibt.



SUPPLIMENT.

t»25 per Ion (the lowest price at which
bay was puiclia<:ed in ISIf))

'rom Ocl. 1, iBlB, to April I, 1817,

whole amount ol hav anil straw pnr-

cliaseil lor, an 1 consumed !)• the same
numbiT of liorscs, vi:'..

T. ewt. qrs. Iba. Cost.

Straw 11.! 3 10 4160 22

Hay 13 14 I UO S350 00

S5I0 23

>educt Oil han.1 April I, 1^17,

by esliniation, four tons more
tlian there was Ocl. 1. 1S16,

atS25per ton, »I'M 01

COMMON DUTCH AND HAND CUTTING MA
CHINES

»v



SUPPLEMENT
TRANSPLANTIiNG TROWEL AND FORK.
Tliis Utile ganlen inipleinenl is indispen<ab|p, p.irlic-

alarly In a ludy in her dower gartlitii, bein:; us'-lul in

every instiinnc in trunaplnnling and rumuving plants of

every d' Btriplion.

DAVIS'S IMPROVED PATENT DIRT SCRAPER.

This road or dirt scraper invenli'd by Sliadrach Da-
vis, is used to great advantage in removing dirt or gravel,

more particularly, in stony lands, from llie ppculiiir con-
Blruclion of iho points, which are similir to those of a

plough point. They onlcr the grounii very free and
easy, fill and disfdiargo themselves, and are easily man-
aged by one hor.se or yoke of oxen. Ploughing Is not
necessary where these shovels are n«ed.

We the undersigned hereby certify that we have used
Davis's patent phtugli pointed road and dirt scraper,

and we consider it a great improvement on the com-
mon road scraper, and can, with confidence recommend
it to the public, as being superior to any implement
of the kind we have ever used, particularly in sandy
and atony land, being so constructed as to load itself

without the use of plougliing, which is common in using
the old fashioned dirt scraper; we consider it one of
the greatest labor saving implements to the road maker
that can be used, and as such, we fully recimnnend it

to the public.

Abji. Washborn, BridnexcateT.

Hknbv S. Packaku, A'ort/i Dartmoittk.
Bradford Hovvland, South Dartmouth.

CHANDLER'S IMPROVED DOUBLE HARRO'W.

LOCK'S GARDEN AND FIELD ROLLERS.

This Harrow is so constructed as to be in two parts,

and Joined together hy hinges on two straight centre
pins, so thai one part can be raised and swung over on
the other half as occasion requires. Its advantage over
the common Harrows is, that it is less liable to be stop-
ped, as one side may be elevated or tirrned to a perpen-
dicular position, while the other side proceeds liorizon-
tally; it may thus be drawn nearer to rocks, tnes, &c
It will likewise better adaptitselfto ridges, hollows, and
uneven land.

Harrow Teeth of all sizes, steel or iron.

CARRIAGE LIFTER,
Or levers, for raising wagons, carts, or carriages of all

kinds, or for raising loads, pressing goods, &c. ; being a
small handy implement it can be taken in a carriage in
travelling, and found very convenient and handy foi

the purpose Carriage wrenches are likewise very con-
yenient and handy travelling companions, and should
always be at band.

CHEESE PRESSES.

It is Idund liy our bc^t practii al and scientific farmers
th It grass se.'d, suwn in I he fall requires to he rolled in

the spring as s""n as ihe ground is in fit order, otherwise
the small plants, being hut slighily rooted, heave up by
the frost and sull'er perh.ips tolal dostruelion. Among
the many uses to which the ndler may be applied, nene
perhaps would bo n)ore valuable than rolling gras.s land
in the spring. Kail sown grass seed and grain are liable

to be winter killed, or destroyed by frost; but when
rolled in, there will he less dangei either from frost or

drought, if the seed is vicll covered witli a harrow and
the ground is well rolled. If the ground is very mellow,
the large sized wooden roller is preferred, as it presses
the ground more direct, and renders the surface more
regular and even, and moves easier. For garden rol-

lers or gravel walks, the sione or iron rollers are pre-
ferred.

The Rollers Tary in price, accoiding to the size.

GAULT'S PATENT CHURN,

Which has been in use for several years, is ihe mrrst

approved and convenient churn now in use. The par-
ticular advaulatre is the ease and faeiliiy with which it

can be worked From its quick and powerful motion
it will produce the greatest quantity of butter from the
same quantity of cream ; is easy to clean and no way
liable to get out of order.

Mr Fesskndes, Editor of the JVew England Farmer.
Sir — In answer to the inquiry respecting ihe Gault's

Churn which I purchased at ihe Agricultural Ware-
house, I give it as my decided opinion, ihat they are the
best churns I have ever seen in use. They are very
convenient to keep clean, bring the buttur very easy,
and require not more than 15 tx 20 minutes to do a
churning. Respectfully yours,

B. Reynolds.
Sharon, June 15, 1S34.

Stokk Churns. A small arlicio well calculated for

small dairies.

Philadelphia Barbel Churns, of difl'crent sizes.

GARDEN REELS AND LINES.
These reels and lines are not only very convenient for

ihe gardener in laying out his borders, beds and alleys,

but absolutely necessary where he inleiuls to preserve
due order and regulation.

Shaker's Improved Self-governing Cheesk
Presses. These Presses are so consirueted that they
govern and regulate themselves, without weights, and
are far the best presses now in use.

Leavitt's ImpbovedChefse Press, which is so con-

structed that seven or fourleen pounds weight will prow
any common sized clieeae.

SELF CHEESE PRESSES.

A new and useful article lately improved by the Sha-
kers. It needs no weights, as the heft of the cheese
is sufficient to press itself. It is so con.^trucled that it

[lilts on just siieli weight as is required for a large or
;

mall cheese.

CHEESE HOOPS— dificrcnt sizes.

CHEESE CLOTHS.

DITCHING KNIVES AND SPADES.
These Knivis are calculated for culling ditches, trim-

ming low swamp land,^and found very useful for tli«

purposes.
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SCYTHES.

Taft's PatkntCast Stef.l Concavk ScvTiits, nre

,und Ui ho mu.-h siitiorior l» any "ti..r scjlhe m.w used,

'riiiiilln'ir pf<ulitir lurin ihey have a very free and eaiiy

lra«in>' slrol.e aiul heiiiK concave present a ihin e<)g«.

I'hey iue easily ground and kept in good order. From

he peculiar co'nsiriiction of these scythes the edge is

always left true in ttie middle of the scythe.

ALSO,

Metealfs improved douh'o felt, agrinultural Scythe*,

ikewise Philips, Messer Az; Colby's, all tirst rale scythus.

REVOLVING HORSE R.\KE.

have been in very general use in the southern and

western Stales, fiir many years, and which is found to

be decidedly the best mode of harvpsling gram, as it is

siDposed one man will cradle five acres in a day when

he cannot reap more than one.

SCOTT KEITH & CO.'S IMPROVED GASP
HUJN PUMP

U( LLER lORClNG PUMP.

The Revolving Rake which has been in genernl use

,n most parts of Pennsylvania and New Jersey, is tound

o be one of the most uselul and labor saving -""ch'nj

now in use One man and horse with a boy to lead,

^i 1 rake on an average from 25 to 30 acres per day,

w 1 ease, and do the°work well. TI.ey are coming

into ve'y general use in all parts of the country anu

^\\\ noX.ht.inafc-wyears supersede the use of the

' h^r. I r.Ue There is a "real advantage in this
common hand rake. i ncre is a „i<--v , 'J|„.. „,,»

Takeover all others, as the person using it does not

liare to stop the horse t<. unload the rake.

COMMON HORSE RAKE.

The great objection to this Rake is in having to stop
]

the horte to unload, when a sufficient quantity of Hay

is collected f .r a winrow, it taking at '^"^
'l'^f^«,""^«^

as loner to unload as it does to load, and al'hough t us

Rake ?os,s much less in the first place than the Revolv-

ing Rake, it is much the dearest article in the end.

HAY AND MANURE FORKS.

No one Implement has undergone so thorough an in-

Fetti-alion and improvement, as the Hay and Manure

Fork" Since the first introduction or use of these arti-

cles, great improvement has been made in the iorm of

them ; and ihe quality of the steel frorn which they

are made. Among the most approved Manure 1 orks

in use, are those of Willis' cast steel, manulactured

from one piece, in which no weldins is necessary

These forks have been in cminon use for twelve years_

they are so well tempered as to have that degree ot

elasticity, that they discharge the manure with the great-

est ease ; thevatem no way liable tr> dog or foul, and

are very strong and durable. Also N. B. Harlow s In-

proved Shear Sleel Manure and Hay lorks, splendid

articles.

GRAIN CRADLES.

This pump was invented by Jesse Reed of Bridge-

water, and proves to be the most simple and best con-

structed pump that is in use, being made of Cast Iron,

which is considered the best metal which water can

pass through, is very durable and cheap. It has metal

boxes so constructed, that in raising the handle, the

lower box or valve is opened, and the water let off,

which prevents its freezing. They are so plain and

simple in their construction, that they can be put up or

taken down by any common workman, and no way
liable to get out of order. They are attached to le»a

pipes, and are well calculated for all domestic purjioseif.

PATENT BRASS SYRINGE.

Willis' Improved Patent Brass Syringe for water-

ing plants, grape vines and small trees. This springe

may be used on all occasions when watering is neces-

sary or for using a solutirm prepared for the purpose to

prevent mildew on grape vines.

DOUBLE ACTING FORCE PUMP.

This pump is intended as a substitute for the Iron

and Copper pumps now in use, for wells, cisterns, &c.,

throwing from 10 to 30 gallons per minute, and occupy-

ing but lillle space. It is attached loan iron frame so

that it is easily secured in any situation required. It

is so made as to let off the water lo prevent its free-

zing, and by allacliing a pipe, the water can be forced

tnany part of the ht)use or buihlinj, and in case of fire,

will answer a good purpose, as a fire engine.

HALES IMPROVED ROTARY PUMP.

iiBloiraiimiimiiiiiiniiii""'"'"'""""

This pump is conslrncied of the most durable mate-

rials and ol any capacity required. It stands upright

like a common pump, and while it draws the water from

a well with the requirement of but moderate power, a

medium size will force it in a steady stream at the rate of

over 60 gallons a minute to the roof of a four story

house.

'I his pump which is a great improvement upon the

iiious rotary pumps now in use, is very plain and

nple in its construction and no way liable to get out

of order ; but works with gre.itease and facility, throws

a constant and regular stream by a very simple opera-

tion of a crank, «nd is calculated for all kinds oi do-

mestic purposes, as well as for Green Houses, fae-

tories, &.C.

LIGHTNING RODS AND GLASS BLOCKS.

From the repeated, and almost daily occurrences,whieh

happen from the effect of lightning, occasioning death

.ind destruction of much property, it is a matter of eur-

pri'-e that every firmer does not have attached to hw

dwellinir bouseand barn, a lightning rod and guarded

in ihe best possible manner,—which is done by passing

the mil through glass blocks, which are constructed

fur the purpose.

POMROY'S PATENT SPRING STAPLE,

For securing horses. The improvement in this staple

is such, that if Ihe horse is cast, or in any way entangled

he can disengage and free himself Many fine and

valuable horses are lost for the want of this self regula-

ting staple.
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SAYLES GARDEN ENGINES.

f=^i8sie>*""

A splendid ariicle, will tliruw a conslnut stream o(

water lo tlie distancH of 50 or 60 feet, with greai
force, and in case of fin; would be a good sijljsliluti f r

n fire engin«. The most perfect article fir the pur|i<8
ever introduced.

HORTICULTURAL CHESTS,

With a complete set of Garden tools, a very useful
article f.r ladies or g.^ntlcnien ; the tools are all fitted
10 one handle, and the handl.f sciewed together so that
all the tools may be packed into the chest, and locked
up; every lady or gentleman that is fond ofgardoninin
should b«! furnished with a Tool Chest.

WILLIS'S IMPROVED noUliLL
CORN SHELLER.

OPERATING

The most perfect and substantial article that has been
introduced for the purpose ; this machine can be work-
ed by hand, or any other power, and will shell two ears
o( con. Mt the same lime

;
ll.cy arc highly approved bv

all that have used tlieni.

A Corn Plu Her n one of the most con\enient and
labor saviii;; implements tint the practical lartner has in
use. Various machines for this purpose have been in-
vented. It can he used in all cases (iir large or small
sized ears. It is very simple in its construction, and
durable in its operation, and no way li.ible to get out
of order ; one man can work it to good advantage, iho'
a man to turn and a bov to feed it, works it mnch bet-
ter than one alone. Tlley are so light and portable,
as to be easily removed from place to place, and one
machine will serve for several families or even the in-
habitants of a small town.

WILLIS'S SEED SOWER.

ner. There has been a great diUieulty in machines to
sowing garden seeds; they are very apt to i-iog uji

and the farmer might go over an acre of land and on
sow a single seed ; but not so wiih this ; ii is so con-
structed thai it cannot possihlv e|..g In usir.g ihi.
sower, the farmer can suve one lialf of his seid, ami d<
the work at less than one i^uaiier the exp. use of ilu
common way of sowing his feeds, and liave it done ir

a much belter manner; it opens the (urnw, drops ihc
fc.-d, covers it over and n lis them do« n. Ii will
almost any kind of Gard. n Seeds; say Roia ISaga
Mangel Wujlzi-I, Turnips, Carroia. I'.iets, l'arsnip»
Oniooh, &c. it is highly reeimmi nded by a grea
niimlier of persons who have used it the present sea-
son.

PATENT FIRE PROOF WROUGHT IRON SALA-
MANDER b-MLS

This machine is caiciilaled to sow all kinds otG.u-
den seed, such as Mangel VVurizel, Ruta Baga, Tur-
nips. Carrots, Paisnips, Onions, Beets, &c. beinr; moi-
ple in its construction, and certain in its operation
The saving of seed in this implement is quite sulfi-
cunt to p.iy the cost of it in one season, and the seed
is sown much more regular and even.

WILLIS'S LATEST IMPROVED SEED SOWER.

These Safes have been several limes tested, and
found to answer completely, the purpose for which they
are designed.

In order to test their resistance of heat, one waa
placed in a Furnace in Wall Street. New York, and a
blast kept up for 18 hours sufficient to melt the stones
of which the furnace was constructed, consuming 72
bushels charcoal, and the safe with its contents, came
out completely safe and uninjured. Also a trial was
made in State street, Boston, by placing in the same
furnace, one of Scott's A.sbest..s safes, one of Gaylor's
Double, and one of the Salamander safes; and a' blast
ap|ilied lo each, consuming 150 bushels charcoal, and
Ihe result was, that Scott's Asbestos, and Gaylor's
Double safes, were completely destroyed with their con-
tents ill less than tico Aours, and the Salamander remain-
ed in the furnace 14 hours, and then came forth uninjur-
ed, and turned out the books and papers in a perfect
state.

NEW PATENT WINNOWING MACHINE.

Willis's latest Improied Seed .Sower, inventt-d tlie

last season
; one of the most perfect machines ever in-

troduced for the |iurposc. In using this machine, the
farmer may be ceiiain that his seed is put into the
gnmiid. and at the same time in the best possible man-

Holmes' Improved Winnowing Machine is one of
the best that is in use. It is very plain and simple in

Its eonslructiim, and very powerful in its 0|,eration
;

is well calculated for cjenning all kinds of grain, and
may be applied to many other purposes— such as clean-
ing rice, coffee, <X'c.



SUPPLEMENT.
VECJETABLE CUTTER.

Willis's Improved Vegetable Cutter fw cutting large

• small root-. The great ohjertiou to all other iiia-

linee, is iheircnttiiig the roots into slices, which makes

almost impossible for the catUe to gel hold of them
;

is machine with a little alleration.culs ihcm into large

small pieces, of such shape as is most convenient

r the calile lo eai. It will cut wiih ease fnnn one lo

'O bushels of roois per njinnlc. No farmer should be

ilhouioneol these machines.

WILII^S IMPROVED SUG.^VR MIL!..

! Willis's Improved Sugar .Mill for grinding the

I avana and oilier sugars ; one of the best labor saving

laehmes that has been iiitr<duce<l for our friends in

|e grocery bu.sincss. ll will grind wilh ease a box ol

ur hundred pounds of sugar in twenty minutes, leav-

' g ihe grain of l.he sugar in the most perfect order fur

I tailing.

HARRIS'S IMPROVED PAIiNT .MILL.

BROyKSS PATEiNT SILK SPINNING MA-

Th



SUPPLEMENT,
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Dr Tlialchers Improved U.e Hive, fur affl.rdini the

most effecuial security against llic ravugiis of tin- Bee-

niolh, and keeping tlie lieesdry and couiforlabl.^duiing

winter. The lioney ran be uUen witliout destroying llic

bees.

SMITHS SUBSOIL PLOUGH, IMPROVED.

The most astonishing eflects appear to have been

produced by the irivenlion of the ^bove machine. It is

anncessary accompaniment to draining, and is also well

caloulatpd to make the most unprodiicti.e soil, fertile

and profitable. By breaking the subsoil witliout bring-

ing it to llio surface, renders it pervious both to air

and water, and aRer a few years, by a greater depth of

ploughing, the subsoil is mixed with the upper and is

found to be so completely changed in its nature as to

be capable of producing every species of grain.

MAJOR WHEELER'S PARING PX^OUGH, IM-
PROVED.

!
This lamp apparatus for healing water, &c. has been

found very useful in small iamiliis, and for such pir-

! sons as may wish lo have Tea, Coft'ee, Eggs, or any other

i small articles boiled, witliout the liouble of milking a

j

wood or coal fire.

'ROGERS' PATENT METALLIC HONE AND
STRAP,

A superior article for Razors, Penknives, &c. &c.

STA.MPS.
Of all descriptions, for marking and branding the far-

mer's tools, of which every farmer who is in the habit

o( lending and accommodating I is neighbors and friends,

as all farmers are and must be, should have every tool

marked with his name. ^Tliis prevents the loss of many
tools, and much inquiry and trouble among neighbors.

CARTER'S GUIDE BOARD BRANDS.

A very useful article for country tivviis ; lliey consist

of an alphabet of letters, with a si^ries of figures, hands,

&c. of suitable size, (forty pieces in number,) well

packed in a box. A set of brands would probably

serve a town for a century, and supply the necessary

guide boards. 'I'he letters are burnt into the board,

with a neat brand and may be read at a great distance

and will endure until the board perishes. Every town

should be supplied with a set of these brands, and if

used in their (poor houses, the guide boards would cost

merely nothing.

PRUN1:;G CHISELS AND SAWS.

The object of this plough is to take off the top of

meadow and peat lands, for the purpose of reclaiming

tliem. From one to twnanrescan he pared in a day, and

in the course of two or three (lays, if the weather is plea-

sant, it will he dry enough to burn. In this way mea

Of all the implements that are used on a farm, there

are none used to more profit and advantage than the

Pruning Knife and Saw. Too many of our fruit and

ornamental trees are suffered lo run to wood ; from this

circumstance, «e have less fruit and of an inferior

quality.

SWITCHING BILL.

This article is much used in England in pruning ami
clearing hedges, and is a good article as a substitute fnr

the pruning saw and chisel, and can bo used with more
expedition.

FRUIT SHEARS,

A very useful article for gathering Cranberri
One person wiih a rake will do nioie than six or eii

can in the same time, gathering by hand.

CURRY COMBS, AND BRASS TEETH CATTI
CARDS.

Patent and common curry combs, and cards w
brass teeth—no stock farm should ever be kept withi
n good supply of these articles and constant use bei
made uf them.

Axe Handles.
Post Augers.
Pick Axes.
Post Spoons.
Stable Door Hasps.
Iron Bars.
Churn Drills.

Hand Drills and Hammers.
Steel and Iron TtuU Rings.
Trace and Ox Chain.
Hoe and Truck Chains.
Chains for Securing Cattle.

Flagg's Brick Press.

Iron Castings.

Hay Pullers

Friction Rollers.

Wagons, Ox & Horse Carts.

Wheel Barrows.
Hand Engines-

Watering Pots.

Improved Safety tamps.
Barn and Hand Iiantercs,

Attached to a pole, are fir the purpose of taking fruit

", ' ." ,• ' . " , . J „ 1.. /
^

„„ 1
from the extreme branches of trees or such parts as are

•"^T."'
a?""''"'^ ""'^ '" '"'"''' '" ''""^"'"' '"2" ""P'inot to be come at conveniently in any other way.

They are found to be very convenient and useful. They
are likewise used for taking off scions, &c.

of bay, &c.

CAST STEEL AND COMMON AXES
This article among our fniners

useful implements e
FRUIT GATHERERS.? of the most

invented. Underbill's cast

steel axes, hiive been considered the best, and most ap- ^^^_
proved in form and shipe, and are warranted in every ^™"=™

e.spect to be one of the best (quality. They are fin-

ished ill the most perfect manner, and ground to aline .... t • /

smooth cutlin" ed<rB
' <=

|
y\ ^.p^y useful article for gathering fruit, more espe-

llaichets, deavirs, and many other tools, made by cially for a gentleman or lady who wishes lo collect a

workmen, and different finished in the same manner. f^w articles of frun for the table.

FRESH GARDEN SEEDS.
Joseph Brkck & Co. would inform their friei i

and the public that they have received a full •

sortnient of Garden Seeds, and offer them to th

:

customers, witli the full assurance that they vl

prove satisfactory, being all of the growth of 18
]

Also, a great variety of Flower and Herb Seeds I

numerous to mention.

ROHAN POTATOES.
We have received a supply of this celebra I

and productive potato ; and offer them for sale t

the N. England Agricultural Warehouse, and Sd

Store, No. 51 and 52 North Market street.

CHINESE TREE CORN,
We can furnish the Chinese Tree Corn,

scribed by Grant Tliorburn of New York as be J

a very productive and valuable variety.

J. BRECK & CO
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AGRICULTURAL.

We do not know how to give more pleasure than

ly the republication of the following, which came

us ill tlie form of a pamphlet. It is by the au-'

hor of " Twice Told Tales," whose pen ought not

be sutfered to get dry. It is imaginative, instruc-

ive, patriotic, beautiful. How it puts to shame the

;arbage in the form of rhyme which news carriers

ave been accustomed to circulate on Now Years

3ay.

THE SISTER YEARS.

5etn°- the Carrier's Address to the Patrons of the

Salem Gazette, for the first of January, 1830.

Last niglit, between eleven and twelve o'clock,

vhen tiie Old Year was leaving her final foot-prints

m the borders of Time's empire, she found herself

n possession of a few spare moments, and sat down

—of all places in the world—on tlie steps of our

Lew City Hall. The wintry moonlight showed that

he looked weary of body, and sad of heart, like

nany another wayfarer of earth. Her garments

laving been exposed to much foul weather and

ough usage, were in very ill condition ; and as the

lurry of her journey ijad never before allowed her

o take an insUint's rest, her shoes were so worj^-^S

be scarcely worth the mending. But, after

rudging only a little distance further, tliis poor

)ld Year was destined to enjoy a long, long sleep,

i forgot to mention, that when she seated herself

DH the steps, she deposited by her side a very ca-

pacious band-bo.t, in which, as is the custom among

travellers of her sex, she carried a great deal of

valuable property. Besides this luggage, there

was a folio book under her arm, very much resem-

bling the annual volume of a newspaper. Placing

this volume across her knees, and resting liEr elbows

upon it, with her forehead in her hands, the weary,

bedraggled, world-worn Old Year heaved a heavy

sigh, and appeared to be taking no verj' pleasant

retrospect of her past existence.

While she thus awaited the midniglit knell, that

was to summon her to the innumerable sisterhood

of departed Years, there came a young maiden

treading lightsomely on tip-toe along the street,

from the direction o.' the Railroad Depot. She was

evidently a stranger, and perhaps had come to town

by the evening train of cars. There was a smiling

cheerfulness in this fair maiden's face, which be-

spoke lier fully confident of a kind reception from

the multitude of people, with whom she was soon

to form acquaintance. Her dress was rather too

airy for the season, and was bedizened with flutter-

1 ing ribbons and other vanities, whicli were likely

soon to be rent away by the fierce storms, or to

fade in the hot sunshine, amid which she was to

pursue her changeful course. But still she was a

wonderfully pleasant looking figure, and had so

ir.uch promise and such an indescribable hopeful-

ness in her aspect, that hardly anybody could meet

i her without anticipating some very desirable thing

• —the consummation of some long sought good

—

from lier kind offices. A few dismal characters

there may be, hero and tliere about the world, who

have so often been trifled with by young maidens

as promising as she, tliat they have now ceased to

pin any faith upon the skirts of the New Year.

But, for my own part, I have great faith in her
;

and should I live to see fifty more such, still, from

each of those successive sisters, I shall reckon

upon receiving something that will be worth living

for.

The New Year—for this young maiden was no

less a personage—carried all her goods and chat-

tels in a basket of no great size or weight, which

liung upon her arm. She greeted the disconsolate

Old Year with great affection, and sat down beside

her on the steps of the City Hall, waiting for the

signal to begin her rambles through the world.

The two were own sisters, being bath grand daugh-

ters of Time ; and though one looked so much

older than the other, it was rather owing to hard-

ships and trouble tlian to age, since there was but

a twelvemonth's difference between them.

" Well, my dear sister," said the New Year, af-

ter the first salutations, "you look almost tired to

deatli. What have you been about during your

sojourn in tliis part of Infinite Space ?"

" Oh, I have it all recorded here in my Book of

Clironioleat," answered the Old Year, in a heavy

tone. • ',' There is nothing that would amuse you
;

and you will soon get sufficient knowledge of such

inatters'Vrom your own personal experience. It is

But tiresome reading."

Nevertheless, she turned over the leaves of the

folio, and glanced at them by the light of the

moon, feeling an irresistible spell of interest in her

own biography, although its incidents were remem-

bered without pleasure. The volume, though she

termed it her Book of Chronicles, seemed to be

neither move nor less than the SALEM GAZETTE
for 1838 ; in the accuracy of which journal this

sagacious Old Year had so much confidence, that

she deemed it needless to record her doings with

her own pen.

" My whole history," continued she, " is here set

down by a very able and faithful secretary of mine
;

and, now that I have no further use for his services,

I would recommend' you to employ liim on the same

fnotmg !"

" What are his politics ?" inquired the New
Year, with an air of grave deliberation, and a dubi-

ous expression of countenance. "Not Whig, I

trust."

" Wliig—to the back bone," answered her elder

sister ;
" and whatever your own opinions may be,

his are not very likely to change. But, at any

rate, his narratives of fact may pretty safely be

depended on, and you may gain from this volume

a compendious summary of my efforts and achieve

ments, my good and evil fortune ; and, in some

degree, of my thoughts and feelings throughout my
earthly career. Men will not look back to me as

a very distinguished Year, in any part of the

world."

"What have you been doing in the political

way ?" asked the New Year.

"Why my' course here in the United States,"

said the Old Year—" though perhaps I ought to

blush at the confession—my political course, I

must acknowledge, has; been rather vacillatory,

sometimes inclining towards the Whigs—then

causing tlie Administration party to shout for tri-

umph—and now again uplifting what seemed the

almost prostrate banner of the Opposition ; so that

historians will hardly know what to make of me,

in this respect. But the Loco Focos"

—

" I do not like these party nicknames," interrupt-

ed her sister, who seemed remarkably touchy about

some pbintp, " Perhaps we sliall part in better hu-

mor, if we avoid any political discussion."

" With all my heart," replied the Old Year, who

had already been tormented half to death with

squabbles of this kind. " I care not if the names

of Whig or Tory, with theif. interminable brawls

about Banks and the Sub Treasury, Abolition,

Texas, the Florida War, and a million of other

topics—which you will learn soon enough for your

n comfort—I care not, I say, if no whispei; of

these matters ever reaches my ears again. Yet

they have occupied so large a share of my attention,

that I scarcely know what else to tell you. There

has indeed Ji-ei) a curious sort of war on the Cana-

da border, where blood has streamed in tho mme.s

of Liberty and Patriotism ; but it must remain for

some future, Jerlftipafar distant Year, to tell whether

or no those flol^ natlies" have been rightfully in-

voked. Noftiiiig so much depresses 'V.e, in my
view of' mortal I affairs, as to see high energies

wasted, and human life and happiness thrown away,

for ends that appear oftentimes unwise ; and still

oftener remain unaccomplished. But the wisest

people and the best keep a steadfast faith that the

progress of mankind is onward and upward, and

that the toil and anguish of the path serve to wear

away the imperfections of the Immortal Pilgrim,

and will be felt no more, when they have done their

o.tfice."

" Perhaps," ciied the hopeful New Year—" per-

haps I shall see that happy day !"

" I doubt whether it be so close at hand," an-

swered tlie Old Year, gravely smiling. " You will

soon grow weary of looking for that blessed con-

summation, and will turn for amusement (as has

frequently been my own practice) to the affairs of

some sober little city, like this of Salem. Here

we sit, on the steps of the new City Hall, which

has been completed under my administration, and

it w«uld make you laugh to see how the game of

politics, of which the Capitol at Washington is the

great chess-board, is here played in miniature.

Burning Ambition finds its fuel here; here Patriot-

ism speaks boldly in the people's behalf, and vir-

tuous Economy dc.uands retrenchment in the em-

oluments of a lamp-lighter ; here the Aldermen

ranse their senatorial dignity around the Mayor's

chair of state, and tlie Common Council feel that

they have liberty in charge. In short, human

weakness and strength, passion and policy, man's
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tendencies, his aims and modes of pursuing them,

his individual character, and his character in the

mass, may be studied almost as well here as on the

theatre of nations ; and with this great advantag^e, i

that, be the lesson ever so disastrous, its Lilliputian

scope still makes the beholder smile."

" Have you done much for the improvement of

the city?" asked the New Year. "Judging from

what little I have seen, it appears to be ancient

and time-worn."

" I have opened the Railroad," said the elder

year, " and half a dozen times a day, you will hear

the bell (which once summoned the Monks of a

Spanish Convent to their devotions,) announcing

the arrival or departure of the cars. Old Salem
;

now wears a much livelier expression than when I

first beheld her. Strangers ramble down from !

Boston by hundreds at a time. New faces throng

in Essex treet. Railroad hacks and omnibusses
j

rattle over the pavements. There is a perceptible '

increase of oyster-shops, and other establishments

for the accommodation of a transitory diurnal mul-

titude. But a more important change awaits the

ven^pible town. An immense accumulation of

musty prejudices will be carried off by the free -

circulation of society. A peculiarity of character,

ofwhich the inhabitants them.«elves are hardly sen-

sible, will be rubbed down and worn away by the

nttrition of foreign substances. Much of the re-

sult will be good ; there will likewise be a few

things not so good. Whetlier for better or worse,

there will be a probable diminution of the moral

influence of weallli, and the sway of an aristocratic

class, which, from an era far beyond my memory,

has held firmer dominion here than in any other

New Eu^rland town."

The Old Year, having talked away nearly all of

her little remaining breath, now closed her Book of

Chronicles, and was about to take,, her departure.

But her sister detained her a whil^Jonger, by in-

quiring the contents of ihe huge band-box, which

she was so painfully lugging along with her.

" These are merely a few trifles7' replied the

Old Year, which I have picked up iti' my rambles,

and am going to deposite, in therecepjtacle of things

past and forgotten. We sisterhood of Years never

carry anything really valuable out of the world

with us. Here are patterns of most of the fashions

which I brought into vogue, and which have alrea-

dy lived out their allotted term. You «ill supply

tlieir place, with others equally ephemeral. Here,

put up in little China pots, like rouge, is a consid-

erable lot of beautiful women's bloom, which the

disconsolate fair ones owe me a bitter grudge for

stealing. T have likewise a quantity of men's dark

hair, instead of which, I have left grey locks, or

none at all. The tears of widows and other afflict-

ed mortals, who have received comfort during the

last twelve months, are preserved in some dozen of

essence bottles, well corked and sealed. I have

several bundles of love-letters, eloquently brcating

an eternity of burning passion, which grew cold

and perished, almost before the ink was dry. More-

over, here is an assortment of many thousand bro-

ken promises, and other broken ware, all very light

and packed into little space. The heaviest articles

in my possession are a large jiarcel of disappointed

hopes, which, a little while agfl, were buoyant

enough to ha,ve inflated Mr Lauriat's balloon.

" I have a fine lot of hopes here in rny basket,"

remarked the New Year. " They are a sweet-

smelling flower— a species of rose."

" They soon lose their perfume," replied the

sombre Old Y'ear. "What else have you brought
]

to insure a welcome from the discontented race of
|

mortals ?"

"Why, to say the truth, little or nothing else,"
|

said her sister, with a smile—" save a few new
|

Annuals and Almanacks, and some New Year's

gifts for the children. But 1 heartily wish well to

poor motals, and mean to do all I can for their im- 1

provenient and happiness." s

"It is a good re^dution," rejoined the Old Year;

"and, by the way, I have a plentiful .nssortment of
j

good resolutions, which have now grown so stale
'

and musty, that I am ashamed to carry them any
j

further. Only for fear that the city authorities i

would send constable Mansfield, with a warrant
I

after me, I should toss them into the street at once.

Many other matters go to make up the contents of

my band-box; but the whole lot would not fetch a
\

single bid, even at an auction of v.orn out furni-
j

ture ; and as they are worth nothing either to you
|

or anybody else, 1 need not trouble you with a
j

longer catalogue."
|

" And must I also pick up such worthless luggage
I

in my travels ?" asked the New Year.

" .Most certainly—and well if you have no heav-

ier load to boar," replied the other. " And now,
j

my dear sister, I must bid you farewell, earnestly
f

advising and exhorting you to accept no gratitude

nor good will from this peevish, unreasonable, in-

considerate, ill-intending and worse-behaving world.

However warmly its inhabitants may seem to wel-

come you, yet, do what you may, and lavish on

them what means of happiness you please, they

will still be complaining—still craving what it is

not in your power to give,—still looking forward to

some other Year for the accomplishment of projects

which ought never to have been formed, and which

if successful, would only provide new occasiflns of

discontent. If these ridiculous people CTjsr see

anything tolerable in you, it will be after you are

gone forever."

" But I," cried the fresh-hearted New Y'ear, " I

shall try to leave men wiser than I find them. T

will ofl^er them freely whatever good gifts Provi-

dence permits me to distribute, and will tell them

to be thankful for what they have, and humbly
hopeful for more ; and surely, if they are not abso-

lute fools, they will condescend to be happy, and

will allow me to be a happy Y'ear. For my happi-

ness must depend on them."
" Alas for you, then, ray poor sister!" said the

Old Y'ear, sighing, as she uplifted her burthen.

" We grand children of Time are born to trouble.

Happiness, they say, dwells in the mansions of

Eternity ; but we can only lead mortals thither,

step by step, with reluctant murmurings, and our-

selves must perish on the threshold. But hark !

My task is done."

The clock in tlie tall steeple of Dr Emerson's

church struck twelve ; tliere was a response from

Dr Flint's, in the opposite quarter of the city ; and

while the strokes were yet dropping into the air,

the Old Y'ear cither flitted or faded away—and not

the wisdom and might of Angels, to say nothing of

the remorseful yearnings of the millions who had

used her ill, could have prevailed with that depart-

ed Year to return one step. Hut she, in the com-

pany of Time and all her kindred, must hereafter

hold a reckoning with mankind. So shall it be,

likewise, with the maidenly New Y'ear, who, as the

clock ceased to strike, arose from the steps of the

City Hall, and set out rather timorously on her

earthly course.

" A happy New Year!'' cried a watchman, ev e.

ing h.er figure very questionably, but without t he

least suspicion that he was addressing the New
Year in person.

"Thank you kindly I" said the New Year; and
she gave the watchman one of the roses of hope
from her basket. " May this flower keep a sweet
smell, long after I have bidden you good bye."

Then she stept on more briskly through the si-

lent streets ; and such as were awake at the mo-
ment, heard her foot-fall, and said—"The New
Year is come !" \\ herever there was a knot of

midnight roisterers, they quaffed her health. Slie

sighed, however, to perceive that the air was taint-

ed— as the atmosphere of this world must continu-

ally be—with the dying breaths of mortals who had
lingered just long enough for her to bury them.

Hut there were millions left alive, to rejoice at her

coming ; and so she pursued her way with confi-

dence, strewing emblematic flowers on the door-step

of almost every dwelling which some persons will

gather up and wear in their bosoms, and others will

trample under foot. The Carrier Boy can only say

further, that, early this morning, she fille,! his bas-

bet with New Year's Addresses, assuring him that

the whole city, with our new Mayor, and the Alder-

men and Common Council at its head, would make
a general rush to secure copies. Kind Patrons,

will not you redeem the pledge of the NEW
YEAR ?

We have unusual pleasure in presenting the

readers of the N. E. Fanner with the agricultural

address of Josiah T. Marshall of Watertown, N.
Y. He speaks of himself in the beginning of the

address as a mariner arifl shipmaster. It has al-

most grown into a proverb that such men always

make good farmers. The habits of command, of

intelligent and exact observation, of order and dis-

cipline, and energy and perseverance under diffi-

culties, elements of character which are of indis-

pensable importance in the successful management
of a ship and its crew and the prosecution of ar

important voyage, qualify a man for the manage-
ment of a farm, enable him to avail Jiimself of

the best aid and counsel, and in some good measure
supply the want of experience. The address in-

dicates a reflecting and cultivated mind. It is true,

sensible, instructive, and eloquent. H. C.

AN ADDRESS.
Delivereil before an .Agricultural .Meeting at Plcssis,

Jefferson county, A'". Y., on Ihe 2Gtk ^September,

1836. By JostAH T. Marshall.

By the partiality of your Execetive Committee,

I have been called upon to address you at this time.

The occasion on which we have assembled, is one!

of novelty and interest. So far as we know, the

meeting of this day may be deemed an experimen-

tal one. County Fairs have been common through-

out our land. But to-day a Town—a new town, i

just in the infancy of its being—has sent its in-

habitants to mingle in an Agricultural Festival.

We have come together to see each other's faces
;

to amicably compete for prizes on tlie products of

our labor ; to seek improvement and pleasure.

How fitting the time in which we meet I The har-

vest is past, the summer is ended, and through the

abounding goodness of the Great Creator, peace ^

and plent.y are within our borders.

I have felt embarrassment, my friends, in select-

ing a topic for your contemplation at this time. It
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,s not my design to attempt to instruct you on mat-

;ers pertaining to practical agriculture. I am not

:oinpeteHt to do this, even if it were my wish.

Some three years ago 1 came among you ignorant

of tlie details of faraiing. My boyhood was passed

in a crowded city, and the most- 1 then knew of

Agriculture was in the results which were brought

to tlie market place. My early manhood was spent

upon the ocean, and while you were familiar with

the use of tiie plough, the flail, and the scythe

;

and when before you was falling the primeval for-

est, and the wilderness was made " to sing" for

you, I was ploughing the main, familiar with the

duties and toils of the seafaring life. While he

among you who could swing most hardily the axe,

and could plough the straightest furrow was entitled

to the highest honor, I was among those who deemed

him the most worthy of repute who could the quick-

est pass the weather earing ; and who, when the

mighty midnight tempest was on the ship, could

keep he steadfast to her course. In short, you are

at home, on a farm, while I should be a stranger.

This difference in our early e.xperiencc bids me

venture no advice on practical farming.

I come, tlien, to discuss this simple topic, viz
;

The Dignity of the Agricultural Occupa-

On this point I may dwell with some little claim

upon your attention ; for to my mind there is no

clearer proposition, than that the Farmers of this

nation are a class which sustains a position in our

social system far higher than any of the other sec-

ular occupations. For many reasons tliey may be

justly deemed the Glory, tlie Strength, the Excel-

lency of Society.

Let us cursorily notice a few things which go to

make up the dignity of which I speak.

Us Xumerkal Strength,—It is a fair calculation

that seven-eighths of the population of civilized

countries belong to this class; the other eighth

occupying the ranks of commerce, of manufactures,

and of the liberal pursuits. It is estimated that

in this country five-si.xths of the people are agri-

culturists. This shows us that farmers are the

great strength of society ; indeed, that they are

society itself; holding in their hands the majority

of wealth, of physical power, of political and social

influence. It is clearly within their option to

mould all our institutions, as may please them, to

control the ballot box, and make our national and

state laws. No one other class of citizens can

compare with them in point of numbers. They are

tlie viass of the people, the bone and sinew, the

great Constituent Element of the body politic.

The Antiquity of this occupation is another ele-

ment of its intrinsic dignity.

There is a peculiar interest attached to that

which has come down to our time from other and

distant ages. This is well. We may very pro-

perly pay deep respect to that which is ancient.

Aged institutions, like aged men, claim our vene-

ration. We love the old clock that ticked behind

the door of our forefathers, and the moth-cankered

Bible into which they looked for the words of eter-

nal life. The "old oaken bucket which, hangs in

the well," whence the men of other days have

quaffed, has a sort of sacredness in our estimation

by reason of its age. Oh, yes ; even the venera-

ble oaks under which we sat in the spring time_of

our days, are looked upon with a feeling approach-

ing to awe. And, as I before said, this is well.

In the rage for innovation, when the cry is, " who

will show us any new thing?" it is no trifling

mercy that there is in ouv natures an instinctive

veneration for things that are ancient. This serves

as a bulwark, feeble indeed though it be, against

the Vandal warfare which the present seems to

wage upon the past.

And if any occupation has dignity on this ac-

count, agriculture is the one. It was instituted in

the very"infancy of our earth, by the Divine com-

mand. Eden was its home, God its great patron^

The farmer of our day follows the s.ime business

that did some of the patriarchs. In every age of

the world it hath been followed. Commerce and

the arts are younger sisters indeed. The old-

est histories extant of the Chinese, Egyptians,

Phenicians, indeed of all nations, tell us that this

occupation was the chief one of the world. The

Egyptians believed, and believed rightly too, that

agriculture was of super-human invention, and

even worshipped the ox for his services as a co-

laborer.

It is dignified because of its vsefulness to commu-

nity. The most of all human sustenance is drawn

from the bosom of mother earth. Whatever we

eat or wear comes thence. W ere agriculture to

cease its operations, by necessary consequence all

other occupations must at once cease. Were other

occupations to stop, it need not vitally affect that

of the husbandman. No doubt it would embarrass

him, and render his toil less pleasant, and his re-

sults less certain. But still he is measurably inde-

pendent of others, while others cannot be indepen-

dent of him. It is the great staple of national

prosperity, and the political economist fails not to

pote, that a nation's wealth is, after all best esti-

mated by the actual products which come from her

soil. The husbandman carries food to our cities

to sustain the millioijs of tratRckers there ; he gives

provisions to all engaged in our country's defence,

whether on shore or on sea ; the young and the

old, the poor and the rich, alike wait upon him for

supply of corn and meat. At his hands the busy

manufactory receives its cotton, its wool, its grain.

In fine, we may look abroad in every direction and

perceive the truth of my assertion, that, if agricul-

ture cease its work all other occupations must be

stopped.

By common consent the producers of human good,

whether for the body or the mind, are the most

valuable portions of society. Those who do not

actually produce, or add something to the general

welfare of the human family, unless incapacitated

by Provi'dence, are unworthy an equal rank with

the producers. On this point there is no mistake.

The brainless goddess. Fashion, whose opinions

change oftener than does the wind, may assert that

Idlen'ess, if clothed in the fine raiment, is a worthy

condition ; but the universal verdict of common

sense gives the lie to her position. Men need not

actually till the soil, and yet be producers of good

to their fellow men. The various secular pursuits

advance the general welfare, by reciprocity. But,

afler all, the agriculturist is the main wheel of the

whole system ; and hence his' essential superiority.

(To be continued.)

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Exhibition of Fruits.

Saturday, Dec. 29, 1838.

Mr John Clapp of South Reading, exhibited the

Nonsuch and a fine red apple, one of the new

seedlings produced by Henry Corse, Esq. of Mont-

real.

From Hon. Peter C. Brooks of Medford, Apples

name unknown, beautiful and good.

Mr John M. Ives of Salem exhibited the follow-

ing apples: Wellington,' Michael Henry Pippen,

Swaar, and the Carthouse or Gilpin. For the pur-

pose of drawing the attention of amateurs to this

fruit so celebrated at the south, we make the fol-

lowing extract from Mr Coxe's description.

"JVo. 92, Carthouse or Gilpin. It is highly es-

teemed for its excellence as a table apple late in

the Spring, it is a most abundant bearer, the fruit

is small, the color a deep red, sometimes a little

streaked with yellow, the skin of a polished smooth-

ness, the form inclines to an oblong, the flesh is

very firm, yellow and rich, not fit for eating until

midwinter, when it becomes juicy, tender and finely

flavored."

Mr George Ncwhall of Dorchester exhibited the

Hnbbardston, and Boston Nonsuch, and two sorts

of apples, unnamed ; one of them a, small bright

red fruit, with yellow flesh, and of an extraordina-

ry rich and agreeable flavor.

Mr S. Walker of Ro.xbury exhibited Boston

Nonsuch apples.

Mr L. P. Grosvenor exhibited the Spitzemburg,

Chandler, Nonsuch, and Winter Queen apples.

Mr E. M. Richards exhibited the following ap-

ples : Moore's Sweeting, Baldwin, Gardener Sweet-

ing, Winesap Cox No. 89, Pomme d' Api Cox No.

28° and another apple of a yellow color unnamed.

Mr Richards also exhibited Princes St Germaine,

Easter Beurre, and L'Schasserie Pears ; the L'

Echasserie is one of our best winter fruits ; it has

always been held in high estimation, and deserves

to be so, as it is often confounded with the Am-

brette, and in some collections still cultivated by

that name. The committee take this opportunity

to make the following remarks : The leaf of the

L'Echasserie is long, narrow, and the edges are

indented, the young shoots are weak, and bent at

every bud. The leaf of the Ambritte is smooth

at the edges, the shoots are strong, nearly straight

and slightly downy. By paying attention to the

above, cultivators will soon be able to discriminate

between the two trees, either by the winter's wood,

or summer foliage.

For the Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.

Largk Ear of Corn.—Mr Charles James, has

sent us an ear of yellow or northern corn, mea-

suring 14 inches in length, and 7 inches in circum-

ference. It has IC rows of grain, which is well

formed and sound. He states that many other ears

may be found in his field, of equal size.— /riscon-

sin Culturist.

Cabbage Molasses.—A writer in the Genesse

Farmer says—" This fall we succeeded in an ex-

periment of obtaining molasses from the stumps

and hearts of cabbage, in the manner following

:

Chopped the cabbage fine, and then boiled it soft

;

then strained it and boiled the juice nearly a whole

day, and obtained good thick molasses, with the

exception that it had a little flavor of the cab-

bage."
, •

The crception, we are inclined to think, is rather

fatal to very extensive repetition of this experiment.

Not that we have any aversion to the flavor of a

good cabbage ; but we should much prefer molasses

witliout that flavor. Everything in its place. Cab-

bage with ham and corned beef, and molasses with

hasty-pudding, are excellent.
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MR INGERSOLL'S PIGGERY.

(Concluded.)

Brookline, Dec. IMh, \SXy

Pear Sir,—
I received youiyfavor of the 21:^1 ult, a long

time after its date, and not until it was much worn
and chafed with its travels ere it reached nic. I

will endeavor to answer your enquiries in detail

The following is a "suimnary view of the total

quantity of each kind of food used in my piggery
per aiinuiD," and the months in which they are

used; beginning with the 1st of July, which
about the time I begin to depend upon summer
vegetables, viz

:

hush.

July and August—Mangel wurtzel, roots,

and tops being the thinnings from two
squares each, containing 33 rods, ^00
Summer squashes, 200
Early cabbages, 100

Scpttmber, October and .November—
Winter squashes or pum)>kins, 700
Large drum head cabbages, SOO
TWnimings of mangel wurtzel

turnips, &c. &c. 150
Decembe^r, January, February, March,

Jlpril—Mangel wurtzel,* (roots) 200
Carrots, DOO
Ruta baga, 200
Cabbages, 1500

May—Parsnips which are left in the ground
during the winter, and allowed to grow
in the spring, until their tops are from 4
to tj inches higli, when they are daily

dug as wanted, and all boiled, 500
June—Potatoes, 250

Early lettuce, peas, chopped up vines and
pods when the peas are full grown, though
still green, 050

Bushels, 6550

We always mix the vegetables by boiling some
of eitlier kind in eacli kettle.

Aly farming, or rather gardening, goes upon the
principle of cultivating but little ground, and by
great attention to get large crops, and in some in-

stances two from the same land. The form of one
piece constantly in cultivation is an oblong, thus
divided with an alley or walk 4 feet wide in the

centre.

No. 1. Of the upper side was sowed this year
•with mangel wurtzel, thinned out several times as

described in a former letter, and finally cabbage
plants set out two feet apart, (for winter crop,) ta-

ken from square No. 3, of the lower side.

No. 2. Has now a crop of parsnips left to grow
tlie next spring, to furnish food for the month of
May. The frost, however severe, does not injure

them, and they are very mucli liked by the hogs.

The advantage of preserving without trouble through
the winter makes them valuable.

No. 3. Upper side, produced parsnips that were
dug in the month of May, and 4th of June was
sowed with carrots. Produce 237 bushels of the

short kind.

No. 1. Of the lower side was cropped with
carrots this year ; of the long orange kind. Pro-
duce 248 bushels.

* Cabbages and mangel wurtzel used first.

No. 2. Bore the crop of mangel wurtzel I de-

scribed to you in a former letter.

No. 3. Cabbages.—The ground was laid out in

8 beds, 4 rods long, and 1 wide ; the 12th June, it

was sowed with Pomfret cabbage seed, in rows 2
feet asunder. They were thinned out, as plants

were wanted to set other places, so as finally to

stand 2 feet apart. Produce .500 bushels.

This piece of land is constantly cropped in such

routine, that the same vegetable occupies the same
square onre in three years. Each square is annu-
ally manured with well rolled hog dung, and always
at the rate of 4 cart loads for 40 cubic feet. The
cabbage square has in addition 20 bushels of un-
slacked wood ashes.

The aggregate produce this year of the whole
6 squares, or 1 1-5 acres was as follows, viz :

8 1-2 rods wide

^
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uch loads, which after using all I want, find a

eady sale among the market gardeners in my neigh-

orhood at 3 dollars per load, they taking it away

Fith their own teams.

This manure is without any mixture of pond

nud, sods, &c. which, had I access to such materi-

•Is, might be very profitably increased.

As it respects steaming, instead of boiling veg-

tables, the only expense saved is fuel, for the

;amc labor is necessary in filling and discharging

hem. Our laboring people require to have their

vork simplified as much as possible, and their

udgment not often called into exercise. Were I

tell my man to steam 18 bushels of vegetables,

ind to give one-third of them 3 times a day to the

itock, the consequence would he, that a much

Tteater quantity would be given at one time than

mother, and though the whole would be consumed

n the course of the day, still the inequality of

'eeding would be hurtful. Besides in winter, par-

.icularly the swill, must be very warm, which could

lot be at night with vegetables steamed in the

norning. Upon the whole therefore, I prefer to

say to him, " fill the kettle with vegetables, and

ifter they are boiled away sufficiently to make

•com, put in one bushel of cracked corn and oats,

ind give the wliole for breakfast," tluis making out

he exact lino of duty, and leaving nothing to his

iiecretion.

I give the swill warm in summer, and almost hot

n winter, and always sweet and fresh. In conver-

sation with Dr. Derby, he argued upon tlie proprie-

ty of feeding with sour food, and that cold. I

(lave formerly tried it and satisfied myself it was

wrong. Pigs may be habituated to eat it ; but place

this cold stuff' in a trough, and a good smoking

lot breakfast of mine in another beside it, and

[ will venture to say, they will soon show a prefer-

ence.

I never spay sows, because ivc have no one who

knows the mode, which is to be regretted. They

are sometimes admitted to the boar a few weeks

before killing.

In yours received yesterday, through Wells ahd

Lilly, you ask my opinion of the Byfield breed of

hogs. As breeders they are tlie worst I know.

The sows have small litters and destroy tliem often-

times by laying down without any care. They are

long coarse haired animals and very apt to be

mangy, nevertheless to mix with almost any other

breed, a Byfield boar is valuable, being a quiet

race and disposed to get fat at an early age. '

The Bedford is a hardier kind, and make good

nurses. But for our uses have too much lean meat

in proportion to their fat—their hams from that cir-

cumstance are excellent—a cross between a Byfield

boar, and a Bedford sow furnishes a profitable and

handsome stock.

Inclosed is a sketch of my piggery. I thought

it might assist you in determining the mode of

building yours—I find mine convenient, and know

not, that I could alter it advantageously.

I have thus, my dear sir, atrempted to give a

comprehensive answer to your interrogatories ; if

there is yet anything not perfectly clear to you I

shall be happy to explain.

My letter has run on to a great length, but your

politeness, I trust, will excuse it.

Your obedient

Humble servant,

NATHANIEL INGERSOLL.
J. S. Ski.nner, Esq.

EXPLANATION.

1. Boilers.

2. Swill Trough.

3. Vegetable Bin.

^. Boiling House and Vegetable Bin.

5. Passage to feed.

6. Small pens for sows to pig in, in cold weather.

7. Passage to feed.

8. Grain Bin. ^
9. Outside pens for sows—4 feet by 7 1-2.

10. Inside pens for s^s—7 1-2 feet long by 5

wide.

11. Inside pens for store pigs—6 feet square.

12. Outside pens for store pigs—4 feet by 6.

a. Troughs.

b. Door.

c. Trough Door.

Outside
pen, drip

1 inch in

a foot.

I.ch fr.r I
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NOTICE.

The subscriber, Coiiftiissioncr of Agricultural Survey,

Las taken, fur the winter, an ofBce at No. o'i North .Mar-

ket street, over the office of the New Engl.ind Farmer
and Agricultural Seed store, wliere lie will be happy to

^cc hi.s agricultural friends on the business of his appoint-

ment.

He may ho ordinarily found at his oDice from 9 to 12

M. ; and his agrirultur.il friends will find his office open

jlt all Unties of day, and the agricultural publications and

papers of the country at hand for their perusal.

llEiNRY COI..MAN.
Jan. 1, ls'39.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.

The commencement of a year it always deemed a

proper occasion for the forming of good resolutions and

plau^l^ future conduct. We shall not discuss the moral

duties or uses of such occasions. Wo are far I'rom think-

ing this would be out of place in a Farmer's newspaper;
but it does not come immediately within our sphere.

Our main business is with business men, and our present

object concerns' business arrangements at the commence-

ment of the year.

We are talking of the commencement of the year;

-and yet it is already someways on its journey, and a fifty-

second part of it is gone. Thiscannot berecalled. The
power of omnipotence, wc spunk it with reverence, can-

not make it a.< though jt had not been. Bot it would be

madness and foUy on that account to forego our good
purposes ; or to wait until another year before we begin

tlie csccutign of plans of whose propriety and utility we
are «onvinted. " What thou doest, do quickly." Now

.^s the time. Beyond now no man is sure of the power or

the inclination fo do anything ; and if instead of a fiftv-

.second a fifili part of the year should have passed aw.av,

let it never he considered too lato to begin the execution

of a wise and useful purpose.

In looking at the general conduct and management of

farmers, nothing strikes oae more forcibly than the al-

most entire absence of all arrangement or system, all

exactness and accounts. Few men make any definite

plan for the mauiigement of their farms, but are wholly

under the direction, if direction it may be called, of ca-

price or accident. Few men measure their land, their

seed, or their crops. Few keep any account of the ma-
nure applied, or the labor expended upon any crop. Few
know what they buy; what they sell ; and whether in the

application, use, or sale of tiieir produce there is a gain

or a loss. If you ask why this is not done, the general

answer is, " th.it we get so little from our farms, that we
are ashamed to do it ; or we should discover that our

farms are running us in debt, and therefore we are un-

willing to do it; or it is so much trouble that wc cannot

do it." These replies are all unreasonable and futile.

They are not such as as to satisfy an intelligent and hon-

est mind. It is not a question of half so much im-

portance whether we get much or little as whether

we get all that we can get, and whether we get so

much as to compensate fully the labor .ipplied and the

expense incurred in the cultivation. A farmer, who
farms for mere pastime or amusement, or who havinf

other resources is satisfied with the few ordinary supplies

and conveniences, which almost any farm will furnish

with little Labor or expense,' must not complain, if the

account of his farm should be s'horl and meagre. He has

no reason to expect anything el.<c. But a farmer, who is

one truly and exclusively, whose depenilenee is on his

farm, whose business is with his farm, ought not to be

satisfied until his farm is made to produce all that it is

cipable of producing ; and a farmer, who does this, will

seldom have occasion to be mortified at the result. In

most cases there is no doubt it will much exceed bis ex-

pectations. We know that farmers in general will give

a dilTerent account from this. The first reason for their

doing so is that many of thetn, who profess to know, do

not know accurately how the case stands with them.

They imagine, they think, they guess, they conjecture,

they " lump the matter, " as it is often termed ; but they

keep nn accounts, and they make out no particular, de-

tailed, and faithful statement of tlie case. Another rea-

son is, they seldom give the farm any credit for the com-

forts and supplies, wliicOi it furnishes to the family with-

out charge or notice. Let them have to buy all these

things in a city where every ounce of butter, every pound
of pork, every half pec:k of potatoes, every bunch of

onions, and every pint of milk is to be weighed, measured,

and paid for ; and then they can form a more just esti-

mate of what is to be credited to the farm. In judging

of the proceeds or result of his farming, the farmer in

general reckons only what he sells for cash ; and makes
no account of house-rent, fuel, bread, pork, beef, tallow,

vegetables, milk, &c. &,<.., which are used for his family

and with wliich oftentimes much of his labor is paid for.

Such omissions are certainly unjust to the farm, and pre-

vent the exhibition of a true result.

If it be true in the next place, as many sometimes as-

sert, that if they keep an exact account of their farming,

it wouU be found that their farms are running them in

debt, this is the strongest of all reasons why they should

keep accounts, and why they should look often into these

accounts. It is great folly to pursue any business what-

ever which canibe pursued only at a certain lo.ss. A man,
who believes himself year after year continually sinking

deeper and deeper into debt, must be sensible that he is

doing a great injustice to others; and in most cases must
become at last irretrievably involved. Such instances do
indeed occur ; and a man, who knowingly suft'ers him-

self to beccnio involved, when he might avoid it, has no

justification ; and a man, who permits liimsclf to contract

debts, which he has at the time no reasonable expectation

of ever being able to discharge, commits an act, which
as it involves a gross breach and abuse of confidence, is

more immoral and criminal than burglary or highway
robbery. If a man, theref», entertains a slight suspi-

cion that his farming is yeOTly involving him in debt,

and he has no resources but imm the farm to meet those

debts, these are the strongest reasons why as a man of
common honor and principle he should keep the most
exact accounts, that he may save himself from the por-

tending bankruptcy and shipwreck. In most cases how-
ever, we regard such excuses for not keeping farm accounts

as mere pretences without any just foundation. Men
often find that their farming is unprofitable and involves

them in debt. But in most cases this is not so properly

to be ch.irged to the farm as to a want of skill, of industry,

of frugality ; to a neglect to make the best use of the

means which a man possesses ; or to an improvidencci

ignorance, or mismanagement, which would cause a like

failure in any business.

The other reason, which men give why they do not

keep farm accounts, that this would take too much lime

and trouble, is one which an industrious and business-

man ought to be ashamed to give ; and which few re-

spectable farmers would give, if they had once made the

experiment. In this mallear everything depends on ar-

rangement and system, -\fter matters are once methodi-

zed, half an hour a day will in general keep accurately.

any farm account in the State. This attention and time

however, must be given to it every day. If put ofi'froin

d,iy to day with the intention of doing up a week's work
at a time many things will be forgotten or overlooked;

the matters to be remembered and noted will become
accumulated and entangled ; and things will soon fall

into irretrievable confusion. Fix a time of day and of

every d.iy when it shall be done; say, for example im-

mediately after supper, and let it be a rule with you toi

do it as fixed and inviolable as your going to bed audi

your getting up. It will then occupy little lime; it wiU|

cost comparatively no trouble; and it will be such A

source of satisfaction and advantage to you as to compen-i
sate tenfold any pains or trouble it may require.

At the commencement of the year, and while the sea-

son compels the farmer to remit the labors of the field,

with all possible respect, we advise the farmer, to lay out

the pjan of the coming year's work. Look over youri

farm and determine what you will do with any and every

piece of it; what crops you will raise ; where you will

raise, and how you will raise them. Determine that as

fir as your means e.xtend, not a single acre or half acre

shall remain unoccupied or unproductive. Determine as

nearly as you can what manure you have to apply and
how you will apply it; and what labor you will require

and can alford to employ. Look at your seeds that vou
may seascmably determine wheliier you have what you
will want, in order that if deficient, you may be able to

supply yourself early, while you can make a judicious

selection, and not leave the supply of this primary want
to a time, when you may not be able to supply yourself

or must take what you can get, not what you would
choose. Look next at your ulentils and see that they

are in the condition for use ; and liaving laid vou plans,

prepare everything for a start as soon as spring shall give

the word ; and not when the stageman's horn is blowing

under your window have then to dress yourself and pack

your trunk. Having got everything in this wise and

careful condition of preparation determine that you will

keep a farm journal or diary, and begin it now. Take
an account of stock and of produce on hand Keep an

account of every day's weather and employment ; where
you were ; what you did ; who helped you ; how you

did it. Charge the farm with all expenses of labor, tools,

manure, stock, and seeds. Credit the farm with all its

returns of every description. Jleasure every bushel ol

vegetables and grain. AVei^^h every pound of butter and
cheese. -Ascertain the ordinary amount of milk used for

a day or a week that you may average the amount for the

season, unless you choose to measure it out to your own
family as you would to a buyer. Estimate honestly

your'loads of hay, corn-fodder, and straw, and keep an

account of them. Disregard no minute details. Many
little matters make large mattcis. Weigh your fatting

and growing animals occasionally, that you may ascertain

their gain ; and sometimes by such means determine the

important questions of the comparative value of difierent

kinds of feed and management. In short, let nothing

connected with your farm escape your attention, and theo

at the close of the year you will have the enviable satis-

faction of knowing where you stand and how you stand;

of determining those important questions which are con-

tinually coming up to the farmer as to wliat is profitable I

and what is unprofitable ; what is.the best way of doing

a thing and what things are best to be done. At the

close of tilt' year, you will feel like a man, who wlieu lie

has returned from a journey will be able to tell his friends

and neighbors, where ho has been, and what he has seen,

and what he has done ; and not like a man ruaking the

same journey half asleep or iialf intoxicated, who sees

nothing and knows nothing ; spends as much time on

the road as the other man; ])ays as miicli for liis passage

;
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iffcrs as much from fiitigue ; wears out his clothes,

'astcs liis money, and perhaps from dissatisfaction witii

imself ami a consciousness of criminal neglect, keeps

imself all the time in bad humor ; his milk is curdled ;

ds coffee is thick ; his bed is hard ; he abuses the horses,

16 scokls tlie driver, and quarrels with the passengers
;

nd returns to begin the journey of another year without

leing any wiser, or richer, or happier than when he set

,ut ;—but begin he must, for here no man stops by the

»ay ; and under such circumstances the end of the next

tage for such a man is easily foreseen. Not »o the far-

aer, who knows what he is about ; observes what he

Ices ; notes every occurrence } compares one thing with

nother ; lays his plans wisely
;
pursues them calmly but

teadily ; and when he comes to the end of the year; can

'ive you a perfect chart of his voyage with all his course

md every variation laid down upon it; and when he

eaches the port, has all his accounts made up, his cargo

vith every package marked, weighed, labelled and in-

voiced ; and his books ready for the application of the

rial balance. The satisfaction which such wise and pru-

lent management brings to the individual himself is an

jnple equivalent for his labor ; and the benefit which

uch an example of wise forethought and prudent con-

luct confers upon the community is direct, permanent,

jid immeasurable. H. C.

AMERICAN SILK GKOWER'S eiUDB.
On the art of raising the mulberry and silk and the system

of successive crops in each season ; second edition ; enlarged

and improved by William Kenrick. Just published and for

sale by Joseph breck & Co., at the Seed Store and Agricul-

tural Warehouse, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market Street.

Jan. 9, IS39.

{PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Ashes, Pearl, per 100 lbs.

Pot, " •' " .

Beans, white. Foreign,
" '' Domestic, .

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.

No events of particular importance present themselves

be noticed. Congress appear to be mainly occupied

n talking about some large rats, who have made " pretty

;onsiderable" holes in some of the bags of the Treasury

,nd abstracted freely of their contents. Whether the

:at was asleep, or has lost her feline character and be-

ome more lamblike in her disposition, or whether long

amiliarity with some of the rats had given rise ds often

imong other animals, to a tender and indulgent regard to

.hern ; or by what means they baffled her vigilence are

juestions, which natuially arise among different mem-

Ders of the family who owned the meal. Whether this

sort of granaries will answer, whether the rats are not

likely in future times, where the bags are scattered about

in various directions over the whole farm, to be too much

even for the best mousers ; and whether Uncle Sam shall

build stone granaries all over his premises, are questions,

which certainly there is no need of being in a hurry to

settle, while we can have eight dollars apiece per day

during the inquiry.

BRICHTON M.^RKl/r.—MosuAT, January 7, 1839.

ILi-pc.rti-il H.rtiif iNf-H- Knglmil Farmer.

.\t Market, 4.50 Beef Cattle, (including 75 unsold

last week,) 2000 Sheep, and 100 Swine; the Swine

have been several times before reported. H^O Beef Cat-

tle unsold.

Prices.— Bcc/ Cattle—We quote to correspond with

last w-ek, viz ; First quality, $7 25 a $7 50- Second

quality, $G 50 a $7 00. Third quality, $5 2.5 a S6 .50.

Sheep—We notice sales at $2 75, $3 00, $3 uO,

$3 75, and $5 00.

Swine.—A lot to dose at 6. A lot to peddle at C and

7. At retail, G 1-2 i. 8.

GREEN'S PATENT STRAW CUTTER.
Joseph Breck & Co. at the New England Agricultnral

Warehouse and Seed Store, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market
Street have lor sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hay and Stalk

Culler, operating on a mechanical principle, not before ap-

plied to any implement for this purpose. The most prom-
inent effects of this application, and some of the consequent

peculiarities of the machine are:
1

.

So great a reduction of the quantum of power requisite

to use it, that the strength of a half grown hoy is sufficient

to work it very etficienlly.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two bush-

els a minute, which is full twice as last as has been claimed

by any other machine even when worked by horse or steam
power.

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which
they cut, require sharpening less often than those of any
other straw cutter.

4. The machine is simple in its construction, made and

put together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as

the complicated machines in general use, to get out of order.

MULBERRY TREES.
Wm. Prince & Soss will make sales of trees and cut-

tings of the genuine Chinese Morus Multicaulis, Morus Ex-
pansa, Alpine, Broussa, Canton and other varieties, delivera-

ble to the purchasers at such period in the Spring, as is con.

venient to them, and will enter into contracts accordingly.

Prices and terms for the trees and cuttings will be forward-

ed to all who may apply for them by mail, as well as prices

of Silk Worms' Eggs, Mulberry Seeds, &o. The Multicau-

lis trees are remarkably vigorous, and as we first imported

the genuine tree, purchasers^^sure of obtaining the genu-

ine kind. It is from this ca^^and from the great attention

paid by them, th,»t the treeS^rit they have sold, have given

universal satisfaction.

Dec. 20, 1833. 2m Flushing, near New York.

prune, ....
Beeswax, (American) .

Chefse, new milk.

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese, .

Flax, (.American) ....
Fish, Cod, Grand Bank,

Haddock, ....
Macxerel. No. 1, . . .

Flour, Genesee, casli, .

Baltimore, Howard slieel,

Baltimore, wharf,

Alexandria,

Rye, .....
JTeal, Indian, in bbls.

Grain : Corn, northern yellnw,

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oats, northern, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton of 2000 lbs.

Eastern screwed, .

Hops, 1st qualhy,
2d quality, ....

Lard, Boston, 1st sort,.

southern, 1st sort.

Leather, Philadelphia city tannage,

do. country do.

Baltimore city tannage,

do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort, ....
Oil, Sperm, Spring and Summer, .

W^inter, ...
Whale, refined.

Plaster Paris, per ton of 2200 Ihs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear,

Mess, ....
Seeds: Herd's Grass,

Red Top, southern,

northern.

Hemp
Flax,
Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover,

American, No. 1,
" No. 2,

Tallow, tried

Teazles, 1st sort

Wool, prime, or Saxony Fleeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.

'bushel

barrel

pound

17 00

14 50
12 00

quintal

barrel

712
6 00
2 0t>

2 25
17 50
15 OO
12 50

46
1*

3 62
1 87

12 75
9 00
s ea
8 50
8 50

pound

THERMO.METRICAL.
Rcporleil lor the New Eiiijlanil Farmer.

Ptanije o( ilie rhennometer at the Garden of the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

iVorlherly exposure, week ending January 6.

Januakt,
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MISC-ELLANEOUS.

THE FARMER.

Of all pursui^^^Btan invented,

The jiluughn^^^tlie best contented ;

His callings good, liis profits high.

And on his labors all rely.

Mechanics all by him are fed,

Of him the merchants seek their bread ;

1 lis hand gives meat to everything,

Up from the beggar to the king.

The milk and honey, corn and wheat,

Are by his labors made complete.

Our clothes from him must first arise,

To deck the fo]>, to dress the wise ;

We then by vote may justly state,

The ploughman's rank among the great

—

More independent than them all,

That dwell upon this earthly ball.

All hail, ye farmers, young and old !

Push on your plough with courage bold

;

Your wealth arises from your clod,

I^Your independence from your God.

If then the plough supports the nation,

And men of rank in every station,

Let kings to farmers make a liovv,

And every man procure a plough.

America.n Farmer.

THE GRAND DUKE AND THE JEW.
A ROMANCE OP REAL LIFE.

The following singular story, which was current

among the English residents in St Petersburgh, at

the coronation of the present Emperor of Russia,
has been narrated to us by a person newly arrived

from that part of the continent.

In the early part of the year 182G, an English
gentleman, from Akmetcht in the Crimea, having
occasion to travel to France on business of impor-
tance, directed his course by way of Warsaw, in

Poland. About an hour after his arrival in thnt

city, he quitted the tavern in which he liad been
taking refreshment, to take a walk through the

streets. While sauntering in front of one of the

public buildings, he met with an elderly gentleman
of a grave aspect and courteous demeanor. After
a mutual exchange of civilities, they got into a

conversrtion, during which, with the characteristic

frankness of an Englishman, he told the stranger
who he was, where from, and whither he was going.

The other, in the most friendly manner, invited

him to share the hospitalities of his house, till such
time Ks he found it convenient to resume his jour-

ney—adding, with a smile, that it was not improbable
but he migljt visit the Crimea himself in the coarse

of that year, when, perhaps, he might reijuire a

similar return. The invitation was accepted, and
he was conducted to a splendid mansion, elegant
witjiout, and rich and commodious within.

Unbounded liberality on the part of the Polo,

produced unbounded confidence on the part of the

Englishman. The latter had a small box of jewels
of great value, which he had carried about his per-

son from the time of his leaving home— finding

that mode of conveyance both hazardous and in-

convenient in a townjfco requested his munificent
host to .deposit it ir^p)lace of security till he
should be ready to go away. At the expiration of
three days, he prepared for his departure, and on
asking^for his box, how was he amazed when the

old gentleman, with a countenance exhibitino- Uie

utmost surprise, replied, " What box ?" " Why,
the small box of jewels which I gave you to keep
for me ?" " Jly dear sir, you must surely be mis-

taken ; I never, really, saw nor heard of such a

box." The Englishman was petrified. After re-

covering himself a little, he requested he would
call his wife, she having been present when he
received it. She came, and on being questioned,

answered in exact union with her husband—ex-

pressed the same surprise—and benevolently en-

deavored to persuade her distracted guest that it

was a mere hallucination. With mingled feelings

of horror, astonislmient, and despair, he walked out

of the house and wont to the tavern at which he

had put up on his arrival at Warsaw. There he
related his mysterious story, and learned that his

iniquitious host was the richest Jew in Poland. He
was advised, without delay, to state the case to the

Grand Duke, who fortunately liappened at tliat time

to be in Warsaw.
He accordingly waited on him, and with little

ceremony, was admitted to an audience. He briefly

laid down the case, and Conslantine, " with a greedy
ear devoured up his dis(|burse." Constantine ex-

pressed his astonishment—told him he knew the

Jew, having had e.-ctensive money transactions with

him—that he had always been respectable, and of

an unblemished character. "However," he added,
" I will use every legitimate means to unveil the

mystery." So saying, he called on some gentle

men who were to dine with him that day, and de-

spatched a messenger with a note to the Jew, re-

questing his presence. Aaron obeyed the summons.
" Have you no recollection of having received a

box of jewels from the hand of this gentleman ?"

said the Duke. " Never, my lord," was the reply.

" Strange, indeed. Are you perfectly conscious,"

turning to the Englishman, " that you gave the box
as stated ?" " Quite certain, my lord." Then
addressing himself to the Jew—" This is a very

singular case, and I feel it my duty to use singular

means to ascertain the truth—is your wife at home .'"

" Yes, my lord." " Then," continued Constantine,

"Here is a sheet of paper, and here is a pen, pro-

ceed to write a note to your wife in such terms as

I shall dictate." Aaron lifted the pen. "Now,"
said this second Solomon, "commence by saying,

' All is discovered ! There is no resourc? left but

to deliver up the box. |^iave owned the fact in

the presence of the Grai^^uke.' " A tremor shook

the frame of the Israeli" and the pen dropped

from his fingers. But instantly recovering himself,

he exclaimed, "That is impossible, my lord. That
would be directly implicating myself." " I give

you my word of honor," said Constantine, " in pre-

sence of every one in the room, that what you write

shall never be used as an insU'ument against you,

farther than the effect it produces on your wife.

If you are innocent you h;ve nothing to fear—but

if you persist in not writing it I will hold it as a

proof of your guilt."

With a trembling hand, the terrified Jew wrote

out the note, folded it up, and as he was desired,

sealed it with his own signet. Two officers were
despatched with it to his house, and when Sarali

glanced over its contenUs, she swooned and sunk

to the ground. The bo.>: was delivered up and

restored to its -owner—and the Jew suffered the

punisluncnt his villany deserved. He was sent to

Siberia.

I.NDiA.v Wheat.— A. W. Stockbridge of .Byron,

Me. raised last summer from two quarts of Indian

Wheat, seven bushels and two quarts. After i

was mowed and nearly dry, there came a storn

of rain, and wasted probably half a bushel or mor(
of it.

The writer who communicated this to the editoi

of the Maine Farmer says— " This is more than !

common yield. It was sowed upou one eighth o

an acre, the soil dry and sandy, but it received ?

pretty good dressing of manure. It was sowet
about the middle of June, and harvested near the

middle of September. This is the moderate yieli

of one hundred and thirteen bushels from one, thu;

bringing forth, even in this country, 'some an hun
dred fold.' We find it good to fatten hogs, and i

also makes very good warm bread."

The editor of the Farmer adds—" Many millen
do not understand the mode of grinding this kin(

of grain. They crush it, hull and flour, all very

fine. This makes the flour bitter and unpalatable
whereas it should only be cracked open so as ti

let the flour out and the hull remain whole Cou

FRUIT ABTD ORNAMEXTAl. TREES, 9Ii;i,BER'
RIES. &c

Nursenj of WUtlam Kenriok.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamenta
Trees for 1S3S is now ready, and will be sijn

to all who apply. It comprises a most esten
sive selection of the superior varieties ol Pears
Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces

Goosehernes, Raspberries, Currants, Strawberries, Grap
V'iues, &c. The slock of Cherries and Peaches now read
is particularly lar^e. Also, Ornamental Trees, Shrubs
Roses, Honeysuckles; Pffiouies, Dahlias and other Herba
ceous Flowering Plants.

"I C\C\ f\(\f\ MonL-s MuLTicAULis are now ofTerX""j""" ed for sale; the trees, genuine am
tine, will he ready lor delivery at the cities of bustoii, Ne\
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fbir, an.
varying with the size, and the quantity which may be de
sired. Aho, Broussa and other varieties.
Mulberry and other trees, when so ordered, will be secure

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and
orders promptly executed, on application to li. D. Breck
Commission Store, No. 132 Water Street. New York, 31. S
PcwELL, Seed Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or t.

the suliscriber, Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
August 1, 183^. WILLIAM KENRICK.

FARM FOR SALE.

A Farm situated in the southwesterly part of Townsend
on the road leading from Townsend west village to Worces
ter. Said farm contains 1 10 acres of land divided into mow
ing and pasturing, and a large share of wuod and limber; :

one story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, buttery, am
two bed rooms well finished

;
parlor papered ; wood house

well, under cover, forty feet barn, and shed, a large sheej
house, fifteen by thirty feet, a large cooper shop, and auothei
small house well finished, on the lower door; a good aque-
duct which comes into the barn yard, and a good orchard.
The subscriber will sell a part or all, and give possessior

this fall or winter, or next spring. Those who wish to buy
will do well to call on the subscriber, who lives on iheprem-
ises, and look lor themselves. ASA H. AD.\MS.
Nov. 291S38.

FARM IN BRUOKL.INE.
For sale a farm situated in Brnokline, about four miles

from Boston, containing forty acres of first rate Tillage Land
and thirty acres of Woodland and pasture—with a good
House in comple.e repair ; Barn, Chaise-house, Corn-bam
Shed, &c.
The Farm will be sold low, together with the Stock, Hay,

Tools, &.C. if applied for soon, at No. 30, North Market St.
Boston, or Roxbury Street, near Boston line.

Dec. 26, 1833. JOHN HUNT.

THE NEW EJXGl,AKD FAJJMER
Is pulilished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay witliin

ixtydays from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de;-

ductionof 58 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT A.ND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,
' 17 SCHOOL 8TSEBT... .BOSTON
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AGRICULTURAL

AN ADDRESS.
hlivered before an jlg^ricultural Jileelinf^ at Plcssis,

Jefferson coiaity, .V. I'., on the 2Gih September,

1838. Bi) JostAH T. Marshall.

(Cyncluded.)

Let US now turn otn- attention for a moment to

le Political Dignity of tliis class.

By this T liave no allusion to any party divisions,

olitics are one thing-, party is another; the same

i is tlie fact that religion is one thing and sectari-

iiism another. In my proposilion I mean Wieir im-

ortance in perpetuating the welfare and independence

' our nation. This is a theme on whicli I should

alight to linger and expatiate for hours. No man

r patriotism or humanity casr contemplate it with-

it feelings of intense interest. It is a theme

ortUy the pulpit and the Senate, the fireside and

le forum, and should enter into the teachings of

ur schools.

The history of the worhl teaches us this lesson:

-that with wise laws, good morals, and simplicity

r living among the mass of the people, a nation

ay not only rise to power and happiness, but very

no- enjoy these blessings. And the same teacher

lows us that a nation's foundations are sapped

hen a departure is made from these principles.

et the laws be trenched upon in any degree, or

le morals of the many be adulterated, or extrava-

ance of living among them take the place of sim-

licity, and an inroad is made upon the general

appincss and strength. In high places, as among

le very wealthy, these evils may exist, and work

o permanent injury to the State, for the reason

lat the number of such persons bears an exceed-

igly small proportion to the great body. But let

le evil leaven spread itself into the mass, and ruin

lUst inevitably ensue. Look, for a moment, at

ersia, led on by Cyrus to the conquest of empires.

ee her victorious banners floating throughout Egypt,

isia Minor, Babylon, and Assyria. For a time she

as mistress of the world. And why was this r

lecause of all the then existing nations she alone

ad a population whose strength .lay in the com-

arative purity of their morals, and their sobriety

f living. From the earliest boyhood to manhood,

er youth were allo%ved no food but broad and

resses, and no drink but the limpid water that

urgled from the rock. Their schools were tliose

f virtue. Tlie ear of the king was open to the

leanest of his subjects. All might enter their

omplaints to him, and be sure of redress. The
pirit of equal rights was there, though under the

jrm of a monarchy. The subject, the meanest

ubject, niioht also advise the monarch ; but lest

he thousand political quacks tliat then, as now,

nfested thi; community, might consume that time

a compounding nostrums which should be spent

t tlie plough, the adviser was caused to stand

pen a wedge of gold wlien offering his advice,

f his counsel promoted the general good, the

wedge of gold was his reward ; if it did not, he

received a public whipping. Thus sustained by a

simjile minded, frugal, temperate yeomanry,- that

nation went on in a bold career of conquest. But

silently, and by imperceptible degrees, the mass

became corrupted. The iron strength of her peo-

ple was sapped; imbecility, and want of courage,

consequent upon luxurious living, took the place of

firm and manly daring, and before a handful of

Greeks she fell to rise no more.

Thus it was, in turn, with Republican Greece,

t'tat Confederation of Independent States, whose

p iitical organization was so nearly like our own.

Sii long as her people cherished tlie homely virtues

to which I allude, she stood, the glory of the world,

in Arms, in Arts, in Agriculture. But the canker-

worm of luxury went to its silent work, and what

the combined powers of antagonist nations could

not do, it effected; and Greece sank like lead amid

the waters of the past. She has a name to live, it

is true, but she is dead—twice dead in all that per-

tains to national greatness !

But time would fail to enumerate the thousand

])roof3 of the position under notice which come up

from the melanchoiy history of the past. Alas

!

for that nation, however powerful and seemingly

prosperous she may now be, which has not a virtu-

ous yeomanry.

'ri;ere is in this country especial need that wo
be guarded on this point. The ease with which

our citizens can obtain the- means of luxury, and

the great multiplicatiim of cities and villages,

which are congenial to its development, give ad-

ditional weight to our proposition. These conside-

rations give political dignity to the agricultural

class ; for their homes are generally the abode of

simplicity, frugality, and morality. Let them con-

tinue such, and the elements of national perpetuity

will never be wanting. There will be some, in-

deed many, in our cities and larger commur.ities,

of those who will spend their health and wealth in

riotous living ; but coradPatively speaking, these

are few, and of no importam consideration. They are

fungi, or eschars, upon the great body, which, though

not to be desired, are not to prove vitally injurious

if tlie mass remain pure. Hence, agriculturists,

you are the leaven which shall keep wholesome the

lump.

A second feature of your political importance is

found in the coinparatively equal dislribution of pro-

perty among you. The great principle of our Con-

stitution is, that all men are essentially equal.

Our theory is, that no distinction of privileges

should be known or tolerated. And in precise

proportion as this sentiment is recognized and ap-

plied in a community, is true Republicanism exis-

tent. All admit the theory to be a beautiful one,

and the mind cannot conceive of a political propo-

sition so perfect snd desirable as is implied in its

true spirit and scope. It is the perfection of hu-

man government; and it is given the citizens of

this Republic to work out the great problem, wheth-

er it be susceptible of application to mankind.—
The "proposition is admitted by all men, everywhere.

to be true in the abstract. The crowned and mitred
heads of Europe admit this, but tliey say it cannot
work in the detail. They forget that tchatever is

wise, and just, and lovely in the abstract, must
necessarily be so in the practical application. They
assume it to be a fact that men c:.nnot long govern
themselves by laws of their own making, and e.x-

ecutive officers of their own choosing. But it is

for the members of your profession in this nation,

to prove that intelligent men can carry on an effi-

cient and just government; and that of all modes
of national rule ours is the most desirable. Re-
member, I pray you, that the stake is one of ama-
zing magnitude. On the result of American lib-

erty depends that of the serfs, and tenants, and
peasants of all Europe, and perhaps of Asia too.

You have in keeping, it may be, the political rigiits

of millions upon millions beyond the sea. As suc-

cess or defeat shall attend our experiment will they

be freemen or serfs.

In the ramparatively equal distribution ofproperly

among farmers, I see a most momentous conside-

ration connected with this point. The corner stone

of the Orders of European aristocracy is the mo-
nopoly of the soil. On this it rests as on an ada-

mantine base. Let the same land which is hold

by the nobility he parcelled out into small foe-

simples, and let the tillers of the soil become free-

holders, instea;'. of tenants, and the .privileged

Orders must tomorrow come down and stand be-

side their neighbors. It is obvious that the Great
Proprietor of the universe desires that men should

not only enjoy essential equality in outward good,

but that the soil should be sacred to common use.

Hence the distribution of land under the Mosaic
economy and the Jubilee provision, which were de-

signed to prevent the soil from passing into the

hands of monoplists. It was the marked intention

to establish, and keep up, an independent yeomanry.

Upon this depended the strength of the Jewish na-

tion. This was their sheet-anchor; and so long

as it was regarded in its spirit, as well as in its

letter, tliat people were the happiest, most healthy

the best clothed and fed, of any on earth. They
had little need of commerce, for their wants were

simple and provided for from their own beautiful

vineyards, and olive-groves, and folds. They lived

in harmony and peace, a nation of agricuUurists.

To this general doctrine, namely : the Divine wish

that mankind should enjoy essential equality in out-

ward good, tlie New Testament seems to add its

seal ; if not in its letter, in its spirit. It does not,

it is true, give special enactments on this point, as

did the Old. But be it remembered, that this is in

accordance with the general plan which distin-

guishes the hitter from the former dispensation.

The Old Code was minute and detailed, specifying

with nice and technical accuracy, the precepts and

their correspondent penalties. The New Code

marked down in letters of living light, certain

great principles ; and as if aware of tlie increased

facilities which were soon thereafter to be enjoyed

by tlie world for diflusing knowledge, and for test-

ino- conlMcting sentimerts, it made those the rule
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of action on all pointa. Hence the absence of

those minute spccitications of precept relative to

the conduct of mankind. A mighty gain accrued

to man in this exchange. lie was like the ancient

mariner, wlio, becornqj possessed of the magnetic

influence, no longer needs his promontories, liis

capes, his various land-marks, to guide him over

the sea. Yet not less clearly than the Old Testa-

ment do we find it in the Nen-, that man's essential

equality with his fellow man is tlie desire of the

Creator, To this it may be added, tliat all correct

Views of parental impartiality offer their corrobora-

tion. And if history tells us, with unequivocal

language, that in the mtrttiplication of the luimher

of independent freeholders lies an element of this

equality, we may conclude that it is the Divine

wish that they be increased. Di.stant, far distant,

be the day, when the welfare of our beloved coun-

try shall be confided to a few who shall own the

soil, wliile those who till it should ho but tenants.

And when I sec the agriculturist of moderate means

coming forward, and entering into fee-simple pos-

session of the acres he cultivates, I rejoice in hope

for the perpetuity of Free Institutions.

In ilie (levdopment trhich this occupation gives

to the bodily powers, may be found no unimportant

element of its dignity.

The continuous use of the various agricultural

implements, and tlie necessary exposure to the

weather, give energy and pliancy to the muscular

system, far more effectually than did the ancient

Gymnasia to the Athenian youth. It is a noble

object to raise up a nation of manly men, capable

not only of subduing the wilderness, but of de-

fending our firesides and homes. It is no small

consideration in the comparative merits of a given

pursuit, to know its general effects on the bodily

powers. Perhaps the greatest evil that grows out

of the Factory system of Great Britain is its obvi-

ous and acknowledged tendency to 'toteriorate the

operatives engaged in it, corporeal 'wrconsidered.

Sooner or later this truth will flash aat upon the

public mind there, witli intense interest. It is be-

lieved that tiie amount of disease in that nation at

this day, bears a greater proportion to the popula-

tion than it has at any former period of her history;

while at the saine time the science of living and

the medical art, have been on the advance. This

is, beyond question true, of those diseases which

follow in the train of in-door pursuits and seden-

tary life.

This point is worthy of further notice, unimpor-

tant as it may seem. For who does not know of

the wonderful intimacy that exists between the

mind and the body. Let the latter be healthy and
well developed, and, generally speaking, the judg
ment of the individual is good ; his reason clear;

his temper calm; his courage firm. In time of

alarm, of war, of sudden extremity, they are the

men most to be depended upon. Look iu upon the

family circle of such a person. The ruddy hue of

health— a color more beautiful than art can supply

—mantles the cheek of his children. Ilis offspring

are inheritors of a vigorous constitution, a legacy

more to be desired than rubies, and which no wealth

can buy. On the other hand, let the body be puny,

of soft and yielding muscle, incapable of energetic

movement, and how intimately does the mind sym-
pathise ! It lacks decision, forecast, patient endu-

rance, and calmness in moments of alarm. The
passions are easily excited, and the poor man suffers

worse than a thousand deaths. I am aware that

there are exceptions to this general remark. Now

and then an individual is to be seen, whose frail

tabernacle seems just crumbling into a thousand

fragments, while his mental energies are vigorous,

and his passions calm and subdued. 15ut these are

triumphs over nature ; the subjection of the animal

to the spiritual man. Thus reasoning, I affirm that

the topic under notice is not among the minor bene-

fits that are the result of the agricultural occupa-

tion. To my mind, it is a strange infatuation that

leads us to seek the improvement of the various

orders of the lower animals, while we honor not

that department of'life which tends to the corporeal

improvement of man. In the strong-armed yeo-

manry of our nation, and in their capacity for bod-

ily endurance, we have a pledge of safety and de-

fence.

The Moral and Intellectual tendency of (his Pur-

suit stamps it with dignity.

From the light of reason and Revelation we may
unequivocally decide that the tcn][iorary sojourn of

man upon earth is simply as preparatory to other

states of being. We also perceive that our stay

here is limited to a few years. Today we mingle

v.ith the busy multitude : tomorrow the places tliat

now know us, know no more. But the most inter-

esting consideration is, thjit our characters are re-

ceiving the elements of their future existence, be

these good or bad. 'Although death will bring a

change upon our corporeal organization, we have

no reason to suppose it will u|)on our moral and

spiritual. By this I do not wish to refer to any

controverted theological point, but simply to note a

fact which seems in accordance with sound philo-

sophy. Indeed, we often $nd an honest monitor

within, that whispers to us that we are all,—the

oldest and the youngest— in the very childhood of

our being. And when in the process of time we
shall pass away from this lower world to the next,

in the series of progressive development, we shall

find that we in truth "knew but in part." We
shall wonder at our exceeding ignorance while we
were here. Happy for us, if 7ioiv we lay this to

heart ; and irrespective of creeds or sects, examine

the moral relations we bear to our Creator, and to

our fellow men. Remember that I am advocating

no particular system of religious belief. This is

not an occasion for such a course. 1 am only de-

sirous that we now take a general view of our

relations to a Higher being. To my mind, the

noblest form of man is l^t in which the individual

fulfils every relation of Bfe with calm and humble

propriety,and at the same time intelligently examines
his liigher hopes, and performs his more exalted

duties.

And herein may be perceived an element of the

Dignity of the Agricultural Occupation. In this

school, as I conceive, man may learn the noblest of

moral lessons, and may hold peculiarly near con-

verse with his Maker. Every day is teaching him

faith—that King of virtues. When he casts abroad

the seed and buries it beneath the ground, and sees

it die there, what is it but faith and confidence in

the Great Unseen that bids him wait in hope that

there shall come up thence the tender blade, the

ear, the full grain in the ear? Whatbut faith and

confidence can whisper encouragement to him
when, as now the cold blasts of Autumn sweep

o'er the earth, and strip the trees of their beauti-

ful robes of green, and seals up the ground, the

brook, the river ? Ah, he knows that the time for

the singing of birds shall come ; that seed-time

shall not fail. And tliough winter may long linger

in the lap of Spring, and it aeem that summer would

never come, the promise is relied on, and the -Agri-

culturist waits, not in hope, but in certainty. Yes,

my friends, all among this listening group who
shall live through the few months before us, will

SCO the sun return again to make us glad by his

warmth and splendor. Yonder forest shall again

put on its green vestments ; yonder fields shall

wave with grain ; the children shall ramble in your

woods and pick the wild flower and the berry. Oh
yes, lie that holds the planets in their course hatli

promised, and it shall stand fast 1 Indeed, all the

operations of husbandry tend to teach the farmer

faith and confidence in the Divine Being.

It is the school of Patience too. This trait is a

cardinal element of a well adjusted character : and

that pursuit which shall the best develope it, has a

marked feature of excellence. The tendency of

this age, indeed, of all ages, is to try to precipitate

results. By this I mean that man is in a hurry to

accomplish his ends. This leads to feverish am-

bition ; to greedy speculation ; to hazardous exper-

iments ; to restlessness and anxiety ; all unfriendly

to the higher virtues. That patience is a noble

element of the moral constitution, scarcely need

be asserted. We instinctively honor the man who
lays down his plan of action and patiently pursues

it to the end. It is to be admired in the highest

and the lowest; in the man who sits at the helm of

State, pursuing amid obloquy and reproach, the

plan he deems for his country's good, and in the

|ialieiit mother who sits day by day, and night by

night, watching the dying child. To my view, this

topic deserves more than a cursory glance. To
educate man to be patient, seems to be a loading

design of the Creator. Hence it is that no desi-

rable results appear to be extemporaneous. The
man must first be a child, and pass through a long

course of corporeal and mental development.

—

The rich harvest-field, waving with golden grain,

must undergo a long and laborious ciilUire. It

must be cleared, sown, reaped,—the rain, the sun,

and the fertilizing dew must by turns pass upon it

before the desired result can come, and the hus-

bandman can bear it to his garner, shouting " har-

vest home." That tree laden with fruit has been

many, many, years in reaching the period in which

it gives its juicy reward to the hand that placed

the tiny seed within the ground. The raft of lim-

ber which floats down yonder river, to be made into

ships and houses, is the product of a centtiry's

growth. Indeed, all things are the result of slow

progression. It is a law, divinely established, and

immutable. And that occupation whose tendency

is to bring the mind into harmony and beat with

this great principle, is pre-eminently desirable.

That this is necessarily the case in your pursuits is

evident. I know not a single desirable end attain-

able in it, but there must first be a comparatively i

long preparation. All that you eat, or wear, or

sell, or possess, is the product of this law. In all

your work this trait is constantly finding develop-

ment. Let our country and our times be the scene

and era of great trials, straits and difficulties, and

in the patient endurance of men thus trained, we
find a pledge tlmt all which foresight and perse-

verance can accomplish will be done. Our national

character is impulsive and ardent. It is this which

leads to over-speculation, and periodical commer-

cial embarrassment; and it is a pleasing reflection

that in the class of men I now address, a bulwark >

of patience is thrown up to restrain its turbulence.

By these remarks, I find no fault with our national

ardor. No. It is tlie patient enterprise girding
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our teritory with canals and railroads, and leading-

on the senilis of civilization to a home on thd

Roi kv Mountains. I only wish to rejoice that a

balance wheel to this spirit is somewhere to be

tbniul.

Iiuliistry, friigality, temperance, being necessary

to tlie worldly success of the farmer, are found to

tinive in this society. In no other department are

ti.iso better rewarded, and in none is the penalty

of a departure from them so certain. " The soul

of tlie slugiTHrd desireth, and hath nothin;;"—"The
sluggard will not plough, therefore shall he beg in

harvest"—are truths as applicable to the husband-

man now as they were when the royal preacher

pronounced them.

In other particulars under this general head,

Agriculture will bear a triumphant comparison with

other secular callings. I do not include the cleri-

cal profession for that may be termed a sacred one.

Look at that of the law for a moment. In its

practice there is a necessary liability to high e.x-

citement of the passions. The fact that its field of

labor is that of disputed points, and that a valuable

consideration is at stake, and that there is uncer-

tainty as to the issue, makes it a profession which

addresses itself to all that is excitable in our na-

ture. I do not say that its members are always

thus excited in its practice, but iiat they are ex~

ceedingly liable to be so is clear. Still, that pro-

fession lias its features of interest. A noble law-

yer, one who looks beyond his own gain, and en-

deavors, with candor and honesty, to adjust rather

than to make wider the difficulties among men, is

a noble member of community. But though sucli

men are to be found, my general propo.sition, that

the legal profession is an exciting one, is true.

The merchant, too, occupies a station in which

he suffers from some of the tendencies alluded to.

His gains are measurably uncertain. lie cannot

generally calculate with certainty upon results.

The produce in which he deals may rise or fall
;

the goods upon his shelves may be more in quantity

than the demand ; and he cannot always rely upon

prompt payment from his customers. This latter

contingency seriously afiiscts him ; for at times he

may see bankruptcy staring him in the face, as a

consequence. But allowing that no e.itreme result

like this occur, the very uncertainty consequent

-upon ever varying markets tends to a feverish state

of mind, to which the man of the soil may be a

stranger.

So with the medical man. He is the community's

bond-slave, noble and philanthropic as is his intrin-

sic position in society. By night, by day, in fair

weather and in foul, he must ride upon his often

ill-requited errand of good. And rarely indeed

can he calculate with certainty upon a specific in-

come from his services. The contingencies of his

profession are not friendly to the maturing of the

calm and patient sentiments, as compared with that

of the husbandman.

A passing remark may be thrown in as regards

the intdlectual advantages of the agricultural oc-

cupation. The condition and habits of life of the

farmer, lead him to reason as do all true philoso-

phers, namely, from facts. He comes not in con-

tact with the hair-splitters of the schools. lie

instinctively reasons from cause to effect, and back-

ward from eifect to cause ;—the only true logic, by

the way, that is abroad ; a logic which is oftener

found by the farmer's fireside than in the temples

of Aquinas. They^ are not men of the copia ver-

borum, it is true, their mind being busy with truth.

rather than with its philological garb. The farmer

sees in his department of labor a thousand things

which he cannot understand, and it thus becomes
a habit with him to spend but little time in agita-

ting subtle points. He is content with pursuing

inquiries on matters of obvious importance, and
on which success will attend the re.isoningof manly
common sense. Hence his mind is in a healthy

tone : and on matters of common concernment, as

at the ballot box, or on the jury, and in the various

social relations, his judgment is to be relied on. I

have mingled much with men of every condition

in all countries, and have a hundred times declared

that if my all were at stake I would rather call to

the jury twelve independent farmers than any
twelve men from the other occupations. I believe

they are the most accustomed to calm, sober, and

intelligent thinking.

The remarks I have made apply with nmeli pro-

priety to the first settlers of a country. Of this

class a large majority of this audience is composed.

The first settler is the pioneer of civilization. He
must go in advance of all others. Without his

hardy energy, and his willingness to undergo the

peculiar privations attendant upon the clearing of

a new country, but little land would be possessed

by man ; and the human family would be crowded
into tlie narrow neighborhood of the sea-coast

Once our whole vast territory was a solitary wilder-

ness. The wild Indian roamed the forest, and
gathered a precarious living by tlie toils of the

chase. These noble rivers, these nobler lakes,

were solitary. No keel, save that of the bark ca-

noe, marked its pathway upon them ; no voice save

the wild fowl's, and the war-whoop, woke the long

and dead silence. But the pioneer settler pressed

his way hither, and before his axe, and his nerved

arm, the wilderness fell, and beauty and comfort

followed in his train. And now while I speak, the

same process is going on all around. He who
shall come after us, and shall pass through this

territory a few years hence, shall find these rough

and stump-filled fields like a garden. Yes, to you

who are engaged in clearing the land all owe a

debt. And when I ride along at the calm and still

hour of summer twilight, and see the pillar of blue

smoke rising up from the half-cleared field of the

pioneer, I involuntarily exclaim, ho-w much more

desirable are such monuments of praise than are

the mausoleums, and pagodas, and sculptured mar-

bles which stand in the Old World in commemora-
tion of the warrior's prowess or the tyrant's reign.

Truly these are the "men of the iron-nerve."

(To be conliaiiied.)

The Potato.—The climate and soil of Maine,

like Nova Scotia, and other British provinces,

north, seems peculiarly adapted to that mealy es-

culent root, the potato, so indispensable to the table

and so excellent a substitute for bread. In fact,

there is nothing that can supply its place, and it is

itself a great nutrimental element of life—as we

see in the ruddy Irish people, who live on this

wholesome food, and buttef-milk, scarcely less un-

tritive and healthy. The people of Ireland, after

all we hear of starvation, never need complain of

that, nor would they, while they can have their cow

and their potato patch, whether the luxury of the

knowino- little pig is superadded or not to give a

gusto to their repast.

Maine potatoes, from the immense quantities ex-

ported this year from the soil of their lake and

river borders, and sent South, seem to threaten to

take the lead even of the Irish, Nova Scotia, and

Lancaslure. If the qualities are improved to the

degree the soil and climate admit, Maine has a

mine of gold in reserve, surpassing her timber lands.

She is now getting a return for the flour she was

indebted to the South for last year. It is a doubt

in our minds whether a luscious mealy potato is not

lull as wholesome as bread, though not having as

much nutriment—we mean bread such as is gene-

rally baked for us, often doughy and indigestible,

as well as sour and adulterated. Certainly, the

West Indians are idolitrons worshippers of Ire-

land's vegetable jewali—and with all the yams,

sweet potatoes, bread ftnait, ifec.'of the farinaceous

tribe tliat daily garnish their sumptuous tables,

each, iti itself excellent in its way, they cannot
live without the potato of the North, which is gen-
erally ten times more valuable there than the orange,

the- pine, &c. that we prize so much. It is con-

sidered as the peach is deemed by us, and is to

food in general what that is to the dessert. Long
live the Potato !—A*. 1'. Star.

KXasDachnsctts Horticnltoral Societr*

EiHiBiTioH OF Fruits.

Saturday, Jan. 5, 1839.

Pears.—A large and beautiful fruit, oblong and
somewhat truncated in form, of a yellow color and

breaking— tolerable only for dessert, but must
prove fine for baking, by George Brown, Esq. of

Beverly.

Jlpples.—Chandler apple, by Mr Grosvenor, a

first rate red winter fruit

A large red fruit of fine flavor and very beauti-

ful ; much resembling the Baldwin ; by John Prince,

Esq. of Roxbury.

.For tlie Committee,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

i —
Saturday, Jan. 12, 1839.

EXHIBITION or FLOWERS.

Mr William E. Carter, of the Botanic Garden,
Cambridge, presented a seedling Camellia japon-

ica variety, for which the specific of convotuta was
suggested. A flower of much merit, and the foli-

age' large and very beautiful.

For the Committee,

S, WALKEtl, Cluiinnan.

In feeding horses with grain, the proper quan-

tity of the respective kinds is regulated by weight,

for in this propoi'tion are the dififerent kinds con-

sidered nutritious. As for example, we give to a

horse per day, half a bushel of oats, the weight of

which is 17 lbs., and if wo wish to change to oth-

er grain, as barley, rye, or Indian corn, the same

weight will suffice : and as these grains are much
heavier than oats, a proportionate less quantity

by measure, will suffice. Another rule, deemed
important, is this that whenever heavier grain is

substituted for oats, a quantity of fine cut straw

should be added, as a substitute for the husk of

tlie oats. This induces a more perfect digestion of

the grain.

A Chuckle.—We learn from the Pickwick pa-

pers, that when a man bleeds inwardly, it is a dan-

gerous thing for himself—but when he laughs in-

wardly, it bodes no good to other people.
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(For the New England Farmer.) ' of ydlmv color and strong-—its color nuich rosern- i by pvidonce nhich we believe most true and con-

^ . nr . TT.r-^Mm .^•r^ T.nI^r^^.nI/.. t^n i,-r-r> bUn" that of the Williams Boncliiotieii, Or Rartlett I
cluslvc, that thc " Frcdsric de Wurtemberjr" is its

CAPIAUMONT A>D FREDERIC I)E U t R-
,J,^^- ^^^^.^^ expande,!, .ol ren.n.l : thrir color ' only and propername.

TEVBERG. corresponding with the basis of the fruit—and of In my forii.er communication, I have stated, that

I have perused with much attention, the remarks the wood, is also yellow, which color they retain
j

when about four years since, I w.ns at Salem, Mr
of Mr Lowell, in your valuable journal of the 7tli with but little cijanse, till they fall in autumn,

j

Manning- had called my attention to a tree received

Nov. lai-t: but my anwer has been thus frir dc- But, according to the colored pntriavint? in the by him in that year from Messrs Cuel &. Wilsi/U

ferred, owing to rny recent journey and long absence Pomolo^rical .Magazine, the wood of the true Capi- as the " Roi de W urtenil iiig"—and believed to

at the south. i aumont is rfir*-^ cmn-so?! tcoicn, and is thus described
^

have been received by th lu anoppst other kinds

Hitherto it seems to have been a point, admitted in that work—" Wood clear reddish brown, sprin- which they had obtained Irciii the garden of the

on all sides, and as I believe doubted by none in kled with white spots." But this description does
]

London Horticultural Sccipty. This tree, on in-

this country, that the fruit which was sent by Mr ' not apply to the wood of the tree sent by Mr Knight i spectinn, we both pronounced to be the same, in all

Knight, as the Capiuumont, w.-i.s one and the same , The loaves also appear to difler as much from those
I
its likeness and similitude, as the Capiaumont

fruit, as that of the same name wliich is figured
}
of the Capiaumont of Mr Kniglit as does the wood,

|

which wa.s sent by Mr Knight ; it hss since borne

and described as the Capiaumont, ill the Pomologi-
1 and are there described as follows—"Leaves ob- fruit, which has been exhibited, and proves to be

cal Magazine ; and that both were one and idrnti- ! long, narrow, mi'rh folded and rtcuried."
\

identically the same as that received of him. Since

In the year \S-iS, or spring of 182i), I received 'that time we have sent direct to Dr Van Mens of

s])rciuien trees of the ("apiaumont from Messrs. t Louvain in Flanders, for scions of the " Frederic

Prince & Sons, which they had obtained from the
|
de Wurteiiiberg," and he also has sent us the ?':ions

nost correct sources known to them in Europe— i of the " Wurtemberg," and these same scions, m-
the wood brownish red, or dark brownish rj-iWon, ' gra lied by Mr Manning, have also produced fruit

and conforming to the colored engraving and de-
|

which has been exhibited by him, and which proves

scription in the Pomological Magazine. In the to bo identically the same with the " Roi dc Wur-

next year I sent to them again, and received trees tei,,berg" previously received from Mr Buel, and

of appearance similar, from this same source, as : also the same as the fruit sent by Mr Knight as

did Mr Manning in the previous years. These
|

the Capiaumont in lP-33.

circumstances awakened our suspicicms until ve\ No reason seems to remain for the basis of the

became fully convinced that great error existed ! supposition, that any mistake could have occurred

somewhere, either in regard to these specimen trees
;

on the part of Dr Van Mons, at the time he sent

cal. Latterly, however, having considered the

subject more attentively, I have arrived at the con-

clusion that those two fruits are distinct and sepa-

rate, and thus far I now fully Mgree with Mr Lowell,

that the fruit which is there figured and described

in that publication is in reality the trne Benrre

Capiaumont. Here then, I must now freely and

candidly admit that Mr Lowell must be right. But

that titlB fruit is not identiital, as has been hereto-

fore believed by some, willi that Capiaumont which
was sent by Mr Knight tu Mr Lowell in 182y, is

what I shall now attempt to prove. Also, that the

Capiaumont of Mr Knight, which was thus sent

hither by him with the wrong name, is in reality

none other than the true " FrerJtric de ITurlcmbcrg"

of Van Mons, and that this, and no other, is its

only true and proper name.
1st. The Capiaumont of the Pomological Maga-

zine is figured and described as a " middle sized

fruiV—its height 3 1-4 inches by about 2 1-2

inches in breadth. The Chevalier Parmenticr, in

his list of fruits, to which Mr Lowell has referred,

has also described it as a fruit of "middle size"—
so also has Mr Thomson, in his Descriptive Cata-

logue of the fruits grown in the garden of the Lon-
don Hort. Society. Both those writers, have clnsse'd

this fruit with the Citron des Carmes,Benrr<f Crap-

jpaux, St Ghislain, Sucre Vert, Swisse, &c. all which

are designated by them as fruits of " middle Site."

While each, and all of those authorities concur in

describing the Jargonelle (of the English) and Eas-

ter Beurre, the Marie Louise, Passe Colmar, and
Napoleon, as of " large size." In the Pomological

Magazine, this last named fruit is figured as con-

taining full twice the volimic of the true Capiau-
mont. Now we all knew that the Capiaumont of

Mr Knight is also a larp;efruit ; in similar soils and
situations, its height and its breadth being fully as

great, if not greater, han any of those, kin

above named, which all those authors have called

" large fruits."

2d. The color of the fruit as described in the

Pomological Magazine is " a fine clear cinnamon
• fading into yellow in the shade, and acquiring i

rich bright red next the sun." But Mr Thomson,
-whose pre-eminent accuracy and intelligence are

so fully acknowledged by tlio editors of that publi-

cation, has since described tlie same fruit, in the

descriptive catalogue of fruits of the garden of the

London Society, and pei haps with greater accuracy,

as " brownish red." But this description evidently

belongs not to the Capiaumont of Mr Knight,

which is very peculiar as well as beautiful, and of

received of Messrs Prince, or in the tree which

was sent by Mr Knight. To satisfy ourselves

more fully on this point, about the year 1834 or

1835, we sent direct to Mr Thomson, of the gar-

den of the London Horticultural Society for scions

of the true Capiaumont ; at the same time we also

sent to Dr Van Mons, for scions of this same fruit.

These we received from both sources, and all con-

forming in the color of the wood to those before

received of Messrs. Prinee & Sons, and also to the

description and colored engraving in the volume

above named : —the wood of but medium strength

and dark brownish red

;

—or of a color full as dark

%nd much resembling he wood of the St Ghislain,

the Easter Beurre and the Belle dc Flanders.

In Feb. 1837 we received specimen trees of near

two hundred names of pears from .Messrs Baumann of

I'olwiller and from another source near Paris, and

the niostcorrectsources then known to us in France,

and amongt these was found, by name, the Beurre

Capiaumont. These trees being inoculated on the

quince stock, have since borne fiuit, both here and

at Mr Ives'; the fruit of "middle size," and turbin-

us the ' Wurtemberg," originated as it was by him-

.lelf, since it proves to be identical with the fruit of

the same name which was sent by Judge Buel, and

by him obtained from another source. This con-

curring testimony seems the more perfect and com-
plete, coming at once as these specimens did from

two opposite sources and distant points.

Mr Lowell appears to doubt, whether the Fred-

eric de Wurtemberg existed, or had a being, at the

date of 1820—and seemingly for no other reason

than because it is not to bo found in the list of M.
Parmentier of 1824. He observes on this point

—

" 1 prove that Mr Knight must have had this pear

in 1820, probably in 1818. Can Mr Kenrick show

that the Frederic de Wurtemberg then ej:isted ?

I need not spend words to show that Mr Knight

could not have sent me a pear which had no being ! !

This is not a frivolous or captious objection ; for

M. Parmentier was requested in 1824 to make a

list of all the pears he then knew. He did, and

the London Society voted him their gold medal of

the value of ten guineas for it. In that list the

Roi de Wurtemberg and the Frederic de Wurtom-
ale, or, conforming in appearance to the description berg are not found."

of the fruit in the English publication ;—the wood
also of the same dark red compleetion as of all tlie

specimens before received, of Messrs. Prince and

Thomson and of DrVan Mons. In all ihe trees of

this kind, as I have particularly noticed, the leaves

late in autumn assume a color corresponding with

that of the wood, becoming of a dark red dye.

Thus have I attempted to prove, not by assump-

tion alone, but by evidence, that the (/apia-umont

which was sent as such, by Mr Knight to Mr Low-
ell in 1823, is not the true Capiaumont. Here then

are the facts, the concurrent foreign testimonies

To the above I reply, that the Wurtemberg is

not the only fine fruit which then had a being,

though unknown to M. Parmentier at the time he

formed his list in 1824, and therefore omitted by

him from this cause; the Angouleme, our own far

famed Seckel, and many others, could be named,

which are also of this number, and omitted in that

list from this same cause.

At what period of time the Wurtemberg was

originated, I am at present unable t i say, but that

it liad existence previous to 1820, cannot as I think,

with reason be doubted; as it certainly is siilfi-

—of the Pomological Magazine, of the intelligent ciently evident that it did exist previous to the date

Mr Thomson of the garden of the London Si>ciety of M. Parmcntier's li.st in 1824. Tliis I infer from

—of some of the most intelligent men of France a notice of this fruit in the abridged descriptive

-also of Dr Van Mons and of Flanders. Were
a brilliant or splendid red next the sun ; no fruit is it necessary here, I might again add also the testi-

more so that I have ever seen ; the color yellow in ' mony on this point of M. De Wael.
the shade. It now only remains to show what the Capiau-

3d. The wood of the pear sent by Mr Knight, is mont thus sent by Mr Knight actually is, or to show

catalogue of fruits contained in the collection of

Dr Van Mons, which was printed at Louvain in

1823. In that catalogue, at page 20, mention is

made of the "Frederic de Wirtemberg;" as a k-nd

originated by Van Mons himself, and so named ny
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him ru tlie particular request of the Kin;?. Tliis

notice occurs in the premier or 1st series, which in-

cludes many of the old kinds as well as new. [iut

all of those kinds which were then hut of a ver;/

recent date, are enumerated only in the 9d and 3d

series of that work.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
jXvnanlum Hill, Jim. 1, 18:«l.

IMPORTANT IMPROVEMENTS IN MAKING
BEET SUGAR.

Tlie editors of the New York Observer have

been lavored withe following letter from Hun. H.

L. Ellsworth, commissioner of patent.-i, to a friend

in New York, with permission to publish it.

ft'ashington, Oct. iOth, 18-38.

D.-AR Sir,—Since yuur leaving the city, I have

had the perusal of a late paper published in Paris,

containing a communication from M. Michael Che-

valier, on the subject of Beet Sugar. It would

indeed seem that we must soon approach perfection,

so quickly is one improvement crowding upon an-

other ! The difficult and tedious process of ordi-

nary evaporation, with all the concomitants of blood,

animal carbon, &c. &.c. arc to be d-spensed with,

and instead of three, four, and five per cent., nine

per cent, is to be surely obtained in less time and

with half the expense
; in addition to this, the com-

mon sugar is refined without any new solution, or

even changing the moulds.

Desiccation, or drying of beets, has been recom-
mended. This is certainly the correct principle,

as much noxious matter is carried off by evapora-

tion and the bulk of tlie beet is reduced five-si.\ths,

enabling the farmer, who lives at a distance from

the factory, to transport his produce with trifling

expense. Experiments made before the French

Academy, show that there are in 100 pounds of beet,

85 pounds of water, 10 S-lOths pounds of sugar,

5-lOths of mucilage, and 4 pounds of fibrous mat-

ter. This was extracted by M. Beyrand in eight

minutes, by the aid of heat and pressure. In the

Dutchy of Daden the slower process is adopted,

and one better suited to large establishments. M.
Schuetzenbacli, at Haden, cuts the beets into pieces

one-third of an inch apart, by a vertical knife.

These are again subdivided by other sharp knives.

As soon as they come in contact with the warm air

they curl up, and lose all their adhesive property,

(so common to some vegetables) and allow a free

circulation of heat in the kiln. Kilns are heated

to 34 or 40 Reaumur. Tlie apparatus of Mr S. is

simple. The cutting machine costs not more than

$100. One half a horse power is sufficient to pro-

pel this, and working every day for three uionths,

it cuts 1,000,000 kilograms, equal to 1,093 tons.

A stove, or kiln, 10 feet long by 9 feet high,

during 24 hours dries 3000 pounds of beets, and

consumes 420 lbs. of charcoal. Three such stoves

or kilns would dry all that would be cut with the

above machine. Mr S. reduces the dry beet to a

coarse powder, and stows this away in casks or

bins, sprinkling it with lime. In this manner it

will keep perfectly good a long time. When it is

wanted for manufiicture, a small quantity of water

is added to it, which produces sweet water, which

is easily evaporated by Roth's apparatus, without

any other preparation. The first crystallizatinn

produces what is called " a good fourth," which

after a second crystallization makes a common su-

gar.

Thp advantages of this method arc such, th-^t

beets in 1637 (less rich than former years,) yielded

8 per cent, of sugar, instead of 5 per cent, which

was the highest by the old process.

\ great desideratum is now obtained of making

refined sugar by the aid of prcssiu-e in three days,

without a change of tlie moulds! In the (dd mode
it required t!u-ee weeks.

Tire researches of a young chemist of Toulouse,

promise great advantages. He has invented a new
sacchrometer, by which he can discover to a- fiftieth

part, the richness of the saccharine matter in beets,

and all other substances containing erystallizable

sugar. As J remarked before, 100 pounds of beets

contain 10 pounds of sugar, allowing one per cent,

for waste, nine percent, remains. To dry the beet

!

and extract the sugar, does nut cost over ten francs : I

add to tliis, the cost of the beet twelve francts

—

twentytwo francs ; making ninety pounds of sugar

cost $4 50-100 or five cents per pound; and, fori

refining and other contingencies 50 per cent, and I

excellent refined French sugar costs only about 7

cents a poiyid.

To perfect the present inventions the French

Government have offered premiums to discover the

best method of drying the beet— extracting the

sugar—converting raw sugar into refined, without

changing tlie moulds, also for the best sacchrom-

eter.

What greater encouragement is needed, if these

discoveries can be brought to this country. How
desirable is it, that there should be an agricultural

bureau added to some department of the Govern-

ment to watch over these interests. No country

has neglected the laboring classes who till the

ground so much as our own— but I will not en-

large on this point, for Congress seem disposed

to take up the matter, and will I trust do some-

thing corresponding to the magnitude of the sub-

ject.

When we consider that our rich lands yield 20

tons of beets per acre, equal to 40,000 lbs., and that

nine per cent, would give 3,600 lbs. ofsugar, leaving

a valuable residuum for agricultural purposes, we
must congratulate those whose means have so long

denied them the full enjoyment of one of the great-

est luxuries of life, and congratulate cur country

too, on such additional means of making ua inde-

pendent.

Since writing the foregoing, I have learned that

Mr Charles L. Fleischmenn, a naturalized citizen

of the U. S. and for the last two years a resident

of this city, has in preparation a paper on this sub-

ject, showing the present state of the manufacture

of beet sugar on the continent, which will soon be

laid before the public. Mr Fleischmenn is a native

of Bavaria. He was educated in the Royal and

Polytechnical schools at Schleissheim, near .Munich,

and in consequence of his attainments was on his

graduating, appointed Inspector of the Public Do-
main, and director of the estates of Count Seins-

hani, which comprise twentyfour villages. Should

any company be formed in this country, for the

cultivation of the Beet, and the manufacture of

sugar, I know of no one so admirably fitted by his

education and experience, for the service of such

an association ; and T say this, less from a personal

regard and respect which I entertain for Mr Fleisch-

menn, than from the earnest wish I feel for the

early and successful introduction, on an extensive

scale, of this new source of national wealth into

our country. With great regard,

(Signed) H. L. ELLSWORTH.

WATERIN(; CATTLE IN THE WINTER.
Perhaps it would excite the surprise of many of

our*eaders, should we assert that cattle generally
suffer more from thirst in winter, than during the
heat of sammer. Yei there is strong reason to be-
lieve that this is to a great extent the case. Cattle
whose winter food consists entirely of hay, straw,

and other dry materials, need a plentiful and fre-

quent supply of pure fresh water. This many do
not obtain, as nearly all running strcRuis are cover-
ed with ice, as cattle are obliged to wander a con-
siderable distance from the yard to the watering
place, through deep snows or over a slippery path,
exposed to the annoyance of dogs, or to be gored
by other cattle, and rather than endure this, they
often suffer much from a want of water. It has
been ascertained iliat a bullock, who has water at

command, will drink it eight times a day. It should
always therefore be ea.sy of access to cattlu -it all

time; ; and not on a distant part of the fariH; or in

the open road, so that in order that c ttle may help
themselves to it, you are obliged to leave vour gate
open, or barn-yard bars dov/n, and thus your yard
is thronged v.-itli vagrant colts and other ill-bred

animals, who take possession of whatever fodder
they can lay their mouths upon,' and pay no regard
to the rights of mcum and tuum. Dr Anderson
says that he knew a man who became very rich

by being great in'litlle matters, tliat is attending
carefully to things which other men consider of
too little consequence to claim their notice ; and
this man always made it a point to sec that his

cattle, particularly his milch cows, should have a
constant supply of tlie purest water.— Farmer^s

Calendar.

Millet.—The more experience wo liave with
this production, the better we are pleased with it,

and the fact of the deficiency of the pastures the

present season urges us to suggest the propriety of
farmers introducing its culture into their respective

systems of husbandry. How fortunate it would be
for those who are now compelled to feed out their

winter stock of hay, had they been so fortunate as

to flush up a few acres of their harvest fields, after

the grain was cut off, and put it down in millet, to

cut and feed their stock. Two acres of it in good
ground, would yield grass enough to soil twenty
head of cattle six weeks, and carry (hem in good
condition into the middle of autumn. Should such
precaution be taken in future, and the necessity for

the use of it as green food not occur, it could be

suffered to ripen its seed for market, which, after

being threshed out, would leave a large quantity

of excellent provender to add to the winter

stock.

I'ut whether drought should occur or not, if cut

and given to the milch cows, from its succulence

and nutritious qualities, it would greatly add to the

yield and quality of the milk and butter, and there-

by increase the revenue of the dairy.

—

Fanner and
Gardener.

A new mode of furnishing masts to steam vessels,

by which they may be set up or taken down, when
required, in less than two hours, has lately been in-

vented in France, a description of which was read

to the Academy des Sciences. The improvement

consists in making the masts of numbers of sheet

spars, capable of being so well joined as to equal

the solidity of ordinary masts.
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adverliseinents of any kiiitl in any case ; and in llic next

I
place, we have felt at lilierty to give our own llie prefer-

I

ence, and Ijave nut always had room enough t<»r them;

but have many times been under the necessity of sus-

pending or excluding our own for the sake of giving our

subscribers more editorial matter and more general rcad-

NOTICE.

The subscriber, Commissioner of Agricultural Survey,
1

We will say in justice to ourselves, that we have no

bus taken, for the winter, an office at No. S'J North Mm'- I

P'-''J"<il<=e nor ill-humor towards any of our conlempora-

ket street, over the office of the New England Farmer
j

'""^ *'"S='S'"' '" ""> ^"'"« ''"<= °^ ''"«'"'^^' "-'"> """selves

and Agricultural Seed store, where he will be happy to !

^^'^ =*'•=" "°* beg™Jge 'I'cn any honest success; nor

see his agricultural friends on the business of his ap]ioint-

mcnt.

He may be ordinarily found at his office from 9 to 1!J

M. ; and his agricultural friends will find his office open

at all times of day, and the agricultural publicatiui]s and

papers of the country at hand for their perusal.

HENRY COI.MAN.
Jan. ^ , 1839.

NEW ENGLAND FARMER, AND SEED STORE.

We regret to find, that, with some of our friends, mis-

apprehensions have prevailed as to the course whi^h the

Farmer has pursued in notices of or omissions to notice

agricultural improvements, and that unfavorable inferences

liave been made as to its impartialily and disinterested-

ness in the great cause to which it has now been for si.\-

teen years steadily devoted. W6 are happy to go into

this subject ; and ask only a candid and just verdict, after

all the evidence of the case is in.

It has l)cen said, that the New England Farmer has

refused to notice improvements made in ploughs by some
of their cortcrnpoiari«s, and to publish communications
respecting thorn, lest the commendation of some other

plough might injure the sale of Howard's plough, of
wliich the proprietors of the New Engluad Farmer are

the oianufacturers, and the owners of the patent right.

This IS ail en-cr. It is not true that the New Eflgland

Farmer has ever declined or refused tolpublisli cooimimi-

/cations of an intelligent character, and respectable in

manner, in rcttrcnce to any plough, to ariy,ngr.;cultura)

implement, or to any agricultural improveiiient whatever.

It has not done it. It (Joes not wish or deaigfi to do it.

On the co!X',«»iy lit invites puch .cnmmunierUions ; and

mrauiises a fair field lo any temperate discussion of any

subject connected with agriculture., seeking to correct

error; to remove prejudice; and in any and -eyery way

to advance science and improvement. So far from wish-

ing to stifle Jight on these subjects by covering it will) a

bushel, we would ansiousjy lift it aa high as our little

candlestick will enable us to raise it, that it may give

light to all thai are iii llie house. This was tlie course

pursued by the eminent and lamented founder of this

journal, who belonged emphatically to the&njily of the

Searchers and Inquirers aftei' truth ; and who iiad not

only t>o connexion by blood or affinity with the Knowiill

family, tut as far us iiis exemplary benevolence and cour-

tesy would permit iiim to do it, he eyea disdained their

acquainlioqe. If we therefore should bp recreant or

faithless in any measure to the cause of free discussion

and free inqnify in relation to all agricultural matters in

the New England Farmer, we should be afraid that we

should sec his ghost at the foot of the bed frowningupon

us after we had blown out the light ; and we should get

no sleep that night.

The ground of the misapprehension we suppose has

been this. We have in some cases declined inserting in

our journal the business advertisements of other agricul-

tural publishers and seed and machine dealers. As the

New England Farmer is not an advertising paper, ex-

cepting incidentally, we have never felt bound to admit

envy them any success obtained by dishonorable means,

if perchance they should in an evil hour be tempted to

resort to any such means, an occurrence the possibility I

of which we do not mean to affirm or even to insinuate,
i

We wish them well. Competition is the Ufa of trade;

and in an honorable rivalry, who shall do the most and
,

the best for the cause of agriculture, we are always ready ',

to engage. We mean to sell the best seeds and the best i

implements that can be had; and on the most liberal I

terms. If any will do better than we do in this matter,

'

we shall drive the spurs home and lay on the w hip, and

see if we cannot keep still ahead. We will not ciowd '

our neighbors fiom the course nor bolt ourselves. The
'

horse we ride as seedsmen and machinists is the Ameri-
j

can Eclipse. He has been long known on the turf; and
1

therefore we do f!ut think it necessary to say any more
j

of his speed or bottom. 'J'hey will speak for themselves. !

We are no jockies and we disdain all tricks. We ask

fur the purse only when it is fairly won.

The New England Farmer as the pioneer of agricul-

tural intelligence in New England and. the United Stales

will hold its columns open to every intelligent and prac-

tical agriculturist, who will favor us with the result of his

inquiries or experience. It will not of course be sup-

posed that we endorse all the sentiments, opinions, or

theories, which we publish. This cannot be expected of

us though we do not always take pains either to deny or

refute them. Our opinions shall not be withheld, where

the occasion demands their expression, and where they

have been made up upon fair inquiry and full evidence.

The reports of all committees of Agricultural Societies

in relation to anything connected with the subject shall

always be cheerfully given to- th« public as soon as re-

ceived, without alteration or abatement. We shall be

anxious: not to propagate errors of opinion in any form or

under any circumstances, where they would do harm.

Rather than do this we should prefer at any time that

our ' whole form should be thrown into pi." Our great

object being the advancement of a sound and profitable

agriculture, we shall bend all our fijrces to this point

;

and cherishing nothing hut gratitude to our benefactors,

whose kiiidnc.«s we highly appreciate, and good will to

our competitors, whose honest success we hope will

stimulate us to new exertions in the common cause, we
shall take care whatever happens to our form that nothing

hall throw our good humor into jjl.

TflK PnoPniETOns OF THE NeW ENGL.4iNn

F-iRsiDR, Agricultural Warehouse
AND Seed Store.—No. 52 North

Market Street, Boston.

the message of the Governor received. It is a document
full of interest to the citizens of the Commonwealth.
The condition of the finances of the .State are particular-

ly commended to the attention of the Legislature. There
are i'uw things more perilous to prudence and virtue in

States as well as individuals than too much money or too

much credit. Improvidence grows up in such cases like

weeds from a compost heap. We have got somewhat
into debt. The most disagreeable item, and one of the

largest, is our county- expenses, which we suppose are

occasioned by prosecutions for crimes or infractions of the

law. The natural inference from this fact is a pamful

one. From an inquiry proposed in the Senate we shall

know more of this matter presently. When we know
more, we shall say more. We say now only in passing,

i

that the great object of wise and humane Legislators
(

should be to prevent rather than to punish crime. In

this benevolent work we console ourselves with the be-

lief that the world is advancing. Maya merciful Piovi-

dence speed its progress.

SUMMARY OF THE WEEK.
Congress.—No measure of importance has yet been

matured in either house of Congress. The disposition of

tne Smith.sonian bequest, amounting to half a million of

dollars, for the purposes of education, has been under

consideration. We can only express the hope that a

plan of ihu most liberal character will be matured and

adopted.

STATEj.I.Eoisr.ATuuE,—The government of the State

for the current year has been completely organized ; and

THE BOSTON CULTIVATOR.
We have beerr honored with a notice from the Boston

Cultivator, which perhaps deserves a passing remark.

Whether the promise in the prospectus was that the Cul-

tivator should contain, u quar'.cr inure matter or the sheet

be a quarter larger than the yVew England Farmer, does

not constitute a remarkable difference. If it were to be

a quarter larger it was a fair inference that it would con-

tain a quarter more, as the Cultivator would hardly oti'er

it as an inducement to subscribe that it was to contain a

quarter more blank margiivthan the Farmer. This is a
beautiful example of special pleading, which we think

could have been learnt nowhere else but at the bar ot

some Justice's court.

The insinuation that we were disposed to steal his

title by saying in our address, that the N. E, Farmer was
eminently i\ family paper, is admirably well timed when
the facts are considered. There is a point in the case

which ve think will puzzle his forensic sagacity to dis-

pose of. The address to the public in the N. E. Farmer

in which it is said that the New England Farmer has

been eminently a family paper, was published on the 2Hth

of December. The prospectus of the Cultivator first

appeared in the Boston Courier of the 28th of December.

The first number of the Cultivator was issued the 2d of

January. Now how <:ould we know that the Cultivator

was to be called a family paper before it was announced

to the public. We should like to be informed by what
art the sex is to be ascertained before the child "is born.

If the Boston Cultivator will teach this philosophy it

will (-ertainly contain a good deal more matter than the

N. E. Farmer, and we shall cheerfully recommend it to

Col. Stone of the New York Commercial and all the dis

ciples of Dr Poycn and Miss Gleason.

We are entirely disposed to keep the peace; and do

assure the respected editor of the Cultivator in perfect

good humor that we shall not come near him again even

with a friction match ; and that at least while the wcatlier

remains cool we hope his milk will not sour. We shall

he happy to exchange papers with him and will cheer-1

fully pay him any boot which either the superior size or

character of the Cultivator will iu his own judgment au-'

thorize him to demand. Instiucted by his example we
will behave as well as we know how When Judge

Spooner, formerly ofPlymonth, a man pre-eminent for his

suavity and courtesy, in passing through his barnyard one

morning, was knocked down by a ram, his politeness did

not even then forsake him ; but brushing the dirt from

his clothes and taking his bat in his hand he made a low

bow to the assailant and in the gentlest tones besought

him—Don't butt again, Mr Ramniy ! Don't butt again,
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Mr Rammy ! How •an we do better than to follow this

good deacon's christian pattern. We bow, therefore, re-

spectfully I« live editor of the Cultivator and beg him to

relax the mascles of his neck and raise his head. And

don't butt again Air Cultivator ! Don't butt again !

The " unchristeneh Correspo.mient"

or THE N. E. Farmer.

Erratum.—In our last number wo spoke of the beau-

tiful New Year's Address of the Carrier of the Salem

Gazette as "p athetic " The printer, who we presume

is a blazing partizan, could make nothiug else of it but

patriotic. What a goose ! We hope the gentle author

did not see this blunder. The mistakes of these fellows

arc outrageous. " Our sufferings is intolerable." There

is a frightful boy in the office, whom the printers from

time iuimemnrial have called by avcry bad name. From

their mistakes we should not be surprised to find, if we

could pull their stockings off, that our compositor and

proof reader belonged to the same family. They cer-

tainly play the deuce with our manuscripts.

FOR SALE, .\ HKST R.\^TE FARM,
Well situated on the mad leading from the Theological

Semniary in Aivlovcr, to the old Boston road: lately owned
by Peter F. Shed, and well kmnvn as the David Elunt Farm,
containing "0 acres, more or less. There is about 20 acres

of good Woodland wilhin sight of the house. The remain-

der of the farm is in good condilimi. and is generally consid-

ered, by those acqnainted wilh it, to i)e ' a garden spot."

There are from 300 to 500 apple trees on the place, indepen-

d»nily of other fniit trees of great value. The farm is well

walled and watered, the buildings in first rate order, and
there are upon it three wells o( excellent, soft water. It is

well situated for a gentleman wishing for a residence in the

country, being retired, and yet in the immediate vicinity of

ihe public Schools and the Theological Seminary ;—or for

the iarnier, who wishes to raise vegetables for market, the

land being all good, and markets near. It lies about half a

mile from the Ballard Vale Factory, one mile from the Rail
Road depot, and nine miles from Lowell. There are upon
the place about ten cords of manure.
The conditions of sale will be liberal, the owner being

obliged on account of ill heallh, to go South.— For particu-

lars, inquire ot tile subscrilier, on the premises.
ANDREW B. STIMPSON.

Andover, January 15, 1839. 4w

MOXOGRAPIIV OK THE CA.tlELHA.
Just published and for sale by Joseph Breck & Co. at the

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, a Monography of

the Genus Camellia, or an Essay on its Culture, Description

and Classific.ition, illustrated by two Synoptical Tables:
the first containing the names of two hundred and seventy
varieties, wilh the color and form of ihe flowers, ihe species

or variety which have produced them, the place of their or-

igin, and the period of their inlroiluction into Europe; and
the second presents two ascending gamuts, in which are

painted the shades of color peculiar to the known Camellias,
with their specific denominations. By the Abbe Berlese,

member of several French and foreign learned societies.

Translated from the French by Henry A. S. Dearborn.
Jan. 15, IS39.

WANTED.
A skilful, honest, industrious farmer and kilchen garden-

er to take a farm in the county of Bristol, near to the Provi-

dence market, to lake and manage on shares, a pretty exlen-

sive establishment for raising and selling hay, corn, vegeta-

bles, fruit, milk, pigs and poultry. No one will be received
vilhout the best recommendations. .Apply at ihe N. E.
Farmer Office. 'C. WEEKS.

Jan. 15, 1839.

WASTED.
In the Seed Garden, connected with the New England Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, a first rale farmer; one who has some
knowledge of the maiiagemeul of hot lieds would be pre-

ferred. "Inquire at the N. E. Farmer Ofhce, Nos SI & 52
North Market St. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

NOTICE.
A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale.

who nas peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed
by any other individual in this country, wishes to connect
himself with some person who can furnish a small capital,

sufiicient lo make the luisiness both pleasant and profitable.

Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.
Nov. 21, 1833.

BRItaiTON MARKKT.—MosiiAt. Jaiuiaiy 11, |.r'39.

Rfimrled li.r the New Knglmd F.lnner.

At Market, 210 Beef Cattle, 75 Stores and 600 Sheep.

Pkici£8.— Bee/ Cattle.—We quote to correspoiul viitli

last week, viz : First quality, $7 25 a $7 .'jO S. cond

quality, $0 50 a $7 00. Third qnality, fy 25 a $G 50.

Sheep —Lots were taUcn at $2 75, $3 00, $'3 50,

$3 75 and $5 00.

Stoine.—None at Market, and not in demand.

THERiMOMETKlCAL.

Repnrleil for the New Rni-laiKl Farmer.

Range of the riiernioineler at Ihe (iardeuof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a sh,%ded

iVorlherly exposure, week en'ling'January 13.

January, 1839. 1 7A.M. | 12,M. |
5,P.M.

|
Wind.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday, 13

as
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(From the New York Journal ol Oonimercc.)

AIY FATIIElfdllALF BUSHEL.

My Fiitliur's Hali-bpshel (.oiiies oft to my mind,

And wakens dceji feelings of various kind
;

'Twas an liune,t lialf-bnslii-l—a noblo !mir.liusl...I,

It held a lialf-bushcl of thirlytwo ijiiarls I

When I think of that hnshel—my Tatlii-rs half-hushel,

That dear old half-bushel so honest and true !

Then look at the bushels, our city half bushels,

Little dandy-half-bushels, it makes one feel blue !

Oh I my Father's half-bushel—that country half-bushel,

Its like, or my Father's—oh when shall I sec ?

'Twas a blessed lialf-bu.shcl, and he a bless'd man,
For lie fill''] his halt'-bushd, and souie'.liing threw free !

Alas ; Fve long search'd for their likeness in vain !

Scarce a man, or half-bushel, but what gives me pain,

So unlike to my Father's, their measures, and measure,

5Iy lil^ nigh robb'd of all peace and all pleasure

!

Yet all the half-bushels, if mean, are not small

;

I'm vex'd with the great ones the most, after all.

Oh, mark out that Ash-man's next time he shall call,

'Tis a monstrous half-bushel—holds quarts sixtyfour
;

Do send the base rascal away from your door

!

"Tis a fact I am staling, no slanders I utter.

But who can tiirbear, when cheated, to mutter .'

In New York, a barrel (I |iray you, don't laugh)

Wo.n't hold so Jill ;i .isii«s, .is 'tatebs, bv half I

Zounds ! what arc the lawyers, and what are the laws.
But bug-bears ai.d piiantonis, mere feathers or straw.^.^

Unless half-bushels are all made as one.

Like Fatiiefs half-bushel, I say we're undv'rjp !

A'ew York, Dec. II, 18:32. '
J. B. H.

L'lriE.'i PERFORjrtD BY A GooD Farmkr.
Til..- i'.pproacli of iviiile>i- always induces thp thought-
ful, (jareliil, an<l industrious fanner to look about
him to see that he is prepared to meet so boister-

ous and inclement a season of the year in the be.st

possible manner. His windows, his doors, and the
roofs of his bniUlinijs, are all e.xainined, and, if

necessary made tinrlit and" secure. His b.irn and
stables are lookod to and put in good order. His
sheep, hogs, and poultry have all comfortable, dry
lodgings prepared for them in due season, for he
knows that no animal can thrive and do well, that
is not well housed, and well fed, and every way
made clean and comfortablo. His potatoes, his
sugar beets, his turnips, and all his winter fruits

and vegetables are well secured against frost, and
placed in such positions that ready access can be
had to them when necessary, without subjecting
them to danger of injury by expo.sure to the wea-
ther. His fuel is so arranged arid prepared for
current use, that his family can procure it without
any unnecessary exposure to the rude blasts of
winter. His fields and mea.'.ows are kept closed
<!uriiig the winter and early pirt of spring, so that
animals may not be permitted to ramble over tliem
and injure his grounds. His barn yard is so ar-

ranged that his cattle never leave it during the
period of winter feeding, by wliicli means lie saves
uU their manure for the nourishment of !iis crops,
His i;iin'iements of husbandry ami tools are all

carefully lioused and arranged in good order, so

that they can be had when wanted for use. His

garden, in w hich not a weed has been permitted to

perfect and scatter its seed during llie autumn, is

thrown up into ridges about eighteen inches high,

separated only by trenches extending from end to

end of the beds ; this he knows exposes to the

meliorating influence of the frost, destroys the

grubs and worms which seek refuge during the

wiutor deep in the ground, and induces the ground

moles to look for dryer and warmer lodgings else-

where. By this plan of ridging his garden in the

fall, as soon as the frost is out in the spring, his

beds are dry and warm, and admit of being level-

led and worked at once, long before flat, wet

ground, can with propriety, be moved by the spade ;

this enables his family to have a supply of garden

vegetables several weeks earlier than tho.'e who
have less intelligence or industry ; Ihe deeper

tilth and more tliorongh pulverization of the soil,

Iso increases the growth of his plants, and enables

lliem the better to protect themselves against the

contingencies of either very dry or very wet sea-

sons.

During the evenings, that are now growing long,

his wife and daughters are industriously engaged

in light but necessary household duties, while the

boys are reading instructive, useful books, and

among them the Farmer's Cabinet occupies a con-

spicuous place, both on account of its variety and

its practical utility ; this furnishes texts for rational

and improving conversation which cultivates and

improves their minds and warms their affections,

and produces on them even a greater effect, than

ridging and trenching the garden does on the veg-

etables.

—

Farmt) 's Cabintt.

December Diseases.—The principal disorders

of the past month were of an inflammatory nature

mogt frequently occurring about the throat and air-

passages, sometimes extending to the lining of the

brandies of the wind-pipe, occasioning cough,
hoarseness, thirst, lassitude, want of appetite, &c.,

denominated cold or catarrh, according as they are

more or less severe.

Every nation is furnished with so many remedies

for complaints of tliis kind, handed down by mothers

to daughters, from the old times of simple living

and long life, that it would not he becoming in us

to intrude our advice wliere it is not wanted.

A cold, however, it should be borne in mind,
though in itself a slight disease, is often the foro-

riinner of that highly dangerous and generally fa-

tal complaint, consumption. The inflammation is

communicated from the lining membrane of the

lungs lo their substance ; causing ulceration; and
hectic fever succeeds.

Sometimes it occasions asthma, or dropsy in the

chest. It should not, therefore, be neglected ; but

only the most simple precautions, except when the

disease is of peculiar severity, are requisite.

Diseases in this month are peculiarly prevalent

among children, who are apt to overload their sto-

machs with cakes, pics and p'lim-puddings—three

most dire offenders in these days, producing not

diarrhoeas and pneumonic fevers in lillle. children,

but dyspepsia, gout, apoplexy, and all the diseases

of repletion in gnat ones. All complaints which
result from too rich, too stimulating, or_ too abun-

dant a diet, are nv re numerous at this season than

at any other.

Visceral obstructions are frequent at the ap-

proach of winter, and should be coun teracted by a
cooling regimen. Ripe fruits, and acidulated liquids

may bo used with freedom, but a dry diet should be
careliilly avoided. Colds at this season usually
end in lung fevers, and typhus commences its in-

roads ; the clothing therefore should be warm, and
every kind of exposure most strictly guarded
against; for in spite of all its festivities, December
is a dangerous month ; its coldness though gene-

'

rally agreeable, is frequently damp and penetrating;
and its dinners, routs and hilarities—those arch
enemies of blue devils and potent shorteners of the
human visage—often lead to worse diseases than;

they can cure, and to more melancholy thoughts
than they can dissipate Boston Medical Intelli-

gencer.

Tt'UPS, RA.MNCrl.VSES, Pl.VKS .4.\D VIOI.AS.

S. W.ALKER, of Roxbury. oifers for sale in beds, or
suc;h qiKijitiiies a>i may biiil purchasers. Iroiii I lo 230ii bulbs
nf choice Tulips. The bulbs wore imporlod from Holland,
France anJ Lnglaml, to which yearly acidilions have and
will continue to be made ol the ntwcsi and choicest vari-
eties. Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tulips,
will do well to make a selcclion for tliemsehcs when Ihe
bulbi are in bloom, (nl.oul the 1st of June.) The prices will
conl'onn to ihe quality of the flowers selected, but in- no case
will llie charge exceed the loreest market prices, in the coun-
try where llie bulbs were raised, and che.Tper than the like
ijnalilijciM be imported.

Tulips in beds of from 30 lo 100 rows, containing from
•iio lo 7U0 bulbs, or by Ihe dozen, 1(10 or 1000.

Viola grandijlDra—Panay, or Heartsease. Upwards o(
2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and offered for sale,
when the Tulips are in bloom.
Ran nnaduscs— fine mixtures, at from S2 to S.t per 100.
I'inks—^nQ named varieties, fr_oni 25 cents lo Si each.
For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH

BRECK .V CO. eow

^jj'iif;-^. The Cataloijue of Fruit

'^'•^f'^ Trees for ISJS is now reaJy

S'^^Vl^' '" ''" ^''^° ''PP'y- I' conipi
''^

^
^''

sive seleeliou of the superior

FRUIT AND ORKAMEXTAI« TREES, MVIjBER.
RIES <&c

IVursery of M'dliam Kenrick.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental
y, and will be sent

.„.y .^ , , .- prises a most exten-

^ ^ sive seleeliou of the superior varieties of Pears,
<&Efr*- Apples, Plums, Peaches, Cherries, Quinces.

Gooselierries, Raspberries, Curranis, Strawberries, Grajie
Vines, &.c. The stock of Cherries and Teaches now ready
is particularly large. .K\»o, Ornanieulal Trees, Shrubs,
Roses, Honeysiiikles; Paeoiiies, Dahlias and other Herba-
ceous Fl.nverini! I'lnnts.

ion OOO '^'^'"^''^ JIuLTicAULis are now offer
\.\J\y^\J\3\J ctl for sale; the trees genuine and

line, will be ready tor delivery at the cities of Boston, Ne
York and Philadelphia, in October next, at prices fair, and
varying with the size, ami ihe quantity which may be de-
sired. Also, Broussa and other varieties. ' ^'

IVinlberry and tiiher trees, when so ordered, will l.e secure-
ly packed tor safe Iransjiorlatiou to distant places, and all

oraers jirumptlv execulcd, on application to B. D. Bheck,
Coimnission Store, .\o. 132VVaier Street, New York, M. S.
PcwEi.i., Seed .Store, No. 7 Arch Street, Philadelphia, or to
the suljscriber, IVonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

.\ugust 1, I83-. WILLIAM KENRICK.

F.-lUfll IN BRUOKLINE.
For s.ile a furm situated in Brookline, about four miles

from Boston, coiilainine forty acres of first rate Tillage Land
and thirty acres of Woodland and pasture—with a good
House in comple.e repair f Barn, Chaise-house, Corn-barn
Shed, &c.
The Farm will be sold low, together with the Stock, Hay

Tools, &c. if applied for soon, at No. 3li, North Market St.,

Boston, or Ko.\bury Sli-eet, near Boston line.

Dec. 2li, 1838. JOHN HUNT.

THK NEW £NGLA.\U P.\UMER
Is puhiished every Wednesday Evenii;g, at 83 per ann im

pnyableat the end of the year—but those who pay wilhin

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of 58 cents.

TUTTLE, DENHETT a:<D CHIStlOLM, PEI.M'EBS,

IT eCHOOl. STKHUT... U'JbTOX
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We consider the subjoined document of so ir.uch

mportance tliiU we think we cannot do a better ser-

,-ice to the community than (agreeably to our promise)

,0 lay it at large before them. The main points

were rriven under our editorial head in the last nuni-

oer, but they will be found worthy of a second and

1 third perusal. The introduction of the beetcul-

jvation and beet sugar manufacture in this country

will constitute a much mure important era in its

igriculture than the introduction of the turnip hus-

bandry into England.

To the honorable the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives of the United States of America in Con-

gress asseinliled

:

The memorial of Charles Lewis Pleischmann,

a naturalized citizen of tb«- United States,

RESPECTrniLT 'kepresen'ts :

The existence of crystallizable sugar in the beet

root was discovered by the German chemist Mar-

trraf, in the year 1747. He communicated fhe re-

sults of his e.xperiments to the Royal Academy of

Sciences at Berlin
;

pointed out the importance

which his discovery would have on agriculture and

industry, and endeavored to bring if into practice;

but at that time, the price of sugar being moderate,

chemistry not enough advanced to modify the com-

plicated operations, and the spirit of enterprise not

sufficiently awakened to make it an object of spec-

ulation, the discovery remained without being put

into practical use until tlie year 170(3, (fortynineJ

years afterwards,) when Achard, another Prussian

chemist, repeated the experiments of Margraf,

modified them, and erected the first manufiictory at

Kunnern, in Germany.

The results of Achard's manipulation created

great sensation all over Europe, particularly in

France, where the chemists re-examined the pro-

cess of Achard,' simplified it, and made it more

practicable and profitable in its results.

These simplified manipulations were adopted by

enthusiastic speculators, full of sanguine expecta-

tions, peculiar to the French character; but the

results were not satislactory, as the immensely

large and costly manufactories were partly estab-

lished in places where the soil was not sufficiently

productive, where fuel was scarce and high, the

market distant, and the operations directed by men

who had not the least idea of agriculture,—a sci-

ence necessarily connected with the manufacture

of the beet sugar—no practical knowledge of an

entirely new process, and a most imperfect appara-

tus. The consequence of these obstacles was a

complete failure, which induced the opinion over

the whole world, that the extraction of sugar from

the beet, though correct in tlieory, was impractica-

ble on a large scale.

This, however, was notthe opinion of enlightened

men ; they saw the causes of failure in their true

light, and endeavored to overcome and to correct
j

them. The political events of 1812 accelerated

the development of this new branch of industry
;

the French Government, in want of a substitute

for the colonial sugar, encouraged the manufacture

of the beet sugar, by establishing four hrge man-

But in the year 183C, France imported only

7.5,120 tons of colonial sugar—a diminution of

15,630 tons in one year ; a quantum too large not

to alarm the proprietors of the sugar plantations in

ufactories and'five chemical schools, entirely for
i

the Fi-ench colonies, and particularly in Martinique,

the purpose of experiments, and teaching the best

metljod of extractiou. ^

In 1814, these manufactories were in full opera-

tion and nourishing, when the peace of Europe al-

lowed tjie importation of the colonial sugar into

France, causing a destructive shock to the manu-

facturers of indigenous sugar, which none but im-

mense fortunes could endure, and created, again,

the belief that the manufacture of the beet sugar

could never come i» competition with the colonial.

This might have been the final catastrophe of the

manufacture of the beet sugar, had it not been fir

the efforts made to revive it again by some wealthy

and enlightened manufacturers.

These efforts, however, did not arise entirely

from the patriotic desire to promote the welf-ire ot

France, (as now pretended,) but partly to prevent

the loss of immense capitals invested in buildings,

apparatus, farms, &c. Moreover, the manufactu-

rers knew there was yet five or six per cent, more

to gain by an improved operation.

This it was that gave a new start to this favorite

branch of industry ; and chemistry, particularly

adapted to improve the art and manufacture, assist-

ed in simplifying the process, and discovered the

mode of reviving animall charcoal so as to admit

of its being repeatedly used, while the improved

apparatus helped to economize labor and fuel ; and

all this, combined with a wonderful perseverance,

reduced the expenses of the fabrication, and ena-

bled the old establi.-^hments to continue in operation,

even when the price of colonial sugnr was very

low. This created confidence and a rapid' increase

of establishments.

The cultivation of the beet has had the most

beneficial influence on agriculture ;
as, in the last

year, more than eighty thousand acres of land were

planted in beet, producing about one million of tons

of this root; and, as generally rotations of four

crops are adopted, it brought at least three million

two hundred thousand acres of land under the

highest cultivation.

The following table shows the rapid increase of

the manufactories, and the quantity produced, in

France.
cwt.

In 182S 103 manufaclories, 10(i,000 beet sugar produced

1831,200 " 2-.>0,000

1836,543 " 950,000

1837,600 " 1,000,000 " " •

Or 50,000 tons of beet sugar.

The manufacture of indigenous sugar did not

affect the demand for colonial sugar, as the con-

sumption continually increased until the year 1835,

as appears by a table from the Journal of Com-

merce of 1836, viz

:

Consumplion of colonial sugar

In 1825, 61,255,232. franca.

1831, 6T,.i42,792

1832, 62,669,(538

183.-), 69,000,000

Consumption of beet siigr

4,000,000 francs.

10,000,000
15,000,000
30,000,1)00

who looked, some years ago, with an ironical smile

at the beet sugar manufiicturer. They, who have

ridiculed and caricatured every improvement in this

branch of industry, felt themselves forced to send,

in 183.5, Baron de Cools, with the following propo-

sition to the French Government, viz: demand-

ing—
1. Diminution of the duties apon French colo-

nial sugar of 50 per cent., and a proportional re-

duction of duties upon the foreign colonial sugar.

2. The permission to export the colonial sugar

direct to a foreign market.

3. A careful examination and investigation how

the French colonial and beet sugar manufactories

can be equally taxed.

The latest news from France states that the

Government came, finally, to the conclusion of an

equal taxation upon the indigenous and colonial

sugar, as may be seen from the following extract

from a New York paper (Morning Courier and New
York Enq^uirer of December 18, 1838,) dated

(By the Ville de Lyons.)

" Paris, Oct. 30, 1838.

" A branch of industry, (the offspring of necessity

under the empire,) the production of sugar from

beet-root, has engaged much attention in France,

and has been carried on with success, and to a vast

extent. The natural consequence has been, that

sugar, the produce of the French colonies, which

is burthened with a very large duty on importation

into Prance, ivas beaten out of the market. Appeals

were m#de by the suffering colonists to the Gov-

ernmeffl, repeatedly, representing the distress into

which they had fallen from this circumstance ; the

irredeemable ruin that would necessarily fall upon

them if the present tariff were maintained, and

soliciting relief.. After a variety of expedients to

evade a decision on the point, the Government has

just come to the resolution of proposing to the

Chambers, (which are to meet on the 24th Decem-

ber,) to reduce the import duty on colonial sugar

by 8 1-4 francs per cwt^ which, with a precisely

similar excise duty levied on the beet-root, orhome-

o-rown sugar, will, they say, suffice to reopen the

market to the colonies."

Such is the state and result of the indigenous

sugar manufacture in France.

"vVhat is the progress of this branch of industry

in the other parts of Europe ?

England, (the mother of colonies,) which was

very much prejudiced against the manufacture of

indigenous sugar, seems to see, in the adoption of

it, the only means of improving the physical and

moral condition of man in her colonics ;
and she

has already overcome some of her prejudices, and

has begun to establish manufactories. The fol-

lowing^article, taken from the London Mechanics'

Magazine of 1836, (No. 169,) will show its pro-

gress :
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" A refinery of sugar from the beet-root is being change all the c.nditi.in of its existence, extend ' of Uie s.i-ar, and which embarrassed the mauufac
erected at Thamr-B bank, Chelsea, which, it is expect- its influence, not only to tlie consumption, but also ture of beet sugar.
ed, will be iu operation in about six weeks. In

|
to the production of that article,

the vicinity of the metropolis, during the past sum-
. " When the beets are once dried, the sugar

" Until now, a series of operations has been ap- easily obtained by mixing them with a small quai
mer, a great many acres of land have been put I plied to the extracting of si-gar from the beet, tity of water, which produces a solution of sua;
into cultiviilion with the root at Wandsworth and which, though simple enough in appearance, are in

' and a very small proportion of otlier bodies, an
reality conjplicated and delicate

;
which deracnd

j

whicli, by 'the process oT evaporation, gives at one
not only a great nuniier of intelligent and skilful la good product, which can be easily refined,
workmen, but also require considerable material to

'
"

'

other places. The machinery will be principally

on the plans of the vacuum-pans, and a pure refined

sugar will be produced from the juire by the frst

process of evaporittion, after it has simply under-

gone the process of discolorization. Another part

of the premises is appropriated to the manufacture

of coarse brown paper from the refuse, for which

it is extensively used in France. In case the Gov-

ernment do not interfere, and, by rendering the

product excisable, retard or prohibit its manufac-

ture, several individuals have it in contemplation

to establish refineries in difTerent purts of the

kingdom for purifying sugar, which may be pro--

duced in agricultural districts for domestic or for-

eign use. A refinery has lately been established

at Belfast, in the vicinity of which town upwards

of two hundred acres of land have been put in

cultivafion with the beet-ioot for the manufacture

of sugar.

Russia, which adopts e'. ery useful ;improvement

in manufacture, has, in the soul her: S^spr-rtnietits,

large manufactories of beet sugar, by whieh she

expects to furnish some of the Asiatic markets

with this article. So have Bohemia, Hungary,
Austria, and Switzerland large beet sugar manu-
factories, in the most flourishing condition.

The German.'), though the discoverers of the

crystallizablo sugar in the beet-root, until 18:?6

made very little progress in its manufacture. This
is to be ascribed as well to the continual war with

France, which checked every improvement, as to

the uncertainty of the business itself. The Ger-
mans, well aware and well informed of every im-

provement madt! abroad, never found it sufliciently

lucrative to embark in it: but it seems that this

nation, which has given the world so many great

and important discoveries, was destined to biing its

own discovery of the extraction of the iugar from
the beet to perfection. This was accomplished by
Mr Schuczenbach, of the Grand Duchy of Baden.
Schuczenbach re-examined carefully Margraf's
experiments, and found that the first experiment
of this great chemist, made eightynine years ago,

is the best method, when modified, to produce, with

less labor and expense, eight pounds of white re-

fined sugar out of one hundred pounds of the raw
beet-root. 'I his improvement it is v liich will, in a

'short space of time, exclude all the colonial sugar
from the European market, as well an our own.
This improvement, also, will change the condition

of millions of men in the colonies.

The opinion and judgment of a nation, jealous

of every discovery or improvement made in other

countries, and especially in this branch of industry,

in which it has sacrificed millions of francs for its

perfection, will serve as a proof of the importance
of the new improvement. These new discoveries

are detailed in an article which appeared in the

Journal des, Dehiils Politirjues el Literaires, in Paris,

dated the liith July, Ic^iif!, by Michel Chevalier,

viz

:

" It would seem that the spirit which was man-
ifested in the days of the Revolution, has been
transferred from the political arena, and is excrtinf

itself in tliat of industry. At this time the manu-
facture of sugar from beets is on the point of un-
dergoing a metamorphosis which, as it appears, will

be operated upon; and which, again, consume ' desiccation acts with the power of exorc.-...
costly articles, such as milk, blood, animal char- ! drives from the juice all injurious substance

" In a word, the elementary operation of th

ism ;

coal, &c. which were the former causes of evil in this maiiu
"In the 'ormer process the sugar beet was I facture.

scraped; the pulp pressed by means of an hydrau- 1 "This fact being once understood, and dul
lie press. The juice so obtained underwent de- [verified by experiments on a large scale, it w,
fecation, or the separation of the albuminous and 'then important to bring it to perfection by an
mucila-rinous elements, and then the clarification ' practical manipulation. This is what the
and evaporation. Once concentrated, the sirup
underwent crystallization, which furnisl.ed the raw
sugar; and this then had to be refined before it

could be admitted on our tables.

' Since its origin, the process of extracting the
sugar has always been the mSin point, but it has
been modified and improved in the details; so
much so, thrit our manufacturere, who were ruininc
themselves when the sugar was at six francs the

eas;

ociet

d' EncouragemenV is about to undertake, and t!ia

with every chance of complete success. This
already much more than mere expectation, becau.sj

the problems which it has proposed are alreadi

more than half solved, and the entire solution
them is scarcely a matter of doubt ; so that thi

manufacture of the sugar from beets is about to b.

built on a new basis.

"Thc'Socicte (P Eneouragemcnl' hate offere.

pound, are becoming rich at the low price of twen-
|

''i*^ following prizes for the promotion of this man
ty sous per pound. At this time the scraping, "fncture

:

pressing, defecation, clarifying, and evaporating I

"1- One of 4,000 francs for the best process fo

were attended with difficulties, which it required a I

^^'^ desiccation of the beets.

" 2- One of 4,000 francs for the best treatmen
of the dried beet for the extraction of the
sugar.

"3. One of 4,000 francs for the conversion o

the raw into refined sugar, without taking it out o

the mould.

" 4. One of 3,000 francs for an analysis of tin

beet root, &,c.

"5. One of 3,000 francs for the invention of ;

saccharometer, which should be so constructed
to be easily applied, and to have the property o

showing immediately the quantity of crystallizablt

sugar contained in the fluid under trial. A con-
trivance of this kind, which would bo a sine guide
for the farmer, and for the workman in manufacto

great length of time to subdue. The loss in' man-
ufacturing was enormous, as only from three to

five parts of sugar were obtained from a hundred
pounds of beets, instead of ten pounds, which are
contained in the root.

" With the assistance of chemical analysis, it

was ascertained that this evil proceeded from the
presence of a certain quantity of acid, of divers
coloring, mucilaginous, and gelatinous matters sus-
pended in tiie juice. The presence of these mis-
chievous substances injures the sugar, prevents
it from crystallizing, sometimes destroys it, and
causes it to yield only poor molasses. To prevent
these injurious eSects, difierent agents have been
used, which were found more or less efficacious.

Apparatus was constructed, which accelerated ii,e
' ''«'^' '"'''^=i''"? to the former the proper tiii:c tc

manufacture, and diminished the time during which
the sugar is in contact with these injurious sub-
stances ; but tlie inquiry was never made whether
it were possible to separate the sugar from those
foreign bodies, or at least to neutralize or paralyze
their destructive power, before the juice is ex-
tracted.

" The new process, first alluded to, was discover-
ed in the grand duchy of Baden, by Mr Schiiczeii-

hach, of Carlsruhe. The experinient.-i introduced
a method of manufacturing -the sugar which was
ulopted by several manufacturers on the rioht
i,„.,i f .u oi •

1 L- L • , , .
° icauon uy an econorbank ot the Rhine, and which is already in viffor- I <• -j ., jx ,. m, , , ,

.,.,„„ .;,„
.> >r" formidable difficuhies. This drying may he deno

collect his crop of beets, and to the latter how tc

manage his operations, would be of immense
value.

" When these five prizes are gained, the theo-
retical and practical renovation of the manufacture
of beet sugar will be radically accomplished in all

its forms.

"To the question. Will this be eflected ? it may
be safely answered that existing facts scarcely al-

low of the expression of a doubt that such will be
the case.

'The problem of the complete and rapid desic-

cation by an economical process has presented very

ous operation.
inuted Ihe coR^F.R-sro^t. of the new system; but

"Likeall ideas v.hich arc di.'sun-ed.to accomplish
I

this problem is far from being insolvable
; on the

contrary, it ought to be regarded as solved.

"In one of the last sessions of the Societe iP

Encouragement, Mr lieyrand, o! Marseilles, present-
ed beets cut in slices, which were dried in eight
minutes by the combined action of pressure and
heat, effected by two cylinders, heated to 100 de-
grees by steam. This result will appear more pro-

digious when we consider tliat 100 parts of beeta
contain 84 parts of water.

" The beets, prepared after Mr Beyrand's inetlv-

od, preserve all their sweetness. Mr Schuczenbach.

revolutions in manufactures, as well as in politics,

that which serves as basis to the new process is

simple. The operation of drying the beets imme-
diataly after they are taken from the field, is now
the first step in the piocesit By this operation, the
mucilaginous" matter, which is an integral part of
the beet, loses the properly of dissolving in Hater;
this drying stops also the fermentation which takes
place during the preservation of the beets in cel-
lars or in tiie heap, and likewise prevents the for-

mation of acids, which were created at the expense
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f Baden, dries tiie beets by a slow process, pro-,

ably less perfect than Mr lieyrand's method ;
but

le result is already excellent, and favors the ap-

Jication on a large scale. Tn the manufacture of

Jr Schuczenbach, the beets are cut in small thin

lices, and, as soon as they come in contact with

be air, they bend and roll up, and lose the properly

f sticking' together, which gives tlie hot air of a

;iln (to which they are brought immediately after

Ihey are cut) a free circulation in all directions

round them. The temperature of these kilns is

,'rom 30 to 40 degrees Reaumur, (from 99,5 to 122

ilegrees Fahrenheit.)

"Mr Schuczenbach's appanitus of desiccation is

i/ery economical. The machine for cutting the

leets costs only fr.'m 400 to 500 francs, and half a

lorse power is sufficient to put it in operation.

Such a machine, when at work every day for three

months, will cut one million killogranies of bees,

about 1,000 tons,) which would be a sufficient sup-

ply for a large manufactory. A kiln, about 10 feet

by 9, and 9 fi-et high, dries, in 24 hours, 3,000

pounds of beets, and consumes only 420 pounds of

charcoal. Three such kilns would be sufficient to

dry all the beets cut by one machine during twelve

hours.
" In the manufactory of Mr Schuczenbach the

dry beets are reduced to a coarse powder, sprinkled

over with lime, and stored away in casks. When

the sugar is to be extracted, this coarse powder is

mixed with water, which produces a liquur marking

twentyone degrees on the saccharomoter ; and when

evaporated with Roth's apparatus, this liquor yields,

without any other preparation at the first crystal-

lization, a raw sugar, known in commerce by the

name of honne quatricint, which, after a second

crystallization, becomes honne commune. The ad-

vaiitao-e of this new method is such, that the beets

Taised"" at Esslingen, in Germany, in 1837, (less

rich in sugar than the preceding year,) yielded

more than eight per cent, of crystallizable sugar,

instead of five, which was the highest pn-duct by

the old process ; and, in the proportion as the gain

on sugar increases, the e.xpenses decrease ;
so

much so, that right pounds, now obtained, costs

less than formerly four or five from 100 pounds of

beets.

"Two important points are then attained: first,

how to dry the beet; and second, how to extract

the sugar from it.

"To refine the raw sugar, without taking it out

from the moulds in which the sirup was placed to

crystallize, and which always causes the loss of a

considerable quantity of sugar, appears to be a

question equally advanced. Recent experiments,

on a large scale, sho^v that raw sugar washed in

moulds, with pressure, gives, in the short space of

three days, a perfect refined article, which former-

ly required from two to three weeks to effect.

"In regard to the analysis of the beet in its

divers states of maturity, nothing has yet been

attempted ; but this is a task which chemists can

at any time accomplish, and the prize held out for

it will induce many a chemist to undertake it : and

it will not be long before we know to what extent

the constituent parts of the sugar-beet develop

themselves simultaneously, and which ia the most

favorable moment for collecting them for the man-

ufacture of sugar.

" In regard to an exact saccharometer, of a sim-

ple and practical construction, with the aid of which

all manufacturers can ascertain, to a fiftieth part,

the richness of the saccharine matter in beets, and

of all other substances, containing crystallizable

su-ar, the learned researches of a young chemist,

MrPeligot, promise great success. Lime and bar-

yte have the property to combine with crystalhza-

blp surrar, and form toge'.her an insolvable compo-

sition.ln which, nevertheless, the sugar does not

alter, and is easily separated from it. In brmging

this fact to a simple mechanical operation, no doubt

is left that t!ie quantity of sugar contained m

beet sirup can be ascertained with the greatest

nicety.

Tlie problems proposed by the Sonde iP En-

couragement are at this time almost solved. It

does not any longer propose to discover a new

method7bat only to perfect the processes which

are already verified, by an application on a large

scale. Amon? the advantages which are derived

from the renovation of the manufacture of the beet

3U':rar, is the extension of the culture of the beet-

root ;
because it will be easy for every farmer to

send his dry product to any market, far or near, as

the weight of the raw beet is reduced, by the pro-

cess of desiccation, to less than one sixth part.

The beet can now be raised anywhere, however dis-

tant from the manufactory ; and, reciprocally, it is

possible to estiblish manufactories in all parts of

France, to concentrate them in such places where

fuel is plenty and at a low price ;
whereas, at pre-

sent, the manufacture is only possible close to a

field fertile enough to produce beets. Another

important fact : 1,000 pounds of beets contain 100

pounds of sugar. Tlie price of beets is about 12

francs ; the expense of drying and extracting the

sugar would not exceed 10 francs, (this is suffi-

ciently proved by experiments ;) making the total

amount 22 francs. Suppose that one-tenth of the

sugar is lost, the manufacturer would have 90

pounds of sugar for 22 francs, or 100 pounds for

less than 25 francs. Allowing for small expenses,

&c., 50 per cent, the sugar (the refined sugar of

this country) could be delivered to the consumer for

38 centimes, (or 7 1-2 cents,) per pound.

"This will create a revolution in the consump-

tion of sugar, as well as in the division of the

branches of industry, over the- whole globe ;
then,

instead of importing sugar from the southern regions,

it will be left for us to furnish them.
.

MICHEL CHEVALIER."

Another proof of the practicability and great

advantage of this improvement, is the enthusiasm

with which it was adipied and put into operation

by the Germans themselves, who are generally

very careful and prudent in all tlieir speculations. ,

They have already established extensive manufac-

tories on the Rhine.

The importance of Mr Schuczenbach's discov-

ery is best proved by chemical analysis and exam-

ination of the physiology of plants. This analysis

of the beet-root shows that 100 parts of the root

contain

—

86.3 parts of water,

3.2 parts fibrous matter,

10.0 parts of crystallizable sugar,

0.5 parts (;f mucilage.

By the new process, the water in the beet is

evaporated, and there remain only 13.7 parts of dry

substances, which consist of the sugar, mucilage,

and fibrous matter.

The sugar dissolves in cold or warm water al-

most instantaneously.

The mucilage is indissoluble in water ;
when in

a dry slate and mixed' wuh water, i^ only swells to

^^STbTous matter is indissoluble, and has

neia'er in the old nor new process any injurious

influence. , .,„;i..n-p ;?

From this analysis we loam that the
'"""'^gf '^

the only substance which causes all the d'^*;""^;

of the extraction of sugar. The princips.) p.
"'^"^

consists, then, in the separation of the mucilage

from the sugar, Cut is this mixture a work of

nature, or the result of tlie manipvilations ? or does

the cellular tissue, of which the beet-root is formed

contain the sugar in its pure state, separated from

the mucilage?

These are questions as to the physiology of the

beet, which were first suggested by Raspail, a

French chemist, (in his work on the physiology of

plants, Paris, 1837,) and he solved these important

problems by the following microscopic experi-

ments :

"When a thin slice of the red beet-root is

brought under the focus of a microscope, it will be

observed that the texture of the beet is formed of

hexagonal cells, transparent, and of a purple color;

these" cells are crossed by white ones, four or five

times longer than the purple cells ; this tissue of

white cells is crossed again by bundles of opaque

cylinders, of a gray color, through which the spirals

(elements generatews) are observed.

When a drop of acid (acide sulphurique albu-

minevx, which has the property of coloring saccha-

rine substances purple) is put on this thin slice,

the colors change ; the part which was purple turns

yellowish, the long cells remain white, but the

opaque cylinders become purple."

From this it follows that the cells, naturally

purple, enclose the coloring matter and the mucil-

age, and the opaque cylinders the sugar in its pure

state. Thus the mucilage in the beet-root is sep-

arated by naturefrom the sugar, and mixed during

the manipulation, *!ich caused all the difficulties

of the extraction in the old process, when the mu-

cilage was combined with the sugar in grating,

pressing, and even in defecation.

To separate this five-tenths parts of mucilage

which the beet contains, occasioned not only the

loss of considerable sugar, but also labor, fuel, and

costly material, as, for instance, animal charcoal,

blood, &c..

The newprocejs acts entirely in conformity with

the results of scientific investigation, and the whole

proccs.-i is reduced to a simple operation, which

gives a sure gain of 8 per cent, of white refined

sugar from 100 pounds of the raw beet-root.

The beets are now cut in thin slices, dried be-

fore any fermentation can take place, ground to

I fine powder, so ihat all the cells are broken apart,

I

and ..lixed with water, which dissolves the sugar be-

I
fore the mucilage begins to swell. The pure un-

i colored liquor obtained is evaporated, and the sirup

j

brought into moulds to crystallize.

1 These statements should be considered as a

sufficient proof of the infallibility and practicability

of the new improvement ; and the introduction and

general adoption of it in this country would be

of the highest importance to the welfare of its

population.

Some enterprising citizens of the United States

sent agents to France to investigate the manipu-

lations°of this branch of industry ; but the results

have yet effected very little, and the sugar produced

from the beet in this country is of no great account,

which arises probably from the want of skilful and
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intelligent operators in the former complicated wealtliv cIhs. nn,r^.n, iV„,i,» ,u iv 7 ^
manipulations. But, at present, in Europe the 1 frnL J . . i T ^^<^'^ '^°"<''t'on ot, One ton of beets .yields, when treated after the

manipulations are reduced to a pro ess much 2 '

extend t^^'" 7', ' 'f u"*^

""^^l^ence, greatly new method, 1^0 lbs. of white refined sug,tr. Th,
phr than hrerrir,^ of co,nr,.o,r JlebZ which can :

'" ''' ''7"'''"'" °* ""' '^°""^'y-
!

<=-' "f '"anufacturin. a ton of beets f„to en.a,
be comprehended and performed by every person i,

manufacture of sugar is not confined to the ""^uld be, at a very high estimate, .40. One hiin-

The period is not far distant when farmers „iii
!

'"^<'' ='"'' <=ane only. In Hungary there are at pre- dred and .eighty pounds of refined beet sugai
nroHnrp tt,«;- „ ,. . , ,

sent manufactories which make aug-ar /roni pum/)- would cost .'ill, or C 1-10 cents per pound, foi
kins. The following article, translated from the ' which we now pay, at the lowest rate, K; cents.
Hanoverian Comnmiiicator, 183", gives the parlic-

j

Mr Norbert Ri'llieu.v, of New Orleans has re-
ulars, as follows

:

.... '
.

A manufacturer in llungMy, for three years

produce their own sugar, or at least raise and dry
tlie beet ready for the manufacturer.

The general argument against the introduction
of this branch of industry, that labor is too high in

the United States, is incorrect, when we consider
the other great advantages which the United States
have over every other country on the globe in al-

most every business, and especially in this branch
of industry

:

1st The United States possess a climate which
suits the beets better than any climate of Europe,
because the summers are excessively warm, which
mere scs the saccharine property of the beet-
root.

2d. Plenty of cheap and rich land, subject to
but small tax.

3d. Inexhaustible stores of fuel, from which the
great natural watercourses, railroads, and canals
branch, over the whole Union.

4th Well-constructed labor-saving machines of
all descriptions.

5tb. An intelligent population, which, when one
acquainted with this branch of industry, will sooi.
bring it to great perfection—a jiopulation under-
standing the use and management of machinery,
and famous for improvements and inventions
Whereas, in Europe, the land is overtaxed, high in
price, and therefore the interest upon it considera-
ble

; subject to lithes and other feudal burdens
;

while the fuel is scarce and valuable, and its trans-
portation high and slow. The population are en-
tirely unacquainted with labor-savinT machines,
and possess very little mechanical ingenuity, while
their enterprise is prohibited by the excise lai«^ of
their patty governments.

It is obvious that America overbalances, with its

advantages, the low prices of labor in Europe ; and
that she is able not only to provide herself with all
the sugar wanted for home consumption, but also
to supply other countries.

The sugar now produced in Louisiana averages
only about 4 1-2 pounds per head for the population
of the United States, or about 70,000,000 pounds
annually, which is but a small part of our con-
sumption, as enormous sums are yearly paid to
foreign coun'ries for sugar, as the following table
shows, viz :

ently invented an apparatus for reducing saccha
rine liquids, which has been patented in the Uniteo

past, has used pumpkins for the manufacture of |

°'^^*®^' ''"^ '® '^'"'•^"''y tested.

sugar. We have seen raw and refined sugar, also
sirup from this manufactory, and found the refined
sugar equal to the colonial in every respect. The
raw sugar is crystalline, coarse-grained, light-
colored, and of more agreeable (melon-like) flavor
tlian the couunon raw beet sugar ; the sirup is of
a blackish-green color, and has al.so a melon-like
flavor, but is suitable for consumption. The juice,
obtained by pressure, yields, on an average, six per
cent, of sugar

; but the water-melon of the south
of Hungary is still more productive than the pump-
kin of the nonh. The sugar obtained from the
pumpkin is always considerable, whether the fruit
has been raised on rich or poor land. The mani-
pulation is said to be more simple than the manu-

,|'ca(-tory of beet sugar, and requires less attention,
,.• as the piilp and the juice may stand for three weeks

viilhout getting sour or losing any quantity of su-
gar. The juice, during the process of evaporation,
does not rise in the boilers, and is not so liable to
be burnt. The residuum is very good food for
cattle. One acre produces GfiO cwt. of pumpkins

;

twenty pumpkins yield sufficient seed for one acre
of ground. Prom the remaining seed a very good
table oil of about sixteen per cent, can be ob-
tained. MARQUARDT."

18.32, imported into the United States,
1833

1634,

183.5,

183(i,

do.

do.

do.

da

82,9.33,t;88

4,752,343

5,537,829

ti,80G,184

12,514,551

This sum will annually increase in proportion
as the population augments artd their comforts and
means improve.

l!y the adoption of this new branch of industry,
the sums at present paid for imported sugar would
be in a short time a clear gain to the country ; its

agriculture would be improved, and thousands of
acres of exhausted and deteriorated land would bo
again taken up and improved. To procure the ne-
cessary manure for this purpose, the farmer would
be obliged to increase his live-stock, which would
find, during the wimer season, plenty of food in
the residuum of the manufactory. It would in-
crease the consumption of sugar among the less

Indian corn, at the period of tasselling, yields just
half as much sugar as the sugar-cane ; and it is

astonishing that this well-known fact did not in-
duce persons to plant corn especially for that pur-
pose.

To make use of green corn and pumpkins pro-
fitably, and to improve the crop of beet in quality
and quantity, the following plan is therefore, sug-
gested, which would keep a manufactory in opera-
tion all the year round :

We know that the beet requires a deep soil,
sufficiently provided with decomposed manure, as
when planted in green manure they yield much
less sugar, and the operation is rendered more diffi-

cult
;

to prepare the field properly for the beet, it

should be well manured, (no matter in what state
the manure may be applied,) ploughed, and planted
in corn and pumpkins, and worked regularly as
long as the pumpkins leave room for the liorse-hoe.
When the corn begins to form the tassel, it should
be cut ofl; and the sugar extracted from it. The
pumi)kin has then all the influence of the sun to
come to full maturity, and should be used, when
ripe, for sugar. The following year the field would
be in first-rate wder for the beet, and the following
rotation of crops, viz;

Indian corn and pumpkins, with msnure i

f5eets, , (
for sugar,

Barley,

Clover,

Wheat.
i

This apparatus surpasses Howard's and Roth's,
or any other invention of this description, not onlv
in simplicity and cheapness, but also in the arran?e-
ment in the boiling of sugar, according with the
laws of science and economy.

The liquor is reduced by two vertical cylindc-s,
heated by steam, over which the syrup is disliili li- !

in small quantities. One of the cylinders operates
uniler a vacuum, and entirely evaporates the con-
densed liquor by a low degree of heat, to hinder
the formation of molasses—an improvement of the
highest importance, which, till now, has never been
accomplished. The sirup can be increased to any
degree of the saccharometer desired, which is per-
formed by the most ingenious and simple contri-
vance of a difl"erential thermometer. This appara-
tus will greatly facilitate the manufacture ofsu<rar
in regard to the economy of labor, fuel, and time,'
and the perfection of the product. This apparatus
will rank among the most ingenious and important
inventions.

The production of indigenous sugar in France
was one of the main pillars of .Yapoleon's conlinen-
tal system ; and the successful extraction of sugar
from the beet was relied on as the surest guaranty
of its stability.

That branch of productive industry, therefore,
which the first statesman and captain of the ao-e
regarded alike as the means of conquest and the
source of wealth and independence, cannot, be
considered a matter of indiflerence to the Govern-
ment of Uiis great and growing republic, whose
duty and privilege it is to watch over the intercut
and welfare of its citizens—a Government aspirin^-
to no conquest, yet whose enviable distinction it is
to be regarded as the last hope of freedom— tlie
last asylum of liberty.

The information imparted in the precedino- pa<ies
collected as it is from the most authentic "sources'
It IS hoped will be regarded as of the highest im-
portance to any and every government charged with
the duty of promoting the great interests of a na-
tion.

Having traced the history and progress of the
manufacture of the beet sugar, from its first dis-
covery in Europe to the present time, through all its
varied experiments and decieasing expenses, until
no longer requiring the bounty of Government, but
yielding a revenue, the only remaining inquiry is,
how shall the American people avail themselves of
the important advantages of this new source of
national wealth and industry .'

To acquire a correct and minute knowledge of
this new branch of industry, (now practically un-
known in this country,) it is necessary to visit
Hungary, Germany, France, and England, in order
to examine all the recent and important discoveries
and improvements relatiag to the manufacture ofAn acre of good cultivated land yields, on an

,

beet sugar. To accomplish this obiectir wn„Maverage, twenty tons of the beet-root. Beets were
I
require the following q"a fi a , ms^

^ '

sold this fall, near Boston, for $5 per ton. I i a thomn^h l-„° „ J . 1^ ' ,.
, w p t luii.

I

i. A tnorough knowledge ot the old method of
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ctracting sugar from the beet, and every apparatus

itherto used.
.

2 A thorouo-h knowledge of agriculture, ni order

, ascertain the precise cost of the production of

le raw material, the influence which it has o»the

ifierent systems of agriculture, and the economy

1 regard to the feeding of cattle, &c.

3. "a knowledge of chemistry and physics.

4 A knowledireofthe languages of the different

ountries to be vilited, and a thorough acquaintance

yitli technical and vulgar terms in mechanics and

igriculture, as well as the patois of the countries.

5. A knowledge of mechanics and the art of

Irawintr, in order" to be able to delineate any appa-

^tus at first sight, and at a glance, as manufactu-

rers are not always willing to have their apparatus

lexamincd minutely. ,,„„,,.,vtim
CHARLES LEWIS FLEISCHMANN,

Graduate of the

Royal Jlirricultural Institute of Batavia.

Patent Office, Washington, Dec. -J?, 1838.

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Saturday, Jan. 19, 1839.

A meeting was held at the Hall, Mr Prince,

Vice Presided in the chair. The Committee on

Premiums made tlie following report, which was

accepted

:

PREMIUMS AWARDED BY THE MASSACHUSETTS

HORTICUX-TURAL SOCIETT.

In pursuance of a resolve of the Massachusetts

Horticultural Society, for awarding certain premi-

ums on the best specimens of fruits, which may

have been exhibited during tlie year 18.38, the

committee to whom that subject has been referred

beg leave to report, that the premiums be awarded

as follows

:

Pears.—To Mr Samuel Downer, for the

best Summer pears, including the Juli-
|

enne, Bloodgood and Dearborn's Seed-

lings, a premium of ^^ 0"

To Ur Robert Manning, for the best Au-

tumn pears, including the Francreal d^

Ete, Hazel, Belle Lucrative, Golden

Bcurre of Bilboa, St Ghislain, Marie

Louise, Jalousie, Washington, Louise

Bonne de Jersey, &c. a premium of 5 00

To 'Mr Aaron D. Williams, for the best

Summer Seedling pear, a premium of 5 00

^qpples.—To .Mr E. M. Richards, for the

best Summer apples, including WiUian.'s

Eariy, Benoni, Eariy Sweet Bow, Eariy

Harvest and Eariy Red Juneating, a pre-

mium of

To Mr- Joshua Gardner of Dorchester, for

the best Autumn apples, the Gravenstein

and others, a premium of •'> 00

To Mr B. V. French, for the best Winter

apples, including the Yellow Bellflower,

Murphy and Danvers Winter Sweet, a

premium of ^ 00

Cherries.—To Mr Samuel Downer, for the

best cherries. Downer's Red Seedling

cherry, a premium of 5 00

Peaches'.—To Mr J. L. L. F. Warren, for

the best peaches of open culture. Spec-

imens Eariy Royal George and George

IV., a premium of '
^00

To Mr M. P. Sawyer of the city, for the

best peaches raised under glass, a pre-

mium of 5 00

5 00

.5 00
j

4 00
I

5 00

10 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

Plums.—To Mr S. R. Johnson, for the best

plums, including tlie Bolmer's Wash-

ington and Green Gage, a premium of

To Mr Samuel Pond for the next best, be-

ing fine specimens of Bolmer's Wasli-

ington, Prince's Imperial Gage and

Duane's Purple, a gratuity of

Mdarines.—To Mr Thomas Mason, for

the best nectarines, a premium of

quinces.—To Mr E. M. Richards, for the

best quinces. Orange and Pear Shaped,

a premium of

Grapes.—To Dr J. C. Howard, for the best

foreign grapes grown under glass, in-

cluding the Black Hamburg and White

Chasselas, a premium of

To Mr William Oliver, for the best foreign

grapes, out of door culture, the White

Chasselas, a premium of

To Mr Thomas Lee, for the be^t native

grapes, (Elsinburg,) a premium of

Gooseberries.—To Mr Samuel Walker, for

tlie best dessert gooseberries, included in

these were Hopley's Globe, Gascoigne,

Warrington Red, Wellington, Golden

Gourd, Whitesmith and Princess Royal,

a premium of

Raspberries.—To Mr J. L. L. F. Warren,

for the best Red and White Antwerp

raspberries, a premium of

Strawberries.—To Mr Vose, President of

the Society,' for the best strawberries,

Downton and Keen's Seedling, a premi-

um of

To Mr Rufus Howe, for the best Early

Virginia and Bath Scariet strawberries, a

gratuity of

To Mr J. L L. F. WaiTen, for the best

Methven Castle strawberries, and some

other fine kinds, including a new variety *

raised by him from the seeds of the

I\Iethven Castle, a gratuity of

To Messrs Hovey & Co., for a new Seed-

ling strawberry, raised by them from the

seed, a gratuity of

Currants.—To Mr A. D. Weld of Ro.xbury,

for the best White and Red currants, a

premium of

Musk Melon.—To Mr Vose, President of

the Society, for the best Green Fleshed

Melons ; these were the Persian, Minorca,

Rock, and Cantaloupe, a premium of

To Messrs S. & G. Hyde, for the best

Watermelons, a premium of

For the Committee,

WILLIAM KENRICK, Chairman.

And on motion of Mr Downer, it was voted that

the reports on Vegetables and Flowers be also in-

serted.

Tulips.—Best display VI varieties, S. Walker 8 00

Violas.—B^st display, S. Walker o 00

Do Seedling do •« ""

Gera«ru«i.».—Best display. Col. Wilder 5

do Seedling, W. Meller 3 00

Herbaceous P/an«s.—Gratuity to

Dr J. C. Howard J 00

Hovey & Co. -S 00

S. W alker 5 00

A gratuity to Mr I). Haggerston for fine spec-

imen of Alpina Mutan 5 UU

Do to Mr W. E. Carter, for Seedling

I Phlox alba ^ °"

5 00

5 00

86 00

Per order,

S. WALKEil, Chninnan.

The Vegetable Committee award the following

premiums, viz. :

For the best specimens of

C«cum6er..-To J. L. L. F. Warren $4 00

Beefs.—S. Sweetser

Rhubarb.—S. Pond f ^"

Celery.— r>r J. C. Howard - ""

Beans.-(Lima) R. Ward '^

^^
Squashes.— S. Pond

Ca,diJIowers.—3. L. L. F. Warren ^ "^

Brocoli.—Do. .

QQ
Peits.—Rufus Howe

SAMUEL POND, Chairman.

Dec. 1638.

5 00

5 00

5 00

2 OO

3 00

3 00

The Committee on Flowers beg leave to report,

that they have awarded the following premiums,

viz. :

Roscs.-Fov the best display, to Col. Wilder $5 00

Do 24 hardy varieties, do .J m
j)o 12 do A. Aspinwall 2 00

Do 12 China, S. R. Johnson 3 00

Hyacinth^.— Best display, Hovey & Co. 5 00

Carnations.-Best display, Messrs W.nsh.ps 5 00

Do six varieties, Thos. Mason 3 00

Do Seedling, W. Meller 3 00

Pinks.-Best display, S. Walker f
00

Do Seedling, Wm. Meller 3 W

On motion of Mr Richards, seconded by Mr

Downer, the Fruit Committee's report was amended

by adding "to Mr A. D. Williams $5 premium tor

his seedling pear"-and that it nnake part of the

report. . , (.

The following communication was received from

the President with other documents

:

To the Editor of the J^. E. Farmer,—

The Massachusetts Horticultural Society have

recently received from the Chevalier Soulange

Bodin, the distinguished proprietor of the Horti-

cultural Garden of Fremont, the enclosed notice,

in relation to the Morns Multicaulis, and the means

by which the shoots of that valuable plant may be

forwarded to distant places for distribution, and by

which its cultivation may be extended and in-

creased. ^ u

I have thought that at tlie present period, when

the culture of silk and the growth of the mulberry

tree, are exciting so deep an interest in various

parts of the country, it might be interesting to

many of the readers of your valuable journal to

know at how cheap a rate these shoots may be im-

ported from France, and if it be practicable to re-

ceive them here in a state of good preservation, as

in the opinion of those familiar with the subject it

is believed they may be, it might prove to be the

means of a very vapid increase of this variety of

the mulberry tree in the United States.

Witli much respect,

Your obedient servant,

ELIJAH VOSE.

Dorchester, Jan. 21, 1839.

JARDIN DE FROMONT.
MURIER MULTICADLE.

(Multicaulis Mulberi-y Tree.)

The plants of the new Mulberry Tree, the

Murier Multicaule, having been exhaused in all
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other parts of France, and niiiltiplieii applications
being made for tlicni from foreign countries, the
Director of the Jnrdin de Froinnnt has decided to
bring into sale the numerous Sapliiij;s annually
produced from the stock of this valuable tree, and
which have obuined for it tlie spec.tic and de-
scriptive name it bears. These shoots det^iched
from the parent root in the autumn, are prepared in
the form of slips of difTeronl'heijrhts, according to
their growth, and are sent in their full lengths,
with all their buds, closely compressed in cases,
filled up with moss, rather dry than moist, and will
thus be preserved during a long journey or voyage
without decaying or suffering from either heat or
cold. The shoots, on their arrival at their desti-
nation, being recut and divided individually, im-
mediately before being planted, into slips contain-
ing two or throe buds each, according to their
growth, will, on the requisite precautions in plant-
ing being taken, preserve all the freshness and
vigor they possessed when detached from the stem,
and will take root os readily as if tiny had only
been just severed.

The price of these shoots from the Murier Mul-
ticaulo^thus prepared and packed for transport, is

315 fr. a thousand (package included,).,anil these
will produce at least three tliousand aiips, witliout
reckoning the buds.

The establishment is prepared to furnish any
quantity of these shoots, either immediately or in
the autumn of 1830, on receiving orders, with bills
on a banker or any other house in Paris.

These shoots of the Murier Multicaule are far
preferable for long journeys or voyages to slips
which have been cut ; because,"having1rewer issues
for the sap, they are not liable to have this great
principle of life and vegetation, so indispensable
for thrir taking root, exhausted by way.

'I he rearers of Silkworms in France and the
United States of America are informed that they
may be supplied with a very groat number of this
new species t'f Mulberry Tree at the Jardin de
Fremont.

The director of this establishment is from this
time able to enter into a contract for furnishing
any quantity of these trees that may be required for
planting in 1839.

All orders and other communications should be
addressed /ranco " au Diredeiir du Jardin de Fro-
M0^T, a Ris {Seine-et-Oise). France.

The meeting then was dissolved.

E. WESTON, Jr., Rec. Sec.

JASiUAnvsO, 1839.

A.ND HORTICCLTURAL BKGISTER.

AND

Boston, Wednesday, January 30, 1839.

NEW ENGLAND PARMER
HORTICULTURAL REGISTER.

Wc hereby announce to the public that the New Eng-
land Farmer and Horticultural Register, hitherto existing
as two distinct pubhcations, arc now united iu one;—we
trust the union will prove satisfactory to the subscribers
of the latter work, and .send this day, the New England
Farmer and Horticultural Register in its stead to tiiose

who have not taken the N. E. Farmer. Those who arc
not disposed to take it will please return the paper by the
next mail. Those who retain the paper will be consid-
ered as subscribers.

The New England Farmer and Horticidlural Register
will be published weekly in quarto form, making a hand-
some volume of 410 pages, with an index, at two dollars
and fifty cents, in advance, or three dollars at the close
of the year. J BRECK & CO.

Boston, Jan. Sll^A, l,S:!y.

Exhibition of Frditi.
Saturday, Jan. 19, 1«39.

Lady apple, very beautiful 8pecin»eB.,by, Mr
Manning.

Baldwin and Nonsuch apples— liand.soinu speci-
mens, by Mr Walker.

For the Committee,

WILLLVM KENRICK, Chairman.

Cheerfulne.ss and activity do „ot .,fen accompany
vicious Ii,nl,it9. Tl.o ale-house is the resort of the per- 1

son ivho knows not what el.se t.^,l. wiih hirnsell. The
'

Jiromoting innocent, and meaning umvsrvtfnts, is part of
a schoolmaster's most serious husinrss.— Central Society
of Education.

The Cour.tPss of Hiiddin^^'ton, iu nori, sold her jew-
els that she might be enabled to phmt her estates with
valui.ble :md ornamental trees; we think she possessed
boib good sense and good taste in her choice of orna-
mtntt.

Kennebunk, Jan. 8, 1839.
To THE Editor of the N. E. Farmer,—

Dear Sir—Tliough personally a stranger, I take the
liberty to make some inquiries of you on a subject of
some interest to me as a cultivator of the soil. I am un-
acquainted with any praciical farmer round about Boston,
or VTould not trouble you with my inquiries.

I wish to inclose my farm with the Hawthorn Hedge,
and am anxious to obtain some information as to the
mode of planting and cultivating the plant. I have fre-

quently seen some very fine looking hedges of this plant
round about Boston, though I am not aware that it has
ever been introduced into this State. I wish to know if

seed can be obtained in Boston, and if it should not be
convenient for you to give me the informatioa I need on
this subject, I should be greatly obliged if you will put
this into the hands of some gentleman that will write me
on the subject. A knowledge where the seed could be
obtained, if nothing more, would be esteemed a great
favor

; the price usuidly paid for it, &c. I wish to

plant about two hundred rods of this hedge .eailv in the
spring— if spring is the time it should be planted. .-Vav

information on the subject would be very gratefully re-

j

ceived. I am ignorant how the ground should be pre-

[

pared
; iu fact ignorant ofalmost everything respecting its

I

cultivation.

! I am, dear sir, with great respect,

j

Your ob't scrv't,

I

JAMES OSBORN.

N B. Perhaps it may be the Hsual practice of those
who make tliese hedges to transplant from nurseries of

' Hawthorn planted for the purpose. If this should be the
[case, could plants of a suitable size be obtained round
about Boston, and what the usual price per thousand ?

How many years from planting before the thorn is large

enough to answer the purpose ef fence.' Yours,

J. O..

Wo have neither space nor time to give as full an tin.

swer to this letter as we desire. Nothing can be more
beautiful than a live fence or hedge ; but like everything
else valuable, the cultivation and management require
knowledge, skill, and experience. A straggling, untrim-
med hedge, full of gaps, and overrun with weeds, is ex-

1

ccedingly offensive; but the eye rests with delight upoi
one that is in perfect order.

There are three kinds of hawthorn which are used fo
the purpose of fences.

1st. The common European Hawth_prn or White thorr
(Cratcegus OiyacantUa.) 2d. The Cockspur Hawthorn
(Cralagus crvsgalli.) 3. The Maple-leaved Hawthorn
(Crutiegus cordata.) The first is of foreign origin; th(
iwo latter are indigenous. The leaf of tlie first is fai

more beautiful than of the two last ; but it puts out lalei

in the season; and it sheds its leaves much earlier. The
two latter form beautiful and substantial fences. The

I

Cockspur thorn is much used in Delaware, and the stage
road used to jiass through miles of this fence. The Ma-
plc-leaved Hawthorn has been cultivated to a considera-

I

ble extent by Josiah Quincy, Esq. at his farm in Quincy.

j

These fences have all suffered much from the mice in
winter, whose ravages are favored by our deep, drifting

j

and long continued snows, to which they are not subject

I

in England
;
and the European Hawthorn from a worse

pest than this, and that is the apple tr«e borer, a worm
which has proved signally destructive to the live fences
among us. We are not apprised whether this worm has
attacked the two other kinds of thorns, but wc know no
reason why he should not have done, it. These plants
should be set in double rows in what is called the quin-
cunx order, thai is, about eight inches apart in the row
and the plants in one row opposite the spaces in the
other

; a single row is hardly deemed sufficient for pro-
tection against our cattle, who arc accustomed to roam at
large in utter disregard of fences and enclosures.

As to the inquiry about raising the plants from seed,
the seed or haws can be ob'ained at a proper season with-
out difficulty; but they will not germinate until the sec-
ond year, and they require skilful management the first

year. We therefore advise our correspondent to obtain
the plants of about two years old ; and this may be done
at many of the nurseries in the country. The maple-
leaved hawthorn may be obtained at Georgetown, D. C.
and probably at Philadelphia, New York, and Albany ; it

may bo «lso, at the excellent establishment of the Messrs
Winships at Brighton; but we have not ascertained the
fact. The while or English hawthorn, as there is no
duty upon the article, though it can be had here, may
probably be imported from England, or Scotland at half
the e-xpense for which it can be obtained here, freight in-

cluded. We imported some ourselves some vears since
and presume tilings have not altered in this matter.

Of the proper mode of cultivating a hedge or live

fence, we have not now space to go into it; butif denircd
will give hereafter ail necessary directions. A good
deal of preparation and care are requisite that the hedge
may do well.

There are other plants, which are used with advantage.
The commoo red cedar makes a substantial and perma-
nent fence, and requires about seven years before it be-
comes impregnable. The buckthorn (rhamnus calhar-

ticus) is of quick growth, easy cultivation, and makes a
most beautiful fence. When well set and well grown it

would be proof against cattle ; but it is not so formidable
to them as a white thorn hedge. Nothing can be more
ornamental. 'Iho plants may be obtained of Piek'g
Dodge, Esq. or E. H Derby, Esq. of Salem, who has
one of the handsomest spei:imens of this fence to be
found in the State ;—probably at other places. The
seed is easily procured at the proper season in different

parts of the country as the plant is not uncommon. The
triple thorned locust (Gleditzia triacanthos) makes n

substantial and impregnable fence, when well plashed
and interlocked. It is strong, but the fohage is not
thick or large enough to make it handsome.

H.'C.
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THE MULBERRY FANTASIES AND THE
TRANSFORMATIONS OF SAGO.

We hazarded a prediction a few weeks since that the

wooden nutmeg gentry would soon be along with silk-

ivorin e:gs made ont of yellow bees-wax and dropped on

ihe best^hot pressed letter paper, for sale to the amateurs.

We had not a strong ccnfidence then that our prophecy
|
Oinamentat Trees, Shnilis, Roses, 'Honoysurklcs, I'osonies,

as ^n near its fulfilment as it now seems to be. The Dahlias and otlier Herbaceous Flowering Plants.

No.thamp'ton Courier of the last week announces that
}

J'J.OOO
^';;^[!^f^"

FKVIT AND ORNAMENTAI. TREES!, MULBER-
KIi£S. ate

Nurs(n-ij of William Kenrich.

The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees for 1839 is

now ready, and will he sent to all who apply. It comprises

a most exieiisive selection of the superior varieties o( Pears,

Apples, Plums, Qainces, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Cur-

rants, Strawberries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock of Cher-

ries and of Peaches now ready is particularly
' "—

PRICES OP COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Also,

Newcastle Tho

Bass wood ciittino-s have been sold there for cuttings of
j

Morns Mullicaulis, and other Mulberries; the trees genu-

,he Morus Multiclulis ; and we have to add, that a friend ine and fine, at prices fair, and varying with the size, and
the iUorus iviuiucduiia, ai...

,. , . , . „
' the qnantny which maybe desired.

of ours received last week a small phial of what -—

-

said to be mulberry seed as a sample of twentyfive pounds

which the person who sent it, had on hand for sale,' wish-

ing 10 know the price and prospects. This sample of

mulberry seed is nothing more nor less than sago; and,

we beg leave to add, a very fair sample of much of the

humbuggery (we wish we could find a better word) that

may
Fruit and all other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or-

ders promptly eieculed, on application to the subscriber.
•^ WILLIAM KENRICK.

Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

January 30, 1839, ^
SHAKKRS' SEEDS AND HERBS.

WIGHT it GIIISON, No. 44 Hanover Street, under the
-

„ ,1 „ .„j I American House, (opposite Elm Street,') are appointed by

,s going on m this very same mulberry seed and egg and
^^^ _^^^^.^^^

^^^^.s^.
^^''jij^^^j^ Mass. as their agents for the

tree business. "There are none so blind as those who 53),, „(• g^; |(j„,is „f Qarden Seeds, raised and put up with

not «ee;" and in this mulberry speculation, as in

many other of the speculations of the day, we see but

too strongly exemplified the spirit of the old homely say-

in", " The de'il may take the hindemost."

BRkThI'ON MAR.KKT.—Momjat, January 28, 1839.

K..|,(,rti-il lor 111.- Ni-W tllgljnd Katiner.

At Market, 370 Beef Cattle and 650 Sheep.

Prices.- Reef CaHlc— First quality, $7 75 a $3 fO.

Second quality, $7 00 a $7 50. Third quality, $5 73 a

$6 50.

SA„p,_| cts were sold at $2 75, $3 00, $3 25, $3 50,

$4 00, $1 25, and $5 25.

We noticed one prime Ox from Worcester County^

sold for $9 pr. hd.

The great Ox Olympus was sold today by Mr Wel-

lin<njn to Mr Hall, of Woburn, (or $050.

THER.MOMETIUCAL.
ReporteJ for the New England Farmer.

Range .if the Thermometer at the Gardeiiof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

(Vorlherly exposure, week ending January 27.

Januart, 183977 7 A.M. | 12, IM. |
5.P.1V1.

|
Wind

directions for culture, by Jonathan Chandler.

Prices, the same as when sold by the society 01

elling agent.
Herbs, Roots, Extracts, &c. for sale as above.

January 3u, 1839. •tinis

their trav

MONOGRAPHY OF THE CA51E1.1.1A.

Just published and for sale by Joseph Greek & Co. at the

Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store, a Monngraphy of

the Genus Camellia, or an Essay on its Culture, Description

aud Classification, illustrated by two Synoptical Tables:

the first containing the names of two hundred and seventy

varieties, with the color and form of the flowers, the species

or variety which have produced them, the place of their or-

igin, and the period of their introduction into Europe; and

the second presents two ascendini: gamuts, in which are

painted the shades of color peculiar to the known Camellias,

with their specific denominations. By the Ahhe Berlese,

member of several French and foreign learned societies.

Translated from the French by Henry A. S. Dearborn.

Jan. 15, 1639.

Monday,
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(From ihe Nrwark (N. J.) Oaily Advertiser

)

THE WIFE AT HOME.
It has been one of my most serious apprehen-

sions, thai in the multitude of our societies and

public combinations, men and women might chance

to foig-et that they have anything- to do individually.

We have societies to take care of our health, and

societies to take care of our kitchens. Alms (riv-

ing, so far as done at all, is doTie chiefly by whole-

sale. Perhaps we may sec the day when we shall

dine together, like the Spartans, and when all fam-

ily cookery and education shall be done upon the

large scale.

These thoughts were brought to my mind with

great force than common, a few days since, upon

my making a visit to the house of Mrs Nelson, the

wife of a reputable farmer, a few i.iiles from our

village. If I were to attempt a portrait of this

excellent lady, I should fill a volume ; I can only

give a sketchy outline. i\Irs Nelson is, in the

American as well as the English sense, a fine wo-
man, f Temperance, early rising, industry, and
above all serene choorfulness of soul, have left on
her check at forty, those roses which fashion an-d

excitement often blast before fifteen. 13ut what I

took my pen to notice, was that truly feminine and
christian trait of my good friend—she is a keeper

at home. Though I have been a church-going man
many years, I do not remember to have heard any
one of our clergy enlarge upon this scripture

phrase ; and yet the older I grow the more mean-
ing there seems to be in it. The best women in

the world are those wlio stay at home, such is the

opinion of the bast judges, to wit, their husbands.
The worst women are those who have no home, or

who love all other places better ; such is the ver-

dict of those who meet them abroad. A wife in

the house is as indispensable as a steersman at tJie

wheel. Who can count up the cases where poor
fello'.rs have been ruined by tlieir wives t*

This is a hard saying, but if it were Stiftened, it

would be less true. Surely it is no- disrespect to

the better sex to.point »t these rare e.'cceptiuiis,

which like the dim tarnish on the face of the moon,
make the other tracks look all tlie brighter. After
you shall have exaggerated to the utmost the num-
ber and the faults of thq gadding, gossipping, and
idle women, we still have a million of American
house-wives, brightening a million homes and hearts.

Mrs Nelson is one of them. Her liusband is not
the meekest man in the country, nor by nature the

most hospitable, but she makes up for all, like the
credit side of an account.- In the exercise of the
passive virtues, she finds her greatest happiness.
She holds it to be one of the very first duties of
life to render her home delightful, first to her hus-
band, next to her children, and then to all who may
enter her hospitable doors. Eirly in life, she ob-
served that several of her husband's intimate
actpiaintanccs were becoming irregular in their

liabits, she and Nelson talked it over at length.
Ho being a rough man, declared it to be his inten-
tion to break off all intimacy witli Lang and Shep-
herd, on the spot. " O no ! husband," said she,
" that would be cruel, remember the proverb, ' A
sotY word breaketh the bone.' Let me alone to
bring them to their bearings ; at any rate, give me
a month for an experiment." " You ! Mary," he
exclaimed in astonishment, "you amaze me: surely
you will jiot follow them to the bar-room, as Jemi-
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ma Murphy does her goodman." " No," said his

wife laughing, " but we women have some secrets

left still. Wait but a month."
The month rolled round. Nelson had hard work

to refrain from falling upon the two men violently,

but he waited to see the issue, and even kept out
of their way that the incantation might be unin-

terrupted. At the close of less than the three
weeks Lang and Shepherd were two of the most
quiet, orderly, and domestic men in the neighb6r-
hood. " Why Miiry," said Nelson, " what in the

world have you done to them ?"—" I .' husband ! I

have not exchanged words with them for weeks"
" Then you have had some witchcraft at work."
" Not 1," she replied ; "the story is anon related,

I had observed for a long time that tlieir homes
were growing dismal, and I often told Mrs Lang
what I feared concerning her husband. Indeed I

had heard you tell of his repeating over his glass

that abominable saying, ' the devil's at home.' Af-
ter my conversation with you, I set to work—not
on the husbands, but their wives. Simple creat-

ures! they scarcely knew what I meant. They
wished indeed that the men would spend more time
at home, and even wept about their late hours and
rum drinking. But they were not prepared for my
telling them that they must redouble the attractions

of their own fireside and table—make the cheer
better—the fire brighter—the children cleaner

—

the welcouie heartier ; call in a pleasant neighbor
to tea—have a little singing, in the evening, and
even invite to a comfortable supper two or three of
the husband's tavern cronies. The thing took ad-
mirably. The wives triumphed, and I hope you
are satished."

Though it is likely Nelson did not just then sus-

pect it, this was the very course which had proved
successful in saving himself from ruinous liabits.

And most earnestly is it to be wished that all our
towns and villages were filled with such wives as
honor and love the family institution ! Every one
has made the observation that there are many more
women who are religious, than men ; but the final

cahse of this has not so often been remarked.
Divine providence by this discriminating favor to

the one sex, pours influence into the social fouii,

tain. As are the mothers of a nation, so will be
the sons and, in a measure, the husbands. But to

exercise full influence ; the wife must be a keeper
at home. She will find enough to employ her long-
est days, in the endless circle of household cares.

While she will welcome the evening visiter, and
often enlarge her frugal board for the bevy of
friends, or even join in the social party or the cheer-
ful sleigh ride, these things will be the exceptions
«6t the rule. So living, she will give happiness
to an ever increasing circle. "Her children arise

up and call her blessed; her husband also and ho
praiseth her." C. Q.

JAKUARY :iO, 18 3 9

FOR SALE, A t IRST RATK FARM,
Well situated on the road leading from the Tlieoloiiou

Seminary in Andover, to the old Boston road : hilely ov
by Peter F. Shed, anil will known as the Oavid lihint Farm
containin!> 70 acres, more or less. There is ahout 20 ac
of good Woodland within sight of the liouse. The rema
der of tlie farin is in ffood condition, and is generally consid
ered, hy those acquainted wiih it, to i.g -'a garden spoi.'
There are from 300 to 500 apple trees on llie place. inde|ion
denily of other fruit trees of great value. The farm is wel
walled and watered, ihe buildings in first rate order,
there are upon it three wells of excellent, soft water. It i:

well situated lor a'gentlcinan '.vishing for a residence in ih
country, being retired, r.nd yet in the immediate vicinity n
the public Schools and the Theological Semiiuiry ;— or' /o
the farmer, who wishes to raise vegelahlcs lor market, ih
land being all good, and markets near. It lies about half .

mile from the Ballard Vale Factory, one mile from the Kai
Koad depot, and nine miles Irom I'.owell. There are upor
the place about ten cords of manure.

The conditions of sale will be liberal, the owner b(
obliged on account of ill health, to go South.— For particu"
lars, inquire of the subscriber, on llie premises.

ANDRliW B. STLMPSON.
-Andover, January 15, 1S39. 4w

FARM FOR SAI.K.
A Farm situated in the soiubwcslerly part of Townsend

on the road leading from Townsend west village lo Worces
ter. Said farm contains 110 acres of land divided into mow
ing and pasturing, and a large share of w.iod and limber; t

one story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, buttery, anci
two bed rooms well finished

;
parlor ])apered ; wood house

well, under cover, forty feci barn, and shed, a large sheej
house, fifteen by thirty feet, a large cooper shop, and anotbei
small house well finished, on the lower flror; a good oque-
duct which comes into the born yard, an<l a good orchard.

The subscriber will sell a part or all, and ei've possession
this lall er winter, or new spring. Those who wish to buy
will do well to call on the subscriber, who lives on theprem
iscs, and look lor themselves. AS.t H. AD\MS.
Nov. 20,1838.

KIULBfiRRT TREES.
Wm. Pbikce & So.Ns will make sales of trees and cut-

tings of the genuine Chinese Moras Mullicaulis, Morus Ei-
pansa, Alpine, Broussa, Canton at\d other varieties, delivera-
ble to the purchasers at such period in the Spring, as is con-
veniept to them, and will enter into contracts accordmgly.

Prices and terms for the trees and catlings will be forward-
ed to all who may apply for them by mail, as well as prices
of Silk Worms' Eggs, Mulberry Seeds, &.c. The Mullicau-
lis treos are remarkably vigorous, and as we lirst imported
the genuine tree, purchasers are sure of obtaining the

]

ine kind. It is from this cause and from ihe great atle
paid by them, ihat the trees that they have sold, have given
universal satisfact'—
Dec. ao, IS3S. 2m Flushing, near New York.

Recipe for Indian Cake.—A correspondent
furnishes us with the following recipe for making
that excellent Yankee viand, an Indian cake :

Take three cups of Indian meal, three cups of
flour, three (juarlers of a cup of nudasses, two tea-

spoons full of salffratus stirred in the molasses
until it foams—add a little salt and mix it with
cold water the thickness of pound cake. Then
bake it.

FAUJII IS BROOKLI.X'E.
For sale a farm situated in Brnokliue, about four miles

j

i of first rate Tillage Land,
nd pasture—with a good

t-iiitiMiv-ic icuaii : nam. '^' *- " *

1, &,C.

The Farm will be sold low, together wilh the Stock, Hay,
Tools, &c. if applied for soon, at No. an. North Market St.
Boston, or Koxburv Sireet, near Boston line
Dec. 26, 1838. JOHN HUNT.

from Boston, containing forty _,
and thirty acres of Woodlimd
House in coinple-e repair ; Barn, Chaise-house, Corn farn

NOTICE.
A uerson now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,

who has peculiar advantages (or its extension, not possessed
l),y any other individual in this country, wishes to connect
h mseir wilh some person who can furnish a small capital,
sntficienl to make the business both pleasant and profitable
Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.
Nov. 21, IS33.

^VA^TEu.
In the Seed Garden, connected wilh the New England Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, a first rale farmer: one who has some
knowledge of the inanagemenf of hot beds would be pre-
ferred. Inquire at the N. E, Farmer Ofiice, Nos, 51 & 62
North Market St, JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Drunkenness turns a man out of himself and
substitutes a beast.

THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER
Is published every Wednesday Evenii.g, at S3 per ann.im

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duclionof 59 cents,

TUTTLE, DE.NNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,
n SCHOOL 8TRSET... BOSTOM
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AGRICULTURAL.

(From the Journal of the Franklin Institute.)

}n the part which the soil acts in the process of veg-

etation. Memoir read at the Jtcademij of Sciences,

by J. Pelletier.

Translated from the Journal de Pharniacie, for tile Jour-
nal of tlifi Franklin Institute, by J. Griscom.l

The ground is the support and nurse of plants
;

a its bosom, by means of roots, they seek for and
nd a portion of their nourishment. But to this

utii, so simple and obvious, are attached questions

fa complicated nature, and of the highest interest

5 physiology and agriculture. With one, among
thers, I have been particularly arrested, and it

as been the object of my meditations. Before I

ntc. upon it, permit me to bring into view some
icts which appear to be necessary to the discus-

ion of it.

The earth is not an elementary substance. Its

xterior bed, the residence of plants, is formed of

ariiius metallic oxides, silica, alumina, lime, to

hich are often joined magnesia and the oxide of

on. It contains, moreover, the detritus of organic

tatters which had before possessed life and exis-

;nce. Thu.s constituted, and under the influence

f air, water and imponderable fluids, the earth is

iniiiontly fit for the development of germs deposit-

d ill its bosom, and to the growth of the vegeta-

les which flourish upon it.

The necessity of the presence of organic mat-
!r, to coii.stitute a soil, endowed in the highcsi

egree with vegetative force, cannot be considered

oubtful. In vain did Tull, in 1773, attempt to

laintain tliat distinct earthy particles formed the

ale nourishment of the plant. This theory was
verturned by the positive experiments of Duhamel
'ho had at first embraced it. Nevertheless, if it

5 certain that the presence of organic matter is a

ondition of fertility, we may still ask whether it

s so essential a condition—such a sine qua non,—
hat a plant cannot vegetate in a soil totally de-

rived of organic matter, particularly if other cir-

uiustances, such as the presence of water and
atbonic acid, be united with it.

Numerous experiments have been made to re-

olve this question. Many of them are contradic-

Dry. The greater portion, from the high interest

'liich they involve, ought to be discussed and re-

•eated with care. But another question not less

nnportant, and which I think ought to be first as-

ertained, is this : ItTiat influence have soils them-

(Ives in the act of vegetation °? To this question I

.t present confine myself.

A vegetable soil, in its normal state, must be

onsidered a mixture of various earths, that is, of

iBtallic oxides.

Every soil devoted to agriculture, is in general,

ays Chaptal, formed of a mixture of silica, lime

nd alumina, and in support of this assertion he

ites various analyses.*

I
* A fertile soil in Sweden was found by Bergman to

onsist of: '

Davy confirms this statement in his Agricultural

Chemistry, and, in fact, not a single instance of a

fertile soil has occurred, which consisted of only

one earth, or even of two, such as lime and silex,

silex and alumina, alumina and lime.

.
In another passage in his Chimit Agricole, Chap-

tal expresses himself thus:

" A mixture of lime, silex and alumina forms the

basis of a good soil ; but that it may possess all

the desirable qualities of good land, these ingre-

dients must exist .in certain proportions, which anal-

ysis of the best soil can only establish.

If we consult the analysis of the most fertile

soils, we find that fertility diminishes in proportion

to the predominance of either of these principal

earths, and that it becomes almost null when the

mixture has the properties of only one ot them."

Complexity of composition is therefoie, in gene-

ral, a condition of fertility in a vegetable soil.

Tlif loose earth which we find in valleys arising

from the decomposition of primitive rocks, makes

generally an excellent soil. Now we know that

granite, composed of quartz, feldspar and mica,

and frequently amphibole, must yield by its com-

position, a soiUcontaining silica, lime, alumina and

a little magnesia and sometimes potasii. Soils

originating, on the contrary, from tlie decomposition

of more simple rocks, siliceous limestone, for ex-

ample, are lighter, and suitable only for a limited

number of plants; they require, says Chaptal, to

be enriched, and are valuable only in moist cli-

mates. Land originating in the decomposition

of trap, basalt and other rocks of complicated

elements, possesses, on the contrary, great natural

fertility.

" Rivers," he further adds, " receive in their

courses other streams whose mud is mingled with

its own, and it often happens that the united sedi-

ment of two rivers possesses greater fertility than

that of either separately."

This then appears to be an established fact, that

Coarse Silei,

Silica,

'Alumina,
Carbonate of Lime,
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(loos exist which tgnds combine them. The silica tion called marling. Jlarl is not a simple mixture and in superficial portions of the earth, penetrated

and alumnia are, in relation to the lime, electro- of silica and alumina with more or less of carbo- by the air, we may conceive it to be formed by the

negative bodies, and in their presence the lime nate of lime. Its ba?e is argillaceous and caica- re-action of oxygen upon the carbon of organic

must acquire a contrary electricity. According as
:
reous silicates; some mineralogists consider it detritus ; but at those great depths which are at-

e.xternal or mechanical movements of the soil, or
|

even as an oryclognosaical species.* It is on this tained by the roots of oaks and cedars of a hun

other foreign causes, shall bring these molecules account that plants cannot vegetate in marl which

within greater or less distances from each other, has been long exposed to the air, even when the

and group them in various ways, electrical piles silica, alumina and lime are in tlie proportions

which form good ara,ble land. By exposure to the

The radical I reous soils

will be established, discharges will take place, pro

ducing various tensions, and the earth will thus, if

we may use the ter:M, become animated. The
electric fluid which pervades it will excite the sto-

mata of the radical fibrils, determine the play of

the organs, and the absorption of the fluids requi

site to the nourisliinent of the plant.

fibrils, at.d the capillary roots impregnated with

moistui-e, will become so many. electrical conduc-

tors, engaged in transmitting electricity, tertamly

as necessary to life as light and caloric.

The merit of a theory is, that it accounts for

observed facts, enables us to forsee what will take

place under particular circumstances likely t« bap-

pen, and indicates tiie considerations which it may
bo desirable to bring about with a view to useful

results.

Let us inquire whelbcr the theory now presented,

fulfils these conditions

:

Suppose a chalky soil. To improve it, we add

argillaceous marl ; i. e. to the lime which predom-

JBates we add silica and alumina. To the pontht

eUmcni which we found atone, tix add the negative

elements ivkich we found deficient.

Will it here be said, that "chalk is so compact

that the roots cannot i>enetrate it, or so split up

that water passes tlirough it like a riddle, and that

the marling is simply designed to change this phy-

sical condition ?*

But, if the object was merely to divide-the chalk,

in order to change its physical condition, a calca-

reous sand would accomplish this object, and yet

it uever came into the head of an agriculttirist to

improve his chalk by limestone, while Gordan de

Saint-Memin produced a magnificent vegetation by

a mixture of chalk with heath sand.

In a piece of ground belonging to Chaptal, the

soil was clayey and rather barren ; below was a

layer of black earth. Chaptal went to work em-

pirically, dug up the ground and mixed the two

beds togLlhci. Coatray to his expectations, the

sterility was increased. It was not till the fiftli

year that the ground acquired a common degree

of fertility, that is, when all the iron had passed to

tlio state of peroxide, and the land, black as it

was, had become of a deep, bright yellow, Chap-

tal asks, if, in this case, the black oxide is injurious

to vegetation, eitlier by itself, or in reference to

the oxygen.

In our theory, the fact explains itself, and might

have been foreseen ; the black oxides of iron (fer

oxidule d' Hauy) is a combination of protoxide and

sesquioxide of iron, a substance indifferent in rela-

tion to silica and alumina. Exposed to the air, the

combination is destroyed, the iron passes to the

state of peroxide, susceptible of union with silica

and alumina. Yet, under such circumstances, it

was not worth while to mingle the two beds, since

five years were lost in attaining a common degree

of fertility.

The theory which we have adopted, is applica-

ble, likewise, in the happiest manner, to the opera-

• G. Diet, d' Agriculture, article Craie.

dred years old, how can the carbonic acid be devel-

oped ? How can the oxygen and organic matter

penetrate to such depths ? In our i heory there is

no difficulty. Carbonic acid comes from the lime,

air, carbonic acid distroys the comhinnfion which on wliich the silica and alumina act slowly but

existed between the earths, and it is then, and then

only, that marl will enrich the soil. In this case,

if the negative element pruvails, as in the case of

argilliceous marks, it becomes excellent for calca-

and marls called calcareous are in

their turn advantageous for argillo-sandy land.

It has been remarked, that the alkaline and

earthy salts, which, in a certain quantity, injure

vegetation, produce a good effect -when employed

in small doses. Chemists and farmers have sought

to explain this action of saline compounds. Some
have thought that certain salts were good for plants,

as some are for animals—that salts, and even

earths, formed part of the food of vegetables
;

others, on the contrary, that they act principally as

stimulants to vegetation. Without denying that

earthy substances may enter into the constitution

of a vegetable, to unite and give strength to tlie

parts tliat are to support the organs, like phosphate

of lime in the bones of quadrupeds, I may remark,

that with a few exceptions, the presence of any

salt is not absolutely necessary to vegetation. Thus,

for example, borage and lettuce, ^i||iose extracts

contain much nitre when they grow in highly ma-

nured soils, do not contain any sepsible portion of

it when cultivated without dung. I therefore rath-

er incline to the opinion of physiologists, who
think with M. DecandoUe, that salts act as exci-

tants or stimulants. But, what is the meaning of

excitation ? At the present day, science no longer

admits of those vague explanations which consist

of nothing but words. I understand by excitation,

the eminent property of conducting electricity

which salts communicate to water. It is in this

manner, as it appears to me, that nitrate of potash

acts, in the prodigious energy which it gives to

vetretation. It is probable in this way that sulphate

of lime acts; that is to say, by rendering the water

a better conductor, though, in this case, the effects

ap]iear to me to be complicated, and to be worthy

of direct experiment

Thus far, for greater simplicity, wc have consid-

ered lime as free, in speaking of the mixture of

silica, alumina, and lime, which constitute a soil

;

now the lime is in the state of carbonate, but it

does not, in that state cease to be an electro-posi-

tive element in relation to silica and alumina.

This circumstance allows us to explain an impor-

tant vcgeto-physiological fact The carbon in veg-

etables is produce!! mostly, if not entirely, by the

decomposition of the carbonic acid which they

ab.aorb not only from the air, but from the ground:

such is the opmion of the celebrated DecandoUe.

This carbonic acid, furnished by tlie ground, ap-

pears to enter into the vegetable at the moment of

its liberation, probably dissolved in the water which

the soil contains. It is absorbed by the spongioles

of the radicules ; it ascends with the sap, urged

forward as by a vis a tergo. But how is this car-

bonic acid produced ? In certain manured soils^

continuously to form silicates.*

Thus, then, at certain depths, and under influences

but little understood, silica would decompose car-

bonate of lime, while at the surface of the earth,

and under the influence of exterior agents, the

silicates would be decomposed by carbonic acid

produced by the re-action of the oxygen of the air

on organic detritus—an admirable and pi eviden-

tial rotation, which re-establishes the equilibrium,

and incessantly tends to the rejuvenescence of

nature.

The last corollary of my theory—the decompo-

sitioB of silicates by exterior agents, and particu-

larly by carbonic acid, cannot be called in question.

It lias been establislied by M. Becquerel, under

circumstances in which the force of cohesion might

seem to present a serious obstacle, I allude to the

decomposition of the feldspar of granite, and the

formation of kaolin. The asalogy is here so strong

that I must render the homage of my first concep-

tion to the distinguish academician I have just

cited.

The fact of the decomposition of carbonate of

lime by silica in tlio interior of the earth is equally

supported by experiment and observation. And,

first, if, in proceeding to the analysis of a vegeta-

ble soil, when the coarser siliceous sand has been

separated by agitation and deposition, and the car-

bonate of lime has been removed by weak acids,

we examine the finer terrene substance which has

resisted the weak acids, we find that it is not alu-

mina, as Chaptal indicates, nor silica, as is stated

in various works, but tliat it consists principally of

veritable silicates of lime, of alumina, and of oxide

of iron.

Still, it may be objected that these silicates are

anterior to all vegetation; that to piove tlieir re-

cent formation and daily production, requires di-

rect experiments. These direct experiments are

among the objects which I wish to undertake.

They require much time. But to prove truth, are

we to depend solely upon new experiuienis pecu-

liar to him who advocates it, and are we fobiddeni

to rely on the labors of our predecessors .' Cer-

tainly not. I may therefore again refer to the in-

teresting researches of M. Becqucret, and bringi

into view those mineral species which he has

formed in his laboratory, and which present all

the characters of their natural congeners. Nei-

ther can I omit to inention the important fact of'

the artificial formation of feldspar by Cagnard de^

Latour.

• Brochant's JUineralogy.

* Animal manures may contribute lo the decompositioii

of silicates, not only by the carbonic acid which thej

form by absorbing oiygcB from the air, but in producing

sueli substances as the yAT acids, which liave a teudeiicy

lo unite with the lime and to eliminate the silica which

is combined with it. M. Rasiiail, whose talents we are

glad to acknowledge, without sharing in all his scientific

opinions, appears to us to have explained the sihceoui

petrefactions that are found in chalk, in a very liappj

manner by the action of animals entombed in siliceo.

calcareous beds.

—

Physiol. Vegetate, t 2. p 339.
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There is still mother objection which may be

Imade to the theory now presented. If, in this

mixed state, the eartli acts by the virtue of elec-

tro-chemical forces, why are three earths requisite

to the construction of a {food soil ? Ought not

silica andlime, or lime and alumina to be sufficient

to produce, in each element of the mixture, an op-

posite electricity ? It is easy to answer this ob-

jection also, by a reliance upon facts well known
to mineralogists : it is certain that the binary sili-

cates are more rare in nature than the ternary sili-

cates, and that their mass in particular is less pow-

erful : silica has therefore a greater tendency to

combine with lime and alumina together than with

either of these earths separately. Hence, we may
perceive, that the union of the three becomes ne-

cessary to constitute a soil endowed with the high-

lest degree of vegetative power.

If the ideas whicli I now submit to the acade-

my, appear to deserve any attention, [ propose, on

the return of the favorable season, to renew the

inquiry, and to devote myself to the labor of posi-

tive experiment—experiments, which, whatever

may be their results in reference to my theory, will

at least have the advantage of eliciting facts which

may be friendly to agriculture, that science which

is so prominently stamped with the character of

utility.

We have at once, upon perusal, determined to

enrich the pages of the N. E. Farmer with the

subjoined Dictionary of Terms used in agriculture

—fully persuaded that it will prove highly interest-

ng and useful. It is made out with great precis-

on and pei-spicuity, the very first excellence in

ill writings designed to bo useful. It does honor

.0 the ably conducted agricultural journal in which

t appears, the Genesee Farmer, a paper, we must
say, without disparagement to any other, conducted

»ith eminent scientific and practical talent, and
vhich we do not hesitate to recommend to every

armer in the United States as worth to him ten

.imes its cost. H. C.

Abrading. This a term applied by some agri-

lultural writers to the crumbling down of earth

"rem the eflects of frost. This process is seen

nost on fall ploughed lands, and is an efiicient

igent in ameliorating and rendering fit for cultiva-

;ion heavy or clay soils.

Abrasion. The wearing away, by running
.vater, of earths, rocks, &c. the banks, or the bot-

;om of streams, and tlie result of which is the de-

josit of alluvium.

Absorplion. The process by which plants and
inimals are nourished is called absorption. In

nost plants this office is performed by the roots,

md it is through the vessels called spongioles, with

ivhich the roots are terminated, that absorption

akes place. In aquatic plants, the water which
iffords the nourishment ia absorbed with facility

'rom every part of their surface. By causing the

"oots to imbibe colored liquid the general course of

;he sap may be traced with considerable accuracy.

Acids. Bodies that have usually a sour last/,

ind corrosive qualities. Some acids appear only

n a fluid state, gaseous as carbonic acid, or liquid

IS sulphuric acid; others are crystallized, as the

|)oraic, benzoic, &c. Of the acids, the only one

Jiat has much influence on vegetation is the car-

bonic.

Acclimating. Plants are endowed with a power
)f gradually accommodating themselves to the

temperature or climate in which they are placed,

unless tlie change is at once so great as to suspend
their vital functions altogether. This process is

called acclimating. Plants will bear removal bet-

ter from a warm climate to one of lower tempera-

ture, than from a cold to a warm one. As in-

stances in plants, we may mention the potato, the

bean, the melon, and among fruits the peach and
apricot. The cucumber affords an instance of the

effect of acclimation. It is grown in the open air

at Cairo and at Petersburg ; at Carracas and at

Quebec.

Aeration. An important change effected on tlie

sap of plants, by the action of liglit. It consists

in the decomposition of carbonic acid gas, which
is either brouglit to the leaves of plants by the

sap, or absorbed directly from the atmosphere.

The substance of all plants is mostly carbon, and
as carbon in its common state, however minutely

divided, is never taken up by the sap of plants,

this most essential ingredient is obtained in the

form of the carbonic gas, from which the oxygen
is separated by the leaves under the action of light,

leaving the carbon ready for assimilation, or con-

version into vegetable fibre. That this process is

performed by the green substance of the leaves or

stem, is evident from the fact that if a leaf is

bruised or its vitality destroyed, its substance is no
longer capable of decomposing carbonic gas in the

light, or absorbing oxygen in the dark. The ne-

cessity of this aeration of sap for the purpose of

ripening fruit, or maturing vegetation, may be seen
in some fruit trees, the plum for instance, in which
an excessive quantity of fruit causes a premature
fall of the leaves, after which, owing to this loss

of the organs of aeration, the fruit never ripens,

but remains immature and worthless. The neces-

sity of the leaves for aeration, or perfecting the

juices of plants, shows the absurdity of plucking

or injuring the leaves of any plant before it is

ripe ;, topping corn, &c., under the idea of hasten-

ing maturity, or increasing the product. Attempts

to improve on nature must be failures. i

After-grass. The grass grown on meadows after

they are mown. The usual practice among farm-

ers is to feed this ofi^ by cattle or sheep, and in

some cases so closely as to nearly destroy the roots

of the grass. Unless the turf is close, and tlie

meadow rich, it is better to not feed at all, or very

lightly. For cropping after-grass, sheep are better

than cattle, since, though their bite may be closer,

they do not injure the roots with their feet like the

former. If mown a second time for rowen, it is

called

After-math. On rich meadows, or where ma-
nure can be had in abundance, for top dressing, ^
second mowing may be justifiable, and the grass

so cut, if well cured, is much relished and eaten

with avidity by ewes, calves, and other animals

that are apt to become poor under ordinary man-
agement. The practice of the second mowing,

however, like after feeding, is not to be recom-

mended on the who'e ; experience proving that the

injury grass roots always receive from mowing, is

increased by the second cutting. Necessity alone

can render after feeding or mowing justifiable or

proper.

Agriculture. In the moat extended use of this

term, it is made to embrace all the operations made
use of to obtain food for man, whether from the

field, the orchard, or the garden. In its proper and

limited sense, it means the cultivation of tlie soil,

which is the great source of wealth. The first

want of man was food ; the place to obtain it was
the earth ; hence the origin of agricullur.e ; and
in proportion to his wants, and the ease or the dif-

ficulty with wliich they can be supplied, ia his

progress in agriculture. Where the wants of man
are supplied by the spontaneous productions of the

earth, as in parts of Africa, or in the South Sea
Islands ; or where the inhabitants expect no food
from the eartli, as among the Esquimaux, or Somo-
iedes, their agriculture is unknown. It is only
where exertion is necessary to procure food from
the earth, that wants abound ; that wealth is in-

creased ; and that agriculture becomes a science,

and assumes its proper place as the basii and pre-

cursor of civilization, society and order; All his-

tory proves that such is the fact. The creation of
wealth belongs to agriculture. Food must be had,

and the value of every other article depends di-

rectly or remotely on the amount of food it will

procure. The skill of the mechanic may improve
;

the enterprise of the merchant may exchange ; but

the origin belongs to the earth, and the cost and
the profit is alike determined by the result of ag-

riculture.

Science haa within a few years done much in

aid of agriculture ; not that many positive discov-

eries have in the first place been made by the sci-

ences, of which the agriculturist has availed* him-
self; but the cause of certain results before

known to the farmer, have been revealed by chemi-

cal or other researches, and thus the means of more
certainty an 1 in many more cases of producing the

sam^ results has been obtained. On this is based
the improved system of agriculture. Where the

earths are not in due proportion, it is impossible to

make or keep the soil in a productive state. The
nature of the earths is now inquired into, and their

balance maintained by a rotation of crops, or the

application of such matters as shall prevent ex-

haustion, or restore fertility to such as have been

improperly treated. The capability of the earth

in affbrdmg food, when properly tilled, is but im--

perfectly understood. Now and then instances oo-
cur in which either by ^kill or accident these powv
ers are developed to the surprise of all ; but what
is done in one case may be done in others ; and
when agriculture is what it should be, when the tiU

lage of the soil, and the application of proper ma.-

nures shall be better understood, the results that

now astonish will become common, and while thfi'

labor shall be diminished th« product will be vastl.v-

increased.

(To be continued.)

ITEMS IN DOMESTIC ECONOMY.

To preserve fresh meat, killed early in winteiv

through cold weather, bury it in snow—the best

way is to place alternats layers of meat and snow
in a tub or barrel, and keep it in a cool place.

The meat should be a little frozen first Several

days warm weather will not affect it; and if kept

in an ice house, it may be not only preserved

through winter, but during the following spring.

Hams cannr.t be kept with ease or certainty un-

less the flat bone, near the centre of the inner

side which joins on the other bones of the ham by

a ball and socket, be first carefully removed.

Where this has been neglected, although every

other care has been taken, failures and loss has

followed.

Oats are more beneficial to horses if ground
;

and hay, if chopped fine.
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FLORICULTURE.

THE PROPERTIES OF FLOWERS. I

The advuncernent of floriculture! has always been i

an object of tlie tirat importance with ns. We i

have taken more pains with it than with nny other
!

branch of horticulture or gardening, because itj

would be followed with adv:\ntage by a larger class,

and by persons in all erades of society. 'l"he Hor-

ticultural Journal has paid great attentiim to the

properties of flowers, with a view of teaching the

amateur what is necessary to render him asucces.s-

ful exhibitor, and confirming the more experienced,

but perhaps wavering, professional gardener in

some fixed principles. It is desirable that all per-

sons should be united upon tlie value of fancy

flowers, and, of course, upon the standard of per-

fection by which such value shall bo estimated.

The Metropolitan Society has done more towards

filing this standari than all the Horticultural and

Floral Societies put together. The rules laid down

by that society have been followed, or professed to

be followed, by almost every establishment, de-

sei^ing the name of Floral or Horticultural, in the

kingdom, and it has bean of great service to the

science. The properties of flowers were, at one

time, valued by no set rules of propriety, by no

consistent attribute of beauty. The whims and

fancies of particular individuals pronounced par-

ticular points estimable, without considering wheth-

er such point- increased the splendor of a flower;

whereas the points insisted upon by the Metropoli-

tan Siciety, without a single exception, increased

the beauty of a flower even to ordinary eyes. Thus
it was that roundness and flatness in tlie bloom of

a pansy were said to be the standard of perfection

:

place side by side a pausy of the old shape, and

one nearly approaching the circle, unbroken through

. the petals, overlapping each other and tolerably flat,

the ir.osl unpractised eye will see the richness of

one compared with the other, and though there are

none quite round or quite flat, there are many which

approach both, and they are the more valuable in

proportion to their near approach. Agaiuj the pro-

perties of the dahlia are equally well defined, the

nearer the sliape approacli"-" tvc thirds of a hull

the better. Everybody can understand this deflni-

,tion of the property of a dahlia. It is true, that

to become this form, the petals must be broad,

round ended, short, and imbricate well, free from

notch, plenty of them, and the centre not over

bloomed ; but these are details. If the flower be

two-thirds of a ball, the detail is sure to be good,

for if the petals be narrow ,or pointed, or long, the

flower cannot be well formed. A tulip has been

equally as well defined as to property, and very

fortunately, for the flowers which were bearing

high prizes were perverting the taste of the grow-

ers ; and it will take some years to correct it.

Neverthi'less, the rule laid down by the Metropoli-

tan Society cannot be mistaken. The desired form,

when expanded, is from one-third to one-half of a

hollow ball, forming, as'a matter of course, a per-

fectly round shallow cup ; for, as the beauty of a

tulip is in the inside, no other form will so well

display it The tulip must, however, possess one

quality without which it will bo now set down as

valueless. The white or the yellow must be of

one uniform shade or tint, without stain, to the very

centre. In this case, as in the other, the most
ordinary observer, who may know nothing about

tulips, shall, nevertheless, in a moment decide that

the clear round flower is more beautiful than one

that is stained or not round. Upon this principle

should the value of all such productions be esti-

mated. We do not mean that every body should

be able to appreciate all the points of a good flow-

er ; but that the leiiling ones, especially the form,

should be that most likely to please the world.

The auricula is a flower equally requiring a proper

estimation of properties, and equally yidebted to

the Metropolitan Society for published rules by

which to regulate them. The chief point here

again is form. To be quite round and quite flat,

like a counter, would be perfection: but here the

color? form a much more important feature than in

other flowers, for the auricula will come all green

like a calix, or all white and ineal)', without any

distinct color. It has been, therefore, necessary

to state that theie should be several divisions of

color ; the small tube in the cent-e should be bright

yellow—the circle round this perfectly white—the

next circle should be a distinct color, lilac, violet,

purple, blue, brown, or dark approaching to black,

and very unbroken—and the outer circle of all

green, grey, or white ; and in proportion as all

these form distinct circles, and the individual pips

are flat, &c. does the value of the flower increase.

There is another property estimated in London and

its vicinity more than in the country. The Metro-

politan Society consider it a leading property that

the auricula should form a bold truss of seven pips

or flowers at the least ; ii,i the country they do not

require more than five. Thus many /lowers will

do for tha country that wOuld not do in the metro-

polis.

In roses, novelty seems to have been the leading

point, and many growers have discovered novelty

where nobody else could
; but there are properties

as essential to a good rose, as to any other flower,

novelty forming one of them. A rose should be

strongly perfumed—the petals should be thick,

round, and plentiful ; the color bright, aod the

flower double ; the more of these properties pos-

sessed by a rose, the better it is. Hundreds,

however, are in cultivation so nearly resembling

each other, so nearly approaching to single, so

weak in their perfume, and so straggling in

their growth, as to make every amateur who has

purchased largely repent truly that he has been

governed by fine names, instead of fine qualities.

Geraniums have couie in for their share of atten-

tion as to properties. The majority of them have

petals so narrow, that, as there are hut five, they

divide and form an irregular star ; they ought, like

the heart's-ease, to be wide enough to lap over

each other, and form a whole and nearly circular

flower, rather campanulated tlian otherwise. Tliese

ought to'come in trusses, comprising at least six or

eight blooms each, and forming good close heads.

Bright colors, novel pencilling, and deep dark spots

on the upper petals, are in great esteem ; but the

best at present, for form and style of growth, is

Dennis's Perfection, though the color is deficient.

Others asserted to be as well Jormtd and bAler

colored, are said to have been raised and coming

out, if not out already, and indeed we have observ-

ed several bright and good flowers very closely ap-

proach it, but we confess we have not seen any

fully up to the point ; and though, as we have said

before, the coloring is deficient, we have not seen

any one so complete in form of flowers, beauty of

truss, and general style of growth. The principal

object we have in view here is to show that, in the

estimate of properties by the Metropolitan Society

of Florists, regard is had to those points wliic

ploase everybody ; that in fact, taken m a genere

way, an ordinary flower placed by the side of

flower approaching the standard of perfection lai

down, shall appear inferior to ordinary observers—

tl^at the properties estimated as valuable to th

connoisseur shall enlist among its admirers all pei

sons of taste, whether florists or not ; and whe
we resume this sui)ject to go into details, we sha

be able also to show, that there is a good rcast

to be made apparent to common observers, forever

[loiut esteemed by the society as essfntial to

good flower. In tulip growers we have obserie

more whimsical notions than among any other claE

of florists. But such is the advantage, of settin

even the experienced cultivator upon a right coursi

with regard to the properties of flowers, that ther

are sorts which bore a great price now hardl

cared for, and others which bore no price at a

gradually becoming favorites. The uncertainty (

the bloom will aflways render the possession of

bed of flowers a source of anxious pleasure, b(

cause there are varieties usually stained at Ih

bottom, and therefore worthless, but which somi

times come very clean and fine, and they are the

grand beyond description. Nine times out of te

a Siam will beat a Louis, but the tenth time tl:

Louis may come without its usual stain at the bo

torn, and then it is a sight worth travelling mih
for. But Louis has never won at the Metropolits

Society's shows, and we doubt if it ever will, bi

cause, if one does happen to coiae clear, which
not twice in a century, we might as well persuac

a grower to cut off his own head-as to cut his bloo

to exhibit. Pompe funebre, a valuable or rather

high-priced flower, is certainly a worse flower the

Polyphemus, in every stage, from blight to perfc'

tion, and as a single flower in cotnpetition it wi

not create a moment's doubt. Tiie Metropolits

Society jS rules would enable a man; who never sa

flowers, to judge which was the best, and there

no small difficulty, when old cultivators are selects

forjudges, to keep them from giving the prizes 1

dear flowers instead of those of good propertie

These, however, are difficulties easily got over, ar

we conclude for the present by congratulating tf

general cultivator of flowers upon the great ac

vantages derived from coming to a general unde,

standing upon what are esteemed the real propertit

of flowers.

—

London Horticultural Journal.

LILIES.
In a number of last year's Jinnahs dcs Jurdinitii

Amuxturs, a description is given of two varietit'

of the lily genus, which may prove interesting t

some of our horticultural friends. One of then

the /)7i'i(m lancifolium punrtalum, a variety of th

L. Broussarli. It is described as about six fei

high, with leaves about six to eight inches long

the flowers exceedingly firm and large ; each
the six petals six or seven inshes long; the cole

of a snow white with spots of a beautiful ros

color for a short space dashed over it; the eurpk
j)arl of the lower end of each petal is of a moj
lovely snow white, and terminates in a point in tli

thorns, which are alternate and large ; in the othe

there the summits are a little longer and are turne

in a spiral ; the appearance of each flower, to th

number of six or seven (and many more when th

plant is very strong) presents a vast and super
corolla of white, in the centre of which is placet

enchased in a circle of swan's down, a large an

magnificent green star, whose rays divide d sort c
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nilky way ting-ed with rose ; the stamens are long-

ind well divided, and the anthers are transverse,

long-, and well defined ; their orange tint, mixed

witli purple, adds much to the magnificence of the

flower. The other sort is the L. lannj'oUura album

nel Candiilum, another variety of the Ulium Brous-

iarti, is not so hi-crh, and is altogether of a snow

white ; both varieties have a strong odnr of vanilla :

both were brought from .Japan in 18'i4, by the cele-

brated Dutch horticulturist, M. Van Siebold. Tliey

were cultivated at Gand, from whence they were

distributed to the chief establishments in Flanders.

They flourished last year, for the first time, at Paris,

at two establishments. One, that of M. Rey, of

Kogel, and the other belonging to MM. Celo. The

two plants are declared in the French work to be

still rare, and most likely to become a decided or-

nament to pleasure grounds and ornamental gar-

dens, as being equal to any thing that can be seen

in .Tune or July. These lilies are multiplied by

off-sets and from seed, provided they give any in

their new climate, as they do in Japan. This ge-

nus is become so rich in numbers and varieties

during the hst ten years, that it ought to be easy

to enrich it still tnore by means of artificial impreg-

nations. The two varieties alluded to above are

particularly well adapted for this experiment, as

their anthers seem made for it. The account re-

commends the precaution of not putting out plants

of these kinds, unless an individual of each has

been kept safely in tlie conservatory. Tlie price

at which they must be purchased for some years

warrants this care, as not only may the plants be

taken oft' by severe weather, but they may be at-

tacked by insects and destroyed. The writer of

the notice declares that he is not aware if the pro-

pasation of these lilies by offsets is abundant or

not. It might be possible to propagate them also,

by slips of leaves with an end to them, and by

choosing the time most favorable to the e.\lperiment

Two or three failures should not discourage the

hortic Iturist; yet in this instance a great difliculty

presents it,self, inasmuch as these lilies do not, like

all the woody tribes, present eyes in the axil of

the leaf, and whenever this is found to be the case,

the most expert grafters are at fault.

The French writer mentions that he had seen at

tlie end of iviay, m the open air, the Ulium longi-

florum of less height than the Ulium Candidum, yet

with flowers equally dazzling for their whiteness,

and of double dimensions, and of a most sweet

odor. This plant is for sale at Key's (of Kegel)

establishment.

There is a third variety of the Ulium Broussarti,

described with purple flowers, but which had not

appeared when the account was written. It was

doubtful whether it was the liUum lancifolium ru

brum or the Ulium lancifolium speciosum. It was

also in the above gardens, and described as of great

beauty.

—

Lon. Hort. Jour.

tity of roots which are to be placed there. When
tlie pit is three feet deep, it is narrowed, three or

four inches at each side, in order to obtain a ledge

or resting place, for a purpose to be mentioned

hereafter. The bulbs are -then well wiped after

the stalk is ciit off in the usual way, leaving three

or four inches, to which a number is attached in

wood or lead. The bulbs are arranged side by

side, the head upwards* in the pit. They are then

covered with old boards, resting on the ledge

spoken of above. If boards are not at liand, any

old pieces of wood can be mad« to serve and pre-

vent the earth passing through. The earth is then

thrown back into the pit and well pressed down.

If exceedingly severe frost is expected, leaves,

litter, or grass can be thrown over all. By this

proceeding the dahlias are sure to be safe. It

sometimes tiappens, that the stalks to which the

thickets are attached, continue to live. We have

seen some this year in bud as large as candles,

which succeeded perfectly.

—

London HorUcultural

Journal.

Quito is 1480 toises (or 9331 feet) above the ocean.

The climate consequently is very cool. Hum-

boldt mentions the potato among the plants which

are cultivated on the highest and coldest part of

the Andes, and Mt'xican Cordilleras.

Do you, Mr Editor, or any of your correspondents,

know anything about the Bogota potatoes ? Or

do you know any one who can be applied to to in-

troduce them? SOLANUM.

CARE OF FARMING TOOLS.

Massachusetts HorticuUnral Society.

Saturday, Jan. 26, 1839.

ElHlBITIOK OF FRCITi'.

Joseph S. Cabot, Esq. of Salem, exhibited the

following pears: Chaumontel Coxe No. 40, Beurre

Diel, Coffin's Vergoulouse, Wilkinson and Lewis
;

the committee make the following rorfiarks: the

Wilkinson pear, so excellent in its season, had been

kept so far beyond its usual period of maturity, as

to have becomej tasteless. ^

Coffin's Vergoulouse was obtained by the late

Mr Samuel Hyde of Newton, from the garden of

Mrs Coffin, who had received it from the nursery

PRESERVATION OF DAHLIAS.

The winter of 1837 8 was so severe, that many

persons Inst their dahlias. The frost penetrated

into cellars, orangeries, and even caves. The usu-

al mode of preserving them was totally ineffectual,

for a great number of roots were found frozen hard.

However, we have learnt a mode which is practised

in France, and is found to succeed perfectly. A
dry spot is chosen out in the garden or grounds,

and a pit is dug there five or six feet in width and

four feet deep. The length depends on the quan

of Messrs William Prince & Sons of Flushing,

A topic n.,t yet sufficiently enforced on the at- I

under the name of " Vergoulouse." When the tree

ition of farmers, is the wasteful negligence came into fruit, it was found not to correspond with

the description of that variety; and Mr Hyde on

introducing it into his nursery, gave it the name by

hicli it is now cultivated. It is a good fruit in

its season, which is October and November, although

not decidedly first rate.

The Lewis pear has not, we think, received that

consideration from amateurs which it merits ;
wo

have heard it spoken of in no very ffattering terms.

This has arisen no doubt, from its having been seen

in a bad season, or when not at its proper period of

maturity. The tree is of vigorous growth and very

productive, and so far as our expeiience goes it is

a first rate table fruit from November till March,

and is worthy of a place in any collection however

select.

Benj. V. French, Esq. exhibited the beautiful

Pomme d' Api, Wellington and Monstrous Pippin

apples.

t For tlie Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.

tentio

evinced in the exposure of agricultural implements

to the injuries of the seasons. The sled curling

and cracking by the side of the wall in summer,

and the cart half buried in snow and seasoning in

the winter storms, are symptoms of waste and ex-

travao'ance which ripen into a. consumption, to be

hastened to premature termination by the visits of

the sherifTs. The whole secret of r/ealth consists

in economy, and the prudent care of those small

rills which without great vigilance, are slipping

through the chinks of the woven purse ; and it may

be considered quite as safe to predict that none of

these slovenly gentlemen will be prosperous, as to

write in the style of the calender soothsayers,

through pages of the month of January, " expect

snow about these days." The price of the time

lost when it is most valuable, in putting the ex-

posed articles in proper repair, not speaking of the

cost of the materials and the interruption of busi-

ness, would defray the expenses of erecting ten

such cheap sheds as would covet them from the

storms, protect them from decay, and keep them

ready for immediate use.

—

National JEgis.

(For trie New England Fai'mer.)

The Baron de Humboldt in his " Political Essay

on the Kingdom of New Spain," mentions that it

would be of great importance to Europe to procure

the kind of potato which is cultivated on the plain

of Santa Fe, and at Quito. He says that he has

seen them of a spherical form of more than three

decimetres (from twelve to thirteen inches) in diam

eter, and of a much better taste than any on the

European continent. Comparing them with Eng-

lish potatoes, he observes, that the Bagota potatoe

contain less water, and are very farinaceous and of

an extremely agreeable taste.

The plain of Santa Fe is computed at 8190 feet

of elevation. A late writer gives 8G15 feet foj-

the city of Bagota ; and Malte-Brun says that

' This we'venture to affirm is exactly wrong, for by

reversing it every inclination to moisture drains out ofthe

hollow stalk and prevents a common occurrence— ll

rolling of the crowns, which prevents their breaking.

—

Editor.

RAILROADS AND FARMERS.

The Wilmington, N. C. Herald states that Mr
Lewis Cogdell, who lives at Wayne, seven miles

from the track of the Wilmington and Raleigh

railroad, delivered in the Wiluiington market, at

2 o'clock, on the 11th December last, 64 Hogs, all

of which were killed and dressed after sunset on

the day previous ; also several bales of cotton u'Aicfc

ivere packed on the morning of the llth. The dis-

tance travelled by wagon and by railroad was 94

miles.

Such despatch is worthy of public notice and

proclaim the advantages of the railroad system

more loudly than a thousand theories and fine spun

arguments.

The best way to keep winter apples, is to bar-

rel them. This perfectly excludes rats and mice,

and preserves them in a great measure from the

air.

The whiteness of ivory handle knives may be

restored by rubbing them with fine sand paper or

emery.
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A CARD.
The Commissionerof Agricultiiral Survey lias imported

lor gratuitous tlislributioii among this farmers in the Legis-

lature, some wheat from Portugal, called "Tri^fo Trim-
»'«lre," and said to be an early and valuable variety.

'J lie earliest and best was ordertd.

llo lias likewise imported for the same purpose, a (jiian-

tity of German Teasic seed. The German Teasles are
iiuicli superior to these ruLsed among us ; and bring usu-
ally one hundred per cent, more in the market.

lie hopes to receive before the adjournment of the
Legislature some of the best wheats grown in Sicily and
Italy, for wli:ch he sent some time since. He has like-

wise obtained for distribution tw.i bushels of cars of what
ho deems by muck the finest variety of Indian corn, that
he has ever seen. It ripened perfectly the two cold years

;

and yielded the last year at the rate of seventyfive bush-
els tyhe acre, lie will show a sample of this corn at

the next agricultural meeting on Thursday evening.
He has likewise the pleasure to acknowledge tlie re- ,.„„.. ,„ „ ,c.,:„auve .,

ceipt of several other varieties of Indian corn valuable quality of its°ope"-ation
for their abundant yield and early maturity

; and samples
uJ' Ohio corn, which ripened well the last year in our
iatiludo.

He is indebted to some agricultural frier.ds on Coiinee-
ticMt river, always enterprising in this good cause, for
samples of the growth of corn, oats, and wheat, from the
luxuriant intervales of that favored land, which would
do honor to the prairies of iliiiiois or the bottom lands of
the Ohio.

He acknowledges with n^uch pleasure the receipt of
beautiful specimens of the cultivated grasses in his vicin-
ity, from Levi liartlett, Ksq. of Warner, N. H. which
show what intelligent husbandry can do even in a Stale
which our chivalrous friends of the south consider as
under the curse of producing nothing but granite and ice,
of iron frosts, and snow clad summits. Massachusetts^
Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont, if they will but
be true to themselves, will find no occasion to envy the
cotton and rice fields of the south with (be curse of slave
labor brooding over them ; nor ihe lu.Kuriance of the
Western alluvions wuli the accompaniments of bili„us
fevers ,-ind interniittciits.

He h.-is received Ikewi.se from Dracut, an ingenious
and improved cultivator, to Jje moved by hand, for garden
use

; an excellent drill barrow from Sheliield ; and a
corn planter and seed sower from the enterprising and
intelligent husbandman, C. Bement of Albany.
He has likewise obtained from Hampshire county, a

steam boiler for cooking food for swine and cattle, of 'au
excellent construction, with an ingenious arrangement
for preventing any accidents from the excess of steam.
This apparatus is in operation on the f^m of T Plun-
kctt, Esq. Pittsfield, whoso farm is one of the best and
one of the best managed in Massacliu.sells The whole
IS of reason.ablt expense

; and is there found to work
well-performing its busines., in guo.l time and at a small
expense of fuel.

These will be fou.d at the ofiico of the Agricultural
CommiBsioner, at No. 32 North Market street, over the
New England banner OIKce, where he will be happy to
receive the visits of hi. friends the farmers, during the
sitting of the Legislature, and ofotbers interested in a-rri-
cultural mprovcmtnts, HENHY COLMAN "

AGUICULTI R.AL .MEETINGS.
The second agricultural mee.ing was holden at the

State House on Wednesday evening of the last week and
was well attended. The Hon. Isaac C. Bates of the

Council in the chair.

Several gentlemen were kind enough to give theii

opinions and the results of their esperience in the culli

vation of wheat; and their views in respect to legislative

encouragement in the form of bounty. Dr Charles
Jackson, the learnsd geologist of Maine, and who has
been employed by -Massachusetts to examine the condi-
tion and character of the lands in Maine, vTliieh belong
to ihis State, gave a great deal of highly interesting and
valuable information re.<pecting that territory ; and showed
its extraordinary capacities for the production of wheat.
He descanted likewise fully on the use and iniporLaace

of lime in the soil ; and spoke of the influence of elec-

tricity in the proces.s of vegetation. Kev. Mr Perry of
Bradford, one of the most intelligent and philosophical

observers of nature, stated several facts in regard to the

cultivation of wheat in his ricinity ; and followed out
some of the suggestions of Dr Jackson in regard to the
connexion of electricity with vegetation, a subject as yet
almost wholly in the dark. Rev. Allen Putnam of Han-
vers, an intelligent and close observer as well as a prac-
tical farmer, entered upon tlie discussion mainly in oppo-
sition to a legislative bounty upon wheat, from the ine-

'
" . The Hon. Mr Tbaxter, and Mr

Hosmerof the Council, and Col. Adams of Newbury,
formerly of the Senate, and other gentlemen, rendered
the meeting highly interesting by their remarks.
We should have been happy to have given an extend-

ed report of the remarks- of the several gentlemen, but
are desirous of using the information elicited m another
form.

It was unanimously resolved to hold another meet-
ing on Thursday of this week at the same place and
hour, when a general attendance of farmers and others
interested in agriculture is hoped for and solicited. The
subjects proposed for sonversation are Indian Corn and
other grain crops. j-j q

Mr Editor,—

Without much experience in matters belonging to a
farm, I have provided myself with cards, curry combs
ind brushes for my cattle, supjBosing them necessary, feel-

ing that cattle should be ke/jl clean—Ihn far my object has
been accomplished and my cattle appear nearly as clean,
as in June—now sir, I should not trouble you had I not
lately discovered that I may hate been at an unnecessary
expense in providing, and subjected lo a loss of time in
using the articles above mentioned.

I have around me practical farmers, men of sound
minds, judicious, merciful, and other good qualities, and
those from whom I should obtain knowledge; and sir, 1

find that some of them use but very little, and others not
at all—the card, comb, &c. Learning these facts, and
feeling that a merciful man should be merciful to his

beasts, I am led to enquire on thissi^bjecl,- 1 have doubts
—Is il not cruel to be often scratching and rubbing.' Is

not the thick coat often seen on cattle in the winter
necessary to shield them from the cold ? Do, Mr Editor,

let lis have light on this subject. 23=

he uses tweezers or pincers, he cannot start this co
until the spring comes and nature itself indicates th

proper season for taking oil' their flannels. The insen
sible perspiration and excretions passing ofl' by the pores <

the skin amounts almost to as much as is disposed of b'

other evacuations. It is miportant therefore that ihes
outlets should be kept open ; but this can be done onl
in proportion as the skin is kept clean. If we examin
the habits of animals, even the most fililiy, we never se<

them lying down in their own filth and ordure. It i

cruel therefore, by tying them up, to compel them to di

it any farther than is unavoidable. There can be ni

doubt that all animals are healthier and happier fop beinf
kejit in a cle.inly condition; and that a good combing and
currying and cleaning, unlesss il is done in a severe am
inhuman manner, is a real luxury to them.
As to the circumstance of our correspondent's having

many neighbors, whose habits in this matter are any
thing but careful and cleanly, we can find him a greal
many perfect specimens of this kind all over the Stale
The pretence of stflering their cattle to remain in this

condition is only an apology for their own indolence and
neglect. We can find without difiieully many eonsider-l

ble slocks of the human species, both calves and old andi
worn out cattle, where the same delicious system of

leaving the hair uncombed and the skin unwashed has
been pursued from day to day and year to year. Many!
of them seem never to have been washed since the time
of their birth, and little prospect of ever being washed
again until they are laid out. No comb ever passes
through their heads except one formed by their fingers,

and then only occasionally ii pursuit of some fugitives

from justice
; and very likely they would get cold, if the

fresh surface of the skin could by some thorough process
be brought suddenly to an exposure lo the external air.

But we cannot say we have any strong preferences for

this mode of training children ; and we have not a doubt,
if the bills of health and mortality could be' examined
with reference to this point, it would appear that a "reat
proportion of disea.<=e9 prevail in such locations

; and an
extraordinary mortality results from the foul skins, the
foul air, and the foul habits in which sucli people live.

H. C.

In reply to the above cenimunication, we think our
friend's conscience on the score of humanity may be
quite relieved, unless his curry-combs are too sharp ; and
sometimes they are so sharp and laid on so severely as to

briniT blood. This is cruel. The animal is provided, by
kind and beneficent guardian, with a thicker coat in

winter than in summer; but with all his currying, unless

LIVE FENCES.
Since cur last, in reply lo the inquiries of Mr Osbbrn,

in relation to Hedges or Live Fences, we have had the
pleasure of a visit and a written communication from Dr
Shurtleff", whoss 'farm is in Chelsea, and whose success
has been eminent in the cultivation of live fences. He
has made a large extent of this kind of fence. He pre-
fers the American maple thorn, {Cratcagus cordata) to

any other. He says he has never had a plant bored or
hurt by worms —" Some plants which be set out last

Spring grew from 2 to 3 per cent ; and his loss under
unfavorable circumstances was not one per cent." The
plants may be oblained of Joshua Pierce, Linnean Hill,

near Washington city, for five dollars per 1000 ; and a
deviation from this price is made where 10,000 are ta-

ken. Dr Shurtleff states that his hedge did not cost
him 50 cts per rod. We presume in this estimate ho
made no account of the expense of protecting fences.
His hedge required eight years to make an impregnable
fence. He says it can be done in half the time. A full

account of his operations may be found in the N. E.
Farmer, vol. ix. pages 20!), 2dS, 2G7, 273. Mr Kenrick
of Newton, advertises the Cockspur Thorn and the Buck-
Thorn as for sale. We are not informed whether he has
also the American Jlaple Thorn. His advertisement be-
fore escaped our notice. We presume he has also the
American Maple Thorn among his multiplied varieties.,

H. C.
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I BniGlll-ON MARKKT.—MoMiAT, Feb. 4, 1839.

Kepr.rtRil lor Ilip Nrrr Englinc] Fanner.

At Markel,275 Beef Cattle nnd IJCO Sheep.

I
Pricks.— «c«/ CattU.—LaH week's prices were fully

lUSlaineJ, nncl we quote to corrpspond ; First quality,

,7 75a$8l'0. Second quality, $7 00 a f7 50. Third

iiiality.^O 75 a $0 50.

Sherp.— Saks quick ; lot. were l.ikenat $3 00, $350,

.;3 88, *4 17, $i 50, <^r, 00, $6 00 and $7 00.

Sicinc—None at m.nrket and not in demand.

THER.MO.METRICAL.
nrptirled for the New Enclanrt Farmer.

RiiTge of the Thermometer nl the (iardeuof the proprietors

r the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a Bliadcd

ortherly exposure, week ending Feliruary 3.

Ja»uari,1839.
I
7A.M.

I
12,M. jS.P.M.

I

Wind.

22
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MISCELLANEOUS.

Some wise-acre, we shall not say who, for that

might be quite too personal for us, insisted tljat

Massachusetts never could be worlied up into poe-

try, without spoiling tlie web. Tlie subjoined trom a

friend to whoso kindness we have been several times

oblii^ed and should be right glad to go much deeper

into this kind of debt, has sent us the subjoined,

with which we are happy to store our poetic bower

;

and which show that, maugre all previous assertions

nnd contradictions, the work is done ; and Massa-

chusetts IS completely dovetailed into very good
rhyme and sentiment.

Kor the New England Farmer.

Massachusetts !—can it be,

Hath no poet named thy name.

Holy land of liberty,

Highest on the roll of fam« ?

Had I a pen witli power to turn,

" The llioujjhts that breathe, to words that burn,"

Thou, Massachusetts, should not be

^eglected by sweet poesy.

Oh ! I would raisr a thrilling strain

O'er mountain, valley, hill and plain,

Till every eye sliould turn to see

Whence the loud sounding minstrelsy.

Then would I point to fame's bright scroll

And bid them read the glorious roll

Of fliassachusetts" heroes,—men
Who fought and freely died, to gain

A spot where man might still be free,

A resting place for Liberty !

And I would bid Religion tell.

With earnest voice and beaming eye.

How Ma.ssachusetts martyiB fell.

Content in such a cause to die

;

That we, their children, ne'er shouhl be

The victims of stern bigotry

;

That each might worship withoiit st?ife.

In his own way, the God of life. '

High themes are these, and worthy too •

i)i' all the noblest bard can do.

Worthy the power,—which now is not—

^

The magic power of i~ci>tl»nd's t-eoit.

Were 1 a favored son of song.

And did such power to me belong,

I would not rest—nor night, nor day

—

Till the dark stain were washed away

;

Till Massachusetts' thehies should dwell

On every tongue in this wide land;

Till Massachusetts' praise should swell

From Brunswick's line to Texas' strand.

Talk of her " cold and barren soil.

Which ill rewards the ploughman's toil"

—

I vould not give her culilest hill

For all the warmth of southern plains ;

The right her " barren soil" to till

For all the southern's slave-made gains.

Her" cold and b.irreu sciil" yields hiullli,

Content iinAfrtnlovi— if nut wealth.

No ! Massachusetts, let me bide

Within thy borders still

;

I love thy verdant mountain siile,

Its crystal stream, and sparkling rill,

Its bracing air, its beauteous woods;

—

And oh ! I love the swelling flood.s

Which ocetm bears, with joyous roar.

In tribute to thy rock bound shore.

I love to tread the Pilgrim land.

To muse where first that holy band.

On Plymouth-rock, or Plymouth-sand,

In freedom worshipped (iod.

I love to walk on Bunker's height.

Where right the battle fought with might,

And broke oppression's rod.

I love to think that on thy breast.

Dear Massachusetts, I shall rest.

That where my father's grave is made,

Tl'.ere shall his son In peace be laid.

The Lauv ok the First Governor nr Ver-
mont.—Thomas Chittenden, the first Governor of

Vermont, who was a plain farmer alike remarkable
for strong native powers of mind, and the republi-

can simplicity with which he conducted everythinc

in his public duties and in hi? domestic establish-

ment, was once visited by a party of travellincr

faeliionables from one of our cities. When the

hour of dinner arrived, Mrs Chittenden, to the

astonishment of her lady guests, went out and blew
a tin horn for the workmen, who soon arrived

;

when, to the still greater surprise, and even horror,

of these fair cits, the whole company—governor,

his lady, guests, workmen and all—were invited to

sit down together to the substantial meal which
had been provided for the occasion. After dinner
was ovrir the ladies were left by themselves, and
one of the guests thought she would gently take

Mrs Chittenden to task for this monstrous violation

of the rules of city gentility to which she had
been, as she thought, so uncourteously made a
victim.

" You do not generally sit down to the sametabie
with yi.ur workmen, I suppose, Mrs Chittenden ?"

she commenced.

"Why," replied the governor's lady, whose
quick wit instantly appreciated the drift of the

other, " I am almost ashamed to say we generally

do, but I intend soon to amend in this particular.

I was tolling the governor this very morning, that

it was an absolute shame that the workmen, who
did all the liard labor, should fare no better than
we, who sit so much of the time in the house,

earning little or nothing; and I am determined
hereafter to set two tables—the first and best for

the workmen, and the last and poorest for the

governor and myself"

—

Green Mountain Empo-

RuM Color.—In one of the New England
parishes, since the commencement of the reform

in temperance, at a meeting held for the transac-

tion of business, a proposition was introduced and

carried for painting the meeting house. Of course

it was necessary to decide what color it should be

patnied. One proposed one color, and another,

anotlier, and reasons were offered for each. At
last says one ; Mr Moderater, J move that it be

painted rum color, and I will give my reasons.

—

There is Captain —, who sits near you,

has had his face painted Rum color these fif-

teen years, and it grows briglUer and hrigJ.ter every

year.

FOR SALE, A t'lUST RATE FARM,
Well situated on the road k-aoing from the Theological

Seminary in Aniiover, to the oM Boston road . liilely owned
by Peter F. Shed, and well known as the David lilunt Farm,
ronlniiiin"; 70 acres, more or less. There is about 20 acres
of good Woodland wuhin sitht of the house. The remain-
der ot the farm is in ^ooJ condition, and is generally consid-
ered, liy those aequsuitcd with it, to he 'a garden spot."
There are from 3uu to 600 apple trees on the place, indepen-
dently of other fruit trees ol great value. The farm is well
walled and watered, ihc huildiiig* in first rate order, and
Ihere are upon it three wells of excellent, soft water. It is

well siiudted lor a gentleman wishing for a residence in the
counlrj'.licinc retired, snd yet in the immediate vicinity ol
ihe puhlic Schools and the Theological Seminary ;—or for
the farmer, who wishes to raise vegelohirs lor market, the
land being ail good, and markets near. It lies ahout half a
mile from the Ijallard Vale Factory, one mile (roin the Kail
Uoad depot, and niue miles from Lowell. There are upon
the place about ten cords of manure.

The conditions of sale will be liberal, the owner being
oliliged on account of ill health, to go South.—For partic
lars, inquire ni the subscriber, on die prenuses.

ANDREW B. STIMPSON.
Aiidover, .January 15, I S39. 4w

FARM FOR SALE.
A Farm situated in the southwesterly part of Townscnd,

on the road leading from Townsend west village to Worces-
ter. Said farm contains 110 acres of land divided into mow-
ing and pasturing, and a large share of wood and timber; a
oMu story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, buttery, and
two lied rooms well finished

;
parlor papered ; wood house

;

Will, under cover, forty feel ham, and shed, a large sheep
house, fifleeu by thirty feet, a large cooper shop, and another
.^mall house well finished, on the lower floor; a good aque-
duct which comes into the barn yard, and a good orchard.

The subscriber will sell a part or all, and give possession
lliis fall or winter, or next spring. Those who wish to buy.
will do well to call on the .suh.scriber, who lives on tbeprem
ites, and look for themselves. ASA H. ADAMS.
Nov. «9,1S38.

MULBERRT TREES.
Wjj. Prince & Soss will make sales of trees and cut-

lings of the genuine Chinese Moms Multicaulis, Morus Ei-
paiisa, Alpine, Broussa, Canton and other varielies, delivera-
ble to the purchasers at such period in the Spring, as is con-
venient to them, and will ent«r into contracts acc'irdingly.

Prices and terms for the trees and cuttings will he Ibrwitrd-
ed to all who may apply lor them hv mail, as well as prices
of Silk Worms' Eggs, Mulberry Seeds, &c. The Multicau-
lis trees are remarkably vigorous, and as. we first imported
the genuine iree, purchasers arc sure of obtaining t^e genu-
ine kind. It is f^rom this cause and from the great attention
paid by thein, that the trees that they have sold, have given
universal salisCaclion.

Dec. 20, 1833. 2m Flushing, near .New York.

FARM IM BROOKLINE.
For sale a farm situated in Brookline, ahout four miles

from Boston, containing forty acres of first rate Tillage Land,
and thirty acres of VVoodlnnd and pasture—with a good
House in compleie repair ; Barn, t.'hBise-houSe, Corn-barn,
Shed, &c.
The Farm will be sold low, together with the Stock, Hay,

Tools, &c. if applied for soon, at No. 3n, North Market St.
Boston, or Roxbury Street, near Boston line.

Dec. 26^1838. JOHN HUNT.

IVOTJCE.
A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,

who has pecuUar advantages for its extension, not possessed
bjy any other individual in this country, wishes to connect
h msclf with some person who can furnish a small capital,
sufficient to make the business both pleasant and profitable.
Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.
Nov. 21, 1838.

WANTED,
In the Seed Garden, connected with the New England Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, a first rale farmer; one who has some
knowledge of ihe inanaijement of hot beds would be pre-
ferrerl. Inquire at the N. E. Farmer Ofhce, Nos. 51 & 52
North Market St. 4 JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

THE NEW KNGLA.'VD FARMER
Is puoiished every Wednesday Evening, at $3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay wilhin

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

duction of S8 cents.

TVTTLE, nENKETT A!TD CHISHOLM, PRIKTgBB,
17 SCHOOL aTRH«T..BO«Ti>S
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AN ADDRESS,

iefore the Essex Agricultural Society, at Topsfield,

Septemher 27, 1838, at tlieir .innual Cattle Show-

By Leonard Withington.

tEKTLEMEN,

The cardinal doctrine of revelation, by which
.ith is said to be necessary to salvation, is not so
jculiar to Christianity as either divines or infidels

ive been disposed to make it. It is a general
w of our moral existence, that whatever we pur-
)se should be the development of some inward
ea, some plan, some conception, which leads to
osperity or disappointment, according- as it is

unded in truth or in error. In a rational being-,

ere must always be some thinking before their is

:ting. The most superficial and impetuous always
rm some plan

; and as the eye directs the mind,
the mind must always lead our material faculties,
jnco man becomes the creature of faith. He
ts by faitli because he has the powers of reason.
3 foresees, or Uiinks he foresees the direction of
e road before he pursues it. True faith is feith
the truth

;
and, as there is truth in all the other

rsuits of life as well as religion—blessings to

foreseen before they are gained, and appreciated
fore they are iought—Iience it comes to pass
It faitli is the source of prac ice in all the pur-
.ts of life ; in war ; in peace ; in arts

; in scien-

9 ; in taking a journey, or crossing the ocean
;

coloring a picture, or shaping a statue ; in till-

r a field, or in raising a flower;—wherever the
vttrd idea must go before the outward manifesta-
n, tliere man is and must be, the creature of
th

; and it is by his faith that he procures liis

nporal as well as his eternal salvation.

Faith, in all other things as well as relio-ion,

y be considered as consisting of two parts:
rat, a foresight of the truth, ami, secondly, the
NFiDENCE we have in that truth as the fountain
our well-being. We sometimes use faith as
dressing a naked assent to truth

; and sometimes
throw the stress and meaning on the ardor, the

ifidence, the energy of action, which the trutii,

I

en seen to be important, is found to inspire.
|th these ingredients, you are aware, go to make
i: notion of theological faith. But it is exactly
|wi.th respect to faith in other things. No man
|Jr acted with energy, the parent of success, in
\f pursuit, who did not first suppose that he saw
truth inspiring his activity, and did not believe

its vast importance to his own welfare, or that
•mankind. We must see tlie golden apple on
!
highest bough of the tree

; we must believe in
i worth and attainability before we shall climb to
|.ch it. Take the case of Columbus as an illus-
ition. He had formed in his mind the great idea
ia Western continent; he had a vivid concep-
II of the splendor of the discovery, could it once
made

;
and he added a third ingredient, that he

'iself was the chosen instrument to make it.

With this complex idea burning in his mind and

I

heart, he chased his object tlirough the tardy courts
of princes; through the broken promises of an
illiberal patronage ; through every discouragement
that envy and opposition could throw in his way.
In vain did the tempest arise ; in vain did his little

miserable ships totter on these a ; in vain did the
unknown ocean spread out its everlasting breadth
of waves and skies; in vain did men conspire
against him ; and even his faithful needle, as if it

had caught their treachery, wandered from the
pole ;—the light ivithin ivas still shining ; the

I

bright conception was still strong in his mind.
Neither his assent to the truth, nor his confidence
in it, were for a moment lost; and we may say of
him, as of many a poor sinner in a more important
case, that his faith made him tvhole. O happv is

that man, who, in a world of error, has seized some
invisible truth, some immortal principle, on which
his mind can rest and roll, like the world on its

j

axis; and find in it a guiding light to safety and
happiness amidst the prejudices and dissentions of
mankind.

We are republicans ; and republicanism is act-
ing out some great idea which is the inward object
of our Faith.

We read in the bible that the Israelites -were
commanded, if they made-En altar to God they
ihould not make it of hewn stone—if they lifted up
a tool upon it, it ivas polluted ; tliey were not to go
up with steps upon it. What is this altar, but the
central idea of the national system made visible .'

a material form, always to remind them of the re-
ligious simplicity, which they were ever to have in
view. Every nation may be said, in some sense,
to have such an alter erected ; an altar, which thev
are always to contemplate and before which they
should constantly kneel when they ask their choi-
cest blessings from Heaven. Had a national altar
stood in Greece, so far from being composed of
unhewn stone, the wonderful art of the statuary
would have been especially lavish upon upon it ; it

would have been an emblem of tliat supreme de-
votion to beauty, for which that people were dis-
tinguished, and which was at once their glory and
their ruin. Had it been in Rome, it might have
been of unhewn stone, indeed, but the helmet and
tlie shield would have hung around it; the trium-
phal arch might have led the suppliant to its base;
the trumpet might hnve sounded, whilst its smoke
was ascending, and even the blood of human vic-
tims might have tinged its horns. We too have
our altar, erected with the same simplicity

; that
IS, our whole sysrem la the unfolding of a predom-
inant idea, the inheritance from the jiast, which we
are to contemplate and carry to perfection. Our
success depends on the purity with which we pre-
serve the altar, and the ardor with which we wor-
ship before it. Though the altar be plain, and
even homely, we must see in it gn earthly a
celestial beauty ;

and tread the turf around it with
sacred feelings of reverence and love. Wo must
believe, when -n-e offer our simplest, republican sa-

1

crifices, the smoke of our native incense will not be
rejected by God.

Yes— to be a good republican it needs faith ; it

is necessary for the prelusive experiment. It is

well known, fur ages past, tlie masses of men have
been rising. Ever since the establishment of cor-
porations and boroughs in the middle ages, in every
political convulsion, the result has been to increase
the influence of the many and diminish the oppres-
sion of the few. Our Government is one of the
last efl^orts of these long operating causes ; it was
established, not for a few families, not for a titled
aristocracy, nor for a king, but for him that drives
the chisel and him that holds the spade ; and it

supposes the possibility of that dubious and much-
doubtod attainment in human natnre,—that he, -n-ho

earns his bread by the sweat of his broM-, may yet
be a thinking being ; choose his own religion and
make his own. laws, as well as obey them. His-
tory perhaps lias very little to produce this faith of

I which we hav»'been speaking. Our brightest vis-
ions must be >'orrowed from the future. Our hopes
are founded on what man may be ; not on what be
has been. We read, it is true of ancient republics

;

but they resemble us only in a generic name.
There never was a republic that went for man

;

or was founded on the rights of man. They all

formed a conventional idea of the citizen ; and
never went for that inheritor of will and reason,
that responsib'e being, who derives his immortal
gift from, and is accountable chiefly to God. Why
should we be forever talking of Athens and Rome

;

of Athens with its 20,000 citizens and 400,000
slaves

; of Rome, not only with its slaves, but with
its myriad of idle citizens, fed from the public
treasury ;* and where we are told, even before the
age of Cicero, there were not more than 2000 cit-
izens who had what might be called an estate.f
Were these republics founded on the rights of
man .= Were their partial experiments, when fully
unfolded, calculated to produce much confidence in
our own.''

The soul must animate the body
; the plan must

go before the execution ; the theory must guide
the action

;
and confidence in what is possible and

true must inspirit the perseverance that leads to
success. We often hear it lamented that so many
evils should mar the beauty of our rising morn.
Ah, these clouds! these fogs; these curtains of
darkness over the rising sun ! The mob ; the
radical ; the pupular delusion ; the- impracticable
plan and the still more absurd execution ; the
libel

; the inflammatory press ; the sage that will

not 'vrite and the fool that will ; the midnight cau-

* The number of slaves at Athens is somewhat un-
certain, as it is attested to, not by cotemporary but later
authors ; at Rome they never dared to enumerale them

;

in both places the right of sufirage was partial; and at
Rome, when least partial, led to ruin.

t See Cicero De Officiis, Book II. Sec. 21. It was the
speeeh of a very moderate tribune in the age of Gracchus,
non esse in civkatedvo millia liominum, ijui remhabtrerU.
It might have been an electioneering speech.
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cus and the premature nomination ; the demagogue banks or bankruptcy ; by discontents and factions

in olVicc and tlie general spread of political cor- within ; or by invasions and foes from abroad. Not
ruption

; a surplus revenue in the midst of national that following agriculture is itself a virtue or for-

baukruptcy ; and the dreadful shakings of credit . saking it essentially a vice ; but a due replenishing

in the con)mercial world ; the jealousies between
|
of this employment is an indication of a healthful

the opposite parts of our lepublic ; the justling of
|
state in the public sentiment. It shows that the

the wlieels in oej dolicale and complex machine ; j
foundation of the mountain is broad ; and that the

all these are evi'S—eajt.hquakes, which shake our top thereof, though lofty, may alike defy the elec-

moral ground ; afld yet itseemsto me the cldefevi] trie fires and the sweeping winds of the summer
of thes/d mortifying c,aianiitie3 is not seen. The and the winter cloud.

*''!,rit' evil is, that they go to destroy that confidence
|

Such is the imperfect character of our most sol-

in the permaneuty of our institutions, whicli is ofjemn invcsligHtions and so greatly are we blifided

itself a part of their spirit Every bad election ; |

by party spirit and passion, that whenever we are

promiscuous crowd—there will be a rush. Tliej

inverted cone of Society, instead of standing on
I

its natural base, will tremble and spin on its almost

pointed top.

(To l>c conliniied.)

every wild experiment ; every mob in a great city ;

every act of political injustice, tends to destroy

that F.vn-H which is at once the spring of our

activity and the source of our salvation. If I can

discern aright the signs of the time.s, we are now

in danger from a wide-spreading skepticism re-

specting the stability of repub.ican institutions and

even the value of liberty itself. It is the dry-rot,

wliich has seized the beams of the building, from

the sills to the ridge-pole ; and liowever silent in

its MDgress, is seen in its mortal effects. It is as-

tonismng how many are infected with this criminal

distrust. It quenches all enthusiasm ; it destroys

all principle ; it leads to political corruption ; it

makes parties a mere contest for place ; in a word,

it cuts off the stream of action in its liead-spring,

and leaves to the citizen, in his prospects, a dreary

and fountainless waste. Alas ! this political infi-

delity has crept from heart to heart, until it has be-

come more extensive than we allow ourselves to

confess. How different is this spirit from that of

the last generation ! Then all was credulity,

principle, confidence, enthu.siasm. Every oration,

on the Fourth of July, was filled with the most

fulsome promises. A great empire ! A free peo-

ple ! An intelligent majority ! Wise rulers ! The
best of laws! A new e.xample ! An imitating

world ! ! Such were the first visions of a new-

born nation. Now the note is entirely changed.

Presumption has been followed by despair ; and it

is to be feared, that as some disastrous facts have

weakened the principle, so the weaker principle

may produce new fact?, still more disastrous, until

e.tertion ceases and Liberty is lost.

The cures of these evils are many ; but a very

important one must come from a well-prized and

well-regulated agriculture.

Society has often been compared to a pyramid,

•which owes its durability not only to solid materials,

hut to its skilful shape. Agriculture is the base;

the ground is the fruitful mother of the best of our

comforts. And it is necessary, for tlie welfare of

any tretion, tliat the majority of its citizens should

jfollow tlie profession of tilling it. It produces the

Ttaw material. Thence come the bread and meat

anij wool, which nourish and clothe our bodies. It

is the silent steward of the (ireat Father of nature,

offering a kind of temporal omnipresence to tlie

solicitations and wants of its inhabitants ; various

in its gifts; permanent in its location; reasonable

in its restitutions and most just in its rewards.*

No man that «as willing to cultivate the earth and

thence derive his support by the sweat of his brow,

ever perished by hunger ; and no nation, whose

citizens kept the ranks of this profession propor-

tionably supplied, was ever known to perish by

wars or treasons, jjr commercial confusions ; by

** Justissima tdlus^ is

Georgic. 4(50 line.

Virgil's fine expression. 11

called (as we think) to oppose and overthrow any

public institutions, we inflame our zeal by exposing

all their defects and allowing none of their excel-

lencies. Never was there a revolution when 'he

merits of a conquered dynasty were carefully es-

timated by the victorious party. Even in institu-

tions where the balance of evils is on the whole

great, it is always found, when they are abolished,

that some unthought of benefit, is lost, by a removal

;

nor is it until long after the excitement of the

change is passed away that mankind can foot the

account and fairly estimate the exact magnitude of

their loss and gain.

So it was in our American revolution. We re-

jected the institutions of Great Britain. We threw

ofl^ those aristocratic chains, they were binding

upon us. We altered the foundations of society
;

and liberty started on a new career of more daring

experiments. She was wider in her sweep ; deeper

in her franchises; more radical in her maxims.

She professed to comprehend all men in her oflfered

privileges and blessings. It was freedom in man-

ners as well as in laws ; her powerful sun, now in

the meridian, was to melt away the last floe of re-

strictive ice and set every human creature on the

career of wisdom as the waves dance together on

the sea in equal space and freedom. But it is now

found that this universal enterprise has its evils.

There is danger, that the necessary professions

should not be kept full ; that multitudes should for-

sake the plough for the pen ; that the splendid pro-

fessions should be chosen rather than the useful

:

— I have some suspicion ihat, in our present con-

stitution of manners, even the multitudes of col-

leges in New England may be an evil ; certainly

no man should hope to hide his laziness under a

pretended love for literature and religion.

In in the old system of casts, whether seen in

its severity as it was established in the East, or

mitigated as found in the Gothic governments of

later Europe, there was a latent purpose, which

they accomplished by establishing and we lose by

abandoning thera. Perhaps we ought not to con-

tend for the son's following the profession of his

father invariably, as in ancient Egypt. But per-

haps also the passes to distinction may be too free

and be no test of exertion or ability. At any

rate, it is no libel on modern liberty to say, with

all her blessings, she mixes some evils ; and one is

her influence on the professions. In the univer-

-sality of her invitations she may inspire too many
with a fatal ambition. The prizes may be too few,

the candidates too many. If a man can trade or

acquire the learned professions without the check

of a previous capital, or, as an offset, witliout the

exhibition of great industry and abilities, why of

course freedom opens the door to desperate exper-

iments. These must fail ; and the private ruin

must finally shake the government. It is like

opening the doors of a privileged assembly to a

(From tile Genesee i^armer.)

DICTIONARY OF TERMS USED IN AGRlJ
CULTURE, '

AND IN THE SCIENCES MOST i:«TIMAT£LY CN-
KECTED WITH ITS ADVANCEMENT.

(Continued.)

Jlir. In a state of purity, air consists of nitro-

gen and oxygen, in the proportion of 76 of the

former and 23 of the latter, but as it exists in,the

atmosphere, it contains about one part in 500 o)

carbonic gas, and also aqueous vapor in the forni|

of an elastic fluid, the proportion varying from the

merest trifle, to 11 grains in a cubic foot. Aii

acts a most important part in the processes of ger-

mination, and subsequent vegetation, not only fur-,

nishing the oxygen required to decompose the car-

bonic gas consumed by the plants, but the ni05t o:

the gas itself. The water held in the air is aisc

easily parted with, and hence the great advantag<

of aeration or frequently .stirring the earth, to brini

its particles in contact with the atmosphere. J

s(juare foot of earth in a solid form exposes but !

amall surface to the action of the air, and heuci

absorbs from the atmosphere but little
;
pulverisi

this mass, and the surface exposed to the action o

the air is increased a million fold, and its powers o

absorption from the atmosphere in the same pro

portion. This shows the absurdity of those wh-

refuse in hot dry weather to stir the earth aroun-

plants under the apprehension that it will rende

them more dry. Multiplying the absorbing surfac

by stirring the earth is the only way of obtainin;

the moisture which in greater or less quantitie

always rises in the atmosphere.

Albumen. A colorless insipid fluid, coagulatinj

at a heat of 120°, existing in the loaves, juices

and fruits of most plants, but most abundant ii

animal products. The white of eggs is nothinj

but pure albumen, and the blood contains larg-

quantities of the substance. Its principal use i:

domestic economy, is in clarifying or cleansinj

fluids ; such a.-< sugars, &c. for which purpose it i

unrivalled. Milk contains albumen, and hence i

sometimes used for cleansing syrup, but it is infe

rior to the white of eggs. These, carefully incor

porated with a fluid when cold, and then submitle

to a coagulating heat, will lift nil impurities to th|

surface, where they can be easily taken off b|

skimming. Albumen is more abundant in the bar|

of the red or slippery elm, than in any other vegei

table product, hence its value for medicinal put

poses. Albumen is composed of carbon 52, oxyge

93, hydrogen 7, and nitrogen 15.

Alburnum. Wood of trees is usually compose

|

of three distinct parts ; the pith or central pari

having a loo^e spongy texture ; the heart-woo(

the most durable and valuable part of the treei

and the sap wood or alburnum. This last is usti

ally whiter than the heart-wood, is more poroiin

and through it the circulation of the sap is princ:i

pally performed. It is the soonest attacked by th|

borer or powder post, and in exposed situations i

always first to decay.

Alcohol. The purely spirituous part of all liquoj*

It is the product of vinous fermentation, and oa
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le derived from all substances capable of such

ernieutation. It is the intoxicating principle of

iquors, and few nations have been found so rude

IE not to have found some means of producing it.

\lcohol is produced principally by tlie distillation

if wine, molasses, and grain. The product of the

irst is brandy, the second rum, and the third whis-

:ey or gin. Alcohol is of much use in the arts,

ut it has, by its general use, produced a most un-

.appy eftect on the happiness and morals of multi-

udes. Perhaps greater quantities of distilled

pirits are used by the nations that border on the

5altic than in any other part of the world, and

ere they are principally produced from the distil-

ition of potatoes. Pure alcohol consists of hydro-

en J3.70; carbon 51.98 ; and oxygen .34.32.

^llgae. One of the families of plants into which

jinnasus divided the vegetable kingdom. They
re defined to be plants of which the roots, leaves

nd stem, are all one. The remains of algae are

bundant in a fossil state in the shale of many
arts of New York, and their decomposition may
ave contributed to the fertility of the strata in

'hich they exist.

JllkaU. A substance usually extracted from
lants ; and distinguislied by the following proper-

es : It has an acrid and corrosive taste and pow-
r ; it changes vegetable blue to rreen, red to a

urple, yellow to a red brown, and purple reduced

y an acid to its original color. It is most used in

le arts of neutralising acids. It is the best known
I the shape of potash, and soda. These unite

ith oils and animal fat, and form soap. Lime is

assessed of alkaline properties, which gives it its

incipal value in many cases. Alkaline substan-

;s have been divided into volatile and fixed; the

)Iatile being known as ammonia, the fixed as pot-

di or soda. Modern chemists have divided them
to 3 classes : 1, those with a metalic base com-
ned with oxygen, potash, soda and lithia ; 2, that

hicli contains no oxygen, as ammonia ; and 3,

ose containing oxygen, hydrogen and carbon, as

:onita, circuta, morphia, &c.
JlUuvion. Land deposited by the action of riv-

•s ; either at the mouths in lakes or the sea, or on

e banks in their passages to these receptacles.

Dustituted as it usually must be of the richer and
jhter parts of the regions drained by tlie river

at deposits it, it is the most fertile of soils, and
e most valuable, when it can be drained, or ren-

ted secure from floods. Nearly the whole of

olland is alluvial. In this country the vast tract

1 both sides of the Mississippi, for a great dis-

nce from its mouth, is of this character; but

fing to its annual submersion is of comparatively

.tie value. Perhaps there is no river in the Uni-

d States in proportion to its length and volume,

at has so much valuable alluvion on its borders

the Genesee.

Alumine. One of the earths most important to

e agriculturist, and entering largely into the

imposit'on of all rocks, clays, and loams. It was
rmerl'y termed argil, or argillaceous earth, but

r H. Davy's discoveries led to the belief that it

IS a metallic base combined with oxygen. It is

und nearly pure in the Corundum
; porcelain

ays and kavlin contain about one-half of this

irth, and it may be obtained pure from the alum
commerce, by chemical processes. Alumine is

e principle that gives the peculiar tenacity and
lastic nature to clays ; rendering them heavy and
ipervious to water, in proportion to the quantity

nfined in them. Alumine has a great affinity for

water, hence clay lands are usually more cold and
wot, and more difficult to cultivate than those into

which it enters in less proportions. Its presence
in soils is, however, absolutely nece.ssary to jirevent

porosity ; and when combined in due proportion
with the other principal earths, it constitutes one
of the surest ingiedients of a fertile soil. Much
attention has of late been paid to the amelioration
of clay soils, and of all the methods tried, thorough
draining has proved the easiest and most effijctive.

When clay land is drained, its texture is changed
;

and the plants it naturally produces, as well as

those it is made capable of producing, are of a
higher and more valuable kind. Alumine is of
much use in the arts ; it is extensively employed
as a cleansing powder ; as a mordant in dying

;

and is the basis of bricks, crucibles and porcelain.
(To be continued.)

CFrom the Genesee Farmer )

ON WINTERING CALVES.
.Mr Tucker,—To winter calves it requires the

first rate of care and attention to have them live

and do well through our long and dreary winters.

I believe the best method to winter calves, is to

stable them. It requires much more care and at-

tention to winter calves out in the storms, and they
will need more food and are more liable to freeze
than they would be if they were stabled in a warm
stable. The most of farmers in this vicinity, keep
their calves out in the coldest place they can pro-

cure, and say they will do better than in a warm
stable wiiere the storms cannot beat upon them and
fill their hair full of snow and ice. I know of a
great many farmers in this section, that always
have the first rate of calves, and on asking them
the cause of having so much better calves than
their neiglibors, they will tell you they stMbled them
winters. Such men will always have good cattle,

and it does not cost them half as much as it does
those who winter their calves in the coldest place
they can produce in their barn yards, thinking they
will do better than to have a warm and comfortable
stable to lay in through the long and cold winter

nights. There are many farmers in our country
that pretend to raise calves by letting them go to a
stack of hay, tiiat was stacked for the purpose in

the summer, and there the calves are obliged to

gnaw upon the stack to obtain sustenance, until

there is danger of the stack falling upon them
;

then the farmer is obliged to remove them to an-
other, and so on through the winter ; and when
spring arrives, the calves are almost reduced to

skeletons, (scarcely able to walk.) Now calves

kept in this way, cost more and will not look half

so well when spring comes. A great many far-

mers pursue this method because it saves labor,

and a great deal of trouble too. Some suppose
calves need no water in the winter, but in my opin-

ion, they need water as much as our cows or oxen.

If there is no water in the lot where farmers keep
their calves, they ought to have a trough, and carry

them water at least once a day. When calves are

once winiered through, there is no danger of them
in future ; they will thrive and grow into money as

fast as anything a farmer can have. There is no
easier way for a farmer to enjoy a pleasant and
quiet life than to raise stock. All that is required

of him is to see that his cattle are well taken care

of, and have plenty to eat. Nothing looks so

handsome as to see in the spring of the year, a lot

of calves, and all in good condition to thrive through

during the summer. If calves are well taken care
of in winter, there is no danger but what they will

look fine in the spring, and make far better cattle

v.hen they arrive at three years old. The begin-
ning is what decides the future life of calves, if

the farmer commences aright, and keeps his calves
from the cold storms of winter, he will have good
calves and good cattle too ; and will not cost the
fanner any more than if he had turned his calves
out to a stack and let them obtain their sustenance
as well as they could, and if they weathered through,
well enough, if not all the same.
Thus we can see the ditferent opinions that far-

mers pursue in our happy and prosperous country
upon wintering calves, and after all there is only
one true and just method of wintering calves, to

have them look handsome and in a thriving condi-
tion when winter has passed away, and spring has
come with all its attendant beauties. W. S-. T.

South Venice, .V. Y. Jan. 15, 1639.

(From the Meclianic and Farmer.)

PENOBSCOT FARMING.
The last number of our paper contained a report

of the committee on crops of the Penobscot Agri-
cultural Society. From this report, and the state-

ments of cultivators connected with the same, it

will be seen that the last season fortytwo bushels
and nine quarts of good wheat, was raised on one
acre and two and a half rods ; one hundred and
ninetyfive bushels of sound ears of corn, twenty
bushels of beans and two cords of pumpkins raised
on two acres ; eighty bushels of oats on one acre ;

two hundred bushels of ruta baga turnips on one-
fourth of an acre; four thousand three hundred
and twentyfive pounds of carrots on one-eighth of
an acre. These statements, which may be relied
upon, prove beyond a doubt, the excellent quality
of our soil, and the certainty, that by persevering
industry and intelligence, our farmers may compete
successfully widi those of any part of New Eng-
land, if not with the most favored of the western
States.

We ask the attention of our readers to these
statements, and would propose the question wheth-
er it is wortln while to leave a soil thus productive
in a land of healtli, good roads, schools and a settled
and cultivated society, for a land of indefinite hope,
wi Jiout the blessings which New England posseses
in its established institutions.

Massachusetts Horticaltural Society.

Saturday, Ffh. 2, 1839.

EXHIBITION or FLOWEIIS.

Mr Wm. E. Carter, of the Botanic Garden, Cam-
bridge, presented three seedling Camellia japonica,

viz. :

No. 1. A single flower of good color (crimson)

slightly variegated with wliite.

No. 2. Similar to the English Ammoneflora.
No. 3. Variety Lawrencia, a fine double flower;

rose colored spotted with white. With the lover

of delicate things, and with the ladies particularly,

we think this variety must be a favorite.

For the Committee,

S. WAUvER, Chairman.

There were upwards of 18,000 packages of do-

mestic cottons exported from Boston to various for-

eign ports, during the year 1838.
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FLORICU LTURE.

CULTITATION OF DAHLIAS IN FRANCE.
Scarcely any plant owes more to tlie care of the

horticulturist than the dahlia, as it is by extreme
care and perseverance united, that the numerous
varieties which we passess have beeu obtained.
Our French brethren seem to be of this opinion,
for the wVniirt/ej des Jardimers Amateurs thus re-
marks, in a late number, when speaking of sowing
fresh seed every year.—ion. Hoti. Jour.

" It IS- tv; this annual care in putting down seeds,

*ii&t the rose trees, the camellias, the paeonia arbo-

rea, the rhododendrons, the azaleas, &.C., have taken

so large a jilace within the last thirty years. But
in the present day, those flowers which were the

admiration of our forefathers, such as the auricula,

the primrose, the hyacinlh, the tulip, the ranuncu-
lus, the anemones, the pink, &.C., would undoubt-
edly be dethroned by the plants imported at a later

period, without even e.xcepting the European rose

tree, were it not for tliose amateurs who have re-

mained failliful to them, and rendered them that

scientific assistance which has progressively made
them obtain a greater number of varieties, and im-
proved tliose varieties which our forefathers only

obtained by chance. It is, therefore, easy to e.x-

plain why in remote days one or two conquests
made here and there, amongst a great number,
caused so much noise, and at the same time why
the progress and improvement in plants marched at

80 slow a pace.

The piEonies and roses i)articularly remained for

centuries in the gardens of our forefathers, even
before they ever thought of propagating them by
seed. It was necessary for Linnjeus, who was the

first to clearly explain the generation of plants, to

instil at the same time the necessity of applyim^

the principles he laid down to flowers and domestic

shrubs. However, history infori^^s us that, centu-

ries before the immortal Linnaiur,," the Arabs, more
e.xporienced naturalists than the Europeans, were
perfectly aware that the fruits proceeded from the

fecundation of the (loners, and that they distin-

guished with the greatest intelligence the diflerent

sexes. A proof that they possessed this know-
ledge is seen in the fact that they used to destroy,

during their wars, the male plants, without which
the female plants (as in the palm-tree, where the

se.xes are separated by individuals) cnuld no longer

present, in their fructification, the food of which

it was their object to deprive their enemies. With-
out going so far back, it will be found that nearly

all the gardeners of Europe, in temperate climates,

where well aware that the melon, when they culti-

vated it in their gardens, presented, under the same
species, the male flowers and the female flowers

separated. At that time, and even now, many
persons pluck ort", aa false flowers, those without

which the good flowers, as they called the others,

could not leceive vitality for their produce, and
consequently could give no melons.

In our fields (of France) it is well known, from

time immemorial, that flax, like the palm-tree, has

the male completely distinct from the female ; and
notwithstanding the assistance which our country

has obtained in agricultural science, now widely

spread and protected, it is a most extraordinary fact

that the male plant passes for the female, and vice

versa. Notwithstanding that these facts were
known, neither agriculture nor horticulture, both of

which are very backward in the greater part of our

provinces, drew any important advantages from the

marriage of plants, until the lucky attempts of mod-
ern days.

It is in consequence of science having made more
]

rapid progress in Holland, Belgium, and above all
j

in England, under the eflective protection of the !

government and of rich private individuals, that we
\

are at this present day, tributaries to these foreign
'

countries for our finest fancy plants.
|

It is only within the last tliree or four years, af-

ter twentyfive years cultivation, that we have come
to the knowledge of what a fine dahlia is. For

!

one that we obtained almost by chance, our breth-

ren, the English horticulturists, with their artificial

fecundations, obtain hundreds.

In the year which has just terminated, it is the

dahlias of England which obtained the greatest

honors among the plants of our n.ost distinguished

amateurs, and it is to them that we shall be obliired

to have recourse this autumn, to ensure the late

conquests in dahlias, as well as camelias, in which,

however, we hope to shine next year.

If we are obliged to obtain from our neighbors

the most precious and remarkable dahlias, until

such time as we shall be able to equal them. Ictus

in the mean while strive to obtain the greatest ad-

vantage fro.m their fine plants, by crossing them
with our own.

We have already stated that, to shine, it is not

sufficient for an amateur merely to collect the most
numerous varieties, nor even the finest kinds, no

more than it is sufficient to possess all the words of

a language in order to write with correctness and
elegance. The distribution of plants in the par-

terre also requires the utmost attention, and may
deserve admiration in many respects. It is there-

fore necessary that a bed should be well distributed

in all its parts, and that the plants should be select-

ed with taste, and placed at proper and suitable

distances ; first, according to their nature ; and,

secondly, according to the most perfect rules of

taste, as to their size, beauty of form, their colors

and foliage, and their rotation of bloom and flower.

The celebrated Mehul, as harmonious a compo-
ser as he was a zealous horticulturist, compared
tastefully distributed flower beds, sometimes to the

delightful music of Mozart, at other times to the

impressive and classical poetry of the great Cor-

neille. Without rising so high, we compare the

distribution of a rich and well combined collection

of dahlias to the finest compositions of our most
brilliant writers ; whilst the plantations without

taste, and in mass, are like the mingled advertise-

ments of a newspaper.

It was to avoid this bad taste in the plantations

that, last year, we endeavored more than ever to

notice and describe the finest varieties of dahlias.

To succeed better in this attempt we assorted the

flowers, placed them one by the side of the other,

whenever we could procure them. This method
we found to be the most rational plan for properly

marking out the position of each.

Supposing that a collection was to be planted in

three rov/s, we should, as a matter of course, place

three or four feet distance between three parallel

lines; and four feet between each variety, which
we should plant in quincunx.*

In the first line, or that nearest to the walk, we

should plant the dwarf dahlias, that is to say, those

of two or three feet, and we should take care tc

alternate those of two feet with those of three, BO

as more effectually to indent the line of the sum-
mits of the plants. We should also choose, inde-

pendently of the heights of the stalks, the diflferent

varieties whose flowers, within a few lines, offered

the same diameter; we should then place these

varieties so as to separate them from other plants,

whose color, and even forms, would agree too nearly

with those of their neighbors, either on the side or

rear, so that the eye should not be shocked with
the monotony of too many similar plants in the

same line.

If we were not rich enough in varieties to form
this first line, with plants in flower of nearly the

same diameter, we should commence this row go
that the various sizes were in gradation from the

commencement to the centre, where should be the

highest flowers, the others then diminishing to the

end of each line at the other e.xtremity ; from which
would follow that from the two extremities to the

centre, the flowers would present themselves grad-
ually rising ; and on the same principle we should
plant in the second line the dahlias of three feet

and a half to four or five feet, and in the third row
the dahlias of five feet and a half to six feet.

By this arrangement of a bed into three stages,

the flower of each individual is set off" by its neigh-
bor, both from tlie opposition of the forms, aa well
as the contrast of the colors. In a second bed ol

two lines we would place such dahlias as were re-

markable for fine flowers, but which could not find

a place in the other arrangement, either because
their colors had been seen before, or because their

height rendered them ineligible. An excellent

horticulturist, M. Lernire, puts down such plants

in large squares or circles, the tallest in the centre,
j

and the others graduated according to tlieir size.

A noble centre for one of these beds would be the
!

' Duke of Bedford,' from six to seven feet high,

with a diameter of six inches, and a chesnut purple

color of rich velvet. Flowers, witli exceedingly
large flowers, might be placed in triangle, or a

quarter of a circle. Large plants should stand at

the angles, as well as in the centre. But, whether
the plants are placed in triangles, or squares, or

oblongs, or half rounds, or any other shape, we
hold it requisite to place on the same line flowers

of the same diameter (alternating them only when
the general effect will be thereby increased,]

and to vary or contrast the colors as much as pos-

sible." .

* This arrangement causes tha plants to give the ap-

f>earance of four pips and a centre one, like the five of
icarts in a pack ot cards. This appearance is seen from
whatever side the collection is viewed.

(From the Magazine of Horlicullure.) I

ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE CAULI-i
FLOWER.

\

Your Magazine having, by this time, an exten-j

sive circulation through the diflferent states in the I

Union, it is not (in my humble opinion) unieasona-

ble to suppose, that, through the perusal of its

pages, by j-oiir numerous subscribers a greater

amount of practical knowledge has been obtained,

of the most approved meihods of cultivating and
propagating rare and choice flowering plants, than
could, in any other way, have been so easily ac-

quired.

I beg leave, therefore, to depart from the beaten
track, and oft'er you a few brief and practical re-

marks on the propagation and cultivation of the

cauliflower, which is not only a very curious flower
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to examine, but is, when properly cooked, one of

the most delicious and delicate vegetables of the

whole bnissica or cabbage tribe. The flower n?one

fi the part for which the plant is cultivated ; the

flower buds form a close round head, and very

white, and a p-ood flower will measure from six to

ten inciies in diameter ; but if the flower is cut

after it lias begun to expand or open, it will, of

course, appear larger than what I have stated ; but

it sliould be known, that it is by no means so valu-

&blo as it was in its firm, close state

Cauliflowers are raised from seed, sown as early

in the spring, on a warm southern aspect, as the

frost leaves' the ground ; again, for the autumn

crop, the first week in June, on a northern aspect.

Half an ounce of seed, if good, will be sufficient

to sow a bed four feet wide, by ten or twelve in

length. The soil for the seed bed ought to be

light and in good heart, but not too rich with ma-

nure ; but those who have frames and glass lights

could forward tlie plants at least six weeks, by

maknif a slight hot-bed, and covering the manure

about six inches with good fresh mellow loam.

JAbout the middle of iViarch sow the seed, being

Imindful to secure the frame all round with dry lit-

iter. laying boards on the top of it to keep out the

Irain or snow, as well as to secure the soil in the

I frame from the frost, which might, otherwise, pene-

itrate through and freeze it. Supposing that the

(seed is sown in a frame, and it having been secured

i as before advised, the plants will soon make their

i appearance, when plenty of air must be given, ev-

I ery day when the weather will admit of it, by

I propping up the glass, in order to make them strong

and healthy. The plants by the middle of April

will be ready to transplant, which might be done

in the same frame they were sown in, if there is

not another at hand, by first taking up the plants,

carefully, with a trowel, and carrying them to some

warm sheltered spot, until you get the frame ready.

All that would be necessary to be done, is to re-

move the soil from the bed, and then to fork it well

over, adding a little more manure if the bed is cold
;

but if the bed has any heat in it, no more will be

requisite, as a slight warmth is all that is wanted.

After the manure has been nicely levelled with the

fork, and beat down solid, replace the soil and rake

it smooth ; then provide yourself with a board, tlie

width of the frame, placing it on the soil to stand

on, in order to prick out the plants about four

inches apart ; select the strongest first, and so go

on, until all of them are transplanted.

As soon as the plants begin to grow, give an

abundance of air, every fine day, and water when

the ground appears dry. Every warm day, the

glass should bo taken entirely off the frame. If

the weather is fine about the 20th of May, the

plants may be put out in the ground, which sliould

be prepared for their reception, to fruit or head.

A mellow, loamy soil should be prepared, that has

had a bountiful supply of well decomposed or rot-

ten manure; holes may be opened about two and

a half feet apart, from centre to centre, and about

twelve in diameter, taking out six or eight inches

of the soil, and filling it with the kind of manure

spoken of, and mixing the under soil and the ma-

nure well together. By taking the plants care-

fully from the bed, with a hollow trowel, they will

receive but a trifling check, if any, when trans-

planted.

The plants must now be kept in a growing state,

by giving them plenty of manure water (which

might be easily obtained in any farmer's yard) three

or four times a week, if there should be a contin-

uance of hot dry weather. This is where the

whole secret lies, in the growing of the cauliflower,

i. e., to keep the plants growing from the time of

planting, until you perceive the flower has attained

a sufficient size for cutting.

If the seed is sown in the open,ground in June,

a similar mode of culture should be followed in

the transplanting, and final planting, as recom-

mended above. These plants will not begin to

show their heads or blossoms until late in the au-

tumn ; but if any of them should not complete their

growth, they will do nearly as well as in the open

ground, if placed in a good cellar where there is a

good portion of light. Remove .ihem carefully,

and place the roots in good earth, and the operation

is completed.

Plants for producing an early crop in the spring,

should be protected in cold frames during the win-

ter. The seed should be sown the latter part of

July, or the beginning of August. The plants

may be set out in No. 2 pots ; and upon the a])-

proach of cold weather, they should be set in a

frame and protected from frost. Take advantage

of every warm day in January and February, to

open the frame, and in the month of March they

may be removed to a declining hot-bed, where they

should be turned out of the pots into the soil.

Hero they may remain until the middle or latter

part of April, when they may be removed to a

warm spot in the open ground, as before advised.

If a hollow trowel is used, and the plants are taken

up with a good ball of earth, they will not suffer in

transplanting. Hoe and water, if the weather

should be dry, and by the end of May, or early in

June, fine heads of flowers may be obtained, thus

keeping up a succession the year round. In large

private establishments, or where they are raised for

the market, they may be grown in deep frames,

where they will be fit for cutting the latter part of

April. At Mr Cushing's, cauliflowers are cut for

the table as early as March, and the supply kept

up the whole season by successive sowings, as here

recommended. A good mellow soil, and plenty of

water, during our hot summers, are the only requi-

sites to ensure fine heads of flowers.

In another article, I shall give the cultivation of

that fine vegetable, the Brussels sprouts.

Yours, J. W. RUSSELL.
Mount Auhurn, Cambridge, Jan. 1639.

(From the Plymouth Rock.)

BONE MANURE.

In this section of the country, where nature has

not been profuse in the distribution of fertile fields,

rich alluvials, or verdant prairies ; and where we

have no overflowing Nile to meet the drafts annu-

ally made by the husbandman, on the soil he cul-

tivates, it is a question of no small importance to

the farmer, how he can, with the least expense and

in the most permanent manner, restore hia fields to

their wonted fertility. This subject has engaged

the attention of many able writers in the agricul-

tural periodicals of the day, with incalculable ben-

efit to the community. Lime, Plaster, Ashes, Marl,

Salt, &.C., have each their advocates, and there re-

mains no doubt that they are all valuable as a ma-

nure, when properly applied. But as my object at

this time is to treat on Bone Manure, I will confine

myself to that subject.

Having seen many favorable notices of bone

manure, I was induced early last May to send to

tlie manufactory of Mr Ward, at Roxbury, and pur-

chase twelve bushels, in order to test its utility on

crops. It was too late in the season to expect any

satisfactory result on wheat or grass lands, and the

severe drought which nearly destroyed my corn,

rendered it impossible for me to judge of its effi-

cacy on this crop. But of its good effect on Man-
gel wurtzel, ruta bagas, beets, beans, &c., I can

speak with confidence.

In order that the bone manure might acquire a

degree of heal, about a week before applying it I

mixed four bushels of crushed bones with an equal

quantity of ashes, and having sprinkled it sufficient-

ly with water, let it remain in a heap. On the 22d

of May I selected about one fourth of an acre of

light sandy land, and after giving it a liberal dress-

ing of good mud compost it was ploughed, rolled,

harrowed and drilled for mangel wurtzel. The
preparation of bone manure in the incipient stage

of fermentation, was strewed in small quantities

in the first row (a single handful for the space of

three feet) and omitting it in the next, it was placed

only in alternate rows ; the seed was then planted

and carefully covered with the ho", which, owing

to its being gathered before it was perfectly ripe,

did not germinate well, there was not half plants

enough where the bone manure was applied, and

where there was none, not half as many ; in due

season the vacancies were planted with ruta bagas.

These came up well, but through the season of

drought those rows which received a sprinkling of

bone manure, exhibited a decided superiority of

appearance,—although its long continuance had

nearly destroyed my hopes of a crop worth harvest-

ing, when on the 25tli of August, we were favored

with a bountiful shower of rain and hail, and al-

though the hail made sad havock with the leaves,

which had the appearance of having been in a

pitched battle, yet from this time their growth was

very rapid, at harvesting we had four bushels of

mangel wurtzels, and two bushels of ruta bagas in

each row where the bone manure was applied, and

in those rows where it was omitted, we had but

one bushel of each, and this diflference was uniform

through the whole. My whole crop measured

about one hundred bushels ; my deductions from

this experiment are these : Had I applied bone

manure to the whole crop which would have cost

in addition about one dollar and fifty cents, I should

have raised fifty bushels more of those vegetables,

which would have cost me three cents per bushel

and which are worth at least twentyfive cents per

bushel for stock ; making a difference of eleven

dollars, on this small patch. A like difference

was obseivable where applied to beets, French tur-

nips and beans, in all these experiments the efl^ects

were truly astonishing, and established in my mind

the fact, that " bone manure is one of the most

powerful stimulants, that can be applied to the

earth as a manure."
HORACE COLLAMORE.

Pembroke, Jan. 21st, 1839.

The oftener carpets are shaken, the longer they

last, as the particles of dirt and sand which collect

upon them grind the threads. Sweeping them also

wears them.

To remove ice from door steps, throw on salt; it

will cause the ice to crack and become loose, when

it may bo easily removed.
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Boston, Wednesday, Fkdruaby 13, 1839.

AfJUICI.I.TURAL MEETINGS.
Tlie Itiird agricullural meeting wasiioldcii at the Slate

House on Thursday evening; and was well attended.

Tlie subjects announced for the eTcning were llie Bread

Grains, and matters incidental tci them ; and the discus-

sion called up sevsral gentlemen, whose remarks were
gratifying and instructive.

The Commissioner of Agricultural Survey, after a

brief statement of the proposed subject for conversation,

made some general remarks as to the value of Indian

Corn, ita various uses, its comparatiTe certainty and the

improvements made in its cultivation. He then exhibited

what he deemed tiie ti»est specimens of Indian Corn, for

this latitude which he had ever «een. This corn is a

twelve rowed corn and of a larger size than the Dutton
corn. If there be any objection to it, it is an objection

which lies against all the sorts of corn, the ears of which
arc large. The cob retains too nmch moisture ; and
thongjijit may appear to be perfectly sound and dried, yet

when stored in the bin it is not uncommon for it to be-

come mouldy. This sample, which was represented as

only a fair specimen of llie whole field, appeared per-

fectly sound
; and there is no doubt that each of these

cars would yield, if shelled, more than half a pint of

corn. The history of this corn is, that a single ear three

or four years ago was brought from the northern part of

New Hampshire, beyond the AVhite Hills, by Mr Mun-
roe of Lexington, and presented by him to E Phinney,
Esq., the distinguished and well known cultivator of that

town. By him it was planted and carefally nursed. It

was small when first received compared with ita present

size. This year, and the specimen shown was of the

crop of this year, the fi«ld was planted from the ]Oth to

the 20lh of May
; and the corn was ripe and harvested

from the lOtli to the 20th of August. The season last year
was extremely propitious to the soundness and perfect

ripening of of corn, but this ripened well the two cold

years; and yielded thia year at the rate of 75 bushels to

the acre. We have been asked by what name it is desig-

nated
; as yet it is without any distinctive cognoraen.

We do not know by what name more honorable or respect-

ed among the farmers, it can be called, nor vfhat name
seems more api)roj)rialc in reference lo the circumstances

under which it has been brought to this degree of perfec-

tion, than to call it the Phinney Corn.

Several gentlemen then vvcnl into the discussion; and
made statements of the results of their own cultivation.

Formerly, and that within the memory of many now liv-

ing, the raising of fifly bushels of corn on an acre would
have been deemed an impossibility. But many fields could
be referred to in Maasachu.setts, which the last year have
averaged seventyfive and eighty bushels to an acre. We
have it upon testimony, which would be deemed ample
and conclusive in any court of law, that in many cases
over one hundred bushels have been produced upon an
acre. In the western parts of the State two gentlemen
in the same town produced one hundred and twenty bush-
els to an acre. The Agricultural Society in Plymouth, a
few years since, bestowed a premium upon a farmer for
having raised one hundred and tljirlysix bushels to the
acre.

It was remarked hy one gentleman at {he above meet-
ing that he had no desire to hear of these extraordii»ary
crops. His wish was to know the average vield. Now
we differed from him entirely. We are v'cr^ desirous

always to ascertain the highest degree of perfection to

which the cultivation of any crop can be carried. Wlial
has been done can be done. If there be any mode by
which our staple crops can be doubled, how important it

is that w» should know that mode. If this can be done
without doubling the expenses of the cultivation and the

costs of the product, and by means which arc or can
be brought within the reach of any farmer, we know of
nothing more important than to learn such facts, except-

ing to ascertain fully the mode by which they have b»en
brought about ; and to excite the farmers to do likewise.

There is with many persons an incredulity in relation lo

this subject, the possibility of raising one hundred bush-
els of corn upon an aere of land, which is vrholly incor-

rigible. What has been often certified as matter of actual

measurement upon the most respectable authority, it

would seem was equally entitled to credit with other

matters resting upon like testimony. We can find per-

SfMMARY OF PUBLIC INTELLIGENCE.
Congress hare now been in session since the first Moi

day in December, and yet no measure of great impo
taucc has been matured. Some per.ons say they did m
intend to do anything. Others say that from an incor
gruous mixture of parties in the house they cannot d
anything. Others, perhaps with a good deal of truti
declare that they have nothing to do. There is one a<
which it requires no extraordinary sagacity to predict the
will do before the 4lh of March comes round ; and tha
is vote the appropriation for their own pay. A sort o
surgical committee of Congress are making an examina
tion of a bad case of defalcation in New York. The
have found oat that the horse is stolen ; and they knov
who rode him away. They know loo that he carrie.
double

; but they are not quite certain how much wuscar
ried away in his saddle bags. The thieves are out o
reach

; and the committee will no doubt according to th.n, without number who do not believe that sixty bush- .a^e counsel always Zen
"""""> ='^'=°™'"g to th.

J "a,,!, counsel always given in such cases by the I-lnlH
s were ever grown upon an acre of ground. They are you-,o f^iily, adviso, now that the horse is stolen Zthat class of persons who lack all confidence in human ,he stable door should be kept shut

'

els

of

testimony
; and who never believe that anything can be

done which they themselves have not accomplished.
With minds thus constituted argument or proof multi-

plied upon argument and proof avail but little. The
Messrs Pratt of Whitesboro, New York, aver that they
have produced over one hundred and sixty bushels to the
acre. Who shall say that the fact is impossible. The
evidence by which it is attested is perfectly credible.

A few years ago a reverend and most highly respected
friend of ours, resident at Martha's Vineyard, was accus-
tomed to state that he used to plant twentyfive acres of
corn, which averaged him about ten bushels to the acre.

Those days have long since gone by; and the son of the
same gentleman, one of the most observing and intelli-

gent farmers in the State, now states thai he commonly
obtains on the same ground forty and fifty bushels of
corn and from twentyfive to thirty of wheat to an acre.

We regard the crop of Indian corn as the most impor-
tant product of the State ; and as adapted in itself to be
the foundation of the most improved and successful hus-
bandry. Every possible encouragement therefore should
be given to its cultivation. There is no grain crop which
will furnish the same amount of feed for man and beast

;

there is none which returns more material for enriching
the soil

;
and there is no crop of more simple cultivation,

liable to fewer accidents and injuries, and more certain

of success.

The meeting was adjourned to Thursday next at the
same time and place, and at the suggestion of a gentle-
man present, who thought that such an arrangement
would encourage the attendance of many farmers in the
vicinity, it was voted that the meeting should be opened
precisely at 7 o'clock, and close jit nine The public are
much indebted to the distinguished gentleman, who has
presided at these meetings ; who by his seasonable
promptings and suggestions has elicited much informalion

;

and communicated much from his own long and careful
observation and experience. He has followed the plough

;

and he is therefore well qualified to speed the plough.
His example and lead in this case are doing a substantial
service to the great cause. ]^ q

ponExTRAOKDiNART Prodi'ct.—The subjoined rests i

unquestionable testimony.

Statement of Potatoes and Carrots raised the past sea-
son on one and an halt acres of land, by Horace Clapp,
Houseviile, N. Y.

520 bushels of potatoes, some of which weiglicd 2 lbs.

2 oz. each
; 1340 bushels of Carrots, some of which

measured 2 feet 10 inches in length. Tlie particulars of
•oil and cultivation are not given. 1], (;

pli
Our own Legislature are occupied with that vcialioui

subject, the License Law. This has proved a sad boneo
contention, and bids fair to be picked quite clean. Bu-
after all the barking and growling over it, who will carry
It ofl in triumph does not as yet appear. Would it no
be well to give the law afair trial ? It is certain lyrathei
a novelty in the history of legislation to repeal a law
obviously of such great and universal importance, befcrt
It has gone into operation. The evil which this law pro-
poses to check, abate, or annihilate, all considerate per
sons will agree, is indeed the greatest with which a com-
munity was ever afflicted. The prevalence of a fatal
epidemi., which should decimate our population, would
be a minor calamity compared with the crimes, distur-
bances, miseries, and deaths which have flowed from this
prolific source. A fire which lay every house in the city
of Boston in ashes would be a small evil compared with
the wretchedness and vice, which have sprung from
drunkenness within the last twentyfive years in that single
city, if this could be shown to us in the aggregate, and in
all its infinitely various ramifications and results. In
such a case as this it is for every man to look at the mat-
ter as it is

; and as far as possible to divest himself of
every bias of private interest ; and every influence which
might pervert or corrupt his judgment. We have no
party or private feelings in the matter. AVe would call
no harsh names. We would impute no corrupt motivesWe would disdain man s opinions. But shall thia
terrible conflagration burn on ; or is an enlightened, hu-
mane, christiaa community never to reach a period, when
rising in all the majesty of its moral power, it will declare
and decree that it shall be extinguished > The indiffer-
ence with which some persons seem lo contemplate the
subject is truly melancholy. It reminds one of the infat-
uation of an individual whose well was near his front
door, and had been without a curb fur twenty years
Upon being remonstrated with for sufi-ering it lo remain
in this dangerous condition, he replied

lost but one child down it."

by I never

H. 0.

(From the Yankee Farmer.)

REMEDY FOR SPRAINS, BRUISES, &c.
As it frequently happens that severe swellings occur

from bruises, sprains, ic, I take the liberty to send you
a recipe which has, in various instances, within my own
sphere of observation, produced the most rapid and ex-
traordinary lelief It was tried a few days ago, upon the -

foot of a gentleman who was sufl'ering agonr from a vio-
lent sprain, and aflbrded instantaneous relief I have
u.sed it Willi great success in dispelling fistulous 6Wellinr.<
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ipon liorses. It has never, with me, failed to reduce the

welling unless pus had formed. Its simplicity has caused

tto be rejected by some, but, as it can do no harm, and

18 the materials arc at hand, it can at least be tried. It

e a mi.\ture of one pint of soft soap ; a pint of good vin-

•gar ; a handful of common salt, and a table spoonful of

jowdcred nitre
;
put them into a common white basin,

ind bathe the part affected. I have never used it where

,he skin is abraded, as most probably violent pain would

insue. If, upon trial, you deem it worthy of publication,

; shall be pleased to see it in the pages of the widely

irculating Cultivator. T. F. NELSON.
Virifinia, ISoS.

FOR SALE.
The farm belonging to the estate of the late Jotham Bush,

siiuated in the centre of Bojflslon, 7 miles from Worcester,

containing about 123 acres of land, part of which is in a high
slate of cultivation, mostly fenced with stone wall and sup-
plied with never failing water. The house is spacious, ele-

I ijant and commodious, with two wells of superior and never

failing water. The situation is not surpassed by any in the

I

vicinity. The barns are If.rge and in good repair. About 23

tons ol first quality hay, the grain stock, and farming uten-

sils will be sold with the farm, if wanted by the purchaser.

Also, the outlands, a tnile distant, may be purchased with

the homestead, if desired ; consisting of about 125 acres of

choice intervale, plain, and wood land, situated by the Nash-
ua river. For further particulars, inquire of Thomas Bond,

1
Esq. of Springfield, John W. Bush ol Hardwick, or of the

uliscriber on the premises. JOTHAM BUSH.
Boylslon, Feb. 13, 1339. 3w

aASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.
EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Pears — Chaumontelle, in fine condition, fr.nu Mr E.

Jartlett

Apples —Ortlcy Pippin and Newton Pippin, each kind

rem Mr B. V. French and Mr E. Bartlett; Poarmain,

rem iMr Bartlelt; Chandler and Queen Ann, from Mr

J. P. Grosvenor.

There are but few apples that would be preferred to

he Chandler, and perhaps none have ever been exhibited

y this society which surpass in flavor the Ortley Pippin.

?he Chandler is a different apple from one called by that

ame in Kenrick's Book of Fruits.

For the Committee

L. P. GROSVENOR.

In answer to the inquiries of a " Patron," we would re-

lark that the back volumes of the N. E. Farmer can be fur-

ished at S3 23 per volume, bound.

Postage on the Silk Grower's Guide will be about 21 cents

irestcd of the covers. Price 50 cents.

BRIGHTON MARKKT.—MoRDAT, Feb. 11, 1839.

Kel.c.rle.i lurllie .Npw Enghnd Fanner.

At Market, 225 Beef Cattle and 8.')0 Sheep.

Prices.— Cec/ Cattle.—An advance was affected and

»e quote to correspond ; First quality, $8 OD a $8 50.

Second quality, $7 50 a $8 00. Third quality, $G 00 a

!7 00.

Sheep.—We notice the sale of lots as fjllows
: $3 17,

;4 25, $i 50, $5 00, and $6 50.

SiciHC—None at market.

THEK.MO.METaiCAL.
Ile|ii>rteJ lor the New EMi;laii(l Farmer.

Ran^eof the rherinuineter at the (Sardenof the proprietors

ftheiNew England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

[ortherly exposure, week ending February 10.

'ebruart
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(From the Bangor Courier.)

RECEIPT FOR MAKING CAKES.

VERSiriKD BV S. A. A.

If there's a lady in this learned land,

Upon her tea hoard wishes sonielhing grand—
Let her take this advice

;

Here's a cake, whose flavor's past dispute

—

The most fastidious palate needs must suit

;

Two pounds of Hour froin fre.<hly gathered wlie;

One half a pound <»f butter that is sweet,

While sugir of the same weight

—

A pint of milk, three eggi, a little yeast—
Such as is fresh, 'tis said is always best

A relish to create.

Part of the flour and milk and yeast mix well,

And let it stand till it doth plainly tell

'Tis as the other—light.

The butter then, the eggs and sugar stir

Together nicely— as you would prefer

Jfound cake on bridal night.

The last along with balance of your flour.

To the first mixture you shall gently pour,

And let them once more stand

Tliat the grand compound may become ai light

The merest glance assure you it is right,

Then put it in the pan.

To rise your cakes fit for a courtier's table.

Requires, I judge, as near as I am able—
Five hours, or thereabout

;

Then you will have, or I'm no judge, I ween.

As wholesome comfits as were ever seen,

For levee or for route.

P. S. A lady at my elbow hints.

That as a stich improves a rent in chintz.

Salt makes the dough lees tough.

Use it, or not, I deem it little matter,

Since cakes like capons, never need be better,

When they are good enough.

WHAT A GOOD FARMER HATES.
He hates long stories and short ears of corn,

A costly farm house and a shabby barn

;

More curs than pigs, no books, but many guns.

Sore toes, tight boots, and paper duns.

He hates tight lacing and loose conversation.

Abundant gab, and little information
;

The fool who sings in bed, and snores in meeting.
Who laughs while talking, and who talks while eating.

THE WAY TO SETTLE DIFFICULTIES.

Two neighbors (who by the way were brothers
by marriage,) had a difiicnlty respecting their par-
tition fences. Although tliey had mutually erected
a substantial fence four and one half feet in heiirht

on the line separating the sheep pasture of one,
from the grainfield of the other, yet the lambs
would creep through tiie crevices and destroy the
grain.

Each asserted it to he the duty vS the other to
chink the fence—after the usual preliminaries of
demands, refusals, threats, challenges, and mutual

rccriniinntion, they resolved to try the " glorious

uncertainty of the law"—they were however per-

suaded by their friends to the more amicable mode
of submitting the dilTerence to the final determin-

ation of a very worthy and intelligent neighbor,

who was forthwith conducted to the scene of trouble,

and in full view of the premises, each party in turn,

in a .spppcli of some lenirth, urged his claim, as-

serted hia rights, and set forth the " law and the

facts"—at the conclusion of which tlie arbitrator

very gravely remarked : » Gentlemen, this case

involves question.s of great nicety and importance
not only to the parties in interest, but to the com-
munity at large, and it is my desire to take suitable

time for deliberation and also for advisement with

those wlio are learned in the law and most expert

in the customs of good neighbors; in the mean
time however, I will just clap a billet or two of

wood into the sheep holes"—and in ten minutes
time with his own hands lie effectually closed ev-

ery gape.

The parties silently retired, each evidently

heartily ashamed of his own folly and obstinacy.

The umpire has never been called upon to pro-

nounce final judgment in the case—so the law
remains unsettled to this day.— Vermont Patriot.

A Good Wiff— Slie loves home, believing
with Milton, that

—

" 'The wife, where danger and dishonor lurks.
Safest and seomliest by her husband stays,
Who guards lier, or with her the worst endures."

The place of woman is eminently at the fire-

side. It is at home you must see her, to know
what she is. It is less material what she is abroad

;

bill what she is in the family circle is all important.
It is bad merchandise in any department of trade
to pay a premium for other men's ojiinions. In
matrimony, he who selects a wife for the applause
or wonder of his neighbor?, is in a fair way toward
domestic bankruptcy. Having got a wife, there is

but one rule

—

honor and love her. Seek to improve
her understanding and her heart. Strive to make
her more and more such a one as you can cordially

respect. Shame on the brute, in man's shape, who
can affront or vex, not to say neglect, the woman
who has embarked with him for life,— "for better,

for worse," and whose happiness, if severed from
his smiloa, must be unnatural and monstrous. I

find, I am proud of nothing in America so much as

our American wives Bangor Courier.

Misfortunes of the Poor.—The slightest
misfortunes of the great, the most imaginary un-
easiness of the rich, are aggravated with all the
power of eloquence, and held up to engage our at-

tention and sympathetic sorrow ; the poor weep
unheeded, persecuted by every subordinate species
of tyranny, and every law which gives others secu-
rity becomes an enemy to them. Tenderness
without a capacity of relieving, only makes the
man wlio feels it, more wretched than the object
who sues for assistance.— Goldsmith,

Slippkry Places.—A follow coming out of a
tavern one icy morning, rather blue, fell on the
door step. Trying to regain his fooling, lie re-

marked, "If, as the bible says, the wicked .^Uind un
slippery places, I must belong to a diff'erent class,

for it is more than I can do."

FOR sale:, a first rate: farm,
Well situated on the road leading from the Theoloijicali

Seminary in AnJovcr, to the old Uoslon road : hlely owned
by Peter F. Shed, and well known as the David Blum Farm,
conlniiiins 70 ocret, more or less. There is about 20 acmsi
of good Woodland wiibin sight of the house. The remain-l
der of the farm is in jjooil coudition, and is gCDerally consid-j
ered, by those acquainted with it, to be -'a garden spot.'i
Thtre arc from 3au to 600 apple trees on the place, indepen-1
donilj- of other fruit trees of Rn-at value. The farm is welll
wnlled aud watered, the l.uililiiips in first rale order, and
there are upon it three wells ol cicelleni, sofi water. It is;

well situated for a gentleman wishinir for a resideiTce in the'
country, l.einc retired, and yet in the immeditte vicinity ol

ihe public Schools and ihe Theological Seminary ;—or foi

the fDriner, who wishes to raise Tegelables for market, the:

land la iuf; all "ood, and markets near. Il lies about half c

mile from Ihe Ballard Vale Kaeiory, one mile from the Rai!
Koad depot, and nine miles from Lowell. There are upon
the place about len cords of manure.

The conditions of sale will be liberal, the owner being,
obliged on account of ill health, to go South.— For particu-l
lars, inquire ot the subscriber, on the premises. i

ANDREW n. STIMP.SON. !

Audover, January 15, 1939. 4w

FARM FOR SAL,K.
A Farm situated in the southwesterly pan of Townscnd

on the road lending from Townsend west village to Worces
ler. Said farm contains 110 acres of land divided into mow
ing and pasturing, and a large share of wiod and limber; i

one story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, buttery, anc
two bed rooms well finished

;
parlor papered ; wood house

well, under cover, forty feet barn, and shed, a large sheef
house, fifteen by thirty feel, a large cooper shop, and anothe
small house well finished, on the lower floor; a good aque
duct which comes into the barn yard, and a good orchard.

The suliscriber will sell a part or all, and eive possessioi
this fall or winter, or next spring. Those who wuh to buy
will do well to call on the subscriber, who lives on iheprem
iscs, and look for themselves. ASA H. ADAMS.
Nov. 29,1S38.

MULBERRY TREES.
Wm. Prince & Sons will make sales of trees and cut

tings of the genuine Chinese Morus Muliicaulis, Morus El
pansa, Alpine, Broussa, Canton and other varieties, delivera
ble to the purchasers at such period in the Spring, as is con
venient to them, and will enter into contracts accordinglv.

Prices and terms for the trees and cuttings will be formard
ed to all who mav apply for them by mail, as well as prices
of Silk Worms' Eggs, Mulberry Seeds, &e. The Mullicau
lis trees ere remarkably vigorous, and as we first imported
the genuine tree, purchasers are sure of obtaining the genu,
ine kind. It is from this cause and from the ureal attention
paid by them, that the trees that they have sold, have giveo
universal satisfaction.

Dec. 20, I33j. 2m Flushing, nearNtw York.

FARM IN BROOKLIKE.
For sale a farm siluntcd in Brookline, ahont four milet

from Boston, containing forty acres of first rate Tillage Land
and thirty acres ol Woodland and pasture—with a good
House in comple.c repair

; Barn, Chaise-house, Cornbarn,
Shed, Slc.

The Farm will be sold low, together with the .Stock, Hay,
Tools, &c. if applied for soon, at No. 30, North Market St.
Boston, or Koibury Street, near Boston line.

Dec. 26, IS3S. JOHN HUNT.

A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,
who has peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed
f^y any other individual in this country, wishes to connecti
h mseir with some person who can furnish a small capital
sufficient to make the business lioth pleasant and profitable,
Inquire at ihc office of the N. E. Farmer.
Nov. 21, 1833.

WANTED.
In the Seed Garden, connected with the New England Ag-

ricultural Warehouse, a first rale farmer ; one who has some
knowledge of the manai;enient of hot beds would be pre-
ferred. Inquire at ihe N. E. Farmer Office, Nos. 61 & 68
North Market J?!. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

THE HEW ENGLAND FARMER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at 83 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within

sixty days frcn the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

i^ctionof 69 cents.

TUTTLK, DKWKETT AWD CHIBHOI.H, PRIKTEBS,
17 SCnOiiL 8TRRRT... .UOVTOV
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AGRICULTURAL,

AN ADDRESS,

iefore the Essex .Ig^ncultura! Society, at Topsjield,

September 27, 1838, at their Annual Cattle Show,

Hy Leonard \Vithi,\gto.v.

(ConcludeJ.)

There is another evil. No lieterogeneous com-
jsitioii can last. We have retained the iJea of

,e old system with the form of the new. They
e destructive of each other. There is a silent

lirit, which tinges our fancy and tinctures all nur

eas of gradation and eminence. It still seems to

y that one profession shall be more lionorable

id profitable than another, while at the same time,

theory and in practice, we throw the doors wide

)en and make all alike accessible to every class.

he consequence i« there is a pressure to those

hich are esteemed the more desirable professions,

nterprise and honor are confined to narrow chan-

'Is. An anecdote will explain what I mean,
wo advertisements were recently published in a

nghboring city ; one for a clerk in a store ; the

her for an apprentice to learn the blacksmith's

ide. The number of applicants for the former

ace was fifty ; for tlie latter, not one.

But how shall we avert the evil ? It is certain

; cannot reverse our republican institutions ; nor

3tore the ancient ranks. Some plan must be do-

sed within the sphere of manners, more ^ilnble
the spirit of the age ; more gentle in its opora-

ms ; more salutary and healing in its effects.

) elucidate this point is our main inquiry.

In the First place, then, we must bring our man-
rs and our political tlieory qiore into harmony.
ir creed must sanction our practice, and our prac-

:e must be in conformity to the spirit of our creed.

'e must not attempt to put the 7ieto tvine into old

Htles ; else the bottles break and the ivine runneth

t and the bottles perish ; or, in plain language,

3 republican spirit must be put into the repuhli-

n forms ; and we must be content to take the

stem, the whole system and nothing but the sys-

n, with all its blessings and attendant evils. If

, men are born free and equal ; and all professions

e alike honorable, then say so at once ; and leave

e balance of the relative numbers to be reuula-

i by the relative profits; as it certainly will be,

not controlled by these subtle, coloring ideas,

tierited from other ages and antiquated .systems.

wo grand ideal powers are now brought into

?ntal collision, and are shooting their moral am-
ijnition across the Atlantic. On the one side,

jr theory is deeply felt among the powers of Eu-
Ipe. It produced the French Revolution ; and is

|ll producing a deeper revolution, though silent,

the vision of eastern politicians. On the other

nd, their commercial monopolies, their institu-

|ins and manners are exercising a deep influence

ler us. It is felt in the traveller ; the summer
liitant ; the steam boat ; their newspapers

; their

'bates
; their titles ; their reviews ; their wit and

their metaphysics. Even the late coronation of the

queen Victoria was not without effect. The whole

system of commercial wants and supplies grows
; up from these social forms and supplies them.

Every cargo of fashionable goods creates a taste

and leads to an expense, unfavorable toropublican-

i i-:m. For my part, though no friend to sudden in-

novation and wishing to place myself as far as

possible from the spirit of modern radicalism, I am
compelled to say, that it is my wish, that every-

thing, in this western world, should radiate from

one great central idea; that we might have repub-

lican manners ; republican fortunes ;* republican

bonks ; ond republican eloquence ; that everything

might be latently blended with that spirit, which
hails the improvement and recognizes the equality

of man. Let the central altar be built with un-

pidished stones and be tinged with the crimson of

our own rustic sacrifices.

Education too should take a shape from our

public prospects. Every father and tutor should

educate his son or pupil with reference to the con-

dition, which his country imposes and the duties

she requires.

In the Second place, we must see the true causes

of high prices of our native productions. It is a

warning voice, calling us to survey the tendency
of things. The original mode of trade among men,
was by barter; but the tendency to philosophical

generalization, among thinking men, was found in

in the affairs of trade : and money was invented,

analogous to general terms in reasoning. By this

wonderful substitute, we find the relative po^vcrs

of skill and industry among mankind. It is a kind

of thermometer to show us when the production is

wanted and when the supply is too great. We
foresee the approach of famine by the rise of prices

;

and commerce pours in her cargoes in the destitute

spot. The balance too among the professions is

kept by the same cause. How wonderful it is,

among the caprices and tastes of individuals, the

millions of a nation, acting on no patient examina-
tion and from no general statistics, how wonderful

it is, that the relative numbers in the various em-
ployments are kept as well as they are. No man,
not even the philosopher, can tell what proportion

tlie number of shoemakers should bear to the num.-

bor of tailors ; or how these professions are actu-

ally balanced ; but every youth, when about to

learn a trade, can ask whether it is likely to be

profitable. Thus prices become the marks and
figures on the great scale of adjustment ; and the

scale woul! be perfect, were not these prices dis-

turbed by accidental causes.

* That is, small fortunes, not sufficient to enable the
possessor lo indulge in the conventional beauties of fash-
ion, but to lead him to every natural, eternal beauty,
which improves the taste and mends the heart. Still it

must be remembered, that some large fortunes are wanted
even in republics, on the principles of public spirit, or
whence must come our capital for great improvements .'

I had the benefit, the other day, ofa railroad, which cost
800,000 dollars, nut a cent of which came or could come
from my poor pocket.

When then floor is ten dollars per barrel ; In-

dian corn one dollar twnntyfive cents per bushel

;

potatoes fifty cents ; and other native productions
in the same ratio, what is it, but the social ther-

mometer, indicating by its infallible mercury that

the proportion among the professions is not kept

;

that some employments call loudly for hands ? It

is certainly disgraceful for a nation, situated like

our own, to daily jiray professedly for its daily

bread, and yet not be willing to raise it.

The laws of nature must be kept; and they all

pointus,intheirscverest inflictions during probation,

to the noble reward that waits on reformation. But
Thirdly. The human mind is, after all, governed
by some very fine and invisible threads, which,
though delicate in their texture, are strong in their

eftects. There is a latent impression of elegance,
grace, beauty, which a young man gets early in

life, from a thousand indefinite causes, powerfully
determining lum in the choice of his profession.

Woe to that h^n, who sees, in his youthful morn-
ing, the rainbow settle on the wrong hill ; and is

doomed t.j pursue it through life over unfordable
streams and up impracticable heights. There is

an idea of the beautiful in morals and in life, to

kalon, the fopd image from which ominates our
strongest desires, and around which play our bright-

est dreams of felicity. It is this, which coloring
all the operations of reason, governs the man ; de-
cides his choice ; inflames his energy ; increases
his skill.- and gives him the elements of success.

One W:Xi finds it on the ocean ; another on the
land ; one vi war ; another in peace ; one in

science;- another in poetry. Petrarch had lii»

Laura
; and it has been seriou.3ly doubted whether

she ever liad flesh and. blood ; whether she ever
existed out of poetry ; wiiether the bard did not
embody his own fancies and give to an airy nothing
a local habitation an I a name. In a certain sense,

every man has his Laura ; who fills his imagination,

and leads him through life. Erery man has some
ideal of perfection and happiness after which he

*
always reaches, though never gra.=iping ; and which .;

modifies his pleasures and his pains from his cradle

to his tomb. In vain does reason speak; in vain

does experience warn ; in vain may you balance

against his ideal visions the collected utilities of
life : if a man does not, in some degree, reach his

contemplated goal, he is poor in the midst of abun-
dance, and wanders a wretch through the world.

Nor is it the young and imaginative alone that are

governed by these ideal forms ; the most cool and
avaricious feel their power. Their Laura is not

the same as Petrarch's
; they will not write son-

nets to her praise—certainly not *i(c/j sonnets

—

but their views are just as ideal ; and the phantom
they pursue assumes her beauty and her power,

solely from her relation to their temper and taste.

It is not the materhl gold that absorbs the miser's

lusts ; to him, as toother men, it is worthless dross
;

it is the ideal of being a rich man ; it is the laurel

of a CrcEsus shading his dwelling and adorning
his tomb.

If a certain style of living seem essential to our
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happiness ; and in the competitions of life, we are

left to fall short of it ; no philosophy, and, I had

almost aaiil, no relij^ion, can save tlio strongest

,

mind from a degree ol disappointment.

Now it was the policy of antiquity to give agri-
{

culture Ihc first place among the professions ; I
|

allude not to pastorals ; but retrospective pleasure
j

with which, from the courts of princes and in an

age of refinement, men look back npc^n incrrdible

scenes of virtue in Elysian fie'ds of bliss. But
[

the most sober calculators, the orator and the his- i

torian, delighted to relate the story of Cincinr.utus,

passing from his plough to victory ;;iid from victory

back to the plough

—

IriumpJutlis c^rkula. The

possibility of uniting the highest njontal qualities,

with tliat pruCtical sWll which makes the dtstrt

blossom like the rose, was strongly inculcated. It

was the leading article of ancient faith ;
and must

be so again. The man, who makes agriculture,

not merely productive, but honorable, who surrounds

his farm with the images of the ui'st attractive

happiness ; who dwells in a neat abode, such as re-

publican wisdom might build and rejjublican si.m-

plioJto ought to desire ; who, in addition to the song

of tne robin, can make the music of contentment

flow around his calm abode ; can unite it witli the

intelligence of a citizen who knows his rights and

is determined to defend them ; who shows that this

biitiness h favorable to mental culture and as fair

a road as any to political eminence ;—such a man

does more to encourage the jirofcssicn than all

other causes combined. He touches the springs of

action in their centre and Wesses his coiintry and

mankind. He plants the laurel beside the plough,

and allures thousands to come, and after having

toiled within its fragrance, to sit beneath its

shade.*

There is still a fourth exjiedient. Tlie rettt'li

of those, who have been disappointed in the loatned

professions or commerce, to agriculture ; and being

happy in the return. Your lather's farm !—it sup-

sported your cradle and may perhaps be destined to

JMKJlose your grave. I am aware, that these resump-

trolfe of an old employment iiave not always been

successful. The body long disused to labor, melts

beneath tlie Summer sun ; aches as it follows the

plough ; and the soft hand, which has worn the

glove, becomes blistered as it bandies the pitch-

fork or the spade. The stillness, too, of a coun-

try life, so soothing at a distance, becomes tasteler^s

when it is the forced choice of men, who have trod

the mart and been honored in banks. Even the

song of the robin, which warbled so sweetly in

" After all, mankind, esppcially llie young, will bo

governed by tlieir ideas of the beautiful more than utility
;

in politics, morals, religion, and general life; nor would

a benevolent men wish to cxleniiiTiiito this Hmdanienlal

principle of our nature. But tliere is all the dilferencc

in the world, between conventional lieauty,the beauty of

fashion and oxpenae; and that, which is niuiple, natural

and eternal. Let us loot at a few particulars :— a rich

shawl to a young lady's eye is beautiful; so is a rose.

But the one is a convciuional beauty ; the other a natural.

The one lasts while tlie fashion lasts ; the other, i. c. its

essential beauty, until llowcis shall be no more. Take
the fluctuations of female dress : soinctiiiies its beauty

depends solely on the fashion ; sometimes it approaches

to the everlasting laws of" nature The old stays and
high-heeled shoes of Queen Ann's day, were mere con-

ventional beauties ; the Grecian dress is natural and es-

sentially beautiful. Now it seems to me, what we are to

seek is— that cheap, simple, essential beauty, which pro-

motes the progress of mental refinement, but never leads

to the expense which plunges families and nations in ruin.

Let the conventional and natural meet in one line of in-

separable union.

pastorals, becomes harsh discord when a man hears

it from a house, under a heavy mortgage ; and it is

the on'y music, which his poverty can afford. But

let us not be discouraged ; life is a conquest over

dilliculties. These returning farmers ; these pro-

digals, who, having spent their substance, at last go

home to their father's house; these shipwrecked

mariners on the golden sea of Fortune, who swim

to the shore on the last shivered plank—after all,

have some advantages. They have increased their

skill; they know mankind; they have seen the

world ; and should they be endowed with genius

and glow with a new ambition—what discoveries

might they not make ! Though the triumphs of

mechanical skill have as yet been chiefly confined

to manufactures, and some say can never be ex-

hibited ill agriculture, yet as an ofiset to this ad-

vantage, there is the composition ; the improve-

ment of soils. What a field is here open ! How
little do we know of it ! How important the pur-

suit ! How rich the reward 1 All the difference

there is between ten bushels of corn to the acre

and an hundred, is before us to awaken our inven-

tion and activity : and suppose a Newton, a Davy,

a Franklin, a VVhitney, to be thrown on such ex-

igencies, how would the treasures of nature be

opened I How would the best spots for the largest

crops be sought out and found. Let no man de-

spair of reaping his substance in his last days from

the rugged earth, who retains either of those

best instruments, a healthful body or a vigorous

mind.

My Fellow Citizens, I rejoice, on the whole, in

the exhibition of this society, and believe its ten-

dency to be good. It reflects credit on the wisdom

and philanthropy of the men who suppoit it. Any-

thing that turns our attention to the great fimnda-

tion of our social happiness, must be benoficial.

But, I am deeply impressed with the conviction,

that we need a revolution in our ideas of public

and private life.

Tlie road of enterprise must be new laid—new

paved—and conduct to other objects. We are

still misled by certain ideas of refinement and

felicity descending to us from ' the Gothic ages.

The public hive must have more working bees and

fewer drones ; and what is of equal importance,

the drones must cease to engross the profits and

the honors. The late concussions in the commer-

cial world are not without their moral. They
point to a different source of prosperity. Instead

of thinking that all talent is to be e.iiployed on the

sea or in speculation, we must turn it to a new
channel ; it must guide the plough ; improve the

soil, and carry agricultural skill to its last perfec-

tion. \'. e shall always be an enterprising nation
;

I hope we shall always be a moral one. But tliat

enterprise must flow in a wider channel ; that mo-

rality must be founded on a better faith. Perhaps

it would not be impossible to describe the circle

that bounds the last expansion of the republican

idea. When two young men, entering on life with

squal abilities and virtues, would not turn up a

copper for the choice of a profession to ensure tlu'ir

future success and distinction, then, and not till

then, will the republican idea be carried out to its

full perfection.

"Marm, mayn't I go and play horse today ?"

" No, child, you must stay in the house."

'" Now, look here, inarm, if you don't let me, I'll

go and catch the measels— 1 know a big boy that's

got 'em prime !"

Extrmts from Dr Jacksoti't Second Report on th

Geology of the State of Maine.

AGRICULTURAL GEOLOGY.
CEOtOGICAL ORIGIN, DISTRIBUTION, CHE^l

COMPOSITION AND CAPABII.lTIr.S OF SOIJ-

Consideiing the vital importance of a correc

knowledge of tlie science and art of Agricultur*

upon which man depends for his daily bread, w
shall willingly avail ourselves of any iiiformatio.

that may throw light upon the principles, by whic

we are to be guided in practical operations.

It cannot be concealed that agriculture in thi

country is fiir below the stanrlard attained in Eu
rope, and that by their more scientific methods, th

French, German and Italian farmers are enabled t

raise larger crops, so as to supply us with man
articles of agricultural produce, at a lower rat

than we have been able to grow them upon on

own soil, and this too has been eficcted by peopl

whose soil costs vastly more than ours.

It is well knowu, that for several years past, larg

quantities of wheat, barley, Indian corn and beam
have been imported, into this country from Franci

Germany, Venitiaii Lombardy, Tuscany and Egyp
while at the same time, orders have been sent oi

from France for the purchase of our refuse boiiei

and the bone black of sugar refineries—substance

used in that country for improving the soil. Thu.

strange as it may seem, the French farmers sen

out to this country for manure, and supply us wit

bread, while many remain ignorant of the value <

those very substances so eagerly sought for by oi

foreign brethren !

European science has been brought to bear upc

the art of agriculture, and hence the improvemen
are rapidly progressing there ; while we have i

yet done but little towards the development of th

most important of arts.-

I know that many intelligent farmers dec;

"bookTarming" as useless, and their remarks a
certainly worthy of our attention, and we may pe

haps remove their objections. Good books on th

subject record the exjierience of many excelle

practical farmers, and concentrate all tlie inform

tiou that is scattered in various parts of the worh

while at the same time they give general rules I

which we are to be guided in practice. Whe
then is the objection tJiat has been raised again

such knowledge ? It will be found that there a

few such books in existence, although there a

materials enough on record to furnish a good tre

tise, and those books that have appeared, are de

cient in some of the most essential particulars, -

they are so teclinical that those who are unacquair

ed with the elements of science cannot understai

them. There are also imperfections in the cCi

tificates and rules, owing to no analysis havii'

been made of the soils in question.

So also our own farmers are unacquainted wi

the composition of their own soils. Hence v

account for the uncertainty of the results obtaini

by those who make trials of new methods in fan i

ing, and we ought not to be surprised at their fr

quent failures.

If, however, all the conditions of the proble

were understood by both parties, farmers won

readily join hands with their scientific co laborei

and' the art of agriculture would soon become
certain as any other art, while, by the npplicatii

of scientific principles, the business would becoB

of a more exalted character, and assume its tr'

rank in the consideration of all men.
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la order to make rational experiments in farm-

|ig, it is essential that the composition of the soil

Idould be known, and then we can act understand

Geology teaches us that such causes were for-

merly in more powerful operation, and that the

ancient world was, from its infancy, subject to vio

;igly in our operations. In order to amend a soil, lent catastrophes accompanied by powerful inroads

aat'knowledse is absolutely necessary, otherwise
!
of the sea ; oceanic currents and tumultuous waves

^ •

.
.

. j^^ j.^^ many successive periods rushed over the

be estimated by tlie loss of weight which indicates

the proportion of carbonic acid, that has been ex-

pelled, and since tlie carbonic acid always occurs

in the ratio of nearly 44 per cent, to 50 per cent,

of lime, it is easy, by a proportional calculation,

to ascertain the quantity of that mineral in the-

re mii-ht destroy its fertility, by the processes in
, „ . .

/. . .
•

v i i

sndedforits ameUoration, and thus be subjected
j

land, and ^-^e" the lofti^^^^^
happens, that there is so ™i-

disappointment and chagnn. mountams. We ^'''''^1/^*^" ";;'';" ["^^^^^^ „„te a quanti v of carbonate of lime in the soil, as

oils

or the amendment of those nhich are sterile,

Agriculture is of so great importance to the

omnuinity, that we should not allow our knowledge

if it to rest upon mere empiricism. It ought to

le exalted to the rank of true science, and then it

vill become one of the most lionorable, as it is one

if the most useful of arts, and even the most highly

iducated men will then be proud to rank as scien-

ific farmers.

Let us now examine the subject more in detail,

md ascertain how much light we may obtain from

he science of geology, that may servo to guide us

n our researches.

We have first to consider the geological origin

)f soils.

Every attentive person must have observed, that

lolid rocks, exposed to the combined action of air,

ivater, and different degrees of temperature, under-

go decomposition and disintegration, so that they

;rumble into powder, and that some rocks decay

more rapidly than others, owing to their structure,

Dr minerological composition. If a rock is porous,

3r stratified in its structure, water infiltrates into it,

md on freezing, expands with such power, as to

.ear the surface of the rock to pieces, so that it

readily crumbles. When fire runs through the

forest, it heats tlie s-.irface of the rocks, and by

the irregular expansion produced, they are shiver-

ed into fragments.

The action of running water and friction of

stones, also serve to grind the rocks into powder,

by attrition of tiicir surfeces, and the detritus is

borne along by the streams, and deposited in low

lands, or along their borders.

When a rock contains iron pyrites, or sulphuret

of iron, that mineral, by the action of air and water,

decomposes, and forms copperas, or sulphate ot

iron, and the sulphuric acid of that substance acts

powerfully on some of the ingredients of the rock,

and causes its rapid decomposition. Any person,

who lias been on Iron Mine Hill, in Gardiner, will

fully understand how rapid is this operation, and

may there see its results. The oxidizing power of

the atmosphere, also, acts powerfully upon the sur-

face of those rocks, which have for one of their

components, the prot-oxides of the metals, iron and

manganese, and as those oxides take up another

portion of oxigen, thoy increase in bulk, become

brown or black, and the stone falls into frag-

ments.

These are a few of the causes now in action,

which modify tlie solid crust of the globe, and it

appears that their effects are far more important,

than we might at first imagine. Whoever looks

upon the muddy waters of the Mississippi, Ganges,

Po, the Rhine, and the Rhone, or reads the calcu-

lations respecting the enormous quantity of matter

brought down from the mountains by those rivers,

will at once appreciate the modifying influence of

those causes which are continually wearing down

the solid matter that forms the mass of our moun-

tains.

of aqueous action and mechanical abrasion. By

those ancient convulsions, the detritus of the solid

rocks was prepared, and forming the various soils,

which we observe, the earth was rendered capable

of yielding its rich stores of vegetation, on which

a large proportion of the animated creatures depend

for their food. From the foundation of the ever-

lasting liills, the Creator began to prepare the

analyses will be presently laid before you.

Talcose slate-rocks, when decomposed, form a

liglit brown soil, in which particles of the rock are

discoverable, and on analysis, a considerable quan-

tity of the silicate of magnesia is found, which is

one of the chief components of talc.

Red sandstone, on disintegration, forms soil com-

posed almost entirely of grains of quartz, with

world for the habitation of his noblest creature, I oxide of i.ron, and clay, with a few spangles of

man, and converted a portion of the solid rocks undecomposed mica.

into soils, which were given as the field of human

labor, and to the progenitor of our race it was

commanded that he should till the soil.

If we take up a handful of earth, and examine

it attentively, we shall readily discover such min-

eral ingredients, as denote the rocks from which it

orio-inated. Thus we discover in a soil numerous

spangles of mica, grains of quartz, and white or

brown earthy looking particles, which are felspar

;

besides which, we remark a considerable portion of

fine brown powder, which being examined with a

microscope is found to be composed of the same

minerals, more finely pulverised, and mLxed with

the brown oxide of iron. It will be at once under-

stood, that such a soil arises from the disintegra-

tion and decomposition of granite rocks, and that

the oxide of iron was derived from the pyrites, or

the prot-oxide of iron, contained in that rock.

A soil arising from the decomposition of gneiss,

pos-esses simihr characters, only the mica is more

abundant.

Soils from mica slate are made up of a large

proportion of mica, mixed with grains of quartz.

Grau-wacke, or conglomerate, when disintegrated,

produces a light grey soil, full of smooth roun^d

pebbles, which originate from undecomposea com-

ponents of the rock.

Red porphyry is very slow of decompostion, and

forms a bright and red fine powder, filled with an-

gular fragments of the rock.

I have thus distingiiished and described the ap-

pearances which characterise those soils that arise

immediately from the decay of solid rocks, and^
various characteristic specimens of each varietj^B

ay be seen in the cabinet arranged for the use

the State.

(To lie continued.)

Ashes.—Of all things to i^ke grass grow, ash-

es beats ; this you may depend upon, fof'I have

tried it often, anil it has never failed yet. Just col-

lect as much of it together as you can,—the more

the better—and spread it over your grass grounds,

and see if I am not correct in my assertion, it is

said by some people, tliat it is the potash whicli is

duces the effect, and I strongly sws-
Sienitp and hornblende rock, produce a dark

,

in it that prod

brown oli in wic there is bu little quartz, and poct they are right in thi. matter
;

for two years

a .Tea del o 1>1 par, and decomposed horn- ago, suspecting that to be the case, I procured some
a giejt deal oi ujspar, d i

1 potash from an apothecary, which cost five ce nts a

G^nstone trap-rocks form by their decomposi-
|

pound, and dissolved it with water, and put i'. over

tion a
1";"! whch contain! pieces of the un- the ground with a watering pot, just for aa exper-,

decompos d°;:i l^ut the component minerals in ! m.ent ; and you would have b.en surpnseM to see

thesoUitself are rarely so distinct as to be dis- how luxuriantly the grass gr'.w whei-e it was pot..

coverable Thi soil iL warm kind of loam, soft Now, I should like some of the i«telUge»-
1
farmers

and oon^y, easily compressed into smaller danen- who take your paper to try an experr .nent with

sions'by ie pressure ot'lhe hand, but not adhesive
;

potash this spring, and infoni. your rer.ders of the-

like clay. It is peculiarly adapted to the growth result through the Cabraet Some say it is ex-

of poUt'oes, and is a luxuriant soil for most of our
[

cellent for Indian corn. T^ai^^ight also be tried
.

,!^
'

I
Mv obiect is to make plen'a- of grass grow ; for I

ordinary produce. L. % c j lU . -, r i

Slate-rocks form a soil of a blue color, in which find, if we can do ihat, ^ .e c^ accomplish every-

numerous undecomposed fragments of the rock

may be discovered. When transported by water,

it is deposited in the state of tough blue clay.

Limestone forms various colored soils, according

to the nature of the impurities it contains. They

are generally of a light yellowish brown color,

from admixture of a certain proportion of oxide of

This IS especially the case with those

soils

stone.

Calcareous soils, if they are rich in carbonate of

lime, may be distinguished by their effervescence

with acids, and the quantity of this substance may

thing we desire in agriculture, because with that

we can feed stock, a nd by that means make ma-
nure. What cann'it be done by industriaus and.

intelligent farmers ? I say industrious and intel-

ligent, because without these two qualities, a man
had better quit farming at once, and try to find out

some business soon, that can be carried on to

profit without these indispensable qualifications

derived from the argiUo-ferruginous lime- to a farmer
;
and « hen the discovery is made, I

'hope it will be communicated through your paper;pe

for I should like to embark in such business, as

I am well adapted to it by nature.—Farfnfr'* C(i6,

{net.
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(From the Genesee Farmer.)

DICTIONARY OF 'I'ERMS USED IN AGRI-

CULTURE,
AND IN TlIK SCIKNCES MOST INTIMATELY CON-

NECTED WITH ITS ADVANCEMENT.
I

(Coniiiiueil.) '

.Ammonia. Vola ilc alkali. It is a transparant,

colorless gas, of about half tlic weiglit of com-

mon water, with an exceedingly pungent smell, ex-

tinguishes flame, and is fatal to life. Its old name

was " spirits of h^'arts-liorn." To tlie agricultu-

rist, ammonia is jiarticularly interesting from the

fact that those substances that contain the most of
^

it are the must efficient manures, and act witli the
,

most certainty and promptness. Annnonia is pro-
:

duced from soft or fluid animal substances wliile in

the process of decomposition, and this change is

rapid in proportion to the quantity of earthy salts

they contain. "It is particularly to the develop-

ments of animonial gas," says Chaptal, " which,

combined with gelatine, passes into plants, that we

A| attribute the wonderful effect produced upon

vege^^ou by certain animal substances." These

substETOes are the animal manures, the urine, pou-

(Iritle, the bones, horns, hair, &c. The urine of

the animal contains in muriates and caibonate cf

ammonia about 'JO percent., besides 11 per cent, of

phosphate of lime and sulphate of potash, or 30 per

cent, of the most active manure yet discovered
;

and the saving and proper distribution of it forms

an important item in Flemish husbandry. The
lijprvtR left after the cocoons are reeled in the ex-

tensive silk manufactories of France and Italy, are

considered invaluable as a manure. Their excel-

lence is owing to the ammonia they contain, which

in them Chaptnl fouoji to exceed in quantity that

of any otiier anima^^ubstance.

Analysis. To determine the value of any soil,

or to be able to correct any fault in the original

constitution, or any deficiency arising from improper

cultivation, it is neces.sjary that the nature and pro-

portion of the substances composing it should be

understood. In agriculture this examination is

termed analysis ; and in its simplest, yet still effec-

tual method, may be practised by every farmer.

The implements required are a pair of scales, ac-

curate to the tenth part of a grain ; a crucible
;

some muriatic acid, and a few small vessels of china

or glass.

The earth to be tested by the farmer should be

taken from a few inches below the surface, and be

an average specimen of the field, or the soil to be

examined. The quantity to be examined say 2 or

400 grains, is to be sliglitly pulverized or well

mixed together. Put of this, '300 grains in a cru-

cible, and heat it to 300 of Fahrenheit, or bake it

in an oven heated for broad for 15 minutes; cool

and weigh. This will show the absorbent power
of the soil, and as this is depending mainly on the

animal and vegetable matter, if the loss is consid-

erable it is a decisive proof in this respect of fer-

tility. The absorbent powiT varies from 1 to 13

per cent.

After weighing, heat it again in the crucible to

a red heat, and until the mass shows no bright or

sparkling particles, stirring it with a gla.^s or iron

rod ; cool and weigh, and the loss will be the ani-

mal and vegetable matter in the soil.

Take 200 grains of the dried earth, mix it tho-

roughly with a gill of water by stirring it for sev-

eral minutes. Let it stand for 3 minutes, and turn

off the muddy water into anotlier glass. Dry the

sediment in the first glass at a high heat, weigh,

and it gives the silica contained in the soil. Let

the water turned off settle clear, turn it off, dry at

a high heat and weigh ; this gives the alumine or

clay.

Put into a suitable glass or flask, one fourth of

a gill of muriatic acid and water in equal propor-

tions, and balance the scales carefully. Put into

this mixture, 100 grains of the earth, let it stand

till all effer\'escence has ceased, which will some-

times be an hour or more ; carefully note the weight

required to again balance the scales, and that may
be set down as the weight of carbonic gas e.Tpelled,

say fi grains. Then as 4.5 is to 5.5 so is this weight

to that of the base, or the lime. In this case the

lime would be 7 1-3 per cent.

' To ascertain if earth contains iron, stir the muri-

atic acid and water with a strip of oak bark, and if

iron is present in the liquid the bark will turn dark.

To ascertain the quantity, put in prussiate of pot-

ash till it no longer forms a blue precipitate, let it

settle, heat the deposit to redness, carefully weigh

the remainder, which is oxide of iron.

To determine the presence of gypsum, take 400

grains of earth, mix one-third the quantity of pow--

dered charcoal, keep it at a red heat in a crucible

for half an hour. Then boil the earth in a pint of

water for .30 minutes, filter the liquor and expose it

for some days in an open vessel. A white deposit

will be sulphate of lime, and the weight will deter-

mine the proportion.

These processes are all simple, and can be per-

formed by any one. By them we obtain— first, the

absorbent power ; 2d, the amount of anim.-il and

vegetable matter ; 3d, the silica or sand ; 4th, the

alumine or clay ; 5th, the carbonate of lime ; Cth,

the oxides of iron ; and 7th, the gyp.sum or plaster

of Paris. The salts exercise a great inlTuence on

vegetation ; but as they principally depend on the

animal and vegetable matter in the soil, and as the

determining their qualities and kinds are too difficult

for the analysis of the farmer, the processes are

omitted. The above ingredients are all that exert

a nrarked influence on the I'eitilify of soils, and on

theirproper proportion its goodness depends. If

soils'contain too much silicia or gravel, they are

porouii ; and if too much clay, retentive. The; last

is usually the worst fault, and may be known by

the water standing upon it after rains, remaining

unsettled for a long time, owing to the clay held

in solution. Wheat winter kills on such soils ; or

calcareous gravelly ones rarely. Good soils usually

contain from (i5 to 75 of silica ; from JO to If! of

alumine ; from 4 to 10 of lime, and varyin.- propor-

tions of vegetable matters, animal and mineral

salts, &c. The analysis of soils forms one of the

most 3ecided steps in the improvement of agricul-

ture, as it clearly points out what is wanting to

remedy any defect and give case of working, and

abundance in product. Every farmer should un-

derstand the nature and composition of his soils,

and may do so, with little time, and at a more trifle

of expense.

JlnimulcnliT. The microscope has opened to the

observation of man a race of beings so small as

to be utterly invisible to the naked eye, yet endow-

ed with all the functions of vitality and perfectly

organized animals. Some of these are called In-

fusoria;, from being always found in water where

plants are decaying, and some Diatonicle, but all

included under the term animalculn?. They have

long been regarded more as objects of mere curi-

osity than anything else
; but recent discoveries

seem to indicate that these minute insects have had
an important influence in modifying the crusts of

the earth, and giving it the character it now pos-

sesses. Mountains of flinty rock in Silecia Jiave

been found by Ebrenberl to be wholly composed of

the shells of animalcuhe ; and in this country mas-
ses of remains of the infusori<e have been found

several hundred yards in extent Unlike the shells

of the mohisca and tosiacea, which are lime, the

shells of these invisible animals are found to be
unchanged by fire, and composed of pure silica.

All bodies of long stagnant water such as those

where peat is found, or bog earth deposited, abounds
with infusoria?, and Prof. Bailey of West Point has

founikat the bottom of peat earth and in it, im-

mense quantities of these minute remains. It is a

curious fact that animals invisible in themselves In

the eye, slu.uld be able in the course of centuries

to tiirm mountains, change the face of continents,

and exert an influence by no means trifling on the

labors and productive industry of man.

Annual. This term is applied to plants that

arrive at maturity in a single year and then perish.

The stem of annuals is generally of rapid growth,

porous, and abounding in the juices necessary to

the perfection of the seeds in a single season. The
herbage of some plants is annual, while the roots

are perennial, or remain from year to year. Maize
is an example of a proper annual ; the grasses, of

perennial roots, with annual herbage.

.iphis. A family of insects that prey exten-

sively on plants, and are endowed with such aston-

ishing power of reproduction, that though insigni-

ficant as individuals they are formidable in their

numbers, and in most years occasion more or less

loss to the agriculturist. The congregations of

aphides consists in spring and summer of apterous

and living less individuals, and of nyniphtp with
undeveloped wings. They have no mouths but are

provided with beak-lika suckers which tliey insert

into plants, and feed on the juices. Almost every
cultivated plant or tree has its peculiar family of

aphis ; and those trees or shrubs that are wild, or

found only in the depths of the forest, cannot claim
exemption. What is called the apple tree lnuso,

is an aphis ; and on lilling the scale-like covering,

the depredator, and its implement of suction, can I

be seen. Another species infests the tender shoots

of grafts, and the thrifty shoots of tlie apple and
other fruit trees, and if allowed to multiply unmo-
lested produces great injury. The American blight,

as it is called in England, or the ephis hanata of

the entomologist, is a destructive species, when
permitted to make a lodgment on the apple tree,

but fortunately tlie cotton covering in which it is

enveloped renders it easy to discover, and thus ;

timely put the fruit grower on his guard. In pass- •

ing through the Toimawanda swamp from Lock-
port to Batavia in lt'38, the Alder, glauca, tliat

lined the road was literally loaded in places with a

species of aphis, the long cottony filaments of
which, erect in air, seemed to be waved at will, and

i

simultaneously, giving a most singular aspect to

the branches on which colonies were planted. The
turnip is greatly infested with the aphis, as is tlie

lose, fennel, parsley, and many other plants culti-
'

vated for use or ornament. The aphis, while li.xed

by its sucker to the branch or the leaf, elaborates

a sweet honey-like fluid, clear as water, and this is

projected at will from two tubes in the hinder part

of the body. We have seen in the sunshine, these

drops falling like the spray of a waterfall, fiom a
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rniit tree on the leaves of which millions of the

aphis were feeding. It is for this substance that

colonies of the aphis are so frequently visited by

the ant, which drinks tlic sweet fluid as it is thrown

out by the aphis. Soapsuds, and a strong decoc-

tion of tobacco, have been deemed most effectual

in destroying them ; though when a foothold is

once obtained, from their rapid multiplication, ex-

termination is diflicult.

Apiary. The place or building in which bees

are kept, is termed an apiary; and where these in-

dustrious insects are kept for profit, or for observa-

tion, much care is sometimes taken in this depart-

ment of domestic management. There is no ques-

tion that keeping of bees, may be made a source

of considerable profit at very little expanse, as

their food costs nothing, and a residence is provi-

ded with the very hive in which they are placed.

Movable apiaries are common in eastern countries

;

and a long boat, with a hundred swarms of bees

on board, accompanied by the owner, may be seen

floating down the Danube, the Po, or the Nile, an-

choring where materials for honey promise to be

abundant; and moving onward when the district is

exhausted of its sweets. Among farmers, too little

attention is usually paid to the apiary ; the hives

being left exposed to the storms and cold of winter,

and the intense heat of summer, without protection.

Bees, like other domesticated creatures will well

repay care and attention.

(To be continue,!.)

(From Chamber's Edinburgh Journal.)

MAKING AND SALTING BUTTER.

3 The following notes on this subject are by an

individual (a female) who has been personally en-

'gaged in tlie preparation of butter for fifty years :

Some time ago I observed in the Journal a com-

parison between Dutch and English Hutter. Could

.the particulars of the Dutch method be obtained,

Mt would be a very desirable acquisition ; but I

apprehend the superiority of their bulter is chiefly

owing to the pastures, and an unremitting attention

to the duties of the dairy. In our own country,

»the pasture alTects in a high degree the quality of

the butter, old pasture produces much richer butter

than new ; and on some hilly gTounds where wild

flowers and certain kinds of grass abound the flayor

is much finer than on low grounds, where the pas-

ture is more luxuriant.

In the want of better information regarding this

veiy necessary article of domestic comfort, I am

induced to send you a few remark,?, which may

perhaps induce others who are better informed to

do the same, so that the most approved methods of

curing butter may, by the medium of your widely

circulated paper, be known throughout the length

and breadth of the land.

As a preliminary, I must beg the indulgence of

being very particular, for the whole process is made

up of small things, the neglect of one of which

might aff'ect the whole. I also wish it to be un-

derstood that my observations are chiefly adapted

for the use of small establishments, where from

three to six cows are kept. It is inferreil that

everytliing in the dairy is conducted with the most

strict regard to cleanliness. It ought to be a cool,

dry, well aired place, free from all damp and bad

smells. It is a great mistake to suppose that the

art of making good butter consists merely in hav-

ing it properly churned, thoroughly washed and

sufliciently salted. All this may be most pointedly

done, and yet the butter turn out very bad. The

main thing, and it must never be lost sight of, is to

keep the milk in all its stages from contracting the

least degree of taint By taint I do not mean

sourness. Sourness will not injure the butter ;
on

the Contrary, it greatly facilitates churning; and to

obtain this in winter when cream is slow to sour,

it is necessary to place it for twentyfour hours be-

fore churning, within the influence of a fire, and to

stir it thoroughly two or three times during this

period.

Cream ought never to remain on milk above

thirtysix hours. This I consider to be a very im-

portant point, for if, by any omission, cream be

suffered to remain for a longer time on milk, it is

sure to contract an old bitter taint ; and it would

be more true economy to pour such cream into the

pig's trough than to introduce it into the churn, as

it will spoil the whole. A properly leaded stone

jar is better than a wooden vessel for keeping

cream, because wood is more apt than stone ware

to get mouldy ; a slight mould soon communi-

cates itself to the cream, and of course to the but-

ter.

A wooden rod must be continually kept in the

jar, and every time cream is added, the contents

must be stirred from top to bottom with the rod.

This is very essential, for if neglected the cream

first put in will gradually rise to the top, and so

get tainted. Cream ought never to be kept above

five days ; but four is still safer for butter that is

to be salted.

If the atmosphere at the time of churning be

above fiftyfour degrees, one quart of the coldest

spring water to every three gallons of cream, put

into the churn at commencing, will be a great ad-

vantage, and will injure neither butter nor milk.

If there be the slightest cause for suspecting that

tlie butter has suifered from hasty churning in

warm weather, it ought to be salted for present

use, and not put into the kit with keeping but-

ter.

Butter on being taken out of the churn, ought

to be instantly washed in spring water until the

water comes off" colorless. After this, the sooner

it is salted the better. In salting, use the best Eng-

lish salt, such as is used in the curiug of herrings.

To three parts of salt, add one part of loaf sugar,

both finely pounded, and perfectly well mixed.

One ounce of this to si.xtecn ounces of butter is the

proper quantity. Let it be thoroughly incorporated

with the butter. In cleaning and salting butter, a

a stout creaming dish is preferable to the hands.

Kits made of wood are much superior to stone-

v/are in keeping of butter. The top of the kit

ought to be about one-fourth narrower than the

bottom, and the wood nearly one inch in thickness.

A thin wooded kit is not so favorable for preserving

butter.

In the process of salting, a little salt and water

ought to cover the butter from the first, and a piece

of °thin linen should also be spread over it. The

sides of the kit must be daily wetted with thin salt

and water, by which mould is prevented from form-

ing on the empty part of the kit during the time of

fillino-. The kit ought to be filled within one inch

of the top, and kept constantly covered by linen,

and a pickle of salt and water. Butter is apt to

rise above the pickle. This is easily prevented by

turning over the butter a dinner plate. By placing

a weight on the lid, the plate will be kept

down. The kits must be kept on a cool, airy shelf

of the dairy, not on the floor, and occasionally

moved a little round. Butter for keeping, may
with safety be salted during all the time the cows

are on pasture. It is a most useful thing to have

a slate in the dairy, whereon to note down the date

and produce of ev.ery churning ; also what is salted

or otherwise ; and these notes to be set down occa-

sionally in a book. A jar of ready made pickle,

just strong enough to move an egg, but not so strong

as to cause it to swim to the top, ought .alw.iys to

be kept in the dairy. Have also at hand a can of

prepared salt and sugar, to be kept in a dry place,

as the dairy will bo too damp. The kits ought to

be all numbered, and those first salted should be

first used.

I have still to beg your indulgence for a few

thoughts suggested by the above observations. In

this enlightened age, when each class of the com-

munity is vieing with the rest in improving the

commodity which comes under their immediate care,

it is surprising that public attention has been so

little turned to the improveme/it of the mode of

salting butter. The same complaints from the

same cause are constantly to be board, and there

the matter rests, and so it will rest, unless general

attention be directed to it, and a decided effort be

made. Nothing is wanting to remove this griev-

ance but a few slight attentions. There is no ad-

ditional toil ; no additional expense. What a pity

then it is, that those to whose care the preparing of

this article is entrusted, cannot bethink themselves

to bestow these slight attentions. They should

take into consideration the comfort of thousand of

decent householders, who are both able and willing

to pay for a wholesome article, but who have no

alternative, but either to use the butter that is

offered for sale, or to want it altogether. There is

another consideration which ought to have its own
weight, namely, the honor of their country ; and

none, however humble, should tliink themselves too

insignificant to contribute to this. It is the many

that make a whole ; and if we always throw our

influence on the right side, we have the satisfaction

at least of having done what we can to create the

happiness of our fellow creatures.

The famous Pickman farm, in Salem, the best in

the country, is lined round the borders of the fields,

with engrafted apple trees. These trees are very

thrifty, deriving most of their nourishment from the

ground under the walls, which keep the soil loose,

warm and moist, and preserve the roots of the

U-ees from e.xtcrnal injury. The trees in this situ-

ation are an ornament to the farm, while they are

no hindrance to the farmer in cultivating his field,

nor injury to the crops by withdrawing nourish-

ment, like those in the interior of the field. Yft

those trees round the field are believed to yield a

greater profit than the annual crop within, with a.l

the labor necessarily bestowed upon it—and the

annual sales of the apples and fruit on this farm

are said to be enough to purchase a farm of mod-

erate dimensions in the interior of the State.

—

J\/'twbun)port Herald.

The Largest and Fi.'«est Hoo.—The Alba-

ny Argus says the palm must be awarded to the

hog, imported when four weeks old, by Erastus

Coming, Esq., raised on his farm near Albany. It

was of°the Cheshire breed, and three years old at

the time it was slaughtered, and weighed, when

dressed, nearly eight hundred pounds. This was

a " whole hog." •"
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STATE PATRONAGE OF AGRICULTURE.
What claims has the agricultural interest upon tlie

government ; and wiiat can the governnicnt do for the

improvement and advancement of it.s agriculture? Those
arc qucitiuni alvrays entitled to serious consideration

;

and which often engage the attention of those reflecting

and patriotic minds, who desire the welfare and improve-

ment of the community.

The first duly of e\cry wise and just governmentis to

encourage and protect labor. Labor constitutes the only

means of subsistence and is the producer of all wealth.

"The king is served by the labors of the field " Every

individual in the community, from the highest to the

lowest, is sustained by agricultural labor. All the arts of

life, all the embellishments of life, all that society pos-

sesses or gains, all that it can gain or possess, its food, its

clothing, its means of comfort, enjoyment, luxury, im-

piovenwnt, all «rc dependent upon labor; and primarilv

upon agricultural labor. We do not mean to claim for it

an importance to which it is not fully entitled. Wc do

not design to speak invidiously or dispara^nnzly of any

other department of labor. We respect honest and use-

ful industry applied in any form, which the wholesome
cus'oms or proper wants or innocent gratifications of so-

ciety render necessary or desirable. But agricultural

labor lies at the bottom Like the utomach among the

members in the old Latin fable, it sustains the whole;
the limbs all sympathize with it; they arc affected by
whatever afiijcts it; and they flourish or decay, not only

the limbs but the highest faculties of the mind also, ac-

cording as that may suffer or be in health ; as that may
be fed or starved ; be nourished or abused.

What would manufactures be without agriculture.'

Whence comes the raw material about which manufac-

turers are empldyed ; and how is the living power sus-

tained by which everything is put in motion ? What
would commerce be without auriculture .' In what is

conmierce employed, what is its very end ; what con-

stitutes the life of commerce, but the transportation and
exchange of the products of agriculltiro.

We might claim something in fjivor of agricultural

labor on the score of morals But we have no disposi-

tion to suggest offensive comparisons. Agricultural labor

is conducive to health; is unattended with any distrust

of its moral rectitude and utility ; calls forth none of the

bad passions of our nature
;
presents no temptations (o

injustice or fraud ; attaches men to their homes and their

country
; inspires self-respect and self-dependence

; and
by a direct and substantial increase, we might mor.? pro-

perly say, creation of the means of subsistence and com-
fort, adds as directly to the general comfort and welfare
of the whole eorniiiunity. In a wisely governed repub-
lic then, agricultural labor will be fostered, patronized,

improved
;
and all will be done that can be done to ren-

der it productive
; to stimulate agricultural effort and en-

terprise ; and to render it in as high a degree as possible

respectable and honored.

Wo should be glad to indulge niucli farther in these

general considerations; but they arc fnniliar and not
needed. We propo.sed to say a few words about the ag-
riculture of Massachusetts

; and the patronage, which the
State government h;is shown towards it.

lUis often said that Massachusetts is not suited to agri-

culture
;
and that she must mainly depend on her manu-

factures Her manufacturing industry is surprisiui'lv

great. The statistical returns gave two years ago the

amount of her productive industry as equal to ninetyone

millions of dollars. It is well understood that many of

these returns were essentially defective In some cases

a return lower than the truth was given, from an unwil-

lingness with the parties interested to" be exposed to a

calculation of profits; in some from a fear of increasing

the valuation of the town in the Slate estimate ; in some
from neglect and indifference; and from some mean dis-

trust of the purposes for which these estimates were asked

It is certain therefore, that, if a perfect return had been

given, the amount would have been considerably in-

creased. We have no means of ascertaining the whole
amount of the agricultural produce of the State ; but we
believe that its amount, if it could be approached even

with tolerable e.xactness, would create as much surprise

as the sum total of her luechanical industry. We cannot

but hope that under the auspices of a Board of Agri-

culture this will presently be accomplished We shall

only say in this case, from careful personal observation

we are persuaded that the agricultural products of Mas-

sachusetts might with advantage be increased ten fold.

We refer in this case particularly to bread grains, to the

cultivation of esculent vegetables, to her dairy produce,

and to her pork and beef We advert only to one fact,

which has been fully established to our own satisfaction
;

and which we hope to be able to establish as fully to the

satisfaction of the public. The fact to which we refer is

this : That there is not a single crop raised in Massachu-
setts, under good cultivation, in any part of the State,

which, excepting in extraordinary cases, does not yield

more than ten per cent, profit to the proprietor of the soil,

even when labor, including the board of the laborer, is

charged at one dollar per d,ay. If it should be asked
why, under these circumstances, it does not prove inore

productive and profitable than it is, we answer that this

is owing to reasons, entirely independent of the capaci-

ties of the soil ; but upon which we shall enter at an-
other time and in another place.

Wo believe in the perfect capacity of Massachusetts to

raise her own wheaten bread and all her bread grains
;

and to pioduce them with an ample profit upon labor.

This is our creed, which for aught we can see, we think

we shall be ready to sign in good faith as often as our

respected friends at Andover are required to subscribe

theirs.

It will be said that we have made a trial of the wheat
cultivation; and that it has proved a failure. The bounty
which was expected to reach fifty thousand dollars, and,
in the sanguine anticipations of some men, even vastly

more than this, will fall short of ten thousand, as it is

now said by the chairman of the Coninaittee of Agricul-
ture. But some of the occasions of the failure of the

wheat crop arose from circumstances, wholly independent
of the capacities of the soil ; for some of these a perfect

remedy or preventive has been discovered. In many
cases the wheat crop failed from the severity of the

drotight. Other crops suffered severely The potato
crop was not even half a crop in any pari of the Stale.

In many cases the wheat crop failed from the attacks of
the grain worm. For this we believe a perfect preven-
tive is discovered. In some cases it suifered from the

rust occasioned by the peculiar state of the weather,
when the wheat was in a condition most susceptible to

injury. .Against this, of cour.se, no human skill or saga-

city, could afford any protection. Separate froni these

cases, facts and experiments of the most decisive charac-

ter have come to our knowledge which fully satisfy us,

that with due care and by a proper and not a difficult

mode of cultivation, which we shall hereafter fully de-

tail, the wheat crop may be rc;;arded as ceitain a crop as

any grown in the State; and evcrv farmer in the Stale

may calculate with as much confidence upon raising hii

wheat as his potatoes.

The wheat bounty of the last year has done an im-
mense service in turning the public attention particularly

to the cultivation of this important crop ; in introducing

into the State wheat seeds of various kinds and of the

best description ; in inducing the most exact observation

in regard to the mode of culture, to life injuries to which
the plant is liable, and the causes or occasions of its fail-

ure. We are satisfied farther that owing to these obser-

vations and inquiries and the general attention which the

whole subject has received, the certainty of growing it

here to advantage has been determined and the true

melhod fully tested. All this we think is an immense
gain to the State; very far more important than the nu-

merical amount of bushels, which have been gathered.

These are the effects of the small bounty given by the

law of the last year. How far it may be desirable to

continue this bounty for another j ear or years, we per-

haps are in duty bound to submit entirely to those by
whom the decision is to be made. At any rate wc shall

not now enter upon it ; but have other views in regard

to the legislative patronage of the agricultural interest,

which we may suggest at a more convenient season.

H. C.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING.
The fourth -Agricultural meeting was holden at the

Representatives Chamber on Thursday evening last.

Hon. Mr Tha.\ter of the Council. beiugin the chair, in
the necessary absence of Mr Bates. The subject an-
nounced for the evening was that of Manures. The
Commissioner of Agriculture submitted to the meeting
two valuable communications—one from Dr C. T. Jack-
son, the Geologist of Maine, on the subject of soils lor

wheat, the application of lime, and its cfi'ecls upon the
soil ; and the other from I. Whipple, Esq. of Lowell, on
the use of saltpetre, and the advantages, which, within,
his own experience, have resulted from it

The intelligent and skilful editor of the BostoVCulti-"
valor, Wm. Buckminster, Esq. of Framiiigbam, stated
that in his opinion the experiments of Mr Whipple in
relation to saltpe're would have been much more satis-

factory, if it had been applied by itself, and not in con-
junction with other manure. This may he so ; 5'et under
the circumstances in which it was applied, a^d with the
fact that the beneficial effects of this application wore
visible for six years after it was put on the laud, the pre-
sumption in favor of its efficacy is certainly very slron;;.

The value of saltpetre, however, as a most powerful
manure is not now to be for the first time detcrniint .1

We have many facts in this case direclly to the point,
but have net now room lo enlarge on them.

BIr Buckminster also controverted the doctrine of Dr
Jackson, that manures are sometimes lost by infiltration.

We understood Mr B. to state that they were never lost 'n

the subsoil; but that their benefit was derived, to use his
own expression, "from leeching up and not leechin<T
down " These doctrines of Mr Buckminster were ably
opposed by Dr Keep of Boston, who is well skilled in

ciiemistry and geology, and r ame successfully to the de-
fence of his absent friend Jackson. Dr Keep is not
ignorant of airricultural matters, having been brought up
in that New England Eden, the alluvions of Connecticut
liver. Dr Keep as an accomplished dentist among us,

has long been distinguished for his skill in extracting
roots of teeth ; and in this case he showed Himself quite
competent to go to ihe root of other matters

Other gentleincu took part in the discussion ; and it

is proposed to continue the subject at the next Farmer's
Meeting on the ensuing Thursday at the same place at

7 o'clock. These conversations have proved highlv in-

teresting and must be useful. It is pleasant lo see intel-

ligent minds thus brought into collision, where there is

no room nor occasion, even in the utterance of the most
opposite opinions, for any ill language or ill-humor.
Truth is the great and exclusive object of all minds,
which have tasted the genuine spirit of philosophy : and
in the collision of such minds the sparks which are elic-

ited irradiate but do not burn where they chance to

fall,
'

H. C.

J
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CoiinECTios.— Part of our first side was worked off he-

forc we discovered tliere was an omission in tile I'oelry on tlie

ia-t |ia?e. The fifth line from the hottoni was omitted and

the pre'-ious one was not correcl Onrprintei

this error by the paper from wliich it was cop:

should read,

Vour wealth arises from your clod,

Vour indepriidence from your Gotl.

were led into

d. The lines

BRKiHTON MARKKT. MoKi.AT, Feb. 13, 1B39.

Fifporl'-il Mrlhi- .NVw Eneluiiil Katjner.

At Market, 400 Beef Cattle, 1030 Sheep, 100 Swine.

About ; 15eef Cattle unsold.

Prices.— Bee/ CaUU.—The prices obtained last week

were stained for

were at market and

quality, $tf 00 a $S 50.

Third quality, $0 00 a

Sheep —Sales quick ;

$4 00, $i 2.'), .$5 50, and $6 75.

Sici'nc—One lot to peddle w.

At retail 7 a 9.

like quality,

qu'ite the sam
Hotter CattI

First

Second quality, $7 50 a $8 00.

00.

e notice lots taken at $3 25,

FOIl SAi K.

The larm helonging to the estate of the late Jolham Gush,

situated in the centre of Boylston, 7 miles Iroji Worcester,

containing about 12.5 acres of land, part ol which is in a high

state of cultivation, mostly fenced willi stone wall and sup-

plied with never failing water The house is spacious, ele-

gant and coramoclious, wiih two wells ol superior and never

failing water. The situation is not surpassed by any in the

vicinity. The barns are large and in good repair. About 25

tons of first quality hay, the grain stock, and farming uten-

sils will be sold with the farm, if wanted by the purchaser.

Also, the outlands, a mile distant, may be purchased with

the homestead, if desired ; consisting of about 12.5 acres of

choice intervale, plain, and wood land, situated by the Nash

ua river. For further particulars, inquire of 'I'homas Bond

Esq. of Springfield, John W. Bush of flaniwick, or of llv

subscriber on the premises.
'"'

Roylston, Feb. 13, 1839.

JOTHAM r.USH.

PRICES OF COUNTRY PRODUCE.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

THEIIMOMETIIICAL.
Ileporteil lor the N\hv Enshool Farmer.

Range of tile Fhennoineter at tlie (Jardeuof the proprietors

of the New England Fanner, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week eiuling February 17.

AM6.RICAW SILK GKOWEU'S GUIDE.
On the an of raising the mulberry and silk and the Mysteni

sold for -ibiiut 7c ' of successive crops in each season ; second edition ;
enlarged

' and improved by William Kenrick. Just published and for

I

sale by .Joseph Breck & Co , at the Seed Store and Agricul-~~~"^~~~~~~~
tural Warehouse, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market Street.

Jan 9, 1339-

February
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MISCELLANEOUS.

i(i,

iigh,

The foUowinar piece of poetry, or parts of it,

appeared in the N. E. Farmer h few weeks since.

It has returned to us from tlie Hartford Commercial
Courant very mucli improved, bnt by whom it docs
not say. We tliink it will bo read with pleasure

by every one.

THE FAUMF.n.

Wake lip my n)u«e ! wake up my soul !

Survey the gbibe from pole to pole.

To what cmploymenl shall I bow?
Pursue the arts or hold the plough ?

Upon a juBt and strict attention,

The plough appears a high invention

The great Messiah, when he wrought,

Made yokes and ploughs as we are taught;

Mogul, renown 'd of India's land,

first takes the plough into his I

Jlis millions then in honor toil

To pulverize the fertile soil.

The fam'd Elisha you'll allow.

He drove the ox or held the ph
J|'he rugged earth lie rent and tore,

vVith oxen numbered twentjfour.

Immortal Job, more rich and grand

Than any in the eastern land.

He launched his plough, the earth gave w
His thousand oxen rent the clay

;

Of all pursuits by men invented,

The ploughman is the best contented
;

Although his profits are not high.

Yet on his labors all rely
;

Mechanics all by him are fed,

Of him the merchant seeks his bread
;

His hands give food to every thing,

Up from the beggar to the king.

Our clothes from him must all arise,

To deck the fop t>i dress the wise.

AVe then by vote may justly state,

The ploughman ranks among the great

;

More independent than them all.

Who dwell upon this earthly ball.

All hail ye farmers young and old !

Push on your ploughs with courage bold
;

Your wealth arises from your clod,

Your independence from your God :

If then the plough supports the nation.

And men of every rank and station,

Let kings to farmers make their bow,

And never speak against the plough.

(From the Farmer's Cabinet.)

INDUSTRY, PROMPTNESS AND PUNCTU-
ALITY CROWNED WITH SUCCESS.

Stephen Girard, the great merchant and banker,
v IS also a great and successful farmer. He owned
a farm of several hundred acres of land within a

few miles of Philadelphia, the cultivation of which
he superintended with his usual industry andacute-
ness. This farm was his principal hobby ; for ev-

ery day, at one o'clock precisely, his gig was wait-

ing for him at his counting-house door, and as soon
as the clock struck one he started for his farm in

the Neck, not suffering any matter whatever to in-

terfere with his daily visit During the afternoon
he gave his personal attention to the various a"Ti-

cultural affairs requiring it, plying his own hands
to any and every kind of business that was in sea-
son. In the evening ho returned to the city to

FEnRfARY 20, 18:t9.

lodge, and the return of daylight, the next morning,
would find him again engaged in the labors of his

farm, which he would intermit so as to be in the
city by nine o'clock to attend to his extensive and
well managed commercial and banking concerns,
and at one o'clock he was again on his way to his

farm. lie followeil out this routine for twenty or

thirty years, permitting no part of his business to

suffer from neglect or want of attention. His farm
presented a perfect mode! for imitation. His grain
fields, grass ground, orchard, and garden exhibited

the most luxuriant and perfect appearance, while
his stock of every kind, and poultry in all their

varieties, were the finest and most perfect that were
to be found in the country.

A distinguished foreigner, then resident in this

country, on a particular occasion, had some special

financial business to transact with the great banker
and 12 o'clock was fixed upon for making his visit

for that purpose, but he did not arrive till the clock
had struck one, he was too late, the great banker
was gone to his farm, and he followed after ; on
his arrival he was kindly and courteously received

;

he was waited on over the farm and through the

barn-yard, but not a word could be extracted from
Mr Girard on the subject of his mission. He could
now think or talk of nothing but agriculture and
rural affairs, and his friend had to return to the city

and learn to be more punctual to his engagements
in future.

On an ocoasion, many years since, the city au-

thorities were making an improvement at Market
street wharf, and there was a large quantity of rich

earth that liad been accumulating there for a long
series of years, to be removed, and any person was
permitted to haul away as much of it as he chose
without charge. It was deemed a good compost or

manure, and no person knew better the value of
manure than the rich merchant ; he soon had his

team at work removing it to his farm ; an acquain-
tance of his who saw him superintending his work,
remonstrated with him on account of the avidity

and industry with which he engaged in what his

friend thought so small a concern ;
" Oh," says he,

" Mr
, I work today if I die tomorrow."

Roles of the Gossiping Club.—Any mem-
of the society who shall be convicted of knowing
more of his own business than another's, shall be
expelled from the society without a hearing.

No member shall sit down to his own table, until

he has ascertained to a certainty, what his neigh-
bors within three doors of either side of his house,
have to eat—whether they have paid for the same,
and if not, if they expect to.

Every member who shall see two or three per-

sons engaged in conversation, shall place hims.!lf

between them until he has heard all they have to

say, and report the same accordingly.

Every member who shall see a gentleman visit-

ing a lady more than twice, shall circulate the
news that they are going to be married ; and said

members are forthwith required to report all man-
ner of things about the gentleman, to the lady,

and ditto about the lady, to the gentleman. This
will break up matches, and afford much good gos-
sip.

FARM FOR SALF..
A Farm situated in the soulhwesterly part of Towiiscnd,

on ilie rond leading from Townsend west villagi? In Wore
Icr. :>aid farm coiUains 1 10 acres of land divided inlo mc
ing and pasturing, and a lar^c share of wi.od and timLer
one story house, with two front rooms, kitchen, bulterv, and
two bed rooms well finished

;
parlor papered ; wood house

;

well, under cover, forty feet barn, and shed, a lar^e sheep
hou»e, fifteen by thirty feet, a large cooper shop, and another
small houf«e well fi;iishcd, on the lower floor; a good aque-
duct which comes inlo the barn yard, and a g)od orcliard.

Tlie subscriber will sell a part or all, and eive possession
this fall or winter, or next spring Tho-e who wisli to huy,
will do well to call on the subjcriher, who lives on the prem-
ises, and look for themselves. ASA H. ADAMS
Nov. 29,1S3S.

FOR SALE, A HKST RATE FARM,
Well situated on the road leading from the Theological

Seminary in AnJover, to the old Boston road -. lale'y owned
by Peter F. Shed, and well known as the Flavid lilun't Far
coniainins 70 acres, more or less. There is about 20 acres
of good Woodland within sight of the house. The remain-
der of the farm is in good condition, and is generally consid-
ered, liy those acquainted with it, to he -'a garden spot."
There are from 300 to 500 apple trees on the place, indepen-
d'Miily of (iilier fruit trees of great value. The farm is well
walled and watered, the buildings in first rate order, and
there are U])on it three wells of esccllcni, soft water. It is

well situated for a gentleman wishing for a residence in the
country, l.eing retired, and yet in the immediate vicinity of
the piihhc Schools and the Theological Seminary ;—or for
the farmer, who wishes to raise vegetables for market, the
land h(>ing all good, and markets near. It lies about half a
mill! from the Ballard Vale Factory, one mile from the Rail
Road depot, and nine miles from Lowell. There are upon
the place about ten cords of manure.

The conditions of sale will he liheral, the owner being
n'uligcd on account of ill health, to go South.—For parlieu-
Inrs, inquire ol the subscriber, on the premi.=es.

ANDREW B. STIMP.SON.
Aiidover, January 16, 1S39. 4w

The Pittsburg Navigation and Fire Insurance
Company make a deduction of five percent, on the
premium of insurance on steamboats, on board of
which no spirituous liipiors are used.

FARM im BROOKLINE.
For sale a farm situated in Brnokline, ahout four miles

from Boston, containing forty acres of first rate Tillage Land
and thirty acres of Woodland and pasture— with a "ood
House in compleie repair ; Barn, Chaise-house, Corn-farn,

, &.C.

The Farm will be sold low, together with the .Slock, Hay,
Tools, &c. if applied for soon, at No. 30, North Market St.
Boston, or Roxbury Street, near Boston line.
Dec. 26, 1838. JOHN HUNT.

TCLIPS, RAlVUKCrtrSES, PIKKS ARD VIOLAS.
S. WALKER, of Ro.tbunj. offers for sale in beds, or in

such quantities as may soil purchasers, from 1 to 2500 bulhs
of choice Tidlps. The hulbs were imporled from Holland, !

France and England, to v/hich yearly additions have and'
i

will continue to he made of the newest and choicest vari-
eties- Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tutipx,
will do well to 7naA-e a selcdwn for thc}n.<flvcs when the
bulbs are in bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will
conform to the quality of the flowers selected, hut in no case
will the charge exceed the Icnoest market prices, in the coun-
try where the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than the like
quality cun be imported.

Ttilips in beds of from 30 to 100 rows, containing from
210 to 700 bulbs, or by the dozen, 100 or 1000.

Viola grandiflora—Pam-y, or Heartsease. Upwards of
2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and offered for sale,
when the Tulips are in bloom.
Ranunculuses—fine mixtures, at from S2 to S:5 per 100.
Pi)\ks—fine named varieties, from 25 cents to Si each.
For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH

BRECK & CO. eow

A person now in the Nursery business, on a limited scale,
who has peculiar advantages for its extension, not possessed
liiy any other individual in this country, wi>hes to connect
h mself with some person who can furnish a small capital,
sufficient to make the business both pleasant and profitable.
Inquire at the office of the N. E. Farmer.
Nov- 21, 1S3S.

THE NEW ENGLAND FAR BIER
Is published every Wednesday Evenir.g, ot S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay witliiii

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-

doclionof 60 cents.

TUTTLE, BEHHETT AND CHrSHOLH, PRTWTFRS,
17 SCHOOL STRISET IIOSTU^
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VEGETABLE PHYSIOLOGY AND THE CUL-

TURE OF FOREST TREES.

The following correspondence, whicli we have

been perniiUed to publish, contains some interest-

ing facts in relation. to Vegetable Physiology and

the culture of forest trees.

Hampden^ Penobscot Co. Maine. }

May 14, 1838. 5

General Dearborn,

Dear Sir—.Having been much instructed by

your letters on planting forest trees, recently pub-

lished by a committee of the citizens of Bangor,

who are at this moment, you know, all alive to the

subject, it has occurred to me that I may venture

without any especial introduction, to communicate

•,o you the details of some very recent observations

n relation to the form and growth of our forest

;rees, which I believe to be new, and possibly en-

.itled to a more extended examination than may be

nade on this or any other single position, assured

hat, if nothing interesting shall be found in them,

'. may find an apology for the trouble of this let-

,er in the motive which has induced it.

The fact that the trunks of our trees, especially

he lower portions of them, are not cylindrical,

)ut elliptical is, I suppose, familiar with every one

n this timber growing, and timber cutting country.

But that these ellipses are parallel with each

tther, and that this form and this arrangement are

lot the consequences of accident, or of local and

lartial, but of causes constant and uniform in their

jperation, are truths, which, as far as I know, have

;hus far escaped tlie notice of horticulturists and

jthers curious in these matters.

Measuring last week, a row of Elms planted in

1820, for the information of a friend in Bangor, I

jbserved that the trunks were not only elliptical,

'or this I had frequently noticed, but that the ellip-

ses were parallel, and that the course of the long-

ist diameter was about 30"^ to 33° cast of south

ind west of north, on the true meridian, and that

;hc southeasterly curve was the quickest or more

elongated than that on the opposite side.

As the form of these trees might possibly be affect-

2d by their too close, or crowded positions, in the row

which is east and west, I proceeded to measure a

large number of trees of various kinds, sojne of

them standing in open ground, others in a thick

grove, and others on the margin of tlie thick wood

with open ground on one side only. In these va-

rious situations, the trees were taken promiscuously

rejecting only such as were misshaped by accident.

No difference material to the principle could be

perceived, either in the form or in the direction of

the ellipses.

It is important here to remark that the largest

roots and most thrifty branches are evidently dis-

'posed with reference to the longest diameter of the

3llipsis—the strongest and most extended of these

;o the southeastward.

The form of the trunk, then, is very clearly refer-

able to the disposition of the principal roots and bran-

ches and is a necessary consequence of the recipro-

cal action of these upon each other. But why this

peculiar and uniform disposition of the roots and

branches, is an enquiry not so readily answered.

And should it be deemed worthy any farther pur-

suit, I beg that the following circumstances may be

kept in view.

The line of the ellipses is nearly perpendicula;-

to the line of the sex coast. It is also nearly in a line

with our most violent southeasterly winds, and not

many degrees from that of our northwesterly.

It is a very familiar fact that our rivers and water

courses have a decided Lnfiuence upon tlie trees

in tlieir vicinity, inducing an unusually abundant

and vigorous vegetation on the water side. How
far the humidity of the sea, combined with the

general warmth of the morning sun, may influence

one side of trees, at a distance of 20 or 30 miles, 1

will not undertake to conjecture, but while I do not

presume to give any precise value to this circum-

stance, I think it worth keeping in view in any

farther investigation, till" farther observation shall

determine.

That the strong winds alluded to, by constantly,

or very frequently, agitating the tree and trying its

strength, should induce corresponding efforts to re-

sist their force and to extend its supports, enlarge

its trunk in the line of assault, and lessen the vol-

ume of branches and foliage in the lateral direc-

tions, so as to present the least possible surface to

the action of the assailant All this is very intel-

ligible because it is in accordance with the uniform

operations of nature. But if this were the sole

cause of the phenomena in question, it were diffi-

cult to understand why these arrangements should

not conform more exactly with the almost uniform

current of these winds. If however the causes

suggested sliall be found to unite their slightly

varying forces to produce the effects, it will be

seen that they respectively modify without over-

coming each other. The direction of the ellipses,

is in a line inclining from the perpendicular of the

coast, towards the line of the S. E. and N. W.
winds, but coincident with neither,

ftlost respectfully. Sir,

Your very obedient servant,

JEDEDIAH HERitlCK.

This table shows the greatest, the least, and the

average difference of diameter in the order ex-

pressed, the difference being a proportion of the

longest diameter.

20 Elms, 1-5 1-28 1-11 of thelongestdiameter.

15 Oaks, 1-7 1-30 1-15 . "

Firs, 1-6 1-46 1-25

4 Birches, 1-5 1-9 1-7 " " "

4 Baswood, 1-5 1-11 1-7 " " «

8 Beaches, 1-8 1-12 1-10 " « "

3Hemlocks,l-12 1-18 1-15 " "

4 other Hemlocks wer« found to be nearly cyl-

indrical.

Haullwrn Cottage, >

Rorbury, May \6, 1838.5

DrAR Sir—I am extremely obliged to you;, iaT
the very interesting facts, which you have so kind-
ly communicated, in relation to the contour of the
trunk and the extension of the branches and roots

of forest trees. They were new to me, and I do not
recollect to have socn any allusion, in the works oa
botany and vegetable physiology, to the elliptical

form of the cross section of the main stem, which
from the statement you have made, appears to be
universally the case, and to have been long and
generally known, to the "timber-cutting" citizens

of Maine. The cause of that peculiarity seems,
however, to Be si'fBciently apparent. You state,

that the longest diameter of the ellipse is in a di-

rection from north 30" to .33" west, to south 30" to

33" east ; and that the branches and roots, as well

as the elliptical section of the taree are elongated,

rn a southeasterly direction.

Now, it has been established, by experiment, that

a soutli-easte.Jf- exposition is the most eligible for

the fronts of green- houses, as that affords the best

opportunity to the plants, for receiving the earliest

morning rays of the sun, and for enjoying them for

tlie longest period, and especially, at those seasons

of the year, when their vivifying influence is most

required and congenial. The line, therefore, which

has been found preferable to all others for the fa-

cade of green-houses, or the direction of such

walls, as are intended lo favor the growth of fruits

and other vegetables, is very nearly perpendicular
'

to that, \V^hich nature, it seems, has so remarkably

indicated, from the manner in which forest trees

are disposed to extend their vegetation.

Every person who has resided in the country

must have observed, that on the south-easterly

slopes or sides of hills, embankments, ponds, rivers,

streams, buildings, and close fences, vegetation

commences sooner in the spvlng and is more active-

ly kept up during the season, tlian in any of the

other exposures.

But there is another '•^ause, besides the iiiore di-

rect effect of the solav heat, which powerfully aids'

vegetation, in such positions,—the protection af-

forded by the various artificial and natural barriers

that have been named, against the cold and bligfiti.

ing north west winds, which have such a deleterious
etTect on all kinds of plants, as well as renderino-
our winters so terrifically rigorous, our springs so
backward, our autumns so premature, and so many
days, of even our summers too c^ld for the complete
fructifi(;ation and maturity of nearly all the vege-
table productions, which are objects of attention" to
the farmer and horticulturist. The vast regions of
perpetual ice and snow, which extend from the pole
towards the borders of the United States, with the
mighty range of the Rocky mountains, towering
into the heights of uninterrupted congelation, and
the lateness of the period when die ice and snow
disappear from the great lakes, and immense for-

rests, reaching within even our own bounds, have ft

direct and powerful tendency to render the north-
western wind, the most prevalent, at least, through-
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out New England, and all the states and territories

which extend westward, from the IJiulson, to the

base of the Rocky mountains ; and wliich are so

fatal to the hopes and labors of the cultivators of

the soil. The latter therefore have endeavored to

guard against their withering and destructive rava-

ges, by structures of various kinds, ;is well as to

invite the first beams of the sun, to smile upon

their cherished families of the vegetable realm.

Have not the forest trees made a like effort and

are not the results in harmony with these well es-

tablished principles ? Vegetable physiology has

made great progress within tlie last half century
;

and more recently, the laws by which it is regulat-

ed, have been clearly illustrated, by numerous ex-

periments in England, France and Switzerland. A
tree is now considered, by the most able and dis-

tinguished writers on this subject, eitlier as an ag-

gregule of as many distinct plants, as there are buds

on its branches, or as one being, analagous to what

is called, when speaking of animals, an individual;

but in both cases, the mode of nutrition and incre-

ment is the same. The elementary substances be-

ing liquified are conveyed in the sap tlirough the

alburnum, and exposed to the light, air and heat of

the sdfc, on the upper surface of the leaf, where are

exhaled those vapors and gases which are not con-

ducive to the health, or support of the plant, and

others elaborated, or inspired from the atmosphere

indispensable to the form^bion of wood, bark, fruit,

gums, roBins, oils, aromas a'nd saccharine or other

matter peculiar to the several species, which are

transmitted by the returning circulation, that com-
mences on the inferior side of the leaf, and de-

scends in such a manner in the cortex, as to create

through the medium of the cambium, all the lig-

neous and other parts and substances, which have

been named.

As these vessels, which like the arteries and
veins in animals, conduct the sap, from tire spon-

gioles of the roots to the highest leaf, and bark

through the cortex, are separate and independent,

for each bud, throughout the whole extent of the

tree, as so many isolated plaiits, those which are

most favorably situated for receiving the earliest

and greatest portion of heat and light, will be the

soonest in active operation, and continue to exer-

cise their functions, for the longest time, during

each day and from the dawn of spring, until

the autumnal frosts terminate all vegetation in the

foliage ; consequently the roots and branches, as

well as tl>e side of the trunk, on which those ves-

sels are arranged, will increase faster and for a

longer period, and tlius produce results, which you
have actually verified. Besides the trunk of the tree

is, itself, a thick and impervious wall to protect the

sap vessels and other parts of vegetation, of each

bud belonging to the south eastern siide.bf the tree

from the blasting winds of the north west,—while

it is also a vast combination of delicate pipes which

are constantly conducting heat from tlie. earth—-that

grand and inexhaustible reservoir .of xaloric, and
distributing itUu-ougiiout ilic whole mass, and to the

end of the minutest twig, wlicnever the tempera-

ture of external air is below that of the earth, or

tjie surface of the latter is frozen, but not so deep,

as to reach the extremities of all the roots.

The theory I have attempted to establish has

been based on the facts presented in your letter, and
the practical operations of the cultivators of the

earth, as well as the accredited principles of veg-

etable physiology, the known eliects of heat, light

and air on plants, the characteristics of our climate

and the general laws of nature in all her wonder-

ful works ; but whether it affords a satisfactory ex-

planation of the phenomenon, which you have been

the first to announce, I am not sufficiently confident

to affirm ; and have presented it, rather with the

hope, that others, more competent, may be induced to

make greater researches, and give the subject that

thorough examination which it so eniinently merits.

I am ever highly gratified in becoming acquaint-

ed with those, who have a love for trees and a

taste for their cultivation ; it is therefore pleasing

to have commenced a correspondence, on a subject

of such congenial interest.

In a country so eminently favored as this, by the

vast number of the beautiful and magnificent va-

rieties of trees which embellish our forests, com-

pared with those which are indigenous to Europe,

it is not a little surprising, that a deeper interest

has not been developed, for rendering them tribu-

tary to the health, comfort and pleasure of the peo-

ple, by considering them as indispensable to the

completeness of a country residence and the pub-

lic edifices, squares, grounds and higiiways, as are

any of the appendages, which are deemed useful,

ornamental or agreeable in either.

It is time tliat some portion of the population

should begin to plant, and foster trees, and not all

continue united with tliose, who are for the indis-

criminate destruction ot our superb native groves.

When I resided on the banks of tlie Kennebeck
river, as a boy, the county of Kennebeck was as

much a wilderness and lumbering region, as any

on the waters of the Penobscot river: but so reck-

less and wide spreading has been the devastation'of

every variety of tree, and in which work of repen-

tance, the farmers have been so actively conspicu-

-OHS, that many of them are now obliged to go many
miles for their fuel, and pay a high price for it-

These lessons of sad experience should not be ne-

glected ; and the gentlemen of JJangor, who have

with such commendable zeal, formed an association

for ornamenting tliat young and thrifty city, with

trees, appear determined to leave honorable memo-
rials, that they liave not been either heedless of

the errors of the past generations, negligent of the

interests of the present, or indifl'erent to those of

the future.

Such demonstrations of an enlightened and mu-
nificent public spirit are worthj' of all praise ; and
may their meritorious example induce tbe citizens of

all our towns, to exclaim, witli the determined en-

ergy of the venerable Evelyn, " Let us also
RISE UP AND PLAKT." With great esteem.

Your most obedient servant.

J. Herrick, Es(j. H. a. a'DEARBORN.

(Frnm the Farmer's Cabinet.)

POULTRY.
The rearing of pordtry produces much profit on a

sinaU investment

Those who increased their stock of poultry dur-

ing the last year, have been reaping a rich reward
in return for their increased attention to this inter-

esting branch of domestic economy. It has brought
a very generous price, and eggs have not been less

liberally paid for. Many chubby boys and rosy

cheeked girls have often had their heart made glad,

when " father" has returned from market, and an-

nounced the grand price for which he sold the tur-

keys, the duel s, the chickens and the eggs ; for

there is in many farmers' families a perquisite aris-

ing from sales of this description of stock, which en-

ures to the younger branches of the family as a

reward for their ingenuity, care and industrv, in

attending to the rearing and protecting the pouliry.

and an encouragement to future good conduct and
obedience.

The multitude of grass-hoppers which inundated
the country last summer, with myriads of other in-

sects, furnished an abundant supply of meat for the

fowls without apparently reducing the supply of it,

and there was but little necessity for giving tliciii

other descriptions of food during the season. \

farmer who regularly attends market, sold duniiL'

the last year poultry and eggs to the amount of

about one hundred and fifty dollars, and the ex-
pense incurred in their production was so small as

scarcely to be appreciable ; this should encourage
others to do likewise, and tliey will have their re-

ward proportionate to their works.

Guinea fowls make an agreeable variety in a
poultry yard, and they furnish more eggs than com-
mon hens; they sell well in market without being
picked, and their vigilance in guarding against
danger, and the great alarm they sound when it ap-
proaches, so terrifies the hawk, that he rarelv ven-
tures to pounce on a chicken when guinea fowls
are in the vicinity. Some people rear and Iceep

them on purpose to guard the poultry from the dep-
redations of their enemies, and it is thought they
find their interest promoted by it. Rome was once
preserved, it is said, by the noise made by geese
producing an alarm amongst tlie inhabitants in time
to preserve them from their enemies, who were
approaching. The writer of this recollects a case
that occurred many years since of a barn being i

preserved from being fired by an incendiary,by a flock

of geese,'which were aroused from their slumbers by i

him as he was about to execute his vile purpose : this i

was afterwards testified to by an accomplice in the
|

intended mischief I state these facts in order to lei
|

young people know that geese have been of some
I

use in the world besides furnishing us with good
;

feather beds, and quills to make pens.

Those who design to profit by rearing poultry i

the approaching season, should give attention to it

early in the spring and follow it up with vigilance !

and care until the young ones are well feathered,

wh«n they will require but little attention. Tliere i

should be always a shelter provided for fowls
whether they be old or young, and those farmers
who are destitute of proper winter quarters for

their poultry should not let another season pass by
withou.t making suitable provision to protect them
from the inclemency of the weather ; for with prop-
er winter protection eggs would be abundant all the
year, and what pays a better profit than eggs .'

Ova.

{From the Review of •• Loudon's Arhoretium, in the London
Quarlerly.)

By the far greater part of Mr Loudon's work con-
sists of what may be called a descriptive catalogue
of all the trees and shrubs which will grow in tiie

open air in Britain, illustrated by engravings on
wood. This catalogue is arranged according to the
natural system, beginning with the Clematis, and
other ligneous plants of the order Ranunculacere,
and taking in succession all the other orders which
contain either trees or shrubs. According to this

arrangement, one of the first trees described it the
Evergreen Magnolia, so well known for the splen-
dor and fragrance of its blossoms. This fine tree

appears to have been first brought to Europe, from
the banks of the Mississippi, in 1732, by a French
officer of marines, who planted it in his native
place, Maillardiere, about four miles from Nantes,
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Here the JMagnolia grew and flourished ; but its

introducer having died, little notice was taken of

it, and when observed, it was supposed to be only

some variety of tiie common Laurel, which it re-

sembled in its leaves. Tliirty years afterwards it

flowered, and was then discovered by M. Bonami,

professor of Botany at Nantes, to be the Magnolia

Grandiflora of Linnsens. At a meeting of the

states of Bretagne, held at Nantes in September,

17(10, M. Bonami presented a branch of this Mag-
nolia in flower to the Princess de Rohan Chabot,

—and it excited so much admiration that its fame

shortly after reached the ears of Louis XV. The
monarch was then ornamenting his garden at the

Petit Trianon, and had there some small plants of

the Magnolia Grandifora, which had in the mean

time been re-introduced into Europe by one of the

English collectors ; and when Louis heard that he

had in his own dominions a tree of this rare exotic

40 feet high, which was covered with blossoms

every year, he -sent two of his gardeners to exam-

ine it, with orders to transport it to Versailles, if

they could ensure its living. This {/" was a-formi-

dablc obstacle ; and the gardeners reporting that

they feared it would not survive its removal, it was

suffered to remain at Mailladiere. Thirty years

more brought the Revolution, and amidst the gen-

eral destruction even the poor Magnolia Aid notes-

cape ; it was mutilated in the war of La Vendee,

and its branches cut for f.re-wood ; (he house near

which it stood was afterwards burnt down, and the

magnolia was scorched and withered by the flames.

It partially recovered, and still survives, though

now only tlie wreck of wliat it was.

In this manner Mr Loudon proceeds to mingle

anecdotes of celebrated trees with his descriptions

of the genera to which they belong; and thero is

scarcely a genus from which a similar extract might

not be made.

In his chapter on the Z.jme-<ree, Mr Loudon men-
tions one at Knowle, which covers nearly a quarter

of an acre. The vast lower branches have rested

their extremities on the soil, rooted into it, and sent

up a circle of young trees, surrounding the parent.

The outer branches of these in their turn stretch

out, rest upon the ground, and take root, forming a

second circle of trees, from 30 to 40 feet high, and

their outer branches again are beginning to dispose

themselves so as to form a third circle. This very

remarkable tree stands on a lawn in an ancient

geometrical garden, and must be at least two cen-

turies old ;—the soil is a deep sandy loam. The
largest Lime-Tree in England is that in Moor Park,

Hertfordshire, now the property of the Marquis of

We.stminster: it is 100 feet high, with a head 122

feet in diameter, divided into nineteen immense

limbs. There are many very curious Lime-Trees

on the continent, one of which, at Neustadt on the

Linde, has a trunk 54 feet in girth with several

enormous branches, which are supported on 108

pillars. In the centre of the tree is a kind of

summer-house, which is reached by a flight of steps.

In the hollow of the branches earth has been

placed, and gooseberry bushes have been planted,

the fruit of which is sold to visiters.

When speaking of the different kinds of willows,

Mr Loudon gives the history of the Weeping tvil-

lou; which was first known in Europe, by its being

introduced in " A View of the Village of Tonnan,

drawn by John Nicohofl", July 3, 1655, on his way
to Pekin, with the embassy which the Dutch- sent

to the Emperor of China in that year." Pope is

generally said to have first introduced the weeping

willow into England ; but this, Mr Loudon informs

us, cannot be strictly correct, as it is included in a

catalogue of British trees, published in 1G92. The
story respecting Pope is, that lie, "happening to be

with Lady Suffolk, when that lady received a pres-

ent from Spain, or, according to some, from Tur-
key, observed that some of the pieces of withy bound

round itappearedasthough they would vegetate ; and

taking them up, said, ' Perhaps these may produce

something that we have not in England.' Where-
upon, he planted one of them in his garden at

Twickenham. Which became the weeping willow

there, afterwards so celebrated."

Napoleon's willow is a variety of the common

Weeping Willow. It appears that the willow is not

indigenous to St. Helena ; but that, when General

Bcatson was Governor in that island, he introduced

it among a great number of other trees and shrubs

from England.
' He had the greatest difficulty in preserving his

plantations from the numerous goats which abound-

ed in the island
;
yet several of the trees survived,

and attained a timber-like size. Among these was

the tree of Salix Babylonica, which has since been

called Napoleon's Willow. This tree grew among
other trees, on the side of a valley near a spring

;

and, having attracted the notice of Napoleon, he

had a seat placed under it, and used to go and sit

there very frequently, and have water brought to

him from the adjoining fountain. About the time

of Napoleon's death, in 1821, a storm it is said,

shattered the willow in pieces ; and, after the in-

terment of the emperor, Madame Bertrand planted

several cuttings of this tree on the outside of the

railing which surrounds his grave ; and placed

within it, on the stone, several ffower pots, with

hearts-ease and forget-me-not. In 1828, we are

informed, these willows were found in a dying

state, and twentyeight young ones were, in conse-

quence, placed near the tomb, which was at that

time surrounded with a profusion of scarlet-blos-

somed Pelargoniums. A correspondent, who was

at St, Helena in 1834, says one of the willows was

then in a flourishing condition; but another, "ho
was there in 1835, describes it as fast going to de-

cay, owing to the number of pieces carried away

by visitors. In what year a cutting of this willow

was brought to England for the first time, we have

not been able to ascertain ;.but it appears probable

that it may have been in the year 1823, and that

one of the oldest plants is that in the gardens of

the Roebuck tavern on Richmond Hill, which as it

appears by a white marble tablet affixed to it, was

taken from the tree in that year. Since that period

it has become fashionable to possess a plant of the

true Napoleon's Willow ; and, in consequence, a

great many cuttings have been imported, and a

number of plants sold by the London nurserymen."

The famous tree near Lichfi.eld, long known as

" John.'fon's Willow" (Salix: Russdliana Smith,) is

generally supposed to have been planted by Hr

Johnson ; but in fact the tree had attained a large

size when the Doctor was a young man. He tells

us himself that " it was the delight of his early and

waning life," and he never failed to visit it when-

ever he went to Lichfield. The tree was measured

by the Doctor's desire in 1781, when it was sup-

posed to be nearly a century old, and the circum-

ference of its branches was upwards of 200 feet.

It stood near the foot path between the city and

Stow Hill, the residence of ' Molly Ashton ;" and

we well remember its venerable appearance.

Of the Oak, its Jises and value.—" Any Oak in

a good soil and situation," says South a practical

planter, "will in seventyfive years from the acorn

contain a ton of timber, or a load and a half of

squate timber. The same Oak atone hundred and

fifty years of age will contain about eight tons of

timber, or twelve lo.nds of square timber." By the"

report of the Commissioners of Land Revenue re-

specting Timber, printed by order of the House of

Commons, it appears that a 74 gun ship contains

about 2,000 tons, which, at the rate of a load and

a half to a ton, would give 3,000 loads of timber

;

and would consequently require 2,000 trees of sev-

entyfive years' growth, or 250 of one hundred and

fifty years' growth. It has also been calculated

that, as not more than forty Oaks, containing a load

and a half of timber in each can stand upon an

acre, fifty acres are required to produce the Oaks

necessary for every 74 gun ship. In plantations

made for profit, few Oaks are allowed to stand

more than from seventyfive to one huaxlrcd, or at

most one hundred and fifty years, and the above are

the average dimensions of Oaks at the first and

last of these ages ; the first being, as we have al-

ready observed, that at which Oak trees are usoally

cut for ship-building. Instances are, indeed, on

record, of remarkable Oaks producing from thirty

to forty, and sometimes- eyen fifty tons of timber

each ; but these trees must have been the growth

of centuries. In the mansion at Tredegar Park,

Monmouthshire, there is said to be a room fortytwo

feet long and twentyseven feet broad, tlie floor and

wainscot of which were the produce of a single

Oak tree grown on. the estate^

The oldest oak in England is supposed to be the

Parliament Oak, (so called from the tradition of

Edward I. holding aParliament under its branches,)

in Clipstone Park, belonging to the Duke of Port-

land : this park being almost the most ancient in.

the island. It was a park before the conquest,

and seized as such by the conqueror. The tree-,

tree is supposed to be 1500 years old.. The tall-

est 08^ in England was the property of the same nor.

blein*;n—it was called Duke's. Walking Stick—high-,

er th'rn'Westmiaster Abbey—and stood till of lat^.;

years. • The largest oak in England is the Cal|.

thorpe Oak, .
Yprkshire ; it measures seventyeight-

feet in cireurafejence, where the trunk meets the

ground. Tlie Three Shin. Oak qt Worksop, was

so called from covering parts of Yorkshire, Not-,

tingham, and Derby : it had the greatest expanse

of any recorded in this island, dropping over 777

square yards. The most productive oak was that

of Gelonos, in Monnioulhshire, felled in 1810. Its,

bark brought 200/. and its timber 670/,

iVIassachnsctts HortiGuUnral Society.
Saturday, Feb. Iti, 1839.

EXHIBITIO.N- OF FRUITS.

B. W. French, Esq. exhibited the following apples;

American Nonsuch, Ortley, and Newtown Pippin.

Samuel Downer, Esq., exhibited beautiful speci-

mens of the Baldwin and Newtown Pippin Apples.

Samuel Walker, Esq,, exhibited the American

Nonsuch Apples.

Enoch Bartlett, Esq., exhibited the Winter Pear-

main, and Rhode Island Greening Apples.

Mr Manning exhibited the yellow Bellflower,

and Woolman's Long Pippin Cox No. 124.

Mr George Newhall again exhibited a basket of

Isabella Grapes, in fine order. We are informed

by this gentleman that he preserves them in good

condition during the winter, by packing them in

cotton, in jars closely covered.

For the Committee. ROBERT MAMNING.
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(From the Genesee Farmer.)

DICTIONARY OF TERMS USED IN AGRI-

CULTURE,
AND IN THE SCIENCES MOST. INTIIMATELY CON-

NECTED WITH ITS ADVANCEMKNT.

(Conlinued.)

Aquatic. Plants that live and flourish in the

water are termed aquatic. There arc also aquatic

animals and birds. All our lakes, rivers and the

ocean, furnish specimens of aquatic plants, some

of which are of great u.se and value. A large

part of the soda of commerce is obtained From a

sea weed, which, drifted ashore, is dried and burned

for the soda of the ashes. Hundreds of square

miles in the equatorial Atlantic, at some seasons of

the year, are covered with this marine vegetation.

Some sea weeds, as the alga?, that grow as they

float in the water, attain a length of .several hund-

red feet. The rice plant of the East Indies and

the Carolinas, is an aquatic plant, and probably

contributes as much to hun'an subsistence as any

plant on the globe. The wild rice, Zizania aquati-

ca, of our northern hikes and rivers, is of great

service to the native tribes of those regions, feed-

ing the immense quantities of water fowls of all

kinds that visit and bi*ed in those inhospitable

climes, as well as furnishing food to the natives

themselves when their usual stipplies from other

sources fail them. The flags, rashes, and other

grasses that grow in the waters of the lakes, or

other quiet waters, the pond lily, &c. are further

examples of aquatic plants.

^Argillaceous. A t-erm applied to soils in which
clay forms a principal ingredient. It was derived

from argil or clayey, as aluminous from alumine.

In agriculture, argillaceous and aluminous are

words of the same import, and mean soils or earth

in which clay predominates. " .flnalysis" shows
how the proportion can be determined.

Jirtfsian. A kind of well made by boring through
the successive strata of the earth until water is

found. This name is derived from Artois in France,
where the system of boring was first successfully

adopted. By penetrating the rocky crust of earth

in this way, the water frequently rises to the sur-

face, and flows a living stream ; in other cases it

rises so as to be obtained witliout difficulty. In

this country wells have been bored to the depth of

u thousand feet, and tliose of .500 or 7C0 are not

uncommon. Various .products are obtained from
the earth in this way. In Albany a valuable min-
eral spring has been reached by boring. The great

quantities of water at the Kcnhawa salines are

obtained from Artesian wells. Springs of carbo-

nated hydrogen, that burn with a perpetual flame;

and immense reservoirs of petroleum, (the Seneca
oil of commerce) have been discovered while boring
for salt or for fresh water. Artesian wells have
been sunk in the deserts between Cairo and Suez,
and abundant sujiplies of water obtained ; and
wherever the borjngs have been properly and per-

severingly conducted, eitlier in this or foreign coun-
tries, water has usually been procured.

Artichoke. Two plants of this name are culti-

vated for food ; the first Ci/uiim scolymus,is chiefly

cultivated in Europe for culinary purposes. Tlie
part that is eaten is the receptacle of the
flower, divested of the unopened florets, and the
bristles that separate them. The head thus pre-
pared is boiled plain and eaten with melted butter
and pepper, and is decmel wholesome and nutritious.

These botlom.i, as they are termed, are also mad^
into a variety of dishes, stewed and highly season-
ed. The other plant, is die one known as the Je-
rusalem artichoke, Hdiantkus tuberosus, and is cul-

tivated for the root alone. It is a species of sun-
flower, grows wild in several parts of South Amer-
ica, and the root is potato shaped. The roots are

valuable as a food for animals, and are not unpala-
table to man. They are found in most of our gar-

dens, an improper place for them, as they are apt to

spread, and are somewhat difficult to eradicate.- In
this country few attempts have been made at their

field culture, but those have been profitable. In

highly cultivated grounds in England and Holland,
they have been found extremely productive, 70 or

80 tons of the roots having been gathered from a
single acre. Their flavor is much like that of the

former artichoke, when boiled and prepared for the

table, and they are very valuable for feeding hogs
and store pigs.

(To be continued.)

(From the Farmer's Cabinet.)

PLANTING TREES.

Those who won't dig must beg, and those who
won't plant should not be permitted to partake of
the fruits of other men's planting.

All of us have partaken of the fruits of the la-

bors of those who have preceded us, and we are all

under obligations to render some service to those
who may succeed us.

The labor and expense of planting and rearing

a few fruit and ornamental trees, and shrubs, is so

trifling, that no one would suppose that the most
indolent and penurious person in the community
could be deterred by it from procuring and setting

out a dozen or more the ensuing sprinof.

There is a pleasure and satisfaction connected
with the performance of such a duty as thi.s, which
furnishes an ample compensation for the expendi-
ture of muscle and money, independent of any
benefit to be hereafter derived from it.

No person, it is believed, ever planted a fruit

tree, or grape-vine, without feeling a secret con-
sciousness that he had rendered a service of an
important character either to his own family, or to

others that might come after him.

It is the peculiar characteristic of the truly pious

and good, to take pleasure in promoting and in-

creasing the comfort, the happiness and the interests

of their fellow men.
" There is no part of husbandry which is more

commonly neglected than that of planting trees,

without which they can neither expect fruit, orna-

ment or delight from their labors. But they seldom
do this till they begin to grow wi.se, that is, till they

begin to grow old, and find by experience the pru-

dence and necessity of it. When Ulysses, after a

ten years absence, was returned from Troy, and
found his aged father in the field planting trees, he
asked him, ' Why, being now so far advanced in

years, he would put himself to the fatigue and la-

bor of planting that, of which he was never likely

to enjoy the fruit.' The good old man, taking him
for a stranger, gently replied, ' I plant against uiy

son Ulysses comes home.' The application is ob-

vious, and instructive both to young and old."

Determine now without delay the trees and
shrubs you will set out in the spring, ascertain

where the best and handsomest can be obtained,

and sufl'er no ordinary circumstances to prevent
you from executing so important a determination.

as that of doing some good in the world before vou'

are called upon to give up your stewardship, which
may possibly be before another annual period fof

planting trees comes round.

Let parents encourage their children, and child-

ren plead with their parents, to progress with the
good work of planting fruit and ornamental trees,

shrubs and vines, as soon as the spring opens; and
then our farms and farm houses will soon exchange
that dull, comfortless aspect, which is so obvious Id

many places, for a more cheering and exhilarating
exhibition of the fruits of industry, care and good
taste, and travellers as tliey pass by will enquire,

Who dwells in this delightful place
Distinguished for its perfect grace .'

R.

(From the Albany Cultivator.)

CUTTING CORN STALK FODDER _ THE
GRUB WORM — DOCTORING FRUIT
TREES—ROOT CULTURE.

Willianistown, Mass. Dec. 20th, 1838.

Hon. J. BuEL—Dear Sir—I have not the hap-
piness either to bear the honorable title, or to share
the enviable labors, of the professionalfanner : yet
having been accustomed in early life to the occu-
pations of the field, for which I still retain a relish,

and having made it for several years my relaxation
to supervise the general conduct of a little farm
whose details are carried out by proxy, my sympa-
thies are in a measure with the cultivaiors of the
soil, and I feel a sufficient degree of interest in

whatever pertains to the improvement of any branch
of the great agricultural economy. '1 hat material
advances have been made within the last few years
in this most ancient and important of all the arts, I

think, admits not of a doubt ; and that the moat
considerable agent in eftecting such a change, has
been the prevalence of mutual information during
this period, I hold to be alike unquestionable.

Entertaining opinions like these, it will not be
thought strange if I feel an inclination to contribute
my "mrtc,"(if indeed I turn not out to be more
miteless than the " widow,") towards the still further

promotion of what has been by some denominated
" book-farming." It is in compliance with such an
inclination that I submit to your inspectiim the fol-

lowing items, the " raw material" of which I find

in my "Farmers' Journal," If you deem them of
consequence enough to merit a place in your col-

umns, please to present them to your readers ; if

otherwise, give them a place among such other
" crumbs" {unfit for " the dogs,") as you cast under
your table, and pardon me for inflicting upon you I

the misery of giving them a bootless i)erusal.

Item First— Cuiting Corn Fodder for Cattle.

Having occasion, about the middle of November,

i

18.36, to pass through your city, and stopping for

an hour at Bement's Hotel, I had an accidental op-
portunity of witnessing the t peration of a " Green's
Straw Cutter;" and so well was I pleased at first

sight with its execution, tliat I proceeded immedi-
ately to Thorburn's and made a purchase. Feeling
a little bit streaked, as " Slickville" would say, after!

getting it home, lest some of the more " knowing
ones" among my neighbors, should take it into their

" bump of self-esteem" to underrate my wisdom in
parting with " thirty round dollars for a little ma-
chine," which Sampson would have pocketed just

in the way we common folks do a jack-knife, I

made some haste to get it into eflTsctive operation,

working up hay and straw for my horses, and stalks
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for my cattle. Of this latter article, I had on hand

the produce of some 4 1-2 acres, heavy growth,

and I directed my man to prepare of it daily a quan-

tity sufficient for the keep (your pardon Dr Web-

ster,) of five cows ; which quantity proved not to

vary much from ten bushels, and occupied in the

preparation froni one to one and a half hours per

day. On this allowance, with pretty uniformly a

little oat straw in the yard at noon, my cows were

kept until some time in April, when the supply was

exhausted. I never wish to have my cows winter

better. Of the fodder thus prepared, (cut simply,

and neither brined, salted nor steamed,) and fed to

them in manners in their stalls, they consumed by

measure, five parts out of six ; the rejected portion

consisting entirely of the largest huts. These were

thrown daily into the yard, as refu:?, a measure to

be placed entirely to the score of mismanagement,

for luid they been left in the mangers, and the al-

lowance shortened a little, I am since convinced,

they would have totally disappeared.

At one and a half hours per day, for four months

the time consumed in preparing the fodder amounts

to seven and a half days ; which at four shillings

per day, will make the expense of cutting $5. The

saving in the/odder cannot be fairly estimated at

less than one-third of the wiiole, or the entire keep-

ing of 1 2-3 cows (so " Colburn" cuts up cattle,)

for four months. This being equal to the keeping

of one cow for (J 2-3 months may be quickly set

down at the current value of two tons of good hay,

say .$20. Clear profit, $15. But this is not all.

The improvement of the manure, consequent on this

mode of feeding the stalks, instead of casting them

whole into the yard after the common practice, is of

itself ahnost an equivalent for all the extra expense.

The 1st of December, 1837, 1 commenced in the

same way, on the produce of four acres, (very heavy

growth of the large Button,) except that I fed it to

20 two year olds. These had previously eaten no

hay, and I instructed my man to keep them rather

close for the first few days, in order to induce them

to clear their mangers. In this I succeeded so

completely, that at the end of feeding the stalks, I

could say without hesitation, T did not believe, that

of the whole supply, a pound to the ton had been

wasted by rejection. From beginning to end, a

single shovel full of leavings had not been removed

from the mangers, and at the end, a shovel full

coukf not have been obtained from them. These

cattle were also allowed a little straw once a day

in the yard. A short time previous to their com-

mencing on the stalks, they were purchased in the

neighborhood, at $17 1-2 per head. When they

had finished them, some two months after, I could

have readily sold tlie whole of them at .$2.') per

head. Advance on their aggregate value, $1.jO. I

have not yet been laughed at for purchasing the

Straw Cutter ; Jind should I, by any accident, be de-

prived of the one I now have, I would run the risk of

being laughed at, and pay flOO for another, could

I not obtain it cheaper. I understand, however^

that the price of the article is getting reduced, in

which I very much rejoice, as 1 should like to see

it introduced generally.

I should have remarked before, that my stalks

are uniformly cut at the ground, which practice of

course I fully approve. The largest buts are cut

without difficulty, and in no way injure the knives

of the cutter. These I have hitherto been under

the necessity of sharpening no oftener than once in

twelve months, though the amount of work done by

them, in hay, straw and stalks, has amounted to not

ess than from ten to fifteen or twenty tons per vexation on discovering the accident was extrene.

To facilitate the operations of the machine, It was a favorite tree, and I had watched over its
year.

I annex to it a /a.

ceiving the stalks, the true one being of insuffi-

cient dimensions, and occasionally clear the spaces

hetween the knives, with an instrument kept at hand

for this purpose.

Perhaps, from what has been advanced above, I

may be thought by some to have a strong motive

for recommending "Green's Straw Cutter." I cer-

tainly have, sir ; and an equally strong one for

speaking in favor of any other cutter that will do

the same execution, and consequently afford the

same profit to the owner. The only inducement I

have to say a word in favor of any machine of the

kind, is to be found alone in the results of the

above detailed experiments.

Item Second—A great Enemy to Corn, as many

a desolated field of the last season can bear me

witness, is the cut worm, or black grub. To pre-

vent the depredations of this unwelcome visiter

last spring, I caused each hill of my corn, imme-

diately after planting, to receive a common hand-

ful of good live ashes, and another immediately

after weeding. This proved however to present no

obstacle to the progress of the enemy, and I soon

discovered that ray whole field was more than de-

cimated, and the work of destruction advancing

briskly. I therefore ordered my men, as a last re-

sort to " prepare for tuar"— to " sharpen their finger

ends," and set at once about exhuming the marau-

ders. For several days it seemed as if " a whole

procession came to each one's funeral," but at

length victory wreathed the brow of perseverance

;

and the precaution having been taken to replace

each foe dislodged with a suitable quantity of good

seed corn, I soon had the pleasure to see my. field

restored in a opood measure, to its original order

and beauty, there being seldom a vacancy in a

piece of four acres. The latest planted came to

maturity, (the white flint being the variety used for

replanting,) and the produce of the field was esti-

mated at 4.5 bushels to the acre. Had I not pur-

sued the course above indicated, I am confident that

the average of the crop would not have exceeded

30 bushels to the acre. By the process of " grub-

bine," then, 1 secured an increase, in the produce

of the four acres, of tiO bushels of good sound corn.

The time consumed in the operation was probably

equal to about eight days. Eight times five Yankee

shillings is $6, 67. Sixty bushels of corn at ninety

cents per bushel, is $54. DiflTerence, $47,33. From

this deduct the further expenses of harvesting, &c.

&c. (not forgetting, however, that tlie stalks are

worth something,) and there will still be left a re-

mainder well worth pocketing by any small farmer.

I would therefore recommend it to " the profession,"

whenever annoyed by the above mentioned enemy,

to " go and do likewise."

Item Third—" Doctoring" Fruit Trees. Very

often does it happen that a valuable young fruit

tree is sacrificed for want of a little '• doctoring."

Some time in the latter part of June last, a street-

running cow, through the inadvertency of a lad on

the premises, gained admission, just at evening, into

my fruit-yard.° Attracted by the appearance of a

fine Bolmer plum tree, five years from the nursery,

full of luxuriant foliage and young wood, and rich-

ly laden with its first oflering of fruit, she made a

rude attack upon it, broke it down to the ground,

and before the mischief " got wind," succeeded in

stripping it entirely of its young wood, one of its

apron for the purpose of re- growtli for years, with an unusual interest: it had

now come forward into full bearing, and already

had my "mouth watered" in anticipation of its ex-

quisite fruit. But there lay my "castle," in pitiful

ruins. I had no hope whatever of repairing the

misfortune. So with a length of visage that bore

no mean comparison with that of the luckless cow,

I turned me away to comfort myself as well as I

could with that wonderful nostrum " What cannot

be cured, must still be endured." By the next

morning, however, I had made up my mind to at-

tempt a cure. "There is nothing like trying." I

accordingly commenced by examining the wound.

The tree was broken quite down, about two inches

from the ground, and all that lield the root and stock

(or 'soul and body") together, was a thin slip of

wood, not larger, to speak safely, than my smallest

finger ; and even from this, the bark tvas severed for

nearly three inches. A pretty bad patient, surely
;

however, I proceeded, raised it up to a little more

than a-perpendicular position, and confined it firmly

in different directions, by several thongs, made fast

to stakes which I had driven for tlie purpose. By

placing the tree in this position, I brought the bark

into the closest possible contact with the slip from

which it had been dissevered ; and by confining it

thus in different directiims, prevented the winds

from racking and twisting it, and frustrating my
intention of reuniting the parts. 1 next proceeded

to lay over the entire fracture a thorough coating

of grafting wax, to exclude the air, and finished

tlie operation by raising a cone of fresh clay loam,

to the height of eighteen inches about the stock, to

avert the influence of the sun, not only from the

wax, but also from that part of the stock contiguous

to the wound. To my surprise, I discovered with-

in a week, that it was putting forth fresh leaves

and new wood. This it continued to do, and even

to ripen a number of plums, which I had left upon

its mutilated branches. At length by the middle

of October, I had the pleasure to see its new wood

pushed, in numerous instances, to the length of six

or eight inches, and to taste of its fruit completely

matured. Having tiken the further precaution to

give it another good dressing of loam, I am now

fully confident that it will outlive the winter, and

another spring " go on its way rejoicing."

Item Fourth—A peep at Root Culture. On the

18th day of October last, I took from lOS feet of

ground, in my garden, 7 1-2 bushels, large measure,

of mangold wurtzel, being at the rate of 3,025

bushels to the acre ; and from 90 feet, four bushels

of carrots, being at the rate of 1,93G bushels to the

acre. This teaches me what I, J, K, or any body

else, miglit do oa a larger scale. Respectfully,

ASAHEL FOOTE.

CoKSiDERATF. HuMAsrrr. It is stated in the

Baltimore Sun tliat the late Isaac McKim, has made

provision for the continuance of his copper mill

and his shipping interest to a certain remote period,

which will enable many an honest man in his em-

ploy, to be continued in his honest labor without

being thrown on the world at a moment's notice.

A farmer in the, northern part of Scotland Bome

forty years ago, when turnip culture was beginning

to creep into the country, sowed a head ridge for

the use of the public ; and put up a label with this

inscription.—" You are requested to steal out of this

i:3rf:;rX: and Z^^T i^ of itT fimt. My
|

spot."-quarterly Journal of Agriculture.
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Boston, WeSnesoav, Fkbhhab» 27, 1839.

AGRICULTURAL MEETING.
Tlic fifth agricultural lueeting was holdeii on Tiiura

day evening last, and waa as wull attended as anj former

one, showing an undiminished inluresl in agricultural in-

quiry and improvement Thu Hon. Mr Thaxter of the

Council was in the chair.

The subject previously announced for discussion was
Manures, but as a gentleman from the interior, not a

member of the Legislature as has been stated, but annere

yisiler to the city, was present and would not be present

at the succeeding meeting, it was deemed best, with the

consent of the meeting to suspend the subject of manures
and take up the subject of silk, with which ihe gentle-

man rclerred to, Mr Sniitli of Amherst, was perhaps as

practically familiar as any farmer in the stale Much in-

teresting information was expected from him and the

meeting were mt disappointed. In a sensible, intelligent

and plain manner he detailed fully his own experience

in the artture of silk, gave his views of the probable fu-

ture progress, success, and profits of the business; and
replied to various inquiries, which several gentlemen saw
fit to propose to him. He was followed by the Rev. Mr
Field of Chailemont, a member of the honse, who at the

request of the chair, obliged the meeting by a detail of

his notions and experience.

Mr Smith began the business of the silk culture in 1831
and then purchased one ounce of mulberry seed. He
has used seven or eight different varieties of worms and
has fed from most of the different kinds of trees.

He expressed a diffidence in giving his opinion of the
different sorts of mulberry ; but it was quite apparent
that he thought the niorus multicaulis unsuited to our cli-

mate ; and preferred to all others the Canton, the seeds of
which he procured from Dr Stebbins of Northampton
who obtained tiicm through the missionaries, who had
penetrated into the hilly country of Pekin where they
procured this seed. This trei^ is easily propagated hy
cuttings; its foliage is large and sub-tantial ; and it has
suflered very little from the winter. The 'vhite mulberry
will make as good silk as any feed wh.-tftcan begiv-

en to the worms
; and the only objection £ the small-

ness of the leaves and the consequent iucisased labor in

collecting them. To the questio\i whether he could col-

lect more weight of foliage frein the juorus multicaulis

than from other trees, he replied that fcu.could collect 30
lbs from the morus multicaulis or the Canton, when he
could get only 10 lbs from the white mulberry. He was
not familiar with the Broussa which h« deemed only a

variety of the white mulberry, of much value though its

leaves were comparatively small, and it could be propa-
gated only from seed He pronounced the Alpine a highlv
valuable tree ; but he stated that it was the result merely
of a selection of the best plants for size and beauty of
foliage from great numbers raised from the Canton or Asia-
tic seed, and that the name of Alpine is wholly an ar-

birtary designation of the best plants and not the'designa-
tion of any new kind. He considers the morus multi-
caulis as furnishing from its very rapid growth in our hit-

itude a leaf which contains too much water, and was liu

ble to produce disease in the worms. He says his own
experience and observation have taught him that the worm
requires a diflerence in the nature of its feed according to

its age. At its first coming out it needs a very tender
leaf; and as it advances it requires a leaf much more
substantial

; that in short its appetite and wants corres-

pond to the progress of vegetation in the tree, the

leaves at first being tender and acquiring in their progress

to maturity more and more substance. He purchased at

one time the multicaulis plants to the amount of 475 dol-

lars, but they would not answer his purposes. They
could not be left out in the ground in winter and he had
lost many of them in the cellar. He prefers to set bis

trees in hedge rows or clumps, keeping them low and not

suffer them to become standard trees. He thinks the

best mode of gathering the leaves of the white mulberry
is to cut the tops and tlieu pick off the leaves ; but

there is danger of destroying the young worms if too much
foliage was laid upon them. He considers it an easy

and interesting labor for females and young persons.

The silk worm has five ages and periods of moulting;

after the last moulting the worm requires 4-3ths of his

whole feed. When begun to be fed he should be fed

with Ihe young leaf Every day's hatching is to be kept

by itself, and the worms are not to be fed on the fourth

day of their lives. He thinks that there is no injury accru-

ingfromgivinghis worms wet leaves They must not be fed

with leaves that h.ive been heated, but he deems it ofterr-

times of use to give the worms wet leaves and with that

view very often sprinkles his leaves with a pailful of wa-

ter to 100 lbs of leaves. Too drv a room is injurious to

the worm. He does not hesitate to give them wet leaves

in all stages of their growth.

He says that many losses occur from coverinij the

worms loo closely when they are young ; and that every

day's hatching should be kept by itself

In speaking of the profits of the business he says that

in 1837 he employed young women from Mansfield to

whom he paid three dollars per week. They raised and

reeled twentythree pounds. The time occupied was nine

weeks. The wages paid were fortyeight dollars. The
bounty received from the state was thirtytwo dollars.

One pound of silk may be got from 3000 worms of the

yellow kind, if well fed. Of the white cocoons 5000 are

required to a pound ; and their work is completed in four

weeks.'

The best time to hatch the worms is determined by the

condition of the feed He advises to a hatching once in

ten days. The hatching may be kept hack by keeping

the eggs in an ice cellar on the ice. Mr Smith has con-

fidence that if the eggs can be subjected to the action of

frost by any artificial means they may be hatched the same
season they are laid.

The great dangers- to the worms in the silk room are

from red ants, and mice, and rats. Against the latter dep-

redators the cat is Ihe only security. Against the ants he
uses chloride of lime and quick lime spread round the

stands.

Rev. Mr Field of Charlemont has been ten years en-

gaged in the culture of silk. He tried the Canton

mulberry, but they perished in the winter. Mr Smith

says he probably had the seed of 183), which came
from a different part of China from that to which he

refers

Mr Field confines himself to the white mulberry, which
he believes will prove as vatnable as any for our use and
climate. The setting of the plants is a matter of impor-

tance. They should be so placed that the ground can be

cultivated and manured. If the soil is well cullivated

and enriched the leaf of the white mulberry will be vetv
much increased in size. He advises to placing them in

rows twenty feet apart ; and the planlsfour or five feet

apart in the rows. In his experience the labor of one
hand five or six weeks will produce and prepare nine or

ten lbs. of silk, which will give not much le.ss than one
hundred dollars.

Mr Field has never ventured to give his worms wet

leaves under the common apprehension that they would
be injurious or fatal.

We liave given this rough and miscellaneous detail of
the remarks of these gentlemen who have had several
years experience on a subject which is now even' where
exciting great and deserved attention. When the mul-
berry tree fever has somewhat abated and men have come
to their sober senses and the cullivators of silk take the
field in place of the jockies and speculators in mulberry
trees, bass wood cuttings, sago, &c. &c. we may e.xpcct

this great business will advance with all reasonable suc-
cess and profit. There will undoubtedly be many dis-

appointments; and those farmers, who expect in two or
three years to hold their ploughs in silk gloves and those
housewives, who are calculating to wipe their dishes with
silken towels, will we think find themselves in an error.

But we verily l)eli«ve that to a certain extent and in a do.
mestic way the business will be highly productive and
furnish employment and subsistence to many women,
children and aged persons who might otherwise find it

not so easy to occupy their time usefully or earn their daily
bread. We believe that it is destined to be a great in-

terest of the country ; and that the soil, and climate, and
habils of New England are adapted to produce the arti-

cle in abundance and of a superior quality. The sub-
ject of manures was afterwards briefly alluded to : but
as the time was far spent, it was agreed to postpone the
further discussion to the next meeting, to be holden on
Thursday next at the usual time and jilace.

To an inquiry whether it were advisable to conlinUg
these meetings, there was a unaniintus alhrmalion; and
a suggestion on the part of some that they should be
holden twice instead of once a week. H. C.

THE WAR BREEZE.
Farmer U. S. and Farmer J. B., whose farms arc

adjoining, have for some time been disputing
about the right to a piece of land lying between them

;

and as to the place where the line should run. They
left it to an umpire to determine the line according to the
deeds ; but he, too indolent to examine the clainfs, took
his pencil and drew an arbitrarj line on Ihe plan, which
satisfied neither party. They have since that time been
trying hard by civil negotiation, in the onlv proper way for
reasonable men and gentlemen to adjust the controversy.
In the mean time it would seem but reasonable that no
encroachments should be made on the land by eilher party
but that it should remain untouched that the interests of
neither party should be prejudiced. But it seems some
scoundrel thieves belonging it is said to farmer B. but
probably of both parties, certainly however not with the
countenance of either, have undertaken to plunder the
timber and produce. This kindles the ire of farmer S.
He holds a secret council in his family and goes down
by force and arms to drive these trespassers from the
ground and to take violent possession of the disputed
ground, without giving his neighbor B the smallest inti-
mation of his designs. He then raises a war cry and
rouses his family and all his neighbors by the thunders of
his indignation and proceeds in battle array to take pos-
session if he can get it, of the piece of land in controver-
sy. Now there is no complaint against the good temper or
good disposition of farmer B ; and a very .seiious question
arises, whether this is really the most likely and the best
way to settle this business ?

In plain English, Maine has declared war against Great
Britain ; has summoned her troops into the field, and
now with ten thousand men is marching against the
British. The British on the other side .ire collecting
Iheir forces and perhaps before the ink of this sheet is
dry, a collision may have taken place and human blood
be shed When this occurs God only knows where it

may end. When a fire is kindled in a dry stubble, or a
combustible neighborhood, who can say where it shall
reach or how it shall be put out.

A good many serious questions and considerations arise
out of this matter. Has Maine a right to declare war
and by her own acts involve the whole country in a
bloody conflict ?

Will England submit to have the territory taken from
her by force ; and will she be more likely to negotiate at
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the point of the bayonet than with peaceable remon-

strance ? Suppose we sliould get full possession of the

territory in dispute, does that settle the matter ?

Suppose we come into conRict vrith the British troops,

ind kindle the horrible fire of war, will it not at once ex-

tend along tiie whole line and produce a general confla-

gratiun, and fill the borders of the two countries with out-

rai'e, carnage and murder ?

\Voiild the possession of all Upper a^nd Lower Canada

and the provinces of Nova Scotia and New Brunswick

be the tenth part of an equivalent for the expense, and

bloodihed and misery of even a three years war with

,'
England ?

AVar is a game at which two parties play. What a

pitv it is that those, who move the men on the chess

buaiM should not themselves be the men to be moved;

ami iliat they who declare the war should not be com-

pell'dto do the fighting; and that Governor Fairfield and

his brave legislators should not be ordered at once to

march through the deep morasses up to their knees in

clav and mud; sleep is the pine swamps night after night,

li\r iqiun raw pork ; leave their comfortable homes and

laiiiiliis, neglect their farms, and then stand in the front

lank til be shot at or bayonetted for eight doUarsaraonth !

Worse than all this, how horrible is it that two^neigbor-

iiir, nations, enlightened, moral, prosperous, christian na-

tio^^, should go to killing each other and spreading a

flood of scalding misery among the people, opening a

volcano and pouring out torrents of burning lava over

peaceful Tillages, all for what .' for the settlement of a dis-

pute already in the train of negotiation about a parcel of

wild land. Alas, is there no hope for human nature.

!

H. C.

GRKUIV'S PATENT STRAW ClITTER.

!\,,ricE. A stated meeting of the Massachusetts Hor-

ciiilnral Society, will be holden at its rooms in Tremont

tr. Lt, on Saturday, March 2d, at 1 1 A. M.
.E WESTON, Jr., Recording Secretary.

F htuary 2fi, 1839.

BllUiHlON MARKKT.—MoMiAT, Feb. 25, 1839.

Iti-P'irtsil tortile i\hw England Farmer.

Ai Market, 420 Beef Cattle, 8 pair working Oxen,

15'cows and Calves and 1200 Sheep. 120 Beef Cattle

unsold.

Prices.— Beef Cattle.—In consequence of the storm,

md the large number at maikcl, former prices were

not sustained: sales were very unequal and, on some

qualities the decline was considerable. We quote First

quality, $8 OD a $8 25. Second quality, .$7 25 a $7 75.

Third quality, $6 00 a $7 00.

Working Oxen— Vie notice sales at $94, $110, and

$125.
Coics and Calves.—Sales were made at $35, 42, $50,

$6.% $70, and $80.
Sheep.—DuW. Lots were sold at $3 25, $4 Oft,

$4 25, $4 75, $5 !S0, and $6 .-iO-

Sicinc —None at market and not in demand.

THERMO.V1ET11ICAL.
Reiiorled tortile New England Farmer.

Range of tlip Tliermoineter at the Garden of the proprretoi-s

,f the New England Farmer. Brigki.in, Mass. in a shaded

northerly exposure, week ending February 21.

Febr»akt,1839. [
7A.M.

| 12, iM.
|
5,P.M.

|
Wind.

Monday,
rnc.lay,
\Veilnes;iay,

Thiir^<iay,

Friday,

Saturday,

Sunday,^^^^
AV.VNTS A SITUATION.

A Gardener who understands the management of a Green

House, Hot Beds, &c. has had long experience in the busi-

less, andean produce the best recommendations. Apply at

the New England Farmer Office.

Feb 27. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

28
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MISCELLANEOUS.

WHAT A FARMER WANTS.

The Farmer wnnts a stable minil,

A purpose sure and steady,

To jxiticnt industry inclined

—

For business always ready.

Good careful liabits well infixed,

And judgment acting clearly,

To sift out truths with error mixed,

Though it should cost him dearly

Ho wants a neat and prudent wife,

Who when he earns, can save it

;

Who kindly soothes llie care of life,

(Best gift of bim who gave it.)

He wants a snug and tidy farm,

And health and strength togetlier ;

A house and ham to keep all warm
In cold and rainy weather.

Heaven's blessing then must crown the whole.

Or all his hopes are blasted
;

But with this resting on bis soul,

The purest joys are lasted.

He then enjoys a bliss, unknown
To those the world calls greatest

;

Known only to the good alone,

The earliest and the latest.

(From Dr Humphrey's Tour )

Thames Tunnel. The great want of a thorough-

fare across the Thames, somewhere between Lon-
don Bridge and Greenwich Hospital, suggested the

idea of a Tunntl, under the bed of the river, which
was conin)enced several years ago, about midway
between the two. From various adverse causes it

has advanced but slowly and irregularly ; and il

was not when I visited it, more than half complet-

ed. Two or three limes, the superincumberit wa-

ters have broken tlirough, to the great discourage-

ment of the company, and even threatening to put

a final stop to the enterprise. 15nt by great labor

and e.xpense, the breaches were stopped, and the

water was pumped out.

It is agreed on all hands, that if this immense
work could be finished and secured against the

irruptions of the river, it would be a great conven-

ience, as the navigation of the Thames will not

permit the erection of a bridge in that part 6f the

city ; and the river is so constantly choslied up
with all kinds of water oraft, that to keep a ferry

open would be quite impossible. When the work
was first undertaken, it was regarded by many as

visionary and impracticable ; and the hopes of the

most sanguine wfl;i« nearly anniljilaled by the first

cataract, wliicli drove out the terrified workmen,

and in a few minutes filled up the vast excavation.

The undertaking has proved much more costly

than was anticipated, and for a very considerable

time the work was suspended entirely for want of

funds. But at the last session of farliamont, a

handsome grant was made to liilp carry it forward,

and wlien 1 was there, the long arches again re-

sounded with the heavy blows, and busy hum of

the workmen.

Vou can see the Tunnel as you see every thing

else in England, whether finished, unfinished or in

ruins, by paying your shilling, more or less, at the

gate, and buying a guide book at twice its value

—

though the latter condition is not quite imperative.

A shaft is sunk to the depth of fifty or sixty feet,

on the south bank of the river, over which a tem-

porary building has been erected, and you descend

into the Tunnel by a winding staircase. Before it

can be opened, the excavation nuist of course, be

carried out a great deal further from the river, to

get a convenient slope for heavy transportation. At
the bottom of the stairs the Tunnel commences. It

is ten or twelve feet in height, and wide enough

for two carriage ways, and side walks, and separat-

ed by a row of massive pillars and arches. The
sides and transverse arclies, as you stand at the en-

trance, and by the help of lamps, look down these

subterranean galleries, being built of the most sub-

stantial masonry, have every appearance of being

perfectly secure, as far as they are finished, which

is about COO feet, nearly or quite to the middle of

the river. Some even now doubt, whether this

Tunnel will ever be finished ; but I can see no in-

superable difficulty in the way. As I have else-

whore reinarked, our English kinsfolk are common-
ly nuich less in a hurry than we are ; but they pos-

sess the virtue of perseverance in an eminent de-

gree ; and I have little doubt that some half a doz-

en years hence, they will be passing under the bed

of their largest river with as much composure and

safety as they now pass over London bridge. When-
ever that arrives, the Tunnel will be of immense
value to the lower part of the Metropolis.

It does not follow, as I am quite well advised,

that, because every American who visits London
finds a great many things to admire, or to marvel

at, he can put them down upon paper so as to make
them equally interesting to his countrymen at home.

But I have ventured just to mention some half doz-

en of these trifles as specimens of the thousand

nugae which arrest your attention in your daily per-

ambulations of that vast Metropolis.

The drat hokses of London are animals of

prodigious size and power. They resemble ele-

phants, more than they do the ordinary breed of

horses in the country. A gentleman told me he

had three of them, that were worth at least a hun-

dred pounds, that is about fve hundred dollars,

apiece. The best of tiiese noble animals, especially

those owned by the great brev ers, are worth even

more than this. How lamentable that they should

be unconsciously employed in the distribution of

poison to so many thousands of families ! This

leads me to say, that some of the breweries in Lon-

don are immense establishments. In their vats a

strong swimmer might find abundant room to tire

liimself I shudder when I contemplate the prob-

ability that a single one of them will destroy more
thousands, than fell in both the battles of Anster-

litz and Waterloo. When will the governments
j

and people of Great Britain and the United States
i

be convinced, that it is as badat least to kill a hun-

dred men with strong drinlc, as to take the life of
|

one man with a pistol or a dagger ? How will pos-
j

terity wonder at the obtuseness of our moral sen-
|

sibjlities in regard to the making and vending of!

alcoholic poison ! Let but the meanest citizen of]

cither country be murdered in cold blood, and you
j

shall see the whole community roused as one '

man, to pursue and bring the criminal to justice
;

but let thousands perish under the slow tortures of

intoxicating drinks, and where is the posse comitatus

to arrest those who sold them the deadly poison .-

Where is even the public opinion, which effectu-

ally frowns upon the trade of dealing out "deati

and damnation" to the high and the low, the ricl

and the poor .'

Thb Police of London is very numerous an<

extremely well organized. This useful corps

amounting, if I was rightly informed, to four thou

sand or more, are found in the streets at all hour
of the day, as well as the night. They arc dis

tinguished by a plain blue uniform, with a litt]'

trimming upon the collar. Vou meet them at ever

turn, and judging from my own experience, the'

are very civil to strangers. As I often found i

difficult to make my way from one part of this vas

city to another, I soon learned to inquire of thi

first police man I rpet, as I was quite sure he wouli

be both able and willing to direct me. If yoi

speak to any other person whom you happen t

meet he may be as much of a stranger as yoursell

And if you step into the nearest shop you may, o

may not, obtain the information you want. I ough
to say, however, that if those whom you address

ran address you, they will. I very rarely rcceivec

a sliort and gruff answer—and not unfreqOentl'

would the person spoken to, insist upon going witi

me into the street, or to the next corner, to mak
his directions more definite. Such attentions i

the midst of an immense and bewilderinor city yoi

cannot but appreciate and remember. You have
map, it is true, and you can, if you will, study it si

as to get a tolerably correct notion of all the prin

cipal streets and squares of the town,—but I neve
could have patience to sit down and find the plac

wanted, just as I was going out to meet an engage
ment—and then, one half the courts and cms
streets are not to be found upon the map at ;il,'

There is nothing which cools the wrath of coacli

men, carmen, and omnibus drivers, so effectuallv

when they find themselves jammed together, jiell

mell, in Cheap. side, or Black-friars, and begin t

vociferate, and brandish their long whips—notliin

brings down their high temper, like the appearanc

of a police man : " Do yon stop there, and do i/oi

turn a little to the right, and you a little to the lefl

and you, sir, go with me to the office yonder." Thu
he clears away every obstruction almost in a mo
ment, and the waves roll on as before.

TO BE IsV.T.

The subsciihcr offers to lease for the term of three, five o

seven years, his dwelling house and gardens in South Salem
either with, or without any portion of the adjoining farm
lanils. The gardens, &c. contain about six acres, ni a high
state of cultivation, well stocked with flowers, fruit ami or-

namental lives ; two green houses, filled with the choicest

green bouse |ilanls, and grapes in full bearing ; a forcing

wall, with seed and tool rooms, a convenient gardener's lodge

and a large ice house; sufficient may be sold annually from'

the garden to pay the whole rent. The dwelling house is

large and convenient, commanding a fine view of the sea

and is within three fburtlis of a mile from the centre of the

ity of Salem The ahove offers a desirable situation eithei

for a gentleman's residence, or for a public garden or board-

ing bouse.

Also, to let for three, five or seven years, the farm houst

and barns, which are large and commodious, with the whole
or part of the fiirni, consisting of over two hundred acres ol

land of the best quality, with a large orchard of grafted fruil

— it is aliundanlly supplied with sea manure, and located

near four market towns. The whole estate has a full sup-

ply of pure water. Applv to the subscriber on the premises.

Jan. 23, IS38. E. Hl-'.RSY DERBY.

THit: NEW e:ngl,a.>d farmer
Is putiiishcd every Wednesday Evening, at $3 per anniin

payable at the end of the year—hut those who pay williia

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de

dnctionof 59 cents.

TCTTLK, DENHETT AND CHISHOLM, PRIMTFRS,
17 SCHOOL STREET B08T0K
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AN ADDRESS,

Ddivered at the AiinuaJ. Cattle Shows of the Jfor-

cestcr and the Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Agricultural Societies, Massachusetts. October,

1838. By Henry Colman, Commissioner for

the ,f}gricultural Surrey of the State.

This address is published in the New England Farmer

it the request of the Worcester Agricultural Society as

:ommuninated in their vote.

Mr President, and Gentlemen of the Ae-

ucuLTURAL Societv : Among the subjects of

ippropriate considerations on such an occasion as

his, it is difficult to select any one, the full discus-

lion of which would not e.\ceed the limits to which

he crowded engagements of the day oblige me to

estrict myself. I can promise nothing more than

I few hints for other minds to work up at their

)leasure.

Our social duties and obligations devolve upon

IS a serious responsibility. A man among men
hould remember that every thing human concerns

lim. The privileged citizen of a free community,

)wes to that community the ardent and active de-

'otion of his affections and talents to its welfare

lonor, improveme'nt and prosperity. " The country

xpects every man to|do his duty."

In passing a few days since through a pine for-

;st, I was led to admire the enormous size of some

int hills, raised by these most humble but indefat-

gable laborers. To them they were like Egyptian

lyramids tons. During the last week a skilful

ipiarian showed me his bee-hive. The glass sides

idmitted of an int^pection of its wonderful interior,

ts perfect architecture, its hurrying, active, happy

jopulation, and their vast accumulations of wealth

;o use and to spare ; vast indeed compared with

;he capacities of the agents by whom tkese ac-

jumulations were made.

}

Two years since, I traversed the great Erie ca-

inal from one end to the othex; I floated on the

waters of the Ohio canal ; and I returned to the

sea shore by the Pittsburgh and Pemisylvania ca-

nals and rail-roads. What a magnificent excur-

sion ! What mighty triumphs of art and labor are

here. What a moving of the affections! what an

expanding of the imagination ! How many beau-

tiful and splendid visions have floated before the

mind, which were here surpassed by the great re-

.alities. Here were mountains levelled and valleys

ifilled. Here were deep basins excavated, and noble

'and long-stretching embankments, which rivalled

the neighboring hills. Here were rivers, hundreds

of miles in length, flowing at man's pleasure, and in

channels formed by his hands. Here were streams

Icrossing streams on beautifully arched aqueducts.

Here were mountains of granite pierced through

and through, and a passage opened through the

heart of adamantine barriers for vehicles freighted

with human life. Here were deep inland oceans

mingling their waters with the mighty sea that

sweeps from pole to pole; and bearing upon their

quiet tides ten thousand floating and deeply laden

arks ; myriads of human beings, active in the pur-

suits of business or pleasure; accumulations of

wealth from tlio deep and tangled recesses of the

forest, now first springing into life under the touch

of civilization, from the glittering fields of polar

ice, and from the shores of the Western Ocean
;

accumulations, whose growing extent defies all cal-

culation. All this, ton, is the work of a little ani-

mal of the ^ordinary height of sixty inches, with

only two feet and two hands, and of an average

duration of life less than twenty years. His mighty

implements in these great exploits, were only a

kind of Robinson-Crusoe assortment, a hoe, a pick-

axe, and a spade. Sucli are the great results of

intelligent, concentrated,perseveringlabor; achieve-

ments of our own times, and scarcely a quarter of

a century old.

These results are wonderful. They are no mi-

raculous creation. They are the fruits of the la-

bor of individuals, applied in its most minute forms,

and at successive time:;. When De Witt Clinton

first struck a spade little bigger than a man's two

hands into the ground ; and said, " This shall bring

the mighty waters of Lake Superior into the ocean,

and the vast, and as yet unimagined treasures of

the great West shall float upon their descending

current," few minds could believe that this was

any other than " such stuff as dreams are made of."

But the prediction was accomplished and in his day.

The thundering cannon never sent a more electri-

fying peal, than when its successive acclamations

along the whole bright line announced, that the

nuptial union between the vast lakes of the north,

and the beautiful Atlantic was consummated.

Never was a gladder note poured into the patriot's

ear since the Declaration of 177(5, than the assur-

ance which then fell upon it, that these internal

communications, these glittering silver bands, were

to form the strong bonds of friendly union and

sympathy with those distant territories now brought

intosuch near conjunction ; territories before scarce-

ly known to each other by name, now shaking

hands with each other as next-door neighbors.

Such are the great results of Labor. How can

I better occupy the short time with which you are

kind enough to indulge me, than in speaking more

about this mighty agent in the affairs of men ; and

especiallv in ils reference to the cultivation of the

earth, that great art, the basis of all other arts,

whose festival we this day celebrate. What fur-

ther I have to say, then, shall be about labor ; ag-

ricultural labor ; labor in Massachusetts.

Massachusetts ! what delightful and precious

associations cluster around that honored name. II

there is no poetry, there is to the children of Mas-

sachusetts always music in the name ; and if the

poets never could weave it into verse, where is there

a true son of this mother, who has not felt the very

name—especially if heard in a foreign land,

—

strike, with a touch of melody, the chords of the

soul ?

Massachusetts is with many a despised land.

Many will tell you with disdain that " her territory

is little larger than a pocket handkerchief; irregu-

lar in its shape ; on the east like a long man in a

Procrustean bed, not daring to stretch himself at

full length ; on the west rising into almost inac-

cessible mountains, bristling with firs. Here are

wide tracts of blowing sand ; and here again long

extended and solitary pitch-pine plains. Here

deep and undrained morasses, and there piles of

granite, or rolling boulders, or fields covered as

thickly with stones es a recently dug and unpicked

patch of potatoes with its produce." Then, too,

they continue ;
" the soil is thin and cold ; it yields

nothing but by hard labor and incessant manuring
;

and the wretched people must work or starve. The
climate, too, is dreadful. There are the cold cast

winds in the spring, which come over you like the

scraping of a new-filed saw ; the bitter north-

westers, which try the firmness of your muscles
;

and the early autumnal frosts, and the driving and

bristled poolW, which so often, without any rever-

ence for ."pprsona, comes between the wind and

your nobiliby. And then, too, the people ; what

are they but a pack of workers, rough-handed far-

mers, mechanics, shoemakers, manufacturers, and

traders, and their vulgar wives and daughters, who
condescend to use their needles and dabble in soap

suds, and presume to come from the kitchen into

the parlor ; so that a chivalrous gentleman of the

genuine cockney tamp and of the last impiession,

finds himself as little at home among them as tlia

monkey of the menagerie in his regimentals, when
he found himself in the farmer's cattle yard. Then
comes their insuflerable ambition. Why there is

not a mother that is not dreaming of it, nor a father

that is not working hard that his son may be qual-

ified to be Governor of the Commonwealth, or a

delegate to Congress, or perhaps rise as high as to

be member of the General Court and .Tustice of

the Peace." Such are the terms in which some

men would portray our beloved Commonwealth.

Now allow a son of hers—would to heaven he

were worthy of his descent,—to speak of her as in

truth he can ; but that must be very different from

what he would if he had the power to do her jus-

tice.

The territory of Massachusetts is comparatively

small ; but it is capable of sustaining from its own
products in ease and comfort a population four

times as great as now inhabits it. Look at her pro-

ductive industry in the mechanic arts! Who, be-

fore the ascertainment of the fact, could have im-

agined that the annual value of her domestic man-

ufactures exceeded ninety millions of dollars .' The

amount of her agricultural productions, could its

statistics be ascertained, would present as astound-

ing results. Yet the development of her agricul-

tural resources and capacities has hardly been be-

gun. Let us look at one of the most populous

counties in the state of an agricultural character.

The whole number of acres in the county of Essex

exceeds two hundred an 1 seventy thousand. Of
this only fourteen thousand are under tillag:e. Only

ten thousand, exclusive of that which is in roads

or water, are considered as unimprovable ; but
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tliirtyfonrtiinusand, though capable of improvement,
;

perate, industrious and virtuous, no part of the

arc unimproved ; and upwards of one hundred world presents a fairer chance for the continuance

thousand acres ore in wood or pasturaije. Now
, of the physical and inlollectual powers,

parts of this county have produced in repeated in- 1 Of her social and political condition, I will

stances more than one hundred bushels of corn to speak only of the great and essential elements,

the acre, more than thirty of wheat, more than eight
'
What can wo ask more, then, than that all labor

hundred of carrots, more than nine hundred of should he voluntary ; that the fruits of honest indust-

Swedish turnip, more tlian five hundred of potatoe.=,
|
ry should belong to those, who have produced them

;

and more than four tons of hay. Tliese facts rest that religious liberty should bo enjoyed in its wid-

upon un<iue>tionablc testimony. The redemption e.st latitude ; that justice should be carefully and

of waste lands, in the county to which I refer, has promptly administered, and accessible to the most

in several instances of extensive improvements, in-
j

humble and the least protected ; that the dominion

creased its products twenty times in quantity and
|

of the law sliould be unquestioned ; that the bur-

value ; and has raised the value of the lands in

many cases from five dollars to one hundred dollars

per acre.

" 'I'he bounds of Massachusetts are irregular ;"

strange that nature should not have conformed more

exactly to the ru'es of ait and confined herself to

right lines. Tiie indentation of her shores how-

ever forms many valuable inlets and harbors, where

her enterprising mariners find shelter and anchor-

age. Even her sandy shores and plains are not

tvithout their fertile spots. There is many an oasis

in the ileserts ; and with the animal and vegetable

deposits thrown up by the moving sea, even her

sterile fields are made in many cases highly pro-

ductive. 'I he mountains, which form her western

dens of society should press with a weight too

light even to be perceived, by the honest citizen

any more than the beautiful element, which con-

stantly surrounds him ; that property should be

very equally divided, and the various avenues to

business be open to ail ; that a true equality should

reign every where ; that education, simple and lib-

eral, should freely proffer its advantages to all
;

that property and distinction should be alike ac-

cessible to all ; that the rights of one should op-

crate no prejudice to the lawful success of another ;

and lastly, that the people should be sovereign, and

every man, be he high or low, rich or poor, should

be directly responsible to the public judgment. In

all these substantial elements of social order and

boundary, are not without their advantages. They good, wjiat community has ever surpassed oar

constitute our dairy and grazing districts. They
|
own .'

furnish the richest pasturage, and few of them are

incapable of the cultivation of the most valuable

grasses, esculent vegetables, oats, harley and Indian

corn. Some of these hill-towns are advancing

more rapidly in wealth than many of the towns em-

bracing the richest alluvions of our valleys. Their

inhabitants breathe an air, which gives strength

and elasticity to their muscles, and spreads the

vermilion hues of health over their countenances.

They drink of the gushing spring, which pours its

crystal streams from the sides of their mountains,

for a draught of which many a settler on the ver-

dant and beautiful prairies of the west would glad-

ly give bushels of his wheat ; and oftentimes, when
I have followed the flight of an adventurous set-

tler to his eagle's nest on some of our loftiest sum-

mits, I have been sure to find the abode of plenty

and independence. Of the soils of Massachusetts,

though we have our thin and hungry portions, we
have little land, capable of it which will not amply

repay the labor and expense of cultivation. Our
morasses and peat meadows, when subjected to the

operations of a .skilful husbandry, become eminent-

ly productive. Our sandy plains are yet to under-

go the quickening process, of no doubtful efficacy,

of plaster and clover; and in many cases even our

roughest granite pastures, wl:ich seem almost to

defy cultivation, have been brought under the scythe,

sometimes at an enormous expense, and yet in the

end a profitable outlay. I have yet to discover the

instance of a single agricultural improvement in

the State, mana;;ed with judgment, skill and econ-

omy, which has not afforded an ample remunera-

tion for the expense incurred, and always much
more than double its value. In soirie cases this

value has been enlianccd a hundred-fold. In this

matter it would be easy to give facts upon facts,

but time does not admit of it.

Of the climate of Massachusetts it is enough to

say that* epidemic diseases are scarcely known
among us ;

that we have no unhealthy districts of

country ; that a higher standard of health has not

been reached in the known world. To the tem-

Of the picturesque beauty of the scenery of
Massachusetts, few even of her own children are

fully conscious. In the general neatness and com-

fort of her dwellings ; in the beauty and thrift of

her numerous villages ; in the improved taste, and

every where the increasing attention paid to rural

embellishments ; in the neat cottage exhibiting its

i^hite front and its Venetian blinds on the side of

some beautiful hill, or nn the margin of some
peaceful lake, its door yard crowded with ornamen

lal trees, its piazzas trcUissed with vines, and its

avenues decorated with flowers ; in the school

house which meets you so often at the division of

the roads, crowded with its courteous, happy, and i

buoyant congregation ; in the lyceurns, academies,

and colleges for the higher departments of learn-

ing, which present themselves in such frequent vi-
|

cinity ; in the village church, which lifts its glitter-
j

ing spire from tlie midst of some umbrageous val-
I

ley, perhaps by the banks of some flowing stream,

the traveller who sympatliises in what is beautiful

in itself, and delicious and refreshing from its as-

sociations, will be constantly charmed and gratified

as he passes over our blessed territory. Or is ho

in search of the picturesque and the romantic, let

him follow round our indented sea-shore and trav-

erse its hard-trodden beaches, where the ocean is

continually pouring out its phosphorescent jewels

at his feet ; let him ascend some of the beautiful

prominences in the vicinity of the capital ; let him
follow the course of the Merrimack and mark its

deep and broken current, the many portions which

occasionally open their glistening surface to the

eye as he traverses its rich and cultivated shores
;

let him come into your own county and observe

its in}proved summits, covered in the season of veg-

etable luxuriance with their rich herbage, their

bending crops, and their numerous herds ; let him
visit some of your charming lakes and remark them,

when, on their thickly fringed sides, the gorgeous-

ncss of their autumnal foliage is reflected in all its

variegated brilliancy from their mirrored surface
;

let him pass over to tlie valley of the Connecticut,

and from its mounts Holyoke or Sugar Loaf, Po-
cumtuck or Round Hill, let him cast his eye over
these extended valleys of exuberant fertility, of
high cultivation, and of indescribable magnificence

and splendor ; let him follow up the Ueerfield in

ts winding course through the beautiful valley of
Charlornont, and among the gathering and deep
clad mountains of Zoar ; and as he ascends the

Hoosic mountain from the east, let him trace the

romantic passage of this wayward stream by the

silver radiance of its waters as they find their pas-

sage through the deep and dense and frowning
mountains which at every step seem determined to

resist their progress ; let him pursue .his journey

until he reaches the western descent of the Iloosic

range ; and let him stop at this striking spot and
mark the unrivalled beauty and sublimity of the

valley and mountain scenery as it first bursts upon
the view ; let him take his stand where the Hoosic
and the Housatonic rise in the close vicinity of
each other, and follow down their winding currents

until they pass beyond the boundaries of the state

;

let him from whatever point he may choose, look

down upon the exquisitely beautiful valleys of

Williamstown, of Lanesboro', of Pittsfield, of Lee,
of Hop-brook, of Stoclrbridge, of Leno.x, of Great
Barrington, of Shefiield, of Richmond, and of Eg-
remont; and if his eye is not enchanted, his affec-

tions warmed, his taste improved, his imagination

illumined and lifted up, it is because he has not

the common attributes of humanity.

Such, fellow citizens, is the territory, in which
divine providence has in its beneficence cast your

I

lot. I will not disturb the grateful and honest

pleasure with which you contemplate your own
goods, by any invidious comparison with the condi-

tion of others less favored. It is enough for us to

know our own blessings ; to acknowledge, to secure,

and to extend them. This is to be done by labor ;

labor of the heart, of the head, and of the hands.

Man was formed for labor. Physical exertion is

indispensable to physical energy and activity ; and
physical energy and activity are the essential con-

ditions of intellectual greatness and power.

CTo be continued.)

Irish Character.—In the midst of those most law-

less burnings and destruction of property, the genu-

ine Irish peasantis scrupulously honest in his inter-

course with hisneighbors, faitliful to death in his

attachments, an incorruptible follower, with a heart

that heats with rude but impulsive sympathy for the

sufferings of others, and glows with a genuine but

understood ill love of country. Yet these characters

are sometimes murderers, outlaws, ready for every

violence—his hand armed against civilization when
civilization becomes armed against him—and the

whole tenor of Ins life at variance with the best inter-

ests of society. The world may make its convention-

al virtues and vices, and civil associations may dic-

tate forms, but the source of good is in the feelings

and affections of the animal. Even when bad gov-

ernment titrns them aside from their natural career

and enforces disordered reaction,the Irish make them-

sel ves a code of morality which fits them for the un-

to'ward difliculties of their position.

—

Lady Morgan.

The Northampton Courier saya that a farmer in

Hadley, last year raised upon two acres of meadow
land, 57 1-2 bushels of sound wheat. \\ hen re-meas-

ured this spring, it was less in amount from waste

and shrinkage, but what he had was sold for seed at

$2 50 per bushel, and produced him the handsome

sum of one hundred and twentyfive dollars !
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CFrom tlie Genesee Farmer )

DICTIONARY OF 'PERMS USED IN AGRI-
CULTURE,

AND IN THE SCIENCES MOST INTIMATELY CON-

NECTED WITH ITS ADVANCEMENT.
(Continued.)

Jlshes. When wood is burned in a position that

excludes the air, the product is coal ; if combus-

tion is performed in the open air the produce is

ashes. Ashes by bcin^ leached, or havinor warm

water passed through them, are deprived of the

alkali they contain, and this is obtained in the

shape of potash or soda, by evaporation. Differ-

ent wood, and plants, vary much in the quantity of

ashes and alkali they produce ; the fir, beech and

poplar, ranking the lowest, and the box, willow,

elm, wormwood and fumitory the highest. The
leached ashes of several kinds of grain, were found

by Ruckert, to be constituted as follows :
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(From Ihe Genesee Farmer.)

IMPROVED BREEDS OF SWINE.

The production of pork is one of the most valu-

able and important staples of the farmers of the

UnitedStai.es; and the swine of our country are

scarcely second in value, as farm stock, to the en-

tire amount of its neat cattle. Besides converting

the offal and coaser and less valuable of the farm

products into a marketable commodity in the feed-

ing of swine, tlie richest and most luxuriant grain

of the country is usually devoted to their prepara-

tion for market ; and throughout the whole interior,

in the pork crop of the farmer is combined the sur-

plus of his root cultivation, and the net proceeds

of his coarser grains: the gross result of all de-

pending on the final proceeds of his pork account.

This is a very important matter for the farmer.

The entire modus operandi of rural economy is more
or less concerned in a subject so interesting in its

results of profit or of loss ; and is entitled, I fancy

to infinitely more consideration than is usually be-

stowed upon it.

With most of our farmSrs,'6*en at the present

day, particularly in tlie western' country, among
that Klimorous and wide-spread class whose prin-

cipal dependence is on their pork crop for reward,

a hog is simply a—hog—the name comprising all

of excellence in the animal necessary to produce
the article of pork required. The brute in ques-

tion, for it deserves no softer name, is indi-

genous to ihe country. It exists in the streets

of our cities, in the highways of our ordinary farm-

ing districts, and in the forests of the west and
south—and in every cornfield and potato ground too,

of the regions which they inhabit at all, provided

the fences enclosing them be not remarkably close

and of an extraordinary height Their chief ex-

cellencies are, the possession of a surpassingly ac-

tive and vigorous lever power in the poll and snout,

acting by an ingenious co-operation of the spinal

and nasal muscles
; a celerity of speed, equalled

only by the fox, or the hound, in a chase; and an
indomitable propensity to ali evil, conclusively il-

lustrative of their lineage from a conspicuous race

of scripture date. And this is the material from
which is jirodiiced, in more than three-fourths of

the United States, and indeed in almost the entire

continent of America, the vast supplies of pork
which are annually sold, purchased and consumed
in the land !

Important improvements, and wonderful changes,
have been introduced in most of our breeds of do-

mestic animals and farming sitock; but less in our
swine than in any other. Why tiiis universal ne-

glect in the improvement of an animal furnishing

us with our richest meats, and adapted to consume,
in the most profitable manner, not only to the farm-
er, but to the common house-keeper, the offal of
both the harvest and the kitchen, is not easy of
answer, unless it be that it.^ remarkaUle propensi-

ties of shifting for itself in its semi-savage condi-
tion, render it more acceptable to those who con-
sider that every thing pillaged from their neighbors,

or from the public, is so much direct benefit to

themselves. This perhaps is an uncharitable solu-

tion of the problem ; but I feelingly appeal to those

who, having a due regard to neighhorhood comfort,

and to individual right, if any other reason will ac-

count for the legions of miserable, starved, and
mischievious brutes running at large, disgracing the

name of even a—hog, and infesting almost the en-
tire land.

Nor are the characteristics above named the only

objections to the common swine of our country.

They are huge and gross feeders; equally glutton-

'

ous in offensive animal offal, even to carrion, as in

vegetable food and grains. Measuied by well

chosen and approved physiological rules, and none

,

other will or can be admitted by true economy,

!

utility, or common sense, the animal in question will
j

be found utterly inadequate in comparison, to the

'

main purposes of the farmer or housekeeper for
^

profit. From fifty to one hundred per cent, more

food, as the case may be, is required to make a giv-

en quantity of pork of inferior qui lity, both in taste,

and marketable varieties, from the common hog,

than is required in the improved breeds of our

swine. This fact h:is been so often demonstrated

that it needs no further confirmation, as all those

who are conversant with the subject will readily

testify. My own experience for many years is sat-

isfactory on this point, and with all intelligent men,

and practical farmers, no doubt exists upon the

subject

Within tlie last three or four years, the public

attention has become much awakened to the ne-

cessity of a reform in this important branch of ag-

riculture, and following the rapid spirit of im-

provement in our neat stock by the importation of

many valuable breeds of short horn cattle from

abroad, and their dissemination throughout our

country, the better and more approved breeds of

swine have been eagerly sought after, and to a

considerable extent introduced into many sections

of the Union. Among our truly intelligent and

thrifty farmers, the spirit of acquisition in all im-

proved breeds of animals was never so active, and

I imagine that it only needs the dissemination of

fact and information ameng them, to draw their at-

tention yet more closely to it.

So important does the question of a thorough

improvement in the swine of the United States ap-

pear, as connected with not only the quality of our

pork, but as a means of the absolute saving of

liundreds of thousands, if not millions, of dollars

annually to our farmers, thftt, since I have com-

menced the subject I feel disposed, even at tlie ex-

pense of prolixity, to speak of some of our most

approved breeds of swine
;
yet I shall discourse of

nothing but such as I know and have tried by ac-

tual demonstration, and such as I can with entire

confidence declare to be worthy of attention.

As first among the most desirable breeds, I name the

IMPROVED CHINESE.

These animals in Iheir purity, arc e.xceedingly

scarce in the country. They may exist in several

parts of the United States, but I know of them
now at only one farm in this region. I first pur-

chased a pair of Caleb N. Bement, Esq. at Albaiiy,

in the fall of 1833, he having obtained tliem of J\Ir

Dunn of that city, who many years before, procur-

ed the breed from New Jersey, At the time 1 pur-

chased these of Mr Bement, he had many others of

the kind, and I then thought, as the fact has since

proved, that he placed altogether too low an esti-

mate on their value as an original stock for the im-

provement of other breeds. That gentleman has

for some years past, I believe, been entirely out of

the breed, having turned his attention almost ex-

clusively to the breeding of Berkshires.

The principal and most important characteristics

of this breed are, their exceeding quietness of dis-

position and habit: round and perlect proportions;

tolerable length of body ; delicacy of bone and
limb; smallness of head, legs and feet; lighter in

the offal parts than any other breed whatsoever
;

and a propensity to take on fat to a greater extent

with less food than probably any other animal in i

exi.stence. They are in fact the beau ideal of hogs !
j

In size they are only middling, weighing at nine

months old frouK 180 to 200 ; and at fifteea to

eighteen month-s, 250 to -100 pounds ; depend-

ing much upon their previous keep and fattening.

Of the original pair which I purchased, the sow still

survives, a good breeder, weighing in fair condition i

about 200 pounds. The boar at the age of four i

years, was overgrown with fat, and useless, although

kept only on grass in summer and with low food in

winter. He died when five years old, and his usual I

weight was about 400 lbs. One of their descen-

dants is now four years old past, and has arrived at i

the same condition, being useless for breeding pur- i

poses. Numbers of their progeny have been i

scattered far and wide over the country. I bred i

many of them on my own farm, but the calls were
too incessant for me to part with them, and not

being conveniently located for their distribution, I ,

parted with nearly my entire stock a year or two I

since, to Mr A. B. Allen, who has bred them ex-
tensively for sale on his farm on the Niagara River,

two miles below Black Rock. I have fatted many
of this breed, mostly mixed with English blood, and
a few full blood, and I never made pork with equal

economy, and of such perfect quality as from these.

It is the breed slightly mixed with some other, tha^

I would always select for the purposes of my own
farm, and I feel warranted in saying, without fear i

of contradiction, that a cross of the China is the

most valuable of any other in the country for eco-

nomical pork making.

With all their perfections they are objected to J

by some ; and entire frankness in the matter de-

mands that their objections should be noticed. The
first of these is, their want of size. That has

been already stated. It is not an'object'on in my
view. If they had longer legs, whicli would spoil

them, this objection would not be so apparent
Others object to their lack of hardihood and want
of constitution. If an entire absence of hog-like

ferocity, and the greatest amenitj' of disposition of

Aiiich the animal is susceptible, together with the

ii>ve of a warm and snug shelter in the inclement

season, instead of a wild burrow in a fallen tree

top, or an ability to burghir itself into luxury at

any sacrifice to Us owner or his neighbor, be faults,

then truly have tlie China pigs most grievous ones

;

for they love a shelter and a home in winter ; and

it is dangerous to life for their young to come into

this breathing world in very cold weather—the first

of April to the first of A! ay being early enough
for a litter of full bred China pigs to see tlie light.

I know of no otlier vices with which they may be
charged, unless it be ihe lack of bristks, and a total

aversion to run, or to jump a fence, even two feet

high, or to be rapidly driven. The sows are uni-

versally good and careful nurses, having" from six
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nine pig's, rarely ten at a birtii ; which, if decent-

y fed, they raise with abundant ease. Indeed, I

mow of no faull with the pure Improved China

Hog and still I consider them with all their good

]ualities, in their purity, not exactly the animal for

he pork making farmer. Were I to direct him

irhat to do to raise his breed of lioo-s to the great-

est pitch of excellence, I would say— no matter

tthat his breed may now be, if not of the approved

;arii.'ties—in the Northern States, where his stock

IS t'r.l in (leii", with ground or cooked food—"Cross

your stock wit'i China, and keep crossing it, nn

matter how high, until tliey fail, in size or vigor,

and then go to the Berkshire or something else
;

but still let the main ingredient of the animal be

China blood." The continual tendency of hogs,

IS of most other animals is, without great care, to

deteriorate ; to grow coarse and wasty ; and I

know of no cross which so readily brings them

back into snug and correct proportions 4s the China.

I have had various crosses of these upon other

breeds of swine, and I have never known an in-

stance where they were not improved by the China

blood. The size of the crossed China is large
;

frequently double that of the pure blood, varying

from three to four hundred pounds at eighteen

months old, and always excellent. Even in the

first cross upon the wild woods hog, the produce te

astonishingly altered, and the second makes an ad-

mirable animal, with great constitution and hardi-

hood, accompanied by the quiet disposition and fat-

tening propensities of the parent China. More
need not be said in praise of the China hog. Since

[ first obtained them, by judicious selections they

have been continually improving in their appear-

ance and good qualities, and I fearlessly challenge

;he country for tiner specimens of Chinese swine

tlian can be shown from my former stock, now at

Mr A.'s farm.

If I have placed the China pig Jirst in estimation

it is because I think him better fitted than any other

to improve, as a first cross, the condition of our

sountry swine generally ; but for some purposes

and in the opinion of many of our farmers, partic-

ularly the large grazing and pork feeders of the

west, the

ly equalled in most other largo breeds ; extraordi-

nary length of body ; breadth of carcass ; light

otfal ; large, well shaped ham ; and in fine an ex-

cellent pork hog. They are a darker spotted than

the China, being in most cases nearly black, but

without bristles, or with very slight ones. The
sows are prolific breeders, having from eight to fif-

teen pigs at a birth. They have the usually rav-

enous disposition and character of the common hog,

sometimes devouring not only their own young, but

whati^ver other feeble and inoffensive small animals

iiriy come within their reach. They are good nur-

ses, and a sucking Berkshire pig can rarely be ex-

celled in beauty by any creature of the kind. They
are strong, and coarse feeders ; exceedingly hardy ;

good travellers (a desirable quality for the western

country, where the farmer drives his fat hogs to

market instead of butchering them at home ;) are

remarkably well calculated to follow fattening cat-

tle through the corn fields, and to thrive on roots

and coarse grains. They have obtained extensive

celebrity on account of tlieir great size, and other

good qualities, and are, beyond question, with those

who desire eitraordinar:/ large, as well as fine ani-

mals, the best pure blooded swine in the country.

They have an increasing popularity ; are sold in

many instances at enormous prices, and will proba-

bly be multiplied, as they ought to be, throughout

the United States.

Yet good as are these animals, they can be much
improved by a cross of the China. They are an-

tipodes in character and disposition ; but each pos-

sessing excellencies of a peculiar and desirable

kind, and when mingled with a cross of the Berk-

shire boar and China sow, the produce is the most

perfect that the swine family, numerous as it is,

can boast. I have had them, and have seen them

elsewhere extensively crossed, and always with en-

tire success. To the China is added, size, vigor,

hardihood, and length of carcass ; and to the Berk-

shire, docility, quietude of habit and disposition,

delicacy of bone, limb and muscle, and a remarka-

delicacy and firmness of bone, the good qualities

of the China. They are longer bodied, nearly

double their size, yet smaller considerably than the

Berkshire, and will weigh .300 to 500 lbs at eigh-

months old. Tliey fatten equally as well when six

or nine months old as the China, are lighter colored,

being usually light spotted, the white predominat-

ing. They have the tranquil plea-sant habits of

the Chinese, without the uneasy, predatory propen-

sities of the Berkshires, and are in all particulars

just what the farmer of our Northern and Middle

States would desire fur a good stock and pork hog.

In fine, I do not know that 1 can better conclude

this long story, than by saying, that in small and

delicate breeds the China is the most perfect ; in

the large and grosser sorts, the Berkshire is decid-

edly preferable; but, for a good, honest, quiet, every

day hog, the Tusrarora is, after all, equal, if not

superior to either. At any rate if you possess

nothing but the common breed, try one or all of

these, and you cannot but be essentially benefited.

A notice of other varieties must be left for a future

paper. Ulmus.

FINANCES OF MAINE.
It would seem from ihe subjoined statement of

the finances of .Maine, that this grown-up daughter

of Massachusetts is even much more of a spend-

thrifttbatiher good old mother. It appears that a

considerable amount of her past expenditures has

arisen from her liberal bounty on the growing of

wheat ; and that the calculations of future expen-

ditures are predicated upon a large bounty to be

paid on the production of corn and wheat. This

after all is a most judicious expenditure and in the

result highly profitable to the State. If Maine

will dig fi-om her own soil nearly a million dollars

worth of bread sLutf for her inhabitants, by the pay-

ment of a hundred thousand dollars bounty, with-

out which bounty not half of this amount would

have been produced, the balance is altogether in

favor of the State ; to say nothing of its moral

ble propensity to fatten—in fine, the best hog inLLeffects in the stimulus given to wholesome industry

BERKSHIRE HOG

possesses properties of far greater attraction. In

the description of this animal, I shall claim for him

BO refinement of character, or particular placidity

of temper ; for, so far as I have been acquainted,

he is as much of a hog as any other variety within

my knowledge. These have been so often and so

well described and figured in the agricultural pa-

pers by my friend Bement, of Albany, who has a

large herd of them, that my account will be a short

one. Their main properties are, larger size, weigh-

ing from three to five hundred pounds at eighteen

months and two years old ; and at a much earlier

age I should not think they would so profitably fat-

ten ;
great vigor, constitution and muscular action ;

but withal, an aptitude and quickness to fatten rare-

the world ! I never have yet witnessed such beau-

tiful specimens of the swine family, as those of

the Berkshire and China cross. When once made

it may be followed up on either side, according to

the fancy of the breeder ; but let the cross be

made either way, it cannot be amiss. I would

therefores say to the farmer, if you would have the

finest of hogs and the best quality of pork, pro-

cure both the China and the Berkshire, and you

can never be at fault in possessing a perfect breed.

There is still another variety of swine which ex-

ists in this neighborhood, and which I deem too

valuable to omit a passing notice of, while discuss-

ing this important mntter. Their origin is partly

owing to accident, and partly to my own love of

innovating, as they were first produced upon my

own farm, and have since been so successfully bred

and substantiated as to claim the merit of a dis-

tinct variety. They originated from a cross with

a most valuable large white English breed, and the

improved China. They were bred several years on

my own farm, where some of them now remain,

but they are principally kept as breeding stock, to-

gether with the China and Berkshire varieties, by

Mr A. B. Allen. He has given them the appro-

priate name of the

TUSfARORAS,

and by a careful and judicious system of selections

and breeding, he has brought them to great perfec-

tion. They combine in all particulars, except in

the encouragement to agricultural enterprise ; and

especially in the proud consciousness of self-de-

pendence, and independence, which necessarily fol-

lows this development of the immense resources of

the soil of that rising Commonwealth.

The amount paid from the Treasury of Maine

during the last year, in bounties on Wheat, raised

within the State, was $77,998 89. The amount

which will be required to pay the bounty on Wheat

and Corn tlie ensuing year, is estimated to be 125,-

000, or 150,000 dollars. The whole expenditures

for the past year amounted to $448,199, of which

$62,600 were on account of the public debt. Of

the receipts ,§348,795 were from loans, and |48,146

from the Bank tax, which is appropriated to the

school fund. The present amount of the funded

debt of (he State is .$584,259.

The receipts of the Treasury for 1839 are esti-

mated by the Treasurer, to amount to $134,723,

and the ordinary expenses of the government for

the year, $560,842.

MAXIMS.

1. He is no husbandman who does any work in

the day time that can be done in the night, except

in stormy weather.

2. He is worse who does on work days what he

might do on holidays : and

3. He is worst of all who, in a clear sky, works

within doors, rather than in the field.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

The 6ij;th meeting was holden at tlie Roprcsent.itives'

Hall on Thursday last, and wiis fully ultcndLd ; Mr
Bates of the Council in the chair.

The suliject of consideration was niatiurcs, and the dis-

cussion was principally confined to lime and ashes. A
communication from Dr Dana on the subject of ashes,

and presenting interesting facts and valuable informa'.ioii

was read by tho Commissioner of Agriculture and will

appear hereafter in his reports.

Several gentlemen look part in the discussion and de-

tailed many valuable facts. Mr Buckminsler of Framing-

ham, Mr Abbot of Westford, Dr Keep of Boston, Dr
Stebbins of Swansey, Mr Carleton of Danvers, Mr Dan-

forth of Pittsfield, gave their views and experience The
chairman, Mr Bates, communicated some valuable infor-

mation as to the use of ashes for broom corn, it being

considered equal to any manure which could be applied

to th^rop. It is applied in. a small handful or large

spoonful to a hill either at the time ofplanting or after

the plant has come up.

It is not convenient at this ruomenttto. give a full re-

port of the remarks made and the facts stated. The gen-

eral impression or experience was adverse to the use of

lime, little effect having been as yet perceived from its

application ; and in some cases a positively injurious ef-

fect. The effect of ashes and of lime is undoubtedly much
the same ; and that is to render the insoluble food of

plants soluble, so as to prepare it to be taken up by their

roots. But the operation of ;islies is much quicker than

that of lime from its greater solubility. Ashes effect a

sudden, lime a permanent improvement. The amount
of any earthy ingredient taken up^by the plant is very

small indeed. Of the essential benefit of the application

of lime to lands in certain proportions and under cert;un

circumstances no intelligent and experienced mind can
entertain a doubt. Its mode of application Jiowever, and
its mode of operation are matters in whicif.we want all

the light which science and experience- can give. It is

not surprising that mistakes should be made and. disap-

pointments occur; but these furnish new motives for

further inquiry and more exact experiment.

The next agricultural meeting will be holden at the

same hour and place on Thursday evening next. The
subject proposed for conversation is the redemption of
wheat lauds, whether sand plains, salt marshes or peat-

bogs. This will of course lead to the further discussion

of the application of these and other manures; and it is

hoped the attendance will he full. Very great pleasure

iias been derived and we have no doubt great improve-
ment will be promoted by these occasional meeting.^.

Nothing is more desirable in these c;iscs than that farmers
who have facts to communicate, should communicate
them; and the conversation be as free as possible.

II. C.

CROP OF CORN.
With the subjoined letter 1 received a trace of as beau-

tiful ears of corn of the Dutton variety as I have ever
seen, and was assured that it was only a fiiir specimen of
the crop. The letter is a private one hut I hope the lib-

erty I take in publishing it will be excused. The su"-
gostions in regard to coal ashes, or ashes as a jircventive

of the ravages of the wire worm ; and llio use of manure
from salt hay are deserving of attention; and will, I hoijc.

lead to the disclosure or observation of other facts of a

similar nature; and which should be given to the public

as contributions to the general stock of agricultural know-
ledge. H. C.

West Neeuham, February 15th, 1839.

To llie Commissioner of AjjricuUural Survey,

De.4r Sir—I send you a sample of some corn which
was grown the last season, the seed of which I obtained
from Judge Buel. He sent me two bushels of ears of the
Dutton corn. I received it last April, let a neighbor have
one half, the other half I shelled ; Irad half a bushel, and
planted it between the 14th and 20th May on three

acres of ground ; one half acre of it came up well, the re-

mainder two and a half acres the yellow wire worm, as

we call them, destroyed one third part of the corn that

was planted, by eating into the kerneljust after sprouting.

Some part of the ground where ilic worms ate, I planted
the second time but it did not amount to much. On the
half acre that the worms did not infest I had thirtysix

bushels. On the three acres together I had one hundred
and fifty bushels of shelled corn according to measure-
ment. The reason I assign for the worms not eating in

the half acre is that the manure that was put into tho hill

was mixed with hard coal ashes. The whole three acres

were in one piece and manured in the hill about five

cords to an acre of barn maimre and pond muck mixed
in compost, except the half acre that was mixed with
ashes. The land is what we call plain land ; loamy soil

not in high cultivation. The corn was not fit to harvest
until September. Although the season was very dry the
corn was green through the season. I did not know a leaf

to roll, when adjoining fields suflered very much with
the drought, I assign the reason partly to the soil and
ploughing deep

; and partly to tlie barn manure which is

made a considerable part from salt hay.

Yours, with respect, BENJ. SLACK
Mr Henry Colmsn.

SILK CULTURE.
We have received three books on the Silk Culture

from Mr Kenrick, Mr Cobb and Mr Whitmarsh, one
from each

; of which the first moment of leisure we shall

give an account. The silk business properly so speaking
can be expected to make very little progress, while the
mulberry tree speculation is going on. This speculation

however may be expected indirectly to aid the silk busi-

ness; as it will fill the coimtry with the first requisite,

the means of supporting the "operatives." While this

speculation however is rife, every species of fraud, which
can be introduced into it, will be likewise going on in a
kind of " under-tow ;" and many vexatious disappoint-

ments may be looked for. We have already heard of frauds
in this matter, with men who claim to be respectable,
which make us blush for human natue. We say to those
who are disposed to engage in the business with a view
to ultimate and reasonable success, " keep yourselves
cool

; look before you leap ; wait until the boat gets to

the wharf before you spring for the shore ; and be sure
when you do jump, that it is solid land on which you in-

tend to place your feet and build your fire ; and not on
Sinbad's island which proved only the back of a floating

whale. The silk business is certain to succeed in tlie

country, only as every other business that is worthy of
success can succeed, by knowledge, skill, prudence, fru-

gality, perseverance and industry; but the idea, which
really seems to have addled the brains of some men, of
planting a monis uiullicaulis tree at night, and going out
the next morning and finding half a dozen pair of silk

gloves and hose with laced cloiiks dangling from the
branches, and perhaps, if the wheel of fashion has got
far enough round for lliat, to find besides a pair of black

silk breeches with diamond knee buckles fastened to iji,

strap on the same tree, partakes a little too much of ih,

romantic for such sober people as we are to encourage.
,

Mr Whitmarsh's opinions are professedly grounde
upon experience and observation. His experience i

eight years old ; and his observation embraces the bes

silk district in France and Italy. He states one fact witl,

emphatical distinctness; that the seed of no mulberr,

can be expected with confidence to produce its like ; ami
though he does not commit himself by naming any parJ
licular tree, t*ie inference from his advice and observaJ

tion is strongly against the morus miilticaulis for ou,
northern latitudes. Our columns are open to any fai

and calm discussion of these matters. H. C.

THE WAR IN MAINE. I

We are sorry that just after our Geologist had give

us such charming accounts of the wheat soils on th

Aroostook, our possession of it should be made matter <

violent question; and that our brother farmers in Maim
instead of being engaged in stacking their grain in thes

fields should be occupied in the far less profitable and les

welcome employment of stacking their arms. We ar

as sorry to say that the prospect of peace is not cloudiest

The general government are evidently disposed to adjuf

the misunderstanding by negotiation ; but when will thi

negotiation begin and when will it end.' Will Main
agree to it .' Having marched her troops up the hill, wil

she be satisfied with marching them down again ? If sh

refuses to withdraw her troops, can the general govern
ment compel her to withdraw them ? and how can tha

be done but by direct collision .' If she refuses to with
draw them, and the government fail to compel her t

withdraw them, will Great Britain ever consent to negc
tiate, while Maine holds armed possession of the territor

in dispute .' Can the fire of war be lighted up in that tei

ritory and not extend along the whole line .' and the

come misery and wretchedness and crime and oulr.->g

over the whole country, like the inundation of one c

our mighty rivers. Suppose we have a general war wil.

Great Britain, shall we be able to carry our point withoi
negotiation .' Admit, as we have no doubt that she is i

the wrong ; admit her rapacity for conquest and the ea

tension of her empire in every possible direction fo-

which she has always been notorious, do we soberly e»
pect to whip her into the traces .= What is to be the cosi

of a war to Maine suppose success certain after a thre
years' conflict .' What is to be the cost of a war to ou
commercial, cotton and manufacturing interests .'

We might go on to ask these questions until the sui

comes back again to to the spot where he now is, but i

is not necessary. We have our own opinion on all iIk s

matters; but in the Farmer they are contraband and r:iii

not be admitted. War is no child's play. A battalion o
troops drawn up in their clean-washed regiiiientals, ii

front of the State House on Boston Common, with tlici

sparkling armor and their gilded epauletets, and all ili<

charms of the soul-stirring bugle and the deep tuiic(

drum filling the air in the month of June is a very prett'

affair. But a battalion of men calling themselves chris

tiaiis, with tho ferocily of tigers dealing death from :

thousand blazing cannon among men like themselves
strewing the fields broadcast with the mutilated, thed\inf
and the dead, and then raising their arms crimsoned wilii

human gore in the fiendlike exultation of conquest, makci
one shudder with horror, and distrust one's own identity

as a human being ; and ask in the ftone of the angtl in

Franklin's fable, " who coming down to the earth in the

lime and on the very spot of a battle between two fleets

in the West Indies, when he saw the decks of the ships

bespattered with blood and brains, and saw the headless

trunks rolling about and the scattered and smoking limb,".
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I the roar ot' cannon and saw the piercing of the

in boarding, whether this can be earth, or

indeed it is not h— 11.'" H. C.

LARGE CALF.

i.z ^inith, Esq.of EastNeedham, informs us, that he

i-r.l a bull calf now 9 months old, which weighs

. u 7ti0 and 800 pounds. He is of English blood,

i
iH-rfoct symmetry. The calf is oflered for sale,

i:iv ho seen on the premises.

JRhilirOiN MARKK/r.—MoKDAT, March 4,1839.

KPlwrleil lor the i\^w EnghnU Parmer.

At Market, 320 Beef Cattle, (including 80 unsold

St week.) 80 Stores. 20 Cows and Calves, and 300

heep. 100 Ueef Cattle unsold.

Prices.— Bee/ Cattle.—The prices obtained last week

,r a like quality were hardly sustained. We make our

lotations without much alteration First quality, $8 00

$8 25. Second quality, $7 25 a |7 75. Third quali-

^ $6 00 a $7 00.

Stores— Very few sales.

Cows and Calves.—Hoi half at Market were sold.

Ve notice the following sales, $30, $10, $52.

SAcfp.—Dull. Lots were sold at !gl 00, $4 50,

nd $6 00^ ^
THERMOMETIilCAL.

Reported for the New England Farmer.

Rans;e i)f the Thermometer at the Harden of the proprietors

r the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

ortherly exposure, week ending March 3.

March, 1839.
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[ From Hie New York Evening Star. |

THE NORTH WIND.

From tlie frozen North I come,

Where I'm nursed l)y the polar snow
;.

Arousing from my icy hofne,

Over the cartli I blow.

I blow high in the air,

And the storm cloud hurries by,

And land and sea both speak of me,

With many a piercing cry.

With many a mighty cra.sh

Widely the forest roars,

And furiously the wliite waves dash

Against the rocky shores.

With a sudden gust I raise the dust

High in the chilly air.

Then on I blow, and bank the snow
And drift it every where !

I rock the tall steeple

—

* I twirl the glittering vane ,

Then roaring hoarse I slam the door?

And shatter the window pane T

I strew the leaves about the plairi;

And strip them from the tree
;

E'en the giant oaks with sudden strokes

All bow their heads to me.

Full well the farmer knows my force,

And the wanderer of the sea.

When I wreck the vessel on its course,

Or prostrate lay the tree.

I howl o'er the snow-clad farm,

I sweep the smooth barn floor,

And son and sire crowd round the fire

As I crack at the cottage door.

Then wrap your cloak about you.

Or I'll tell you what I'll do;

I'll freeze your nose, I'll freeze your toes,

And I'll freeze your fingers too !

THE DEAF, DUMB AND BLIND.
In the Report of the Trustees of the Asylum for

the Blind, last year, particular mention was made
of a deaf, dumb, and blind girl, named Laura
Bridgman, then a pupil of blind the Asylum, and a
promise was given of further notice of her case.

The Report of the present year contains the fol-

lowing account :

—

It has been ascertained beyond the possibility of
a doubt, that she cannot see a ray of light, cannot
hear the least sound, and never e.xercises her sense
of smell, if she has any. Thus her mind dwells in

darkness and stillness, as profound as that of a
closed tomb at midnight. Of beautiful sights, and
siveet sounds, and pleasant odors, she has no con-
ception ; nevertho.ess she seems ns happy and
playful as a bird or a lamb ; and the employment
of her intellectual faculties, the acquirement of a

new idea, gives her a vivid pleasure, which is plain-

ly marked in her expressive features. She never
seems to repine, but has all tlir buoyancy and gaiety
of childhood. She is fond of fun and frolic, and
•when playing with the rest of the children, her
slirill laugh sounds loudest of the group.

MARCH 6, 18.39.

VVhe.^ left alone, she seems very happy if she
|

to her coming here, her perceptive faculties werehas her knitt.ng or sewing, and will busy herself
:
probably less exercised in one week, than those of

tor hours: if she has no occupation, she evidently common children are in one hour
amuses herself by imaginary dialogues, or recall- What may be termed her moral' nature however
ing past impressions

;
she cunts with her fingers, her sentiments and affections, her sense of pro-

or spells out names of things which she has i%. priety, of right, of property, &c., is equally wellcenlly learned, in the manual alphabet of the deaf developed as those of other" children
mutes In this lonely self-communion she reasons. She is now able to understand simple sentences
renccts, and argues

: ,f she spells a word wrong expressive of action, as "shut the door," "give me
will, the fingers of her right hand, she instantly a book," for she does not know the force of the
strikes It with her left, as her teacher does, in sign particles, Ike and a, any more than a prattling in-
of disapprobation; ,f right then she pats horself fant, who uuderstands-irive cake-but puts in meupon the head and looks pie ,sed. She sometimes and a from imitation, without knowing their mean-
purposely spells a word wrong with the left hand, I ing ; or than many a child in school" understands
looks roguish for a moment and laughs, and then

i the difference between noun and verb, tbou<.h he
with the right hand strikes the lelt, as if to cor- has gone through all the parsing e.verciscs and can
rect It. _

•
, « . . ' - "^

During the year she has attained great dexterity
in the use of the .Manual Alpliabet of the deaf
mutes

; and she spells out the words and sentences
which she knows, so fast and so deftly, that only
those accustomed to this language can follow with
the eye, the rapid motions of her fingers.

But wonderful as is the rapidity with wliich
she writes her thoughts upon the air, still more so
is the ease and accuracy with which shejeads the
words thus written by ano'her, grasping their hand
is hers, and following every movement of her fin-

gers, as letter after letter convey their meaning to
her mind. It is in this way ttiat she converses
with her blind playmates; and nothing can more
forcibly show the power of mind in forcing mat-
ter to its purpose, than a meeting between them.
For, if great talent and skill are necessary for two
pantomimes to paint their thoughts and feelings by
the movements of the body, and the expression of
the countenance, how much greater the difficulty

when darkness shrouds them both, and the one can
hear no sound !

When Laura is walking through a passage way,
with her hands spread before her, she knows in-

stantly every one she meets, and passes them with
a sign of recognition ; but if it be a girl of lier

own age, and especially one of her favorites, there
is instantly a bright smile of recognition—an in-

tertwining of arms —a grasping of hands—and a
swift telegraphing upon the tiny fingers, whose
rapid evolutions convey the thoughts and feelings
from the outposts of mind to those of the other.

There are questions and answers—exchanges of
joy or sorrow—there are kissings and partings
just as between little children with all their senses.

One such interview is a better refutation of tlie

doctrine, that mind is the result of sensation, than
folios of learned argument. If those philosophers
who consider man as only the most perfect animal,
and-attribute his superiority to his senses, be cor-
rect, then a dog or a monkey should have mental
power quadruple that of Laura Bridgman, who has
but one sense.

We would not be understood to say that this

child has the same amount of knowledge that others
of her age have ; very far from it : she is nine
years of age, and yet her knowledge of language
is not greater than a common child of three years.
There has been no difficulty in communicatinn-
knowledge of facts— positive qualities of bodies
—numbers, &c. ; but the words ei-pressivt- of them,
which other children learn by hearing, as they learn
to talk, must all be communicated to Laura by a
circuitous and tedious method. In all the know-
ledge which is acquired by the perceptive facul-
ties, she is of course backward ; because, previous

give a rule for every tiling about it.

—

Boston Cou-
rier.

Tl LIPS, RA.MIKCULrSES, PIXKSA.XD VIOLAS.
S WALKER, of /ioxhury. offers lor sale in beds, or in

such quanlities as may suit purchasers, from 1 lo 2300 bulbs
of ciw,ce Tulips. The bulbs were imported from Holland,
hr.niicc anti England, to which vearly additions have and
wil. coiiUnue lo 1..- made of the newest and choicest vnri-
cues. Persons wishing lo purchase a bed of superb Tulips
will do w«ll lo make a selection for themselves when the
bulbs arc in bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will
conform lo the quality of the flowers selected, but in no case
will ihe charge exceed the lowest market prices, in ihe coun-
iry. wlitTo the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than the like
quilU'j can be imported.

Tulips in beds of from 30 to 100 rows, conlaiiiine from
^in to roo bulbs, or by Ihe dozen, 100 or 1000.

I7o/a i^randiflora—Pansy, or Heartsease. Upwards of
aooo superb varieties will be exhibited and offered for sale
when Iho Tulips are in bloom.

'

Ranunculuses— &ne mixti^res, al from S2 to S5 per 100.
/•"i'nis—fine named varieties, from 25 cents to 8l each
For particulars apply to S. VVALKKR, or to JOSEPHBRECK & CO. eow

Tulips, Ranunenluses, Anemones, Auriculas, Car-
nntiona, Pieotees, Pinks, and Geraniums

H. GROOAI, of Walworth, near London, Enaland by ap-
poinlmeiil Florist lo Her i\lajesly Queen Vicloi^ia begs rp-
specllully to call the atlenlion of his friends and the admir-
ers ol flowers in America generally, to his extensive colleclMii
ol the above flowers, which from his having been very suc-
cessful in their cultivation tliis season he can offer at very
moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to those
persons about commencing the growth of the Tulip (which
in England is becoming very fashionable) the under collec-
lions in beds,.as it is by far the cheapest mode of purchasin"
them. '

Tulips arranged in beds wiih their names
First Class,

A bed of .lOrows containing 210 bulbs including several of
the newest varieties, - - - _ _ , £(5
A bed of 45 rows, --.-_._ £2\

25 guineas

£10
£14

» £17 lus

£7 7s lo £ 1 3

7s 6d to a 1 s

A bed of 60 row

Second Class.
.K bed of 30 rows including many fine sorts
A lied of 4.* rows do - -

A bed ol 60 rows do -

Tulips not arranged.
100 Superfine sorts with their names from
Superfine mixtures, from - - -

Ranunculuses.
100 Superfine sorts, with their names from £3 3s to £5 5s
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 5s 10 21s per lOJ

Anemones.
100 Superfine sons with their names, - - £3 los
Superfine double mislures from lUs 6d to 21s per loi)

.Auriculas.

25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 13s od
Catalogues with the prices of the other articles may be

had on applicalion.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO
Nov, 1. eow.

THE MEW ENGLASiD PARMER
Is puliiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end ol ihe year— but those who nay within
sixty days from the liineoi' subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

TUTTLB, DEMiETT AWD CHISHOLM, PRIWTERS,
IT SCHOOL STRFET BOSTON
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AGRICULTURAL.

AN ADDRESS,

Delivered at the Jliinual Cattle Shows of the ff^or-

cester and the Hampshire, Hampden, and Franklin
A^icultural Societies, Massachusetts. October,

1838. By Henrt Colma.n', Commissioner for
the Agricultural Survey of the State.

(Continued.)

Agricultural labor is the basis and instrument of
wealth. The laboring man is the original pro-
ducer of all the wealth in the communiry, and in

the world. The almost creative power with which
God has endowed man, by vrliich he casts the seed
into the ground and by his fostering care matures
the harvest, is among the most wonderful attributes

jf his nature. Let the children ot luxury and
'ashion disdain, if so they choose, the huuible la-

Mrs of agriculture ; for all they enjoy and possess
.hey are first of all indebted to tiie agricultural
aborer

; and the very money in which they think
hey compensate him for his toil, and with which
le in his simplicity is so easily satisfied, until the
nodern invention of fictitious capital and of the
iDticipations of future resiilts in the form of bills

if credit, was only the representative of tlie accu-
iiulations of his own previous labor. All.thebiir-
lens of society are sustained, all its taxes arc paid,

11 its improvements are effected by agricultural
nd mechanical labor. The manufacturers, who
•repave the productj of the earth for the use and
onvenience of man, or construct implements an 1

lacliines by which man's toil is abridged, or his
apacities of production extended, must be con-
idered in the light of producers. The learned
irofessions seem to be made necessary only by the
ollies or imprudences, or wickedness of mankind.
Phe professors of the fine arts, the a.-tists, are the
fiere embellishments of the social edifice, beauti-
ul and charming when in their proper place. The
ntellectual teachers of the community, when they
lerform their high duties faithfully and philosoph-
cally, exalt the condition of man and multiply his
apacities for labor and enjoyment. Agriculture
nd llie meclianic arts are most largely indebted to
cience for their productiveness and utility. But
lone of these are producers in the proper sense of
hat term. AH the burdens and all the support of
he community fall upon labor. Nor do the accu-
aulations of the labor of other years in the form
f money

; nor the bestowment of permanent funds
or public uses.; nor the discovery of a gold or sil-

er mine
; nor pecuniary endowments for any be-

levolent or moral purpose in the form of vested
unds, in any respect abridge or alleviate labor,
'apital itself in any form, if brought into active use,

3 only a new demand upon labor. Capital itself,

et its accumulations be ever so great, of itself
Pill produce nothing. It is labor only that can
ender it productive, and that in truth pays all the

When by a liberal endowment provision is made in

the form of permanent funds for the support of
some public institution, it is often said that nothing
farther will be needed ; but the intelligent observ-

er will perceive that these funds will produce noth-
ing of themselves farther than to stimulate pro-

duction
; and that, not by any intrinsic efficacy, but

by a mere political and conventional agency ; but
all production must come from labor ; and this too
from labor applied to the earth. Not unfrequently
we hear the passengers in a stage coach complain
of the slowness and refractoriness of the overload-
ed, jaded, and half-fed horses, and of their own
fatigues and sufferings even on a jaunt of pleasure.

In some cases, if it were practicable, it would be only
just that such persons should be put into the traces

tural labor even in Massachusetts, boast as much
as we choose of the exuberant crops of the viro-in

West, or the reeking vegetation of Southern climes;
this I assert with confidence, that the returns of
agricultural labor even in Massachusetts, afford as
ample a compensation as a reasonable mind can
ask. This I could establish by irrefragable evi-

dence, did the time admit ; but it will be my prov-
ince to do it in another form. I will refer, how-
ever to two established facts. From the returns of
hundreds of as intelligent farmers as are to be
found in the state I have .iscertained the fact, that

charging labor at one dollar per day for a man, and
the same for a single team, in a six years course
of two manured crops and four unmanured, say for

example potatoes, corn, small grain and grasses.

the horses?" Yes and whip them too. But will

they not remember, that the very feed by which
these horses are sustained, is the product of fields

which these same horses ploughed. The whippino-
is a pure gratuity ; and is to be received doubtless
with all due gratitude. Labor, physical labor is

the great instrument of all subsistence, of all wealth
and of many of our pleasures. Think of this, ye
children of luxury and fashion! When you re-
pose on your beds of down ; when you traverse
your magnificent halls with their soft carpets, their
festooned tapestry, their gilded cornices, their glit-

tering lamps ; when you set down to your over-
1.3aded boards, steaming with every luxury from
every clime ; when you challenge the passers by to
admire your pillared palaces

;
your ornamented

grounds; your luxuriant gardens; and the ten
thousand appendages of beauty and taste, with
which you stand surrounded, remember thai all this
is the produce of labor ; daily, hourly, nightly toil

;

of the swinging of many, a tired and lacerated
muscle

; of the sweat of many a reeking and hao--
gard brow. Happy if it be not an abused and un-
requited toil. Yours is in many cases only the la-
bor of enjoyment.

I will not farther detain you with other illustra-
tions of the value and importance of labor, with
which every department of society is full. I do
not complain of labor as an evil. Through the
pride and insolence, through the avarice, or inhu-
manity, or recklessness of some who hold the pow-
er it may be made, it often is made, a dreadful evil.
But the necessity of physical and mental exertion
is a beneficent arrangement of divine providence
and a situation involving no necessity of personal
exertion and. labor, neither physical nor mental, is

never a subject for envy.

What then is the duty of an enlightened and
just community, towards labor ; agricultural, labor
in particular '.

I do aol;' Jegin by asJting you to compensate it.

This, a just and beneficent providence will take care
of, if you do not interfere by your avarice or your
injustice, to rob it of its proper wages. Say what

acome which is supposed to be derived' from it, I

'^e please of the unproductive returns of ao-rlcul-

md the horses into the carriage. But, "have they not
[

that after paying the interest upon the land at fifty

a right to complain if they will ? Do they not feed I
dollars per acre, and taking only a fair average of

crops under good cultivation, it gives a return of
fifteen to twenty per cent, per year. This, when
especially the greater security is taken into view,
and all the wasted capital and risks and losses on
the other are brought into the account, is as good
a return as has been gathered from any commercial
or manufacturing stock in the country, in the same
length of time, extraordinary circumstances always
excepted.

The other fact to which I refer, none of you
will controvert. In my intercourse with the farm-
ers of Massachusetts, I can recall hundreds of in-

stances of competence and substantial independence
where tlie owners began life without a dollar, in

comparatively poor and inauspicious locations, and
by the labor of their own hands have supplied their

own wants, reared and well-educated numerous
families ^ and now, free from debt and with all the
ordinary co.mfnrts of life, are set down to enjoy the
calm evening of age, free from corroding cares, in

the grateful acknowledgment of that kind provi-

dence which has led them thus far on the journey,

in a sop''hing and cheering retrospect of the past,

and in h'.mble and animating hopes for the future.

Massachusetts is every where, even in what would
seem to be its most inhospitable localities, dotted

over v/ith these examples of rural comfort and in-

dependence. But pecuniary compensation is not

the only nor the best compensation with which a

wise and beneficent providence requites intelligent,

well directed, persevering, and honest labor. Health
of body and health of mind; calm repose at night

;

interesting and ever varying occupation ; the spur-

rings of hope ; the satisfactions of harvest ; the

exquisite pleasure of dispensing ; tbe consciousness
of honorable self dependence and useful exertion ;

the pleasure of eating bread raised by one's own
hand, and of wearing the products of your own
flocks; the exercise of a generous hospitality with-

out stint ; the freedom from anxious cares ; and the

charming and delightful conviction that in multiply-

ing the products of the earth, and in beautifying

and fertilizing the little spot which God permits

you to occupy, you are directly, constantly and ef-

fectually contributing to the public welfare, happi-

ness and improvement, and stimulating and forming
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those around you to habits of useful industry, these drawn in and engulphed ,n this dreadful '"^/''^t'-""^

are the best compensations of honest lahor ; these of ruin; and whole fannl.cs have sunk w,th them

are rewards which no golden standard can mcas- striking with horror and agony a whole commun ty,

arerewaras wnici. i g i

^^ robbin-r it of its best treasures. Here then

"'"l have said that labor will secure its o«n com- the government are bound to interpose, -« matter

pensatillunderthejustlawsof divine providence of .elf protect.on and of <=—" '""^:^
J^

f yo^lo not divert its overflowing st.eun.s of just Lm for no party .n th.s "- / ?° '- '^ " ^
^

recompense from their proper channels, nor drain temperance, and lor that only. In a ca*e here

hem before they reach tlir true owner; nor de- humanity, bleeding, suftenng humanity calls so

mandunlustly for your own ease and luxury, the loudly upon us, whore .broken-hearted w.ves and ,

unreasonable'appro riafon of his tin.e and talents distracted mothers, and abu.ed -- «' -' 7^:

and earnings because )ou have the power to en- fenng children come in crowds to ask for mercj

forceU no whenhe sks for the bread and the and pity at our hands, and where the ground steam-

SVl i h his toil or his perils have earned, throw ing with the fresh-shed blood of rnurdered w.ves
,

ou 1 im only a stone or a scorpion, .hough you and children, fallen by the h-ds of the dn„^.a d
j

may pretend the stone is a diamond, and dazzle his ones to us u, shrieks of agony, for God » sake or

;

visfon w th the ^ilded scales of the reptile. the sake of all that is humane and ju.st, do not let

Let me speak in this case witliout a figure. In any miserable, selfish, party, passionate considera

a commTnit approaching any thing like a perfect tions on either side bl.nd o yes to the path of

condition, as there should be no idleness, so there right, or prevent our keeping in it. Th s is no case

would be no want. No man, woman, or child, ca- I for passion, but fo- solemn duty It the law regu-

Tble of rendering by hones labor some service to hating licenses passed at the last session of the

fhecolunity, should be excused from that labor ; I legislature, and which is now agitating the com-

e St of all sh'ould they be relieved from supplying I
monwealth to its centre, be good le it be main-

as far a« possible, hi. or her own wants. That all tained ;
if wrong, let us reject it. If the people

should be'seried, then all should serve. It is easy
|

approve it, let us lend our aid to -Btam _it
;

it otlier-

to say what should be ; but in the present condition

of human nature, we must be content with the most

humble approaches to such a standard. When we

consider what a large portion of most communities

are living without producing a single dollar by

honest industry, and living too in luxury, we can-

not but admit that unjust burdens are imposed upon

the honest and laborious. No'tne should be ex-

empted from taking his share of-the burdens of the

community, and rendering his ssn'tcpfor its benefit.

I would complain of no man who'liv's his time

and talents of body or mind for th'*'V:;nmon good

or happiness, in any innocent fi»rm, whether of

pleasure or of profit, of use or-of ornament, in

which the community chooses to be benefited.

But every man, woman and child, sliould labor in

some honest profession, trade, or business, or they

should be cut off from tlie privileges of the com-

munity. Labor should be honorable. Idleness

wise, we should seek its repeal, for it is in vain to

attempt any reformation wholly in opposition to the

public sentiment. This too I say farther, and in

perfect sincerity, that if any man or any party will

propose any measure less objectionable or more
|

proper more eflectual to the suppression of this

dreadful vice, this wholesale plunderer of the earn-

ings of labor, we should instantly send in our cor-

dial adhesion.

There is another protection that honest labor

asks at the hands of the community ; and that is,

that it should not be robbed- of its earnings by any

fraudulent form in which these wages are paid.

'I he la^joring classes are more than any other class

in the community interested in the condition of the

I currency. It represents their earnings ;
formerly

it represented only the actual accumulations of la-

bor ; now, by an invention of modern times in the

form of bills of credit, it anticipates contingent
munitv. JL.at)or siiouin oe nonorauie. luicncoo

]

luiwi ^i .-.-.- - . - . , , ,

should be such a disg.ace as to be sure to lose a
i

profits and represents what is expected to be earn-

man his caste in society. While no provision should
j

ed. The credit system has been to the coun ry

be spared to make those comfortable, who through
i

the source of great advantages ana >mprovements ;

misfortune, incapacity, or advanced age, are inca- : but all the abuses which it has suffered, -"d «Itle

pable of providing for themselves, a man living
;

losses, which those abuses have occasioned, have

without honest occupation, deserves little better ' fallen directly and entirely upon labor,

than the house of correction, or the penitentiary. Banks, in their legitimate design, were intended

where tlie slate should furnish him with honest oc- for the safe use of the accumulations of previous

cupation; and as to the idle and profligate and !
labor, in the form of capital, in order to stimulate

wasteful and dissipated, before industry should be ' and assist honest industry and enterprise
;
and in

taxed with their support, they should die in the I a young country where the means of wealth are so

streets, whether with ruffle shirts on, or no shirts abundant, to create a capital for immediate use by

on So likewise would I annul all your cleemosy- a reasonable reliance on future returns. JNo ob-

nary provisions for the gratuitous support of those, ject could be more just and useful and no scheme

who are not unable but notwillmg to support them- better devised under fa safe and honest direction

selves, for these are all unjust taxes upon labor. No one could question the safety and propriety of
1

But it is idle to talk of these Utopian schemes of such an operation, where the loan ot this quick

rgfyro, capital was secured by an undisputed lien upon

Some thincrs however, are practicable. The real property of equal and certain value. The

community may do much to secure to their lawful only difficulty lies in the creation of a purely he-

owner the honest wages of indu.stry by removing
j

titious capital and the extension of credit upon con-

the facilities and temptations to corrupt and waste- i tingeiicies. It is obvious that these operations

ful and immoral expenditure. As a virtuous, just, could only be safe when after a thorough consider-

and christian community, the government are par- ation of probabilities and chances, such loans cor-

ticularly bound by ever'y principle of duty, to abate respond with the power of the borrrower to meet

and remove the facilities of intoxicating liquors, his demand fully and certainly, when the time of

Hundreds of hundreds of valuable farms, teeming the loans should expire. This could only be de-

with the products of industry, have been gradually I termined by the occupation of the debtor, his habits,

skill, enterprise, and character ; and it was the

clearest dictate of prudence and justice, as well

for the creditor as the debtor, to keep always far

witliin the limits of safety. Had this always been

done, all would hive been well. But when banks

are instituted without any substantial capital hon-

estly yM in, and in the true spirit of the law " to

remain there as part of the capital of the bank ;"

; when credit is extended beyond all safe and reas-

! onable limits ; when capital is loaned not for the

aid of honest industry and private and public im-

provements, but for the purpose of enhancing the

' nominal value of property on which no labor is ex-

I

pended, and no improvements are made or even

i designed to be made : when a flood of irresponsi-

1 ble i>aper is thrown upon the community for pur-

poses not of honest trade, but of rambling and

speculation, then comes the terrible and disastrous

explosions of the last year. Then labor is every

where tickled and lulled by soft and magnificent

promises, while her pockets are picked by the gross-

est villany and frauds. It is clearly the duty o1

tlie government to protect the laboring portion of

I the community against such wholesale treachery.

It is hoped that the country has learnt a li'sson ol

wisdom which it will not soon forget. The flood

of unsubstantial, fictitious capital, which was pour-

ed out upon the country three years since, could i

be followed out in all its ramified and various con

sequences, led beyond a question to frauds, ant

crimes, and licentiousness, and losses, and miseries

I which the most brilliant successes of honest trade

even for a quarter of a century, could hardly aton^

for. Next to a bank that cannot pay because i

never iiad any thing to pay with, is a bank the

puts it out of its own power to meet its promises

and maintain its honor, by its owr. improvident an

extravagant issues and loans. It is a novel meas

ure of right when the law of obligations among ir

dividuals may be violated by corporations with in

punity ; and there is some little ground to doul

the soundness of the discretion, when justice n(

only acquits the delinquent on account of the ni

cessities of his condition, necessities it may be i

his own voluntary creation, and the powerful temi

tations to which he was exposed, in many cast

temptations of his own procuring, but disrobir

herself of her high dignity, commends him for tl

adroitness of his delinquency.

(I o be concluded.)

We thank an esteemed friend for the followir

communications, and like poor Oliver Twist, " v

humbly ask for more." Tliere is much more whe

! this came from ; and it is that true chrrity whi<

I

does not impoverish but enriches the donor. I

will have at least in such contributions the deligl

1
ful consciousness of being useful. The fact i

I ferred to in the last paragraph of engrafting I

tomato upon the potato vine is a curious one ;
ai

the tomatoes on top, and the potatoes at the b(

torn of the same vine is a sort of mermaid cultiv

tion which if not useful is at least amusing.

Ttanslaled from the " Bon Jardinier" of 1838.

The Pot.4TO, Solannm tuberosum.

Wg speak of this plant only to remind garden)

that ifis well to plant when it can be done, sol

of the earliest varieties in a good exposure, in^ i

der to obtain tlie root as early as possible. Wh
this is the object no manure must be used, and 1!

land chosen should be a dry, sandy soil. The pla

ing is done in March, (in France,) and on the
|
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of c:icli hill a handful of litter ia laid to protect

tlii^ shoots when just above ground, from the cold.

'I'll'' lidtroclite, the tarl;/ dwarf, the August tuher,

ami the fine early, a new variety received from

.\iiii'rica by Vihnorin, and excellently suited to

c;irly planting'.

\Ve take this occasion to observe that the pota-

ti IS easily propagated by sprouts, and to point

oiu a very simple method which is in use among
si.;,n^ gardeners. In March large potatoes are laid

(.11 :i bed and covered with a g.lass frame. They

soon throw out sprouts in abundance, which are

separated when from G to 10 inches long, and 3-4

covered with soft well prepared earth in a favora-

ble e.vposuro, only the extremities of the shoots be-

ing left out of ground, on which a little light straw

must be laid to guard against cold.

Here it is customary to eat only the tubers of

the potato, but Loudon tells us that according to

Dr Clark, the lops of the stalks or vines are eaten

in Sweden, boiled, and are considered a delicacy.

Tomato, love apple, Sotanum Ii/copersicum.

An annual from Mexico. (From the same.)

Sown early, under glass, to be transplated to the

open garden, upon a south exposure, when the

danger of frost has ceased, at 24 or .30 inches dis-

tance. When the plants are 15 inches long, they

are fastened to a prop or trellis ; when two or three

Teet long the growth is stopped by nipping off the

extremity of the plant. Afterwards the secondary

shoots are nipped, just above the flowers. When
there is a good number of fruits, half grown, the

leaves are partly stripped, and the new shoots

cut oft". In the latter part of the season the leaves

are completely stripped, that the fruit may be en-

tirely exposed to the sun. It wants a deal of wa-

ter in summer.

Some gardeners in the neighborhood of Paris

raise early tomatoes in the following manner. Sow
in Janaary under glass. Transplant in February,

also under glass, when the plant is strong enough.

The bed must be kept at a high temperature by

stoves, at the same time the inside of the boxes

must be guaided from moisture as much as possible.

In March they are again set out, finally, on a new

bed, two and a half feet wide, which receives two

rows, in quincunx order. A bell glass is put over

each and the air admitted when the weather allows.

The glasses not to be taken away till the middle

of May. About three weeks after setting, all but

two branches are removed, which are attached to a

string going from one end of the bed to the other.

When the plant is strong and the fruits are formed,

it is nipped oft' above the second or third bunch.

They ripen from the end of June, through July.

For this purpose an early variety with criped leaves

is employed.

Of the tomato there are several varieties ; the

large red, which is furrowed, most cultivated for

the kitchen ; large yellow, a new and fine subvarie-

ty of the last ; small red, small yellow, the pear tom-

ato and the cherry tomato. The seeds retain the

power of germinating for 3 or 4 years. The tom-

ato is successfully grafted on the potato, by the

herbaceous graft of Tschudy. In this way a crop

of potatoes is obtained, under ground, and a crop

of tomatoes from the vines.

The oftener carpets are shaken, the longer they

last, as the particles of dirt and sand which collect

upon them grind the threads. Sweeping thwn also

wears them.

(From the Old Colony Mcmorul.)|

ROTATION OF CROPS.

It is a principle well understood among scientific

farmers, that ameliorating or enriching and exhaust-

ing crops should alternate or follow each other in

succession.—Green crops, such as Beets, Turnips,

Carrots, Cabbage, Potatoes, &.C., which on account

of their broad system of leaves, draw much of their

nourishment from the atmosphere, are called en-

riching or ameliorating crops.—White crops—Corn,

Rye, Wheat, Oats, Karley, &c., whose leaves bo-

come dry, receive nothing from the atmosphere, but

draw all their support from the soil, while ripening

their seed, are called exhausting crops.

As the success of the farmer in a great measure

depends upon a judicious system of Rotation—and

as this subject has not engaged the attention of

more able writers, (in this section of the country)

whose deep researches and longer experience has

better qualified them for the important task, I will

venture to suggest a system of rotation for a farm

of twentyeight acres of land suitable for converti-

ble husbandry, divided into seven lots of four acres

each ; we will suppose it all in sward. The first

year, after liberally dressing four acres with green

unfernltnted manure, we will plough, roll, harrow,

and plant with Indian corn and potatoes. The sec-

ond year we will take up four acres more, going

through the same process ; and on the first four

acres, with additional manure, we will raise some

of the green crops, Ruta Baga, Mangold Wurtzel,

and Carrots. The third year we will take up an-

other four acres and lay down the first with grass

and some of the white crops, as Wheat, Rye, Oats

or Barley, and so on, until we have gone through

the seven lots when we will commence again with

the first (in the same manner) which will then have

lain four years in grass ; and we venture to predict

that a farm managed in this manner, with a tolera-

ble dressing of manure, for the two first crops, will

increase in fertility and yield an annual profit that

will richly repay the labor and expense. But the

question may arise, where am I to get manure to

dress eight acres yearly ? Make it. The man is

not worthy to be called a farmer, who cannot, with

five head of cattle and two hogs, make two hun-

dred loads yearly. Cart into your barn-yard and

hog-stye, mud, loam, leaves, straw, &c. &c. Judge

Buel says, " the importance of every species of

vegetable and animal matter as a manure for the

soil may be made apparent to every farmer by a

Cew plain considerations. Every kind of animal

matter is derived originally from vegetables, and is

convertible again into vegetables—and every part

of a vegetable is in like manner convertible into

new plants. The elementary matters of a species

of vegetable, are always the same ; that is, a stock

of wheat or a stock of corn grown this year, con-

tain the same materials, and in about the same pro-

portions as they did last year. These materials

which constitute the wheat or corn crop, are prin-

cipally drawn from the soil, and consequently the

fertility of the soil is diminished in proportion to

the number and amount of the crops which are

carried oft". However rich therefore a soil may be

naturally, it must be evident that every crop serves

to diminish its fertillity—that it becomes poorer

and poorer every year, until it is no longer worth

cultivating, unless fertility is kept up by restoring

the vegetable matter or a large portion of them,

which have been caraied off". We have all seen

this proved in numerous instances under the old

system of farming. To prevent decrease of fer-

tility is one of the improvements of modern hus-

bandry ; and it is prevented by manuring and al--

ternating crops. Under the old system the rich

lands of the west will deteriorate till they are no

better than those of the .Atlantic border—under
the system of manuring and alternating the ordi-

nary lands of Flanders have been made to main-

tain their natur.il fertility for hundreds of years,

and those of Chini fur thousands of years, and
many of our worn out lands are now being in like

manner renovated." C.

Muttakees, Feb. 20.

(From the Pontiac Courier.)

BLOODY MURRAIN.

Many cattle in this state, Ohio, and the Western
states generally, die of a disorder called Bloody

Murrain. Some years since, I lost a fine o.x by

this diseyse. As far as I know it has baffled all

attempts that have been made heretofore to eff'ect

a cure and has been considered fatal.

Last week, one of my oxen was attacked vio-

lently with this disorder. I supposed he would die

as a matter of course, but unwilling to lose such

an excellent animal without doing any thing to

save his life, and being advised to try copperas, I

went to look for some, and happening to observe a

paper of alum, the thought struck me of mixing

the two together, and make an experiment with

them. I mixed about half an ounce of each, (cop-

peras and alum) in about a quart of hot water,

which was put in a bottle and given to the ox. In

about 12 hours, finding it had helped him, I repeat-

ed the dose, with the most happy effect, as in a

few hours afterwards lie ate some bran that was

oS"ered him. He is now quite well, although very

weak from the discharge of blood which attends

the disease.

The publication of the above may benefit my
brother farmers, and I would therefore request you

to insert it in the Courier. Yours, «S:c.,

ELISHA SHELDEN.
Wulerford, Jan. 22, 1839.

MasBachnsctts HorticDltnral Society.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Saturday, March 2, 1839.

Benjamin V. French Esq. exhibited the follow-

ing apples ; Mela Carla, Royal, Bourassa, and

Feain's Pippin. Also King's Bonchretein Pear-

This Pear was imported from France among a Jarge-

collection of fruits, by the late Hon. Rufus King..

The original name was lost ; it was inttodticed' toi

notice by the late James Bloodgood-of Flusliiug-j

N. Y. who gave it the na ne by which it is now
cultivated. It is of second rate quality, and valua-

ble only in the absence of the finer varieties.

Mr Manning exhibited, Pennock's red winter, the

Danvers Winter Sweet, and one unnaiwed variety

from France.

A basket of beautiful red apples (unnamed)

were sent by Judge Heard; they had much the ap-

pearance of the Spitzemburg, but could not posi-

tively be identified as lliat variety; they will under-

go further investigation.

For the Committee,

ROBERT MANNING.
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N. E. FARMER

We arc well acquainted with Low's work, an
account of which, given by an esteemed corres-
pondent, is subjoined. ^^ e concur in all which is

said in its favor; and are happy to lenrn that it is

to be reprinted in numbers with all due despatch
in the Rural Library published regularly in New
York

; and at a price more than 7.5 j)er cent, less
than the cost of the English copy. We avail our-
selves of this opportunity to commend to our broth-
er farmers, with a high opinion of its usefulness
and the strongest wishes for its success, this same
Rural Lihvvi,-y,<ST[,igi, jg designed to embrace the
best standard Works in agriculture, and is publish-
ed by Saml. Fleet in New York at a very reason-
able rate. We arc authorized to say that the pub-
lishers of the N. E. Farmer will be hnppy to act
as agents for this or any other agricultural works
published in the country. H. C.

ELEMENTS OF AGRICUL.PRACTICAL
TLTRE,

Comprehending the Cuilivulionof Plains; the Hits-
bandfy of Domestic Animals ; and Ihe Economy
of the Farm. By David Low, Esq. K. R. S. E.
Professor oj JJgricxilture in the Vnirersit;/ of
Edinburgh. 1 vol. 8vo 2d Edition nilh altera-
tions and additions, and above 900 wood cuts.

To the EHilorof the N. E Farmer.
Sir.—A wish to extend to others who may not

be immediately able to procure the book for them-
selves, a portion of the gratification which I have
found in its perusal

; and a desire to make some
return in kind for the pleasure as well as improve-
ment which I have never failed to derive from the
columns of your paper ; have induced me to for-
ward you the following brief notice of the woik,
whose title forms the heading of the present com-
munication.

To give you an idea of the expectations wi,h

one of those mistakes in which the ignonrftt and iirally, grow the plants and vegetables of other'
the educated, those who admit as well as tliose countries which fashion or habit has made necessa-
who deny the advantages of book fanning, would nes of all, &,c. &c.
be most likely to agree, viz. that a knowledge of In the husbandry of domestic animals we are
the system of agriculture of our country or, what Eupplied with all the details as to the breeding,
is the same thing to every individual who has not rearing, and improvement in this line which the
travelled- and seen for himself, an acquaintance with most judicious e.Nperiments and persevering expe-
Ihc publications in which that system and the rea-'ricnce under every variety of circumstances could
eons on which it is founded are explained, is of no be expected to collect on such a subject. The
use to the agriculturists of another country whose 'sketch, for as such it is only given in connexion
climate and productions are greatly if not, loosely i with the principal object of the work, until the
speaking, altogether difl'crent.

This is an idea so prevalent amongst those who,
from their very numbers must long continue to in-

fluence the agricultural character of these states,

thnt T shall leave professor Low to settle the mat-
ter with them in the best way he can, and you, and
your fellow-laborers in the different sections of the
union, to allow for those deficiencies which the
limits of his undertaking did not allow Jiim to- fill

up.

He says in the introduction already alluded to,

" However different may be the natural productions
of countries, and however necessary it may be that
the farmer adapt his operations to tliese differences,

yet there are rules and maxims in the art, common
to the husbandry of all countries : and he who is

thoroughly acquainted with one good system of
practice, applicable to any one of the situations in

which the farmer may be placed, has the means by
an easy analogy, of applying his knowledge to

other, and even dissimilar ones." And in another
paragraph the person who could manage a farm
on the banks -of the Tweed, couM- hardly fail of
successs on' the banks of the Ohio or tiice versa.

Before entering on the details of the first great
division of the work, the author takes a rapid and
condensed survey of the facts which geology has
c. ntributed for the illust.-ation of the theory^ of the
formation of soils—of the aids which chemistfy
has given by analysis, and practice has C(,nfirmed

which I entered on the perusalof the book, and of I

by experience^-of e.x-plaining the nature, operation
the spirit by which the accompanyingcritiquc min-htr"d means of increasing mahiires—or for preserv-
consequently- be supposed to be determined, it will

'

be sufficient to say, that I had fully before my
mind's eye, the sensation which its first edition pro-
duced on either side of the Atlantic, that its author
was not only one of the mostii distinguished mem-
bers of a society, which, as you nut long since re-
marked, did more for t'-.c agricultural improvement
of Scotland, than any other- similar institution that
could be named, had effected for that of any other
country in the world, but that he was one of the
professors of an university whose chah-s have been
honored for the last fifty years, as they continue to
be gr.-iced at the present moment, by master spirits
in every department of human leaning. It will
readily be conceived, that a work which could jus-
tify the anticipations, such remembrances weie cal-
culated to excite, can hardly be unworthy of your
notice or of the attention of your readers. That
it has done something more even, will 1 presume
be apparent from the following coup d'ceil, the only
sort of notice consistent with tlio space which in

periodicals like the Farmer can be allotted to
such purposes.

The title page {perhaps from those suggestions of
modesty which men who have least need, are al-
ways the most inclined to listen to) gives by no
means, so satisfactory an idea of the nature of the
contents as it might be very easily made to do.
The author, in his introduction, notices for the

purpose of exposing its precipitancy and nonsense,

time will allow the author to amplify it into a more
comprehensive form, must be particularly valuable
to all American farmers who are devoting particular
attention to the improvement of their stock.

The econi.my of the farm lays down principles,
which may be modified to suit any object to be de-
sired for the erection of buildings, the division into
lots for the most easy attainments of the ends that
•should be kept in view, the construction of fences,
gates, &c. The capital necessary for the success-
ful and profitable management of a farm. The
necessaries without which no farmer should enter
on the cultivation of ground. The proportion of
live stock to the extent of farm—expense and pro-
duce of the same—operations of the farm in the
order of time. Showing the most judicious and
profitable way of disposing of every minth, week,
day and hour of the year. In the words of the
Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, "No work on
agriculture has appeared in our time which will
bear a comparison with tliis excellent, and we
v.ould say classical work, of Professor Low. It

will become the manual of practical agriculture
for the British empire ; and the judicious views and
sound rules of our author will unquestionably
prove beneficial to the agriculturists of other
countries." D. w. c

Westchester Co.

i.ig or increasing the productive powers of- the
soil—of the implements of every kind necessajy
to the work of the farm, and of the necessity of
such a degree ot knowledge of the principles on
which they are constructed as would at once ena-
ble the farmer to correct the mistakes of ignorant
mechanics or supply the want of skill of his own
%yorkmen—of the operations of tillage— prepara-
tion of the land for crops—succession of crops

—

illustrated by wood cuts wher<jver the nature of the
object in view rendered the thing necessary or de-
sirable.

Then comes the cultivation of plants to which
all I have mentioned, though containing a mass of
curious and instructive matter gleaned from the
practical husbandry of every civilized nation on
the face of tiie earth for which it would be idle to
look in any other single jMiblication extant, is only
considered an introdxiction, rendered necessary by
the comparative perfection to which the science
and art of agriculture have been brought within
our day.

In this section we are inducted into the best
known modes of cultivating everv kind of plant
which man has ever yet devoted {o the promotion ' artic'l;f;"a^7a.commumcation upon the formation of

hi .'hi' ," T^ or his interest. The
> vegetable mould, made to the Geological Societyhabitatorbirth-paceol each ind.vidual-thelali-: of London, by Mr Darwin, and inserted a para-

extnt
'""S"'"'" '° "'"<^h Its production may be graph or two of my own. The season will soonextended-the probable results as to profit or loss recur, when opportunities will be presented toof acclimating in climates where they do not nat- those who delight in observing the curious phenom-

The agricultural public will feel themselves
much indebted for the subjoined communication.
The facts to which it refers are astonishing; but
nature is full of such wonders. The cause as-
signed for the curious facts, which are here refer-
red to we are disposed to regard not only as possi-
ble, but highly probable The effects "which are
here supposed to follow the toil of these diminu-
tive and humble laborers need not excite any sur-
prise, when we recur for a moment to the immense
coral reefs to be found in various part of the trop-
ical regions and the large islands of the Pacific,

resting upon these coral formations and the abodes
of a large population, the basis or sub-stratum of
which islands are the product of the indefatigable
labors of the little and humble coral insect." It

would seem to be almost a law of divine Provi-
dence that the greatest effects should spring from
the humblest causes.

We owe an apology to our esteemed correspon-
dent for delaying tlie publication of this valuable
article. He may be assured that though postponed
it was not neglected : and that Ave shall always
heartily welcome his communications. If. C.

Providknce Jan. 14, 1839.
Mr Colma.v— F have condensed the following
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!na of the animated world to refute or confirm the

news herein contained.

Mr Darwin states that his attention was called

the subject of his communication by !Mr Wedge-
vood of Staffordshire, who showed him several

ields, wliich a few years before, had been covered

vith lime, and others with burnt marl and ciiiders.

These substances are now bttritd sci'cral inches be-

leulh the surface, though the fields h ive remained

mdisturbed since they received the top dressings.

Previously to fifteen years since one of the fields

Tas waste land ; but at that time it was drained,

larrowed, ploughed and well covered with burnt

nar! and cinders. It lias not since been disturbed

md now supports a tolerably good pasture. The
section liere was, turf half an inch thick, mould

.wo inches and a half, a layer one and a half inch

Jiick, composed of fragments of burnt marl, (con-

;picuous from their bright red color, and some of

:onsiderable size, viz. one inch by half broad, and

1 quarter thick,) of cinders and a few quartz peb-

oles mingled with eartli ; lastly, about four and a

lalf inches beneath the surface was the original,

jlack, peaty soil. Thus beneath a layer nearly

four inches thick of fine particles of earth, mixed

with some vegetable matter, those substances now
Dccurred, which fifteen years before, had been

spread on the surface. Mr Darwin states that the

ippearance in ail cases were as if the fragments

lad, as the farmers believe, worked tlicmselves

down. It does not, however, appear at all possible

that either the powdered lime or the fragments of

burnt marl and the pebbles could sink through

compact eartli to some inches beneath the surface

iml still remain in a co?ilinuons layer. Nor is it

probable that the decay of the grass, although add-

ing to the surface some of the constituent parts of

the mould, should separate, in so short a time, the

fine from the coarse earth, and accumulate the

former on those objects which so lately wore strew-

ed on the surface. Mr D. also remarks, that in

fields near towns, which did not appear to have

been ploughed, he had often been surprised by find-

ing pieces of pottery and bones some inches below

the turf; in a similar manner on the mountains of

Chili he had been perplexed by noticing elevated

marine shells, covered by earth, in situations wbere
rain could not have washed it on them. . -

In the spring of 183.5 a boggy field was so thick-

ly covered by sand that the surface appeared of a

red color ; but the sand is now overlaid by tlirec

quarters of an inch of soil. About eighty years

ago a field was manured with marl ; and it has

since been ploughed, but it is not known at what

exact period. An imperfect layer of the marl now
exists at the depth, very carefully measured from

the surface, of \'2 inclies in some places, and 14 in

others, the difference corresponding to the top and

hollows of the ridges or butts. It is certain that

the marl was buried before the field was ploughed

because the fragments are not scattered through the

soil, Jnd constitute a layer, which is horizontal, and

therefore not parallel to the undulations of the

ploughed surface. No plough moreover, could

reach the marl in its present position, as the fur-

rows in this neighborhood are never more than eight

inches in depth. Thus in eighty years the marl has

been covered with a bed of fine earth averaging

13 inches in thickness.

The explanation of these circumstances, as sug-

gested by Mr Wedgewood to the author, although

it might at first appear trivial, he did not doubt was

the correct one, viz. that the whole is due to tlie

digestive process by which the common earth worm
is sup])orted. On carefully examiniti'r between the

blades of grass in the fields above described, the

author found that there was scarcely a space of

two inches square without a heap of the cylindri-

cal castings of worms. It is well known that

worms swallow ear by matter, and that having sep-

arated the serviceable portion, they eject at the

mouth of their burrows the remainder in little in-

testine-shaped heaps.

The worm is unable to swallow coarse particles,

and as it would naturally avoid pure lime, the fine

eartli lying beneath either the cinders and burnt

arl, or the powdered lime, would, by a slow pro-

:-ss, be removed, and thrown up to the surface.

This supposition is not imaginary, for in the field

in which cinders had been spread out only half a

year before, Mr Darwin actually saw the castings

of the worms heaped on the smaller fragments.

Nor is the agency so trivial as it at first might be

thought, the great number of earth worms making
up for the insignificant quantity of work which

each performs."

Any one may satisfy himself of the immense
multitudes of these creatures that are at work in

nearly every field, meadow and pasture, by careful

observation in the spring.* Not unfrequently in

two or three nights, in favorable weather for their

operations, a large tract of land will -be covered

entirely by their ejected matter. Observing, some
years since, the vast number of little earth heaps

that had been formed in a single night, and that

not a single worm was to be seen in the day time,

I provided myself with a lanterH on a dark drizzly

night, and was surprised to find the whole surface

of a large yard literally covered w-ith them. It

was absolutely impossible to cross the yard with-

out crushing thousands of tliem to death, provided

however, you walked with as little noise as possi-

ble, for by stamping the foot, every worm over a

considerable area disappeared in an instant.

Thus we perceive what insignificant agents are

employed in the economy pf nature in effecting

important modification.s in the condition of nearly

the whole superficical covering of the earth. These
facts have hitherto been disregarded and it is not

improbable that their value is as yet very imperfect-

ly appreciated. O. M.

REPORT
of the Committee of the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society on Vegetable and Grain crops.

The committee of the trustees of the Massachu-

setts Agricultural Society, " On Vegetable and Grain

Crops," recommend that premiums be paid to the'

following persons, viz.

To John Moorebead of Marshfield, co. of Plymouth,

for his crop of carrots—G32 bushels on one

acre. $30
To Jona. F. Southwick of Uxbridge, co. of

Worcester, for his crop of Ruta Baga— 825

bushels to the acre. 30

•An ingenious and observing friend informs me that he
has never seen the earth worm in new or uncultivated

fields. Is this fact universal !

This fact I believe is not universal. I think I have
seen them in new lands ; though the places in which
they are most commonly to be met witli and in greatest

al)undance, are places that are surcharged with rotten

manure and decayed vegetable matter ; and especially, if

such places abound in moisture, as in places where soap
suds and tlie wash of the house is thrown. It is their

well known habit to come to the top of the ground in the

evening after a warm rain ;
possibly because they can

then work to the greatest advantage.

To Amos Shelden, of Beverly, co. of Essex,

for his crop of Indian corn—being 80 bush-

els on one acre. $30

The statements in these cases, the committee ad-

vise to have published as a part of this report.

i\ir John L. Cooper of Sheffield, co. of Berk-

shire, offered a claim for the premium on winter

wheat—35 4-5 bushels, which was found inadmis-

sible from the want of a certificate as to the quan-

tity of land— an essential document.

Air Tristram Little of Newbury, presented a

claim for the preimum for the "greatest quantity of

vegetables for borne consumption and not for sale."

The quantity was too small in tJie opinion of the

committee, to merit the premium.

The same gentleman sent in a statement of a

small experiment as to compost manure,— which

we consider too small to attract the public notice

much, and not minute enough to deserve a premium.

The committee regret, as they have done for

years past, that so few of our intelligent agricultu-

rists have made application for the handsome pre-

miums—more than twenty in number—offered by

the society for vegetable and grain crops. They
wonder at it the more as the past season proved a

bountiful one for all grains, and for all vegetables

excepting potatoes. A great portion of the arti-

cles on which premiums were projjosed, now enter

into the common husbandry of the state as food for

animals. Tliis almost total absence of claims the

committee have reason to believe is ©wing more to

inattention to the advertisement of the society,

than to -any other cause.

The statements of the several claimants detail-

ing their method of cultivation will follow without

delay.

J. Moorebeads account of Carrot Crop,

Marshfield Nov. 12th, 1838.

B. Guild Esq

—

Sir— I send you the amount
of a crop of carrots raised by me the pres-

ent season on one acre of land, which was planted

with carrots in 1837. The produce was elevim tons

and one half. I planted the same piece the present

season with carrots ; the manure used was a mix-
ture of barn yard manure and kelp ; the quantity

was 50 loads of one horse. I carted out my manure
about the middle of May, I spread my manure and
ploughed about the 24th and 25th of May. Began
to plant June 1st—finished June 7th. I hoed my
carrots first time from June 27 to July 2d. I be-

gan to weed July 3d, finished weeding July 20th; I

began to weed 2d time July 24th, finished weeding
August 9th. I harvested my carrots from Novem-
ber 5 to November 13, the carrots were dug up
and put in small heaps and carefully separated

from sand, and all of them weighed in Fairbanks'

patent hay scales ; the produce was thirtyfive thou-

sand four hundred pounds ; the seed sown was the

common carrot, excepting about 100 bushels of the

blood red carrot, thesa were planted in drill i 14

inches apart on a perfect level surface.

Submitted with respect,

JOHN MOOREHEAD.

Hams cannot be kept with ease or certainty un-

less the flat bone near the centre of the inner side

which joins on the other bones of the ham by a
ball and socket, be first carefully removed. Where
this has been neglected, although every other care

has been taken, failures and loss have followed.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

The seventh agricultural meeting was attended at the

Representatives' Hall on Thursday. The subject of con-

versation was the redemption of waste land ; sand, salt-

marsh, hog or peat. The discussion was animated and

instructive.

The commissioner read to the meeting several interest-

ing communications on the subject of reclaiming lands,

among others from Mr Moore of Concoril ; Mr Fay of

Marlboro; Mr of Chelmsford ; Mr Brown of Sau-

gus; Dr Bancroft of Groton, and Mr Phinney of Lexing-

ton. Each of these gentlemen had had much practical

experience in the matter ; and the communications were

interes'.ing and instructive.

Mr Bruwn's communication stated an extraordinary

improvement in the recover)- of si.\ acres of swamp. Be-

fore he commenced his operations this tract for any use-

ful pii^ose, was worthless. With the courage of a man
exactly fitted to drive off the trespassers from the disput-

ed territory, or to follow Putman's wolf into his den, he

began this improvement ; first by ditching and draining
;

and then by the extraction of the slumps, and roots, and

logs. lie extracted logs in some cases sixty feet in length
;

and found three tiers of stumps or roots, lying one above

the other. He ultimately succeeded in clearing his land

and dug out two hundred measured cords of wood and
sM most of it in charcoal, from this six acres. His land

is now brought into a highly productive state, and is not

overvalued at one hundred and twentyfive dollars per

acre. The whole expenses attending this improvement
were8li8 dollars, and the balance in favor of thi experi-

ment was .•$31)4,23. The whole statement in all its de-

tails and jiarticulars will presently be given to the public.

Mr Moore at Concord has been equally successful,

though his expenditures have been far less. The exten-

sive meadows to tlie south cast of the beautiful village of

Concord were of no productive value, and indeed \VBre

offensive to the sight. By ditching, draining,- reiiioving

the bushes, paring, turning the sod, spreading loam and
sind, with some manure intermi^ced, he has obtained

large crops of grass and corn. From 81 rods of this

meadow, which he was induced to measure mcrelv as

matter of trial, he obtained this year 3805 lbs. of well

made hay; and from other parts at the rate of more than

ninety bushels of corn to the acre.

Mr Fay's improvements have been considerable and
successful. The first experiment of cutting up all the

turf and piling it in stacks, and then burning these stacks,

and spreading the ashes was found to be too expensive
for profit. He now merely turns the sod over, and as

soon as it becomes dry burns it as it lies, and the ashes
are already placed where it is desired they should be.

Dr Bancroft's method is lo pare when- hassocks abound
and putting them in stacks burn them and spread the

ashes. In other cases he ploughs his land and plants po-
tatoes on the inverted green sward, carrying on an abun-
dance of sand and gravel, and sometimes loam to bury
his seed of potatoes without making ajiy hole for them.
In this way he gets the surface in the course of the sea-

son reduced and prepared to receive the grass seed, or

otherwise he plants a second time. His lands required

occasional manuring; but are rendered liisiily productive.

In no part of the .state perhaps have there been finer im-
provemen s made in the redemption of this species of land

than in Groton
; and il is rather striking to observe that

in the immediate vicinity of and adjoining to land on
which the most beautiful and productive improvemenU
have been made there are large lots of land of the same
character as this was, remaining in the dog-in-the-manger

state, which the owners through a strange perversity will

neither improve themselves, nor suffer others to im-

prove.

Mr Phinney s improvements have been extensive, sub-

stantial and extraordinarily successful. He ditches and
drains his lands, especially by cutting drains round the

margin of bis swamps, which communicate with the
main ditch, as it is well known that much of the water,
with which these swamps are filled, is either top-water or

comes from springs in the neighlioring hills ; he (hen com-
pletely inverts the sod and lays it Sat, rolling it where it

is practicable. He does this with a plough prepared for

that purpose if the nature of the land admits of it; or

otherwise with a bog hoe, and it can be done in this way
at the rate of about 20 dollars per acre. He sometimes
takes advantage of the season ; and when the frost is

suffi- iently out jf the ground for the plough to penetrate

about three inches, he turns over w-ilh success and ease

this land, upon which he could not go with a team, if the

frost were entirely out. After the land is completely ditched

and drained and the sod completely inverted and rolled,

he applies about 20 loads of compost mannre to the acre

and sows his grass seed ; and the land yields abundantly.

He deems this kind of land, after such improvements are

completed, as the most productive land among us. Form-
erly he w-as accustomed to sell this land at the rate of
three dollars per squai-e rod for the right of digging the

peat two spits or about five feet deep—this would give

4-0 dollars per acre—he considers it now moi-e valuable

to be kept for grass.

These are very important statements, and their com-
munications will be given to the public ; and the whole
siiljject of the improvement of these lands fully treated

in the commissioner's report on the agriculture of Mid-
dlesex.

The meeting was afterwards addressed by Dr Stearns

of Sudbury, who gave an instructive account of his im-

provements of the marginal lands round his peat mead-
ows and swamps by under-ground draining ;—by Dr
Stebbins of Swansey, vvho gave an account of the re-

demption of the lands atlloboken, N. Y. ;—byMrPearce
of Marthii's Vineyard, vvho spoke of the improvements
eO'-cted on his farm by the use of lime ; by Dr Keep,
who wished to explain more fully the views on the Use

of lime which he formerly gave to the meeting, and
which he thought had been misapprehended ; by Mr
Buckrainster of Framingham, who detailed his improve-

ments by inverting the green sward on marginal lands

without draining, and applying compost of loam and ash-

es ; and by a gentleman from Taunton, who gave an
agreeable statement of his own improvements, mingled

with some interesting sketches of his personal history,

in his struggles to subdue his father's prejudices. The
father having passed from the gristle of youth into the

bone of manhood, it was very difficult to make him take

up the line of march in the course of modern improve-

ments. It was however the good fortune of the son to

succeed ; and to compel from him the last acknowledg-
ment, which an old man ever willingly makes, that the

young do know something which their fathers did not.

The meeting broke up at the appointed hour with an
evident impatience for another session. It was agreed
therefore to adjourn the meeting to the ensuing Thursday
at the nsu:d hour and place, and the subject suggested

for discussion were the cultivation of roots and fruit

trees.

H. C.

THE WHEAT BOUNTY.
]

Agreeably to an order of the House of Represents I

fives, the Secretary of State presented to that body oi

'

Saturday, an abstract of the returns of the bounties paii

for Wheat, by the several towns in the Commonwealth'
showing the quantity of Wheat raised in each town fo:

' which the bounty has been claimed and allowed,—the

number of claimants in each of said towns, the amoun
allowed upon such claims, the names of the towns fron;

' which no cbims have been received, and the names oil

j

the towns whose claims were disallowed. The abstract!

I was ordered to be printed for the use of the House.

It appears from this abstract that returns have been re-

ceived from 221 towns ; the number of claimants 3633-

j

the number of bushels of Wlieat raised (for which iht

;

bounty has been claimed) 97,195 1-2: and the vvhoU

I

amount allowed |;9421 9-2.

I

From 76 towns no returns were received. Of these 1]

j

was in the county of Suffolk, 21 in Essex, 20 in Middle-!

j

sex, 2 in Worcester, 4 in Hampden, 2 in Berkshire, 8 in

Norfolk, 4 in Bristol, 4 in Plymouth, 10 in Barnstable '

From ten towns, the returns were not made in conjpli.

ance with the law.

RAW AND COOKED FOOD FOR SWINE.
i

Mr Editor—Suppose I had six pigs or shoats to win-
I

ter, all of the same breed, age and weight. Three ol

them I place in a dark, warm pen and the other three in
|

a similar one. I have one hundred bushels of potatoes

'

to keep them on w-hich I divide equally, and feed three

with them taw and the other three with them boiled oi

steamed in such quantities that both parcels will be ex-

hausted in one day, giving them all as much water as they

will drink and no other food. Which three of the pigs

will be in the best flesh or condition when the potatoes

are all consumed, those fed on raw or those fed on cook-

ed potatoes.

It is known that cooked potatoes will digest easier and

pass out of the system sooner than they will before they

are cooked, therefore will not those fed on raw potatoes

do better, or lay on flesh, while the others arc hungry .'

I merely put this question for the consideration of vour

readers.

A man recently told me that he put a quantity of po-

tatoes into his barn and let tliem freeze, aiid they have

continued frozen and he has put them into his boiler to

cook in that slate and his swine never did belter on po-

toes that had not been frozen. It will probably be a con-

venience to those who have small cellars, to leave their

potatoes up where they will freeze, but if they are suf-

fered to thaw they will lose their value. This however,

may be regulated by covering them in the barn floor un-

til the weather gets pretty cold and then expose them for

anight, they can then be kept through the winter. If

raw potatoes will keep store swine in better flesh than •

cooked ones, the same principle will apply to apples,

pumpkins, squashes, and all kind of roots.—Jf/nmc F<ir-

mer.

SECOND REPORT ON THE AGRICULTURE OF

MASSACHUSETTS.

The Second Report of the Commissioner of Agricul-

tural survey has been some days in the press, and will

soon make its appearance. The publication has been re-

tarded by the publication of many other public docu-

ments, which were under the immediate action of the

legislature.

H. C.
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(I for the New Eliclinil Farmer. '* ^^.m, ^.^... ....

,,.,,. ,n „„„i,i ' about nine miles Irom L
Beef Cattle, (including 50 u"Sol«

i Meeting House and Acad
airs of Working Oxen. 20 Cows and

^

[5,.„,o„=and iweniysix tn

iih*.*in
I niiM hunrlred and fiftv acr(

At Market, 250

Ist week.) 10 pa:

alves, and 750 Sheep. ,.„„.,„
Prices - Reef Cattte.-W'e advance our quotationr. to

.nform to snl.-s. Fi^s. quality, $8 25 a $b 75. Second

Italily, $7 75 a $6 25. Third quality, $0 50 a $7 50.

Working Oxen.-A few sales effected, price not

^"^Cows and Calres.-'-DM:' Wc notice a few sales.

130, $;!5, $42, $55, and $liO

SAJ« —••Dull " Several lots were sold for less than

|,ey cCst in the country. Lots were taken for

4 25, $5 00, ,$5 50

Bb

FARM FOR SALE.

A Corn, Grain and Dairy Farm, sttuated in Westlbrd,

miles from Lowell, and one mile west of the

lemy, on the road Ironi Westfnrd to

lun.anu iwciiryMi miles from Bostoii, and containing
|

„ j -p, ,oo Ihs.

..... hundred and afty acres of tillage, mowing, pastunnsandj--^'" > p^^ 'K, ., „

orcharding, and filly acres of wood and t.mhcr land all e

cept the woorl land lying logsther, and ihat but a short d

lance from the tillage land. 'I'he buildings area two story

house, wood and chaise house, cider house, and barn ninety

feet long, with two s,heds. It has a valuable peach orchard,

pear, plum and cherry trees, with many valuable grafted ap-

ple trees. It IS well fenced, principally with stonewall. The

i.„,, ' whole will he sold tngeiher, or in parts to suit purchasers.

,= 1 For further particulars inquire of LUTHER HALL, under
'•^> ' ,h„ Seaman's Bethel, North Square, Boston, or of RUFUb

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

Swine.—None at market,

ioliton next week.

One or two lots will be at

the
I PATTEN, on the
' March 13.

premises.

Rep..

THEaMO.VIETKlCAL.

r the New Englalnl Farmer.

,,f the rhennoineter at the Garden of the proprietors

r the°New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

ortherlv exposure, week ending March 10.

I
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MISCELLANEOUS.

SMITIIFIELD MARKET.
An account uf the Smilhfield Market in England from a pub-

lication entitled ''U'lic Voice of Hnmnnily."

In Smitlificld market there ia not room to tie up

to the rails much more tlian half of the cattle sent

there for sale! The remainder are disposed of hy

being formed in groups of about twenty in each,

into " rings" or " off-droves," as sucli divisions are

termed. About two o'clock in the morning the

Smithfield barbarities are at the height, and the

const.ibles, being sent into the market in the day-

time only, are consequently not in attendance. Tiie

drovers surround the unfortunate bullocks which
caimot be tied up in the market, and commence by

aiming with their bludgeons blows at their heads, to

avoid which tliey endeavor to hide their heads by
keeping them towards the ground. On attempting

to run backwards, the bullocks are restrained by
blows upon their hocks and legs, together with the

application of goads ; whilst if tliey venture to lift

up the head, a dozen bludgeons are instantly

hammering on it, until again lowered to the

ground. This scene of barbarity is continued un-

til every bullock, however refractory, obstinate, stu-

pid, or dangerous at first, has been disciplined to

stand quietly in a ring—their heads in the centre,

tlieir bodies diverging outward like the radii of a

circle : this is done that ihey may conveniently be
handled by the butchers. The barbarity of Smith-
field is at its height during the night ; but in the

daytime, by seeing the process by which one or

more bullocks, when sold, are driven out of a

"ring" or "off-drove,"—and observing the ham-
merings with bludgeons on the head ; the thrusting

the goads into the nostrils of the aniuials to make
thern move backward.?, after similar instninients had
been applied to urge them in the contrary direction

by witnessing the mode of re-forming the "rings"
or " off-droves," which are constantly broken
through by the withdrawment of purchased animals
as well as by the passing and ri.'passing of carts

and drays, some faint idea may be forme'l'iof the

amount of needless barbarity inflicted, and -it the

consequent deterioration of the meat. Th--:, -deter-

ioration of the meat has been calculated at no less

a sum than 100,000/. pei annum, notwithstanding

the care which the drovers take to strike chiefly

where there is no flesh interposed between the skin

and the bone; where the animal feels most acutely

but there is no black mark to tell tales.— "I have
lived fourteen years in Smithfield," said a very in-

telligent witness, " and I find it perfectly impossi-

ble to sleep in the front of my house on Sun-
day night. The cruelty practised upon the cattle,

in beating them into the 'rings,' no person can be-

lieve who has not seen it ; and, as it is a matter
very easily to be seen, I hope some of the com-
mittee (now sitting) will see it personally. Sup-
posing a salesman to have twenty beasts (which
could not be tied up,) he will have them all with
their heads in and their tails out ; they form a ring

and in order to discipline tiiem to stand in that

manner, tlie drovers are obliged to goad them be-

hind and kn<ick them upon the noses. They strike

them with great force upon the nose, and goad
them cruelly behind, by which means they form
themselves into a ' ring ;' so that, at the period I

speak of, there is a great deal of unnecessary cru-

elty. At length the cattle will stand in that man-
ner, so perfectly disciplined, that, at breakfast-time

there shall be twenty or thirty ' rings' of this kind

standing in the middle of the market. If the ' ring'
is broken by any means, they are all in the great-
est anxiety to get in again ; and when the drovers
are obliged to separate these " rings,' and drive the
cattle away, they have a great deal of trouble, and
the labor cf the men is excessive to get one sino-le

beast out Indeed, if you can conceive first get-
ting the cattle into ' a ring,' as I have stated, ai>d

if one is sold out of the ring at eleven in the day,
the beast is ordered to be driven through fifteen

hundred cattle, whichever way he goes out of the
market, and the man is goading that beast all the
way— if yoa can conceive men compelled to ex-
ercise this cruelty, they will not be very delicate
of the manner in which they use it after a time !"

Another witness, who had been "a salesman
about eight years," thus described the scene :

—

" I have stood behind eight of these off-droves,

and the cruelty which is necessarily exercised to

[

get them to stand properly is very great indeed,
and which by tying up, might be totally removed,
and is the cause of tlie great complaint which ex-
ists of the bruises and the wildness of the differ-

ent animals when passing throngh the streets. I

will describe simply the manner in which it arises.

Perhaps more than an hour's violence has been ex-
i

ercised towards the cattle, to get them to stand
about twenty in each circle,—and during the whole
of this time they are beaten, now about the hocks
and then about the head. If the head turns out-
ward, they are beat about the head till they are
turned inward. The great cause of the inhuman-
ity described arises from this circumstance, that
when a bullock is driven, perhaps from the centre
of the market, by the butchers' drovers, that bul-

lock will run into fiv<?, six, seven, eight, or nine of
the droves before he gets out of the market : per-
haps in every one of the droves that bullock is beat
about the head for ten minutes before he can be
got out of it again, and then he runs to another
drove, from the circumstance of having been so
beat about in the early part of thS morning. Con-
sequently, perhaps, this bullock is beat out of ten
droves before he gets out of the market, to the
very great injury of the animal. He is oflen beat-
en nearly or quite blind ; and when it gets into the
public streets, the bullock, irritated by the violence
commilted, scarcely conscious where he is, runs at

any thing, or over every thing, or throngh every
thing. All this would be entirely prevented, if

there were room to tie each bullock separately up."

GRBt:.\S PATaXT STR.tW LITTER.

1 prora-

the cousequenl

WIIVSIIIPS .MISERIES, BRIGTOX.
Just received from England and France, a rare collection

oi Plants, viz :

Pears, Plums, Peaclies, Apricots, Gooseberries, Pear
Stocks, Purple Beach, English Elms, Japan Jingo Trees.

Striped, Myrtle leaved, Gold margined, and Weepin"
striped Box Trce^.
Common silver leaf, Fine do. do., Upright Golden, Sinoolli

leaved Golden, Balance do. do., Plain Screw do. do., Camel-
lia leaved do , Marginal and Hedgehog Hollies.

Porti.gal, English, Lof)g narrow leaved, and short do. do.
Laurels.
.izalcas, Rhiidndendroiis, Thorns, Eglanlinw, 100 varieties

new Itnses. Oranges, Camellias, and various kinds ol Green-
house Plants.

Orilcrs will be promptly executed and forwarded lo any
part of llie country.
Orders may he left with JOSEPH BRECK & CO. or for-

warded hy mail to Messrs. VVINSHIP, Brighton, Mass.
Brighton, March -l.

, •',?uP^ ^^^'^^ ^ C° ^' "><= ^<=«' England .Agricul
tural Warehouse .ind Seed Store, Nos.51 and 52 Norih Mar-
kel Street, have for sale, Green's Patent Straw, Hav and

, n i i'l'
'
"?<"""? on a mechanical principle not before

applied to any implement for this purpose. Th
incnt effects of this application, and some of tl
pccuiariiies of the machine are:

I So great a redaction of the quantum of power requisite
°
;r ;.',""' "^Lf r«nglh of a half grown boy is suSicienI

lo worli It very efficiently.

2. With even this moderate power, it easily cuts two fiuvh-
els a minute, which is full twice as fast as has been claimed

prn-er'
° "lachine even when worked by horse or steam

3. The knives, owing to the peculiar manner in which ihey
cut. require sharpening less often than those of any other
straw cutter. '

1',
'^''fi."'^'^'""'^'* ^'"P'^ '" "s construnlion, made and

put together very strongly. It is therefore not so liable as
the complicated machines in general use to get out of order.

PUIIT AND ORXA.1IEXTA1, TREES, MULBER.RIKS &c.
-ri r^ , -'^"'^fy

0/' l» V/"Jm Kenrick.
1 be Catalogue of Kruit and Ornamental Trees for 1839 isnow ready, and wil be senl to all who applv. It comprises

a most exicnsiveseleclionofthe superior varieties ol Pears,
Apples Plums, Quinces, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Cur-
ranls. Strawberries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock of Cher-
ries and of I>aches now ready is particularly large. Also,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses. Honeysuckles, Psonies
Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants

10,000 Cockspur or Newcaslle Thorns
10,000 Buckthorns.
Morus Muliicaulis, and other Mulberries j thelrees genu-

ine and hue, at prices fair, and varying with the size, and
the quanlily which mav be desired.

Fruit and all other trees, when so ordered, will he secure-
ly packed lor safe transportation to distant places, and or-
ders promptly ejtccuted, on application to the subscriber

IV . r, „ ,T
VVILLIAM KENRICK.

Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
Januarj 30, 1839.

D.tU^S.^ nirtiBERRY SEED.
_
We olTor for sa^ a small qunntity of Brussa Mulberry

Seed, by the pound or ounce, which may be relied on as true
and gt'iiuine. This variety of Mulberry is much superior to
ihe Morus Multicaulis, foj- this chmatc, being perfeclly
hardy ; said lo be even more hardy than the common while

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

SI1,K WOR.11S' EGGS.
Preserved with much care, producing suljihur colored co-

coons; the worm from this kind of egg wound their cocoons
the last season in twenty eight davs. Specimens of the co-
coons may be seen at the Agricultural Warehouse, if desired.
Apply to John Si'llivan.

SHAKERS' SEEDS AND flERBS.
WIGHT .t GIBSON, No. -U Hanover Street, under the

American House, (opposiie Elm Street.) are appointed by
the United Society at Harvard, Mass. as their agents for the
.sale of all kinds of (lardm Seals, raised and put up vfith"
directions for culture, by .Tonathan Chandler.

Prices, the same as when sold by the society or their trav.

'

elling,agent.
Herbs, Roots, Exiracts, &c for sale as above.
January :Ju, 1S39. Awis

THE NEW ENGLA.\D FARMER
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duction of S9 cents.
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N. E. FARMER

AN ADDRESS,
Delivered nt t' e Annual Callle Shou'S of the Wor-

cester and the Hnmpshire, Hampden, and Franklin

Agricultural Societies, Massachusetts. October,

1838. Bij Henrt Colman, Commissioner for

\'the Agricultural Survey of Ike Stale.

(Concluded.)

I fear I have already too far trespassed upon your

indulgence, and yet I have scarcely approaclied ray

subject. I vvill touch then but one or two other

topics ; and that as briefly as the case admits.

It is the duty of the community to elevate the

laboring classes ; to change them from mere drud-

iges, machines, and beasts of burden, into intelli-

gent and self governed agents, wlio understand

their rights and duties ; and who shall be able to

comprehend tlie great interests of the social com-

pact, and their own relations to society. Education

is the great elevating power to be applied. In a

country where political rank is unknown, education

md improved talents make the distinctions, which

jive character, respectability, and influence. Science

IS important to the farmer as a help to his art. All

he great improvements in agriculture, wliich haye

3ver taken place, have originated with men of en-

larged and improved minds. All the important ia-

?entions by which the toil of the husbandman is

."acilitated or abridged, have sprung from cultivated

Binds. How can there be a doubt that science l.as

jBi in store for intelligent husbandry, many most

mportant discoveries ? Science as a source of re-

jreation and pleasure, demands the attention of

'armers. Many of the operations of labor to which

;hey are called, do not wliolly engross the mind;

ind mental cultivation of the highest order may go

aand in hand with labor. In our climate the long

jveuings of winter furnish valuable opportunities

5f intellectual improvement, and need science as

in ample, a safe, and a beautiful resource.

Tlie proper and best objects of education, the

.rue nature of a really valuable education for the

laboring classes, are not generally or well under-

stood. The first object of education should be to-

jnable a man to provide for himself; to understand

lis own constitution, physical and mental, to take

;are of his own health, and especially to teach him

;he use, and to entice and stimulate him to the exer-

:ion and development of his own powers. Tlie

Dhysical sciences, the practical and mechanic arts,

.he science of human nature and human history,

;he condition of the world, the advances of the hu-

nan mind, tlie discoveries and improvements which

ire constantly taking place, moral science, political

science, these should constitute the great subjects

)f education. It might be supposed that in this

enumeration I should have given the first place to

religion. We know so little, properly speaking, of

religion, that it can scarcely be called a science.

We may say of an undevout farmer as of an im-

pious astronomer, that he is deficient in acuteness

)f perception or in soundness of mind. All science

is properly religious. It all leads up to the great

artist who created the universe ; and the infinite

spirit who kindled the human intellect ; and the

mighty mind, which comprehends all knowled

The study of the holy scriptures will inspire devo-

tion, purify the affections, impart consolation, and

elevate the hopes and purposes of the heart. But
what is commonly called doctrinal theology, I care

not of whatever sect, is commonly too full of ab-

surdities and puerilities, to deserve the attention of

those intelligent and philosophical minds, which arc

capable of wide, comprehensive, noble and elevated

thoughts. The religion of purity, justice, truth,

kindness, humanity, faith in God, in his providence

his moral government, and in a future life, as re-

vealed in nature and confirmed in the gospel, com-
prehends what is mainly important in the education

of the laboring population in any of the depart-

ments of society.

Classical learning, so called, which occupies now
a large portion of the best years of those who pur-

sue it, excepting as matter of mere taste, pastime,

or embellishment, is of little substantial use to any

one. It is a notorious fact, and in my opinion

sexes, is an old an established family among us.

The family of the Do-nothings is fast coming into

notoriety. This is a mi.-'erable progeny arising

from loo frequent intermarriages, within the for-

bidden lines of consanguinity of the Do-little fam-
ily ; an unquestionable cause of degeneracy, as

every farmer knows.

Pardon me, if I relate a homely anecdote. Some
time since an honest fellow, who had lived in the

"half scissor state" for a length of time, was
strongly inclined to change his forlorn condition.

Placing his affections on a comely damsel, he got,

in common parlance, " the refusal of her," and was
permitted to take lier home and try her household
qualifications. He kept her a fortnight ; but as she

could neither spit his meat, nor make a pudding,
nor mend his coat, he cnrried her back. He was
prosecuted for breach of promise ; and the subject

being left to the decision of a mutual umpire, he
was amerced in the sum of seventy dollars and
some cents. Had it been seven times seventy, he
would have felt himself lucky to escape so ; for

what is an honest farmer the better, who must get

living by the sweat of his brow, though ever so

iutficiently disgraceful to the boasted wisdom of the much a man of taste, if he could have even the

age, that at least two thirds of the young persons,

who enjoy the best advantages of a liberal and

classical education, and come out adorned with the

highest honors of our colleges and universities, are

even then incapable of keeping themselves from

starvation ; and have then to begin to learn the

practical arts of life ; and the remaining third are

able to do it, not fro.ii any thing they have learned

at these places of education, but from what they

were compelled perhaps by stern necessity to learn

elsewhere.

What shall I say of the other sex ? I shall not

enter upon the vexed and alarming questions of

our times concerning the equality of talent, or the

measure of political rights. It is not for me to

settle such controversies; or even, non-combatant

as I have always been, " to enter the disputed ter-

ritory either as a traveller or a squatter." I can

only say that in some of my agricultural excursions

I have seen women driving teams and men witli

their sleeves turned up breaking the cheese-curd.

Neither of them seemed to n\e very gracefully em-
ployed. 1 could have wished that the hands of the

fair one should hive held only those silken reins,

which the sex know so well how to manage after

the nag is once bitted and bridled ; as to the man,

I should greatly have preferred to have seen him
at the tail of the plough. In matters of taste, how-

ever, we are not to dispute, for it is not possible to

agree.

Female education is a roost imptfttant subject,

and I am not willing to trifle with-it ; but in many,

and some of them our most fashionable seminarl-aei-'

the course of education least of any thing, is suit-

ed to qualify them for the appropriate duties of

wives, mothers, and housekeepers. The spinning

wheel has long since been exiled to the garret, and

it is proposed now to send the needle to keep it

company. The family of the Do-littles of both
I

[

original statue of the Venus de Medici given him
to set up in his kitchen. Lot's wife would be bet-

ter than this, for she might be of some use in sav-

ing his pork.

This ridiculous system of bringing up our daugh-
ters is as pernicious to health as to usefulness.

They are feeble and withering like plants grown in

a cellar. We seem entirely to have lost Sight of

the great truth that intellectual energy is intimate-

ly dependent on physical energy ; that power of

mind like power of muscle, can only be acquired

by habitual and strong efforts and exercise ; that

in our ambition to make our daughters ladies, we
are in danger of making them mere toys, fit only,

like the waxen virgins hawked about our streets, to

be kept in glass cases and set up in a spare cham-
ber; that under such training, by the inflexible

laws of our physical constitution the whole race

must decline, of which decline some persons not

wanting in sagacity declare, that even now they

see the portentous signs. We should remember a

more affecting truth, which some may see written

in their book of fate in tears of blood ; that as

mental energy depends on physical energy, so like-

wise moral strength and moral purity are closely

dependent upon mental determination and force.

It is often asked, how shall we find employment for

our daughters ? I answer, while some few of the

old race are lingering among us to show us how
things were done in their day, go back to the old

system of supplying from the resources of the farm,

as far as it can be done all the wants of the house-

hold. Go back to the old system of household

mamifactures. Not the better for being old, but

the better for being sanctioned by long and deci-

sive experience. Who is there that would not feel

a higher pride in wearing a garment spun and wo-

ven by the hands of his wife or daughter, than in

putting on the brightest robe that ever graced the
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shoulders of an Asiatic piince? With early hours,
j

The trustees empowered a gentleman highly

a discreet arrangement of time, and established competent— Rev. Morrill Allen of Pembroke—to

liabits of industry, there would then be ample op-
]

visit all the farins, which had been ertered for pre-

portunity for reading and intellectual improvement -jiniiums, and to report to the Trustees the replies

and for social pleasures. If this can be dono only which he obtained to '.lie printed interrogatories and

at what some persons choose to call a pecuniary any incidental information which he might obtain

loss, a point which is by no means fully settled, it or deem proper to give.

would be a certain moral gain, with which no pe- The commissioner of agricultural survey, as it

cuniary consideration sliould be put in comparison, seemed to be his duty, was active in circulating

But I fear I am talking only to deaf ears. This, I

think I hear you say, is only the querulousness and

garrulity of age. Forgive me, T pray you for re-

membering "the days of auld lang sync."

In the last place, let it be the desire of every

man \vho has at heart the welfare, honor, and good

morals of the community, to render labor respecta-

ble. To do this effectually, let those who labor

prove themselves worthy of respect Honor your

callinfrj'that your calling may honor you.

This can only be done by intelligence, temper-

ance, industry, integrity, and piety. It is the sin-

Tular privilege of the agricultural condition, that

it is in general far removed from the harassing vex-

ations and the perilous temptations of trade and

commerce, the seductive allurements of political

ambition, the frivolities of fashion, and the heart-

less and shameless enormities of licentiousness and

dissipation. Know the unspeakable value of such

seclusion; and guard with a sleepless jealousy the

honor of your profession.

Farmers ! To your country you owe high duties.

On your virtue "rest its hopes ; the defence and the

security of its precious iiberties. You are fixtures

to the soil. Other men may at pleasure transfer

their residence, interests and affections. It is not

so with you. Your interests and fortunes are in-

dissolubly entwined with the interests and fortunes

the proposals of the society ; and in inducing

many persons to enter the list as competitors. He

will not say whether the judgment of the Trastees

conforms to liis own views or otherwise, because

this he is not called upon to do ; and it would be

impertinent in this case to obtrude his opinions. It

would be next to a miracle if the decision of the

Board should give universal satisfaction. He has

no doubt that tliey have performed their extremely

difficult and responsible duty with a fixed determina-

tion and anxious desire to do impartial justice.

The commissioner however feels that it is but just

to himself to state, that although he was instru-

mental in inducing applications, the Trustees, with

a proper and kind regard for the delicacy of his

position, have never consulted him on the matter of

liny one of the claims or farms in any respect what-

ever; and he was as Ignorant as any one of the

competitors of what their decision was or was .to

be until the report was put into his hands for pub-

lication. H. C.

REPORT
Of the Committee of the Mass. Jlgricultural Society

•on Farms.

The Committee of the Massachusetts Society

for Promoting Agriculture, for awarding premiums

of your country-. Do your duty to your country for the best cultivated farms, have carefully exam-

then as men. Standing as the pillars of the socia

edifice, let it not totter or fall through your weak-

ness or neglect.

Farmers of jTassachusetts ! love, honor, defend,

and cherish the land of your birth. "%he is the

-sepulchre of your fathers ; men as brave and as

true as ever flourished on any soil. She is tiie liv-

'inT home of the intelligent, tlie accouiplished, the

industrious, the useful, thejpatriotic, the benevolent,

the pious. She is to be possessed by succeeding

millions, in whom yoi!r blood shall continue to cir-

culate. Make her what she should be. Let her

go down to future generations improved by your

(ndustry ; enriched by your gains ; adorned by your

taste ; illumiliated by your wisdom : elevated and

sanctified by your virtue ; and like the brightest

star in her own beautiful hemisphere to the wand-

ering mariner, let her stand out as the neverc-hang-

ing, and ever shining guide to tlie home of truth,

of liberty, and of unaffected and unadulterated re-

ligion

1 ined the several statements made by the respective

claimants, and report as follows.

Believing that heretofore the want of competi-

tion among farmers may have been in some meas-

ure occasioned by the inconsiderable amount of the

premiums offered, the trustees determined at the

commencement of the past season, by an offer of

what they considered, very liberal premiums, to ex-

cite the attention of our most successful and en-

terprising farmers and to ind-uce them to offer their

claims. With a view also of saving the claimants

the task, (often considered an unpleasant one,) of

reducing their statements to writing, the trustees

were at the expense of sending an intelligent, and

faithful agent to every gentleman who had made
known his intcntioii of claiming a premium, whose

(Suty it was to receive upon his own farm, and at

the fireside of each farmer, his answers to the sev-

eral questions proposed by the trustees. Still the

number of applicants is small, very small compared

with the many excellent farmers that may be found

in the commonwealth ; and these though highly re-

spectable in point of merit, as producers, may cotWe have the pleaisure herewith of presenting

the able and interesting report of the committee of perhaps in all respects be considered the best farm-

The Massachusetts Agricultural Society on Farms, ers in the state.

It comes mainly from a practised hand and is full

of instructive remarks.

-The committee consisted of

William Prescott
P. C. Brooks,

E. H. Dkrbt,
E. Phinnet,

D. Webster,
John Welles,
JfWUN -C. Geat.

1 Considering the unfortunate prejudice that exists

jin the minds of many against receiving instruction

[from 'books, on the subject of agriculture, the trus-

[tees were desirous of preseliting' to the farming

I community much valuable information through a

medium less exceptionable, information in .a less

'distrustful shape, coming directly frompraj^lical

I cultivators of the soil. It is no doiibt owing in

some measure to the e.\istence of tliis prejudice

against what are termed book farmerSj or, in other

words, against scientific farming, that so many of

our most enlightened and enterprising agricultu-

rists withhold from the public the beneficial results

of their labors. This ought not so to be. Who
nifire than the cultivator of the .soil, requires the

liglit of knowledge to guide him in his arduous

duties, to give confidence to action, and a success-

ful result to his labors ? We have our schools and

colleges, learned professors, and extensive libra-

ries, to (pialify our young men for the learned pro-

fessi'^ns, while the humble votary of agriculture,

whose art contributes more to the support of socie-

ty, than all the other arts united, and, more tlian

any other requires the aid of science, is left to fee!

his way in the dark, with nothing to guide him, but

vague conjecture, or blind tradition. Hardly a town

in the commonwealth which has not its social li-

brary, filled with books giving instruction upon

every subject but that of agriculture ; while nine

tenths, if not ninetynine hundredths, of its readers

are to a greater or less extent, cultivators of the

soil. Almost every village in the state has its

lyceum, and its lyceum lectures ; and yet how sel-

dom do farmers, who constitute a great majority of

the hearers, get from these sources any information

on a subject, whicli is not only most interesting to

them, but to the whole community ? They listen

with profound attention, and are no doubt much
edified with descriptious of the exact dimensions of

the nyramids of Egypt, or the crusades of Peter

the hermit, while the subjects most intimately con-

nected with their every day occupations, such as

the composition, structure, and mode of treating the

different kinds of soils, the method of producing

and applying the various kinds of manure, the best

mode of renovating and improving their worn out

fields, rotation of crops, and the numerous branches

of science immediately connected with agriculture,

are seldom if ever touched.

The claims of the several applicants for premium

are so nearly balanced, that the committee, after

bestowing great labor upon the subject, have found

it extremely difficult to discriminate as to the su-

perior merits of either. They are all good farmers

—all of that safe, calculating class, whose every

effort seems to aim, with a good degree of certain-

ty, at a moderately profitable result, liskiiig no ex-

penditure where the issue may be uncertain, haz-

arding no experiment where there is ;a possibility

of defeat This is judicious, and higlily commend-

able in those v.dic do not possess the means to jus-

tify them in pursuing a more adventurous course.

This, however, from their own acknowledged thrift,

is not the case with some, who have claimed, and
[

are entitled to the bounty of the society. Experi-

mental farming, we are aware, is viewed with

suspicions eye by the cautious capitalist ; and the

man who hazards his capital in agricultural experi-

ments, is considered on the high road to bankruptcy,

and looked upon by too many as a rash enthusiast.

And yet it is to the discoveries, which experimen-

talists have made, that we are indebted for much of

the. progress made in agriculture.

The merits of the several claimants being con.

sidered by the committee so nearly equal, they

recommend that tlie premiums be not awarded, as

proposed by tlie trustees. At the same time they

do not feel justified in withholding any part of the

amount offered, but bestow the whole in the'

shape of gratuities upon such of the claimants aa,

after much consideration, they have concluded to

be the most meritorious.

I
The farm of Levi Goodrich, of Pittsfield, con-
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sists of 200 acres, and a pasture of 123 acres in a

neighboring town. Soil a gravelly loam— about
50 acres of interval overfloived in the spring by tlio

waters of the Housatonic river^ol acres under the

plough—spreads and ploughs in 20 loads of green
manure to the acre—ploughs greensward in the fall

—sows rye in the fall, or oats in the spring. The
second year, manures and plants with corn, pota-

toes, or turnips : and the third year sows with

spring grain, and stocks to grass. Many prefer

turning over sward land in the sprin<r, say from

the first to the middle of May, after the grass shall

have started a few inclies. The reasons are, that

generally a greater quantity ot vegetable matter is

turned under, the sod will turn over smoother in

tlie spring than in autumn, the grass is much lo^^s

likely to spring up between the furrow slices, which

materially injures the crop, and lastly the worms,
which commonly abound in grass ground, are less

likely to injure the crop. The reason must be ob-

vious to every farmer. Finding no green substance

in land turned over in the fall to. feed upon, they

invariably seize upon the growing crop. Where
the green sward has been thus turned over in the

spring, after the grass has started it is said, and is

within the experience of some of our members,

—

that injury from the worm does not occur, but when
tliis is done in autumn it is rarely otherwise;

The rotation adopted by Mr Goodrich we do not

entirely approve. Successful culture greatly de-

pends upon a correct and systemstic rotation of

crops. It will be found that a very considerable

saving of labor and manui-e, an. increase of crops,

and a continually improvirig soil are the certain

results. A repetition of similar crops upon the

same fields, together v/ith an injudicious use of the

plough, have reduced many a farmer's grounds to

barren wastes. One crop should never be followed

by another which requires the same elements of

matter for its nourishment. Two grain crops there-

fore should not succeed each other upon the same

field, without the interventioa of a root, or some

other crop, depending for its groivth upon different

nutritive properties of the soil. If we were to

take the liberty of suggesting to Mr Goodrich a

course of culture, it would be one in some meas-

ure difiering from that pursued by him. We should

recommend that he turn over his sward land in

the month of May, and instead of 20- loads of

green stable nianure, to spread on 20 loads of

compost to the acre, made by mixing his green

manure with double the quantity of h-is alluvial,

peat or swamp mud. A load of this compost well

rotted down, has been found, by repeated experi-

ment, when well mixed by the use of the harrow,

or cultivator, with the fresh earth which has been

turned up, to produce as great crops of grain or

roots, and as durable in its effects, as the same

quantity of green stable manure. If the first crop

should be corn, the second should be potatoes, or

roots, followed by wheat, or rye, with grass seed,

or with grass seed alone. If the first crop be roots,

the second should be wlieat, or rye, or corn follow-

ed in the fall or spring, with grass seed. During

all this the sod should not be disturbed, and no other

ploughing but the first turning over of the green

sward. The portion of the hard pan turned up

will in this way be kept on top, and enriched by

mixing with tlie compost, and by exposure to the

enriching properties of the atmosphere. It will be

perceived that, by this method, there will bo a great

saving of labor and manure, there ' being but one

ploughing, and one dressing of compost, for the

! production of two crops, and laying the ground to

grass ; and in addition to these advantages, the soil

j

will be deepened and enriched. Swan! land when

I

turned over, should not be turned back by cross

i ploughing, until the vegetable matter wliich is turn-

ed under, .shall have entirely decomposed, nor until

the ci.nunencement of a second rotation. By cross

ploughing the portion of tVcsh earth which is brought

to the top, and which is so essential to the crop, es-

pecially to a wheat or rye crop, is turned back

to where it was brought from, and the vegetable

matter and light mould is brought again to the top,

to be wasted by the winds, or washed away by rains.

Deep ploughing is indispensable to good husbandry,

especially in the culture of a wheat crop. By a

chemical analysis it has been ascertained, that in a

tract of country resembling in all respects the

rough, hard soil of our o«rn state, the hard pan, or

subsoil, has-more of the elements of fertility than

the top soil, divested of its vegetable and animal

matter. It contains twice as much of the carbon-

ate of lime, and other fertilizing qualities, as are

found in the top soil. This oircumatance may ac-

count for the fact, that we have never known a crop

of wheat, either in Massachusetts or Maine to fail,

when the seed has been sown upon the inverted

sward, where the ploughing has been deep, either

as a first, or second crop in the rotation.

Mr Goodrich sowed 6 acres of s<immer wheat,

two of which were upon land planted the year pre-

vious with Ruta Baga, and gave twenty bushels to

the acre. The other four acres were on land sowed

to Rye the previous year, and yielded but ten bush-

els to the acre. This speaks loudly in favor of ro-

tation. The great ditferenco in the two parts of

the field could not probably be caused so much by

the extra manuring on the part of the field sowed

with Ruta Baga, as by the change of crops, and the

circumstance, which was no doubt the fact, that the

ground appropriated to roots the year before, was

ploughed- much deeper than- the part sowed to rya

Mr Goodrich's- crop of Ruta Baga was a fair

one. We regret that he- had not given us a few

more particulars relating to this crop, such as the

nature of the soil, the kind and quantity of manure

used, expense of cultivation,. &-c. Tho- value of

this root is but little known by the bulk of our

farmers, and its cultivation being but of recent date,

compared with most other crops, would seem to

render a greater particularity as to the- mode and

expense of culture^ the more necessary. On soils

which are suited to this crop, and there are very

few which are not, we are confident that no crop,

to a certain extent, will be found to yield so profit-

able returns for- the labor and manure expended.

When the abundant yield and- the various- uses, to

which Ru'.a Baga may be applied, are considered,

it is surprising that this article is not held in. high-

er estimation by our farmers. Oxen and cows may
be fatted on these alone, with a small alloivaiice of

hay—milch cows will double their quantityof milk,

when fed with a moderate portion of these roots

—

young cattle will tlirive wlien kept upon the poor-

est hay if allowed a small quantity of them

—

horses may be kept in good working condition by

giving them half the amount in value of these

roots, that would be required to keep them in the

same condition on grain—swine may be kept in a

healthy, growing state., when given to them cooked,

and for sheep, whether store, or fattening, they are

the very best food they can have. Add to all these,

they are an excellent vegetable for the table, and

may be kept almost the whole year round. The

soil best adapted to this crop is no doubt a dee;^i

moist loam : and yet the greatest crop we have ever

seen, was produced upon rather a high sandy knoll.

The green sv/ard was turned over after taking off

a crop of hay, at the rate of 25 cart loads of

C(in)post to the acre spread upon the surface, and
the seed sowed up^n the inverted sod, which was
not disturbed in tho cultivation of the crop ; a quan-

tity of saltpetre was sowed on broad cast at the

rate of 100 lbs to the acre, just before planting, the

etfectof which was, not only to prevent injury from
worms, but greatly to promote the growth of the

roots. We reconunend to every fanner to have his

field of Ruta Baga ; no crop leaves the ground in

better condition for t!ie one that follows, and none
gives him a more profitable return.

The quantity of grass seed sowed to the acre

by Mr Goodrich, we have no hesitation in saying

is much- too small—only 4 quarts of herd's grass

and 4 lbs of clover seed ! not a quarter part of

what it should be. Half a bushel or 3 pecks of

herd's grass, a bushel of red top, and 8 lbs of clo-

ver seed ta the acre we think little enough.. By a

liberal supply of grass seed, every inch of* the

ground is occupied, and the crop of hay not 'only

much heavier, but greatly improved in quality.

Farmers nrake a great mistake in supposing that

they injure the crop of hay by heavy seeding.

Thin seeding admits the growth of weeds. The
hay is coarse and strawy, and much less nutritious.

The increased value of the crop, by thick sowing,

will pay ten fold for the extra quantity of seed.

With these e;;cepUons, we think highly of the

skill and enterprise exhibited by Mr Goodrich in

the management of his farm. Hi* fields, taken to-

gether, produce large crops, and indicate a high

state of culture. By a judicious application of la-

bor, united with a good share of agricultural skill,

he has enabled himself to present a striking in-

stance of profitable farming. The committee there-

fi)re recommend that a gratuity of one hundred and
twentyfive dollars be paid Mr Goodrich.

The farm of Mr Caleb Wetherbee of Marl-

borough presents some strong claims to the favor-

able notice of your committee. His -farm when he

commenced operations upon it,, was very rough and
stony, having a naturally strong and productive

soil. By his own personal exertions, he has made
the rough places smooth, and has reclaimed large

tracts of swamp land to good Englrsh rneadow ;, and

is still zealously engaged ia the same praiseworthy

business, and adding much to the annual increase

of his farm.

We cannot however pass over unnoticed what

we consider some striking defects in his mode of

culture. He breaks up his sward land in autumn,

the next spring plants with potatoes—if planted

with corn the worm.'} would destroy it—plants for

tiM) succeeding years with corn, and then sows

down to grass with grain; As a remedy for the

evil suffered from worms, we recommend turning

over his green sward in May, after the grass has

started— roll down, spread on compost, harrow well

in the same direction with the furrows, and plant

corn upon the inverted sod the first season. The
worm will find food enough without resorting to

the corn. Planting grain crops in succession is a

manifest violation of the rules of good husbandry.

Air W's crops of corn are pretty good, and we have

no doubt, that by a proper attention to a correct

system of rotation, putting on the same quantity of

manure he now applies, he may nearly double his

crops of grain, and save one half the labor now
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bestowed ; and in addition to these advantages his

soil will be p^ri-atly and permanently iiii|)roved. On
this point we speak with conliJence, becaust! our

opinion is the result o'' many years practice.

Mr Wetherbee's method of reclaimJiinf wet

meadows and swamp lands, we thinlj is attended

with too great expense ; but this is not the great-

est objection. The process is inefTcctu-il. Cover-

ing with sand or gravel, with heavy manuring, may
give good crops of grass for two or tiiree years;

after this the wild grasses, and coar.~e herbage will

find thi-ir way through the covering, and grow with

incrensod vigor, and entirely supplant tho cultiva-

ted grasses, when the whole must be covered again

or abandoned as worthless. \vhy should we lose

the benefit of the rich vegetable mould upon the

surface of our peat and swamp lands by burying it

under a mass of unproductive gravel or sand ? Our
wet poat grounds in tliis way may in time, by cov-

ering them deep enough, be converted into coal

mines, but they will never become permanent
English meadows.

After thoroughly draining by marginal and cen-

tre ditclies, the best course is to turn over the turf

on topin the month of August or September, with

a plough having a wrought iron share, ground to a

sharp edge, follow with the bog hoe, and les'el what
tlte plough has left uneven. Late in November, or

a short time before severe frosts set in, put on com-
post made of two parts of Idttn, clay, or vegetable

mould to one of stable manure, tw-enty cartloads to

the acre, sow the g)-a.-5S seed, and roll or bush it in.

In this way, if the weather in September be dry,

ell the coarse and wild grasses wiUbe completely

exterminated, and a firm, compact svrface is given,

which will yield great crops of clean English hay

for njany year with an occasional top dressing. If

the ground be too wet and miry to admit of plough-

ing it, the whole may be turned over with the bog
hoe. The expense of this will not e.xceed $20 to

the acre, at the usual price of labor.

The zealous and praiseworthy exertions of Mr
Wetherbee, we think however entitle him to the

favorable notice of the trustees, and we according-

ly recommend that a gratuity -of one hundred dol-

lars be paid to him.

Mr William Pomroy of Northfield has a farm of

90 acres— a very productive one for its size, and
well managed. From 21 1-2. acres of grass land,

he lakes GO tons of hay, a great crop—and seventy-

five bustiels of corn to the acre—plants his corn

'vpon inverted green sward, without maniire except

plaster of Paris and ashes put into the hills, which
he states is done more for the purpose of prcveni-

ing injury from worms then to assist the growth of

the corn. Three yeai-s out of five, has ]mt noth-

ing in the hills, depending eirtirely upon the de-

composed vegetable matter which is turned and
kept under. This is an important fact, and goes
far to establish our theory in regard to the manage-
ment of sward land. It is to this cause, w^ ap-

prehend, more than to any other, that the great fer-

tility of his grounds, and his abundant crop of 'hay

is to be attributed. It also shows that the belief

in the fertilizing properties contained in the sub-

soil is not without foundation. The committee
however regret that Mr Pomroy has not given a

more particular account of his crop and manage-
.ment in the second and third years after turning

over his sward land. His preference for turning

in dried clover, rather than green, with his wheat
or rye stubble may be well founded. The sugges-
tion is new to us, and contrary to the popular no-

tion on this subject. We do not feel entirely sat-

isfied wiih the reason assigned for his preference

;

but never having tried it, we cannot speak with

confidence. That green clover and all other green
substances lose some of their fertilizing (pialities

by drying, cannot be doubted : and why the fer-

iuentation of green clover beneath the surface

should render his soil, which he says is " loam bor-

dering on sand,'' '^ cold itnd heavy,^' we profess not

to understand.

The systematic method pursued by Mr Tomroy,
in the management of his farm is worthy of »nich

praise. The comuiitlee recommend that Mr Pom-
roy be paid a gratuity of seventyfive dollars.

Mr Nathl. S. Hennet, of Framingham, has a farm

of i)2 acres, whicli he cultivates at a small expense
— breaks up his sward land in August, cross

ploughs in April, spreads 25 loads of green ma-
nure on the acre, harrows it in, and piants his corn.

Turning over green sward in August he thinks a

perfect remedy for the corn or cut worm. This
may be the effect, but we should probably diifcr

with him as to the cause which produces this effect.

r>y ploughing so €arly in the season, the grass has

time to spring up, and grow before winter, between
the furrows, and when he cross ploughs in the spring,

the young grass furaJshes a sufficiency of food tor the

worms, and therefore the corn is not injured by them.

Asa remedy not only for worms,but for much useless

labor, we recommend to him to turn over his green

sward in the spring, and never to cross plough be-

fore planting, if he is desirous of benefiting his

crops, and preserving the fertility of his soil. We
think there is a great want of economy in apply-

ing long manure to the surface, when much of its

fertilizing properties is lost by evaporation. By
mixing his long manure with his peat mud, he will

have compost to spread upon the surface, which
will be much less liable to waste.

Mr Hennet has tried irrigation, but abandoned it

because " the water was loo pure"—a very novel

objection. Water from springs is sometimes found

to be impregnated with mineral qualities which

prove injurious to grass, but this is the first time

we haxNi known it objected to on account of its

too great purity. Farmers differ in opinion as to

the beneficial effects of irrigation. This difference

arises, we apprehend, from the different situations

of the land, upon which tlie experiment has been

made. On 1, nd which is level or nearly so, fi-om

which the water does not move off quickly, it will

inevitably drown and destroy the cultivated, or

English grasses, and introduce in their place a wild

kind of sour grass, which may be said to be worth-

less. On the other hand wlien the water is thrown

upon grass land from whichit moves oft' quick, it

invariably is attended with a good effect, however
" pure" the water 'may be. The very abundant
rains which fell in the months of April and May,
1837, killed the grass upon liundreds of acres of

level mowing grounds in the vicinity of Boston,

while the side i)ills, whose declivity formed an angle

of not less than two -jiegfees with the plane of the

horizon, were greatly benefited by the abundant
rains. Many farmers supposed their grass was
" winter killed," when it was very apparent to a

close observer, that it was killed by the water's re-

maining on the surface, and becoming stagnant, lui

order that irrigation should be made useful, the

water as soon as it reaches the level part of a field

or that which is nearly so, should be collected into

drains and conducted off.

Mr Bennet has bestowed immense labor upon

his fields, which wore once very rough. Ilis build.,

ings and fences are in fine order— these, with his

800 grafted apple trees, and sou.e hundreds of other

fruit trees, do him great credit, and entitle him, in

the opinion of the committee, to a gratuity of fifty

dollars.

Mr Salisbury, of Groton, considering the obsta.

cles he has had to encounter, has been very suc-

cessful in bringirig a worn out farm into a very pro-

ductive condition. His operations, with some few

exceptions, we think highly judicious, and if per-

severed in with energy, will soon amply compensate

him. His plan for the improvement of his stock,

is highly commendable, and should be followed by

every farmer. If our farmers every year would
raise the calves of their best cows, we are confi-

dent they would find it to be not only the surest,

but much the cheapest method of enhancing the

value of their stock of cattle. The committee rec-

ommend that a gratuity of fifty dollars be paid to

Mr Salisbury.

Mr William Welles of Shelburn, we think is

well entitled to the appellation of a good farmer.

His rotation of crops is less exceptionable than tliat

of any one, whose claim for premium has been pre-

sented. His method of ploughing and cultivating

sward ground, accords with our views, with the

exception of spreading, and lightly harrowing in

his green manure from the stable. This we think

is bad economy, arxl must be attended with a loss

of much of its fertilizing properties. Green manure,

if ever applied, should be turned under with the

plough. There is no danger that the roots of the

plants will not reach it, and if its nourishing qual-

ities are ever thrown out, they will ascend ; and

never until the laws of gravitation are altered, will

they descend. We think Mr W'elles' crop of corn

and potatoes would have been greatly benefited by
making his long manure into compost, and spread-

ing it on the surface, and mixing it well with the

harrow or cultivator. We are of opinion that Mr
Welles should be allowed a gratnity of fifty dol-

lars.

Mr Peter Fay of Southborough has a valuable

farm, which he manages with much skill, and

profit, and is deserving of a gratuity of fifty dol-

lars.

Mr Joshua R. Lawton, of Great Barriogton has

a farm of 173 acres, beside woodland. He makes
a free use of gypsum, as many others do in Berk-

shire. He gives more attention to composts, than

is common in the place where he resides, and has

to a great extent renovated his farm in a fav/ years.

The committee think him deserving a gratuity of

fifty dollars.

Mr William Buckminster, of Framingham, has a

faxm of 150 acres—^exclusive of woodland. His
merit as a farmer, and his efforts in various ways
to aid the cause of agriculture, entitle him in the

judgment of the committee, to a gratuity of fif\y

dollars.

The committee are aware that it is the practice

of many judicious agriculturists to break up in the

fall for their corn or potato crops, as it lessens their

spring work, and the earth may he thotight to be

rendered more mellow by freezing and thawing.

The committee, however, from the experience and
rcareful observation of some of their number, are

satisfied that the spring is much to be preferred to

the fail, to jilough for corn or root crops, and re-

spectfully request their brother farmers in the

country to make tiie experiment. The committee

will only add tliat every suggestion that appears to
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be new in this report, is made with the sole view of

invitiiisr experiment and improving our modes of

cull lire, and they have no doubt that they will re-

coils! all the attention and weight which they de-

,

The committee recommend that the statements

of those to whom gratuities have been made should

be published, with this report in the New England

Parmer. All which is respectfully submitted

By the Committee.

!!EET SUGAR IN FRANCE.

I

A very warm dispute is now going on in France

I between the West India planters and the raisers

and manufacturers of beet sugar. The planters

are contending for the reduction of duties upon

foreign sugar, while the beet-sugar party demand
]

the continued protection of the government of the ,

domestic ])roduct, by high duties on foreign sugar,

as matter of right and essential to the prosecution !

of the growth and manufacture of beet sugar. U e I

give below some extracts from a letter of a cor-

respondent of the New York American, which we

believe to the astonishment of many of our readers,
[

will show the vast extent of the product and the
j

immense interests involved in the case. We re-
j

gret that we had not room for the insertion of the

whole letter. Wo have selected that portion which .

is particularly agricultural. I

"The beet-root planters and manufacturers make
|

out a very plausible and imposing case. They ap-

peal to the original eflbrts and sacrifices in the

doubtful enterprise ; to the costly and elaborate
j

processes in science and art ; to the studied incite- I

nicnt and encouragement from the national and de-

partmental authorities ; to the political value of

their success in rendering France independent for

an article which has become a necessary of life.

They rely upon such statistics as the following.

The capital vested in the business is not less than

sixty millions of francs— fifty thousand workmen

are employed during the winter, in the factories
;

of these, great and small, there are six hundred
;

the product, this year, is one hundred and ten

millions of pounds, more than half the consump-

tion of France; the culture spreads over a

space of G0,000 hectares, (the hectare being

2.47,n4:j acres;) a multitude of other and

very diversified branches of industry are now

vitally connected with tliis one so extended. In

the departments where it has been established, sloth

and mendicity have given place to labor and com-

fort Even a single large beet-root-farm and fac-

tory has, in every case, changed the whole face of

things, in a district, as if by enchantment. Indeed,

if we may credit the instances quoted, the amelio-

rations would appear wonderful and adniii'able. On
the 17th inst., a large manufacturer^ addressing the

Supreme Council, related that on an estate where,

formerly, he employed seven servants only, and

could scarcely feed one hundred sheep, he fed a

thousand, and employed fifty workmen, since he had

introduced there the beet-root culture. Such facts

are calculated to make a deep impression on the

Council, and all who know how much agriculture

has suflered and remains bebind-hand in France

from many causes. A writer for the Journal des

Debats, (17th inst.) in an able and curious article

on the Iriigation of the Fields enumerates those

causes, and adds— " France every body agrees, is

essentially an agricultural nation ; and still, not-

withstanding the superiority of our soil and climate

—notwithstanding the abundance and admirable
\

distrib ution of our springs, our streams and rivers

—oursoil does not yield, proportionably, </ie/oi(H/t of

t'le product of that of England."

The beet-root party protest that the smallest re-

duction of the duty on the West India sugar would

irretrievably ruin the domestic manufacture ; and they

contend that the Executive has not legal faculty to

make any change by ordinance ; the whole subject

belonging to the legislative power. The question

was fully discussed and voted at the last session
;

and when a duty of 10 francs per ^ 00 kitogi-ftnuries,

(the kilogramme being 205.5 lbs. avoirdupois,) for

the first year, and 15 for tlie second, was imposed

upon the indigenous sugar, it was implied that no

alteration was to be attempted within two years at

least. Upon that presumption, new fields had been

planted ; new factories erected : large investments

hazarded.

The domestic manufacturers are not unwilling

that the Colonies be allowed to carry their sugar to

other countries, for then, in due time, they would

get possession of the whole French market ; but

the Colonial delegates observe—" if we have so-

licited that privilege, it is because we despaired of

relief in France ; the measure showed the hard-

ship of our condition ; it did not argue that ve re-

lied upon the efficacy of the privilege ; we felt driv-

en to the necessity of seeking any chance— taking

any price for our products where it could be ob-

tained." Perish the Colonies, provided we prosper,

is the import of much that has been enumerated

on the side of the home-manufacturer.

Both parties menace the Government with their

respective fifty or sixty thousand workmen. I have

given you a specimen of this, in the language of

the trading body of Paris. The subjoined article

from a newspaper of St. Qucntin, a large manu-

facturing town of the Department de L'Aisne, is

another of like import. " Strong symptoms break

out of the discontent which tlie news of an early

reduction of the duty on Colonial sugars has excit-

ed in our meridian. The manufacturers of native

sugar have met, and many of them have proposed,

in the event of the threatened measure, that the

excisemen should be prevented from entering the

manufactories, and levying the tax to which indi-

genous manufacture is subject." This proposed

forcible resistance to the law indicates a spirit

which the Government must defy. Nullifica-

tion has its advocates every where, and on both

sides of the Tariff question. Lafayette quotes a

maxim of Hernadotte, that the French should be

ruled "with an iron hand and a velvet glove."

DISPUTED TERRITORY IN MAINE.
The subjoined is an extract from the report of

the commissioners sent by order of the state of

Maine to examine the territory now in controversy

between the United States and Great Britain. We
think it will be interesting to our readers.

"I he soil in the region round about the Nothwest

angle of Nova Scotia, and on the line, appears to

be of excellent quality, covered with a heavy

growth of fir, spruce, yellow, black and white hircli,

mountain ash, cherry trees and a very few pines.

In some places the hard wood predominates, but

more generally the evergreen, particularly in the

vallies. The soil is free from stones of any con-

siderable size, and rocks and ledges, none appear-

ing above the surface, and where trees have been

turned up by the wind, the soil appears to be of a

reddish color, in which are intcr.nixed fragments of

reddish sand stone and slate.

" The land on the river St. John and its tril)uta-

ries is also of excellent quality ; the soil is gener-

ally of a deep rich loam and free from stones; the

ridges or swells of land are covered with a heavy

growth of timber. But fiMv inhabitants are settled

upon it, perhaps three thousand or thereabouts, and

where they cultivate it, their labor is abundantly

rewarded, in the large crops of wheat, barley, buck-

wheat^ oats, potatoes, hay, &c. Its great freedom

from stones, renders tlie cultivation easy. Pine

timber is abuiulant on the river St. John and its

branches, all of which are navigable for the trans-

portation of supplies and the driving of logs nearly

to their sources, and there is also an abundance of

water power for mills. The resources of the coun-

try are great ; whetlier its soil or its timber bo con-

sidered, no equal portion of tiie state bears any

comparison to it, and more than one half of the

whole pine timber in the state is upon it.

" It may also be worthy of a passing remark,

that the southeasterly lake at the head of the Ala-

guash river is higher probably thirty feet, tlian a

lake opposite called Webster's pond, at the head of

one of the branches of the east branch of Pe-

nobscot river. The distance from lake to lake, ia

half a mile, tlie land is low, and to every appear-

ance a canal may be cut across at a small expense

If a dam were to be built at the outlet of the Bam-
chenungemook lake, and a canal cut, the timbej-,

from a great tract, which abounds in excellent pine

timber, may be sent down the Penobscot river.

ICE AND ICE HOUSES.
In answer to your request for information as to

the best plan of building ice houses, I will merely

inform you that I have an ice house that has been

used by my family for about fifty years, and has
,

never failed to preserve an abundance of ice for

our supplies. It is about IG by 12 feet, and judg-

ing from recollection, for it is now nearly half full,

is about JC feet deep. It was probably dug down
to the sandier gravel, is walled like an oidinary

cellar, the 'v all extended about 3 feet above the

level of the adjacent ground, and earth thrown

against it nearly to the roof. This serves to pre-

serve a uniform temperature and prevents leakage

from rain, &c. The bottom of the cellar is sup-

plied with pieces of timber, say 8 by 8 inches thick,

which arc placed about inches apart and this pro-

tects the ice from the influence of the earth below,

Whe the ice is being put in I take care to have the

bottom and sides, well provided with eiean rye

straw, and have the ice occasionally broken fine,

and when the house is full I have it well covered

up with the same material. This is all that is

necessary to be particular about. As the straw is

a non-conductor of caloric, and the ice being well

imbedded therein does not melt in the warmest

weather. Many years ago this house was lined

with board which was only useful as a harbor foj

rats. The lining gradually decayed and has long

since been removed, and still the ice is kept as

well as ever. Give your ice a dry cellar and plenty

of rye straw, and rest assured yon will require

neither tar nor pulverized charcoal, no-r boards to

keep it cool. A Phil. Co. Farmer.

ExTRAORDiNvRY Cow. A COW. the property of

Mr F. Kent of Springfield, Ms. during sixty days

commencing June last, gave one thousand three

hundred and fortysix quarts of milk ! averaging

twentyfive and a quarter quarts of milk per day.

The largest yield was eleven quarts in the morning

and eleven in the evening.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETING.

Tlie eighth agricultural meeting was liolden on Thurs-

day eveningat the Representatives' Hall 15. V. French,

Esq. of Brainlree was called to tlie chair. The meeting was
fully attended and a strong interest manifested in the ob-

jects of the meeting.

The commissioner of agricultonil survey read the re-

port of tlie trustees of the Massachusetts Agricultural

JSociety awarding premiums on farms, amounting in the

whole to six hund«;d dollars. This report is in.serted in

f ill ill this day's Farmer;- and will be read with pleasure

and improvement. The observations contained in it on

the redemption of waste lands or peat meadows, on the

cultivation of root-crops, and on the raising of wheat will

particularly command the attention of the fiirmers; and

they are commended to the atteirtion of farmers particu-

larly as coming from an individual as thorough in his ob-

servations and as practical in his knowledge of agricul-

ture as any one among us.

The meeting then proceeded to the discus.sion of the

topics assigned for the evening; which were vegetable

root-crops.

The report abOTc named placed the value of rutabaga

f)r fattening cattle, for milch cows-, for swine and fur

horses at a very high rate. Jlr Brigham of Westboro ex-

pressed him?clf as strongly dideringfrom the opinions ex-

pressed in the report in respect to their value. He was
disposed to value roots at a high rate ; but there was dan-

ger that farmers might expect too muth froin them ; and

lie v\'ished to guard them against disappointment. lie

had in the course of Iris farming raised from 1000 to 1 100

bushels to an acre of ruta baga ; and of carrot? from TOO

l> 1200 bushels.

He had used bis ruta bnga for cowi in milk. They
will not double the quantity of milk as the report stated;

but they will increase it considerably. lie thinks how-
ever that the quality of the milk is injure-Hjy their use

;

and that llie milk of cows fed upon them will produce

but little cream. He had found them of uje'in fattening

beef On the whole however he deemed them greatlv

inferior to carrots. Carrots he estimated very highly.

They were difficult or rather expensive in cultiva-

tion, but if successful they amply repaid any expense or

labor bestowed on them. TIrey were an excellent crop

for horses. He did not coincide in the opinion, stated by

the commissioner, of Mr Merrill of Lee, who said that

for feeding horses he should prefer one hundred bushels

of carrots and one hundred bushels of Oats to two liun-

drcd bushels of oats; yet he deemed them- excellent and
murh the best root crop raised among us. He had found
it likewise much easier to keep carrots than to keep ruta

baga. Of their value for fattening beef or swine he had
no knowledge.

Mr Dauforth of Pittsfield stated a case within his own
knowledge in which the raising of carrots cost at the rate

of eight cents per bushel. Other gentlemen staled that

they bad befn produced in the stale in large quantities at

the nte of 6 I- 1 cents per bushel.

Mr Abbot of Westlbrd was disposed to value rutabaga

much higher for milch cows than Jlr Brigham. In his

own experience for the increase of butt<r, where he had

tried rows in successive weeks upon pumpkins and ruta

baga, the increase of butter in the use of tlie latter root

was as 11 to 10 A gentleman of Portsmouth N. H. with-

in his knowledge had compared the value of carrots with

potatoes in f'lttenieg bci f ; and in tliis ixpeiiiueiit lliirtv

bushels of potatoes proved equal to sixty of carrots. It I his seed corn without any preparation. Mr Bruce an,
would have been very instructive if Mr Abbot could have Mr Pease of Martha's Vineyard stated within their ,.k,
given the particulars of both of these experiments more knowledge the injury from tarring, so that the seed \v;i

fully; this we hope he will do, and we shall be happy to lost. There is undoubtedly some risk in tarring ^^ ..

make the N. £. Farmer the vehicle of such communica- corn. Too much tar may be applied. If the weaili.
^'""^- should prove Very dry immedia
Mr Perry of Bradford spoke next of the value of roots.

In relation to the keeping of vegetables he thought a good
deal depended on the nature of the soil in which the
cellar, where they were stored, was dug. It often hap-
pens, he says, that ruta baga will not keep in the same
cellar in which potatoes and carrots may be kept. Of
the value of ruta baga he gave an illustration by an anec-
dote in which he was a party. He had been aceuslomed
to supply a neighbor of his with milk. His neighbor in-

quired one time why the milk was not as good and as

rich as it had been. Now this inquiry was made at a

time when he had ceased to give his cows ruta baga, with
wli'ich before they had been liberally supplied.

Mr Buckminster spoke highly of the value of roots;

but seems to be as hostile to potatoes as the late William
Cobbett ; from which it is but natural to in^fer that he has

no Irish blood in him. He deems grain crops an ex-

hausting crop and potatoes particularly so. He thinks the

evil complained of by which the rarlk was injured in

its taste was occasioned by giving the animals too much.
The clrairman stated that within his experience it

would be safe to feed a bushel per day to an animal, pro-

vided they were kept at the same time on salt-hay.

Mr Buckminster pronounced potatoes a very exhausting
crop and the cultivation not to be encouraged. To an
inquiry as to the amount of potatoes usually raised per
acre he replied from one hundred to one hundred and
ftfiy bushels, and gave it as his belief that the crop in

Framingham did not exceed one hundred bushels. (We
think the farmers in Framingham ought to be indicted if

th.ey allow him to tell such a story as this about them an-

other year.)

Air Bruce of Grafton was disposed to defend the pota-

to crop; and pleasantly remarked that if he obtained not

more than one hundred bushels per acre Ire should be
quite disposed to give them up. In his own cultivation

he considered 200 bushels a light crop—350 bushels a

good crop. He had raised 5(14 bushels to] the acre, and
was accustomed to use 40 bushels of whole potatoes for

seed. He is accustomed to plant them in hills. He said

the crop of one of his neighbors had exceeded 700 bush-

els to the acre. These w-ere certainly cogetrt arguments
in reply to the Framingham farmers.

Potatoes are without question an exhausting crop, and
relirrn little to the land, the tops amounting to a small

matter. In our practice they are far from being an amel-

iorating crop, because they are cultivated in the most
slovenly manner; they are in many cases not hoed more
than once, and the w-eeds afterward usually abound and
cover the ground with their seeds. This however is al-

together the fault of the cullivator and not the crop. In

neat and clean husbandry and at a yield of four hundred
bushels to the acre, (and with less than this even the

Framingham farmers ought not to be satisfied) they are a

valuable crop ; and an acre of potatoes will furnish a

great amount of most nutritious food for man and beast

;

though Cobbett in.^ists upon it they m-o nothing but so

much dirt and water.

Mr Dcnney of Weslboro staled that he had fed his

cows with carrots and ruta baga ; and that in elianging

from carrots to ruta baga the quality of the milk imme-
diately became deteriorated.

Some incidental conversation then arose in respect to

the preparation of seed corn with tar as a protection

against crows. Mr Denney recommended 1-2 pint of tar

to a peck of seed corn. Mr Buckminster prefers to plant

may
should prove Very dry immediately after planting, ii m.n
be prevented from coming up. But we have know n ii

in many cases successfully employed, though we do n i

consider it a certain preventive against the crows. V
once knew a man, who after having cleaned his hn.

with rotten-stone and rum, tipped the rcniiiinder into

stomach, by way we suppose of putting the saucer a.

clean. The crows when very sorely pressed by apji.

will sometimes swallow even the tarred corn.

The chairman stated that the cut worm to which refer-

ence was also made does all his mischief from the l.''Mli

to the 20th of May. This is an interesting fact and will.

we hope, be the subject ol careful observation.

>>o time was left for the discussion of another sub|. ,
i

which had been proposed, that is, the cultivation of IVum

trees ; and it was decided that tliis and the subject oi'

ricultural improvements should be presented at the i

meeting 10 beholden on Thursday next at the usual lii

and place.

The chairman expressed his strong satisfaction in these

meetings, and thought they must be highly conducive to

the public benefit. He even went so far as to insinuate

that they might be as conducive to improvement and the
public good as some of the sessions held in the same looin

by day light. On this matter we express no opinion. We
only say that the interest in these meetings has gone on
increasing from the beginning ; tliat it is a reUef to go in-

to a meeting where the sole object is the diffusion of

knowledge and the public improvement ; where the

waters are not perpetually lashed into a storm by some
miserable party passion or strife ; and that the informa-
tion and pleasure obtained have been an ample compen-
sation for the time oceupied. H. C.

LEGISLATURE.

The legislature have at last taken the bull by the hornsi
and are fully engaged in the discussion of the License)
Law, as it is termed, of the last session. The committee'
sat a long lime upon it ; but every feather it is believed wag
pulled out of the chicken, wh'ich they hatched, almost
as soon as he was brought into the house. Various amend-
ments have been introduced and piled one upon the other
to such a height, that there was so much danger of the
whole building tumbling by its own weight, that it wag
deemed necessary on Saturday to take all the old stuff
and commit it to seven master-builders to bring in a ncv?
frame on Monday morning This they have done ; but
whether with any more success than before remains to be
seen.

The house of representatives have voted to include
wine among the prohibited articles, and to place it in the.
company where it belongs

; for in truth a large portion
of the liquor «vhieh goes under the name of wine is but
disguised brandy or rum with a liille coloring matter
thrown in. Whether this is introduced by the friends of
the old law from motives of conscientious duty; or by
the enemies of the old law with a view lo make it abso-
lutely intolerable, remains questionable. We have some
times seen three lubberly fellows get on to the same
horse. The consequence"was either that he could not
go at all; or becoming restive he would kick and rear
and throw them all oft".

We cannot say we look at the subject with unconcern.
We have no wish to encroach upon any man's rights or hon-
est pleasures. Bill we do pray to God continually, that he
would deliver us from this curse of curses, drunkenness
and intemperance ; this vial of divine wralh, which seems
to embody the evils and miseries of all the seven vials
spoken of in the book of Revelation.
We care not what measure is adopted so that the in-

fimous and accursed tippling shops and groggeries through-
out the land may be broken up; these prolific fountains
of evil as dreadful in its devastations upon society as the
lava flowing from the crater of Mount Vesuvius upon the
surrounding countr)' ; these dreadful vortices, turbid and
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eaclierous maelstroms, in whioh daily and hourly repu-

ilion, iliaracter, principle, honor, innocence, integnty,

appiness are engulphed ; these bloody altars, where

ailv and hourly parent?, wives, children, friends, all

tight hopes, all cheering prospects, all affecting and ten-

ler relations, all that is dear, lovely and valuable lu life,

u character and in society, are without hesitation sacri-

[ced. H. C.

BUH'li lOiS MARKl.T.—MoM.AT, March 18, 1839.
K^l.c.rifil Mrihe Nhw Knirlanil Fanner.

At Market, 3fl0 Beef Cattle, 12 pairs of Working
3xen. 15 Cows and Ciilves 100 Slorcs. 800 Sheep,

nd 30 Swine. Several lole Slieep and about 40 Beef

Jatlle unsold.

Prices.— Reef CaUU.—W'f quote First quality
, $8 25

I $8 75 Second quality, $7 7o a $8 25. Third quali-

y, $6 50 a .*7 50.

Working Oicn.—Sales noticed, $110, $115, $125.

Cows and Calves.— ^'i'i, $38, $4ii $46, and $55.
^

Stores —We tioiiced ihe sale of Heifers to calve in a

"evv nicntlis at from $22 to $25.
Shcrp—'-DuW" We quote lots at $4 00, $4 25.

i;5
50, and ifS 75.

' einc —Not enough were at market to establish

SIIBKP AT AUCilOX.
Will be sold auction on Fridav the 5lh day of April iieil,

at 10 o'clock, A. M., the flock ol* fine Saxony Sticep, of Re-
joice Newton, Esq., at his (iinri in Worcester, in such lots as
may suit purchasers. It cons-isl of,

1-20 Ewes wilh lamb.
100 Vearling Ewes and Wethers, very liiie aiul bciliby.

7 Vearling- Bucks of the best blood.

8 Older Bucks, selerteJ from the best flocks.

100 Wethers and Ewes not with lamb.

This flock has been improved for several years wilh sreat
care and expense, and is believed to afford as good an op|or-
tunily fur obtaining the best slock as any flotk in ihe conn-
try. T. W. &. C. P. BANCROFT, Aucl'rs.

March 20, 1339.

THER.MO.METRICAL.
ItBIKirle.1 lor the New Enplanrt Farmer.

Range of the I'herinoineter at the Garden of the proprietors

if the New England Farmer, BrigUton, Mass. in a shaded
>IorUierly exposure, week ending March 17.

Hakch, 1839.
I
7 A.M.

I
12,M.

I
5,P.M.

I
Wind.

tlonday,

Tuesday,
ftfednesuay,

fhursiiay,

""riday,

Saturday,

iunday,

ao
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MISCELLANEOUS.

From the Baltimore 1'ranscript.

WASHING DAY.

Monday has come ; what means this stir and hurry,

This noise and liubbub round the town, 1 jiray ?

Tile whole creation seems all in a hurry :

Why, know you not, Sir ? this ia washing clay-

See pails and kettles in confusion Hying ;

With water hy the hogshead cold and hot;

Some garments on the line are |)iniicd and drying,

iSonie in the suds and others /« the put.

Tiiou hallowed day! and thou, long famous Uitihen,

With what eventful doings dost thou teem !

Hissing and huhhling, pulling, shaking, switching;

Nor is it strange, for all things ^o by scam.

But look again, with what tremendous splashing

Maidens and dames the dirty garments ruh.

Oh ! there's no beauty like a woman washing.

Bending iit grace above a zecll-fillcd tub.

Oh ! what vast cleansings, o'er how vast a region,

Arc going forward on this far-famed day :

Woollen and fla«, with cotton clothe?, a legion.

All find a hand to wash their stains away.

Hut wo to those who without rhyme or reason,

Weglect tlicir Washing when the weather 's fair;

Like other idlers they may lose their season.

And 80 Oil Sunday have no clothes to wear.

(From Illinois and the West'.)'

ILLINOIS.

Much hm been said and written about the face

of country, cliniato, soil, &c., of Illinois, but after

all, no true impression has been conveyed to east-

ern people thereof. For my own part, I found my-
self quite at fault, although I liad taken especial

pains to inform myself both by reading and con-

versation with those who were well acquainted

therewith. And I believe it beyond any one's pow-

er to give any description of the face of the coun-

try, which shall convey anything like an adequate

idea to a stranger. It is pcrfectiy unique—totally

unlike, in general and iu detail, anything in New-

England. It is called a level, flat country, and it

is, compared to the eastern states, but not as level

as it has been described. Its prairies, in particu-

lar, have been represented as e.\ceedingly flat and

even, and we have supposed an area of from ten to

fifteen or thirty miles of an unbroken plain, with

no elevations or depressions, more than are met
wifli on our extensive salt marshes. But the coun-

try is all unequal— not precipitous—and the prai-

ries present a continual change of tables and

sloughs, wliilo the timbers are broken by high

knolls and deep ravines. Besides, I had supposed

that the tables in the rolling prairies all ran in par-

allel lines and equal distances frum each other,

whereas they are of all sizes and sliapes, and lay

in every direction in the same prairie, thereby af-

fording a greater variety, and greater facilities for

cultivation, etc. etc. The timber on the " bottoms,"

is dense and heavy, and tangled with a most luxu-

riant growtli of vines, shrubs, briars and rank grass.

These bottoms are on all the rivers and creeks,

skirting the prairies and making beautiful belts

in every direction through the country. I'esides

these, there are " barrens," or " oak openings," as

they are called, which are composed of large trees

of the various kinds of oak, hickory, maple, elm,

&c. These trees are quite sparsely scattered

around, making a most beautiful park, entirely free

from under-brush, and tlie ground is covered with

a luxuriant growtli of grass and flower.s. The
openings are all on unequal—nay, broken ground

—

high abrupt hills and gentle swells, alternated by

deep precipitous ravines or most picturesque val-

leys of perfectly easy access even with a carriage.

Nothing can exceed the beauty of tliosc unique

forests—no art of man's device could have accom-

plished on so grand a scale a work so perfectly

splendid and enchanting. The soil of these bar-

rens is a fine silicious loam and not more than from

eight inches to eighteen in depth, but rich and well

adapted to produce the lighter grains and corn, with

a careful culture. The secret of the openings lies

in the annual con lagrat ions which pass over all

the prairies and barrens of the west. This yearly

burning consumes all the new trees and shrubs,

and leaves the ground entirely un incumbered. The
old trees, likewise, are annually diminishing in

number. Scarcely a tree but is marked wiih fire,

and when once the bark is penetrated by the fire,

and the wood of the tree scared, the fire takes a

readier and deeper hold thereon, until at last it

overpowers and destroys it, and the tree falls with

a startling crash, and generally consumes before

the fire dies out, unless a violent rain extinguishes

it, and leaves it for food for the next annual pas-

sage of the devouring element. I beheld many
a line of ashes, marking the spot where the entire

trunk of a massy oak was consumed the previous

autumn.

These barrens are the resort of birds of various

note and plumage, and all the wild animals found

in this country, such as wolves, deer, foxes, rabbits,

&C.&C.
The "bluffs" are abrupt elevations, generally in

the immediate neighborhood of, and are to be

found, I believe, on all the rivers and on each side.

Generally they approach the river, but upon one

side in a place, while on the opposite lie the heavy

timbered bottom lands from a mile to si.x in width.

In the course of twenty, sixty, or an hundred miles

the bluffs and bottoms change sides—or, to speak

more accurately, the river changes to the other

side of the bottom, which is bounded on each side

by these bluffs. These bluffs are fromone hundred to

two bundled feel high, intersected with deep ravines

at right angles to the river, and are composed of

limestone, which often forms bold perpendicular

cliffs of great height and regularity. Tha bluffs

are generally crowned with " oak openings," and

present to the traveller as he passes up and down
the river, a most picturesque and charming scene.

And what shall I say of the prairies—those im-

mense sea-fields, clothed with their heavy robe of

green, and dotted and slashed with gold and azure,

vermilion and oraii^e, white and violet, reflected

from flowers of every size and shape, bewildering

the traveller with their intense beauty, their rich

and endless variety.

The praries are of two kinds, and are distin-

guished as rolling and flat. The rolling prairies

are gently and irregularly undulating, having

swells of twenty to s.xty feet liigh, and of all

lengths and breadths ; between which are sloughs,

called in the dialect of the place " sloos." They
are low and swampy, and are of the same character

of similar places in New England meadows called

runs. If a small ditch be carried through these

"sl'jos" a fine running stream will be produced,

which will last nearly or quite the year round,

afi^ording plenty of water for catt'e. There is

scarcely a prairie without this kind provision of

nature. These prairies are beautiful to the eye of

a stranger, but their unbroken monot(my tires the

senses, especially when covered with the decayed
j

growth of the former summer, clothed with a gar- ,

ment of snow, or blackened by the recent confla-

gration. E.\travagant stories of the luxuriant

growth of the grass have been circulated at the

east, as indeed everything pertaining to this won-
derful country has naturally enough assumed an

exagirerated tone. In the bottom prairies, the grasi

occasionally reaches the top of a man's head as he

sits on his horse—a rank coarse grass unfit for the

purposes of feeding—but in the common open

prairies from two to three and a half feet is a fair

average ; in the sloughs it often e.xceeds this by a

foot or even more.

These prairies, as well as tlie barrens and bot-

toms, att'ord e.xhaustless ranges for cattle, horses,

and swine, and the prairies abundant grass for the

scythe, all without cost or labor of fencing. The
prairie grass is coarse, but greatly loved by cattle,

and makes, when well cured, an excellent fodder

for the winter.

\VI!«SiitP'.S >VI{SERIBS, BRIGTON.
Just received from England and France, a rare collection

pi Plants, viz :

Pears, Plums, Peaches. Apricots, Gooseberries, Pear
Stocks, Purple Ueach, English Elms, Japan Jingo Trees.

Striped, Myrtle leaved, Gold inargineii, and Weeping
slripetl tJox Trees.
Common silver leaf. Fine do. do., Upright Golden, Smnolh

leaved Golden, Balance do. do , Plain Screw do. do., Camel-
lia leaved do , Marginal and Hedgehog Hollies.

Portugal, English, Long narrow leaved, and short do. do.

Laurels.
Azaleas, Rhododendrons, Thorns, Eglantines, 100 varielit ;>

new Koses, Oranges, Camellias, and various kinds ol Green-
house Plants.

Orders will he promptly executed and forwarded to any
part of the country.

Orders may he left with JOSEPH BRECK & CO. or for-

warded hy m'ail to Messrs. WINSHIP, Brighton, Mass.
Brighton, March 4.

BRUSSA. MULBERHY SBBD.
We otTer for sale a small quantity of Brussa Mulberry

Seed, hy the pound or ounce, which may be relied on as true
and genuine. U'his variety of Mulherry is much superior to

ihe Morus Multicaulis, lor this climate, heing perfectly

hard,' : said to he even more hardy than the common while.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

PUflT AND OB.\"A.nE.\TAI. TREES, SlULBER-
RIKS &c.

Nursery of }yilHain Kenrick.
The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees for 1S39 is

now ready, and will he sent to all who apply. It comprises
a most extensive selection of the superior varieties of Pears,

Apples, Plums, Quinces, Goosehcrnes, Raspberries, Cur-
rants, Strawberries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock ol' Cher-
ries and of Teaches now ready is particularly large. Also,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, lloncysucliles, Pceonies,

Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants.
10,n0H Cockspur or Newcaslle Thorns.
in.uOO Buckthorns.
Morns Multicaulis, and other Mulberries; the trees genu-

ine and Hue, at prices fair, and varying with the size, and
the quantity which may he desired.'

Fruit and all oiher trees, when so ordered, will he secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or-

ders promptly executed, on aj'plicaiion to the sul>scriber.

WIT.TJAM KENRICK.
Nonantom Hill, Newton, near Bnttiui.

J.nnuarv 30, IS39.

THE NE^V ENGLAND FARMER
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to s de-

duction of 59 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT A.tD CHISHOLM, I>RINTFB»,
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N FARMER
For the New England Farmer.

Mr Breck—Within a fen- days, I have received

several letters and pamphlets, with a small package

of en-gs, of a new species of silk worm, from the

Messrs Winship,— the estimable proprietors of the

celebrated nursery in Brighton, which had been

presented to tliem, by captain Charles Hunt, com-

mander of the ship Switzerland, wliich has recent-

ly arrived in Boston, from France ; and I was re-

quested to make such a disposition of them, as

would be most beneficial to the country.

By the letter from J. H. Mey, Esq. of Paris, to

captain Hunt, and which is herewith submitted for

publication, it will be perceived, that the silk worm

eggs, from which tlie sample transmitted were de-

rived, have been lately introduced into France

;

and from an article in the first number of " Le

Propagatenr de L' Industrie de la Sole," to which

Mr Mey alludes, it appears, tliat they were brought

from Bengal, by captain Vaillant in the corvette

Bonite.

I shall translate from the Propagateur for the

next number of the New England Farmer, the ac-

count of an experiment, which was made by Baron

D' Hambres-Firmis, in rearing a small colony of

these oriental strangers, at the request of the Min-

ister of Agiiculture and Commerce, from whom
some of the eggs, tliat had been just brouglit from

India were received ; and I will at the same time,

deposit with Mr Colman, the agricultural commis-

sioner of the state, the eggs, confided to me for dis-

tribution among such persons as are engaged in the

silk culture, as may be desirous of making an exper-

iment, to ascertain whether this species of the pre-

cious family of the silk manufacturing insects, will

be an acquisition to them and the country, or not;

and also an engraved sheet, containing accurate and

beautifully colored representations of the insect,

in all its various stages and transformations, from

the moment it leaves the egg, until it reaches the

perfect winged state.

There is an advertisement of the Chevalier Sou-

lange Bodin, announcing that he has for sale, at his

celebrated establishment of Fremont, plants of

the Morus Multicaulis, Camellia, Rhododendron,

Magnolia, Azalea, Rose, Dahlia and Chrysanthe-

mum, which you will please to publish untiil the

first of May.
The eminent services, which the Chevalier Bodin

has rendered to horticulture, by his extensive and

admirably conducted experimental garden and

school at Fremont, and his numerous publications,

on the science and art of horticulture, in all its in-

teresting departments, have rendered him highly

distinguished and most deservedly honored, in both

hemispheres ; and whoever may desire to obtain

any plants, from his vast nurseries, can rely, with

confidence, on receiving the best samples, which

are to be procured in France, of all the varieties,

of fruit, forest and ornamental trees and shrubs,

which are cultivated in that kingdom.

Captain Hunt is entitled to the gratitude of his

fellow citizens, for his honorable e.Kertions to sub-

serve the interests of his country, in one of its

most important branches of industry. Such rare

instances of fidelity to the republic, among the

thousands of Americans who visit every portion of

the globe, are deserving of the highest commenda-

tion ; for the introduction of a single new plant,

seed or product, which may give employment to any

portion of the people, is often of more momentous

consequence, to the prosperity of agriculture, man-

ufactories, and navigation, than the annual importa-

tions of our whole commercial fleet. Such was the

cise with the cotton seed, and may be with the

silk worm and morus multicaulis. Nantucket may
well be proud of such an intelligent and patriotic

nautical commander, who ha.s evinced a disposition

and has a mind sufficiently enlightened and dis-

criminating to ascertain, that the introduction of

the minute egg of an insect, may bo more credita-

ble to himself, and beneficial to the United States,

than a return from the coast of Japan, after the ac-

complishment of the most successful whaling ex-

pedition, that ever made glad the hearts of the

bold, hardy and adventurous mariners, of the

storm-beaten island, of the illustrious Penn's ex-

emplary and meritorious disciples.

Mr Mey, who is a citizen of South Carolina, has

well earned the thanks of his countrymen, by his

active zeal to promote their interests; and it is

desirable, that other gentlemen, who have as favor-

able opportunities, to transmit, whatever may be

valuable to their native land, would imitate his gen-

erous attention to really useful or interesting ob-

jects, as well as to the worthless pageantries which

amuse and occupy most of the tims', of too many

of our ever wandering, yet mere sight-seeing and

profitless tourists ; who, if they do bring home

some foreign article, it is often the fragment of some

ancient work of art, and in the acquisition of which

they have evinced their refnud taste in the Elgian

manner, by mutilating a superb temple, column or

statue, in the acquisition. A book, or painting, or

any whole and complete object, no matter how

small, is worth all the baubles and pieces of stone,

which illustrate the profound researches, of the in-

numerable " lookers on," male and female, which

our modern Viennas annually send forth ; and tho

if they " have swam in a gondola" on the canals of

Venice, have satisfied their lofty notions of foreign

travel. Very respectfully your

Most obedient servant,

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Hawthorn Cotta&e,

Roxbury, March, 14, 183&.

Paris, Jamiary 16, 1839.

Captain Hunt commaniler of the ship Switzerland,

Sir—Since you left this city, I have subscribed

to a work, which treats exclusively of the silk

worm and the cultivation of the mulberry tree,

which I send to you, that you may present it to

your society, and if they choose they can write

to me to subscribe for them. The cost is but

eight francs per annum.

I hive been promised a species of silk worm,

which laid eggs, that hatched immediately after.

! his is but lately known, and a report will be made
of it, at our next meeting of the horticultural socie-

ty ; so that you have the latest information on the

subject, and which but few Frenchmen yet know.

If I can, 1 will send you, by tiie same conveyance,

some of these eggs, which were brought here by

the Honite, captain La Vaillant ; and these are the

only eggs produced here from them.

On the iSth of June, 48 eggs produced, at the

end of 40 days 1'3 cocoons. These cocoons pro-

duced eggs, which hatched in a cellar, where they

were placed, and were removed to a hot house on

the 18th of -August, where the heat was up to 147

by Fahrenheit's thermometer. The first day 24

hatched, the next 2.5, and on the 21st they were all

hatched, producing lO.jG worms. The first cocoons

were small, pointed and soft, the second much larg-

er and solid. The color of the silk was white,

yellow, and greenish-yellow, or rather yellow with

a tinge of green. The 12 cocoons produced but

one male, and another male was procured to fecun-

date the rest.

I think the species, which it is said produces

many crops in its native country, will be valuable,

therefore take care of them. I also send a sketch

of' the different stages of the worm, the eggs of

which I beg you will endeavor to distribute.*

Thursday '-i o'clock, P. M, Jan. 17. I have suc-

ceeded in procuring the Sina species of worm, Sy-

rean mixed. If they can be separated, when hatch-

ed it would be better, as they are two different

kinds. Keep the eggs, which are in a tin box, in

a cool place, that they may not hatch before the

time, you have leaves to feed them with. I think

you may have three crops in Boston, with tlie aid

of the morus multicaulis leaves.

I am respectfully,

Your obedient servant.

J. H. MEY.

SERICICULTURE.

Mb Breck I promised, in the communication

which I sent you on the 14th inst., to furnish addi-

tional information, in relation to the Bengal silk

worm, and annexed are translations from the num-

bers of the Propagateur, of the several accounts,

which have-b«e|i given of that insect.

The Propagatenr is a monthly journal, which has

been established at Rodez, the capital of Aveiriki,

by a society of agriculturists and manufacturers,

for the special purpose of extending and perfect-

incr the culture of the mulberry and the manage-

ment of silk worms, in the southern departments of

France. It is under the direction of M. Amans

Carrier, who is eminently qualified for the station.

The first number was published in July last, which

with those for the other five niontlis of the year,

• It is possible that this silk worm is the variety

which is mentioned in an article I furnished for the 12t/i

number of the first volume of your Horticultural Regis-

ter, as being chiefly cultivated in India, lor it yields six

crops in a year. H- A. S. D.
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have been received through the kindness of J. H.

Mey, Esq. and captain Charles Hunt.

No work has appeared in Europe or this country

which is destined to be so interesting and valuable

to sericiculturists, as the Propagateur ; for it will

contain the results of experiments, made by the most

intelligent and experienced gentlemen of Prance,

who are deeply concerned in that important branch

of national industry, to which it is consecrated ;

and who chiefly reside in the very region, where it

has been so long and successfully prosecuted, and

where unexampled exertions are being made, to

render it more profitable to themselves and benefi-

cial to their country.

From a careful examination of the very able

and instructive communications, with which the

numbers are enriched, it is apparent that the atten-

tion of the government, as well as that of the cul-

tivators and manufacturers of silk has been roused

in an unprecedented manner, Avithin a few years :

and that there is a more extensive and zealous

co-operation than has been witnessed, since Oliver

de Serres, introduced the white mulberry into

France,—" a tren?' as the eloquent Bourdon justly

remarks, "which -is so full of the blessings of

God."

Pecuniary premiums, and gold medals have been

offered, experimental plantations, magnaneries, and

filatures established, and normal schools founded,

and placed under the superintendence of able ])ro-

fessors and skilful machinists, by the government,

in many of the departments ; and Henry Bourdon,

appointed a special agent, to visit annually all the

departments where silk has been or is becoming an

object of culture, whose duty it is to make detailed

reports, of whatever is worthy of notice, to the

minister of public worUs, agriculture and com-

merce ; and so favorable has been the influence of

these enlightened and liberal measures, it may be

confidently assumed, that this precious and beauti-

ful branch of rural economy, has made such rapid

strides, tliat the product of indigenous silk has

been increased, at least, thirty per cent; and if

the sarae patriotic policy and spirit, by which the

sovereign and people are now actuated, is continued,

it will be doubled within a few years.

The first great cause of the attention of the

government being roused, and the cultivators of

silk so intensely excited, was the publications of

the illustrious Dandolo, in 1817 on the " Art of

rearing the silk worm," and his establishment of

a practical school at Varcse, for teaching the best

method of managing mulberry plantations and silk

worms, which became the resort of young men
from all parts of Italy and France, and who gave

the name of Dodolories to the improved structures

which they erected on the model of that at Varese

for the accommodation of the colonies of eilk

worms.

Bonafous, Pillaro, and numerous other distin-

guished scientific men, and practical cultivators, in

various parts of France, actively co-operated with

Dondolo to improve the methods of conducting

mulberry plantations and the education of silk

worms. Gonsoul invented the apparatus, now
universally adopted in the large filatures, for heat-

ing with steam, the basins of water, in which the

cocoons are placed to be reeled ; by which the silk

ia more perfectly cleansed of the gum, is more uni-

form in size, perfect in color and beautiful, and its

strength, elasticity and splendor increased. For
this discovery and several others, of vast utility in

science and the arts he received medals and diplo-

mas and other marks of distinction from the gov-

ernment ; and on transmitting to him the Cross of

the Legion of Honor, the minister of agriculture

and commerce, emphatically observed, in the offi-

cial note, which accompanied it: "This dkcora-

Tio.N was gai.neb o.n the battlf.-kield ov In-

dustry."

The cultivators of silk have been enabled to

wonderfully increase the product of their establish-

ments, by the improvements for artificially heating

and ventilating the magnaneries, which Darcet,

Beauvais and Conabe have made known ; and the

movable tables, contrived by Vasseur, as substitutes

for shelves, and other modes of accommodating the

silk-w.orms during their growth and labors, and to

aid the ventilation, seem to have perfected the

whole apparatus for the most successful mode of

conducting the magnaneries, and have been con-

sidered so valuable,—as from 50 to 75 per cent.

of space is gained thereby— that he has been re-

warded by an appropriate gold medal.

Thus, notwithstanding the active rivalry which

has been maintained by the silk manufacturers of

Great Britain, and the encouragement which has

been offered to those of Russia, Sweden, Austria,

Prussia, Belgium and Switzerland by their respec-

tive sovereigns, and the importations of manufac-

tured articles from India and C-faina, the manufac-

tories of France have continued to increase, and

the value of the fabrics, which are annually made
at Paris, Tours, Lyons, St Etienne, St Chamond,
Avignon, and Nismes, is estimated at 200,000,000

of francs.

But after all the great efforts which have been

made to extend the culture of the mulberry and

the rearing of silk-worms, in the middle and north-

ern, as well as tlie southern departments of the

kingdom, there is annually imported into France

from Italy, Turkey, India and China, large quan-

tities of raw silk.

It will be pei'ceived from the following state-

ments, made by Baron d' Hombres-Firmas, Vis-

count De Retz and Mr Puvis, that it is evident

the eggs of several varieties of silk-worms were

brought from Bengal by the Bonite ; and that from

the small number submitted to experiment, and the

unfavorable circumstances attending them, there

h">s not yet been a fair opportunity of ascertaining

whether either will be considered an acquisition

or not ; and it will require another year to test the

character of each race. From these circumstances

it is very desirable and important, that the persons

who may receive portions of the eggs sent by Mr
Mey, should carefully separate the cocoons of the

various kinds of worms which may appear, to enable

them to obtain eggs of those species which present

the best characteristics.

There is a very interesting article by Mr
AudoJiin, of the Institute, in the the fifth number
of the Propagator, on the cause of a very fatal

epidemic, called the Muscardine, which often ap-

pears among the silk-worms, and the mode of pre-

venting its ravages, which I shall translate and
send to you for publication.

Very respectfully,

Vour ntost ob't serv't.

H. A. S. DEARBORN.
Hawthorn Cottage, Roxbury, i

March 20, 1839.
j

REFOBT

Of an experiment on the culture of the silk-roorm of
Bengal, made at Alais, in the Department of

Card, hythe Baron D' Hombres-Firmas, Ckeva'ier

g
ytbe Legion of Honor, correspomletd of the Insti-

tute a.'"' "f^'^ ^y^'- Jgricultural Society, S,-c.

The Mini^"''^'' °^ Agriculture and Commerc.
having been plej'^'^'' '° ^^nd .me some of the silk

worm eggs which ><^''^ brought from Bengal bj

Captain'Vaillant, in thb Corvette Bonite, I submit a

summary account of the litu'* <^tperunGnt which. 1

have made.

Generally, in our part of the cO^'ntry, the crof

of cocoons has been indifferent this yov, and it is

a great calamity. The late frosts destroyed nearly

all the leaves of the mulberry trees, which had just

been developed ; and we were unable to feed the
silk-worms, which had begun to hatch ; it therefore

became necessary to throw them away, as well

as the eggs which were in motion, or ready to

open.

My experiment was made in my apartment,
where the temperature was kept sufficiently high,

and the air continually renewed. I found daily in

my garden a few handfuls of tender leaves, which
furnished numerous repasts to ray silk-worms.

The eggs which I received were still attached

to the paper on which they had been laid by the

insects in Bengal. Those which had made the

voyage in vases hermetically sealed, were marked
No. 1, those which were put into bamboo cases. No.
2, and the others, which were merely enveloped in
paper. No. 3.

On examining the eggs with a magnifying glass,

many of them appeared flatted, and several had
small depression in the middle. Nearly half of
them did not hatch. I often examined the Bengal
eggs and compared them with those which were
destined for our farmers ; but the latter had been
well hibernated, while the others were passing the

equator ; it is to this cause, that I attribute their

hatching spontaneously, and is probably the reason

why seven-fifteenths of them perished.

On the 14th of April, I perceived some little

worms among my three parcels of eggs, and imme-
diately placed them in the hot-house to protect

them. The hatching continued for several days,

and consequently the worms were of unequal size,

whicli I arranged in several divisions without seek-

ing to equalize them by causing some to fast and
giving more heat and food to those which were the

latest, as is done in our large establishments.

My worms, when hatched, were about two milli-

metres long, and were black and hairy ; they had'

more than doubled in size at the first moulting
j

as they increased, they appeared spotted, and then
whitish, and resembled, perfectly, our common silk

worms, except that they were smaller, and when
ready to ascend, they were of the size of the latter

at their fourth change.

Some died after the fourth change, without my
being able to ascertain the cause of the disease. I

had 203 cocoons, 52 of which were yellow and 151

white. The cocoons are very small, elongated and
pointed, and of the kind which are called satin or

velvety, and but little esteemed ; some of them are

sufficiently firm, but still light; it required ten of

the most beautiful to weigh 12 grammes.
The cocoons of our country appear in every re-

spect, preferable to those of Bengal, in the opinion

of our silk reelers, to whom I shew them ; but they

think, with me, that it is not from the first experi-

ment, and made on so small a scale, that we ought

to decide. 1 shall carefully preserve the eggs of

this crop, and hope to succeed better next year.

.'Hois, June 15, 1838.
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Extract of ailetter from Baron D'Hombres-Firmas—to M.

AiiKins Carrier, the Director of the PropagateOr.
]

Jllms, Dec. 25, 1838.

In ilie report wliich you have published, on the

lexperimerit I made in rearing Ifee sd-ik worm of Ben-

'cral, from eggs, transniitted to me liy the minister,

I supposed that a long- voyage and the great heat

'they had endured, and the destruction pf tlie leaves

of the mulberry by a late frost, were the cause of

the little success which I obtained.

My cocoons were small, pointed, lifht, and of a

velvety tissue. Judge then of niy surprise, on

learuiiiff that the Viscount de Retz had received

from Mr Henry Bourdon a few of the Bengal eggs,

and that he had obtained large cocoons, of a beau-

tiful form, an excellent tissue, and heavier than,

those of our country. We inhabit the same ve-

gion, our mulberry trees are nearly of thQ same

kind, and I think I managed my worr^i as well as

he could have done those, under his care; there-

fore, I am induced to suppose, that from the mere

form of my cocoons, we have reared two distinct

varieties of silk worms ; and I have been convinced

that is the case, since I have read in the Bulldin

of the Royal Agricultural Society of Lyons, that

Mr Audouin, who was present at a meeting of that

institution, explained, in the same manner, the dif-

ferent results and the varied forms of the cocoons,

produced from the eggs brought into France by the

Bontte. That learned entomologist observed, " that

neitlier Mr Gaudichand, nor the commander of the

corvette, knew the veritable source of these eggs,

which originated in Italy, from whence the Ben-

galese have annually received them. It is possi-

ble that some of those were of a more recent kind,

and there had not been sufficient time to change

their character: such may be the cause of the dif-

ference, which the cocoons present." Mr Audouin

adds, that " the cocoons which he has seen are fusi-

form "—that is to say, elongated and pointed, as

were those which my worms produced.

Eilriict of a letter from Mr Puvis, PresiJent of the jlgricul-

tural Society of Bourg, in the Department of Ain, dated

October 1st, 1833.

We have received a very small number of silk

worm eggs, which were brought from Bengal by

tlie Corvette BonHe. But few of them hatched,

after being exposed in a warm and humid position,

for twentyfive days. The varieties of worms wore

very different and of unequal size ; some were

white and others black, and they produced white

and yellow cocoons. We have carefully preserved

tlie eggs, which have been obtained by our expeii-

ment, but tlie insects were too few to separate the

varieties.

The eggs brought by the Bonite have been ex-

tensively distributed, and some cultivators have

received sufficient quantities to enable them to sep-

arate and distinguish the diverse races.

}i\x John Kenworthy brought to our office this

week, eighteen pounds of butter, of an excellent

quality, which Mrs Kenworthy made this week,

from the milk given in seven days by one cow.

The cow is a modest American animal, with no

great pretensions, but which, like most American

females, is better than she looks, though she looks

well enough for anybody. Mr Kenworthy's place

is near the Friend's Asylum, Oxford township.

So much for treating the cows well.— L'. S. Ga-

zette.

For the New England Farmer.

STATEMENT RESPECTING PREMIUM
CORN CROP.

Beverly, Dec. 3, 1838.
To Beisj. Guild, Esq.—Sir : Agreeable to my

promise, on Saturday, I herewith send you an ac-
count of one acre of corn raised by me tliis season.
This acre wa.i a part of a fiold of eight acres plant-
ed to corn. I confess that I feel a great deal of
diffidence in presenting a crop so far inferior to
what many other- have presented before, but as the
crop, taking f.ie whole field together, was a good
one, aind so even that we were at loss to know
whero to select an acre to measure, I thought it

"Yight not be amiss to give you an account of it.

If the Committee should think it worth their notice,

it will be well ; if otherwise, I shall not be disap-

pointed, as the ground was not such as I should have

selected for the purpose of producing an extra crop,

nor did I expect it until near the time of harvesting.

The kind of land is wet, and what is generally

denominated cold land. It was sown down to grass

with grain six years ago last Spring. At the time

of sowing down, it was thrown into beds with the

plough, to turn off the surplus water received from

a large hill on one side of it. The product of 1837
was about one ton of hay to the acre. It was not

broken up until the Spring of 1838: no manure has

been applied since it was sown down to grass, un-

til this year. In September, 1837, forty cords of

compost wore carted on the eight acres and thrown
into fifteen heaps. In the latter part of the winter

and spring of 1838, thirty two cords of stable ma-
nure wei'e carted and placed in small heaps for the

purpose of spreading to be turned under the sward.

The quantity of seed was about 14 quarts to the

acre. The ground was ploughed from the 15th io

the 20th of May, and liarrowed twice before fur-

rowing ; it was then furrowed twice in a rov/, 42

inches apart one way, with a double moulboard
plough ; the compost was then placed in the drills :

commenced planting the 20th, and finished the 25th

of May : about the 10th of June, the cultivator was
passed twice between the rows, which was followed

by the double moulboard plough; then weeded and
hoed : the 1st of July, the double moulboard plough

was again passed through twice between the rows

and again hoed : nothing more was done until the

stalks were fit to top, which was done when tlie

leaves began to turn yellow ; the corn was cut up

and carted to the barn, and husked the tOtlr of Oc-
tober. The whole product ofone acre was weighed
on the 1st day of December, with a patent balance,

and the result was, 150 baskets containing 40 lbs.

each, and 3 lbs. over, or 0003 lbs. Another acre

of the same field was weighed the same day, and

gave .5520 lbs. ; after it was weighed, 40 lbs. was
shelled, and gave 3S lbs. of shelled corn.

The estimated cost for the cultivation of one
acre is as follows, viz

:

5 cords compost manure at -¥3 on the field $15 00

4 do. stable do. at 5 20 00
Ploughing 2 50 ; Harrowing twice 2 00 4 50

Furrowing twice in a row 1 50

2 hands placing compost in drills, one day 1 50

Yoke of oxen and cart one day 1 00
2 hands one day dropping and covering 1 50

1 hand. Cultivator, and horse one day 1 50

1 hand, plough and horse 1-2 day 75

2 hands hoeing one day 1 50

1 hand, plough and horse one day 1 50

2 hands hoeing one day 1 50

Topping, binding and shocking stalks 1 50
Harvesting 6 00

159 25
Deduct for benefit of manure for succeed-

ing crops 17 50

$41 75

Corn fodder, equal to 1 ton of Eng-
lish hay 15 00

4952 lbs. shelled corn, at $1 10 for

sixty lbs. 90 79

Net profit $64 04

AMOS SHELDEN.
I hereby certify that I assisted in the cultivation

and measuring the above land, and the harvesting,

and measuring of the above corn, and that the

whole statement is correct according to the best

of my knowledge.

TIMOTHY ROBERTS.
I" hereby certify that I measured the above land,

and that it contained no more than one acre.

JOHN PORTER, 2d, Sworn Surveyor.

Vaccine Matter.—We have recently learned

some interesting facts relating to vaccination. Mr
Estlin, a distinguished surgeon &f Bristol, England,

has succeeded in obtaining a new supply of vaccine

matter, directly from the cow.- In the early part of

August last, he ler.i-fted that the disease existed in

some cows on a farm in Gloucestershire, and re-

pairing immediately to the place, found it in a pro-

per state for furnishing matter for inoculation in

a young woman who had taken it in milking. With
this matter he inoculated a child on the 11th of

August, and obtained a perfect case of kine pock

disease. The succession has been carefully pre-

served, and the matter has been freely distributed

by Mr Estlin to different parts of the world. Some
was sent to Dr Jackson, of this city, taken from

the tenth succession of cases. Dr Jackson and Dr
Putnam have succeeded in introducing the disease

here with this matter, and have freely communicated

the matter to their professional brethren, who are

now using it pretty extensively ; so that matter of

the eleventh and twelfth generation from the cow,

can readily be obtained.

It is an interesting question how far the disease

thus introduced resembles the kine pock that we
have long had among tis ; and the answer is most

satisfactory, for so far as can be observed, it is per-

fectly the same. There has not of course been

time to test the question by practical observations,

as to its greater or less power in preventing small

pox, but in its course, ajfed' appearance, there is no

appreciable difference.^ This new introduction of

kine pock tnatter, thoug^>, a circumstance of great

interest to the mediea! profession, and to the com-

munity, does not weaken, but greatly strengthens

the confidence which may be placed in genuine

vaccination, as it has been practised among us for

forty years past.

We learn that the Massachusetts Medical Soci-

ety voted the last year to supply all its Fellows, at

the annual meeting in May, with fresh kine pock

matter ; and the Fellows of the Society agreed to

vaccinate gratuitously one day in each week in the

month of June, annually, all who shall apply to

them for that purpose. If our whole population

are not vaccinated hereafter, it will not be the fault

of the medical profession.

—

Boston Daily Mv.
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densely populated parts of the eartli, where some
On providing for the Jippoinlinent of a Board of\ degree of skilful agriculture is practised, that is

Btard of Agriculturc,und a Slate Chcmisl, together never visited by famine.

ivd.'t a Minority Report.

SiNATF, March 14, 1639.

The Coiiiniittec on Agriculture to whom was re-

ferred an order " to inquire into the expediency of

providing l>y law for the appointment of a Board of

Agriculture and also for the appointment of a

Stiite Chemist" have considered the same and sub-

mit the following report.

It has long been the settled policy of the gov-
ernment of Aiassachusetts to encourage agriculture.

To foster industry and encourage agriculture was,

at the adoption of the Constitution, pointed out as

among the important duties of future legislatures,

anil perhaps the wisdom of those to whom we are

indebted for that instrument, is nowhere morecon-
.ipicuously manifest thnn in enjoining this duty.

Of its necessity and the soundness of its policy

two of the most powerful nations of Europe pre-

sented at that time illustiious e.xarnples.

Spain with the wealth of the Indies poured into

her laj) for successive centuries was becoming poor
and fast sinking under her system of letting agri-

culture take care of itself. Gathering rich har-

vests of gold and silver from the new world, the

more valuable and enduring harvests of domestic in-

dustry were neglected and forgotten, and gilded

pauperism and splendid degradation were the fast

appearing legitimate fruits ; evincing the justice of
an over-ruling power, whether considered as the

result of idleness at home, or avenging retribution

for national treachery and injustice abroad.

On the other hand, the policy of England was
of an opposite character and producing opposite

Although as an art, agriculture is coeval with

our race ; as a science it is yet in its infancy, and

opens an extensive firld for discovery and improve-

ment It may be reduced to principles as C'rtain

as those of almost any other science, by carefully

collecting the results of similar combinations of

circumstances.

Science has shed its light freely and abundantly

upon other interests, and cannot its rays be brought

to bear more directly and fully upon that of agri-

culture .' It should hssi-t the hands that guide the

plougiishare and pruning-hook, as well as those
that hold the tiller or drive the shuttle.

The production of an ear of grain or a blade of
grass is as much the effect of cause, as is the ex-

plosion of a steam engine, and although the con-
nection between cause and effect may not be as

easily traced in one case as in the other, its exist-

ence is no less certain ; nor is its investigation less

a proper subject for scientific inquiry, or of scarce-

ly less importance in a public point of view. If

the latter has effected the destruction of a multi-
tude, the former has been as necessary to the sus-
tenance of millions. Science, or demonstrative
knowledge, is as necessary for the agriculturist

as for the navigator. Without it the farmer is a

mere machine, pursuing the path trod by his

fathers, and surrounded by a trackless ocean of
uncertainty, into vvliich. however he may avoid it

with instinctive dread, he is occasionally plunged
much to his discomfiture and loss. This would
not be the case if he clearly understood the prin-
ciples on which production is founded ; then he

results. With a protected and encouraged agricul- might step out of tiie beaten path with safety, the
ture to sustain her manufacturing industry, she was trackless course would be as certain as that of the
laying deep the foundations of her power, and fast mariner guided by his compass ; he could feed his
rising in the scale of empire, and strengthening

|

roots, grains and grasses with their appropriate food
herself for a tug in latter times, with the captain
whose will was lavv to continental Europe ; who
gave kingdoms as mere keepsakes, and infusing in-

to the millions of his conscripts the spirit of mar-
tial madness, trampled nations to silence in his

grasp at universal domJmon. From this contest
expen.'sive, protracted and bloody, almost beyond
precedent, by untiring if.dustry in her fields and
workshops, she came out, dictating terms of peace,
her resources comparatively but little impaired, and
the riches of her people almost undiminished ; de-
monstrating the pi).sition, that the basis of frue

national strength consists more in the science of
peaceful arts, than in the art and science of war
less in well appointed armies, than in a well ap-
pointed agricultuj-e.

Agriculture is not only the basis of national
strength and wealth, but it is also the basis of civ-

ilization and social life. Christianity itself, after

repeated attempts without the aid of agriculture,
has failed to civilize the American savage ; nor
have its influences, without the same aid,' been
more successful in preventing the relapse to a state

of barbarism of the once civilized Asiatic. The
culture of the earth is as necessary also to sustain
social life, as is the culture of the mind to sustain

civil liberty
; and as truly as the fall of our free in-

titutions would follow the entire neglect of educa-
tion, so truly will the dissolution of civil society
follow the abandonment of agriculture. The ag-
ricultural skill cf any people is nearly a correct
indication of the amount and permanency of their

social comforts, for it is only that portion of all the

and calculate results with certainty, e.xcept as va
ried by accident or season ; his dependence would
be upon known principles, established truths, rather
than tradition. Let him clearly understand the
deficiency of his soil, and what aliment it is neces-
sary to present to the germinating plant to bring it

to perfection, and what is necessary to counteract
or neutralize a superabundant or deleterious sub-
stance e.xisting in the soil, and he will produce his
crop of grain with as much certainty and facility,

aside from e.xtraneous causes, as the architect can
erect a granary in which to store it It is tliis

knowledge which the farmer wants, and he can get
it only by the aid of chemistry. It is this knowl-
edge which the farmer must have in some good
degree, before his profession will stand where na-
ture designed it to stand—the first among the first.

No occupation is more healthful or useful, and none
is better calculated to expand the mind and devel-
ope the noblest qualities of man. Although his
avocation is laborious, the toil of the intelligent

farmer is far from servile drudgery. A sense of
inferiority of profession he cinnot feel, for no other
stands nearer creative power, or is first the recipi-
ent of the Creator's bounty. In the great labora-
tory of nature he aids according to his intelligence
in the transmutation of various substances other-
wise useless, to grains and fruits, the product of
field and garden for supplies of necessity, of com-
fort, or of luxury

; and what mind in employment
so elevated but must in some measure lose its con-
tracting power .= or who can better appreciate the
lustrous beauty of the " bow in the cloud," the

bright seal of the promise that " seed time and
harvest shall not cease," than those that sow the
seed and labor for that harvest without which, the
foundations of society must be broken up, the min
ister coine down from the altar, and the judge fro«
the bench, to seek subsistence, perchance froln-river
or forest .'

The value of the agricultural products of the-
Commonwealth, compared with the value of the
product; of other branches of industry, it is believ-
ed, would present the importance of tlie farming
interest in a strong poi.<it of view. Unfortunately
a bill for the obtaining of these statistics wr.s lost
in the last legislature, acd that important fact,
the relative value of our agriculture, which should
bb' well known, and well understood. remains a
matter of conjectvlrc.

It is estijiated from statistics of the British
empire, tliat the annual return from the land and
farming stock of tlie united kingdom is £474,029 CSS
and the annual return from the property in manu-
facture is £262,085,100, the manufacturing product
bearing to the agricultural product nearly the pro-
portion that five does to nine.

As the manufactures of Massachusetts are prin-
cipally the growth of but little more than thirty
years, it would be considered wonderful if on ex.
amination they were found to bear the proportion
to our agriculture that those of the united kingdom
do to theirs, but unless they exceed that proportion
it will be seen by referring to the statistical returns
of our manufactures in 1837, and taking those re-
turns of eightysix and a quarter millions of dollars
to indicate the true product of our manufactures,
that the products of the land and farming stock of
Massachusetts in that year could not have been less
than one hundred and fiftyfive millions of dollars.
However much or little dependence may be placed
on this estimate, it can hardly be doubted that tlie

magnitude of our agricultural interest is not appre-
ciated.

Hy the last census the population of the State
was about 700,000. Of this number not less than
400,000 are supposed to be engaged in agriculture,
and dependent directly and entirely upon that
source for subsistence. Of the remaining 300,000
a very considerable number are more or less en-
gaged in the same pursuit a part of their time ; and
as all engaged in manufacturing and commercial
operations are deeply interested in the success of
the fanner, as it allects the price and facility of
obtaining agricultural products, your Committee be-
lieve they may safely assume that no branch of do-
mestic industry is more important They also be-
lieve that no one is more susceptible of improve-
ment, and, so far as improvement goes, that no one
is so much neglected.

The labor that would purchase a bushel of corn
thirty years ago, will now purchase only about the'

same quantity ; whereas the labor that would pur-
chase a yard of cotton cloth thirty years ago will

now purchase at least four yards of as good quali-

ty. This advance in the value of labor, when ap-

plied to tlie purchase of cotton cloth, arises from
improvements during the time specified, by intro-

ducing labor-saving machinery, and directing more
science and skill to the production of the cotton
and the manufacture of the cloth ; and if improve-
ments to the same extent had been made in the
production of corn, the results would have been
the same, without diminishing the profits of the
producer.

The same general result will be the effect of
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the same cause when acting on any or all the pro-

ducts of labor. AU improvements, whether by the

aid of economy, science or skill, or of labor-saving

implements applied to production, increase the val-

ue of luhor, the only capital of many of our citi-

zens, and in the aggregate the great capital of the

Commonwealth ; a capital which wise legislators

will always encourage in seeking investment at

home, at least when, all things considered, it can

be done with better advantage than abroad. A

In addition to lime, marl and other mineral sub-

stances of great value to the farmer, large quanti-

ties of geine, or the principle that gives fertility to

soils, is found to exist in the vegetable deposits of

our swamps and lowlands. This fact is a most im-

portant one to the farmers of the Commonwealth.

It discloses to us the truth that there exists in al-

most every neighborhood, abundant means of re-

cruiting our wasted soil. A kind Providence has

garnered up these immense magazines of food for

11 be mentioned to show the advantage that
\

vegetables to restore feitility for us, to those grounds

may be derived from a scientific and thorough mves-

tigation of a subject, that is supposed to be pretty

well understood. It also accounts for the great

advance which manufactures have made over agri-

culture, and points out the necessity and propriety

of the aid of government to assist in settling ques-

tions of importance to uur farmers, which, from in-

volving an expense of perhaps a few hundred dol-

lars, their limited capital cannot meet; and unless

the government aid them, they must from necessity

be content to plod along in the old path, save the

adoption of some few improvements, which slight

research and invention bring to light.

Recently a manufacturing company incurred an

outlay of not less than five thousand dollars, for

agency and expenses attending a series of experi-

ments to solve a question relative to some part of

their process. The solution of the original query

was a saving to the company ot its whole cost in

about one year, and other matters unlocked for,

which came in in<:identally during the investiga-

tion, effected a further saving to an equal amount

during the same year ; it was also the acquisition

of knowledge that must bear upon all their future

operations to which it had reference, and this all,

in a branch of manufactures where it was gener-

ally supposed that further improvements were

hardly to be expected. If such results can be re-

alized in such cases, what may be expected from

investigations in the young science of agriculture,

a science that has hardly obtained a name and

place among the sciences ?

Aside from tlie general want of chemical knowl-

edge applicable to their profession, but few individ-

ual farmers can meet the expense, that would he

necessary to a thorough investigation of many sub-

jects that have a permanent and important bearing

upon their success. And it is believed that they

cannot reasonably be required to do so, when it is

considered Uiat their success is so closely connect-

ed with the success of every other valuable inter-

est in the Commonwealth, that men of all otfrer

professions and pursuits are hardly less interested

in the matter than farmers themselves. x\nd if

any subject whatever will justify the special atten-

tion of the Legislature, and, if need be, an es-

pecial appropriation from the treasury of the Com-

monwealth, on the ground that the whole people

are deeply interested in its success, your Committee

are of opinion that it is the subject which they

now have under consideration.

Our means for improvement are far from being

limited. The geological survey of the State by

Professor Hitchcock has brought to light treasures

more valuable than mines of gold, and if the facts

and suggestions submitted in his second report are

th.'it were exhausted in sustaining our fathers, while

n council laying the foundations of our free insti-

tutions, and in the field battling for the. right of

man to "self-government. Compared with theirs,

ours is a time of leisure, and duty requires that we

avail ourselves of the means put into our hands of

improving our physical condition, until the neces-

saries and comforts of life are in as full measure

enjoyed by all within our borders, as the freedom

which they wrought out for us, and in no other

way can we so well execute the trust committed us

while holding on to their bequests.

The mere knowledge of the fact, however, that

this enriching matter, which contains the constituent

principles of our grains and grasses, exists so abun-

dantly, is of comparatively little practical utility,

unless accompanied with the proper knowledge of

disengaging it from the useless or deleterious sub-

stances with which it is combined, and fitting it for

the wants of vegetation. To obtain this know-

ledge requires the aid of a practical chemist, and

there is little doubt that with this aid, manure,

which has properly been termed "the sinews of

husbandry," can be furnished abundant as the

wants of our soil, and cheaper than by any other

means. The expense incurred for a lifetime of

service of a practical agricultural chemist, would

be a cheap purchase for the Commonwealth, at

which to put our farmers in possession of the in-

formation that would enable them to make the

most economical and efficient application of this

material, which we are assured contains in greater

abundance, than can be drawn from any other

source, the enriching properties furnished by the

most expensive manures. It has been accumulat-

ing for ages, and held in reserve until farmers be-

gin to learn that a renovated field under a judicious

system of cultivation will give the most profitable

succession of crops, and at the same time amply

furnish the means of perpetuating and ini^^asing

its own fertility. Under these circumstan'ces the

interest of the cultivator affords the strongest guar-

anty that if fertility is once restored to those fields

that are reduced, we may feel well assured that

they will never again become exhausted as they

have been ; but increasing in fruitfulness, and sup-

plying the wants of increasing multitudes, will con-

tinue to give " seed to the sower and bread to the

eater," as long as peace and security allow the

farmer to gather his sheaves, and preside at his

own harvest-home.

The muck of our swamps from different locali-

ties may very considerably differ in the number and
proportions of its constituent parts, and according-

ly require very different treatment to fit it for the

farmer's use. A chemist employed by the State,

vegetable, mineral or compound, and the best nietl'.-

od of compounding, would also [,roperly and no

doubt profitably, engage his attention. A more

general, and if possible a more perfect analysis of

our soils, would also be of great utility. Indeed

it is hardly possible that a competent chemist should

be euiployed under the direction of a competent

board without rendering immense service to the

farmers of the Commonwealth.
A Board of Agriculture, composed of scientific

and practical men, properly selected from diflTerent

sections of the State, would be likely to serure the

public confidence and respect. Their recommen-

dations of improved implements, or improved modes

of culture, or of improvements of any kind, if ju-

dicious, would soon secure the most favorable at-

tei.-tion of farmers, and give a fresh impulse to pro-

duction. Agricultural implements, purporting to

be improvements, are often to their injury forced

upon the attention of farmers, by those interested

in the sale. This would not as frequently bo the

case, were a competent board to obtain the confi-

dence of farmers and become the channel through

which real improvements alone might be expected

to find favor. The recommendation of the board

would be found no less convenient for the vender

of a real improvement, than for the farmer, who

possesses in a more limited degree, the means of

comparing and deciding important questions of this

kind to his own satisfaction.

(To he concluded.)

duly attended to and improved, the survey cannot
,
under the direction of a Board of Agriculture,

fail to be the commencement of an era in our ag- j would undoubtedly spend some time to great ad-

riculture the laying of the first stone in the foun-
;

vantage in determining the best mode of treat-

dation of an improved structure that will sustain^ ment applicable to the whole, or to the different lo-

and secure the best interests of the Common- ; calities, as should be found necessary.

n^ealth. The whole subject of manures, whether animal,

STATEMENT RESPECTING PREMIUM
CARROT CROP.

To the Massachusetts Agricultural Society, >

Marshfield, JS'oTcmher 17th, lS'i8. )

Mr Guild— Sir—I send you the number of

days' work done on one acre of carrots and one

acre of beets. I find it the most difficult part of

my statement.

We the undersigned, John Moorehead, Sen. and

John Moorehead, Jr. do believe to the best of our

knowledge that the whole number of days' work

performed on one acre of carrots and one acre of

beets, was one hundred and twentysix, viz.

Weeding and hoeing, 72

Harvesting, 54

120

/OHN MOOREHEAD, Sen.

JOHN MOOREHEAD, Jr.

My help in' cultivating tlid above carrots and

beets was one boy in his 17th year. I only hired

3 days' help of one man until harvesting.

Travi;_>,likg.—Surely, said Pat, the Yankees

are great travellers ; they travel si-xty or seventy

miles a day, wliile 1 have hard work to travel twen-

ty five or thirty-;, but there is not so great a diff'er-

ence, after all, for they don't more tlian half travel

the ground over, while I travel both parts of the

road for the most part

Arkansas Baggage.—" Boy run up stairs, to

No. — and bring down ray baggage—hurry, I'm

about moving."
" Whar is your baggage, massa, and what is

he?"
" Why three pistols, a pack of cards, a Bowie

knife and one shirt. You'll find them all under my
pillow."

—

Picayune.
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Boston, Wbdne3Day, Mabch S7, 1839.

We have received the prospectus of the Rhode Island

Society, for the promotion of domestic industry, of their

cattle show and ploughing match and exhibition

of manufactures to be held at Pawtucltet on Wednesday
the 9th of October next. We shall give it a full inser-

tion beOjre long. This society is entitled to great credit

for their zeal and activity in the cause of an improved

agriculture.

We have tile same acknowledgments to make in re-

spect lo the Plymouth .Vgricullural Society, whose cattle

show and exhibition are appointed for the IBth of Octo-

ber at Bridgewaler. Their prospectus shall have a sea-

sonable insertion.

These annual exhibitions have done an immense ser-

vice to the state ; and wilJ, we hope, excite increased at-

tention and interest. The premiums are in general upon
a sufficiently liberal and judicious scale; but the lienor of

obtaining one of tltcir book premiums is worth very much
more than their pecuniary donations.

MARCH ar, 1839.

Rev. Mr Abbot of

BOUNTY ON SfLK.

The Secretary of State by the iireclion of the House
h.is laid before the Legislature the amount paid in the
form of bounties, since the act of Uth April, ia3G.
The returns embrace the names and residence of the

claimants; the number of pounds of cocoons raised ; the
number of pounds of silk reeled; the number of pounds
thrown ; and the amount of bounty granted in each in-
stance.

The highest quantity of cocoons-raised is 615 lbs and
of silk reeled is .52 lbs 6 oz. We will give the i>ames of
a few of the principal growers of silk.

Coixions- raised. Silk- rtcle-i and

Ancory llolman, Bolton, G15 lbs. 52 lbs 8oz.
Benjamin Walker, Rehobolh, 277
Timothy Smith, Amherst, 156 CO
Reuben Hoar, Littleton, 150 H oz.

Jonas Holland, Belckerto,wc, IK
J. Bodman, Williamstown, 1^
Rosvvell Rice, Charlemont, 97 8 19
Joseph Field, " 76 S 16 4
Cyrus Smith, South Hadley, 70
John Perry, Wales, 60 g
And several others, whose names may be ascertained by
a reference to the secretary's report.

We subjoin the aggregate for the4bur years.—

1836
1H37
1838

March 0,1839

'

AGGREGATE.
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BRII.HTON MARKKT.—Mt.M.AT, RIarcli25, 1H39.

Rrporlsil I. It lliP New Kngland Fariiipr.

At Market, '200 Beef Caltle. 20 Cows and Calves.

600 Sheep, and 680 Swina. 35 Beef Catlle unsold.

Vmctia — Reef CaU!c.— \\'e advance our qu(.tationB to

conform to sales. First quality
, f.S 50 a $9 00 Second

qiialily, $8 CO a $8 50. Tliird qi.alitv, $G 75 a f775.
Coics and Calres.—DuW. We noticed sales at $28,

$33, $37, $4S, $.18, and fSO.
Sheep.—We quote lots at $4 25. $5 50, and $0 25.

Sithie — Lots to peddle were taken at 8 and 9 and 9

and 10. At retail from 9 to 11.

THER.MO.VIETRICAL.
Rcii.irtcil for the .N'ew England Farmer.

Range of ilie Therinoineter at the Gardenof the proprietors

of the New England Fanner, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Nor ilierly exposure, week ending March 24.

M A KCH, 1839.
I

7A.M.
I
12,M.

I

6.P.M.
I
Wind.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday, 24

32
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MISCELLANEOUS.

(l"'rom the Newark Daily Adrcriiser.)

LIFE IN THE PRAIRIES.

Interesting ConRESpoNnKN-cp, We have been
politely furnislied witli the following- letter from Mr
C. C. Smith of SmilhtoH-n, (Illinois,) to a friend in

Pliiladelphia, and wo tni.H it will prove the fore-

runner of many more from the same distinjnished

observer of men and things in the VVeat. Mr S.

is a brother of the lionorable John Sinith, of Jack-

sonville :

From Mr Smith, of Siniilisliiirg, Smith county, Illinois, to

Jolr.i TImmsoii, E«q.,ol' I'hilaielphia.

D:;ar Thomson.—As yoti cannot by possibility

have an idea of what prairie innd is, you must be

answerably ijrnorant of what I have suffered in

toiling from Pole^rovc, our county seat, to this

])o;iie of mine. It was knee deep every step, and,

then, so tenacious—so viscous—not even the chem-
ical terminology would express the treacle and tar-

mixture through which I have pissed. liut home
is home ; and though I have a stump in my parlor,

and see daylight throtigh the windward side of my
log-hqssc, yet I assure you there is a comfort even

in this. It is something to be monarch cf all he

surveys; it is something to have overcome difficul-

ties. Every man respects himself the more for

having lived through a real scuffle ; and, then, one's

wife and children, when healthy and.happy, are as

delectable in a wilderness as any where else.

There I justas I write, I hoar' tlie sharp percussion

of two rifles. It is Charles and Tom returning, no

doubt, with wild meat enough to serve one of your

.Arch street dinirer-parties for ten times. There is

soinel.hino- in that. A bear and a wild turkey give

us a painful pleasure in the chase, and then are

sustenance to us, and afford talk to the ctu'dren for

day after day. I wish Tripes and his sister, in

Spruce street, who have got to bo vegetable mon-
gers, a.nd think all meat poison, w^ould try their

.luck for a month or so on thiscide. of tlw Wabash
;

they would surely die of chagrin at ilw; e.'iplosion

of- their theory. For, wiien they should be present-

ed to a family of wild frontier rangers, fellows who
Jjave welNgigh forgotten the taste of wheat, whose

richest loaf is corn ash cake, and who use jerked

beef or vcnsion with their tea, and have flesh, flesh,

flcish, froin Christmas till Christmas, they would see

as Etout, noble, light-nervod, broad-backed, six foot

backwoodsmen as ever turned out of the forests of

Pannonia ; men that never saw a doctor, unless

Bome wandering missionary happened to be a

"Thpmpsonian," and who are as likely to live to

eighty years as the no-meat and no drlnli folks are

to survive this winter.

Jones has gone. lie made no impression on our

sort of people. Rely upon it, these We.stem lnd:>,

to use iheir own slang, have cut their eye-teeth
;

and it is a poor speculation to send us your refuse

wares. I told Jones, long ago, that if lie would

contentedly jog on as book-keeper, he would soon

be able to get into a better berth. But what ruined

him with Filter & Firth was, his indolence, his

want of interest in what he was doing. You say

he was honest and punctual—so he was ; but then

he was dead. I have known him to sit like a wax-
work for two hours over the same page of his ledg-

er. Such a man can't possibly live here. Every
one is on the alert. It is this that characterizes

tiie new States. You sec it in the air of the peo-

ple; you hear it in their outre phraseology. They

are courageous, independent, and full of resources,

from the very necessity of the case. I am con-
vinced that the strong point? of human nature,

good and bad, were never brought out more de-

cidedly than in, these States. Plenty of strong

food, plenty of hard work, high hope, perpetual

novelty, ample room for every kind of expansion,

carelessnosM of the opinions of others, conflict with

real dangers, and the hardiness produced by out-

door athletic performances—these are what make
'he men of Tennes^-ee and Kentucky the most en-

ergetic as they are the largest specimens of the

homo sapiens. The same occurs in Maine, Vermont,
and Michigan. It is the exact antipodes of Chest-

nut street in every particular. Take a city chit,

who wears a ring, and m hiskcr enough for a bear,

and a flash coat worth fifty dollars, and exhibit hira

to a genuine boy of the woods, and the latter would
deal as gently with hiin as with a young opposum,

and as much wonder at his prettiness. Now the

whiskered and the scented one has his uses : you
would not readily put liim on a forlorn hope, or ask

his aid if you were drowning ; but he plays a good

part at a soirrc, and stands gracefully behind a

counter, and forks his chopped meat with exemplary

precision
;
yet I should not wish to see him here

;

he would think our ways rough and our clothes in-

tolerable. Jones, without being effeminate, was

what we call helpless, and he has gone home. O,

for a keg of pickled oysters ! Before the winter

has locked every thing up, try to contrive a way for

the two or three books which Grigg promised to

box. The lame boy does very well in the v/ood-

yard, but we need one .ir two lads of all work. The
mail-boy comes within three miles once a week.

Adieu. Your true friend,

C. C. SMITH.

SCIOiVS OP FRUIT TREKS.
Scions of a qreat variety of .^pple.s, Pears, Phims, n'ld

Cherries, front liearing Trees, which have Iiecn ]»roveii at the

Pomological Garden, Salem, Mass.. for sale hy the subpcri-

hcr. ROBERT MANNING.
Feh. 0. tp

FARM FOR S.VIjE OU Ti) IjET.

The suhscriher offers for sale or to let, a farm situated on

Charles Kiver, in the north pan of Newton, and near the

Newton CheinJCTil Works. It contains fifty acres or upwards
of gno.l Ian J, and has on it a jooH house and other buildings.

Its pleasant situation on the hank of the river renders it a de-

sirable place for a country seat, or its vicinity to the Walthara
Factories an excellent location for a market or vegetable larm.

Forty acres can be added to the above, if desired

March 13. 4wis* SETH BKMIS, WiWatertou

FARM FOR SALE.
For sale a valualilc farm, situated in Newton, half a mile

from the tipper Falls Village and ten miles from Boston.

The farm comprises about 100 acres of land, one third of

which is covered with a thrifty growth of wood and fencing

timber. It has a good well of water, besides a never failing

brook which passes through the farm. The buildings are

of ample size, and in good repair. A lot of about ten acres

of the laud near the buildings, is on a level plain of superior

quality for the growlh of the mulberry tree For particulars

iiicpiire of Miss Ann Bent, 214 Washington Street, or of E.

F. Woodward, near the premis s.

Boston, March 6, lS3;i. tf

woRii.s iiiui.,ricAi;i.is.

JOSEPH DAVENPORT will personaliy attend to the

selling of the largest lot of Morns Multicaulis unsold in the
ITniicd Sliites, after the first of Aprd next, at his planlalion

Hvo miles southwest of the city of llartlord. The sale of
this splendid lot of trees has tieeu delayed till the jiresent in

consequence of his iinex])ecled absence since last fall. He
invites purchasers to call on him, in person, so far as consist-
ent, as they may belter select for themselves

;
yet all orders

sent to the city Post Office, will be executed with all possible
care and dispatch. His long experience will enable him to

packthein in a manner that will ensure safety to any part of
the country.

Hartford, Cl., March 20, 1S3S.

PRIZE ^VHEAT.
Tht iniitington Xew Ifliile ff'he/tt, which obtain-,

<d the " Medal" (U the Liverpool .'3griciiltural\

Meelinff.

The attention of Agricultnralisis is (rgain called to this]
very valuable, prolific and perfectly hardy description oli
Vyhite VVheat The prominent proprelies of which arc itsj

ripening much earlier with length and strength of straw,
largeness of ear and grain, and its superior incahngqunlitiejj
which can be utlesled by several well known Surrey Millers.
The introducer of ii strongly reioiumends, if the soil be

neb and kintlly. that verj- lilijc or no manure I.e applied, the
ori::iii ol this Wheat wast hrec ears, discovered on a inouniaii,
in Switzerland; and the Propagator, Mr Withingloii, a prac-j
Ileal Agriculturalist, Land Agent and Vainer for 40 years is
so perfectly satisfied, (rom ilic impartial trials he has miidc,
during S1.X years on " poor soils," of its giowing more Straw
than any other kinds, "of its superiority in "standing the]
weather," and not degenerating in the produce or quality
that he intends for the future, to sow no other sort.

|Twelve bushels sown oi ordinarv wet land in common'
cultivation, last year produced 3oo bushels, and a similar
sowing on light land, gave an equally favorable result. The
present prosjwcts despite the season, are equally flattering.
Two bushels per acre have been found an abundant Seeding,
on ncconnt of its great disposition to Tiller, several single
grains having produced each from 30 to 40 ears, the length of
many lining t'rnm ,=i to 7 inches and verv few under 4 inches.
It has this year lieen satisfactorily proved by three disinter-
ested Fanners to be a most " rapid growing " and superior!
spring wheat, sown so late as the middle of March, it is nowj
the luili of .luly in full ear, and calculated to produce atj
least 'J' to 35 bushels per acre ! Mr Mouatt, of Stoke, near]
Guilford, • Transplanted " on the lOth of March, without
Manure or Water, and quite unknown to Mr W. a quair
of this wheat In ni a sowing in the Autumn, and which
now be seen in every respect equal to the latter, and far

passincT several other kinds growing alongside. The var. :.:i

essays by impartial parties combined with an unusually severe
Winter and unpropiiious Spiing, prove this to be the most
desirable wheat ol the day.

—

English Paper.
N . P.. We have on hand a small quantity of the Whiti.s-g-

Tov WiiKAT, which is decidedly the finest article of the Und
we have ever seen. Those who are desirous of lr\ing it, can

,

have a small parcel, not exceeding one pint each, il applica-
tion is made for it soon. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

March 13.

FRESH SEED.
Just received at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

and Seed Store, fresh lots of the following kinds of seed.

Rohan Potatoes Chinese or Tree Corn
St Helena " Diitton "

Early While Potatoes Small Canada,
Varieties of Spring Wheat Early Jefierson '

Buck " Tuscorara and Sweet Corn
Indian " Barley, Bedforil Oats

And a full supply of Peas, Beans, iVc

March 13. JOSEPH BRECK i CO.

P.IUM IN OROTOX FOR SALE.

The subscriber offers for sale, his farm in Groloii, Mass.,
consisting of about 2:^0 acres, much oi it first rate land, and
in a highl}' cuuivated and productive condition. There are

two dwelling houses and commodious barns, and the place

may easily be divided into two good farms. Il is; well stock-

ed with fruit; with an abundance of fuel for use and sale,

and excellent water. It is difficult to find a place combining
more advantages in respect to comfort or profit. Jt will be

so then eligible terms. Inquire at the N. E. Farmer Office

or to the subscriber on ihe premises.

Fob. 13, 1639. Wtl.LlAM SALISBURY.

MULBERRV SEED.
Brussa Mulberry Seed, fresh and warranted good, for sale

j

bv ROBERT G. SHAW & Co.
"Feb. 20. 51 Commercial Wharf.

AVANTS A SlTUATruN.
A Gardener who understands the management of a Green!

[louse, Hot Beds. &c. litis had long experience in the busi-

ness, and can produce the best recomtnendations. Apply at

the New England Farmer Office.

Feh. 27. JOSEPH CRECK & CO.

THE NEW ENGL.\MJ FARMER
Is puhiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per anniin

payable at the end of the year-=-but those who jiay witlijn

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de

[|uctionof GO cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTFRS^.

17 StllOOI. STREtT DOSTON *'.
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[At our request we have been politely furnished

by the author with the following extracts. They

are sensible, instructive and eloquent. We are

happy to enrich our columns with them ; and we

hope he will do us the kindness to furnish us with

the other parts of the address.]

EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS
Delivered at Pitlsfied, on the Alh of October last, be-

fore the Berkshire ^Igricultural Society, at their

Anniversnrij, by the Hon. Lestkr Fillet, Pres-

ident of said Society.

Gentlemen,—There is another topic, not inti-

mately connected, perhaps, with the prominentsub-

ject of this Address, but lying at the foundation of

all permanent agricultural improvements, to which

your attention is solicited. The researches of the

learned Professor, acting under a commission from

the Executive of this Commonwealth, who has re-

cently re-examined this county with reference to

economical Geology, have disclosed the mineral

elements of fertility without « liich putrescent, ani-

mal and vegetable substances, the proper aliments

of vegetation, are temporary and irregular in their

effects. The marl deposits which be has discover-

ed in several places, ar.d their probable existence

in other localities, are important accessions to our

agricultural resources.

The value of lime, the basis of marl, as well in

a caustic state as in its chemiciil union with some

of the acids, has, in many places, been properly

appreciated.

However well the other essential earthy constit-

uents of the soil may be adjusted, if calcareous mat-

ter be absent, lasting fertility cannot be expected.

For evidence of the effects of the restoration of

this element to the soil of which, by long cropping

and cultivation, it had been exhausted, we need

not look beyond the limits of our own country, the

silicioua barrens of New Jersey, the sands upon

tlie shores of the Chesapeake and Delaware, and

the pine plains of Virginia reduced to sterility by

improvident husbandry, are becoming fiuitful

through the agencies, chemical and mechanical, of

this substance. To her marl pits southern New
Jersey is indebted for her corn fields and her clover

leys—to her lime beds Pennsylvania may, in some

of her most prosperous counties, give full credit

for her extensive wheat harvests. Our own soil,

reposing in the main upon beds of lime rock,

strange as it may seem, yields upon analysis no

notable proportion of this fertilizing mineral. May

not the productiveness of our lands, tillage and

grazing, be increased and prolonged by adopting

the means employed by our neighbors of New Jer-

sey and Pennsylvania ? This is a question which

some of us may be compelled to answer practically

in the affirmative, if we continue to pursue the

present system of cultivation and rely solely upon

the usual sources of renovation and fertility. The

supplies of the stable and barn yard sweepings

will keep a small portion only of the lands, which

we occupy and pretend to improve, in their present

state of fertility, unless some substance be applied

which shall check their too rapid decomposition

and fix in the soil the enriching properties which

they evolve. To accomplish this, lime, in a cal-

cined state, or in the form of marl, must be employ-

ed. Within this county the experiments made with

this substance are comparatively few, and in some

instances, I am aware, they liave not been attended

with the success anticipated. Quick ard abundant

returns have been expected ; it has been applied

where there was a deficiency of the components of

the vegetable structure and expected to supply the

absent elements, or at least in their absence to per-

form their duties. The processes of the experi-

ment have been conducted in an unskilful manner,

in ignorance of the nature or without regard to the

modes of action of the substance. Many of the

failures which attend inexperience in the outset

have occurred, and a distrust in the efficacy ascrib-

ed to it, has been produced—a distrust which a

better acquaintance with the subject and know-

ledge, the results of experiments by others, would

readily dissipate. If, as has been ascertained by

close and accurate observation, no soil can be made

permanently fertile where calcareous matter is not

present ; it must be applied to no inconsiderable

portion of our lands. The best mode of its appli-

cation, tlie quantities in which, and the seaions at

which it can be most advantageously used, experi-

ence alone can determine ; it may turn out after all

that very little depends upon the mode or time of

application—that all its purposes will be answered,

if its deficiencies be supplied.

The lands of England are dressed with one or

two hundred bushels to the acre, applied in inter-

vals of eight or ten years ; those of France with

forty or fifty bushels every other year, and the re-

sults, in both cases, are substantially the same. By

us it has principally been used in compost, and in

that form has invariably succeeded where the soil

had not been previously sufficiently charged with

it, and where it has been accompanied with a due

amount of putrescent matter.

It is true that its appropriate functions in the

economy of vegetation, the precise manner in which

it acts, are not as well understood as that of vege-

table and animal matter used as a manure, nor need

it be for all useful and practical purposes. It may

be n:ore properly left to the chemist and philoso-

pher to find out whether its effects are produced by

its centering into the composition of tlie plant and

becoming a portion of its organic structure, or pre-

paring other substances for their reception by living

vegetable organs, or by stimulating those organs to

earnest and vigorous activity, or by the co-opera-

tion of all these causes.

The circumstance wliich renders the recently

discovered marls of this county more interesting,

in an agricultural respect, than they otherwise might

be, is the difficulty and expense with which our

lime stone is rendered available ; owing either to

their texture or composition, great and long continued

heat is required to reduce them to a calcined state.

The cost of tlie fuel, necessary to reduce it to

powder, is the formidable item of charge in the ac-

count ; this is continually increasing. The large

demands made upon our forests by the iron manu-

factories and other processes in the arts requiring

the application of heat, will diminish the amount

and enhance the value of fuel, unless prevented by

its introduction from abroad, or by wiser methods

of renovation than yet have been employed. Could

lime be burned at less than one cent a bushel, and

sold at the kilns for 6 1-4 cents a bushel, as is the

case at Barmgat, according to the last report of

the Geological Surveyor of the State of New York,

there might be less necessity for looking to our

marl beds for the calcareous matter required in the

operations of husbandry—still lime in its quick or

caustic state, will always be required in certain

processes of agriculture. Ligneous fibrous roots,

hard vegetable substances, and consolidated peats

upon which atmospheric agents and the usual sol-

vents produce no impression, are readily broken

down and rendered soluble and useful by its action.

It prepares for immediate use without diminishing

essentially their efficacy unfermented manures, but

it destroys the living fibre unless used with inter-

mixtures which will modify its action ; it must

therefore be used with a cautious regard as well to

its deleterious as to its beneficial operations. Not

so with marl or lime in its effete state, it has never

been known to injure the growing plant e.xcept

when used in excess, or without a proper regard to

its appropriate admixture with the aliments of

plants. It expels those fell acids from the earth

which eradicate the nutritious and useful grasses

and introduce sorrel, mullein ind other sour and

useless herbage. It hastens tlie decomposition of

that portion of the food of vegetables which is of

difficult solution, and upon which the other decom-

posing agents act too slowly if at all, and it ameli-

orates and modifies the texture of the soil by loos-

ening it when too compact for the free penetration

of the rootlets and by rendering adhesive when too

loose to retain the requisite quantity of moisture.

That these are some of its effects has been proved

by experiments so careful and oft repeated that no

room is left for doubt. Extensive tracts of culti-

vable hinds, in this county, are faulty, ehher be-

cause too aluminous and compact to be readily

permeable by water, or too sandy and loose to re-

tain either the moisture or the manures which may

be put upon them for any considerable period. If

'

the season be too wet the Eastern HilU do not pro-

duce their usual quantity or quality of grass. If

too dry, the silicious plains of Sheffield fail to fur-

nish their expected returns That both may be cor-

rected by lime in some one of its forms, and the

last by marls of the precise character found among

us, there can be no question. The wonderful

changes which have been wrought in the agricul-

ture of some of the Middle and Southern States by

the use of this fossil—the luxuriant harvests gath-

ered from fields originally barren, or rendered so

by unskilful, improvident management—the extir-

pation of weeds, \\ hich either had rendered foul or
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supplanted the cultivated crops, all owing to the

effects of this mineral, should induce us to make a

series of experiments to test its efficacy here.

There are not, as in some instances, intermingled
with it foreign ingredients to counteract its effects

or injure vegetation. The learned Geological Sur-
veyor of the Slate says, " The Berkshire marls ap-

pear to mo to be some of the richest and host that

ever occur." If, as is stated by those who have
both the science and the practice necessary to true

deductions, they are valuable only for the calcare-

ous matter which they contain. The analyses of
tlie Surveyor prove them unusually valuable. Of
the ten specimens submitted to close analytical

tests, the smallest product was 40 and the largest

')5 per cent, of carbonate of lime, or clear calcare-

ous matter. The deposits are overlaid by a rich

covering of vegetable matter which has been grow-
ing and decaying for an indefinite period—and
which, intermingled with the marl below it, would
form a rich and valuable dressing for meadow
grounds or crops of annual cultivation. Upon ex-
posure to the air marl readily dissolves and is con-
verted into powder fit for use.

All who have experimented successfully with
this mineral, concur in the opinion that it should
not be applied till reduced either by natural or arti-

ficial agents to a powdered state. If permitted to

remain in masses upon the soil it will fail in a de-

gree at least of producing' the desifed results. As
the action of this, as well as other hiineral alkalies,

is complex, different upon different soils, and in its

combination with other substances 'tfjfon the same
soil, and the laws which control its sifc'tion are not
yet thoroughly learned and cannot at bnce be as-

certained, close observation of all the circumstan-
ces accompanying experiments should be made, and
it should not be rejected because patience and
critical attention are required for a full knowledge
of its effects. Others have succeeded most won-
derfully, and their conclusions may be quite safely
adopted, so far as they are applicable to our cli-

mate, the texture and composition of our soils, the
•crops which we grow, and the modes of cultivation

which we have established. Upon our own expe-
rience mainly should we rely. We are Yankees
and the world dare not deny to its the skill and in-

genuity necessary to accomplish whatever skill and
ingenuity can perform.

The earth, in wisdom infinite, in kindness most
tenderly, has been fashioned and adjusted to

the varied conditions of the sensitive and ration-

al beings whose abode it is.

-iVll things, rightly understood and wisely used,
contribute bounteously to hum.an happiness and to

the moral and intellectual elevation of the human
species.

At the conclusion of bis six days work, the
Omniscient Architect proclaimed it good. It teems
-with benevolence— it is clothed with beauty all

around and upon it beneficently shines celestial

light, the reflected radiance of the bright throne of
love and kindness upon which the superintending
Father of all is seated. No element of the mate-
rials of his work is frail or useless. Every thing

which our hands can reach, or upon which our in-

tellectual power can act, may be made subservient

to our pleasure and improvement. All thino-s are

created for the use of man. If they be not applied

to the purposes of their creation, ours is the sin

and folly. If we starve amidst the elements of
food, because too indolent to learn their combina-

tion and relatiors, and nature's economy in their

conversion to pleasant and healthful aliments, the

penalty will in no measure transcend the crime. To
us, among the breathing things of earUj, as the

structure of the organs which digest them clearly

indicate, belong the finer fruits. To live on mast,
to browse and drive away the lower animals from
their husks, is brutish meanness. The field in which
the husbandman is set at work, embraces the world,

and all around it, the relations and the associations

of life and happiness, with material things, are his

to study and apply ; the air which he breathes his

cornfields inhale and appropriate to their use ; the

light which uncovers the enchanting prospects

around him, gives to his wheatfields their sweetness
and clothes them in green—the water which slakes

his thirst, is drank with equal eagerness by his

parched herbage ; and the electric flash which
makes him tremble, shakes from the clouds tlieir

fatness upon his lean and arid pastures. The
agencies of air and light, and moisture and elec-

tricity, as co-workers with him in the business of
husbandry, are his own peculiar and appropriate

studies. How animating, how elevating is the busi-

ness of agriculture, when it walks hand in hand
with such interesting, ennobling studies. In this way
science is made to do and get good— science
ploughs, and sows, and reaps, and scatters the fruits

of the harvests in profusion all over the world.

Away then with the entities and quiddities, the

monads and molecules of Plato and Aristotle about
which a starving, uncomfortable, stationary world
quarrelled for two thousand years. Away with the

fruitless abstractions of the closet, with the deduc-
tions of musty canons scolastic and folly.

To nature's teachings let us listen—the natural
sciences let us study, and apply them too, to the

rational purposes of life—for the advancement of
human happiness and human virtue. Then may the
visions of the poet be realized—"Then may we
look up through nature." I repeat it,—"through
nature up to nature's God."

APRIl. 3, 1839.

MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SOCI-
ETY FARM REPORTS.

No. 1. Levi Goodrich of Pittsfield Mass. to

whom was awarded the premium 125 dollars.

The answers are in reply to the question pro-
posed in the circular of the Massachusetts Society
to the several claimants.

1st. I have 200 acres of land exclusive of wood
land. I have also a farm of pasture land contain-
ing 123 acres lying in the town of Dalton about 3
miles from my home farm.

2d. The soil of my farm consists of sand, gravel
and loam.

3d. I consider the best method of improving the
different soils above mentioned is to plough and
manure with a rotation of crops.

4th. I till a'bout 50 acres of land I have this

year

acres Of Rye,
" summer Whettt,
" Oats,

Rye and Oats,

Peas,

Corn,

Potatoes,

Ruta Baga

14

13

1 «

11-2'

3 "

8

5 "

51 1-2 acres in all.

I manure all the land where I have hoed crops
at the rate of about 20 loads per acre.

5th. My manure is applied in its long or greeu
state.

6th. I spread and plough in the manure on the
land where I plant corn, potatoes and turnips.

7th. My method of cultivating green sward, is,

to plough in the fall and sow small grain, either
rye in the fall, or oats in the spring

; the next year
manure and plant corn, potatoes or ruta bagas

;

and the 3d year sow spring grain and stock
down to grass.

Sth. I mow from 40 to 50 acres of upland, that
will average about 2 tons of hay per acre.

9th. Irrigate none.

JOth. --Vfler my ploughed land is manured I put
all the manure I can spare on the low meadows,
think it increases the quantity and improves the
quality of the hay.

11th. I mow about 50 acres of meadow that is

flowed by the Housatonic river; the quality of the
hay is excellent for sheep . or cattle, excepting a
few loads of coarse hay on some low spots. It
produces about 2 tons of hay per acre at the first

crop, and a part of it produces a good crop of rowen.
12th. About 20 acres of my meadow was 7 years

ago a useless swamp, covered with alder and wil-
low bushes, black ash and pine stumps in abun-
dance, the timber had been cut off before I purchased
the farm. It was so wet and soft that cattle could
not go through it in the summer. I first drained h
by ditching

; then took all the brush out root and
branch, then levelled it with the boghoe and sowed
on about 12 quarts of herds-grass and red top seed
per acre. The whole expense was about 25 dol-
lars per acre, it is now well worth 100 dollars per
acre.

13th. I planted only 3 acres of corn this year,
the land was sowed to rye last year, tlie stubble was
ploughed in the fall, coarse straw manure from tho
sheep yard spread on in the spring and ploughed
in

; the land was furrowed 3 feet apart one way for
the rows, the other way the rows were planted
about 20 inches apart, it was planted the 12th of
May, 2 acres of it was the little Canada corn ; the
produce was 96 baskets per acre weighing 4G lbs
per basket in the ear. It was perfectly ripe and
dry the 20th of August. The other one acre was
a large sort of eight and ten rowed corn, which
ripened about a fortnight later, but was a much
better crop. It produced 152 baskets weighing 46
lbs per basket in the ear ; these baskets will make
something more than half a bushel of shelled corn.
The produce of this acre will not vary much from
80 bushels.

14th. I planted 8 acres of potatoes this year; a
part of the land was green sward ploughed in the
spring spread on manure and harrowed, the pota-
toes planted were of the variety called Burr pota-
toes. The produce was about 200 bushels per
acre, two acres of oat stubble was ploughed in the
fall, 20 loads of manure per acre spread on in the
spring and ploughed in, planted the Burr potatoes
the rows 3 feet oue way and 20 inches the other
making 47 hills on a rod. The produce was 450
bushels per acre, for which I received of the B. A.
Society the first premium for tho best 2 acres of
potatoes in the county. This season has been un-
favorable for potatoes, and the crops in this part of
the country are lighter than usual. Last year I had
560 bushels per acre.

15th. I planted 5 acres of ruta baga they are not
yet gathered; I think they will yield about 700 bush-
els per acre ; I feed them to fat cattle

; milch'cows
and sheep.
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16th I sowed 14 acres of winter rye on upland

meadow. It was mowed in July, the sward turned

over and harrowed. The first week in September

I sGwed 1 1-4 bushels per acre. It will produce

about IG bushels per acre. I sowed 6 acres ot

summer wheat ; 2 acres of it was on land where I

had ruta bagas last year ; the land was rich and the

crop, though some injured by the weevil, was good;

will produce about 20 bushels per acre; sowed the

tea wheat ; I sowed 4 acres of wheat on where I had

winter rye; the crop was as I expected rather light,

about 10 bushels per acre. I sowed 1 1-2 bushel

per acre ; half of the piece was sowed with the tea

wheat and the other half with the old fashioned

bearded wheat. The bearded wheat was the stout-

est straw and largest kernel but was more injured

by the weevil. There is not much difference in

the yield. If the weevil should disappear as I

hope it will, the bearded wheat will be the best

kind to cultivate. I prepared all my seed wheat

by washing it in brine and rolling it in lime.

17th. I have laid down 10 acres to grass this

year, sowed 4 quarts of herdsgrasa and 4 quarts of

clover seed per acre with spring grain sowed in

hay.

18th. For the purpose of making manure 1 carry

muck and earth into my yards in the fall and

gather all the leaves I can conveniently for

litter.

19th. I keep 6 o.xen, 8 cows, 12 young cattle,

700 sheep and 4 horses through the year. I have

barns and sheds sufficient to house all my stock. I

have cellars under 3 of my barns for the purpose

of storing vegetables for feeding stock. The

manure is not covered excepting what falls under

the sheds.

20th. My cows are of the native crossed with

the Durham breed. The calvea that I raise are

taken from the cows at 3 days old and fed with

new milk 2 weeks ; then with skimmed milk or whey

with half a pint of meal stirred into the mess of

each calf twice a day until they are 12 weeks old

;

then they are turned into good pasture where they

will do very well until winter ; they are then sta-

bled and fed with hay, cut straw and ruta baga

grated fine and mixed with the cut hay or straw.

21st. I am not able to tell how much butter and

cheese we have made this year. I have kept 8 cows;

they are good and in good order and I think have

done well for milk. My family is large, and we

use all the milk, butter and cheese we want, and

sell some.

22d and 23d. I wintered .5 swine they are of the

Byfield or i\Ioco breed, they are not yet slaughtered.

I think they will weigh 400 lbs. per head by the

first of December when they will be 19 months old.

My hogs are fed on raw potatoes principally with

a little bran mixed with the slop of the house until

the first of October, when I commence boiling po-

tatoes and pumpkins, mixing provender made of

oats and peas or oats and rye, with which they are

fatted, adding a little dry corn the last four weeks.

24th. I take from my hogstyes about 30 loads of

manure in a year. It is made from leaves, straw,

potato tops, weeds and any vegetable substance

that comes handy to throw in.

25th. I employ 1 man and a boy in the winter,

and 3 men and 2 boys in the summer, besides my
own 2 hands which are yet able and willing to

labor.

26th. I have about 100 apple trees of the natu-

ral fruit ; most of them are old and are decaying.

In the year 1832 I fenced off two acres of land and

prepared it for a fruit yard. I sent to Albany and

got a choice selection of fruit trees of various

kinds. They lived and appeared very promising

until the cold winter of 1834 when they all perish-

ed. I think I shall make another trial next spring,

and hope for better success.

27th. I have no fruit trees excepting apple trees.

28th. None to be attacked by insects.

29th. I have used no ardent spirits for the last

() years and there has been none on my farm, and I

hope never will be again. 1 had some difhculty in

getting help in haying and harvesting the fir.st year

that I 'commenced doing without it. I have no trou-

ble about it now for no man that I hire expects it. I

am satisfied from experience that I am better with-

out it, and my hired men are more contented and

will do more work, and do it better without the use

of ardent spirits than with it.

PittsfiM. LEVI GOODRICH.

MR LITTLE'S STATEMENT ON COM
POST MANURE.

J\reivhury JVov. 28, 1838.

To the Trustees of tlie Massachusetts Agricultural Society.

Ge-^tlemkn^—Your inquiries respecting compost

manure I think one of great importance to the farm-

er and gardener. After thirty or forty years of ex-

perience in making and applying the same, your

correspondent must acknowledge that he- has not

arrived at any degree of perfection, (however this

he thinks he has learnt that composts are more val-

uable in warm and dry, than in wet and cold sea-

sons.) Not reading your communication in season,

my last experiment does not meet your requirement

in every particular. In- September 1837, I hauled

from a brook thirty ox cart loads of mud; abouttwo

thirds of the same was- put down in a pile on the

maro-in of the brook, the other third was drawn in-

to the barn and hog yards ; and mixed with about

the same quantity of yard manure. Some time in

November or December following, about three

fourths of that at the brook ^vB,s hauled on to one

half acre of land and put down in small heaps.

That in the yard was at the same time hauled and

put in one pile on the same land ; there was drawn

from the yard, and barn cellar about ten loads and

put in a heap, on land adjoining of the same qual-

ity. Both parts had been planted with Indian corn

the year previous ; in April following the mud that

was in heaps was spread, and seven loads of the

yard manure was spread on the other half of the

land and both ploughed in. That in the heaps was

overhauled and well mixed together. About the

12th of May the land was ploughed again, then

furrowed three and a half feet apart, the compost

was put in the furrows as far as it would go ;
still

there remained nine furrows which were supplied

with the remainder of the yard manure, the seed

corn was the eight rowed yellow sort of the early

kind, which was planted on the manure in the fur-

row about five thousand hills on an acre. It was

hoed three times, after the last hoeing which was in

July, I sowed with my hand half a pound of turnip

seed and covered the same with my cultivator. I

spent about one and half day thinning the turnips,

the corn was harvested about the 20th of Septem-

ber, the product was one hundred and thirty bushels

of ears of perfectly sound corn. At the time of

o-athering the corn I was out of health and my sons

to make "short work cut it all together. But from

the appearance standing in the field the corn was

as much larger on the compost as the turnips which

were harvested between the 20th and 25th of Oc-

tober ; six rows filled a cart on the yard manure,

and five the same cart on tlie compost, and there

was four hundred and seventyfive bushels of hand-

some turnips. If you will take the trouble to look

back you will find that a part of the mud was left

on the bank of the brook, which was mixed with

unslacked lime in proportion of one bushel to a

load and spread on land sowed with barley ;
by the

side there was spread one load mixed with ten

bushel of leached ashes ; tlien I left a space with-

out dressing. The land was all of equal quality

and had been cultivated alike the year before ; my

intention at the time of sowing was, to keep the

parts separate, but the wind brought the dressed

parts down, which separation could not be done at

the time of cutting. While growing I could see no

material difference in the two first parts ; the other

was inferior.

As to the expense of the turnip crop we think

the tops amply paid the cost of.seed and labor. The

injury done the land we think but small, as they be-

,ong to that class of vegetables that draw largely

from the atmosphere. Respectfully yours,

TRISTRAM LITTLE.

Massachusetts Horticnltnral Society.

Saturday, March 23, 1839.

EXHIBITION OF FRUITS.

Apples from John M. Ives' Nursery on Dearborn

street Salem.

Carthouse or Gilpin No. 92 of Coxe. A fine juicy

and highly esteemed table apple, late in the spring.

Bullock's Pippin or Sheep-nose, No. 40 of Coxe,

an indifferent fruit.

Michael-Henry Pippin, No. 74 Coxe. This New
Jersey fruifwhich ripens in November, and is then

highly flaven-ed, will keep -n-ell until spring when it

loses its acidity and becomes a fine sweet apple— it

is a goodfbearer and the. fruit hangs upon the tree

late in the fall.

Swaar, No. 101 of Coxe. This apple which

does not exactly answer the description in Coxe, is

a handsome formed and rather large sized fruit,

juicy, but not high flavored.

Wellington. A fine fruit, remarkably juicy, very

acid, and a great bearer producing its fruit in clus-

ters, and improves for the table as the spring ad-

vances.

From Job Sumner, Roxbury, a fine dark red ap-

ple, nearly black and sweet.

St. Germain pears, in fine preservation and fla-

vor, from the garden of Benjamin Bussey, Esq.,

Summer street, Boston.

For the Committee,

B. V. FRENCH.

Sahirday, March 30, 1839.

EXHIBITION or FLOWEKS.

From S. Walker, Esq., Roxbury, seedling viola,

grandiflora variety, of a new character— black

ground with a bright orange eye, most beautifully

shaded with crimson purple ; thought by the mem-

bers of the committee who examined it to be much

the prettiest variety they have ever seen.

For the Committee,

D. HAGGERSTON.

EXHIBITION OF VEGETjSBLES.

Mr James L. L. F. Warren of Brighton, present-

ed two bunches of Radishes which we understand

to be a sample of 20 bunches gathered this morn-

ing, and of 50 bunches gathered this week from a

bell 2 1-2 by 40 feet. Estimated crop, 200 bunches.

For the Committee,

S. WALKER, Chaimutf.
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REPORT
On providing for the Appointment of a Board of

.'ierricullure, and a State Chemist, tos;ctlier with a
Minoril;/ Report.

(Concluded.)

The great importance of improved implements
of husbandry, your committee believe is not duly
appreciated. An instance will be mentioned, of
somewhat recent occurrence, of which thry have
personal knowled;^e. A field in common was divi-
ded between two neighbors and planted with corn.
As it had been previously subjected to the same
treatment, the line of division was supposed to give
each party an equal chance for a crop. The same
variety and from the same parcel of corn was
planted in the two cases, and in both cases the
after cultivation was seasonable and similar. In
one case a new plough of improved construction—but hardly known in some parts of the State
was used, and a crop of fortyfive bushels per acre
obtained. In the other case a new plough of a
pattern that is in extensive use in some parts of
the State, was used, and a crop of thirtyfiw bu.sh-
els per acre obtained, and this with the additional
expense of at least two dollars in labor to remedy
the defects in the ploughing. Hero were ten bush-
els of corn and two dollars in labor, in the cropping
of a single acre, gained, without any other assign"
able cause, than, to say the most, the skilful use of
an improved plough—and that, perhaps, not the
best—over the common use of a plough, certainly
not the worst, and by many considered good. No
manure was used in either case, and the gain and
saving by the improved plough was fully equal to
the whole expense of making the crop, yet old
ploughs will be used. Farmers have been imposed
upon and disgusted so much with patterns got up
without skill or science, or apparently the least
knowledge of, or reference to, the principles in-
volved in the case

—

improvements from bad to
worse—that in many cases they look with distrust
upon everything that bears the name of improve-
ment. The removal of thi- prejudice is a matter
of no little consequence, and would be attended
with the happiest results. The amount of labor
misapplied, as may be inferred from the case cited,
is an immense tax upon the industry of the Coml
monwealth, and the saving or beijefical application
of It will tend directly, in proportion to its amount,
to swell the aggregate wealth of the State, as well
as promote the interest of individuals

; and the
Committee believe that no measure is more likely
to accomplish this desirable object than the opera-
tions of a judicious Board of Agriculture.

Indeed the plough, which lays at the foundation
of all good husbandry, or improvement in cultiva-
tion, affords of itself, matter sufficient to justify

the appointment of a board. To examine new
claims, and determine among them and the n-reat

variety of patterns already in existence—by accu-
rate and careful experiment on philosophical prin-
ciples—which is best for the various descriptions
of work, would be of great service to farmers who
have not the means necessary to institute a just

comparison. It is of great importance that this

implement should possess other qualities than
merely that of being made of cast-iron. If it is

not yet discovered, there is undoubtedly, some cer-

tain angle of elevation and curve of share and
mould-board best calculated to raise and turn the
Bod in the easiest and most perfect .manner, and if

the investigation of the subject should result in

discovering which now in use is best, or in the

invention and general use of a still more perfect
pattern; the benefit to the farming interest could
not easily be calculated

; for if the operation of
ploughing is not well performed, no after cultiva-
tion practised in our fields, however laborious it

may be, can remedy the defect ; a loss of labor, a
waste of ihe energies of the soil, and a diminution
of crop are the almost inevitable results. The
committee would urge the importance of the sub-
ject as a reason for going so far into particulars.

The establishment of a Board whose duty it

shall be to suggest, from time to time, for the con-
sideration of the Legislature, -such measures as
the interests of our agriculture may require, and to
devise means for its improvement, and indeed, to
have a general inspection of the whole subject, is

certainly a more systematic method of proceeding,
and much more likely to meet promptly the rea-
sonable demands of this great interest,' than the
present method of appointing a committee of the
Legislature for a single session to whoso notice
specified subjects only are committed.

In constituting the board it is of the first impor-
tance that it should embrace men of thorough
chemical knowledge applicable to agriculture, as
well as scientific and skilful practical fanners ; as
it is only by the combination of science to plan,
with skill to execute, that improvements are to be
expected, and from a board of intelligent men thus
constituted, is it too much to expect the advance-
ment of the agricultural interest.' No question
can arise connected with agriculture however im-
portant or difficult that would be likely to be dis-

posed of any other way, better than by reference
to a board thus constituted. The subject of boun-
ties, premiums and appropriations for the improve-
ment of agriculture, would properly engage their
attention, and had the board existed a year since
perhaps the money paid from the treasury for bounty
on wheat the past season, would have taken a dif-

ferent destination, for the same reason that the
merchant will not invest in purchases that will

yield but twentyfive per cent, when he can as well
invest where it will give fifty in the same time.
The committee will not attempt to anticipate all

the objections that may possibly be brought in
opposition to their views on this subject. The
principal, and, as tliey believe the only real ground
of objection is the expense. Perhaps it will be
said that, in the present state of our treasury, we
cannot afford the appropriation necessary to carry
out the measure. In reply, the committee would
say, that we cannot aford to remain ignorant of
our resources. It is a false economy that interpo-
ses to prevent a judicious and necessary expendi-
ture. In this case it is like the economy of the
merchant who refuses the expense of a compass for
the ship in which he embarks his wealth ; the
amount to be expended is almost nothing, compared
with the object to be secured. If, as is believed
to be the case, the products of our farm stock, and
of our soil and the labor app:ied to it, amount to
one hundred millions of dollars annually; an in-
crease of this product of one per cent, if it can
be efiected by an improved application of the same
amount of labor and expense—and who acquainted
with the subject can doubt that much more can be
done—will give a clear saving to individuals of
one million of dollars, and increase the aggregate
wealth of the State by that amount annually. One
half of one per cent, of this saving would keep a
chemist in the constant employ of the Common-
wealth, meet all the expense of the board, and

leave a considerable surplus to promote the general
object It is wasteful extravagance in effect to
continue the reaping of scanty harvests, where
means of improvement abound. If we do indeed—as we are assured by our intelligent geological
surveyor—possess in exhaustless abundance the
means of cheaply enriching our farms, we cannot
afford to remain ignorant of the process.
To leave the procuring of these desired results

to individual enterprise, is to delay the reception of
a great public good until it can be secured at indi-
vidual expense, or a loss of many thousands to save
a few hundreds. It is reversing one of the pri-
mary objects ofour government, drawing in, instead
of carrying out, the principle of encouraging in-
dustry.

To increase our resources, may be as wise and

'

may as effectually relieve our treasury from future
embarrassment, as cutting off necessary expenses.
It certainly will be more effectual in furnishing
means to carry out the broad plans of general

I

education and general benevolence adopted hy
former Legislatures. These plans, which justly
make one proud to hail from Massachusetts, re-
quire and will continue to require, large appropria-
tions of money. They tell for the intelligence and
glory of the Commonwealth, and the patriot and
philanthropist must rejoice in their continuance.

The great objects of the board should be to
devise and execute, under the sanction of the
Legislature, measures to develope our agric ultural re-
sources, and add to our substantial wealth the value
of our soil ;—to bring science to the aid of our
farmers, and increase the value and the reward of
labor. These objects are worthy the appointment
of the board

; and— to accomplish them is worthy
the highest efforts of those who may be called to
the trust, and merits the co-operation of every
farmer, and the good wishes of every citizen of
the Commonwealth.

With these views, the committee recommend the
adoption of the following resolutions.

For the Committee,

WILLIAM CLARK, Jr.

Resolved, That tliere be appointed by the Gov-
ernor with the advice and consent of the Council,
one person from each congressional district in the
Commonwealth, who shall constitute a Board of
Agriculture, and shall hold their offices for the
term of three years, and all vacancies in the Board
shall be filled in the same manner as the original
appointment is made ; the Governor shall also ap-
point the first meeting of the Board. The Board
shall meet in Boston once at least during the ses-
[sion of the Legislature, and as much ofteiier, not
e.xceeding three times in each year, as they may
think necessary, and at such place as they may
determine. They shall elect from their own num-
ber, a president and secretary, and may adopt rules
for their own regulation. The Board shall elect a
chemist, fix the compensation for his services, and
direct his labors in making such investigations, ex-
periments, and analyses, as in their opinion will
best develope the agricultural resources of the
Commouwealth, and render the most effective as-
sistance to the farmer. It shall be the duty of the
Board to suggest for the consideration of the Legis-
lature such measures as the interests of agriculture
may require, and report the same with a detailed
statement of their transactions and investigations
to the Governor annually.

Resolved, That the members of the Board of
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iVgriculture shall receive the same compensation

w travel and attendance, which is now paid county

:ommissioners, and the Governor shall draw his

warrant therefor accordingly.

MINORITY REPORT.

In Sknatk, March 16,1839.

The undersigned, a minority of the Committee

on Agriculture, to whom was committed an order

of the Senate of February 12th, with instructions

to consider the expediency of establishing a Board

of Agriculture, and the appointment of a State

Chemist, has considered that subject, and a majority

of the committee have reported that it is expedient.

The undersigned concurs with a majority of the

committee in their statement of the vast importance

of agriculture, and of its immense benefits. It is

surefy the cultivation and the productions of the

earth, which gives us our wealth, prosperity and

subsistence, in a far greater degree than from all

other sources from which wealth is created. The

producers are the only class of men who add to

the wealth of the nation ; all others being mere

speculators on their labors. These being the

opinions of the undersigned, it is his desire to aid

in any measure, having for its object the promotion

of individual and national wealth, and having a

direct tendency to benefit the hard-handed yeo-

manry of Massachusetts, who, of all people in the

State, deserve encouragement, and have had the

least of it from the Legislature.

It will not be denied but that the measures pro

posed, were ihey properly directed and applied,

might produce beneficial results. Yet it is doubted

wlfether they would in any great degree compare

with the expense incurred. Past experience is a

teacher by no means to be disregarded. And if

the course hitherto adopted to aid the practical

farmer, is still to be pursued, it is rendered nearly

certain that the appointment of a Board of Agri-

culture and State Chemist, as recommended by a

majority of the committee, will not promote the

object intended.

The agricultural survey, now in progress, is

evidence to the undersigned, of the misapplication

of the revenues of the State; and may aflbrd

evidence, that a State Chemist would derive more

benefit from his salary than would the farmers from

his researches.

If the agricultural societies have failed to afford

the benefits anticipated, it may well be doubted

whether any greater would result from a Board of

Agriculture, especially if the members of the

board are to be selected from mere theorists in

agriculture. The appropriations and expenditures

of the State are now, for the agricultural survey,

agricultural societies, and those of natural history,

about eight thousand dollars per annum, which

does not operate to favor the practical and laborious

farmer, to be at all compared to the expenditure.

And in the present exhausted state of the treasury,

there ought not to ho any increase of expenditure

of doubtful utility, the result of which will be to

throw a heavy burthen on the farmer, who must

soon be compelled by taxation to yield from his

hard earned gains his quota of tax, for paying sal-

aries, and other expenditures of the State of the

like nature, which are rapidly increasing, and if

continued, must in a few years be oppressive.

With these views, and other considerations,

which the undersigned will forbear to mention,

while yielding to no one in the high estimation of

the farmers, and believing them to be the most

substantial portion of the community, whose moral

worth is almost universally overlooked by other

poVtions of the community, entertaining also the

n-reatest respect for the opinions of the majority of

the committee, still he is comjiellod to come to a

different conclusion from them, and to hope the

measures proposed by the majority may not be

adopted.

The undersigned being clearly of opinion, that

tlie interests ofthe farmers will be better promoted

by being left without legislative interference, either

by direct attempts to aid them, or by conferring on

others special privileges by acts of incorporation

which in effect, abridges the natural rights of

others.

Which is respectfully submitted by

SETH WHITMARSH.

PROVISION OP FUNDS FOR COMMON
SCHOOLS IN MAINE.

Maine, it seems, has acted wisely with the money

of the United States given as her share of the

surplus. She has sown seed which will not fail tu

yield an abundant harvest ; and the advantages of

her sound and discreet management will be con.

tinually multiplying and expanding themselves.

We are sorry ever to speak ill of our own rela-

tions and family, but it is to the everlasting dis-

grace of Massachusetts, that when the means of

securing the highest and most permanent benefits

to the State were placed within her reach, in the

way of advancing public improvements or of ex-

tending most largely the means of education, she,

from miserable niotives of party policy, refused to

avail herself of them, and distributed this magnifi-^

cent donation from the general government among

the towns ; and not a few of the towns divided it

among the people in small sums. One town, for

example, where being divided per capita, the sum

received amounted to less than three dollars per

head, it was loaned out upon the notes of individ-

uals for two dollars and some cents each, and for

the sole reason of evading the law, at one percent,

interest For all good to come of such a disposi-

tion it might as well, in many cases it had better,

have been thrown into the sea,

Massachusetts complained loudly of the late

administration of the national government for re-

fusing and preventing all measures of internal im-

provement. It seems, however, when they had the

means of pursuing this system in their own State,

and at their own pleasure, with an ineffable indis-

cretion, to use no harder language, they chose to

throw all the advantages away; and refused to

devote one cent to any public improvement. We
admire consistency wherever we find it, H. C.

The revenues derived from the U. S. Deposite

fund, and which are applicable to the purposes of

education, are stated to be as follows

:

Int. on deposites in banks in 1837, 70,709 33

do. on mortgages in 1837, 13,426 59

do. on do. in Oct. 1838, 266,445 97

SAVINGS BANKS.

Benevolence never devised an institution, which

in the present condition of society, is adapted to

do more good tlian the institutions for savings.

They save to those, who have earned it by hard

labor, a vast amount of money, which for want of

some place of safe keeping would otherwise be

squandered. They encourage and stimulate most

powerfully industry, frugality, and temperance.

—

They awaken a sentiment of self-confidence and

self-respect, the great elements of virtue ;
and

could we but trace in all their ramified conse-

quences, the vast benefits which have sprung from

them, they would exhibit an amount and harvest of

good beyond that of many of the most popular and

beneficent institutions in the community which are

more strictly denominated charitable.

Institutions for Savings.—'The following results

are shown by the returns of the 34 Savings Insti-

tutions in Massachusetts, showing their condition

on the last Saturday of October last.

Number of depositors, 33,063

Amount of deposites, .$4,869,362 59

Invested in Bank Stocks, 1,426,183 72

Deposites in banks, 568,787 09

Loans on Bank Stocks, 536,931 13

Invested in Public Funds, 70,000 00

Loans on Public Scrip, 10,000 00

Loans on Mortgage, 1,121,300 18

Loans to Counties or Towns, 465,247 69

Loans on Personal Securities, 672,117 97

Cash on hand, 144,262 00

Dividends for the year, 248,039 07

-Annual Expenses, 18,-329 11

These vast amounts have grown out of the col-

lection and saving of sums of twentyfive cents and

upwards, and very few of them from the laying

aside of more than five or ten dollars at any one

time. ^^- ^•

$350,581 89

After paying the annual appropriations from this

revenue for schools, academies and colleges, there

will remain $127,581 89 to be invested as capital

for the school fund ; which will make the total

capital of that fund 2,076,000. Hereafter, the ad-

dition to the capital of the school fund, from the

revenue of the U. States Deposite, will be about

50,000 annually.

(For the New England Farmer.)

AUTUMNAL MARROW SQUASH.
Salem, March.

Mr Editor,—
This vegetable was introduced here six years

since. Six seeds were received from a Mrs Tucker

near Northampton, enclosed in a letter to her

nephew, Mr Geo. C. Cook of Salem, by the name

of Vegetable Marrow ; this being, however, the

name of a summer squash long since cultivated in

Europe, of a gourd shape, the name Autumnal was

applied to it here. I have endeavored to ascertain

its origin but without success ;
it is probably a

hybrid,'' accidentally produced in th»t section of

the country. This variety, when pure, averages

from 8 to 10 lbs. They are so inclined to mix

with the tribe of squashes (the crook-neck excepted)

that they are fast disappearing from our gardens ;

the course which I have taken to preserve this vari-

ety pure has been to sow a few seeds very late in

summer, as far from all others as possible. One

of the most singular eftects produced by mixing

the Autumnal Marrow with the Valparaiso is, that

after the first season they will produce a large,

coarse grained and and very sweet squash, and the

seed from the said mixture in the following season

generally a small and worthless variety. The true

Autumnal Marrow will, in a favorable season, be

fit for the table in six weeks from its setting fruit

;

and is then an excellent summer squash, and we

still consider it, when pure, tlie finest winter squash

known. Yours, J- M. I.
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Boston, Wednesday, Apbil 3, 1839.

GREAT PRODUCT OF CORN.
Wfi publish wiih much pleasure, the fnllowing ac-

count of a rHmnrkflble produce of corn in Upper C° nn-
da,— reinarkablB and e.Mranrdinary it would be for any
latitude or location. The authority is undoubted. We
invite the piirlicuhir atieniionof the farmers to the opin-
ion expressed, that corn may be forwarded tlir.'e weeks
by frequent hoeing?. We believe for g.neral utility,
there never was a inon: valunbh: plant came out of the
earth, than Indian Corn ; ami we have b,en always
anxious thai its cullivation should be rendered as per-
fect as possible. We arc yet far from having reached
that point. We have novr for two or three years been
urging upon our friends Ihe miitler of hoeing their corn
very frequently, until the ear in perfectly formed, and
keeping the ground, by ploughing and culiivaiing one
way, always loose and fresh. We hope some one will
at least make the experiment upon a small scale, and
for reasons which we have not lime or room at this mo-
ment to give, we have no do'jbt tr/at it would be at-

tendefl^with the best effecU. We have heard tirat in
some parts of the West, forty acres or more of corn are
allotted to the care of a man; and as soon as it comes
up, he is sent into it with hi.s horse and kept there daily
until the ears are perfectly formed ; and this with Ihe
greatest advantag.!. We much wish ihat the experi-
ment of such cultivation might be tried ; which may as
well be done on one quarter of an acre, as on fortv
acres. We have the strongest fuiih iu ils success.

H.C.

Montreal, Dee. 20, 1838.
Sir,—Yours relatin'r to corn, is duly received —My

corn field is •2i)2 by 222 feel, soil gravelly, sliirhtlv tinc-
tured with (lay, dry ; old land; this is the seventh crop
in succession. Manured each year ; the last spring we
spilt the hills, and gathered the roots, and burnt them
of the previous ye.ir, ihen put on a good coat of ma-
nure, ploughed it in, harrowed and opened the drills
wiih a light ploush, 2 1-2 feet apart.
On the 19lh May, put 1 1-2 bushels of seed in a tub,

poured hot wal.-r on until it became loo hot to stir with
my hand. 1 let itstee|. about two hours, and then stir-
red 111 as much plaster as would adh.ie to the kernels,
anil planted the smue day, in hills IG lo Id inches apart'
five to seven kernels in a hill. On the 5lh June, the
corn was fairly above ihe ground. On the lllh, passed
a sinnll plough between Ihe rows lightly, turning the
litlle mould that we raised, to the middle, and look
great care th:,t every stalk should stand iiprio-ht, care
also being taken to move the whole surface" of the
ground.
We harrowed and hoed it, the week following, and

again, the week after that. I would here observe, that
corn can be brought to maturity {I b. lieve) twoor three
weeks earlier, by frequent hoeinp, than liy the old way
of hoeing twice. I do not make h gh liill.s, but lightly
displace the earth near the corn, and supply ils place
with earth from the middle of the rows, leaving ihe sur-
face nearly flat. The harrow that I use, is triangular;
the sides about three feet long, wilh five teeth or pins,
.").8ofan inch square, iron, and a scraper or hoe, 1.5

inches long, extending across the heel of the harrow, 1
3.4 inch wide, diawn to an edge, turned up at each
end, long enough 10 cut the same depth as the pins ; 10
steady and give it weight, I put a small plough upon it,
making it harrow and cut earth two to ihiee inches
deep; the hoe acting same as a Dutch wcedinn- hoe, but
by slight hilling, you obtain ihe full benefit of the sun
and air lo the roots.

On the 1st day of September, we cut up at the roots,
a quantity for seed ; and on the Gtli ihe remainder of
the field, and set it up in stacks to dry or ripen We
liusked it out the last week of Sept(;mber, and found
wo had four hundred and ten bushels of cars of I'nod
sound corn, and thiity bushels ofsn.all ears and^soft

corn, nearly all of which was dry enough I., grind,
making 440 bushels of ears, exelusive of the quaniily
gathered for seed, the half of which I sent you in cask
Number 1.

1 have disposed of the pioduct as follows :

Shelled 78 bushels, of which 48 bushels meal, •)

and 30 in corn equal to 100 bushels,
j

SObushels sent you, '
'*-'

100 bushels sold for se<,d, !" ''"^h-

85 bushels on hand, I
els.

30 busliels fed to pigs, J
We attempted lo take off the suckers, but found that

we broke down so much corn, that we let them take
iheir chance with the rest.

J^ule.—The gentleman who has been kind enough to

hand us the above communication states, that though he
put from five to seven kernels in a hill, yet where they
came up well, they were selecte.1 and thinned out so as
to leave only three remaining, which were deemed suf-

ficient, considering thai the rows were only two and a
half feet apart ; and the hills only 18 inches. Tlie crop
fell a little short of lot) bushels to the acre.

A quantity of this corn has been received, and is for

sale at the Agricultural Warehouse and N. E. Farmer
Office, No. 52 North Market Street. Coming so far

from the north, it must be a highly valuable acquisition.

ERRORS.
"The Rev. Mr Colman who reports for the New Eno--

land Farmer, the lalkings of the farmers who meet at
the State House weekly, has greatly mistook our words
and our meaning \\\ presume this is all uniuten'ion-
al— but we are reported as saying " the tap-root (of ap-
ple tree.s) must not be " headed down !" We said the
top, or leading shoot should never be headed down alter
the tree was taken from the nurseiy at two or three
years growth— that the lap-root served to strengthen and
support the tree and we saw no advantage in hipping it

Again, he reports us as saying " that it would be well
to take them up and keep them a mouth before setting
out, (he did not say that they might get Used to beine
kept up all the time.")
Now could Ihe Rev. gentleman understand us to say

any such tiling? If he could it must be because lie is
not lamiliar with nursery terms, or nursery practices

If his reports for the use ol the stale are of Ibis char
acter we must go elsewhere for facts."

The above is from the Boston Cultivator of tho last
week and IS sufficiently complimentaiy. iNow we will
not be drawn into a controversy with tliis belligerent
editor, who seems to have his hands full iu taking care
of olheis of his contemporaries. The insinuation how-
ever in the last paragraph is such that we shall at least
ilive our friends the means of properly estiinatino its
force In respect lo many things which are said, It is
desirable to know, who says I hem.

First then, in regard to the " tap root of a tree beiuf
headed down" an expression in our report ascribed toMr B. We have no doubt that he ntleied these words,
for Ihe simple reason that our notes of his speech were
laken at 'he moment of its delivery ; and without any
inclination, indeed with an utter repugnance, to misrep-
resent liim, we can only say that we meant to write
the identirril words, which fell from his mouth. What
his denial of having useil this hinguaf;e is worth will
appear in the sequel. We confess that with our " igno-
rance of nursery terms and nursery practices" we con-
sidered it a pleasant Hiberuianism. We remembered
likewise ilrat one of the towns in Middlesex co. some
years since voted " to crcet a welt on the town hill ;

"

arid it was n.U for us lo debati^ wiih any of Ihvliterati of
Middlesex in regard either lo mailers of grammar or
tasle. Whelher however this was Irish or Gibberish
we aiuied to report the gentleman truly ; and have quite
as- much confidence in cnt own notes taken at the time
as in his recollections of some days old.

'

In respect to the second charge of misrepresentation,
that " it would be well lo take tip trees which were to
be transplanted and keep them a month befi)re settinir
out," the gentleman on Friday night expressly admit"
ted that he used this very language. How does he pre-
sume thou to como forward and deny it .' He says that
he added thai the roots of the trees should be protected
and Ihe trees kepi in a daiiij. cellar until ready to be

I

lamed. Well, we neiiher affirmed nor denied lb,
vvuich every child in the country of ten years old ,m'know. Nor did we add that he did not say that tl
trees must not be baked, nor boiled, nor rua^led befo
selling out. It was n.il nece.-sary that we should eith
afhrniordenyanyofihis. He expres..ely stated that it w
best 10 lake the tree up and keep it a month beljre
s^iould be replanted ' wu/, fl WCM, /o e/,rck ils eroiclh«ow It we had the presumption to think that in 01homely way we could make him understand the cis,
vve should say that this is the point of the whole mane
that a tree will flourish better for haziiig its ^roict
checked liij removal. We yield entirely his right 10 hi
opinion in this case ; but why should he refuse tons ih
liberty ol conscientious dissent.'
From motives of convenience trees are often lakeiup in the fall after vegetation has ceased, their

carefii ly packed with clay and soil, and Ihey are ke'i^
securely until spring. When trees are to he sent a con
sideruble distance, or where the land is not in readnes
10 receive, as early as ii is desirable to remove them
It IS best to take thein up before vegetation in th,
spring commences; and taking care to secure thei
roots from injury from light, heal, drought, or frost themay be kept with safety unlil ihe'proper lime of plant"mg Who docs not know this? who denies? who
doubts It.' But that as a general principle a tree wil,
j^row better 'Jot harini; its growth checked • by beina lak
en nut of the ground and not planted againfor a month dc
wh,at you may with the roots, we cannot without
further light admit even upon this oracular authorityWe have set out with our own hands many hundreds
ot trees and with as good success as our neighbors

; andwe biiieve that whenever circumstances admit of it
It IS decidedly best to replant the tree as soon as may
be alter being taken up. So far from its beinu^ neces-
sary to check lis growth, we should be glad so'speedily
and carefully to remove the tree, that it should not be
conscious of getting out of one bed into another : or as
the excellent orchaidisl from Watertown, said the
other nighi, that " the tree should be removed and nev-

Kiiow it."

We promised lo show in conclusion how, from his
w.wi statements, the aulhorily of this writer is to be es-
limaled. We have no disposition to question his ve-
racity V\ e have no disposition or reason to suggest or
tlurik, that he is not a man of truth. We know very
well likewise, that iu extempore speaking, a man is
sometimes led to say what he does not mean to say
and liable to forget what he has said. Where a man
however, cannot remember for five minutes what he
has said. It is hardly safe fot such an individual to
charge others wiih misrepresenting him.
Now we do distinctly stale, that on Friday evenine

last Mr B. did make certain particular statements ai
to the depth of ploughing which he deemed advisable-
and that when these siatemeiits, in language as near as
possible to that which he used, were referred to by the
Conimissuner in five minutes alter he had uttered ihem
he, Mr B

,
peremptorily denied having used any such

e.xpressions or conveyed any such meaning. Unfortu-
nately however, for his recollection, two gentlemen of
unquestionable intelligence and veracity, rose at once
and declared that lliey understood him to s.ay precise-
ly what the Commissioner slated that lie had said. We
have likewise the assurance of two other gentlemen of
equal respectability, who.^e names are at his service
that they also so understood him. We have no doubt
we can give him the authority <.f twenty others to the
.same effect, if these arc not sufficient. Under such cir-
cumstances, we respectfully suggest to him iliat a little
more diffidence in charging others with misiepresenla-
lion, would not be out of place. We should re"ret to
fail in any proper respect towards him. He has^given
a go(.d deal of interest to our agricultural meeiinos

;

and we have often listened lo him with pleasure .-md'
instrucliori. We wish him all pos.-^ible success in his
new vocation, and as wide a circulation to his paper as
its merits may justly claim. But we give him disiinct-
ly to understand, that such insinuations as are contained
in the last paragraph of ilie above quotation, are not to
be tolerated among gentlemen ; and unretracled, will
as far as our humble selves are concerned, effectually
secure him from all misrepresentaiion, and from anv
representation or notice whatevei. H. C.

'

The communication from .^gricola, relative lo the
Report of the Alassachusetts Agricultural Society on
Farms, will appear in our next, together with an an-
swer from one of tho committee.
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BRH^H rOi\ MARKKT.- Mosi.AT, April 1,1839.

_^,^^^ _ fciigl.tiiil Fanner.

At Mark«l',"'^90"Beef Cattle. 12 Pairs Working

sen. IS Cows and Calves. 510 bheep, and 320

wine. 50 Beef Cattle unsold.
, , , . ,

Prices.- Beef CV/W/e.-Last week's pnces were hard-

sustamed in the nflernoon. We quote t.rst qua1. y,

8 75 a $9 00. Second qnalily, $b UO a $8 50. Tlnrd

iialitv.$0 75a$7 75.
, a,inn *115

Workin" Oce».—Sales weie made at $100, ^110,

'^^;fS^^.l^S:^^e:^no,icedat,30,p.,

'^eS!l&r|ft$4C2,$5a0^a,^*6 5a

L,„e -One lot at 9 and 10, one at 9 1-4 and 10 1-4,

JTO 1-2 and 10 1-2, and one ="10 3-4, barrows

Large hogs were sold for a le.s price. At retail 10 to 12

THERiMOMETRlCAL.

Rel.i.rleil for llie New Engl.-nid Farmer.

Range of the Thermometer at the Garden of the proprietors

fthe New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

lortherly exposure, week ending March 31.

'^T^ZT^^T̂l \M. 1 12, M.
I
S.P.M. JJWiiHi.

rionday, 25 I :

Puesdav, 26
I

Wednesday, 27 1

Thursday, 23
|

<'riday, 29
|

Saturday, 30

Sunday, 31
|

France,
MORIS mULTICArLIS,

Forsale, at the Garden of Fromnnt, near Pari.,

150,000 of the Morus Multicaulis. These Mulherry Trees

are 2 3 and 4 feet in height and of the first growth, de.iv-

erable either at Paris or llordeaux, in the course of the Au-

tumn of 1.S39. Orders for the above must lie addressed to

the Director of the Garden of Fromont at Ris, beine et

Oise, France, or to J. H. Mey, of South Carolina, at Pans,

to the care of J. C. Darillier & Co. Pans, with an order nn a

Banker, at Paris, for the amount which will he immediately

attended to, and the plants put up in the best order.

The Garden of Fromont, has also, large quaniilies of the

Mulberry Morali and other new kinds, as well as the newest

varieties of Camellias, Rhododendrons, Magnolias, Azaleas,

Rose Trees, Dahlias, Chrysanthemums, &c- &<= ^,.,„^
Immediate application should be made for the Mulberry

For farther particulars, apply to James Ailger & Co .Char-

leston, South Carolina; C. W.Karthous& Co. Baltimore,

John Bohlcn, Philadelphia, and C. C. Meien & Co., New

York.
Paris, France, January 1, 1839. ^

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.

CORRECTED WITH (?REAT CARE, WEEKLY^^^

42 1
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For the iNew England Farmer.

GREASE.
" My theme is homely—what of that .'

All do confess 'tis riJh and lal
"

Old Dogorkl.

Do you know fanner Jfiiih hard, that craving old wight.'

He 'a all an acquisitive bump.
How active for thrift ! yet, for spending witlial,

You find him, "as still as a stump."
He h;iscart.s, he has wagons, and barrows, and gates;

But hi.s implements give him no peace.
For, while they arc moving, they screech and they .scream,

Because Rub afibrd.s thum no grease.

But in fanner BriglUaU, so liearty and cheer,

A character different yon .see.

'Tis not all for self that his hands arc engaged ;

And his heart is e'er open and free.

A generous Hving he grudges to none

;

And he says,—" would you jog on in peace,

Then never withhold this expense of a groat

;

fe.
We can't go ahead without ;?7-eaie."

'Tis sdrely the case with each one of us all,

Let wishes be whatever they may,
Some friction or other our movements impedes,

Unless we will smooth it away.
Economy, prudence, both very good friends.

For our health, Pjrour purse, for our peace,
And Ihcy too persuade us there's ne'er a bit lost,

Should we spend a few shillings for ^reoM.

Mechanics, and merch:mts, professionals too.

Are all but so many machines,

With their wheels and their gudgeons, their sockets and
slides.

And their cranks and their rollers and pins.

Some operate easy, while others rub hard.
And some too all action will cease.

Because their is lacking this " unguent of joy ;"

In plain phraseology

—

grease.

A poet's a Grahamite,— living on air

His exercise all in the skies.

In a feathered sedan, with the Mu.se
lo Pman ! through ether he hies

Mlons ! ah ! Pegasus now lags on hi

Refusing his speed to increase
;

Still falters ;—the vehicle comes to a stand ;—
The poet, alas I h,xs no grease.

Agricoi..\.

1 train.

vay.

ne.ss about truth, than from intentional lying that
there is so much falsehood in the world. Dr
Johnson.

Conversation.—Conversation sliould be pleasant
without scurrility, witty without affectation, free
without indecency, learned without conceitedness,
novel witiiout falsehood ShaJcspeare.

Education of Children.—The education of a
child is principally derived from its own nbservation
of the actions, the words, the voice, the looks, of
those with whom it lives.

—

Bp. Jebb.

Comforts of the Poor.—The poor man lias his
wife and children about him; and what has the
rich man more .' He has the same enjoyment of
their society, the same solicitude for tlieir welfare,
the same pleasure in their jtjood qualities, improye-
meiit and success : their connection with him is as
strict and intimate, their attachment as strong,
their gratitude as warm. I have no propensity to
envy any one, lea.st of all the rich and great ; but
if I were disposed to tliis weakness, the subject of
my envy would be a healthy young man, in full

possession of his strength and faculties, going forth
in a morning to work for his wife and children, or
bringing them home his wages at night.

—

Patey.
Time—Tliere is no saying that shocks mo so

much, as that which I hear very often, that a man
djes not know how lo pass time. It would have
been but ill spoken by Methusaleh in the nine
hundred and si.xty-ninth year of his life.

—

Cowley.
Source of Cheerfulness.—No man's spirits were

ever hurt by doing his duty. On the contrary, one
good action, one temptation resisted and overcome,
one sacrifice of desire or interest, purely for con-
science' sake, will prove a cordial for weak and
low spirits beyond what either indulgence, or di-
version, or company can do for them—Paley.

The Humble-minded.—They who are truly hum-
ble-minded have no quarrels, give no offence, con-
tend with no one in wrath and bitterness ; still

more impossible is it for them to insult any man
under any circumstances Paley.

FRUIT TREES. &C.
Pears, Phuns, Raspberries, Roses, &,-c.

The snliscriljcrs have recenllr received, per the Swi^
land from Harye, a large assortment of the choicest van
ol Pear and Plum Trees, from one of the best .\ursen^
1- ranee, together with a small Collection of superb Fr
Koses, all m excellent order for transplantin" which
oflerforsalealthe New Enzlaud Agricultural Warrl,
ami beed Store, No. 52 North Market Street The Pear
Plums are Irom 6 to r feet high, and will be sold at *1

ch.

Downtown's Imperatrice
!^ew Orleans
Old Orleans
Green Gage
Golfien Drop
Early Monsieur
Late Monsieur

PLUMS.
Perdrcgon
Isleworih
Heine Claude
Mirahelle peltite
Mirahellc grosse
Si Catherine
Ruyal du Tours

Josephine
Beurre Spcuce
Cliormnntelle
Lousia Ponney
William Pon Cretien
Orange Hurgamotte
Catherine
Passe Colmar
Lcmis Bonne d'Auranche
Dutchesse d'Angouleme

PEARS IS UUINCE STOCK!
Burgamotte d'Pentic6te, or Eastern Beurre.
Benrre d'Amanlis.
Heurre Dore.
Mouille Ronche, Mouthwaler,
Beurre d'Areniburg.

Beurre Capianiont
Autumn Burgamotte
Esgargneor jargonnellc
Buerre Ranee (new)
Kuerre Royal or Buerre Diel
Burpamottc riu pasque
Sjeulle (new)
Buerre Thuin
Buerre Magnifique

INGE STOCKS.

Red Moss
White Unique,
Phillip 1.

Josephine Antoinette,
Palmyra,
.Striped Unique, very rare,
Cristala -

DuRoi,
Madame Hardy,
Perpetual d'anger.

HOSES.

The English, Scotch and Irish.-A, has been well
satd, I know not by whom, that an Englishman is
never happy but when he is miserable; that a
55cotcnman is never at home, but when he is abroad;
that an Irishman is never at peace but when he is
at war.— The Original.

Man and Jfoman.-lUn is strong ; woman is
bcantiful. Man is daring and confident ; woman
IS diftdcnt and unassuming. Man is great in ac-
tion

: woman in suffering. Man shines abroad
;woman at home. Man talks to convince ; woman

to persuade and please. Man has a ruo-ged heart •

woman a soft and tender one. Man preve.its mis-

tasti. "'Z ts"'md!mS:"
"" '"'"^'

'

"'^T''
"^"^ "^''^ '"^'^'"" "^ Pennsylvania militia, under

Man is rbeinTof S i" w
" /'^"^''^''"y- '''^ command of Major General Patterson have

Sat. Mag
" •

' "'"'" °f">"cy.-
1

volunteered their services to the President, under

Source of Falsehood.-U is more from careless- ' fiLslnrme";!!'
'""' "' ''°"°""' '° "'" ""^

A Sister—He who has never know a sister's
kind ministration, nor felt his heart warming be-
neath her endearing smile and love beaming eye,
has been unfortunate indeed. It is not to be won-
dered at if the fountains of pure feeling flow in
his bosom but sluggishly, or if the gentle" emotions
of his nature be lost in the sterner attributes of
mankind.

"That man has grown up among kind affection-
ate sisters," I once heard a lady of much observa-
tion and experience, remark.

" And why do you think so ?" said I.

" Because of the rich development of all the
tender feelings of the heart."

A sister's influence is felt, even in manhood's
riper years and tlie heart of him who has grown
cold in its chilly contact with the world will
warm and thrill with pure enjoyment as some in-

cident awakens within him the soft tones, the glad
melodies of his sister's voice,—and he will turn
from purposes which a warped and false philosophy
had reasoned into expediency, and even weep for
the gentle influences which moved liim in his earli-

er years.

81 50
1 00
1 00
1 (10

1 00
3 00

1 CO

1 00
1 25
1 00

STOCKS.
10 000 Pear Stocks; 10 000 Plum Slocks, 820 per thousand.

ALSO.
500 pound French Lucerne, 500 pound Sugar Beet.

-4LSO ON HAND.
1000 White Antwerp Raspberrv Plants-
2000 Red do do " do
1000 Franconia do do (verv fine,)

Orders received for Fruit and Ornamental' Trees at Nur-
sery prices. JOSEPH BRECK&CO.

FOR NEW YORK.
Cabin Fare .f:3— Deck Fare, $1 50.

The Steamer JOHN W. RICHMOND, Capt. Wm H
I ownsenil, will leave Providence, on MONDAYS nnHTHURSDAYS, at .iJoVlock, P.M. "" -""^'^ "^^ >^ " a"""

(nr Cars to meet the Boat, will leave Boston at half past
2 o'clock, P. M. '^

Mondays and Tkursdaus, will be her regular days of leav-
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For further inlbrmation, apply to S. Q. Cochran, 30 Con-
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N. B. Freight taken at cents per cubic foot
March 27.

AMERICAN SIL,K GROWER'S SUIDE.
On the art of raising the mulberry and silk and the system

ol successive crops in each season ; second edition
; enlarged

and improved by William Kenrick. Just published and for
sale by Joseph Breck & Co., at the Seed Store and Agricul-
tural Warehouse, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market Street
Jan 9, 1839.

„ ,

RADEJI CORX,
Rohan Potatoes, Chinese or Tree Corn, and Withington'sNew White Wheat, for sale at the N. E. Agricultural Ware-

house and Seed Store. JOSEPH BRECK & CO
March 27.
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N , E. FARMER

The subjoined communication from Dr C. T.

Jackson, the learned geologist of Maine, deserves

particular attention ; and I am happy to make the

N. E. Farmer the medium of its communication to

the public. The subject to which it relates is

constantly taking stronger hold upon tiie public

attention. Let New Englanders never " give up

the ship ;' nor despair of making her agriculture

as improved, as beautiful and productive as it is

capable of being rendered. She need not, if she

will do herself justice, dread for a moment a com-

petition even with the most favored regions in any

of the departments of human industry and skill
;

and every unfolding of her resources will serve to

exalt the respect and to strengthen the attachment

of her children to their native home. H. C.

Boston, Feb. 8, 1839.

Mr Hf.nrt Colman, Agricultural Commissioner,—
Dear Sir^.—Having viewed with great interest

the e.Kertions which you and your scientific co-

laborer. Prof, H'tchcock, have made in behalf of

agriculture and the treatment of soils of Massa-

chusetts, I beg leave to offer for your consideration

a few remarks on the influence of lime in amending

soils so as to render them more capable of pro-

ducing heavy crops of wheat.

The favorable influence of calcareous matter in

the production of the crops above mentioned, has

since been fully recognized ; but I am of

amounts really to a large quantity when we con-

sider the area in which it exists.

The influence of lime is probably not yet fully

understood, for besides combining with certain

animal and vegetable matters forming compounds

gradually soluble, and by that means retained in a

proper condition for the constant supply of plants,

and entering also into the composition of all grains

and grasses ; it evidently acts also in a chemical

and physical manner in the soil, and upon the root-

lets and spongioles of the plants exciting by a

gradual electric power the endosmcsis or internal

impulse of liquids through the membranes forming

the spongioles and cellules of the plants. Re-

searches in this department of agricultural science

offer a rich harvest of discovery to the physiologist

and chemist, but little having yet been done. I

have long since projected a series of experiments

to elucidate some of the obscure and intricate laws

which regulate the above mentioned functions, but

constant absence from home during the summer

months has as yet prevented my carrying them into

full effect.

The influence of vegetable matters in soils has,

I believe, been two commonly over-rated, and the

eft'ects of animal manures is not yet fully under-

stood. If vegetable humus, soluble and insoluble

geine were the sole requisites for luxuriant vege-

tation, our peat bogs sj^ould have been covered

with the most abundant crops. The fact is how-

ever otherwise, and peat alone, although nearly

pure vegetable matter, is known to be almost bar-

0°p'inior't^.'^.t7a7meTs"ao\iors'uffidcntly value the rcn, and" it is found sometimes when used without

effects oroduced bv a very small per centage of addition of other matters, to exert a most unfavor-
effects produced by a very small pi

lime in the soil. It has been too commonly sup-

posed that enormous quantities were requisite to

produce the desired effect, which according to my

*bservations, is not the case, for I find that even in

the apparently insignificant proportion of one per

cent, that carbonate of lime exerts a beneficial

effect, and that where the proportion amounts to

from two to four per cent, the soil is decidedly

luxuriant in cereal grains.

Let me then call your attention to the actual

amount of carbonate of lime contained in a cubic

foot of soil assuming its mean specific gravity to

be 2,400,* tliat of water being 1,000.

A cubic foot of water weighs nearly 1000 oz.,

and hence a cubic foot of soil at the above specific

gravity will weigh 2400 oz., which number of ounces

being divided by IG, gives the number of pounds

equal to 175 to the cubic foot Allowing one per

cent, of carbonate of lime in the soil, we shall have

1.75 lb. to the cubic foot of soil.

If it contained four per cent, of carbonate of

lime we shall have four pounds to the cubic foot.

Since, however, the soil is rarely accessible to

the roots of plants below the depth of six inches,

we will allow in the first case .87 lb. or the amount

in one-half cubic foot, and in the second 2 lbs. for

the same depth. We see then that an apparently

trifling per cent, of carbonate of lime in a soil

* See the specific gravity of soils of Mass. Prof Hitch-

cock's Report.

able influence on vegetation. Pure silex, alumina

lime or gypsum, are also totally barren ; but a

combination of these ingredients with a small pro-

portion of vegetable matter produces a luxuriant

soil. Peat, by proper management, is capable of

being converted into a most valuable manure
;
but

it is essential that it should be saturated with

earthy or alcaline bases, and this is most easily

effected, as I have formerly described, by making

a compost of peat, animal manure and lime, in

successive layers, so as to generate a large quantity

of ammonia, which combines with the acid matters

of the peat and also forms with the carbonic acid

gas extricated a large quantity of carboriat'e of

ammonia, which is absorbed by tiie peat, and is one

of the most powerful saline manures.

Geate of lime alone is but little soluble, but is

perhaps by that very reason retained more perma-

nently in the soil and is gradually absorbed by the

rootlets of plants.

Phosphoric acid generally exists in peat, and is

by the action of calcareous matter converted into

the phosphate of lime, one of the essential con-

stituents of gTain. Phosphate of alumina, as sug-

gested by my scientific friend, Dr S. L. Dana, also

exists in some soils, and by chemical reaction phos-

phate of lime may be formed and enter into the

composition of the plants by absorption. Animal

manures contain both the phosphate and carbonate

of lime, and bv fermentation carbonate of ammonia

is also formed, large quantities of which is lost in

the usual mode of keeping barn yard manures un-

covered and exposed to rain.

The loss of the saline matters of manures by

solution and infiltration is vastly greater than is

commonly supposed by farmers. The evaporation

to which so much loss is attributed is but a drop

in the bucket in comparison with that of solution.

Some maintain that manures never penetrate be-

yond the depth of a few inches ; but this is a great

error. The most important ingredients, viz. the

soluble salts penetrate the earth to enormous depths,

and we find animal matters in the well waters of

Boston, 150 feet below the surface. I know also

of instances where deep well water, formerly free

from saline and animal matters, became charged

with them two years after the top soil had been

cultivated and dressed w-ith animal manures. Hence

it is evident that since all the fresh water of our

wells infiltrates from tlie top soil that the soluble

salts, whether of animal, vegetable or mineral na-

ture, will be dissolved and carried down by the

action of water, and they are, as I know, easily

detected in the water at great depths. Hence the

value of a clay substratum in our fields where the

the soils are porous ; and the facts coincide with

theory as I have frequently had occasion to ob-

serve.

Saline matters act 1st, according to their nature

as nutriments to the plants or by rendering soluble

certain substances which are alimentary. 2d. By

their stimulant and electro-motive power by exci-

ting the irT't'-bilitv of the plant, and by producing

electro-motive or endosmoinic action in the spon-

gioles and cellules. 3d. By stimulating the foliage

of plants to absorb a larger amount of carbonic

acid from the atmosphere, the latter property being

possessed by salts which are not in themselves nu-

tritious.

Thus small quantities of sea salt, gypsum, sul-

phate of soda, nitre, &c., act in the latter mode,

and they should never be put upon the field until

the germination of the seed is completed, nor before

the second leaves of certain plants put forth ; nor

should they be thrown on the soil at the time when

the seed is about to ripen, since these salts act

wholly upon the foliage, and promote the absorp-

tion of carbonic acid, a gas which is necessarily

given off during the ripening action. Hence but

very small quantities of saline stimuli are to

be used, and they ought to be spread broad cast

in powder at the time of the first hoeing of

the field, afler the foliage has acquired some de-

velopment.

I would also mention in relation to saline manures

that we must bo governed in a measure as to the

application by considering the native habitat of the

plants under cultivation, and the composition of the

soils in question. It is evident that if we would

cultivate plants of a maritime origin in the interior

of the country that marine salt will exert a bene-

ficial tendency. Thus asparagus is a well known

plant of maritime origin, requiring the use of sea

salt for its full development. Cabbages will also
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require a small quantity of salt from similar rea-

sons.

Grass lands in the interior have their crops much
augmented and also improved in flavor, hy sprinkling

salt over the soil.

In short, whenever we wish most fully to develop
the foliage of plants and to render them more rich

and palatable to animals, saline manures may be
advantageously used.

In central France some very satisfactory e.xper-

.iments have been made upon this subject by Prof.

Le Coq of Clermont-ferrand, and he finds that

common marine salt in the proportion of from l.iO

to 300 pounds to the acre, according to the soil,

using most on humid tracts, exerts a most beneficial

influence. He advises the application of saline

manures in small quantities, applied at two succes-

sive periods after the first foliage and before inflo-

rescence.

I shall have occasion hereafter to present the

farmers with the result of this physiologist's re-

searches, and have not time now to enter more
fully into details, sufficient having been said to

serve as data for experimental trials.

Lifle is the most useful of all our mineral amend-
ments to soils, and by proper applications it may
be rendered of immense value to the husbandman.
Our peat bogs, by easy operations, are capable of

furnishing materials for replenishing the vegetable

matters as they are exhausted, and of serving as

absorbents to retain saline matters possessing great

fertilizing powers. I have an abundance of facts

on this point, and numerous chemical analyses of
soils, showing the improvements 'which are to be
made in their cultivation. They are, however, too

numerous here to recapitulate, and they will be
fully stated in my Third Annual Report on the
Geology of Maine, now ready for the press.

I congratulate you and the country on the new
impetus which agriculture lias received in its pro-

gress, by the combined researches of enterprising

farmers and their scientific co-laborers. All im-
portant as is this greatest and first of arts, it can-,

not fail to delight every philanthropist to discover

undeniable proofs of its rapid advancement and
increased respectability as a department of human
labor.

The time will come when distinguished scientific

farmers will hold a high rank ui the consideration

of mankind, a raok belonging to them not only for

their practical improvements, but for the elevated

standing which they give their noble art.

Rural labor will be sweetened by the refined

pleasures of science, and the field will present to

the opened eyes of the farmer new worlds to con-
quer, while his'o%vn intellectual and moral powers
will be enlarged and improved by the contempla-
tion of phenomena at once revealing supreme in-

telligence, unbounded goodness, attributes of Divine
Power everywhere present in nature and calculated

to excite our admiration and love. '

Yours most respectfully,

C. T. JACKSON.

[Kor the New England Karmer-l

Dedham, .Ipril 1, 183'J.

Mr Editor—In the communication below there

is a notice of the Morus Expansn, by my friend,

D. Benedict, Esq., of Rhode Island, to whom Isold
a variety of mulberry trees last fall. I have never
had any personal experience with the Morus Ex-
pansa, but as a tree suited to our New England cli-

mate, I believe it has high claims, which will be
noticed in my fulure publications.

Respectfully your friend and serv't,

J. H. COBB.

J. II. Cobb, Esq.—Sir : The last edition ofyour
Silk Manual I have perused with interest and satis-

faction, and most cheerfully recommend it to all

who are desirous of information on this new and
interesting subject. Your account of the origin

and character of the different kinds of mulberry
trees, especially of the far-famed Midticaidis, is

new and interesting. But there is one variety of
trees, and in my opinion, one which in the end will

be found the best of the whote, not excepting the

exuberant Multicaulis, especially for northern lati-

,
cudes, I was surprised to find you have entirely

omitted. As tliere are but few of them yet in the

country, it probably has not come under your ob-

servation, as it was not familiar with rne until less

than a year ago.

The Morns Expnnsa is the botanical name of
the tree to which I refer.

Late last spring, by the recommendation of Wil-
liam Prince &, Sons, and as a matter of experiment,
I took a hundred of them from their nursery, which
the year before were imported from France.. They
had stood in Prince's garden one winter, and the

same in ipine, without any shelter or protection,

and all have lived as well as our native trees, hi

one season some of them grew from four to about
eight feet trees, and to all appearance they will

grow to any height desired. The leaves are the

largest of any variety which I have seen, except
the Multicaulis ; they are very glossy and thick,

and very agreeable to the worms. I fed worms
enough the past season to grow upwards of three

hundred pounds of cocoons, and in tlie course of

my feeding, used all the varieties of leaves at pres-

ent grown with us, and none of them were eaten
more greedily or cleanly than those of the Morus
Expansa. I intend to increase my stock of this

variety, and am fully satisfied that as their superior

excellence is known, they will become favorites

with the cultivators of the mulberry tree for per-

manent use, as none of the precautions are needful
for this species of tree, which the Multicaulis in

cold regions now does, and in all probability will

continue to require. From what country or lati-

tude the tree originated, or when it was introduced
into the country, I have not yet ascertained. As
you are a student in these matters, ~in your next
edition which I hone mav soon be called for, you
will confer a favor on the public, to give this ex-
cellent tree a place in your historical detail, and
call their attention to its superior claims.

Yours, respectfully,

DAVID BENEDICT.
Pawtitcket, R. I. March 23, 1839.

We proceed in the publicationof Premium Farm
Reports—intending to give them to the public with

as much despatch as the state of our columns ad-

mits. They will be read, we are persuaded, with

much interest. We give them without regard to

any order, as is most convenient; but we shall

very soon wind off" the worsted. The subjoined

account is from Mr Fay, in Southboro,' who receiv-

ed a gratuity of fifty dollars. H. C.

,/} Schedule of Peler Faifs Farm, situated in South-

borough, in Worcester county, Mass., 1838.

Question 1. .Answer—one hundred and fifty

acres.

2. It consists of loam, gravelly loam and grav-
el, and the under stratum a clay gravel.

3. The best method of improving my land—the
plough is decidedly the best

4. I till about eighteen acres, and I put twen-
tyfive loads of manure to an acre on that which I

plant with corfi and potatoes.

5. I apply it both in its long or green state and
in compost.

G. I do both spread and plough in the manure
put upon fields to be planted with corn and potatoes

and also put it into the hills.

7. My method of cultivating green sward is by
ploughing it at any part of the year and of fre-

quently harrowing the same the year previous to

its being planted.

8. I mow from thirty to thirtytwo acres of up-
land and averaging two to two and half tons to an
acre.

9. I irrigate about four acres, commencing
about the first of May, and allow the water to flow

about one month, and I think I get about one-fourth

more in quantity, and the quality not as good.

10. I do manure the land that I irrigate, and a
part of my other land that I mow, once in two
years, and I put twelve loads of compost manure
to the acre.

11. I have mowed about ten acres of land not
suitable for the plough, and the quality of the hay
very ordinary, and producing more than five tons

upon the same the present season.

12. My method of reclaiming my low land has
been to dig out the stones and then to smooth or

level the same, and give it a top dressing of loam
or gravelly loam or gravel and then compost ma-
nure, and by seeding of herds grass, red top or clo-

ver, and roll in the same. On bog or peat meadow
I never have performed any operations.

1.3. I have planted nine acres of corn the pres-

ent season''; my method of preparing the ground
has been, of ploughing the same fine in the sprino-,

then harrowing it, then carting on my manure and
spreading it, then ploughing in the manure fine,

and then rolling the land where it will admit ifnot
busiiing it. Six acres of it I have cultivated inthia
way, by putting ten loads of long or green manure
to an acre, and fourteen loads of compost manure
in the hills, and planted the same in hills three feet

and six inches apart each way. And on the three

acres in addition to the ten loads of longer green
manure to an acre, I spread fifteen loads of com-
post manure to an acre by putting the loads be-
tween the long or green manure, and ploughirlg in

the same and not manuring it in the hills ; Mils
four feet and six inches apart from east "to west,
and three feet apart from north to south. I soaked
about one half of my corn in water about twenty-
four hours and rolled the same in gypsum ; the
the other half I planted dry without any prepara-
tion. When I planted my corn I put a table spoon-
ful of gypsum into each hill, and when the corn
had come up I put six bushels of wood ashes, lime
and gypsum around the corn upon the hill, in the
proportion of one half ashes, one fourth lime and
one fourth gypsum to an acre upon the said nine
acres. I used the cultivator instead of the plough
among my corn and hoed the same three times, and
made the hills of a small flat form.

.14. I have planted five acres of potatoes the

present year, four acres of which I ploughed the

land fine in the spring, then harrowed it, ploughed
it the second time fine, th^en spread twenty loads of
compost mantire on the acre and harrowed it in
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furrowed the ground four feet and 'six inches apart

north and snuth and three feet ap.irt cast and west,

a^d planted them the first week in May, when the^

o-round froze every night, and on the north side ol

the wall the ground did not thaw through the day ;

when I planted the potatoes, I put a table spoonful

of gypsum into each hill, and when the vine made

its appearance through the ground, I put twelve

bushels of wood ashes, lime and gypsum on the hills

in the proportion of one half ashes, one fourth lime,

and one fourth gypsum; I ploughed and hoed them

three times. The produce was one hundred and

si.xty bushels to the acre. The kinds, a part of

them a red potato called among us here the Rut-

land, and a part of them were the blue potato: the

soil a gravelly loam.

The one acre was a green sward ploughed in

about the middle of May, this spring, then harrowed

the land and spread twenty five loads of long or

green manure to tlie acre, and planted it in rows

three feet and six inches apart each way
;
ploughed

and hoed the same twice : the soil was a gravelly

loam : the produce one hundred bushels to the acre.

The hot and dry weather in the month of August,

was very severe with my potato crop upon both

fields, and the product not half of au usual crop.

The kinds of potatoes were the same as planted

upon my other field.

15. I have among the corn in one of my fields

of about three and a half acres, the English turnip,

where my corn was very much injured by the crows,

and the growth is extremely promising, but I have

not harvested them now.

16. None this year of winter grain ; of spring

grain. three acres and three quarters. The ground

was prepared by ploughing it fine, then harrowing

it, then cross ploughed it, then rolled it, sowed

the grain and got it in with the cultivator
;
put no

manure upon my land in the spring ; the land the

season previous having been planted with a potato

crop ; sowed two and a half bushels to an acre.

My grain was all of wheat of the Black Sea kind,

except one half bushel, and that was of the Italian :

the soil of a gravelly loam of a hard pan bottom :

my method of preparing the grain was by washing

all the foul seed therefrom, then put the grain in-

to baskets and lot it drain until dry, then put the

grain into tubs and soaked it in as strong a solu-

tion of salt and water as could be made to dissolve

in the water at a heat of one hundred and twenty

degrees, and soaked the same ten minutes, then

took it out upon a floor and raked in as much of

dry lime as would adhere to the grain. When the

grain was up about three or four inches in height,

I sowed eighteen bushels of wood ashes, lime and

gypsum, in the proportion of one half ashes, one

fourth lime and one fourth gypsum to an acre
;

this dressing is highly valuable to the wheat crop

and to the succeeding crops of grass, and visible

for a number of years, and one of the cheapest and

best manures used.

The half bushel of Italian wheat was sowed up-

on the same field side by side of the Black Sea

wheat, and the same process of preparing the land

and seed was had as with the Black Sea wheat,

and the produce was about the same with the Black

Sea wheat, and the crop when ripe for harvest was

one week later than the Black Sea wheat. The

crop of both kinds was twenty bushels' to an acre,

and the last year I raised tliirtyfive bushels to an

acre of the Black Sea wheat ; my wheat was sown

the last week in April.

17. I have laid down three acres and three

fourths of an acre to grass the present season

;

I sowed the seed on the first day of May ; my usual

practice of seeding is, half a bushel of herds grass,

one peck of red-top, and ten pounds o! clover seed

to an acre, and I Sowed the same quantity this

year ; and was sown with the grain crop after the

grain was got in with the cultivator and then roll-

ed in.

18. The means and manner of collecting and

making manure, are from my cattle and hogs, and

by digging the loam out from undermy walls where

I new set them or make new walls ;
the loam and

sand beside the roads and from loam pits in my

pastures, and the same carried into my barn yard.

19. I keep six oxen, twentysix cows, no young

cattle, two horses, sheep none. One of my barns

is 84 feet long and 30 feet wide, ono other barn .50

feet long, 36 feet wide, and 20 feet posts, and a

cellar under two-thirds of the same ;
one-third part

of said cellar occupied for my liogs to lie under in

the winter. Manure not covered.

20. My cows are all of the native breed.

21. I have raised no calves. I have fatted all

my calves for the market this year and for several

years past ; I have fatted 37 calves for the market

tills year, which have brought me at my house .$317
;

but I am convinced that I am pursuing a wrong

course, and I intend to raise ten or twelve of my

best c\ilves yearly in future.

92. Of butter [ have iBade up to the l.'ith day

of October the present year, twentyfive hundred

pounds, and of cheese only for my own consump-

tion, six hundred and fifty pounds of two meal and

four meal and none of new milk.

23. Of swine I have on hand three old ones

and twentytwo pigs ; I intend to fat the three old

ones and seventeen of the pigs, and keep five of

the pigs through the winter for breeders ; my swine

are all of the native breed, and I make my pigs

weigh on an average at ten months old, when

dres'sed for the market, three hundred pounds, and

have for many years past. I fatted seven thousand

and one hundred pounds of pork the last year, and

sold six thousand and five hundred pounds of the

same, wTiich brought me six hundred and fifty dol-

lars.

24. I feed my swine through the summer upon

the skim milk and whey from my dairy, and give

them no meal in the summer ; I fat them upon corn

and potatoes ; I boil my potatoes and mash them

fine and make the composition in the proportion of

one bushel, of potatoes and half a bushel of meal,

and keep my hogs dry and warm, and keep them

well littered with straw, which is of the utmost im-

portance in tile fattening of hogs.

25. I have a yard in front of my barns, 100 feet

in length by 75 feet in depth, where my cattle and

swine'all yard through the summer and winter ; and

I get from 300 to 400 loads of manure a year from

the same, meaning all that I make of long or green

manure and of compost. The materials are of

loam, sand that I cart into the yard in the autumn

after I have taken the manure out, and of meadow

hay, straw and corn stover that I throw out into

my yard for my cattle in the winter for them to

pick over. It is decidedly the best way that cattle

and swine be yarded together for the making of

manure.

26. I employ upon my farm three men for eight

months, commencing on the first of April, and one

man in the winter, and one man three months by

the day : I have paid fourteen, sixteen and seven-

teen dollars by the month for the eight months, and

from five to six shillings by the day, and boarded

said men. .

27. I have five hundred of engrafted apple trees

and from two to ' tliree hundred trees not en-

grafted.

28. I have 42 pear, .35 peach, 25 plum, 14

cherry, 8 apricot, and 4 almond trees.

20. My trees have never been attacked by the

canker worm, to my knowledge ; the borer has de-

stroyed one apricot tree and four or five apple trees ;

1 have not taken any means to destroy them.

30. I do not use any nor alloiv any ardent spir-

its on my farm, and have not for the last five years.

[For the New England Farmer.]

Stcrbridgr, Feb. 12, 1839.

Mr Editor.—As it is a pleasure for farmers to

communicate their ideas to each other, I think it is

a great benefit and even a duty we owe to each

other to gather up all fragments that nothing be

lost. I ofifer you two short articVes for publication,

if you think them worth notice.

1. On the Culture of Cabbages.—Ahoui thirty

years since the snow fell a considerable depth,

early in the season, without much frost in the

ground, and continued on the ground until late in

spring, and many of the cabbage stumps in my

cabbage ground lived through the winter. In April

I ploughed the ground, turning in the old stumps.

The first of May I began setting out early cabbage

plants, and finding many of the old stumps had

sprouted, and one of the red kind in particular ;
the

sprouts had the appearance of a plant grown from

the seed. ,

I examined and found the sprout came out of

the stump very near to the root, while others

farther up the stump were in a situation soon to

blossom. I broke off all but the one nearest the

root, and cultivated that in the way I did the other

plants. In the fall I had a very large and hand-

some head. I carried it into the cellar, and set it

out the next spring with the same success as before,

and then continued setting out the same stump

with others with it, two years more, from all which

I had good heads.

I have set out stumps, occasionally, ever since, and

always had good heads ;
therefore, I recommend it

to the public as a good practice for raising cabbages

for early fall use. 1 find in this metliod most kinds,

except red cabbage, will be too early to keep

through the winter.

My method is to cut them off near to the roots,

leavino- three or four eyes on the stumps, and set

them out early in the spring, setting them in the

o-round slanting, say a slant of fortyfive degrees,

then cover the end of the stump quite over with

loose mould ; when the sprouts get to the height

of three inches, by pulling open the leaves you

I

may easily ascertain those that will go to seed by

the appearance of blossoms. Break off all of this

description, leave only one without the appearance

of blows and you will be likely to have good

cabbages.

I have good red cabbages in my cellar this day

raised bv the method above described.

Gauuinf.r Watki.vs.

I Early Potatoks.—The Easton (Maryland) Ga-

'

zette notices a sample of forward Irish potatoes,

grown this season, in the open ground, and now

fit for use.
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SERICICU LTURE,

Mr Breck—I enclose a translation of an article

from the Propagateur, ofRodez, on a disease whicli

prevails in France among sillj-worms, called tlie

Muscardine, and another in relation to t!ie movable

tables, for magnaneries, invented by Mr Vasseur,

which is considered a very import;int addition to

those establishments. I regret that there was not

a descri)*tion of the tables given, for it may be very

desirable to adopt them in this country. The dis-

covery was first made known, and its advantages

tested, la^t summer ; but so ample is the testimony

in their favor, that there does not appear to be a

doubt, as to the great benefit, which lias thus been
conferred upon the cultivators of silk. I have writ-

ten to a gentleman in Paris, to obtain and transmit

to me, a particular description of the movable tables,

and shall hasten to communicate the information I

may receive.

The culture of the mulberry tree and the rear-

ing of silk worms having excited unusual attention

in France and Italy, within a few years ; numerous
works have been published on those subjects, and
the authors have found it convenient to adopt the

appropriate and expressive term of Sericiculture, as

including whatever relates to both of tlie branches
of that rural industry. It is derived from Sericum.

The ancients being ignorant of the exact mode in

which silk was produced, and having received it

from the Sa-es, a people who inhabited that indefin-

ite portion of Scythia, whicli they called Serica,

but which is now known as China, the Romans
gave the name of Sericum to that precious mate-
rial.

This word having been used in the articles

translated from the Propagateur and which appear-

ed in the Farmer of the 27th ult. as well as in

those which are annexed, the above explanation has

been deemed necessary.

Very respectfully,

Your most ob't serv't,

H. A, S. DRARBORN.
H-nothrrn Cottage, \

Roxbury, March 29, 1839. ]

THE SILK WORM.
The contagious disease called the Muscardine, exam-

ined by Mr .iudouin of the Institute.

The short visit which Mr Audouin recently made
to our city, has been beneficial to the amateurs of

natural history, and still more so to agriculturalists,

to whom he has given information, as to the best

means to be employed to prevent the ravages to

their grape vines by the Fyrnlis. This learned

professor, who has devoted his attention to insects

which are injurious to agriculture, has made the

most curious researches in relation to a contagious
disease, which frequently occasions the destruction

of all the silk worms in a magnanery. The cul-

ture' of the latter being a recent branch of indus-

try, ,in our department, and where it is destined to

advance, we shall endeavor to give an analysis ol

the ingenious experiments, which have been under-

taken by Mr Audouin, for discovering a fact in

natural history, which is not only very curious, but
fertile in the most important results to those, wno
are engaged in rearing silk worms.

There exists a disease called Muscardine, which
successively attacks all the silk worms in a raao--

nanery, and is transmitted from one to another.

The nature of this disease, its development and
propagation, has long been a mystery, which it has

often been attempted to solve, but the veil has now-

been rent, as will be perceived by relating the

experiments made by Mr Audouin.
What is the nature or real cause of the disease

called the Muscardine?
The cause is the development of a vegetable

wliich establishes itself as a parasite, in the sub-
cutaneous tissue of tho worm, and occasions its

death in a few days, when the numerous filaments

which it sends out,'have filled and interlaced, with
an inextricable net-work, all the oleaginous tissue

of the insect.

What can lie more astonishing than this vegeta-
ble, which is produced at the expense of an animat-
ed, living body, and ultimately perishes by causing
the death of that very body in which it grows. It

is an entirely new species, and appears to be placed
in some manner, between the animal and vegetable
realms.

This plant, which is of the-genus botrytes (cryp-

togamia) is developed in the oleaginous sub-ciita-

neous tissue of the silk worm and rapidly extends
its radicles, which branch off in a thousand direc-

tions. The worm perishes in six or seven days
after being inoculated with the disease. The dead
worm is, at first, soft and flaccid, soon becomes
stitTand is covered with a white mealy dust, which
is nothing more than the sporules or seed of the

plant, supported by little stems which have pierced

the pores of the skin. These sporules or seeds
are so many germs of new plants; and being ab-

sorbed by the healthy worms, soon develop
among them new plants, which is balled the dis-

ease.

Let us come to the proof. Mr Audouin took on
the point of a needle some of this white dust, which
covered the body of a dead worm, with which he
inoculated under the skin, another worm, as well
as a chrysalis and a perfect winged insect, each of
which in their turn, were covered with this white
dust, being tlie fructification of the plant with which
they had been inoculated.

This cryptogamia does not grow after the death
of the insect, but only during its life, and causes
the death of the insect by the development of its

roots; and if this white dust does not always ap-

pear after the death of the insect, it is because the

vegetable had not acquired sufficient maturity to

produce its sporules or seeds. The whole progress
of the growth of the vegetable can be seen by the

aid of a microscope, in tlie insect which has been
inoculated with the muscardine. The nfimerous
radicles a.re multiplied from day to day ; the olea-

ginous glpbulcs and the trachea gradually disappear
t.nd are repla.ce\l by the roots from which rise up,

after the deatli of the insect, through the pores of
the skin, little stems, and exhibit the sporules in

the form of white dust.

It was not sufficient for Mr Audouin to have
proved by repeated inoculations, that the muscar-
dine was contagious, and that it was occasioned
by the development of a vegetable—he has proved
that it can be spontaneously produced, in all pla-

ces, when certain circumstances are united to favor

its development ; it is thus that the larva of the

saperda [Longicornus : the capricornus of Linn.]
placed in situations filled with humid moss and sub-

mitted to various temperatures, have been sponta-
neously infected with muscardine ; from whence
he concludes that this disease is not peculiar to

silk worms, but can be propagated from the silk

worm to other insects, and vice versa ; and that in

all these transmissions, the cryptogamia and the

disease which it produces, undergoes no change.
In fact the vegetable can be reproduced, not onlr
by sporules, but even in an artificial manner, by-

grafting certain parts of it, as its roots for exam-
ple, upon the oleaginous tissue, and which extends
itself much more rapidly by this mode of infection,
and produces a much more sudden death than by
the sporules.

This disease being now so well known, the
means for protecting the silk worm from its ravages
may be easily provided. First, it is necessary to

prevent the atmospheric circumstances which pro-
duce it in the magnaneries ; that is to say, a hu-
mid temperature, passing alternately from cold to
hot ; second, all contact between the Jiealthy and
diseased worms is to be avoided ; third, sprinkle
with the sulphate of copper the tables, shelves, or
whatever else the diseased worms have been
contact with—a process which was introduced by
Mr Berard of Montpelier

; and be particularly mi-
nute in attentions to cleaning.

—

Extract from the
Journal of t'harenle Inferieure.

L S
,Member of the Society of Natural Sciences at Rochelle.

Facts IN rflation to the New Process op
Mr Vassrhr, of Charmes, in the Depart-
ment OF Ardechk.

Valence, July 18, 1839.

The Agricultural Society of Drome, at a meet-
ing on the Iflth of this month, at which the Prefect
presided, Mr Vasseur, of Cliarmes, was called upon
to present the proofs, of what he had publicly ad-
vanced, in relation to the education of silk worms,
which was done, and they were so conclusive, that
there no longer remains a doubt that the results

hitherto considered incredible , which were obtained,

was in consequence of the substitution of movable
tables.

The cocoons produced from the eggs of Dau-
phine, which required only 132 to make a pound,
have yielded in the steam filatures ofMessrs Blan-
clion father and sons, in Chomerac, at tlie rate of
one pound of silk for ten pounds seven ounces, or

1369 cocoons. Those obtained from Italian eggs,

173 of which weighed a pound, yielded, in the

steam filature of Mr Deniichoux, in Flaniac, a
pound of silk from eight pounds two ounces, or

1405 cocoons. ,The leaves consumed were in the
following proportions : the silk *orms of Dauphine
made from 1272 pounds a quintal of cfccoon- ; those
of Italy consumed o.ily 1200 pounds of leaves tor

a quintal. Mr Vasseur has deposited with the

officers of the society, samples of the silk, and let-

ters from the able proprietors of the filatures which
we have named.

These results are immense. They establish this

fact; that the cultivators of silk have not produced
half as much as may be obtained from their mag-
naneries. In the steam filatures, about 3000 co-

i

coons are required for a pound of silk, and Mr Vas-
seur has obtained the same quantity from 1369.

There is, consequently, a result in favor of the cul-

tivation; which shows a gain of half the quantity

of leaves, of labor, space, and expenses of all kinds,

besides the advantage derived to the proprietors of
the filatures, who obtain a more beautiful quality

of silk, with a great economy in labor, as 1369 co-
coons are reeled in less time tlian is required for

3000. This is the principal point of view in which
the discovery of the movable tables should be con-
sidered,—an invention whicli enables each worm jto

produce double the quantity of silk which has hith-
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erto been obtained, Mr Vasseur has designated

the persons who furnished the eggs of Dauphine

and Italy. They have real-ed silk worms from the

same liind of eggs in the old manner, and both had

complete success, but still, the weight of the co-

coons and that of the silk was much less. -

By this augmentation of product, the income

from that branch of industry in France will be,

doubled. How important then is this invention, if

the experiments of the next year shall remove all

doubts upon the subject; and we know that the

experiment will be "extensively made, for the pro-

prietors of estates in the Departments Drome, Ar-

deche, Isere, and Van have determined to adopt

the apparatus of Mr Vasseur.

But it is not necessary to wait until next year

to be assured that there is gained at least 75 per

cent, in the space which the worms occupy, besides

the saving in labor, while the attendants perform

all that is required to be done, in feeding and man-

aging the silk worms without changing their posi-

tion, and the ventilation is as perfect as can be de-

sired.—jE.rirac^ from the Courrur of Drome and

Ardeche.

with the hoe alone, without any previous prepara-

tion of the ground, in the spring of the second year
;

but I know not how root crops could be sown with-

,

out such preparation. The difficulty of sowing the

wheat or rye with or without grass seed, the third

season, will be still greater, inasmuch as the ground

would be harder from the effect of the winters

rains and snow ; the grains or seeds might indeed

be scottertd on tht surface, but they would never

get under it so as to vegetate. If the committee

1
have any process in view to take the place of p!ous;h-

I

ing, harrowins:, Sfc, it ought to have been stated.

The recommendation contained in the report is so

manifestly absurd and impracticable, that I think

something more must have been intended, and hope

that the wanted information will be forthcoming, to

enlighten those who do not know how to take things

for granted which are not expressed in clear and

distinct terms.

Yours, AGRICOLA.

CORRESPONDENCE.

We are very happy to lay before our readers the

subjoined correspondence. We do not know who

' Aoricola '
is, but his letter shows an inquisitive

and^intellitrent mind, which always augurs well for

improvement. Indeed without it there can be no

improvement. Our respected correspondent who

replies to him, deems his language harsh and his

tone rather imperative. As far as it can be ascer-

tained, we are to judge of things of this sort by the

temper of mind from which they proceed. Now

the language might have been more courteous and

yet nee'd not have lost anything in strength ;
but

still we do not believe any offence was intended or

thouo-ht of We are so selfish that we should have

been^willing some offence should be given, if noth-

ing short ot°this tone would have brought out the

excellent reply which is here .-ubjoined. It is di-

rectly to the point; and confirmed as it is by prac-

tice as well as theory ; by long experience and

most careful and intelligent observation, we cannot

doubt that it will be received with the particular

attention which it justly claims. H. C.

To THE Editor of the New E.vgland Farmf.k

Sir—In the " Report of the Committee of the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society on Farms,"

printed in the New England Farmer of the 20th

instant, there is a statement or recommendation by

the committee, which is unintelligible to me and

which one of my agricultural friends was unable to

explain. It is this : "Turn over sward land in

May, and manure it with compost, which is to be

mixed with the soil by the harrow or cultivator. If

the first crop be corn, the second should be pota-

toes or roots, followed by wheat or rye, with grass

seed or with o-rass seed alone. During all this,

the sod should not be disturbed, and no other plough-

ing but the first turnmg over of the sward. By this

method there will be a great saving of labor, there

bein^r but one ploughing for two crops, and lay-

ing the ground to grass." Here is a course of

cultivation for three years, during all whtch txme the

ground is to be ploughed but once, and that before

the first crop only. It may be possible, though not

a little difficult, to plant potatoes and cover them

[Fnr the N. E- Farmer ]

Mr Brf.ck—Your correspondent ' Agricola '
ap

pears to meet with some difficulty in comprehend-

ing the recommendation of the committee of the

Massachusetts Agricultural Society on Farms, in

relation to the ploughing and management of green

sward. The committee are chaj-ged with recom-

mending a course of culture " manifestly absurd and

impracticable." If there be any pleasure greater

than that of receiving information, it is that derived

from a communication of it to others ;
and I shall

not, therefore, allow my feelings to be so far dis-

turbed by the peculiar language used by *' Agri-

cola," as to deprive me of that pleasure. I will

only say that it would seem to rae to be a course

more consistent with candor, to examine a subject

with which he- profes.es not to be acquainted,
|

before denouncing it as absurd and impracticable ;

and further, that harsh and uncourteous terms fur-

nish no aid either in eliciting or defending truth.

I am willing to acknowledge that the error of

not being sufficiently explicit, is one which is not

unfrcquently made by those who undertake to com-

municate information on subjects with which they

themselves are perfectly familiar. They are too

apt to forget that a more particular and detailed

account of any process they may recommend, is

necessary to enable those less acquainted with the

subject to understand it.

The writer of the " Report " had for many years

pursued the course therein recommended in rela-

tion to the management and culture of. swarded

land, and had again and again communicated the

particulars of the process, as well as the results of

his experiments, to the public He might there-

fore be, in some measure, excused for not treating

the subject as one entirely new and for die first

time broached to the public. The explanation,

however, demanded by " Agricola," I will give with

pleasure, glad of any apojogy for repeating what I

have so often stated, while there is a single farmer

in the community by whom the subject is not fully

understood. Such has been the almost magical

effect upon our wasted and worn out fields, of turn-

ing over the green sward and keeping it undisturbed

during the rotation of crops, that I know not how I

can render a more essential service to my brother

cultivators of the soil, than by enforcing its claims

upon their attention.

" Agricola " supposes it will be " difficult to plant

potatoes and cover them with the hoe alone, with-

out any previous preparation of the ground in the

spring of the second year," and " the difficulty of

sowing the wheat or rye the third year, will be still

greater," &c.

In preparing the ground for a second crop noth-

ing more than the cultivator or harrow is necessary,

and these to be used in such a way as not to dis-

turb the soil. These will furnish a great abundance

of matter for covering the potatoes. The decom-
'

posing sod which is kept down, will bo found on

examining it in the second or third year of the

course, to be exceedingly mellow and lighter than

it could possibly be made by the plough, and to be

filled with the roots and giving nourishment to the

plants. Now then, if the vegetable matter and the

light vegetable mould which are turned and kept un-

der, keep the sod mellow, and all above is well stir-

red by the cultivator and harrow, where ia the difficul-

ty of finding earth to cover the potatoes planted or

the wheat and rye that is sown ? In this way the

whole mass is kept mellow to the depth of the first

and only ploughing, and in fine condition for the

growth of corn, potatoes or wheat, and particularly

so for what is termed a " root crop." If desirable,

I can see no objection to the use of a light horse

plough in the second and third years' cultivation,

provFded the plough does not go so deep as to dis-

turb the sod. I have, however, always found the

cultivator and harrow sufficient for the purpose of

pulverizing the top.

Lexington, March 26, 1839.

THE CROW AND THE WIRE WORMS.

Mr Colman—Dear Sir—In the Farmer of the

6th, I see ynu insert a very interesting letter from

a gentleman of West Needham, giving an account

of°his success in raising the Dutton corn. The

destruction of a large portion of his crop, by the

tvire worm, brought to my mind a fact whicn I not

long since had from an observing gentleman of

Maine.

Some years ago he noticed a field of grass

which lay between a sandy gullied road and a

river, to be completely destroyed by the ravages of

what he called the wire worm. The whole roots

of the green sxvard were eaten off, horizontally,

just below the surface, so that the turf might be

rolled off as in winrows. He observed the de-

struction with much curiosity and some apprehen-

sion, as his own fields lay close by, on the other

side of the road. Day after day, as he rode by,

he scared up from the sloping sides of a gully that

ran between the ruined field and the road, great

numbers of crows, who, as soon as he had passed,

immediately settled on the same place again. He

also watched the fields on the opposite side, but

was gratified and not a little relieved, to find no

traces^ of the worms there among the grass. Ap-

parently they never crossed tlie road. After a

while, there were no worms to be found, and no

crows to be scared from the sides of the gully.

Very truly yours,

Philocorax.

Large Return from Rohan Potato.—Mr

Ebenezer Stedman, of Newburyport, purchased of

J Breck & Co., at the Agricultural Warehouse,

tlie last spring, five pounds of Rohan Potato. He

planted them in hills, four feet apart, three eyes m
a hill. He thinks two eyes would be enough. He

states that from these he raised 525 lbs. At 20

cents per lb., the present price, his cropMS worth

$105 00.
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AGRICULTURAL MEETLNG.
The tvvelfili Agricullural Meeting, and tlie las( for

the season, was holden on Tuesday evening, 2d inst.;

and was fully attended, the interest in these meetings
having lieen kept up until the last ; and a strong wish
expressed that they might be renewed another season.

We have neglected to give a full report of the two for-

mer meetings : and we ran now do no more than to

gather up the fragments which remain, that nothing be

lost.

At the tenth meeting the subjects of discussion were
the cultivation of fruit trees, and the application of fruit

to the feeding of stork. Two or three gentlemen de-

tailed fully their experience; and of this we shall at-

tempt ti' record only the most material facts.

Mr Stone, of VVaiortown, well known as an experi-

enced and successful cultivator of fruit, went largely

into the subject; and was examined and cross-examin-

ed yfilh no small measure of legal acumen by several

gentlemen present ; and as closely as almost any witness
' that was ever brought upon the stand. He showed him-
self fully possessed on the subject, and communicated
much valuable instruction.

Mr Stone spoke of liaving been for years accustomed
to feed apples to his stock. He had sometimes made
from one hundred to one hundred and fifty b.irrels of
cider in a year; but having been disappointed in the

market for his cider, he had given of late his apples to

his stock. He had often fed out in a season from 1000
to 1200 bushels. The apples which he has bepVi accus-

tomed to give his cattle consisted principally of sour

russetings, Baldwin, and nonesuch. They were the re-

fuse after those, which were fit for the market, had been
selected. His orchards consist mainlv of engrafted
fruit, with some common cider apples.

The apples are given raw. When the cold weather
comes on they are put in the barn or the mill-house and
sufficiently covered with salt hay to protect them from

the frost. To his cows he usually gives one bushel per

day; to his horses one peck at night ; to his oxen as

many as they i>re disposed to oat. in this way he con-

eiders his apples of equal value fur feed as potatoes

for bushel. The effect was that the cows under

A tKIL 10, 1839.

bushe

this feed increased their yield of milk ; ahd he made
from them more butter from November to January than

at any other season ; and they held out their milk well.

His cattle never appeared belter than on this ferd
; and

they continued to improve as the season advanced. His
cows became fat, and they had nothing but apples and
hay; usually they had one feed of rowon per day; and
for the rest of the time salt meadow or common swale

liay. In one case ho fatted a yoko of oxen upon this

feed exclusively
; and Jie thinks never with more suc-

cess. In one instance he kept a coyv in this way and
sold her in February for seven and a half dollars per

hundred lbs. He has found them equally beneficial

to swine, which he has very successfully fatted upon
sour apples with a small amount of slop or swill.

Mr Brigham, of Westlioro', gave next his experience

of the value of apples as feed for stock. Four years
since he came in possession of an orchard, the fruit of
which was fit only for making cider. He was then

For the first week his swine lost flesh ; after that lime
they continued to g.iin flesh and in four months doubled
their weight. He has not been able however to fatten

his swifie upon Ihem ; but he has never fed them to hie

swine raw. He takes pains to assort his apples and
feeds upon them until the first February. His stock
will not eat them raw after having been aceuslomed to

them cooked. Willi a small proportion of meal added
he has found ihein highly useful He has fed his cows
successfully with apples. He tried first one cow, which
he fed twice a day with sour apples. In three weeks
after lie added another cow and 'then another. The
milk and cream were much increased and the butter

improved. He has fed apples fur two months and a

half to a dairy Slock of sixteen cows; and greatly to

advant ige in respect to the cream and milk. He usually

gives out from 500 to 700 buslieU ; and his allowance to

his cows is half a bushel per day each. He docs not esti-

mate them as highly as potatoes. He thinks he can give

with safety to a cow as many apples as she will eat •

but it is not so with poialoes. Sour apples, he thinks,

should undergo a fermentation before they are used.

He thinks all feed for swine should be fermented ; but
he deems potatoes of double ihe value of apples for

swine; fjr milch cows he deems apples of equal value

as potatoes. He has never been accustortied to salt his

apples for his swine, which some farmers deem im-
portant.

Other gentlemen stated their experience of the value

o( apples as feed for stock. This^ is a modern, and it

must be admitted a very important discovery.

The opinions and experience of these two observing

and p/actical farmeis are certainly of great importance.

We h.ive many similar facts tending as strongly to the

same point from various pans of the statej and they all

go to show the advantages which are to accrue from cul-

tivatin;r more extensively, than ever yet has been done,

this most agreeable, nutritious and valuable fruit. There
are, on almost every farm, places difficult of or ineligi-

ble for cultivation, which might as well as not, without
prejudice or inconvenience be appropriated to ihe culti-

vation of these fruits ; and ii, when produced, they are

even half as useful as potatoes, the ease with which
they are produced and the abundance in which they

grow, recommend thdn most strongly lo the cultivation

of the fanners. H. C.

We shall give further reports of the proceedings
i

Ihe last Agricultural meeting, but abstain at this tin
from deficiency of room. Dr Keep has promised
give us his interesting and instructive remarks on :

careous manures, in detail and in full.

The Commissioner of Agiicultural Survey has rect
ed. through the politeness ofGen. Dearborn, a gentlema
disinterestedly and enthusiastically devoted to evei
work of public improvement, and to whom the horticu
tural and agricultural community arc n.ost la'rgely ii

debied,ihesilk.worm eggs procured through Mr Mej
and received by Capt Hunt. They are particularly mer
tioned m the N. E. Farmer of .March 27th. They ar
but few in number, but he will take pains to distribut
tliem in a wa, lo accomplish the public-spirited view
of the genllemen who procured them. H. C.

EXPLANATION.
.Some of our friends have inquired in regard to a re

mark in our last paper, respecting the culiivaiion
corn at the West, how one man could be expected I.

manage a lot of forty acres .' We give the account a:

received on responsible authority, and not on persona
observation. On ilie new lands at the West, they an
not troubled with weeds, and no manure is applied
The sward is completely inverted, and the corn planted
After thatmo hilling is ever done, and all that is aime
at is, to keep the ground loose. A man and horse de
voted to this object, would find no difiiculty in goinf
over such a lot of land many times in the course of the
season with a cultivator, so as to maintain the soil ir
fine tilth. Nothing like this can be expected to be done
with us; but an experiment upon a small scale, is ex-
ceedingly desirable.

The second Report on the Agriculture of Massachu-
setts, has been published by order of the government.
Some few extra copies, printed at the expense ofMessrs
Joseph Breck & Co., and Weeks, Jordaif k Co., may
he found for sale at their respective stores.

We have received from John Benson, Esq. a few Dil-

lingham potatoes as a sample. They are the product

ofan eastern region, but we are notable to say wlielher

from our own territory or Nova Scotia, or the territory

which belongs neither to the one nor the oilier. There
is no dispute however, about the quality ol the potatoes,

come fiiim where they may. They are of the very first

rate, and farmers would do well to try some of them for

seed ; though it is pretty well established if we would
raise as good potatoes as are raised at the east, we must
have the eastern latitude and the eastern soil. Potatoi;

in order to be of the first quality, require a cool and moist
climate and a new soil. An article of such universal

use, an indispensable on the tables of the poor and the

rich, and furnishing as large an amount of human and
bruto food as can be grown upon an acre, cannot receive

too much attention in its improvement and cultivation.

The Ilohan potato is likely to maintain its charac-

ter as by far the most productive potato ever known;
and from its superior quality, as we have tested, in soils

faithlessjin respect to the value of applos for feeding not remarkably favorable lo excellence of quality, there
stock. He purchased six shoats and kept them four is reason to hope that, planted in some locations, it will
months upon sour apples. These apples were boiled, prove of the very best description. H. C.

Chinese Method of Sowing Mulberry See
The subjoined we received from an authentic source as
the method practised in China for starling and sowing
the Mulberry Seed. At this time it will have a peculiar
interest

|j q
Directions for the Mulberry Seed by .^/i-ha.—Fill

cotton bag with the seed, wet it with cold water, (not
soaked,) and lei it remain slightly wet; it will then
sprnul. Sprinkle the earth and proceed to sow it on the
surface, covering it with a little dried tender grass.
Should be two or three feet high before being trans-
planted.

Profitable f'iGS—Pigs are as grateful as any other
class of animals, for they give liber.illy in proportion as
theyrecejM. Mr J C. Loomis.of Whaiely, sljughteied
a sow in November last, which after having nineteen
pigs in Ihe course of five months, weighed lour hundred
eighteen pounds when dressed. One of her pins not
ten mouths old, was recently slaughtered, uliich weigh-
ed three hundred and seventy pounds.

Mr Chapin, of Chicopee, sold his big ox which weighs
2800 pounds, lo Mr Hjratio Sargent, of Spiingfield, for

three hundred dollars.

Errata.—We rejret very much the occurrence of llic subjoined
erroM ni the address of llie Hon. Mr l-illey, iu the last larmer.
In page 3115, middle colunia, line 13th from bnltom, for centering
read entering— line 53d frein bnttoni,-.or Hariugat read Uarneual. In
page aoe, first column, line 13lh Irum tup, dele . —line 52d, after
tenderly insert paternal. Middle column, lino :i.5tb, lor soolastic
and folly, read and scUnlaslic folly.
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BRIGHTON MARKK.T.—MoNDAr, April 8, 1839.

Ueporleil fur the New England Farmer.

At Market, ^05 Beef Cattle, including 2.') unsold last

!ek, 15 Pairs WnrUing Oxen, 20 Cows and Calves,

5 Sheep, and 1175 Swine.

Prices.— Reef Cattle.—A disposition was manifested

the drover.^ in the morning to obtain higher prices

t without much success. The market clo.-^ed without

uch variition. We quote. First quality ,$8 75 a $9 00.

icond quality, $S dO a $8 50. Third quality, $6 75 a

r75.
Workinir Oxen—We noticed severi'l sales ordinary,

;8,$S2,$9l)andfl00.
Sheep.—One lot at $4 50 and $5 00, and one at

5 50 and $6 75. . c •, c
Swine —Several lots to peddle, large size, at b 7-b a

7-8, Also, at 9 for sous nnd 10 for barrows. Several

its of large barrows nt 9 ; at retail 10 to 11 1-2.

^THERMO.METRICAL.
Reimrled lor the .Mew England Farmer.

Ranreof the Thermometer at the Gardenof the proprietors

the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

orllierly exposure, week ending .April 7.

WILLIS'S LATEST IMPUOVEU SEl:D SOWEU WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT,

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

AsuEs, Pearl, per 100 Ihs,

Pot, " •' " ,

Beaks, white, Foreisrn,
'' " Domestic, ,

Beef, mess,
No. 1. .

Chefse, 1

yello-

Ik,

Aphil, 1S39
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MISCELLANEOUS.

ILLINOIS AND THE WEST.

We have already gratified our readers, as we

have no doubt, with some e.Ktract3 from the work

under the above title. It is a book, which in a

small compass, contains much useful information

in an agreeable style; and from the interest now

taken in tliis growing empire at the West, cannot

fail to attract deserved attention. Being written

from actual observation rather than compiled, it has

a double value. It contains the actual impressions

and observations of an observing and sensible man.

We extract some general romarks on tiie state

of the society and provision for education in Illinois.

"A very false opinion of the literature and mo-

rality, as well as of the opportunities for education

at the west, prevails to such an extent among well

informed people at the east, that I deem it not mex-

pedient to devote a chapter to these subjects, by

which I hope to promote juster and more favorable

views. I suppose it is generally understood in

NeipiiEngland, tliat the large towns and cities in

Illinois and other parts of the west, are tolerably

wojl supplied with literary men in all the profession.s.

But it is as generally supposed that the smaller

inland towns and villages, and especially the agri-

cultural portions, are exceedingly destitute of tal-

ent or literature. Such, I know, was in some

degree my own impre.ssion ; and I well remember

hearing a fifth-rate lawyer in Boston, who was

making arrangements for quitting the place where

promotion was beyond hope, speak of his expecta-

tions of success here in such a manner as plainly

showed that he expected nothing less than a judge-

ship or a seat in congress : whereas he will find

himself as much a fifth-rate lawyer here as in Bos-

ton. The trutli is, there is as fair a proportion of

talent in Illinois, as in any other State in the Union

in proportion to its population. There are, it is

true, but a very few minds of the highest order

—

men who are marked as the leaders of our repub-

lic, or stars of the first magnitude in the literary

galaxy of America—but there is an unusual amount

of very respectable, clever talent ; there are a large

number of men whose literary and classical ac-

quirements fit them for every office, and would make

them ornaments of any society in North America.

Nor are they to be found alone in our larger towns
;

they are very liberally strewed over all the soil of

this great and growing State. In traveling through

the country, one will meet with a well thumbed

and select library in the log cabin, and listen to

discourse on any topic in that rude homo which

would give spirit and life to an assemblage in a

Boston drawing-room. Already there is a suflicient

amount of literary talent in Illinois to fill with abil-

ity and success any chair of professorship in any

educational institution, or any office of trust in the

gift of the people. But all this talent is not avail-

able. Much of it is withdrawn from active life,

and is to be met but in the seclusion of agricultural

life. Yet there is enough for any present exigen-

cy, and as the field of action enlarges itself, the

whole ground will be covered by immigration, or

the annual graduations from their own literary in-

stitutions.

Indeed, a man of respectable talents, coming

from the oast or south, finds here many and power-

ful competitors, and will have to work his way to

favor or wealth in his profession, much as, he

would elsewhere. It is true there is less com-

petition because there is a wider field, the facilities

are multiplied and multiplying, instead of being

nearly exhausted, as is the case in the east. A
|

young man of enterprise and a small capital, wheth-
j

er in hnv, medicine, engineering, surveying, or in
[

the mercantile business, stands a iimch fairer chance '

to succeed in either here, than any where east or

south, because not only is his field larger and com-

petition less, but new sources of wealth and power

are developed every day, and more and more. But

the same talent, tact and industry are requisite here

as elsewhere. The diflference is, he must succeed

here, elsewhere he inatf.

Let no young man intending to pursue either of

the above professions, set his face westward with

the false impression that a small modicum of talent

or education and a careless devotion to his business,

will secure him either a competence or honor. He
will suffer sad disappointment. On the other hand

let no young man hesitate an instant, who has a

fair share of talent and tact, and whose patience

will enable him to endure, and disposition to prose-

cute, the labors necessary to success. He can

but succeed—fame and wealth, with a fair propor-

tion of enjoyment, are here in store for all such,

provided all this be accompanied with an integrity

of purjiose which no temptation can seduce, and

persevc-rance which no disappointment can over-

come. I intend to devote a larger space to me-

chanics and farmers with hints to emigrants in gen-

eral, in which will be found some interesting mat-

ter respecting labor, produce, prices, travelling,

settling, etc. etc.

Trdb Charity.—One of the most beautiful in-

stances of the considerate kindness of true charity

with which we are acquainted, is that of the benev-

olent Dr Wilson of England. He once discovered

a clerevman at Bath, who, as he was informed, was

sick and poor, and at the same time oppressed with

the care of maintaining a numerous family. In

the evening he gave a friend fifty pounds, request-

ing he would deliver it in the most delicate man-

ner, and as from an unknown person. The friend

replied, " I will wait upon him early in the morn-

ing." " You will oblige me, sir, by calling direct-

ly. Think of what importance a good night's rest

may be to that poor man."

—

Christian Register.

A Stockholm journal announces that M. Orges-

son, a Swede, possessing extensive domains near

llelsiTi;xfors, in Finland, has discovered a means of

rendering peat as compact and hard as coal, so

that it lights with great facility, burns without

crackling, throws out a clear bright fiame,and gives

as mui;h, if not more, heat than coal. The peat

when jireparoi;' teef^s one-fifth of its weight, and

throe-eighths of its bulk, butgains the advantage of

having tlie whole of its aqueous parts extracted.

L.lnseed OH Mml. Tecl Seeil Oil Meal.

For sale liv G. & H. STEARNS, wlio hare removed to

No 5 Mercliiuus Row.
March 27. - Im

PEARTItKES POKSAI.IS.

At the Pomologicul Raiilen, Salem, Mass., a good collec-

tion of Standaril Pear Trees, all of whicli have been proved.

They conipribc llie choicest of the old and new varieties

Also—Scioun of Fruit Tm-s.
Scions of a great variety of Ajjplcs, Pears, Plums, .tnd

Clit-rries, from licarnig Trees, lor sale liy the suliscrilier.

April 3. ROBEf'lT MANNING.

UUCK THORNS.
I''or silc 8t the New England Farmer Office liy

April 3. JOSEPH BRECIC & CO.

FRUIT AND ORKANENTAL, TRICICS, 01Ul.Bi:iU
KlISS. A.e.

Nursery of Willium Kcnrick.
The Catalogue of Eruit and Ornamcnlal Trees for 1839 is

now ready, and will be sent to ali who apply. It comprises

a nio^t extensive selection of the superior varieties oi Pears,

Apples, Plums, Quinces, Gooseberries, Raspberries, (yur-

ranls. Strawberries, Grape Vines, &c. The slock of Cher-
ries and of Teaches now ready is particularly large. Also,

(Jrniirnental Trees, Shrubs, itoses. Honeysuckles, Pseonies,

Dahlias and other Herbaccntis Flowering Plants. ,

10,000 CucUspur or Newcastle Tburiis.

iO.uou Buckthorns.
Morus Muliicaulis, and other Mulberries ; the trees genu-

ine and tine, at prices fair, and yarying with the size, and
the qMantily wiiich may be desired.

Fruit and all other trees, when so ordered, will Fie secure-

ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or-

ders promptly executed, on application to the subscriber.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.

January 30, 1839.

PEAR, PLtM, GRAPB VINE.*, &C.
lono Pear Trees of the most approve<l kinds;
1000 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds and extra

size—many of ibem have borne the past season
;

.".OO Quince Trees
;

3(100 fsahella and Catawba Grape Vines, from 6 to 15 feel

high, most of them have borne fruit—Black Hamburgh,
Sweet waier, Pond's ^^eedling;

30,000 Giant \sparagus Rm ts
;

5000 Wilmoi's Early Rhubarb or Pi» Plant, lately intro-

duced
;

.•ilso—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &c. of

different kinds;

A II orders left at this office, or with the subscriber at Cam-
bridge-port, or in Mr Lynch's baggage wagon box, at Gould
& Howe's. No. S Faneul Hall, will inect with immediate
attention. SAMUEL POND,
March 27. Cambridge-porl, Mass.

HO! F'»R II,L,INIOS.
"

To iijirst rate man, well acquainted with trade, who can
command a leady capital ol Irom S3,000 to S6,000, who is de-
sirous of locating himself in one of ihe most beautiful and
healthy situations on Rock River, in Illinois, v^-here he can Join
a New England Colony, and engage in Mercantile and Agri-
cullural pursuits, with a rar»* prospect of success, ti jirat

rate opeynvg offers itself, and may he heard ot by addressing
a line (posrpaid) through the City Post Office, to

X. Y. Z.
N. B. An exchange of Western property, for real estate

in New England, a good stock may be effected.

March 27. 3w

MAN ANii liOY.
Wanted a man who is acquainted with vegetable and fruit

gardening ; he must be of good moral eharucier, active, con-

stantly industrious, and a temperance man— he is wanted for

the season, and perhaps he can secure a permanent situation.

Also

—

Agood hoy, he must be willing to give his whole
time and attention, and he will be thoroughly instructed in

the business—he must produce good rccommodations—none
other need apply.

March 20.
.

FARM FOR SAL.K Oi< TO I.ET.

The subscriber offers for sale or to let, a farm situated on
Charles River, in the north port of Newton, and near the

Newton Chemical Works. It contains fifty acres or upwards
of good land, and bason it n good house and other buildings.

Its pleasant situation on the bank of the river renders it a de-

sirable place for a counlry seal, or its vicinity to the Wallham
Factories an excellent location for a market or vegetable larm,
I'orty acres can be added to the above, if desired.

March 13. 4wis* SETH BEMIS, Walerlown.

FARM FOR SALE.
For sale a valuable farm, sitiialed in Newton, half a mile

from the Upper Falls Village and ten miles from Boston.

The farm comprises about 100 acres of land, one third ol

which is covered with a thrifty growth of wood and fencing

limber. It has a good well ot water, besides a never failing

brook which passes through the farm. The buildings are

ol" ample size, and in good repair. A lot of aboiil ten acres

of tbejand near the buildings, is on a level plain of superior

quality for the growth of the mulberry' tree For particulars

inquire of Miss Ann Bent, 214 Washington Street, or of E.
F. Woodward, near the premisi s.

Boston, March 6. 1639. tf

THIC NE^V I£NGL.A^D FARMKR
Is published every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per smnim

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay williJB

sixty days from the time of subscritjing are entitled to a de-

duction of 68 cents-

TWTTLE, DENNETT AKD CHI3H0LM, PRIKTrKS,

n SCHOOL STKBET B0SITOH
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[Prom the Second Report of the Agricultural Commissioner.]

LETTERS FROM S. L. DANA, M. D., ON
ASHES, LIME, &c..

LETTER I.

Lowell, February 16, 1839.

Dear Sib,—You liave asked me how the action

of ashes, leeched, or unleeched, whether of wood,

peat, or coal, is to be explained on my views of veg-

etation. The best answer I can give you, is to

state what is the composition of ashes, and to glance

at my views. By the last, 1 presume you refer to

statements in Prof. Hitchcock's late report. I have

there said that fertility depends on salts and geine.

Without the last there is no healthy vegetation.

The great body of the soil, in which salts and geine

act, is only the comminuted remains of rocks, usu-

ally called primitive. We have termed this " gi-an-

itic sand." We have thus three great, natural

divisions of the ingredients of soil : 1st. Geine, 2d.

Salts, 3d. Granitic Sand. Strictly speaking, we
have two classes only, geine and salts, for the gran-

itic sand is a mass of salts ; a mass, in which silex

acts as an acid, and alkalies, lime, magnesia, alu-

mine, metallic o.xides as bases, a mass of silicates. I

prefer this term to granitic sand and I shall hereafter

use it. Let us now glance at these tliree divisions.

1. Geine.—To ray remarks, already published

by Professor Hitchcock, I now add, that geine en-

ters vegetables simply as geine, or as an alkaline,

earthy, or metallic geate, dissolved either in water

or in alkali. The organic and inorganic acids and

salts of the plant, decompose these varied forms.

The elements of geine, its oxygen, hydrogen, an I

carbon, play their usual part in vegetable economy.

Acetic, and probably some of the other vegetable

acids, do not precipitate the alkaline solution of

geine. In this case, it may still circulate in fluid

form in plants. The earthy and alkaline bases of

the geates form the bases of the various salts which

plants afford.

2. Salts.—This class includes, first, compounds

of geine ; second, alkaljne salts, potash, soda, am-

monia, and all their combinations, known by the

names of carbonates, sulphates, nitrates, muriates,

&c., as common salts, soapei's spei^t leifs, consist-

ing chiefly of muriate of potash mixed with a pecu-

liar organic compound called glyceine, saltpetre,

ashes leeched or fresh, urine, containing abundant

phosphates and ammoniacal salts, soot; containing

both ammonia and geine ; third, lime in all its

forms, marl, shells, chalk, marble, air-slacked lime,

plaster, bones.

3. Silicates.—To have a distinct idea of this

division of soil, let us tabulate the composition of

argillite, and of the several simple minerals, wliose

aggregate composes primitive rocks. Though anal-

yses, imperfect as they are, have not yet discovered

phosphoric acid in all tliese aggregates, yet I doubt

not, that accurate investigation will detect its pres-

ence in all granitic sand. Phosphate of liuie is

by no mea^Ban uncommon mineral in primitive

jocks, and (Srloridea are widely diffused.

Table of the constituents of the elements of silicaled

soils or granitic saiul.

f'lic liuii-ircj p.ri*
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But liow do the elements of soil act ? As I have xMuriatc of potash
would show more lime, than the above tables, be- ,

, i , . .• ,

caTe he ahvTys employs a portionoflime to make stated in the report of Professor Hitchcock, by Aceta e of Ammoma

h>s Ive ca'Istic This Is a variable portion; what- forn.ing galvanic batteries with the roots of hvmg I Acetate of Magnesia

The most active element in the pile is tlie
^''"

ever it is, it adds so much to the value of the leech-

ed ashes. Besides the soap-muker always leaves

a portion of alkali, which is combined with the

silex. Exposure to air decomposes this, and then

the alkali can be extracted by water. This is one

great source of the active power of leeched ashes.

| he course of this wonderful power, not only in

fresh and in leeched ashes, but in some degree in

all sails, is to bo found in the action of the bases

on geine and on silicates.

There is one great, simple principle running

through all the classes of soils. It is this, that in

all salts and silicatts Ihe action of tlit base is evtr

the same in vegetation. The base of the silicates

and salts acts always in one uniform mode. Pecu-

liarities of action depend on the acid constituent

of the salt. Lime, for instance, acts ever the same,

whether it is used as carbonate, sulphate, or phos-

phate, marl, plaster, or bone-dust. The salt is de-

composed by the living plant. The various acids

combine with the alkalies, as they are eliminated,

from the decomposition of the silicates, and the

lime, liberated, acts ever as lime. It acts in its

caustic state, as a converter of insoluble into solu-

ble geine. If this does not exist in the soil, all the

lime in the world would not cause plants to grow.

The base of the lime-salts acts primarily on geine,

either solving the soluble or converting the insolu-

ble. The same is true ofalumine, iron, and the ba-

ses of all salts. The same general rule applies to all

alkaline, earthy or metallic salts and to silicates.

The order in which the farmer may apply salts

is the following. Carbonate, phosphate, and sul-

phate of lime, carbonates, niti'ates, muriates, and

sulphates of alkalies. No salts, excepting carbon-

ates, can be used in large quantities. The reason

is at once explained by the .principle of unity of

action of the bases. The acid of the salts, elim-

inated, decomposes the geates, rendering tlie solu-

ble insoluble, the acid combines with any free base,

produced from the decomposition of the silicates,

and thus prevents that forming soluble geine. Hav-

ing saturated the bases, any excess acts then as

free acid, poisoning the vegetable, as oil vitriol, or

muriatic acid would animals. In carbonates, the

acid forms part of the food of plants. The alka-

line geates are so very soluble, that when alkalies,

as ashes for instance, are freely used, we lose a

part, by its draining away, or in wet soils becoming

too dilute. But a small dose produces all the ben-

eficial effects of a large dose of lime. We have

in ashes, not only the alkali to solve geates, but a

very large portion of carbonate and phosphate of

lime. Experiments are wanting to prove the rela-

tive value of lime and ashes. I sliould not deem

it extravagant to say, that a bushel of ashes is equal

to a cask of lime. The alkalies and their salts

act more powerfully than any other substance, in

solving and converting geine. Lime in all its

forms, ranks next. These produce always decided

beneficial effects. The alkalies never fail. Ashes

show their effect at once, due to the alkaline part,

while their carbonate of lime produces more per-

manent effect. Lime, from peculiar states of the

soil, may not show any immediate good result, but

ultimately, this result is sure to follow. Permanent

barrenness never is produced by the free use of

carbonates. It surely follows the free use of all

other salts, yet in small doses, they all and ever

act beneficially, whenever their bases, combined
with carbonic acid, would be beneficial.

plants.

root. The soil, like the rocks from which it is de

rived, is slowly acted on by atmospheric agents.

The effect of this action annually is imperceptib'e.

A single plant in one season will effect a greater

amount of decomposition of a given portion of soil,

than that produced by all the atmospheric agents

in many years. The galvanic agency of plants is

not confined to the soil, in immediate contact with

their roots. It extends from these, in every direc-

tion, to undetermiued distances. Hence there is

a transfer, as is. usual in galvanic decompositions,

of substances quite remote from the plant. The

whole plant contributes to this galvanic agency.

It never exists in full force, perhaps not at all, till

the plant has pushed above ground—acted on by

air and light.

The soil, as we have explained, consists almost

wholly of silicates, though it has been proved, that

carbonic acid slowly decomposes these, and an ar-

gument, for the mutual action of the elements of

silicates, derived from their admitted electrics

states, yet the amount of this action is never meas-

urable in one season. Being silicates, they have

no tendency to act on each other. We can only

excite this action by introducing new elements,

salts, which in this sense only, can be said to be

excitants or stimulants. The silicates are the flour,

the salts the yeast The galvanic agency is excit-

ed by the salts, but above all, over all, and con-

trolling all, this action of soils is the living plant.

The influence of the last unfolds the mystery of

the often-repeated experiment of growing plants in

pure water. Granting the water to have been

chemically pure, the galvanic agency of the vege-

table would decompose the containing vessel. The

most barren sand would be made fertile by living

H>lant3. Sand containing no appreciable quantity

of geine, may yet from its origin from sedimentary

rocks, contain carbon. Water it, and grow in it

plants. Let these perish. They return to the

sPTid, not only organic matter, the source of geine

for a new crop, but various salts, of whose previous

existence in tlie same it required the most delicate

chemistry to detect traces. The living plant is a

consummate analyst. This is the process nature

employs. Mr Keely, acting on this principle, and

following out and assisting the natural mode, has

opened the whole soul of raising crops. The mem-

orable experiment of the Haverhill rye-field, ought

to be engraved on the thresholds and lintels of

every farm-house in the country.* It teaches us

that salts, so important in agriculture, are within

the reach of every farmer. Every farmer has a

lime-quarry on his own land. He onght also to

have constantly burning a lime-kiln. The farmer

has on his own grounds, lime sufficient for all

wants. Let all brushwood, unfit for the kitchen,

be burned for the ashes. But let the soot too be

saved. It is too valuable to be lost in air. Look

at its composition as stated by Bracannot.

Geine "30.70

Extractive matter and nitrogen 'SO.

Carbonate of lime and traces of magnesia 14.(;6

Acetate of lime 5.05

Sulphate of lime 5.

Phosphate of lime and iron 1.50

Acetate of potash 4.10

.30

.20

.53

Silex .05

Carbon ,
3.85

Water l"2.oO

100.

I have nearly finished the analysis of Adams

soil. I will send it to you next week, together

with the composition of the substance used by Web-
ster, in Dracut.

With great respect,

I am very truly yours,

SAMUEL L. DANA.
Rev. H. CoLMAN, Boston.

•See .Appendix E. page 113, Firsl Reporl of Agricultu

Massachusells.

:or

(For the New England Farmer.)

REPORT OF THE COxMMITTEE ON INVEN-
TIONS, &c.

The committee regret that the claims for premi-

ums under this offer were so few. There were

only three applicants. One for an improvement in

the construction of the plough—one for a supposed

improvement in the construction of a bee-hive, and

one for a machine for dropping and covering corn

in planting, and also for a machine for sowing the

lighter grains with more evenness and equality than

can be done by the hand in sowing broad cast.

The ingenuity and calculation of Americans,

has, in almost all departments of active life, except

the farmer's, been a balance for the advantage of

Europeans, in their regulated and very low price of

manual labor ; but in farming, from the axe to the

plough, until a few years, no improvement was at-

tempted ; all were contented with the depth and

smoolhness of cutting with their old instruments,

and the contest in skill was more in manual dex.

terity and power, than in improvement of the in-

struments used. Of late, the attention of the prac-

tical and philosophical, has been called to observe

and suggest alterations in the usual implements of

husbandry, that labor might be saved, and, by in-

creased facility in the operation, time might be

saved, and "time is money." Our agricultural hall

has many machines, purchased or presented by those

who have an interest in the objects of the society;

most of them are complicated and cumbrous, expen-

sive, and only adapted to lands long cultivated and

off'ering little obstruction from rocks or roots.

The implements for which premiums are now-

claimed, are entitled to much credit for their sim-

plicity and economy, the ease with which they may

be used, and the facility with which they may be

repaired when necessary.

The improvement already made in the construc-

tion of the plough, and the study of the principles

on which it should be made, justifies the conclu-

sion, that it is better economy for the farmer to

keep three ploughs, adapted to specific purposes,

than two of the same construction, differing only in

size, as has heretofore been most common.

The sward plough of Mr Prouty, to whom the

offered premium of twenty dollars is awarded, ap-

pears to have been the result of continued attention

and minute observation, with practical skill as a

farmer in the use of the plough, as well as mathe-

matical calculation in the principles of its construc-

tion, as will appear by the letter of Mr Prouty, rec-

ommended to be published. In the Yankee Far-

mer of the 28th April, 1838, there is a communica-

tion headed " Ploughing and Ploughs, by E. P., ol
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Lexmston," giving a very particular description of

tills plough, which was highly gratifying to your

coiiHiiiltee.

It has long been the wish of our farmers who

are in the practice of raising vegetables for con-

sumption by their stock, to procure a good sub-soil^

pkiiifjh, loosening the ground between the rows of

ve':jetnbles to a greater depth than can be done by

tlie common plough. As the society have offered

tliu liberal premium of thirty dollars for the intro-

duction of an approved one, there can be no doubt

that the ingenuity of our mechanics will soon fur-

nish tliem such an one.

To the gentleman who communicated a specifi-

.catlon and drawing of his patent for a bee-hive, the

committee are obliged, for his labor and desire of

usefulness, but they award no premium, first, be-

cause they are of opinion that the principles and

improvements for which his patent was procured,

were familiar and in use by those who had the man-

agement of bees, and also, because it has not been

usual to award a premium, (unless with some stip-

ulations) for any improvement or invention restrict-

ed in its use by a patent right.

The machines offered by Mr Buckminster, at

the time of the e.xhibition, to the committee, were

incomplete, and those who exhibited them, stated

improvements which were suggested by the inven-

tor. The Committee, therefore, although gratified

by the.,perfect simplicity, economy, and apparent

adaptation of these machines to their respective

purposes, and also having certificates of the suc-

cess of the corn and seed planter, did not award a

premium to implements not yet completed—when

finished and used, they may be the proper subjects

for premium as well as commendation.

Several valuable implements were sent by Joseph

Brack & Co., from the New England Agricultural

Warehouse and Seed store, for exliibition only ; viz :

Willis' improved mill for grinding the sugar beet,

and also apples; Willis' Rotary Vegetable Cutter;

. Boynton's Rotary Cylinder Straw Cutter; Willis'

Improved Straw Cutter ; Willis' Improved Double

Wheel Seed Sower ; Willis' Improved Double Corn

Sheller ; Shaler's Improved Corn Sheller, and also,

Howard's Improved Cast Iron Plough. The com-

mittee were much pleasedwith these machines, and

recommend this establishment to the patronage of

the public.

From the seed store of Messrs Ellis & Bosson,

several valuable articles were sent, for exhibition

only ; viz. : a green-sward plough, a side-hill or

swivel plough ; a Cultivator ; Partridge's Hay and

Manure forks ; a seed sower ; a vegetable cutter,

and a corn sheller. The committee thought well

of these articles, and would also recommend to the

patronage of the public, this new establishment.

Could we persuade our farmers to bestow the

same 'skill and economy to obtain the greatest prod-

uct, upon the soundest principles, with the least la-

bor and the least waste, that is bestowed by our

manufacturers in their works ; could we persuade

them to bestow the same attention to the operations

of the principles of chemistry, and to hold the same

faith in those principles in selecting both manure

and seed for their adaptation to the soil in which

they are to be used, which is given to them in their

application to materials, by our manufacturers, the

result would be truly astonishing.

All which is respectfully submitted.

E. HERSY DERBY.

[Circular]

MANURES.
The attention of the public has recently been di-

rected to the use of Urate and Poudrdle. It has

long been known in France, as the most efficacious

of all manures, and the few experiments made the

last year, (1838) in the use of the Poudrettt, in and

around the city of New-York, has awakened the

attention of farmers and gardeners. The royal

academy of agriculture, in England, have caused

experiments to be made of the respective power of

the different manures, and upon the trials so made,

it appears beyond a doubt, the superiority of manure,

made from sinks and privies over any other produc-

tive agent for agricultural purposes.

DiRF.CTioNS.—The following directions are giv-

en by Peter Barthelemy, (who was one of the first

discoverers, in France, of the present system of pre-

paring the articles,) how and in what manner it

should be applied, and who recently has introduced

its manufacture in the city of New-York.

Vrale is the product of the liquid part, and Pou-

drdle of the substantial part of sinks, or privies,

both of them reduced by different process, to a dry

and inodorous^Sl^lBtance, and used as the best of

all manures known to the agriculturists or horticul-

turists ; beflSaan animal manure of the richest and

purest kindl^nd the most powerful of any applica-

tion that can be made to tbe earth.

Urate.—The Urate may be used in its dry state

by spreading it on the land, as you would lime or

ashes, or af'er having been dissolved in water, may

be used through a watering pot, or by a cask on

cart wheels, in the same manner as the streets in

the city of New-York are watered in summer.

For "all kinds of small grains, such as wheat.rye,

oats, barley, flax, and others of a like kind, it may

be sowed dry, upon the soil in the proportion of 18

to 18 bushels per acre, according to the quality of

the land.
, .

For corn and potatoes, and such like, it is best

to mix the Urate in an equal quantity of dry soil,

and put in the hill about a giU.or handful, sprinkled

round the seed corn and potatoes, as is usually

done witb ashes.

Urate, before planting or sowing it ; the corn or

grain will start sooner, be stronger, and less liable

to attack by worms or birds.

PouDRF.TTE is to be used in the same manner as

Urate, with the following exceptions, namely ;
the

quantity must vary from 18 tn 3.5 bushels per acre,

according to the quality of the land ;
less than J8

bushels to the acre may not be very satisfactory,

and more than 35 is useless.

Poudrette is never dissolved in water before be-

ing used, as is Urate, but in other respects it is

used in its dry state, or by mixing it with dry soil

in hills or drills, or sown in broad cast, as lime or

ashes.

The difference of the season between spring and

autumn, and the state of the atmosphere, are to be

considered, before using either Urate or Poudrette ;

damp weather is always to be preferred. Neither

of tham contain any seed of weeds of any descrip-

tion ; an application of Urate or Poudrette once in

every three years is sufficient.

Urate and Poudrette may be sent to any part of

the country in barrels or bags ; barrels to be pre-

ferred, when it is liable to get wet. Orders may

be .Jiven, post paid, directed to " The Xew York

Urate and Poudrdle Company," box No. 1211, post

office, New-York.

The Urate and Poudrette made by this company,

is not confined to distribution among its stockhold-

ers only, and therefore farmers and gardeners may

I

expect a supply in the order in which their appli-

cation is made, without any condition of becoming

a stockholder or advancing any more money than

may be sufficient to purchase what they need.

The public should be on their guard in relation

to the use of the Poudrette, as it is feared it may

be brought into disrepute by other manufacturers of

the article, where quantity rather than quality, is

considered most desirable.

It may be that on trial of Urate and Poudrette,

a different application may be found more desira-

ble; in such case it is hoped the experimenter will

make known to the public his discovery.

(1 o be continued.)

ne witb ashes. Cure F^iTp^N^D SaEEP.-Bruise well the

For beets, turnips, or other vegetables, sowed or ^^gg^ t^igg of white ash, boil them one hour m
__._j • ,]..;n .i,„ n,otn i« tn he nreoared in like ,.,„,„, o„„„„u fn cover them when pressed down

water enough to cover them when pressed down

with a stone or some other weight. Two spoons

full of the decoction thus made, if administered

within twentyfuur hours after the sheep has eaten

the poison, will generally effect a cure within one

two hours. If administered at a later period

The Legislature adjourned on Wednesday, after

.a session of one hundred days.

planted in drill, the Urate is to be prepared in like

manner and sowed in the drill.

For o-rape vines, fruit trees, forest trees, flower-

ing trees, flowers ; also for garden vegetables, such

as cauliflower, cabbage, melons, cucumbers, and

the like Urate is dissolved in water, in the pro- ^j. ^^,q nours. ii auunui=.oci^-« —
portion of one pound to a gallon of water, and pour- ^^jn generally effect a cure but not so soon

edon the subject; one application is sufficient irf ^,_^ r«,«A^_Sir—The above is so c

and for articles not herein enumerated, it may be

sowed dry on the surface of the ground.

Where the land retains water during the winter,

Urate must be used only in the spring, in order

that its salts may not be absorbed in too large a

quantity of water.

Where the land is dry, or does not retain water,

during the winter. Urate may be used in the au-

tumn ; if, however, the sowing takes place shortly

before the hard frosts, it is better to use Urate on-

ly in the beginning of spring.

As a general rule, more Urate is required upon

the same quantity and quality of land m autumn,

than in the spring ; if used in the spring, it is bet-

ter to apply the Urate in a damp day, or immedi-

ately after a heavy rain, if it cannot be applied

shortly before the rain.

There is great advantage in soaking corn or oth-

er grain for one hour only, in a strong solution ot

Mr Colman—Sir—The above is so certain a

cure for sheep poisoned with laurel, that it ought

to be .generally known. The season is now apt-

proachinT when sheep are most exposed, and a

publication in the Farmer, at this time, of the

above recipe, would probably confer a public ben-

^
^Worcester, Feb. 26, 1839. R- Newman.

We are happy to insert the above as unquestion-

able ; and in many cases the recipe will prove

of great advantage. •

Perseverance.-Aman^cfsagacity and penetra-

tion, upon meeting with a few difficulties, does not

drop his pursuits, but if he cannot succeed in one

way he tries another. We are not acquainted with

the strength of our own minds till we exercise

them, nor do we know to what length our abilities

will carry us until we put them to the test.
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The following remarks from the New-York Jour-

nal of Commerce, are so sensible, so well-limed,

and so mucli to the purpose, that we insert them
with much pleasure, and invite the attention ofour

readers.

N. Y. Agricultural Convention.—A late

number of " The Cultivator" contains the proceed-

in;Ts of a State Agricultural Convention, held at

Albany in February last; and also the proceedings

of the State Agricultural Society, held in the same
city about the same time. As we consider agricul-

ture the handmaid and support of commerce,—the

most natural, the most healthful, and one of the

most useful employments of man,—more favorable

to good morals and substantial happiness than any

other, and deserving to be considered at least as

honorable as any other,—we offer no apology for

introducing these proceedings to the notice of our

readers. And in so doing we cannot help remark-

ing, that the host of hangers-on for places as book-

keepers, clerks, &c. who throng our large cities,

would consult their own interests infinitely better,

(many of them at least,) by going back into the

country, and addressing themselves assiduously to

the plough, the hoe, and the spade. In this way
they might be sure of a competence, and almost

sure of more than a competence. But in preference

to this, they loiter about the city, month after month,

and some of them year after year, in search of em-
ployment, and wonder why they cannot find it

!

The reason is obvious. The business they seek is

overdone; and the reason of that is, the rush from

the country of thousands and thousands who ought

to have turned their hands to agriculture. Book-
keepers and clerks, with a few exceptions, are mis-

erably paid, receiving scarcely-enough, if they have

a small family, to make the two ends of the year

meet,—and yet, because a few ';,ave bkniderej in-

to fortunes through that door, every body else must
try their luck too! Let a man in this city adver-

tise for a farmer, and ho may have difficulty in find-

ing one,—but let him advertise for a book-keeper,

and he will be overrun with applicants from morn-

ing till night. It is painful to behold the disap-

pointment of so many worthy young men who are

only seeking an honest livelihood ; but they are

most to be pitied because they have not sagacity

enough to perceive that they are on the wrong
scent ;

pursuing what but a small proportion of

them can obtain, and which, if they could obtain it,

is by no means as desirable as the state of indepen-

dent competence which is everywhere within the

reach of the industrious farmer. What adds 40
their distress while waiting so long for employment,

is the expense of living ; and this is occasioned in

a considerable degree by the high price of provis-

ions ; and this again by the fact, that instead of

being producers, as thejr would have been if they

had remained in the country, they have become
consumers. Let the thousands and thousands who
liave turned aside from the pursuits of agriculture

to make their fortunes in a day, and most of whom,
as they have grasped the object of their pursuit,

have grasped only a shadow,—let them harden

their hands with the plough and the hoe, and the

scythe and the pitch-fork ; and our word for it, they

will no longer complain of the dearness of provi-

sions. The false delicacy, wherever it exists,

which makes a man feel as if agricultural pursuits

were beneath him, shows, if it shows anything, that

he is beneath them.

(From the Natchez Courier)

TRAVELLING AS IT WAS AND AS IT IS.

Mr. Black : Dear Sir—The following brief

summary of a recent journey from New-York to

New-Orleans, contrasted with one made in 1800,

will perhaps be interesting to some ofyour readers,

and serve to illustrate the modern improvement in

travelling. Yours, J.

IN 1800.

" .April 3d. Left New-York in ferry boat for.Ter-

sey city. Took two-horse coach and got to Phila-

delphia the fourth day at 4 p. m. Left Philadel-

phia next morning in a one-horse chaise, with the

mail bag behind, for Lancaster, where we arrived

the third day. At Lancaster bought a horse, and

after nine days' journey through the forests, reached

Pittsburg. Here with some others, I bought for

eighteen dollars, a flat boat, in which we took our

departure for New-Orleans, floating with the cur-

rent. After divers adventures and escapes from

great peril by land and water, we reached Natchez

the fiftyseventh day after leaving Pittsburg, and

New-Orleans city in thirteen days thereafter, hav-

ing been from New-York on the journey, eighty-

four days, which our friends ia—New-Orleans did

say was an expeditious voyage;' My own personal

cost on the way was, in sum total, £27 lis. 4 l-4d."

IN 1 83'. I.

Left New-York Monday, January 2]st, at 6 a. m.

in railroad cars at Jersey city. Arrived at Phila-

delphia at ten minutes past 12.

Time, 6h. 10 m.— Cost $4.

At 2 left Philadelphia in cars for Baltimore.

Arrived at 8 p. m.

Time, 6h.—Cost, $4.

Left Baltimore next afternoon at 4, in mail char-

iot tor Wheeling. Arrived at Wheeling 5 minutes

before 12, Saturday noon.

Time, 43 h. 50 m.—Cost, $23.

Left Wheeling next morning in accommodation
stage for Cincinnati. Arrived at Cincinnati in 59
1-2 hours.

Time, 59 h. 30 m.—Cost, $24 50.

Left Cincinnati at 10 next morning, in the mail

boat Pike, and at 10 at night reached Louisville.

Time, 12 h.—Cost .*4.

Left Louisville next morning at 11, in steamer

Diana, amd reached Natchez the sixth day.

Time, 149 h.—Cost, $35,

Left Natchez same day, and reached New-Or-
leans the next evening.

Time, 30 h.—Co.st, .*ia

Incidental expenses at Philadelphia, Baltimore,

Cincinnati, and Louisville, $10.

Total, 30G hours 30 minutes.—Cost, .$114 50.

Thus making 12 days, 18 hours, and 30 mimites

the time of travel between New-York and New-
Orleans.

Difference between 1839 and 1800, in time, about

71 days.

Ditto in expense, about $25 in favor af 1839.

N. 15.—This last journey was made in the win-

ter season. In the summer months it can be per-

formed for .§80, and in less tiinc. The above in-

cludes every item, both of expense, of " feed and
fare." Yours, Viator.

[This is a document well worth preserving. For-

merly, and within the memory of many persons now
living, a journey to New-York and back, was an
affair of three weeks. Tlten, a man about to un-

dertake this great affair, it is often said, made his

will, put up a note at church for his safe return, and
took a regular leave of his wife, children and ac-

quaintance. Now, he leaves Boston at 3 o'clock,

p. m., gets to New-York the next morning, before
the Knickerbockers are knocking about—has 12
hours for business, and is in Boston the next morn-'
ing, as soon as his coffee is clear, and perhaps be-i

fjre his wife is ready to turn it out. The passen-;

gers in that excellent steamer, the John W. Rich-
mond, reach Boston in little more than twelve hours
after leaving the great city of Manhattan ; and all

this too "without being broken of one's rest at

night" Some of our married friends may be tempt-
ed to try it, with a view to being spared the usual

lecture and getting a comfortable night's rest.]

EXTRAORDINAKT PERFORMANCE A loCOmOtivB,

built by M. W. Baldwin, Esq. of Philadelphia, drew
a train of 45 cars freighted with 150 tons of nails

and hoop iron and 28 men, and, including cars and
engines, making a gross weight of 223 tons, from
Reading to Bridgeport, at an average speed of
121-2 miles per hour. The quantity of wood con.
sumed was 1 3-8ths cords, which, allowing 2,000
pounds to the cord, is 2,600 lbs. or 11 lbs. 10 oz,

per ton for the 40 miles, or 4 2-3 oz. per ton per
mile.

—

Pittshurg Advocate.

[This is an astonishing performance. How much
farther we arc to go is beyond conjecture. We
have not yet got to the feather which broke the
camel's back.]

The largest Multicaulis story yet, is told by the

Bridgeton New-Jersey Chronicle. \ gentleman
in Georgia, some five or six years since, obtained

and planted a mulberry tree in his garden, where
it had stood untouched till the past winter, when it

attracted the attention of some one in the trade,

who offered the owner three cents a bud for the

top of it The bargain was struck, and on cutting

off the branches and countingthe buds, they amount-
ed to twelve hundred and fifty dollars, there being

41,601 buds on the tree,

[The above is certainty well entitled to the des-

ignation which it everywhere receives, of very re-

markable. Yet after all it is not so remarkable a

the high prices, which are constantly given for

plant which is propagated with so much facility

and in such abundance.]

K PLEASANT Country.—A western editor de-

scribing the great advantages which are peculiar

to the Maumee river country, says

—

"A stranger passing through Toledo the other

day, inquired his way to Monroe, Michigan. He
was told to take the road that appeared plainest and
the most travelled. He did so, and in the course

of^ a few minutes, found hiuiself in the burying

ground ! He did not stay there very long, but was
.soon seen running through the country, as if the ri-

der of the pale horse was at his heels."

[Again, he states on " good authority," that that

portion of the country which lies on the south side

of the river will produce more rattlesnakes to the

acre, than any piece of land of its size in America.
This must be a glorious country to remove to !]

The N. Y. Journal of Commerce proves by a

mass of statistical facts, copied from an English pub-

lication, that the danger of loss of life on an average

railroad trip, is only as about one to four miUions.
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TO RAISE EARLY PEAS.

I

Mr Knight, the President of the London Horti-

ultnral Society, lias described his method of rais-

ng early peas, which is as follows :—On March

St, the ground being previously prepared, part of

lie seed was sown as usual, in drills, where the

hnts were to remain ; at the same time, other peas

.f til • same early kind, were sown in circles within

hi^ nrcimiference of pots, ten inches in diameter.

riicso pots were filled with a compost made of

qual parts of thin turf, to which much lifeless

lerbage was attached, and unfermented horse-dung

vithout litter, and a quantity of ashes of burnt

peeds, containing a considerable portion of burnt

nould, eipiivalent in bulk to about one-twelfth of

lip i''!ier materials. Equal parts of fresh soil, with

iiitV'imented horse-dung with litter, and a small

(uantity of quick lime or wood ashes, would proba-

)ly operate as powerfully as the compost above de-

icribed. The whole was reduced to fragments,

ind well intermixed. The pots were filled with it

,0 within an inch of their tops. On the surface of

his compost the peas were planted, and covered

rr'ilh common mould. The pots ren ained in the

)each-house till the plants were an inch high ; they

,fere then removed into the open air, but were pro-

ected during the nights.

In the last week in March, the plants were taken

rom the pots and planted in rows in the ground

;

learly the whole of the compost adhered firmly to

heir roots, and their growth was not checked by the

xansplanting. They were placed contiguous to

hose previously sown, and a small quantity of the

lompost was added and then the soil closed round

.heir roots. Sticks, &c. were provided in proper

.ime. On April 99th, the plants sown in the pots

.vere 15 inches high, while their neighbors, which

id.d been originally sown in the soil, were only 4

nches. These plants produced their fruit 12 days

?arlier than the others, and gave a more rapid suc-

lession of crops.

Mr Knight attributes this partly to the heat of

the unfermented manure ; it having been often ob-

served, he says, that snow does not lie so long on

ground manured the previous season with fresh un-

fermented horse-dung, as on ground not manured,

showing that the manure retains or produces a con-

siderable degree of heat, though it may not be sen-

sible to the touch of a warm-blooded animal
;
partly

to the stimulant nature of the compost, and partly

to the favorable state of the soil in which they

were placed, as peas never thrive in strong soils,

particularly when it has been pressed down and

Boddened by rain.

Russian Forests.—A modern traveller states

that a vast portion of the soil in the northern prov-

inces of Russia, is uncultivated—the land being

covered with almost interminable forests. The

boundless e.xtent of wood with which Russia is cov-

ered, may be inferred from the condition of one

government alone, in which, of 50,000,000 acres,

its whole extent, 47,000,000 consist exclusively of

forests. According to an estimate made in 1809,

which referred only to the North of Russia, these

forests appear to contain no less than 8,192,295

pine trees, fit to be masts, each being, at least, 30

inches in diameter. The accuracy of this estimate

has since been amply confirmed by actual survey,

in the course of which it has been ascertained, that

in the three northern governments of Vologda,

Archangel, and Olmetz, there are 210,000,000 acres

of pine and fir.

Agricultural Statistics.—While the total

number of families in Great Britain has increased,

between 1811 and 1831, from 2,544,215 to 3,414,174,

or at the rale of 34 per cent, the number of fami-

lies employed in agriculture has increased only

frimi 895,998 to 961,134, or at the rate of 7 1-2 per

cent From a table designed to show the progress

of agriculture in England during each of the

years between 1760 and 1769, when the average

number of inhabitants of England and Wales was

6,8.50,000 souls, the quantity of wheat produced was

more than sufficient for the home use, by 1,384,5(11

qrs. The committee of the House of Commons
which satin 1813, stated in their report that, through

the improvements in cultivation, the produce had

been increased one-fourth during the then preced-

ing 10 years. The revenue drawn in the shape of

rent has been doubled since 1790. In Esse.x, farms

could be pointed out which were letjust before the

war of the French revolution at less than 10s. per

acre, and which rose rapidly during the progress of

that contest, until, in 1812, the rent paid for them

was 45s. to 503. per acre. This advance has not, it

is true, been maintained since the return of peace
;

in 1818, the rent was reduced to 35s. and at this

time is only 20s. an acre, which is still more than

double that paid in 1790. In Berkshire and Wilt-

shire there are farms which, in 1790, were let at

14s. per acre, and which, in 1810, produced a rent

of 70s., being a five-fold advance. These farms

were let in 1820 at 50s., and at this time pay 30s.

per acre, being 114 per cent, advance upon the rent

paid in 1790. The extent of land brought into cul-

tivation under inclosure acts, from the beginning

of the reign of George IIL to the end of 18.34, is

computed at 6,840,540 acres. A statement made

out in May, 1897, gives the territorial surface of

Great Britain, Ireland, and the adjacent islands, at

46,522,970 cultivated acres, 15,000,000 uncultivat-

ed, 15,873,403 unprofitable, being a gross surface

of 77,301,434 acres.

Frozen Grounu.—It has long been supposed

that the sub-soil in districts lying in or near the

frigid zones, was permanently frozen ; but scien-

tific men have hitherto paid little attention to that

subject Professor Baer, of St Petersburg, has,

however, communicated some information to the

Geographical Society at London, which appears to

have awakened attention to the subject. A well

was not long since sunk at Yatusk, in Siberia, to

the depth of Ihrce hundred and eightytwo feet in the

frozen ground ! The inquiry is to be prosecuted

farther in Siberia, and measures are about being

taken by the London GeographicalSociety, to collect

information of the officers of the Hudson's Bay

Company, as to the extent of the layer of frozen

ground in Nortli America, the thickness it attains

in different parallels of latitude, and how much of

it disappears at the end of summer. Sir John

Franklin mentions, that at York factory, in lat 57^,

the summer thaw penetrated only to the depth of

three feet ; and on the shores of the Great Bear

lake, it reached only to the depth of twentytwo

inches.

attention to the subject again, and to add my own
testimony in favor of the remedy. A few morn-

ings since, one of my cows was choked with a po-

tato. Living but a short distance from my friend

Conant, die author of the article alluded to, I sent

for his assistance, as I had never witnessed the

operation, lie came with a quantity of gunpowder,

took about as much as would be necessary to charge

a common fowling-piece two or three times, inclos-

ed it in paper, somewhat after the manner of pre-

paring a cartridge, and while I held the cow's head

up, he, with his hand, thrust the preparation down
her throat, as far as convenient. I held her head

up a moment, until she had broken and swallowed

the charge, which soon produced heaving ; but the

first trial did not succeed. After waiting a few

minutes, we repeated the process, which succeeded

admirably, and the poor, distressed animal was re-

lieved at once. She raised the potato, chewed and

swallowed it Let whoever has occasion, try the

experiment.— Vermont Telegraph.

Agricultural Statistics.—During the preva-

lence of the wild speculations which swept like

a pestilence over New England, the industry of

Maine was diverted from the cultivation of the earth

to engage in the creation of paper wealth by the

transfer of lands. For the wise purpose of restor-

ing to agriculture those who had abandoned its

honest and healthful pursuits, the legislature of that

State offered a bounty for the production of wheat

The soil was suited to the nourishment of this

grain, and the climate-, although not remarkably

favorable, was not unpropitious for the harvest. At

a later period, a bounty was proposed for corn.

The success of this policy is proved by the result

The following table exhibits the quantity of wheat

and corn for which the bounties have been claimed

from the treasury during the past year, expressed

in bushels :

—

tVheat. Corn.

York 80,856 403,614

Cumberland 52,273 271,406

Lincoln 45,301 126,498

Hancock 24,164 1,777

Washington 42,921 212

Kennebec 126.933 366,765

Oxford 126,386 245,914

Somerset 19.5,4.54 89,276

Penobscot 153,464 21,151

Waldo 122,554 54,135

Franklin 104,312 45,717

Piscataquis 83,2^ 4,.538

How TO RELIEVE Choked Cattlk.—It will be

recollected by the constant readers of the Tele-

graph, that some months since, John Conant, of this

village, published an article in the Telegraph, ad-

dressed to farmers, making known a method for

relieving cattle choked with potatoes or other sub-

stances. The object of this paragraph is, to call

1,107,849 1,630,996

The bounty paid for ivheat was $87,342 ; for

corn, §66,628 ; in the aggregate, $152,981.

During the last year, the quantity of wheat rais-

ed in Massachusetts was 97,192 bushels. There

were 3,083 claimants of the bounty, amounting to

$9,492. From 85 towns no returns were received,

and the payments were distributed to 221 out of

the 306 towns.

—

JVational .'Egis.

When the farming interest is depressed, every

other interest sufi"ers in proportion; and it is just as

necessary to keep that interest in a sound, healthy

and flourishing condition, as it is to keep open and

free the springs of existence itself. One of the

best means of effecting this desirable object, is to

make farming popular, and not to associate it with

the idea of unpaid or involuntary work of the hands.

—Daily Times.
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AGRICULTURAL MCETIING.

We continue our reports of llie tenth meeting, in

wliicli in addition to the discussion resficcting the use of

fiuil as food for stock, of which wc gave a slielch in the

last Farmer, tlie general subject of liansplanling and

engrafting fruit trees came tip. We do not peiceive

anything original or no\el in any of the methods de-

tailed by the dillerent genlleinen ; but they are valuable

as being the results of the actual uspericnce and care-

ful observation of persons, who have been successfully

anil for years engaged in the business, and familiar willi

all its operations. They will be presented in a iHiscel-

laneous and desultory dirni as they were elicited in the

course of the inquiry and discussion,

Mr Stone, of Wateriown, has been iu the habit for

years, of raising, tran.-<planting and engrafting the trees

upon his farm ; his orchards arc very extensiye, and his

fruit abundant, as must appear indeed from a statement

made in the last paper; that he has made from 100 to

150 barrels of cider in a year; and tliat he has given

sometimes from a lOQO to 1200 bushels of apples in n

year to his stock, which consisted merely of apples that

were not saleable in the market.

In transplanting trees, he says, he very rarely fails la

make ihcm live and flouiish. lie thinks itimportant to

make the hole for the reception of the tree large j even

if the tree be sn)all he would have it three feet in diam-

eter, so as to give an opportunity for the roots to be ex-

panded freely
; lie fills it up after setting out the tree,

with loam or soil suited to the tree ; and he chooses to

set them out if possible iinuiedialely after taking them
from the nursery bed. lie approves of setting trees by

the side of a wall ; and he prrfers a deep and moist

soil. A clayey soil he considers as unfavorable.

In grafting he chooses to select and cut his scions

early in April, and places them the cut ends in the

earth, covering thctn with some protection from the wet

and sun. lie is ojiposcd to very early gnifting, prefer-

ring the time just before the opening of th« blossoms.

He prefers a warm and mild day for engrafting ; and he

uses as a coniposiiion to apply to the cut limb a mixture

of three parts of rosin, three parts bees-wax., and one of

tallow. Clay and manure mixed form a'n equally good

application, excepting the greater trouble of preparing

and applying it.

He has no more diRiciiliy in engrafting cherry than

apple trees. The secret of grafting a cherry tree with

success is in putting the scion in. The ou er bark is to

be divided with a knife ; the tree is then to be split and

the scion put in ; but the scion of a cherry tree must not

be shoved or forced down. It is not so with an apple

scion. He has engrafted old trees with success. Any
tree, which is healthy, may be grafted with advantage

To an inquiry inaJe of him, he replies tlint he knows
nothing of engrnftuig a barren tree. In engrafting old

trees he chooses to get out on the extreme branches and
place his scions, where the limbs are not more than

three inches in diameter. He would not engraft the

whole tree in the same season. He commonly puts in

twice as many scions as he wishes to have remain ; and

uses the limbs which appear most favorable. The trees

which aiu engraAed are more healthy than those not

engrafted. (We write from our notes, but we suppose

that Mr Stone designed to cimvey the idea that a tree,

not in very flourishing condition, would become improved

in health by eiigrafling.) Ho would prefer engrafting a

sucker to a liinh.

He has made many experiments in the removal of

trees. He has removed forest trees with success ; and

has transplanted pines in Juno and August with safety.

He has likewise with success removed an oak and an

apple tree in summer. In this case, however, the roots

were preserved with great care, and placed as far as

possible in their original and natural position. He
transplanted with success many of the evergreens at

Mount Auburn. We understood him to say that in this

case tfie distance of removal was not great.

For the prevention of the ravages of the canker

worms he is accustomed to tar his trees. But he has

another preventive against their depredations and that

of olhiT insect..^ and worms, which certainly speaks well

f .r his taste and his humanity. He never suffers a bird

or a squirrel to be shot or molested on hie place. He
tri'ats the despised toad likewise with great respect and

kindness, and gives them the free range of all his plea-

sure grounds. He sella no cherries, but plants them

purposely for the birds, considering the advantage he

derives from them in destroying grubs and worms as

vastly more than a compensation for the little pittance

which they ask for. (Now this is noble. Llllle matters

are as fair a test of character as great. All things have

an equal right to live. A man who would kill a robin

out of pure w.antonness, would be very likely to kill a

chrld, under the same circumstances, if he were not

afraid (»f tlio law. A man, who would wantonly tram-

ple down an ant liill and crush the thousand.s of its in-

dustrious and happy pn|iiilation at a single stamp of his

foot, would, under auspicious circuirislances, make a

second Nero or Caligula. The rookeries in England are

guarded with extreme caie ; and we recollect some time

since seeing a curious and probable calculation of the

advantages, which the farmer derived from the labors of

these birds, which vastly preponderated over any injuries

which they occasioned lo his crops )

Mr ^Irine further stated that in his cultivation or en-

grafting or transplanting lie paid no attention to the

moon (there were in truth no signs of lunacy about

any of his remarks or operations) or to the aspect of the

tree in its former position. He had sometimes practised

engrafting under ground, but did not do it where it could

be advantageously done in another way.

Mr Brown of Pembroke, Plymouth Co. often engrafts

in the roots and with success. To protect a scion he is

accustomed lo twist a piece of strong paper round the

limb where the scion was inserted in the shape of a

tunnel, and fill it with earth or sand. This method he

much apprnves on upright limbs and prefers it to clay,

which is apt lo crack in a dry season, or to become verv

hard and chafe the tree. On horizontal limbs the appli-

cation of this paper and loose sand or earth was not

easy; yet it was [iracticable.

Mr Fowler of Danvers has been in the practice of

Iransplanting forest trees. F.vergreens which he has

transplanted in August have succeeded better than those

which he has transplanted in the spring. He has re-

ceived evergreens whicli were taken up in Penobscot,

Ml.'
, in July, and set them out tn August with suci'css.

Mr Fowlor has used a mixture of sand witli his clay foi

engrafting with great advantage.

Mr Nichols of Danvers went very fully into the stib-

jecl of engrafting, and brought some specimens to ex-

hibit to the meeting the different modes of opcr.ating by

elelt-grafting, by whip-grafting, &c. We shall report

his remarks very briefly, as he has kindly promised to

give us his views on the subject in fiill in writin5r.

He rests particular stress U[Hin the scions fitting into

the bark. Cherry trees should be engrafted under the

bark ; and must be carefully covered with ceinenl. Trei

in the nursery should be engrafted the next year afii

being planted. Scions sometimes need a support, whie
is easily given lo them by fastening a splinter to tl^

body of the tree. Mr Nichols, (thank Heaven ! th

peace parly is on the increase) is likewise a great frien

to the birds; and lesl the scion should be broken by tl

birds lighting upon it, not an unusual accident, V.

would tie a limb by its side, to furnish them a reslir

place. He is careful lo cut his scions bel'ore the bui

swell; and to insert them when the sap flows freely.

He does not like a cement of wax so well as of clay

ho frequently uses clay with hair intermixed ; a

chooses to put it on with the hand. Ha has never us

clay and sand, which Mr Fowler speaks of having use

to advantage.

Mr Fowler, we understood him to sav, hud nevi

succeeded i(i grafting the cherry by cleft-grafting. Sic

grafting is more tender at first, but may be protected h

care.

Mr Stone spoke again of engrafting plum trees, whic

he does with success. Ho h.as no difficulty in buddir

in August. A large tree should be engrafted ; a sma
lre« should be budded. The Mazzard cherry is iho be

stock for budding or engrafting. He buds the peac

likewise with success in August. In engrafting upc
the wild cherry and the thorn bush, the scions ha

done well for two or three years, but afterwards m
well. He is of opinion that the plum Iree should 1

much trimmed, and says it will bear pruning like tl

willow.

Some conversation was had upon the insect by whit
the plum tree is often infested, and, unless a prevenlii

is emplojed, destroyed by llieni. The Rev. .Mr Perr

of Bradford, seems to have found a perfect sccurii

against their attacks and diflusion, which will be four

diflailed in the first report of the agricultural survey

and from this authority may be considered decisive.

Mr Gates, of Worcester, spoke of having successfuli

used in grafting, a composition made up of one part i

losin, one part of bees-wax, and one of lard ; and nev<

experienced any inconvenience from its melting. IV

Stone has tried the same, but has suffered from the ii

convenience alluded to.

The above report is, we are aware, a very imperfei

sketch of the conversation and discussion of the ever

iiig. It embodies, however, some of the principal ma'

ters connected with this subject; and being the suggei

lions and opinions of men practically versed in the sul

ject, we have no doubt they will be duly valued. \V

do not ex))cct lo find in these miscellaneous hints,

complete system either of arboriculture or agricullun

We will gather the stones where we find them, and la

them up in store, so that we can erect the building whe
we have got the mattrials together and find the leisu

Much good must come from striking out these spark

from the flint. We menn to apply the steel until prei

ently we light a match and kindle a fire, which we hop

will do some little towards lighting up and warming th

good old stale of Massachusetts. H. C.

Note.—We had intended to have given the remail

ing Premium Farm Reports in this number. It shall b

done elioitly. Most of them require tr.inscribing fo

the spectacles of our compositor, and this requires timt

a commodity which has of late been very scarce with us

and not lo be had in the market for love or money.

H. C.

0•^'07'/C£;.43
The Seeds recently sent the Massacnusetts Horticultun

Society, by Herr J. Rinz, Jun. of Frankfort " on the Maine,
Germany, a Correspoiuiing Member of the Society, will bi

distributed on Saturday next, at 1 1 o'clock. April 17,
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BRIGHTON MARKKT.
Reported (u

-Monday, April 15, 1839.

I Englanil Farmer.

At Market, ^30 Beef Cattle, 70 Stores, 8 Pairs Work-

ig Oxen, 12 Cows nnd Calves, 525 Sheep, and 19o0

e unsold.wine. About 3U0 Sheep and a f

Prices.— Bee/ Cu«/c.—We quote to correspond with

ist week, First qualitv,$rf 75 a $9 00 Second q.jalily,

8 00 a $8 50. Third quality, $6 75 a $7 75.
^

Stores.— S. very few sales only were effected.

Workin<y Ox.cn.—\Ss noticed the sale of two yo.ke at

lOSandl^Uo.

Cowsani Cu/pes.—$32, $38, $42, $55 and $58.

SAeep.—Several small lots at $6 50, #6 62 and $6 75.

Swine. —One lot at S, one at 8 1-2. Several at 8 3-8

nd 9 3-8, and at8 1-2 and 9 1-2 ; and onelotntQand 10.

large barrows at 9 ; at retail from 9 to 11.

THER.MOMETRICAL.
RcpcirteJ for the New England Farn

GRAPE VI.XES.

leo Sweet Water Grape Vines.

200 Isabella,

160 Catawba, " "

100 Black Hamburg Grape Vines.

1000 Asparagus Roots.

100 Early VVilmol Ilhubarti Roots.

200 Common " "

Also—Strawberry Plants of the lollowiiiK choice kinds:

Methven Oaslle, Bath .Scarlet, Hautbois, English Wood
Monthly, &c. Raspberries, Franconia White and Red.

Gooseberries—Currants- Flowering Shrubs and Plants of

all kinds supplied at short notice, by
JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

April 10. 51 and 52 North Market Street

Just received at the New England Farmer Office, thf

Second Report on the Agriculture of Massachusetts, by Hen-

ry Colman, Commissioner for Jhe^the AgnculturaJ Survey of

the State. For sale by
-.- ."^.^ ,,r..,^,

April 10.

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
51 and 52 North Market St.

The subs

NOTICE.
ibers, publishers of the Indiana Farmer, at In-

Range o( the Thermometer at the Gardeuof the proprietors
, djanapolis^ have in connection a Book and Seed Store and a

if the New F.ngiand Fanner, Brighton, Mass. in a s" ' " " '
'' "

'

•-."""",.

(orlherly exposure, week ending April 14.

April, 1839
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MISCELLANEOUS.

EXTRACTS FROM CHEEVER'S LETTER.

>0. I. FROM TUBKKV.

From Cihciiilik to Broosa was our laat |)ost, of six

hours, wliicb would make a day of si.xtcen hours on

horse-bacU ; ut least four too much, had it been the

first day of a longer journey. Leaving the town on

the north side of the bay, tiie road, much better

than the paths we had liitliorto travelled, winds di-

rectly up the declivities on the other side, afl'ording

a noble view of the gulf, the verdant plain, the rising

mountain, and the town resting at its base. It was

an extensive and beautiful landscape, and we part-

ed from it with reluctance, when we reached the

last and highest point from which we could com-

mand it. Here we encountered an enwgetic show.

er, and rode on for a season in expectation of a

thorough drenching ; but the clouds grew lighter,

and though the siui did not shine, we had rain only

in short intervals. The road lies along a romantic

and lovely country, and the aspect of all nature led

us naturally to speak of the manner in which God
is visible in his works, and of the feelings with

which we ought to regard such lovely scenery
'' My father made them all." A full realization of

the thoughts which Gowper has so beautifully ex-

pressed, is too rare in our individual experience in

the contemplation of nature.'- Take any portion of

the landscape, as it lies along' our path, and minute-

ly examined, how wonderfully does it exhibit the

glory of the Creator. This simple patch of shrub-

berry we are now passing— whnt a combination of

lovely form and color, festooned and diversified, in

such pleasing wildness of natural shapes and mas-

ses, with such attractive shades of foliage, and such

delicate beauty of the blossoms!

"We are apt to get angry with the world, and

call it hard names— a dark world, a gloomy world,

a wretched world— when in reality it is a bright

world, a lovely world, the world as (jod has made it."

" But this world of nature how beautiful! every

thing is full of beauty—everything seems but an

exhibition of the attribute of beauty in the divine

mind. How many are the objects of which their

loveliness alone constitutes their value. Ask for

what purpose they were made, and you cannot tell
;

their extreme beauty is tli 'ir only utility, and that

is utility enough. Let us not thmk that we are

the only beholders of the loveliness of our mortal

habitation; or that, if man were not, " </iw earth

would want spertriiora—God want praise."

"Millions of spiritual heiugs walk iheearih

Unseen, both when we sleep and when we wake.''

.^nd how many flowers in the forest, invisible to

mortal eye, may be rai.9ing their petals and spread-

ing their blossoms to the admiration of higher order

of intelligences ! The world is not always regard-

ed by such stupid eyes as ours. Many a clump of

daises, which the shoe of the heedless peasant only

treads upon, may have suggested a new thought of

love and praise in llie bosom of a passing angel.

In our way this afternoon, we passed along some
very singular formations of rock, looking so much
like an artificial wall of liuge dimensions rising up
the mountain side, that wo could with diliiculty re-

sist the deception. The conujion people think they

they are tlie work of the Genoese. The whole of

this region would afford an interesting field for the

geologist About an hour and a half from Ghendik
our path had brought us to a high and commanding

point among the mountains, and the view we were
leaving behind was exceedingly grand; a vast ex-
panse of hills and valleys, and blue ridges in the

distance, with a portion of the gulf of Moudania
visible like a lake embosomed among the moun-
tains. But our admration was greatly increased,

when, at a higherpoint of view, the splendid ranges
of Olympus, j;overed with snow, flashed suddenly
up before us, with the distant view of the city of
Broosa, hanging at the foot of the mountain, while
behind us still lay a vast extent of country, with
tlie gulf of Moudania and another blue mountain
range beyond. On the side we had left, the sun
was setting at the edge of a dark thunder-cloud,

amidst wild and savage masses, but on that towards
which we were now to descend, his golden light

was pouring, a.id the evening cflect upon the snowy
ridges of Olympus, was indescribably glorious.

We very soon lost sight of the whole landscape in

the falling darkness, and about two hours from
Broosa, were glad to arrive at a solitary derhend,

situated in a lonely valley, which reminded me of

the way up towards the Notch of the White moun-
tains. Here we found a guard of soldiers ; the sen-

tinel at the door respectfully grounded his arms at

our entrance, and we were glad of the relief to our
fatigue, aft'nrdedby a few moments' change of posi-

tion, with a cup of cofibe, and'the cer< mony of the

last pipe on the way to Broosa. Our last two hours

were lengthened into almost four, and we traversed

the indistinguishable path through the darkness in

single file, sometimes wading through sheets of

water so broad that it seemed like a lake, and some-
times following the portion of stone pavement thrown
up for tlie road as if in the midst. of a deluge.

The approach to Broosa is through a vast and
beautifully cultivated plain of mulberries, and by
dny, the whole city, magnificently rising at the base

of mount Olympus, is visible long before the trav-

eller arrives at its walls ; by night, its d.-incing

lights were for a great while distinguishable before

us, glimmering as if we were- just upon them, till

indeed we were quite tired of the deception. Mean-
time it rained at intervals, and our guide, not know-
ing his way clearly through the city, had to coast

its walls a long distance through the gardens that

surround it, till we should get to that quarter where
we wished to slop. Amidst all this, the nightin-

gales were singing, accompanied with the fitful

lamp of the glow-worm; the lovely music of the

one, in such a rainy night amidst the foliage, and
the cheerful light of the other, in such thick dark-

ness, composing an instructive moral for the mind,

and both reminding one of that sweet fable ofCow-
per, the employment of school-room hours:

" A nightingale, that all day long
Mad ctieered the village with its soiifj,

Nor yet at even-tide suspended,
Nor yet when even -tide was ended,
Began to feel, as well he might,
The keen riornands of appetite."

BOKE KIANIiRE;.
The sulisciiher informs his friends and the public, that,

after ten years experience, he is fully convinced that ground
hones lorin the most powerful sliniulant thai can he applied
10 the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply o^ Ground Bone,

and solieiis the patronage of ifie agricultural community.
IV'ce at the Mill 35 cents per hosbel

;
put up in casks and de-

livered at any part of the city at 40 cents per Imshel, and no
charge Jor casks or carting.

Also, ground Oyster Shells.

Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Rox-
bury, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 5a Norfli Market Slicel, or through the Post
Office will receive promiil attention.

March 27. NAHUM WARD.

^VlNSillP :> BRIGHTON NURSERtBS:,
AND BOTANIC GAROENB.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Creep
ers, Herliaceous, Perennials, Green Housi

g-SZH^S PlHUtS, &c.w T^lf* Orders addressed to Messrs WINSHIP
Hrighto.i, Mass , will be promptly e.\ecuied '

and lorwarded to any part of this or other countries.
April 10.

PKUIT AND ORSAMENTAt, TREES, IHVLBEB*
KIES &K.

Nursery of William Kenrick.
The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees for 1839

i

now ready, and will be sent to all who apply. It comprise!
a most extensive selection of the superior varieties oi Pears
Apples, Plums, Quinces, Gooseherries, IlaspKerries, Car
rauls, Strawherries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock of Cher,
ries aud of Teaches now ready is particularly large. Also
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Honeysuckles, Paeonie*
Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants.

10,1100 Cockspur or Newcastle Thorns.
10,000 Buckthorns.
Morns Mullicaulis, and other Mulberries : the trees genu

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying with the size, am
the quantity which may be desired.

i-'ruil and all other trees, when so ordered, will he secure
ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or

d'ers promptly executed, on application to the suhscritier.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
January 30, 1839.

FRUIT TREES. &.C.

Pears, Plums, Raspberries, Rosea, 4'C.

The subscribers have recently received, per the Swiizei
land from Harve, a large assortment of the choicest vnrietie

of Peat and Plum Trees, from one of the best iVurserit

France, together with a small Collection of superb Fr
Roses, all in excclleni order for Iranspiautiug, which the
otier ft>r sale at the New Enclaud Agricullural Warehous
and Seed Store, No. .5-2 North Market' Street. The Pear a

Plums are from 6 to 7 feet high, and will be sold at 81
each.

Downtown's Imperatrice
New Orleans
Olil Orleans
Green Gage
Golden Drop
liarly Monsieur
Late Monsieur

Perdregon
Jsleworth

Reine Claude
Mirabellepettite
Mirabelle grosse
St Calherine
Royal du Tours

PEAUS ON PEAR STOCKS.
Josephine Beurre Capiamont
Beurre Spence Autumn Burgamolte
Charmontelle Esgargneor jargoniiellc

Lousia Bonney Cuerrt* Ranee (new)
William Bon Cretien Bucrre Royal or Buerre Diel

'

Orango Burgamotle Burgamoite du pasque
Catherine Sieulle (new)
Passe Colmar Buerre Thuin
Louis Bonne d'Auranche Buerr^ Magnifique
I>a»chesse d'.^ngouleme

PEARS IN Ql'INCE STOCKS.
Burgamoite d'[\>ntic6te, or ii^Bsteru Beurre.

Beurri- d'Amanlis.
Heurre Dure.
Mouille Boiiche, Mouthwaier.
Beurre d'Aremhnrg.

AI.PO ON HAND.
1000 White Antwerp Raspberry Plants'
•2000 Red do do do
looo Franconia do do (very fine,)

Orders received for Fruit and Ornamental Trees at Nut'
sery prices. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

PEAR, P1.UJH, GRAPE VINES, &.C.
1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds;
1000 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds and extrj

size—many of them have borne the past season
;

500 Quince Trees
;

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from C to 15 fee

high, most of them have borne fruit—Black Hamburgh
Sweetwater, Pond's Seedling :

30,000 Giant .Asparagus Bo. ts
;

5000 VVilmot's Early Rhubarli or Pie Planl. lately iniro

duced
;

Also—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Ro.scs, &c.
different kinds;

All orders left at this office, or with the subscriber at Cam
liridge.port, or in Mr Lynch's baggage wagon liox, at Gouli
& Howe's No. 8 Faiieul Hall, will meet with immediat
attention. SA.^IUEL POND,
March 27. Cambridge. port. Mass

THE NE^V ICNGLAMJ FARMER
Is pariiishej every \Vedncsday Evuniiig, at S3 per annun

payable at the end of the year— but those who pay witliii

sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de
ductionof 50 cents.
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H^ subjoined address was delivered at the Show
' Berkshire Agricultural Society, in 1836, by

;'r \V. Bishop, Esi;., of Lenox. A copy was

-led by the society, but the request was de-

1, from a reluctance to tax the funds of the

i\-, There are few ways in which a portion

111 could be better used. We feel ourselves

iilarly indebted to the kindness of tlie author,

iiiiitting us, by our request, to enrich our col-

" ith it. It will be read with great pleasure.

(JiXTLEMEN OF THK SociF.TT:—The seasons

i\e .li.-ipensed their blessings : the fruits, to which

lesliowers of spring gave life, and summer's warmth

ave substance, autumnal suns have ripened. The
bors of the present year are closed : the fruit germs
" the next are wrapped in winter clothing

:

le forest leaves are sending back again the vi-

il fluids to tlie roots : soon will the chilling night-

dl impel the patient ox to seek his stall, and win-

y winds, revisiting the highlands, drive down to

leir folds the warm-clad flocks. In this, the even-

ig of the year, their labors over, and nature, all

round them, falling to repose, 'tis rational, 'tis

ise, for the cultivators of the earth, to come in

oni the fields around, lay aside the instruments

nd habiliments of husbandry, and 'conclude the

;ene by appropriate festivities. With usy in Berk-

lire, this is an occasion of high and animating in-

>rest,—an occasion, which annually brings to this,

le queen of her villages, and convenes within these

icred walls, the active, the intelligent and the re-

ned of her population. Why does the interest,

jlt in our society, in this anniversary, grow stron-

er and stronger, and extend itself farther and far-

ler, each successive year ? Is it because it gives

3laxation from toil,—a season of recreation—

a

ocial pastime ? For other objects was this asso

iatiou formed ; for higher and nobler purposes

ave its inlUiences been excited. Its relations, and

leir vital importance to the prominent pursuits and

ccupations of this county, convene us, not merely

3 extend the greeting hand, regale upon the rich

lands of our hosts, and disperse ; but to commune
reely and fully, upon the varied interests of agri-

ulture and its kindred occupations,—to cast back

3 determine what has been, and forward to ascer-

lin what can be done, to advance them.

The other occupations of life know and acknowl-

dge no such state as quiescence. Their march is

nward. Intellectual activity is the element of

leir success, and they move forward with the rap-

iity of thought. Every new principle— every new

ombination of matter, and every new application

fits laws, is seized and husbanded by themechan-

;. " He makes the air his servant, and the waters

is workmen." By accelerated movement, he has

iven to days the value of years and reduced degrees

minutes. He has shot beyond the limits set by

tie boldest anticipations, and He only, who has limit-

d the powers of the human intellect at conception,

nd prescribed all the possible forms and appliances

fmatter, can determine what the future may unfold.

Will the agriculturist consent to fold his arms in

stationary attitude, while all around him are hurry-

ing on to the attainment of greater excellence and

higher eminence ? Will he bo patient to have his

occupation regarded as a mere trade, requiring

nothing but muscular strength and manual dexter-

ity, while tlie other departments of business, less

uaeful and less intimately blended with social well-

being, are acquiring all the respectability which

art, and all the dignity which science can impart

to them ? If it do nut move on abreast with them,

the fault is entirely his own. If it be true, that

science has done less for agriculture than for other

occupations, it is also true that there is nothing for

which it can do more ; indeed, there is nothing for

which it can do so much, for nothing else requires

learning so various. Is it of less moment that the

husbandman should understand the composition of

his soils, than that the clothier should know that of

his dyes? Is it of more practical importance that

the leather manufacturer should know the proper-

ties and action of heat, than that he who cultivates

the earth, should know its power and influence up-

on vegetation ?• If, after years ofminute and accu*

rate observation, and. by the collection of facts

innumerable, and leading truths illustrated in prac-

tice, and confirmed by experience, important and

interesting relations are disclosed between the vital

air and animal organization, enabling the learned

physician to detect and obviate the causes of dis-

ease, who will venture to predict, that relations, if

not equally important, quite as curious, may not be

discovered between the same fluid and vegetable

organization, which, by tlie aid of facts and expe-

rience, will enable the scientific husbandman to

detect and obviate the causes of the failure of an-

ticipated harvests ? The discovery that caustic

lime-stone would absorb and retain the noxious ex-

halations of putrefaction, was justly accounted an

important achievement by physical science—a sig-

nal victory over the subtle agents of death. The

relations of the discovered truth to human health

and life, were quickly discerned and applied. But

discovery did not stop here. It has been as clearly

disclosed, that the noxious substance exhaled, is-

the chief aliment of plants, and though destructive

to animal, sustains vegetable vitality, and that, in

combination with lime, it can be long preserved,

conveniently used, and parts, except as required

for the purposes of vegetation, with few, if any, of

its fertilizing properties. Wliy may not the double

application of this single truth, double the benefits

of its discovery to mankind ? Were the effects of

the laws of vitality, which govern the functions of

plants, as closely watched and as accurately record-

ed by the farmer, as those which govern animal

functions are by the physician, a new characterand

a new impulse might bo given to agriculture, and

the toils of labor be regarded as the recreations of

learning.

Until the recent companionship of chemistry with

ao-riculture, it was hardly considered as having any-

thing to do with uniform physical laws, or if it were,

the n-eneral ignorance of those laws precluded the

possibility of a practical conformity to their opera-

tions. The influence of heat, moisture, and the at-

mosphere, upoQ vegetation, was more or less known,
but their nature and modes of actinn were subjects

of superstitious conjecture ; and the thermometer,

barometer, and other cheap and simple contrivances

by which their changes may be foretold, and which
have shorn the moon of half its glory, were un-

known. There are certain natural phenomena, the

study of which is of conceded importance. Those
connected with climate are most obviously bucIi.

To climate, all the processes of husbandry, whether

tillage or grazing, must be adjusted, and its influ-

ence extends not only to the kind of plants and an-

imals to be reared, but to the mode of rearing. A
few plants and but few, are universal. Of those

belonging to agriculture, may be enumerated most
of the annual pasture and hay grasses, -and of the

cereal grasses, wheat, rye and barley. The pea,

bean, turnip, potato and perennial pasture grasses,

will not thrive either in very high or low tempera-

ture ; cotto;/ and rice can be grown in warm coun-

tries only, and the oat in temperate regions. Soma
animals, are universal, as the swine and horse ; oth-

ers are limited in their range, as the sheep when
domesticated. It will, to be sure, live in Lapland

or Congo, but in either country deteriorates, and

loses its useful qualities. In very high latitudes,

it requires a protection, the expenses of which are

widely disproportionate to its value ; and in low, its

soft, fine dotting is converted to a loose coarse

garment of b^ir. No one can be found so fool-

hardy as to attempt to raise the fruits of the tropics

in open sky, '.t fifty degrees above the equator, or

to substitute the reindeer for the camel upon tlie

sands of Africa, or the camel for the reindeer among
the snowdrifts of Siberian It wonld be a defiance

of the operations .if well-known, unyielding natural

laws,—an act of. stupid folly ; and little else than

such, is the atterapt to transfer any of the vegeta-

ble species from its own to unwelcome localities.

Efforts at acclimation have, with very few excep-

tions, been unavailing. The eflfects of climate

have destroyed the favorite exotics, long before

they could adapt themselves to the circumstances

of their new situation.

By climate, as connected with agriculture, some-

thing more is intended than those alternations of

temperature, occasioned by the seasons in the dif-

ferent geographical parallels of latitude : there are

local, which modify, strengthen or counteract the

influences of these ^g-cnera/ causes, and which merit

the special notice of the practical husbandman,

who, when he may, would make nature his auxilia-

ry. Little can be inferred of the climate of any

section within the temperate parallels, by the mere

knowledge of its distance from the tropic. While

the English farmer in Northumberland, is busily

preparing his well dried field for the barley crop,

the farmer of Berkshire, .500 miles below him, may
be riding on snowdrifts over the fences wliich en-

close his stalk-grounds. Within our own local

limits, we notice the effects of local climate. The
ploughman, while, in early spring, subverting the
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warm, alluvial sward of the intervale of the Hoosic,

6oes on either hand, the liill-sides covered with a

patch-wdrlt of grass and snow, and gives, with phi-

losophical accuracy, his judgment, that no spot can

there bo found for a profitable corn field.

The physical circumstances, which principally

affect vegetable growth, are temperature and light,

moisture and soil. Soil may be improved in a

thousand ways. The influences of moisture may
be modified materially, by draining and irrigation.

Where found in excess, it can be reduced by open

or covered trenches,—where deficient, supplied by

dykes and subterraneous conductors. In the north

of Europe, and in this country, large tracts have

been reclaimed from mai-sh and moor, by drainage,

and swamps ofsedge converted to lu.xuriant meadow
grounds ; and by irrigation, in the south of Europe
and Asia, entire districts have been transformed

from silicious barrens, into garden closes, and rich

fields of perennial herbage. Over temperature and
light, however, human agencies have little control.

The winds from Hudson's bay and Labrador, charged

with sleet and frost, will sweep over our corn-fields

in spite of us, and spread over the fruit trees a man-
tle of icy crystals. The winter, askedor unasked,

will make himself our guest from October till May,
consuming our own and the stores of our flocks,

—

nor can we, do what we may, prolong the annual

visit of the sun, till, by his light and heat, he mature
for us a crop of rice and cotton, Tliese arc, how-
ever, no reasonable causes of dissatisfaction. If

there be>other suns of longer continuance, and oth-

er winters of shorter stay than our own, tliose who
enjoy thnm, have less of energy and more of lassi-

tude—more of the wearisome indolence of leisure,

and less of the gay activity of industry, than we.

We cannot rear the aiiimuls nor raise the vegeta-

bles of every climate : such is not the ordination of

heaven here or anywhere ;— it is enough, that a
greater variety of those which are ussful, can no
where else be propagated than here. The dwellers

upon the prairies of the west, may point us to their

wjieat-ficlds of a hundred or a thousand level acres ;

we in turn, can bid them listen to the blcatings of

the flocks from Saxony, upon our mountains, answer-
ed from our valleys by the lowings of our herds

from Devonshire and Durham. Climate and soil

have made theirs the business of tili,ige— ours, the

business of grazing husbandry. The assertion that

grazing must be the business of the Berkshire far-

mer, should perhaps be qualified. In some favored
localities, most of the plants of the temperate re-

gions can be successfully and profitably cultivated
;

but these, compared with the moist and elevated dis-

tricts, where their cultivation would bo expensive
and uncertain, are limited. It may, therefore, be
safely afiirmed, that grazing is and must continue
to be, our leading agriculturnl occupation. But
even to the profitable pursuit of this, it is said, that

our interminable winters are opposed,—that they
require large supplies of food, and leave a brief
space only in which to grow, prepare and store
them. True it is, that we are hurried from the
plough and hoe to haying and the summer harvest,
and thence without recess, to the autumn crops,
which are scarcely matured and gathered, before
the north pours down again the desolations of win-
ter. But it should not be forgotten that there are
benefits resulting from this state of things. Were
our winter period abridged, or its severity very con-
siderably miligated, the efiects would be witnessed
ultimately, if not presently, in the deteriorated sta-

ple, and diminished quantity of our wool, for it is

an established physical law, v, ithfew exceptions,

that the fineness and quantity of the natural cloth-

ing of animals, are adjusted to the frigidity of the

climate in which they live. Besides, it is well as-

certained, that animal plants in general, attain a

greater size and a higher degree of perfection when
the winters are long, and the summers warm and
lights for the reason, that the alternate action of
heat and cold, rain and ice, meliorates ar.d softens

the ground, and prepares it the better for their nour-
ishment. Could not the objections to climate, sug-
gested, be obviated, in a measure, at least, by sub-
stituting for some of the crops at present raised,

others better suited to it, and requiring at the same
time, less labor and expense, and afibrding a greater

amount by the acre, of nutritious matter ? It is

thought by tliose whose experience should enable
them to form a correct opinion upon the subject,

that were the esculent roots substituted partially, at

least, for maize and other grain, a much greater

quantity of food might be obtained by the same la-

bor and expense. To this topic let our tliotights

for a few moments be directed.

It is well known with what fondness we regard,

and with what care and perseverance we cultivate,

that native of American ground, Indian corn. It is

with great reluctance and difiidence, that anything
is said in disparagement of this king of plants. Its

excellence justifies the highest commendations.
Like every other member of the cereal family, how-
ever, it has its appropriate nourishment, soil and
seasons. It cannot be made to flourish everywhere
and in all seasons, as the past season has most
clearly demonstrated. In most of our towns, he is

unwise who looks to his corn-crib solely, for the

means of replenishing his pork and beef barrels, or

to help out his deficient hay-mows. There are

vegetables, valuable as food, and of great produc-
tiveness, to which all the varieties of our soil are

adapted, and of which a May snow storm, or aSep-
tember frost, cannot deprive us. To these the
whole turnip tribe belongs—a class of esculents,

which, in the country of our ancestors, has for more
than half a century, been highly appreciated ; but
which, till lately, has obtained with us but little fa-

vor. The published accounts in foreign journals,

of the turnip culture, induced several intelligent

farmers here to make a series of experiments, the

results of which have answered, in every respect,

all which could he anticipated. But many Ameri-
can husbandmen, slow to accredit the authority of
the books, and slower still to admit in practice any-
thing bearing the semblance of innovation upon
ancestral maxims or usages, liave remained unin-
fluenced by these results. Its advantages to Eng-
lish agriculture have been immense. No single
species of vegetables has wrought more good. The
introduction of the improved turnip culture into the
husbandry of Great Britain, says Mr Brown, " occa-
sioned one of those revolutions in rural art, which
are constantly occurring; and, though the revolu-
tion came on with slow and gradual steps, yet it is

now completely and thoroughly established. Be-
fore the introduction of this root, it was a diflicult

task to support live stock through the winter and
spring months ; and as for feeding and preparing
it for market, during these inclement seasons, the

practice was hardly thought of, and rarely attempt-
ed. Since its introduction, abundance of food has
been provided for man and beast, and soils before
sterile and useless, have been cultivated with profit

and facility, and turned to the uses for which they
were physically calculated."

It IS made certain, by repeated trials, that i

several varieties of this root are at home in our i

mate. It was long ago told by Pliny, tliat it

lighted in " an air temperately cool, and preferi <!

elevated table lands, rich with decayed leaves, i

the fertile plains along the margin of the great se;.'

It is of rapid growth, and resists, uninjured, i

early frosts, which destroy a great majority of ti

annuals. With proper care in cultivation, it ran ,

disappoints the hopes of the husbandman. Tl; i

both alone, and when mixed with other csculeii! .

it is very nutritious food for domestic animals, Id

experience has clearly determined. For sheep

is invaluable. A German or English shepher-;.

could not be persuaded to dispense vvith it. WhiMi
mingled or alternated with dry food, as cut hay and
straw, its succulence corrects effectually, their fe-

verish, obstructing tendencies, and by its laxative

action, heals or prevents many of the disorders

which so frequently depopulate the sheep-fold. A
member of our society, whose flock is one of the

largest, and best, and most carefully tended in the

county, raised several hundred bushels of the Swe-
dish variety the last season, which he fed out inter-

mixed with his dry fodder. He states that " 100
bushels of rutabaga are equivalent to 1 ton of hay

;

that he raised 800 bushels upon an acre ; that it is

food which sheep and cattle require during our

long winters, to prevent diseases contracted by be-

ing kept entirely on dry hay and grain. He fed

last winter, 2000 bushels of roots of various kinds
;

commenced with 1003 sheep, 20 head of cattle, and
2 horses, and all, except? sheep, left in better con-

dition than they entered the fold." He has now
growing 5 acres of rutabaga—a practical evidence

of his conviction of its utility. There are several

varieties of turnip, differing in amount of nutri-

ment they yield, the periods during which they

retain, unimpaired, their valuable qualities, and in

the modes necessary to their perfect cultivation.

The choice sorts, however, are limited to what are

commonly called the English globe, and Swedish
or rutabaga, as early or late supplies are wanted.

The globe, the more prolific of the two, rarely re-

mains good after the winter months, and is used

for early feeding. Upon this, the graziers of Eng-
land and Germany fatten their cattle and sheep for

the fall market. The Swedish variety has excited

the greatest attention with us. It is grown with

ease, and cultivated at moderate expense. If the

opinion of those conversant with it, is entitled to

regard, it is indeed an article of the greatest im-

portance ; affording green food of the choicest qual-

ity—highly relished by every kind of stock, and of

incalculable advantage in a late season. Its vig-

orous resistance to the inclemencies ofthe weather,

when growing, and its obstinate retention of succu-

lence, after vegetation commences in tJie spring,

entitle it indisputably to rank as a suie crop, and

as the farmer's latest spring food. Of its produc-

tiveness, accounts bordering upon the incredible,

yet within the strict lines of truth, have been given
;

accounts, which would stagger belief, were there

any ascertained limits to the productive powers of

a soil of the right constitution, under good manage- !

ment. Our purposes do not require a repetition of

extravagant statements. A farmer in the eastern

part of our State, who has written and done much
for the good of our cause, reported to the committee

of the Massachusetts Agricultural Society on ag-

ricultural experiments, a crop of y03 bushels to the

acre of 56 lbs. to the bushel—the standard weight of

tlie society ; making 50,568 lbs., or a fraction more
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than 95 tons. TJy the analysis of Sir II. Davy,

found in liis agricultural chemistry, the nutritive

matters affordcil by 1000 parts of this rout is 64 ;

that afforded by a 1000 of Timothy or herds pjrass,

33. This analysis, if made tlio rule by which to

determine relative values, would make the crop of

25 tons of rutabaga equivalent to 46 tons of hay.

The solutions of the laboratory, however, though

curious, cannot be regarded as the best means of

discovering the absolute value of alimentary sub-

stances. It is not enough to separate and measure

their constituents, since certain combinations of

them may be more nutritive than others. E.vperi-

ments made at the stalls and in the yard, will dis-

close tlie truth, and if the animals there grow and

fatten faster and better upon one article of food

than another, the relative value will be readily and

accurately estimated. As long ago as 1823, Col.

Wilson, of Deerfield, raised of this root 1100 bu.

the acre. We need not go beyond the limits of

our own jurisdiction, for instances of its great pro-

ductiveness. On our hills, and on lands which

those who examine the books only lor its favorite

soil, would pronounce unfriendly to its growth, it

has been raised for successive years at the estimat-

ed rate of 800 bushels to the acre, and been used

not simply as a substitute for hay, but for fattening

for the market, all kinds of farm stock. It is obvi-

ous that much too little tliought and labor, are be-

stowed upon the cultivation, jiot of this only, but

of the other roots. The carrot, beet, potato, man-

gold-wurtzel, have all a just claim to the regards

of the grazing husbandman. Can the earth be

more profitably used than it was by Air Ware, of

Salem, whose crop of carrots weighed at the hay

scales, at the rate of 44,576 lbs. by the acre, meas-

uring 923 bushels ? or than it was by Mr Lathrop,

and has been by a thousand other men, who- have

raised 700 bushels of potatoes upon an acre ? It

would seem that tlie oat crop, as abundantly produc-

tive as it is, and by no means to be neglected, has

less claim to the regards of the cultivator, whose

eye is intent upon the profit of his labors. It may

be said that these are the results of high cultiva-

tion ; this is not strictly true, and the results them-

selves prove it. High cultivation should be en-

couraged, for the sooner we learn the immense

productive powers of a perfectly cultivated acre,

so much the better. Much is attributable undoubt-

edly, to skilful management, in instances of uncom-

mon success, but quite as much to the kindly influ-

ences of climate, and those peculiarities and char-

acteristics of soil, required for the full and free de-

velopment of the special qualities and properties of

the plant. Objections are often started to the ex-

penses incident to the root culture. It is said that

much labor is required, more than is demanded for

the successful culture of grain and grass, and that

we have less of labor than of other capital. These

are no startling objections to a Yankee population

a population expert and inquisitive, whose strength

lies, not like Sampson's, in locks which may be

shorn, nor in those giant arras, which fable tells us

were employed in piling Ossa upon Pelion, to scale

the heavens ; but in that reposeless, studious per

severance, which withdraws not from its purpose

till satisfied that no agents for its accomplishment

can be found in earth or air. The objection ap

plies no more strongly to this than to other agricul-

tural operations. Labor-saving utensils are already

contrived and provided for it: if defective or faulty,

ingenious experience will correct and perfect

them. The drill-barrow and cultivator, or horse

hoe, where the drill system is adopted, (and nooth- clay,—some gravel in different parts ;
some of the

er should be,) will perform the work of many hands, low meadows have a peat bottom
;
no clay,

pursuing the ordinary modes, and will enable the ' " ' '
"' " *"

'
*'"' " '"3. I have always found that by mixing soils

farmer to raise a field of Swedes or globes, man- of different qualities, I made a more permanent im-

c^old-wurtzel or =uo-ar beets, as easily as a field of provement than by putting on manure of any kind,

uotatoes of the samd compass. It should not be a
|

I put light sandy loam on to wet and heavy loam

...alter of complaint, that mechanical labor-saving

improvements have done less for agricultural than
,

the expense of cartnr

manufacturing pursuits. The novel combination

of the mcchantc powers have, and probably can,

he made to have, comparatively, little application

to the business of husbandry. We may, perchance,

plough, birt we shall never reap or mow, by steam.

It is^wcll that it is so. No matter if facilities be

not furnished, which will diminish the number nec-

essarily engaged in the untempting, healthful, joy-

ful pursuits of agriculture. With the plough and

the sickle, the hoe and the pruning-hook, the do-

piestic happiness and moral purity of a people such

as we are, are intimately associated. He is a for-

tunate liusbandman whose intelligence has revealed

to him the pure, peaceful, peerless joys of his occu-

pation,—who reads as from a holy book, dropped

down from heaven, the manifestations of love and

kindness, standing out in high relief on everthing

around him,—who hearkens to the lessons of wis-

dom and notes the intimations of duty, which the

dumb even of his charge impart; whose ox teaches

him the despised virtue of submission, and rebukes

his complainings; whose noble horse illustrates

the excellence of docility, and speaks to him of the

careful gratitude due to laborious fidelity ;—the

dam of whose fold, bereft of her lamb to fill out the

dishes of luxury, in accents of distress which human

speech cannot articulate, .tells him of the excessive

tenderness of maternal love, and of the wickedness

of that heart which would incVeaso a mother's anx-

ious cares. No one holds intercourse with nature

so pleasant, so instructive, as the farmer. It is

with organized, living, breathing things, that his

pursuits associate him. These are, or should be,

his study : they have enough of novelty to amuse,

enough of wonder to excite, to broad and deep in-

quiryT He may admiie, but he should not envy

the scientific mechanic, when he sees inert matter

subjected to his creating mind and forming hand,

and made actively obedient to his will,—when he

beholds him borrowing of the wild cascade its mo-

tion, and reining and curbing the impetuous torrent

as with a bridle.

(Tolie concluded next wefk.l

PREMIUM FARM REPORTS.

We publish next the report of Wm. Kuckminster,

Esq., of Framingham. Mr Buckminster received

a premium of filty dollars from the Massachusetts

Society. Ho was honored likewise, with a premi-

um on his farm this year, of fifteen dollarSj from

the Middlesex Agricultural Society. He received

likewise, a premium of fifty dollars the last year

from the Massachusetts Society. This is carryin,

a large swarth.

peat is useful to both. The greatest objection is

When the mixture can be

effected by the plough, as it often can, the sub-soil

often differing in quality from the surface soil, it is

done at a very cheap rate.

4. Mine is a stock farm and 1 till but little I

have in tillage this year, seven acres, including

nursery. On a lot intended for corn or potatoes,
;

put about 20 loads or 5 cords of manure to the acre

generally.

5. I use both long and compost manure.

6. I never put manure in the hills. It is one

of the worst modes of practice. It jeopardizes the

crop the present year, and operates unequally on

the succeeding. It is an invitation to worms, and

lessens the labor of the crows. It gives you more

stalks than corn—more vines than potatoes—and

more labor is required than in spreading it. I

plough in the coarre manure and harrow in the fine.

7. . I plough the green sward just before plant-

ing— first having spread on long manure ;
never

suffer the manure to dry after spreading. Put a

handful of ashes on the hill of corn; a spoonful of

plaster on potatoes.

8. I mow, this year, about 45 acres of upland,

including interval that can be ploughed; and we

judge that we have cut 40 tons of merchantable

Kay on the same.

9. I irrigate none but low meadows—think

the practice of watering high land injures the qual-

ity of the hay.

10. By making dams across the brook, I flow

most of my meadows occasionally, and improve the

grass both in quantity and quality. No matter how

wet these meadows are kept, if the water is not

suffered to stagnate and heat. These low mead-

ows are spoiled for meadows, by ditching. If we

drain them we must introduce the English grasses.

11. I mow 25 acres of coarse meadow grass,

very suitable for young stock, worth half the price

of English.-

12. I have reclaimed much low peat land,

within a dozen years, and continue the practice. I

began by paring and burning the surface. This

moAe has ^Ome advantages. In a dry summer, an

acre may be prepared for the seed at an expense

of 20 d(dlars. The ashes furnisli an abundance of

manure for two or three years,, and I have thus ob-

tained one and a half tons of hay to the acre with-

out other manure. But as many seasons prove wet,

and stop our whole progress for the year, I have

abandoned this mode, and prefer to cart on

loam or sand, or gravel, in preference. When

banks of this kind are near the margin of the mead-

ow, a man with one yoke of oxen will cover over

one acre in six days—$12. Ten loads of compost

This is the lowest
must then be hauled on—$10,

Gentlemen:— I have made as correct a state- went this process, the same land never yielded a

;t"'a;p;ss[ble,ofthe proceedsofmy farm this
' dollar per acre. I have reclaimed one acre of low

season, and of my method of cultivation. land, which is not a peat bottom, at very little cost.

rw^«' » -.»- «- '"T" ''" '^r . :rc:zx:. "ir;*:,^^.-.!^^'".:^:
consists of one hundred and fifty acres, exclt

sive of wood land
. ,

2. It has a variety of soih Its general char- .
it m succession

I drained it, and have gathered ten good crops from

\t in Kurcpssion without any manure. Two of
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xvere grass, and we have often cut t»o of these in of good sprinir wht-at—not yet threshed—e.^timate of buckwheat in a season. When this is well don
a season. Last summer I sold the standing grass HO bushels. Last yoar the crop was Indian corn, it is equal to 20 loadsof stable duno- to the acre.
on this acre, for two tons, without wcig-hing, the

purchaser paid, within a fraction, twenty dollars for

it. Since that, in August, we cut oni: load for a

liorse, of rowtn, on the same, and now the cattle

are takinfr from it a third crop. Tlie soil is a black
light mould, three to four feet deep—so light and
puffy that we were obliged to carry on 20 loads of
loam from the roadside, before the seed would veg-
etate. Since that, we have applied three or four
loads of leeched ashes to the surface. This acre
has been kept thus productive, by merely ploughing
in the rowen, oi- second crop once in three or four

years, and sowing grass-seed on the fuirow in Sep-
tember. Thus I kill the sour grasses without go-
ing through the unprofitable process of planting and
sowing wet lands.

In reclaiming meadows that are tolerably even
on the surface, I first drain them—then cart on
loam, &c., enough to cover up the grasses com-
pletely, not having moioeil the grass—^tliis long grass
helps to fill up the cavities, and much l^ss loam is

required to cover it. We lose the .grass, but it

is soon turned to manure, and we are not so likely
to hear from it again as if wc had cut it close. It

is my rule to convert one or two acres annually in-

to English. By the time the coarse grass makes
its second appearance, the sward below becomes
BO rotten that a common plough will turn it up.

1-3. I planted but one acre of corn this season
;

expect from it 60 bushels : spread on the manure
and ploughed it in—put ashes in the hilis. I now
plant my rows one-tifth of a rod apart, and the hills

two feet distant in the rows. I can thus obtain
more corn, and as I have a machine for planting it,

the labor of planting seven thousand hills in° an
acre rather than four thousand, is not increased.

In the spring the ground was first harrowed thor-
|

19. I k«ep one yoke of o.xen, two horses
oughly and the cultivator was run over the corn four cows, and young cattle enough to consume irt
stubbs— then the ground was nicely plouirhed, once

]
coarse hay. I have wintered 40 head, and soh

only, for I did not wish, after burying up all the
: four hundred dollars worth of hay the same season

rubbish, to uncover it again. We covered the
i
I usually keep from 35 to 40 head thruui^h th,

t<.l...uf .,-;»i, „.. ; *..„.!. 1 *i 1 .i_ _ .... . _ .
oheat with an iron toolh harrow—then sowed the

grass-seed and covered with a bush.

I have a newly invented machine that sows grain
and all kinds of grass-seed very even. It is a box
placed on a pair of small wheels, and the harrow is

hitched to the hind side of it, so that the team sows
the grain or the grass-seed very nicely, and harrows
it in at one operation. This may be seen at David
Prouty & Co.'s store, Boston.

Wi! sowed one and a half bushels to the acre of
the tea wheat—first having washed thoroughly and
limed it with two or three quarts to the bushel

—

slacked lime ;—after the wheat was up, fifteen bush-
els of wood ashes were spread on an acre. These
gave the wheat a fine start and kept the surface

moist through the summer, and kept all the grass
alive, that was sown in spring, through the drought
of August. The soil is a gravelly loam. A bush-
el of slacked lime was sown on one part of the
field, but we could not perceive tliat the kernel was
better here than elsewhere.

17. In addition to this seeding with grass, I

have sowed grass-seed, viz. : clover, honey-suckle,
herds grass and red top, on my ten acres of rye,

for pasturage. The clover and Dutch honey-suckle
were not sown till last spring—some of it on the
snow— it promises well. In September last, I

ploughed about an acre of low interval, that had
never been ploughed, and rolled it down close, then
sowed grass-seed. It lay too low to be planted,
and therefore it was never ploughed, and it has nev-

With this machine I can plant an acre completely I er yielded the value of one-fourth of a ton of good
in one hour and mark it out. Without it, I was

|
hay to the acre. I put on eight loads of manure.

twenty hours in doing the same labor,

14. I plant less than an acre of potatoes this
season—consider them an exhausting crop on light
loams, and can always obtain better grass after
corn than after them. I spread on the manure and
plough it in—hill them a little at the first hoeing,
but not afterwards—use the cultivator for these
and for corn—do not hill up the corn except with
the mould thrown up by the cultivator. This in-

strument performs nearly the whole labor of tilling
corn, when that is planted perfectly straight, as the
machine does it. Our potatoes are unusually small.
Mine will not yield 75 bushels to the acre', and I

see many fields that were manured in the hill yield-
ing much less. I plant the long red and the Che-
nango—some blue noses.

15. I have now growing one acre and a half
of rutabaga and half an acre of English turnips,
planted to give to cattle—expect to gather 800
bushels from one acre;—can raise four" bushels of
these at less expense than one of potatoes. I plant-
ed one acre with eighteen thousand hills, in fifty-
five minutes, with a new machine drawn by one
liorse. It marked out and planted, most perfectly,
two rows at a time. I had no help but a boy to ride
the horse. Here was fortyeight hours work per-
formed in one, and only one pound and a quarter of
seed used.

16. I have raised this season 200 bushels winter
rye, sown last fall on newly cleared land;_seed
was harrowed in—ground not ploughed—one bush-
el of seed to the acre. This was raised from less
than ten acres. Have raised one acre and a half

mixed with as many more of sandy loam. If this

does as well as the adjoining acre, which was seed-
ed in the same way last year, I shall mow two tons
from it. I have also seeded down about an acre
of common meadow land, first draining it and then
carting on loam on to the standing grass, and com-
pletely covering it up—ten loads of compost was
then applied and the seed sown. Between thirteen

and fourteen acres have been thus seeded this sea-
son. By planting but little of corn or potatoes, I

have manure for my grass lands, so that by merely
turning them over in September and covering up a
green crop, I am enabled to keep all the mowing
land in good order, turning it over as fast as it be-
comes bound out ; and every time I thus turn it,

whether I apply manure or not, I make the land
richer, because I take no grain from it, but help it

to a green dressing under the sod. I raise grain

year. I have three barns, and each has a cella;

under the whole area. One is 70 feet by 40 one
is 40 by 30, and the other is 33 feet square. Th<
young cattle go loose under these barns and the

sheds attached to them, all winter, and are raucl:

more comfortable than when tied up by the head
They can always choose a dry place to lie in, am
they eat coarse hay better when loose. They an
watered in the yards and are never suffered tc

roam in winter. Not one pint of the liquid manure
is lost, for it is absorbed in the loam and in the ref-

use hay. My cows also lie loose under a barn by
themselves. They lie much cleaner through the
winter than in stalls ; their bags are clean, and
their milk is as sweet in winter as in summer. One-
half the labor of tending is thus saved, and the cat-
tle winter better.

20. I purchase most of my cattle from the
Vermont droves—a mi.xed breed.

21. When liaise calves, I suffer them to such
the first part of the milk for three months, and milh
the last part for butter ; they are then not so likely
to be pod-bellied as when taken immediately from
the cow.

22. Mine is not a dairy farm. Most of my
pasturage is too distant to drive cows. We make
our own butter.

Th.e profits of my farm arise principally from the
sale of cattle and hay. We reckon the value of
the milk from four cows, at $35 each $140.

23. I ivintered 4 breeding sows, and raised
from them 28 pigs—sold most of them at eight
weeks old.

24. I keep them in summer on the refuse of
the dairy—give them very little grain—had the
breed originally from New- York,— cannot afford to
raise or to buy much grain for pork ; rutabaga
roots are cheaper than potatoes to feed them with.

25. The best article to be thrown into the
hog-pen to increase and to preserve the manure, is

loam. We should not throw them peat muck ; they
will not fatten so well, and-they become very filthy

in rooting it over. Straw and refuse hay is better
to be put under cattle than hogs. Hogs mix up
manure very industriously, and. turn it many times.
They prepare it for immediate effect in the field;

but it is much overrated: it looks richer than it is:

it has been stirred so much, it is ripe for immediate
action ; but it lasts not so long as manure from
neat cattle or from horses ; its strength is gone the
first season. Horse manure, if kept from heatingm sufficient quantity for my family and hogs, but too much, is more lasting and more valuable,

annot afford to raise grain for the market.

18. To increase the manure and to preserve
it, I put the best soil I can procure from the road-
side into the hog-pen and into the cow-yards, and
under the sheds and the barns where the cattle lie.

26 My mode of farming requires very little

labor: one man can perform the whole, except the
haying. I hired this summer, one man for seven
months, at .$16 per month; one-sixth of this time
he had lost, taking one day each week to himself.

Soil IS thrown into the hog-stye twice a week—al-
j

For three weeks in hay time, I hired on *he aver-
so under the privy, which is set high

;
by this age, three additional hands—nine weeks. My son,

means, all disagreeable effluvia from these places
|

a lad of eighteen, has assisted two-thirds of Iris
neutralized, and a large quantity of manure

1 time, and I have done but little on the farm my-
saved from evaporation. Still, my cheapest mode

! self, e.xcept in hay time, about one monti
of making manure is, to turn the sod with a

'

plough when it has a coat of grass on it—if it has
none, give it a coat of buckwiieat, which

when I

labored half the time.

In hay time I gave one dollar a day on the aver-
One steady man aiid a boy twelve years old.

on very poor land. I sometimes turn in two crops
[
would do ray work for the seven months after April
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irst, except the haying:. I" winter I hire none,

ind Iiave but little to do to tend my stock.

27. I have five hundred apple trees, and most

)f them are grafted.

28. I have forty pear trees, thirtyfive peach

jees, twenty bearing English cherry trees, three

)lack mulberry trees, three plum trees, five quince

:rees, and twu Siberians.

20. Borers have not troubled us much : cank-

r worms are not plenty this year. To kill them,

dig about the trees, or plough, or turn in hogs

late in the fall and sou- corn about the roots.

30. We use no ardent spirits. Cider and

water sweetened with molasses, is our strongest

drink.

Principal amount of produce this year:

Hay for sale, 25 tons

Have sold 10 beef cattle for

Have still to turn Ihis fall, 8 more, valued at

$340 ; but I deduct therefrom the original

cost of the cattle, $116; this leaves to be

added

And I keep the stock good in number.

Sixty bushels corn .*G0; 200 do. rye $250,

Three acres buckwheat, 43 bushels, at $1

1000 bushels rutabaga for stock, not counted

•30 bushels wheat at lOs. 6d.

70 bushels potatoes

Sold liogs and pigs to the amount of $81 1-2

Two on hand to keep stock good.

145 bbls. good merchantable apples at 7s.

30 bbls. cider at 7s. 6d.

Cash for cattle taken in to pasture

;
Produce of 4 cows at $35 each

For trees sold from the nursery

-MuLTii'LTiNG Swarms of Bei:s.—All who iiave
;
ing of bees, nor to their health and lives, as natural

read the Georgics of Virgil, will recollect the story

$400
3o;

$1,835

14
Deduct half value of potatoes that

given to stock or hogs

$1,821

This is as accurate a statement as I can make.

I cannot say it is perfect,— it is nearly so.

WM. BUCKMINSTER.

[For the N. E. Farmer.]

RED OAK SHIiNGLES.

Mr Editor— I think it a duty of every one to

make known to the public, all experiments that are^

I likely to be useful to the community.

In 1830, I built me a house, and covered one

[ roof with shingles made of what wo call red oak.

i The shingles I split and shaved myself: they are

quite as easily made of oak as chesnut ; they split

more freely and shave as easily. The shingles

have been on the roof nine years, and from present

appearance, they will last longer than a coat of the

best of pine shingles. They are as free from warp-

ing and twisting as pine ; the wood is much harder

and does not wear so fast. Good pine shingle tim-

ber is scarce in this part of the country, and there

is in many places, large quantities of oak ; there-

fore, from nine years experience, I think I can safe-

ly recommend it to the public.

Any person having a desire to see the proof of

the experiment, will please call at my house and

' examine for themselves, in the north east part of

Sturbridge.

GARDINER WATKINS.

which the old poet relates, of manufacturing swarms

of bees by beating a heifer to death, and leaving

her carcase to breed bees. This mode will do

much better in poetic theory than in sober practice.

By studying nature, and following or applying the

laws which are unfolded to us by careful research,

many things can be accomplished which were be-

fore considered among the impossibilities. This is

proved by the researches ofMr Weeks, of Salisbury,

Vermont, into the natural history of bees. He has

become so familiar with their manners and customs,

that he thinks nothing of taking a few spare ones

from any hive, shutting them up by themselves, and

after compelling them to raise to themselves a

queen, sets them to raising up a swarm of their own.

At first we were a little inclined to doubt this ; but

after reading his treatise, which is full of practical

instruction in the business, and having some cor-

respondence with him, we have come to the conclu-

sion that it must be so.

The following extract from a letter received

from him, dated iMarch 25th, will be interesting to

our readers. " I am indebted to a gentleman who

had travelled in Italy, for my first thoughts of com-

pelling bees to make queens. I devised means in-

stantly to try the experiment, and succeeded. I

tried again and again, and in various ways and un-

der various circumstances, and never failed in a

single instance.

I have had them robbed, but never until after

the young queen had made her escape from the

cell where she was raised. That the birth of the

queen is hastened so that she hatches several days

sooner than her sisters, (Larvae) there can be no

doubt. The fact is obvious to every close observ-

er. Now whether it is the difference in food, or

change of position, from a horizontal to a perpen-

dicular one, which changes her nature to a queen,

is more than I can tell. But one thing is certain:

their nature must be changed, if changed at all,

before they have obtained their entire growth, for

all chrysales, with which I have any knowledge,

become perfect—entire—before they reach this

period of their existence. If I am not mistaken,

all naturalists agree to the following fact, which is

heat. I have set them to breeding in January, but

I found that the heat produced by the fire, though

moderate, in the course of two weeks caused death

n many of the old bees, and a chill destroyed the

arvsE, and I was compelled to relinquish the win-

ter enterprise, as unprofitable business. I am in-

clined to think that a room may be so constructed

and so warmed by heated air, that swarms may be

forwarded in the sprino- to great advantage."

We trust that Mr\Vfeeks will pardon the liberty

we have taken, in publishing so much of a private

letter; but the information is so novel and interest-

ing, that we deemed it a duty to lay it before our

readers.

—

Maine Farmer.

Agricultural Statistics.—The following stat-

istics of the county of Susquehannah, are from an

official report made to the Legislature of Pennsyl-

vania, for 1838:

No. of farms

Acres of wheat
" Rye
" Corn
" Oats
" IMeadow
" Potatoes

2768

5439

1624

3330

8404

34792

2367

Acres of turnips

" Buckwheat
" Flax
" Rutabaga
« Peas
" Beans

73

3346
195

32
230

83

No of maple trees tapped 97,961

Whole No. of horses 3,998

Oaea 2,919

Cows 8,187

Sheep 51,600

Swine 9,033

Aggregate val.

$23,502 64

195,025 00

99,425 00

164,305 00

84,101 00

12,800 00

454,920 00

14,519 00

3,659 94

Neat cattle of all ages 22,746

Lbs. of butter sold 257,325

" cheese sold 58,.559

The average size of farms, 105 acres. Of bar-

ley 176 acres were raised in the county. Corn

averaged 33 bushels per acre. Potatoes 170 bush-

els per acre. The county has a surplus of oats,

corn and potatoes. 193,783 lbs. of maple sugar

were made, averaging 3 lbs. to a tree. The best

crop of rutabaga on record in the United States,

was raised in Chocronut township, averaging on 3

acres more than 1200 bushels per acre. 342 tons

this: 'The peculiar jog which constitutes a male i

of pla^ter were sown. Dr. Rose, of Silver Lake

or female in the insect^ribe, is produced while in has a large number of merino sheep, and sold

the larviB state ; ' not by design, however, in many, |

18,000 lbs. of woul, at 44 cenU per pound,

as in the honey bee tribe." * * * » *\

In regard to the multiplication of swarms, he Embalming—A fluid has been discovered, in

observes: "That bees may be increased to any London, says the Nantucket Inquirer, whereby the

extent without swarming, there is not a doubt, bodies of dead animals may be preserved for a

Compelling the bees to make extra queens, is the !

great length of time, in all the perfection of which

foundation°of the whole business. And this may ' nature, deprived of vitality, is susceptible. Several

be done in any country favorable to the raising of! specimens of large birds, preserved by this process,

ljggg_

'

were recently exhibited before a medical society in

The most northern latitudes are not as favorable ,
London, which excited great admiration. The

to increase colonies of bees without swarming, as
|

body of a man was also submitted to inspection sev-

in a more mild climate, and where the seasons are i
eral months after death—the flesh of which retain-

longer. I have tried this experiment several times, ed its natural softness and elasticity, and exhaled

A new sloop of war called the Decatur, of 16

guns, was launched at Brooklyn, N. Y., last week.

and have not yet failed. I have divided them, and

received a swarm from one of the divisions the

same season. I have transferred and divided in

the same season witli perfect success, and thus far

I have not failed in a single trial, when the experi-

ment was made in accordance with the rules set

forth in my manual. Bees may be increased to

any extent without swarming, where the seasons

are favorable to that object. In this latitude the

seasons are too short to make very rapid advances.

Artificial heat is not as favorable to the breed-

no disagreeable effluvia. The discovery is thought

to promise much advantage to the cause of anato-

mical science.

More gold mines.—A rich mine of ore has

been discovered at Lcmmen's mine, fifteen miles

from Charlotte, N. C. .It is computed that a bush-

el of the best ore is worth five thousand dollars,

and the poorest one hundred dollars. Several new

mines have been opened in that region with great

prospects ofsuccess.
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Boston, Wedkesday, April 24, 1839.

We give wilh pleasure to our readers, the subjoined

agreeable letter, because wo know it will give ihem
pleasure to read it. We had prepared the usual edito-

rial dish, but this is a much more agreeable and spicy

viand than anything we cuuld serve up ; besides, it is

not designed to keep; and now is the linjo to place it

on the table. There are some observations of much
practical utility at the close. 11. C.

Mr. Colman : The pastwinler in Berkshire, has been

one of peculiar cliMuency. The firstdawnings of spring
have been of kindrid character. March, to be sure,

came in with some roughness, but none of tln! lion-fierce-

ness for which it is usu.illy characterized. It went out

with all the meekness of a lamb, distinguishable for

nothing save its warm sunny days, with occasional soft

eliowers. April, for the first nine days, was very warni

and dry. On the fourth, the mercury rose, at 2 o'clock,

p. m., to 00="; fifth, same hour, 60'= The 12th was
very rainy, with N. E. wind ; 14th, wind N. W. ; snow

;

ground quite while. Vegetation has come forward with

sufficient rapidity. The Tussillago (colts-foot) was in

bloom the 3d ; Dirca Palustris (nwjose or leather wood)
6th ; Taxus Canadensis (dwarf yew,) the 7th ; Vlmus
/uteo (slippery elm,) the 8ih ; ULmus Americana (com-

mon elm,) the 9th ; Mcer Rubrum (red flowerrng maple)

the 10th. Cut there is, of course, a check put upon
these things, which we hope for n few days at least, in

fear of worse consequences will remain. The season

has evidently been too forward to hold out, and a little

snow now, is much less annoying than in May.
The late rain has much revived grass and winter crrain

which, considering the freezing and thawing to wh eh

it has been exposed, now looks unusually well; of the

latter, however, there is but a small quantity on the

ground in our vicinity.

Ploughing for spring crops is eonsiilerably advanced
;

but little seed, however, has yet been committed lo the

earth. Prudence has rather delajed sowinc, in antici-

pation of cold storms and checking frosts. It is w^tr lo

delay these things in a clayey soil like ours, until al.flut

the usual time, notwithstanding warm suns, and gentle

winds and rains, may advise lo tlie contrary ; for the

heavy rains will descend, and their offectsareto consol-

idate the earth, however well it may have been prepar-

ed, so that the young and tender plant will find it iliffi-

cult to push its tender blade through the surface, and
crowd Itself forward to maturity and harvest.

Maugre the veto which the winds and storms have
put upon the movements ofthe plough and harrow there

are still many thingsof kindred importance, still on hand,
to invite the attention of the enterprising firmer, such as

removing stone from his meadows, clearing up his old

waste places, and, if he has taste in matters of rural im-

provement, transplanting a {kvi trees, to " grow with his

growth and strengthen with his strength"; to furnish

himself and friends with beautiful shades from the sul-

triness of a vertical summer sun ; to stand as beautiful

monuments of his labor and skill, when his labors are

ended, and enrich posterity with many an ennoblinir
thought of his regard for llieir comfort, when ordinary
men of his own limes shall bo foro-oiien

APRIL, a*, I sag-

comfort, we think it not only rational, bulduteous of us,

who have entered into their labors, and are enjoy in i' the

richer part of the reward thereof, to testify our gratitude

by planting for the benefit of others. Lei us then now,
when a favorable season for the operation is passing

away—a season which has come some days earlier, so

promising to be somewhat longer, as if to invite ua to

the pleasant and profitable employment, by our example
invite all around us to devote a few hours, days if possi-

ble, to planting out trees. We ourselves, shall surely

find ample compensation for our toil, not only in the

opening bud, when future springs shall come to people

the fi)rest with new verdure and the earth wilh flowers,

curious to behold—not only in summer, when the ample
leaf wooes the dying zephyr back to life and quickens it

to a breeze, but when autumn spreads its russet hui.'S

over the scenery, or when winter comes, wilh storms

and tempests clail, lo shake the leafigss bough, and has-

ten the reign of terror in its career—then, then they

break the fury of the winds, and reduce the rigors of

frowning climate.

Why the culture of tiees around pur dwellings and by
the way-side is not more attended to than it is at pres-

ent, we cannot imngine. They surely regulate the at-

mosphere which surrounds them, and by their wonder-
ful organic properties, inhale many of its qualities, which
though salutary to them, would be highly deleterious to

ourselves, beside ornamenting the grounds which sus-

tain them. We luive actually known unhealthy locali-

ties rendered free from all pernicious qualities by the r

influence. Cut were health not promoted by them, how
does a dwelling look, st-inding " in unblushing naked-
ness," with no tree to shield it from the heat ol summer
or protect it f'rom winds of winter ? Like a world with-

out a soul ; and we very often are tempted to doubt,

when passing such habitations, whether their denizens
possess the immorlal principle which alone c<mstitutes

the nobility of man. They surely cannot possess it in

the nobleness of social and refined excellence.

But with those who do occasionally " confer a benefit

on posterity, by planting out a tree," there are some de-

fects in " modus operandi" which may properly be cured.

We refer to cutting off the tops-a species of inhuman
butchery, which cannot be too severely reprobated.

The main shcyit should always remain entire ; if destroy-

ed, the effect will be bad. The branches may all be

taken off without detriment, as they will replace them-
selves; but when the stalk or upright shoot is amputat-
ed, a side branch usually takes its place, and from it the

head of the tree is formed, not however in a firm and du-

r;ib!e manner, for it derives its support fro.n a sickly

fountain, and in premature age is frequently prostrated

by the winds, leaving the stump which sustained it, in

lonely widowhood.

Another error is, in taking up less root th.-m the ne-

cessities of the tree require ; we cannot be too particular

in this part of our operation, nor obtain too inuili for the

convenience of the plant Grouting, or smearing the

roots in soft mud, is very beneficial in planting trees,

and is easily performed. We have practised it in re-

moving trees at all times, in all seasons, with entire

success.

Your«, truly, \V, B.

Mount Osccula, April 15, 183;',

THE SEASON.
The season was nevermore beautiful and promising;

and for any person who desires any better weather or
Since our fathers have not only cleared fields and any better climate than we have been blessed with sinci

planted trees, il

dug pools of water, that we may drink thereof ; in short,

e m:iy eat the fniil of them, and last November, our only prayer is, that he may find one

soon as possible. For ourselves.
done so many things which have passed lo our express I belter. The spiingi were at one time

ask for nothing

quite low ; and

with some persons, a slight inconvenience was felt ii

regard to water; but a most copious rain, of severa
days, coming in exactly the gentle mode we could de
sire, at the time most needed, and, in the quantity suil

to our wants, has stilled all rompl.nnt, and presei
claims upon our gratitude, which every one must fei

who has a heart to feel anything. The grass is well sei

The winter grain is looking well. The agricultural oi

erations are everywhere going on w ithout impediment,
and with due diligence. We advise, always, to early
planting of corn. There is no danger ofgetting it in toe

early, if the ground is prepared for it. Wo have found
with scarcely an exception, in the experience of mor*
tlian thirty years, that ihe early planted, in strength to

resist drought, in abundance of produce, and in security
from early frosts, has always had the advantage over late

planted.

Potatoes, for early use, should be planted early, ol

course. If designed for a winter crop, the time of plant-

ing should depend on the kind planted. The La Plata
or long red potatoes, require as much lime as you can
give them. The Chenango, if designed for winter use,
need not be planted early, as the season of their matur-
ing is comparatively short; and in general, it is desira-
ble that potatoes should be taken from the ground a»
soon as the plant is ripe, and the vines dead. For Ruta
Baga, some persons advise late planting. Our opinion
is in favor of getting tiiem in by the last of May, or the
first week in June. Carrots for winter use, need not b&
sown until the first ofJune. We advise that the seed be4
sprouted in wet sand before sowing. Il is otherwise a,

long time in coming up, and the weeds are apt to get the
start of it; and to render the cultivation of it vexatious
and difficult. For .Mangel Wurizel and all (ho beet tribe,

we advise the last week in May. Planted earlier, they
are very apt lo be eaten off by an insect or worm. Plant-
ed late, they are not secure against his depredations;
but the chance of security is greater. Parsnips cannot
be planted too early. It is greatly to be desired that this-

as a field crop, should receive much more attention than
hitherto it has done. In the islands of Jersey and Guern-
sey, they are raised abundantly as food for stock, and
deemed a most valuable crop. We have tried them for
milch cows end fatting stock, with great advantage.
They are subject to few casualties. The seed is of tri-

fling cost, i'liey may be letl in the ground until tho
spring with impunily from the frosts; and then taken
i>ut at a season when such feed for cattle is greatly
needed. Farmers now, however, have no time lo read
a long homily; we therefore stop. Heaven is scattering
its blessings about us in unstinted profusion. Our only
duty is, to work with industry and skill; louse wilh
temperance; to bestow with liberality; and to enjoy
wilh pious gratitude. "Paul may plant, and Apollos
water, but God giveth the increase." H. C.

khodFislanix
Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, the learned geological

surveyor of .Maine, has been appointed by the Legisla-
ture of Rhode Island, to make a geological and agricul-
tural survey of the State- The appointment is, in every
respect, eligible. We are glad lo see our little sister
liolding her head as high as the rest of the graces in tho
<;'''''* H. C.

MassncIiiiBotts Horticultural Society.

VEGETABLES.
The^r*( specimens of Cucumbers presented at the

rooms of Ihft Society, this season, were from the garden
of Samuid S. Lewis, Esq

, of Brinley place, Roxbury.
The specimens were fine, and do great credit to his
;ardener, Mr Henry Reed.

For the Coiuminee.
JAMES L. L. F. WARREN,

April Clh. Chairmun.
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DRl'iHl-OiN MARKt'/r.—Monday, April 22, 1839.

Kepfirlpil liirtlie Kew Engl-incl Farjner.

At Market, a05 Beef Cattle, 20 Yoke. Working Oxen,

Cuws and Calves, 250 Sheep, and 690 Swine.

Lbout 200 Swine were reported last week.

Prices.— 'fee/ t'«<</c.— Last week's prices were fully

uslained. More llian the usual number were sold at

he lii"liest quotations. We quote First qiiality, $8 75

o"o Second quality, $8 00 a $8 50. Tliird quality,

1^6 75 a $7 75.

i Ji'orkinir Ocen—Vfe noticed the following sales, all

j,f which were purchased for work. $105, $115, $125,

i!;130, and $150.

C»w' and Calves.—Sales were eftccted at the follow-

ng prices; $30, $:!2, $;40, $50 ; two at $115; two at

ifttiO each, and one at $75.

ISIieep.—We did not obtain the

, Swiwe,—A lot of old hoi's, part

barrows at 8, and a lot at 9 ;

and a lot one third bar

imall shoats at 9 and 10,

ce of lots.

vs, at 7 1-2; a lot of

lot of shoats at 8 and 9,

at 8 1-2, and several lots

At retail from 8 to 11. A few

llerkshire shoats at 12 1-2 and 13.

THERMO.\lETHlCAL.
Repiirted for the New England Farmer.

Range of the Thermometer at the Garden of the proprietm-s

>f the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Vorlherly exposure, week ending April 21.

STRAAVBERRIKS.
Gentlemen wishinE; to cultivate this delicious fruit are res-

pertfully informed, that the subscriber has succeeded after a

number of years of exertion in bringing the strawberry near-

ly to pprfection.

He hasforsaleat his garden in Brighton, Mass. the follow-

ing six varieties of the Plants. They are of superior stock

and quality, and in the finest condition for immediate trans-

planting.

He will offer in addition his Seedling Mclhven. a very

valuable kind, a free bearer, fruit .iuicy and very large, fruit

measuring four inches was gathered the last season.

Metlnvn Castle— Fni\\ l>nm these plants have been exhib-

ited at the Horiicnitural Society'^ Rooms, measuring five and

a half inches in circumference.

Bath ScaWe;— Fruit larg-, full bearer, and beavtiful scar-

let.

Royal Scarlet—Frmx Ions-, oval shaped and juicy.

Hautbois—Fruit smaller hut very numerous.

English IFoorf— Fruit well known.
MonWi/i/—Fruit is gathered from these vines from June to

October, and in good quantity and fine quality.

O" Orders left at the Garden in Brighton, or directed to

him at Boston or Brighton, at J. Breck & Co.'s Seed Store,

will be promptly attended to.

JAMES L. L. F. WARREN.
Brighton, Mass., April 17, 1839. eopis6w

WHOLESALE PRICES CURRENT.

CORRECTEn WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

1839.
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MISCELLANEOUS.

THE OLD MAID'S FIRST OFFER.
I must tell you the heart-rendinor stury— I have

lontj wished to do so, and the time is at length ar-

rived. (Here her voice dropped into a confidential

whisper.) Poor dear Major Ogilvie, who is now-

dead and gone—heigh ho!—had been long show-
ing me marked attention ;— in fact, paying his ad-
dresses, though he never made his declarations;
when one morning, after having sung me a song
of Farinelli's—the mnsic I believe was Gluek's;—
ah! you should have heard the Major, he loas such
a sweet singer. Well, the doctor had gone out to

buy a new invented fish sauce,—poor dear man I

he (Les like to have iiis fish well dressed—and I

remember he took Franchette, my little beauty of
a spaniel, with him, so that the Major and I were
all alone in the breakfast parlor, wlien looking be-
seechingly in my face, he suddenly went down on
one knee before me—all! there was gallantry in
those days !—and taking my hand, which he ten-
derly pressed, made a passionate avowal of his
love. I felt myself blushing crimson, when, at this

agitating moment, just as I was going to utter a
palpitating confession of my partiality, my eyes
began to twinkle, I felt a tingling in my nose, my
mouth opened in spite of myself, and I sneezed'lik'e
an explosion of gunpowder, right in liis upturned
and imploring face ! Now, do tell me lady Susan,
you know how Ircmendoushj I always sneeze, did
you cvtr—of all the awkward occurrences !

The Major started, as well he might, but recov-
ered himse-f—so did I— he gazed at me teuderiy
and expectingly, and I was just about to relieve
him fom his suspense, when I sneezed with a sec-
ond and louder explosion, tliat seemed to shatter
the very nrse from my face.

This was a confusion to me and the Major ; but
still holding my imprisoned hand, and looking down-
wards, to avoid the shower bath that I was uninten-
ionally scattering round me, he swore tliat he nev-
er would rise from his knees till I had pronounced
hia doom. I uttered a heartfelt sigh, and the soft
avowal was just trembling on the tip of my tongue,
when.I felt something on tlie tip of my nose! Lady
Susan—lady Susan— it was beginning to bleed !

did you ever !— of all the distressing moments !

I struggled to withdraw my hand, that I might
get my handkerchief, an action which the Major
attributed to coyness, and therefore did but hold it

more firmly. In the contest, after frightfully spot-
ting my tabbinet silk gown, three very large drops
of blood fell upon the Major's wrist! He started
up—I closed my eyes and sunk in a chair, over-
whelmed wi(h confusion. Supposing I had fainted,
the Major hastily seized a large tumbler of water
and threw it in my face. At such an unexpected
sousing, I screamed with surprise and terror. The
Mareschal powder which I wore—I was always
famous for my powder—mingling with the water
and blood, converted my face into a hideous spec-
tacle

;
when, just at that moment, the door flew

open, and Franchette, thinking her mistress was
killed, flew at the poor dear Major, and bit a large
mouthful out of his left leg, while the good, horror-
stricken doctor suffered the bottle of newly invent-
ed fish sauce to fall from his hand and be smashed
to pieces on the floor! Now dearest lady Susan!
consider what nmst have been my feelings! did
you ever !—such a scene !

Among the exports of the principality of Coburg
we find enumerated "sausages and livers of geese."

The influence of words is incalculable. Men
will do that, when it is called by a gentle name,
from which they would often shrink if it were cor-
rectly and strongly characterized. With this truth
in view, it is humbly submitted whether there is not
a better term for the act of appropriating funds en-
trusted to one's charge, than the sarcenet phrase
of "defalcation?" Pistol calls it "to convey,"
but the ancient is not authority in philological or
moral matters

; acid, besides, he had a purpose to
serve in smoothing the rough edges of the title of
his favorable professional pursuit. Let defalcation
be called stealing, an'l let it be punished as steal-
ing, and it will not occur quite so frequently. It

is known that fine words are useless in one branch
of culinary operations ; but in olher respects they
may be so used as to cause the superficial to regard
crime with a lenient eye, and they have long ena-
bled the vicious to flourish without losing caste

Pennsytvanian.

The above is not only right humorous, but there
is a sagacious propriety in its recommendations. It

is too common now a-days to dress up every crime,
of every hue, from the red dye of murder to the
blue tint of some intemperate brawl, in the garni-

ture of soft and dainty words. A desperate bowie-
knife encounter, resulting in the death of two or
three bravos, is called " a fatal affray," or " an im-
proper occurrence," and so on to the end of the
cliapter of terms and titles. It is high time to

speak no longer of foul doings, in high places or
low, in phrases of satin ; call things by their right

names—give to the defaulter his cognomen of thief,

and let the stain consonant to the name be affixed

to the wearer. Let this system be adopted, and in

no rank or degree of life in our country could sin

so plate itself with gold, as to become invulnerable
to the shafts and bolts of public opinion.

—

Philadel-
phia Gazette.

The following is an extract from the unpublish-
ed papers of James Madisom. May the sentiment
which it embodies, be deeply impressed on the
heart of every American citizen:

—

"Advice to my Country As this advice, if it

ever see the light, will not do it till I am no more,
it may be considered as issuing from the tomb,
where truth alone can be respected, and the happi-

ness of man alone consulted. It will be entitled,

therefore, to whatever weight can be derived from
good intentions, and from the experience of one
who has served liis country in various stations

through a period of forty years—who espoused in

his youth, and adhered through life, to thecause of
liberty, and who has borne a part in most of the
great transactions which will constitute epochs of
Its destiny.

The advice nearest to my heart and deepest in

my conviction? is, that the Union of the States
be cherished and perpetuated. Let the avowed
enemy to it be regarded as Pandora witli her box
opened, and the disguised ones the serpent creep-

ing- with hi* deadly wiles into paradise."

Of all the knaves, there is the greatest hope for

a cobler, for be he ever so idle, yet when he does
anything, he is always mending.

A merry fellow said the ale-house was the only
place to tlirive in, for he had known many a score
made there.

Of the children in the Prussian dominions, be-

tween tlie ages of 7 and 14, if is calculated that

14-15ths are educated in the public schools.

WlSiSIIIP'S BRIGHTON >URSERIES,

Fruil and Ornamental Trees, Shruhs, Cre.ni-
ers, Herbaceous, Perennials, Green House-
Plants, &c.

Orflers addressed to Messrs WINSHIP
~^—-=—,

Brighton, Mass., will be promptly eiecule.l'
aad lorwarded to any pari of ibis or other countries

.April 10.

FRUIT AND ORiVAMENTAI. TREES, MULBER-RIES diC.
\ursenj nf miimm Kenrick.

The Catalogue of hVuit and Ornamental Trees for 1830 isnow ready, and will he sent to all who apply. It compn'^. s
a most extensive selection of the superior varieties of Pears
Apples, Plums, Quinces, Gooselierries, Raspberries Cur
rants, Slrawherries, Grape Vines, &c. The slock of'cii.r
nes and of Teaches now ready is particularly lar-'e Al-
Orn.imental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Honeysuckles," Psoni.

-

Dahlias and olher Herbaceous Flowering Plants
10,000 Cockspur or Newcastle Thorns.
10,00(1 Buckthorns.
Moms Multicaulis, and other Mulberries : the trees genu

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying with the size an 1

the quantity which may be desired.
'

Fruit and all other trees, when so ordered, will be securr-
ly packed for safe transportatrion to distant places and or-
ders promptly executed, on application to the subscriber

M , 111, M WILLIAM KENRlck.
Nonantum Mill, Newton, near Boston
January 30, 1S39.

PEAR, PLITBI, GRAPE VINES, AC.
1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds-
lOOOPlumTrees, of themost approved kinds and extra

size—many of them have borne the past season •

500 Quince Trees
;

'

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from C to 15 feet
high, most of them have borne fruit—Ulack Hamburffh
Sweetwater, Pond's Seedling; ° '

30,000 Giant Asparagus Roi ts
;

60110 Wilmofs Early Rhubarb or Pie Plant, lately inlro-
ducen

;

-'

Also—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses &c of
ditierent kinds

;

i
-
"»

All orders left at this office, or with the subscriber at Cam-
bridge-port, or in Mr Lynch's baggage wagon box, at Gould
&Howe's, No. 8 Faueul Hall, will meet witb immediate
attention. SA.MUEL POND
March 27. Cambridge-pori,' Mass.

BOJTE MANIjRE.
The subscriber informs his friends ami the puhlic that

alter ten years experience, he is fully convinced that ground
bones lorm the most powerful slimufanl that can be appligd
10 the earth as a manure.

"^

He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,
and solicits Ibe patronage ot the agricultural community
Prcc at the Mill 35 cents per bushel

i put up in casks and de
hvered at any pari of the city al 40 cenU per bushel, and no
charge lor casks or carting.

Also, ground Ovster Shells.
Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Roi-

bury at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
hfei Store, No 52 Xorili Market Street, or through Ihe Post
Ultice will receive prompt attention.

J^tarch -j?. NAIIUM WARD.

GRAPE VI.VE.S.
150 Sweet Water Grape Vines.
200 Isabella, " "

160 Catawba, " "

100 Black Hamburg Grape Vines.
1000 Asparasus Roots.
100 Early VVilmot Rhubarb Roots.
200 Common " "

ALso-Slrawberry Plants of the following choice kinds :Methven Castle Bath Scarlet Hautbois, English Wood,
Monthly, &c. Raspberries, Franconia White and Red
Gooseberries—Currants- Flowering Shrubs and Plants of
all kinds supplied at short notice, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO
Aprd 10. 51 and 52 Norlh Market Street

A Bl LI, WANTED.
Wanted a ynung Bull, of the short horned Durham breed

old enougu to be used the present season Apply lo
'

April 10. JOSEPH BRECK .t CO.

THE NEW ENGI.A>D PARMER ~~"
Is pubiished every Wednesday Evening, at 83 per ann'ini

payable al the end of the year—but those who pay willr.n
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 5B cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISH0I.M, PRINTBRi,
n SCUOOl, BTRISIT BOSTON
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E. FARMER .

ADDRESS,
Delivered at the Show of the Berkshire ./Igrieidtural

Society, in 183G, by Henry If. Bislwp, Esq., of

Lenox.
(Concluded.)

There is another topic to which I heg leave

briefly to allude, as well because of its connexion

'with the agricultural, as with other prominent and

permanent pursuits of this eonnty. This is its geo-

'logical and niineralogical character and features.

The partialities to their own county, of some of her

most enlightened citizens, may have led to the adop-

tion of an erroneous opinion ;—if they have not,

there is no field of the same e.^ctent, which contains

more than Berkshire, to animate and reward the re-

searches of him who studies the structure of the

eartli, and of him, who classifies its minerals and

treats of their properties. The relations of these

branches of the science of nature, to the cultivation

of the earth, are most apparent. The earths which

form the basis of the richest soils, are but the ruins

of rocks, detached from mountain masses, and re-

duced to minute particles, by the powerful or long

continued action of natural causes. The earths,

therefore, must partake of the character of the rocks

upon which they repose, or from which they have

been brought. The soils overlaying granite, nm-

terially difter from those covering limestone, and

both essentially vary from those which repose upon

slate. To determine the character of alluvion,

which may have been brought from various forma-

tions, an analysis of a portion of the mass, may be

required. Now, nothing can be more important,

and perhaps nothing so important is less understood,

than the nature, properties and agencies, chemical

and mechanical, of the earths, in the processes of

vegetation. Although they constitute, in very

minute proportions, only tlie proper food of plants,

yet, as the reservoirs of that food, and as its con-

d.uc'tors to the organs which take it up, they are

deservino- study and examination. Fertilizing sub-

stances are almost inert and useless, unless the

earths, with which they are mixed, be of the right

character and constitution. The earths without

putrescent matter, arf barren ; and neither of them,

in a simple state, with ever so much putrescent

matter, could be made permanently fertile.

Who but a novice in these matters, would seri-

! ously set himself about creating a permanently good

soil, out of slate alone, converted to clay,—or of

pulverized quartz, or of lime or chalk, reduced to

powder, with ever so much of barn-yard scrapings,

or butchers' offal, to mix with either? With all

mingled in proper proportions, he might, with no

• nail prospect of success, thus busy himself. A

very few experiments, accompanied with attentive

observation, would teach him that the adhesiveness

of clay must be subdued by the application of sand ;

and the looseness of sand corrected by the tenacity

of clay; and that a little lime, to neutralize the

acids, and catch and retain the fertilizing particles

passing off in the process of decomposition, could

be well employed. And more, were he to extend

his inquiries a step further, he might learn that

plants which have no feet to walk about for food,

no hands to put it to the mouth, and no teeth to

masticate it, must have water to dissolve and con-

vey it to them, and that too at convenient times,

and without prolonged intermission. He would

likewise learn, that the hardness of the particles of

sand, and their loose arrangement, make it incapa-

ble of absorbing and retaining moisture,—that the

adhesiveness of clay does not permit water freely

to penetrate it, and that each in these respects, cor-

rects the defects of the other,—and to do so per-

fectly, must meet with it in determinate propor-

tions. It is an acknowledged natural truth, that

vegetables will not grow in a soil, where the ele-

ments necessary to compose them are wanting,

—

and that they will be imperfect, where the earths

are not congenial to their nature. The farmer can,

it is true, settle by trial the question, whether cer-

tain plants, suited to the climate, will thriv^e upon

his lands. Plants are undoubtedly the most cer-

tain indicators of the nature of soil and its value,

for while no practical cultivator would engage with

land of which he knew nothing, except the results

of a chemical analysis, yet every gardener or far-

mer who knew the sort of plants it produced, would

at once be able to decide as to its value for culti-

vation. Nothing should be permitted to supersede

such tests, for probably no adequate substitutes

could be found,—yet as their auxiliaries, economi-

cal geology might well be employed. Is it not de-

sirable to determine the capabilities, and measure

the resources of this county,—to ascertain what

materials it can furnish for the arts and occupations

of life,—to disclose to its citizens, if it may be,

new sources of wealth, and Iresh fountains of pleas-

ure, to multiply motives to harmony and kindness,

by creating new relations in business, and inrreas-

ino- the sense of mutual dependence, and the neces-

sity of mutual aid ? If this be desirable, should

there not be a geological survey made of it—min-

ute and thorough—under the auspices of this soci-

ety, by means provided by the enlightened and lib-

eral, if our own be inadequate,— a survey, which

shall embrace not only its soils, but its minerals,

and fossils. The plan is of easy execution. It is

not a scheme of a merely speculative projector : it

proceeded from an enlightened, sober source, and

has been suggested to him who addresses you, as

worthy a place in the paper which he reads.
.

It

commends itself to your attention. Were our re-

sources upon the surface only, it might be other-

wise. They are below it,—rich, immense, invalu-

able. Our meadow lands repose upon beds of

iron, sufficient to meet the demands of all the im

prov'ements among us, in progress and in prospect.

Our mountain pastures are the overlayings of prim-

itive lime rocks, worthy the chisel of Praxiteles.

From our shops the finest ornamental marble of the

country has been taken. The cities have hewn

from our quarries the corintliian columns for their

proudest edifices. At the east and west of us, this

valuable material is not, and probably may not be

found, in the quantity and of the quality which will

justify the expenses incident to the raising and

preparing it for the markets. There is little danger

of rivalry except among ourselves. Exhauitless

masses have already been uncovered,—still further

and more thorough examinations should be made,

till all is known that can be learned. A survey,

under the supervision of some individual of practi-

cal science, would hasten and facilitate these ex-

aminations,—would ascertain the best localities of

this material—its texture—its admixture of foreign

ingredients its several varieties, and their respec-

tive value and fitness for different economical and

ornamental purposes, public and private. Duty to

ourselves and our children, requires us to unlock

these store-houses.

This matter, like everything else which gives

impetus to industry and skill—like the manufac-

turing establishments, with which the margins of

our streams are dotted, has close alliance with the

interest of agriculture. Well has it been report-

ed by one of the most distinguished geologists of

this, or any country, " that the inhabitants of Berk-

shire cannot but regard their inexhaustible depos-

its of marble as a rich treasure to themselves, and

an invaluable legacy to their posterity."

We think too little of the aid and facilities which

science has provided,—of the relief from toil, and

the rational pleasures, which it has given to every

kind of nira! employment. It has alleviated labor,

by giving it the right direction and application. It

has elevated thought and character. The pleas-

ures of agriculture are felt and highly appreciated,

because they are the pleasures of intellect. Learn-

ino- has given them new charms. Upon the fields

are men of learni'.g, pursuing the study of nature,

with the utensils of husbandry for their philosoph-

ical apparatus. Theory and practice begin to har-

monize. While it is admitted on the one hand,

that theory, based upon speculation, without fact, is

not science, it is on the other conceded, that, after

all, science is little else than perfected practice.

The prejudices and superstitious fears which for

aoes embarrassed the operations of agriculture,

and checked its advances, are fast giving place to

the practical deductions of truth. Facilities for

practice are drawn largely from those sober places,

where men of learning sit. IVIind, and mind only,

can give confidence to energy and direction to ac-

tivity'. The intrepidity ofthe fearless sailor, riding

upon tumultuous waters, springs not from confi-

dence in his own physical strength, biit from the

means which learning lias provided, of conducting

his bark to its appointed haven, " and to the orbits

of the stars above him, he looks lor the landmarks

of the deep."

Gentlemen of the Society : The field upon which

we labor is of"peculiar features. We have fertile

intervals, but they are of narrow breadth. The

rising sun, up midway the sky, throws clear across

them" the shadows of our Alpine elevations. We
have a rude scenery and a rigorous climate. A
few favored spots only are e.\empt from the harrfi
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austerities of a high northern positii)n. Nature
has left much for industry and the rural arts to do,
to render us prosperous and happy as an agricu-
tural people.. We have neither the propitiou°s suns
nor the luxuriant soils of the far off west, to which
our young Mien are flocking for fame and wealth
and careless leisure. But we have what are a
thousand times more valuable than these—a vigor-
ous, enlightened population—schools of virtue "and
institutions of wisdom. Who, I ask, that regards
life and health as he should, would willingly e.\-

change the pure air of Qur hills for the atmosphere
of western prairies, laden with miasma and charged
with fevers ? Heaven is universally and impar-
tially kind. He has placed us among rugged
mountains, but these very elevations break, as it

approaches, the violence of the tornado, and in
times of fearful drought, arrest the cloud which
sweeps across the arid plains, condense its vapors,
and pour tliem down upon the thirsty fields.

In every clime—in every age, the men of the
mountains have evinced the strongest love of lib-
erty and country. The records of the world show
theirs to have been the loftiest achievements of
patriotism. Conquests have repeatedly changed
the jjopulation of the plains of Italy—but to whose
harps before the Swiss, did the Alps respond .' The
lowlands of England were successively overrun bv
Roman, Saxon, Dane, and Noiinan warriors—but
during all, the Celtic language only was heard
among the Cornish rocks. To use another's thoughts
and language—" Snowdou asked Ben Nevis, 'and
Ben Novis Snowdon, concerning the affections of
its people—each to the other said, "I have known
my people for a thousand years, and each year of
the thousand they have loved me the more.' " In
the bosom of the mountaineer, the love of life is

not stronger than the love of home:

" Dear is that hill which lifts him to the storms.
And dear that shed to which his soul conforms

;And as a child when scaring sounds molest,
Clings close and closer to its motlier's breast

:

So the loud tempest and tbe'whirlwind's roar,
But bind him to his native raoiintains more."'

MAT 1, IS38.

a. The land produced herds grass and clover,
and I used it the preceding year for pasturage, and
put no other manure upon it that year than two hun-
dred weight of plaster.

3. I have put upon it the same quantity of plas-
ter in the spring of this year that I did last, but no
other manure.

4. I used one and three-fourths bushels of seed
upon the acre in sowing.

5. I sowed it about" the middle of September,
lb37. It did not require weeding. I harvested it
on the twentyninth day ofJuly, 1838, and by actual
measurement ascertained that I had obtained from
the acre thirtyfive and four-fifths bushels.

The production of it cost me nine dollars, the
seed that I sowed included.

Respectfully yours, &c.
JOHN L. COOPER
LEVI O. MASON.

WHEAT CSOP.
The subjoined account of a* te-heat crop was laid k t . i , , ,„

before the Massa,chusetts Agricultural Society ^^Z^'^'
;^elve and a half do.

; turnips, four cents.

The crop would have received the' premium of thir- / u r '

"''''^'',''"^ consider a second crop, may
tv dollars, but for a failure to send certificate, nf

'° '''tf"""^'- ^'^ the most profitable.

CROP OP VEGETABLES FOR STOCK.
Newbury, Nov. 29, 1838,

To the Trustees of the Massachusetts ./IgricultuYal

Society.

GF.NTLEMEN—The hope of obtaining your pre-
mium which you offer for the largest amount of
vegetables raised and consumed, &,c., has had a
great inducement for me to make you the following
statement. I have raised and have consumed or
shall consume, the following quantities, viz. : be-
tween five and six hundred bushels of the common
flat turnip; two hundred do. of sugar beet ; fi-ftydo
of carrots; forty do. of small potatoes; about one
quarter of one acre of cabbages. .My stock con-
sists of thirteen head of horned cattle and two
swine, ^ly farm contains ten acres of tillage land
seventyfive or eighty do. of marsh, woodland, rocky
pasture, orcharding, &c. The value of the same
to the consumer, must be somewhat relative ; say
one bushel of potatoes worth three pounds of beef,
or one-third the quantity of Indian corn, sugar beets
or carrots, half the value of potatoes ; turnips one-
third the value of potatoes. The cost of cultiva-
tion for several ye^-s together, I think will beabout
as follows: potatoes, twentyfive cents a bushel;
beets, twelve and a half do. ; turnips, four cents'

generally ploughing twice. Planted in drills 2 ]-
by 1 foot apart ; hoed them twice. Quality of ma
nure, made by hogs from loam and litter.

3. The quantity of manure used the present
son, 10 loads of winter manure, made under
barn.

4. I raised the seed—did not weigh it: eho-
think it took 1 1-2' pounds. I put the seed in
thick as to leave no vacancies.

- 5. I got my manure out the first ofMay ; spreac
it and ploughed it in deep ; sowed three bushels oi

buckwheat and barley about the 12th of May : or
the 15th of June rolled and ploughed the same in
with Nourse's side hill plough. When it had got tt

be large, levelled the same with rakes. On the 17tl
of June, sowed the seed with a drill barrow, 2 1-5
feet apart; hoed.them twice; thinned them within

<

about one foot as near as possible, the first time I

hoeing.^ I give every fifteenth bushel for harvest-

1

ing. The amount of the product, by actual mcas-l
urement, was 825 bushels. Allowing 50 lbs. toai
bushel, they weighed probably more than is re-
quired.

'

Expenses of Cultivation. I

10 loads of manure at $3 per cord $30
1st time ploughing . o

3 bushels of buckwheat and barley 3
Sowing and harrowing the same j
Rolling, ploughing and levelling 4
Cost of seed and sowing 2
4 days work thinning and hoeing 4
Harvesting 825 bushels at 1 1-3° 12

1 acre land worth $100—interest

$57
6

863

Respectfully yours,

TRISTRAM LITTLE.
N. B— I raised I think, about four tons of pump-

kins in addition to the above, which were consumed
on the place.

ty dollars, but for a failure to send certificates of
the measurement of the land—a matter made in-
dispensable by the requisitions Of the Society. Mr
Cooper was seasonably written to, when the omis-
sion was discovered, but as no answer has ever
been received, it is presumed the letter mis-
carried. There can be no doubt ofthe correctness
of Mr Cooper's statements. His farming, within
doors and without, is of a high character; and we
sincerely regret this accidental omission. h. c.

Sheffield, Oc<. 29, 1838.
To Bknj. Guild, Esq— Sir: The following

statement I make, with the concurrence ofthe man
whose signature is annexed, and who assisted me
to harvest, thresh, and measure the wheat which
grew upon one acre of my farm, and was sown in
the autumn of 1837, and which has already been
entered for the premium.

1 Ti „ I 1 ! I r I
^- -"le condition of the land in the snrincr of

I. Iheland upon which I sowed one acre of ibqa a 1 x j
" uie spring 01

wheat in the autumn of 1837, was green '"vard'l J^^'J.^f^.f
=
P'a^ted with potatoes

: left it in good

which I turned over, harrowed, and sowed wlthnnt n -i l

further preparation. It was upland and tTe so" L
' ^^ Product, 300 bushels of potatoes. Since

consists of clay mixed with loam ' It wa dr/ eTrr 7"'"' '" '''"'
' '^^ P'-^^^ed

early in the spring of 1838
'

^
1

'^'^'
"

^"'^ ^^'"""^ "'^ '"^""''^ =^ft" '•''^t ploughing
;

STATEMENT OF A PREMIUM RUTA BAGA
CROP,

Raised in Uxhridge, Jforctsler county, Massachusetts.

To Be.\j. Guild, Esq.—Sir: I have sent you
herowiih a statement of the produce of one acre of
land, sown with ruta baga. I present it as a com-
petitor for the premium.

Yours, very respectfully,

J." P. SOUTHWICK.

STATEMENT.
1. The condition of the land in the spring of

Ruta baga at 20 cents per bushel worth .$165—
leaving a net gain of .$102 from one acre.

1 he foregoing statement is correct and true, ac.
cording to our best knowledge and belief—the
land upon which the ruta baga was raised being
the same piece measured by Baruch Southwick, ac-
cording to his certificate, which is hereunto an-
ne-^ed. J. p. SOUTHWICK

DAVID SEVY.
I certify that I have this day measured for Jona-

than F. Southwick, a certain piece of land as the
same was staked out by him, and found the same
to contain just one acre.

BARUCH A. SOUTHWICK
December 4, ia38.

Early Pkas.—If you desire early peas, reader,
let us advise you not to plant the little hotspur va-
riety, or this you may, perhaps, obtain a mess &
few days earlier than of the early Washington va-
riety

,
but it is but a " mess"—one, or at the far-

thest, two stinted gathcrinss, and there is all the
reward you get for your labor and pains. Better
raise what is worth gathering whilst you are about
It, even, if you have to suffer the mortification of
having your neighbor boast of eating green peas
five or sLx days earlier than you. The early VVash-
ingtons are nearly as early as the hotspurs, and
when they are ready for gathering, there is some-
thing of them

; the pods are larger, and the peas
in them are more luscious. Besides, they will con-
tinue to bear for two or three weeks before the
vines die.

—

Maine Cultivator.

A bill providing for a geological survey of South
Carolina, has passed the legislature of that State.
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ETY FARM REPORTS

The subjoined is the account of Caleb Wether-

op. of Mai-lboro, County of Middlesex, of his

irru ; lor which the Society awarded a premium of

lie hundred dollar.s. Marlboro is one of the best

arming towns in the State, and Mr. Wetherbee is

ne of the best farmers in Marlboro.

My dear Sir,— I herewith subjoin for you the

|.nswers I received fi-om Mr. Wetherbee when I

Tas at his farm in September last. I thought Mr

illen's examination would be minute, without any

«ference to my accidental visit, but as Mr Weth-

irbee relied upon his answers to me and Mr Allen

ilso, I send them to you.

Respectfully and very truly, yours,

BENJ. GUILD.
Hon. p. C. Brooks.

1. The farm consists of one hundred and eighty

lores, besides one hundred and twenty acres of

wood.

2. The soil is a rocky bllick loam.

3. The modes of improvement adopted, consist

in a rotation of crops, ditching and manuring.

4. I have fifteen acres under cultivation; nine

)eing in corn, and six in potatoes.

5. Twenty loads of manure are usually applied

to an acre ; ten fresh manure, ten compost.

6. The green manure is spread, the compost is

out in the hills.

7. My method of cultivation is, to break up

sward land in the Autumn—in the Spring manure,

larrow and plant potatoes. If corn were planted

irst, it would be destroyed by the worms ;
after

3ne year of potatoes, corn is planted for one, and

sometimes two years, and the succeeding Spring

the land is laid down to grass with grain.

8. About twenty-five acres are mowed, and I

get about sixty tons, or nearly two and a half tons

to the acre.

9 & 10. I am not in the practice of irrigating

my land.

I have twelve "acres in rye, with grass seed, har-

rowed over upon burnt ground, for pasture. The

wood has been recently cut off.

17. I have laid down the present season, six

acres with barley as 'above, for mowing; twelve

acres with the rye, for pasture.

18. Mv manure is thus prepared. One hun-

dred and fifty loads of loam and soil are carted

annually into the barn yard and pig-stye adjoining ;

that in the barn yard is ploughed every fortnight;

about thirty of the loads only are put in the pig-

stye, and it is ot\en filled up with meadow mud,

vegetables, loads of brush, wash of the dairy, &.c.

&c. In this way a large amount is accumulated.

19. I keep five yoke of oxen. Two are fatted

annually, and their places supplied from the droves

from the country. I keep twenty-five cows of na-

tive breed. I do not raise any calves. [ buy heif-

ers in the Autumn, to come in in the Spring. It

is cheaper to buy than to raise my stock, i keep

two horses for the farm work. I have no sheep.

I have four barns. The average width is thirty

feet. The whole length one hundred and eighty-

nine feet- I have a cellar under only one of them.

It is 31 feet long by 11 in width, and used for a

vegetable cellar. I have no cover for the manure.

20. My cows are of native stock.

23. The amount of butter made this year is not

yet determined ; but the nett proceeds

for 1835 were $736 66 at 22 cts. a lb.

'36 827 32 24 " "

'37 601 50 24 "

The year '37 I had three cows less, and Mrs. Weth-

erbee's ill health made the product of the dairy

less than before. These three years the farm was

managed at the halves, in consequence of Mrs. W's

ill healtli. I make no cheese but for home use. It

is difficult to procure female labor. I have a very

good milk cellar, and the wash of the dairy is very

important for the 'hogs, and the hogs for manure.

23. I have sixteen hogs, bought of the New York

drovers.
.

24. They are fed with vegetables, weeds, daiiy

tcmber for the purpose of being fiitted, amounted

to 2951 lbs. As to the weiglit of pork; I have fat-

ted sixteen hogs, twelve of which are killed. The

twelve which I have killed weighed in the market

4808 lbs. The remaining four I shall kill in about

two weeks. They will not vary much from 1600

lbs. I have tried the effects of apples and pump-

kins boiled together for about three months ;
and

am fully satisfied that good pork can be made with

them, with the addition of a small quantity of meal.

I can truly state that I have never made so great

a weight of pork with so small a quantity of meal ;

and am fully of the opinion that apples are valua-

ble to feed hogs and cattle with, if properly ap-

plied. The quantity of corn wliich I have raised

this year, as nearly as I can ascertain without ac-

tual measurement, is 375 bushels—of potatoes

about 900 bushels—rye 193 bushels—barley 133

bushels—and fifty cart loads of pumpkins.

In respect to labor, in addition to the regular

help, I think that ! have hired to the amount of one

man for five or six months. I have done a large

amount of work aside from the ordinary farm work,

such as getting in and harvesting the crops. I have

carted on to my low meadow lands about 300 loads

of gravel and loam. I have made from 200 to 300

rods of ditches in the same meadows ;
besides

building a number of pieces of stone wall. All of

which is respectfully submitted.

(Signed) CALEB WETHERBEE.
Marlboro, Nov. 28, 1838.

^, J „„ri wash until September, then they have meal, pota

11. I mow twenty acres of low meadow, and "^asn> umu i^epuei
, j^ making ann- r fnp^ ann nnmnkuis ; ana tlllS year l diu iiiaKniu an

obtain less than a ton to an acre. Five acres of
|

toes arm pmnpKuis
, j

this land yielded, about seven tons of excellent
j

experiment wi^hap|^^^^^^^

stock hay, of the fowl meadow grass. A piece of ^3- -from "Y "«=
J

less than five acres of similar land, produced ^ «- --l^^ ^r .nXa on the farm consists

"^t" rl<^St.::\hri:r:tm:f;ery of one man by the yl at |170.
,

One man eight

wet, and cart on gravelly soil from upland. The

success is very satisfactory. [This land was in

fact the most productive of his grass lands.]

13. I have nine acres in corn. I plough and

spread manure as in the 5th and 6th answers, and

cross plough the ground. The crop is not yet har-

vested. I conjecture it will yield 50 bushels to

the acre. Five acres of it were in Canada corn,

planted in order to ripen early. This is the first

time of trial with this seed.

14. I have six acres in potatoes, planted in hills.

I manured as in 5th and 6th answers. They are

hoed twice only. They will probably yield 300

bushels to the acre. The kinds are the blue, round

red, and Cumberland.

15. Other vegetables are raised only for family

use.

16. I have six acres in barley, laid down with

grass seed, for mowing. I sow two and a half

bushels of barley to the acre. Of grass seed, 3

pecks of herds grass, 1 peck of red top, and 5 or 6

lbs. of clover. No manure i3 applied, excepting

months at $20 a month. Extra labor in haying

and other occasions, on walls &c., is equal to sjx

months. [This is supposed to bfe exclusive of his

family labor. The amount of this is not known.]

27. I have never counted my apple trees. I sup-

pos^e there are from 500 to 800 over the farm. I usu-

ally put up about one hundred barrels of apples, and

make three hundred barrels of cider. Most of my

trees are grafted. AH the small trees are engrafted.

In the two last years I have set about three thous-

and scions.

28. I raise a few pears, peaches, cherries and

plums.

29. I have not been troubled with the canker

worms. I find the borers troublesome, and not easily

destroyed.

To Benj. Goild, Esq., Secretary oj the Massachu-

setts Agricultural Society.

SiR^ The quantity of butter made from the Ist

of April to the 1st of December from twenty five

cows, four of which were dried the first of Sep-

At an argument for the -culture of Beet Sugar

in Michigan, the Committee of the Legislature

computed the consumption of foreign sugar in

that State at near half a million of pounds, or

$50,000.

The approaching season bids fair to be very pro-

ductive in fruit. "The past winter has been so

mild that the trees are already giving evidences of

their returning vigor. The greatest danger is to

be apprehended from their too rapid advancement

;

in which case a lale frost would be nearly fatal. —
.V. Y. Sun.

The New Orleans^ Picayune says the tiines are

harder than they were ever before known in that

city,—that the stores are full of all kinds of goods,

but nobody to buy tliem. The world will learn,

by and by, that overtrading is not so good as prt)-

ducing.

—

Boston Times.

Ex-President Adams has accepted the invitation

of the New York Historical Society to pronounce

before it an address on the approaching fiftieth an-

niversary of the inauguration of Washington as first

President of the United States.

A bill passed by the Mississippi Legislature, re-

lieves all the revolutionary soldiers in that State

from taxation, and allows them a pension of $100

per annum.

Imprisonment for debt in Michigan, was abolish-

ed, immediately, totally, and forever, by the legis-

lature of that State on the 15th ult.

The mulberry fever has got as far as Ohio—the

legislature of which State has passed a bill to en-

courage the culture of silk.

Extremes.—On the 14th of March, snow fell to

the depth of a foot in Indiana;—on the 20th, the

mercury was at 75, in the shade.
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PAVVTUXET CATTLE SHOW,

Exhibition of Manufactures, Ptuxig-hing Match, and
Public Sale of Animals and Manufactures, at
Pawtuxet, R. I., on Wednesday, October Wi, 183'J.

The Standing Committee of the Rhode Island
Society for tlie encouragement of Domestic Indus-
try, offer the following premiums :

Ex-For Grain, Vef^etabk Crops, and Agricultural

perimenis.

To the person who sliall raise the greatest
quantity of wiieat on two acres of land
mode and expense of culture heing stated

To the person who shall raise the next great-
est quantity, same condition

Next greatest do.

To the person who shall raise the sreatest
quantity of rye on two acres, not leas than
thirty bushels per acre, same condition

Next greatest quantity on two acres, same
condition

To the person who shall cultivate Indian corn
at the least expense per bushel, taking into
the estimate the quantity of manure "used,
and how used, and the cost of the labor of
cultivation, giving the product per acre

To the next most successful experiment for
raising Indian corn, same condition

To the person who shall raise or introduce in-
to the State, potatoes of a quality superior
to any heretofore raised or introduced

For the cultivation of rpot crops at the least
expense per bushel, the cost to be estimat-
ed on the same plan as for Indian corn

For the mostaatisfactory statement of the com-
parative cost of i<eeping stock on roots and
hay, or on dry fodder alone

For the niost approved statement of the com-
parative profit of fattening sheep or swine
upon the produce of a farm, the lean sheep
to be valued after shearing ji

For the best specimen of beet sugar, stating
the process of making and the cost per
pound

j(

For reclaiming bogs, requiring a statement of
the process and expense, with the increased
value of the land .

\(

For under draining land with covered stone
drains, so that the plough may pass over
them without injury, stating the cost per rod
after the stones are delivered ;

For spreading clay or marsh mud on light soil

at the rate of 160 loads to the acre,"stating
the distance carted, the cost of the same and
the effect produced on succeeding crops 5

For the best statement on turning in green
crops and manure on a tract of land not less
than ten actes jq

For plantations and nurseries of white ash trees
raised from the seed 5

For plantations of yellu .f locust trees, set eith-
er in cleared land or tm land from wnich the
native growth of timber has recently been
taken, the number set on each acre, at equal
distance, not to be less than 80, and no pre-
mium to be allowed if set near cultivated
land

10
To the person who shall introduce any grass

not before cultivated in this State, and prove
by o.'itual experiment, tested by satisfactory

evidence,' • ^'^ superiority to any other grass
>^'>^ cultiva *«4 10

To the person who shall, by actual experiment,
prove the best season and mode of laying
down land to grass, whether spring, summer
or fall seeding be preferable, and whether
with or without grain on different soils

To the person who shall take up in the season,
on his own farm, the greatest quantity of
good honey, and shall at the same time ex-
hibit superior skill in the management of
bees

For Slock.

10

10

For the best full-blooded bull, not under two,
or over four years of age, to be kept in the
State one year after tiie fair, and to be used
ill the State the present season §100
[Competitors for this premium can obtain further

information, by calling on the treasurer or secreta-
ry of the society.]

For the next best bull

For the next best do.

For the best bull calf, full blood
For the next best do.

For the next best do.

For the best native bull calf
For the ne.\t best

For the next best

For the best cow, full blood

For the next best cows, not less than three in

number
For the next best, not less than two in number
For the next best, one in number
For the best cows, kept in the country, not

less than throe in number, which shall have
yielded the greatest quantity of milk in any
thirty days previous to the 25th of Septem-
ber—a certificate thereof, duly sworn to,

will be required, and the cows must be ex-
hibited at the fair

For the best cows, not exceeding two in num-
ber, same conditions

For the best cow, same conditions

For the best two years old heifer, having had
a calf, same conditions

For the next best, do. do.

For the' best heifer yearling

For the next best

For the best pair of working cattle, to have
been owned in this State at least 3 months,
not exceeding six years old

For the next best

For the next best

For the best pair three years old steers

For the next best

For the ^tevt best

For the best pair two years old steers

For the next best
^

For the next best .

j
For the best boar, to be kept ?ii this State, until

the 1st of April, 1840 k
For the next best do. do. ^
For the next do.

(j

For the best pigs, not less than two in number
and not less than four nnr more than eight
months old, to have been raised in the State 8

For the next best
(5

For the best SoutR Down ram 10

[The premiums for the bulls and boars will be
paid when evidence is produced that they have been
kept in the State the time required.]

For each yoke of oxen exhibited at the fair,

(which shall appear in a teajn of 50 or more

MAT 1, 1839.

yoke and to which no premium for any pe-
culiar excellence is awarded) if driven less

12

25 ct8

50 do.

75 do

than five miles

For each yoke, five and over
For each yoke, ten and over
For each yoke, twenty and over $1

Butter and Cheese.

For the best cheese, all from the same dairy,
not less in quantity than one hundred pounds

For the next do. not of the same dairy
For the next do. do.

For the best butter, not less than forty pounds
Next best do. do.

Next best do. do.

I Next best do. do.

Next best do. do.

Next best do. do.

Next best do. do. o

[The butter to be exhibited in butter-tubs with
covers, and without ornament or any mark whatever •

method of making to be given.]

Household Manufactures.

For the best piece of carpeting, 4-4 wide, and
not less than fifteen yards

Next best do.

Next best do.

For the best lot of woollen knit hose, at least
three pair

For the best flax or hemp knit hose
For the best cotton do.

For the best worsted do.

For the best silk do.

For the best piece of woollen flannel, 7-8 wide,
thirty yards at least

Next do.

[All to have been manufactured in this State,
within the last ,two years, and a certificate thereof
required.]

Shop Manufactures.

For the best dozen scythes 3
For the best dozen axes 3
For the best dozen hoea 3
For the best cast steel shovels 3
For the best dozen rakes 3
For any newly invented agricultural imple-

ments, superior to any designed for the same
uses, a reward, (not exceeding twenfy dol-

lars in all) according to the importance of the
invention 20

To the female who shall in the six months im-
mediately preceding the first Monday of
October next, weave on three looms, the
greatest quantity of cloth, the width, fine-

ness and picks taken into consideration 25
Next quantity greatest IQ

[Certificates, with samples of the cloth woven,
certified by the overseer of the room and agent of
the mill, will be required.]

Ploughing Match—(Ao Drivers allowed.)

First plough $0 Fifth picugh $5
Second do. 6 Sixth do. 4
Third do. 7 Seventh do. 3
Fourth do. 6 Eighth do. 2

The depth to be ploughed h ill not be less than
five inches, and tJie breadth of the furro* not more
than ten inches.

The strictest regulations will be adopted, to in- .

sure the proper management of the cattle. They
will not be permitted to be driven faster than their
natural pace ; and these premiums will be adjudged
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for the best work with the least expense of labor.

It must be understood, that in all cases, whether

there be any competition or not, it is at the discre-

tion of the committees to withhold a premium, if, in

their opinion, the object so offered is not deserving

of It.

.\ny attempts to obtain preminms by unfair prac-

tices, will be punished by a forfeiture of the premi-

um, sliould it have been awarded before a discov-

er , and will also preclude the oflender from being

lierijiitted to apply for premiums in future. Pre-

miums to be demanded within six months after

they are awarded.

JAMES RHODES, President.

Wm. W. Hoppin, Secretaiy.

-MASSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL SO-
CIETY—PREMIUM FARMS.

We publish below, William Pomroy's answer to

tiie queslions of the Massachusetts Agricultural

Society the last year. Mr Pomroy was honored

witli a premium of seventyfive dollars. Mr Pom-

roy s farm is in Northfield, Franklin Co : and we

have no hesitation in saying that in its condition

and management, is among the very best in the

State. H. C.

1. The farm consists of 00 acres exclusive of

wood land.

2. The soil is a loam bordering on sand.

My methods of improvement are as follows.

3. I have practised for a number of years past,

sowing from six to eight lbs. of southern clover

seed per acre, whenever I have sowed wheat, rye,

or oats, in order to plough it in after the crop of

grain is taken off. I have postponed turning in the

clover and stubble as late as convenient, that the

clover may be dead before ploughed in, as my ex-

perience tells rae if I plough in a perfectly green

crop of cloTer, it will leave the land cold and

heavy. I never sow grass seed without grain, nor

grain without grass seed. By this method, my
land is growing better every year.

4. I have tilled this season 23 1-2 acres, and

apply about ten loads of manure to the acre, with

corn.

.5. iMy manure is applied in compost.
j

(j. I sometimes put the manure into the hill or
j

spread it after ploughing, and harrow it in. I pre-
[

fcr the latter mode.
i

7. My method of managing green sward is as

follows : to plough late in the fall, and harrow

:

well in the spring, and plant without manure, ex-

cepting about one bushel of gypsum, two bushels

of dry ashes, and three bushels of leached ashes to

the acre, which is put in the hill with the corn.

8. My mowing land consists of 14 acres in my
home lot, and 7 1-2 acres in the meadow. This

meadow is not flowed. The 7 1-2 acres in the

meadow produced this season 15 tons; 5 acres in

my home lot produced 20 tons ; the remaining 9

acres 25 tons—total on 21 1-2 acres, 60 tons.

St. I employ no irrigation, my land not being fa-

vorably situated for that. I manure my home lot

every other year from my barn-yard, applying from

10 to 15 loads per acre.

10. I cut no hay but the best of English hay.

11. I have no low land or peat bog on my farm.

12. In Indian corn this season T have 8 acres

and 26 rods ; 3 1-2 acres of which in my homo lot

ploughed once, (as it will be understood I never

plough but once for a crop,) about the middle of

April, and manured with barn yard manure carted

out in the fall ten loads to the acre—put in the hill

and planted some during the last days of .\pril with

common eight-rowed corn. 1 usually pick the corn

and carry it off; then cut the stalks at the bottom,

and bind the bundles with straw and cart them in-

to the barn on the same day. I never top my
stalks. This piece produced 67 bushels to the

acre; also 2 1-2 tons of fodder. The above corn

was hoed three times. I used a harrow the first

time and a cultivator afterwards. Four acres and

106 rods of corn in the meadow, being the remain-

der of the above mentioned 8 26-160 acres, was

thus managed. It was green sward, and ploughed

in November. It was turned over perfectly smooth

and harrowed well in the spring. I put about one

gill of gypsum and ashes (principally leeched) in

the hill. I planted it about three feet apart; fin-

ished 4th of May, with eight-rowed corn of good

sized ears but rather short, said to have been

brought from Canada the year before. This was

hoed and harvested as above mentioned, and pro-

duced 75 1-4 bushels to the acre—75 lbs. of ears to

the busliel. We weighed 75 lbs. of ears at two

dift'erent times, and shelled it, which produced one

bushel and two quarts each time.

Neither this piece nor any other part of my
meadow has had any manure for 7 or 8 years last

past. I have practised this method of raising corn

on green sward 4 or 5 years, with about the same

result, compared with other pieces, with different

management. I think tlie gypsum and ashes of but

little use, excepting to keep off the worms. I have

not put anything in the hill three years out of the

five.

I lay down a piece of land to grass with 12 qts.

of herds grass to the acre, every year, in order to

mow, that I may have a piece to plough for corn

every year. I sow it with wheat or rye, say from

the 10th to the 20th of September, and mow it from

one to three years successively, as the case may be.

I never plant my land which is not manared, ex-

cept on green sward.

13. I plant no potatoes excepting in my garden.

I can get one bushel of corn on the same ground

that would be required to produce two bushels of

potatoes on my farm.

14. I have practised raising cattle in years past,

but think it not profitable for me, as I am now situ-

ated.

15. I have cultivated this season 2 1-2 acres of

winter wheat. Last fall the land was ploughed

once, harrowed and bushed. I sowed one bushel

and three pecks to the acre. My wheat has for the

last three years, been badly winter killed. I have

cultivated this season two acres of Italian spring

wheat and three-fourths of an acre of a common
kind. I sowed two bushels to an acre. It was a

fair crop. The Italian was best. T always soak

my seed in lime-water or britfe, and roll it in gyp-
sum or ashes. I have cultivated five acres of rye,

and sowed one bushel of seed to the acre ; and five

acres in oats: I sowed 3 1-2 bushels of oats to the

acre.

16. I have laid down to grass this season, five

acres ; sowed on the 15th September, with 12 qts.

herds grass with grain.

17. I have no other means of making manure

but in my barn-yard.

18. I stall-feed from 25 to 30 oxen usually through

the winter. I pasture from 10 to !4 ic su.iiraor.

I keep 2 or 3 cows and 2 horses through the year

19. My barn is 70 feet long, 42 feet wide, 16 feet

posts ; I have also, 220 feet of sheds, 15 feet wide'

14 feet posts. The under story is used for carria-

ges, farming tools, granary, stabling, and the remain-

der for sheds for cattle. The upper part is filled

with hay and corn fodder.

20. My cows are of native stock.

21. I raise no calves.

22. I make no butter excepting for my family

use. I have kept no account of the quantity made.

23. I fat three hogs weighing together when
dretised about 1100 lbs. I dp not know what breed

they areof.

24. We give the swine our slops and what milk

and bran we have. They are fattened on some
kind of grain provender.

25. I obtain no manure from my hog-pen, as my
hogs run in my barn-yard, excepting when fatten-

ing.

26. I employ only one man constantly. Labor-

ers have obtained here this season, from 11 to $14
per month. ' I have paid §13 ; but as I am about

leaving town, I found it necessary to procure one

that is capable of keeping my accounts, making

purchases and sales, as the farm may require. I

have obtained such an one, who I am at this time

paying .§300 per year and board. I have kept an

account of every day's work done on my farm from

the time of fitting my grounds and sowing my seeds

last fall, to the time of finishing my corn harvest

this fall, and charged to each piece at the time it

was done, calculating one pair of oxen the same

as a man, and a horse half as much.

14 acres mowing in home-lot

7 1-2 " in meadow
4 "106 rods of corn in meadow
3 1-2 " in home-lot

5 " oats

2 1-2 " winter wheat in meadow
2 3-4 " spring " " "

5 " winter rye
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27. I have about 35 apple trees, all of grafted

fruit.

28. I have a few pear, plum, and cherry trees.

29. My trees have not suffered, us I know, from

canker worms or borers.

30. I have used no spirituous liquors nor wine

on my farm nor in my house, for thirteen years last

past

WILLIAM POMROY.
J\orthJieU, Oct., 1838.

Coldest climates.—The earth has no spot

on its surface, either habitable or otherwise, which

is so cold as Yakutsk, a paltry yet principal town

of eastern Siberia, where a few wooden houses are

intermixed with numerous huts, plastered over with

cow-dung, and windowed with ice. In this dreary

and remote region, the earth is always frozen, the

summer's thaw never reaching below three feet

from the surface, the subterranean ice having a

computed deptli of 200 yards. In January the ther-

mometer has been known to sink 18 degrees below

the bitterest cold experienced by Ross during his

hst expedition ; and yet the inhabitants, favored by

a warm though short summer, reap both wheat and

barley, and cultivate successfully potatoes and va-

rious other hardy vegetables.

The Northampton Courier says that hawkers and

pedlers are carrying about all sorts of bushes and

twigs for mulberry trees. So look out.

65 days.
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Boston, Wednesday, M*y 1, 1839.

ELEVENTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT
THE STATE HOUSE.

CULTIVATION AND DEPTH OF PLOCOHINO.
We have already given a short sketch of the conver-

sation ami discussion at the tenth agricultural meeting at

the Stale House. Our reports must of necessity be very

brief, and consequently imperfect. We shall claim then

from the candid every just allowance.

The subject of general discussion was Cultivation, and

several gentlemen took a part in the conversation. The
Ciiairman for the evenini;, the Rev. Mr Abbott of West-
ford, had tried what he denominated trench ploughing,

by which we understood liim to mean, going a second

time in the same furrow; the depth reached was about

a foot
; he a,pplied ten or fifteen loads of manure to the

land
; the soil was a strong clayey loam. He felt con-

vinced that the crop of wheat on this land was much
benefited by tliis mode of cultivation.

He had been accustomed to plough to the depth of
eight inches for corn. He had manured this land copi-

ously with a dressing of compost consisting of peat mud
and barn manure; having applied one himdrcd loads of

this mixture to four acres of land He planted the

Phinney corn as it is denominated, a kind well known in

the vicinity of Boston, and obtained a large yield. The
experiment was not conducted so as to enable him to

asccitnin with precision the advantages from this mode
of cultivation; ^ut he was satisfied it was very consi^

dernble.

Dr Stearns, of Sudbury, was of opinion that the depth
of ploughing should be regulated by the nature of the
soil. He thinks no method has been as yet fuirly tested.

There is a good deal of plain-land in his town. A far-

mer in his neigliborhood never ploughed more than four

inches, and his cultivation was successful. Ariother farmer

ploughed deeper and lie was equally successful. (The in-

ference was plain th.tt much depended on the character of

the soil, and much likewise upon the amount of manure
which, in such cases, a farmer has it in his power to

apply to the amelioration of his soil )

Mr Thaxter, (.f Martha's Vineyard, rensarked that no
farmer would undertake to prescribe beforehand the

depth of ploughing until the nature of the soil and sub-

Boil were fully understood. Land which h.is been heaped
up is always improved. (This brings it to the air, the

light, and the heat, the action of which is always pow-
erful and ameliorating upon the soil.) If the soil be shal-

low and rest upon a gravelly substratum the ploughing
should not be deep. If the subsoil be clay, the plough-

ing should be deep. When one piece of land is ploughed
to the depth of two inches and another to that of four

inches, there can be no question, which would prove
most productive. Shallow ploughing is not adapted to

effect .my permanent improvement of the land.

Mr Choate, of Essex, spoke of the inconvenience and
evil he suffered from the quack grasf, (triticvm repens)

sometimes called the wheat-grass, and known by vari-

ous local names in different parts of the country, but
known everywhere and under all names as a great pest,

though it found one friend in this case strongly disposed
to defend it. Mr Choate considered it no disadvantage
in mowing lands, but a great evil in cultivation. He
wished to know what was the best method of destroying
it

Dr Stearns, of Sudbury agreed in opinion of the diffi-

culty of getting rid of it; and deemed it best not to cul-

tivate the land in which it prevailed. Such land could

not be cultivated to advantage. A judicious neighbor

of his was accustomed to till such land never ofiener

than once in five 5'ears.

Mr Nichols, of Danvers, stated that he was well ac-

quainted with this grass; but he did not seem to pride

himself much upon the acquaintance. He was of opin-

ion that the best method was to starve it to death.

(This was rather an ungracious way of treating one's

acquaintance ) A farmer of his acquaintance %vas ac-

customed to turn out land to pasture which was much
infested with it. Th s would destroy it. It would not

Sourish without manure; and it was advisable to let it

run out. (The inmates of the house quit, when there

is nothing put upon the table.)

The Chairman agreed with Mr Nichols in the expe-

diency of this mode of treiitment. He had turned out

to pasture a field in which it abounded ; and was satis-

fied with this process.

The discussion then reverted again to the subject of

ploughing. Mr Bruce, of Grafton, questioned ihe ex-

pediency of ploughing deeply in new lands. He deemed

five inches sufficient. He had never succeeded in ob-

taining good crops when he had ploughed new lands

deeply. (By new lands we understood him to mean

lands that had been recently cleared of their wood and

never before cultivated.) He had a neighbor whose

lands had been in his opinion materially injured by deep

ploughing. The bad effects Irad been apparent for the

last fifieen years.

Dr Slebbins, of Swanzey, was strongly in favor of

dee(i ploughing. The virgin eartli. which was turned

up, soon became productive. The substratum of many
low grounds was of a marly character ; which might

be brought to the surface with great advantage. .

Dr Stearns expressed a strong desire that this

matter of the depth of ploughing should be made the

subject of exact experiment Tlie gravel from the bot-

tom of a well, after having been exposed on the surface

for a year or two produced clover freely. Deep plough-

ing was likely to bring to the surface any lime which

was in the soil, where its chemical influences would

be felt and diffused. He deemed it important to deepen

the mould as much as possible, and this could only be

effected by deep ploughing.

Mr Thaller, in a light siindy soil, ploughed to the

depth of eight inclies. He manured it with .ishes, and

obtained the first year a crop of turnips of 450 bushels to

the acre. Next year he planted the land with corn in

rows four feet apart, and in hills three feet apart. The
kind ol manure was not stated but the crop was good.

This was succeeded by wheat ; of which he gets a yield

of never less than eighteen bushels; and has obtained

thirty bushels to the acre.

Mr Bruce after the first crop then proceeds to deepen

his cultivation, until he reaches the aver.age depth of

five inches.

Mr Danforth, of Pittsfield, mentioned the case of a

German farmer, whose success from deep cultivation

had bi en very great. (He did not mention the name
of this farmer but we presume he referred to Van Voght,
of whose cullivation we design at a future time to

give a full account) He had taken a farm in a low
condiliim; and had gone on improving it until he culti-

vated, by what he called trench ploughing, to the depth
of fourteen inches, by which means he had fully doubled

his crops

Much other discussion occurred but we are unable
more hilly to report it. We have given above the
opinions of practical men, familiar with the operations

of husbandry, and observing of actual results. VVe

agree with Dr Stearns that experiments are wanted with
a view of more fully testing results.

(1"o he continued.)

SILK CULTURE IN VERMONT.
The subjoined letter is from an excellent, active, and

highly intelligent friend of agriculture in Vermont
Henry Stevens, Esq. of Barnet. Barnet is one of the
best farming towns in New England. The dairy far-
mers in Barnet are quick scented ; and have been dowB
repeatedly after the premiums of the Massichusetts Ag-
ricultural Society (or butter and ch>-ese ; and have, by
just right, carried them ofi in triumph. We wish liiem
as many more such successes as they will deserve; and
we can have no objection to their deserving as many as
arc to be obtained.
We hope our friend Stevens will not be offended at

the liberty we take in publishing this letter. The ac-
eount possesses much interest. 'The skeins of silk en-
closed are of the most even and beautiful description;
and shall have a conspicuous place in our collection.
We have often heard of the fiiir Vermontese and now
begin to believe all the fairy stories we have been told
of them. VVe do not know many M.issachusetts girls,
who would do half as well ; but we hope this beautiful
example of the Green Mountaineers will stimulate a
generous and active competition.

1'ravellers in search ol agricultural improvements or
of the most picturesque sjenery, can no where find
higher gratification than in an e.xcursion up to the head-
waters of the Connecticut. This would carry them
through Barnet, which is near the junction of Wells
river with the beautiful Connecticut. The ride, for
hundreds of miles, presents an uninterrupted succession
of interesting objects, and as enchanting scenery as
ever the eye rested upon. The placid curient of the
river, as it often presents itself in long reaches, the deep
eiiihankinents, the precipitous bluff on the river side,
bristled with firs, and as the traveller winds his nariow
passage between it and the river, threatening to stop his
passage, the level, wide-spreading and verdant alluvions
and prairie grounds, the cultivated hills, the dense and
varieiiated forests, the rich pastures sprinkled over with
flocks rioting in the profusion of nature's beneficence,
'and occasional glimpses of the highest mountains in the
remote horizon, combiningevery variety ol magnificence
and sublimity of form, theii snow clad 'summit°s piercing
through a thick drapery of clouds, hanging in graceful
folds and festoons around them, make it the region of
the perfect poetry of landscape and rural beauty and
splendor. jj (j

Barnet, Vl., April 24, 1839.

Dear Sir,— • • •
j gp^j ^.^^^ ^^ j^^ deposited in

your agricultural museum, two skeins of sewing silk ma-
nulaclured by my daughter Sophia in 183G ; also two
skeins of colored silk manufactured by Miss Elvela
Skinner the same year. I believe these samples are of
the first manufactured in this part of Vermont. In the
fall of 1S34, I procured from Mansfield, Conn., a few
eggs; in the spring of 183r> the eggs hatched. I had
thousands of worms. I tried to feed them on the leaves
of the common mulberry in our woods; however in the
course of a few days aU died but seven. I had of the
white mulberry leaves sufficient to sustain them. Five
•f the seven worms produced excellent cocoons ; from
these I had eggs enough in the spring of 1836.

-My white mulberries bavins grown, furnished a sup-
|dy for about COO worms : and from tlie^e my dau"liter,
then nine years of age, with a little help from Mrs Ste-
vens, manufactured thirteen skeins. The silk was
reeled on a common hand reel, and twisted on the com-
mon woollen wheel. Miss Skinner maiiufaciured hers
after the sume manner. MissS. lasi year had about
sixteen pounds of cocoons, most of which she has manu-
factured into sewing silk. Many of the tops of our
white mulberry trees have been injured by the hard win-
ters, but the roots send forth a plenty of sprouts every
spring.

Miss Skinner a few days since sold 1000 of the Alpine
two years old trees for .$100; she has several hundred
now standing. I examined them yesterday. They win-
tered well and are very nice. If you have any farmer's
daughters in .Massachusetts, that never saw a silk-worm,
that will begin and manufacture better sewing
silk than the enclosed, I should be glad to have them
send you a sample. Ifyou wi.sh to ornament your agri-
cultural museum, it must be done with the handiwork of
the females. Your friend.

HENRY STEVENS.
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nilKiHTON MAIIKKT.—Monday, April 29, 1839.

Kenortert Icirlhe N-w Enclnnd Farmer.

\i Market, 148 Beet" Cattle, 8 Pairs Working Oxen,
:;:.' Cows and Calves, 115 Sheep, and 107.5 Svvina.

I'kices.— fleef Cattle.—We advance our quotations to

r,iri.'s|iond with sales. First quality, $9 00 a $9 'J5.

.- id quality, $8 25 a $8 75. Third quality, $7 00 a

11 niLini; Oxen.—No sales noticed.

( \>irs and Calves.—Sales were not so quick as usual.

W,. notice the following, $30, .«i:!2, $38, $47, $64,
ai^l nfle vi^ry fine, $100.

."i/jcip.—About one half only were sold, price not made
public.

.Sirine.—Sales quiek. Selected lots of old b.irrows at

8 1-2, sows 7. Lots to peddle at 8 1-2 a 9 for sows and

9 l-'J a 10 for barrows. At letail from 8 to 11 according

to size and quality.

.\e

THERMOMETIIICAL.
Ri-;i.irted tor the .\ew Euglaiid Farmer,

he Thermometer at the Gardeiiof the proprietors

England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

ly exposure, week ending April 28.

1839. 1 7A.M.
I

12, M. | 5,P.M. |
Wind.

Til.:
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Blessings of povebty in touth.—An English

judge being aslied what contributed most to the

bar, replied, " Some succeed by great talent, some
by high connexions, some by a miracle, but the

majority by commencing without a sliilhng." Tlie

same remark holds true of almost any calling or

profession. A traveller who starts on a journey

•with a heavy load, or too much baggage, is much
less likely to get on witli comfort to liimself and
success in his enterprise, than he who forbears to

encumber himself.

Poverty is a sharpener of the wits and an incen-

tive to exertion. No man who has the requisites

for success—and every man is fit for something

—

is apt to let his talents lie in a napkin, if the ex-

ercise of them is necessary to his pecuniary sup-

port and comfort. If, however, he commences with

property sufficient to defer the business of life— to

slight the duties which he should perform in the

community
; the cliancc is, that when the hour of

necessity arrives, he will find himself unfitted by

slothful habits and neglected opportunities. The
occwrence of these consequences may be recalled

to any reader's mind by a recollection of the histo-

ry of the rich men and the poor men among his ac-

quaintance. Many a poor lad is enabled, by the

changes and chances of fortune, to befriend in his

^eed the man Avho was his rich school-mate.

There are many rich people in the world who
liave themselves no idea what they are good for

—

and whose friends have never thoroughly found

them out—we mean the rich by inheritance. Ma-
ria Edgeworth, whose works were very popular

fourteen or fifteen years ago, and ought to be more
widely read now, has an excellent story among her

other cxcelle;it works, entitled " Eiinui." The
reader of fiction, if he is not already familiar with it

may hunt for it. With that and the other novelties

of the same writer, time may be both pleasantly

and profitably employed. Meanwhile, as the inci-

dents are apposite to our argument, we will briefly

relate them from the recollections of a perusal four-

teen years ago.

The subject of the sketch, the victim of ennui,

is a rich Irish resident landholder, whose time hangs
awfully heavy on his hands. Having no induce-

ment or incentive to occupation, he is a mere blank

in creation, and his restless existence is a positive

burthen to himself lie is accounted by his ac-

quaintance a negatively good, harmless, useless,

individual, who might shuflle olfhis mortal coil, and
the world suffer no loss by it. So he vegetated

fsr a number of years, in possession of his proper-

ty, until he accidentally discovered that the estate

of which he was in possession— not enjoyment

—

was not his own. The foster-mother of the real

heir had changed infants with the owner of the es-

tate, and given him her child instead of his own.
Conscience would not permit him to remain in pos-

session of property acquired by his mother's fraud,

and he lost no time in putting the real owner in

possession, and launching forth himself, at middle
age, into the world, pennyless. The dross of
wealth removed, the man shone out. Industry,

talent and application, gave liim wc.ilth and char-

acter, and by tlie lime the real heir had exhausted
his suddenly acquired property, and killed himself
in revelling in the enjoyment of uncultivated taste,

and low dissipation, our victim of ennui was readv
to re-purchiise and enjoy the esLate which he had
so magnanimously surrendered.

To his second possession he brought an acquain-

tance with himself, and with his own powers. He
had acquired habits of employment, and knew how
to devote his time with usefulness to his fellows,

and occupation and happiness to himself. Ennui
was a word no longer in his vocabulary. He had
learned " the uses of the A\orld ;" and to him they
no longer seemed " weary, stale, flat, and unprofit-

able." -It is those only who do not understand the

world, and mix in it with a clear conscience, that

it docs seem so little worth caring about. The
guilty may be sick of it, for its events remind them
continually of their own bad passages. The weary
of pleasure—the sated with enjoyment, may cry

out that " all is vanity," and the ascetic may affect

to regard the world which God made and pronoun-
ced good, not good enough for them. But the true

christian and philanthropist—the observer of men,
of manners, and of nature, will always deem exis-

tence a boon worth thanking heaven for. But we
are wandering from the subject.

The experience of the suddenly enriched pens-

ant, in the tale to which we have referred, shows
the danger of wealth coming to the possessor by
surprise. Riches are not wealth unless they are

earned dollar by dollar. The eastern sage was
right, who jireferred that riches should come drop

by drop, rather than that the golden stream should

be quick and violent. There are men about town

—

we meet them daily in the streets—who have been
rich, and now are poor, in purse, in mind, in char-

acter. An unexpectedly fortunate turn to a spec-

ulation, a bequest of property from the dead, or per-

chance a lucky venture in a lottery, has made them
wealthy beyond their former conceptions, and al-

most beyond their desires. Money thus acquired

by accident, is seldom, except by accident, retain-

ed ; and as the purse runs out, the man runs out

with it. Of course, in this connexion, we do not

intend to allude to those whom the chances of trade

have rendered unfortunate. Honestly losing tlieir

means, they do not lose themselves with their prop-

erty—but may be, like the hero of Miss Edge-
worth's story, better men for being poorer.

The desire to obtain property, is honest and
laudable. Honestly and laudably followed, it

brings an improvement of the man with tlie acqui-

sition of every dollar. The passion for acquisi-

tion, is another trait of character altogether, and
degenerates to avarice. The desire,' followed in

moderation, makes great from our little men—the

passion, indulged to excess, belittles our great ones.

—.Veil' York Despatch.

Spanish ETiquETTE.—The etiquette of the Span-
ish coiu't was the most severe in Europe. One of
their kings even fell a victim to it. Philip HI. be-

ing newly recovered from a dangerous malady, was
sitting near a chimney, in which was so large a

fire of wood that he was almost stifled. Etiquette

did not permit him to. rise, nor a common domestic
to enter. At length the marquis de Polar, cham-
berlain, came in, but etiquette forbade his interfe-

rence, an I the duke of Usseda, master of the house,
hold, was sent for;- He was gone out ; and the

heat increased, wliiie' the king bore it patiently,

rather than violate his dignity. But his blood was
so heated, that next morning an erysipelas of the

head appeared, and a relapse of the fever soon car-

ried him off.

The general government has bestowed upon
Michigan 969,7.57 acres of land for school purposes.

AVINSHIP'S BRIGHTON MIRSERIES,
AND EOTASiC GARDENS.

Fruil and Ornainerilal Trees, Shrubs, Creep-
ers, Herliateous, Pereunials, tireeii House
Plants, &c.
Orders addressed lo Messrs WINSHIP,

^«n,a..^—^ Brightou, Mass., will be promptly executed,
and forwarded to any part of this or olher countries.

April IC. f

FRUIT AMD ORN'AMEIV'I'Ar. TRKES, JUULBER.
Rli<:$ a^c.

NuTsery of Willimn KcvricI:
The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees for 1 839 is

now ready, and will he sent to all who apply. It comprises
a most extensive selection of the superior vtirieties ol Pears,
Apples, Plums, Quinces, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Cur-
rants, Strawberries, Grape Vines, &jc. The stock of Cher-
ries and of Teaches now ready is parliculvlv large. Also,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Honeysui'kles, Peeonies,
Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants.

10,000 Cockspur or Newcastle Thorns.
10,000 Buckthorns.
Moras Mullicaulis, and other Mulberries; the trees genu-

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying with the size, and
the qiiantitv which may be desired.

Fruit and all olher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-
ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, aud or-

ders promptly executed, on application to the subscribe]-.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonaiilum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
January 30, 183S.

PEAR, Pl,tJltI, GRAPE VINES, «C.
1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds;
1000 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds aud eitra

size—many of ihem have borne the past season
;

500 Quince Trees ;

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from G to 15 feel
hi?l), most of them have borne fruit—Black Hamburgh,
Sweelwarer, Pond's >eedling

;

30,000 Giant Asparagus Roi ts
;

5000 Wilmot's Early Rhubarb or Pie Plant, lately intro-
duced

;

Also—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &c. ol
different kinds

;

All orders left at this office, or with the subscriberat Ca
bridgeport, or in Mr Lyncli's baggage wagon box, at Gould
& Howe's. No. 8 Faneul Hall, will meet with immediate
attention. SAMUEL POND,
March 27. Cambridge- port, Mass.

BONE MAXIRE.
The subscriber informs his friends and the public, that,

after ten years experience, he is fully convinced that ground
bnnes lorm the most pewcrful sliniulant that can be applisd
10 the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,

and solicits ihe patronage of the anricullural community.
I'r-ce at the Mill 35 cents per bushel fput up in casks and de-
livered at any part of the city at ia cents per bushel, aud no
charge for casks or cartiii;,'.

Also, ground Oysler Shells.

Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Roi-
bnry, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Slreel, or through the Post
Office will receive prompt attention.

March 27. NAHUM WARD.

GISAPE VIXES.
160 Sweet Water Grape Vmes.
200 I^aliella, " "

150 Catawha, " "

100 Black Hamburg Grape Vines.
1000 Asparagus Roots.

100 Early Wilmoi Rhubarb Roots.
200 Common " "

Also—Strawberry Plants of the lollowiuf choice kinds:
Methven Castle, Balh Scarlet, Hijutbois, English Wood,
Monthly, &c- Raspberries, Franconia While and Red.
Gooseberries—Currants- Flowering Shrubs and Plants of
all kinds supplied at short notice, bv

JOSEPH liRECK & CO.
April 10. 51 and 62 North Market Street.

A Bl IjI, AVANTED.
Wanted a young Bull, of the short horned Durham breed,

old enough to be used the present season. Apply lo

April 10. JOSEPH BRECIC & CO.

THI': NEW iONGLAMJ FAHMEIl
Is puhiishcd every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per itnnnni

payable at the end o'f the year—but those who pay withm
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AJCD CUISHOLM, PRIIfTeBJ,

n SCHOOL STRRKT BOBTOS
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N. E. FARMER.

ANNUAL ADDRESS
Before the Kentucky State JigricuUural Society—de-

livered at the Capitol in Frankfort, January 14-,

1839, on the dignity of tht profession of agricid-

ture, and the propriety of legislation for its im-

provement. By Co!. C. S. TovD, of Shelby.

Gentlemen of the Stat;; Agricultohai, So-

ciety: In compliance with the invitation of our

wortliy President, I appear before yon tliis evening-,

in behalf of the great interest which sustains every

other interest in the community; and relying upon

your indulsient feelings towards a cultivator of the

soil, entreat you to forget, in the magnitude of the

subject, any deficiencies of the advocate.

In entering upon the duty assigned to me, I feel

a consciousness of the difficulties which beset my
path, arising as well from my own inadequacy to

the task, as from the nature of the subject, which

is generally considered not to be susceptible of

those illustrations and attractions, rendered so in-

teresting in this age of irapruvemeni, by the exer-

tions of cultivated intellect applied to the depart-

ments of law, physic, moral an<i political economy.

All that I can hope then to effect, will be to lead

abler minds to reap laurels in a field in which, as

a pioneer, T shall be content if the public mind be

directed to the subject.

As the advancement of the cause of agriculture

is the exclusive object contemplated in the forma-

tioTi of this society and of the annua! meeting on

this day, I propose upon this occasion, to examine

this subject in two of its most interesting aspects

—

first, to present to my brother farmers some of the

considerations which should lead them to form and

act upon, a more exalted estimate of the dignity of

their profession ; and then, to offer some sugges-

tions, which, it is hoped, may have a tendency to

stimulate the legislative councils to that encourage-

ment of the cultivation of the soil, which an en-

lightened forecast deems to be so intimately con-

nected with the public welfare.

In the first place, as to the dignity which belongs

to the pursuits of agriculture. The illustrious

Franklin, whose eulogy was conveyed in such fe-

licitous language by the eloquent Mirabeau—•" Eri-

puit crslo fulnien sceptrumque tyrannis ,•" the sage,

whose fame shed lustre on the age in which he liv-

ed, and who sustained towards his country the en-

vied attitude of mechanic, patriot, statesman and

philosopher, has pronounced " agriculture to be the

most honorable of all employments, being the most

independent. The farmer," says ho, "has no need

of popular favor, nor of the favor of the great ; the

success of his crops depending only on the blessing

of God upon his honest industry." The occupation

of the farmer is not only honorable, as being the

first pursuit of man, and as having engaged tlie at-

tention of the most virtuous and illustrious men in

every age, but it is the most honorable for the pre-

cise reason stated by Franklin—it is the most inde-

pendent. The other pursuits of men, in all their

diversified forms, depend, in a greater or less de-

gree upon the success of those who exert tlieir en-

ergies in other avocations—the merchant depends

upon the farmer and manufacturer—-the mechanic

U))on the farmer and merchant, and the professional

man upon all of them ; but Franklin, as well as the

experience of ages proclaims, that the farmer is in-

dependent of all save " the blessing of God upon
his honest industry."

Washington, the father of his country, has de-

clared that " he' knew of no pursuit in which more
real and important services can be rendered to ilny

country than by improving its agriculture." Socra-

tes, one of the most eminent of the ancient philoso-

pliers, says, " agriculture seems to possess an in-

contestible right to the title of parent and nurse of

all other professions ;" and the celebrated Vatlel, of

modern times, whose treatise on the Lav/ of Na-
tions is regarded as the standard of international

fluty amongst the most enlightened states of 'the

l)resent day, says, "of all the arts, tillage or agri-

culture is doubtless the most useful and necessary ;

it is the nursing father of a state ; the cultivation

of the earth causes it to produce an infinite increase
;

it forms the surest resource and the most solid fund

of rich commerce for the people who enjoy a happy

climate."

Agriculture was the first avocation of man, Ad-
am being directed to " dress and keep" the garden

of ^]den. This was his duty in the days of prime-

val innocence ; and afler the fall, he was required

to earn his bread by the " sweat of his brow." The
f'rst valuable improvements in husbandry were
made by Noah, who, though a preacher of righteous-

ness, was called a man of the ground, because of

subduing and fertilizing the soil. The divine com
mand to the Jews, "break up your fallow ground

and sow not among thorns," is applicable to all the

nations who live by the cultivation of the soil ; and

I indulge the hope that there is not a christian far-

mer in our land, who, v.-hile he recognises the spir-

itual beauty of the passage which has immediate

reference to the cultivation of the heart, does not feel

its literal force in calling upofi him to adopt all

practicable means of improving the soil conmiitted

to his care. And here it may not be impertinent

to remark, that if the mass of my brother farmers

would "indeed break up their fallow ground and

sow not among thorns," as well in relation to their

husbandry as to the cultivation of their minds, we
should not be placed, as a profession, in the rear of

other less worthy pursuits.

The descendants of Abraham in Palestine, the

Chaldeans, the Egyptians, the ancient Persians, the

Phoenicians, the Athenians, and the Romans, includ-

ing those in the highest offices in each of those na-

tions, manifested the highest regard to the pursuits

of agriculture. Hesiod and Xenophon of the Greeks,

and Cato, Varro, Virgil, Pliny and Columella, of

the Romans, published treatises on the subject

—

and the greatest im| rovement was made in agricul-

ture during those periods of the ancient nations,

when their institutions approached more nearly to

historians, remarked that "agriculture is the nurs-

ing mother of the arts, for, where it succeeds pros-

perously, there the arts thrive ; but where the earth

necessarily lies uncultivated, there the arts are ex-

tinct." In the best days of the Roman republic,

he was entitled to the highest praise who " best

cultivated his spot of ground," and such should be

now the tone of public sentiment. Montesquieu
has observed that "countries are not cultivated in

proportion to their fertility, but to their liberty ;"

and the conductor of the New Y'ork "Cultivator,"

who unites in himself, more eminently than any

other citizen of the republic, the fare qualities of

scientific knowledfje and practical experience with

a polished pen, lays it down as almost a maxim,
that "the mental and moral condition of an agri-

cultural district is in the ratio of its improvement
in husbandry."

There is a moral beauty in the sentiment of

Franklin, which maintains that the farmer is inde-

pendent of all, save "the blessing of God upon his

honest industry.' Those who plough the land, as

well as those who plough the sea, are uiider pecu-

liar obligations to recognise a special and superin-

tending Providence. The farmer has the promise

of seed-time and harvest ; the seasons, the lain, the

warmth of the sun, the growth of the soil, and all

the operations of nature, admonish him of the exer-

tions of an omnipotent energy. In the country he

seems to Stand in the midst of the grand theatre of

God's power, and seeing that the succession of heat

and moisture constitutes the sources of production,

he is led to feel .n ..he action of the sun and the

descent of dew and rain, his obligations to rever-

his advancement in agriculture and his invention for-"ence that unsearchable sovereign without whose
perniission not a " sparrow falls to the ground," nor

a blade of grass springs up. The sailor, too, looks

through the elements to the great first cause, and

the man at sea must be insensible to all the high

and holy motives of gratitude, who does not feel his

own impotency, not less than a reverential awe of

that Supreme Power whom the winds and waves

obey.

Ancient and modern poets* have dignified the

cultivation of the soil by the majesty and melody

of their immortal songs. Virgil, the great Roman,
has left an imperishable monument of his devotion

to tlie cause of agriculture ; and strange as it may
seem to some of our modern farmers, some of whom
affect not to need any instruction in the science up-

on whose successful application they depend for

support, Virgil gives in his Georgics much of what

constitutes the present mode of ameliorating the

soil. An interesting extract which may be found

in Book I. line 79-SO, speaks of the Roman prac-

tice of saturating the parched soil with rich animal

manure, of scattering sordid ashes upon the exhaust-

ed lands, ando' giving rest to their fields by a rota-

tion of crops ; to which if we a;ld the later process

of renovating through the introduction of the gras-

ses and the application of rnarl, we shall have the

present improved mode of farming as practised in

our own country. Milton, the Homer of modern

the lepublican character. Xenophon, one of their ' times, (both of the;n blind to natural, though touch-
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ingly alive to moral beauty) occupied his master eloquent Clay the great unsurpassed ofmodern states- j be content to fill up the lowest class in the com
mind in delineating the paradise whicli Adam was men, and our own veteran Harrison, whoso patriotic I monwealth, to form the base of the pyramid of sub-
directed to " dress and l<eep ;" and Thompson has p.dicy founded and whose skilful valor defended the I

ordination and lie buried in obscurity their^elves
presented uftertimos with a surpassingly beautiful vast North-West—these all have manifested a deep while they support all that is splendid, conspicuous'
scene in his Autumn, where he introduces among solicitude for the interests of the great cause which or exalted."

j

we have this d;iy convrned to promote. Peerless woman, in aU her high and holy influ-

1
To descend to our own history as the first re- cnces. has contributed to give diirnity to the pur-

;
public in the wilderness of the. great west, we have suits of agriculture. Throughout tlie succession of

A sentiment as descriptive of the benevolence which
I

'"Wiy noble examples of our most distinguished
|
time in all civilized nations, she has been man';

belonged to the period of harvest as it is illustrative

the gleaners of the harvest,

" The lovely young Lavinia, who niire hiul f'r

And f'lriuiie smiled deceiiful on bet lilrili."

of the career of thousands upon whom the sunshine
of prosperity in early life has only dawned t6 ren-

der the gloom of adversity more conspicuous in

their declining days.

Anc'ient and modern patriots have been devoted
to the cultivation of the soil. Cincinnatus, Denta-
tus and Regulus, La Fayette, Washington, and our

own Shelby, are ilUistriuus examples of tliis inter-

esting fact. They repaired from the plough to the

defence of their country, and from the defence of
their country returned to the plough ; and although
they were renowned warriors, we must suppose
there was a redeeming spirit in the nature of their

avocations as cultivators of the soil, whicli caused
their lo^ of country to be superior to all selfish

considerations. Considered in this aspect, their

fame i\ ill live undimmed in the records of time,

whilst the memory of the CiEsars and Alexanders,
the Bonapartes and Iturbides will rot, like " the

memory of the wicked." Of Ciesar, nothing is

left but his accomplished commentaries and his un-
hallowed ambition. Of Alexander, who shed tears

because lie had no more worlds to conquer, no mon-
ument remains but the city of Alexandria, in Egypt,
once the pride of the world in its unrivalled libra-

ry, and when it commanded the commerce of the

Mediterranean sea and the Arabian gulf, but now
only a scene of magnificent ruin, since the discov-

ery in the 13th century, of a new route to the East
Indies by the Cape of Good Hope. It a few years
posterity will only speak with approbatJan of Bona-
parte as having left a valuable code of laws for

France, and as having established agricultural so-

cieties and professorships, and the National Garden
;

whilst the frequent and inexplicable revolutions in

former Spanish America will only serve to proclaim
the succession of military tyrants, countenanced
alone in countries where the system of religion pre-

scribes the rights of conscience aa well as the lights

of knowledge.

The most distinguished individuals in our coun-
tiy, including nearly all of our Presidents, have de-
lighted in tlie pursuits of agriculture. Washing-
ton, whose career piesents the brightest example
of true glory recorded in ancient or modern histo-

ry, was impatient to retreat from the toils of war
and the cares of State, to betake liini.self to the pure
and unalloyed joys of rural life. Jcfl^erson, whose
fame is identified with the independence of his

country, rejoiced in the opportunity of mingling
the avocations of the farm with the sweets of polite

literature. Madison, whose monument is found in

the matchless constitijtion he contributed to form
and which lie administered in peace and in war,
was always anxious to retire to the mellow pursuits

of agriculture, as the most congenial in their influ-

citizens devoting thetnselves to the pursuits of ag- I solace in every condition of life, and to no class of
riculture. At an early period, Shelby, Nicholas

|
men more eminently than to the cultivators of the

and Breckenridge were conspicuous in their efforts
I
soil. It is in the domestic circle of the farmer, that

to advance this great object. The first, renowned
j

woman shines in all her glory, guidino- the distaff
in the war of the revolution, and in the early as

well as the after history of the State ; the two lat-

ter, his equal in vigorous intellect and patriotic de-
votion, whilst they were scarcely excelled in the

whole Union in their enlightened advocacy of the

principles of constitutional law. In our own day
we find the whole commimity in its civil, political

and religious character, coming up to mingle its

tears with ours over the graves of the lamented
Garrard and Green, who, after signalizing their

valor in the North-West, considered it their proud-
est claim to distinction in devoting tbeir strong

minds and patriotic hearts to the great cause of ao--

riculture. And passing from our own country and
our own age, we may refer to the fact which is ex-

hibited in bold relief in the history of every nation

claiming to be civilized, that men of every profes-

sion, in all ages, liavo contemplated at some period

of their career, to retire to the repose to be found
only in the pleasures of rural life. The statesman,

the civilian, the philosopher, the physician, the

luerchant, the handicraft tradesman, the county
court pettifogger, the village constable and the

heartless usurer, all fix in their minds some future

day in which they hope to realize what their imag-
inations have depicted of the joys of retirement in

the country.

As a further illustration of the value which high-

ly gifted men have attached to the pursuits of ag-
riculture, I venture to introduce an extract from
the essays of Dr Johnson, who stands at the head
of British literature. It is allowed that "vocations

and employments of vast dignity are of the most ap-

parent use ; that the meanest artisan or manufactu-
rer contributes more to the accommodation of life,

than the profound scholar and argumentative theo

rist
; and that the public would suffer less present

inconvenience from the banishment of philosophers

than from the extinction of any common trade."

" Some have been so forcibly struck with this

observation that they have, in the first warmth of

their discovery, thought it reasonable to alter the

common distribution of dignity, and venture to con-

demn mankind of universal ingratitude; and what
labor can be more useful than that which procures

to families and communities those necessaries

which supply the wants of nature, or those conve-

niences by which ease, security and elegance are

conferred."

"This is one of the innumerable theories which

the first attempt to reduce them into practice cer-

tainly destroys. If we estimate dignity by imme-
diate usefulness, agriculture is undoubtedly the

ence upon the profound and classic efforts of his : first and noblest science; yet we see the plough
unrivalled pen. Monroe, who fought in both wars '

driven, the clod broken, the manure spread, the seeds
for the maintenance of his country's independence,

[

scattered and the harvest reaped, by men, whom
and whose career is signalized by association with ' those that feed upon their industry, will never be pcr-
the purchase of Louisiana and Florida; the heroic

j

suaded to admit into the same rank with heroes or
Jackson, whose fame will live as long as the waters sages ; and who, after all their confessions which

or leading lisping infancy in prayer. But it is not
to the farmer alone, that she is the richest of all

temporal blessings— her hand is ever open as day
to melting charity, her approbation gives rapture to

the statesman and the philosopher—her love ani-

mates the warrior on the field of battle—her heart
is often an altar dedicated to the service of the liv-

ing God, and her bosom is as the balm of Gilead to

the wounded spirit in the hour of trouble.

But if the testimony of men of science and of
patriots in all ages fails to recommend the pursuits
of agriculture to our favorable consideration, there
is intrinsic merit in the profession itself to command
our unqualified regard. It is the nursery of patri-

otism, of wealth and of strength to the state. All
writers on political economy speak of the farmer
as the "productive class" and all others as the
" unproductive classes," and whilst he is creating
materials, nearly all other occupations are employ-
ed on pre-existing materials. If these views of the

general value ofthe agricultural interest be acknowl-
edged, how much more impressive will they be re-

garded in reference to our own state where the
products of the soil enter so pre-eminently into the

sources of her prosperity. We are in a latitude so

peculiarly blessed as to unite the growths which
belong to a Northern and a Southern climate.

The tobacco of the south is found by the side of the

hemp of the north, and the grass of the north grows
kxuriantly by the side of the corn which flourished
best in the south. This happy concurrence of cli-

mate meets upon a soil of unparalleled fertility

and of irrepressible energy
; presenting just the

undulations in surface which protects it alike from
baking or of washing in the cultivation. The corn
and grass of this rich region contribute, in the char-
acter of provisions and live stock, mainlv to the sup-
ply of the cotton planter of the south, who, in his

turn, supplies the raw material to the manufacturer
of the north, who, in his turn, with the merchant and
the seaman taking it to market, is fed chiefly by the

products of our soil ; so that in the circuitous ope-

rations of labor and of commerce, Kentucky with

the other states of the west, feeds all the operatives

of the north and of the south. How dignified then
should be the pursuit, and how controlling the in-

terest which effects these high objects. But with
a soil and climate so inviting, we do not realize

from our lands half the product which is found in

the northern states, where the cold soil and rock
surface is made to yield to the influence of the sci-

entific labor; and without a prospect of improve-

ment in the character of our husbandry, we are in

danger of being exposed to the remarks of Solomon
'

in regard to the slovenly farmer. "I went by the

field of the slothful, and lo it was all grown over

with thorns, and nettles covered the face thereof,

and stone wall was broken down." I\Iay we not,

n, ,- --- however, hope that a better day is dawning upon
ot the father of rivers roll on to the ocean

; our own ' truth may extort in favor of their occupation, must
|
us in all that relates to the means by which the
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physical as v.ell as intellectual resources of our

country may l)c developed, and that in view of all

the consiilerations which have been addressed to

the pride of the farmer, he may be led to aim at a

standard better calculated to elevate him in

public regard ?

In contemplating the causes which in our own

country have led to the low estimate heretofore

placed upon the pursuits of agriculture, we cannot

fail to ascribe the principal agency to the disrepute

in which manual labor is held by those who

have been educated for the so called learned pro-

fessions. Even the merchant considers himself as

occupying a higher grade in society, although he is

but the teamster who is employed in transporting

and exchanging the surplus products of the farmer,

who creates the raw material, and in bartering the

articles of the mechanic and manufacturer who ex-

erts his labor in preparing the raw material for the

market. The standard of the farming character

suffers injury from the common opinion which at-

taches to his profession, the want of any intellect-

ual culture or any refinement in manners ; and al-

though we may deplore and condemn this unworthy-

prejudice towards the employment which is intrin-

sically the most respectable, we have reason to con-

fess that too large a portion of those engaged in

the cultivation of the soil seem by their conduct to

attach little importance to these requisites of char-

acter. If as a profession we do not occupy in the

community, the attitude of intelligent farmers and

accomplished citizens, we have to ascribe the result,

in a great degree, to our neglect of the means

which would elevate us in society. We have,

heretofore, discarded all connexion between science

and art as applied to agrioilturc, and by the neg-

lect of general education, have allowed other pro-

fessions to assume and to occupy the position to

which we are entitled. We have disregarded,

even, the proper measures for training our sons to

the e-xercise of their most exalted privileges as

citizens; and to the apathy and ignorance of farm-

ers, in reference to the fundamental principals of

public policy, we may trace most of the political

disorders in the state. It is often said when a

young man is supposed to be too dull for what are

called the learned professions, that he is then ft/or

the plough. lie it our high aim to establish the

converse of this proposition; and were the standard

of intelligence among farmers as elevated as their

employment is honorable, the day may not be dis-

tant when the youtli who should be found to want

the intelligence and energy necessary to make him

a successful farmer, will then be pronounced fit

only for seeking his fortunes in some one of the

"unproductive"—less dignified—learned profes-

sions. With this high object constantly in view,

and by the adoption of the means which will be

adverted to in the further discussion of the subject,

the cultivator of the soil may hope to resume the

proud attitude which the nature of his profession as

well as the approbation of ages has assigned to him.

In attempting to examine the subiect with a view

to legislative encouragement, I find myself sur-

rounded by a multitude of imposing facts in our

own history and in that of other nations in relation

to this great interest, all calculated to deepen con-

viction as to the necessity of arousing the apathy

of farmers, of vindicating the dignity of their pro-

fession, and of guiding public sentiment to an ap-

preciation of the fundamental cause of national

prosperity.

(Concluded next week.)

REPORT ON RECLAIMED MEADOWS.
We have the pleasure of presenting to our readers

from the "Transactions of the Essex Agricultural

Society for 183H," the report of the committee on

reclaimed meadows ; in which will be found inter-

esting accounts of some spirited improvements. Of
Mr Brown's extraordinary improvement, a partial

account was given in the First Report of the Agri-

culture of Massachusetts. Tlie completion of the

experiment shows a result in the highest degree

creditable to his industry and indefatigable perse-

ve.ance. II. C.

In submitting their report for the current year,

the conmiittee have great pleasure in remarking

that they have reason to believe that there is an

increasing attention paid to these improvements.

The number and length of the statements that

have been furnished to the committee, and which

are annexed, seem to render it proper that they

sliould abstain from a report any more detailed than

is absolutely necessary.

They have viewed the premises described in the

several statements, and have e.xamined with atten-

tion the claims mace for the improvements.

They award the first premium of twenty dollars

to Timothy H. Brown, of Saugus, and tlie second

of ten dollars, to William Osborn, jr. of Salem, for

his land in Saugus.

For the Committee,

N. W. HAZEN.
N. W. Hazen, Amos Sheldon, Asa ) -^

fn i\T 1 11 T> •
1 r> . i

Committee.
T. Newhall, Daniel Putnam, )

TIMOTHY H. BROWNS STATEMENT.
To the Committee on the Improrement of Wet Meadoto

and Swamp Lands :

Gentlemen—The improvement that I submit to

yonr examination, has been made upon between

five and six acres of swamp land, situate in the

town of Saugus. The mud or soil varies from two

to twelve feet in depth. Two years ago, it was so

thickly covered with briars and bushes, that a dog

would have found difficulty in passing through it.

These bushes I mowed and burnt on the ground.

There were so many stumps and logs that it was

impossible to plough ; so I commenced cutting the

surface into squares about fifteen inches each way,

and then with forked hoes made very strong, pulled

off the sods, and cleared out the stumps and logs.

Then using the same hoes, cleared out all the small

roots, levelled the surfjce, and placed back the sods

the other side up. This part of the work I did in

strips of about one rod in width. In August, 1837,

I commenced this. In 1836 I mowed the bushes

and dug one ditch. Tiie stumps and logs I took

out without the help of oxen. Some of the stumps

I should judge had nearly half a cord of wood in

them. There were a considerable number of trees

that had blown down, and the meadow had formed

over them. Many of them were perfectly sound,

and some measured sixty feet in length. The

stumps were very numerous. I found three tier

deep, and under the bottom lay a pine log, tiiathad

some time or other been on fire. After going over

the surface and clearing in the manner 1 have de-

scribed, I found the expense to have been, at a fair

estimate for the labor, $.504.

In the winter I hauled off the wood and piled it

up for coaling. The largest of the small roots I

selected for my own fire ; the smallest I burnt up-

on the ground. I commenced harrowing with an

iron tooth harrow, as soon as the frost began to

come out of the ground. The sods being fastened

down by |he frost, and the harrow passing over the

upper side, they mouldered away as fast as the frost

would admit ; and when the harrow had gi.t to the

depth of the sods, they were worked up pretty fine,

the frost below making a bridge for the team to

pass on. About the first of last May, I began

planting with potatoes, witliout any manure. 1 cut

the seed very fine, and planted the parts near to-

gether. I merely marked the hills with a hoe, then

a man followed after with the seed, and then anoth-

er man to cover it. So I made speedy work in plant-

ing. I calculated to have the seed when covered,

one inch from the surface. I use sixtynine bushels

of seed, that is, about fourteen bushels to an acre.

I should not have seeded so light, had I not felt an

uncertainty about obtaining a crop, without the use

of manure. There was but one man among those

I consulted, who gave me any encouragement.

Many said I should lose my labor. To their as-

tonishment I harvested 997 bushels of excellent po-

tatoes. The expense incident to planting, hoeing,

harvesting, &c., including the seed, I estimate at

$1 17. The land is now in a state that I can plough

it at pleasure. On a small piece of the land I plant-

ed corn, and" It ripened well. On a small piece I

sowed wheat, but itcame to no perfection, either in

the straw or grain.

The wood was converted into charcoal. In 1837

I coaled 1201 bushels, which sold in the market for

.f IG6 40. In 1838 I coaled 4200 bushels, which

sold on the hearth for $.333 33, and I ascertained

from the purchaser that it sold in Boston market

for $G30. I sold wood to the amount of $.50, and I

estimate that which I used for my own fire wortli

.$50 more. '
I have on hand one hundred cart-loads

of the bottom oP-the coal pits, which I value at $75,

having had sonife knowledge of its virtue as a man-

ure. The account may be thus stated :

Proceeds of coal in 1837 .$106 40

do. do. in 1838 333 33

Value of crop of potatoes at 50 cts. a bu. 463 50

Value of ashes for manure, &c. 75 00

Value of wood sold 50 00

Value of wood used 50 00

Increased value of the land, it being now
worth $125 an acre, and originally

thought, to be worth only $12 an acre 565 00

$1702 23

$504
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vated by the subscriber, lies in Saiigus, and con-

tains 4 acres veiy wet, anil peaty bottom, and ad-

mitted of ninninjf a pole in some places, 10 feet

without reaching hard bottom ; covered with a large

quantity of pine stumps, and a young growth of

maples, alders, dogwood, &c.
In the first place I commenced removing the sods

and roots from about one-fourth of an acre, and
burning the same, but finding the land would not

be made sufliciently dry by this process, I turned

the snds over the whole piece in the fall (1837), and
let them remain for the action of the frost unlil

spring (lf^38), then had them chopped with large

grub hoes, fine enough for planting potatoes, &c
The process of turning over the sods and getting

out stumps were both done at the same time: after

doing this, I run a ditch around the piece, and four

ditches across it, 3 feet deep and 4 feet wide, with
an outlet sufficient to drain the land at all times
last season, to ]5 inches below the surface.

I annex a rough slictch ofthe different lots, which
1 will describe :

Lot No. ]—Containing one-fourth of an acre,

nearest the upland, was cleared in the fall and
spring by chopping and clearing the small roots,

and made in a good condition for cabbages ; manur-
ured with compost of loam and manure, and a small
portion of unleeched ashes put in each hill. Crop,
fifty dozen large cabbages.

Lot No. 2—One-fourth of an acre, pared and
burned; .sods not fully burned collected into heaps
and mixed with stable manure, lime, and salt ; in

spring, chopped fine and spread in drills : plahtr-d

with ruta baga. Crop, 100 to 150 bushels—mixed
with others and I cannot give the exact number.

Lots No. 3 and 4—Sods turned and mud-wheeled
on from the ditches and spread ; raked in rye and
grass -seed. Crop, 5 1-2 bushels of rye, and 18 to

20 cwt of hay, without manure.
Lots No. 5 and G— Potatoes, squashes, puiopkins,

&,c., with coarse barn and stable manure.
Lot No. 7— Corn, potatoes and squashes.

The amount of manure used on the whole piece,

about G cords; 2 casks of lime, 1 bushel of salt.

Estimate loorlh of Crops, and Expenses.

CROPS.

327 bushels of potatoes at GO cts. per bu. $196 30
51-2 do. rye, at $1 25 " "

fi 87
81-2 do. corn, " 1 00 " " 8 50
100 do. ruta baga, at 30 cts " " 30 00
18 to 20 cwt. hay, X2 00
40 doz. cabbages at 50 cts. per doz. 25 00
2000 lbs. squashes, 20 00
Value of fuel taken off, at least 25 00
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NEW YORK AGRICULTURAL CONVEN-
i ION.

Tt e following resolutions were passed at the

New York Agricultural Convention, holden in Al-

bany in February last. Tl'.ey are of general inter-

est and importance. The proceedings in detail,

would be too voluminoii.i for the space we have to

dev( te to them.

hesolved, '1 hat this convention respectfully re-

quest the legislature of this state to pass an act

I'lal'ing it the duty of the assessors in each city

nnd town in this State annually to ascertain the

'.viiiile amount of the produce of said city and town,

mc Hiding agricultural, mechanical, and manufac-

t ur.'s of every description—designating each sep-

araovly, in proper tables, so that the specific prod-

uce ' I said city or town may be seen by the items

respectively ; and in order to obtain particularity

and uniformity, the Secretary of State be required

to make blank tables or forms, such as he may

deem proper and necessary, to ascertain the entire

produce of the State ofevery description ; that such

blanks may be furnished to the clerks of each city

and town, in order that they may be distributed to

such officers whose duty it is to obtain such infor- i

mation ; that said officer be required to make due

return thereof in such manner as shall be designat-

ed by the Legislature, and that the Secretary of

State may male due report of all such information

so acquired, to the legislature annually, in the

month of January.

Risolvcd, 'I hat in the opinion of this convention,

the culture of silk is an object well worthy of leg-

islative encnuraj-ement by the offering of bounties

for a limited number of years, for its production.

Resolved, That this convention regard the cul-

ture of the sugar beet, with a view to the produc-

tion of sugar, as a branch of agriculture, which may

be prosecuted to the very great advancement ofthe

prosperity of the State, and recommend it as well

entitled to legislative encouragement by the offer

of liberal bounties.

Resolved, That this convention regard it of very

great importance that a brief treatise, containing

plain directions for the growing of the mulberry

and the management of silk worms, should be pre-

pared and distributed to each of the common schools

in this State

Resolved, That the introduction into all the com-

mon schools of this State, of a short practical trea-

tise containing plain, simple directions for growing

the sugar beet, and extracting the sugar therefrom,

according to the latest and best process, would, in

the opinion of this convention, greatly contribute

to the general introduction of this new branch of

national industry, which promises so greatly to in-

crease the prosperity and proigote the welfare of

the people of this State.

Resolved, That this convention cordially concur

in the recommendation of his E.xcellency the Gov-

ernor, in his annual message to the present legisla-

ture, that publications upon agriculture, horticul-

ture and rural economy, ought to constitute a part

of every common school library.

Resolved, That this Convention respectfully and

earnestly recommend, that the legislature make

provision for procuring and distributing the above

named publications, and that the expense thereof

be defrayed out of the fund appropriated for com-

mon school libraries.

Resolved, That in the opinion of this Convention,

an-riculture has not hitherto received, from the peo-

ple's representatives, that stimulus to improvement

which sound policy would justify, and n-hich equal

justice and the best interest of the state demand.

Risolved, That the^ i)rodufts of our soil may be

vastly increased, our revenue augmented, the

wealth and comfort of every class of our citizens

promoted, and the character and prospects of our

state elevated—by a judicious and liberal appro-

priation of public moneys, to enlighten, to stimu-

late and to reward, that numerous portion of our

fellow citizens who are employed in the business of

agriculture.

Resolved, That an annual appropriation of twen-

tyfive thousand dollars of public moneys ought to

be made, for a term of years, to encourage improve-

ments in agriculture ; and that in the opinion of

this Convention it Avill return an annual interest

to the treasury, and compound interest to the state.

Resolved, That the general principles of the bill

to encourage agriculture, reported at the la.'st ses-

sion of the legislature, by the committee on agricul-

ture, meet the views of this Convention, and that

we respectfully request that those principles be

adopted by the Legislature now in session.

Rssolved, That the American Institute richly

deserves the fostering care and liberal patronage

of the Legislature, as an institution which has al-

ready done much good to the state, and which is

eminently calculated to promote great and rapid

improvement in the mechanic and manufacturing

arts, and materially to aid in the improvement of

agriculture.

Resolved, That the establishment of common

school libraries will form an important era in our

history, and is eminently calculated to advance us

in the march of useful knowledge, to multiply our

domestic and social comforts, and to elevate our

character— provided that judicious selections of

books are made for such libraries—adapted to the

capacities and understandings of those whom they

are designed to benefit., to the wants and iniprove-

ment of the various branches of productive indus-

try, and to the promotion of industrious and moral

habits in the rising generation ;—and that in this

view of the subject, the appointment of a competent

board to prepare, or cause to be prepared, a selec-

tion of books for common school libraries, by the

Legislature, at least so far as the public moneys

are to be applied to this object, is called for by the

highest consideration of public usefulness.

niiereas, the growing of wheat is a business of

great importance, not only to the agricultural but

also to the mercantile, manufacturing, commercial

and financial interests of this state -.—^And ichereas,

the eastern and northern portions of the state have,

for some years past, been visited by the ravages of

insects which have destroyed the crops therein, and

reduced the farming interests thereof to dependence

on their western neighbors for their supplies of

flour: .Aid tvhercas, this Convention view with

alarm, the rapid spread of this evil.towards the fine

wheat districts of the west :

—

Therefore, in hopes to slop the progress of this

scourge in our land, this Convention do most ear-

nestly and confidently call upon and request the

legislature now in session, to authorize the govern-

or or some outher suitable person or persons, to

offer a reward to any person or persons who shall

discover and make public any remedy for prevent-

ing or counteracting the effects of these insects.

Such bounty to be paid out of the treasury of this

state.

Jlnd whereas, also a knowledge of the character

and habits of these insects may lead to the discov-

ery of a course of husbandry which may avoid the

deleterious effects of the labors of these insects,

Therefore, this Convention do also request that

the Governor may be further autliorized and rc-

([uired to offer a reward for the best treatise on the

habits, character and nature of these insects.

Such treatise to be submitted to arid determined

by a board for that purpose to be appointed.

TntMoNT.iGUE Co.\L.—The mineral supposed

to be coal, which was discovered in [Montague last

autumn, does not sustain the hopes which it excit-

ed. Specimens were sent to Professor Hitchcock,

who submitted them to chemical analysis. The re-

s^ilt will be found in the following extract from a

letter from him, in answer to one addressed to him,

containing some inquiries relative to the subject.

Amherst, April \3lh, 1839.

Dear Sir,—I have received from at least two

gentlemen, specimens of the lately discovered coal

in Montague, nnd have subjected some of it to an-

alysis. After pulverizing it and heating it nearly

to redness to drive off water, I subjected 100 grains

to the heat of a powerful furnace, for 2 1-2 hours,

in a platinum bowl ; and it lost only 6.7 grains.

The residue was common sa'nd.—Surely, a sub-

stance containing 93.-1 per cent, sand, cannot be of

any value for fuel. Yet I have been told that this

substance would burn; and hence I have thought it

possible that I may not have received the best

specimens. Yet the gentlemen from whom I re-

ceived them would not be apt to be mistaken.

They have strongly the appearance of coal, yet are

nothing but shale ; which contains a little carbon.

This rock usually accompanies coal ;
yet it often

occurs, especially in the valley of the Connecticut,

where there is no coal. I have noticed the spot

where this supposed coal is dug ; but have not been

there since it was discovered. I should think that

the question might be settled by boring a few feet.

I indulge some hope that a large body of coal may

be fouml in this valley : but I confess my expecta-

tions are "not sanguine. Small pieces of the best

bituminous coal that I ever saw, have been dug out

of the rocks in South Hadley, and in West Spring-

field.— Greenfield Mercury.

Ashes.—When wood is burned in a position

that excludes the air, the product is coal ; if com-

bustion is performed in the open air, the produce is

ashes. Ashes by being leached, or having warm

water passed through them, are deprived of the al-

kali they contain, and this obtained in the shape of

potash or soda, by evaporation. Different wood,

and plants, vary much in the quantity of ashes and

alkali they produce ; the fir, beech and poplar,

ranking the lowest, and the box, willow, elm,

wormwood and fumitory, the highest. The leach-

ed ashes of several kinds of grain, were found by

Ruckert, to be constituted as follows :

Silica.

Ashes of Wheat,
" Oats,

Lime.
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Boston, Wbdnesday, Mat a, 1839.

i.-LfeVEritk AGRICULTURAL MEETING AT
THE STATE HOUSE.

CULTIVATION AND DEPTH OF PI.OIGHING. '

(Concluded.)

Tlic d<-,,tli of ploughing vvlrch is to he advised, must
depend upon many circiirnslanccs, wliich necessarily
vary much, and will be found very differently combined
in diRerent situations.

T.ije food of vegetables is to be found, so far as it

depends on the soil, in the decayed organic matter,
which is there deposited ; and which forms with vari-
ous intermixtures the mould. The earths or salts ejtist-

ing in the soil, or forming its substraliiin act only as
condiments or stimulants or preparers of this vegelable
matter that it may be in a condition to bo laken^up by
the roots of the plants. Theylhemselves furnish but in
a very slight and inconsiderable degree the materials
out of which the plants are formed. The simple earths
themselves liave no nutritive pioperties. In a single
state, as in pure sand or pure clay for example, tirey
have no action whatever, and are incapable of prodi,«ing
or sustaining vegetable growth. In combination, mixed
with manures, the remains ofdecayed organic substances
either vegetable or animal, and exposed to the action of
air, moisture, light, and heat, they become active and
the seed germinates, and the plants grow, and the fruits
are n.aiured in them. Cold, inert, gravelly earth,
brought, as one gentleman ob.servod, from the bottom of
a well, became fertile and produced clover. It imbibed
undoubtedly some [winciples of fertility from the air.

Vegetable matter in the form of dust is continually float-

ing about, and much of it would light and be retained
on such d heap. Then after vegetati..n had once com-
menced in such a situation, the natural decay of the
plants would itself serve to enrich the soil, and furnish
food for future plants. The more vegetable matter in
the soil the richer the soil. The exuberantly lich west-
ern soils in the great valley of the Mississippi are tte
deep deposits of decayed vegetable matter, the vast ac-
cumulations of past centuries. In jure vegetable mat-
ter, if such could be found, in unmixed manures either
of animal or vegetable origin, vegetation becomes ple-
thoric and diseased. The intermixture of it therefore
with sails and earths is essential to put it in the best
condition for vegetable nutriment. The electrical or
galvanic operation of such intermixtures and combina-
tions is supposed to constitute an important office or in-

strumentality in promoting vegetable orowth.

Another point which seems settled is, that the activity
and usefulness of manures are increased in proportion
as they are kept near the surface, and as they, with the
earths with which they are combined, are brought in

contact with solar and atmospheric influences Placed
directly upon the surface much of their usefulness is

lost by evaporation. Wo cannot do in this case exactly
as we would; some of the manure will bo necessarily
exposed

; some will be of necessity placed too deep
;

but though the expression may not be strictly grammat-
ical, we thinU we shall be best understood, when we say
that manures should be covered but not buried.

Another matlet to be considered in the case is the
nature of the plant which you propose to cultivate.
The cereal grains gather their principal nourishment
from near the surfice. Long tap rooted vegotahhis
such as the carrot and parsnip and so likewise the wliole

family of the clovers go down deep Cr their sustenance,
and require both for the extension of their roots and
the expansion of their substance, a deep, loose, friable
bed. All these matters are to be considered, when you
wish to know how deeply you should plough.
Do not plough so deep as to bring oolv the cold sub-

[

soil to the surface, and bury the vegetable mould beyond
the reach of the active influences of the sun and air. Do

I

not brin? any more o( the gravelly and cold sub-soil to

I

the surface than you haw the means of enriching with

I

manures. Cultivate your tap-rooted vegetables only on

j

soils that have been already deeply cultivated and en-

I

riched
; or where y,ni have such a depth of soil that

they can stretch themselves out at their pleasure, with-

I

out the danger of starvtion. Then again, be trying I

continually to deepen your soil by ploughing a littl

deeperand a little deeper every year. What cannot
be done by a single blow, may be effected by gradual
approaches. We are perfertly convinced, that lor wheat
in our old soils, deep ploughing is indispensable. Wheat
seems to require, what Dr Siebbins calls, a virgin earth.
Whether, as some persons suppose, the particular ele-
ments or ingredients in the soil necessary to the growth
of wheat, have, by cultivation, become exhausted

; or
whether according to the profound conjectures and'ex-
perimenis of De Candolle, the excrementitious deposits
of the plant have poisoned the soil f„r its successive and
repealed cultivation, no one is as yet prepared to d.-cide

;

but experiments, repeated and decisive experiment.s|
have determined that where a fresh soil is turned up
and properly managed, the wheat crop among us has

ver been known to fiil.

The greatest improvements, however, are to be confi-
dently looked for from the introduction of the .sub-soil
plough On this subject, we beg leave to refer the far-
mers to the first report of the Agricultural Survey. This
instrument keeps the vegetable mould at the surface,
while it breaks and opens the sub-soil for the extension
of the roots of the plants and the reception of the filter-
ings of the enriching manures from above. We hope
that it will soon be brought into common use among us
Many farmers in England said, some time since, that its

use had actually doubled their crops ; and the recent ac-
counts speak in the highest terms of its continued and
increased approval among them.

This subject of ploughing, the great operation in hus-
bandry, deserves much more than this passing glance
and we design, hereafter, to give to it a much more ex-'

tended notice. What we now offer, are mere hints for I

other minds to woik up. " Speed the plough."

H. V.

MAY 8, 183n.

firmed m the cheering persuasion, tl.at the cau«e of^
ricultural .science and improvement is daily makii,..
vances,and claiming that attention fiom the coinmici ,vlo which it is entitled by its eminent importance

ii e

SECOND llEPoaroF THE AGRll 11 TUIil't K
MASSACn(I.SET'l\-5

As some omissions and inisiarriageshave been asce i-

tained.wehopeitwillbe d emed excusable in taUi ,g
this method to ..ay to our a^i cultural correspondents o it
of the State, that this document was duly transmitl-d
by m.iil to the

Southern Agriculturist, at Charleston, S. C.
Franklin Farmer, Frankforr, Kentuckv.
Indiana Farmer, Indianapdlis, Ind.

Ohio Fanner, Columbus, Ohio.

Farmer's Register, Petersburg, Vir.

Baltimore Farmer & Gardener, Baltimore, Md.
Am. Silk Society's Journal, J,,.

Fanner's Cabinet, Philadelphia, Penn.
Stlk Grower, Jo.

Culiivator, Albany, N. Y.

Genesee Farmer, Rochester, N. Y.
New York Farmer, New York city.

Rural Library, do.

Silk Cu'lurist, Hartford, Ct.

IMonthly Visitor, Concord, N. H.
Yankee Farmer, Portland, Me.
Maine Farmer, Winthrop, Me.

i Iflhese copies have failed to reach their destination
and the slightest intimation should be given of a wish to'
receive the Report, it shall be forwarded with much
pleasure; not from any conceit of its value, but as a to-
ken of the author's respect for his co-laborers of the ag.
ricultural fraternity, and his desire to keep the chain of
correspondence between them bright and strong.

May 6, I83i). ^ ^

TWELFTH AGRICULTURAL MEETING.
It was our intention to have given a full report of the

twelfth and histagricultural meeting, liolden at the Stale
House in April, but our notes in this case are too imper-
fect to make one out lo our salisfacti.m and to do justice
to the gentlemen who took part in the discussion. The
subject princ pally discussed was the application of man-
ures. Dr. Keep went pretty largely into the subject of
the use of lime and ashes, ami the formation of compost.
He was kind enough t.> promise us a full report of his
remarks, which were highly instructive and interesting.
The note, for fear of its being out-Iawed, we have al-

ready had renewed, that it therefore stands pretty well;
but ifnol paid at maturity, weassure ourfriend, tlio Dr,
that it will " be lodged for collection."

The meeting broke up with an expression ofstron"
satisfaction on the pan of those present, in these repeal-

ed interviews and interchanges of sympathies, infornia-

lion, and experiences, and of a strong conviction oftheir
utility. From various indications, we feel slrongly con-

DENNIS' SILK .MANUAL.

^
We have received from the author, a copy of Dennis-

Silk Manual, containing complete directions for cultivat-
ing and manufacturing silk, to profit, from the raising of

j

the tree and worm lo the perfection of the article for
sale, with a lull account of his newly invented reel
We had designed to have given the figure of this reel in
our present number, but of necessity omit it. The book
is written in a full, detailed, and practical style—show-
ing the results ofpersonal practice and observation, and
deserves patronage. It has another merit— that of'c'on-
taining four times as much information on the subject

I
as some books for which four times the price is asked. It
is sold at 25 cts. a copy. Kilk Directories and Manuals
seem to be coming up as if they had been sown broad
cast ill a nursery bed.

j^j
r.

Maasncbusells Horticultural Society.

EX-HlBITION OF FLOWEKS.

Saturday, May 4, 1839.
By Thomas Lee, Esq

, Brookline, a fine specimen of
Rosa var. bouquet. On this stem of .54 roses, about 40
have expanded. This is the third flowering from a bud
put into a Noisette, planted in the green house last June.
Also, fine specimens of the following plants, viz.: dar-
kens, Alba and Pulchella

; Collinsia bioolor; Cafceo-
laria pallida; Senecio, double purple; Centaurea lu-
lea; Phlox Drummondi

; Veibena melindris, g. flora
Yellow Tea; Hymeneal do; Bolwiller; Double Mc-
Cartney; Black Birch; Mespilus Arborea; double Cherry
By Mr David Haggerslnn, from the garden of J.

p'

Cushing, Esq . Waterunvn : Combrelum purpureum
(fine); Grevelle Rose

; Magnolia Thompsoniana.
For the Committee.

S. WALKER, Chairman.
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Iln...rteil li.i iMf Nrw Englind Farmer.

\l;irkel,23.j B^pfCiUlle, 14 Pairs VVnrUing 0.xen,

vs and C.tlves, 100 Slieep, and -100 Swine.

: Ks,— Heef Cattle.—We quote to corresprmd with

fli.viz. : rirst quality, §9 00 a $9 50. Second

, •S'-i 25 a $8 75. Tliird qiialiiy, $7 00 a $7 75.

'

'w^/- Oxen —We noticed the following sak's

;

~, $85, $100 and $140.

inid Calves.—Sales wiTe effected at the follovv-

..s, viz. $31, $:i6, $12 50, $58, and $65.

// — V\ e did not obtain the price.s.

ir —Sales were not very readily made. Several

re sold to peddle at 8 a 8 1-2 for sovps and 9 a

'f barrows. Several small lots of large barrows

id 8 1-4. At lelail from 8 to II according to size

ality.

THEaMOAIETKICAL.
Kcporreil for Ihe New England Farmer.

RAtigeof the riiermomelernt the Gardeiiof the proprietors

the New England Farmer, Brightun, Mass. in a shaded

•rlherly expofinre, week ending May 5.

M.^v, 1839
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MISCELLANEOUS

The subjoined extracts are from letters written

by a lady of New York, now travellintj in the East.

They are from tlio New York American, and we

think are full of interest, and will be welcome to

the readers of the last page of the Fanner:

" Turn now to the East. The hro.id plain which

lies between us and the river, was once covered

with palaces and streets of the greatest city of an-

tiquity. Where are they now ? Yon see the wav-

ing corn spread like a sea before us. Where beau-

tiful fountains once threw their spray high in air, to

toy with the many-hued Iris, are now only to be

seen the muddy rivulets of irrigation, trailing their

serpentine forms through the luxuriant vegetation,

like huge boas in the jungles of India.

The surface of the ground over which we are

now coursing, without the least obstacle to obstruct

o\ir path, is thirty feet above the pavements of

Thebes, caused by the annual overflowing of the

Nile for ages since the ancient mounds which ex-

cluded it from the populous city, were broken down,

and the waters left to complete the work of desola-

tion and oblivion.

We can never hope that the curious antiquarian,

or the interested speculator, will ever attempt to lay

bare any part of the immense area of a city which

lies so deeply buried. Although the superincum-

bent mass of earth is as light and as easily remov-

ed as the ashes which cover the streets and houses

of Pompeii, yet it is by no means certain, and per-

haps scarcely probable, that anything of the least

value has been suffered to remain on the site of

this ruined city. But were it possible to denude a

portion of it without too much expense, much might

be learned of the form and style of private edifices,

from their foundations and overturned walls. It is

my opinion, however, that the private duellings

were of wood, or some equally frail texture, like

those in India and Cliina are represented to be,

and that the great architectural energies and sci-

ence of the nation were directed to their religious

temples. To this they were of course instigated

and stimulated by the crafty and powerful hierarchy

who ruled them at times with a rod of iron,"and at

others, led them by the " cords of love." Why are

we halting here, to muse and speculate upon what
may or may not be underneath th^'se grain fields .'

Spur on to the river!

You perceive that as we approach its banks, there

is a gradual rise in the plain. You cannot perceive

it by the ordinary means of observation, for it is

too gradual and imperceptible ; but take notice of

those rills of Nile water coming with considerable

velocity directly towards us and at right angles

with the river. They proceed from small reservoirs

on the river bank, which are kept overflowing all

day long by the peasants, who raise it from the riv-

er in various curious though simple ways, whicii

you will soon behold.

I perceive that Ali has our skilf ready to convey
us across the stream, and if lie has obeyed orders,

has horses prepared for us on the opposite bank.

Do you see that black speck, just above the water,

near the farther shore ? It is a crocodile, watching

us ; and the moment we embark, you will see him
draw under water one eye, which is the only thing

he keeps above the surface.

On yonder sand-bank is another huge leviathan,

at full length, sunning himself He too, will slide

off, the moment he perceives us. I have frequent-

ly seen a dozen at a time, quite near to us, as we

suddenly rounded a turn in the river, and came un-

expectedly upon, and caught them napping. Some
of them were twentyfive feet in length. The gen-

tlemen frequently shot at thein, but the ball glanc-

ed off from their coat of mail, as if they had been
projected against a cuirass of Milan sleel.

'I'he current, you see, is not rapid, ::s th>> waters

are now getting quite low. Although th'; water

appears so dark and thick, yet when taken up in a
glass it is quite transparent, and deposits very lit-

tle extraneous matter— much less, probably, than

at the time of the great flood, when the rush of wa-
ters brings down the rich alluvion of the overflow-

ing lakes of South-western Africa.

I have purposely kept your attention fixed upon
the water, in order to manage a surprise for yon.

Look up, and behold the towering walls of Luxor
above your head, with its aspiring obelisk, ready in

anger to dart at the sun, for not having annihilated

at a stroke, the barbarous Gaul, who so lately rob-

bed it of its mate.*

We are now arrived at the water-steps of the

temple, by which devotees used to ascend to wor-

ship at the shrine within.

The river front is not as imposing as the oppo-

site one which faces the north. Before we land, I

will call your attention to the sudden turn in the

river at this point, by which it runs nearly parallel

with the south facade at the temple. We will as-

cend the steps and make a detour, in order to get

a front view of the great north entrance of Luxor,

where it is to be seen to the best advantage.

If we had time at this moment, I would make a

morning call, and introduce you to an English la-

dy, who, with her husband, arrived here yesterday

overland from India, and one at present living in

yonder tent, delightfully pitched under the shade of

some palm trees. But they will be our guetC^s at

dinner this evening, when you shall see them. So
altons, to our work.

Step now from behind that mud-hut, and behold

the sublime entrance to a sublimer temple. That
propylon is 200 feet wide at its apparent base. (The
real base is 30 feet below the present level of the

soil.) On one side is the widowed obelisk, mourn-
ing for its lost companion. May the Briton have

more good taste than the Gaul, and leave it here,

under its own bright skies, where the sun, of which
it is a type, never for a day withdraws from it the

light of his countenance. Fancy it now standing

among the dripping and moss-covered trees of

James' Park, and after two years smoking, coated

with an inch o! coal soot I It would then be under

the ban ofTyphon with a vengeance! That row
of enormous heads and shoulders, which you see

twenty feet above the soil, belong to as many huge
statues of retl granite buried 30 feet in the earth.

'\\ e will pass through the propylon only in order to

see a succession of courts very similar to those of

the Memnonium, a temple in very little better pres-

ervation than the latter, and much less perfect than

that of Medinet Abon.
(To be continued )

Tlie French, liy permission of the l*ashn, liave laljcn on,

of tllese lieoulirul oljelisks In Pans, where I saw it lying oi

the quay. Tlie other is destined to enjoy the fogs of fjnndoii

SAYLE'S GAUDISIV F.]VGI.\E:.
For sale at the New England Agiicuitural Warehouse.

Nos.
5J

and 52 Norlh Market Street. Sayle's Garden Engines.
Tliis fi,nsjine is a splendid article, and will throw a constant
sti-eain ol water to the distance of 50 or 60 feet, with great
force, and in case of fire would be a good substiiue for a fire

engine. It is the most perfect article for tbe purpose ever in-

troduced. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 3.

WlJiSIIlP'S BUIGHTO."« .NVRSKRIES,
AND BOTANIC GARDENS.

Fruit and Ornamental Trees, Shrulis. Creep-
ers, Herbaceous, Perennials, Green IJou^e
Plants, &c.
Orders addressed to Messrs WIISSIMP

Hrighlo.i, Mass., will lie promptlv execiued)
and fiTwardcd to anv part of ibis or olher coui tries.

.April 1.).

FRLIT AJiO OR.\ASiK«TAI. TRKES, 1III'L.BI<:R>
RIl'-S -<oi'.

Niirscn/ of Willium Jicnrirk.

The Catalogue of Fruit and (Jrnamcnlai Trees for 1839 is

now ready, and will be sent to all whoapjily. It comprises
a most extensive selection oTlhe superTur varieties o( Tears,
Apples, Plums, Qainces, Gooseberries, Raspberries, Cur-
rants, Strawberries, Grape Vines, &.c. The slock of Cher-
ries and of Teaches now ready is particniarly large. Also,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Hoses, Hnneysuc'ltles, Pseonies,
Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering' I*lanls.

10,000 Cockspur or Newcastle Thorns"
10,1)01) Buckthorns.
Morns Mullicaulis, and other Mulberries : the trees genu-

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying witli the size, anil

the quanlitv which may be desired.'

Fruit and all olher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-
ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or-

ders promptly executed, on application to the suliscril er.

WILLIAM KENRICK.
Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
January 30, 1839.

PKAR, P1.UM, GRAPE VINES, &C.
1000 Pear Trees ol the most approved kinds

;

11100 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds and extra
size—many of them have borne the past season

;

500 Quince Trees
;

3000 fsabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from f. In 15 feel
higli. most of them have borne fruit—Black ilainburgh,
Swcelwaier, Pond's needling;

30.000 Giant Asparagus Koi Is
;

5000 Wilmol's Early Rhubarb or Pig Plant, lately intro-
duced

;

A Iso—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &c. of
difTerent kinds;

All orders left at this office, or with the subscribcrat Ca
bridge-port, or in Mr Lynih's baggage wagon box, at Gould
& Howe's. No. 8 Faneul Hall, will meet with immediate
attention. SA.MUEL POND,
March 2r. Cambridge-port, Mass.

BONE diani're:.
The subscriber informs his friends ami the public, that,

alter ten years experience, he is fully convinced that ground
bones form the most powerful slinmlanl that can be applisd
to the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Cone,

and solicits the patronage ol the agricultural communiiy.
Pr-ce at the Mill 35 cents per bushel :'pui up in casks and d'e-

livered at any part of the city at 40 cents per bushel, and no
charge lor casks or carting.

Also, ground Ovsler Shells.

Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Rox-
bury, at the iVew England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 5'2 Norib .Market Street, or through the Post
Office will receive prompt attention.

March 27. NAHUM WARD.

GRAPE VI.XES.
150 Sweet Water Grape Vines.
200 Isabella,

150 Catawba, " "

too Black Hamburg Grape Vines.
1000 .Asparagus l?oois.

100 Early Wilmnt Rhubarb Roots.
200 Common " "

Also—Strawberry Plants of the lolluwin* choice kinds:
Methven Castle, Bath Scarlet, Hauthois, English Wood,
Monthly, &c. Raspberries, Franconia White and Red.
Gooseberries—Currants— Flowering Shrubs and Plants ol
all kinds supplied at short notice, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April to. 51 and 52 Norlh Market Street.

A 151 1,1, WASTED.
Wanted a young Bull, of the short horned Durham breed,

old enough to be used the present season. Apply to

April 10. .70SEPH BRECK & CO.

THE NEW ENGL,A^D PAKHEK
Is pubiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per anntmi

payable at the end of the year—1iut those who pay with;n
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 59 ceiits-

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTFRS,
n SCHOOL STRKET BOSI>O.N
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N. E. FARMER

ANNUAL ADDRESS :,i

1?

Before the Kentucky State ./Igricultural Society—del-

iivcred at the Capitol in Frankfort, January 14,

183(1, ore the dignity of the profession of agricul-

ture, and the propriety of legislation for its iir-

provement. By Col. C. S. 'Vood, of Shelby.

(Concluiled.) .

Agriculture constitutes the business of seven-

eiffhths of every civilized community, and is th'e

ultimate source of all national power and wcaltii,

commerce and manufactures being- only subordi-

nate results of this main spring. If it be concedwd

that it is the duty of the legislator to consult the

good of the greatest possible number in the commu,-

nity, the transcendent claims of this class will ndt

be questioned ; and taking for granted that the con-

dition of our agriculture admits of improvement,

and that such improveuiont will lead to tlie receipt

of greater revenue, there will be no difficulty in

obtaining an assent to the proposition that the state

is bound to elevate the standard of good farming.

I
This Ijigh object has been effected in some of our

; sister states and in some portions of Europe, by the

I

endowment of agricultural societies and of agricul-

Itural professorships in colleges, to induce experi-

I Tients and impart scientific knowledge in all the

branches of fanning. These measures have been

j adopted with the happiest results— those who orig-

linated them having concurred in the opinion of Sir

John Herschel, tlio great astronomer, that "the cuts

1
cannot be perfected till their whole processes are

I

laid open : they are the application of knowledge

[to a practical end;—if this knowledge be e.xperi-

ence, reasoned upon and brought under general

principles, it is scientific art."

I
The advances made in agriculture by the Ro-

mans, so beautifully illustrated by their poets and

lorators, shared the fate of other improvements that

iwere buried in the dark ages, and it was not until

after the revival of letters that the present system

of farming commenced in Flanders about 800 years

ago ; and although the soil was originally a barren

white sand, it now yields twice as much as the

lands in England. The practicability of creating

soil is shown in the history of Flemish husbandry.

They seem to want nothing but a space to work

on, whatever was the quantity or the quality of the

soil, they made it productive. It is their maxim,

that " without manure there is no corn—without

cattle there is no manure—and without grain crops

or roots, cattle cannot be kept." The producti e-

nesB of their lands proceeded from six causes

—

small farms, manure, rotation of crops, clover and

roots, cutting the forage and grinding the grain—
and the farmers giving their personal attention to

their farms: no lumbering, no fishing, no specula-

tion, no hankering after office. It the personal di-

gression be pardonable, 1 will refer in connexion

with this subject, to an incident which occurred in

my own history when entering upon the cultivation

of the soil. In convei'sinj with an experienced far-

mer, I was led to enquire as to the best mode of

making corn. He told me that I must keep my
work horses fat. I did not then perceive the com-

prehensive character of his counsel, but have long

since realized that it implies every thing connect-

ed with good cultivation, although neither he nor I

then knew that Cato> one of the most illustrious of

the Romans, 2000 years ago, had announced that

' the true secret of farming consists in feeding ivelt."

The great Fellenburg first introduced into Prus-

sia under the auspices of the sagacious Frederic,

the agricultural schools, which "connected the sci-

ence with the practice of agriculture—which made
gentlemen farmers, and farmers gentlemen—com-

bining intellectual with physical power, and litera-

ture with labor." Frederic expended a million an-

nually for these purposes, and said he considered it

as manure spread upon the ground. In Paris a so-

ciety has been formed which communicates with

more than 200 local societies in France, receiving

annually $100,000 from the public treasury. Ag-
ricultural colleges have been established at St.

Petersburg and Moscow, in Prussia, Bavaria, Hun-
gary, VVurteniburg, Ireland, France, and in Scot-

land, who effected her late astonishing improve-

ments by her skilful agriculturists reducing their

practice to writing, thus establishing agriculture as

a science. Fellenburg has a school in Switzerland

with pupils from Switzerland, Germany, France,

Spain, Portugal, North and South America. The
Highland society in Scotland has appropriated 500

sovereigns as a premium for the first successful

application of steam power to the cultivation of the

soil, and premiums for other objects to the amount

of.S15,000. The agricultural condition both of

England and Scotland, has been advanced to its

present prosperity by the lights of science applied

to the cultivation of the soils. The tour of Sir Ar-

thur Young, to the continent in 1788 9, for the pur-

pose of looking into the countries there under the

best system of farming, produced the first decided

advances in England to her present agricultural

maturity and the perfection to which the art lias

been brought in Scotland, is ascribed chiefly to the

endowment of an agricultural Board, through the

influence and exertions of Sir John Sinclair.

Agricultural societies are not now to be regard-

ed as experiments : they are the peculiar privileges

of modern times. Before they were formed, in

New England and New York, 10 bushels of rye,

20 of corn, 200 of potatoes and one ton of hay, was

the average crop. Since premiums were offered,

claims liave been presented for having raised from

40 to 50 bushels of rye, from 115 to 122 of corn,

from 400 to 500 of potatoes and from 3 to 4 tons of

hay. Massachusetts gives a bounty equal to the

cost of manufacturing upon the growth of silk, and

upon manufacturing beets into sugar. Afler expe-

riencing the benefit of a,i former appropriation she

has voted to continue' it. Maine, Vermont, Con-

necticut, New Jersey and Pennsylvania have also

granted a bounty upon the growth of silk. Will

these examples and these results bo lost upon us?

Will not the State as well as our farmers profit by

the experience acquired in other States of the val-

ue derived from legislative encouragement, and

ought not an agricultural survey to follow the geo-

logical reconnoisance now in progress, which will

develop the ifcirnate relatien betweea tlie minerals

that the earijpcovers and the true method of culti-

vating its surface ?

An improv^ stale of husbandry in Kentucky,

and the system of improved roads and navigation,

will act with reciprocril benefit upon each other;

the roads and. rivers will enhance the price of agri-

cultural pro^cts by the greater facilities afforded

in conveyingi'them to market and thus increase the

revenue from tolls ; while the inciease in the prod-

ucts of the soil will i3ot only add to the tolls but

will fiirnishan increased revenue, both from the

value of the'Sncreased products and the increased

value of ;th» lands. For the want of any accurate

statistical tables sliewiiig' the agricultural product

of the whole State, it is impossible even to approxi-

mate to a correct estimate, but it is palpably evi-

dent that 10 per cent, upon the amount would yield

a large revenue, and will any sensible farmer doubt

that our modes of cultivation may not be improved

so as to add 20 or 50 per cent, to the wealth of the

State ? And if, according to Pliny, Egypt with

only 6000 square miles, at one time contained a

population of 20,000,000 by reason of the immense

fertility sDperinduoed by the government leading

canals from the Nile, what may not be the future

destiny of Kentucky, with more than six times the

territory, when her resources shall be developed

and invig(i-ated by the same beneficent policy ? Of
the valueof canals, or slack water navigation, which

is more beneficial, -upon the agricultural interests of

a cc"totry, a striking illustration is given by Count

Chai Sal, aPeer of France, distinguished for his at-

tainments in agricultural chemistry and his experi-

ence as a practical farmer, who, "traversing a bar-

ren part of Flanders, accompanying Napoleon, the

latter expressed his surprise at a meeting of the

council of the department, that so great a tract of

land remained uncultivated in so industrious a na-

tion. The answer was, "If your Majesty will or-

der a canal to be made through this district, we

pledge ourselves that in five years it will all be

converted into fertile fields." The canal was or-

dered to be made without delay, and in less time

than they promised, "not an unproductive spot re-

mained." This was effected by means of the easy

transportation upon the canal, of the manure from

the rich districts.

The chief magistrate, alluding in his last annual

message to the deep interest which the State ought

to cherish in the cause of internal improvement,

uses the emphatic language that " Kentucky cannot

standstill." A noble sentiment! worthy indeed

of a patriot, and which may be illustrated by ref-

erence to many proud periods in the history of the

State. The soldiers of the revolution, who were

the pioneers in planting the standard of liberty,

law and civilization on this once "dark and bloody

ground," rescuing it from the savage and from the

forest, " did not stand still." In the second war for
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independence waged in defence of commercial in-

terests and of sailor's ri(;l]t:J, of wliicli she was not

personally the victim, Kentucky "did not stand

still ;' her valor and her patriotism havini;: signaliz-

ed every field of blood from the shores of the lakes

to the banks of the Mississippi. "Kentucky did

not stand still" in the cause of human freedom,

whether she supposed that standard whs unfurled

among the children of the sun in the south, or on

the class.c shores of Greece ; and now in ihis age

of improvement, she stands ready to tal e her place

among her enlightened sisters of the confederacy,

by entering upon a noble career in reiVrence to the

high interest which the Governor elucidates with

so much ability. But may we not hope that if the

day has not already dawned, it is rapidly approach-

ing, when she "will not stand still" in efforts to

advance the great cause of agriculture ? All the

motives which may be supposed to have influence

in causing her march to be "onward" in relation to

the cause of internal improvements, apply with

equal force to the encouragement of h^r agricultu-

ral interests ; for if the appropriation of seven mil-

lions of dollars to the construction of paved rail

roads and slack water navigation, be justly predi-

cated'«n the assumption that it vvill increase the

wealth and conseriuently the revenue of the State,

there can be no conceivable reason why an improv-

ed condition of agriculture, superinduced by the

application of science to art, shall not demand of

the logislaliv e councils some display of the public

bounty. The selfish as well as the more elevated

motives which ought to prompt the fanner to ado[)t

such methods and to seek such information as sci-

ence imparts to the cultivation of the soil, whereby

nn increased profit may attend his labors, address

themselves with undiminished force to the legisla-

tive councils ; for if, as in the case of Scotland and

the New England States, the endowment of agri-

cultural societies and professors, and the authoriz-

ing of agricultural surveys, should lead to afout-fold

increase in the productions of the soil, the boufiXy

granted by the State would be more than repaid in

an increased re^'enue. I!ut this subject is too

transcendent in its beneficial influences, to be esti-

mated merely by the dollars it would yield to the

treasury of the State or of individuals. An im-

proved condition of agriculture carries witli it a

train of blessings which money cannot purchase, in

an increased intelligence and a higher toned rtiorai-

ity in the mass of the people. In proi)ortion as

science shall shed its rays upon the path of the

farmer; and in proportion as "mind, the grand

source of intellectual pleasure, the master poTver

which abridges la'Jor," shall be exerted on the pur-

suits of agriculture, the character and dignity of the

profession will be advanced, the sources of national

stren'j:th will be developed, and the indications of

moral improvement will be visible in the public

countenance. If it be contended that the plans

which are in progress for the improvement of the

soil partake of the character of experiments, and

that therefore the legislature should pause in grant-

ing aid, we may derive an instructive lesson from

the history of the growth of cotton and of sugar.

Fifty years ago it was not known that cotton would

grow in the United States, but the eKperiment re-

ceived the fostering care of government, and from

only liOO,000 pounds being exported in 1791, more
than four liutulred millions are exported at the

present time. Then, its production was limited to

one State— now, it is the staple of seven, regulat-

ing by its price nearly every other production, and

supplying, in addition to otir own great and increas-

ing dv'uiand, two-thirds of all that is used in foreign

climes. Indeed, the culture and manufacture of

cotton have now become the support of more than

ten millions of the human race in Europe and A-

merica, and of more than fifty millions in Asia and

Africa. A more recent experiment in Maine and

.Massachusetts, has served to exhibit the value of

legislative encouragement in aid of agricultural ef-

fort. Maine g.^anted a bounty to the growth of

wheat of .$1.50,000, and a large bounty was wiven

by Massachusetts upon the same article, at a peri-

od when her consumption ot imported flour annunt-

tcd to $7,000,000. It is now ascertained that both

these States will be able to export flour—the poli-

cy having originated from the supposed fact that

their irdiospitable soil and climate would not pro-

duce grain ; but intelligent, scientific agriculturists,

men whom the ignorant stigmatize as ''hook far-

mers," acted upon a diflferent op nion, and its truth

has been demonstrated in the fact that wheat has

been' successfully grown in Maine, tijrther north

than Massachusetts, thus presenting another in-

stance of the soundness of the maxim that experi-

ment is the mother of improvement and improve-

ment is the true source of wealth.

I cannot exaggerate to myself the importance

which a free people should attach to agricultural

periodicals and to agricultural education. All the

valuable improvements in husbandry have been the

result of scientific effort and of the wide spread

dissemination of the opinion which the writings of

the most eminent Romans inculcated, that the cul-

tivation of the soil and of elegant letters were not

incompatible pursuits. By the application of the

physical sciences, the wonderful creation of modern

times, agriculture has become not merely a me-

chanical employment, but a science founded upon

the process of induction from ascertained facts,

and if a medical institute be entitled to legislative

regard, the claims to a bounty for an agricultural

education are equally imposing, science being alike

beneficial to both—the one to presecveand prolong

life, the other to nourish it and multiply its com-

forts. The public mind should be excited to the

tone which prevailed in ancient Sparta, of regard-

iilg the children of the republic as the property of

the republic, as the materials of our temple of free-

dom, erected upon the principle of teaching the

hands to irork and the mind to think. In reference

to this vital interest, tire late De Witt Clinton in-

dulged in a prophecy in his Inst .message to the

legislature of New York, which the experience of

the schools in Prussia and other Gei-man states has

since fulfilled. He said, that " by a proper system

of education and correct modes of teaching, our

children might beconve familiar with the physical

sciences, botany, mineralogy, the various classes of

animals, chemistry, natural philosophy, astronomy,

the fundamental principles of agriculture and polit-

ical economy, and much of history and biography."

'I he endowment of agricu.Tiiral schools and the

circulation of agricultural journals is rendered the

more necessary from a consideration of the pecu-

liar habits and modes of thinking prevalent among
our farmers. As a class of people they have little

intercourse with each other : they do not preserve

the result of their experinieuls in books, like me-
chanics and manufacturers ; they have rarely held

conventions to concentrate into a focus the lights of

the day, to be thence imparted through the press to

the remotest ends of the republic; they entertain

an unworthy prejudice towards the attainments of

book farming; they profess to be too old to seek

or to receive information upon Uie great business

of their lives, and therefore we must look to the

means which shall enlighten the rising generation

for any hope of future high attainments in agricul-

tural knowledge. In designating the source of
these nnpropitious notions among our farmers, we
shall perceive at once the pernicious influence of

their reluctance to read agricultural journals; and
as if they had designed to set at nought all the

maxims of common prudence, we find them encour-

aging and sustaining nearly one thousand political

papers, whilst not more than twenty papers devoted

to agriculture are supported by a class whose num-
bers and importance are in the inverse latio of their

distinctive journals. The farmer is content to

meet his neighbor at the court yard, at the muster,

at the election, and occasionally at the fireside in

the winter, to converse about his farm and its prod-

ucts, and sometimes about the reason of different

modes of cultivation, but he will reject a newspa-

per devoted to agriculture, which conveys to hira

the concentrated experience of all the intelligent

and practical farmers who have lived in every coun-

try and in every age, and cannot be persuaded to

realize that in perusing the pages of the N. Y. Cul-

tivator, the Genesee Farmer, the Parmer's Cabinet,

of Penn., the Farmer's Register of Va., the Buck-

eye Ploughboy, of O., and the Maine Farmer, the

N. E. Farmer, the Farmer and Gardener of Ealt,

and the Franklin Farmer, he is conversing at his

leisure with those in every age who have made
farming both a science and a business. In view

then of these facts, who can estimate the vast a-

mount of every species of improvement in cultiva-

tion, the results of individual exerti(m for ages, that

has been lost for the want of convenient methods

of communication ; or who would now attempt to

calculate the addition that has been made to our

stock of agricultural knowledge and wealth by the

publications which are now diffusing their light all

over the country ?

As an evidence of the deep necessity for the a-

doption of some stimulating measures in relation to

our agricultural condition, we have only to advert

to the crop which is annually produced in Kentucky,

not exceeding upon an average 35 bushels of corn,

12 of small grain, 500 lbs. of hemp and one ton of

hay to the acre ; and whilst the Atlantic States

present the humiliating spectacle of importing hay

and oats from Scotland, eggs from France, potatoes

from Ireland and Germany, and bread stuffs from

every country in Europe, Kentucky imports clover

and timothy seed from Wheeling and Ohio, and

seed Irish potatoes from Pittsburg. How few a-

inong us understand the amount which an acre^cr-

feciltj cultivated, will prod ice. How few understand

the secret of producing the greatest result without

deterioration to the soil ; the object being not mere-

ly to obtain the grt.alcst crops for a few years, but

the largest annual returns compatible with the in-

creasing value of the soil. And how few now re-

alize the startling fact that a farmer from Flanders

would support his family by the cultivation of the

fence corners now in weeds upon any of the large

farms in Kentucky.

These reflections, gentlemen, are submitted to

you in the hope that we may all begin to learn

something of our duty, and I shall be more than

compensated if they shall have the auspicious effect

of leading my brother farmers to think, and the leg-

islative authority to ad in relation to the great in-

terest upon the prosperity of which every other de-
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lis ; for the sentiment of Dean Swift is not less

true now than when first published, "that whoever

ould make two ears uf corn or two blades of grass

to grow upon a spot of ground whore only one grew

before, would deserve better of mankind and do

more essential service to his country, than the

whole race of politicians together."

Allow me then, in conclusion, to appeal to your

pride of character, to your patriotic feelings and to

your patriotic energies, by addressing to you the

language once applied to our profession by that ripe

scholar and able financier, who has since won gold-

en opinions for himself as President of the Bank of

the I'nited States: "In this nation, agriculture is

p;-ol) ibly destined to attain its highest honors. The
pure and splendid institutions of tliis people have

embodied the brightest dreams of those high spirits

who, in other times and in other lands, have la-

mented or struggled against oppression ; they have

realized the tine conceptions which speculative men
have iinaginftd, which wise men have planned, oi

hiav" men vainly perished in attempting to estab-

lisli." * * "The American farmer is the ex-

:lusive, absolute, uncontrolled proprietor of the soil.

His tenure is not from government. The govern-

ment derives its power from him. There is above

him nothing but God and the laws ; no hereditary

authority usurping the distinctions of personal ge-

nius ; no established church spreading its dark shad-

ow between him and heaven. But his character

assumes a loftier interest by its influence over the

public liberty. It may not be foretold to what dan-

gers this country is destined, when its swelling

population, its expanding teiTitory, its daily com-

plicating interests, shall awaken the latent passions

* af men, and reveal the vulnerable points of our in-

I stitutions. But whenever these perils come, its

naost steadfast security, its unfailing reliance, will

oe on that column of landed proprietors—the men
3f the soil and of the country, standing aloof from

the passions which agitate denser communities,

(well educated, brave, and independent—the friends

t of the government without soliciting its favors, the

(advocates of the people without descending to flat-

ter their passions ; these men, rooted like their own
forests, may yet interpose between the factions of

the country, to heal, to defend and to save."

OorssA Wheat.—Six thousand miles from New
York, in the interior of the eastern continent, and

in the heart of the most despotic government on

earth, is a city containing sixty thousand inhabi-

tants, sprung up where but forty years since only a

few fishermen's huts existed, and at the wharves of

which now, two hundred vessels are sometimes seen

at a time, exchanging the various products of the

east and the west. That city is Odessa ; and the

wheat shipped from this place in large quantities to

the countries of the Mediterranean, Portugal, Spain,

Great Britain, and to the shame of American agri-

culture be it said, to this country also, is known by

the name of Odessa wheat. The whole immense

extent of Southern Russia, including the Crimea,

is a vast plain, rich in soil, and wherever cultivated,

producing as does the same range of country in Po-

land, and the north of Germany, the most luxuriant

crops. It is divided off into immense seignories,

or as it would be called at the south, plantations,

cultivated by white slaves, of whom some of the

proprietors own from twenty thousand to one hun-

dred thousand ; and these men clothed in undressed

sheep skin, and performing all their operations in

the most primitive, barbarous manner, are still able

to send wheat to this country, and it is said at a

handsome profit. To England the trade in Black

Sea or Odessa wheat, is an object of consequence
;

and now when in consequence of the pai'tial failure

of the crop, the ports are thrown open for the im-

portation of grain, the supply from this souixe prom-

ises not to be the least abundant in meeting the

wants of a half famished population.

Plain Diet.—This is what children ought on

every account, lo be accustomed to from the very

first. It is vastly more for their present health and

comfort, than those little nice things with which

fond parents are so apt to vitiate their appetites

;

and it will save them a great deal of mortification

in at\er life. If you make it a point to give them
the best of every thing, to pamper them with rich

cakes and sweatmeats, and sugar plums, if you al-

low them to say with a scowl, "I don't like this,

and I can't eat that," and then go away and make
them a little toast or kill a chicken for their dainty

palates, depend upon it you are doing them a great

injury ; not only on the score of denying them a

full muscle and a rosy cheek, but of forming one of

the most inconvenient habits that they can carry

along with them into after life. Betterj.efar to put

them upon water gruel or brown bi'ead, till their

appetite comes, and they can be satisfied with such

food as others eat at the same table. If you accus-

tom your children to " eat what is set before them,

asking no questions," they vvill always find some-

thing, among whatever class of people they may
afterwards be thrown, upon which they can make a

comfortable meal ; whereas, if you allow them to

mince and find fault at your own table, when they

come to leave you, they will not half the time find

anything they CPU eat, and thus you will prepare

them to go chafing along through life, the veriest

slaves, almost, in the world Yankee Farmer.

The following letter from a highly intelligent

friend, who has returned from this country to Eng-
land to take possession of a farm, has so much good

humor and piquancy about it, and in the operation

of the English game laws, presents sr.ch a striking

contrast with the condition of things in our own
country, that, though an entirely private letter, we
take the liberty of publishing it, because we know
it will be read with much interest by our country

friends. H. C.

"JVear Lincoln, 'i'ith monlli.

Here I am, up to the ears in farming projects,

and I like the pursuit vastly well, only I would

rather farm where game laws and tithes are not

quite so much in vogue^ My estate is a ragged

one, and I shall have much to do to put a decent

face upon it. But this does not disturb me, for I

like the planning of improvements. I intend to go

over each farm with a gang ofmen, repairing and

building, hedging and ditching, ieveUifl^and drain-

ing, and when all this is done, I hope- f shall see

old Salem, where my heart only finds its home.

Were it not for the hope of recruiting the wasted

health of my family, I would not be long here
; pe-

cuniary considerations should not keep me. They
do not—for, of a truth, my property is only yielding

2 3-4 per cent, at most. We have been too long

from old England. Had we always lived here, our

situation would be enviable, for we have really

much to make us happy. Thou knowest that liv-

ing in England on one's own acres, is a condition

not to be grinned at. We are something like the

English who go to the East Indies. They place

all their hopes of happiness upon the period of their

return, and expect supreme felicity in spending

their last days in England : they come back stran-

gers by long absence, and hurry back to the East

as fast as they can.

I wish thou wast hero : we have partridges in

abundance, arrd I know where to go for a hare at

any time. But thou knowest the color of my cloth
;

I have done with guns: and acting with some lit-

tle sternness of principle, I will not allow other

people to use them on my proper-ty. If thou wast

here, I would relax a little in thy favor ; for I take

thee to be a/most humane sort of a gunner. The
passion for field sports ia as rife among the Eng-
lish people as ever it was ; and if it were merely a

wholesome exercrse, and not connected with cruel-

ty to animals, I should not have much to say. I

alrrrost envy the fine looking fellows I sometimes

meet, rushing on horseback to the rendezvous, with

faces flaming with ruddy health and almost eclips-

ing the scarlet of their jackets. And the age too

at which they will follow the hounds, astonishes me.

It is not so much the foible of the young as of el-

der men. flfen with heads white as silver, or with

no hair at all, Irke the bald-pated knight in the

fable book, are far more,conimonly seen than those

of youthful appearance. What an outrage upon

common deivency are the game laws of this coun-

try ! I despise them from the very bottom of my
heart. Why, I can't shoot a hare upon my own
property if I were inclined to, without paying that

little slut up there somewhere about Lunnen, some-

thing like twenty dollars a year. Is it not mon-
strous ? If I were king absolute for only one two

{
hour's, I would sw^ep the whole code of game laws

from the statute book with the besom of destruc-

tion. The entire thing seems just contrived for the

very special purpose of setting the rich and tlie

poor at loggerheads. Two or three keepers and
two or three poachers have been killed already this

season. I have told my tenants what / should do

upon finding miss pussy eating my turnips, and no-

body nigh

—

knock her over

;

—they may do as they

please. When the laws are vicious, obedience is

scarcely a virtue. Perhaps I might be willing to

take back a little of this doctrine ; but it does gall

me to think that a rich man may come on to my
land with a license in his pocket, and kill my game,

and the worst that I can make of it is simple tres-

pass. But if a poor man come on without a license,

it is felony. This is not right. The common sense

of every man tells him that wild animals are not, in

fact, any man's property. And th« most ignor-ant

know full well that game laws are not founded on

principles of natural justice. Thanks to the school-

master, they cannot last long : they will all go to-

gether—the game laws and the old ——-. I wont

hurt thy feelings by even a distant hint against the

venerable establishment thou lovest so well.

Altogether absorbed in the improvement of my
estate, I know nothing of politics. However, I

know this : the tories can never govern this coun-

tr-y for long. The whigs have the nibble and the

radicals, like Blanch and Tray at their heels, and

if the tories should gain the ascendant, they have

only to set on the dogs. The tories cannot do

this if they would, nor would they do it if they

could."

A new article of marketing.—Morus Multicaulis

leaves were selling in the Philadelphia market last

week, at five for a cent

!
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8. I mow 5.5 acres ot upland, averaging one and bushels of peas and one bushel of oats mixed oera half tons to the acre. The yield is not always
I
acre. I sowed IG acres of spring wheat of the Ital-Thesubjoined is from Joshua R. Lawton, of uniform-sometimes more, sometimes it falls short, ' ian variety, on my sandy loam s^oils'TnlaceJ mvMr Lawton though not often. Tin- vnnr tl,o n,-„,^ „„„,„—i „„„j :_ . ...i. „l ., ". K'-^^-^u myGreat Bnrrington, Berkshire county

was honored last year with a premium or gratuity
of soventyfive dollars, and this year with one of fif-

ty dollars; so that he may be considered a highly
fortunate competitor. We are satisfied that he is

a deserving one, and know thathis firming is intel-

ligent, enterprising, skilful, and profitable. II. c.

To the. Trustees of the Massaclnisetls Jl'^nndtural

Socidyfnr 1838.

Gentlemen— I herewith make an.?wer to the
questions put to the applicants to your society for
premiums on the best cultivated farms.

Answer to question 1. My farm consists of 173
acres, e.\clusive of wood land.

S. The soil is generally loam, including about
40 acres of sandy loam and 25 acres inclining to a
clay loam.

3. In the improvement of my tillageable lands, I

consider the best method generalIy,to put my straw
in pens about on the lands I till, and scatter it out
to my cattle and sheep

; I use it also, to stack and
fodder out in comfortable weather, a part of myjiay.
I am accustomed to sow one bushel of plaster ito
the acre annually. I never feed my lands very
closely in summer ; I turn tkem up with the plough
once in four or five years, varying the time wfth
circumstances—generally taking from two to three
crops before laying tliem down. I never suffer
them to be laid down, however, until the turf andsoi
is thoroughly subdued and pulverized. The crops
are alternated in spring and winter prodi-jctions. I

manure the third crop with from JO to ^U ' loads of
fine manure to the acre, spread upon the land and
well incorporated with the soil, giving them a heavy
stock of timothy and clover seed. When the
grass seed is well up, { sow upon each acre one
bushel of plaster.

I have not been able from the want of manure
to put more than ten loads to the acre with the
third crop, and that upon the lightest soils. I think
it very important on my soils, which are inclined to

clay, that a heavy coat of foliage be suffered to re-
main on (hem through the winter, as it in a n-ood

degree, prcvent.s the effects of frost upon the grass
roots and affords nourishment to the crop of the suc-
ceeding year. This is best for all lands.

4. I this year till 56 acres, including my sprino-

and last fall's sowing. On lands that I plant to
corn or potatoes, I put from 13 to 15 loads of man-
ure to the acre. On that sown with ruta baga,
from 20 to 30 loads as the land varies in quality.

5. My manures are applied mostly in compost,
though much is applied in a long or green state.

C. I generally spread and plough in my man-
ures on lands destined for corn or potatoes. I nev-
er suffer my manures to be spread any faster than
they can be turned under with the plough, as they
will lose much of their strength by drying.

7. I plough my green sward in the spring, after
the groimd is well settled and thoroughly dry ; say
the last days in April and the first in May, from
four to five inches in depth. If there is a deep soil

I plough five inches ; if shallow, four inches. At
the next ploughing, when in stubble, I then plouo-h
the four inch soils five inches, which serves to
deepen the soil if the husbandry is good and the
lands are manured. At the first time ploughing of
green sward, I lay the furrows at an angle of from
30 to 40 degrees, thinking this better than to lay
them flat.

year the crop averaged
tliis yield.

!'. I have not practised irrigation.

10. I sometimes spread fine manure on lands
where bad grasses prevail, and coarse manures on
lands which are moist.

I fodder out straw and hay to my sheep and cat-
tle on my mowing land as m.uch as I can. I make
a pen where I wish to manure a piece of mowing
land, and put in a few hundreds of hay from stack or

barn; I then draw a lot of straw and place it most-
ly on one side of the hay in the pen. This pre-

serves the hay. They can be foddered out togeth-
er. When this spot is manured, I move to another
place. This can be done with convenience in com-
fortable weather, and is better for the sheep and
cattle and for the land. I sow annually one bu5h-
el of plaster to the acre in the nionth of April or

May.
11. 1 have from five to six acres of mowing not

suitable for ploughing. The most of this I have
drnined and under drained, so that it is dry and
produces timothy, red top and clover, mostly giv-

ing me from one to two tons to the acre.

12. I have no tog or foul meadow lands.

13. I have planted 12 acres of corn this season.

After ploughing as described in answer 7, before

planting, I harrow twice lengthwise of the furrows
and then harrow diagonally until the sod is thor-

oughly pulverized, taking care not to break up the

turf— then furrow or mark with a drag three feet

apart each way or at right angles.

This season I planted the Button com and pre-

pared my seed by soaking it 12 hours \a weak so-
lution of saltpetre in water and rolling it in plaster.

I manured my ground (or the most of it,) with com-
post ; this I draw out in winter and put in long
heaps on the ground. Tire remainder was long or

green manure, which I drew before ploughing and
dropped in small heaps for spreading, at the rate of
about 12 or 15 loads to the acre. I never suffer my
manure to be spread faster than it is turned under
with the plough. My corn has yielded ms this

year 50 bushels to the acre.

14. I this season planted four acres of potatoes.

I prepared my land the same as for corn : see an-
swer 13 : with the exception of putting from 15 to

20 loads of manure to the acre. I furrowed my
lands 2 1-2 by 3 feet at right angles, with a lig-ht

plough. I cultivated the land by ploughing and
hoeing twice before the setting of the potatoes

taking care not to plough up to or disturb the hills,

as this produces great injury to the roots. The av-
erage yield this year was 175 bushels to the acre,

hut little more Ihan half a crop. The kinds were
Ladies' baking potatoes, round pink eye and flesh

color.

15. I sowed two acres of ruta baga. The prod-
uce was 750 bushels to the acre, which will be giv-
en to my cattle, hogs and sheep.

16. I sowed last fall ten acres of winter rye
;

this spring twenty acres of spring wheat, five acres
of oats, and three acres of oats ana peas. For my
winter and spring grains I plough my grounds twice
and sow the seed on the furrow; harrowinn- the
same twice each way, or until the soil becomes
perfectly smooth and 'mfillow : I sow one and a
quarter bushels of rye if sowe<i early ; if late, one
and a half bushels per acre : two bushels of spring
wheat, two and a half bushels of oats, and two

seed in a tub where the water ran in and out of
the tub, and washed from it all the impurities, in-
cluding light grains, oats, &c., after which I rolled
it in lime slacked in a dry state, making as much
adhere to the kernel as the moisture would take
up. I sowed about four acres of the common spring
wheat without liming, which was not as good. A
small part of one lot that was sowed witlfthe Ital-
ian that w,-3 limed as above, I sowed without lime.
The difference in the product was very perceptible
in the field. That which was limed produced the
most I have sowed this fall 14 acres of winter
wheat of the red chaff and white flint sort, and 10
acres of rye. These lands were stubble lands that
I have sowed this fall.

17. I have laid down twentyfive acres to grass
the present season. I have sowed my grass seed
on my winter grain the last of April, and on that
portion of land sowed with spring graiu, my seed
was sowed with the grain. I sow six quarts oftim-
othy to the acre with four quarts of clover.

18. My manures in addition to that made in my
barn yards by the litter of my stock, are made by
gaUiering turf and vegetable matter and putting
It into my yards, and particularly into my pig styes—constantly putting in straw and vegetable matter
as often as it is well broken and mixed.

ly. I have four oxen, six milch cows, seven
young cattle and four horses. I winter generally
3.50 and summer 4.50 or more sheep

;
(the summer

addition consists of my Iambs.) I would here say
that I hire a pasture for which I pay $70, where I
keep a part of my sheep in summer.

I have one barn 29 feet wide by 84 feet long,
15 feet posts

; 30 feet of the lower part of this is
used for shelter and making manure ; also,
attached to this barn is a cow house 24 feet wide
and 50 feet long, with a loft above for storing hay
and grain, and in this shed I collect and house my
manures and compost. I am building also one
other barn, 35 feet wide by 45 feet in length. Un-
der this barn I am making a cellar, which'is almost
accomplished. I shall have the barn over it in the
month of November next. The cellar will be 8 1-2
feet deep.

20. My cows are of the native breed, part of
them crossed with the Du!-hain stock.

21. Mt calves are nursed from the cows, four
days after which they are fed with milk until they
areeightor ten weeks old, when they are put into
good pasture.

22. I have made 408 lbs. of hutter since the 19th
of April last, and 1/83 lbs. ofcheese—allnew milk.

23. The last season I kept fifty swine, and made
C,880 lbs. of pork. I killed it the latter part of Jan-
uary last. I have now on hand fortyeight swine

;

twentysix of these 1 wintered. The prospect now
is that my quantity of pork will be fully equal to
that of the last year. My swine are of the grass
breed.

24. The twentysix swine kept through the win-
ter have been kept to pasture through the summer
months.

1 fatten my swine on oats, peas and corn meal,
with potatoes and ruta bagas thoroughly steamed.

25. I make from my hog styes seventyfive loads
of manure. For tlie materials of which it is made,
see answer 18.

26. I employ one man by the year, but from his

loss of time his average labor will not exceed eight
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tnontlis at $10 per month ; that is $80. I also em-

pUiy one man by tlie day at four shillings per diem.

He has and will labor six months for me this sea-

son, which amounts to .$104. I have three sons

whose labor is equal to two men at $12 per month

,$108. .'My own health not being- good, I have

not been able to labor during the season. Making

in the aggregate an amount for labor of $352. Of

this amount a part of the labor has been bestowed

on improvements on my farm—making fences, walls,

(Sic, say an amount equal to one hand four months,

which at 812 per month amounts to $48—which

deducted, leaves a balance for labor of $304.

27. I have about 100 apple trees on my farm, a

few of which are grafted fruit ; and also a small

number of peach, pear and cherry trees.

29. I have not suffered from borers or canker

worms.

30. I suffer no ardent spirits to be used about my

premises nor furnish .any to my laborers.

Gentlemen, I have answered the questions pro-

posed agreeably to my understanding of them :
if

they afford that information which they were de-

signed to obtain, I shall be much gratified.

JOSHUA R. LAWTON.
Great Barrington, Oct. 24/A, 1838.

loads of manure and harrow the land ; mark it out wheat. For preparation of ground see No. 7. In

for corn or potatoes one way, cover the corn in the
j

laying land down to grass, I sow two bushels

hills with compost from the cow and hog yards, wheat, ten quarts timothy and ten pounds clover

plough and hoe the corn three times without mak- seed per acre. My seed was the white and red

-o- any unnecessary hills; split the hills in the
j

bearded wheat. The soil is loamy ;
the wheat was

N. S. BENNETT'S STATEMENT.

Nathaniel S. Bennett of Framingham, received

a premium of fifty dollars from the Society. His

replies to their interrogatories are as follows.

1. My farm consists of ninetytwo acres, exclu-

sive of wood land.

2. The soil is various ; and combines in differ-

ent proportions, sand, gravel, clay, loam, and peat.

3. The methods of improving my land are by

draining and top-dressing the peat ; tilling and

manuring the loam ; making manure with the sand
;

and roads with the gravel.

4. By rotation I keep under tillage eighty acres
;

and apply twentyfive loads of manure per acre.

5. In applying my manure, the long and green

manure is kept long and green (until applied to the

soil) by being mixed with sand or loam as it is re-

moved from behind the cattle* ; the compost ma-

nure, such as is made in the cow and hog yards in

summer, is applied as a top dressing on mowing

land, or for covering corn in the hills.

6. My mode of applying my manure is as fol-

lows. My green manure is spread and covered in

the soil, sometimes by ploughing and so.metimes by

harrowing. iMy land generally presents a rough

surface when ploughed the last time for corn
;
and

I prefer harrowing in the manure to ploughing it

under. I use compost manure on the same field,

sufficient to cover the corn in the hills.

7. My mode of managing green sward is as fol-

lows. I plough green sward in August, (on my

farm, and I believe everywhere else, ploughing m
August is a sovereign remedy for the corn, or cut

wormt) cross plough in April, applj^ twentyfive

* Mr Bennelt's method is to keep a large quamitj; of earlh

sand or loam, m his cow house behind h.s slock with which

the manure is mixed daily ; an,l the urine i. ahsorhed. In

this way it IS kept in a measure from freezing ;
and as ^% e

understand the above statement, from fermentation, the

stable or tie up is wide, and the manure is kept under cover

ftom sun and rain. We think, however, that a barn cellar

would be a ereat improvement upon this method.

tThe Committee of the Society disapprove fall ploughing,

and prefer spring ploughing for the very reason that Mr.

Benneu prefers "ploughing m the fall. We know another

farmer wL says he plough's early in the fall that there may

be grass enough start between the furrow Blices to feed the

spring, harrow the same way I intend to plough,

plough clean, harrow, sow with wheat and harrow,

sow timothy and clover seed, and two bushels of

plaster per acre, and bush it down ;
and level the

borders and the ground around the trees, with the

hoe.

8. In the course of my rotation, I mow seventy

acres of my farm, of upland ; thirtythree acres

this year. The average yield of hay is twentyfive

hundred pounds per acre.

9. I have practised irrigation, but receiving no

benefit from it, abandoned it ; the water brought

on was considered too pure to produce any benefit.^

10. I manure my low mowing land at the rate of

twentyfive loads of compost per acre.

11. I mow eighteen acres of low land not suit-

able for the plough, and obtain fifteen tons priirie

stock hay, and five tons of good English.

12. My method of reclaiming low and bog lands,

is by draining and ditching with plough and scra-

per ; the sods being carried to the hogs and cattle

yard for manure; the mud, gravel and sand plough-

ed and scraped on the meadow, in order to level

it. I then manure the land, and sow red top and

timothy seed in August or first of September ;
then

harrow it with two pair oxen and a heavy and sharp

harrow ; level again with the hoe, and then rake

&c. so as to leave the surface smooth. I have

managed to mow two and sometimes three tons per

acre, on land thus improved.

13. I have planted with corn eight acres the

present year. For the preparation of the ground,

kind, quantity, and the manner of applying ma-

nure, see No. 7. I prefer planting corn in a dry

state ; the crows may be kept away by surrounding

the field with a white line. The quantity of corn

obtained in the above land is three hundred bushels.

14. I had two acres in potatoes the present year.

I prepare the ground for potatoes as I do for corn

;

in lieu of compost I put a spoonful of plaster in the

hills when I plant them. I plant the Nova Scotia

blues. The average yield this year is only onn

hundred bushels per acre.§

15. I raised this year five bushels dried beans
;

some pumpkins and turnips with my corn and po-

tatoes, squashes, bean^, peas, beets, and other gar-

den vegetables, in the kitchen garden
;

quantity

not ascertained.

16. I sowed one and a half acre with spring

immersed in brine, and coated with plaster; no

lime was used.

18. My means for inaking manure are from my

cattle and hogs. My manner of saving it, is by

preparing sand, loam, mud, straw, &c., and placing

it behind my cattle, and in my yard?, in order to

absorb the liqi*d parts; and to prevent washing,

evaporation, and as much as possible, freezing.

19. My stock consists of four oxen, six cows,

five young cattle, and one horse. My barn is 80

feet long"by 36 feet wide. I have no cellar under

it. My stable manure is kept under cover imtil 20

or 25 loads are made, when it is carted to the field

where it is to be used, put in one heap and c jvered.

20. My cows are of the native breed.

21. My calves intended to be raised are allowed

to suck half the milk of a cow each morning and

evening for five weeks, when they are turned to

pasture and weaned-.

22. I have made 400 lbs. of butter the last sea-

son ; sold and used the remainder of the milk ;

have made no cheese.

23. I keep five swine, and shall make twelve

hundred pounds pork. My swine are of a mixed

breed.

24. My swine are kept through the summer on

skimmed milk and whatever else would have been

cast away. They are fattened on boiled apples

and potatoes mixed, and a small quantity of corn

meal added while the potatoes and apples are hot.

25. I make forty loads of manure from the hog-

pens. My manure is made by furnishing the hogs

with sand, mud, loam, «fcc., to which is added the

wash from the sink.

26. I employ one man and two boys. I paid $216

for labor the past year,

27. I have nine hundred apple trees ; eight hun-

dred are grafted, and one hundred natural fruit.

28. I have one hundred and twelve cherry, peach,

and pear trees.

29. I have had no canker worms. I had a few

borers in peach trees, and destroyed them with a

pointed knife. I prevent their attacks by plaster-

ing the lower part of the trunk and upper part of

the roots, with mortar such as is used for plastering

a house. It is applied in the month of August.

30. No ardent spirits are used on my place.

cut-worm with that he may not attack the corn. This may

be a solution of the disagreement between the parties m the

case A most respectable farmer in the interior makes oats

his first crop on green sward ; and in this way he says en-

tirely escapes the worm, while when corn was the first crop

iu the rotation, gave him great trouble.

!\lr. Bennett's cross ploughing in the spring is no douhl a

work of supererogation ; and if he goes sodeep as to disturb

and break or invert the inverted sward, is decriedly inexpe-

dient and bad. His answer in this case is not so lull and ex

plicit as could be desired. We cannot in this matter reler

him to higher authority than to the author of the report of the

Society whose successful practice demonstrates the sound-

ness and excellence of his cardinal principles of cultivation-

principles which he has fully explained to the public.

t That water fully charged with putrescent matter or en-

riching soil would be far more efficacious than pure spring

water is obvious enough ; hut that pure spring water would

be wholly useless we cannot admit without farther lignt.

The purest water is in itself a powerful agent in vegetation ;

and we should have beeen glad to have had some more par-

ticulars in regard to Mr. Bennett's exneriments in irrigation

§The yield of potatoes is very small, hut the drought every

where was severe, and materially affected their crops.

SoRi Throat.—Mr Editor: I saw in your pa-

per some time since, a recommendation of the daily

tise of cold water, applied to the neck as a security

agaiifst sore throat. My own experience concurs

with yours on this point. I was many years sub-

ject to this ailment, and was advised to try this rem-

edy by one who had proved it. I did so, and have

had no return of the complaint. As the season hag

come when there is considerable exposure, from

the contrast between the temperature oftheday and

evening, it may be well to remind your readers of

this method of protecting themselves. Below I

give you the testimony of Sir Walter Scott, on the

same point, which I transcribe from one of his let-

ters published in Lockhart's life :

" When I was a little subject to sore throats I

cured myself of that tendency by sponging my

throat, breast and shoulders, every morning with the

coldest water I could get."—Bos«. Merc. Jour.
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We take much pleasure in laying before our readers
the suhjoined r«marks of Dr N C. Kelp, at one of our
agricultural meetings, which we had bef.,re promised
and which we know will he read wiih ititcrcsi.

MANURES.
Rev. Mr Colmah—Sir: I send you the following as

the substance of my remarksat the last agricultural mret

Af er alluding to the statements wo had received on
former evenings, of the great advantage of ditching and
draining wet hind; the improvements in the mode ol
exterminating ihc wild grasses, preparatory to phiniing
such as we wish to cultivate, we came naturally to the
enquiry, what nourishment do the cultivated plants re-
quire .'

Plants are organized, living bodies; they must have a
home in the soil

; they must have water and air ; but
beyon.l all this, if they could .^peak, we should hear the
cry from mnny a field, " Give us food." Manure is fai
from being a simple substance. Tlio most obvious di-
vision of iis parts is into vegetable, animal, and saline.
The vegetable part of manure furnishes the substan-

tial pabulum, or food for the plant ; and also tends very
much to preserve a due proportion of moisture in the
soil. The saline parts act mostly as stimulants, and
must be u.=ed in compos;, or on soils containing vp<'eta-
ble matter. The severe drought of the last sui^mer has
demonstrated the value of vegetable compost in retain-
ing moisture in the soil.

Squaslies, sugar beets, imd potatoes planted on sandy
soil, manured with compost made of peatand lime, mois-
tened with the wash from the barn-yard, survived the
drougl.t and yielded a respectable crop; while others
planted i.n similar soil, manured with the best stable
manure, died.

Lime neutralizes the ulmic acid which n-nders decay-
ed vegetable matter partially or wholly unfit for manure,
and forms a new compoun.l—!i/,re«<e of time. By the
addition of one-sixth ofanimal manure, we get a new
product, the uZmafeo/ammonju. These are, probably,
the most valuable salts in any manure.
The analyses which have been made, indicate anal-

most universal deficiency ofvegetable matter in our soil.
Science teaches us that by the aid of lime, or any of the
alkalis sufficient to neuiralize the ulmic acid, we may
use with perfect success in supplying this deficiency
peat, swamp mud, muck, &n., which, if used alonej
would be found to he inert or injurious.

The compost, sweetened by lime from the compara.
lively insoluble nature of the .lalts it contains;.m-ost be
more durable than a similar compost where wood ashes
are used instead of lime, because some of the salts pro-
duced by neutralizing ulmic acid with potashes are very
soluble in water, and although beyond all question good,
may, and probably will, for this very reas(m, be found
by experiment to be too soon exiiuusted to be used
on a large scale with economy.

All salts that dissolve readily in water, will soon es-
cape from the soil

; a few of them are volatile and may
rise in vapor

; but the major part of thein, more partic-
uh.rly in compost manure, are not volatile, but are more
or less soluble in water. Just so far as they are diss.dv-
ed by water they are capable of being carried down by
the rains, until they get beyond the reach of the rootlets
ufthe plants.

£very firmer needs a laboratory appropriated to iho
manufacture of manure for hi-< dwn uses. It should be
covered from the weather, and be near the barn-yard.
A cistern large enough to contain all the wash of the
yard should be near at hand. 'Iheie is huidly an arti-

cle of waste about the barn or house which does not
properly belong to the compost heap. The contents of

I

the wash. tub, refuse brine, the remains of all vegetable
or animal matter, too poor to be otherwise used, should
be used: nglitSoilis very valuable. In short, every
thing sweeter sour, fat or alkaline- the soot from the
chimney, even fine charcoal, if to be usr-d on a white
soil, may bo added with advantage.

j

Tlie raw materials may be put down in l.iyers, as for
example, a layer of peat, then lime, or whatever alkali !

is used put upon it, then a layer of animal manure
!

next, and so on. (It is more convenient to moisten the '

lime before using it, just enough to make it fall to a]
fine powder.) I

Those who have had experience, inform us that the
ingredients must be thrown on lightly and not trodden I

down. The pile being completed, the fermentation may
be regulated by pumping more or less of the liquid man-
ure from the cistern on to it. All the salts contained in
the wash of the yard will combine with the mass, acting
upon it accorHingto the laws of chemical affinity, and in
turn being acted upon in like manner.
The loss of manure by evaporation, I apprehend, is

(ccasionedby manure being exposed while fermenta-
tion is going on ; then the gases are let loose and read-
ily fly off, but by having present four or five times its

quantity of the decayed vegetable matter, (so abundant
in our peat bogs.) we have an absorbent, which most
effectually prevents the escape of ammonia. This is the
tolatile salt, and if vue cannot get vegetable matter, we
should take the soil for an absorbent.

We need more light on this subject. It is an im-
mensely important practical question, which must be
tested by experience, which of the alkalies or alkaline
earths shall tve use to make the best, most durable, and
profit.ible compost. Also, how much by weight or meas-
ure of lime, (weighed or measured before slaking,) is
necessary to neut.alize a cord of pent.= how much "caus-
tic or fresh made wood ashes > how much leached ashes ?

how much potashes.' how much soda are required.?
But we know enough to begin. Let us attend to this
branch of manufacture

! Every man can, at a moderate
expense, build his own laboratory. The raw materials
can, in most cases, be obtained at small expense.
Our necessities call loudly for the establishment of

these domestic manufactories An adequate supply of
manure cannot now be purchased at any price. By
these eslabli.«hnieiit3 we can improve the quality and di-
minish th.i price ofthe article, and increase the quantity
at least five hundred per cent, the first year.

N. C. K.

MAY15, 1S30

;

To enable him to complete an agricultural survey bv
which the scattered experience of individuals may' be
concentrated in bis report, which will be printed f,
public use, much will d.,-pend on the information whicl,
he 18 enabled to procure from th» farmers of Rhode Is-
lend in relation to their crops, their icspeclixe modes of
culture, their stock, variety and comparative value, and I

their various experiments in the use oflime, ashes plas- j

tcr, ground bones, clay, marl, salt, peat, rock and sea
j

j

weeds, composts, fish, and any other mineral vegetable
'

joranimalmanures, they may have used in'tl,c° treat- '

,
ment of soils.

j

To aid the farmer in making out his reiurns, the com-
,mittcp have subjoined blank forms, which the farmers
will please to fill up with as much care and exactness as

I possible, and report them to the Survey or at Providence
:

or communicate them to him personally when he conies'
into their vicinity. They will please to add such re-
marks as they may deem useful, though they may not
be suggested by the forms distributed by the committee

I

Specimens of minerals, rocks or soils collected and
j

marked with the name ofthe proprietor, and ofthe town
,

where found, will be highly desirable for the purpose of
forming a State Cabinet of the productions of Rhode Is-
land. These specimens will be analyzed by the Survey-
or, so far as he is able, for your information, and statc'd
in his report to the Legislature.

It is requested that these specimens of minerals, rocks
and soils, may be so marked, and labels attached to them
by means of paste, that they cannot be misplaced. Box-
es containing such specimens, may be directed to the
Surveyor, to thecaie of Owen Mason, Esq , Providence
and their contents will be carefully examined.
The Surveyor will first take a rapid outline view of

the State, by performing a journey around its borders
and then will proceed to visit and survey more method-'
ically and minutely its various sections ; in his journey-
ings and sojournings the committee trust that he will
meet with those aids and facilities, which may r-nable
him the better to accomplish a work so beneficial to all
and with that lio.spitality which is chaiacteristic of the
yeomanry of Rhode Island.

SA.MUELW. KING, Johnston
JAMKSF. SIMAIONS, do
E. K. POTTER, South Kingstown,
WAl. RHODES. Warwick
GEORtiE G. KING, Newport
HENRY H. LUTHER, Warren
CHRIST R RHODES, Warwick
JOHN PIT.MAN, Providence
OWEN MASO.N. do
JOSEPH MAURAN, do.

April 26, 1839.
^"''"' ^''"""'««-

As the New England Farmer circulates largely in
Rhode Island, and has always received a most liberal
patronage from its society for the promotion of agricul-
ture and manufactures, we deem it a matter of duly as
it is a pleasure, to lay before the public the subjoined
circular. We shall present the particular inquiries ad-
dressed to the farmers by the agricultural surveyor, on
anftllier occasion. f| q

CIRCULAR TO THE CITIZENS OF RHODE
ISLAND.

The committee, acting under a resolve ofthe legisla-
ture of Rhode Island, have engaged Dr Charles T. Jack-
son, of Boston, to make an agricultural and geological
survey oltliis State. He will commence his work the
first of May next.

Monus McLTicAuns.-We have received from Mr
Erlward P. Little, of Marshfield, 2 J Morus Mullicaulis
trees of last year'sgrowth,G to 7 feet high and I to 1 1-2
inch in diameter at the butt, with numerous lateral bran-
ches. The trees are in excellent order and filled with
vigorous buds to the extremities of the branches. We
have never seen trees of this description so finely kept.
We understand they were planted in boxes and placed
in the cellar during the winter. J y

PRATT'S SPINNING AND REELING MACHINE.
We have received a beautiful sample of sewing silk

manufactured by .Mr. J. Pratt, of Sherburne, .Mass., who
is likewise the inventor of a beautiful spinning and
reeling machine. We are not prepared to decide °cn its

comparative merits, but it is well deserving of the ex-
amination of the curious and ingenious. It may be
Ibund at the office of the Yankee Farmer, in North
Market Street.

pj q
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l!i;ii.llTUN .MAllKKT.—MoKi.AT, May Vd, 183!).

Ufj.t.rlrd lorlhe .\rw Englan.l Fnrjnpr.

\t Market, 175 Beef Cattle, 25 Pairs Working Oxen,
CO (:i.ws and Calves, a70 Plieep, and !J90 Swine.
Prices.— Reef Cattle.— Last wenk's prices were fully

sustained and sales readily made. We quote First

niialilv. 19 2,T n $9 50. Second quality, $8 50 a $9 00.

Tl.ir.i" quality. $7 50 a $8 00.

Uitfliini' Oren —Tlie followinor sales were noticed;

^7:., •SiSO, §92, $105 $1111 and $135.
Coics and Ca.lees.— Uull, and sales limited consider-

inir the number at market. We quote the following:

$3^.1, $37 50, $10, $15, $o'-> to, $U0, and $02.
Sheep.—We noticed the sale <>( one lot at $5 50, and

and <.ne lot of 170 at $6 50.

Siuine —Selected lots to peddle 8 3-4 a 9 for sows,

9 3-4 a 10 lor barrows. A lot of lar^je hogs at 8 ; a lot

large and nearly all sows at C 1-2. At retail 9 to 11.

THKR.VIO.METRICAL.

KejUirleJ for tlie New England rariiiiT.

Raii^e of the Theimoineter at the Garden of tlie proprietors

of the New England Fanner, Brighton, .Mass. in a shaded

IVortlierly exposure, week ending May 12.

May, 1839. ] 7A.M. | 12,M. | 5,P.M. |
Wind.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
I'hursday,

Friday,

Saturday,
Sundav,

1

4-2
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MISCELLANEOUS

LETTERS FROM THE EAST.
BT A LADY OF NEW YORK.

(Continued.)

The first court is one hundred and sixty feet

broad by throe hundred feet long, surrounded with

a portico of double columns. Beyond is a forest of

columns, twelve feet in diameter by forty high, each

surmounted by a beautiful capital, resembling the

sacred Lotus flower. The first interior department

of the temple is one hundred and forty feet by i

hundred and sixty. To this succeed several other

equally magnificent halls, all adorned with clusters

of highly ornamented columns, which support the

heavy stone roof. But the whole is encumbered

with the mud huts of the present Egyptian peas.

ants, whose filth is scarcely a less profanation of

these splendid ruins, than were formerly the unholy

rites herein practised by a civilized people. The
whole length of the teuiple and its advanced courts,

which were once roofed in, is eight hundred feet!

From the top of the Propylon is a superb view.

First, you have the whole field of ruins at one

glance ; then to the south, a long reach of river

prospect; to the west, the temples of o^f/ Thebes
;

to the east, the broad plain to the Arabian moun-
tains ; and to the nortli, the eye rests on'the sub-

lime wonders of Karnac, two miles distant.

If the ascent to the top of this gateway was dif-

ficult, you will find the descent much more so, for

the earthquake has not spared this pile more than

any of the rest. The staircase is out of joint in

so many places, that wide chasms are to be leaped,

and one false step would be instant death.

We are now clear of the vile parasite mud huts,

which cling so closely to the noble pile of ruins,

and are once more in the open champaign country.

From the point where we now are, the river

slightly inclines to the west of north, while the

road to Karnac diverges as much to the east of

north, by which, the temples there are more than a

mile from the river.

Here, near the river bank, the present surface of

the soil is over thirty feet above its ancient level,

while at Karnac the accumulation has not been so

great.

Below where we are now riding, there is a double

row of colossal sphinxes, lining the ancient avenue
which connected Karnac with Luxor. This ave-

nue is two miles long. We shall soon see indica-

tions of these sphinxes ; and further on, the ave-

nue has been entirely e.xcavated, and is found to bs
sixtythree feet wide, and the sphinxes twelve feet

apart, so that theie is (above and below ground,)

two thousand of these colossi! \\ hat a magnifi-

cent perspective this must have been, and how glo-

riously terminated at either end. The excavations

on either side of us, are where the eurious have
sought and found the continuation of the' chain of
sphinxes. The high mounds are where probably
chapels and altars have stood on both sides the sa-

cred way. We are now arrived at the e.xcavated

part of the avenue. You see the sphinxes are of

soft sand.stone, and not of the red granite of Sy-

ene; for even the Herculean labors of the ancient

Egyptians could scarcely have accomplished such

a task.

These sphinxes arc formed of the lion's body and
ram's head, with the figure of some divinity as large

as life, standing between each paw of the coKchant

beast.

That continuous mound which you sec stretch-

ing away to the east and west, is the ancient wall

of sun-dried bricks which formed the sacred enclo-

sure in the midst of which stand the awful ruins of
Karnac's holy fane. We must here dismount, for

it would be profanation in us to approach these

mysterious ruins otherwise th ;n on foot

The grand propylon before us is the southern

entrance to the great court of Karnuc. Vou have
now to enjoy the greatest treat the icorld can afford

in the way of ruins. If you enter that gate as I

did, such will be your surprise that you will be riv-

eted to the spot without the power of advancing
any farther for an hour. As I am your cicerone,

you must be guided not only by my advice, but you
must obey my com.nands. It is my intention'to

transport you suddenly into the centre of the great

area of ruin, in order that you may at once attain

the only point of view where the whole may be seen

to advantage. There, without stirring from the

spot, you may, by simply turning round to every

side, behold all the wonders of tliis most extraordi-

nary locality. Therefore I will draw your shawl
over your eyes, while I conduct you thither; but

be prepared for a surprise when you shall be un-

hooded, and string your nerves to their utmost de-

gree of tension. Vou need not fear that any of

those tottering walls would reach you should they

fall, for such is the immense diameter of the court,

that should another earthquake occur while you
are there, no harm could happen to you, should ev-

ery one ofthe immense fabrics be overthrown at

once.

There, be seated on the capital of this overthrown
column. I will now remove the veil from your
eyes, and leave you for half an hour to your own
reflections. None can tolerate the least intrusion

at such a moment of intense excitement, when the

wrapt soul is absorbed in contemplating the most
sublime conceptions and wonderful executions of

that creature whom God made after his own image.

I leave you with this caution: Divest your mind
of all association with the vulgar name of Karnac,

and of the heathen uses to which these temples
were put. Elevate the mind to the point where an
enlightened, though partially corrupt priesthood

caused these vast piles to rise in honor of the great

creator of the universe, so far as he was then known
to them, under the type o( Jupiter Animon. These
are greater and more glorious temples than were
ever dedicated directly to the true and only God,
since the creation of this world. * *

* * Ha ! has not thy fit of abstraction

left thee yet ? Thy eyes are still

" With a fine frenzy rolling,"

and thou hast drunk in sublimity enough from this

overflowing fountain, to supply the poetical springs

of thy soul for an ago to come. Would that the

inspiration were now manifest in sound forimr espec-

ial benefit. One bold burst of enthusiastic senti-

ment at this moment, were worth a whole quarto of

cantering hexameters from the closeL Thy muse is

silent : try then a little invocation. Begin
" Descend ye nine," *fec.

Thou'rt not in the vein, I perceive. Come down
then to humble prose, and scan by architectural

rule, that which thy poetical measure cannot at

present compass.

—

To be continued.

HEBB-\CEOVIS PL..\IVTS.
.\ great variety of Herl-aceoas Plants, of beautiful and

fiardy varieties, can be furnished by the sutiscribers from
their gardens at Brigliton at short notice. From 25 cents to

SI 00 per plant. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 24.

WISSHIP'S BRIGHTON -NUKSERIiSS,
AND BOTANIC GA

Fruii anU-^mamental Trees, Shrubs, Cieep
ers, Herbaceous, Perennials, Grern Hi us<
Plants, &c.

Orders addressed to Messrs WINSIIIP
-——«=-^ Bnghlo.i, Mass., will be promptly exec iled,

and lorvvarded to any part of this or other countries
-ipril 10.

'

PRl'IT AND OR.VA.IIESfTAI- TREES, Ml'bBFR.
RIt£S dec.

Nurseiy of Wdtiam Kenrich.
The Catalogue of ffruil and Ornamental Trees for 1819 is

now ready, and will be sent to all who apply. It c( npi.ses
a most extensive selection of the superior varieties oi Pe.irs
Apples, Plums, Quinces. Gooseberries, Raspberries Cur-
rants, Strawberries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock o( Cher-
ries and of Teaches now ready is particularly large. Also,
Ornamental Trees, Shrubs. Roses, Honevsii<"kles, Peonies
Dahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants.

'

10,000 Cuckspur ur Newcastle Thorns?
lO.uOO Buckthorns.
Morns Multicaulis, and other Mulberries ; the trees genu-

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying wuh the size, and
the quantity which may be desired.

Fruit and all other trees, when so ordered, will be secure-
ly packed for safe transporlarion to distant places, and or-
ders promptly executed, on application to the subscriber

„„ ,. WILLIAM KENRfck.
Nonantum ITiIl, ISewton. near Boston.
January 30, 1839.

PEAR, PLUM, GRAPE VINES, &C.
1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds;
1000 Plum Trees, of the most approved kinds and extra

size—many of them have borne the past season •

500 Quince Trees :

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from 6 to 15 feel
high, most of them have borne fruit— Black Hamburgh,
Sweetwater, Pond's >eedling;

30,000 Giant Asparagus Roi ts
;

5000 Wilmot's Early Rhubarb or Pio Plant, lately intro-
duced

;

Also—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &c. ot
different kinds;

All orders left at this office, or with tlie subscriber at Cam-
bridge-port, or in Mr Lynch's baggage wagon box, at Gould
& Howe's. No. 3 Faneul Hall, will meet with immediate
attention. SAMUEL POND,

Cambridge-port, Mass.March 27

BONE MAKLRB.
The subscriber informs his friends and the public, that,

alter ten years experience, be is fully convinced that ground
bones lorm the most powerful stimulant thai can be applied
to the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,

and solicits the patronage of the agricultural community.
Pr-ce at the Mill 35 cents per bushel ;"put up in casks and de-
livered at any pari of the city at 40 cents per bushel, and no
charge lor casks or carting.

Also, ground Oyster Shells.
Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Kox-

hury, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 52 North Alarket Street, orihrough the Post
Office will receive prompt attention.

March 27. NAHUM WARD.

GHAPE VINES.
150 Sweet Water Grape Vines.
200 Isabella, " "

150 Catawba, " "

100 Black Hamburg Grape Vines.
1000 Asparasiis Roots:
too Early Wilmol Rhubarb Roots.
200 Common " "

Also—Strawberry Plants of the following choice kinds:
Methven Castle, liath Scarlet, Hautbois, English Wood
Monthly, &c. Raspberries, Franconia While and Red!
Gooseberries—Currants— Flowering Shrubs and Plants of
all kinds supplied at short notice, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 10. 51 and 52 North Market Street.

Just received at the New England Farmer Office, ihe
Second Report on the Agriculture of Massachusetts, by Hen-
ry Colman, Commissioner for the the Agricultural .Survey of
the Stale. For sale b

A|)ril 10.

JOSEPH hkeck; & CO.
51 and :,j \,,iib Market St.

THE NEW ENGLAND FARMER
Is puoiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay witiuB
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTEKg,
17 SCHOOL STKKKT BOSTO."*
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AGRICULTURAL.

Prom ' Traosaclions of the Essex Agricultural Society, 1838.'

ESSEX AGRICULTURE.
Addressed to the Fanners of Esser County, Mass.

BY HENKT COLMAN.

The agriculture of Essex county is in a compar-

atively improved condition ;
yet in productiveness

and e.xtent of cultivation, it is fur from being what

it should be. Connnerce is a great interest in Es-

sex. Manufactures are a great interest. The fish-

eries are spiritedly and extensively pursued. Tiie

exportation of granite is a very large business. But

the agriculture of Essex receives little of that en-

thusiastic and energetic devotion and pursuit, with

which these other pursuits are regarded and con-

ducted. The improvements made are on a small

sc:iIl-. Little capital is risked in agricultural en-

terprises and experiments. The agricultural pro-

ductions of the county are perhaps scarcely a tenth

of«hatthey might be profitably made. Where
now a hundred bushels of corn are raised, five hun-

dred miglit be raised. Where two hundred bush-

els of potatoes are grown, two thousand should be
;

and other products in proportion. The agriculture

of Essex is capable of being made a great interest,

and when we take into view the fluctuations and

capricious changes to which manufacturing and

cominercial pursuits are subject, and some of which

ch;iiic;es have been experienced in great severity

within even a short time past, there are certaiidy

stroiig reasons why it should receive much more

ai: iition than is now given to it. There is indeed

every reason why it should be placed at least upon

a level with the other great interests to which we
have referred. We believe, likewise, in respect to

pecuniary profit, when all the risks are considered,

capital judiciously used and invested in agriculture,

will be found as profitable an mvestment in the

long run, in the course, for example, of twenty

years, as, with the exception of some e.xtraordinary

and accidental instances of success, in any other

business whatever.

The profits from commerce and manufactures are

more immediate ; and coming directly in a pecuni-

ary form, seem to be more positive and substantial.

But the advantages are only in appearance. The
risks are great. Shipwrecks, bankruptcies, disap-

pointuients and insolvencies are innumerable. We
shall not speak of the moral dangers of trade, which,

in what are called periods of success and extraor-

dinary prosperity, are always multiplied to a vast

extent. We shall say nothing of the risk of life in

maritime pursuits, though the number of widows
and fatherless children in Marblehead, Salem, Glou-

cester, and Newburyport, on this subject, suggest

instructive lessons. We shall say nothing of the

evils to health which arise out of many manufactur-

ing pursuits, especially those of a sedentary na-

ture, and necessarily carried on in confined rooms
and under a high artificial temperature. Without
aey invidious, or what might be deemed question-

able comparisons, with any other branches of busi-

ness, it is enough to say that agriculture in Essex

county may be pursued to great advantage. There

is certainly much excellent soil in the county al-

ready in the condition to be cultivated; in Lynn,

in Marblehead, in Beverly, in Danvers, in Ipswich,

in Andover, Bradford, Haverhill, West Newbury,

sewbury, and otiier towns. There are very exten-

sive tracts of peat meadow and land capable of be-

ing reclaimed and rendered highly productive.

—

Tliere are extensive tracts of salt marsh, wliich re-

quire only to be drained and dyked to be placed in

a course of most profitable improvement. No coun-

ty in the commonwealth is more favorably situated

in regard to quick and certain markets. In most

cases too, manures or the materials for manure, are

in great profusion. The large towns in the coun-

ty furnish vast quantities of the most valuable ma-

nures in their stables, streets, slaughter houses, and

the various collections of filth and refuse inevitable

wlierever a numerous population is congregated.

From its extent of sea-coast likewise, and exten-

sive fisheries, a vast amount of sea-wreck and fish

offal, among the most etficacious and valuable of all

manures, are constantly furnished. Muscle-bed

likewise,' dock mud, the remains of shell-fish and

the fish themselves, the Munhaden, which are found

in vast schools upon our shores in the spring, fur-

nish abundant means of fertility to large portions of

the county on the sea-board, and are capable ol be-

ing transported some distance into the interior with

advantage and profit. These circumstances, added

to th^general intelligence of the county and the

universal prevalence ot good morals, are strong rea-

sons why the agriculture of the county should be

encouraged, and may with advantage be rendered

a great and commanding interest.

Experience however, gives us little reason to

expect that these general considerations will have

the influence to which they are entitled. All we
can hope for in the case i? that we may draw at-

tention more strongly to the agricultural resources

and improvements of tlie county ; and ascertain, if

any, what alterations can be advantageously made
in its present management.

I have heretofore urged repeatedly and strongly

the cultivation of esculent vegetables, with a view

to their consumption on the farm, and I feel daily

stronger and stronger convictions of the propriety

of such advice. The carrot crop, of which more
than seven hundred bushels have been repeatedly

raised in the county to an acre, may bo deemed a

profitable crop at four hundred bushels ; and for

the feed of any stock, horses, milch cows, sheep or

swine, in the opinion of many experienced farmers,

may be regarded as equivalent to at least half that

amount in hay or grain. But let us suppose that even

this is an overestimate, and that four pounds of car-

rots are equivalent to one of hay, or corn, or oats.

Four hundred bushels of carrots are certainly not

an extravagant crop^^at fifty pounds to a bushel

they would give twenty thousand pounds to an acre

;

that, allowing four for one, would be equal to a

yield of two and a half tons of hay, of one hundred

bushels of corn, at fifty pounds to the bushel ;
and

of one hundred and fiftyone bushels of oats at thirty-

three pounds to the bushel. Now under proper

management, the expense and labor in the cultiv a-

tion of carrots are not very much more than in thi''

cultivation of an acre of corn. We have certainly

much underrated its value in comparison with

hay, and so far from reckoning it as four to one, it.

might be fully estimated as four to two of hay.

Four hundred bushels of carrots might then be es-

timated as equal to five tons of hay. Under any

aspect it is obvious how much would be gained by

extending the root cultivation. What is said of

carrots will apply witli proportional force to rata

baga, to the sugar beet, the blood beet, the parsnip

and the potato. Now a farmer in Essex who raises

yearly a thousand bushels of carrots or almost any

other vegetable escufcjit to be given out to his

stock, or indeed anything like this, it would be dif-

ficult to find. In this respect then, one of tlie most

important steps in the improvement of the agricul-

ture of Essex remains to be taken. The efliect

which such cultivation would at once have upon the

butter dairy, the s*ye, and the stall, would be high-

ly favorable; nif'not less favorable would belts

eflfects upon tue manure heap as the great means

of keeping up and increasing the fertility of the

farm. The root culture, requiting as it does, deep,

rich and clean cultivation, is at* ag the very oest

preparations for wheat and other grains. From this

remark we except potatoes, the cultivation ol' whicfi

is more slovenly than that ofany crop rai>ed among
us. Why do not fanners see this ? It is matter
of experiment and of demonstration. We do not
despair of conviction ultimately, though we have
little hope of living to witness it. If individual far-

mers are not wilhng to undertake it, the experi-

ment could at least be tried to advantage in some
of the pauper establishments, where light labor a-

boiinds, and under the management of a skilful and
industrious overseer. In such places experiments

might be made to test the comparative expense of
such crops, and ascertain their exact value as feed

for stock. They could be made in such places to

advantage, and the results would be likely to prove

of very great utility.

At present, the great object of the county appears

to be the raising of hay ; and this hay to be sold a-

way from the fiirm. I cannot satisfy myself that

this is the best husbandry which could be chosen.

The best husbandry, in all cases, is undoubtedly

tliat which brings most profit without injury to the

place ; and not only without injury but with an evi-

dent improvement of the condition and productive-

ness of the farm under the husbandry pursued

Some of the farmers in the neighborhood of Marble-

head and various other places on the sea-shore, are

able to keep their farms in high condition, by the

abundance of sea-manure, which they obtain with-

out difficulty and at no cost, but the labor of col-

lecting and carting. But this applies to a compar-

atively small number of farms. Others, who live

in the immediate vicinity of large tow-ns, are able to

purchase manure ; but this is always done at a heavy
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expense of money, and time and labor. A very tage in the autumn and sent to market in the spring ;
' or Bakewell, the stock is usually excellent for th m

large portion of the hay whn-h >= ^c-nt to market and ewes mrght be purchased in the fall, with ar-
|

purpose. I can but hope that presently the Southfrom Essex county, is purchased by jobbers, who rangements so made that they should bring their I Downs will be introduced and diffused amon<r us
takeit from the fanr.er and convey It with their own lambs m February

;
and with liberal keeping, both which seem to me, for these objects to combine'

teams to market; but return no manure to the farm, ewes and lambs might be sent to market in the more good properties by far than any race vetLet us now look at this operation. The average spring. The lambs being sent early, would bring known among us,_Then the feeding of the sheen
price of hay in market m Salem Lowell, or Boston,, a liigh price.

|

requires great care. - It must be done with regular
for the last twenty years, has not exceeded eighteen

,

The fatting of weathers for the market might be ! ity. They must be treated kindly They must
dollars per ton. Let us take the case of a farmer, done to great advantage in Essex, on account of the ' not be abused. Tliey should have plenty of roomwho goes to market with his hay and purchases

[

demand within the county and the proximity to and never more than fifty in one enclosure They

a half of hay to Salem. We will suppose the hay
|

Indian corn one dollar per bushel. Farmers with-
in market brings at eighteen dollars per ton i.f two
thousand pounds, twentyseven dollars. Now what
are the abatements to be made from this? Two
men must be occupied nearly half a day in loading

the hay for market. This with the waste inciden-

tal to loading the hay and uncovering the mow,
cannot be estimated at less than one dollar. He
must then with his team of one horse and two yoke
of oxen, or two yoke of oxen, be absent a day.

This can hardly be estimated at less than three

dollars, including incidental exjienses. He cannot

purchase a cord of manure to compensate his losses

for the hay under a sum less than four or five dol-

lars. Here there is an amount of eight or nine

dollars to be deducted from the amount received

for the hay. Now is there no mode by which his

hay can be used on his farm at a value equal to

what is here j-ealized, and all the vexation and toil

of marketing be saved ? Or if he is a farmer in

Newbury, Rowley, or other towns similarly situat-

ed, he must allow to the wagoner who either pur-

,chase6 the hay on his own account or soils it on

commission, a sum varying from five to seven dol-

lars per ton, as commission on the sale. In this

case too, it is to be remembered that Ire got? no

return of manure, I cannot think this a very gDgd

operation.

The hay in Essex county does not give as an

average yield, over one and a quarter ton per acre;

and where land is kept long in grass, the average

is not beyond a ton. There are, indeed, much bet-

ter crops than these, but we are speaking of a gen-

eral yield. Hay s.hould come in as a regular crop

in rotation ; and there are some lands, redeei.ied

peat meadows, for example, which ai'e not suited to

cultivation, and where, unquestionably, liaj' is the

preferable crop ; and the fertility of the land is to

be maintained by top dressing. There is no gen-

eral proposition to which exceptions may not be

made. But what I wish my brother fanners of Es-

sex particularly to consider is, whetlier hay is the

best crop which they can cultivate; and whether

the selling of hay is so eligible or unobjectionable

a process as it is generally esteemed to be.

Hay is always jyorth ten dollars a ton, to be fed

on the farm. Here the labor and expense of mar-

keting are avoided, and the manure is secured on

the farm. Farmers in Essex may get, in many ca-

ses, horses from the capital, to be wintered for one

dollar and twentyflve cents or one dollar and fifty

cents per week, and in this case their hay is worth

ten dollars per ton. Hay is worth ten dollars per

ton to be given to fatting wethers, or to sheep for

the raising of early lambs for market. Essex is

not a grazing county, and the fences throughout

the county are not at all adapted to tlie keeping of

sheep. But wethers may be purchased to advan-

in my knowledge buy all their corn for this very
object, and do it to advantage. These would be
good and remunerating prices in Essex, especially
where the produce is consumed on the farm. The
average net profit upon sheep well purchased, well
fed and v,-ell sold, may be set down as from one to
two dollars per head. I h-ave seldom known any
loss sustained. I have often known a much great-
er gain than tiiis. _ Within my knowledge, a far-

mer one hundred miles in the interior, purchased
the last autumn, fifty wether sheep for fatting, of
the best description, large, thrifty, well-conditioned
When driven into his yard in November, they cost
him three dollars and seventyfive cents per head.
A'bout the first of January he sold twenty of the
number in Brighton for six dollars and twentyfive
cents per head, out of whicli, probably, thirt\ three
or fifty cents commission to the drover were to be
deducted : if fifty cents, this gave an advance of
two dollars per head for about five weeks keeping,
at, probably, for I have often made it the subject
of exact account, twentyfive cents per week, leav-

ing a net gain of seventyfive cents per head. He
-kept the remaining thirty until the second week in

quality.

In answer to all this, for there is no end to the
excuses of indolence, and when she can 't get out
at the door she will always contrive to crawl through
the key-hole, it will be said that if all the farmers
in Essex should go to fatting sheep, the business
would be overdone. Now there is no probability,

even if the profits were as clear as the sun shining
at noon day, of all the farmers in Essex, or even a
considerable part of them undertaking any such
thing. Farmers, and they are as intelligent in Es-
sex county as anywhere, are a proverbially slow
and faithless race. Demonstration must come
down upon them like a triphammer in a foundry,
before you can convince them of anything extraor-

dinary that has been done out ofsightof the smoke
of their own chimneys. An enterprising, intelli-

gent, quick, industrious man, whose perceptions are
as rapid as the lightning's flash, and who comes to

his safe and certain conclusions by a sort of instinct,

just as the tree is riven or the rock is broken by
the bolt, without knowing precisely how or where
the blow was given, these are the minds for whom
we write, and from whom, and from whom only,

any improvements are to be expected. Such men,
moving with an intellectual and muscular elastici-

March, and then .received for them twelve dollars I ty and energy such as keep the world alive, will be
twentyfive cents per head in his yard. We^vill up and dressed and their day's work half accom-
suppose them to have been kept sixteen weeks at I pi ished before a large part of mankind will have
twentyfive cents per week; this would bring the I buttoned their waistcoats or pulled their shoes up
cost to seven dollars and seventyfive cents per at the heel, and before many will have decided
head, and leave in this case a net profit of four dol-

lars and fifty cents per head. This is an unusual
gain

; but with proper skill and management they
always do well. If an Essex farmer can get by
any such process ten or twelve dollars for his hay
consumed at his barn, it is much better than for him
to sell it in the market in Lowell, Boston or Salem,
for eighteen dollars, with all the vexation and toil

of marketing, and all the expense of buying and

whether or not to get up at all. Now there are

few such men, but few or many, to such my sug-
gestions are addressed, and all I desire is, that they
should value them for what they are worth.

There is no danger, under any circumstances, of
the business being overdone. The demand will

keep pace with the supply. Hitherto it has great-

ly outrun the supply. Mutton was never more in

demand in Boston than it has been the past winter.
carting manure. A fatting sheep, of a good size, The operation requires no expensive outlays or fi*-
will require from two to three pounds of hay per tures. It is liable to as few accidents as any busi-
day, one pint of corn per day, take the whole time \ ness of the kind which can be pursued ; and from
togetlier, and one pint of potatoes or other esculent i ignorance, want of skill, mistakes ofjudgment, neg-
vegetables. This is liberal feeding ; and every i lect, want of perseverance, and other obvious cau-
farmer can make his own calculations. This busi- ' ses, there will be always failures and disappoint-
ness, in order to be successful, like every other ' ments enough to give those who pursue it skilfully,
business, requires skill and care. The sheep ought

|

liberally and properly, a fair chance of success,
to be in good condition when put up to fatten. It

j

Here are two modes then, by which the farmer
is an old proverb that a sheep is never fat but once. ! in Essex county may dispose of his hay on his farm
It is utterly hopeless to attempt to fatten a poor or ! to advantage and with a reasonable profit. He
an unhealthy sheep. They belong to the crows, ! may do it likewise with equal advantage by a winter
and the sooner they have them the better. The

|

dairy, and at present prices, by raising young stock.
Saxony sheep are too small to be profitable for fat-

| (To be continued.)
tening. The half blood merinos are an excellent

j

variety. They are in general thrifty, and the de-
|

The Genesee Farmer says that wheat never
ficiency in size is compensated by the superior val-

,
looked more promising at this season of the year

lie of the fleece. Our own native sheep are often than it does at present. This cheering prospect
of the right kind. When crossed with the Dishley has caused the price of wheat to decline a little.

J
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From ' Transadi
liis fields burdened with their heavy crops, are sat- manure to the acie h.xd, the Pr=^'°"''

"

'-^^^ 4
EXPERIMENTS ON MANURES, &e. i^tjed that Mr Clarke knows how to make manure turned under tae sod, """

"f'^
*

, ^^^ ,°„a

The Committee report: That they consider the .nd to applyJt, and that his fields '^^^^^^^^^%±°^'^
'^'^l ^11^^^^^^^^^

, . . ,. ., ,.• ' .„,i „-,„i;„ot;„n ni- mnnnres. il.oir nhlio-ation and nav their due return. Mr through the centre ot tne piect,i» '^,u^
subject of the making and application of manures,

one of the greatest importance to the agricultural

interest. Manure and labor are to the farmer what

capital and credit are to the merchant. With them

well applied, the one will add barn to barn, the oth-

er store liouse to store house, till there shall be no

room to contain their several wealth ;
without them,

they must soon suspend operations, and their farms

and their ships pass into the hands of more skilful

and industrious owners.

Many farmers think they cannot afford to pur-

chase manure, and the price does seem dispropor-

tioned to the immediate profits ; but no farmer will

say that he cannot afford to make the most of what

he has, and to apply it to the best advantage. Many

take an honest pride in being able to say, ! have

raised so many hundred bushels of corn, or so many

tons of hay ; now to be able to say I have made

five hundred loads of manure, is just as much a

matter ofboasUng, for manure will make com, and

hay, and other valuable products, if it be only ju-

diciously applied. Put in the seed and the manure

and the grateful soil will make you a liberal re-

turn. It is held to be true by experienced farmers,

that he who doubles the expense of labor and ma-

nure, will increase his profits and products in near-

ly a four fold proportion. In other words, the man

who spends half his time upon his farm, and skims

over one hundred acres of land and gleans from it

fifty bushels of corn and twenty tons of hay, if he

should devote his whole energies to his farm and

improve his means of making manure, might raise

U;"i;"obligatron and pay their due return. M^r
j

thm^iigh the centre of the P>;=^'j"
Jl'f̂ .J/^^'^

Clarke, from such manure, has raised more than one bone mixture, at the rate "//^
bushcU b.me W^ U^^

thousand bushels of corn in a year-

The committee award to Daniel Putnam, ofDan-

vers, for the satisfactory experiment and the full

and explicit stUement made by him, a premium of

twenty dollars.

They recommend that Mr Putnam's statement

and the letter addressed by Joseph How, Esq., of

Methuen, to the committee, be published.

For the Committee, ,
DANIEL P. KING.

Topsfield, Dec. 25, 1838.

DANIEL PUTNAM'S STATEMENT.

To the Committee of the Essex Agricultural Society

on Experiments on Manures :

Gentlemen—The following account of experi-

ments in the use of unleached wood ashes as ma-

nure, is submitted, that you may make any use of

it which in your judgment will render it servicea-

ble to the farmers of the county. In the latter part

of August, 1837, 1 broke up about one acre of low

land (too low and wet to till with ease,) which had

become so much bound out that it yielded not more

than 14 or 15 cwt. of hay, and tliat little was ot

poor quality. After ploughing, I rolled this land,

and then dressed it with 40 bushels of wood ashes,

mixed with wash (mostly sand) from the road-side,

making probably about one and a half cord ;
sowed

half a peck of herds grass and 3 pecks red-top seed
_ , . . 1 _ ._ J __I1„J T'Ua ijaarimprove his means or maiang umiuuB, ui.^..o .^^-^ ^^r

,.°„i>1„ nnd 'rolled The seed
nearly two hundred bushels ofcornand eighty tons

,

then h.rrowed
J^^-f'^JfJ^-^Vi this piece of

°'
Some have, in their natural situation and prox- land 35 or 40 cwt. ofvery good hay, mostly herds

imity to the sea-board, greater facilities for making
i
grass

and obtaining manure, but every substance ot ani-

mal and vegetable matter can be mixed with the

soil in such a manner as to increase the fertility of

the earth ; and even the different soils may be min-

gled so as to produce the same effect.

The quantity of manure a farmer uses, is a pretty

fair criterion by which to judge his character. In

Plymouth county, where a premium is awarded to

the man who makes the greatest number of loads,

. a most worthy and truly respectable farmer, the last

year, reached the very enviable eminence of seven

hundred and ninetyeight loads ; the lowest compe-

titor claimed for three hundred and fifty loads, and

his must be allowed to be an improving character.

William Clark, jr., of Northampton, in his state-

ment to the Hampshire, Franklin, and Hampden

Anricultural Society, represents that he keeps an

average stock of eight swine, three horses, and

In November, 1834, I broke up a field, dressing

it with about 4 cords of manure to the acre
;
on a

part turning it under the sod, and the remainder

puttmg it on the furrow. In 1835, planted with

corn ; the crop large : in 183G, without mowing

the sod, sowed oats and hay seed. Obtained 40

bushels of oats to the acre. The hay seed took

well, but in the following winter was killed by ice

forming and remaining long upon the field. In

1837, obtained not more than 15 cwt. of clover to

the acie. Thought I must take this field in hand

again. In Aoril, 1838, i>loughed an acre and a

half of it, rolled, dressed with 40 bushels of wood

ashes, unmixed with any other material, to the acre ;

sowed o^ts and hay seed. The oats had a fine

growth and the hay seed came up well, but (for I

think It best to tell the whole,) the rust which vis-

ited my neighbors' oats was not kept out of my field

,
-

1 „,. fnnn, ^his'^tock with the by the ashel 'j I mowed for fodder before the crop

"
- - ^.-..-. 1 J A ^^,1 tUa QchiD-an mat

from June 1837 to June 1838, nine hundred and

twenty loa-ds, an hoiwrable monument to bis intelli-

gence and industry, which compensates in utility

and solid value for what it may want in taste and

splendor. Mr Clark used for compost, three hun-

dred loads orsods and soil and two hundred and

fortyseven loads of swamp muck. His yards were

supplied with corn stalks and refuse hay during the

winter, and brakes and weeds in the summer, and

cleared out twice during the year, it might be

supposed that manure so made could possess but

jittle of the quickening and strengthening pnnci-

the ashes a matchless sanative, for its sick.iess, (in

the scorching weeks of August,) which a draught

of pure water would have cured, proved mortal.

Shall I tell you too, what virtue there is in bones ?

From Mr Ward, ofRoxbury, I obtained last spring,

20 bushels ground bone, (cost at Roxbury, 35 cents

per bushel,) sold one bushel to a neighbor ;
mixed

the remaining 19 bushels with about one cord of

soil taken from the side of the roads m tlie^ fields

where the mixture was to be used. Some of it was

used m 10 or 12 days after it had been mixed, and

some reiijsiined in heap 5 or 6 weeks. About the

acre ; no other manure in the hill. 'I he corn here

looked as well through the season as on the re-

mainder of the piece, and ripened a little earlier.

At the time of harvesting, 104 hills on bone yield-

ed 184 lbs. of corn on the cob. The same number

of hills in the adjacent rows on manure, yielded

188 3-4 lbs. That on the bone was the dryest at

the time of weighing.

The first week in May, I planted a piece of corn,

where I put 3 1-2 cords of manure upon the furrow,

and 4 cords iu the hill, to the acre. Through the

centre 1 left four rows until about the 10th of May,

when I planted them with bone, as in the other

piece Here, from 6(3 hills on bone, I obtained 90

lbs. ; from 66 on manure, 86 lbs. Here too, the

corn on the bone ripened earlier, and of course

weighed less. May 21sl, when planting potatoes

whe^re 4 cords of maniyje to the acre had been turn-

ed under the sod the previous autumn, and where I

was putting 5 cords to the acre in the hill, two rows

were planted on bone, 50 bushels to the acre.—

This ground was furrowed only one way, and the

hills on the bone happened to be put nearer to each

other than those on the manure. When dug, equal

quantities of ground were takeri; of bone 14hiUs;

Of manure 12 hills ; the boB* yielded 55 lbs.
;
the

manure 52—Between the IStJi and 20th of May, I

sowed sugar beet, in drills, 3 feet apart. In some

used barn manure, 6 cords to the acre ;
in others

muscle bed or sea-marl, 5 cords j m others bone,

50 bushels. Three drills of each kind, about three

rods long, yielded as follows, viz. : from barn ma-

nure 247 lbs.; muscle bed, 355 lbs. ; bono, 337 1-4.

At the same season I sowed carrots on barn ma-

nure, muscle bed, and bone. Barn manure, 6cords

to the acre ;
muscle bed, 4 ; boue, 50 bushels.—

Some of the bone and the other manures were

spread broad-cast, and a part of the bone was put

in the drill; rows 14 inches apart. Two rows ot

each kind, three rods long, yielded as f.illows: barn

manure, 75 lbs. : bone in drill, 105 lbs. ;
bone spread,

82 lbs. ; muscle bed, 88 1-2 lbs.

I sowed with ruta baga, June 1st, 10 drills, 3

feet apart and 15 rods long ; 5 drills on barn ma-

nure, part of it fresh from the barn cellar and part

partially decomposed, 9 cords to the acre. 1
he

other 5 on bone, 50 bushels to to the acre. Those

on the bone were less eaten by the fly than the oth-

ers thouc^h the others were not very badly injured.

\ strip 17 feet in length across the drills, where

5 had bone and 5 manure partially decomposed,

—yielded bone, 248 lbs. ; manure, 228 lbs.

Another strip, 16 1-3 feet long, wliere there was

bone and fresh manure, gave—bone, 212 lbs.
;
ma-

nure 227 lbs.—About the 10th of June, I sowed

ruta baoa on reclaimed meadow land ;
drills 3 feet

apart ; manure, 9 cords to the acre ;
bone, M bush-

els. Soon after the plants came up, those on the

barn manure were nearly all destroyed by the fly ;

it was necessary to sow a second time. Those on

the bone were but very little injured. Four drills

o rods long, on bone, yielded 486 1-2 lbs.
;
four

on manure, 439 lbs.

p.^IEL PUTNAM.

jYorth Danvers, Dec. 5, 1838.

(To be coDlinued.)
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subjoined is the statement of the farming of

William Wells, of Shelburne, Franklin co., Mass.
tew farms are in better condition or show a better
result than that of Mr VVell.s. His establishment
18, in many respects, a model of good husbandry—
of order, neatness, indu.stry, temperance, hospitali-
ty and the grateful enjoyment of the blessings of a
kind Providence. Mr Wells received a gratuity of
nity dollars. H C

To the Trvstccs of the Massnrhusells /Igrkullural
Socieli/ for I8;W.

1. My farm consists of 28.5 acres, exclusive of
wood land.

2. The soil consists partly of light loam, and
partly of stiff loam.

3. The drier part which I mow and till is improv-
ed by a rotation of crops, beginning with corn or
potatoes the first season ; the next season the land
IS in wheat, oats, or barley. It is then stocked
•well with grass seed, and then mowed until it wants
ploughing and manuring again. It generally re-
mains in grass from four to»si.\- years.

'^

Occasion-
ally t sow plaster on the stiff loam. The moist
part which is not suitable for tillage I mow, manur-
ing it once in three or four years. I am careful at
all times to have a suitable proportion of pasturino-

4. I usually till from 12 to 15 acres. I put o'n
from eight to ten loads of manure where I manure
in the hill, and from twenty to twentyfive where it
is spread.

5. My manure is generally applied in its oreen
state when spread, but well rotted when ptrt, into
the hill.

C. I never plough in manure where I piaiitcorn
or potatoes, but spread it after ploughing the land
giving it a light harrowing, as I wish to leave it as'
near the surface as possible, unless dropped into
the hill.

7. Green sward I generally turn over in the
month of April

; then cart on manure, say 20 or 2-1
loads per acre, before planting—spread it and give
It light harrowing. Many tiir.es in addition, I "ive
It a light manuring in the hill. When I hoe "it I
use a cultivator, taking care not to disturb the sods.

8. I mow .36 acres of upland. Tiie average crop
of hay exceeds two tons per acre.

9. I irrigate six acres through the warm season
excepting when cutting the hay. The effect is a
greater increase in the crop, and of a superior qual-
ity of hay.

10. The irrigated land needs no manure except
what IS carried on by the water. My mowina
which IS too moist for tillage, requires manure once
in three or four years. I apply about 20 or 25 loads
to the acre of common yard manure.

] 1. I mow eight or nine acres of low land • the
hay IS nearly all English hay, averaging not far
from two tons per acre.

13. Bog or peat lands I have none.
13. I planted five acres of corn this season

; one
acre and a half is planted on land after a crop of
oats. The stubble was turned under in August
and ploughed again in the spring. Before plant-
ing, about ten loads of good rotten yard manure
per acre were put into the hiM. It produced 80
bushels of corn. Another piece of green sward
containing one acre and twentyfive rods, was turn
ed over in April. Before planting I carted on 25
loads of green yard manure, spread it, and harrow-
ed It in lightly. Then I put about nine loads of
well rotted manure per acre into the hill. It pro-

duced 11(3 bushels of corn, averaging 100 bushels
and 10 quarts per acre. Another piece of worn
land about the same size, prepared in the same
manner, produced 84 bushels of cotp. Another
piece containing a few rods over an acre of pasture
land, which had never been manured, was cultivat-
ed in this manner. I turned it over a little before
planting and harrowed it lightly, and about ten loads
ot green stable manure per acre were put into the
hill. The produce was sixtyseven bushels. My
whole crop of corn averages 70 bushels and 6 qts.
per agre. My corn was planted in hills three feet
apart each way; four stalks were allowed to stand
in a hill. The seed was shelled from the ear and
planted without any preparation. The corn was
hoed three times. I made use of a cultivator in
hoeing each time.

14. I planted two and one-quarter acres of pota-
toes on green sward turned over in the month of
May. Ten Joads of green manure per acre were
put into the hill. More than one and a quarter
acre was planted with a dark purple potato, known
in this section by the name of the Mohawk potato.
Owing to the unfavorable season for potatoes, the
crop was light. The yield was only 2.50 bushels.
1 had one other piece, about four-fifths of an acre
prepared in the same manner, with the addition of
one-third of a gill of plaster to the hill, dropoed up-
on the manure after dropping the potatoes! The
potatoes planted are of the pale red kind, com-
mon throughout the State. The yield was 250 bush-
els. Through the centre of this piece there were
two rows planted without the application of plaster.
The effect was, the two rows without plaster did
not produce only half as much as the adjoinino-
rows. The soil where they were planted is a stiff
loam. Plaster has but little if any effect in pro-
ducing a crop on my light loam. My potatoes are
all hoed twice.

15. I raise no other vegetables except in the war-
den for family use.

"

10. I sowed four and a half acres of winter rye •

three and three-quarter acres of spring wheat; five
acres of oats and three and a half acres of peas and
oats. For the rye stubble land I ploughed once
The quantity of rye sowed was three pecks per
acre and harrowed in. The wheat was sowed after
a crop of corn or potatoes; I ploughed once ; sow-
ed about two bushels per acre. I sowed half a
bushel of Italian wheat. The rest of the seed was
straw-bearded Leghorn wheat, without any use of
lime. A part was sowed on light loam, a part on
stiff loam. The crop was equally good on both.
My oats were sowed on stock land ploughed once ;

the oats sowed and harrowed in ; two bushels of
seed were sowed per acre.

17. I have laid down two acres to grass this sea-
son. 'I he seed was sowed with wheat the latter
part of April. I put on twelve quarts of timothy
and red-top to the acre.

18. My manure is principally made by cattle in
the yard, occasionally carting in muck or common
earth.

i;>. I keep this year fourteen head of oxen, eight
cows and heifers that brought calves last spring

;

young stock, twentythree head
j three horses, two'

colts and eight sheep.

20. I have one barn one hundred and ten feet
long by thirty feet wide. I have one other barn
fortyfive feet long by thirty feet wide, and an open
cellar under the whole for covering manure. At
the large barn there is no manure covered except-
ing what is under some large sheds.

MATT as, 1S39.

21 1 have three cows and one heifer, alTr^a^
breed

;
I have four heifers half blood, of short hornDurham breed.

22. I take my calves from the cow at three days
old, and learn them to drink milk

; keep them on

Tl Tr'""
'""^"•'^^''^' «"'' tl'en It may be skimmed

It half agJl of rye or oilmea! be added to two qts
of imlk. I wean them at twelve weeks old.

23. I raised this season five calves
; made free

use of milk in my family
; made 700 lbs. of butter

and 500 lbs. of new milk cheese.
'

24 I have fourteen hogs of the small Bvfield
breed. Quantity of pork fatted this season 'SGOO
pounds.

25 I keep my hogs in a pasture in the summer
months and give them milk and whey, and the wa^h
from the house. I commence fatting my ho^s by
boihng potatoes and apples mixed together ; °about
one-third apples. Afler they are well boiled, a lit
tie meal, about ten or twelve quarts to a barrel is
applied. I mix it well and let it cool. I fin'ish
fatting my hogs by giving clear provender four or
five weeks previous to killing.

2a As my hogs are taken from the pasture to
the pen to fatten, I make no manure excepting what
is made in the pen while fatting, which is about ten
or twelve loads.

27. I have three hands in the winter, four in the
summer, with some extra help in the haying season
1 pay from ten to twelve dollars per month by the
year

;
from eighteen to twenty dollars per month in

the season of haying and harvesting.
28. I have about two hundred apple trees, most-

ly young and just beginning to bear ; selected by
taking sprouts from the roots of trees producino- the
best of fruit, or by engrafYing. I have about efghty
other fruit trees, consisting of peaches, pears, quin-
ces, plums and cherries.

2a My fruit trees have never been attacked by
canker worms nor borers.

30. I keep no distilled spirits in my house for
myself or laborers.

WILLIAM WELLS.

The following is the account of the farm of Wil-
liam Salisbury, of Groton, Middlesex county, Mass.,
a town distinguished for its general e.xcellent culti-
vation, and especially for its admirable success in
the redemption of peat bogs, now rendered some of
the richest and most productive lands in the State.
Mr Salisbury, as we infer from his statement, is
one of those striking examples of successful perse-
verance against difiiciilties, and with little other
means than courage, diligence, and frugality, with
which New England abounds, and the moral 'fruits
of which upon the heart and character, are as valu-
able as those which are brought out of the soil.

H. C.

To the Trustees of the Mnssa>^husetts Agricultural
Society.

1. My farm consists of 130 acres, exclusive of
wood land.

2. 'J he soil consists of clay, loam, and peat
3. I till the present year about 17 acres. I do

not apply manure to land the same year that I sow.
4. I apply my manure in as green a state as I

can.

5 &. 6. I spread my long manure on grass for
corn, and turn it under from three to four inches. I

have this year also put meadow mud that had been
in the hog-yard through the winter, into the hilj, on
some part of my corn this year ; but intend for the
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future to spread the muek on the top and harrow it

in as 1 do not approve of making so much of a n

as we must where the manure is put into the hill

on sward land.

7 I mowed this year about thirtyfive acres of up-

land My hired man said he thought my grass

would averacre one and a half ton to the acre. The

upland I think, would not average that, but some

ofthe meadow would nearly double that. I shall

estimate my hav at seventyfive tons.

8 I have but just begun to irrigate, but am pre-

paring by means of dams, to flow a considerable

part ol- my poor meadow land. When I have flow-

ed in the spring and fall and kept the water con-

fined till the sediment that washed from the road

• was settled, it has brought in a belter quality ot

grass and increased the quantity very much.

9 I have not manured land that I irrigated ;
not

making so much manure as I want to apply to

ground that I plant, and not being able to buy, 1

have not applied much clear manure. As a top

dressing to my grass, I have put on in different

places a load of fresh horse manure and litter on to

mv meadow land, and the land has always produc-

ed rrood grass after such application. I plough the

soifatthesidesof the road, and sometimes mix a

little manure with it, and spread it on my meadow

land about twenty loads to the acre, and sow six

or eiffht quarts of grass seed to the acre, and take

a pair of horses that will walk quick with a sharp

harrow, and harrow the land when the frost is out

about an inch or two ; and I have in that way im-

proved some of my meadow land very much.

10 I mow about twenty acres not suitable tor

the plough. Some of the hay is of a good quali-

ty, and the rest is a mixture of wild grass, buck

horn and poly pod.
, • „j

n My low peat lands that I have reclaimed,

where there have been bushes or small trees, [ have

taken them out by the roots, which is done compar-

atively easy, and where there have been hassocks

I have taken them off with a bogging hoe and have

carted or sledded my loam that I had piled up the

summer before upon the meadow whe.. it was fro-

zen hard, and spread from twenty to thirty loads o

the acre ; and in the spring when there was a light

snow, I have sowed my seeds, and when the frost

'>has got out of the top of the meadow I have har-

rowed it thoroughly, and in that way have obtained

pretty good grass. I think it bad policy to carry

gravel on ou? meadow land. Perhaps a better way

to reclaim our meadows that are loo soft to plough

in summer, is to go on in the spring when the fros

is out about four inches, with a plough ground

sharp, and plough and plant '° P°'^\°<'\''"''
°'

''l? \

years, until the wild grass is killed out, and stock

it down; in that case we should have good hay the

first crop. !_ I

12 I planted three acres to corn this year; 1

carted my green manure, say twenty loads to t^e

acre and left it in small heaps on my grass laiid a

day or two before I wanted to plant, and spread no

faster than we ploughed. After ploughing rolled

it down with a light roller, then harrowed it length-

wise, then furrowed it ; and on two acres I put a

bout twelve loads per acre of meadow mud that

was thrown into the hog-yard in the tall and spring.

One acre I did not manure in the hill but put ashes

about the corn after it came up.

The kind of seed I brought from latitude 45, nine

years since ; and it is from ten to twenty rows ;

I planted the seed without soaking. Two acres of

the land were considerably shaded with apple and
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trees. I had about forty baskets to the
other

acre.

la I planted about four acres of potatoes this

year. About two acres that I planted on the

meadow I ploughed as soon as the frost was out three

or four inches deep. On one acre I put loam in

the hill with a little lime mixed witli it; and on the

other I put long manure. The potatoes which I

have dug grew to a good size, but were but few in

the hill.° What I have dug did not yield more than

seventyfive or eighty bushels to the acre. My up-

land potatoes are not at this time all dug. I plant-

ed lady-fingers, blues, orange, and long reds.

14. I planted about half an acre to ruta baga,

mangel wurtzel and cabbages, and expect to feed

them to my cows.

15. I sowed last fall one and a half acre to

winter wheat. This spring I sowed two acres to

sprinn- wheat. I usually apply lime on the seed,

and also on the land. I put on about two bushels

of seed to the acre. Both pieces were blasted
;
so

that the crop did not equal the seed sown. The

spring wheat sowed was the tea wheat.

ICr I have laid down to grass this year about

nine acres. After my grain was pretty well har-

rowed in, I sowed from eight to ten quarts of herds

grass seed ; when I intended to pasture I added a-

bout one and a half lb. of white clover, and went

'

over the ground with a light harrow.

17. In addition to the manure from my stables I

fetch meadow mud and loam, and put it under my

stables, into my hog-yard, and undermy back house
;

sometimes I mix lime with loam or meadow mud.

18. I kept through last winter one yoke of large

oxen, one yoke three years old, one yoke of steers

two years old, six heifer calves, which have since

taken bull ; six cows and two horses.

19. I have one barn 82 by 30 ft. ; one 52 by 30 ;

one 40 by 28 ; and one built for sheep, 60 by 20 ;

the lower part of which barn I am converting into

a stable for my cows, and intend to stable them

over night in summer and winter, and keep the ma-

nure under cover.

My cows are a mixed breed of native, English

and French.

20. I am in the habit of letting my calves that

T raise, have new milk for a week or two, then give

them skimmed milk with a little meal
;
but this

year most of the calves that I raised or killed came

very late, and the season was so warm that milk

would sour before the cream would rise ; I have

therefore given my calves new milk. I have rais-

ed this year seven calves. I have but six cows and

two of them did not calve till the middle of June

21. I have had twelve persons in the family, and

we drink milk and water instead of cider or spirit.

The calves took at least the milk of two cows till

about the first of September. We have therefore

made but a little more butter and cheese than the

family will want—say 420 lbs. four meal cheese

and 230 lbs. of butter.
|

22. I killed three hogs which weiglied nearly
]

900 lbs. My swine are a mi.xture of Byfield and

Bedford or some other down county breed. The

sire came from A!r Phinney, of Lexington.

23. I have put a board fence round about two

and a half acres of the most compact part of my

orchard and let my hogs run there until about the

'50th of August, and give them the wash of the

house. After that time I shut them all up and

feed them with common apples and pumpkins and

wash. When my apples are all gathered, I turn

those which I intend to keep over into the orchard

again ; feed those that I intend to kill with apples

and pumpkins raw as long as they last, then feed

with pudding made of corn ground in the ear and

barley mixed with it, occasionally, giving them a

little'small corn till within about a month before I

intend to kill, then give them pudding made of corn

and barley without the cobb.

24. I take from my hog-yard from thirty to forty

cart loads of manure, made principally of meadow

mud and turf.

2.5. I have a son 19 years of age who goes to

school at least one-third ofthe year, probably more ;

a grandson 10 last August, who goes to school all

the time the town school is kept ; 1 myself am not

able to do hard work and do not pretend to mow.

1 hired a foreigner 4 months at $10 per mo. $40 00

I Another man the month of July—paid 20 00

2 other hands 5 days each at Ss. per day 8 33

10 days work 1 man planting and hoeing at 4s. 6 67

$75 00

26. I have about 300 apple trees probably, more

than one-half of which are grafted.

27. I have about 50 pear, peach, plum and cher-

ry trees.
, , u »i,

28. My trees have never been attacked by tne

canker worm.
. .

29. I do not allow the use of ardent spirits as

a drink on my farm.

In conclusion I would state that when I came on

to the farm nine years since, everything that had

been raised had been taken away from if, and the

pastures were overrun with alder brakes ;
the fen-

ces were very much out of repair. Some of the

low meadows had not been cut for several years ;

nearly all of the meadow-land was very much cov-

ered with hassocks, with no manure on the premises,

and not being able to buy, with a numerous family,

and so m3*iy obstacles in the way, I found it rather

hard to gef along. For three of the first years it

cost me fifty dollars per year for hay to get my

stock through ; and one year I paid $25 for P^isture,

and for several years more or less. In 1837 1 pas-

tured four cows beside my own stock, and sold

$500 worth of hay.

All which is respectfully submitted.

WILLIAM SALISBURY.

Grolon, Oct. \8th, 1838^

Good Profits—The New York Journal of Com-

merce states that a person last year received a

small invoice of the Morus Multicaulis seed from

Canton, which cost them pbout four dollars per lb.

It was afterwards resold several times, at a con-

stantly increased priM, and a small parcel is said

to have been sold atone hundred dollars the pound.

The price has since abated a little, and the present

market rate may bo v^ted at about eighty dollars

per pound,

Cure for Ike sting of a Wasp or Bee-A Liver-

pool paper states as follows: "A few days ago,

happening to be in the country, we witnessed the

efficacy of the remedy of a sting of a wasp, men-

tioned in one of our late papers. A little boy was

stunc' severely and was in great torture, until an

onion was applied to the part affected, when the

cure was instantaneous. This important and sim-

ple remedy cannot be too generally known and we

pledge ourselves to the fact above stated, -ian-

kte Farmer. ^
.//,io(fterlv;;^i^;^^A^^^^^l^ed^^^F^f°"

8eedi3

now selling in Alabama at fifty cents a kernel

.
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IlIO-H PRICES OK PROVISIONS AND
BUtJINKSS TIMES'

'GOOD

Great coniplaints are nuw made in all pnrls r,f thecoumry .cspecimg the ..x..rl,i,a„t price of provisions.-
Beef,n,re.xampe,.n Ne.v York, ,., s.atj ,o be at 28cents per pou„,l, a„J ,„ e.n.innati butter lu,s been sold

bushe" "
''"""' "" P"'*'"^^ "^ $1 2-. cents per

,h^r"'" ""'T' ^V '*• """ "''hin ti.e last two and

a iesTl7r;"t''r"''"^
'"^8^ importations of the necessaries of] fe- butter, rheeso, wheat, rve, barlpy. oatsand even hay from Europe; and wh'ioh Lve,n^\sbe:

profiis
°™''" remunerating, in many cases, large

_

The prices ofagrioullural products are, however notin great disproportion to oilier mailers. Labor of every
de.-cription ivas never higher. Mechanical labor is extraordinanly lugU, carpenlers demanding riioie tla, two^ollars, masons three dollars per day ; "seamen's w.-, "es..re enormous; hfteen.lwenty, tweniyfive dollar.perrnonih demanded: and house rents exorbilant. Theexpenses of Ining are, i„ most respecis, advancedbeynnd all precedent, and absolutely discoura.in" 'oth.se «;;ho 1, ive to provide for their families, and those" ''"would be gind to have families to provide forWhat IS the account to be given of all tins > Th s isa great question in poiilical economy. AVe shall not -I

ca'us'es wlfn'"
""^ ^"'"'" "'""' ''"' ^'"'" «4es' somecauses which may have assisted in the result

X here were some accidenial circumstances which have

I i.e and must soon pass away. There are others of anabiding character, for which we see no immediate renie<l)
.

\V Minn a sjioit pen, d we had two years .,f scarci-
'

ty in respect to our great products, wheat and ln<lian

Tv'Zt'le'o "l'"" "''""r- ,'" ^h-; cases eompala^c
ly liitle pork was raised . nd tailed, and the beef cattlewere lur.iedoffand killed in a lean condition These

K, IdledT'"'
•"=

n''
.''-'^i^"'--'". which could notbe supplied at once. CalUe for stall-leeding wen- neverremembered to have been so scarce as they were u!elast season

;
and many farmers who had the hav and

Co',;!;'"!
'"".'• "'"^^'^ "' ''^y -""" for sLail-Ve'ed

nefr T, "?""' '•'"""" P'-'-«""'l'>ion, that when com-pelled to purch.ise at so dear a rale, no returns whichthey were likely to realize when their animals voihl

st'il'r?;/rl"'®"'? """'T''
""""' "'^«' "'^ e..pensesof

st.il -leeding o» hay and grain at current pricesThen again, the hist year, owing to it universal

aJwafs'idlt {".'.'"^.''"P' "" which much dependence is

U e ; me ; r
," "''""^ '"'"^ ""'' '^^'"i" "« well as

cILtrh™'r^' "T ""/"''"" « -^''°^t crop. Thesecauses hc,vi«,er, are transient in their nalure. Farmers

ne„rT'"'^''''"''-^'°'"S l'-g«lv into the raising ,fneat s,«U and existing deficiencies will be soon sup-

i::;i;e;;!r:::r^:::;i::'^::^-^"t least hope tSr

liut there are oiljer causes of the present hi-h prices

The population, by natural growth and by foreign accessions, increases am., n.r MS in a raoid niio IM

>n hve years, become much more luxuriousthan foimer-

lv^'„lsed""'vv;''''"''
"'"--'•"erv kind has g^e^ -

lu^e a e now e rT •

'^e*'
''"'^'''' "^. 'WO and

Iam^-*thc"^:er'c;'r''
'""^''--^''^'- This is cer-

Next the immensR incro-mp nf »!>« ^u c
•nd decreaseof thn class of producers. Look LTXnumerable hordes of ind viduals enmloveH ,^. k,
works, railroads and canals, on Llld i'^^, „'d"Lrmenls, in manufaetuies and trades Til r,r\^ '

withdrawn from the labors and ye, ;re ,t 'in oorJedby .he products of agriculture. \>b,e ve too tKi, „He number of young persons from the country who a",employed in our cities in various Hades, in I'op keep-ing, and as l-.ouse-servants. This class s d.,i y m, reas

tiaidly dare to express, the <;rowd3 ofyoun- men who
.""fh e cr ;:" ^r'^^'-'T

<n6.,j,.:r fr'::;:;,tJiiuit counirv, who are willing to barler the oleasuresand privileges of rural life, ofo^n fields arid m'anly en.

d es ruffl
"""""' "'","'"' ''-""' "'"''P^ ""d "-me-dics ruffles, essences, and paste jewelry ,n our cities,

anH r^h '"
r"!

''''S"'J"'g'^«rvicesorcleaninff brassesand washing d.she.s, with the noble privilege of livi.w inbasemeiit-story kitchens. °

But one great and prrdific source, as we honestly be-
lieve, of high ppces, deficient labor, the luxury, wasteand servility which j.revail among us, is in the multiphcatmn of banks beyond the business v^..nts of ihecom-
munity, the extension of paper money, and the abuses
of the credit system. Our honest conviction is that theenormous mcrease of bank capital, bevond all reasona-
ble Jimils, IS destined to prove lo the country in its ya-
rious influences, a source of i,„mense evil. "The calam-
les from which we have just escaped, are to he directly
traced to this as their great origin ; and as matters arenow going on we have only to look forward to another
explosion, as disastrous as that from which we hi.ve s<i
recently recovered-for come it must. Its arrival in the
natural course of things, is as crnam as the descent ofwater upon an inelined plane or the passino of the sun
over the meridian The creation of immense amounts
of purely artificial and fictitious canital, produces a dan-
gerous delusion with ind, viduals and on the public mind.
Jl Its effect wore merely ro increase the facilities and
stimnlaie the powers of production, it would so far be
well

;
but this it does not do excepting in a very partial

degree and in an indirect form. This money is loaned
to what are called men of business—a cla.sso"f men who I

as far as they are money brokers, the mere exchan<7ers
'

of commercial products without anv increase of iTieir
value, or speculators in stocks and'lands, add little or
nothing to the wealth of the community. The increase
in Ihe nominal value of real estate, is of n» advantage
lo the community, unless it is based upon some positive
impidveroent or increased productiveness of the soil If

,
a piece of land is sold today at five dollars an acre and
next week It is valued at ten dollars an .acre, without
any change whatever in its condition, how is the com
munity in any respect benefited or its wealth increased >

But on the other hand, the obtaining of land for a'ricul-
tura purposes, for production, and the actual creation of
weallh IS by tins enhanced price, rendered the more
difficu t to the man whose labor is his only capital, theman ol all others in the community the most to be en-
couniged. I hen again, -he abundance of money itself
lessens us value and operates to raise the scale ofpricesThe facilities of procuring credit and money induce
reck essness; lead to all kinds of speculation

; create
adistaletorlabor; encourage the most luxurious ex-pendiiures; relax the bonds of moral principle- and
convert the community into a population of gamblers.
It IS the true secret of the enormous fiauds with which
our community h.as been convulsed within the last two
ycars.and of the prevalence of the gross and immoral

:iple that a neglect to pay one's debts to a corpora-
,

...... or a Iraud upon a corporation, is a diffeient malter
Irom one connnilted upon an individual. In fine, it is

[the moving cause and prolific source of speculation —
s.neculation, a matter pregnant with evils and from which
no more g..od has accrued or can ever accrue lo the com-
munity than from any other form of lottery gamblimr
I hese are t« a certain and considerable extent, the cau-
ses of tne high prices of living ; and under this system
lliey must continue until we have another periodical ex-
plosion There is no core or preventive. There is not
moral soundness enough in the community to afford
any hope of amendment or of change, until another fit
of .:e,iriU7n tremens brings us up, as the sailors say '-all
standing; • rubs out old scores, and then leaves us to
start again in a new course of unbridled proflisacy.
vulgarly called prosperity. H. C.

AGRICULTURAL INTELLlGEiNCE.
We learn from an authentic source that the Board of

Irustees of the IVlassachusells Agricultural Society have
resolved to appropriate to the Berkshire and Worcester
Agricultural bocieiies the current year, $200 each, to be
applied at their annual shows to such subjects of premi-um as the local societies may suggest, with the approba-
tion of the Trustees of the .\lass.,chu.setts Society. What
these subjecls of premium shall be. is no, as yet fully
determined; bu, as soon as known we shall lay ,he.n
before ,he farmers A committee of the Massachusetts
Society will attend at each of ,he shows. I, is agreed,
likewise, we believe, to offer a premium of fifty dollars
fjr the best treatise on the mulberry tree, with a refer-
ence particularly to ,he climate of New England. Ourmulberry tree and silk culture Iriends are in a fair way
of anticipating the wishes of the Society without the

stimulus of a premium, since there haie h„»n „ , i

than eight treatises on 'this very suhiec within Z "%''
SIX monOis; and several m„re\re ^ emb o "'y^i'jf

!

marsh, Kenrick, Cobb, Dennis, Pcrrv, Roberts' Holner"|gue,a„d one or two others, (the 'names of whomwe ao nolat this momeni remember,) have allen theirviews and experienees on t e sibiee ^r„j

L';reri';,"^""T
"''"""' " -^^'^ a'battahCV"f

clti\e US (rorn our hrstintenuori ofrrrvinff a iJwrim.* r.1Mce olcach Then we have Force's book on Silk culliyation, the Journal of the American yilk Society Bydenburgh's Silk Worm, Cheney's Silk Grower rtar,f,^d
fe Ik Cn Iturist Duponceau's Treatise, submittd to Con-gress, .ind published by their ord.^r ; the Kep.,r, of iViefr

cli'lnmara^daT l'"''^^''
"' "•''''^ »'^ Adams wacii.iirman,andarticles and essays without number whichare appearing in rapid succession in the Farmer's' Regiser, in V irgima. Southern Agriculturist, in .South CWhna t ultivator, a, Albany, Y.nkee Farmer and NewEngland Farmer, at Boston, Norihamplon Courier «

moi V r.T'TP" '"'"^ has distinguished itself 'formost valuable information on this subject, and many iudic.ous and valuable articles on other^gnculiuTal ^s^bects, to say nothing of a host of others." The people
t herelore, are not likely to suffer for lack of knouledJe'

Ymke n
' '"'°- "T '°

"i^
-"Pprehended in this grfat

Uhceofrils'''""'!,'"""''''""^^'"'
books will taklthe

I place of raising silk trees; as raising silk ,rees has ac-

IS i 'trllfrbu.'l^ir'
°'"'""' -"< >~ :

-d there

ma i, r s 'k

"",' """" P'fP*'"'' ""= ''"''^"l y<^"r of

Ts vfrilv, ,. 'r"'"'^'^'"'" ""^^^ was when ,hehist .Morns Multicaulis was imported.We learn also, that the liberal sum ofTered in premi-ums lor farms the last years, w;ll be offered a^a-n diepresntyear. These premiums have alread" done!great service
; and now that many farmers vihom wethough, nothin.. would rouse, and who seemed likely"osleep on in their lethargy until they sunk in,o their lastnap. have actually opened their ey« and turned over,anrl asked vvhat time o' night it is, we have the slron?!

w I Zn ,!
;" '" '=°'"P^",'i''" f"' "'ese prizes of honfrwill he much more general and spirited than ever' be-

"

fore, and that those who have waked up will actualfyget up and enter upon the race wiih a delerminalion tosucceed. A deliberate and inflexible determination is.in .111 cases, the gieat element of successWe do not kn.nv at all the conditions^on which thesepremiums are to be offered, and probably before this ail
IS ftilly sealed; but while nothing is further fiom ourwish than to dictate in the case, we may express the

wilTh; ff T ''? '""' "" '"''•"''' "'^' '''« premiums
will be offered in less sums ihan the last jear, so thaithey may be more numerous; and especially that pro-
vision will be made for a competit ,on in specific branch-
es of husbandry

; as dairy husbandry, wool husbandry
arable farmingniarketgardening. gK.z.ng or stall-feed-

A.nole. Wn shall announce ,he prospecus as soon as
It IS received. H C

e..??' MASSACHUSETTS HORTICULTURAL SOCI-'
7h2'~^^"''t'''

^'^"y.^'h lS39.-The President in the
chair. The chairman of the committee on the Courtes
legacy, upon being questioned, communicated the stale of af-

'lace
"" P'*''''^'"' whereupon considerable discussion took

Mr Walker, of Roxhury, proposed the Rev Joseph Tyso, of
Ualiingford, England, as an honorory member-and upoume nallot he was unammously chosen.

1

TJ?<^same member prouosed Carey Tyso, Esq., of Wal-
linglord tngland, as a corrpspoading member-and he was
upon hallot unanimously chosen.
Then adjourned to this day week.

E. WESTON, Jr., Rec'g Sec'y.

MAV 19lh EXHIBITED
A very fine specimen of tlie double flowering Cherry

from the estate of IWadaine James Perkins, Pearl sireet'
Boston

;
from the Messrs Winship, Brighton, a spleii-'

did Bouquet; native, cultivated plants Irom the Rev.
Jidin Lewis RusSell, of Salem, viz. : Trillium grandiflo-
rum

; ( layhmia spaltrubita
; 'I'haliclrum dioicum ; I val-

aria sessirifolia; Convallaria slellafa; Pulinonaria Vir-
ginica; Phlox elolonifera ; Phlox iiivea.

(CTNOTICE —The premiums for Giraniums, viz.
for the best display, twelve best varieties in pots, $10 ;
lor the second best display, $5; for the best seedlini. $3'
Tuhps- for the best twelve varieties, $10 ; for the second
best twelve varieties, $3, will be awarded 011 Saturday
next 2otli inst. For the Committee of Flowers.

S. WALKER, Chairman.
Boston, May 19<A, 1639.
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DlU<;irrON market.—Monday, M;.y 20, 1839.

Keiicirled forllie iNevv England Former.

At Market, 215 Beef Cattle, 40 Pairs Working Oxen,

45 C;ow8 and Calves, 120 SIreep, and 320 Swine.

Tkices.— Bee/ C««/e.—Former prices were not sus

laitu'J, and we reduce our quotation.s ti> correspond

I'irs! quality, $9 00 a $9 2.i. Second quality, $d 25 a

$« 7ri. Third quality, $7 50 a $8 00.

Harking Oxen—We noticed the following sales,

VIZ. ,470, $82, $95, $110. $125, $13(1, and $140.

About (iO head were purchased by gentlemen frcun

Worcester County, at prices varying from 60 to $75

each.

Ciics and Calves.—We quote sale-s at $35, $38, $40,

$!.', .•j-55, $57, and $G2.

ahcp.—A few (sheared) and ordinary were sold at

about $2 50 .each. A lot nutsheared at $4 2ri.

Siriue —Prices remain without much change from the

twn l;ist weeks. Lots to peddle 8 1-2 a 9 for sows,

y 12 a 10 for barrows. At retail from 9 to 11.

THERMOMETRICAL.
Rujinrleil for the New England rarmer.

Range of the Thermometer at the ttardeuof the proprietoiB

of the New England Farmer, Brigklon, Mass. In a shaded

Northerly exposure, week emling May 19.

M.\y, 1839
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MISCELLANEOUS.

LETTERS FROM THE EAST.
BV A LADY OF NEW YORK.

(Cualinued.)

Turn first to the south. The mo=t striking ob-
ject which arrests our attention on the Itl't is a prop-
ylon, tottering as if on the verge of annihilation,
very similar in appearance to that of tlie Mcmnoni-
um, though vastly more imposing and n-iorantlc

That artificial cavity midway to the top, is pait of
the interior gallery and staircase leading to the
summit, as usual in all these edifices. Near the
lower part of the same are large apartments, prob-
ably used by the guards and keepers of the sates.
This is one of a triple range of propyke; the two
others you see a short distance to the south, are
much less shaken by the earthquake. The elevat-
ed gateways through each are lined with enormous
slabs of highly polished red granite. In front of
each propylon, and on each side of the gateway,
are immense colossal statues in granite and stone,
from thirty to forty feet in height, though now half
buried in rubbish. Obelisks always were in ad-
vance of all propyls ; and wherever these are found
wanting, as in this case, we must seek them among
the ruins of more modern Alexandria, in the stadi-
um of Constantinople, at Byzantium, in the piazzas
of Rome, and the avenues of Paris. It is easy to
account for these three magnificent entrances, one
succeeding the other, at this particular point. The
avenue which they guarded led from a temple some
distance away from Karnac, and which must have
been particularly holy, directly to the first and most
ancient part of the city of temple.-- behind us. The
smaller propylon on our right, and through which
we entered from the avenue of sphinxes" leading
from Lu-vor, is doubtless a subsequent erection,
made to communicate with the more modern part of
the great temple of Karnac.
To the west, we see over the wall which con-

nects the latter propylon with the western front of
the temple. The view is only bounded by the
Lybian mountains some miles distant. We can
just discern the Memnonium and Medinet above, at
their base, and a small strip of river which cuts the
plain, and now sunk deep below its banks.

Turn now towards the north. On our left is the
great propylon par excellence, and the most magnifi-
cent one in all Egypt. We shall see it to more
advantage when we walk through it to the interior
of the temples. The tall insulated columns behind
it are in the first great court of the temple, which
was covered with a roof which these columns sup-
ported, the same as in the case of Luxor. By far
the grandest and most perfect feature on this site is
the great hall of columns, directly in front of us.

You have contemplated the e.xterior grandeur of
this vast pile, and as we are to pass through it we
will leave it for the present. Perhaps you do not
remark one very peculiar, and to me sin'gularlv im-
pressive feature, about all we have been contem-
plating. Everything we havo yet seen, from the
smallest propylon to the vast, magnificent, and tru-
ly astoiiishing monument before us, the hall of col-
umns, are but entrances and antechambers to some-
thing more vast, more magnificent, more holy, and
more ancient. Where is that something .' you ask.
Gone! W^ien the vengeance of an offended God
swept over the devoted land of the heathen gentile,
the proud fane of I heban Amnion was strucit down
to the dust, and lies buried under yonder heap of
rubbislL These proud trappings, the gifts of long

lines of Pharaohs, are left standing, as mementos
to all future times, of the splendor, magnificence
and magnitude of the principal fane, and to point
out the spot where it lies entombed. Its epitaph is

engraved on these mighty tombstones which sur-
round this grave of heathen Egypt Why is it that
tlie solid walls of the great Egyptian Pantheon
were shaken down to their very foundations, while
those tall columns were permitted to stand erect,

and to this day support the superincumbent weight
of roof.' You perceive that the hall of columns,
by its peculiar construction, was always as light

inside as the day without; but the interior of the
temple itself was of course, as all others were, per-
fectly dark, and in which deeds of darkness, and
all sorts of abominations, were practised, as part of
the religious creed and daily observance of this

nation of base idolaters. Hence it was that the
avengifig hand of the outraged majesty of heaven
was particularly directed towards this great mother
of Egyptian iniquity. She has been laid in the dust,

while many of her children in other places, have
been passed over, partly in contempt, and partly,

perhaps, with a view to perpetuate the record of
abomination so deeply engraven on all their walls.

Let us now take a rapid view of the interior, ere
the setting sun shall leave it in obscurity. V\'e

will pass out at the gate where we entered, and
walk round to the western and principal front.

You perceive that another avenue of sphinxes mark
the great avenue towards the Nile. Every approach
to this temple had a similar avenue, similarly orna-

mented. This greatest of all the great propylae of
Egypt, measures four hundred feet long, forty feet

thick, and proportionably high. When surmounted
with its tall masts, ornamented with banners, pen-
-•'"Mts, and oriflames, its effect must have been very
iiVijjosing on those who approached it from the Nile.
It is comparatively of modern construction when
compared with the other sacred edifices behind it.

It is in an unfinished state and not adorned with
sculptures. Its ascertained age is now 3000 years.

We will cross the first great court, which is three
hundred feet square, with small temples on the side.

Through a smaller propylon is a gate-way, over
twenty feet wide and si.vty feet high, at one time
guarded by brazen doors. A noble entrance truly,

to the noblest hall ever built by man ! The per-
spective of the vast central colonade is seen to bet-

ter advantage from this entrance, than when we
shall have passed it ; for tliere the senses are over-

powered by the forest of gigantic columns on every
side. I can compare those great centre columns
to no other familiar object than tall light-houses or

shot-towers, such as we have at home. Of course,

such immense masses could not be monolithic, but
are composed of huge blocks, piled one on the oth-

er by the aid of some powerful engine.

But it is tisie to enter ; for see, the almost hori-

zontal rays of the setting sun, are producing lights

and shadows in this mysterious hall, which give a

much finer effect than the vertical meridian beams
can possible do.

(To be continued.)

W1.\SHIP'S BRIGHTON .NURSERIES,
AND BOTANIC GAKDEN3

Fruil and Ornamenlal Trees, Shrulis Cicep-
ers, Herbaceous, Perennials, Green Hi us
Plants, ac.
Orders addressed to Messrs WINSIIIP

--__^_ Bnghlou, Mass., will be promptly erec lied!
and lorwarded to any part of this or other countries

^pril 10.

FUl'IT AND ORKAHfElSTAI- TREES, MiTlBEbL
RIES. Ac.

Nursery of }yilli,im Kenrick.
The Catalogue of Fruit and Ornamental Trees for 18 J9 isnow ready, and will lie sent to all who apply. It cfinpiises

a most extensive selection of the superior varieties of Pe.irs
Apples, Plums, Quinces, Gooseherries, Raspberries Ojr-
ranls, Slrawl.erries, Grape Vines, &c. The stock of Cher-
ries and of Peaches now ready is particularly lar^e Also
Ornnmental Trees, Shrubs, Roses, Honeysuckles,°Paeoaiesl
Uahlias and other Herbaceous Flowering Plants

10,000 Cockspur or Newcastle Thorns.
10.000 Buckthorns.
Morns Mullicaulis, and other Mulberries; the trees eenu-

ine and tine, at prices fair, and varying with the size, and
the qnanlitv which may be desired.

Fruit and all olher trees, when so ordered, will be secure-
ly packed for safe transportation to distant places, and or-
ders promptly executed, on application to the subscriber

-, , „.,, ,^,
WILLIAM KENRlck.

Nonantum Hill, Newton, near Boston.
January 30, 1339.

PEAR, Pl,UJ«, GRAPE VINES, &C.
1000 Pear Trees of the most approved kinds-
lOOOPlumTrees, of theraost approved kinds and extra

size—many of ihem have borne the past season •

500 Quince Trees
;

'

3000 Isabella and Catawba Grape Vines, from 6 to 15 feel
high, most of them have borne fruit— 131ack Hamburgh
Sweelwaier, Pond's --'eedling

;

'

30,000 Giant Asparagus Roi Is
;

5000 VVilmol's Early Rhubarb or Pie Plant, lately intro-
duced

;

Also—a good assortment of Gooseberries, Roses, &c of
diflerent kinds

;

All orders left at this office, or with the sub.scriberat Cam-
bridge-port, or in Mr Lynch's baggage wagon box, at Gould
& Howe's. No. 8 Faueul Hall, will meet with immediate

'en'ion. SA.^IUEL POND,
March 27. Cambridge-port, Mass.

The Legislature of Peruisylvania invites tlie con-
sideration of that of New York to an effort to con-
nect the canals of the two States, at a point that

will enable the one State to e.xchange her coal for

the salt and plaster of the other.—Old Connecticut
will next wish to cut a canal for the better ex-

change of her nutmegs and other "notions," for the

"tar, tumeric and turpentine" of North Carolina.

—

Boston Times.

BOISE MAJflRE.
The subscriber informs his friends and the puldic, that,

after ten years experience, he is fully convinced that groniid
bones form the most powerful slimulant that can be applied
lo the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,

and solicits the patronage of the agricullural community
Price at the Mill 35 cents per bushel Tpui up in casks and de-
livered at any part of the city at 40 cents per bushel, and no
charge for casks or carting.

Also, ground Oyster Shells.
Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Rox-

bury, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 52 North Market Streel, or through the Post
Office will receive prompt attention.
March 27. NAHUM WARD.

GKAPE VI.XE.S.
150 Sweet Water Grape Vines.
200 Isabella, " "

150 Catawba, " "

100 Black Hamburg Grape Vines.
1000 Asparasus Roots.
100 Early Wilmol Rhubarb Roots.
200 Common " "

Also—Slrawberry Plants of the following choice kinds-
Methven Castle, Balh Scarlet, Hautbois. English Wood'
Monthly, &c. Raspberries, Franconia White and Red!
Gooscbernes—Currants— Flowering Shrubs and Plants of
all kinds supplied at short notice, by

JOSEPH BRECK & CO
Apnl 10. 51 and 52 Norlh Market Street. '

Just received at the New England Parmer Office the
Second Report on the Agriculture of Massachuselts, by Hen-

Colman, Commissioner for the the Agricultural .Survey of
; Stale. For sale by JOSEPH BRECK & CO
April 10. 51 and 52 North Market St.

THE NEW ENGLA>D FARRIER
Is puliiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per tnniim

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 50 cents.

TUTTI-E, DENNETT AND CHISHGLM, PRIMTEB8,
17 SCHOOL STRfitT BOSTON
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From ' Transactions of the Essex Agricultural Society, 1S33.'

ESSEX AGRICULTURE.
Mdi'cssed to the Farmers of Essex County, Mass.

BY HE.Mir COLMA.\.

(Concluded.)

On former occasions I have strongly urged upon

the Esse.x farmers the subject of a winter dai-

ry. If well managed, a room with a proper tempe-

rature secured, and an abundance of succulent food

prepared for the stock, I believe it would be attend-

ed with less trouble than in summer ; and the best

of new made sweet butter in the winter, where the

cows are bountifully fed upon good hay and car-

rots, would command a very high price in Boston

market. I know one fanner who keeps a winter

dairy in the vicinity of Boston, and who for several

years has contracted for his butter deliverable new

once a week at fortyfive cents a pound ; and the

firkin butter presented for premium at the shows of

the Massachusetts Agricultural Society in Decem-
ber, has much of it been sold for several years at

from thirtythree to fifty cents per pound. These

are certainly as encouraging prices as any reason-

able man can ask.

This, however, brings me to speak of other crops

intimately connected with agricultural improvement,

and the cultivation of which such operations would

require. Indian corn, at fifty bushels to the acre,

is a much more valuable crop than hay. The fod^

iler upon an acre of corn yielding fifty bushels of

grain, is, when well cured, fully equul for any kind

of neat stock, to one ton of English hay ; and one

ton is as much as is obtained by many farmers from

their land.

Carrots we have already spoken of Ruta baga,

though an exhausting, is an excellent and profita-

ble crop. So also are the sugar beet and the com-

mon blood beet. The mangel wurtzel and the com-

mon flat turnip are inferior to the other vegetables.

The yellow Aberdeen turnip is of almost equal val-

ue with the ruta baga, and will keep sound nearly

as long. As soon as the farmers in Esse.K will go

largely into this kind of cultivation, their products

will be increased; their manure heaps will be in-

creased ; their lands will be put in the best condi-

tion for wheat and barley ; and I think we might

venture to anticipate that their crops and improve-

ments would be quadrupled.

The fatting of pork might be pursued by the Es-

sex farmer with great advantage. The prices of

every description of agricultural produce are high,

and so they bid fair to remain. While pork re-

mains at ten cents per pound, the piggery, if well

managed, would yield ample profits.

The cultivation of fruit, apples in particular, can-

not be too strongly urged upon the Esse.x farmers.

We can give no better advice to them than was

given by the old Scotchman to "Jock, to be always

sticking in a tree, for it would be growing while he

was sleeping." The ascertainment of the great

value of apples for fattening swine, foi: fattening

beef cattle, and for the increase of milk and the im-

provement of dairy produce, may be pronounced

an important modern agricultural discovery. Many
intelligent farmers rate them at equal value with

potatoes. If indeed they are of half the value of

potatoes, the small expense at which a permanent

and abundant supply of them can be obtained, com-
mend a cultivation of them as extensive as possible.

Fruit should be cultivated, likewise, much more
than it is, for the marker. Several farmers in tlie

vicinity of Boston, sell, of the single article of ap-

ples only, from five hundred to twelve hundred dol-

lars worth per year. Some in Essex county witliin

my knowledge, are accustomed to sell annually to

more than the amount of a thousand dollars. Hero
loo the demand outruns the supply. Large quan-

tities of apples are imported annually from the

south and from the east into Salem and Boston.

The production of them costs comparatively but

little. Seven years, under good management, will

give you a bearing orchard. A respectable citizen

and a capital farmer in your own county some years

since, at the age of seventy, planted an orchard,

and has lived several years to enjoy the fruits of

the trees of his own planting. The climate and

soil of Esse.x are well adapted to the raising of the

best of apples and pears. The farm should be ful-

ly stocked with these trees. The sides of the fields

by the road should be lined with them. Many va-

cant places could probably be found, in which trees

might be set with advantage, where now nothing

of any value is obtained. Thousands and thou-

sands might be set out in your pasture grounds

without injury to them; indeed in many cases with

decided benefit. Apple trees do not impoverish

the land ; and the shade is of service to your cat-

tle. They will at first require protection, but this

is a small affair; and after they come in bearing,

the cattle will get the windfalls ; but this will do

the7n no hurt. A farmer in Wntertown publicly

stated, not long since, that he had been accustomed

to give to his stock, swine, milch cows, and fatting

cattle, from ten to twelve hundred bushels of ap-

ples a year, with most decided advantage. In his

case they were given uncooked ; and he pronounc-

ed them of equal value with potatoes. What a re-

source farmers have here put within their reach ?

Ten or twelve bushels of apples to a tree of tolera-

ble size and age, is not a large yield. How few

farms are there where room cannot be found for the

planting of a hundred or even two hundred trees.

When once well-planted, protected and trained, lit-

tle care is required to keep them in order and pro-

ductive. But I shall probably be told that the bo-

rer will pierce them ; the canker worm will blast

them ; the cattle will browse them ; they will re-

quire to be pruned yearly ; the earth around them

must be kept loosened ; the frost will often come

before we can gather the apples ; we have no place

to store them after they are gathered
;
yes ! and in-

dolence may conjure up a liundred other objections

as discouraging and frightful as these ; but that

which depends upon our own carefulness, our own

carefulness should provide against.. The chances

of success altogether outweigh the risks of failure.

What appears to be chance and accident, (matters

which in truth have very little concern in human
affairs,) is designed and suited to stimulate human
foresight and prudence ; and there can be no doubt
that it would be an evil and a calamity if things

in this world were more certain to man's providence

and command than in truth they now are. Pru-

dence and industry are the great elements of suc-

cess ; and in general, success in matters pertaining

to them are about as certain to prudence and in-

dustry, as the liarvest to the seed we sow.

There is another matter to which I wish to call

the attention of the Essex farmers, and the farmers

throughout the commonwealth; and that is, the cul-

tivation of the sugar maple. It is a tree of quick

growth and makes excellent fuel. It is easily prop-

agated, and there are many localities in Essex,

where, undoubtedly, it would flourish. It is a

healthy tree, having no bad influences ; and is not

a great exhauster of the soil. It is one of our most
beautiful trees for shade or ornament But I rec-

ommend its cultivation for the purpose of making
sugar. Many farmers in Essex will say, if they

should attempt it, Wifi/ never could expect to reap

the fruits of their labor. That may be so; but

shall we do nothing for posterity ? Have we no
ambition to transmit to those who shall come after

us, the legacy received from our fathers, enlarged

and improved .' A maple tree of thirty years old

may be calculated upon to yield sap enough for

four pounds of augar. I have known one tree to

yield twentyseven pounds of sugar in a season. I

have kncwn tnother tree to yield forty pounds.

ThesCj, however, are rare instances. The amount
of four pounds is a fair average. Several towns

in the commonwealth from their own maple trees

obtain an ample supply of sugar and molasses for

domestic use. One town within my knowledge

made the last year twenty thousand pounds of su-

gar —two others thirty thousand pounds each ! One
town was supposed to have made nearly seventy

thousand pounds ; but this last amount is not so

well authenticated as the former, of which indeed,

there is no doubt Some farmers within my knowl-

edge are accustomed to make three hundred lbs.

each ; some five hundred pounds; some one thou-

sand pounds ; some one thousand five hundred

pounds in a season. In many of these cases, the

trees from which these products are obtained, are

only between thirty and forty years old. They
can be tapped, if done judiciously, for years and

years without injury. Under improved modes of

manufacture, the sugar is capable of being made a

very good article ; and when refined, of being as

handsome a sugar as is to be found in the market

Now, whatever may be the results of the beet su-

gar cultivation in this country, in the ultimate suc-

cess of which indeed I have perfect confidence,

this ought not to interfere with or prevent our

planting the maple for the object mentioned. We
may, therefore, with the greatest advantages to or-

nament, comfort, and interest, line our roads with

it ; scatter it over our pastures ; and cultivate it in
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various locations, witliout prejudicing any oilier

cultivation or crop.

iJut I must brine; this long communication to an

end. Yet I have only glanced at topics which I

should have been happy to have discussed at large
;

and I have neglected several which I wished to

have brought before the farmers of Essex. I trust

I shall have other opportunities. I would not by

any means be supposed to dictate to men, whose

agricultural intelligence, and skill, and experience,

I well understand and respect, and by which I have

been often instructed. Hut I felt myself honored

by the invitation of the intelligent and devoted Sec-

retary of the Society, to whom the agricultural com-

munity are largely indebted, to add something to

your annual pamphlet; and I am most happy in any

form of friendship or union in a common cause, to

associate my name with the farmers of Essex. Con-

nected to this improved county by ties of kindred,

friendship, and long residence and intercourse, I

am most anxious to keep the chain bright and strong.

In offering these suggestions to the farmers, I

do it with a high appreciation of the agricultural

capacities of the county. At present, however, I

have not strong hopes of seeing these capacities

even half developed. Opportunities and promises

of quicker gain in her enterprising commerce, and

her active and industrious manufactures, present

themselves so frequently and flatteringly, that ag-

riculture is likely to continue to be carried on with

little labor and little capital. Under such circum-

stances, agriculture can no more flourish than com-

merce and manufactures can flourish with little la-

bor and little capital. As her population is multi-

plied, the demands of the great market-towns in her

vicinity increased, and the facilities of intercommu-

nication among her own people and with the neigh-

boring towns extended, this great interest must,

and will be much more regarded than it now is

;

and will secure its proper place in the considera-

tion and attention of its inhabitants. By an ex-

tended, skilful, and liberal cultivation, it will then

be found that in the capacities and productiveness

of much of her soil, as well as her commercial and

manufacturing advantages, her intellectual and

moral improvements, the county of Essex has been

Bignally blessed by Divine Providence.

HENRY COLMAN.
April, 1839.

From ' Transactions of the Essex AgricuHuPeV^o'cieiy, 1S38.'

EXPERIMENTS ON MANURJp; &c.

(Concluded.)

MPv. HOW'S LETTER.
MeOium, Dec. 5, 1838.

Dear Sir—In compliance with your request, I

suggest a few ideas on a subject of no small im-

portance ; for success in forming depends princi-

pally on the quantity of manure that is made. And,
in fact, a locomotive may as well be propelled with-

out steam, as a person have good success in farm-
ing without manure. There are various ways by
which manure may be increased. Cellars under
barns for the reception of manure are highly im-

portant, as its valile is much increased by being
preserved from drenching rains and drying winds.
Also, the quantity may be much increased by haul-

ing muck or soil, or throwing in hay, straw, or

some other materials to receive and suck up the

urine, as this is supposed to be worth nearly as

much as the droppings. A suitable plan for a cow
yard is of no small importance. It should be much

hollowing in the middle ; the sides so elevated as

to prevent the water from running in, consequent-

ly there will bo but little to run out, to wash out

the manure. A large quantity of manure may be

made in such a yard, by hauling in muck, soil, or

some other material, and ploughing or pitching it

over occasionally. But it is said, we have no mead-

ow from whence to get muck ; there are no scrap-

ings in the road to be collected ; therefore we have

nothing to make compost of. But I would say, if

they have nothing else, take the soil from the field,

and with a little additional manure, the field may
again be restored to its former fertility. Another

object of some importance is to have the manure

applied in the best manner. I have, until recently,

been of the opinion that it is best to be applied in

a green state, and have the fermentation take place

in the ground; but of late I have had a diflferent

opinion, although I have tried no experiment that

is satisfactory in my own mind. I would suggest

the idea of recommending a premium to be offered

for the best experiment on the application of ma-

nure, that it may be ascertained which is the most

profitable, to apply manure in a green state or to

make a compost of it by mixing other materials,

taking into the account all the additional expense

of labor.

Another thing is, to keep the hogs at work. By
keeping a good supply of hogs, and accommodat-

ing them with materials to work with, they will add

much to a farmer's stock of manure.

Some farmers are averse to the credit system

;

to supply their hogs with materials to work with
;

to fill their cow yards and barn cellars with muck,

&e., and to give one, two, or three year's credit is

too much. This is one important reason why so

little improvement is made in farming. I bcdieve

there are the materials on almost every farm, and

means within the reach of almost every farmer, to

enrich his farm to almost any extent.

Suppose a person to make a certain additional

quantity of manure ; consequently in the same pro-

portion the products of his farm will be increased

;

from which, by spending on the fann, will again in-

crease the manure, and so on, until his farm may
be enriched witliont limit. Finally, I believe that

if all the farmers would pay the attention to mak-

ing manure and enriching their farms that their in-

terest requires, the western fever would be less

prevalent an>ong us, and our young men, instead of

leaving the farms of their sires and engaging in

speculation, cr emigrating to the far west, would

cultivate the land of their fathers and learn from

experience that they may be amply repaid for all

their toil, and that the cultivation of the earth is

second to no other employment.

Yours, with sincere respect,

JOSEPH HOW.

[For the New England Farmer.]

If'ool 'Growers, look out

!

—Manufacturers have

already begun to cry down the price of wool. You
have your remedy : keep the wool on hand until

they offer fairly. Old wool is not so plenty but

that the new -will be in demand, and the merchant

does not say that " cloths are declining." Again

we say, look out !

!

W. B.

To make Copying Ink.—Add to common ink a

sufficient quantity of sugar to make it glutinous

when dry ; then put a piece of damp, thin, unsized

paper on it, and press it with a warm smoothing

iron, which will copy the writing.— Yankee Farmer.

[For the N. B. Farmer.]

EVERGREENS—THEIR CULTIVATION.
Mr Colman—However to the contrary the tastes

of others may be, we are enthusiastic in admiratior

of cvergeens. No matter how humble their growth
— if they develop themselves in the moss which ad-

heres to the craggy rock—the humble vine, thai

creeps upon the earth, hardly daring to look upwarc
in the short space of its existence, or in the wavinci

pine or dark hemlock, frowning at angry stornu'

from the mountain's height, while centuries pasij

away ; they are all objects on which our eyes car'

gaze with a pleasure and admiration which othe:

portions of vegetable nature cannot afford.

The symmetrical maple, the spreading elm, witi

its trunk fascicled with tiny branches, the beautifu

hickory, and tulip-tree aspiring towards the clouds
with blossoms lovely as the rainbow, truly may vit

with them, when the bud first expands before th(

early breathings of spring, and the rich leaf matures

under the ripening sun of summer ; but, like sum
mcr friends, or those who go with us while all o-oe;

well, their goodliness withers away at the approaci

of autumn's storms, and in Avinter, they leave U;

nought remaining of what in summer, we adrairei

but the barrenness of desolated beauty.

Evergreens are like " the friend that is born fo

adversity." Whether the sun pours the vertioa

and intense rays of summer, or casts the sideloni

glances of winter upon the earth, they always pre

sent a gladsome and cheering prospect. In sprin!

their new foliage is of a more lively green ; in sum
iner many of them exhibit the gayest flowers; i

autumn they alone remain unchanged, savino- tha

their foliage assumes a deeper hue, as if to shrou

itself in mourning that the beauty and glory of th

year has departed. When winter, monarch of th

year, assumes its reign, the winds may moan throng

their dense-leaved groves, as if to peal the requiei

of nature, but there is music, solemn and sweei

chanting in its pipings;—the snow may desceni

and lodge upon their branches, but it is only t

veil beauty with the manile of purity. While the

stand as memorials of a past, whose " glory is de
parted" with its owji short days, they also give ai

assurance of a future, when nature shall awaki

from her dormancy at the touch of spring. Wh'
does not admire them, and why do we not indulg.

a more familiar acquaintance with them by culliva

tion ?

Anticipated difliculties in the culture of ever

greens, is, probably, a great reason why they re

ceive no more attention. This is imaginary rathe

than real. For ourselves,- we have no more objec

tion to undertake the removal of a fir or a pine, ii

expectation of its future success, than of a mapL
or anything else. There are simple rules to bi

applied to transplanting all trees and shrubs, whic.

rules, like those adapted to other things, must van
according to circumstances. Trees should, as near

ly as may be, be always removed to a soil and lo

cality similar to that from which they are taken

This cannot often be done in setting out the varie

ty that is desirable around dwellings and in parks

But when removed to diflerent soils, it is preferabL

to move from wet to dry than otherwise, for in thi

case the vessels may contract so as to adapt them
selves to their emergencies ; but when a tree is re

moved to a wet soil, a surfeiting of liquid is thi

consequence ; disease, whose presence is indicate(

by paleness of the leaf, and death are the effect

How strikingly analagous are the effects of exces
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.liinking in the vegetable and animal worlJ.

ith, a ^mall lack of food is more beneficial to

h and long life, than a superabundance of it.

msplanting evergreens, the first attention is

gifted, can look back upon its devoted and success-

ful labors with purer satisfaction and pleasure than

in that of general agricultural improvement. We
do not mean, of course, the mere productiveness of

paid to the time for the removal. We prefer agricultural labor in a pecuniary view; but the

lie season when they are shooting most vigorously,

m.! if the new shoot has started two or three inches,

ivitli us it is no objection. They are taken up with

iiucli care to preserve the roots, and if the earth

joniLS with them it is well ; if not, g-cou^Hig or roll-

ing ihem in earth and water of the consistency of

1 I'u.Wing, should be resorted to. If removed in a

i!;iv Mhen the sun shines, the root should be pro-

t
I

' -I from its rays. In transplanting, the pit

fli i'l be amply large, and when the roots are fair-

ly covered with fine eartii, a pailful of water should

be poured into each pit and the remainder of the

earth thrown in. The first year they should be

frequently watered, if the season is dry. We know

an individual who set out a number in 1838, and

who watered them every day. The consequence

was, his trees all lived and grow well the season

they were removed. These trees were brought

from a cold and wet, to a dry soil, so that last year

they had less water tlian usual, and this year none

by artificial means.

Another error we have seen in transplanting ev-

ergreens is, in getting those too large. Being un-

willing to wait for a tree to grow, we set out those

of too great a size, only to see them die. Man can-

not change his climate or occupation in after life

without evil, often fatal consequences to his healtli

;

and while hia habits (if good) are formed to his cir-

cumstances when young, and they must not be bro-

ken in upon,—so with trees : their circumstances

are adapted to their cases, and if one changes, the

other must, and tlie earlier this charge is efiected

the easier it is got over. An evergreen, set when

small by a larger one, v/ill reach it in size in a few,

very few years, and will soon pass by it and ksep

ahead.

Pruning evergreens is more fatal the first year

than when performed on deciduous trees, so much

so tliat we prefer letting them entirely alone. If

pruned, however, something should be applied to

prevent the exudation of the gum or resin : grafting

wax is very good for this purpose.

Evergreens which grow in the shade of other

trees should have a simUar locality again. Some

of them cannot endure the hot rays of the sun or

the twisting of the winds. Such are the Kalinias,

as beautiful flowering shrubs as the world affords.

Now for two weeks is the time for transplanting

them. W. B.

Mount Osceola, May 15, 18-39.

STATE OF THE SEASON 1839.

We feel ourselves much indebted to Mr Lowell

for the subjoined notices of the season. He has

for several years favored the public in this way,

and his reports and comparisons are always locked

for with great interest. There is not an individual

in the country to whom the agricultural and horti-

cultural community are more largely indebted than

to this gentleman ; and we know that no one can

enjoy more than himself in seeing everywhere sec-

onded and urged forward the powerful impulse giv-

en to agricultural improvement by his intelligence,

practical skill, and public spirit years since, in con-

nexion with other distinguished and patriotic indi-

viduals, several of whom are still in the field and

at the plough. We venture to say that there never

was a cause in which a good mind however highly

promotion of the general intelligence, comfort, in

dependence, and good morals of the agricultura

community—the multiplication and diffusion of the

simple and healthful luxuries of rural life, and the

security and increase of the rewards of labor, di-

rected where Divine Providence first designed it

should be directed, and where it may always be in-

nocently applied, in compelling the earth to bring

forth her inexhaustible treasures. H. C.

Roxbury, May 21, 1839.

To THE Editor or the N. E. Farmf.r—At

your request, 1 send you a comparison of the pres-

ent season, as to its temperature and present pros-

pects, with several others. It is well known that

the past winter was a mild one, and very little in-

jury was done to the fruit trees. The tenderest of

them, the peach, did not lose a bud, and the blos-

som of that fruit was never greater. The present

season is a remarkable example of the variableness

of our climate, and that it can never be safely af-

firmed that one of our springs is early or late until

it is past. On the first of May the season was 14

days earlier than that of the preceding one ; yet

since that time we have had seven severe frosts,

six of them in eight days in succession. I have

been asked whether the frosts have injured the

fruit.' I answer, that from my experience frosts in

the spring seldom hurt the fruits, even the tender-

est ; never, I believe, unless severe enough to dis-

color the young foliage. No—the great enemy to

fruits is cold, long-continued rains, or north-east

storms, while the blossoms are expanded, checking

the ascent of sap while the fruit is setting, or just

after it is set. This is the cause of the falling of

the young apples, pears, cherries and peaches,

sometimes after they arrive to the size of chesnuts.

I will now compare the present year witli five

very early seasons and five very late ones within the

last thirty years.

In 1839—Cherries and peaches opened May

In 18]5—Cherries opening May 10,

Apples in fullest flower May 27.

In 1816—Cherries opening INIay <3,

.\pples opening May 18.

In 1829—Cherries opening May 9,

Apples opening May 15.

Thus it is proved that the present season must

be classed with the early ones, and in other more

important respects it is certainly to be deemed one

of the most propitious ones. Copious, seasonable,

and not destructive rains have put out of all dan-

ger the grass crops and early grain, and brought

forward every species of market vegetables with a

strength and luxuriousness of growth almost unex-

ampled.

I am, dear sir, vour humble serv't,

JOHN LOWELL.
Upon a more accurate examination of the peach

trees, I find that the growing buds do not corres-

pond witli the blossoms—that the foliage is bad, ow-

ino- probably to overbearing the last season. I was

apprehensive of such an eftect last year, as the trees

were overloaded with fruit. J. L

Rocky Mountain currant May 3,

Plums in full flower M.ay 4,

Pears opening May 6,

Apples opening May 12,

Apples in fullest flower and

other fruit, out of flower May 21.

In five of the earliest years, take the cherry and

apple as samples.

In 1822—Cherries in flower May 1,

Apples in flower May 12,

Some apples May 9,

In 1824—Cherries began to open their

flowers May 1,

Apples began to open their

blossoms May 11.

In 1825 one of the earliest of all seasons

:

Cherries began to open April 25,

Apples open their blossoms May 8.

In 1827—Cherries began to flower April 25,

Apples do. May 12.

In 1828—Early cHerries opening May 1,

Appl-ss opening May 10..

In Jive of the late seasons

:

In 1813-^Cherries began to blow May 10,

Apples begin to blow May 23.

REPORTS OF FARMS
Entered with the Massachusetts Agricultural Society

for premium, but upon which no premium tvas be-

stowed.

There are of this class four claims, which we

shall number A, B, C, D, and publish in succession.

We shall not give the names or places of residence

of the claimants ; not because their farming is not

highly creditable to them, for .that it is, in every

case^ as we know from personal inspection ; but

because few persons are willing to have tlieir names

published in a list of rejected claimants. We know

them indeed to be among the very best farmers in

the state. Ir. srespect to neatness, industry, improve-

ment, skill, ijood management, and success, they

are ail prcajiinent examples. Whoever compares

their statements with those of the successful claim-

ants, will perceive how extremely difficult it was

for a committee, who had seen none of the farms,

and were anxious to do strict and impartial justice,

to come to a decision entirely satisfactory either to

themselves or the parties interested. The commu-

nity should feel themselves highly indebted to gen-

tlemen, willing from the most disinterested and

public motives to undertake the unpleasant task of

discrimination, where the competitors are all res-

pectable and so nearly equal. H. C.

The Products of (A) farm, for the year 1838

—

in

reply to the questions of the Massachusetts Agri-

cultural Society.

1. My farm consists of 133 acres.

2. The soil consists of hard-pan or elay, gravel

and loam.

3. In respect to the management of my lands, I

prefer a medium depth in ploughing and without a

coulter.. I practise a rotation of crops on the same

land in almost every case. I turn over my green

sward in the spring, say from 20th of April to 10th

of May ;
plant with corn or potatoes ;

the next

year witli oats, and sow with clover and herds

grass, though frequently I continue the cultivation

imtil the third year, and sow ray oat stubble with

winter wheat or rye and then seed as above.

4. I have planted the past season seven acres

with corn, put in the 17th of May. The field was

green sward, turned over about the first of May

coarse manure was applied to a part of it befor

;
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ploughing ; a finer kind after ploughing on the other

part and thoroughly dragged in
;
planted with the

eight-rowed yellow corn in hills about 3 ft. apart;

hoed twice ; topped tlic stalks about the 1st of Sept.

Of coarse manure there were applied 12 loads to

the acre, (of .30 bu. each) and of the fine kind which
was dragged in, about 9 loads of the same size.

—

The produce of the above was 44 bushels to the a-

cre ; no manure was put in the hills.

I planted the past season one acre of potatoes

the 2Cth (if May, part of which was manured in the

hill, and the other part plaster was put in the hill.

The product was 320 bushels, but not much difi'er-

ence was obser\-able between those manured in the

hill or where plaster was put in; though I think

the result depends considerably on the season. They
were of the kind called pink-eyed & black potatoes.

5. I generally manage my green sward as above
with corn and'potatoes, though occasionally 1 turn

over a piece about the first of July, cross plough in

September and sow with wheat or rye as soon as

the 20th.

6. I mowed the past season 30 acres, all upland
;

21 acres of which is natural meadtjw, too wet for

the plough ; the remainder of plough land averaged
] 3-4 tons to each acre—in all, 52 1-2 tons. The
quality consists of the kinds natural to our climate :

clover, herds grass, red top and other fine grasses.

7. As to irrigation, I have a small stream of wa-
ter which runs most of the season, that I turn upon
my meadow, which irrigates about 2 1-2 acres, the

effects of which are very beneficial.

8. I do not manure the land upon which the wa-
ter flows, though I manure occasionally my other
natural meadows with my finest manure, which is

applied about the 1st of April ; the present year it

was applied the 3d of April : also, immediately af-

ter haying, I apply such manure as I have about my
barn to my grass lands.

9. I reclaim low lands by ditching with an open
drain and manure put tipon the same, in which I

have good success, increasing the quantity from
two to three fold.

10. My crop of ruta baga failed from the drought
the present season. I planted one-third of an acre.

I afterwards sowed the same with the field turnip,

which produced 45 bushels. I shall feed them to

my horned cattle.

11. I have sowed 15 acres of oats after corn
They were sowed from the 1st to the 10th of May::,

the corn hills were split and then dragged and cross

ploughed once; 2 1-2 bushels of seed were sown
to the acre—produce, 33 1-&: bushels to each acre
on an average. One acre of spring wheat of our

common kind, was sowed after potatoes, ploughed
twice this spring without nMnure ; the land was
plastered as soon as the wheat appeared out of the

ground. Two bushels of seed were sowed to the

acre. The seed was soaked in strong brine one
week and rolled in lime. The product was 20 bu.

4 qts. 'J he winter grain harvested this year was
3 3-4 acres ;

3-4 acre was in wheat, the rest was
in rye. Product, rye, 55 bu. ; wheat, 15 bu. 12 qts.

This was oat and rye stubble ploughed once and
manure applied to the surface and dragged in, about
8 loads to the acre. 1 he wheat was of the red ball

kind ; it was soaked in brine and rolled in lime
;

1 1-2 bu. of seed to the piece ; the seed of rye was
1 1-4 bu. to the acre. The soil was of the kind
called loam.

12. I have laid down to grass the present year
about eleven acres. I sowed my seed at various

times on my winter grain ; on the 20th of April the

rest was sowed with spring grain and was dragged
once; afterwards it was dragged twice more. I

calculate to apply six quarts of seed to the acre of
clover and herds grass ; of each an equal quantity.

13. I use my straw for litter for my stables and
barn-yard. I collect leaves and the turfs from my
ditches and otiier places occasionally, for the litter

of my hog-pens.

14. J have kept, tlie last year, throe pair of oxen,
five cows, ten young cattle, three horses and fifty

sheep and lambs. My barn is 40 by 50 feet : it

has no cellar : it contains two large cow-houses.
A good part of my manure is under cover. I have
generally kept about one-quarter more stock than
I have the present year.

15. My cows are mostly of the native breed.

16. My manner of raising calves is as follows:
I take those that come during the month of .March,

from the cow at one day old ; feed them with new
milk about two weeks, then feed them until about
the 15th of May with skimmed milk, and then turn
them off to pasture.

17. I have made G.50 lbs. of butter and 558 lbs.

of cheese (all new milk) since 1st of April.

18. I have kept lOswine, a mixtureof the Moco,
Berkshire and grass-fed breed. I have made, the

present season about 2250 lbs. of pork. I feed my
hogs during the summer on the slops from the house.

They run in the pasture and occasionally have a
few potatoes. I fatten them upon apples, potatoes,

pumpkins, and corn. I get from 15 to 20 loads

manure from my hog-pen or yard, and 150 loads

from my barn and sheds.

19. I employ on my farm one man constantly,

and my son, 14 years old, works during the sum-
mer. I hired 2;3 days work during haying and bar
vesting; also 20 days work at other times during
the season. I pay my man by the year .$1.50. 1

pay occasional laborers one dollar per day during
haying and harvesting, and 75 cents at other times,

with board.

20. I have about 90 apple trees, mostly of natu-
ral fruit, though I have a young orchard coming on,

principally of grafted fruit.

21. I have about 12 fruit trees (other than ap.

pies,) consisting of a variety of cherries and plums.
They have ever been healthy.

22. I occasionally furnish some spirits to my
men during haymg and harvesting, in very small
Vluantities.

23. I have 71 acres in pasturage this year ; have
kept three horses at 42 cts. each; three pair oxen
at 83 cts. a pair; five cows at 25 cts.; four 3 yr.

olds at 20 cts. ; two 2 yr. olds at 17 cts. ; four

calves at 5 cts. and 50 sheep at 1 1-2 ct. This
would amount to $7 09 per week—from 20th of
May to 20th of November, 6 months or 24 weeks,
would amount to $184 34.

24. My seed corn I put into warm water the

same morning I plant it and roll it in plaster, when
I take it out during tlie day, and apply to my corn
as soon as it comes up, plaster and ashos-^J-2 bu.

plaster and about 2 bu. ashes mi.xed to the acre.

25. I used 2 3-4 tons of plaster the present sea-

son, worth ground $9 per ton. Sowed some on my
natural meadow 27th of April; the remainder on
my other grass and plough lands, such as oats,

wheat and rye occasionally, according to the weath-
er, up to the 10th of May, excepting the oats, on
which 1 sowed plaster until about the first of June.

I sow about one bushel and a peck to the acre.

I have on hand two pair of fat oxen, which will

weigh 50 cwt. ; two pair of steers, 31 cwt enu-

merated in the number of cattle above ; but the
value of the beef not included in any estimate of
products.

I make the whole product of the farm this year,

not including the beef on hand, -91881 17.

FA JIM REPORT B.

To Benjamin Guild, Esq., Secretanj of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural Society

:

Sir—The subscriber having made application

to the Massachusetts Agricultural Society for the

premium for the best farm, submits the following

return in conformity to the questions contained in

the premium list, published by order of the trustees

of the Society.

Questions munbered and answers made in the

same order as found upon tlie premium list:

1. My farm consists of 200 acres.

2. Eighty acres consists of a mixture of clay and
loam; 40 acres of sand and loam: the remainder

is of black loam with clay bottom.

3. I consider the best method of improving my
lands to use two hundred weight of plaster upon
the clay and loam, as also upon the sand and loam
to the acre ; and fifteen cart-loads of manure upon
the black loam with clay bottom. The plaster and

manure to be applied annually
; Jhe manure in a

compost state, generally. If the condition of the

land require it, I put the same quantity of manure
upon the clay and loam and sand and loam lands in

preparing it for corn or wheat These lands I seed,

pasture, or mow for the terra of four years succes-

sively. I plough, plant, or sow them afterwards

for the same term.

4. I till 50 acres. All my land is susceptible of

tillage excepting 18 acres, which are too wet for

that purpose. When I use manure I put 15 cart-

loads upon the acre.

5. I apply my manure in a compost state.

6. I spread and harrow in manure which is put

upon ploughed land.

7. In cultivating grees sward, I turn it overearly

for corn, harrow it, and plant thereon. I prepare

it in the same manner for wheat or ryo.

8. I mow twelve acres of upland. It produces

two tons of hay to the acre.

9. I practise no irrigation.

10. I manure all the land I mow. I put fifteen

cart-loads upon the acre once in three or four years,

in a compost state, of common barn-yard manure.

11. I mow 18 acres of low land not suitable for

the plough. The quality is herds grass and red-top.

It produces one aud a half tons per acre.

12. I have no bog or peat lands upon my farm.

13. I have this year twenty acres in corn. I

turned over the greensward, dragged it, and plant-

ed the seed dry. I used no manure this season.

I have 120 bushels of ears of corn to the acre this

year, but my corn will not average more than 75

bushels per acre.

14. I have only one and a half acres in potatoes

this season. I turned over green sward, put fifteen

cart-loads of manure to tJie acre, and harrowed it

in
;
planted in hills and hoed them once only. I

have two hundred bushels to the acre. The kind

is English whites.

15. I have only one-half of an acre of common
English turnips. They yield at the rate of two
hundred bushels to the acre, and I shall feed them
to my milch cows.

16. I have 13 1-2 acres of winter grain and 14

acres of spring grain. For winter grain I turned

over green sward, harrowed and sowed it. I sow-
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;cl my summer grain upon land where I had corn

ast year, without other preparation than ploughing.

1 stn'ved three and a halt" acres of wheat, and used

mc bushel and three pecks of seed to the acre.

One and a half acre was sown with the common

while-hearded wheat, and two acres with the white

ball] wheat. The soil was a mi.xture of clay and

sanil. 1 used no lime.

17. I have laid down to grass 14 acres, in May

last. I used eight quarts of seed to the acre, one-

half timothy and the other clover, with a grain crop.

l.-J. T have between 40 and .50 head of cattle and

three horses, which together with fodder and the

Ftrnv produced from ray farm, furnish my manure.

I [Hit It in heaps in the spring, excepting what I

use of the compost for corn, &c.

lit. My stock consists of fjur oxen, eighteen

cows, twenty young cattle, three horses, and fifty

sheep. I have two barns, one 40 by .50 feet, the

otlier 30 by 40 feet in size. I have one stable un-

der ground, 30 by 40 feet, and one shed and stable

20 by 40 feet in size. My manure is not covered.

•20. My cows are of native breed,

2\. In raising my calves I feed them upon new

milk until they are two weeks old, then upon skim-

ri:ed milk and whey, until they are three months

old, when I turn them out to pasture.

'>?. I have made this year 1500 lbs. of butter,

and 4000 lbs, of cheese, all of new milk.

•33. I have twentyfive swine of the Byfield and

Berkshire breed crossed, and maks fortyfive hun-

dred weight of pork.

24. I feed my pigs upon whey and pasture the

hogs which I have wintered. I give them the wind-

fall apples and afterwards fatten them upon corn.

25. My hog-pens give me fifteen cart-loads of

manure yearly, which is made of corn and straw.

26. I have two sons; one aged loand the other

17 years of age. I have also a colored boy, 18

years of age, bound to me until he is 21 yeari of

age, who, together with myself, do all the labor up-

on my farm.

27. I have 150 apple trees—30 of them are

grafted—the remainder natural fruit.

28. [ have 100 other fruit trees, peaches, &c.

29. My fruit trees have never been attacked by

canker-worms or otherwise.

30. I do not allow the use of ardent spirits in

the cultivation of my farm.

Respectfully submitted.

Your ob't servant.

f Oct. 29, 1838.
'

N. B.—T stated to Mr Allen, the agent, who in-

epected my farm, the quantity of grain I raised dur-

ing the past year. I did not include, however, 40

bushels of white beans, which I raised among my

corn.

FAS.M REPORT C.

The following answers are made by the subscri-

ber to the questions given in the printed premium

list for 1838. To the first question he answers—

1. His farm comprises 170 acres.

2. The soil consists of gravel and loam.

3. My method of management is to put the land

in grass as soon as I gel a good bottom and then

keep it up by manure. After pasturing one year,

I break up. The meadows (i. e. the mowing lands)

are better to remain, without coming under the

plough.

4 I have aboiU 75 acres in pasture and tillage.

Generally I use about 25 cart-loads of manure to

the acre.

.5. I\ly manure from the stables is applied in the

spring the long manure lies until fall, when it is

spread on the meadows.

6. I put the manure in the hill when I plant.

7. For winter crops I plough twice (fallow my

land) and harrow. For corn and potatoes T plough

once in the spring and use the harrow and roller

liberally.

8. Most of my mowing is upland, producing say

for G5 acres on» ton and a half an acre.

9. I irrigate about four acres. I let in the wa-

ter about the first of May and keep it on until about

the first of July. It produces about double the or-

dinary crop.

10. A part of the irrigated land and all the up-

land meadov/ is manured, by long manure, at the

rate say, of 25 loads to the acre.

11. Of low land not suitable for the plough, I

have about 7 or 8 acres. Tlie kind of hay is Eng-

lish and clover of good quality when manure is

used ; and the quantity, about 1 1-2 ton per acre.

12. I improve my low lands by thorough ditch-

ino- and manuring, and my success has been good.

"is. I have this year 2 1-2 acres in corn. The

land used wa^ in stubble ; bore oats the 3 years pre-

vious ; rye 4 years since, and oats 5 years. I plough-

ed, harrowed, and furrowed both ways and dropped

the manure in the hill. The seed used was the

Dutton corn, rolled in plaster. The quantity of

manure, about 10 loads to the acre. The produce,

about 30 bushels sound corn. I gave it three dress-

ings with the hoe.

14. In potatoes I have 2 1-2 acres, same kind of

land,^ and treated in the same way, excepting being

hoed twice only. My crop is poor this year ;
about

150 bu. to the acre. The kinds raised are Orange,

and English white. I planted 1 1-2 acre of green

sward ploughed once, dragged ; without manure

;

hoed twice'; the produce about 200 bu. to the acre..

Same kind of seed.

15. I planted or sowed 2 acres- to ruta baga. It

was stubble land ;
ploughed three times ;

manured

with stable (ox) manure ; about 20 loads to the acre,

dropped in furrows, upon which the seed was sow-

ed with Merchant's drill-barrow ; being very dry,

the crop is not good—say 300 bu. to the acre. I

shall feed them to fatting cattle and working cattle

in the spring. From experience, I think potatoes

a better crop for cattle.

It}. I sowed 25 acres of oats ;
ploughed once ;

part was a clover ley, including 7 acres. This

was. the fifth crop of oats ;
part was potato land ;

harrowed twice ; sowed about 2 1-2 bushels to the

acre. It was a light crop this year, from drought

I used plaster and no manure. I sowed 3 acres to

spring wheat
;
ploughed once and then ploughed

in the seed, 2 bu. per acre ; 4 bu. tea wheat and 2

bu. German wheat; rcdled the seed in lime and

sowed on the crop about 1 bu. per acre of lime.

Soil is loam and gravel—crop pretty good—not yet

threshed. I have about 20 acreo of winter rye;

part on a clover ley
;
ploughed but once

;
the re-

mainder plouffhed twice (fallowed ;) harrowed twice;

sowed about "5 pecks to the acre— dry. I shall

plaster it in the spring. I raised 300 bu. buckwheat

on about 14 acres; ploughed tlie land twice and

harrowed.

17. I stocked down about 18 acres this season

with oats, about the last of April. For pasture I

use 3 qls. of clover ; for mowing 1 qt. of clover and

5 of herds grass.

18. I have no means of making manure except

ing from stables and hog-pen.

19. My stock is variable. I sold 30 tons of hay

last year and fed out the remainder. Generally

winter 7 or 8 yoke of oxen—keep about 3 yoke for

the farm ; about 5 or C cows ; about 15 head of

young cattle ; 2 horses ; 44 sheep ;
sell the lambs.

I have 2 barns—one 30 by 40 ft. ; one 28 by 71 ft.

No cellar ;
part of the manure is under cover and

part in the yards.

20. My cows are of the native breed.

21. I let some of the calves which are intended

to be raised, run with the cows, and some are rais-

ed by hand. I feed them with milk in summer,

and potatoes and apples in winter, daily.

22. Make butter and cheese only for family use.

23. I keep 7 hogs ; have now 4. 1 put up last

year 2100 lbs. of pork ; I hope to make 1500 lbs.

this year. The breed is believed to be Byfield.

24. Insummerlfeedmy hogs with bran and slops

from the house and let them run in clover. I fatten

them on apples and provender of oats and buck-

wheat ground together, but not cooked.

25. I get about 10 loads of manure from the hog

stye. I litter the pens with straw.

26. I keep about 4 laborers,, excepting in haying,

when I have more. For my regular hands I pay

one $18 and cne .$14 per month. I pay $1 a day

for haying and board the men.

27. I have about 200 apple trees, part natural and

part grafted fruit—principally tJie latter; they are

mostly young trees.

28. I have some pears, peaches and cherries, say

75 trees.

29. I have never suffered from canker worms.

For borers I put ashes about the roots.

30. I use no eider nor beer
;
possibly one gal-

lon of spirits in a year.

I believe the foregoing to be fair answers, as

near the fact as I can state.

Rotation of Crops.

I state the following facts :—In 1833 1 took six

acres of clover ley, limestone soil, broke up and

planted with corn and manured in the hill. In 34

I put on a crop of oats, ploughed once and harrow-

ed twice ; the produce was about 40 bu. per acre.

In '35 plouo-hcd twice and sowed to oats; produce

about 50 bu! per acre. In '36, ploughed twice and

sowed to oats ;
produce about 30 bushels per acre.

These were sowed too late. In '37, ploughed once

and sowed to oats
;
produce about 30 bushels per

acre. A fine bed of white clover covered the land.

In'3S, plouc^cd once and sowed oats; produce

about 30 bushels per acre; much white clover ap-

peared 1 sowed clover seed in '38, and stocked

down the land. ThLs year has been a very bad

season for oats, but the crop has been a full aver-

age of other lands. I have applied from 1 to 1 l-i

bushel ofplaster every year. I am decidedly ot

opinion that the land has improved under this course

of cidtivation. I plough deep.

J\fovemher 1, 1838.

Neo-roes in Alabama bring at auction, on an av-

erage,°about eight hundred dollars a head, while

soo'd lands, by the same mode of sale, bring sel-

dom more than one dollar per acre. It costs more

to stock a farm than to purchase it, by at least a

hundred to one. Such a fact as this indicates a no

very healthy state of things so far as the farming

interest is concerned.

—

Boston Times.

1

The papers from every section of the country, re-

port a remarkably promising appearance of the com-

ina crops. So may it continue.— i&.
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IMPROVEMENT
Improvement

!
We are dUposod to think tl.al this is

the best word in the language, because it signifies the
best thing in thi. world. It combines most of hope.-
" herever things are stationary, hope expires ; but where
there are progress and advancement, hope Is continually
fed and st.mulalcd

; and as we ascend, the pio.pect wi-
dens. It brings more happiness with it than anything
else in life. The human heart knows no sensation more
ideasureable and more satisfying than the consciousness
-f advancement. To be growing better, and to perceive
the capacity of growing better continually unfolding it-
self and becoming more and more enlarged, inspires a
bigh sentiment of the dignity and value ofour existence

;
calls out and urges to their utmost speed, all the faoul-
tics of our minds

; and gratifies the besi afieciions ofour
nature. It is in this matter, likewise, that man acquires
a sentiment, if we may be allowed the cvpressiun, of the
infinity ofhis nature. The brute creation soon reach the
end of iheir line. The birds have built their nests in
the same form and sung the same song ever since
the race was created. In the same species, invention
if it may be called invention, reaches to a certain point
and then stops; and in this respect, unless in a case of
disease or unnatural impotence, invention is the same
in all ofthe same family, and no one goes beyond anoth-
er. They gain ho advantages from experience, and they
learn nothing from each other. How diiTerent is the
case with man

; how infinitely does the Human intellect
transcend the bi-ute instinct. To tlie mind of man to
lis inventions, it* conceptions, its desiftis, its attemiits.
Its aspirings, what limit has been founj'or can be con-
ceived ? Even here there is ati ocoan of knowled<re
spread out before it, boundless, fat.homtess. But beyond
this world, there is a universe forita exploration, and an
eternity to labor in. These considerations proclaim the
infinity ofthe human being.

Wherever this spirit of improvement is discoverable
and puts forth in any, even the most humble form, its'

beautiful manifestations, it Imparts the highest pleasure
to the benevolent heart. The improvement of the hu-
man mind, so that it may soar higher, know more, ac-
quire faster, retain longer, is a delightful process in the
experience and the contemplation. The improvement
ofthe character, the moral nature, so as to exalt the
standard of duty, give to the individual a more complete
self-posse.ssion, render vite odious, and attach us to du-
ly and virtue as the business and purpose oflife, extend
the usefulness of man, and render him the benefactor
and the ornament ofthe creation, this we all acknowl-
edge to be the highest good and happiness of his being.
The improvement of his outward condition, his animal
subsistence, his personal acoommodaLions, his physical
condition, his external comforts, his sensible pleasures,
so as to render his food more abundant, more palatable,'
moie healthful, more nutritious, his repose more peace-
ful, his labor less toilsome, the earnings of his industry
more secure

; so as to render his residence more bcauli-
ful, more tasteful, more attractive, and to mulUply the
sources and means of innocent gratification— all this is
adopted to impart a rich and unalloyed pleasure to a
contemplative and benevolent mind. \Vlien these im-
provements go on rapidly and their impulse quickens as
they advance

; when we see them, like the risincr spring,
tide upon our broken and indented shores, gmdually
widening themselves out, breaking over temporary im-

pediments, pressing into every creek and opening, filling

every ditch and cavity, and at length spreading them-
selves out in a broken and mirrored surface over wide
plains, and leaving, wherever the waters come, rich de-
posits to quicken and supply the latent but active vege-
tation

; there is a charm in the prospect, in the good at

lained, and the returns anticipated, which refreshes, de-
lights, and elevates the mind—teaches the value of our
being, and makes us thankful to God that we are alive.

"I pity the man," says Tristram Shandy, "that can
travel from Dan to Bathslicba and cry that it is all a
desert." Indeed he is to be pitied for his heartlessnese,
selfishness, and inhumanity.

We have been led into these reflections in looking at
the condition of our own community, and in strollin"
through the highways and the byways, upon the bills

and in the valleys, in the gardens and over the fields in
the vicinity of Boston, withis the Inst fortnight of this

charming and delicious month of May. It would be
thoughtout ofplaceby the f.istidious, if we went into
any discussion ofthe intellectual and moral condition of
our community in this journal ; and therefore we ab-
stain. Yet we cannot but think that the improvement
of man's physical condition has a direct influence upon
the improvement of his intellectual and moral nature.
In proportion as the comforts and luxuries of life are
difl^used and equalized, they become less the objects of
envy, covetousness, and plunder. Where fruit abounds
it is seldom stolen. So, likewise, in proportion as man's
outward condition is improved, as he attends to the
cleanliness of his person, the neatness of his dress, the
elegance and tastefulness of his residence, and multiplies
about him objects of refined taste and beauty, his self-
respect is strengthened, his value of character elevated,
his sentiment of honor quickened. These are among
the great securities of virtue and powerful excitements
of virtuous ambition. The improved perceptions of out-
ward beauty, the beauty of natural objects, are direct
aids and quickeners of our moral perceptions, and refin-
ers and improvers of our moral tastes.

But in respect to the external condition of things a- '

mongusand around us, the actual advances and°im-
provements made witiiin the last thirty years are abso-
lutely amazing. Within that period and within a cir-
cuit of twenty milts round the capital, thousands and
thousands of acres which seemed too barren ever to he
rendered productive, or too rocky ever to admit the
plough, or too wet ever to be redeemed, have been
brought into a condition of fertility and are covered with
a luxuriant vegetation. Where here and there was an
elegant mansion, belonging to some individual ofprince-
ly wealth, whose privileged situation presented an insu-
lar aspect and seemed placed altogether beyond the

;

reach ofthe many, there are now hundreds and bun-

i

dreds ofelegant cottages and villas, belonging honestly \

to individuals who earn their daily bread by'their daily
labor; blessed at the same time with sufficient liberality
to adorn their residences with beautiful embellishments;

I

and wiih improved taste to enjoy many of the most re-

1

fined luxuries of rural life. Thirty years ago, the cuiti
vatiun of fine fruit was limited to a few ; refuse apples,
fit hardly for cider; pucker-mouth pears, which set the
children as well as the fathers' teeth on edge; field

strawberries, with their stems and leaves and htlf-form-
od fruit upon them

; wild grapes, about of the hardness
of green peas and flavor of crab-apples; currants, black-
berries and wild cherries, whose acid made your eyes
sparkle with tears when you broke their skin, constituted
some ofthe principal luxuries ofthe market. Now, green
houses and conservatories and forcing beds in the coun-
try are getting to be an almost indispensable appeaiJage
toeverj handsome residence; and the richest fruirs.
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peaches, nectarines, pears, and grape^T^^MdT^iT^.,.
ble of being reared in our chmate, are spread about m
the vicinity ofthe capital and fast findim; their way far
into the interior in the richest profusion' Add to this
the cultivation of flowers, which is extending itself with
Iho most extraordinary profusion. Not many years
smce.afew wild roses, pinks, prince..s-foather, sweet.
Williams, lady's delight, tulips, lilacs and marigolds, con-
stituted the whole parterre ; and even these were Icok-
ed upon as rare luxuries ; and if the children at scIi.h.I
could fine a dandelion or lilac or a white daisy to stick
in their bonnet, it was deemed no common acquisition
Now, everywhere, certainly in this vicinitv, the m,.st
common houses show the most beautiful green-house
plants at their windows

; their daphnes japonicas, "era-
mums and lilies; their front yards bloom throu..h|he
season with a succession „f the most splendid flowering

I

shrubs, and their door-ways and pi.zzas are trellised
with woodbine and monthly roses, and breathe the de-
licious odors of thesweetbriarandthe honeysuckle.

All these things mark a progress in refinement and
mnoccnt lu.xury, in every respect auspicious to comfoit
general improvement and humanity; and fill to over-
flowing the bosom, susceptible of grateful influences
with thankfulness to that Gracious Being, who has made'
this creation so beautiful, and given man so much to en-
joy

;
andwho%vhenhe had finished the creation and

saw Ins glorious work blooming in vernal glory and
splendor, pronounced it " all good." ]] q

OBITUARY.

Rn°'Tl'%^"."°ru'-^''V
'^''"'"^ Va,ighan,Esq.,aged

80. The State of Maine has never lost a more worthy
citizen. Agriculture has seldom had a more enho-htened
and devoted friend.. Mr Vaughan, in compan=y lit
other members of his family, who had been the punils

I

ofthe distinguished Dr Priestley, came to this country
more than forty years since ; and Charles Vau-han. incompany with his eminent brother, Benj. Vau"lian L
L- D. and M. P., settled at Ilallowell, Me. 'fhere' bv
their superior education and intelligence, simplicity of
manners, unimpeachable integrity, soundness of iud"-
ment, disinterestedness, active usefulness and publfc
spirit, they conciliated universal esteem and reverence
and rendered themselves most eminently the benefac'
tors 0) the community. TI.ey were both deeply inter-'

'

esled in the improvement of the agiicultureof the Stnte
and in the advancement of education and all useful
arts. The agricultunil communi'y are largely indebted
to them foi the introduction ofvaluable seeds ind plantsmuch imi.roved live stock, and the diff-usion of a"ricul!

j

tural information. Mr Charles Vaughan has beeif a fre-
quent correspondent of the New England Farmer from
Its commencement

; and it is hut a few days before his
death that we received interesting letters from him mak-
ing inquiries, communicating intelligence, and proposins
plans of agricultural operation for himself and the pub-
lic benefit, it IS an enviable privilege to be thus permit-
ted to " live whi^le we live." The beneficent influences
of the labors and characters ofsuch men, are widely dif-
fused

;
and continue to extend themselves long "after

their departure. Their memories will be cherished by
the wise and virtuous with an intense and never-ceas-
ing affection and respect.

jj q

Massachusetts Horticultural Society.

Satukdsv, May 25, 1639.

This was the day assigned to award the Society's pri-
zes for the best specimens of Geraniums and Tulips-

_

Messrs. Sweetaer and Donald were appointed judges
on geraniums, and Messrs. Donald and Meller on tu-
lips ; who reported as follows: •

"Geraniums: first prize to Mr Meller ; second prize
to Messrs Hovey.

Signed, S. SVVEETSER,
JOHN DONALD."

" Tulips
:

first prize (there was no competition) to Mr
S. Walker; the second prize to Mr S. Walker, he hav-
ing the next best twelve varieties.

Signed, JOHN DONALD,
WM. JIELLER."
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The competitors on Geraninma were Messrs Meller

and Hovey; and on Tulips, Messrs Svveetser and Walk-

er. Tliere was no seedling Geranium entered for pre-

mium in the opinion of the judges worthy of a prizf.

There were several very clioice plants and some hue

seedlmgs exhibited by Mr John Donald, from the Boston

Botanic Garden, but not for premium. Messrs V\ in-

ship, of Brighton, presented some splendid bouquets'

Mr iVIcller, some fine roses in pots, and olh

WILI-IS'S liATEST IMPKOVKU SBISD SOWER.

choice

_ in addilion to his tulips, S. Swcetser, Esq., of

Caiiiliiiilgepoit, exhibited three very fine speciinens o(

(';hius, viz.: C. aurantiacns; C. new scarlet; C. cris-

p;iiniii The following native flowers by Francis Park-

er ;ind F.zra Weston, Jr.. Esqrs., viz. : Rmunculus bul-

bnsns, Snxifraga Pennsylvanica, Aquilegia Canailensis,

Gnnphalium Pliinlaginium, Arenaria lateritidia, Cheh-

ilniiniin mains, Rerberis vulgaris, Saxifraga vernalis,

rrnnns obavata, Viola cuculla'ln, Kragaria Virginian;;,

\';i>', iriium corymbo.^^nm, Geranium m^iculatum, Erysi-

niuiiiofiicinale, ArabisrhomboidajThesiumumbellatum.

For iho Committee,
S. WALKER, CUairman.

BRIGHTON MARKF.T.—Monday, May 27, 1839.

Itepnrted lor the New England Farmer.

At Market, 240 Beef Cattle, 30 Yoke Working Oxen,

55 Cows and C;ilves, 185 Sheep, and 850 Swine.

70 Beef Cattle and about '.^50 Swine unsold.

Prices.— Beef CuUlc—The prices of last week were

hardly sustained, a much less number were sold at our

highest quotations. We quote First quality, $9 00 a

ft!12.T Second quality, $8 as a $8 75. Third quality,

$7 50 a $8 00.

Working 0.ren—We quote sales at $88, $10i),

$120. fis's, $155, and $160.

Cows and Calves.—$35, .$:

and $75

45, $55, 1$62 50, l

Wilhs s latest Improv 1 .i:. . I llio last sea-

son ; one of the most perlect macliines ever nilroduced fur

the purpose. In using this machine, the farmer may he cer-

tain that his seed is put into the ground, and at the same
time ill the best possiMe manner. There has been a great

difficulty in machines for sowing garden seeds ; they are

very a|it to clo^ up, and the farmer might go over an acre of

land and not sow a single seed ; hut not sn with this ; it is so

constructed that it cannot possibly clog. In using this sov/er,

the farmer can save one half of his seed, and do the work at

less than one quarter the expense of the common way of

sowing his seeds, and have it done in a much better manner

;

il opens the furrow, drops the seed, and covers it over and

rolls them down. It will sow almost any kind of Garden

Seeds; say Ruta Baga, Mangel Wurlzel, Turnips, Carrots,

Beets, Parsnips, Onions. It is highly recommended by

a great number of persons who have used it the present

season. For sale at the N. E. Agricultural Warehouse and

Seed Store by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 3.

WHOLESALE PR ICES CUR RE^T,
CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

TULIPS, RANUNCULUSES, PINKS AND VIOLAS.

S. WALKER, of Roxbury, offers for sale in beds, or of

such quantities as may suit purchasers, from 1 to 2600 bulbs

of choice Tulips. The bulbs were imported from Hollaud,

France and England, to which yearly additions have and
- .. ...

I
will continue to he made of the newest and choicest vari-

SAeep.— Prices not made public.
. j^i etios. Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tii/ips

Swine.—\ lot of old barrows at 9. Lots to peddle
^j|| ^^^ ^^j| ^^ ^^^^/.^ ^ selection for th-cmselves token the

8 1-2 for sows and 9 1-2 for barrows,

to 11.

At retail from 9

THERMOMETRICAL.
RepnrleJ for the New England Farmer.

Rangeof the Thermometer at the Gardenof the proprietors

of the New England Fanner, Brighton, Mass. in a shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending May 26.

Mxv, 7 A.M.
I
12, M.

I
5,P.M.

|
Wind.

I
Monday,

I
Tuesday,

I Wednesday,
I Thursday,
I Friday,

i
Saturday,

' Sunday,

E.
E.
N. E.

BRUSS.\. MUliUERRY.
A fresh lot of s-enuinc Brussa Mulberry Seed just received

at the New Enalaud Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,

Nos. 51 and isa North Market Street This species of Mul-

berry flourishes best in high and eve.n poor lands, and is

more likely to endure the rigors of our severe winetrs and

not so subject to the effect of" the frost, as trees brought from

more southern latitudes, or warmer climes.

The leaves of the Morus alba of Brussa, are said to con-

tain a much greater quantity of saccharine matter, than anv

other of the white species, and moreover, the leaf is much

larger than those of Italy and Spain ; it is also a hardy tree,

susceptible of being raised in climates, where the frosts are

At the annual fair of the American Institute, at New
York, in October last, specimens of the leaves of the Bnissa

tree of different yeais' growth, were exhibited, and excited

universal approbation, and the Institute awarded a silver

medal for the introduction of this invaluable tree, observing

in the report of the committee, " that these with every new

and useful plant, calculated to withstand the rigors of our

climate, are worthy of attention, and those introducing theni

into our country, deserve to be placed on the catalogue of

our country's benefactors."

May 22.

ANNUALS IN POTS.

J. L. L. P. WARREN has for sale, at his garden in

Brighton, a great variely of Annuals, started in pots and

ready for transplanting.

May 22^

bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices wi

conform to the quality of the flowers selected, but in no case

will the charge e.vceed the lowest market prices, in the coun-

try where the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than the like

(jii'ility can be imported.

Tidips in beds of from 30 to 100 rows, containing from

210 to 700 bulbs, or by the dozen, 100 or 1000.

Viola grandijlora—Pansy, or Heartsease. Upwards of

2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and offered for sale

when the Tulips are in bloom.
/eanuncii/uses—fine mixtures, at from $2 to S3 per 100.

Pinks—&ne named varieties, from 25 cents to Si each.

For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH
BRECK & CO. eow

EXHIBITION OP TULIPS AND \IOLAS.
Th» third Exhibitiou of Tulips will commence on FRI-

DAY, the 17th inst., at the Garden of S. Walker, (opposite

the residence of Madam Euslis) Roxbury, and continue for

a few days.
Since the last Exhibition, great improvements have been

made io the arrangements. The bed, the present season,

will contain upwards of 1000 Flowers, all of them rare and

very beautiful ; among them will be found fourteen varieties

that obtained the Queen of England's Plate, and the London
Horticultural Society's Cup Prizes, at Hampton, in May,

1838.

In adftition to the Tulips, upwards of 2000 Viola Grandi-

flora will be iu bloom.-

Tickets may be had at the Bookstores of C. C. Little &
Co , W. D. Ticknor, and Goidd, Kendall & Lincoln ; and

at the Garden Gate.

Sinffle admission 25 cts. Season Tickets 50 cts.

May 22. i«tf

CORN SHELLERS.
Just received at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

and Seed Store, Nos. 51 and 52 North Market Street, a sup-

ply ofCurrier's Patent Corn Shellers ; a very convenient and

cheap article. A right to using said machines in counties or

towns may be obtained by applying as above.

April 17. JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

DOUBLE DAHLIA ROOTS.
For sale at the New England Acricultural Warehouse and

Seed Store, a superb collection of Double Dahlias, consisting

of all the improved varieties.

Also, Double Carnations of many fine varieties.

May 6. JOSEPH BRECK & Co.

MORUS MULTICAULIS.
A few thousand trees of the genuine Morus Multicauli;

so a few thousand cuttings of the same may be had on in
Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe.

i ,. , • l -
i, l

Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe all sizes, constantly for sale at mediate application to the subscnher

No. 1 City Wharf, by ABBOT FEARING & CO.
May 22. Sw 1

April 24.

WILLIAM KENRICK,
Nonanlum Hill, Newlon.

Ashes, Pearl, per 100 lbs. .

Pot, " ' " .

Beans, white, Foreign,
" " Domestic, .

Beef, mess, ....
No. 1

prime
Beeswax, white,

yellow,

Cheese, new milk,

Bone M.iNuaE, ...
in casks.

Feathers, northern, geese,

southern, geese, .

Flax. (American) .

Fish, Cod, Grand Bank,
Bay, .

Macxerel, No. I.

Flour, Genesee, cash, .

Baltimore, Howard street,

Richmond canal,

Alexandria wharf,

Rye, ....
Meal, Indian, in bids.

Grain : Corn, northern yellow,

southern fiat, yellow,

while, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,
Oats, northein, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton, .

Eastern screwed

Hops, 1st quality,

2d quality,

Laed, Boston, 1st sort,.

southern, 1st sort,

LEATHER^'Pbiladelphia city tannage,
do. ^ cjunlry do.

;3<iItimore city tannage,
do. dry hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best sort, ....
Oil, Sperm, Spring and Summer, .

Winter, . . .

Whale, refined,

Linseed, American,
Neat's Foot

Plaster Pabis, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, .....
Mess, ....

Seeds: Herd's Grass, .

Red Top, .southern,

northern,

Canary,
Hemp
Flax
Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover, none,

Soap, American, No. 1,

No. 2,

Tallow, tried

Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or Saxony Fleeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,
do. 3-4ths do.

<lo. 1-2 do.

do. 1-4 and common,
E_- f Pulled superfine,

^SINo. 1,

i:^lNo.2
Z =^

I.
No. 3,

bushel

barrel

pound

bushel

pound

quintal

barrel

pound

cask
gallon

18 00

13 00

7 25
6 23
2 63
3 00
16 00
14 75
13 00

40
34

14 75
7 25
7 50

pound

pr M.
potind

60

1 00
2 S7

27 00
26 00
23 00
2 75

1 00

PROVISION MARICET,
RETAIL PRICES,

Hams, northern, .

southern and western,

Pork, whele hogs,

Poultry, per lb.,

Butter, tub,

lump,
Eggs,
Potatoes, Chenango,

white.

Apples, Baldwin
Russets,

Cider, ....
refined.

pound
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MISCELLANEOUS

LETTERS FROM THE EAST.
BV A LADV OF NEW YORK.

(Conclu.ied.)

The next finest point of view is in tlie centre of

this great haU. Every way you turn, you perceive

here is a fine perspective. To the west, tlirongli

the gate-ways, the distant mountains of Lybia bound
the view. Through the opposite entrance to the

hall, the eye rests on the sad ruins of the ancient

temple. On every side is a forest of massy col-

umns, the largest of which are twelve feet in

diameter—the whole number about ]50.

The architecture of this hall differs from any-
thing T have seen in Egypt. In all the other tem-
ples, T have observed that the columni which sup-

port the roof, are of equal size and height, conse-
quently the roof is level throughout with the side-

walls of the building. Hero, you perceive, it is en-

tirely otherwise. The two rows of gigantic col-

umns which run through the centre ot the liaJl, are

nearly 70 feet high, while the nine rows on each
side are only 40 feet high. The platform or roof
which the centre colonnade supports, is consequent-
ly aboDt 30 feet higher than the roofs on each side

of it. Short columns, which stand on tlie low roofs

reach up to the level of the higher roof and support
its e.xtremities. Between these short columns are

immense stone w indow frames, through which light

and air were admitted to this vast area.

When I first saw this peculiar construction, I

was forcibly struck with its perfect resemblance to

. the Gothic cathedral-style of building, in which
the nave is always nearly twice as high as the aisles,

with windows above the roofs of the ratter. Thei-e
can be no doubt, in my mind, that the Saracens
took their idea from this very liall, and on which
the Gothic builders (who employed Saracen arclii-

tects in Sicily and Spain,) improved, hy reducing
the diameters of the columns, and supporting from
their summits the aspiring arches. This hall, no
doubt, served for a promenade for the priests, shel-

tered from the scorching rays of a tropical sun by
the heavy stone roof The cool breezes entering
by the ample north windows above ; while to the
south, curtains or awnings keep out the sun. I

doubt if these windows were ever glazed ; for as

it is never cold nor ever rains here, there was no
necessity for such protection. The whole interior

appears once to have been stuccoed aad highly or-

namented.

Observe yon tall cdhimn, which presents the most
extraordinary feature that I have ever beheld among
ruins, in any part of the world. It is broken off

near the ground, and leans over, supported by its

neighbor, at an angle of at least thirty degrees from
tlie perpendicular. This, in a shaft of one single
stone, would be nothing remarkable, for hundreds
are feen everywhere in a similar position in every
important ruin. But this column being composed
of numerous blocks in layers one above the other,
with no cement or central pins to bind them togeth-
er, the great mystery is that the centre does not
give way, and the whole mass fall to the ground,
being only supported at each end.

The other day we pulled out from between two
stones a wooden cramp, or anchor, which had been
used to keep the joints together. It has the saw
marks upon it, showing th it the use of that instru-
ment was known four thousand years ago, at least.
Some have endeavored to deduce proof from the

employment of wooden cramps in buildings, in sup-

port of the very silly and unscientific theory that

iron was unknown to tlie ancient Egyptians. It

has always been the received opinion of every phi-

losophic mind, Uiat without the knowledge of this

all-important gift of anallwise creator, nations could
not have been civilized. Besides, I have some-
where read of a civilized people being deprived of
it, relapsing into barbarism. The Egyptian archi-

tect knew too well the value of this material to em-
ploy it wastefully ; for the soft sand-stone froi

which we took the wooden cramp, was of a weaker
texture than the wood, and gave way before it when
force was used to sejiarate them. Finally, will

these visionary theorists inform us how the hard
graiiite and Seyenite was separated from the moun-
tain rock, worked into huge obelisks and columns,

elaborately carved, without the best of steel made

I

from iron ?

The sun is setting—let us hun-y tlirough with
a few more of the important features of this place,

before we are driven from it by the night.

Passing out of the east entrance of the hall, we
enter upon the most appalling field of desolation

that the -world presents.

Hold ! we can proceed no farther unless we con-
clude to bivouac here for the night. We will from

this elevation take a rapid glance over the sad re.-

mains of the principal temple and courts of Karnac,
and endeavor to imagine ivhat they were

" Three thousand years a^o,
When the IMemnoniuai was in all its glory,
And time iiad not begun to overthrow
Those temples, palaces, and piles stupendous,
Of which the very ruins are tremendous."

Around us are tall obelisks still erect, while
others are prostrate and broken. In the mass of
confusion before you to the east, can easily be trac-

ed the foundations of the great temple which once
covered the sanctuary built of granite, yet perfect.

Beyond, are the remains of two other large tem-
ples connected with the principal one. Their cor-

ridors are supported by colossal caryatides instead

of columns. And finally, the propylon seen at the

end of the perspective, terminates this series of
temples and palaces, which in length between the

grand western propylon and the one at the eastern

extremity, is a quarter of a mile of continuous build-

ings, which it -n'ould require a week to examine
even in a very superficial manner. I have not per-

mitted you to glance at the sculptures innumerable
which cover the storied walls and columns, both

inside and out ; for months would not suffice to fol-

low up the histories thereon engraved in characters

which will last to the end of time.

The last trembling ray of the setting sun is just

tipping with gold the highest projections of the ru-

ins. As to the chaos below, " shadows, clouds, and
darkness rest upon it."

Take now your last farewell look upon this aw-
ful " wreck of matter," and tremble at the mighty
earthquake which produced it,

" And shook the pyrsmids with fear and wouder,
When the gigrantic Meninon fell asunder."

THE EVERGREEN.
There is a plant whose hardy form
Unshrinking meets the wintry slorm,

And lives beneath the drifiiiig snow;
It seeks no mild favunian air,

But ever fresh and ever fair,

Its gretn, unfading branches grow.

I've mark'dil on the mounlain wild.

Where once I rov'd a careless child
;

And with its leaves aJorn'd my hair;

And still, to aid the wreath I twine,

For friendship's pure and holy shriue,

The evergreen shall flourish there.

My friend, this little plant shall be

An emblem of my love for thee
;

It caunol boast a rich perfume —
It hears no bright, attractive flower,

To grace awhile the summer bower,

Bui only claims its constant bloom.

Baysidc, 1S39. H. C. C.

Spring and Poetry.—The ei\lox o{ the Cincinnati News
has had his imagination exalted by the poetic influences of

spring, and thus pours out the tide of song ;

" And now the merry ploughboy

Whistles his morning long

Along the dale and through the vale

'Tis echoed loud and long
;

The farmer's flocks are roving free,

And oa the budding shrubbery

His spouse's 1

Cowses
Browses

:

And the martins have returned and found

A welcome to our houses
;

And the little niggers run aroB id

Divested of their trousers!

Something .Veto.—A steam ferry boat which plies

on the Alton (Illinois) ferry, having more power in

her engine than is required, the proprietors have at-

tached a pair of burr mill-stones to her, with which,

the Telegraph says, while crossing the ferry and
running off steam, she is enabled to grind about

one hundred bushels of fine meal per day.

—

Ameri-
can Sentinel.

Strawberries are selling in the New-York market

at two dollars per quart.

Tulips, Ranuncnluaes, Aneinonei, Aurlcnla>, Car-
NATIO.N-S, PlCOTEES, PiNKS AND GEaANli;.MS

H. GROOM, of Walworth, near London, England, by ap.
pointment Florist to Her Majesty Queen Victoria, begs re-
spectfully to call the attention o( his friends and the admir-
ers of flowers in America generally, to his extensive collection
of the above flowers, which from his having been very suc-
cessful in their cultivation this season he can ofler at very
moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to those
persons about commencing the growth of the Tulip (which
in England is becoming very fasuionable) the under collec-
tions in beds, as it is by far the cheapest mode of purchasing
them.
Tulips arrauged in beds with their names.

First Class.
A bed of SOrows containing 210 bulbs including several of

the newest varieties, --.... £13
A bed of 45 rows, - £21
A bed of 60 rows, 25 guineas

Second Class.
A bed of 30 rows including many fine sorts, - £lO

' Abed of id rows do - - - £14
A bed of CO rows do - - - £17 lot

Tulips not arranged.
100 SuperSne sorts with their names from £7 7s to £l3
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 7s 6d to 2U

Ranunculuses-
100 Superfine sorts, with theirnames from £3 3s to £5 St
Superfine mixtures, from - - - 5s to 21s per 109

Anemones.
100 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 10(
Superfine double mixtures from lOs 6d to 2ls per 100

Auriculas.
25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 13s6d
Catalogues with the prices of the othw articles may k<

had on application.

Orders received by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
No.v. 1. eow.

THE NEW KNGL.AM> FAKBIBR
Is puliHshed every Wednesday Evening, at $3 per annum

payable at the end of the year—hut those who pay wilhm
sixty days from the time of subscribing ate entitled to a de-
ductionof 59 cents-

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISBOLM, FRmTFRS,
!7 gcSOOL «TWti;T....,B0STO>
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AGRICULTURAL.

'rom ' Transactions ofthe Essex Agricultural Society, 1838.'

ON MULBERRY TREES.

The Committee on the Cultivation of Mulberry

Trees, Silk, &c. respectfully report: That applica-

ions for preiniunis have been made by Miss B. G.

'hillips and sisters, and Joseph S. Holt, of Andover,

;br plantations of mulberry trees, aitd by Gardner

i. Perry, of Bradford, for a nursery of the same,

or a description of which we refer to the statements

nade by the claimants, which the conmiittee be-

ieve are fully sustained by the appearance of the

rees, and recommend the folIow:ng awards

:

1. To the Misses Phillips, for their orchard of

ine acre, containing five liundred trees, the first

[rcmium of .$25 00.

I
2. To Mr Joseph S. Holt, for his plantation of a

little less than a half acre, containing fifteen hun-

! red trees, the second premium, §20 00.

3. To Mr Perry, for his nursery adapted to the

rowth of silk, $20 00.

The committee in submitting their report, think

: proper to observe, that though these were the

nly opplications made, yet they should not have

;lt it their duty to recommend the awards, had
ley not thought them justly merited on account of

le flourishing state of the trees and the apparent

kilfu! management bestowed upon them.

GARDNER B. PERRY,
JOHN W. GROSVENOR,
EDWARD S. DAVIS,
ASA -A. ABBOT,
ABEL NICHOLS,

Co7nmitt<c,

MISSES PHILLIPS' STATEMENT.

To the Committee of the Essex ,/lgrisultiiral Society

on the Cultivation of Mulberry Trees :

Gentlemi^.n—The land on which our "rchard

itands, h."s for some years past, been lying at grass

;

vas ploughed up in the fall of 1837. Soil a grav-

illy mould, rather inclined to moisture. The trees

Tere procured of Rev. G. B. Perry, of different

liges, from six to ten years, and in height, from five

.o twelve or thirteen feet, possessing fine roots,

iind were very flourishing— five hundred in number,

vhich were set out in May. They stand in rows,

sixteen feet apart, and generally four feet from each

)ther in the rows, and occupy orio acre. They are

i.he kind known as the Italian. The estimated val-

lie of tlie trees at the time of transplanting was

!)ne hundred dollars ; they have grown well this

season and now appear in a healthy condition.

—

The land was well manured, and the spaces be-

tween the rows have been cultivated with beans and
livinter squashes, of which there were good crops.

iThe surface of the land is level. Expense of plant-

ing the trees, about twelve or thirteen dollars.

Andover, Dec. 20, 1838.

MR. HOLT'S STATEMENT.
To the Committee of the Essex Co. .Agricultural So-

ciety on the Cultivation of tlie Mulberry Tree.

Gentlemkn—I oflfer for premium a growth of

the White Mul'ierry tree, of about 1500 plants.

The following is the method adopted in their culti-

vation :

The seed was sown in the spring of 1S33. The
plants for the first season were rather small ; an'd

altkough they were covered in autumn with straw

and coarse manure, they were killed to the ground

by the severe frosts of the following winter. Tiie

second season they grew to the height of about 2

feet. In 1835 they were removed fiom the bed to

a gravelly knoll, in a field exposed to bleak winds,

and planted in hedge-rows, 8 feet asunder, and the

trees one foot apart in the rows. The ground has

since been improved in raising potatoes and beans

alternately ; very little inan\ire having been used,

and tliat in the hills of the growing crop. iMy ob-

ject has been to raise the trees by a slov/, healthy,

and substantial growth ; and I have thus far suc-

ceeded in preserving them, while many who have

urged their trees forward too rapidly, have been

sadly disappointed in having them destro)'^d by our

severe winters.

I will merely add, that if applied for, a part of

the trees will be disposed of at a reasonable price,

as I have a larger number than- 1 need for my own
use.

^

Respectfully,

JOSEPH S. HOLT.
Andover, Oc4. 1, 1838.

MR PERRY'S STATEMENT.
To the Committee of the Essex Agricultural Society

on the Cultivation of the Mulberry Tree :

The nursery which I submit to the committee for

examination and award, is the produce of two and

a quarter pounds of seed, sown in 1S3G, one pound
Italian and the remainder of the kind sold as the

Chinese. The seed came up tolerably well, but

owing to the unfavorable season, many of the plants

died during the summer, and those that lived grew
but very little, many hardly putting forth more than

four or five leaves, and in the winter, though pro-

tected with pine boughs (probably the best protec-

tion they could have,) a considerable portion, full

one-half, perished. In the year 1837 they proved

more flourishing, and were less injured by the suc-

ceedi.'ig winter. This year they have had a vigor-

ous and healthful growth, exhibiting a full and swell-

ing crown, and strong and properly inclined bran-

ches. They stand in wide rows, with a space be-

tween the rows of five or six feet, well adapted to

feeding worms, where it is thought best to sufler

the trees to stand in nurseries—a method, however,
which my own experience would not justify me in

recommending. I have not taken pains to ascer-

tain with much accuracy the number of .trees; they

probably amount to five or six thousand. The land

is a gravelly loam, rather inclined lo be dry ; had
been cultivated the two previous years with corn

and potatoes, pretty v/ell manured. The soil has

not,- 1 think, proved as favorable to thein as that of

some pieces which I have before devoted to a sim-

ilar use. The reason, so far as I have been able to

discover it is, that it contains a large portion of

clay. It is not easy to state the expense with much
accuracy, so much of the labor being performed at

wh;it farmerstcall odd jobs ; but of one thing T have

become fully convinced, that in common with many
others, I have in former estimates set the sum too

low. The seed cost about sixteen dollars, and the

expense of labor, &c. amounted to from fifty to sev-

entyfive dolhirs, and I should not be surprised, could

a full accoiu'.t be presented, to find it a still larger

sum.

A part of the trees in this nursery, together with

some thousa.-ids of others from five to eleven years

old, in flourk-hing condition, are for sale.

General Remarks on the Cultivation of Mulberry

Trees.

In compliance with a wish expressed by several

gentlemen, I will subjoin to tl;e report on mu.lberry

trees a few observations, for the justness of which

the committee are not to be held respi)nsilite, as

owing to thetime, it lias not been practicatiile to

submit them to their approval, though most of the

statements, which will be made were subjects of

conversatioB with members of the committee, and

I do not recollect but there was a perfect agree-

ment of opinion in respect to them.

The raising of mulberry trees in this county for

the purpose --if producing silk ia modern times, was
commenced by Mr Enoch Boynton, of New bury,

who in 18S2 planted some cuttings. His nursery

thus commenced, was inareased by trees raised

from seed, engraftings and cuttings, to moj'e than

42,000 in 1832. Upon the produce of them he fed

many worms, produced considerable silk, for speci-

mens of which he rsceived more tlian one gratuity

from this Society. A few years after the last date,

his farm passed into other hands, and the nursery

was either dug up or sufliered to run out, so that

very few if any trees now remain. In 1829, and
the years following, the writer of this and a few

others, commenced nurseries. The seed sowed
generally came up well, and the young trees grew
thriftily, and the prospect of producing food for

worms to any desired amount, was altogether en-

couraging. A deep and spreading interest began
to be awakened upon the subject. Many persons

in different parts of the county set out plantations,

in size from a few hundred to as many thousand.

Worms were raised in a great many families, from

a fevv- dozens by way of experiment, to many thou-

sands for ))rofit ; reports of many of these experi-

ments were made, useful and interesting accounts

of which may be found in the printed transactions

of the Society. Among other communications

was an essay from the pen of Andrew Nich-

ols, M. D., which deserves particular notice.

—

This article contains more just observations and

practical wisdom than are found in any other work

of the same extent on the subject that has fallen
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under my observation, and it did much to recom-

mend the silk business to the favorable considera-

tion of the community. Many of the first efforts to

produce silk yielded a good profit, and every cir-

cumstance seemed to justify tlie expectation that

the business, if followed with energy, would gener-

ally secure a competence and not unfrequently lead

to wealth. Just at this time of the most encour-

aging promise, cauie the cold winter of \&'-ii, whose

destructive infiuence, not only upon the mulberry,

but upon must fruit and other trees, especially of a

tender nature, was too general and great to be soon

forgotten. From that tiirie, attention to the silk

business has been gradually falling off, till the last

one or two years, wliile the number of trees in the

county has greatly diminished. Many flourishing

nurseries have been suffered to runout; plantations

have been cut down or otherwise destroyed ; and

the impression has become somewhat prevalent that

the climate, soil, or other undiscovered causes, are

unfavorable to the growth of the mulberry tree, and

therefore that the silk business cannot be advan-

tageously pursued in tliis county.

What is proposed in the subsequent remarks, is

to enumerate some of the causes which it is believ-

ed have united with the cold of '34 and of some of

the winters since, fti producing the injury which the

mulberry trees have sustained, and thus deeply af-

fecting that kind of property and working a great

change in the public mind in respect to the pros-

pect of the silk business among us.

In enumerating these caus'es, I shall not Consult

any particular order, but present them as they oc-

cur to my mind.

1. Tlie first I'will mention is, that a great num-

ber of the trees have been the offspring of wisound

and disordered seed. There are many ways in

which seed as small as those of the mulberry may
be essentially damaged, so that, though not entire-

ly devoid of tlie power of vegetation, yet so as to

cause them to produce an imperfect and sickly plant.

In the year 1S31, the writer of this sowed four oun-

ces of seed, apparently good. A considerable por-

tion of it vegetated, and yet the plants proved so

feeble and sickly that nearly the whole were pulled

up and thrown away the first and second year, while

very few of those that were saved made trees of a

vigorous growth. And I have seen other nurseries

dwindling away, according to my best convictions,

principally, from the same cause.

Defect in the seed cannot be certainly determin-

ed by sight alone, and in fact will often remain un-

detected till exhibited in the plants the first, sec-

ond, and sometimes the third year ; but whenever

or however late, it is believed the best economy

would be consulted by destroj ing the trees and be-

ginning again. A vigorous and healthful tree will

occupy but little more space than a sickly one,

while it will yield many fold more food, and this

food secure a more healtliy race of worms, and these

in their turn yield a much larger and more valua-

ble produce of silk ; while the trees will be much
less likely to be injured by cold or any other disas-

trous cause.

2. Many trees have, upon transplanting, failed,

because taken from a nursery so much more iiighly

manured and cultivated than the land to which they

are removed. Most trees suffer from ^his cause,

but it is believed that the mulberry has been a spec-

'1 sufferer, particularly because the opinion has

vailed somewhat generally, that the poorest soil

iust as good, if not better for them, than tliat

cher quality. But let us ask ourselves in so-

ber sense, what it is reasonable to expect must be ed, had it not been for the premature destructio n

the fate of a young and tender nursling taken from

a rich and highly cultivated garden, sheltered from

the wind, furnished as it will be under such circum-

stances, with small root, and planted out without

much skill, in some of the most barren of our fields,

devoid of all protection trom the wind ? yet such

is literal'y the history of no inconsiderable part of

the plantations which have had an existence in tliis

county. Could not the end have bee.i as well known

before as it is at the present time, when no trace of

their existence remains ?

3. Another reason of the failure of the tree is to

be found in the fact that they have been planted in

soils unsuitable to their vigorous growth. Like

jBost other vegetable productions they may live in

a great variety of soils, but to live and grow, and

produce a rich foliage, they require a loose, warm,

sandy or slatey soil, tolerably deep, and with a po-

rous subsoil ; for if its roots have standing water

about them for any time, they will soon mould and

gradually decay, to the essential injury of the vigor

if not to the destruction of the life of the tree.

4. A fourth cause of injury is, the trees have oft-

en stood too thick in the nursery : this prevents

their putting forth a sufficiently full foliage. A
tree cannot thrive well without a good proportion

of leaves, which must have opportunity to develop

themselves, nor will the tree be healthful unless

the leaves by exposure, 'enjoy air, motion, and sun.

But I will not enlarge here, as this subject will

come up under some of the following particulars.

5. We proceed to a fifth reason, which has prob-

ably operated more extensively than air,' other cause

wliich we shall'give. This is the too close picking

of the leaves. Very few persons at the commence-

ment of the business of raising worms have an ad-

equate idea how many they are likely to have hatch-

ed from what seems a very small quantity of eggs.

The result often 'is, that they find themselves over-

stocked with worms. They very commonly -over-

rate the production of their trees for the first few

years. They are obliged, therefore, to strip their

trees very closely or let their worms, after they are

a half or two-thirds grown, die. This they are un-

willing to do, though it would bo altogether the

best policy. The injurious effects of close crop-

ping, no one acquainted with the physiology of veg-

etation can doubt. In 1834, the writer of this,

though liaving as many worms as could be well

supplied from his nursery, being desirous to ac-

commodate some friends in and out of town who

were overstocked, permitted a considerable part of

his nursery to be closely picked ;lhe result was,as he

fully anticipated, the absolute loss of many hundred

trees, and the no inconsiderable injury to maiiy

more. Most of the Tiurgeneti and plantations of

those friends which had been first stripped shared

the same fate, several were almost entirely destroy-

ed, and others, if not quite killed, have not yet ful-

ly recovered. Under a former head I mentioned

tha:t leaves are essential to the vigorous and health-

ful growth of trees, ft is equally irnportant that a

portion of them at least should develop them-

selves fully and remain on the tree till they fall

naturally from the branches ; and though it maj be

departing a little from the subject, I will take this

occasion to ohserve that it is almost equally essen-

tial to the health and life of trees, that portions at

least of the fruit, should remain till full maturity.

I am fully persuaded that most of tlie injury which

fruit trees have been supposed to suffer from the

cold of our climate, would never have been realiz-

of the leaves from various causes, and the too ear-

ly gathering of the fruit.

G. There has been a disease which has prevailed

pretty generally among the mulberry trees, exhib-

iting itselfupon the leaf, and which for want of bet-

ter knowledge, I shall call the rust. By this name,

I apprehend it will be readily recognized by most

who have had any concern in their cultivation. -

This disease has made its appearance about the

first of July, and continued to what is called the

second flow of sap, when it has generally begun

to disappear, or in other words, has not seized upon

leaves which made their appearance after that time.

Whatever may be the nature or the cause of this

malady, one of its effects is similar to close crop-

ping. By destroying the leaf, it prevents a full

and perfect elaboration of the sap. Suitable food

is not produced for the strength and growth of the

tree, which in consequence becomes weak and sick-

ly, if it does not actually die. Whether this dis-

ease, as I have called it, is produced by insects or

is an actual malady in the plant may be known to

others ; I am not able to determine confidently in

respect to it. It has certainly proved a very seri-

ous obstacle in the way of producing silk, making

iis appearance just about the time when there is

the greatest call for food by the worm. Informa-

tion on the cause and the remedy would be of es-

sential -service to the community, and would be

very gratefully received by the writer of this.

7. The trees have suffered somewhat extensively

from the web worm, (I use a term which I suppose

will be generally understood.) These usually

make their appearance and begin their work about

the middle of August ;
perhaps some years a little

later. How, with the webs of these worms spread

over whole trees and sometimes covering large

portions of nurseries, the opinion could have at-

tained currency that there was no worm or insect

which would touch the mulberry^ is net easy to say,

and yet tliis very summer, a statement to this

amount has found a place in several of the most

popular journals. Great injury has certainly been

done by these worms. They destroy the foliage,

and thus rob the tree of proper nourishment, even

when they work upon trees whose leaves have not

been picked ; but if they take those which have

been disrobed of a large part of their foliage for

the purpose of feeding the worm, as is frequently

the case, tlie only wonder is that a single tree

should survive. Ths tree is thus deprived both of

the earlier and later growth of leaves ; no sap can

therefore be perfectly elaborated, no suitable nour-

ishment is provided either for the growth or life of

the tree ; how can it then escape .'

I may be allowed te make an observation, rela-

tive to the injury which our fruit trees suffer from

the same cause, though produced mostly by worms

differing in some particulars from those which ap-

pear upon the mulberry. Most persons seem to be

aware of the damage done to troes by the caterpil-

lar, which makes its appearance in the early part

of the season, and many take some pains to destroy

them ; while it is apprehended that comparatively

few think much of the ravages produced by the

Wib and other worms which destroy the loliage in

the latter part of summer and beginning ot autumn,

and make very little effort to wa_rd against it, when

the trutli is, that the actual and permanent damage

done by the latter is equal and probably much

greater than that by the former. Keep your trees
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clear of insects in the autumn if you wisli matured

fruit the next year.

8. The mulberry tree has to some extent shared

with the pear tree in whut is called ibcjire blight.

This disease has not, to my knowledge, prevailed

very extensively, yet it has had its agency aniong^

other causes in diminishing the expectations of

gain from this branch of business. Its ravages

were more general, so far as I had opportunity of

knowing, in 1837; than in any year before or since.

The insect which causes this blight seems to he

enlarging his field of operation, and there are rea-

sons to fear if some effectual remedy be not discov-

ered, that other trees will suffer from its opera-

tions as extensively as tlie pear tree has in years

past.

It is believed that the above causes, with some

others which would be mentioned were it not for

the great length to which this article has extended

should be regarded as concurring with the cold of

a few of the past winters in producing a state of

unthriftiness among a great portion of the mulberry

plantations, and the actual destruction of not a few

of them.

The question which then naturally presents it-

self, is, whether under such circumstances there

are sufficient encouragements still remaining to

justify further efforts to continue and increase the

means of silk culture in the county, or had the

patronage of tlie society be better turned to some
other source ? In coming to a rational determina-

tion on this point, it will be necessary to look over

the causes of t'aiUire and see how many of thenj

may with proper effort and skill be remedied ; and

then to enquire whether those which are beyond

human power essentially to modify, are more nu-

merous than are usually met witli in most employ-

ments of life. Upon such a survey, I apprehend,

it will appear that with the e.xception of the cli-

mate, all the hindrances to success in this business

are as capable of being removed by effort, prudent-

ly and perseveringly put forth, as those which pre-

sent themselves in nost other occupations in which

men engage, and which by resolute effort they ei-

ther reuiove, modify, or avoid. Nearly all of them

are the very same which are met with in all at-

tempts to cultivate the better fruits, and yet men
do not despair in respect to them, nor are their ef-

forts utiattended with encouraging success. In re-

gard to the climate even, it should not be forgotten

that trees in past times have lived long and be-

come large, and yielded a rich supply of foliage

from year to year, and we certainly have no

sufficient reason to think that such an essen-

tial change has taken place in this particular

as to justify the inference that they may not

thrive again. And beside this, it is a fact, that

during these last years of discouragement, there

are no inconsiderable number of trees in differerit

parts of the county, which have remained flourish-

ing and have already attained a considerable size;

while it is a generally admitted fact by those who
have given themselves opportunity to observe, th-it

there is manifest a general improvement in the ap-

pearance of the trees recently, especially during

the last year, where any attention has been paid to

their culture.

We certainly do not find, therefore, in the caus-

es above enumerated, sufficient reasons to abandon

the euterprise, and will therefore subjoin a few

reasons which we think should luive considerable

influence to induce a continuance in the effort to

sustain and increase the business in this county.

1. Among these we present the fact that there

are large tracts of land in this county well adapted

to the growth of the inulberry, nuich of which is

now yielding but little produce of any kind, and

will not, unless it is put under a different culture than

that now bestowed upon it. If these tracts were

planted over with the mulberry, they would soon

begin to yield some profit; the land would at the

same time be improved, and the trees when grown

would afibrd a great amount of good timber and

fuel ; and I will add, by forming obstructions to

the course of the winds, would in no inconsiderable

degree soften our climate, and thus make the whole

county a more pleasant and healthy place to dwell

in.

9. There are many persons, especially aged fe-

males and children, whose time and strength in

many places can now be turned to very little profit,'

who might labor in this employment to advantage,

and thus contribute much to their own support.

3. It might be made the means of giving em-
ployment to the inmates of the public alms-houses,

penitentiaries, &c., and thus put them in the way
of meeting in whole or part the expenses of their

maintenance, and so relieve the community from a

part of the taxes to which they are now subject.

If there are any waste lands suitable for the mul-

berry connected with such establishments, it would
be good economy for the towns or county to cover

them over with young trees ; they would pay good

interest even as an article of fuel.

4. It would multiply the productive employ-

ments of the county, which is always a subject of

good policy to every community, for so the danger

of suffering from the temporary suspension or fail-

ure of any one of them is comparatively diminished

and all classes of citizens become less dependent

U|M)n the will of others, and the whole community
more independent of other nations.

5. It would call into exercise the inventive pow-

ers of man, and thus improve and widen its sphere

of operation.

6. It opens another page in the physical opera-

tions of the Creator, affords deep evidence of the

wisdom, power, and providence of God, and by

communicating a wider knowledge of his works,

gives a better knowledge of Himself; a result

which will not be thought of small consideration

by a moral and religious community, who feel that

there are other interests to secure beside the accu-

mulation of worldly wealth.

Taking all these circumstances together, and

weighing them as carefully as we can, we feel

ourselves justified incoming to the conclusion, that

though somewhat moderated in the expectation that

the silk business would give unusual gain, that still

there are good reasons to suppose it may be found

sufficiently profitable to justify individuals in un-

dertakii'g it, and that the public advantages are

likely to be such as to entitle it to the favorable

notice and patronage of the county society.

(From the same.)

ON CULTIVATION OF CROPS.
The Committee of the Essex Aricultural Society

on wheat, rye, oats, and barley, have attended to

the subject committed to them, and Report : That
they recommend that the accompanying statements

be published, and that the first premium often dol-

lars be awarded to Moses French, of Salisbury, for

his crop of barley. For the committee,

ERASTUS WARE.
Topsfitld, Dec. 25, 1838.

MOSES FRENCH'S STATEMEMT.

To the Committee on the Cultivation of Crops

:

Grntlemex—I submit the following statement

of a crop of barley that I raised the past season.

The land on which it grew is a clayey loam. In

1837 the sward was turned. The lot was planted

with corn and potatoes, principally with corn. A
shovel full of manure was put to each hill, and the

crop was fair for the season. I cut the corn at the

ground the S.^th of September, bound it in bundles,

and dried it in the field. The fodder was the best

I ever had. Lastspring I spread two loads of com-

post manure on the hit. On the part where the

potatoes grew, it being the poorest, I spoad one
load of night soil, ploughed it all very shallov?, so

as to turn up the sod, harrowed it well, and sowed
two bushels of the two rowed barley, and then

rolled it. It came up and grew finely, until the

heads began to show themselves. While it was
green and tender, it was beaten down by a shower

and wind, and much of it never rose again, espec-

ially where the r.i^ht soil was spread.

The lot contained one acre and twelvre rods, and
yielded 39 1-4 bushels of sound grain.

The straw is very bright, and worth to me more
than salt hay.

I prefertwo the rowed barley as being the largest

kernel and best to yield.

MOSES FRENCH.
East Salisbury, September 27, 1838.

TRISTRAM LITTLE'S STATEMENT.

To the Committee on Cultivation of Crops :

Gentlemen—The field containing one acre,

upon which my experiment in raising barley the

past season was made, was a dark clay loam of an

equal quality ; the year before was planted with

potatoes. Sometime about the last of April the

land was ploughed and harrowed, sowed with one

bushel and thiee pecks of clean barley. After that

there was spread on one half the land three loads

of pond mud, two of which was mixed with two

bushels of lime, the other with ten bushels of leach-

ed ashes. The other part was dressed with about

the same quantity of dirt which was hauled out

from under a woodhouse. There was a small strip

left between the dressing without any manure, on

which the growth was quite inferior to the other

parts. At the time of sowing, my intention was to

keep the parts separate. Before tlie grain was ripe

the rain and wind had beat all the dressed part

down, and so badly tangled that it had to be cut

altogether, so that the exact quantity of each part

could not be ascertained. There were 38 bushels

as it run from themill. I think if the measure had

been strecked, there would have been forty bushels.

Respectfully yours,

TRISTRAM LITTLE.
jYeu-hunj, J^ov. 28, 1838.

Finances of a J^ew England Slate.—Connecti-

cut owes nobody, and has .$21,000 in her coffers,

besides a school fund of $2,000,000, yielding an

annual revenue of $104,000. The State paupers

cost .$1,700 a year for their maintenance, but the

State Prison earns a nett sum of $3000 or over.

The scrip issued by Massachusetts, in aid of her

railroads, commands a higher price on the London
Stock Exchange than any other foreign securities.

Bositn paper.
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FARM ACCOUNT.
We invite tiie nttentioii uf our readers to the sub-

joined account of some Rhode Island farming. It

will speak for itself, and needs no commendation

beyond what it is sure to receive from every intel-

ligent observer. The condition of the place when
it full under the husbandry of this enterprising cul-

tivator Wiis unpromising enough. The hand of in-

dustry directed by skill, has entirely changed its

aspect.

—

We do not know what we ca.n present to

our reader^ more useful than such statements as

these. Attention will be particularly called to .Mr

Anthony's opinion and use of ashes ; his cultivation

of millet, and his value of ruta baga. Whether he

has discovered a preventive against the injury to

milk from the taste of turnips, is deserving of far-

ther inquiry. We have, no doubt, however, that

sugar beet and we know that the common blood

beet would be a better feed for his milch cows than

the ruta baga, and raised with equal ease. We
should feel ourselves greatly obliged if other farm-

ers in and out of the State would furnish us other

accounts of a like exactness. They would render

a fflj^stantial benefit to the agricaltnral community.

H. C.

Xiirth Pronidetice, 5 mo. 19, 1S39.

Respected pRiKXD Henry Colman : Premis-

ing that my mode of farming has been of too ordi- I

nary a character for its details to afford much of

interest or instruction, I will now endeavor to fur-

nish the statements requested. The farm an which

I reside has been under my management for thir-

teen years, most of the time for the owner, but re-

cently as tenant. It contains 150 acres : of this

50 is wood land, and (not pretending to perfect ac-

curacy in the division,) 30 pasture—leaving 70,

which has been subjected to tillage: 12 of this is

a bog, of ptaty character, 18 inches in depth over a

hard pan of sand, in which there sometimes occurs

a minute portion of clay. There are, perhaps, 15

acres of what may be termed loamy soil. The re-

mainder, with the exception of a brock .margin of

about an acre of moist and more adhesive charac-

ter, is very sandy with a gravelly or sandy subsoil.

In 182G, the farm was in. very poor condition.

There were probably not more than six acres that

would have defrayed the expense of cultivation for

one year oidy. The crops of that.year were 5 tons

ofhay, 2 of oats, 3 of bog hay, hardly worth the cost

of procuring, 200 bushels of potatoes, 200 of tur-

nips, some fruit, and a supply of garden vegetables

for the family.

Prior to the period above alluded to the sandy

portion of the farm had been occasionally planted

years, and has been as may be supposed an impor-

tant agent in its improvement. Kut of such as has

been effected in the condition of the sandy and most

sterile part of it, ashes has been the basis. These

have been two or three timi's applied at the rate of

about 200 bushels an acre, at intervals of three

years, if the grass seed took well, otherwise often-

er, previous to a dressing of stable manure. The
crops obtained in the process being millet, and the

small or southern clover. '1 imothy and red-top

have sometimes been added, and though coming

later to maturity than the clover, always to advan-

tage. The- hay has been better for the practice,

and a firmer sward turned over at the next plough-

ing. The millet and grass seeds are mixed togeth-

er and sown on a surface previously levelled by

the roller, and spread over with ashes. The millet

crop may be stated at 1 1-2 ton—more of clover,

with some diminution the second year. The field

has sometimes remained in clover two years '. fter

the ashing, which has immediately preceded manur-

ing. In other cases (and it has probably been the

better practice,) a dressing of about 30 loads of

stable manure, 27 cubic feet to the load, has been

turned lUider, aud tlie rJeld plauteil with corn the

second year.

Thus treated, this kind of land will grow oats or

barley, but generally not heavy crops of either.

—

Those to which it is best adapted are cum, millet,

and clover. When afterwards ploughed, which has

generally been in three or four years, some hard

crop has been the first of the rotation. Manure is

always applied for the benefit of this crop, and is

always turned under—the sod rolled down and not

disturbed by the after culture.—Of the different

methods pursued iii reclaiming the bog, paring and

burning was the chea pest and most efliectual. "The
lazy bed" way of the Irish would not soon have ac-

complished the object, and what my fancy suggest-

ed as an improvement on that method, grew more

bushes than potatoes. This was, to plant until the

sward should be rotted by the excavations of ditcli-

es previously spread over it for that purpose. Of
the m acres now stocked to grass, about -t' only

have had any manure excepting the ashes produced

by burning the surface. Thorough drainage ap-

pears indispensable to a reduction of the crude ma-

terialc of which this kind of land is composi.'d, end

without a breaking, down of its fibre it can aflbrd

but little nourishment tor plants. Occa.sional plough-

ing and manuring will also doubtless be necessary

to sustain it in good condition, and when there

is an excess of water to prevent a recurrence of its

original wildness.—The pasture rarely affords suf-

ficient feed for my cows. They however run out

in days during summer and a part of autumn, but

with corn ; the crops on an average yielding about are always stabled at night. Clover, the suckers of

eight bushels to the acre. It afforded nothing for corn, and when these are gone, the tops, sometimes

the scythe, and was of so little value for grazing, ! millet, and the tops of the French turnip or ruta

that a neighbor rented so much of it as a cow p;is"
I baga furnish a succession of green crops which

ture, the first year of my management for $15, as ' supply the deficiency in the pasture feed. In ad-

the last season produced more than 60 tons of mil-
' dition to this they have also, two quarts cf Indian

let, clover, and other hay, besides including what
| meal each per day. The quantity is increased on

is now one-half the value of my present pasture.
j

the failure of green food, with the addition of pump-
Previous to 1821), farming had been with us but

' kins or other vegetables. But during winter, er

a secondary object, but by having asheti' such till such time as they are sold to the butcher, they

grounds as were seeded, the quantity of hay had are liberally supplied with Indian meal and shorts,

been considerably increased, and at this period, the ' and when it can be procured, flaxseed oil meal mix-

cows were advanced to J5 for the purpose of bene- ' ed together with some cut hay ten or twelve hours

fiting the farm as well as for furnishing milk for before feeding, and given in the form of swill. In

market. The number was subsequently increased
\

summer the meal is fed dry. The cows are milked

to 20, which with a pair of oxen and a horse have till sold, which is generally in the spring. As they

been the average stock of the farm for several are turned off their places are supplied as fast as

is necessary to keep up a uniform quantity of milk,

by such as have recently calved, or as reference is

often had to beef in the purchase by those that

have been sometime in milk. A few of the best

are occar,ionally allowed to bring calves, btit gen-

erally the stock is entirely changed. This practice

has had the merit of convenience, but is neverthe-

less of doubtful utility, for it is difficult to procure

new milch cows in winterer spring that have been
properly kept Farmers in general provide only

dry provender for their stock in winter, and a cow
coming in under circumstances involved by such

keeping w^ll not ordinarily give more than two-

thirds the quantity of milk that might be obtained

from her if in suitable condition at the time of calv-

ing. Liberal feeding afterwards will fatten the

animal but generally not occasion large secretions

of milk.

When not at pasture the cows are kept most of

the time in the barn, and stand on a tight floor that

descends from the manger to the sill, over which it

projects a few inches and conducts the urine into

a paved trench outside the barn through an aper

ture of about five inches in width between the side

and the boarding of the barn, extending the whole

length of the cattle floor. Through this vacancy,

which is closed when necessary by shutters inside,

the manure is also shoved into the trench, and ex-

cepting in cold weather, almost daily sufficiently

covered with bog mud or loam to absorb the urine

and to protect the manure from the influence ol

the sun and atmosphere. As often as these trenchei

are filled in the ploughing season, the manure is

taken to the field and turned under, most of it fo:

liard crops, but occasionally for millet and for fal

feeding. That which has been made late in au

tumn has sometimes been ploughed in on land de-

signed for planting the ensuing season. In winte

it is put in heaps on hind to be ploughed in thi

spring, and when suflRciently thawed for the pur

pose, is also turned under. Thos managed, it doei

not ferment before it is placed beneath the sod oi

mixed with the soil.

My management hitherto has been very defec

tive in regard to the root culture, having never rais

od an adequate supply for my stock. Of the differ

ent kinds which I have grown for the purpose, !

am inclined with some hesitation, to a preferenci

for the French turnip or ruta baga. The former i:

by some supposed to be an inferior variety ; bu

between the smooth kind and the Swede I kiiov

no diflFerence either in produce or quality. The un

pleasant flavor which they impart to the milk o

cows that are fed with them 1 believe riever occur

if ton or twelve hours elapse between the time o

feeding and milking. I have pursued this metho'

for years without any complaint of " turnipy milk,'

to avoid which I had at one time ab'andoned thi

feeding.

I consider millet alnrost an indispensable cro]

for light and sterile soils. When grown of suits

ble fineness, a circumstance which depends on th'

quantity of seed sown, it is equal to English hay a

provender, and better than most grasses for soiling

Grass seed, however, should not be sown with i

except on inferior soils. For such ten or twelv

quarts of seed to the acre is sufficient. Rio

grounds require twice the quantity, which wouli

inevitably destroy the young grass plants. Beside

its value there is a consideration in ils culture o

great importance to the farmer —it does not inter

fere with his other ' seed time and harvest," Th
time of sowing is from the twentieth of the fiff
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ii'th month to the tenth of the seventh. Its growth

•s slow at first, and if sown earlier weeds are apt

to get the start— if later it is liable to injury from

early frosts.

Topping corn is doubtless injurious to the crop.

Taking away the suckers may be as great a disad-

vantage, but of this I am not as certain. Tlie lat-

ter greatly increases the quantity of milk when fed

to cows. The tops are of less value for this pur-

pose. Being given in a state of less succulency

they have more tendency to fatten the animal.

In addition to the produce of the farm, most of

which has been sold in the form of milk and beef,

from six to eight hundred dollars worth of grain

has been annually purchased for the stock, and till

within a few years, more or less, hay of this ; there

is now a large surphissage.

E.Kceptirig 20 cords bought in 1827, no manure
has been purchased for the farm but ashes. Of
these about 900 bushels annually on an average

for the last thirteen years.

The produce obtained last year from C3 acres,

(seven of the bog being in preparation for seeding

contributed nothing to the amount of crops,) con-

isted of 100 tons of hay, millet and barley, allow-

'g five pounds to the cubic foot; corn fodder and
een stalks equal to 5 tons of hay; 12 tons of

mpkins, 175 bushels of corn, 400 of potatoes, 330
turnips, 30 of beets, and a supply of other vege-

es for the table. The potato crop was a failure.

-n ordinary season I sliould probably have had
' 1500 to 1800 bushels. My average crop of

is about 50 bushels, though owing to frosts of

vo previous, and the drought of last season,tU

'' fallen considerably short for three years past.

• farm is rented at G per cent, on its value,

°n'lf the amount being expended in improve-
™^ This is added to the cost or value of the

ifl"Of course the rent is annually advancing.

^subjoined account gives the result of last

y^^'"anagement, nothing having been credited
the f f„r house rent or horse keeping—for fruit

"I" '"Vden vegetables, or the daily and various

servic,g,.fotnied for the accommodation of my
famil)

Dr.
$2051 50

purchased during ihe year 611 00

1838—
,._ 1.

Farm lJij

)r and board of hands including ray

vn
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IMPROVEMENT.

In our last paper wesaid eomPthing ofimprovenient—

agricultural improvement. We design to add a few re-

marks. The subject should be kept constantly before

the mind. No farmer ought to be satisfied with merely

" geltini; along." There is another cant phrase, which

we adopt in this case, which will expiei-'S a second rule

and a principal rule of duty ; that is, lie should " go a-

head." It is not enough for him to gel from his place a

mere subsistence ; but he should make that place con-

tinually belter. He should be continually seeking to

rendei his farm more productive, more convenient,

more easy to be cultivated, and in every respect more

valuable. We wouM have him pay some attention to

nppearances. Almost every one thinks it necessary to

take great pains to please tlie taste. Why should not

as much pains be taken to please the eye ? We are of

opinion that the pleasures of the eye are of a much high-

er class than those of the ta';le. The pleasures of the

taste cannot be cultivated greatly without danger to the

morals. They are in their nature enchisiveiy selfish
;

and cre.ilo a ^iispositinn faslidious and con.stanlly grow-

ing more diffiiult to be pleased. It is not so with the

pleasures of the eye. These are open to all. Here

there is no monopoly ; and much of our enjoyment ari-

ses from the fact that these pleasures though in our pos-

session, are enjoyed equally by others without detract-

ing from any of their advantagus to ourselves.

An aitenlion to appnaiances, neat arrangements, the

removal Irom our premises of everything that is offen-

sive, the addition oi; various ornaments and embiHish-

inents, all tends to atiengthen our attnchments lo home,

our domestic affeciitms, and to increase our self respect

and in this way directly contrihules to refinement vf

manners and to good morals.

Let improvements then go on. In the first place ren-

der your farm as productive as you can. Secondly, renr

der it as convenient as you can. Thiidly, render it as

neat and beautiful as you can.

It would seem altogether probable that interest would

induce every fanner to render his farm as productive as

possible. Yet this is very far friun being the rase. Of

course we should not advise a farmer to cultivate that

which will never compensate him for his labor and ex-

penditures. But where the production would afford an

ample equivalent, we regret to be compelled to e.vpress

our conviction that not one farm in two hundred is ren-

dered as productive as it might be, and fully pay for the

labor and expense, which it would require to make it

so. How many farms in the State, consisting of one

hundred acres have twentyfive under cultiv:ilioH. Most

of ihcm have not half that amount. How many farmers

in the Slate produce annually n thousand bushels of

corn ? .'\s far as our observation goes, we do not believe

there is one in Kssex, Middlesex, Worcester, or any ol

the south-wealern couniies. Po..^sibly there may be two

or three in the county of Berkshire. In Franklin coun-

ty, in Hampshire and Hampden there may be halfadoz-

eii nil included. But there are in the State liundreds

and hundreds of (arms on which this might be done lo

the "reatest ndvaiilag.'. In the wheat bill uf the last

year, a iiremium of one hundred dollars was offered lo

every farmer who should produce four hundred bushels

of wheat. The premium was not claimed. The season

it is true, was unfavorable ; but had it been ever so fa-

vorable, we have heard of only two farmers in the stale,

who by any possibility could have obtained it ; whe had

sowed anything like the quantity of land that would

have produced this amount, had the yield been even at

sixty bushels per acie.

How many farmers in the .State produce annually two

thousand bushels of potatoes .' We do not believe there

are twenty. In this matter we may be in error, yel we

came to this ccmclusinn from no limited observation —
Certainly there are very few farmers possessed of one

hundred or even fidy acres of land who might not culti-

vate to advantage their six or eight acres of potatoes.

Few crops at three hundred bushels to an acre, pay bet-

ter than they do. The cultivation of them, however, is

in many parts of the country very poor ; and the aver-

age yield perhaps does not exceed one hundred and fifty

bushels.

How many fainiers in the State with the:r hundred

acres produce two or three hundred bushels of other

vegetables fir their slock ; of carrols, of ruta baga, of

beets, of parsnips .> They must be very few. Hero

and there may be one, wlio provokes the ridicule of his

neighbors by his singularity, or alarms them by his en-

terprise.

If the farmers will look ne.^jt at the condition of their

farms, and reioark how many acres lie absolutely waste,

and how many not half improved ; how many saturated

and spoiled hy water which might be drained ; how

many in pasture, which might be hrouglit under cultiva-

tion ; how many in wood which might be cleared ; how

many laying open, which might be enclosed ; it is not

difficult lo sec how far short of what it might be, pro-

duction falls.

Here the agricultural Improvement should begin— in

constant, intelligent, skilful, persevering attempts to

render the soil more productive; to get more out of the

earth ; to press her to her utmost capacity. We have

no! even approached that point. We are very far in

iherearofii. As we increase her products, the more

ample our means are rendered of farther increase. Un-

der iudicious husbandry, production increases the power

of production. The more we get the more we can get,

and the more means we have of keeping up and increas-

ing the fertility of the soil. How honestly such wealth

is gained, everv one must feel. The saying of the

shrewd Swift is often quoted; that" the man who cau-

ses two blades of grass to grow where but one grew be-

fore, is to be esteemed a public benefactor." This is a

small increase ; and we hope no farmer whom we ad-

dress will ever be satisfied without making the increase

at least ten fold.

We have much more to say on this subject, but at

present we forbear. H. C

THE PROSPECTS OF THE SEASON.

The weather the last few days has been rather cold,

but without any frost. We have had frequent lains,

which liavo come in gentle succession, with occasional

Vleams of sunshine ; but the temperature for the time

of year has been lower than it was in April.

There is a fine promise of fruit of every description,

thonoh much has fallen off, owing as we suppose to the

cold weather. Corn is every where coming up well.

Winier and spring grain look uncommonly well. Grass

is every where well set and very forward. The mar-

kets are very high and so are likely to conlinue. Cank-

er worms have not as yet showed themselves in any

great numbers; and of caterpillars there are hardly

enough for the birds. Nothing at present is scarce but

the complaints of the farmers. But they never fail
;

and we shall have an abundant crop of them without'

doubt before the summer ends. Look out for them, as

ihe almanac maker says of a storm, running the direc-

tion from the top to the bottom of the page, " about

these days."

H. C '

ELECTION WEEK.

The capital has been thronged the past week with'

visiters from the country, attending the anniveisaries o'j

many religious and benevolent associations. They arel

fully attended by clergymen and women, with a prettj

liberal sprinkling ofthe laity. We have literally becomi.

a nation of orators, and speaking in public has got to bit

so common a gift, that it is rather difficult to find a man!

who does not in this way try to set the world to tights'

The women too, have taken to speaking in public, anci

show off in grand style— at this, some portion of th(

men take fire. These poor souls think it enough to bi

favored with their private admonitions, without aeon

tinuance of the same edifying strains in public. W<

say let tiiose both men and women speak, who hav

any thing to say. We wish we could silence some, whi

have nothing to say ;
yet insist upon speaking t

whole time. As to the women, we hardly know wh

is to be done with them. In England the ladies of tl

Queen's bed chamber, the maids of honor, have actu^'

prevented the accession of the Tory ministry and ben

the Hero of Waterloo. We are getting into a had W'

and what is to be done with these women we do

see. We wonder what they were made for. T

Iwve produced a vast deal of trouble in the <°

ever since our great great grandmother took such?

bad counsel in the garden of Eden.

H

NOTE.

The.Editor of the Couiier gives it as his opir^"*'

the high prices of provisions are in part owi' •''«

appropriation of large tracts of land and a grea""""'

of labor to the cultivation of the Moms M""''^-

This cause certainly comes under the head o^""'-''

tion ; and undoubtedly has had its influeni""' ''

has as yet scarcely begun to be felt. The pf'ces

and the inordinate speculations in MulticauliS"" '^"^

year. Befijre that, the cultivation was coratively

lirniled, us the phmls were a drug in the m'- ^ "'

extraordinary prices since obtained lioweve"' '^" *"

the devotion of a great extent of land to il'tivation,

and very large investments of capital. '
^'" ""

doubtedly interfere with the production!'''''" ^"<i

meat. It would seem impossible, howe'" '"^ "'^'

tore of things, that the cxlravagance orO'icism on

this subject should continue longer th"^ present

season. The market will be overstock purchaser.i

will not continue to pay such prices "" article,

which may be propagated as easily as ("' hushes.

Our belief in the success of the cultivation

amounis lo a strong confidence. Yet a'H 't is '"»"«''

of experiment, which lime only can eS*''- 1 ''" gf**'

difficulty will be found not in the pr'''''''jor, but in

the ab.solute impossibility of procur' "' "")' pnce.

There are not hnnds enough. Otlnip'^ynents oc-

cupy vast numbers, who cannot e; transfer them-

selves from one employment lo ano) •'""' there are

multiludes, poor enough indeed, "'ho will not

work—and who would faint with'°f a' 'he sight a

silk worm, though they have n.h difficulties in

wearing the products of his labor.

H. C.
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KlasaachuseUa Horticultural Soclcly.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWEBS.
Saturday, June 1st, loo'J.

Tliomas Lee, Esq., of Brookliiie, presented some fine

ecimens of Roses and other flowers.
,

Sani'l Wulker, of Roxbnry, upwards of fifty varieties

Tulips, with bouquets, &c.

Whi. Kenrick, ICsq., of Newton, PsBonias, Moulan,

ipaverucea. Rosea and single crimson, Cliinese Glycine

• Wistaria conscquana, perfectly liardy when grown

elevated situations; scarlet fl Horse Chesnut, pnr-

e Beerdi, variegated leaved Syrin^'e, &c., and some

le bouquets.
, r

JJ-alive Plants by Ezra Weston, jr., Esq. and francis

arker, viz. ; Lupiniis perennis, Geranium niaculalum,

.ubus triviahs, Uvularia sessifolia, Viola pedata. Arum

iphyllum, Aquilcgia Canadensis, Convallariabifoliata,

onvallaria, Geum Rivale, Trientalis Americana, Sen-

jio Aureus, Potenlilla Argenlea, Trillium Cernnum,

ilene Peniisylvanica, Crysanthemum lencanthemimi,

uphar advona,UraspermumClaytoni, Viola pubescens.

JYative Plants by J. E. Teschemacher, Esq.
j

Trilli-

m ereciuin, T. yellow var.; Crata-gus crusgalli, Con-

allaria stellala, Polygonatum multiflorum, Bolrychium

irffinicum, Sisyrynchium aiiceps, Lathyrus palustris,

;pigea lepens, Viola pubescens, V. obovata, V. lanceo-

ita V cncullata, Aienaria lateriflora, Actea rubra,

sm'orhisa longistylis, Myosotis arvensis, Helvellaescn.

mta, esculent Morel, gathered near Boston, Jlay, Ibjy

-atCovent Garden market, London, 6th of April 18j9,

ley sold readily at 10 s. sterling the pound.

Ve'ret<Mes.—lames L. L. F. Warren, Esq. of Bright-

n, presented some Hne specimens of the Long Southgate

ucumber. White and Purple Broccoli and Hard-head

tttucc. For liio Committee.
S. WALKER, Chairman.

MPIIOVKU SlBKU SOWEK

nXNOTICE.—The
" Violas, §5 ; for the

le best seedling, J?3
'

Ih inst. Per order.

June 2d, 1839.

nremiums for the best display

second best display. $2; and for

;ill be awarded on Saturday next,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

Willis's latest Improved Seed Sower, invented the last sea-

son ; one of the must perfect machines ever introduced for

the purpose. In using this machine, the farmer mav lie cer-

tain ihal his seed is nut into the g-ound, and at the same

time ill the best possinle manner. There has been a great

riifficulty in machines for sowing garden seeds; they are

Very apt to clog up, and the farmer might go over an acre of

land and not sow a single seed ; hut not so with this ; it is so

constructed that it cannot possibly clog. In using this sov.-er,

the farmer can save one half of his seed, and do the work at

less than one quarter the expense of the common way of

sowinc his seeds, and have it done in a much heller manner

;

it opens the furrow, drops the seed, and covers it over and

rolls them down. It will sow almost anv kind of Garden

Seeds; say Rula Baga, Mangel Wurtzel, Turnips, Carrots,

Beets," Parsnips, Onions. It is highly recommended by

a great number of persons who have used it tlie present

season. For sale at the N. E. Agricultural Warehouse and

Seed Store by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.
April 3.

W H O L E S A LE_PR2CE^_C£R R E i\ T .

ORRECTF.D WITH OREAT~CARE^JVEEKLY^

iS, Pearl, per I no lbs.

Pot,. " •' " •

hite, Foreign,
" '• Domestic, .

Beef, mess.
No. 1. . . .

Bean

1829.BRIGHTOjN MARKKT.—MoNUAT, June

Keporleil tortile Mew Englnn.l Fanner.

At Market, 315 Beef Cattle, 25 Pairs Working Oxen,

5 Cows and Calves, 130 Sheep, and 120 Swine.

110 Beef Cattle remain unsold.

Prices.- Beef Cattle.— Prices have further declined

md w« reduce our quotations again to correspond to

lies. First quality, $8 7S a $9 00 Second qualily,

;8 00 a $8 50. Third quality. $7 25 a $7 75.

Working Oxen.—We noticed a few sales, viz. $95,

'115 'l!l30 and ,$148.
'

Coles and Calves.—We quote sales at, $39, $40, $46,

;55, $(J0, and $72. „ _ , . ^„
sLcp-Sale of lots were made at $3 50, $4 50,

i5 00, and $G 00.

Swine —One lot only was sold to ppddie at 8 tor sows

for barrows. At retail from 9 to 11. Small pigs 12 1-2.

EXHIBITION OF TIL,IPS AND VIOLAS.

The third Exhibition of Tulips will commence on FRI-

D.AY, the 17th inst., at the Garden of S. Walker, {opposite

the residence of Madam Euslis) Roxbury, and continue for

a few days.

Since the last Exhibition, great improvements have been

made in the arrangements. The bed, the present season,

will contain upwards of lOOU Flowers, all of them rare and

very beautiful ; among them will be found fourteen varieties

that obtained the Queen of England's Plate, and the London

Horticultural Society's Cvp Prizes, at Hampton, in May,

In addition to the Tulips, upwards of 2000 Viola Graudi-

flora will be in bloom.

Tickets may be had at the Bookstores of C. C. Little to

Co., W. D. T'icknor, and Gould, Kendall & Lincoln; and

at the Garden Gate.

Sinsle admission 25 cts. Season Tickets 50 cts.

May 22. i^tf

THERMO;VlETRICAL.
Reported lor the New England Farmer.

Range of the Phermometer at the (iaidenof the proprietors

England Farmer, Brighton, Ma
posiire, week ending June 2.

shaded

fTA.M.
I
12, M.

I
5,P.M. |

Wind.

60
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MISCbLLANEOUS

MRS. JUDSON.
A British officer, Major Calder Campbell, de-

flcribiiig an "adventure in Ava," in tao year 1820,

gives a beautiful and affecting description of Mrs
Judson, the wife of the celebrated missionary in

the East Indies. Major Campbell, then a lieuten-

ant, when descending tlie Irawaddi river, in a ca-

noe manned by Btirmans, was attacked in the night

while asleep, by his faithless boatmen, and severe-

ly wounded and robbed. When waiting op the

beach with much an.viety and distress for the pas-

sage of some friendly bark, a row-boat was seen

approaching. Signals of distress were made, and

a skiff sent to his assistance. The following is the

language of the writer:

—

" We were taken on board. My eyes first rest-

ed on the thin attenuated form of a lady—a whitf.

lady 1 the first white woman I had seen for more

than a year ! she was standing on the little deck of

the ro'v boat, leaning on the arm of a sickly hook-

ing gentleman, with an intellectual cast of counte-

nance—in whom I at once recognised the husband

or tij^ brother.

His dress and bearing pointed him out as a niis-

aionary. I have said that I had nut beheld a white

female for many days ; and now the soothing ac-

cents of female words fell upon my ears, like a

household hymn of my youth. My wound was
tenderly dressed, my head bound up, and I was
laid upon a sofa bed. With what a thankful heart

did I breathe forth a blessing on these kind Samar-
itans ! with what delight did I drink in the mild,

gentle sounds of that ?»veet woman's voice, as she

pressed me to recruit niy strength with some of

that 'beverage which' cheers but not inebriates !'

She was seated in a large sort of swinging chair,

of American construction, in which her slight,

emaciated, but graceful form, appeared almost

ethereal. Yet with much of heaven, there wore

still the breathings of earthly feelings about her,

for at her feet rested a babe, a little, wan baby, on

which her eyca often turned with all a mother's

love; and gazing frequently upon her delicate fea-

tures, with a fond yet fearful glance, was that

meek, missionary, her husband ! Her face was pale,

very pale ; with that expression of deep and seri-

ous thought which speaks of the strong and vigor-

ous mind wi-thin the frail and perishing body ; her

brown hair was braided over a placid and holy

brow,—but her hands—those small, lily hands,

were quite beautiful ; beautiful they were, and very

wan; for ah ! they told of disease—of death

—

death in all its transparent grace—when the sickly

blood shines through the clear skin, even as the

bright poison lights up the Venetian glass which
is about to shatter 1 That lady was Mrs Judson.

whose long captivity and severe hardships amongst
the Burmese, have since been detailed in her pub-
lished journals.

I remained two dtiys with them ; two delightful

days they were to me. IMrs Judsnn's powers of
conversati<Jn were of the first order, and the many
affecting anecdotes that she gave us of their lontr

and cruel bondage—their struggles in the cause of
religion—and their adventures durintr a lono- resi-

dence at the court of Ava, gained a heightened in-

terest from the benntiful energetic simplicity of her
language, as well as from the certainty I felt that

so fragile a flower, as she in very truth was, had
but a brief season to linger on earth ! Why is it

that we grieve to tliink of the approaching death of

,

the young, the virtuous, the rei/rfi/? Alas! it is

selfishness of human nature that would keep to it-

self the purest and sweetest gifts of heaven, to en-

counter the blasts and the blights of a world where

we see them, rather than that they should be trans-

planted to a happier region, where we sek them
NCI !

When I left the kind Judson's 1 did so with re-

gret.—When I looked rny last on her mild worn

countenance, as she issued some instructions to my
new set of boatmen, I felt my eyes till with pro-

phetic tears. 'I hey were not perceived ; we part-

ed, and we never met again; nor is it likely that

the wounded subaltern was ever again thought of

by those who had succoured him. Mrs Judson,

and her child, died soon after the cessation of hos-

tilities."

Sem!>ole anecdote.—The intrepid bravery

and tender affections of one of these Indians are

strikingly verified in the following anecdote. Hav-
ing taken refuge for some time in the city of San
Augustine, and got the name of Peter, he moved
his residence to St. Anastasia's Island, which makes
the harbor of the city, employed as a hunter by Mr
Fish, an English gentleman, who owned that Island,

and who gave it celebrity by the culture of the

sweet orange. Peter being absent, a party of his

eneniirs crossed the river, surprised his habitation,

and murdered his wife and two children. On his

return he did not hesitate a moment on the course

to pursue ; he fastened up his house containing the

dead, repaired to Mr Fish's dwelling, near by, to

borrow a gun that Mr Fish had made with a large

bore, expressly for shooting ducks in large flocks.

In this Peter put an uncommon load of buck shot,

and getting into his canoe, proceeded up the river

all alone, about six miles, to a creek on the main,

as though instinct had pointed to him the way they

went. He ascended the creek, when a distant

smoke, curling above the forest, apprised him of

an Indian camp.

He landed, and, taking his course through the

woods of a hostile country,, discovered four Indians

sitting on a log, side by side, and a fifth near by

employed in cooking; he circled round so as to

bring the four in range, crept up close, fired, threw

down his gun and rushed up with his tomahawk.

The report, the fall of four Indians, and Peter's

presence, armed with such a weapon, were so sud-

den and impressive, that the one who was cooking

neither attempted defence nor fight, but became an

easy prey to vengence. By this time he found

that one of the fallen was but wounded,' and was

endeavoring to reach his arms ; but Peter had the

advantage in being already armed. On searching,

ho found the scalps of his wife and children

stretched out to dry, which he brought of!', with

several articles of property they had stolen, some
of their arms, and the scalps of the five Indians he

had killed, tne greatest of all trophies, in his con-

ce| tion ; returned home and buried his wit'e and

children the same evening, and literally pined to

death over their grave. This anecdote I had from

Mr Pish, who pointed out to me poor Petsr's grave.

— Si. Jlii<;ii3tine Herald.

NATURE.

FROM TINTERN ABBEY.

For I have learned

To look on nature, not as in the hour

Of iboughtless youth, hut hearing oftentimes

The still, sad music of humanity,

Nor barsh nor gratins;, though of ample power
To chasten and sul.due. And 1 have felt

A presence that dislurlis me with the joy

Of elevated thoughts; a sense suhlimc

Of something far more deeply interfused,

Whose dwelling is the liglit of setting suns,

And the round ocean and the living air,

And the hlue sky, and in the mind of man :

A motion and a spirit, that impels

All thinking things, all objects of all thought,

And rolls through all things. Therefore, am I still

A lover of the meadows and the woods,

And mountains; and of all that we behold

From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye and ear, both what they half create,

And what perceive; well pleased to recognise

In nature and the language of the sense,

The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,

The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul

Of all my mortal being.

Wordstnortlu

BONE niAKURE.
The subscriber informs his friends and the public, that,

alter ten years experience, he is fully convinced thai ground
hones lorm the most powerful slimulaol.lhal can be applied
to the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,

and solicits the patronage of the agricultural community.
Pr-ce at the Mill 35 cents per bushel

; pul up in casks and de-
livered at any part of the city at 4U cenls per bushel, and no
charge for casks or carting.

Also, ground Oyster Shells.

Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road, in Rox-
bury, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 52 North Alarkel Street, or through the Post
Ofiice will receive prompt attention.

JIarch 27. NAIIUM WARD.

FOR NEAV YORK.
Cnhm Fare $3 00—Deck Fare $1-50.

The Steamer JOHN W, RICHMOND, Capt, Wm. H.
Tovnsend, will leave Proviiience on MONDAYS and
THURSDAYS, at 44 o'clock, P M,
^j- Cars to meet the boat will leave Boston at half past

2 o'clock, P. M.
Mondays and Thursdays, will be her regular days of leav-

inj Proridencr, until I'uiher notice.

For further information, apply to S. Q. Cockhan, 30 Con-
gress Street, Boston.
N. B. Freight taken at 6 cents per cubic foot.
June 5.

BRUSSA l>IULIiERRT\
A fresh lot of ffenuhie Brussa Mulberry Seed just received

at the New Ensland Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. SI and 52 North M^irket Street This species of Mul-
berry flourishes best in high and even poor lands, and is

more likely to endure the rigors of our severe winetrs and
not so subject 10 the effect ol the frost, as trees brought from
more southern latiiiides, or warmer climes.
The leaves ol the Morus alba of Brussa, are said to ci..

tain a much greater quantity of saccharine matter, ihan anv
other of the white species, and moreover, the lca(^ is much
larger than those of Italy and Spain ; it is also a hardy tree,
susceptible of being raised in climates, where the frosts are
severe.

At the annual fair of the American Institute, at New
York, in October last, specimens of the leaves of the Brussa
tree, of different yeais' giowth, were e.-shibiled, and ctciled
universal approbation, and the Institute awarded a silver
medai for ihe introduction of this invaluable tree, observing
in the report of the committee, " that these with every new
and useful plant, calculated to withstand the rigors of our
climate, are worthy of atlention, and those introducing them
into our country, deserve to be placed on the catalogue of
our countrv's benefactors."

Way 22.

Co.Nsor.ATio>'.—" Father," said a sporting youth

to his revered parent, "they say trout will bite now,"
" Well, well," was the consoling reply, "mind your

work, then, and you'll be sure they won't bite you."

THE NEW ENGLAND PAKMEU
Is puDiished every Wednesday Evening, at S3 per annuni

payable at the end of the year—hut those who pay within
sixty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 5t) cents.

TUTTLE, DENNETT AWD CH13H0LM, PRINTERS,
17 scuooi. strk:et,...,bosto.n
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N. E. FARMER

We do not know how wc can render a better

ervice to our readers than by the publication of

le subjoined remarks made by Mr Binns, Secretary

f the Lancaster Agricultural Society, (Eng.) at

leir meeting in October last. They seem to us

1 the highest degree sound, intelligent, and prac-

cal ; and disclosing sources and means of produc-

ve increase in the enrichment of his lands, with-

tlie reach of every enterprising farmer. They
re in the main as applicable to the greater part of

ew England as of Old England husbandry. The
arious topics treated deserve to be much enlarged

poo ; and wc sliall hereafter revert to them.

H. C.

"Mr BiN.NS having been called upon by the

lairman, read the toUowing excellent paper on the

St subject appointed for discussion, viz. :
" In what

anner the manure upon a farm can be most profit-

)ly augmented, and how best applied?"

The first question for this day's discussion, how

e manure upon a farm could be most profitably

igmented, is one of the greatest importance to

e fanner, and of still greater importance to land-

vners and to the public at large ; for although

e fanners who fir.st adopt those improvements

hich profitably increase the produce, reap advan-

ge over their more prejudiced or inanimate neigh-

)rs, yet the public as consumers, eventually re-

ive tiie wliole benefit in greater abundance, cheap-

iss, and superior quality of the productions of the

irth. The increased production which, under cer-

in circumslanccs, may have a tendency to reduce

e price to the farmer, is compensated by thegreat-

' disposable produce. This enables him to pay

e same rent as when he received a higher price,

:cause, although an increased produce requires

ore labor, yet as t.he expense of living would be

duced, so would be the rate of labor. Seeing

len, the vast advantages which must flow from in-

eased production, and seeing how deficient most

miers are of this valuable auxiliary, the question

rises, how can this be best accomplished ? It will

e readily admitted that the manure forms an es-

jntial ingredient in the food of plants ; therefore

we find that this ingredient can be profitably aug-

lented to an almost inconceivable extent, those ad-

antages will follow.

I consider it most desirable that agriculturists

lould possess a knowledge of vegetable physiolo-

y, of chemistry, and other sciences conner.ted

ith the cultivation of t!ie earth, but it is not nec-

ssary on the present Decision to discuss this

ranch of tlie subject. I intend to produce facts

nd arguments which will be perfectly plain, and I

ope eonvincinff, without being indebted to the aids

f chemistry as a science ; my plan is, therefore,

asily available to the farmers of the present day,

ho unfortunately are not much acquainted with

cience. The subject under discussion, considered

a the abstract, I admit is not of a very pleasing na-

ure to ears refined, but let them consider to what

they are indebted for the delicacies they enjoy, for

the beauties of tiie green-house and the garden, the

delicious fruit, and more delicious perfume wafted

by the gentle gales of summer : on the other hand,

1 liope agriculturists will pardon me, when I rec-

orninend a little more refinement and cleanliness

with regard to their yards and cattle. This would

be quite compatible with their success, and would

contribute materially to their comfort. How many

farui-yards do we pass where the manure is most

disgustingly accumulated about the premises, to

the annoyance of every passer by, wasting its val-

ue by absoiption and exposure to the sun and wind.

! he most superficial observer must have remarked

the great wa.^te and want cfeconomy that is every-

where seen in the management of manure ; the

whole liquid of a farm-yard is not unfrequently al-

lowed to escape into a ditch, to be carried away by

the :\ex.{ stream.

The great and principal source of extravagance

and waste of manure is to be fotind in allowing it

to be dropt by the cattle in the field, where, instead

of a benefit, it becomes a nuisance.

Having thus shown liow much of the little man-

ure produced is wasted, to the great loss of the

cultivator of the .soil, it would seem bordering on

absurdity to attempt to point out the means by

which he might increase this valuable commodity.

If he neglects to take care of the little, what could

he do with the increased quantity ? However, in

the hope that there are those who may see the ad-

\.jhige of having a bountiful supply always at com-

mand, I will p'-oceed to state my views as to the

manner in wliich the manure upon a farm can be

most profitably augmented, and afterwards how it

may be best applied.

If clover, vetches, rape, and other green crops

were cultivated in suflScient quantity for the cat-

tle, and given in sheds or yards during the summer,

treble the number would be supported on the same

ground.

In the present practice, the manure in summer

is all wasted : but according to the proposed plan

it would all be saved, and not only be saved, but

made the most of; it must therefore be evident tliat

aa immensely increasing fund, year by year, would

be the consequence. It must be admitted that on

this plan more labor is required, but the additional

nuiiber of cattle kept would far more than amply

repay this, independent of the greater quantity of

grain that will be raised on the same space of

ground from the greater productiveness of the soil.

If the system should become general, the tendency

would be to reduce the price of provision, and con-

sequently of the money price of labor.

The system is simple in its nature and beneficial

in its effect, for tlie very means by wliich the man-

ure is produced aflTords profit ; this is very differ-

ent to the extravagant expenditure of money in the

purchase of uianure, in occupying horses m draw-

ing it several miles, which ought to be cultivating

the farm. This is, in my opinion, the ouly ration-

al and judicious mode of keeping cattle, setting a-

side even the increase of manure, for it is well

known that many plants when mown produce three

times as much as when pastured. This may be

accounted for in two ways ; it has been .ascertain-

ed that plants derive a considerable portion of their

nourishment from the atmosphere, through the me-

dium of their leaves, and the more freely the plant

is allowed to grow, the more nourishment it receives

from that source. The more vigorous and leafy

the plant, the deeper will the roots penetrate below

the ordinary depth at which the following grain

crops derive their nourishment. It is also a curious

fact that a better crop of grain is produced the fol-

lowing year, without any manure, upon the ground

which has grown clover, nnd boen twi^e niprori^ th''n

ifthe same had been pastured, though tlie manure

during the whole season had beea dropped upon

the pasture.

In addition to those advantages, the cattle are

healthier and sooner get fat. My firm opinion is

that the agriculture of this country will always be

in a degraded stUe till this plan of keeping cattle

is generally adopted. I confess I am not very san-

guine as to its speedy adoption : at the same time

I am firmly off jinion that it will become general

ere long, follow J by astonishment that the present

barbarous practioe of keeping half-starved cattle,

picking up a sc;^nty subsistence with incessant la-

bor day and night, exposed to the scorching sum-

mer's sun and to the night's cold, galloping to elude

tormenting flies, then plunging in a state of perspi-

ration into the water—that these sudden changes

producing var:o>,s diseases, has even been thought

of; much less practised.

In tlie experiment that I made in stall feeding

some years ago, for which I obtained premiums

from the Lancaster and Garstang societies, when

the cattle generally were affected with sore udder,

red water, lameness, and mine were all perfectly

free. I recollect the ridicule to which I was ex-

posed some twentyfive years ago, when I introduc-

ed the improved short horn cattle and Leicester

sheep into the district, and on looking at the change

which has since taken place, I find ground for hope

and encouragement as to the improved method of

keeping them.

This plan of augmenting the manure upon a

farm is no theoretical speculation, as some may

suppose, but it is practised in Germany, Belgium,

Holland, Switzerland, and many other places, with

tlie greatest'success. Without particularizing the

system as practised in each country, it will be suf-

ficient shortly to state that the cows are all stall-

fed, and the success of the farmer is estimated by

the number of cows he can support; the proportion

is o-enerally one cow to two or tliree acres, on a

small arable farm.

The floois of the cow-houses are boarded, hav-

ing a gutter behind 15 inches deep and 10 inches

wide ; this cosimunicates with several cisterns or

tanks, which are made of masonry, well cemented.

The cisterns should not be disturbed during fermen-

tation, whicli lasts four weeks. Their dimensions

should be calculated according to the number of the

animals, so that each may be filled in a week. In
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the evening the keeper lets in a proper quantity of

water to the gutter, and in the morning carefully

mixes with it the manure that had fallen from the

cattle, so as to form the wliole into an equal and

flowing liquid. During the day the boards are

frequently swept, and water let into t!ie gutter and

emptied when necessary. Mr Hague, the engin-

eer on the Morccanilie Bay embankment, related to

me some further particulars respecting the method

practised in Holland, lie informed me that when

the cows were turned out for an hour each day,

they were covered with a sheet or jacket. This is

necessary on account of the dense fogs that fre-

quently prevail in Holland, which would be detri-

mental to the cows, on being turned out, as they

are curried and brushed with so much care, that

they would be liable to take cold without such pre-

caution. The jacket is also used occasionally as

a protection from flies. Mr Hague observed that

the fogs were sometimes so dense that nothing

could be seen but their heads moving above it.

—

Cleanliness is carried to such an extent that while

the cows are out, the boards they lie upon are

scoured, as Mr Hague expressed it, as clean as a

kitchen table. One plan which the trench behind

seems to render necessary, gives to the animals a

grotesque appearance ; all the cows' tails being

tied by ropes to weights round pullies fixed at the

top of the cow-liouse, in the same manner as it was
usual in the nicking of horses' tails.

To elucidate this more fully, I present the meet-

ing with a sketch of the cow-house and the inmates,

with their tails in a proper position.

I am aware that the British farmer would con-

sider all this as unnecessary labor, that would not

pay; the Dutch think differently. I am not called

upon to state an opinion how much of this care

and cleanliness is profitable ; before I i) so 1 should

like to test tlicir jiractice with my own observation

on the spot. It presents however, a striking con-

trast to our slovenly and shamefully dirty system of

accommodation for cattle, and well may the Dutch
butter be in estimation.

The Dutch management of tho dairy is deserv-

ing of imitation, but to enter upon it would be trav-

elling out of the present question. I have stated

that the average number of cows kept on a mixed
farm was one for two or three acres, but it has been

sufliciently proved that an acre of ground devoted

to this purpose will supply food for three cows,

Cobbett asserts that an acre will supply four,

bor in providing this expensive food would be sav-j quick succession of heavy rain at that season of tlie

cd, as vetches and irreen clover, turnips, &c. sup- year does not permit the retention of one-fifiidli

ply them early and late in the season, in place of I part of what ijie dung has been deprived of. But

hay, or other dry food; and every body knows the i the next deprivation of essential matter that that

expense of meadows. Fencing also, a very trouble- inanure generally undergoes is worse than this,

some operation, would be saved. The treading ofi which is by thro»ing it up into heaps to rot, but to

tlie land, and injury to young grasses, the loss from burn would be a more proper expression. Manure
trespass, illness from causes before mentioned, the getting both washed and burned, it is not surpris-

abor of taking the cows to and fro to milk—the ing that it is deprived of three-fifths of its original

Trusting now that I have satisfactorily explain- 1 effluvia and juices.

balance of the account altogether, tlerefore, would

be very much in favor of the plan proposed.

It is m my opinion consistent with the soundest

principles of rural economy, and there is nothing

mysterious in it. It is sijnple and intelligible, no

nostrum belongs to it, no uncerUiinly ; it has

been tried and found to succeed. Its effects are

certain, therefore may be safely, and ought to be

earnestly recommended. The cattle by consuming

the produce tend in a great ratio to re-produce

—

thus the more cattle the more corn.

A fine field would open for this system and for

the exertions of the Lancaster Society, on the en-

closure of Morecambe Bay, the deposit in which

consists of the ingredients of a future most fertile

soil, having 90 per cent, of carbonate of lime in its

composition, with a large proportion of silex ; the

most profitable soils are composed principally of si-

lex, viz., as much as 80 or 90 per cent. Vegeta-

ble matter is alone wanting to make it .superior to

most soils in the kingdom ; this matter would be

produced in the nianner before stated. I have

seen tlie finest clover, tares, turnips, and cabbages

grow in comparatively barren sand. With the help

of vegetable matter, what a field would be opened

to the philanthropist,—70 thousand acres of land

capable of the greatest fertility, cultivated at the

least possible expense, with the advantage of a

climate level with the sea; the benefits would be

boundless. It would be worse than madness, as

regards the public, it would be idiotcy, to neglect

the means which a kind providence has put within

our reach to extend the bounds of utility and ben-

efit to our fellow creatures. Another means of i.i-

creasing manure is by more attention to irrigation.

In many situations a stream might be brought

through a farm-yard and the manure conveyed in a

liquid state to the grass land with trifling labor.

Manure may also be much augmented by an in-

creased care in collecting vegetable matters and

forming composts to deposit in the farm-yard, and

by covering the manure heaps so as to absorb the

ed how manure may be profitably augmented, tha

a farmer would have no occasion to spend hismon-
ey in purchasing manure, becau.se he will have -a

-

bundance at home, I will now proceed to consider

its preservation and application. Much, of course,

depends upon the soil and situatioji. In a liquid

state it is more immediately avail ible to-the use of

the plant, and a smaller quantity is more etficacious

Liquid manure is calculated to be most beneficial

upon light soils that require frequent applicati(ms

of several doses. This system of stall-feeding and

preparing the manure in England, where labor bears

a high price, may be objected fo on account of the

expense ; but the increased produce would far

more than repay the additional labor. It is success-

fully practised in countries where the price of labor

bears the sa:ue relative proporticii to tlio price ofpro-

duce as in Kngland. If the accouiitof labor will not

perfectly balance, sumctliing at all events may be

set down on the creditor side ; on this plan the

cattle will not require much hay, therefore the la-

(To li( cd.)

PRtyHER MANAGEMENT OF FARM-YARD
MANURE

By Mr John Pearson, Ganlcmr and Planter to W.

D. Chxlde, Esq., Kinlet, near BewdU;/, Worcester-

shire.

As it is the fashion of the day to decry long es

liblished rules and customs before new systems

:.re perfectly modelled, I may safely declare that it

;s almost impossible to conceive a more improper

receptacle for manure to retain its essentia' prop

ertics than the generality of farm-yards. Let any

properties. I well recollect, when a lad, of being

€tnj)loyed to drag down one of those rotting heaps

at the risk ol burning my feet, as well as receiving

a lasting injury to my lumbar vertebra?. Several

years ago I was finding fault with an experienced

ieulturist for throwing his manure too thick to-

getlier, when his answer was, that he always gave

his men au extra jug of cider to throw it as high as

the barn if they could. I asl ed, don 't you find

the middle of the heap as white as your shirt?

Yes, said he, but I never could tell how it was
;

and added, that it was so dry sometimes that the

wind blew it out of the carts. I advised him to

save his extra jug of cider, and lay up the manure

only from two to three feet in thickness, and not

allow a foot to be set on it ; but I must not antici-

pate my remarks. I think I have made out a suf-

ficient case of condemnation against the present

system of managing farm-yard manure; and any

rmor that v.ill condescend to try the following

plan but once, will assuredly abandon his old prac-

The plan is simply this : let all superabun-

dant water be kept from the manure during the

time it lies in the fold-yard. This is easily ac-

complished by having the barns, shed.s, &c. provid-

ed with spouts to convey tiie water into drains or

into tanks for use. The fold-yards thus rendered

comparatively dry, tlie small quantity of manure

water that would drain from the dung would easily

be contained in poreless tanks, and ai)plied to the

meadow at a time when the grasses were growing,

and the ground dry, both of which would take up

the- manure before the rains came to wash it into

the brooks. When the manure is put into rotting

heaps, never allow them to be more than from two

to three feet in thickness, according to the good-

ness. What is a safe guide in this process is, to

have a few sticks stuck into the heaps, and as soon

as they feel warm to the hand, let the manure be

turned and laid a little thinner ; and should they

get hot a second time, turn the manure again.

—

This, in most cases, will be found sufficient, pro-

vided the dung and straw have been well mixed

during the process of turning ; and, in the course

of a month or five weeks, the manure will be suf-

ficiently rotten for every agricultural purpose, and

retain nearly if not all its original properties ; and

what is also of consequence to the farmer, it does

not take quite so much labor as the old plan of

throwing it as high as the barn.

—

London Farmer's

Magazine.

LIQUID MANURE.
This species of manure is so valuable and so uni-

versally neglected, that a few observations, inde-

pendent of what has been previously said, may tend

efiecting man Took into one of these fidding yard's I to call the attention of agriculturists to an article

during a^heavy rain in winter, and he will soon ob- 1 of immense importance, which at present seems

serve the drip from all the roofs of the houses col-

lected in a deep pool among the manure. The
manure thus lies macerating for several months ;

but the farmers say that the manure water runs on

to the meadow
; yet I can assure them that grass

either entirely to have escaped their observation,

or to have been deemed beneath their notice.

It should be always kept in view, that beyond

the increase of size and weight which takes place

in a livinc animal, the quantity of food supplied

roots take up liquid manure but slowly, and the I
will pass from tlie animal in some form or other,
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either in secretions, snch as milk, urine, &c., or in

excretions from tlie bowels. Beyond, therefore,

what is expended in adding to the weight of the

animal fed, tho manure, cither in a solid or liquid

form, sliould be equal to the quality of food sup-

plied. Tlie solid manure or dung is the refuse of

the food taken in by the animal after it has under-

gone the digestive process in the stomach, its nu-

tritive particles being extracted, and taken into the

animal system to supply the waste constantly going

on, as well as to add to the weight or size of the

animal. The urine again is the refu-se of matter

which has been absolute particles of the animal,

and siay, therefore be strictly considered animal

matter; it contains within itself a far greater pro-

portion of the fertilizing qualities that constitute

the essential principle of manure, than what is con-

tained in the same quantity of excrementitious mat-

ter or dung ; but the fertilizing properties of uriiii>

are very trifling in the green or fresh state to what

they are in the same liquid when it has undergone

a thorough fermentation, and been thereby reduced

to a high state of putridity. Whilst undergoing

this process, it may be made available as a men-

struum to convert vegetable or aniinal matter into

the richest manure. The quantity of urine made
by a moderate sized honied beast, when full grown,

in the course of '24 hours, will be found something

about 3'2 pounds, as has been before observed ; but

generally speaking the quantity if the beast be

well fed with good food, will be much greater

;

even, liowever, according to that estimate, the quan-

tity as well as the quality is of the greatest impor-

tance, and has a claim to the best attention of ev-

ery one concerned in agriculture, or in the keeping

of any kind of live stock.

The estimate generally made is, that one-third

only of the food taken in by a neat animal is part-

ed with as excrementitious matter or solid dung;

two-thirds therefore, according to that estimate,

must pass through the animal in a fluid form. What-
ever food is taken in, before it can be made availa-

ble for animal sustentation, must be converted into

a fluid ; for in a fluid state only can anything be

made available to renovate those parts of the ani-

mal system which in the performance of their func-

tions, are uiidergoing constant waste, as well to

supply those deriwinds which the' various secretions

constantly going on, are without interruption mak-

ing upon the system. The following e.\periments

detailed in the lstvo\. of British Husbandni, p. 25.^,

are pertinent to the subject.

"On the 28th March, 1833, an experiment was

made with a large sized Yorkshire cow, which was

fed during four and twenty hours with the following

provender

:

81 lbs. brewer's giains,

30 lbs. raw potatoes,

15 lbs. meadow hay.

The food thus amounted to 126 lbs. She drank

two pails full of water, and the urine was allowed

to run off; but she had no straw or litter of any

kind, and the weight of the solid dung which was

carefully swept up, amounted to 45 lbs.

Another experiment was made with the same
cow a week afterwards, but with a change of food,

which was continued during some days, on the last

of which she consumed within the 24 hours, the

following quantity :

170 lbs. raw potatoes,

28 lbs. of hay.

As in the former experiment no litter was allow-

ed, and the urine was let ofT, hut the solid dung
amounted to 73 lbs.

Althougli not incidental to the subject in ques-

tion, it may, however, be worthy of remark, that al-

though the cow was in perfect health, yet on this

latter food her milk actually fell off at the rate of

very nearly two quarts a day.

These ejfperiments, tliough to a certain extent

valuable, as showing the quantity of excrementitious

matter in relation to the food consumed, are yet

far from being satisfactory, as the exact quantity of

water drank, is tiot set forth with precision in one
case, and not at all in the other. The individual

in making the experiments did not seem to consid-

er that the drink to a certain extent, was ns neces-

sary to sustentation as the other food, and ought de-

cidedly before such experiments wor.ld have been

satisfactory, to have been set forth with precision.

However, as they are, the quantity of solid dung in

proportion to the food consumed is pretty clearly

shown, when the fluid taken by the animal has been
brought into account, to b<' under-estimated when
put dowri as ore to two.

—

Roberts' Hints on •Agri-

cuUural Economy.

AGRICULTURE IN CANADA.
Notice has already been made in this paper of

"The Canadian Quarterly Agricultural and Indus-

trial Magazine" for August. If we again revert

to this magazine, its importance is a sufficient ex-

cuse. It cannot but be a matter of regret that this

«-Ork is not only not well supported, but that the

proprietor and editor, who has done great service

to this province by his former works on agriculture,

has not received suflicient patronage to pay the ex-

pense of publishing. No farmer should be without

this Magazine, and to every person residing in this

country, it will be of more or less benefit. We
have room to-day but for the f&llowing extracts on

"The Importance of Agriculture, &c,"

—

Montreal

Herald.

" The profession of agriculture is more favorable

to the entire development of the human faculties,

to the unfolding and perfecting of this physical-,

this intellectual, this mora! and immortal being

which God has given ua, than any other employ-

ment It imparts vigor to the body and the mind,

leaving the soul iVee from feverish excitements, to

imbibe as it were with its growth the lessons which

nature teaches ; in fine, it is capable of ministering

tlie most successfully of all arts and of all occi*ia-

tions to wealtli, to intelligence, and to virtife

'1 he profession of agriculture is justly entitled-

to stand in the highest grade of dignity in every

country, and more particularly in British America,

agriculture must be the basis of all the indu?:trial

intere.=t3 in these provinces. It is the only producer

of the material of wealth— all others are but em-
ployed in working some change upon this material,

in transforming and shaping it to the conveniences

of civilized life. Enumerate these arts that are

practised here and elsewhere—the hatter, the cloth-

ier, the n;anufacturer of woollens and of cottons, of

iron, of leather in all its varieties, the tailor, the

cordwainer, the miller, the paper maker, the printer

even, could not carry on the purposes of their re-

spective callings a single day, were the materials

which they derive from agriculture to be entirely

withdrawn ; while agriculture rude, indeed, but

still agriculture in some sort, could subsist with lit-

tle aid from tliese or any arts. It is dependent, in-

deed, on other arta for its successful prosecution,

but not for its very existence. Commerce is but

an interchange of the produce of agriculture,

wrought it may be, into ten thousand forms, but

still owing their original existence, and deriving

their seminal principle from the soil."

We insert with great pleasure the subjoined com-
munication received from the East Indies from a

higlily valued friend, formerly an active and enter-

prising merchnnt of Boston, and who is himselfthe

mover in the enterprise here detailed. It has not

much to do with New England agriculture, yet the .

intelligent reader will gather important hints from

it ; and it shows in so strong a light the value of

enterprise directed by skill and intelligence, that

it cannot fail to be instructive as well as interest-

ing. H. C.

To the Editor of the Singapore Free Press :

Sir—In compliance with the desire expressed

by you for some information as to the result of the

attempt made by me to grow sugar canes, and to

manufacture the same into sugar, I have the pleas-

ure to send you the following statement.

Soon after the series of remarks which I address-

ed to yon in the first numbers of the Free Press,

and which I trust contributed to remove the erro-

neous opinion then entertained of the agricultural

capabilities of this island, I undertook, notwith-

standing what was said and wri-ten about the sound-

ness of those remarks, to bring into cultivation a

piece of low clayey ground covered over with wa-
ter during the whole year—for it was overgrown
with a dense jungle and quite impervious to the

sun's rays. To remove this stagnant body of wa-

ter, it was necessary to cut outlets to a bend of the

river Kalang cm which the estate is situated at

some distance below, which, owing to the numer-
ous roots in the ground, proved to be a tedious and
expensive operation. The laborers too, very re-

luctantly persevered in the work because of tlie

annoyance of leeches, and but few could be had
who would venture their limbs to be lacerated bv
them. At last, when the water was got rid of and

the mud hardened suificiently to allow a footing to

the coolies, the under brush and the forest soon

fell under the axe, and with the lielp of the back-

woodman's faithful ally—fire—a clearing was
made. But fire could not reach the embedded
roots, and the first attempts at grubbing were truly

disheartening, for it often happened that when all

abovi; ground had been destroyed by fire, a few
days of dry sunshine would cause the surface of

the soil to settle, and bring ivithin reach of the hoe

or of the spade, logs of immense size, many of
which had probably for centuries been there bur-

ied ; and as they were in that state where it was
impos.^ible to burn them, the only resort was to cut

them up, and it not unfrequently gave rise to an
obstinate contest between the well-tempered Amer-
ican ;ixe, wielded by a nervous Chinese arm, and
the stubborn antediluvian. But that which was
then so disheartening is no longer so, for the labor-

ers now make nothing of such o'.>stacles—as a

matter of course they cut them up, and when taken

out, pile and burn them.

When some twenty acres had been dre-ssed, it

was planted with Pernamliuco cotton ; and although

at first the young plants gave favorable indications,

disappointment soon followed, for they were attack-

ed by a red worm and withered ; and those which

were not destroyed gave too few pods, to make it

worth the while to continue the cultivation. Mean-
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while the process of clearing went on and planta-

tions of sugar canes took the place of cotton. The
few attempts at the cultivation of the canes by the

Chinese exhibited such fine specimens, as to leave

but little donbl of its doing well under European

management. These are principally of two s-e-

cies, viz., the purple or red and the yellow, which

latter is identically the sarre as the Otaheite—the

juice of which was found afterwards of the density

of 8 1-2 of the Saccharometer and easily clarified

by the addition of the least quantity of lime water;

whilst it was hardly possible to affect a separation

of the mucilage and fecula in the juice of tlie red

canes by the agency of any quantity of lime and

heat. The plantations were made of the yellow

canes, and only a limited quantity was grown, and

for eating only, it was not without very considera-

ble difficulty that enough of plants could be obtain-

/ ed, and the innst part of these, under different cir-

cumstances, would have been rejected as they

• would only sell the worst. 15ut as it was, they

were gladly bought even at the extravagant price

of one dollar per liundred. Poor as they were, they

were made still more useless by a habit not unfre-

queptly practised by the Chinese laborers, of se-

lecting the best for eating, and contenting them-
selves to plant what remained of the piece. It was
under these unfavorable circumstances that the first

twenty acres were planted in the beginning of

183C. In the following year, a selection of the

product of these canes served to extend the planta-

tions forty acres more. About this time tlie old

mode of planting, that is by inserting the plant in

ridges of ground thrown up for the purpose, was a-

bandoned fur the improved manner of depositing

two plants, about a foot long, side by side into

holes eighteen inches in length, sir in width, and
twelve in depth, and covered over with a thin layer

of dried grass or leaves to shelter them from the

Bun. To this change, and to the careful selection

of good plants, is owing the marked difference ob-

servable in the new from the old plantations, and
the far greater abundance and better quality of su-

gar which these yield.

Having thus far proceeded it became necessary

to procure the implements for nianupilatioii ; and as

the settlement offers no resources whatever in ma-
chinery, or even mecjianics acquainted with what
is technically called plantation work, it was nec-

essary to send to Calcutta for a set of iron boilers,

and to set about making a water-wheel and a wood-
en crushing mill, in tlie mean time. The wheel
was made on the tub principle from an American
patent, and the mill on the ordinary horizontal plan,

both of which under the efficient superintendence
of the manager, on the property, were completed,

notwithstanding the difficulties and obstacles to

overcome. In order to obtain a supply of water
for the mill, a canal twenty feet wide and nearly a

mile long, was cut into a small stream which falls

into the Kalang and which in ordinary times af-

fords a sufficient power. This canal, and another
one previously made in conjunction with the owner
of an adjoining property to prevent the overflowing
of the Kalang during heavy rains, occasioned great
delay and expense. These were not the only cuts,

for the flatness of the grounds throughout made it

necessary that it should be intersected at short dis-

tances by deep drains to carry off' the rain.

The term of twenty year leases offered by the

East India Company, not admitting of their tenants
laying out money in the erection of expensive and
permanent buildings, a boiling and a curing house

of wood, and some other cheap sheds were put up

to answer present purposes, and will |)robably last

out this limited period, when, should ihe estate re-

vert to the Company, or go into other iiands, the

loss will be but trifling. The boiling house was

arranged after the latest improvements in the West
Indies, only that instead of a range of five, there

are but three boilers of wrought iron. The planta-

tions of canes not exceeding sixty acres, that nun.-

ber of coppers was. deemed sufficient for the pres-

ent, more particularly as tlie liquor is made to pass

through a filter composed of a thick blanket, a stra-

tum of six inches of coarse river sand and a cotton

cloth of a thick texture, which retain all the fecula

and mucilage, and sends the liquor into tlie teach

quite limpid. In the curing house, clay moulds

and crystallizers made of wood are used to drain

and to clay in. It required sometime to get the

Chinese potters in the way of making them of a

suitable size and form, and clay of a good kind is

to be had close at hand on the property.

In January of the present year, everything being

in a state of readiness to commence the crop, the

greatest difficulty of all —the want of experienced

sugar-makers capable of directing the operations

of this manufacture were of the utmost imiwrtance.

Hut as on the island, I was the only person who
had the least knowledge of tlie business, and that

not practically, having only been an occasional

looker on during repealed visits on sugar estates

in the West Indies, it became necessary to put that

little knowledge in practice, and moreover to form

a whole set of raw hands and initiate them in the

business of tempering, skimming, boiling to proof,

potting, draining, and finally claying. It was
thought preferable to encounter this arduous task

rather than to undertake to bring Chinese sugar
makers to our mode of working—for so wedded are

they to their own manners and modes of doing

things that it is almost a hopeless attempt to intro-

duce a new system among them. The result has

confirmed this opinion, for in one weel;'s boiling,

the Klings [natives of the Corromendal coast] who
were taken from the field, were as expert mill-feed-

ers and boilers as if they had been long experienc-

ed in this business, and with this additional advan-

tage over tlie CJiinese, that they work cheerfully,

in and out of regular hours, in times of emergency.

Having overcome all these difficulties it is satis-

factory to say that the soil and climate have prov-

ed as favorable as had been anticipated for the cul-

tivation of the cane; wherevef they have been at-

tended to properly the stoles have averaged ten

canes of good size and lenj^th, and which havebelSn

fit forcutting in one year.f/pm the time of planting.

Like all other plantt''^ canes in new lands, the quan-

tity of molasses compared to that of sugar has been

large. But the sugar itself, although made in iron

pans of the old form and over a nake,d fire, is of a

strong and large grain easily whitened by clay.

Therefore so far every expectation has been realiz-

ed in this new agricultural undertaking, and if in

compliance to your wishes I give publicity to a

private enterprize, it is with the view of assisting

others who may contemplate such works hereafter,

and perhaps to fix an epoch in the history of this

island, destined without doubt to be as renowned
for agriculture as it is now for commerce, whenever
those who hold in their hands its destmies shall

concede to it land regulations which shall encour-

age and not discourage European settlers.

AGRICOLA.
Singapore, 30th May, 1838.

We publish the subjoined from the British Far-

mer's Magazine for April, as deserving attention.

We shall draw largely upon other parts of the es-

say. The fact that irrigation proved so highly ben-

eficial where copious top-dressing of barn manure
availed nothing, will arrest attention. The cause

assigned, that the ground had become poisoned and

unfitted for the growth of plants then upon it by

the accunmlated excretions of the plants, is a plau.

sible one ; and accords with De Candolle's theory

of vegetation, which certainly has much to sustain

it

'

H. C.

IRRIGATIO.\.
The most ancient, as well as the most extensive-

ly employed system of liquid manuring, is that by

the use of river water, the weakest of liquid fertil-

izers. This was one of the early agricultural im-

provements, suggested by nature herself, in Ian-

guage too plain to be misunderstood by the most

indolent farmer : the grass of the banks of every

river, every mountain stream within the reach of

the winter-flood waters, told the farmer too plainly

of the advantages of an occasional watering with

river water, for him to be ignorant of the boon which

was thus offered for his ser\'ice; and, in conse-

quence, meadow watering or irrigation, has from

time immemorial, been employed in Italy, in Switz-

erland, in Germany, and in China ; it is extensively

adopted in many parts of Britain, and is much bet-

ter understood than it was formerly, although many
erroneous ideas are still entertained with regard to

its mode of operation, and the nature of the water

best adapted to various soils.

Sir Hnn:phrey Davy was of opinion, that one

great advantage of a winter irrigation of meadow
land is derived from its covering the grass, and

protecting it from the injurious influence of severe

cold ; and he thus explains his opinion : " water is

of a greater specific gravity at 42" than at 32^, the

freezing point ; and hence, in a meadow irrigated

in winter, the water immediately in contact with

tlie grass, is rarely below 40—a degree of tempe-

rature not at all prejudicial to the living organs of

plants. In 1804, in the month of March, I exam-

ined the temperature in a water meadow near Hun-
gerford, in Berkshire, by a very delicate thermome-

ter. The temperature of the »ir at seven in the

morning was 29^; the water was frozen above the

grass. The temperature of the soil below the wa-

ter, in which the roots of the grass were fixed, was
43^. In general those waters which breed the best

fish are the best fitted for watering meadows ; but

most of the benefits of irrigation may be derived

from any kind of water."

Such was the opinion of Davy as to the shelter-

ing pow.-TS of water. His remarks were always

cautiously made, and it is to be lamented that his

agricultural opportunities for observation were so

few. He appears, however, never to have steadily

investigated the chemical composition of river wa-

ter, with regard to its uses in irrigation, and, in con-

sequence, knew little of the value of some of its im-

purities to Vegetation. Thus, if the river water

contains sulphate of lime (gypsum), which it un-

doubtedly does, if the water is hard, it must cer-

tainly, under ordinary circumstances, be on this ac-

count alone highly I'ertilizing to grass
; for, calcu-

lating that one part of sulphate of lime is contain-

ed in every two tliousand parts of water, and that

every square yard of dry meadow land absorbs on-

ly eight gallons of the flood water, then if will be

found that, by every flooding, more than one hua-
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(Ircd weight ami a half per acre of gypsum is dif-

fused through the soil in the water, a quantity equal

to Ihat generally adopted by those who spread gyp-

51II11 on their clover, lucern, and sainfoin grasses,

;is a manure, either in its pure state or in peat ash-

o,'<. And if we apply the same mode of calculation

to the organic matters, ever more or less contained

in flood waters; and, if we allow only twentyfive

parts of animal and vegetable remains to exist in a

thousand parts of river water, then we shall find,

taking the same data, that every soaking with such

water will add to the meadow nearly two tons per

acre of animal and vegetable matters, which, allow-

ing in the case of water nieadows, five floodings

per annum, are equal to a yearly application often

tons ; and I am confident that the quantity of for-

eign substances present in river water generally

exceeds the quantity I have allowed for in these

calculations.

I have found it impossible to give from analysis

the amount of these foreign substances present in

river water with any tolerable accuracy, since the

proportion not only varies at ditlerent seasons of

the year, but a considerable portion of these merely

mechanically suspended matters subsides when the

specimen water is suffered to rest, so that the chem-

ical analysis is merely that of those portions in

chemical combination. To give .in instance

—

Thames water has been analysed by Dr Bostock.

He found that the water, after having thus by rest-

ing deposited its mud, &c., contained in every ten

thousand parts

—

Organic matter 7 parts.

Carbonate of lime (chalk) 53 do.

Sulphate of lime (gypsum) 15 do.

Muriate of soda (common salt)

and muriate of magnesia 2 do.

The water of the Clyde, analysed by Dr Thomson,

contained in 10,000 parts

—

Common salt 0.;>G9,paits.

Muriate of magnesia O.:505 do.

Sulphate ofsoda (glauber salt) 0.114 do.

Carbonate of lime (chalk) 0.394 do.

Silica(flint) 0.118 do.

The water ol lakes and ponds is usually still

more surcharged with foreign substances than riv-

er water ; it is, in consequence, still better a.dapted

for irrigation; and from the use of such waters, es-

pecially if a constant or winter stream of water

passes through them, I have seen very great fertil-

izing efifects p'oduced ; and in some instances in

the valley of the Kennctt, nsar Hungerford. I

have seen the most lu.xuriant crops of grass produc-

ed by the use of such waters, when common farm-

yard manure had been tried as a top-dressing with-

out the slightest good result.

Such are some of the probable causes of the fer-

tilizing influence of river water ; it is likely that

there are others witii which we are totally unac-

quainted, and perhaps the removal of the excretory

matters of plants from the soil, by the flooding wa-

ters which have been shown by M. .Macaire to be

so noxious to the plant which deposits them, may
be one chief advantage of irrigation: water may
truly in this sense be said to sweeten the soil. In

every research in which vegetation is concerned, it

is especially necessary to examine with care and

patience, and amid the many difficulties with which

the investigation is surrounded to avoid as much as

possible substituting mere words as an explanation

of facts, an error into which the cultivator is sure

to fall if he is content with the usual modes of ex-

plaining these phenomena, and believes what is com-

monly asserted, that irrigation merely cools the land.

From ' TransTClinnsoftl\o Essex Aijricuhural Society, 1833.'

ON IRRIGATION.
The Committee on Irrigation regret that no claims

have been entered the present season for the Soci-

ety's very liberal premiums. Tliere are many pie-

ces of land in the county which arc susccpttble of

great improvement by irrigation. Nature, in giv-

ing us a country abounding in hills and vallies,

seems to invite the lords of the soil to conduct on
to it the running streams to flood it, and leave their

rich deposits. A good farmer, not content with

the crops which hi.s unaided labor procures, gladlv

impresses even the elements and makes them sub-

servient to his purposes. He commits no sacri-

lege, for to improve is to enjoy and to obey, and na-

ture Icnd.s her willing assistance. It is known that

in many instances, crops of hay have been doubled

in quantity by occasional flov/ing, and the feed in

many pastures has been greatly increased by a

small expense of well applied labor. It is hoped
that our farmers will give more attention to this

subject, and that they will not be backward in mak-
ing known the resultof their eKperience. The So-

ciety will be most happy in being made the organ

of their communication, and will cheerfully pay

generous premiums to the conductors of well nian-

•aged and successful e.xperiments.

For the Committee,

DANIEL P. KING.

THE VALLEY OF THE OHIO.

We publish this morning some interesting re-

marks upon the country drained by the Ohio and
its tributaries, from the Haltimore American. The
editor computes it at about 140,000 square miles,

which exceeds, by several thousand square miles

the area of Great, Britain an 1 Ireland, and is but

little less than that of France. The present pop-

ulation of Great Britain and Ireland is 24,000,000
;

that of France say 32,000,000. In the valley of

the Ohio there is less unproductive land than in

either of the others and with proper cultivation it

is capable of supporting in comfort and plenty, more
than twenty millions of population.

Rival cities are contending for the commerce of

this great valley—a commerce already hnmensely
valuable, although only in its infancy. There is

however, no need of jealousy in the matter; tliere

will soon be abundance for all, and there need be
no hesitation about opening every practicable ave-

nue between the Atlantic cities and the noble riv-

er that flows for a thou^^and miles through this

great valley.

But the valley of the Ohio forms but a compar-
atively small part of that great central basin which
would not be half populated were all the crowded
millions of Great Britain and France added to its

present inhabitants. All tl'.at is required of art is

to reach Pittsburg—nature has done the rest. Come
here and read our steamboat bills—"For Peoria"
—-" For Galena"—" For Red River"—and remem-
ber when you are here that you are scarcely be-

yond the Atlantic slope—just on the verge of that

ultarmontane world that it makes a man dizzy to

think about. Yet here you are met by magnificent

vessels ready to bear you— not across the ocean,

nor along the coast—but to the deepest interior of

a great continent, or almost across it if you choose.

There need not, then, there ought not, to be any

hesitation or delay on the part of the States in

which the mountain barriers exist between the At-

lantic coast and this central valley, in opening ev-

ery possible ave lue of intercommunication and

coinmcce. Tlioy need only do the work—the

vast resources of the west will soon pay for it.

—

Pittsburg Advocate.

WESTERN LAND SALES.

MiLWAUKiE, W. T., April UHli, 1839.

To Vie lidilor of tlie Albany Argus :

You are perhaps already aware that at the pub-

lic land sales held at this place in the months of

Februarj' and March last, the largest sale of gov-

ernment land was made, or one of the largest, ever

known in the United States atone time.

The tract offered comprised all that part of the

jVIilwaukie Land District, nut previously brought

into market at Green Bay, except a portion reserv-

ed under an act of Congress for the construction of

a canal from this place to Rock River, and undoubt-

edly contains some of the best lands in the Terri-

tory.

The sales commenced upon the range of town:

bordering upon Rock River, and were continue-

from day to day progressively east, through thj

different ranges for four weeks, and until they

reached Lake Michigan. All the lands contained

in the President's proclamation were otfered for

sale, and were either purchased or will be subject

to private entry at the opening of the land office

for that purpose, which it is supposed will take

place in May or June.

The daily receipts of the sale varied from fifteen

to forty thousand dollars ; and the total receipts

amount to a little short of half a million of dollars.

To which the receipts from pre-emptions under the

act -of 1836 being added, makes the whole sura but

little short of S(';00,000.

Of the receipts of the sales, about $90,000 was

in specie, $115,000 in tret^sury notes, and the re-

mainder in bills of a denomination of $20 and up-

wards

It is worthy of remark that the whole of the land

purchased, was taken by actual settlers, and for the

purpose of cultivation, at the minimum price, ten

shillings per acre, and <the quantity by each 160

acres, (a quarter section,) and but rarely exceeded

that amount.

Not an acre, as I can find, has been bought on

speculation, but for improvement and cultivation.

Si7igular Operation upon a Horse.—Mr Eland,

of Woinersley, farmer, had a horse, which, on be-

ing taken up from grass, exhibited symptoms of

broken wind, and gradually grew worse until about

the 16th of March, when it evidently appeared that

he would die of suffocation. Mr Nicholson, farrier,

examined the horse and found an indentation of the

windpipe, and that itt circular form was lost. He
then performed the operation of tracheotomy in the

following manner: The 'integument and muscles

covering tlie windpipe were divided and dissected

back to the length of five inches, whan it was found

that the rings of the trachea were actually broken,

and a false membrane exuded over the broken por-

tion, so that an aperture existed for the horse to

breathe through sufficient only to allow a small

probe to be passed down. The whole of the brok-

en rings were then dissected, cut, and a semicircu-

lar tube was introduced, which remained in several

days, and the external parts were brought together

and healed.

The horse is fifteen years old, is now perfectly

healthy and in daily work

—

Dorset (Eng.) paper.
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The Nkw Enohni) Gazetteer, conlaining de.-crip-

tioiis of nil the SiaieM, counties, and towns in New
England, itlso descnpt.onx oftiii- prinr-ipal mountains,
livers, l:ikes, capes, t)ays, harbors, iiilanH>3, imil fa-h-

ion;ible resorts mihin thai li-rrilory, alphnhetiually ar-

ranji'il. Bv John llavwanl, author ofthe Ciiluinhiin

Traveller, lliilipions Cn-eds, Ac. &c. Boston, IS'i'J.

This isu very convenient boolc nf reti'renfp, and con-

tains a great amount of useful infurmaiion. To one of

lier maids of honor, soliciini; the loan iif a bonk to read.

Queen l^lizabetli presented a dictionary. Tin: lady re-

turned it in due time to the queen, saying that she had

read it ihrough with great interest and pleasure. We
can lay no claims to the intense spirit (jf inquiry, which

distinguished this maid of honor, and have not read this

"Gazetteer through; but we have examined it suiKcienlly

to say that it abounds in useful facta of a geographical

and statistical character ; that its accounts are accurate,

and, as far as wp have examined, to he relied upon.

—

Th^ information is presented in a condensed and per-

.spiciious form, and tlie book, for the amount of matter

it contains, is furnished at a very rea-oniilile expense. It

is to be followed by a register lull of other local facls of

general interest, which it was impossible to comprise in

this volume. We wish the author a success commensu-

rate with his industry and research.

With the exception of the New Hampshire granite

leJge, the culs in the volume would disfigure a school-

primer ; and the irrelevant mntler introduced under

.some of the notices, such as •' Deacon Marvin's Court-

ship" and '• Tlic Kiirtunate Stagenian," &a. &c. are in

very bad taste: and ought to give place lo appropriate

and useful matter. J-], C.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
To our Westboro' friend ' T" wo feel under particu-

lar obligations. The matter for this week's Farmer was
" made up" before we received his cominunicalion ; hut

it shall have a place in our nexi, Such accounts confer

a substantial benefaction on the agricultural community
;

and do honor to liieir author by the exactness of his ar-

rangements and details. We wish that the example of

himself and our respected liiend Anthony, of North

Providence, might provoke a spiriied imitation amciug

other of our friends.

Wc have received from J. Ilolbrook, Esq, his wrillcn

cominuninalioii ; but llie Cleveland Herald, to which lie

refers us for the printed det;iils ol Ins [dans fiir improve-

ment, has not reached us. We beg him lo send anoth-

er. The subject of his communication is of the hijhest

.importnncR—the education of the farmers; and we shall

most heartily rheer on his plans for this ohject. He
must be consiilercd as the founder of lyceunis and pop-
ular lectures Ihrnughont the countrv ; and by this dis-

tinguished benefaction lew men liave stroii.>pr claims
upon public respect and gratitude.

We thank " C. S." for Ins cnminunication until we
can take a more particular notice oCit. His grain needs
a little winnowing, but it is •' pretty clean afier all," and
will make very good bread. We shall serve it up' pres-
ently. We synipatliise cordially in his views in regard
t I tlie distaste foragricultuial labor prevalent with many-
and the corrupting influences ot liisiiion, luxury, indo-
tcncB and avarice

; but it is dillicult to devise or apply
a remedy.

We are sorry he should deem any apology necessary

fur his style of writing. This diffidence often deters

men from conununicaling to the public facts within their

' own knowleilj/c or experience, whiili would be of great

service. This distrii.st of their own powers is misplaced.

I

We do not expect farmers to be accomplished writers;

I

and in case of any false grammar rir wrong spelling, wo

I

should certainly correct it as well as we know how be-

[

fore wc printed it; but it is a fact which must be adniit-

;
ted, and which is constantly occurring under our own

I

ob.servalion.lliat plain, inlelliirent, practical men, though

1
without the advantages of a liberal education, generally

I

expiess themselves with much more perspicuity, sim-

I

plicity and directness, than menwho are writersby pro-

fession, and wlmse lives have been devoted to books;

who are very apt to acquire a verbose and involved

style. Gen. Washingtim and Dr Franklin among innu-

merable other self educated and practical men, are ex-

amples of a clearness, directness, and force nfslyle scarce,

ly surpassed in ihe language. Few men have any diffi-

I

culty in communicaiing their thoughts or knowledge in

conversation. Let a man then undertake to write as he

talks, and he will soon acquire a fluency of writing ; and

a little coriection will give his vvri;ing exactness and

force. Most practical men refuse 10 communicate their

experience because, they say, they have nothing new or

worth communicating. If we must not write unless we
have something new to communicate, writing must soon

cease. The common results of common operations

drawn out with exactness and in detail, are what we
want ; aiid though many things from long familiarity

have ceased to be new lo those acciistoihed to them
they are not the less tidapted to be useful, and eoiiibinc

the precise information most wanted by others, who are

ignorantand inexperienced. ||, C.

get almost as much milk from them as we now get

We wish some intelligent and respectnble farmer would
make a fair experiment in this matter. But with .

isling prejudices, which we know it would be very dif-

ficult 10 overcome, a man would almost as soon be seen

driving a team of women in harness as a team »f cows.
1

We 1:111st beg I ardon for the homely analogy or lor even
so much as hinting the possibility of, not to say the want
of gallantry in the thought of driving women in or outj

of harness. It may sometimes be po.ssible 10 lead them
after rhe Havana fashion, with a silken cord Wc pro-

some til liav.ard no advice on the subject however.

H. C.

SPANISH OXEN-WORKING COWS,
A gentleman temporarily resident in the Havana, who

is a very competent judge, states that the oxen in ih.it

country are ofa superior character. They draw entire-

ly by the horns, and are, properly speaking, not driven

hut led by a boy, who precedes them, bedding a rope

fastened to a ling, which is passed through the carlilaje

of the nose; and they are trained to walk with as much
speed as horses.

Every one who lias seen an ox trot or run, must be

satisfied that they were never formed fur racers. Yet
undoubtedly they might be trained, and with advautai'e

lo move much f..sler than at their ordinary gait among
us, which is proverbially slow. It is worth cunsideriu"

whether the habits of thought and .action anioni' a ru-

ral population bear any correspondence to the habits of

the domestic animals with whom they associate ; and
whether the habits of people accustomed u> the quick
movement of horses in working and riding, are fiot more
active, spirited, and enterprising than ofa peoj>le accus-

tomed only to the slow movements of oxen, who as they
aie often tr;(ined and driven, do little more than creep.

It would seem to be lime to get over the absurd pre-

judice which prevails among us, against working cows.
On small farms especially, where the expense ot keep-
ing an ox team is always heavy, it would be a great
gain to use them in this way. In many parts of Kii-

rope they are so used, and certainly may be so used
with as much propriety as we use mares ; who, with the
exception of certain seasons, are as useful as horses—
indeed more active and spirited, and quite as endurinir.
In respect to cows, all that would be leqiiired would be
extraordinary care and kindness when faradviniced with
calf, and entire release from work for a short time be-
fore and after.calving. The extraordinary feed which
we could then nfFoid to give them, would enable us to

Ci MMKi.v Sugar.— It is stated on good authority that

an im|ortant revolution is about occurring in Erance in

ri'gaidtothe manufacture of .sugar; and lli.il a large

capitalist is about erecting an extensive estaldishiiient

fiir the manufacture of sugar from pumpkins, experi-

inenia having shown conclusively that it may be obtain,

ed from this vegetable in Koundance, and of a superior

quality. H. C.

CcBA,—A correspondent of a Baltimore paper writ-

ing from Havana, states that the island of Cuba, which

has heretofore iound ready di.'inand fur its sugar in the

Russian market, has been superseded in the trade bv the

native cultivators of Russia.

The manufacture of beet sugar has increased to such

an extent in the southern and central provinces of the

Russian empire, that inslead of one hundred thousand

boxes of while sugar which were, annually shipped from

Cuba to St. Peter>l)urg, (orly thousand boxes now sup-

ply the demand.

The canker worm is making great ravages among live

(ruit trees in some parts of Ihis and oilier States. In

some instances whole orchards have been desolated.

Alassiicliiisetts Horticultural ^nciefy.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWEns.

Saturday, June 8th, I83'.l.

Splendid Bouquets were exhibited from the gaidens
ol Messrs Winsliip, Howe, Hovey, and Walker.

jVwure Plants by Ezra West, n, jr., Esq. and Francis
P-.rker; Arethusa bulbosa, Kalmia angustilolia, Sarra-
cenia purpurea, Iris versicolor. Rebus trivialis, Nuphar
advtiia llypoxis erecta, Eriophorune augnstilolirum,
Gcuin Rivali:, Trifolium Pratense, Vaccinium rcsino-
sum, Lnthyrus Paiustris, Potentilla anserina
The report ot the Jurlgus on the Viola graiidiflora is

herewith submitted.

For the Committee.
S WALKER, Chairman.

" The txliibilinn of Violas for premium, was held to-

day (June 8) at the Sociely's room. S. Walker, Esq.
was the only competitor. The number of specimeiK
was large and flowers beautiful.

The Jommiltee award to Sam'l Walker, Esq. the 1st
and '2d premium for best display of Violas ; and they al-

so award to liim lliu premium for the best seedlinff Vio-
la, Graudilloia.

JAMES I,. L. F. WARREN,EM RICHARDS."
June 8, 1839.

f!-ui7» exhibited at ihe I,, ill of the Society. S.itnrday,
June 8, \83'J—Slrau:ljcrrics; a box of large strawbernes
of the variety called lloyal Scarlet, from James L. L,
F, Warren, Brighton.

For the Committee,
E. M. RICHARDS.

Vegetables— fi\r G. VV. Stearns, of Cambridge, exhib-
ited fine specimens of the long green Cucumber—fruit
very large. Specimens of the long Soutligate Cucum-
ber were also exhilsited by James L. L. F. Warren, of
Brighton.

For the Committee,
JAMES L. L, F. WARREN.
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BRlliHTOiN MAftKKT.—MosuAV, June 10, \>-3\).

Kcpdrted lurlhe N<!W Enslsnd Karnipr.

At MarliBt, 205 Beef Cattle (including 100 unsold last

iveek), iiO Pairs Working Oxen, 45 Cows and Calves,

200 Sheep, and 47.' Swine including small pigs.

60 Beef Cattle remain unsold.

Pkices.- Rec/ C««/e.— Prices havo advanred abnut

50 cents per hundred since last weeU on the best quali-

ties, and we advance our quotathin.s to correspond.—

First quality, $0 25 a $9 50 Second quality, $rf :iO

$'.) 00. third quality. $T 50 a $8 00.

Workin" 0.cen.—We quote the following sales, viz.

$100, $120, $130, *137 and $145.
,.,o*.o

Cmos and Calves.—We quote sales at, $30, %3ii, $4^,

47, $.55, and SS(15.

Sliee.-p.—One lot w
5 00 not sheared.

Swinc —A l.il of larse hogs were sold at 8 Tor sows

and yior barrows. A small lot only was sold to peddle

at S 1-2 a 9 1-2, at retail from 8 1-2 to 11 ;
small pigs

12 1-2 a 13.

old at $4 25, and one lot at

\V H O L ESALE PRI C ES CUR R E K T .

CORRECTED WITH GREAT CAB-E, WEEKLY.

THERMOMETIUCAL.
Rdpiirted (or tlie New England Farmer.

Ranee of the Thennoaieler at the Garden of the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, BrighDn, Mass, in » shaded

Northerly exposure, week ending June 9. ^^^

For sale at the New England Agricultural Warehouse

Nos 51 and 52 North Market Street, Sayle's Garden Engines

This Engine is a splendid article, dnd will throw a constant

stream of water to the distance of 50 or GO feet, with great

force and in case of fire would be a good suhslitue for a hre

I

Seed.''
'^ "" """

''"'^'='%'sEm BiIeSkT CO.'"-

Ashes, Pearl, per 100 lbs. .

Pot, " • " .

Be.ins, white, Foreign,
" " Domestic, .

Beef, mess, ....
No. 1

prime, ....
Beeswax, while,

yellow.

Cheese, new milk,

BoseMasc:ie,
in casks,

Feathejis, northern, geese,

southern, geese,

.

Flax, (.\nierican) .

Fish, Cod, Grand Bank, .

Bav, .

Macjerel. No. 1 . . .

Flour, Genesee, cash, .

Baltimore, Howard street

Richmond canal,

Alexandria wharf.

Rye
Meal, Indian, in tiHs.

GaAiN : Corn, northern velL

JuxE . 1S39.

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday,

46

I 5 A.M.
I
12, M. I

7, P.M.
|

Wind._

N. W.
S. E.

N. E.
S.

N.
S.

S. W.

BEES W" ANTED.
One or tvyo first rate Hives of Bees wanted immediately.

Thev must be warranted free from the nwtk. Apply at the

New England Farmer Office, 52 North Market Street.

Junel2

DURHVII SHOltT HORN BULL.

For sale, a very fine Durham Short Horned Bull, three

years old. For further pariiculars inquire at the New Eng-

land Agricultural Warehouse.

Boston, June 12, 1339
-

BOAR FOR SA1.E.

For sale a Boar 3 parts Berkshire, 1 part Mackay, me year

old raisell by Elms Phinney. Esq . of Le.sington, Apply to

Tn'<;FPH BRECK & CO , New England Farmer OSice.

June
"

3t SlilON H. B.ARRETT, Maiden.

TULIPS, RANUNCULt'SES, PINKS AND VIOLAS.

S. WALKER, of fio.r(>«ry. offers for sale in beds, or of

such quantities as n.iy suit purchasers, Irom 1 to a^^O" /'"'l'^

of choice Tulips. The bulbs were imported from Holland

France and England, to which yearly additions have and

will continue to be made of the newest and choicest vari-

eties. Persons wishing to purchase a bed of superb Tuitps

will do well to make a selection for themselves when the

bulbs are in bloom, (about the 1st of June.) The prices will

conform to the quality of the flowers selected, but in no case

will the charge e.vceed the hvocst market prices, in the coun-

try v/here the bulbs were raised, and cheaper than the like

oiiaKy can he imported. . .

Tulips in beds of from 30 to 100 rows, eontaimug from

noto700bulbs, orby thedozen, lOOor 1000.

Viola i^randifiora-Pansy, or Heartsease. Upwards ol

2000 superb varieties will be exhibited and ofTered for sale

when the Tulips are in bloom.
,„ . .. ,„„

/?a?utncii;u^cs—fine mixtures, at from !>2 to oo per 100.

fiiuts—fine named varieties, from 25 cents to »l each.

For particulars apply to S. WALKER, or to JOSEPH
BRECK & CO. eow

CUlK les, Auriculas, Car-
ND GeRANIU.MS

DOUBLE DAHLIA ROOTS.

For sale at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and

Seed Store, a superb collection of Double Dahlias, consisting

of all the improved varieties
.

Also, Double Carnations of '-V |n----, ^ Co.

NEW BOOKS.

A Treatise on the Cultivation of the Dahlia and Cactus.

%Uo.^B)rds' and Flowers and other Country Things. By

Mary How'".
Denni-s' Silk Manual.

\merican Flower Garden Companion.

\mericau Fruit Garden Companion, and

An ITssav on the Practicability ol Cultivating the Honey

u „,, Maritime Towns and Cities as a Source of D.miestic

l^^rProfit. ByJ.VX.^U,M^Dj,^s^by

"i^Ti^ARDESERS ND FARMERS,

The sub=criber has constantly for sale at his Gardeii, in

BriUton, the best varieties of the lollowing plants:

'Ear'y anit Late Cauliflowers,

Purple and While Broc oli,

Cabbage of every kind.

Celery! Peppers, Tomato and Lettuce,

Martvnia, Okra, &c. &c.

^,!:_3ucumber. Melon and Sqi.ash
^^^l%"

V^^^^^^
for Iran-planting. .''-'• "

Brighton, June 5.

Sheet Lead ai»<l Lead Pipe.

qheet Lead and Lead Pipe all sizes, constantly for sale at

1 No 1 City Wharf, by A. FEARING & CO.

May 22. 8w
^

FOR SALE.

A very superior Berkshire Boar and Sow, twentytwo

™/,nihs old very large of their age. Apply to

May 18 eplf JUSEPH BRECK & CO.

Tulips, Ran"
NATIONS, PlCOTEES, PlNKS

H GROOM, of Walworth, near London, England, by ap

pointmentFlorist to Her Majesty Queen Jielona begs re-

speclfully to call the atienlion ol his friends and the admir-

ers of flowers in America generally, to his extensive col lee -

of the above flowers, which from his having been very s .

-

cessful in their cultivation this season he can offer at very

moderate prices. He would particularly recommend to tho.se

persons about commencing the growth of the lulip (which

in England is becoming very fashionable) the unde rcmlec-

tions in beds, as it is by far the cheapestmode oi [jurcbasing

them'. , ....
Tulips arranged in beds with their names.

First Class.

A bed of-aorows containing 210 bulbs includ

the newest varieties,

A bed of 4.-1 rows, - - - - -

A bed of 60 rows, " ," ,
'

Second Class.

A bed of 30 rows including many fine sorts,

A bed of 4b rows do

A bed ol 60 rows do - -
.

Tulips not arranged.

100 Superfine sorts with their names from

Superfine mixtures, from - - ;

Ranunculuses.

100 Superfine sorts, with their names from £3 3s to £5 5s

Superfine mixtures,.from - - - 5s to 21s per 100

Anemones.

100 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 10s

Superfine double mixtures from 10s 6d to 21s per 100

Auriculas.

25 Superfine sorts with their names, - - £3 13s 6d

Catalogues with the prices of the other articles may be

"'orXr^^teU^d by JOSEPH BRECK & CO.

Nov. 1. eow.

!g several of

£15
- £21

25 guineas

£10
£U

£l7 ins

',7 76 to il3
7s 6d to 21s

southern flat, yellow,

white, .

Rye, northern, .

Barley,

Oats, northein, (prime) .

Hay, best English, per ton, .

Eastern screwed, .

Hops, 1st quality,

2d quality

Lag D, Boston, 1st sort,.

southern, 1st sort,

Leatheb, Philadelphia city tannag(
.

do, cnuniry do.

Baltimore city tannage,
do. dryf hides, .

New York red, light,

Boston, do. slaughter,

Boston dry hides.

Lime, best Siort, ....
Oil, Sperm, Spring and Summer, .

Winter, .

Whale, refined.

Linseed, American, . . >

Neat's Foot, ....
Plaster P.\ri3, per ton of 2200 lbs.

Pork, extra clear,

clear, . • . .

Mess, ....
Seeds: Herd's Grass, .

Red Top, southern,

northern,

Canary,
Hemp
Flax,

Red Clover, northern, .

Southern Clover, none.

Soap, American, No. 1, .

No. 2,

Tallow, tried

Teazles, 1st sort, ....
Wool, prime, or Saxony h'leeces,

.

American, full blood, washed,

do. 3-4ths do.

do. 1-2 do.

do-. 1-4 and common,

_: f
Pulled superfine,
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ISCtLLANEOUS
JINE 13, ,S39.

We give belo«- some extracts from the letter of
a valued friend who removed not long since from
this country to England, which give some graphic
sketches of American beggars in that country, and
the condition of things in tliat country, which will

be read with pleasure from its sprightliness and hu-
'nor. H. C.

"This Is a strange out-of-the-way old-fashioned
place : I know no more of the doings of the world
when I am at home, than if I were out of it. I give
myself wholly to my new profession: my daily tall;

is of corn and cattle— long fleeces and fat sheep-
crops, cropping, manures and farui machinery. I

sit almost at the feet of the laboring hinds to gather
the valuable knowledge they possess. What arro-
gance to call such men ignorant ! Why, my dear
friend, I would almost give my ears to know as
much as some of these miscalled "ignorant peas-
antry." These Immble men are many of them well
stored with that productive knowledge, without
which we should all be savages, and tills- fair world
a wilderness. '! ell me, friend, how much "belles
lettrej" will It take to fill a man's belly ? Thai's
a poser : I know thee can't tell. Then don't call
those men ignorant that can tell how to produce
forty bushels of corn [wheat] to the acre. But
come—this smells rather strong of the new shop.
Among the novelties of this jdace may be re-

marked the incredible number of American beggars
--American beggars ! ! methinks 1 hear thee say.
Yea, friend—American .beggars. They verily
swarm at times, in this far off, long-forj^atten nook
of the world. How they find the place passes my
com])rehension. But so it is. I have seen more
beggars professing to be Americans, in the few
weeks I have been here, than all I saw put tooeth-
er during the two and twenty years I have lived in
the United States. Almost every week till lately,
have some of these gentry paid me a visit. I sup.
pose I have seen the whole gang, and they will
just stay away till I have forgotten their faces, and
then round they will come again. They, are all of
one character—shipwrecked American sailors for-

sooth ! iiud they tell such (air tales of Boston and
Salem and all down east, that in spite of my better
convictions, they are sure to wriggle sometiiingout
of me ;—and the rogues pay me such fine compli-
ments. " Sir," snid one of them, " we heard of you
twelve miles off, and that you were an American,
or had lived many years in America, and we have
walked all these miles without breaking our fast to
see you." Could any appeal be more irresistible .'

If I say, why.don'tyou apply to the consul? they
have a ready answer—they were only cast away
the day before, or the ship they belonged to was
owned in Halifax or Quebec, or some other fiction.
Tlie truth is, not one in a hundred of these fellows
ever saw salt water. But such is the emigration
from England to the United States, that th'ere is

scarcely a family that has not some relative there.
The inhabitants of all rural districts imagine strange
romantic things about a shipwrecked sailor; hence
it becomes one of the best charactprs to assume;
and now these fellows contrive to pull two strings
upon the sympathies of the kind-hearted and cred-
ulous country people—first as shipwrecked sailors;
but best of all, as shipwrecked .American sailors;
and they very well know how to give the hint—

^

" God bleis you—I hope none ofyour kin may nev-
er know want," is a common salutation

; and if tlie

old lady addressed happen to have a son in Ameri-
ca, as like enough she has, away flies her heart af-
ter the wanderer, and her hand involuntarily into
her pocket, while the beggar proceeds—"Hojie
you will take pity upon us, poor .American sailors,
shipwrecked last week on the coast of Norfolk—all
hands perished but us two—hope no son of yours
may ever want a morsel of bread." T3y this time,
the power of association has conjured up the much-
loved kindred in the far off wilds of America, crav-
ing charity for aught tliat is known, at American
hand.». 'I he heart of the good old lady is verily
melted and the rogues make a fine haul.

-Mendicancy has certainly diminished in this coun-
try during the last twenty years ; but still there is

much of it. In truth, there ought not to beany;
the ample provision of the poor laws, and the mu-
nificent charities of the English people, meet all

possible cases—It is curious to observe what shifts
the rogues adopt. Every now and then a forlorn
man or woman, with bag in hand, enquires if we
want to buy any corks. If I say no, the cork -sel-
ler instantly begins to beg, and it would be just
the same if I bought of them. Three or four doz-
en corks are a light load, and it makes them tra-
ders, and th'js they avoid'thn law against vagrants,
having some visible mode of living. Last winter
while two nren were thrashing for °mo in my barn,
a great sturdy fellow came up with a basket of
matches on his arm—" Hallo old chap !" said one
of the thrashers, "come take this flail and I'll take
that basket— let's chmge trades." 'I he fellow
leered under his old slouch hat, and in right 2-ood
earnest replied, "I'd sooner go and hang°mys"elf."
On the course of .some of the canalsin York-

shire, there are long tunnels cut through the lime-
stone rock. When canal boats arrive at one of
these, the boatmen never work their own boats
through, but always liire men for the purpose
These men, at their work, lie flat on their backs,
on the cargo or dpck of the boat, and striking their
feet against the roof of the tunnel, urge the boat
forward

;
hence they are called purchase men. A-

mong these was one long John Bell, a notorious
fellow, who stood six feet four without his shoes.
He made an excellent purchase-man, but it does
not appear that ho was made for anything else.
During the long frost of last winter, the canals
were all frozen up, and of course, the purchase-men
were out of employment Some took to one trade
and some to another; but honest John Bell could
think of nothing that he could do, unless it was to
set up for a deaf and dumb man I And as necessi-
ty has no law, or in other words, as long John be-
gan to grow hungry, out he starts in his chosen
profession. One of the first places at which he
stopped was in the village of Harthill, at the house
of ime parson Alderson, a ir.ost exemplary clero-y.
man, steward to the late duke of Leeds, and The
amiable almoner of many of his charities. The
clergyman was roused from his study by a servant
who reported that there was a strange man making
stiange signs at the kitchen door. And sure e"
nough, there was Johnny Bell performing the first
acts of his pantomine—cutting all sorts of imagina-
ble "shines"—awkward enough to be sure, but all
of them tolerably significant of an empty stomach.
The keen eye of the parson instantly detected some
"gillery," but he kept his own counsel, called for
a table spoon, and mounting a chair, made signs
for long John to drop his under jaw, and for some
time pretended to amuse himself by an anatomical
examination of the animal's tongue, turning it over

and over as a cook would turn a flounder in a fry-
ing pan. At last he expressed himself entirely
satisfied—ordered the cook to give the man a good
dinner, and to be sure to set a jug of the best ale
before him

;
and then like a gentleman, retired,

leaving the dumb man to enjoy his viands and vic-
tory. By the time, however, that Ion? John had
pretty well lined his long jacket, down again came
the clergyi;ian and began to give various'directions
to his servants. The instant these were given, he
turns to our hero, and in a tone of the most silvery
blandness says, » And how long, my poor man, have
you been deaf and dumb ?" "Mout three years,
sn," replied John, with the most drawling sirnplici-
ty imaginable; altogether thrown off his guard by
the iniMiiess of the clergyman's behaviour" and the
sedative effects of the beef and ale. Parson Al-
derson, like all the best church of England clero-y-
men that ever I knew or heard of, was a bit of a
wag, and the success of his own stratagem so well
pleased him. that he merely admonished the scoun-
drel, and gave him half a crov,-n to carry him out of
SOUlldill£rs."

BOXE iHAJVURE.
Tbe subscriher inform, his fri.nds .n-l ihe pul.lie, Ihnt

alter len years experience, he is fullv convinced ihnt "ronn Ihones lorm the nmsl powerful sli.nulanl that can he applied
10 Ihe earth as a manure. '

"^

He keeps con.,tanlly nn hand a supply of Ground Boneand solicits Ihe patronage ol the asrieullural commnniw'
l-rxe al ihe Mill 35 cents°per hushel ;'pu> up in caTs?,"? d

t

i--ered al any part of ,he ci.y at 40 cent.s per hushel, and nocharge lor caslcs or carting.
Alsn, ground Ovster Shells.
Orders left at the Bone Mill, near TremonI road, in RoT-hury at the ^ew England Agricultural Warehouse ami^eed Store, No 52 IMonh .Market Street, or through "he PosUJhce will receive prompt attention
'^'''"'' '^'- mUVm WARD.

FOR KEW YORkT^
Cabin Fare $3 00~Deck Fare $1 50.

T»-e Steamer JOHN W. RICHMOND, Capt. Wm. H
™tif^DA\-tMro'ci™k:'r^! °" ''^'^^^^'^ ^^^

2 o^L'k!pV" "'" '"'""•"''•"^Boston at half past

J'l'mdays and ThuysdavB, will he her regular days of leav-ing ProTtdcnce. nntil luiher notice.
^^For further information, apply to S. Q. Cockhan, 30 Con-

N. B. Freight taken at 6 cents per cuhic foot
June 5.

BRUSS.\ MULKERRY.
\^"i}^

lot of B-TOinnc Brussa Wulherry S,cd just received
at the New Enshjod Agricultural Warehouse and Seed So, eNos. 51 and 53 North Murket Street This species of M^l'berry flourishes best in high and even ;,oo-S andtmore likely to endure ihe rigors of our severe Sirs andnot so subject >o the effect of the frost, as 'rees brrgh frommore southern latitudes, or warmer climes
The leaws of the Morns alba of Brus>a", are said to con-tain a much grenler quantity of saccharine matter, than anvother ol the white species, and moreover, the leaf is much

larger ban those of Italy and Spain ; it is also a hardy tee

severe
^'''"^ ™^'"* '" '^'''"°'". ^^ere the frosts are

M the annual fair of the American Institute, at New
,

"''' !",V?i'"'l"^'- last, specimens of the leaves of the Brussa
tree, ol different yeais' growth, were exhibited, and excited
universal approhaiion. and the Institute awarded a 'silvermedal for the introducUon of this invajuahle tree, observingm he report ot the committee, "that these with every newand uselul plant calculated to wuhstand the rigors of our
climate, are worthy of attention, and those introducing them
into our country, deserve to be placed on the catalogue ofour countrv's benefactors." '

May 22.

THE NEW ENUl.A^D PARKIER^
Is puimshed everj- Wednesday Evening, at S3 per anminipayaWe at the end of the year-hut ihosi' who U wh msi.vty days from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-duction of 59 cents-

I" « u«

TUTTLE, DENNETT AND CHISHOLM, PRINTERS,
17 SCHOOL STREET BOSTON
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AGRICULTURAL.

REMARKS OF MR BINNS

M a Meeting of the Lancaster [Eng.) Agricultural

Society.

(Concluded.)

I now proceed to consider the best means of ap-

plying manure to the soil. Many may tliink that

in this there caa be no difficulty. It would con-

tribute very much to cleanliness, to the health and

neatness of farm premises, if manure could be di.s-

posed of as soon as produced. In the Dutch mode

for instance, it is lost sight of immediately ; all is

cleanliness about the cow-ho\ise8. Whether the

manure be solid or liquid, the sooner it is deposited

in the ground after it has undergone a slight fci-

mentation the better ; if the ground were in that

clean state which drilling and proper weeding would

ensure, the manure might be deposited in tlie drills

and covered up in the autumn, ready for planting

potatoes or sowing turnips in tlie following spring
;

this would allow tlie vegetation of annual weeds,

and their destruction by the harrow when the pota-

taes and turnips were sown. The ground by being

ridged up, and having the manure in it, would be-

come mellowed by the winter's frost ; and the most

favorable time for sowing might be taken advan-

tage of in the sprmg. The ground would thus r -

tain all tlie juices and virtue of the manure. Sir

H. Davy remarks: "The fermentation and putre-

faction of organized substances in the free atmos-

phere are noxious processes ; beneath the surface

of the ground they are salutary operations." When
this plan cannot be adopted, the manure ought to

be carted in winter, out of the yards to heaps in the

fields, on which it is intended to be used, and there

covered with soil, peat earth, and other substances,

and turned over about a week before it is to be ap-

plied in spring.

For the turnip crop the use of liquid manure is

of great advantage, for if the growth of this plant

be checked when young, its success is greatly en^

dangered, and though it may escape the dangers of

the fly, it never after grows freely ; for clover after

mowing, and also for cabbages it is an excellent

forcer. For meadow land, I believe manure is best

applied immediately on the hay being taken off, for

at this period the grass grows rapidly, and soon

protects the manure from the sun ; the ground not

being saturated with moisture absorbs the juices,

and less of its goodness is washed away than when

applied in winter or spring. But in saying this I

i
do not wish it to be understood that I approve of

permanent meadows in general— I would have no

meadows except in situations unsuitable for plough-

ing.

In manuring pasture land the liquid state is pref-

erable. In wet pastures an excellent practice pre-

vails, (but not to the extent it ought to do) that is,

to waterfurrow, and mix up the furrows that are

thrown out with lime or manure, and then spread

the mixture on the surface ; this accomplishes two

valuable objecta at once.

Having now explained the means by which the

manure upon a farm may be profitably augmented,

and given my views as to its application, I will on-

ly detain you a short time by a few remarks upon

the effect of these improvements upon the farmer,

the landlord, and the public.

The farmer by having an increased supply of

manure, and conseiiuently an increased produce up-

on the same land, would in the first instance be

most benefited, and the most enterprising, skilful,

and industrious, will always reap the greatest ben-

efit. Let him imitate the Dutch, who are a happy

people, fond of home, who delight in the neatness,

comfort, and cleanliness of their houses, and are

not only skilful agriculturists, but excel in horti-

culture. As the increasing population will require

more food yearly, it is probable there would be a

demand at present prices for the increased supply,

that these improvements would furnish ; the land-

lord would therefore also be benefited with an in-

creased rent: if prices should be reduced by an in-

creased supply fully equal to the demand, he would

in that case also reap advantage, the expense of

living being reduced and rents remaining the same.

But to the public the most important advantages

would result in the reduced price from the increase

of the necessaries of life. The natural effect of

this would be a reduction in the price of labor,

'••ithout curtailing the comfort of the laborer ; and

more profit to the manufacturer, with an extension

of our commerce and manufactures. I am aware

that the price of labor is not always governed by

the price of provisions, because labor, like other

commodities, must depend upon supply and demand,

but this would be the tendency ; at all events the

price of provisions fixes the minimum price of labor.

If this state of things should happily be realized,

all bickering about the corn laws would cease ; the

agriculturist and manufacturer would then cordially

shake hands and unite their efforts for the general

good, and the latter would perceive that his interest

was deeply connected with agriculture. I am of

opinion that the volumes that are written about the

corn laws, are all no better than waste paper, and

if I may presume to question the wisdom of discus-

sions in parliament on the subject, I should say it

was misapplied. The agriculturists may be aptly

likened to the wagoner calling upon Jupiter, when

they have the power and the means of putting their

own shoulder to the wheel. If the agriculture of

the country were improved to one fifth of the extent

it is capable of, the corn laws would be a dead let-

ter, and wonder would be excited that they ever

existed amongst an enlightened and industrious

people, and our agriculturists would look back with

shame upon their cupidity for their dependence up-

on foreign nations for a supply of food, when the

soil and climate of Great Britain offer such facili-

ties for producing food, exceeding beyond any con-

ceivable bounds, the present miserable amount. If

the plan proposed should be adopted, the British

farmer could raise grain, cattle, horses, and sheep,

butter and cheese, as cheaply as these articles

could be imported by foreigners, and as to the ar-

gument used of their not buying our goods, unless

we take their corn, it is not worth a moment's con-

sideration, as they will be glad to buy manufactures

from those that will sell them the cheapest, and in

proof of this, we have imported no corn lately, but

our export of manufactures was never greater.

Our manufacturers are able, from their superior

machinery and skill, to export goods to those coun-

tries where provisions and the money price of labor

are much lower than in England ; and if farmers

would bestow sufficient care in the selection of

their breed of horses, cattle, and sheep, there would

be an increasing demand for them neariy the world

over; these would be his superior machinery, and

grain would be an auxiliary. We might then say,

"these are our instruments of magic."

I was informed by Mr Wetherell, the celebrated

breeder of cattle, yesterday, that several gentlemen

from France were lately over in Durham for the

purpose of buying great numbers of cattle, even at

the present high prices, but if the breeders and far-

mers generally would pay proper attention to the

breeding of stock, those cattle whicli now sell at

50/. and lOOZ., might be afibrdcd at 20/. and 30/.

Why should agriculture remain dormant when all

the arts are making rapid strides ; it is the most

useful and honorable of all. The senators and ru-

lers of old gloried in it, and were considered the

most honorable an.'l usefcl of men, and I know no

reason why the cultivators of the soil who adminis-

ter so materially to our existence and our pleasure,

should not take their place in intellectual society,

except that they have not the opportunities for ed-

ucation and information that other classes in towns

enjoy, tlieir insulated position is unfavorable in this

respect. It may perhaps be considered that I am

wandering from the question before the meeting,

and I have been expecting to hear that awful word

" question," (a laugh,) and I should not have ven-

tured so far, if I did not think that the remarks 1

am now making had some connexion with the sub-

ject more immediately before the meeting. The

want of education, particularly that portion embrac-

ing science in connection with agricultural subjects,

is one great and lamentable cause of the retard-

ment of important improvements and marks tlie dis-

parity between the farmer and the manufacturer.

Those who have the courage and disposition to try

experiments, are seldom practical men—on the

contrary are generally deficient in scientific knowl-

edtre, therefore, between them, experiments that

would succeed and be profitable, from a want of

practical knowledge and due economy, fail and do

injury instead of the good that was intended. Tliis

peculiar difficulty under which the farmer labors,

makes these meetings the more necessary, and

may be a sufficient answer to those who ask why

agriculture wants so much bolstering up by meet-

ings and premiums when the manufacturers don't

require it? But is there no society of arts under

the peculiar care of the government, where rewards

are bestowed on mechanical inventions? Notwith-

standing the advantages enjoyed by these classes,

laws are made for the education of the manufactur-
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ing population, but .ngriculture may take its chance.

However, she is blessed with advantarjes, and at-

tended with the choicest pleasures ; the rural life

is a life of health, invigoratinjj both to the mind

and body. But let the practical agriculturists or

their children be educated, then we should see agf-

riculture make rapid strides. It is a subject well

worthy the attention of the landowners, and if I

might venture to recommend a plan I should say,

establish, I do not mean agricultural schools, as

generally understood, but schools for general edu-

cation ; lot the children of farmers be also taught

the elements of mechanics, chem'istry, the nature of

manures, plants, and vegetation. Some plan ought

to be adopted for promoting this desirable object

;

to enter upon it now would occupy too much time
;

I wish merely to call the attention of the landlords

and influential individuals to the subject

CATTLE SHOW AT BRIDGEVVATER,
Oi\ Wed.nesday, Oct. 10, 1839.

hist of Premhiins proposed by the Plymoxiih Coun-

ty JlgricuUural Society.

Improvements and Masdre.
To the person who shall cultivate the great-

est number of Chinese mulberry trees, eith-

er from seed or cuttings, which shall be in

the most flourishing condition the first day
of September, 1839 $8

For the ne.xt greatest number 4
To every person in the county who shall build

before September, 1839, one hundred rods

of good stone wall 9
For every additional hundred rods 12
And in the sanje proportion for fractional parts

of a hundred rods after two hundred have
been built.

To the person who shall collect the greatest

quantity of any kind of material (excepting

manure from stock) which in the opinion of

the committee shall more than pay the cost

of collecting and spreading on his farm be-

tween the first day of September last, and
the first day of September next, not less

than 400 loads, 40 cubic feet considered a

load 20
A second premium for the same object, not

less than 300 loads 15
A third not less than 250 loads 12
A fourth " " « 200 " ]0

The committee are authorised to distribute eight

vols. N. E. Farmer and eight vols. Yankee Farmer.
N. B.—Claims to be made on or before the first

day of September, 1839, to Morrill Allen, Pembroke.
Claimants to entitle themselves to tlic above of-

fered premiums, must make a particular statement
in writing, of their several operations.

Produce.
For the greatest quantity of wheat, raised on

not less than one acre of land, nor less than
twenty bushels §12

For the next greatest quantity do 8
For do do do do 4
For the best crop of Indian corn raised on one

acre, not less than GO bushels, (75 lbs. in

the ear considered a bushel,) not to be har-

vested before the 15th of October, 1839 12
Next best crop 8
Next best do 5
To the person who shall make the most satis-

factory experiment to determine the com-
parative utility of cutting the stalks or top-

ping Indian corn, or cutting and shocking,

or letting the stalks remain until the corn is

harvested, experiment to be made on not
less than half an acre of land

For the greatest quantity of buckwheat, not

less than ;J5 bushels to an acre

For the next greatest quantity not less than

25 bushels to an acre

For the best crop of potatoes on not less than

one acre of land, and not less than 400
bushels to the acre

For the next best do. not less than 300 bush-

els, (50 lbs to be considered a bushel of
every kind of root except onions,) 7

For the best cro|) of oats on not less than two
acres, and not less than 50 bushels to the

acre 7

For the next best on one acre 4

For the greatest number of bushels of rye rais-

ed on an acre, and not less than 30 bushels G
For the next best do. 5

For the greatest quantity of white beans rais-

ed on an acre, not less than 15 bushels 6
For the next do. do. not less tlian bushels on

half an acre, 4

For the greatest quantity of carrots raised on
not less thnn one acre of land, and not less

than 300 bushels 8

For the next greatest quantity on half an acre 4

For the greatest quantity of onions, on not less

than a quarter of an acre of land, and not

less than 75 bushels 5
For the greatest quantity of sugar beets, rais-

ed on not less than G square rods of ground 4

If the sugar sliould be extracted from the beets

and a satisfactory account of the processes

given, the premium will be trebled-

For the greatest quantity of common turnips

on an acre, not less than 300 bushels 5
For the best crop of ruta baga or any other

sort of eastern turnips, not less than 400
bushels to the acre 5

Committee authorized to distribute 8 vols. N. E.

Farmer, and 8 of Yankee Farmer, as additions to

the above offered premiums, or as gratuities to un-
successful claimants, according to their judgment
of merit.

P. S.— It will be required of claimants of the

above premiums to state in writing the condition of

the land at the time the course of cultivation for the

approaching season may commence, and the sever-

al operations in that cultivation, and the amount
of produce must be attested by the owner and one
laborer.

A certificate of the measurement of the land by
some respectable surveyor will be required. Claims
to be made on or before October 16, 1839, but the

evidence of the amount of crops need not be produc-

ed until the 10th of November next. Communica-
tions to be made to Anthony Collamore, of Pem-
broke, Chairman of the committee on Produce.

Stock.

For the best fat ox $6
Next beet do 5
Next best do 4
For the best milch cow 8
Next best do 5
Next best do 3
For the best heifer, not less than one nor more

than three years old 4
For the second best do do 2
For the best bull not less than 18 months old 8

For the second best do do 6
For the best bull calf, not less than 5 months

old, nor more than 12 4
For the second best do do 3
For the best heifer calf, do do 3
For the second best do do 2

Committee authorized to distribute 4 vols. N. E.
Farmer, and 4 of Yankee Farmer.

Cattle not to be removed from the pens before 1

o'clock, P. M. Claimants for premiums on stock

are required to exhibit to the committee evidence

of the mode of rearing and treating animals offered

for premium.

Animals must have been kept in the county 6
months to entitle them to premiums.

Claims for stock of every sort and entries for the

ploughing match to be made on or before October

12, 1839, to Abram Washburn, 2d, Bridgewater.

Ploughing Match.

The Ploughing Match will commence at 9 o'-

clock, A. M. on the day of exhibition.

1st premium $8
2d do 6
3d do 4

4th do 3
5th do 2
The work will be performed with one yoke of

oxen.

Committee authorized to distribute 3 vols. N.
E. Farmer, and 3 of Yankee Farmer.

WoRKi.NG Oxen and Steers.

For the best yoke of working oxen $7
For the second best do do 5
For the best do raised and trained in the county 8
For the best yoke of steers, not less than two

nor more than four years old 5

For the second best do 3
Committee authorized to distribute 2 vols. N. E.

Farmer, and 2 of Yankee Farmer.

Articles or the Dairy.

For the best butter, not less than 50 lbs. $4
Next best do not less than 25 lbs. 2
Next best do do ]

For the best cheese not less than 200 lbs. 5
Next best do not less than 100 lbs. 3
Next best do do 2

Committee authorized to distribute 2 vols .N. E.

Farmer, and 2 of Yankee Farmer.

Fruits and Vegetables.

The committee on Fruits and Vegetables are

authorized to distribute 20 dollars, for extra-

ordinary fruits and vegetables that may be

deposited in the hall for exhibition.

Manufactures.

The committee on Cloths and the most useful

articles of household manufacture, are au-

thorized to award in premiums, according

to their judgment of the comparative excel-

lence and utility of the articles presented $75

BOPCKKTS AND FaNCY ARTICLES.

The committee en articles of Usefulness and

Fancy, are authorized to award $50

Inventions.

The committee are authorized to distribute for

inventions and improvements in the struct-

ure of implements of agriculture, &c. as re-

wards of ingenuity $20
Committee authorized to distribute 2 vols. N.

E. Farmer, and 2 of Y'ankee Farmer.
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Cocoons and Silk.

To tlie person who shall raise and exhibit the

largest quantity of cocoons S4

For the next greatest quantity 3

For do do 2

For every ounce of wrought silk raised and

worked in the county, ten cents.

p. S.—Cloths, fancy articles, products of the dai-

ry, cocoons andsilks articles of invention, fruits, veg-

etables, &c. must be deposited in the town house

before 9 o'clock, A. M. on the day of exhibition.

Articles manufactured out of the county, not ad-

missible.

Pkemioms claimable in future Years.

To the person who shall on the first day of

September, 1840, have the largest quantity

of land in the best state of preparation for

English mowing, which is now fresh mead-

ow or swamp land $25

Second premium for the same object 15

Third do do do 10

Claimants for the above premiums must make

entries with Morrill Allen, Chairman of the

committee on improvements, on or before the

first day of June, 1839, that the committee

may have opportunity to view the land be-

fore operation upon it commences.

For the most extensive forest of any sort of

trees suitable for timber, raised from the

seed, not less than 1000 trees to the acre,

which shall be in the most flourishing con-

dition and more than five years old in Sep-

tember, 1845 $"50

Second premium for the same object 30

Third do do 20

Premiums not demanded within one year will be

considered as generously given to promote the ob-

jects of the Society.

On all premiums above five dollars awarded to

gentlemen not members of the Society, the Treas-

urer is directed to make a deduction of 25 per cent,

to increase the funds.

The Trustees will not consider themselves oblig-

ed by the terms of the above offers, to give a pre-

mium in any case, when it shall be evident there

has been no competition, nor more than ordinary

exertion.

All entries for premiums may be made by letters

post paid. Letters not post paid, will not be con-

sidered.

By order of the Trustees.

ISAAC ALDEN.
Bridgeioater, January, 1839.

The subjoined essay contains information and

matter for reflection to our farmers, of the very

highest importance. We urge upon them to give

it more than one careful reading. We may be

thought importunate in urging so strongly the sub-

ject of liquid manure upon tlie farmers, but we

should not be true to our convictions of its impor-

tance if we failed to do it. The farmers in the in-

terior are constantly complaining of the want of

manure ; and yet they take no measures whatever

to supply the deficiency by saving their liquid ma-

nure. The farmers in the vicinity of the capital

and the large towns pay three, four, five, six, and

we have known to be paid even seven dollars per

cord for manure, and then transport it several miles,

and yet the subject of liquid manure is hardly

thought of Two or three things may be consid-

ered as well established, and they are of the high-

est moment. The liquid manure of an animal is of

equal value as the solidmanure, if the whole of

each could be preserved and applied. Next, hu-

man urine is among the most efficacious of all ma-

nures ; next, plants absorb nothing which is not in

a fluid state ; and manures applied in a fluid state

ore more active, immediate, and powerful tlian

when applied in any other form. II. C.

ON MANURES—THEIR USE AND COMPO-
SITION.

BY CUTHBEBT WILLIAM JOHNSON, ESQ.

Liquid Manure.

It is only in modern days that the idea of apply-

ing fertilizing matters to the soil, in a fluid state,

has been seriously entertained by the cultivators of

the soil. This great modern improvement has been

one of the results of applying the researches of

philosophy to the processes of the farmer—the fruit

of carefully conducted experiments first suggested

by tlie sagacious observations of the chemist.

It could not, however, have escaped the notice

of the very earliest cultivators of the soil, that the

drainage of the farm-yard, as it dispersed itself over

the land, produced a most luxuriant crop of grass
;

that the ground on which a dunghill had rested

was ever distinguished for the rankness of its veg-

etable products, and that those grass lands which

were periodically flooded by the upland waters,

were the most valuable of meadows,— all Egypt in

its adoration of the Nile, testified to the same great

truth : still amid all these self-apparent facts, ages

elapsed before any correct conclusions were formed

as to the cause of the fertilizing power of these

liquid manures.

It was held to be the result of water, and water

only, for no regard was had to the earthy, saline,

or organic substances with which it was impreg-

nated, and the fertility produced by a dunghill was

sagely attributed, not to the fluid matters drained

from it, but from the dunghill warmin<^ the land

;

and so far did they carry their arguments, that

some of the Greek philosophers were fully convinc-

ed that water, and pure water only, was the sole

food of plants, an error which centuries afterwards

iM. Van Helmont, a celebrated Dutch philosopher

nearly succeeded in perpetuating by some curious

though deceptive experiments upon a willow tree,

which he nourished for a lengthened period solely

by rain water, which water, thus collected in the

ordinary way, always contains earthy and other

substances, in minute proportions it is true, yet

quite sufficient to furnish an ample supply for the

willow, as M. Bergman afterwards very clearly

proved, and every attempt to raise plants from pure

water has invariably failed. An oak raised from

an acorn in pure water, makes less and less pro-

gress every year, and those persons who cultivate

hyacinths and other bulbous roots in water, are

well aware that without these bulbs are placed in

the earth every otlier year, they actually refuse to

blow, and at last cease even to vegetate. It is

clearly proved, therefore, that it is not pure water

alone which constitutes the chief fertilizing ingre-

dient in liquid manures, as was formerly supposed.

Liquid manure, however, like all other fertilizers,

must be applied with discretion, and in accordance

with the habits of the crop, thus the proportion of

flood water, in which the rice plant or the grasses

ofthe meadow grow luxuriantly, would be destruc-

tive to barley or wheat, an excess of any kind in-

deed ofmanure is naturally pernicious to all plants.

Almost all the earthy, saline, or alkaline substan-

ces found in vegetables are solulbe in water—thus

lime, gypsum, and even silica, apparently totally

insoluble substances, and very common vegetable

ingredients, are all in very small proportions found

in water, and there is littlo doubt but that all these

substances are absorbed by plants in the fluid state,

for every attempt of Sir Humphrey Davy to make

plants absorb the fine impalpable powder of char-

coal, obtained by washing gunpowder, entirely

failed. It has been shown also by various well-con-

trived experiments that the roots of plants have the

power of separating the various substances dissolv-

ed together in water in a Very curious manner.

—

Davy caused the roots of some plants of mint to be

analysed, which had grown both in pure water and

in sugar and water. One hundred and twenty

grains of the roots of the mint which had grown in

common water, yielded three grains and a half of a

deep olive extract of a sweetish and astringent

taste; one hundred and twenty grains of the roots

which had grown in the sugar and water, afforded

five grains of pale, greenish, sweetish extract, not

so astringent as the other. This, therefore, is

another instance of the power possessed by plants

of absorbing many manures in an unaltered state.

Many experiments with saline manures support this

position, thus in those of the late IMr George Sin-

clair.

1450 grains of wheat chafi", grown on

an unsalted soil, yielded of com-

mon salt 2 3-4 grains.

1450 do. from a soil salted with 44

bushels of salt per acre 4 do.

14.50 do. seeds, from soils unsalted 1-6 do.

1450 do. from soil treated with 44

bushels of salt per acre 1-4 do.

In this case the quantity of common salt absorb-

ed by the plant evidently increased with the in-

crease of tlie supply. The preference, too, which

plants show for different salts is very remarkable,

as first shown in some very curious experiments

by M. Saussure. In these trials various salts were

dissolved together in water, and plants of polygo-

num persecaria, and bidens canabina, with their

roots, were placed in the solution, the same weight

of each salt was dissolved, and the solution con-

tained 100th of its weight of each salt, and in stat-

ing the result every salt is supposed to consist of

100 parts.
Proportion absorb-

ed by the plant.

1. Sulphate of soda (glauber salt) 11.7

Muriate of soda (common salt)

2. Sulphate of soda

Muriate of potash

3.—Sulphate of soda

Muriate of soda

Acetate of lime

4.—Gum
Sugar

Other plants showed similar results in the vary-

ing quantity of the salts which they absorbed.

—

Such were the Scotch fir, the mentha piperita, pep-

permint, &c., as long as they were furnished with

their roots ; but if these were cut off, or removed

in any way, the plants then absorbed the solutions

indiscriminately.

It is from plants always absorbing their food in a

fluid state that liquid manures are so valuable as

fertilizers ; for in the dissolution of the excrements

of animals in water, as practised so advantageously

in foreisn countries, the dung is merely rendered
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more easily soluble by the plant, and better dif-

fused in the land. Mo r.ew compound is formed

by the mixture ; the action of the dung mixed witli

four or five times its weight of water is apparently

much less energetic ; and yet this plan is decided-

ly advanta<;cous, successfully prodticos the most

luxuriant crops, is an old practice on the continent,

is gaining ground in England, and tlie more it is

understood the oftener will it he adopted-

Liquid manure is called by the farmers of Switz-

erland ^«//f, in France it is called lizifr ; they ob-

tain it by collecting the drainage of their stalls and

stables into underground reservoirs or pits, where

it is allowed to ferment until it attains a slimy or

mucous state. The mode adopted by the cultiva-

tors of Zurich is thus described in the Bulletin de

la Soc. lie Geneve :—
"The floor on which the cattle are stalled is

formed of boards, with an inclination of four inches

from the head to the hinder part of the animal,

whose excrements fall into the gutter behind, in

the manner usual in English cow-houses ; the

depth of the gutter is fifteen inches, its width ten

inches ; it should be so formed as to bo capable of

rec^ving at pleasure water from a reservoir placed

near to it ; it communicates with five pits by holes,

which are opened for the passage of the slime or

closed as occasion requires. The pits or reservoirs

of manure are covered over with a floor of board-

ing, placed a little below that on which the animals

stand ; this covering is important as facilitating

fermentation. The pits or reservoirs are made in

masonry, well cemented, and should be bottomed in

clay, well beaten to avoid waste. They should be

five in number, in order that the liquid may not be

disturbed during the fermentation which usually

lasts four weeks. Their dimensions should be cal-

culated according to the number of the animals held

by the stable, so that each may be filled in a week
;

but whether full or not, the pit must be closed at

the week's end, in order to maintain the regularity

of the system of emptying: the reservoirs are emp-

tied by means of portable pumps.

In the evening, the keeper of the stables lets a

proper quantity of water into the gutter, and re-

turning to the stable in the morning, he carelully

mi.xes with the water the excrement wliich has fal-

len into it, breaking up the more compact parts, so

as to form of the whole an equal and flowing

liquid. During the day, whenever he comes into

the stable, he sweeps whatever excrement may be

found under the cattle into the trench, wliich may

be emptied as often as the liquid it contains is

found to be of the proper thickness ; the best pro-

portion of the mixture is three-fourths of water and

one-fourth of excrement, if the cattle be fed on corn,

but if in a course of fattening, one-fifth of excre-

ment to four-fifths of water will be sufficient."

This mode of fattening cattle, says Mr Loudon,

is in general use in Holland and in the Nether-

lands, and we have seen it practised in France, at

Trappe and Grignion, near Versailles, at Rovile,

near Nancy, at Ebensberg and Schleipsheim, near

Munich, and at Hohenheim and Weill, near Stutt-

gard.

With regard to the quantity of liquid manure to

be applied per acre, and tin,' best mode of ap|)lying

it, much must depend upon the circumstances un-

der which the cultivator is placed, and the richness

of the liquid : if the impurities dissolved or me-

chanically suspended in the water are only equal

to one part in ten, then twenty to tliirty tons per

acre of the liquid will be found to be amply suffi

cient to produce the most excellent results ; if the

fluid mass is richer, then less will suftice.

For gardens and small plots of ground the liquid

may be readily and evenly distributed over the beds

by means of a watering pot or garden engine ; for

fields it must be carried in water carts, and distrib-

uted either by being let into a transverse trough,

pierced with holes in the manner of the carts em-
ployed for street waterings, or the Flemish plan

may be adopted, of taking it into the fields in wa-

ter carts open at the top, (furnished with slight

movable covers,) and then distributing it out ofthe

carts very evenly by means of a scoop.

I would suggest to the cultivator, in case he in-

tends to employ either the watering pot or any
other plan by which it will have to pass through

small holes, the advantage of straining the liquid

before he pumps it into the vessel, either through

coarse sand or a basket ; the pieces of straw and

other coarsely divided matters thus separated by

the strainer, he will find to add very slightly indeed

to the fertilising powers of the liquid, and yet they

will materially hinder the even distribution of the

manure.

If it shall occur to the farmer that the quantity

of solid manure thus conveyed to the soil will not

in reality exceed two or three tons per acre, and

that this is in appearance a very small allowance,

I would then remind him that the quantity thus con-

veyed consists ofthe soluble or richest portion of

the manure, and is, in fact, the extract without any

of the straw or other inert residuum usually carried

on to the soil. I have elsewhere endeavored to

show that a flooding with river water so productive

of fertility in the water meadows, does not convey

on to the land more than two tons per acre of ani-

mal and vegetable substances, and in the very suc-

cessful experiments of the late Lord Somerville

with whale blubber, not more than a ton and a

half per acre mixed with earth was employed

The Essex farmers find three-quarters of a ton of

sprats amply suflicient, and two hundred weight per

acre of gypsum is the ordinary allowance ; it is a

mistaken conclusion, therefore, which is often en-

tertained by farmers, that manure must be added to

a soil in large quantities to produce a desired re-

sult.

Liquid manure is easily and with excellent re-

sults applied to grass land ; it is perhaps the most

cleanly dressing that pastures can receive ; I should

advise, however, that wet or showery weather be

chosen for the time of watering, that the manure

may be more readily and completely absorbed by

the soil. In some experiments with the liquid col-

lected from a cow-house, ten tons per acre have

been found amply suflicient by Mr Hammond, on

some meadows near to Lewes, in Sussex.

The land on which the manure was sprinkled by

means of a water cart has twice the quantity of

grass than that not so fertilized ; it is free from

weeds which have been evidently choked with the

grass, wliile the herbage ofthe other portion is poor

and short, and very foul.

One great constituent of all the drainage matters

of dunghills consists of urine, and this substance

enters into the composition of almost all the arti-

ficially prepared liquid manures ; and there is per-

haps no fertilizer more powerful in its elTects.

—

" All urine," said Sir Humphrey Davy, "contains

the essential elements of vegetables in a state of

solution ; during the putrefaction of urine the great-

est part of the soluble animal matter that it contains

is destroyed ; it consequently should be used as

fresh as possible ; but if not mixed with solid mat-

ter it should be diluted with water, as when pure

it contains too large a quantity of animal matter to

form a proper fluid nourishment for absorption by

the roots of plants."

Urine has been analysed by M. Berzelius, and

its constituents were found to be as follows :

Water 9.33.00

Nephrin (a peculiar animal matter) 30.10

Sulphate of potash 3.71

Sulphate of soda 3.16

Phosphate of soda 2.94

Muriate of soda (common salt) 4.44

Phosphate of ammonia 1.65

Muriate of ammonia 1.50

Lactic acid \

Lactate of ammonia > 17.14

Animal matter mixed with nephrin }

Earthy phospates (earth of bones) and

fluateoflime 1.00

Uric acid 1.00

Mucus 0.:32

Silica 0.03

1000.00

This analysis amply bears out the observation of

Davy, that urine contains the essential elements of

vegetables ; and hence the magic effects which it

produces when spread upon the earth : it contains

many constituents which are a direct food of plants,

and by the decomposition of others furnishes a sup-

ply in another form, containing all the ammoniacal

salts ofthe dunghill, the phosphate of lime of bones,

and abundance of easily decomposable animal mat-

ters.

The urine ofthe cow has been analysed by Mr
Brande : he found it composed of

—

Water 65

Phosphate of lime 3
Muriate of potash ) ,

Muriate of ammonia
)

Sulphate of potash 6
Carbonate of potash • .

Carbonate of ammonia )

Urea 4
Loss 3

100

The urine ofthe horse has been examined by
M. M. Fourcroy and Vaquelin, and found to be
composed of the following substances :

Carbonate of lime .011

Carbonate of soda .009

Benzoate of soda .024

Muriate of potash .009

Urea .007

Water and mucilage .940

The most extensive experiments with urine as a

fertilizer, with which I am acquainted, were tliose

made by Mr Ilarley, in the neighborhood of Glas-

gow, which he thus describes : " Early in the sea-

son, part of the proprietor's farm and some small

fields contiguous to the cow-house, were sown witli

barley and grass seeds ; these were watered with

cow urine, by means of an engine on the principle

of a fire-engino. There were also used for that pur-

pose hand-barrows with broad wheels, upon which

barrels were placed filled with urine. Under the

barrels were placed conductors, about eight feet

long, perforated with small holes. These barrows

were easily wheeled along the rich soft ground,

which would have been destroyed by horses and
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carts. The urine was carted to the field in large

casks, from which it was carried in stands resting

on spokes, to the engine and barrows. The grass

of tlie fields thus irrigated was cut five or six times

a year,' and though not very long in the blade, yet

there was always a great weight of produce—in-

deed it was so rich and thick that it would have

rotted unless cut often. Tlie first cutting general-

ly commenced about tlie middle of April, and was

continued once a month. '!'he grass was cut dur-

ing the day when the weather was wet or moist,

but when it was dry, it was cut late at night or ear-

ly in tlie morning, and the land irrrigated immedi-

ately after the grass was cut. Sir John Sinclair

visited one of these fields which had been cut six-

teen times in three years."

' Both urine and soap suds,'' continues Mr Har-

ley, " were applied to the watering of fruit trees.

—

During the winter and the early part of the spring,

every tree was washed from the top to the root,

which cleansed the bark, promoted a luxuriant

growth, and made the trees bear well. There

were about five acres of Garnet Hill, near Glasgow,

planted with strawberries of assorted kinds, the

ground was prepared as stated above, (dug, plough-

ed, and some rubbish added,) and the strawberries

were planted in rows which were trenched between

every fall or winter. The field was divided into

sections across the hill, and at the top or head of

each of these sections there was a small trench

made. The cow urine was carted along the top of

the field, and by turning the stop-cock the urine

ran into the trench at the top of the highest sec-

tion ; a small opening was made between every

row of the strawberries to admit the urine which

saturated the first section, the remainder then went

into the second trench, &c. to the bottom.

" The highest sections were the poorest, but from

their being more richly saturated with the liquid,

they soon became as fertile as the lowest. The

mode of irrigating was then changed, viz.
;
a smaH

cut was made from the top to the bottom of the

field, and the urine made to run down that cut and

fill each respective trench, allowing a larger quan-

tity to the sections that stood most in need of it.

This mode produced abundant crops of strawber-

ries, very rich in quality, and, having a southern

aspect, of most delicious flavor."

" The urine," continues Mr Harley, " destroyed

worms and almost every kind of vermin ;" and it

was proved that when thrown by means of a gar-

den engine over fruit trees, that the urine was a

complete destruction to the predatory insects with

which they were infested, and that when applied

to grass plats, it was equally pernicious to earth

worms, entirely preventing the earth-casts with

which they are wont to annoy the gardener.

(To be continued.)

The quanlity of Com imported into this plocethe four first

months of the present year was ..- ^^^ k.,„i..i.

Same period last year

Do do 1837

Received since 1st May -

Do do ist January -

Do do Oats, 4 months
Same period last year -

Do do 1837 -

Received since 1st May
Do do 1st January

Do do Rye, 4 months

Same period last year

Do do 1837

Received since May 1st ' -

Do do January 1st

[For the New England Farmer.]

How often do we hear it said that " Massachu-

setts farmers cannot get a living"—but a few days

since I heard a farmer remark that "no one could

e.'^pect by farming to receive more than four per

cent, for their capital invested." These things

have been so frequently reiterated that our young

men feel that they are under the necessity of seek-

ing other employments or remove to the west, where

it is represented that labor receives a greater re-

turn. 1 am aware that much may be done to in-

crease the income of the farmer, and trust that light

s dawning and that a new impulse has been given,

vhich ere long will convince our young men that

agriculture in Massachusetts is not only honorable

but profitable. It has appeared to me strange that

farmers generally neglect to keep correct accounts

n reference to their farms
;
probably owing to this

many have been deceived ; tlieir farms not having

the credit for all they produce.—In your paper of

last week, Mr Anthony has given an account from

hich something may be learned. It has been my

practice to keep an exact account, charging every-

thing and giving credit for everything belonging to

the farm. In order that I may be corrected if in

an error, I shall suppose a case, and give you the

account as I keep my own.

Suppose my family consist of ten children, and

one of the number, by sickness or some other ca-

lamity, is a constant bill of expense, and suppose

my neighbor is not blessed with children, and we

have farms nearly alike and managed nearly in the

same way—our expenses will not be the same, and

unless a proper account is kept, I may be led to

complain of the unprofitable business of farming.

The following account is on the supposition that I

am "clear of tlie world" and my all is in my farm

and stock. I estimate my stock and tools, «Sic., at

prices they would command, being careful not to

deceive myself on this point—considering that for

my own use they are worth more than estimated at

;

also intending to improve my farm and make it

more valuable.

1838, April 1. Farm Dr.

Cost of farm

Manure on hand

Stock

Produce

Tools

Dairy utensils

Wood for Ciraily above what was used for

dairy, &«.

Grain, butter, milk, &c. &c. for family

Rent of liouse ank use of horse

I8;W—March 31—On hand

Produce

Manure
Tools

Dairy utensils

Farm

45

195

75

400

350

250

262

45

3000

$5662

And now let us suppose my farm sold and the

account closed, and the result as above. I have to

support my family

—

Received for board $17

Labor and do 650

Interest 243

Profit 400

$1310

Now my expenses, arising from a numerous family,

sickness, the education of a son, &c. may have

been $1600, if so, should it be said that farming is

not profitable ? It appears that [ am paid for my

labor and receive more than 15 per cent, interest

for the capital employed.

I have made this statement, believing that far-

mers often are deceived, and that a multitude of

farmers in Massachusetts can show a better result

than is exhibited by this account. T.

JVestboro', June, 1839.

The price of flour has fallen rapidly,

street sells in Baltimore at $5 75.

417,292 bushels.
- 4-23,1113

419,042
"

- 319,632
"

736,924
"

- 130,096
"

113,322
"

- 97,634
"

32,092
•'

- 162,188
"

25,915
"

- 35,745
"

6,478
"

- 4,396
"

- 30,311
"

Boston Courier.

Howard

150

400

200

250

50

Purchased during the year stock and tools

Sundry expenses

Paid for labor

Board

Labor of self and two sons including board

Labor in dairy

Paid taxes

Insurance

Interest on $4050

Balance profit

$4050
200

42

40

17

575

75

15

. 5

243

$5262
400

$5662

Cr.

By hay and grain sold

Butter, cheese, veal and milk

Pork and beef

$196
394

450

Wool.—The season for sheep-shearing has passed,

and we learn that there has been quite a large clip, and

that the growers generally, are convinced that ihey will

not be able to obtain the extravagant prices which a few

months since it was enpected would be realized. In

consequence of some advance in prices of woollen goods

last autumn, there was manifested by tho manufacturers

a strong disposition to lay in heavy supplies of wool,

and an unduo demand for the article was created, there-

by causing a large advance in prices, which was far from

being warranted, even if the highest prices for goods

which wore anticipated, had been realized. But instead

of any permanent improvement in wool, to any great

extent, ihe advance which had taken place was not main-

tained, and prices receded to nearly the lowest point

which they had been during the preceding years. The

consequence has been, that manufacturers generally,

have not been doing a profitable, nor in many cases, a

saving business, and will not, for any length of time,

conlinue their operations under such unfavorable state

of things. Already several establishments have stopped

a portion of their machinery, and others will do so un-

le«s the prices of wool shall justify their going on. Some
manufacturers have sold their woollen machinery at a

great loss, and are preparing to work cotton. We have

information from the western part of Pennsylvania, that

the growers aie selling their wool at an advance of about

five cents per pound on the lowest prices realized last

year. The wool grown in that region is ihe best pro-

duced in the country. The quantity is very large, and

is likely to be in market quite early this season. Prices

range there from 35 to 50c Some very choice flocks

command from 5o to 55 c. In New York sales are ma-

king at from 33 to 50 c. and in Vermont from 30 to 50c.

No new wool has yet been brought to the principal

markets, and as prices cannot be fixed until sales have

been effected there, we omit quotations for the present

The supply of pulled Wool is limited, and sales conti-

nue to be made without any material change, as regards

prices. Of coarse Foreign Wool there is not a large

supply, but sufficient to meet the present demand, and

prices are firm.

—

Courier.

Dreadful. Mr S. C. Johnson, of Raleigh, N. Q.

accidentally killed his wife on the 18th ult. by dis-

charging his gun into the garden, not knowing that

Mrs J. was there.
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Boston, Wednesday, June 19, 1839.

LETTER FROM J. HOLBROOK.

Rkv. Mr Colman—
Berca, May 21, 1839.

Dear Sir,— I send you a copy of the Cleveland Her-

ald, containing six essays on tlie " Education of Farm-
ers," which 10 some extent, at least, will meet your

views on the subject. The importance of the subject I

am sure you will appreciate, and I think approve of the

niea.sures to promote it, which are the two principal

points in the case.

I have been strongly impressed with the policy of

referring farmers to themselves, the means within and

around tlieni, for intellectual and moral culture, from a

Jarge intercourse among the farmers in l*enn8ylvania,

where 1 iiave recently spent two or three years. That
measure has led the German (armere, who, you know,
have been opposed to a college, and even a book edu-

cation, to enter heartily and successfully upon educating

thevisclves. It is exceedingly common to find among
this class of our citizens, large " Fasiilv Cabinets,"
embracing a great variety of minerals, plants, insects,

&c. In some sections almost every family has such a

collection, and in connexion with them they have nu-
merous Lyceums, one of which started the •' Practical
Farmer," of Merhanicsburg. The members have also

entered very sys'ematically into experimental agricul-

ture, by selecting a large list of experiments to be tried,

and dividing them and allotting them to the particul.ir

charge of respective individuals.

It is not my wish or intention to speak to the dispa-

ragement of colleges or any other class of institutions, or

of the individuals educated at them. I only wish to

have farmers iinderstund and appreciate their own faci-

lities fur acquiring knowledge, with the amount and
kind they already possess. If 1 am not mistaken, know-
ing how to hoe a hill of coin, harness a horse, feed a

pig, or make a chees;> is knowledge, and Mie/uf know-
ledge, no less than an acquaintance with the ioflections

of a Greek verb.

I am aUo convinced from large experience, that a farm
is one of the best establishments for promoting solid sci-

ence. I have attended three courses of lectures by Pro-

fessor Sillinian, and was much with him in his labora-

tory, but I found the farm which I cultivated for many
years, the best laboratory of the two— certainly for many
of the fundamental principles of chemical science.

The plan f u supplying our schools with teachers will

probably meet your approbation, particularly as it is in-

tended for farming communities or country towns, and
not for cities or large villages. The plan meets almost
entire appiohation in Pennsylvania, where it has been
fully and extensively discus.^ed, and, to some extent, put
in practice.

The plan of " Circuit Schools" yoti will probably be
disposed, as I am sure you will be able, to advance. A
prominent ol'ject of our establishment, the "Lvcfum
Village" and Seminary, is to qualify teachers to take
charge of sut^h schools, also to act as agents or mission-
aries for the cause of education, of a more natural, prac-

tical and elevated character, than is generally procured
in our schnols, or even colleges. The apjiiicants are

very numerous, many more thati we can accommodate
at present, though by another year we hope to

have our accommodations much enlarged. We
have lliSO acres of land, ample water power, both on a

creek and river, inexhaustible stone quarries, for grind-

stones, much the best 1 have ever seen, far superior to

the Nova Scotia stones ; two saw mills at work most of

the time, cutting lumber for our village, and some
measures in progress fir the manufactory of appa-
ratus, with tlio intention of reducing the price to one
lialf or one third of its present cost, and of a superior
quality, for practical illustiationa, in chemistry, natural
philosophy, mechanics, hydraulics, arithmetic, geometry,
astronomy, &c. to any now to be procured.
The plan of-' Scientific Erchunires" referred to in the

essays is already widely extended, both in this and
other countries. Specimens, numerous specimens, both
of nature and art, have been sent from schools in various
places, especially in Philadelphia and New York, to

every part of the world. Measures are how in progress

to send specimens to every member of Congress and to

every legislature in the Union, during their next ses-

sions. Many have already been sent to the members of

Congress and with the happiest lesults; they have also

been sent or exhibited at several legislatures, where they

have made very brief but very effective speeches in fa-

vor of rational practical education.

Mr Tucker, of the Genesee Farmer, is deeply inter-

ested in these plans, and desirous of presenting them to

his numerous readers in a tangible practicable form.

—

If the same should be done by all or most of thirtytwo

agricultural journals in our country, a system of mea-
sures might probably be put in operation, which would
greatly promote and greatly elevate the character, both

of education and of farming interests.

Rev. H. O. Sheldon, Post Master of this place, is a

warm and efficient friend of rational improvement of

every kind ; and is a successful agent of the " Genesee
Farmer," many of whicfi he distributes from his office.

If you should deem it expedient to present this subject

under any form in your paper, he, no less than myself,

would esteem it a favor to have a copy containing the

notice sent to him. He might possibly circulate a few

copies to subscribers here of the New England Farmer.

He has procured, at least, one subscriber for the

Monthly Visitor, of Concord, N. H., and has introduced

various publications of a useful character to the citizens.

I have extended this communication much beyond my
intention when I took my pen, and will add the very

respectful regards of

Your Friend,

J. HOLBROOK.

Remarks on Mr Holbrookes Letter—Condition of

Pennsylvania—Practical Education.

We insert with much pleasure Mr Holbrook's letter

;

and shall wait impatiently the arrival of the Cleveland

Herald, for a fuller explanation of his views on a sub-

ject of the highest moment. Practical and Popular Edu-

cation We shall not now go at large into this matter,

as we iiave an article on the subject in preparation for

another occasion ; and do not wish to anticipate it.

We are glad to hear from him in Pennsylvania; and

should have expected from the agricultural population

of that stale all the encouragement which his plans for

practical improvement have met with. We have often

heard with incredulity and some mixture of indignation,

the German population of Pennsylvania spoken of in

disdain as a set of ignorant, semi-savage boors, who de-

spise everything like education and have no desire for

knowledge ; but when we have passed through different

sections of that magnificent stale, and witnessed tlieir no-

ble agricultural establishments and improvements, which

are not surpassed and scarcely rivalled in any part of

our country, their substantial houses, their noble barns,

their spring houses, their fields waving with the most

luxuriant and richest harvests, which the earth can

yield, and which can be brought out only at the call of

eminent skill and industry; when we have seen their

splendid teams of horses, and the excellence of their

equipments, the abundance of their markets and the im-

mense amounts of their agricultural products ; when we

consider the unrivalled excellence of their butler and

beef, and mutton and poultry, and their early and libe-

ral introduction of the best breeds of sheep and neat

cattle, and their persevering and expensive attempts to

improve therr slock ; when further we observe their ex-

traordinary public improvements in turnpikes, bridges,

railroads and canals in which Pennsylvania has complete-

ly distanced all her sister states, by her munificent invest-

ments of capital and by the admirable manner in which

her public works have been executed, then we have

been disposed to ask, where is the evidence of all this

ignorance and stupidity, this aversion to improvement

with which the population of Pennsylvania is incessant-

ly reproached .' This assumption of superiority on the

part of some persons, who, where the German farmers

have been ready to spend a dollar, they have been re-

luctant to expend even a cent for public improveme;
is exquisitely ridiculous, to apply no harsher term.

It was our good fortune three or four years since,

travelling through Pennsylvania, to fall in with a lai

body of Pennsylvanian gentlemen, who were proceedi

together to some public business-meeting at Harrisbu

and with whom we passed a day and a night in the i

nal boat. They were Pennsylvania farmers and mar
facturers ; and men of better manners or better inf

malion are seldom met with. A population compos
of such men, or of men of the character indicated

their private and public improvements, we cannot dot

will be ready to second ,with their personal influen

and tlieir money, any feasible, practical, and subsiant

schemes for the general welfare.

We cannot agree with Mr Holbrook in speaking d

paragingly of scientific lectures in chemistry, as

think he does in his letter. He is among the last m
from whom we should expect it, and perhaps we misi

derstand him. We admit that what a man acqui:

from his own personal investigations and experimei

affects his mind with a deeper impression than that

which he merely listens or of which lie is a pass;

spectator. He may find in the earth the best laboralc

for the application of the principles of chemistry and t

ascertainment of many valuable chemical truths. I

how can there be a doubt that his attendance upon 1

lectures and experiments of an intelligent philosopl

whose life has been devoted to inquiries and eip<

ments in natural science, with all the advantages \vh

an extensive and improved apparatus could afford, m
be in the highest degree beneficial; and, in fact,'

very best preparation he could have for the discovi

and application of scientific and practical truths in

own agricultural operations ? What Mr Holbrook lea

in Professor Silliman's laboratory, has undoubtedly gii

to him increased interest, pleasure, and success in

farming; and has been the great stimulus and the s

cessful guide to his public-spirited exertions to rem
knowledge everywhere accessible to the people; and

create a strong taste and passion among them for natu

science.

Of the comparative value of what is called a classi

education we do not like to trust ourselves to speak

this time, because we have not room to say what
would ; and we should be sorry to throw out opinio

which would be deemed heretical, without giving i

reasons for those opinions at large. We have opinic

on the subject of education and reasons for those op

ions ; and, if life is spared, those who will take I

trouble to read what we have to say, shall hear from

fully. In the mean time we have only to suggest tli

though all knowledge is useful, it seems a ridicuh

waste of time to begin our studies where all who wt

before us began, instead of beginning where they left c

and so taking advantage of their experience ; that t

devotion of the best years of life and of the faculties oft

mind in their brightest vigor to the study of a dead la

guage, which contains nothing useful but what may
obtained in a thousandth part of the time through t

medium of a translation, and merely for the sake of t

pleasure of understanding the accurate inflections

Greek tenses and declensions and of enjoying the e

phony of a Greek dialect, is a waste of treasure anc

piece of ridiculous coxcombery of which men of sen

stiould see the criminality and the folly. We will a

alsi> our conviction that our colleges and universities a

actually behind the age; that many of our academi

and boarding-schools mistake the true ends ofeducatio

and furnish that only which is superficial and a po

equivalent for the time and money expended ; that o

theological schools are most of them the mere nurseri
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monkery and fanaticism; and that there are now
|

re and better educated men among the self-taught

\ practical men of our community than among those

lio have received the parchment diplomas of our pub-

institutions. Thev speak as well; they oflen write

i.ter. They know more of history, more of art, and

ire of human nature. They know more of natural

ilosophy, of moral philosophy, and of political philo-

ohy .—more of law and more of government ;
less of

gmatical theology, but more ot the religion of reason

d common sense, which is the only true Christianity;

IS of the quibbles and scholastic technicalities of foren-

: practice, but more of the great principles of common

w, equal justice, and the inahenable rights of huma-

ty ; and above all they have learnt the greatest of all

ts, the only certain foundation of all real improvement,

e art of using and applying their own physical, men-

I, and moral energies in a spirit of self reliance, and

irsonal judgment and independence. H. C.

aiassachugettg Horticultural Society.

EXHIBITION OF FLOWERS.
Saturday, June 15(A, 1839.

Native Flowers, by Wm Oajies, Esq. of Ipswich, viz.—

upinus perennis. flowers pure white; ditto, flowers flesh

lored; ditto, flowers blue; Senecio obovatus, cultivated ;

onvallaria horealis, ditto. ; Eriopborum alpinium.

Also several specimens by IMr John Hovey of Roxbury.

(TCT-aiuHm.s.—Thirtyfour varieties from S. Sweetser, Esq-

Cambridseport. Some of the specimens were very good.

Roses by S. R. Johnson, Esq. of Charlestown, viz.—

hiaa Roses—Agrippina, D'Arcole, La Marque, Noisette,

agliona ; Out door Roses—Noisette, Parma, Duroc, Yellow

arrison, Red and Yellow Austrian.

A fine specimen of Chionanthus Virgmica, or White

ringe Tree from the Messrs Winship.

There was also a fine display of cut flowers from the

irdens of Hon. John Lowell of Roxburv, Thomas Lee, Esq.

Brookline, and from Messrs Merrill, Winship, Hovey,

owe and Mason.
John Towne, Esq. of Boston, presented several very fine

reen-house plants. Particulars hereafter.

For the Committee. S. WALKER, Chairman.

Vegetables.—G. W. Stearns, Esq., of Cambridge, ex-

ibited Cucumbers—large and very fine.

Mr Rufus Howe, ef Dorchester, Gieen Peas and early

'irginia Strawberries—both fine specimens.

For the Vegetable Committee,
JAMES L. L. F. WARREN, Chairman.

NOTICE.—The Massachusetts Horticultural Society will

ward their premiums, on Saturday next, -aad inst. for the

^est display of Roses SlO ; for the best twentyfour hardy

arielies ft 00 ; for the best twelve hardy varieties S3
;
for

he best twelve Chinese and other tender varieties S5. Also

heir premiums for the best display of Pinks S5 ; for the best

ii varieties S3; for the best seedling S3.

Per order. S. VVALKER, Chairman:

*i* The Rooms of the Society, 23 Tremont Row, are open

ivery Saturday morning from 11 to 1 o'clock for public in-

ipection. ^ •'""'^ '^

Large Pig.—We are informed that Mr Cotton Graves,

5f Sunderland, raised and fatted a pig, which when

slaughtered at the age of twelve months, weighed 460

;bs.
" We should call this a clever sized animal, for a

^'oung one. ^^^
BRIGHTON MARKET.—Mo^•DAT, June 17, 1839.

Ileported lor the New England Fanner.

At Market, 140 Beef Cattle (including 40 unsold last

week), 20 Pairs Working Oxen, 18 Cows and Calves,

and 770 Swine, cieveral hundred swine nnsold.

Prices.— Bee/ Cattle.—We again advance our quo-

tationslto conform to sales. A few of a very prime quality

were sold at ^10. We quote First quality, $9 50 a $9 75.

Second quality, $9 00 a $9 25. Third quality, $7 50

a $8 50.

Working Oxen.—A few pairs were sold but we can

not quote prices.

Cows and Catew.—Sales, $35, $42, $50, and $65.

Sftecp.—None at Market except a few lambs. Prices

not made public.

Swine.—'^ Dull," and prices reduced with the excep-

tion of a few of the Berkshire breed. A lot of large

barrows, selected and very fine, at S 7-8, and a lot at

8 1-2. A lot of sows to peddle at 7, and a lot of small

pigs at 9. At retail from 7 1-2 to 11. We noUced the

'sale of one Berkshire weighing about 160 at $50.

THERMOMETRICAL.
Reported for the New England Farmer.

Ranjeof the Thermometer at the Gardeuof the proprietors

of the New England Farmer, Brighton, Mass. in » shaded

Nurlherly exposure, week ending June 16^

WHOLES ALE P RICES _CUR. R E^ T •

CORKECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY^

SiJ^VsW.
I
5 A.M. \±2, MJ 7,P.M.^

'-^T,'"

—

Monday,
Tuesday,
Wednesday,
Thursday,
F'riday,

Saturday,
Sunday,

60
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MISCELLANEOUS

[From the Pictou Mechanic and Farmer.

f

THE ALBION MINES AT PICTOU, AND
THE COAL TRADE.

From the parlor window an advantageous view
of the Mines may be enjoyed. From here may be
seen half a dozen large chimnies, issuing columns
of dark smoke. These are connected with the

steam engines of foundry and coal works. One
of the chimnies, used for the purpose of ventila-

tion, is over 140 feet in height, and is a hand-
some structure. The pits are eight in number, one
of them over GO fathoms deep

; and one of the en-

gines is 70 horse power.

To the left, and in the rear of the inn, are tlie

miner's houses. Their number is astonishing, and
is probably not less than 250, over 100 of which
were erected last year, and have a neat and pleas-

ing appearance. In returning from the inn, nearly
opposite to the office stands a small high-pressure
engine of 10 or 12 horse power—the only one at

the works. Farther on, in rear of the store, stands
another engine of 28 horse power. These two
engines are attached to the first set of pits into

One of which we descended, and enjoyed a ride for

near half a mile on a subterranean railroad.

Passing along further you come to the stables,

whicli, though a shabby set of buildings, contain
the finest and largest stud of horses in the province

;

and in the lower regions there are upwards of 50
more of equal beauty and strength. These horses
have been selected from all parts of the Province,
and many of them are the descendants of the
Sampson liorse. 'I hoy are certainly fine animals,
and their round and glossy appearance do great
credit to their keepers. Farther on, stands' the
carpenters' shops and lumber yard, enclosed by a

neat board fence. To your left, crossing the old
railroad, are the new range of pits sunk during the last

year. Four of the newly opened pits are for drawing
coal, and the other two for the purpose of ventila-
ting the works. The deepest of the two latter

(450 feet) is called the engine pit, where the pumps
and machinery for drawing the water from the mines
are erected. The two winding engines, 25 horse
power each, made at the "Albion Foundry," are
erected

; the pumping engine, 70 horse power, is

erected, and the pumps are being put in will be
completed about the first of June. The house
containing this engine is a handsome stone build-
in'g. We are inforiued that when completed, this

new work will employ about 150 colliers, in addi-
tion to the immense number now employed on the
premises. There are now from 5000 to tiOOO chal-
drons of coal raised per month.
To your right, on the opposite side of the road,

are the coke and coal-tar ovens. A little farther
onward, stands enclosed the foundry and its appen-
dages, under the management of Mr H. VV. Davis.
This is also a large brick building, containing a
steam engine of 20 horse power, and ample mould-
ing, pattern and finishing rooms, &c. There is

also a saw mill propelled by steam power, in con-
stant operation on the premises. Three of the en-
gines now in operation at Mines, were constructed
at this foundry, the beam of one of which is over
30 feet long, and of 5 tons weight. Castings of
every description can be supplied at the foundry, and
the fact that the engines constructed there appear
equal if not superior to others connected with the

works, add no little to the confidence that may be
|

informed that number will be doubled this seasoa
placed in Mr Davis, as an experienced engineer. There are three locomotive engines on their way

Before leaving the mines, the traveller must visit k''°'" England for the railroad, which, when they
a spot on the river, a little above the store, where ^^'^"''^ ^>'ith those already at the works, will amount
fire may be seen burning on the surface of the wa- '•° ^''^ number of twelve steam engines, to be in

tor—caused by carburetted hydrogen gas arising °P^''^''°" •^"""S the course of the summer.
j

from the bed of the river—passfng through the ^^ '^ "" undeniable principle, tliat the best en<|

water, and escaping in bubbles on its surface. On |

couragement that can be given to agriculture andi

applying alighted candle or a piece of paper to

the gas, it will ignite, and continue burning for

weeks. Over it may frequently be seen a pot boil-

ing on the water, the river frequently on fire, while
some of the finny tribe may frequently be seen gli-

ding through the water below the tiames. Persons
in the vicinity avail themselves of this burning gas,

in heating water for washing.

Proceeding down the railroad about 2 1-2 miles,

and about 1-4 of a mile below the bridge at New
Glasgow, stand the shipping wharves, shoots, &o.
Here the old railroad terminates—here the coal

brought down from the mines in wagons of one
chaldron each (one horse bringing four or five) are

loaded into lighters, or vessels not exceeding eight

feet draft of water. It was the intention of the

company to have removed some banks in the river,

so as to bring up twenty feet of water to this place
;

but we are sorry to say that after constructing a

drudging boat, mud lighters, &c. they abandoned
this part of their plan, in consequence of opposi-
tion e.xperienced, we are informed, from persons in

New Glasgow, who we certainly think have defeat-

ed their own interest. Here are constantly in em-
ploy two steamboats of 30 horse power each, en
gaged principally in towing coal lighters and ves

sels with their freight up and down the river—and
in one of which a passage down the river may be
obtained for a trifle. About two miles further
down, on the opposite side of the river, may be
seen the ship yard of the establishment. Here
are slips for hauling up the steamboats and lighters

;

where during the winter, there were three steam-
boats and thirty lighters of various sizes, som.e of
carrying 40 chaldrons of coal, all placed side by
side and far from ice and water. As you proceed
down the river, the attention is attracted by the ex-

cavations, embankments, bridges, «Sic. of the new
locomotive railroad.

About three miles down from the shipyard, is

South Pictou, where may be seen the largest bridge
and range of wharves in Nova Scotia. The wharves
are situated on the bank of the channel, and are

GOO feet in length. On these are the conveniencies

for loading vessels engaged in the coal trade, em-
bracing a steam engine of 18 horse power, called a

"transfer engine." It was erected last autumn,
and adds materially to the previous facilities in

shipping. The coal is placed in boxes containing
two chaldrons each ; the engine raises the box with
its contents and places it over the vessel's hatch-
way, when a crap-door in its bottom is opened and
the whole speedily transferred into the ship's hold.

Sixty chaldrons can thus be transferred with safety

and ease in an hour's time. Here the new railroad

is to terminate, being about six miles in length, and
connected with the wharves by a bridge IGOU feet in

length, built on piles and raised about 20 feet above
high water mark. It is in a very forward state, and
probably will be completed in three months. Du-
ring the last summer, from 25 to 35 sail of Amer-
ican vessels might frequently be seen here at a

time. Over 300 sail of vessels of various descriptions

were loaded here last year ; and if we are not mis-

industry is to increase the consumption of the pro-
duce of one, and extend the demand for the other.
Applying this to the mines under review, it will be
found that nothing contributes so directly to enrich
this section of the province. Property in their vicini-

ty has increased in value in many places over 100 per
cent. ; and we are informed that a farm—poor land,
too—which a few years since could have been
purchased for £250 or £300, will not now be parted
with for £700. Still there are persons who say
that the mines are of no advantage in the hands of
this company. We believe it not. Where could
the capital be found on this side the Atlantic here
invested ? or if procured who would invest it ?

BONE MANURE.
The subscriber informs his friends and Ihe public, that

alter ten years experience, he is fully convinced that ground
hones form the most powerful slimulant that can be appli«d
to ihe earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone

and solicits the patronage oC the agricultural community.
Pr.'ce at the Mill 35 cents per hushcl

;
put up in casks and de-

livered at any part of the city at 40 cents per bushel, and no
charge for casks or carting.

Also, ground Oyster Shells.
Orders left at the Bone Mill, near Tremont road in Roi-

hury, at the New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No. 52 North Market Street, or through the Post
Office will receive prompt attention.
March 27. NAHUM WARD.

FOR NEW YORK.
Cabin Fare $3 00

—

Deck Fare $1 50.

The Steamer JOHN W. RICHMOND, Capt. Wm. H
Tnwnsend, will leave Provi,ienco on MONDAYS and
THURSDAYS, at 4 o'clock, P M.
35" Cars to meet the boat will leave Boston at half past

2 o'clock, P. M.
Mondays and Thursdam, will be her regular days of leav-

ing Providence, until fuiner notice.
For further information, apply to S. Q. Cockean, 30 Con-

gress Street, Boston.
N. B. Freight taken at 6 cents per cubic foot.
June 6.

BRUSSA MII1.IIERRY.
A fresh lot of genuine Brussa Mulberry Seed just received

at the New Enaland Agricultural Warehouse and Seed Store,
Nos. 51 and .52 North Miirket Street This species of Mul-
berry flourishes hest in high and even poor lands, and is
more likely to endure the rigors of our severe winetrs and
not so subject to the effect of the frost, as trees brought from
more southern latitudes, or warmer climes.
The leaves of the Morns alba of Brussa, are said to con-

tain a much greater quantity of saccharine matter, than any
other of the white species, and moreover, the leaf is much
larger than those of Italy and Spain ; it is also a hardy tree,
susceptible of being raised in climates, where the frosts are

At the annual fair of the .American Institute, at New
York, in October last, specimens of the leaves of the Brussa
tree, of difl^erent yeats' growth, were exhibited, and exciled
universal approbation, and the Institute awarded a silver
niedal for the introduction of this invaluable tre-e, observing
in the report of the committee, " that these with every new
and useful plant, calculated to withstand the rigors of our
climate, are worthy of attention, and those introducing them
into our country, deserve to be placed on thu catalogue of
our country's beuefacfcrs."

May 22.

THE NEW ENGLA^'D PARlMtER
Is puliiished every Wednesday Evening, at US per annum

payable at the end of the year—but those who pay within
siitydays from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duclionof 5ti cents.

TUTTLZ, DENNETT AND CBtSHOLM, PRIWTEBS,
n SCHOOL STRIKT B0S1X)M
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AGRICULTURAL,

ON MANURES—THEIR USES AND APPLI-
CATION.

BY WILLIAM CLiTHBFRT JOHNSON, ESCJ.

(Concluded.)

These experiments are entirely confirmed by

those which were instituted son;e time since by the

authority of some of the German governments, who

were anxious to ascertain the truth of the reported

value of liquid manures in bringing poor land into

cultivation. " This very question," says Dr Gran-

ville, "having been submitted a few years since to

the consideration of the late Professor Heuibstarit,

of Berlin, by the Saxon and Prussian authorities,

who were desirous to apply the city drains and cess-

pools to the recovery of barren and sandy lands, in

the environs of Berlin and Dresden, that eminent

agriculturist umlertool;, in conjunction with other

learned men and practical farmers, a series of ex-

periments, which were carried on for a great length

of time, and were varied in every possible way, in

order to avoid all sources of fallacy. The result

of these experiments Heinbstadt afterwards pub-

lished, and they led to extensive agricultural opera-

tions, all of which proved successful. Professor

Schubler, the writer of the most esteemed and cer-

tainly the most able treatise on Agronomia, or the

best mode of knowing and treating every species

of land, repeated and added to the experiments of

Herabstadt, from which he obtained similqff results
;

these he published in a tabular form, which '.is

since passed into the hands of all the large practi-

cal farmers in Germany, and have formed the basis

of instruction on manuring in the hands of the pro-

fessors of agriculture, whom many of the conti-

nental governments have with infinite advantage

established. From that table, concludes Dr Gran-

ville, the following facts may be collected :

If a given quantity of land sown, and without

any manure yields three times tlie seed employed,

then the same quantity of land will produce

—

Five times the quantity sown when manured

with old herbage, putrid grass, or leaves, garden

stuff, &c.

Seven times when manured with cow dung.

J^ine times with pigeon's dung.

Te7i times with horse dung.

Twelve times with human urine.

Twelve times with goat's dung.

Tivelve limes with sheep's dting.

Fourteen times with human manure, or bullock's

blood.

It has been clearly shown by many very accu-

rately conducted experiments, that the quantity of

nourishment or solid matters absorbed by the roots

of plants, is in proportion to the impurity of the

water with which they are moistened; thus M.

Saussure caused some beans to grow under three

different circumstances—the first were placed in

distilled water, the second in sand, and watered

with rain water, the third were placed in garden

mould. The plants produced under these circum-

stances were actually analyzed, and were found to

yield the following proportions of ashes :

1. Tliose fed by distilled water 3.9

2. Those fi:d by rain water 7.5

3. Those grown in soil 12.0

And although all attempts to make plants flourisli

in the pure earths have failed entirely, when they

have been watered with pure water, yet a very dif-

ferent result has been experienced when an impure

solution or liquid manure has been employed—thus

M. Giobert having formed a soil of the four earths,

silica, alumina, lime, and magnesia, in the most

fertile proportion, in vain essayed to make plants

flourish in it when watered with pure water only
;

but every difficulty was removed when he moisten-

ed these earths with the water from a dung-

hill, for they then grew most luxuriantly ; and M.

Lampadius still furtlicr demonstrated the chemical

power of this drainage, for he formed in his garden

compartments of a single earth—pure lime, pure

alumina, and pure silica, and planted in each dif-

ferent vegetables, watering them with the dung-

hill drainage, and he found that they all flourished

equally well. The soluble matters (;f a soil in fact

constitute its most fertilizing portion, and if by any

means the richest mould is deprived of these, as by

repeated washings in cold or boiling water, the res-

iduum or remaining solid matter is rendered nearly

sterile, a fact first shown by M. Saussure, and since

confirmed by a variety of experiments of my own

;

and that these truths may be still more forcibly

elucidated, I will here add iha observations upon

the forcing properties of liquid manure, by the late

T. A. Knight, Esq., of DowHton, whose loss sci-

ence has lately had to deplore, and from whom [

ffratefuUy acknowledge to have received, on many

occasions, important advice, and the most zealous,

the most cho'ferfully afforded information : to his

memory the gardener must wreathe the brightest

of his flowers, and the vegetable physiologist dedi-

cate his works.

" I have shown, in a former communication,"

said the late President of the Horticultural Society,

" that a seedling plum stock, growing in a small

pot, attained the height of nine feet seven inches

in a single season, which is, I believe, a much

greater height than any seedling tree of that spe-

cies was ever seen to attain in the open soil. But

the quantity of enrth which a small pot contains

soon becomes exhausted relatively to one kind of

plant, though it may be still fertile relatively to

others, and the size of the pot cannot be changed

sufficiently often to remedy this loss of fertility

;

and if it were ever so frequently changed, the mass

of mould which each successive omission of roots

would enclose must remain the same. Manure,

therefore, can probably be most beneficially given

in a purely liquid state, and the quantity which

trees growing in pots have thus taken under my
eare without any injury, and with the greatest good

effect, has much exceeded every expectation I had

formed.

"I have for some years appropriated a forcing

house at Dpwnton to the purpose of experiment

solely upon fruit trees, which, as I have frequent

occasion lo change, the subjects on which I have
to operate are confined in pots. These at first

were supplied with water, in which about one-tenth

by measure of the dung of pigeons or domestic

poultry, had been infused, and the quantity of these

substances (generally the latter) was increased fcom

one-tenth to one-fourth. The water, after stand-

ing fortyeight hours, acquired a color considerably

deeper than tlial of porter, and in this state it was
drawn off clear, and employed to feed trees of the

vine, the mulberry, the peach, and other plants ; a

second quantity of water was then applied, and af-

terwards used in the same manner when the ma-
nure was changed, and the same process repeated.

"The vine and the mulberry being very gross

feeders, were not likely to be soon injured by this

treatment; but I expected the peach tree, which is

often greatly injured by an excess of manure in a

solid state, to give early indications of being over-

fed. Contrary, however, to my expectations, the

pe;ich tree maintnined at the end of two years the

most healthy and luxuriant appearance imaginable,

and produced fruit in the last season in greater

perfection than I had ever previously been able to

obtain it. Some seedling plants had then acquir-

ed, at 18 months old, (though the whole of their

roots had been confined to half 9 square foot of

mould) more than eleven feet in height, with nu-

merous branches, and have afforded a most abun-

dant and t ',orou3 bloom in the present spring,

which has set remarkably well, and those trees

which had been n.ost abundantly supplied with ma-

nure have displayed the greatest degree of health

and luxuriance. A single orange tree was subject-

ed to the same mode of treatment, and grew with

equal comparative vigor, and appeared to be as

much benefited by abundant food as even the vine

and the mulberry tree."

There are many accidentally-made experiments

which entirely support those of Mr Knight. The
inimcnse growth of grapes by the great Hampton
court vine has been supposed to be mainly owing

10 its roots having penetrated to an adjoining sewer,

and those of the nearly equally celebrated vine at

Valentines, in Essex, are known to reach an ad-

joining stagnant pool.

In saving and in preparing liquid manure, tanks

will be found exceedingly useful by the cultivator.

1 find by a paper with which I was favored from

Eastbourne a short time since, that they have been

constructed in that neighborhood of flint, stones,

and mortar with great economy and success. " At

the Eastbourne workhouse, for 14 parishes, a tank

has been made 23 feet deep by 11 wide, of the

roughest materials, being only flint stones, and

though they require more mortar than if they had

been regularly shaped, yet only 90 bushels of lime

were allowed, including two coats of plaster ; and

the workmanship is executed like field work, at

ten shillings per 100 square feet, the only essential

being that no clay (which worms in time bore
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through) be used, and that the lime or Parker's ce-

ment be good.

It seems, too, that Ihey have in that neighbor-

hood turned even the drainings from the public

roads to an useful account. "Upwards of twenty

laborers' gardens have been watered by the rain

which formerly injured the public road, and was

therefore turned into a sink well, the water from

which was used in planting potatoes in 18;3.5, and

occasioned good crops when sets not so watered

entirely failed."

Setocr Drainage.

Considerable attention has recently been paid to

the national value of the drainage matters of ail

great cities now generally wasted in the adjoining

rivers; and this has been chiefly owing to the ex-

ertions of theTliames Improvement Company ; and

although from want of being properly supported,

little has boon yet effected towards redeeming this

loss, yet the farmers of England have had, through

the society's exertions, some facts of a very impor-

tant nature laid before them. It has been shown

that through the sewers of every town, an inunense

mass of urine and other excrements are annually

lost to the soil, und that to such a sensible e.xtent

does this mass of drainage improve for the purposes

of irrigation the water of a river, that the formers

have clearly ascertained that its value is increased

very perceptibly as a fertilizer after it has passed

even a small country town. I instance the waters

of the Itchen as employed both above and below

the city of Winchester. And whenever it has been

found practicable to secure the sewer drainage in

its unmixed state, it has been found, when employ-

ed in irrigation, to produce the most luxuriant crops

of grass—and in no place has this been carried to

so great an extent, as in Uie neighborhood of Ed-

inburgh, wliich city, from its elevated position, af-

fords unusual facilities for the conveyance of the

sewer waters over the adjoining lands.

There are, says Mr Thomas Oliver, notless than

three hundred imperial acres to which it is regular-

ly applied, and with great advantage. Such ground

and generally brings yearly from twcntyfour to I

thirty pounds per acre. In 182(1, part of the Earl

of Moray's meadow fetched fiflyseven pounds per

acre.

About forty acres of the Craigintinny lands were

formed into catch-nork meadows before the year

1800, which comprises what is called Fillieside

Bank Old Meadows, and is generally let at a rent

of from twenty to thirty pounds per acre. In the

spring of 1821, thirty acres of waste land called

the Freegate Whins, and ten acres of poor sandy

soil, were levelled and formed into irrigated mead-

ow, at an expense of one thousand pounds. The
pasturage of the Freegate Whins was let previous-

ly to this improvement for forty pounds per annum,

and the ten acres for sixty pounds. They now
bring from fifteen to twenty pounds an acre per an-

num, and may be much improved. This, adds Mr
Stephens, is one of the most beneficial agricultural

improvements ever undertaken, for the whole ofthe

Freegate Whins is composed of nothing but sand,

deposited from time to time by the action of the

waves of the sea.

Never was one thousand pounds more happily

spent in agriculture. It not only required a com-

mon sewer to bring about this great change, but a

resolution in the proprietor to launch out his capi-

tal in an experiment on a soil of such a nature.

—

One hundred and ten of Mr Miller's meadows in

182", gave a clear profit of two thousand and ten

pounds. The yearly expense of keeping these

meadows in repair is from ten to fifteen shillings

per acre, which is more than double the expense of

keeping water meadows in repair in general, for

the watering of them is not only through the win-

ter season, but the water is put on them for one

or two days together, immediately after every cut-

ting of the gras? throughout the whole of the sea-

son."

It is to be lamented that so little has been hith-

erto done in England towards imitating the exam-

ple of our Scotch brethren in saving the drainage

matters of our large cities, a question of no mean
importance in even a national point of view, and

is usually kept in gras.s, and yields from three to i

yg.t i,o,y few persons are even aware of its amount,
six cuttings in the season, which let to dairymen

, ^^ of the value of the fertilizing riches of the soil

and others at rents varying according to cireum-
j hourly pouring into the sea.

stances from twelve to twentyfour pounds per acre,
j

jjy carefully conducted experiments, and very
By this sewer water, says Mr Stephens, about 200 I accurate guaging, it has been ascertained that the

acres of grass land (1834) for the most part laid in- i

principal Lo°ndon sewers convey dailv into the

to catch-work meadow, are irrigated, whereof 130 Thames 11.5,608 tons of mixed drainage,' consisting
belong to W. H. Miller, Esq., of Craigintinny, and

i ^^ ^^ average composition of one part of solid or
the remainder to the Earls of Haddington and Mo-

I ^g(,|,anically suspended matters, and twentyfive
ray, and other i)roprietors. The meadows belong-

j

pa,.ta absolutely fluid. But if we only allow one
ing to these noblemen, and part of the Craigintimiy

| ^„^^ ;„ thirty of this immense mass to be composed
meadows, or what -are called the Old Meadows,

i ^f goii^j ^uhstances, then we have the large quan-
contain about fifty acres, and have been irrigated ^Hy of more Uian 3,800 tons of solid manure daily

for nearly a century. They are by far the most
,^,^3^,,^ i^ jhe river from London alone! What

valuable on account of the long and continued ac-

cumulation of the rich sediment left by the water
;

might not the farmers of England effect if tliis mass

f fertilizing matter was preserved at a reasonable
indeed, the water is so very rich tiiat the tenants of

; r^^^, f^^ their use ? Fifteen tons of this solid ma-
the meadows lying nearest to the town have found

! n.jrc—nay, ten tons would render in some degree
it advisable to carry the common sewer water

i f„^-^^ ^^ j^^^e of the poorest cultivated, or even
through deep [londs, in which the water deposits I common or heath land. But allow, for the sake of
part of the superfluous manure bnfore it runs over I

cp„„cy^ that twenty tons were required, even
the ground. Although the formation of these mead-

ows is irregular, and the management very imper-

fect, the effects of the water are astonishing ; they

produce crops of grass not to bp equalled, being
|
^^uij ''^f^^^^ ^n anhual supply for fiftyfour thousand

acres 1 Can I put this in a stronger light ? Is it

not lamentable that the fertilizing matter for such

then 3800 tons—20 gives a daily allowance of ma-

nure sufficient for 180 acres of land ; and if we give

500 days on which this manure was collected, that

cut from four to six times a year, and the grass

given green to milch cows,

The grass is let every year by public sale, in I a breadth of land should be annually lost to the

small patches of a quarter of an acre and upwards, I country ? And in this calculation I allow nothing

for the absolTitelyy7«i(/ portion of the drainage—

I

am now speaking of its mechanically diffused mat-

ters ; added to which the farmer will readily allow

that when once these 54,000 acres are fertilized

and rendered productive, that some time elapses

before even the most naturally barren soils require

again replenishing with any other manure than that

which their own crops supply by the assistance of

the live stock of the farm ; so that in fact, in each

and every year 54,000 acres of land might be re-

covered from the waste and brought into cultiva-

tion by the solid manure of the London drainage

alone.

These facts, these conclpsions, are not confined

to London; for, unfortunately, the drains of all the

English towns are pouring the agricultural riches

of the land into the ocean through a thousand pores,

and it is only by the exertions of its unrivalled

merchants, as I have elsewhere endeavored to show,

that by their enormous imports of animal and veg-

etable matters, the land has not, by being gradu-

ally drained of its organic matters, been rendered

sensibly less productive than in former periods, if

not nearly sterile. The quantity of food lost to

the country by this waste of manure is very great;

for, only allowing one crop of wheat to be raised

on these 54,000 acres, and taking three-quarters

per acre as the average produce, this gives 102,000

of wheat per annum—a quantity sufficient to find

bread for 102,000 peisons ; and although I confine

this statement to the produce of one crop only, yet

every cultivator is aware tliat under the ibur-shift

system four crops are usually obtained by once ma-

nuring the soil, viz. : 1 turnips, 2 oats, 3 barley, 4

wheat.

In those situations, therefore, where the farmer

has access to sewer water, he will have little need

of preparing liquid manure artificially, for which

Evelyn, in his treatise upon earth, more than two

centuries since, gives some very good directions.

Thus, when speaking of sheep's dung, p. 123, he

observes of it, " profitable on cold grounds, and to

impregnate liquors of choice use in the garden,"

and p. 160, he gives the following directions for

making "Muck water, cried up for doing wonders in

the field—throw off the shorte.st and best marie in-

to your cistern exceedingly coiiuninule and broken,

which you may do with an iron rake, or like instru-

ment, till the liquor becomes very thick ; cast on

this the dung of fowls, conies, sheep, &c , frequent-

ly stirring it ; to this add the soil of horses and

cows, grains, lees of wine, ale, beer, and any sort

of beverage, broths, brine, fatty and greasy stuff of

the kitchen ; then cast in a quantity of melting

chalk, of which there is a sort very unctuous, also

blood, urine, &c., mixed with the water, and with

this sprinkle your ground at seasonable limes; and

when you have almost exhausted the cistern of the

liquid, then mingle the residue with the grosser

compost of your stable and cow-house. The tak-

ing up of the water out of the cistern you may much
facilitiite, by sinking a tub or vessel near the cor-

ner of the cistern, and piercing it with holes at the

bottom and sides, by which means you may take

it out so clean as to make use of it through a great

syringe or watering engine."

There is yet, continues Evelyn, a shorter pro-

cess, namely, the watering with fishmongers' wash

impregnated with the sweepings of ships and ves-

sels trading with salt, adding to it the blood of the

slaughter-house. He then proceeds to give vari-

ous recipes for making other liquid manures ; in

which he strongly recommends the use of nitre as
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one of the inofredients for " the barrenest land, or

water fruit trees for prodigious effects," and, con-

cludes Evelyn, " where there is good water there

is commonly good earth. Never give much water

at one time ; if the water is from hungry fountains,

expose it first to the warm sun for better concoc-

tion, infusing sheep's, pigeons' or ncats' dung to

give it hotly ; but though the spring water be so

tad, slow running river water is often very good,

and pond water excellent." This system of arti-

ficial liquid manuring is well known in China

The first care of the Chinese farmers, says Sir

George Staunton, is to construct large cisterns,

free from absorption, to contain, beside this manure,

(night soil) and soil of every kind, all sorts of veg-

etables, as leaves or roots, or steins of plants ; with

all these they mix as much animal water as can be

collected, or common woter to dilute the whole;

and in this state generally in the act of putrid fer-

mentaliou, they apply it to the ploughed or broken

earth,— and by a similar process the Flemish farm-

ers also prepare liquid manure, and in several parts

of Gern;any the same plan is generally adopted.

Even soot and water have been advantageously

mixed together, and forms, according to Mr Rob-

ertson, an excellent liquid manure. Asparagus,

peas, and a variety of other vegetables, says this

intelligent horticulturist, I have manured with this

mixture with as much effect, as if I had used solid

dung, but to plants in pots, particularly pines, I

have found it admirably adapted ; when watered

with it they assume a deep healthy green, and

grow strong and luxuriant

A Durham Cow The Philadelphia U. S. Ga-

zette gives the following account of the milking of

a short-horned Durham cow during the week com-

mencing the 27th of May :

Morning. Evening.

Quarts. Pints. Quarts. Pints.

Monday 13 13

Tuesday 12 1 13 1

Wednesdav 13 14

Thursday
"

13 15

Friday 15 14

Saturday 14 15

Sunday 15 1 1-2 15 1-2

93 2 1-2 99

93

1 1-2

2 1-2

which must minister to such comforts. We give

the following as the good doings of" Dairy Maid,"

the property of our neighbor James Gowan, of Mt.

Airey, Germantown.

Dairy .Maid's yield of milk for one week, from Wed-

nesday, UhJune, to Tuesday, the lltti, inclusive.

Morning. Nnou. Evening.

au. Qts. Qls. Quarts.

Wednesday 12 6 7 1-2 25 1-2

Thursday 12 7 7 1-2 2(5 1-2

Fridav 12 1-4 7 1-2 7 1-2 27 1-4

Saturday 13 7 3-4 8 1-2 29 1-4

Sunday 13 7 1-2 8 1-3 29

Monday 13 8 1-48 20 1-4

Tuesday 14 8 1-2 9 31 1-2

Total 198 1-2

Being an average of more tlian 28 quarts per day.

Butter not yet ascertained. The coming week's

milk, wliich is expected to be greater, from improv-

ed feed will be reported. The feed of the past

week was pasture, with a basket of grass morning

and evening, cut from head land of a grain field,

except on the evenings of the last three days, when

a handful of chopt oats and corn, with shorts from

hay-mow, was added.

The above yield is perhaps unprecedented by

any young cow in this country under the cir-

cumstances, being in the fourth month fi-om calving,

and the calf having been with her till within a few

days of trial. The milking at noon was adopted on

account of the cow having been brought from the

field to her calf, daily, at that time.

Dairy Maid is a beautiful roan, of the improved

short horn Durliam stock, bred by Mr Whitaker, of

Yorkshire—imported last fall, and in point and pro-

portions is said to have no superior. Her pedigree,

which may be found in the third volume of the

"Herd Book," is inferior to no cow on record.

—

U. S. Gazette.

Total yield for the week commenc-

ing 27th of May and ending 2d

of June, inclusive—7 days 104 quarts,

Being within a fraction of 28 quarts per day, and

from "which were made 14 3-4 lbs. of butter of the

finest quality.

The weather was cold, chilly, and wet, and it

was supposed that the quality was less than is usu-

ally made under favorable circumstances by the

same animal. Our friends in the farming interest

will see the necessity of improving the breed of

cattle as much as possible. This cow will cost but

little more to keep in the best manner, than an or-

dinary, poor, thriftless creature, that will neither

give much milk nor that which is good.—Boston

Daily Times.

Still Better. A good Cow.—It gives us

pleasures to record the successful efforts of gentle-

men to increase the means of comfort to us, who

are cramped in cities ; and certainly, the augment-

ing of milk and butter is one of those exertions

Vegetation.—Nothing can be more singular than

the unaccountable manner in which plants spring

up on certain occasions. Thus after the great fire

in London in 166G, the whole surface of the devas-

tated city was in a short time covered with a luxu-

riant crop of the Sisijmhrium irio, in such profusion

that it was calculated that the whole of the rest of

Europe did not contain so many specimens of this

plant Again, wherever a salt spring breaks out at

a distance from the sea, its vicinity immediately

abounds with salt plants, although none grew there

before. \\ hen lakes are drained a new kind of

vegetation springs up. Thus when the Danish Is-

land of Zealand was drained, Vilny observed Carex

cyperoides springing up, although that species is

naturally not a native of Denmark, but a native of

the north of Germany.

—

Britsh Farm. Mag.

Effects of thorough Draining.—A correspondent

informs us, that when walking lately over the es-

tate of Glen Caradale, belonging to Mr Campbell,

of Auchinbreck, he was shown a piece of land on

the home farm carrying its first crop after being re-

claimed. It was formerly not worth a shilling an

acre, wet and weedy, but having been drained last

year, it this season carried a most excellent crop of

oats, a few stalks of which, pulled at random from

the field, measured each six feet nine inches in

length, and an inch and a quarter in circumference

above the first joint ; the produce of one seed being

upwards of 200 grains of well-filled, heavy corn.

—

Scottish Guardian.

Massuchiisetls Horticultural Society.

Saturdmj, June 22d, 1839.

F. XHIUITION or FLOWERS.
The display of Roses and Pinks was very splendid.

The report <if the Committee to award ihe prizes ia

lierewilh Bubmillcd. The specimen of hardy Roses by

Augustus Aspinwall, Esq. were of the first order; had

Mr Aspinwall selected specimens from his collection,

and conteniled for all tlie prizes, there would not have

been any successful conipeliior. 'i'lie China Roses by

Mr Samuel R. Johnson e.\ceeded in beauty and size

any former specimens exhibiied at our rooms. Other

specimens of Roses were presentod by Messrs Rufiis

Howe, John Hovey and S. Walker.

Pinks, by Messrs Wm Meller, Johnson and Walker.

Bouquets, by Messrs John Hovey, C. M. Hovey,

Winship, Kenrick, Howe, Meller and Walker.

The specimens from the garden of the Hon. John

Lowell, came to hand in fine order and were much ad-

mired, viz. Clematis Sebbeldii, Hibiscus, Jalropha

pandurcEfulia, Arum d:scolor. Cactus speciosissimus, C.

Jenkinsonii,C. splendidum epiphyllum.

.Vative Plants, by E. Weston Jr. Esq. and F. Parker

;

Liriodendron tiilipifera, Ligustrum vulgare, Viburnum

dentatum, Cucubalus Beben, Rosa rubignosa, K. mi-

ciantha, Cislus Canadensis, Apargia autumnalis. Azalea

viscosa, Solanum dulcamara, Kalmia latifolia, Antirrhi-

num Canadensc, Cynoglossum officinale, Achillea mil-

leiolium. Erysimum officinale, Potentilla Norvegica,

Prunella.

J\'atiw Plants, by William Oakes, Esq. : Hudsonia

tomentosa, Arenaria Peploides, Glaux mariliiua, Lathy-

rus maritimus, Oxalis violacca, ditto cultivated. Iris

versicolor and Virginica, Ranu,ueu!u3 sceleratus,

Splachnum arnpullaceum, Orobanclie uniflora.

There were also some fine specimens of Native

Plants by Thomas Lee, Esq and C. Hovey of Lowell.

For the Committee.

S. WALKER, Chairman.

We, tlie undersigned, award the premiums offered by

the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, as follows :

Roses The premium of $10 for the best display of

flowers to .Augustus Aspinwall, Esq.

The premium of $5 for the best iwentyfour hardy

varieties, to S. R. Johnson.

The premium of .$3 for the best twelve hardy varie-

ties, to Rufus Howe.

,

The premium of $5 for the best twelve Chinese and

ilher tender varieties, to S. R. Johnson.

Pinks.—The premium of $5 for the best display to

(Samuel Walker.

The premium for the best ten varieties of $3 to

Samuel Walker.

The premium of $3 for the best seedling to]William

Meller. JOSEPH BRECK.
J. E. TESCHEM.ACHER.

Boston, .June 22d, 1839.

EXHIBITION OF FRUIT.

Strawberries.—Very fine specimens were present-

ed by Messrs Hovey ol CambriHgeport and James L. L.

F. Warren, Esq. of Brighton. The seedlings of Messrs

Hovey, marked No 1 and 2 were very large, high

colored and beautiful to the eye. We sbidf speak of

their flavor when we have a chance to taste them. Mr

Warren t.lso presented some very superior specimens of

Warren's Seedling, Melhven Castle, and the ' Monthly."

For the Committee

S. WALKER. .
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BIRDS ON FARMS.
Thj vahip of birds in districts settled ns tliickly

as thi; county of Pliiladelpiiia, Is appreciated by but

few individuals. Tlic beauty of their plumage de-

lights the eye ; their song cheers' th^ husbandman

in his toil, and gives a charm to the country which

no resident can too highly appreciate. The joyous

twitter of the swallow and the martin, the song of

the blue bird in the spring, the dolightful wild

notes of the partridge, the lark, the plover, the rob-

in, the thrush, the mocking-bird and the sparrow,

awaken an interest in those companions of the far-

mer, which should impel him to prompt and ener-

getic e.vertions for their preservation. And let me
ask, was there ever a time when these interesting

creatures demanded protection more than at the

present period .' In this county our farms are over-

run by parties of worthless boys, and more worth-

less men, who employ their time in destroying

whatever comes in their way. They break our

fences, alarm and very often injure our cattle

;

jeopardize the lives and limbs of our people, and

the teams with which they are at work, and many
of them do not hesitate to plunder us of our poultry

when an opportunity offers. They tread down our

crops and injure and annoy r.s in various ways, and

all for the ostensible purpose of destroying the few

birds which yet remain with us, which are not

worth to them the cost of the powder and shot used

in their destruction. When our horses are alarmed

and become unmanageable in consequence of their

firing, they very often refuse to abstain from what

they denominate their sport ; and my people have

been compelled to quit their work for fear of some
serious accident, and still they would persevere.

—

Let us no longer submit to such annoyances and

injury, but assert our rights boldly and fearlessly.

There is a law which applies to this county, which,

if put in force, is abundantly sufficient to afford our

birds protection, and to rid us of this intolerable

nuisance. The value of birds to a fanner, few are

able to estimate. To say nothing of the songs of

those warblers, to which I always listen with de-

light, their value in the destruction of bugs, flies,

worms, and no.xious insects, is incalculable. The
swallow, the martin and many others, busily em-

ploy themselves in destroying mosquitoes, flies,

and other tenants of the air, which«nnoyus with

their sting, or injure us in oth-er rfspects.

The robin, woodpecker, sapsucker, and various

other birds, protect our orchards, destroy the worn.s

and insects that there do us mischief, and in their

absence there is no little labor required to protect

and save the trees which their industry alone

would relieve us from. Besides, they do their work

better than we can. The presence of a worm in

a young tree is only indicated to us by the borings

thrown from the orifice made by his entrance, and

in removing them with a knife serious injury is

done to the tree. The bird, on the contrary, eats

the egg, destroys the worm when young, or if he

has avoided his vigilance and got under the bark,

nature has endowed the two last mentioned with a

strong bill with which to strike through the hark,

and long and rough tongues with which to drag the

lurking villain from his hiding place, and that too

with the least possible injury to the tree. W here

is the farmer who hos not seen his apple trees per-

forated along the whole length of their trunk by
these industrious laborers ; and who has not soon

such trees distingjished for their health and fruit-

fulness .'

I can recollect when there were large orchards

of healthy trees in part's of this county where it is

now almost a folly to attempt to rear an apple tree.

Those orchards that are near clumps of wood, may
still exist here, but where there is no such harbor

for birds designed for their preservation, it is in

vain to attempt to rear a tree and preserve it against

the destructive ravages of the insects that feed up-

on it.

The partridge, the plover and lark, too, feed up-

on insects and labor diligently to promote the in-

terests of the farmer in de.stroying his enemies.

—

What gives a man more pleasure than when walk-

ing over his grounds, he is welcomed by the shrill

whistle of tho partridge, who, grown familiar with

his friend and daily companion, cheers him in his

toil and delights him when at leisure ?

These birds I have ofien seen so tame that they

would scarcely leave my path, and I remember a

covey that during one winter, would frequently

come to my gravel walk to receive the feed that

was placed there for them. They amounted to

about twenty, and I set a high value upon them ;

but there came upon my farm, during my absence,

two gunners with their dogs, and destroyed them

all. I assure you I felt the loss of those birds

more than I would that of the best horse in my sta-

ble.

For myself, I feel in regard to my birds as the

ancients did of their household goods ; nor can I

control a feeling of indignation and a sense of inju-

r}-, when I see my neighbors or strangers wantonly

destroying them upon my premises. There arc

many depredators in our wheat fields that are de-

stroyed by the partridge, for it is on these he feeds.

The lark and the plover do their work in our grass

lands. The sparrow, blue-bird, wren and other

small birds, labor diligently in our gardens, orch-

ards and pleasure grounds, and they shoi^ild be wel-

comed as agreeable visiters by all who reside in

the country.

Boxes for their accommodation should be nailed

to the trees, and by carefully avoiding to alarm

them, and oiher kind means, they could be domes-

ticated among us. They will otherwise take to

the woods and by- places, and we shall be deprived

of the pleasure of listening to their cheering songs,

and lose the advantages of their incessant labors.

Farmers, think of this. Let us not be unkind

to our neighbors, nor deny them reasonable privi-

leges, but do not C(mtinue to refrain from e.xpress-

ing a sense of injury at their depredations, and of

making known to all the high value we set upon

our birds.

—

Farmers' Cabinet.

MOWING.
They who have not been in their youth accus-

tomed to do this work, are seldom found to be able

to do it with case or expedition. But when the art

i.s once leanit, it will not be lost-

As this is one of the most laborious parts of the

husbandman's calling, and the more fatiguing, as it

must be performed in the hottest season of tlieyear,

every precaution ought to be used which tends to

lighten the labor. To this it will conduce not a

little, for the mower to rise very early, and be at

his work before the rising of the sun. He may
easily perform half the usual day's work before

nine in the morning. His work will not only be

made easier by the coolness of the morning air, but

also by the dew on the grass, which is cut the more

easily for being wet. By this means he may lie

still and rest himself during all the hottest of the

day, while others who begun late are sweating

themselves extensively and hurting their health,

probably, by taking down large draughts of cold

drink to slake their raging thirst. The other half

of liis work may he performed after three or four

o'clock, and at night he will find himself more free

from fatigue.

If the mower would husband his strength to ad-

vantage, he should take care to have his scythe

and all the apparatus for mowing in the best order.

His scythe ought to be adapted to the surface on
which he mows. If the surface be level and free

from obstacles, the scythe may be long and almost

straight, and he will perforin his work with less

labor and greater expedition. But if the surface

be uneven, cradley, or chequered with stones, or

stumps of trees, his scythe must be short and crook-

ed. Otherwise he will be obliged to leave much
of the grass uncut, or use more labor in cutting it.

A long and straight scythe will only cut off the

tops of the grass in hollows.

A mower should not have a snead that is too

slender, for this will keep the scythe in a continual

tremor, and do much to hinder its cutting. He
must see that it keeps perfectly fast on the snead

;

for the least degree of looseness will oblige him to

use more violence at every stroke. Many worry

themselves needlessly by not attending to this cir-

cumstance.

Mowing with a company ought to be avoided by

those who are not very strong, or who are little

used to the business, or who have not their tools

in the best order. Young lads who are ambitious

to be thought good mowers, often find themselves

much hurt by mowing in company.

iMowers should not follow too closely after each

other, for this has been the occasion of fatal wounds.

And when the dangerous tool is carried from place

to place, it should be bound up with a rope of grass,

or otherwise carefully secured.

—

Ibid.

Steam Plouf^h.—Among the new inventions in

France is one which is much talked of among spec-

ulators and manufacturers. It is a steam plough of

very peculiar construction, with which it is said

four miles of ground can be excavated v.ith an en-

gine of only eight horse power, to the depth of a

foot and the breadth of two feet, in a single hour.

The projector of the canal from Orleans to Nantes,

which, under ordinary circumstances, would require

at least five years for its construction, pretends that

in one year the whole would be completed by the

use of this machine, and that tlie saving in mere

interest of capital would amount to forty thousand

pounds sterling. A friend of mine, who is one of

the best engineers in Europe, tells me that he has

seen the instrument, and that with some ameliora-

tions he believes it would accomplish all that has

been stated. The earth as it is turned up is thrown

into a sort of sail, which throws it to a distance of

sixtj feet

—

Letter Corr. Gardener's Gazette.

What can be more curious than the circumstance

that when the potato is propagated by cuttings,

these cuttings will produce roots of the same qual-

ity ; but when it is propagated by seed, scarcely

two roots resemble each other. This is the case

generally of trees and plants.' A cutting of the

golden pippin will produce a golden pippin ; a seed

of the same tree will produce a crab. If it were

not for this law of nature against us, we might per-

petuate all fruits Farmer's Magazine.
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[For the New England Farmer.)

Mr Colman—The remark is common, though

none too much so to render its truth palatable, that

every incJiviilual in the communily possesses and

exercises an influence over the minds and actions

of some portion of the population among whom he

dwells. Some may truly be limited in their opera-

tions, to a narrow sphere, and oftentimes, it is well

for the world that it is so, for were their peculiar

notions made an article of public creed, sad and

fatal would be the consequences ; as for instance,

if the in temjierate man or the votary of vice, in any

of its hideous forms, could induce all others to be

like them, the earth must become not only the abode

of mortals, wrecked of every noble principle, but

her luxuriant and beautiful surface, would soon lie,

like " the field of the slothful, all grown over to

thorns and thistles." And, fortunately, there are

those in every community who exercise a general

influence, insomuch, that the habits and general

character of the people are formed in fashion as

their own. The individuals who compose this class

are more generally the intelligent and the good

—

those who have mativesfor their action, and whose

motives can be sustained by the fitness of things.

At the head of this class may probably be ranked

the clergy, or teachers of various religious denom-

inations, for it is to them that the world looks for

those noble and precious examples, which are to

make them better and happier here, as well as for

an exposition of the holy precepts, an obedience to

which will conduct us to the purer scenes -which

await us hereafter.

It has always been a matter of much wonder

and frequent astonishment to us, that this class of

men, who may be supposed to hold more familiar

converse with their Maker, since their vocation

naturally leads them to the more perfect investiga-

tion of his character, are so indifferent with regard

to his handy-work. Many of them, as our obser-

vation verifies, regard "the things which are seen,

\nd which declare his eternal power and god-head"

»ith cold indiflference if not positive contempt.

Where is the propriety of these things ? If the

Oiator is our father and our friend, what moral

rigt have we to pass'by any portion of his w orks

witlapathy ? They are evidently created with

varifc,- adapted to our comfort, and arranged in

order ^ileulated to gratify our taste. They possess

/liidcriiualities, as if to invite our research, and

while ^^ investigate, wonder and admire, we can-

not but i[,gine ourselves happier and better for

the e.'terc.s to which we are subjected.

The dayman who has during the last year

taken an alje among us, ha[)pily possesses a fine

taste in thes,j,at[ers, and the effect of it has al-

ready appeal around his domicil, by the appear-

ance of plant shrubs and trees, which his own

hands have P'ted and his own care has nurtur-

ed. His giirdtjg enriched and adorned with plats

of strawberry, ipberry, &c., while the grape is

distending itself ,ng the alley. The border is or-

namented with tl„o(jseberry and neatly pruned

currant, while hisgurj.yard has become the re-

pository of various.,yygring shrubs, whose early

and latter blossoms give a balmy fragrance not on-

ly to his own quiet territory, but also to that of his

neighbor, and of the traveller who journeys by his

gate ; and trees whose graceful form and beautiful

foliage will ere long attract the admiring attrn'.ion

of the passer-by that way, and furnish a fanciful

orchestra for nature's songsters.

Always ready to encourage a taste for rural im-

provement, particularly when it develops itself in

the bosom of such men, who are orshould be lights

of the world in the things that are, as well as those

which are to come, we made an arrangement with

our friend to go with him to the mountains, at a

proper season to get fir trees for the embellishment

of his own sweet premises.

"May day" is an aff'airof less note here than in

the region of country from whence he came, or in

blustering cities, for every one, in these parts " pur-

sues the even tenor of his way" on this as on other

(lays. We, however, as the morning was cloudy,

an omen of good, in such enterprises, set apart the

day for our mountain excursion. The region

through which we passed, was far less interesting

in an agricultural than in a philosophical view; for

in the former, our eyes were not greeted by many

smooth meadows, or the prospect of rich pastures

or waving grain fields. The fences were quite out

of trim, and in many cases the place of their slum-

bering ruins hastening to decay, was defined by

hedges of brambles and alders. The orchards pre-

sented a ludicrous appearance of scrubby trunks

and matted tops clothed with moss, all arguing that

the reign of temperance if not yet begun, would

soon be complete, so far as cider was concerned,

and that no rich juicy apples would be gathered

there to satisfy the gusto of those who have the

privilege of living on the richer bounties of the

earth, if by patient and persevering industry they

will earn them. The highway was a counterpart

to all the other ways of men that we saw around

us, for in many places it was rough as the hedge-

rows that bounded it. On reaching a stream, one

of the beauties of this region, we found the bridge

minus, and on looking for a place to go forward,

saw the necessity of turning into a meadow in May,

and crossing on a poor apology of an aff'air, which

had been thrown uj) or rather down for the present,

to answer the traveller on his way, at the great

danger of his own life and that of his beast. Wher-

ever we find an enterprising people we are in most

cases sure of good roads ; and wherevera thorough

moral culture is pursued, every other species of

useful culture is consequential.

We found on enquiry, that in the region most

obnoxious to our taste, that the people had become

"wiser than their teachers are," and were there-

fore walking through their pilgrimage " in the light

of their own eyes, after the desire of their own

hearts."

Our ascent up the mountain lasted for three

miles, in many places very steep and diflicult, but

over a road quite as smooth as those in the valley

we had just left. In fact, everything in this re-

gion of clouds gave as much appearance of thrift

as was to be found, with exceptions, in the land of

mud which we had just left.

So far as relates to our getting trees, suffice it to

say, we found a plenty, loaded our wagon in

haste, and sped our way homeward, through fear

night and the bears would give us an unfriendly

greeting in this land of rocks and rivulets, of brist-

ling firs and moss, which spreads its carpet with-

out restraint.

It was with unusual satisfaction, that from the hill

top, we again looked over our beautiful valley, dot-

ted here aud there with larm establishments, each

with its meadow, just spreading its new carpet to

enrich the landscape ; and its grove to give beauty

anil variety to the sweet scenery of summer. The

contrast between where we were going and where

we had been was sufficient to awaken a feeling of

satisfaction with the lot which had been appointed

us, and to awaken a spirit of ambition, to prompt us

forward in making our pleasant places beautiful.

Of our trees, suffice it to say, they were duly lo-

cated in places otiier than those, where strangers

alone will be their admirers, and they are now all

in a flourishing condition, apparently grateful for

our kindness in removing them to their new abode.

The eff"ect of this enterprise was a happy one.

Our clergyman had been and got fiis, and others

would go. But the influence of that day's labor, is

not begun. Future years will feel it and future

ages will enjoy the benefits of it. It will be felt in

a degree through time.

Clergymen, men of taste and influence every

where, will you " go and do likewise?'' The world

will be improved, morally and physically improved

if you will. "Home, sweet home," is the place

where man's happiest hours must he spent, and

where his virtues should shine the brightest, and

in order to nmke happiness more complete, and

virtue more pure, it should be adorned with all

which can soften and subdue the rough asperities of

our nature. Home ! thou sacred place, where our

days like a taper, are to waste away where future

generations are to break forth in the first dawnings

of thought, where the principles which are to ac-

tuate them in all after years, are to sjiring up and

o-row, where associations of the kindest character

art to intermingle and twine around our hearts,

what shouldst thou be but a paradise, a miniature

of the Eden which is lost, and a type of the Eden

tvhich is to be found. W. B.

Mount Osceola, June iS", 1839.

Eastern-Railroad.—The Salem papers say that

the Railroad is progressing with great rapidity.

About three-fifths of the line from Salem to Ips-

wich is said to be completed. They have got

through iriorethan halfand much the worst half of

the great ledge in Beverly, and nearly finished the

abutment on that side of North River. It is ex-

pected that the road will be open on that part of

the route, about the first of October.

The British Queeft.—This steamer must be a

magnificent affair. A writer from Glasgow says :

" Yon will be highly gratified with her arrange-

ments throughout. Her funnel was lying on deck,

and 1 took a promenade of sixty feet through, hat

on and all, standing."
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Boston, Wednesday, June 26, 1839.

[For the New England Fani

Mr Coi.man— Dear Sir ; Ymi will sfe by various evi-

dences (vvhicli are certainly plain enou^^h to myself .-t

least) that I am not much accustomed to wriiinj and
composition, especially for the press ; and I shall there-
fore make but n fnw remarks, which have a heavy bear-

ing upon my mind, leaving the subject lo such remarks
as your pen and heart may suggest.

I have for years been in the habit of readins more or

less the New England Farmer, and have often regrelted
that there is so little matter in it of use to tlip small,
poor, middlo-inlerest farmer, and to those who can "iit

but little land, and arc obliged to devote every inch of

it as it were, and every moment of his lime to the pro-

duction of the real and substantial arlicles of consump-
tion; and that there is so much about flowers, tulips, ge-

raniums, «Xrc. Ac.
; and so much about this and that

great farm, managed by the rich and opulent, all of
which is beyond the reach and calculated to discourage
the great mass, and of all others the most important
class, the most valuable, I might say the invaluable and
indispensable class of the tillers of the soil. What a
heaven this earth would become if this employment
were d.'sired and sought afrer as are those employments
usually pronounced fashionable and genteel. Il appears
to me that the greatest good tiiat any one could render
his country or the world would be to ascertain the small-
est amount of land absolutely necessary to support a

family of say from five to ten persons ; and establish the

position that it is as much as any person ought to be at-

Jowed to possess ; and that it is the dutv of every
who has the good of his fellow creatures at heart, to do
all in his power to turn the flood and host of the devo
tees to fashion, f dly and extravagance back to the foun-
tain and source of life from which they have so grossly

departed, and formed for themselves plans and habits of

life which are no other than avenues to sin, distress

misery and death.

There was a time when some, if not most, of our
New EngUmd farmers raised all they wanted to eat,

drink, and wear; the mothers, wives, and dau^h^ers

spun, wove, and made up all the clothing which thoir

fathers, sons and brothers required, while </icy labored

in the field. When this state of things existed, they

were as independent as any human condition can be

made ; had enough and to spare ; were healthy, heariy

and happy, and comparatively speaking, were giants

But how are times changed since their day. There is

not, probably, a farmer now living in New England up-
on this plan. Every farmer's son and daughter (ire in

puisuit of som« genteel mode of living. After consum'-
ing the farm in the expenses of a fashmnable, flashy,

fanciful education, they leave the honorable profession

of their fathers to become doctors, lawyers, merchant-i,

or ministers, or someih.ng of the kind, and desert the
country to flood the cities and waste life in fishion, a-

rausement, extravagance, idleness and dissipation.

What a'e the consequences of such a course.' Why it

is generally admitted that about »ine out often are, in

respect to property and independence, and too often in

respect to health and morals, broken down or lost, while
of those that remain in the country, the temperate and
industrious tillers of the soil, very few fail to reach an
old age of independence and comfort.

It appears to me that it is in the power of the conduc-
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tors of such journals as the New England Farmer, and
devoted like that to the exclusive purpose of promoting,
elevating and rewarding industry, economy, and good
management, to change this state of things to some ex-
tent. Having this impression, 1 would enquire wheth-
er if good and able men would give their attention to

this state of things, something might not bo done to

prevent or remedy the evils consequent upon this gener-
al forsaking of the soil on the part of the great mass;
and the popular and extravagant system of farming a-

dopted by the few farmers in this vicinily, under whose
rnfluence and patronage the New England Farmer seems
"' 1^^- C. S.

We give place to the above communication as the
fair and true expression of feelings which crowd and
burden many good and reflecting minds among us. We
should be glad to remaik upon them at large ; for it

will be seen that if so we chose to do,oui unknown cor-

respondent has given us a text to preach upon for every
day for a month lo come ; but we must restrict our com-
ments within a narrow circle.

We do not agree with him in his suggestion that the
accounts of large farms which have been given in the
N. E. Far oer, have been without practical use to farm-
ers on a smaller scale. On the contrary, we believe
that there has not been a single statement of farming,
among those presented to the Massachusetts Agricultur-
al Society for premiums, of which we have published
fourteen in boicession, which is not full of matter bear-

ing as directly upon the pursuits of the smallest farmer
as upon those of the farmers who operate upon the larg-

est scale. From the farmer who tells us particularly by
what method he raises ten acres of corn, we certainly

can learn, as well as from any one, how we can culti-

vate a single acre ; from the mode in which he reclaims
his peat bog, so that instead of producing a worthless
kind of herbage it shall be made to yield three hundred
bushels of potatoes or three tons of the best of hay to an
acre, we can certainly learn as well as from any other
example, how we can redeem and render productive our
one or even our half acre. Wlion he speaks, likewise,

ofthe extravagant fanning in the vicinity of the capital,

we should be glad if his notions had been a little more
definite. If he intends by it that a farmer whose means
are limited and small, who has a growing family lo main-
tain by his labor, and who perhaps at the same time is

in debt, who should build an expensive house, fill it

with elegant and luxurious furniture, devote much time

to forming gravel walks, excavating fish ponds, and
building expensive and faced stone walls, would deserve

to be reproached for his extravagance and improvidence
more than that, for his injustice to his family and his

creditors, we agree with him entirely ; although for men
of ample fortune these improvements and embellish-

ments are highly commendable, and a most useful and
public-spirited apfilication of their supeifluons wealth.

But'if he means to censure ihe farmer who seeks to ren-

der every inch of his land productive, to apply all the

manure which he can purchase and apply to advantao-e

to its improvement, to reclaim all the unproductive

pans of his farm and render them productive at an ex-

pense which their increased yield will amply and speed-

ily remunerate, and indeed to borrow capital for the pur-

pose of agricultural improvements, where the security

which he gives for it is such as every honest man would
wish to give and to receive; and where, in all human
probability, the improvement proposed will in a reason-

ai)le time give him the power of fully repaying the loan,

so far in our opinion from reproaching such a man for

extravagance, we do most heartily commend him for bis

industry and enterprise. Wo wish the agricultural

comnmnily abounded with such men, and then
should be able to show our young people the strongest
inducements to devote themselves to agricultural labor,
instead of throwing themselves away upon the idlene
and frivolities and dissipations ofthe city. Capital is as
essential to successful farming as to successful com
nierce or successful manufacturing We recollect tin

remark made to us many years ago by a most judicious
and experienced farmer in the vicinity of Boston, that
" he had always remarked that those farmers who pur
ch.ased the most manure, always obtained the best crops
and the most money." ,We are familiar, likewise, with
several instances, where, for example, peat bog, whicii
yielded no herbage worth the mowing, has by a reason-
able expense been converted into productive fields,
which pay a clear profit of from eighteen to twenty dol-
lars an acre, or more than the interest of three hundred
dollars. The advice is ofien given to farmers to culti-

vate a little land and cultivate it well. Our advice is
fo cultivate a good deal of land and cultivate it well.
If you design to farm for profit and advantage, then go
to the extent of your ability, provided the returns will
pay for your investments and labor. Beyond that it

would be folly to go. But we should be very unwilling
to charge the class of farmers whom we have described
with extravagance

; and more than that we are dispased
to regard them as the very best examples for the instruc-

tion of the small farmer—whereas the Do-liitle family
are but a poor pattern for any body.

But then in another matter we cordially concur with
our correspondent. In his wish that it might be demon-
strated, as far as it can be done, what is the smallest ex-
tent of land on which the substantial supplies of a fami-
ly consisting of five lo ten persons can be obtained. He
will perceive at once, however, what a variety of cir-

cumstances and qualifications nte invovled in the calcu-
lation

;
as for examole, Wliat is the quality and condi-

tion of the land.' What is ihe amount of labor to be
expended on it.' What are the sources or means of
manure.' VV hat are the crops which it is proposed to

I

raise.' How are the family willing to live.' Is it pro-

posed to live exclusively upon the produce by its actual
consumption, or to raise such crops as by sale may yield
the means of purchasing the necessaries of life .' Then
again, w/iat is indicoted in the notion of family supplies.'

A farm may be made to produce all that is necessary lo

the comfortable support of lif.^. Ii may furnish all the
food and all the clothing which are indispensable lo thf
end. But these matters constitute a small part ofwW
fashion and habit have rendered desirable, and conver'd
into articles ofthe first necessity. " Man wants but Kle
here below" as far as the support and even comfort olife

is concerned. But this assertion is anvthino- butrue
when applied to the style of living prevalent ihroihout
the cominimity. In passing down Ihrouah Wasigton
street in Boston, or Broadway in New York e have
often amused ourselves in considenng how (»' of all

the infinite multitude of articles exposed for s^ in the

shops are indispensable and essential to the <»'brtable

support of life. But we are entering upon '*''de sub-

ject, from which it is necessary that we shc^ now re-

frain. It is often observed that the aclupproductive

power of a single acre has never been as^'ained. It

would be gratifying to see even an approa 'o Ihe max-
imum product.

We design hereafter to revert to the '"^f of our cor-

respondent for the purpose of touching"er interesting

matters which it suggests. In the ini 'inie, we com-
mend it as a subject for reflection to r readers. i

^ H. c. I

The Reports ofthe Horlicultural -"^'y 'or Saturday

last will be found on another page ""'^ paper.
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BRlGHTOiN MARKKT.—MoNDAT, June 24, I83i).

KepnrleU furtlie New England Fanner.

At Market, 175 Beef Cattle, 12 Working Oxen, 15

Cows and Calves, 560 Sheep and Lambs, 350 Swine.

160 Swine were reported last week.

Prices.— Bee/ Cattle— Lust week's prices were not

sustained and we reduce our quotations. First quality,

$9 25 a $9 50. Second qualily, $8 75 a $9 00. Third

quality, $7 50 a $8 50.

Cousand Calves.—We noticed sales at $30, $36,

$38, $45, and $55.

Sheep and. Lamhs.—Lots were taken at $3 75, $3 88,

$3 94, and $1 00.

Swine—" Dull." A lot of old hogs, selected, most-

ly barrows, at 8, and a lot nearly all sows at 7. A lot

of small pigs at about S. At retail from 7 1-2 to 11.

THERMO.METRICAL.
Rnp.irted lor the New Engliuid Farmer.

Range of tlie Thermometer at the Cianlenof tlie proprietors

of the New England Farmer, B'

Northerly exposure, week ending Jn
™, Mass.

23.

in n shaded

June, 1S39
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MISCtLLANEOUS

[From ihe Edinburgh Philosophical Journal.]

ON THE PROBABLK DURATION OF HU-
MAN LIFE.

Dr Caspar, of Berlin, in his valuable work enti-

tled " Der walirscheinliclie Lcbensdaur des Mens-
chen," &c., ]8f55, after having examined the current

opinions aa to the averaije duration of human life,

and as to the most satisfactory method of ascertain-

ing such a result, announces his own doctrine in

the following proposition: Ike prnportion of hiitlis

m the last century, probably life has increased by
j

7. In reference to the influence of professions or
'"'^"'yy^"^-

. . , I

occupations on life, it seems that ecclesiastics are,
At Geneva againin the IGth century one-half I on the whole, the longest, and medical men are the

of the infants born there died, we are told, before
their fifth year ; whereas, in the present day, it

would appear tbnt this half reaches nearly 43 years
of age. A similar remark may be made as to the
increased length of life at Berlin.

Dr Caspar treats pretty fully on the influence of
pursuits and occujjations on the duration of human
life; and from his inquiries it appears that clergy-
men are on the whole, the longest, and medical I greater than among the wealthier" cfa-Ies

to the population in am, plare expresses almost exact
"""

h
'* '^'

'^'T"'
"''"'

T*"*
'''^'''''"' "'"'''' ^^^ '^^' '""^''^"'^ '" " P°P"lation appears to be

, . T^'!"- " ''' V 'fr'^'/^.f'l'^-'t
'^"''- may be arranged, m respect to longevity, as follows : always proportionate to its fecundity,-as the num-

shortest livers
; military men are nearly between

the two extremes, but yet proportionally, they,
more frequently than others, reach very advanced
years.

8. The mortality is very generally greater in
manufacturing than in agricultural districts.

II. Marriage is decidedly favorable to longevity.
10. Tlie mortality among the poor is always

ly the medium or average Hurution of life there.

For example, suppose that this proportion is in

the ratio of ] to 28, then the average life of the in-

habitants of the place will be found to be 38 years.

If this rule b(^ correct, it must follow that the

duration of life increased and diminished in a pop-

ulation according as their fecimdity is greater or

less ; so that man, if not as an individual, at least

as a member of the mass, may be said to have it in

his power to lengthen or abridge his life.

This, if true, is indeed a proposition of great im-
portance in political economy.

To prove that the mortality is in a direct ratio

with the fecundity of any population, and conse-

quently, that government si.-eing that the force of
states consists not so much in the mere number as

on the strength, fecundity, and longevity of their

inhabitants, ought not to favor or encourage an over
abundant population, the author has collected to-

gether a vast number of facts, and for this purpose
has drawn up tables of the mortality, not only in

Prussia, but also in Britain, France, and Belgium,
From these researches he comes to the conclu-

sion that everywiiere the mortality is directly pro-

portional to the fecundity of the population.

This doctrine, if contii-raed by future inquiries,

may, to a certain extent, reconcile the opinions of
Malthus and his opponents, as it shows us that na-

ture herself tends to remedy the evil of a redun-
dant population.

Dr Caspar gives a valuable table of the raortali-

ty in Berlin for twelve years, from 1817 to 1829,
which comprises nearly 70,000 deaths in nearly

2,000,000 inhabitants.

The following are a few interesting data which
are derivable from his researches.

The longevity of the female, is greater than that

of the male sex.

The age of puberty carries off 8 per cent, mor?
of the female than of the male sex.

The proportion of deaths of women in labor is 1

in 108.

It has been an erroneous, although hitherto a
very prevalent notion, that the climacteric age of a

woman has a marked influence in increasing tlt-o

mortality of the female sex.

This opinion has been shown to be incorrect by
several statistical writers, and the researches of
Dr Caspar confirm the accuracy of their statements.
On the whole, therelore, we may assert that the
longevity of the female is greater than that of the
male sex.

It is also worthy of notice that of stillborn in-

fants, there are more of the male than of the female
sex.

Dr Caspar proceeds to show tliat the medium or

average duration of life has increased considerably
in most European cities of late years. In London
this increase is great, for it would seera that, with-

Clergymon

Merchants

Clerks

Farmers

Military men
Lawyers
Artists

Medical men

edium
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N.f . FARMER.

[For the New England Parmer.]

THE EDUCATION OF FARMERS.
Mr Editor—It has often been a matter of sur-

prise to me, that in this age of improvement .ind

projTress, the education of our agricultural commu-
nity should be so entirely neglected ; the more so,

when we consider how large and important a body

our farmers constitute, forming, we believe, about

four-sevenths of our whole population in this State,

and producing nearly seven-tenths of all the e.t-

ports of the Union. For the professions, from

twenty to twentyfou-r years of constant study from

youth to manhood, are considered requisite to pre-

pare a young man to enter even upon the threshold

of either ; and for the trades, either mechanical or

mercantile, the first fourteen years of life arc spent

in an elementary education, while the subsequent

seven are devoted to acquiring the rudiments of the

pursuit selected. The farmer, on the contrary,

conceives that, after his sons can liold a whip or

pull a weed, one-quarter of the year is quite suffi-

cient to devote to the development of their minds,

while the other three-quarters are consumed in the

most drudging minutiae of agriculture, x^nd this

at a period of life when impressions are most easily

and lastingly njade, and when, if they imbibe any

notions at all of the culture of the soil, it must be

those of their fatliers ; and if these are tainted with

ignorance or prejudice, the rising generation must
be cursed with the same obstacles that were sti:ra-

bling blocks to the preceding.

We often hear it said that practical experience

will correct erroneous opinions formed in youth,

and supply the want of agricultural information,

which has not yet been acquired. And is this a

fitting preparation of a young man for any pursuit,

much more for one that requires the immediate and

constant application of fixed and correct principles ?

Is it wise, is it just to the young farmer himself,

first to expose him to the inculcation of the errors of

an unimproved system of agriculture, and then throw

him, with a half-formed mind, upon his own ener-

gies to eufTor the consequences of his mistakes and

correct them if he can ? Do we find that this prac-

tical experience remedies the deficiencies of early

education, and makes our farmers what they might
and should be.^ Is not the adherence of our farm-

ing popilation, (and we appeal to their sober judg-

ment when we put the question.) to old rmd errone-

ous practices in culture, almost proveibial ? Judg-
ing from our own observation, limited to be sure as

it has been, their love of the systems of their fath-

ers right or wrong has given birth to a prejudice

against, and a hostility to the improvements of the

day that it seems almost impossible to overcome.

This is the constant cry of those engaged in the

regeneration of our agriculture. They cannot per-

suade the farmer to adopt modes of culture that

every pria-iiple of science and all experience war-

rant, becfiuse, forsooth, preceding generations have
followed different ones.

The reason why our agriculture is so far in the

rear of all other pursuits, seems to be of a two-fold

nature ; first, because nur farmers are but half edu-

cated when young ; and, moreover, because they

will not be induced by the ten thousand motives

held out to them to eradicate mistaken opinions

and prejudices engendered in youth, and v.hicli are

at constant war with tlieir best interests. They
will not educate themselves. Scientific principles

are ridiculed by them under the name of i/oot/nrm-

ing, and the many substantial improvements and
useful discoveries offered to them by the public-

spirited, are sneered at as being theoretical and vis-

ionary. As a body, and I appeal to your own ex-

tensive observation, sir, for corroboration of the

statement which I make without the slightest disre-

spect to the farming interest, our agriculturists

know but liitle of the fundamental principles that

govern the culture of the soil, and their information

and skill are limited to the manual and more gen-

eral operations of farming. And is this as it should

be ? Can the husbandman hope to reap the heav-

iest and most profitable crops while ignorant of veg-

etable physiology—the organization and habits of

plants.' Can he expect to obtain the most perfect

animals, while ho disregards the laws of breeding,

and the. comparative value and properties of differ-

ent races ? He will be successful just in propor-

tion as he renders science and discoveries, which

are tiie result of skilful observation, suliservient to

his pursuits ; for just in that proportion does he

compel nature to aid and complete liis operations.

We most exceedingly regret that there should

exist this settled antipathy among farmers to in-

struction, that is convey(!d to tliem through the pa-

ges of a book, or the columns of a paper. They
are among the most ready and powerful means for

the improvement of agriculture, containing the

practical results of the study and experience of

some of the most distinguished and learned of the

present and by-gone times. The principles they

inculcate and the discoveries they reveal are based

upon the incontrovertible laws of science, and re-

quire but careful attention united with enterprise

and skill to be rendered available. And when
these aids to the improvement of the soil and the

mind are urged upon the farmer, we are met with

the reply of bookfarming, theory, speculution. He
sees the mechanic, the manufacturer, the profes-

sional man, deriving their most substantial assis-

tance from books and papers relating to their pur-

suits, and yet those relating to his own are surround-

ed with phantoms of expensive experiments and

futile theories. There is neither reason or wisdom
in such a course. He is not required to try every

new animal, vegetable or implement, or to enter

haphazard into any or every system of culture that

shall be brought forward ; but to adopt only such

as are warranted by well tried experiment, and are

adapted to his means and situation. He is to dis-

tinguish between experimental and scientific farm

ing ; tlie former of which comes within the province

of the fickle-minded and curious, and serves to

gratify a love of novelty, or a desire to obtain solid

good from repeated trials ; while the latter is the

culture of the soil oh those principles of natural

science which are in constant daily operation about
us, and the skilful application of which makes the

successful farmer.

It is to a knowledge of these principles that we
would direct the attention of our farmers. This
constitutes an extensive branch of the education
we would urge upon them, and we honestly believe

they never will be preemiiiently successful until

they have acquired it. They are called upon by
every motive of public and private interest, and if

such an argument will be entitled to any weight
among them, by a due regard to the dignity and
character of their profession, to throw off the absurd '

prejudice they entertain against the suggestions of

scientific an'd observing men—against changing
their .systems of culture. In order that there may
be a general and thorough-going iigprovement in our

hu.sbandry, bur husbandmen of the present day
must commence educating tliemselves with refer-

ence to their pursuits. It must be a matter of self-

education, and they cannot turn in any direction

without finding ample means for it. They have it

brought home to their very dw>rs in the shape of

agricultural books and periodicals, and the assis-

tance of agricultural societies. They have only to

unite with these their well known intelligence and
a proper degree of spirit to m'.ke themselves what
they are not now—selenitic farmers.

II. V.

Greenfield, June 19, 1839.

INOCULATION OR BUDDING.
The prnpigation of fruit may be effected by

planting the seeds, by grafting, and by budding.

The uncertainty whether the fruit from the trees

grown will be liketho.se of the parent prevents

much reliance for choice fruit on the first method,

and seeds are usually only sown to furnish stocks

upon which to engrafl or bud. On several accounts

grafting is generally preferred to budding; but in-

stances frequently occur in which it is desirable to

piiipagato choice fruit when grafting cannot be

practised. Thus in the summer season grafting is

impracticible ; but then budding comes to our aid,

and enables us to secure the advantages of graft-

ing with little comparative risk. A bud may be

considered an embryo plant, of the same species aa

the parent tree, possessing distinctly developed

parts, and individual vitality, and of course when
removed to a congenial place, capable of continued

growth and a reproduction of its species. In this

transfcrrence of the bud from one place of growth

to another, it is necessary that thu plant into which

the transfer is made, si.ould be of the same genus

of plants, and even the same species will usually

be found most cimgenial. All the varieties of the

appie and pear may be budded together ; and the

apricot, nectarine, and peach may be treated in the

same manner. The plum and the peach are some-

times budded on each other; but the cherries are

usually confined to stocks of the same kind of tree.

The time of budding is partly depending on the

tree itself and partly on the vigor of its circulation.
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July and August are the usual months for budding,

but the chorry frequently succeeds in June, and

the nectarine, &c. as late as September. 1"

[For the New England Farmer] our labors, we are not only tlie imitators but the

— humble agents of him who causes the "herb and

Mr CoLMAN,—Our compiainU of the weather the tender grass to appear"'—"who sendeth the

jrreater part of the failures that occur in budding
|

and of the seasons are so common, that an observer sunshine and the rain"—" who clothes the tempest

arise from its bein^ attempted at an improper lime, |
might very reasonably infer, that they constituted

,

with its fury and who stays the angry winds"—" who

when the barli does not separate freely, or when I
a part of our daily exercises. The sage remark

;
sustains the falling sparrow and guides unnumber-

far formed that ' that we never saw such a season before—one of so i ed worlds in their mighty careers."

,.,,., uriioiisTre nolreadily made. A sure indica- much rain, so much dry ;
so much cold, or so much

j

About the middle of May a stormy season com-

tion of the tree bein" in a suitable
*

state for bud- heat,—very naturally conveys the idea that we have mencec, with a cool temperaturj for youthful veg-

dinn- is the bark peeling freely ; this showing that |
stood, our whole lives, at the post of observation,

,
etation, when it was just decorating the earth with

the new wood for the year is so

new

the cambium or new wood is ut that stage of lorina-

tion which btst secures the union and cousetiucnt

,

life of the hud. To ensure success it is requisite

that the bud .'should be mature ; that the bark of

the stock separate freely ; and that the operation

be performed in sucli a manner, that the introduced

bud come in perfect contact with the stuck.

The common practice in budding is to separate

the bud in such a way that the longer portion is

below the hud ; consequently in making the incis-

ion in the bark, the bud is crowded downwards

from the cross slit of the stock. As it is well known,

however, that the elaborated juices that form the

cambium or new wood, proceed from the leaves

downwards, it was suggested that the cross cut

made in the bark at the upptr end of the perpen-

dicular incision iiniBt have a tendency to cutotf the

downward flow of sap, and thus retard if not entire-

ly prevent in many cases the desired union of the

bud and stock. To remedy this it has been pro-

posed by some French and English fruit growers to

make the cross cut at the lowtr end of the incision,

and then having the bark to which the bud is at-

tached, longest above the bud, crowd it in the in-

cision upwards, instead of downwards as in the

usual mode. This by some is considered a decid-

ed improvement, but though its philosophy may be

. plausible, its superiority in effect to ihe former

mode, can only be tested by e.\perience.

Every farmer should set apart a few rods of

ground for nursery purposes, in which a supply of

young trees, such as apples, peaches, plums, cher-

ries, &,c. may be kept, and these when of a suitable

age, say two or three years, should be grafted or

inoculated with the choicest varieties, and then

they can be transplanted or otherwise disposed of

at pleasure. Many kinds of fruit trees are so short

lived, particularly iu our climate, that unless some

efforts arc made to ensure a supply, and renew

them as the/ fail by age or other causes, we must

for the greater part of the time be destitute of some

of ilie must desirable fruits. We may mention for

the convenience of those who in moving or travel-

ling from one part of the country to another, would

be glad to secure a supply of buds of some favor-

ite fruit fur propagation ; that if the twigs on which

good buds lire found are cut, (and the longer the

better) and immediately deprived of their leaves by

cutting the leaf stem with a pair of scissors or a

with weathergageiu hand, seeking out and noting all
,
spring's gay flowers. Such times are apt to de-

events of meteorological character, as varying wind, ! press the spirits of the husbandman, especially when

falling storm, or tranquil sunshine have brought
' spring his so long been inviting him to his labors,

tlie.n to view. ! But the farmer here, among " the bleak hills of

Yet if we will actually be close in our observa-
' Berkshire," must not be discouraged by unpropitious

tions, as every one should be, we shall find, after i circumstances. '1 he seasons may be unfavorable,

all, that some past year, and that not very far gone i but persevering skill will, in a great measure, over-

by, that the general features of the season were in come their peculiarities— the storm and the sun-

kind and character similar to those of the one we
, shine may not be so agreeably blended as we might

are now passing, though in many of its qualities it i wish, but they set the " bow on the cloud, that har-

niay have been considerably different, variations of vest shall not fail." If the husbandman does his

character always being atlendant on different cir- duty, "nature and nature's God" will pretty surely

cumstances, and sometimes on very small changes sustain his efforts.

of them. Crops in general are promising. Wheat has

As the success of the cultivator of the earth de- been sown this spring in greater quantity than for

pcnds in a great measure on the seasons, or, per- many past years. This is as it should be. It is a

haps more properly, on his adapting his operations deplorable sight, and one which ought never to of-

to the circumstances of the season than to seasons i fend the eye of sensibility, to see fanners buying

themselves, it would be wise and prudent in him
]
their bread. This has been very much the case,

carefully to note, as their various circumstances I however, in past years, and by the horrid practice

change, tlie causes of such changes, if any definable of stocking lands with sheep to the exclusion of

ones there are, and the effect attending them ; Uius

in future years enabling himself, or his successor,

to vary their operations to meet these vicissitudes.

The current year, since winter wept itself away,

has varied much from the last, though it has much

similarity to some long gone by. In the early part

of April we had a few days of high summer heat, and

the month for the most part was very pleasant, and

so -warm that many supposed that a season was

dawning unfavorable to the growth of wheat, and

that corn would produce abundantly. But alas!

how deceitful are appearances. How often does

that which promises most, prove most abortive in its

fulfilment !
" As man flatters most" when treason

is lurking in his bosom, so tlie sun shines brightly

when the storm is gathering, and the skies are tran-

quil when the tornado is maturing in embryo.

Our May was the contrast of April. Cold and

frost, those allied brethren, were frequent visitors

until the middle of the month. Still the air was

pure, and the earth in good condition to receive to

its bosom the hopclul rudiments of a future harvest.

Corn planting was done some ten days earlier than

in former seasons. It came up tvdl, stands well,

but the cold and storms have given it a sickly ap-

pearance. When a warm day comes, as a few such

days do come, it improves them as a thorough man

will a favorable day in an unfavorable harvest, and

sharp knife, and then wrapped in wet moss or even tlie advancement it makes is such as to assure us

wet cloths, thev may be preserved for many dsys
|

that it would grow if it could. How important,

fresh and iiealthy state, so as scarcely to fail I

then, since it is for us "that seed time and harvest"

of growing where skilfully inserted.— Genesee Far.

A writer in the Farmer's Cabinet says tha:tin set-

ting out ruta baga, &,c , he ploughs a furfow ;
then

lays the plants in at the required distance, the tops

resting upon the furrow slice. He then runs the

plough along again, so that the furrow shall covers

the root. He then follows with the hoe and re-

lieves those which are covered too much, or cover

those which may not have earth enough about

them.

come at their appointed seasons, that we aid the

struggling plant in pushing forward to maturity.

We are fully aware that we cannot cause the germ

to spring up, nor the swelling grain to ripen, yet

we can become the helpmeets of " nature's God,"

who makes them grow, and by our kindness to our

life-sustaining mother, may enable her topnsh them

forth more luxuriantly and to hasten the time of

their full and perfect harvest. How sublime is the

idea, how cheering the thought that in making the

earth produce more abundantly by our cares and

ploughing and stocking with grass seed, many of

our best farms have depreciated in v.lue. This,

ike all down-hill roads, is an easier way of getting

along, but it cannot terminate the journey nt home.

We rejoice to see this foolish practice in a process

of abandonment, and we are sure that if once given

up, it will never be resumed. There can be no

doubt but that every farm can be made to produce

its own grain without any diminution of grass even

in our imperfect system of farming, and at the same

time furnish a richer and healthier herbage for the

herds and flocks. So then by ploughing and seed-

ing we gain two important points. First, raise

our own grain, whereby we secure it to ourselves

and save many dollars in our State, county and

town—even in our oii'H pockets annuidly; and sec-

ond, our ground is kept iu a more healthful condi-

tion, whereby it produces more and a better article.

But there is another consideration which should

induce us to venerate and use the plough and hoe.

It furnishes a virtuous and profitable employment

to the long-legged boys, who can never be easy

witliout business, and who, unless employed in kill-

ing weeds might make themselves free in killing

birds or fish, whose claim on life is as good as theirs,

and whose time is often far more profitably spent.

Consider it, ye who delight in torture, and instead

of patroling the woods with your guns to shoot

down your friends, or in following the meandering

stream wi.li your fishing rod to decoy its lawful in-

habitants to death, "just for sport," and "to kill

time," occupy the leisure of spring and autumn in

planting trees around your dwellings, by which

you will invite nature's sweet songsters from the

distant grove to domiciliate themselves with you,

and inspire you at your morning and evening meal

with loud and unaffected " hymns of lofty cheer" to

him " who makes the outgoing of the morning and

the evening to rejoice."

Wheat uniformly looks well. But little winter

wheat is sown in the region of our roundabouts,

but as we know not yet what we shall do we can-
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not but think, and we hope it is not a foolish imag-

ination of our lieart, that it will eventually be rais-

ed in considerable quantity in our goodly Gotham.

The principal obstacle seems to be its liability to

heave out by the frost, and we arc of opinion tliat

if in stocking our land we will heave in liberal

quantities of plaster and clover seed, the product

of the last to be ploughed in when it has attained

its full grovvth, that our land will eventually be-

come more porous, so that the superfluous moisture

will pass off, that this evil will be reduced at least.

Oats are not as much sown as usual ; they look

very well, as also do potatoes. Corn will give a

good harvest if we have a plenty of warm weather.

It grows as fast as possible. Grass looks accord-

ing to circumstances. Where plaster has been

sown on favorable lands, this spring, it looks very

well. It was much injured by the dry weather

early in May.

Yours truly, W. B.

Mount Osceola, June, 18.39.

[From the Farmers' Cabniel,]

PAT MUTTON—ROOTS.
It is to be regretted that so little attention is

paid to the proper sheltering of cattle in this coun-

try. One would naturally suppose that the inter-

ests of owners would point out a proper course
;

and that once systematized, and the advantages of

strictly attending to the comfort and convenience

of our cattle made manifest, even to the most scep-

tical, that whole neighborhoods would adopt the

system, and that, in a reasonable length of time, it

would very extensively, if not universally prevail.

It is lamentable to say that this is not the case.

For some reason or other, which I have not as yet

been able to ascertain, improvements make but slow

advances among our farmers. It may be, that they

consider improvements as innovations in those cus-

toms which have "grown with their growth."

Some, with the evidence before their eyes, evidence

which they cannot possibly resist or gainsay, refuse

to profit by the experience of others. I have sev-

eral cases in point, one of which I will note. For

a number of years I have been in the habit of at-

tending the Philadelphia market, principally with

mutton, and as I always personally surperintend my
sheep and other animals on the farm, and saw that

they were regularly and sufficiently fed, I generally

brought meat which I was not ashamed of, and which

by its ffood quality recommended itself to purchas-

ers, insomuch that I had no difficulty in securing

a regular set of good customers, who cheerfully paid

a fair price for a good article. Some ofmy neigh-

bors attended the same market—but as I generally

sold out first, they thought I was " uncommonly

lucky." Four years since I obtained a quantity of

the seed of the French sugar beat, and put in an

acre by way of experiment, not in the way of mak-

ing sugar, but the making offat. This first trial

fixed me. My cows, sheep, and hogs were very

fond of them, during the long and severe winter

which followed. They all kept in good heart and

condition ; what surprised me most was the rapid

manner in which my sheep fed on the sugar heat,

took on fat ; and when carried to market the sad-

dles excited particular attention, from their very

superior appearance. But it was not in appearance

only : the meat was of much belter quality, more
juicy, and exceedingly tender. The inquiry was,

" why, sir, on what do you fatten your sheep ?"

And when I replied on the sugar beet, hay, and a

small portion of corn, it would generally call forth

an exclamation of surprise. Ever since I have

been a grower of the sugar beet, the meat I take

to market is always in demand, and brings several

cents more per pound than that fattened in the old

way; and yet, strange to say, some of my neigh-

bors, although I have urged them, will not plant the

beet for their stock. I have been benefited to the

extent of several hundred dollars by the introduc-

tion of this root—the effects are visible—my
neighbors know it—and yet they stand lookers on,

halting between two opinions. But light is break-

ing in upon us, and of one thing you may be assur-

ed, that is that the time is not far distant whtn every

extensive stock feeder will be an extensive root

grower.

To the delinquents, and there are many in my
vicinity, I would say, « rouse ye from your lethargy

and altliough for the present season you have

lost the advantage of planting the sugar beet and

the mangel wurtzel, yet you may in some measure

atone for your past neglect, by putting in immediate-

ly a sufficient quantity of ruta baga. Vou have time

enough for this, but none to lose. The ruta baga
is an excellent root— plant it liberally—cultivate, it

thoroughly— and you will find your account in it in

more ways than one, if you are spared until the en-

suing winter. Depend upon it, there is nothing bet-

ter for cattle than roots, properly prepared. I put in

some of almost all kinds ; and I find carrots answer

well for a change. But with me the sugar beet

is superior to all others. My way of feeding is

simple. Whenthp cattle are housed they are kept

constantly furnished with good hay, have roots three

times a day, with an occasional change to corn or

cut feed. I find great benefit from currying my
cows—indeed, it seems to me as necessary to curry

a cow as a horse—and if any one will make the

experiment as I did on two o.xen, it will remove

every doubt. They were both put up at the same

time—fed precisely alike—and the treatment

throughout was similar in every respect, except in

the use of the curry comb, and the ox on which it

was used was in reality, as well as in appearance,

six per cent, better than his fellow. The cause of

this must be apparent to every reflecting mind.

N.I.

Delnivare county. May I8th, 1839.

machia quadrifolia, Lysimachia thrysifolia, Cro-

tolaria sagittalis, Arenaria peploides, Hud sonia

tomentosa, Cnicus horridulus, Verbascum thap-

sus, Azalea viscosa, Salsola salsa, MitchcUa re-

pens, Lathyrus maripinus.

For the Commiltee,

S. WALKER, Chairman.

BOTANIC GARDEN AND
TORY.

CONSERVA-

MassacUiisetts Horticultural Society.

Satnrduy, June 29tli, 1839

Our tables were again decorated with some of

Flora's choicest gifts. Among them we particular-

ly noticed some pot plants from John Towne, Esq.,

viz: Erica ventricosa superba; do. Rubens and

Roella ciliata ; and the fine collection of Roses

by S. R. .Tohnson, Esq., of Charlestowu.

Dahlias, by Henry Sheafe, Esq. ; Mr Mason,

from his garden, East Boston, and from the garden

of Mr James L. L. F. Warren, Brighton.

Bouquets, from Messrs William Kenrick, Mason,

John Hovey, Winship, and Walker.
y

Pinks, by Samuel Walker, of Roxbury,

JVative plants, by William Oakes, E^q., Orchis

grandiflora, Viburnum lantanoides, pyrifolium and

acerifolium, Acer Pennsylvanicum, Corallorhiza

multiflova, Pyrola chlorantha, Hottonia inflata,

Lmntea borealis.

JVative plants, by E.. Weston, Jr. Esq., and F.

Parker, Cymbidium pulchellum, Kalmia latifolia,

Arethusa ophiglossoides, Vaccinium macrocarpon,

Hypericum perforatum, Andromeda polifolia, Lysi-

We have been very much gratified with the ex-

hibition of Roses at the Conservatory of the Botanic

Garden, for which prizes have been adjudged,

amounting to 75 dollars. We have for some time

intended to notice this establishment, and think

this affords a fit opportunity. If the increase of

grog shops and places of licentious resort debase

the morals of a people, it would seem reasonable to

suppose that places where beauty, order, neatness and

taste prevail, are open to the easy access of persons

of both sexes, the morals must be in an equal degree

elevated, and consequently the taste becomes grad-

ually more refined. We believe from the report of

travellers in Europe that this view is not theoreti-

cal, but is completely proved by the crowds of or-

derly persons who fi'equent such establishments

there, and whose countenances and demeanor ex-

hibit the quiet pleasure they enjoy. For this, and

many other obvious reasons,, we trust that the in-

habitants of this city, will, by their assistance and

countenance, cheer onward the gentlemen who are

directing this good work, so that it may proceed

towards completion and permanent stability. We
think the progress made, has been full as great as

could possibly be expected, for the time occupied

in converting this waste into a garden : in a few

weeks we believe the public may expect admis-

sion, and a walk round the whole area be complet-

ed.—The terrace on the edge of the water will

form a delightful evening promenade, when the

sun is setting behind the beautiful hills of Brook-

line ; and the borders are filled with as many flow

ers as the season permits : thus both sides will

oflTer various but agreeable objects to the eye.

We think it a happy idea to have put an open

fence in front, that the public at large many enjoy

as much as possible, the gaudy borders. Indeed,

we feel persuaded that the trustees are desirous of

p.xercising their powers in the most liberal and ju-

dicious way possible, keeping only in view the ne-

cessity of raising sufficient funds to maintain beau-

ty, order and neatness in the establishment, at the

least possible expense.

There are many schemes of public utility which

may also be engrafted on this at a future period,

any discussion on which, would be premature at

present.

Wo understand the trustees have offered premi-

ums to the amount of fifty dollars, for cut flowers

to decorate the conservatory on the 4th of July,

and hope this evidence of their wish to encourage

the trade as well as the taste, will be duly appre-

ciated, and meet with the return and support it

well merits.

At some future time we intend to give a more

particular description of this garden and conserva-

torv as we believe they will be objects of great in-

terest, not only to the city, but also to the country at

large, and that one of the first enquiries by visiters

from the country, will be for these places.

J. B.
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GRUB WORM.

A proerfwtinatin^ farmer saves the Uvi:s of millions offfruhs.

It sneins to be a law of nature, that populalicin

should keep pace with the means of subsistence,

and this law appears to be faithfully maintained

throuf;hout the animal kingdom, even down to the

lowest grade of insects and worms. The grub

worm, which is so dcslnictive to Indian corn in the

early stages of its growth, was much less numerous

and injurious previous to the introduction of red clo-

ver. At that period, corn was generally planted

where there had not been a sufficient quantity offen-

der, succulent food fur it to subsist upon in any

considerable numbers, and consequently its propa-

gation and support was so precarious, that its in-

crease was so slow as not to be observable. But

when clover was generally cultivated, and by the

most skilful arrangement of the rotation of crops,

Indian corn succeeded it when the clover began to

run out, the increase of tlie grub worm keeping pace

with the means of subsistence, (for it feeds with

avidity on the green, succulent stalks of clover,)

propagated to a most alarming e.xtent ; and the

sod being ploughed down in the spring for corn,

and the pasture of the worms being by that means

destroyed when the young corn began to vegetate

and show itself above ground, the worms following

out the law of self-preservation, and from no mis-

chievous propensity, commenced feeding upon it

more ravenously, and for some years it was almost

doubted whether its culture would not have to be

abandoned in some neighborhoods.

During tliis state of suspense, some observing,

reflecting person, who no doubt had taken the trouble

to e.vamine into the character, habits and instincts

of the grub, discovered thiit early in autumn it

Bought retreat some inches below the surface of the

earth, and there prepared itself a domicil where it

might repose in safety from storms and tempests

till the vernal season arrived and with it its accus-

tomed food.

It was very rationally suggested, that if the sod

was ploughed down late in the fall, and the habita-

tions of the enemy turned topsy-turvoy, that the

walls might be broken in pieces by the winter

frosts, and that the inhabitants being turned out of

doors would perish, and the young corn be preserv-

ed from its greatest enemy. This was at first sug-

gested as a theory ; it was soon put to the test of

practice ; and every farmer knows the benefit that

resulted from it. The grub soon became a much

less formidable enemy ; every one knew how to

vanquish it, provided a pretty severe winter came

to his aid. But fanners sometimes have treacher-

ous memories as well as other folks, and the enemy

having been supposed to have been completely rout-

ed, there was a strong propensity felt to resume

old habils, and postpone ploughing corn ground

till spring again, in accordance with ancient ciis-

tom ; this has often been done, and generally wich

the same result; the enemy not being entirely e.\-

terminated, increases his forces and proceeds again

to the work of destruction.

A few years since, from winter setting in early,

or some other cause, very little corn ground was

ploughed in the autumn ; the following spring the

corn suffered severely from the depredations of the

grub; hut w^here portions of a field had been turn-

ed down in the fall, it furnished the usual protec-

tion : this was observable in numerous instances.

The succeeding autumn, many farmers having a

very short allowance of corn, and smarting under

the infliction, went to turning up the ground in

good earnest, and overturned the quarters of the

enemy without compunction. The conseciuence

was a general exemption from injury ; it was pret-

ty well followed out for a year or two afterwards,

but last fall many began to relax and to forget the

things that they had suffered, and nuich corn ground
was permitted to remain undisturbed till this spring,

and those thus circumstanced are now going on in

the old traek, that did very well before clover was
brought into genera! cultivation and the sod plough-

ed down for corn.

Now let us observe and see if the laws of nature

have been reversed to accommodate those who neg-

lect full ploughing.

—

Farmers' Cabinet.

FEEDING AlILCH COWS.
Natural grass is the first and best of all food for

cows ; and where this can be obtained in sufficient

quantities nothing further can he desired. Sweet

and nutritious, grass gives a richness and flavor to

milk attainable from no other source ; and which

milk ])roduced from grains, distiller's wash, or roots,

can never equal. Of the grasses, lucerne is con-

sidered the best, and the clovers the next; and as

lucerne cannot with propriety be considered one

of our cultivated grasses, perhaps we have nothing

in this country that excels white clover for impart-

ing a peculiar richness and even fragrance to milk.

The grasses are be-;t for the cow, when fed green;

but the best method of feeding the grass to the

animal has been matter of some dispute. '1 he

common method of turning the cow into the field

at once, occasions the least trouble perhaps, but it

is also the most wasteful ; and where economy is

to bo consulted, some other method of feeding may
be found preferable. Curwen found by experience

that three acres of good grass, cut and fed to the

cows, supplied 30 milch cows with 28 lbs. each,

during 200 days. Their other food was hay, of

which they consumed little, and their health was

excellent, and their milk superior. Mr Curwen
observes, " that to have supplied a similar number

of cows with a like quantity for the same period,

would, in the usual way of management, have re-

quired 75 acres of land for its production. And to

have grazed such a number of cows at liberty, that

length of time, must, it is obvious, have taken a

very considerable number of acres."

If such is the saving that may be made by sub-

stituting labor for land in feeding cows, we think

the subject well worthy the attention of dairymen

and milkmen, especially in the vicinity of our cities.

If by employing the labor of one man through the

summer months in carrying the grass to the cows

instead of allowing them to gather or trample it

down for themselves, twenty cows could be kept on

land that now supports only ten, we think there can

be no (picstion as to the profit. Only the best and

sweetest grasses can be used for carrying; but

where meadows of this kind exist, and by jiroper

attention to draining, manuring, and seeding, all

may be made such, the quantity of grass that may

be taken fiom them by successive cuttings is great.

Because our meadows, the grass standing till near-

ly ripe before mowing, does not spring up at once,

it by no means follows that when cut green, while

the circulation is active and the roots vigorous that

such would not be the case. Indeed tiie rapidity

with which the grasses spring up in our rich pas-

tures after being fed down by cattle, is sufficient

proof of what nature is able to accomplish, when

her efforts are not checked but aided by the skill

of the husbandman.

—

Genesee Farmer.

Eggs.— Almost every body loves good fresh eggs,
and with or without glasses or silver spoons, can
contrive to cat them ; whether boiled or fried, raw
or roasted, made into custard with sugar ami spi-

ces, or swallowed gently with a bordering of old

Port, they agree with the palate and the stomach,
and neatly laid out with fair slices of bacon, they

form a repast within the reach of all and to be de-
spised by none. But though most farmers keep
fowls and raise their own eggs, there are many
who have not yet learned the difference there is in

tl e richness and flavor of eggs produced by fat and
well-fed hens, and those from birds thai have been
half starved through our winters. There will be
some difference in the size, but far more in the

quality. The yolk of one will be large, fine color-

ed, and of good consistence, and the albumen or

white, clear and pure ; while the contents of the

other will be watery and meagre, as though there

was not vitality or substance enough in the parent
fowl to properly carry out and complete the work
that nature had sketched. In order to have good
eggs, the hens should be well fed, and also provid-

ed during the months they are unable to come at

the ground, with a box of earth containing abun-
dance of fine gravel, (if of limestone, so much the

better,) that they may be able to grind and prepare

for digestion the food they receive. Fowls form
no small item in the profits of the small farmer, and
few creatures better repay the care and attention

they receive. Of eggs, those of the domestic hen
are decidedly the best; but those of both ducks
and geese may be used for some of the purposes of

domestic cookery. Eggs can be kept any length

of time, if the air, is perfectly excluded, and the

place of deposit kept at a low temperature.

—

Gen-
esee Farmer.

Fruit Trees protected from Spring Frosts.—In

France a practice has long been successfully adopt-

ed, by which tender trees are secured from the ef-

fects of frost in the same manner that a house is

secured from lightning—by means of a conductor.

In these days of science, every fatiner as well as

every gardener, may, by a recourse to his barome-

ter and his thermometer, and by the meteorological

experience incident to his calling, detect a proba-

ble change in the weather, and a consequent in-

crease or decrease of temperature. When, there-

fore, he apprehends a frosty night, or by way of

precaution to secure against blight his tenderest

and most valuable trees, let him entwine among the

branches of each tree in full bloom, and from the

top to the bottom, a thick hempen rope, the lower

extremity of which must be immersed in a vessel

of water. In the morning the surface of the water

will be covered with a cake of ice, though water

placed in a vessel by its side would not have been

frozen; and the blossoms will be found uninjured.

This is a very simple and has proved in France a

very conclusive experiment, which may be adopted

in England with great advantage. It would prob-

ably be difficult to apply it as here described in

large orchards, although the same conductor, and

the same water, might serve for several trees situat-

ed close to each other. But modifications might

doubtless be found by the ingenious agriculturist,

which would admit of its being used in orchards,

on the most extensive scale, and without much ex-

pense.

—

British Farmer's Mag.

The great steam ship British Queen is expected

at New York about the 15th of July.
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FARMERS' WORK FOR JULY, ON THE
FARM.

CORN.

Let your corn be kept constantly free from

weeds, and the earth so stirred about the plants as

to be always in a state not only to admit ihcir free

and unrestricted growth, but to attract and absorb

whatever dews may fall, or moisture existing in the

atmosphere. However good soils may be, howev-

er congenial to the growth of this particular grain,

e.xact and cleanly cultivation is indispensably nec-

essary to its successful culture—you may rest as-

sured that it is just as essential as manure itself.

In the working of the corn we are not the advocate

cf that plan which would raise a mound or hill

around the plants—on the contrary, we believe that

they will grow faster and yield more, whore no hill

whatever is raised. Nor are we the advocate of

frequent ploughings ; we believe that more than

two ploughings should never be given to the corn

crop—that one at the proper time is enough—and

that whether one or two, they should be at the in-

cipient period of the growth of the plant. All

ploughings, after the lateral roots have pushed out

to any considerable distance, serve only to cut and

lacerate those roots, and deprive the stalk and its

fruit of its wonted supplies of nourishment, and not

unfrequently that much dreaded /ring-, as the plant-

ers term it, which so despoils the crop of its right-

ful fruitfulness. After the corn has reached two

feet ;n height, the cultivator, harrow and hoe,

should alone be used. By the judicious use of

these implements, all the good to be effected by

proper culture may be secured, without hazarding

tlje fruitfulness of the crop by cutting off the sour-

ces of feeding, and thereby diminishing the chances

of abundant production.

POTATOES.

Though it is late to put in your fall crop, by

proper preparation of the soil, manuring and other

treatment, a saving crop may yet be realized ; those

who have their potatoes already up, must keep them

clean, and the earth in that condition which offers

no impediment to the healthful vegetation— taking

care at all times to keep a smM furrow, flat at the

top, around the vines, to act in the two fold capaci-

ty of a recipient of rain and moisture, and to afford

room wherem the bulhs may grow without difli-

culty.

THE HARVEST.

Already, farther south, this interesting labor has

been begun, and we trust and believe under auspi-

ces the most promising. With us, in ten days, or

two or three weeks, wheat, rye, and oats will be

ready for a similar operation, and it may not be

amiss to remind the farmer, that should riist or blight

fall upon the stems of either wheat or rye—and

from the present state of the weather there is dan-

ger to be npprehended— both grains should be cut,

though the kernels may still be in milk ; for no

possible nourishment can be expected to be drawn

from the stalks of grain after their juices have been

indurated by such agency.

This too is the month for the cutting and curing

of hay, and upon this subject we propose to have a

word. It is this—the sooner the grass is put into

cocks the better, as it is less exposed to the injuri-

ous effects of the vicissitudes of weather in that fonn

than when in swarth, and cures into hay to much

greater advantage, retaining a much larger amount

of nutritive matter than when dried in the old way.

In storing it, the judicious farmer will not fail to

sprinkle a small portion of salt over each layer of

hay, because in so doing, he will greatly add to its

quality, and render it the more grateful to his stock.

TUr.MI'S.

Tliose who desire large crops of turnips, with a

view of feeding stock, should put them in as early

after the loth of this month as possible. Tlie sow-

ing of those intended for the table may be delayed

a week or two—indeed any time during the month

will answer ; but we admonish all against delaying

sowing their seed until, as the old custom would

have it, the 20th of August. Every prudent man

should allow himself time to meet all contingencies

that may occur.

EUCKWHRAT.

This grain may be put in any time between the

first and the tenth of the month, with a certainty of

its maturing ; but the sooner the lahor is perfonn-

ed the better—and surely no one who likes to see

his family enjoying a good winter's breakfast

—

surely no husband or father, whose happiness is

identified with that of his wife and children, will

omit to secure a full supply of the material of those

delectable cakes, which give so exquisite a zest to

the breakfast table. But we will have a word as

to the straw ; for v/hile it is our first object to se-

cure comfort to the domestic circle of the home-

stead, it is our desire not to forget the inmates of

the barn-yard. Therefore, let us admonish you to

get your grain out early—as early as possible alter

your buckwheat is harvested, and carefully put

away your straio to be fed to your milch cows as

hay. As we have said before, we will here re-

peat it—it is just as valuable as so much timothy

or clover for them. Custom, hitherto, with most

farmers, has consigned it to the dung-heap or cow-

yard, as a thing only fit to be trampled under feet

;

but enlightened economy would allot it a much

higher destiny. When cured with care, and kept

from the weather, it makes as good and wholesome

provender, as ever went into the manger of cattle.

MILLET.

Up to the 15th of this month, this grain may be

sown. In six weeks from the day of its being put

into the earth, if sown on good, warm, light soil, it

will be tit for cutting for hay. As a cleanser of

grotinds intended for timothy, there is nothing su-

perior to it. As soon as the millet is off, the stub-

ble should be well harrowed, tlie timothy seed

sown, a light harrow passed over it, and then the

ground should be rolled.

CABBAGES.

Those who would desire to keep their cows well to

their milk through the winter, should put in at least

one or two acres of this productive vegetable—in

g-ood ground they will yield 40 tons to the acre,

and we need not say, that that quantity of

green food in mid-winter would be most acceptable

to your milch cows, and tend greatly to incresw

the quantity of milk and butter yielded by them.

—

Farmers^ Cabinet.

his brow. We certainly had no idea that his

Lordship had such powerful competitors, as the ox

now exhibiting at Egyptian Hall proves he incon-

tostibly has in the United States. The proprietor

has given it the name of Brother Jonathan, and

describes it as the wonder of the creation,

weighing 4000 pounds, or 500 stone ; measuring in

length about twelve feet ; in height, over the

shoulders, five feet eleven inches ; and in girth ten

feet nine inches. ' It is six years old, of a beautiful

dapple bay color, and was bred by the Honorable

Isaac Hubbard, in New Hampshire. The animal

is in excellent condition, but not overloaded with

fat like those monsters exhibited at the Smithfield

cattle shows in December ; of a breed somewhat

between the Durham and the Devon, and in every

point beautifully proportioned. According to the

opinion of breeders it might be fed to weigh fully

a thousand pounds more. Those fend of exhibi-

tions of this sort will be highly gratified by a visit

to Brother Jonathan.

The "Honorable Isaac Hubbard," we presume,

is only a natural blunder of the English editor—

a

personage comprehended, probably tlu'ough igno-

rance, of the Hon. Isaac Hill and Mr Hubbard (if

that was the gentleman's name) who bred the ani-

mal for exhibition.

—

Boston Courier.

The Great American Ox.—This beautiful

animal, which was exhibited at several places be-

fore its owner transported it across the Atlantic to

convince John Bull of the fallacy of his belief that

men and animals in America are a diminutive race,

attracts great admiration in England. A Liverpool

paper thus alludes to it :

—

If Earl Spencer does not look to his laurels

brother Jonatha-n will ere long pluck them from

SOILING MILCH COWS.

The Zoarites, a religious sect of Germans, on

the Muskingum river in Ohio, keep their milch

cows constantly in the stall and feed them with

offal of the milk, hay, roots, &c., and they are said

to yield an extraordinary quantity of milk—some

twenty quarts a day through the year. They also

pay particular attention to their cleanliness. Their

stalls are thoroughly washed daily, and the water

used for this purpose, is carefully collected in res-

ervoirs, and applied, in the form of liquid manure,

to their hot houses and gardens.

In a late communication to the British Board of

Ao-riculture, it is stated that thirty cows, one bull,

four calves, and five horses, were fed through the

summer from fifteen acres of clover, sown the pre-

ceding year. The labor of two men and two wo-

men was sugicient to tend them, and the nett pro-

duce of the season, in butter, from June to October,

was £19 105., nearly $90 from each cow.

—

Silk

Culturist.

Frying Pork.—Take one fresh egg, beat it, add

half a gill of sweet milk, and a sufficient quantity

of flour to make a batter, freshen and fry the pork

as usual : then dip the pieces in the batter, which

will of course adhere, replace them in the fat, and

after a little more frying, a light and delicate cake

will enclose the meat, and thus constitute a dish

for a middling sized family, which will tempt the

palate of the most fastidious. Try it ladies.

To DRIVE Bugs from Vines.—The ravages of

the yellow striped bugs on cucumbers and melons

may be effectually prevented by sifting charcoal

dust over the plants. If repeated two or three

times, the plants will be entirely free from annoy-

ance. There is in charcoal some property so ob-

noxious to these troublesome insects that they fly

from it the instant it is apphed.—Indiana Aurora.

The President of the United States has left the

seat of government on a visit to his native State.

Accounts from Great Britain represent the crops

as highly favorable.
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CLOSE OF THt; SEVENTEENTH VOLUME.
The present number brings to aclose the 17tii volume

of llie N. E. Farmer. We sijall cuminence the 18th vol-

ume with four additional pages, wliich will be added

monthly, or ofiener, if our many able correspondents

will continue to favor us with their interesting commu-
nications.

We shall exert ourselves to inake the paper increas-

ingly useful and interesting ; with the able assislnnce

from the Hev. Henry Culman, vvlio will continue to fa-

vor us with his weeklj' communications white on his

ngricultural survey—we trust we shall be able to do it.

Since the decease of the lamented Fessenden, we have

had two agricultural papers spring up by our side, and

one in a neighboring Stale, which al first thought would

lead one to suppose that the number of the supporters

of the N. E. Farmer would be diminished and its pros-

pects darkened ; but such is not the fact. We rejoice

to ^at>', that with all the competition that exists, we are

continually adding to our subsciiption list, and our old

friends remain firm to iliis pioneer in agricultural publi-

cations. As we shall incur additional expense in the

enlargement ol our paper, we trust our readers will be

prompt in remitting what is due, and those who choose

to pay in advance for the nest volume, may be assured

that it will be received with thankfulness. A great ma-

jority of our patrons have been prompt in their payment

for the N. E. Farmer from year to year, as our books

testify. We feci very much obliged to iheni for this

testimony of the value and worth of the paper, and hope

they may live to read its jiages from week to week for

many years to come.

We ought to say a word to delinquent eubscrihers,

especially to those who have let their accounts run for

years ; but we should hardly be able to keep cool were

we to rtfresli our minds by turning to their accounts and

sum up the thousands of dollars that liave been our just

due for years.

We take this opportunity to luako known our grateful

feelings to th"Se who liave during the past year, fur-

nished the columns of the M. E Farmer with original

communications. We think in comparing the present

volume with those preceding it, that in none will be

found a greater amount of practical, sound, and inter-

esting original articles. Our desire is, that they may
not be weary in well-doing, and remember that tliey

are conferring a great benefit upon the agricultural com-

munity at large by their labors. We wish that all who
are engaged in agriculture were more ready to commu-
nicate the result of their experience to their fellow men
through ihe columns of an agricultural paper than what

they generally are.

With the new vulume we anticipate a large accession

of subscribers, iiml we would call upon all who now
read our paper to make an effort to effect this by persuad-

ing their neighbois to take the N. E. Fiirmer.

We promised some farther reply to the lemarks ofour

correspondent C. S. In liis letter given in the last Now
EnglaiKl Farmer, he says, " There was a time when
some, if not most, of our New England farmers raised

all they warned to eat, drink, and wear; and theirmoth-

ers and wives and daughters spun, wove, and made up
the clothes for the fathers and sons, while the latter

were in the field. When this state of things existed

they were independent ; had enough and to spare, and

we. healiliy h.-arty, and happy; and compaiatively

speaking, were giants ; but how changed." In a de-

gree we sympathize in the lamentations ol our corres-

pondent over the changes in public tnanners and habits

to which he refers, and think them much to be regret-

d ; hut our hopes of anything like a return to the sim-

plicity and vvhol.somencss of ancient manners aie in-

deed very small. .So long as men insist upon setting

up a false standard of prosperity and every good in life

is to be measuied by its actual return ox worth in dollars

and cents, all calculations will be made in conformity,

and everything be devoted to this idol. We have near-

ly reached this point. With the great mass, a man's

standing in the community is wholly determined by his

money; and if a new edition of the Catechism should

be called for and be left to the revision of three-fourths

of the community, to the question ''What did God
make mankind for.'" they would never think of any

other answer than, for accumulation and speculation, to

get all he can and keep all lie gets. This being the case,

time, talents, health, comfort, hospitality, peace of mind,

independence, self respect, honor, integrity, moral and

religious improvement, are all sacrificed to this object.

We despair of any amendment unless d.ivine Providence

should visit us with some signal calamity. To preach

against it is, as Dr Franklin said in another case, like

spitting against the wind, which is only spitting in one's

own face ; and to attempt to alter it is very much like a

man's wading into a river and holding out his hands to

stop its current.

Asa matter of pleasant discussion we have no objec-

tion to entering upon the subject. Opinions always

should be free. Men may tie our liands but they can-

not control our judgments; and there is a pleasure

which most men experience in thinking differently from

other people—in the conceit, consequently, of their own

superior vvisdo ii.

The question is often proposed whether a fanner

should endeavor to supply from his own farm, as far as

it can be made to do il, all the v ants of his family
;

W lat .hey cat, drink, ;ind wear. Then the question is

at once extended, and it is asked whether New England

should endeavor to supply all her own wants of a na-

ture which her soil can be made to supply. To a cer-

tain extent the prin.iples wli eh apply in the one case

are equally applicable in the other. But we shall con-

fine ourselves to the case of a family in leply to the sug-

gestions of our correspondent, and yet without the least

hope of changing any one's opinions or purposes; and

as to the other case, we shall for the present leave that

as matter ofinference. The simple question proposed

is, whether a farmer should seek to supply from his

own farm the wants of his family as far as the farm can

be made to doit.' Heretical as the opinion may seem

in these days of tarifli', resiriciion and division of labor,

we answer emphatically in the afBrmative. But then

there are qualifications in the case, vvhicli every reason-

able man will admit ; and it would be preposterous not

*lo avail ourselves of the advantages which the present

state of the arts and the alteieil and changed condition

of society present. It would be absurd for us to at-

tempt the culture of articles or products to which our

soil (U- climate are wholly unsuited, though in some ex-

traordinary cases and circumstances we might succeed

in ripen. ng them. Coffee, tea, cotton, rice, are with

our present habits, necessaries of life, fiir which we
must be dependent upoH our neijilims or upon other

countries, if we insist upon having them. A true econ-

omist will deny that these are the necessaries of life,

and will either reject them entirely or find substitutes,

which habit will render equally palatable or u cful, and

which must be less doubtful in regard to the.r ii flueiic

upon health. For coffee he may sub>titute the prepar
ed beet, a most delicious beverage ; for tea, the swee
balm of the garden, more fragrant than the finest Pou-
cl.ong or Pecco; for rice, let liim go to the Indian
hominy or the oaten grots ; and for cotton, he may use
linen, the product of his own flax, and which in its du-
rability, comfort, and superior cleanliness, fully compen-
sates for its higher cost. His maple trees, and present-
ly Ins beet fields, will supply his sugar and molasses;
his currant bushes and his grape vines will furnish a
glass of wholesome wine for himself and his friends

;

and as to alcoholic drinks in any of their forms, that,

thank God, which was once deemed an indispensable
article of use and hospitality, has now ceased to have a
place even among the imaginary wants ofa rational man.
With respect to cotton cloth, improved machinery has
rendered its manufacture so cheap, that it would be vain
to bring our domestic manual labor in competition
with it ; but with respect to coffee, tea, and rice, we
should lose nothing by renouncing them ; and the farm
might easily be made to furnish substitutes altogether

preferable, when use had rendered them familiar. If

we must have them, however, superfluities as they are,

the farmer should be sure to raise a surplus product to

purchase them. But he should not indulge himself in

them unles? he has produced beyond the necessities ot

his family, that for which he ci.n purchase them.

A second rule of domestic economy is, not to culti-

vate articles which the farmer cannot cultivate but at a
loss. For examplo, ifeven taking into^ view the improv-

ed condition ofhis land, the necessary expense of pur-

chasing manure and hiring labor will not be met bv the

market value of the crops raised, but he must be farm-
ing continually at a loss, most certainly we should ad-

vise him at once to renounce his farming and not to

thrij-.v away both his labor and his money. Under such
circumstances, unless he has ample funds to expend as

matter of amusement or recreation, we advise him to

give up cultivation and escape the mortification and
vexation of embarrassment and bankiupley.

In the next place, for the sake of doing every thin"

within himself, we would not advise the farmer to at-

tempt to do things which it is obvious he ran undertake

or accomplish only at a great loss of lime and trouble.

It would be absurd for him to attempt the construction

ofhis own plough, the building ofhis own cart, or the

shoeing of his own horse. These trades require skill,

which can be the result of experience and long practice

only : and preparations and fixtures which it would be

expensive and inconvenient for every farmer to furnish

for himself. At the same lime, every farmer should be

supplied with a good set of tools for common purposes

ofthelarm; and if he has a good constructivcness, he

will be often able to save himself many a heavy expense

inrepairing his iinplemenls and buildings, and in the

making of many conveniences for which he must oth-

erwisoiapply to a tradesman or mechanic. It would be

absurd likewise for him to refuse to avail himself ofany
improved machinery which would save labor and toil,

as lor example, to thresh his grain liy a flail, when it

can be done much more expeditiously bv a machine,

unless the expense and trouble of managing such ma-
chinery and keeping it in repair is more than equivalent

for the greater trouble of another mode.

There are other circumstances which should be taken

into consideration in order to reply to the question

whether a farmer should seek to live within himself and

seek to supply his own and the wants ofhis family from

the resources ofhis own farm. It would in general be

much for his interest, for his independence, and for the

improvement of his farm that he should do it. The
question with him should be, not what method will.
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ictnally bring him the most money ; but whether he

can apply his Inbor in this way on his own farm lo ad-

vantage and obtain m what it furnislies a reasonable

rompensntion. If hi! sets mit with a determination to

do this, to pro'luce with some tiifling exceptions, every

thing that is needed in his family, and to have notliing

excepting what the farm will yield ; if he is at the same
e blessed with a family of children, it will lead to

such a course of industry, enterprise, and ecc»iioinv as

cannot fail to secure independence, comfort, health, and
prosperity. The improvement of his family and the

"mprovement of the firm will be continually going on
together; and such habits will be firmed as are in truth,

estate to himself and the highest benefaction he can

conl(>r upon his children. H. C.

TIIElt.MO.VlETRlCAL.
Repnrtei] for the New Englaiul Parmer.

Rangeof the Therniometer at the (iardeiiof the proprietors

if the New England Fanner. Brichi.iii, Mass. in » shaded

Vortherly exposure, week ending June 30.

WHOLESALE PRICES C U R R E :\ T
CORRECTED WITH GREAT CARE, WEEKLY.

June, 1839. | 5A.M. | 12, iVl.
j 7,1'. M. |

Wind.

Monday,
Tuesday.
Wednesilay,
Thursday,
I'riday,

Saturday,
Sun.lay,

52
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MISCbLLANEOUS

THE POCKET FARRIER.

Hind.— If his flanks beat even iind slow, his

wind may be good, but if ihey heave double and ir-

regular, <jr if, (while he stands in the stable) he

I blows at (lie nostrils, as if he had just been gallop-

Tr;j before you huy.—If you meet with a horse ing, they are signs of a broken wind. Deceitful

you like, and are desirous of buying him, do not fall
1
dealers have a draught which they sometimes give

in love with him before you ride hiin, for though to make a horse breathe regularly in the stable

;

he may be handsome he may start or stumble. the surest way therefore to judge of his wind, is to

To discover a slunibler.— If you Duy of one who give him a good brushing gallop, and it is ten to

hnows you, it is not unreasonable to desire to ride one, if his wind be broken, or touched, that he will

for an hour. If refused, you may suspect he has
|

cough and wheeze very much, and no medicine can

some faults ; if not, mount him at the door of the
|

prevent him doing so.

stable where he stands; let him neither feel yourj Cure fir broken it'inrf.—A broken wind may be

about it, add with a iiot brick applied to it, soak in

the oil, till it be dry.

H'indgalt.—Windgalls are several little swell-

ings just above the fi;t!ock joints of all the four

legs ; they seem, when felt, to be full of wind or

jelly, but they never lai..e a horse; the splint and
spavin always do. They all three proceed from
one and the same cause, which is hard riding, tra-

velling too far in one day, or carrying too great a
weight when young.

spurs, nor see your whip ; mount him easily, and

when seated, go gently off with a loose rein, which

will make him careless ; and if he is a stumbler, he

will discover himself presently, especially if the

road in wliich you ride him be anything rough.

The best horse indeed may stumble (a young one

of spirit, if not properly broken in, will frequently;

and vet if he moves nimbly upon the bit dividiiig

his legs true, Ije may become a very good saddle

horse;) the best horse, I say, may stumble; but if

he springs out, when ho stumbles, as if he feared

your whip or spur, depend upon it he is an old of-

fend^ A horse should never be struck for stum-

bling, or starting ; the provocation, I confess, is

great, but the fear of correction makes him worse.

In the purchase of a horse, examine four things

his teeth, his eyes, his legs, and liis v.ind.

To hioie his njre.—Every treatise on farriery has

instructed us to know a horse's age by the marks in

Ills mouth ; but no one in five hundred (a dealer ex-

cepted) can retain it in mind.

Every horse has six teeth before in each jaw, un-

til he is two years and a half old, they are all

smooth and uniform in their upper surface.

At two years and a half old he sheds the two

middle teeth, (by the young teeth's rising and forc-

ing the old ones out,) which at three years old are

replaced by two hollow ones.

When he is about three years and a half old, he

sheds two others, one on each side the two middle

ones, which at four years old are replaced by two

others, which are also hollow.

The sharp single teeth in horses, begin to appear

in the lower jaw when the horse is about three and

a half, or four years old, they are full grown, point-

ed, and concave in the inside.

When he is four years and a half old, he sheds

the two corner teeth, wliich at five are replaced also

with two hollow ones, grooved on the inside, which

groove marks the age precisely.

At six years of asje this groove begins to fill up,

and disappear; so do the hollows of the rest of the

teeth, which continue till near .seven and a half or

eii^ht years old, when all the teeth become uniform-

ly full and smooth.

Crafty jockeys will sometimes burn holes in the

teeth to make them appear young, which they call

bishoping; but a discerning eye will soon discover

the cheat.

Eifes.—If a horse's eyes are lively and clear, and

you can see to the butloiii, and the image of your

face be reflected from thence, and, not from Ihe sur-

face of the eye, they are good, but if muddy, cloudy,

or coal black, they are bad.

Legs.— If his knees are not broken, nor stand

bonding and trembling forward (wliich is called

cured, if the following be a|iplied on the discoveiy

of it: A quarter of a pound of common tartar, and

the like quantity of honey ; beat them well toge-

ther, then dissolve them in a quart of new milk ;

let the horse fast two hours before you give the

drench ; walk him an hour after, and let him fast

two hours ; give this drench every second day with

warm meat and drink.

A Draught Horse.—A horse with thick shoul-

ders and a broad chest laden with flesh, hanging

I

too forward, and heavily projecting over his knees

and feet, is fitter for a collar than a saddle.

./i Snildlt Horse.—A horse with thin shoulders

and a flat chest, "ivhose fore feet stand boldly for-

ward and even, his neck rising semicircularly from

the points of those thin shouldeis to his head, may
justly be said to have a light fore-hand, and be fit-

ter for a saddle than a collar. As most horses in

the hands of farmers are drawn while they are

young, which notwilhstinding their make, occa-

sions th'emto move heavily ; if you desire a nimble

footed horse, choose one that has never drawn.

In buying a horse, inquire into four other things

viz :—biting, kicking, stopping, and starting.

A horse may be sound, though guilty of all four,

which you can hardly discover by barely looking at

him ; so I refer you to his keeper.

\\ hen you.are buying it is common for the owner
to say in praise of h:s horse, that he has neither

splint, spavin, nor windgall.

That you may not be imposed upon,- those three

are thus described ;

The splint.—The splint is a fixed callous excres-

cence or hard knot, growing upon the flat of the

in or outside (and sometimes both) of the shank-

bone ; a little under and not far from the knee, and

may be seen and felt.

To take it ofl"siiave the part, and beat it with a

stick, prick it with a nail in a flat stick, clap on a

blistering plaster as strong as you can make it, let

it lie on three days; then take it ofl', and rub the

place with half a drachm of the oil of origanum,

and as much oil of vitriol, mixed : if the first does

not do, rub it a second time with the oils ; if you
find any remains of the splint, apply a second hlis-

•toring plaster for twentyfour hours: walk him mo-
derately to prevent any swelling or excrescence

from settling.

Most young horses have splints, more or less,

and they will occasion lameness while they are co-

ming upon the bone ; but after they are grown to

the firmness of bones, they do not lame a horse,

nor is such a horse worse for use, though he may
not look so well to the eye.

Tlie spavin.—The spavin is of the same nature.

ki'uckling,) his legs may be good ; but if he stops land appears, in like manner, on the instep bone be

short, and digs his toe.s in the ground, it is a sign; hind, not far below the hough. To take it ofl" beat

iie will knuckle. In short, if the hoof be pretty flat the bone with a bleeding-stick, and rub it; then

and not curled, you need not fear founder. i anoint it with the oil of origanum, tie a wet cloth

S.WLE'S UAKUI^M K.\GI.«K
For sale at Ihe New England Agricuuuial Warehouse

Nos. fil and 52 iNorlh Market Street. Sayle's (Sarden Enaiiies
This Engine is a splemliH article, and will throw a constant
stream of water to the distance of 50 or 60 feel, wiih great
force, and in case of fire wouLI be a good suhstiuie lor a fire

engine. It is the most perfect article for Ihe purpose ever in-
troduced. JOSEPH BRKCK & CO.

BUXE lUAMIRK.
The subscriber informs his friends and the public, that,

alter ten years experience, he is fully conviuced thai ground
hones lorm the most powerful siiniulaot that can be appliad
to the earth as a manure.
He keeps constantly on hand a supply of Ground Bone,

and solicits the patronage oi the agricultural conieiunity.
Pr-ce at the Mill 35 cents per bushel ; put up in casks and de-
livered at any part of the city at 40 cents per bushel, and no
charge lor casks or carting.

Also, ground Ovster Shells.

Orders left at the Boue Mill, near TremonI road, in Roi-
bury, at Ihe New England Agricultural Warehouse and
Seed Store, No 52 North .Vlarkei Slreel, or through the Post
Odice will receive prompt attention.

March 27. NAUUM WARD.
TU UARDKNEIiS ANU PARDIEUSi. ~

The subscriber has constantly for sale at his Garden, in

Brighton, the best varieties ol the lolluwing plants:

Ear y and l.ale Cauliflowers,
Purple and White Broc oli,

Ciibbage of every kind,

Celery, Peppers, Tomato and Lettuce,
Martynia, OUra, &c. iVc.

jl/so— Cucumber, Melon and Squash Plants, in potf, ready
for tran planting. J. L. L. F. WARREN.

Brighton, June 5.

For bikw vork.
Cabin Fare $^ 00—Deck Fare $1 50.

T'e Steamer JOHN W. RICHMOND, Capt " m. H.
Towasend, will leave Provi ence on MONDAYS and
THURSDAYS, at 1 ocpock, P M.
gj' Cars to meet the boat will leave Boston at half past

2 o'clock, P. M.
Mondays and Thurndays^ will he her regular days of leav-

ing Providence^ until I'uriher notice.

For liirtlier information, apply to S. Q. Cocksan, 30 Con-
gress Street, Boston.

N. B. Freigln taken at 6 cents per cubic foot.

Sheet Lead nilii Lend Pipe.
Sheet Lead and Lead Pipe all sizes constantly for sale at

No I Citv Wharf, by A. FEARING it, CO.
May 22. 8w

THi;: NEW KXGI.A D F.\UMIi.K
Is puhiished every Wednesday Evenii.g, at S3 per ann:iiii

p-jy-dble at the end of the year—but those who pay wiiliin

sixtydays from the time of subscribing are entitled to a de-
duction of 5M cents.
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